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n.

THE GOSPEL ACCORD^G TO MARK;

BEING THAT OF THE NEW AND DIRECT MANIFESTATION OP
OHRIST FROM HEAVEN, OF HIS ALL-CONQUERING DIVINE

POWER, AND OF HIS DIVINE VICTORY.

(SYMBOLIZED BY THE LION.)

INTRODUCTION.

1. DISTINCTIVE CHAKAOTEEISTICS Or THE SECOITD GOSPJlJU

The Gospel by Mark, lite that of Matthew, presents the theocratic side of the life and acts

of Christ ; while Luke and John bring out prominently tlieir universal bearing, or application

to mankind generally. On this common ground, however, it occupies a position distinct from
that of Matthew. Matthew sets forth our Saviour as the New Testament King of the Jews, in

whom the Old Testament has been completely and throughout fulfilled ; Mark, on the other

hand, exhibits Him in His independent Personality, as that new and absolute manifestation of
the Deity in Israel which the whole Old Testament was designed only to pre-announce and
make ready for. Matthew presents the history of the Lord as that of the true Prophet, Priest,

and Bang, in His conflict with the spurious representations of these set up by traditionalism

;

while Mark shows how all the powers existing in the world, representing as they did the

various phases of unbelief, rose in opposition to the Lord, and how all were vanquished by His

bsolute, victorious power. Hence, in the narrative of Matthew, the history of Jesus is pre-

lented as the summing up and culminating of the martyrdom of all the Old Testament worthies

nd prophets, as that deepest and fullest suflfering which, through the Spirit of all grace, be-

comes and forms the expiatory service of the great High-Priest; in the Gospel of Mark, on the

other hand, the element of victory and of triumph (Isa. ix.) appears, and is scarcely kept in the

background, even amidst the scenes of intensest suffering. In the narrative of Matthew, Christ

enters upon the scene in order to remove the conditions and limitations which had hitherto

beset the course of history, and from His own infinite vantage-ground to transform it, and give

it new direction ; in the Gospel by Mark, the coming of Christ is presented as the absolute

breaking up of the former state of things, by which the elements of the old broken world are

reduced to subservient material out of which the new kingdom of salvation and of liberty ia

constructed. The first Evangelist delineates for us the life of Jesus in its theocratic aspect, and

as bearing upon universal history ; the second shows that, besides this human bearing, the life

of Jesus, both in its nature and working, carries the direct impress of divinity. Thus the

Gospel of history is followed by the history of the Gospel ; the Gospel which details mighty

Buffering, by the Gospel which delineates mighty achievement ; the Gospel which has appro-

1



THE GOSPEL ACCOEDING TU MAKJs.

priately been symbolized by the sacrificial bullock, by that to which even antiquity attached

the symbol of the lion. {See the Introduction to the New Testament, p. 26.)

Hence, in tracing the Gospel history, Mark seems to have viewed his subject mainly in the

light of that prophecy of the patriarch Jacob : " Judah is a young lion " (Gen. xlix. 9)—a pre-

d'ction taken up once more by Hosea (xi. 10) and by Amos (i. 2), and swelling into a note of

triumph in the last pages of Scripture (Eev. v. 8). Accordingly, although the great adversary

of that Lion, even Satan himself, goeth about like a roaring lion (1 Pet. v. 8), he is not a lion

in the genuine and spiritual sense. The simile applies only allegorically, in reference to his

bold appearance in the open persecution of believers; in its higher symbolical meaning, that

title belongs to the Lord Himself. In this respect, Peter has well described the agency of

Christ (Acts x. 38) as "healing all that were oppressed of the devil." Mark delineates Christ

as, from first to last, pre-eminently the victorious Conqueror of all Satanic powers. He has

left us a record of the manifestation of Christ's power, when that great Lion seized upon the

ancient world, and of His brief but decisive victory, after which only the ruins of the ancient

world are left, which in turn furnish the materials for the new one.

This Gospel of the intrinsic power and life of Christ, in its original freshness, as it is reflected

in the kindred soul of the Evangelist, possesses a great variety of distinguishing characteristics,

both of a negative and positive kind. It is on the ground that it springs out into record from

his own peculiar individual life, that we account for the conciseness of this the briefest of the

Gospels, and not primarily on that of the historical occasion for its composition (Mark, one of

Petei-'s Evangelists, relating the events of evangelical history by way of explaining his preach-

ing). We can understand thus, why there is apparent in it no deliberate leisurely contem-

plation of things and events ; why meditation gives place to rapid and picturesque description

;

why he omits the longer discourses of Jesus, and, when he does record any of His discourses,

selects those burning words of controversy, denunciation, judgment, or triumph
; why, occasion-

ally, there is an indulgence in hasty, dashing expression (such as not to "put on two coats," ch.

vi. 9) ; and towards the close he even breaks olf abruptly and begins again (ch. xvi. 9) ; and

why the arrangement of his material, tliough distinct, is so often obscured by the rapid suc-

cession of the great events described, that Papias suggested that Mark had not written in the

order of succession, such as he conceived it to have been (oi ra^ti, Euseb. iii. 39).

These negative traits owe their origin to the positive characteristics of this Gospel. The deeds

of divine heroism which it describes, find, as it were, an appropriate body in peculiarities of ex-

pression, whether by an accumulation of strong negatives (oixexi, ovSels) and by rapid transitions,

or by rapid succession in the narrative. In fact, the word (vBiws may be designated as the ap-

propriate watob-word of our Gospel. While Matthew transports us gradually into the events of

his time, as he relates what " came to pass in those days," the peculiar expression " immediately,"
'' forthwith," " straightway," employed by Mark, hnrries us from one event to another. So fre-

quently, indeed, does the term occur, that ancient copyists not unfrequently questioned its authen-

ticity, and in Codex D it is even omitted in several instances. {See Ceednee, Introd. i. p. 102.)

It is this vividness of description also that leads to the frequent use of the present tense in the

narrative (cli. i. 21, 40, &c.), and to the introduction of the very language used by individuals (ch,

IV. 38, V. 8, &o.). On the same ground also, the identical Aramsean words are introduced which
were employed in the actual occurrence (oh. iii. 17, 22, v. 41), and the new, customary, or popu-

lar expressions of the time are used {Srjvapwv ; K^vrvpimv). But while the Evangelist rapidly

sketches his great picture, he also greatly delights to dwell on those particular events which
form its essential features. That enthusiasm and vividness of realization which account for the

brevity, rapidity, and somewhat dramatic tone of the narrative, also explain the introduction

of details which seem to give life to the scene. Thus we have certain graphic touches of de-

scription,—such as Christ being in the wilderness among wild beasts ; the cursed fig-tree wither-

ing to the root; Jesus asleep on a pillow in the hinder part of the vessel while crossinc the
lake. Along with those lifelike touches of the historian's pencil, which appear In the de-

lineation of that beautiful simile in ch. iv. 26, or in that of the gradual cure of the blind man
In ch. viii. 22, we also find a freshness and accuracy of recollection, as iu recallirg, for examples



§ 1. DISTINCTIVE CHAKACTEEISTICS OF THE SECOND GOSPEL. a

the name of BartimKus, the son of Timseus, the hlind heggar on the road to Jericho, and s

' childlike affectionateness, leading to the frequeat use of diminutive forms of expression, guch

as "little daughter," "little child," &c. Lastly, from the same cause-s there is a marked ac-

curacy of details in reference to the persons introduced on the scene, the particulars of time

and place, numbers, secondary circumstances, and other small points, more especially when the

Evangelist describes the miraculous cures performed by the Lord. {See Oebdnee, p. 103 seq.")

Thus the second Gospel may be characterized as that of a rapt beholding of the Son cf God
manifesting His divine power by His divine working. The victorious work of Christ passes

before us in a series of great life-pictures, rapidly succeeding each other. His mission of pardon

and grace is accomplished in a few great stages, each the result of deepest energy and zeal, and

the manifestation of His inmost life. It is as if the heavens were rent asunder, and were

eternally pouring down their richest showers of blessing. Hence, also, both the attractive and

the repelling influence of Christ are sharply and decisively set before us ; the enmity of un-

believers rises immediately into mortal hatred, while the people, on the contrary, gather

around Him in thronging crowds, bearing with them those who need His help. Sometimes

ihere is not even room to stand, nor leisure so much as to eat. " Nay, His active love shines

forth in such bright effulgence, and kindles such enthusiasm among the multitudes which sur-

round Him, that on one occasion His kinsmen were about forcibly to remove Him from the

throng, from an apprehension that He was beside Himself (ch. iii. 21). He produces the deepest

impression on the people ; they are filled with wonder, astonished beyond measure, and dis-

mayed, wherever He makes His appearance to manifest His power and love." The effects

produced correspond to the influence felt. " He healed many, insomuch that they rushed upon

Him for to touch Him, as many as had plagues." Wherever His arrival is announced, the sick

are brought from all the neighborhood, and laid in the street on their couches; and they be-

seech Him that they might touch if it were but the hem of His garment, " and as many as

touched Him were made whole." Even His appearance among them causes the people to be

greatly amazed, so that they tremble for joy and awe (ch. ix. 15). But every deed He per-

forms is a victory over the hostile powers. Mark's Gospel is not so deeply pervaded by the

anticipation of death as that of Matthew. Even of Christ's last words on the cross, only these

are recorded : " My God, My God, why hast Thou forsaken Me? "—as if in this hour of agony

also, we were to hear only the Lion's cry of woe. In the same manner, in the history of

the resurrection, only its astounding features are prominently brought forward. In their dis-

tress, the disciples believe not the tidings of His resurrection, whether from the lips of Mary

Magdalene, or from those of the two disciples to whom He had appeared by the way. But as

soon as Christ Himself appears among them, and upbraids them with their unbelief, they are

completely changed ; they are now ready to receive the commission to preach the Gospel to

every creature. A continued manifestation of His power attends, after His resurrection and

ascension, the messengers of Christ, and confirms the word. Thus characteristically closes the

Gospel by Mark, even as, throughout his narrative, his eye was mainly fixed on those miraculous

and healing manifestations of divine power by which the world was shaken and transformed.

In this respect his narrative is unique ; it exhibits the life of Christ as divine power pervading

the world. Throughout, it presents the history of Christ as the working, manifestation, and

influ3nce of the God-man. From the pages of Mark we gather how, at the time. He touched

every chord of feeling in the souls of the people—amazement, fear, confidence, hope, joy, and

delight ; and how He adapted His divine power to those varying states of emotion, whether

by reproof, healing, or sanctification. The rapidity with which the Saviour achieved such

imraense results, the impetuous enthusiasm which characterizes that day's work in which He

pervaded the world with the power and efficacy of His name, and the victorious strength with

which He triumphed over the bondage of the world and the sorrows of the grave, and rose to

His throne of glory, are here presented as the grand characteristics of the divine Redeemer,

who accomplishes His work of redemption by a series of rapid victories. At the same time,

this glorious life of work and victory is to serve as a symbol, in the light of which we are to

view and to understand every deed wrought in the name of the Lord, every awakening and
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rivifying operation in hearts divinely moved, every triumpli of cliristologicnl power, every

lion-like bound, shont, and victory of faith on earth,— in short, every outgoing of tha<

eternal energy which proceeds from the throne of the Son of God. (See LAuaE, Life qfjesut,

i. p. 248.)

Another peculiarity of our Gospel deserves special mention. It will readily be noticed thai

the Evangelist lays emphasis on the periods of pause and rest which rhythmically intervene

between the several great victories achieved by Christ. Each fresh advance, each new contest

and victory, is preceded by a period of retirement. Thus, the Saviour, at the commencement

of His work, leaves the obscure abode of His humiliation at Nazareth, that by humble sub-

mission to the baptism of John, He might insure His victorious progress. Thence He retires

into the wilderness; again and again He repairs into the desert, to issue forth anew and to

achieve ever larger conquests. Even His ascension is presented at the close of our Gospel

under the peculiar aspect of Christ retiring in order to conquer, by His power and blessing,

the whole world, through the instrumentality of His ambassadors. (See this feature fully

brought out in Section 5.)

[To this sketching of Langb may be added the remarks of a thoughtful English critic,

which strikingly agree with it. " There are many, again, whose sympathies are entirely with

the present, who delight in the activity and warmth of daily life, who are occupied with things

around them, without looking far beyond their own age and circle. To them St. Mark ad-

dresses a brief and pregnant narrative of the ministry of Christ, unconnected with any special

recital of His birth and preparation for His work, and unconnected, at least in its present shape,

with the mysterious history of the Ascension. ... It seems natural to find in St. Mark a

characteristic fitness for his special work. One whose course appears to have been marked
throughout by a restless and impetuous energy was not unsuited for tracing the life of the

Lord, in the fresh vigor of its outward power. The friend alike of St. Paul and St. Peter,

working in turn in each of the great centres of the Jewish world, at first timidly sensitive of

danger, and afterwards a comforter of an imprisoned apostle, himself ' of the circumcision,' and
yet writing to Gentiles, St. Mark stands out as one whom the facts of the Gospel had moved
by their simple force to look over and beyond varieties of doctrine in the vivid realization of

the actions of the ' Son of God.' For him teaching was subordinate to action ; and every trail

which St. Peter preserved in his narrative would find a faithful recorder in one equally suited

to apprehend and to treasure it." "Westoott, Study of the Gospels, pp. 205, 213, 214.

—

Ed.]

5 2. HISTORY OF MARK THE EYANOELIST.

In the Book of Acts, the writer of our Gospel is first designated as John Mark (ch. xii. 12

25), then as John (oh. xiii. 5, 13), and lastly as Mark (ch. xv. 39). Oomp. Col. iv. 10; 2 Tim.
iv. 11 ; Philera. 24. Originally he seems to have borne the Jewish name of John ; but it must
not be imagined that on entering upon the duties of an Evangelist, he arbitrarily adopted the
Eoman name of Mark. His familiarity with the Latin, which may be gathered from the
circumstance that he afterwards became " the interpreter of Peter " (his tpfirjVfvTrjs, nccording
to Papias in Euseb. iii. 39, Iren. iii. 1 et alia; also Tertullian, Jerome), may have been due to
some connection between his family and Italy. His father, or some other of his relatives, may
have been a proselyte from Rome ; or else a wealthy family like that of Mark may have had
other reasons for giving him, along with the Hebrew, a Roman name. Certain it is that in his
capacity of companion to the Apostles, he is generally designated Mark, just as Saul took the
name of Paul when engaged in his great work. Later ecclesiastical tradition has in the present
as in other instances, availed itself of this circumstance to transform our Evangelist into two
or three saints. The Evangelist Mark was represented as being a difi'erent personage from John
Mark; and again, these two as distinct from the relative of Barnabas (compare the art. Mari
in WiNEB, Real Emycl). Among later divines, Grotius, Calovius, and Schleiermacher {Stud. «.
Krit. for 1832), and still more recently Kienlen {Stud. u. Krit. for 1843, p. 423), have endeavored,
though unsuccessfully, to maintain the existence of two biblical personages of the name of
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Mark,—the one a companion of Peter, tlie other of Pan!. The fact that Mark acted as Evan-
gelist alternately in connection with Paul and with Peter, is readily accounted for, both from
the vitality and mobility of his temperament and character, and from the mutual understanding
and accord between the two Apostles themselves. Nor is there more solid reason for including
Mark among the seventy disciples,—upon the conjecture that he was one of those who wer«
.)ffended by the saying of Christ, about the necessity of eating His flesh and drinking His blooii

'John vi. 53, 60), but was afterwards restored through the admonitions of Peter. Stronge
probability attaches to the supposition that Mark himself was the young man of whom h
relates in his Gospel (oh. xiv. 51), that on the night of the Lord's betrayal he followed Him
clothed in a light night-dress, which he left in the hands of the officers when he fled from them
(Oomp. Olshausen, Langk, Life ofjeam, i. p. 245, and our comment on this passage). From
the Book of Acts, we gather that the mother of Mark was a wealthy proprietress; and the
supposition does not appear far-fetched, that she may have owned a country-house in the valley

of the Kidron, at the foot of the Mount of Olives,—perhaps even the garden of Gethsemane.
At any rate, there is a striking resemblance between the character of that young man and the

life of Mark, in whose quick and ardent, but mobile and inconstant disposition sin required to

be specially met and conquered by sovereign grace. Thus we find that, while Mark boldly

accompanied Paul on liis first missionary journey, he suddenly forsook him, but afterw.ards

again' recovered himself, and offered his services in other expeditions of the same kind. For
further particulars respecting the young man mentioned in ch. xiv. 51, see the Notes below.

As already noticed, Mark was the son of an influential Christian matron of Jerusalem,

called Mary, in whose house the disciples were wont to meet for united worship, according to

the custom of those days (Acts xii. 12). Mary had wholly devoted herself to the cause and

service of Christ ; for at a time when James the Elder had just fallen by the sword of flerod

Agrippa, and Peter lay in prison awaiting a doom from which he was only delivered by a

miracle, she risked her all by converting her house, so to speak, into the principal church of

Jerusalem. Indeed, so well was this understood, that after his miraculous liberation from

prison, Peter at once directed his steps to her house, as the great centre and meeting-place of

the disciples. The son of such a woman—a worthy companion of the other heroic Maries of

the Gospels—could not but be early acquainted with the blessed truths of Christianity. From
the expression in 1 Pet. v. 13 {vios jj-ov), it has been inferred that the Apostle Peter had been

the instrument of his conversion. That his religious convictions, however, depended not on

those of any man in particular, is evidenced by the fact, that his peculiar relation towards

Peter did not prevent him from joining Paul and Barnabas on their return from Jerusalem to

Antioch, probably with a view to that missionary tour on which he afterwards accompanied

them in the capacity of an evangelist or minister (u7r?;peV?)r, Acts xiii. 5). But this step was

probably taken, mainly at the suggestion of his uncle Barnabas (Mark was avfy\nns to Barnabas,

Col. iv. 10). We are not informed on what ground our Evangelist deserted the mission at

Perga in Pamphylia, and returned to Jerusalem. Luke is silent on the point; although Paul

regarded the conduct as so blameworthy, that when he and Barnabas resolved to undertake a

second missionary tour (Acts xv. 36), he firmly refused to accept the profiered assistance of

Mark (Acts xv. 88). Nay, of such importance did he deem the matter, that, when Barnabas

insisted on allowing his nephew to accompany them, Paul, rather than yield, separated from

his old companion, and that, too, although he was in many respects under considerable obliga-

tions to one who, under the influence of that love which thinketh no evil, had first introduced

him to the Apostles at Jerusalem, and afterwards, with an unselfishness truly Christian, had

brought him to Antioch, to share in the work going on in that city. We cannot doubt tha

Barnabas had spiritual grounds for his conduct in reference to Mark, beyond a mere natura

feeling for his young relative, and that large-hearted charity of which he otherwise had given

proof {See Acts iv. 36). Still, it may be supposed that the well-merited rei.,roof administered by

Paul, proved of greater use to Mark in after-life than the apology ofiered for him by Barnabas,

It is just possible that, at the time, some of the views on which Paul acted in his missionary

labors had appeared too liberal to the young convert from Jerusalem. Even Barnabas does
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fiot seem to have always felt equally confident ou the subject (Gal. ii.). Suffice it that th«

presence of Mark was the occasion of "sharp contention" and separation between the two

missionaries, wno now took up different fields of labor. Paul went from Syria dirsi-tly to

Oilic'ia; while Barnabas took ship for Cyprus, his native island, where also, on his first journey

he had commenced a mission. It deserves special notice, that while Paul was in the habit of

ooraraencing a missionary tour by revisiting the place where on a former occasion he had first

labored, he this time ceded it to Barnabas. It is on this occasion, that Luke for the first tim«

iesiguates our Evangelist simply by the name of Mark (Acts xv. 39). But the spirit of apos-

tolic peace soon overcame the temporary misunderstanding and disagreement. Hence, we
afterwards find Mark among the assistants of Paul during the time of his first captivity at

Rome (Ool. iv. 10 ; PhUem. 24), i. e., about the year 62. At a somewhat later period, however,

he seems to have been with Peter at Babylon (1 Pet. v. 13), whence the Apostle, addressing

the disciples in Asia Minor, sends salutations from Marcus his son. For we regard the follow-

ing OB settled points : First, that Babylon means the place of that name, and not Rome, as it

could have served no rational purpose to conceal the name of a place under a mystical title,

which might so readily be misunderstood; secondly, that the First Epistle of Peter bears evi-

dent marks of having been composed at the time when the persecution of Christians through-

out the Roman Empire was just beginning, and the Jews were preparing for their last great

war of nationality, i. e., some time after the year 62. But as, during his second captivity, "Paul

charged Timothy (2 Tim. iv. 11) to bring Mark with him to Rome (probably from Asia

Minor), the supposition is probable, that our Evangelist was at the time returning from Babylon.

It is easily supposable, that in those great and portentous days—when, in rapid succession, the

Epistle of James, that to the Hebrews, and the First Epistle of Peter were addressed to Jewish
Christians, with the view of warning them against the danger of apostasy, and of entreating

them to bear with patience the trials and suiferings which were approaching—Mark had been
employed as the medium of special communication between Paul and Peter. At any rate,

there is nothing strange in an interchange of service in tlje common work of the Lord, just as

Silas was both a companion of Paul, and also engaged with Peter in the work of the Lord.

Such special missions would be peculiarly in consonance with the bold and valiant character

of Mark; and hence, we do not wonder to find him ranged by the side of the chief Apostles,

hke a young lion, at the most dangerous points of attack, now at Babylon, and now again .it

Rome. But from this commission of Paul to Timothy, it does not necessarily follow that the

latter was in circumstances to obey it. In all probability, Peter arrived at Rome about the

same time as Mark ; as there is sufficient evidence of the fact, that Peter suffered martyrdom
at Rome along with Paul, about the year 68. This fact, again, is the foundation for the other
statements of antiquity (Papias in Euseb. iii. 39; Iren. iii. 1, and others), to the effect, that

Mark acted as interjireter (epurjvevTrji) to Peter. ISTor is it necessary to suppose, with Kuinoel
that, according to this statement, Mark translated into Greek what Peter spoke in Aramaean •

nor, with Meyer (who quotes from Jerome a statement evidently marked with a, dogmatic bias)

that the expression Hermeneutes merely meant a secretary, whose duty it was to put on paper
the oral communications of the Apostle (Oomp. Metbe, Introd. to the Gospel of MarJc, p. 2).

It is evident that Mark, who was familiar with the manners and language of Rome could render
important assistance to Peter in Italy, as " interpreter " in the strictest sense, and that too, not-
withstanding the apostolic gift of tongues. It is also sufficiently well attested (Euseb. vi. 14;
O'emens Ales. Eypot, 6) that Mark was with Peter at Rome,—a statement wholly unconnected
with the oocleniastical hypothesis, according to which the Babylon of 1 Pet. v. 13 means the
city of Rome (Euseb. ii. 15 ; Hieron. Vir. El. 8). The Gospel of Mark presents evidence of a
protracted intercourse with Peter, as plainly as that of Luke shows that this Evangelist must
have enjoyed continued intercourse with Paul. It is indeed true, that the New Testament idea
of the kint;dom of God is not so fully developed in the Gospel of Mark as in the Epistles of
Peter; yet the narrative of the Evangelist presents Christ chiefly as the Lord of that kinadom,
and as the conqueror of Satan and his legions,—and that in so marked a manner, as if tha
sacred historian had adopted for his motto the testimony of Peter, Acta x. 28. Similarly also,
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Ireoffius (iii. 1 ; oomp. Ensebius v. 8) records that, after the death of the Apostles Paul ana
Peter at Rome, Mark, as the disciple and interpreter of Peter, wrote down the statements of
that Apostle. According to the testimony of Clemens Alexandrinus (Sypot. 6 ; see Euseb. vi

14), Mark composed his Gospel during the lifetime of Peter, in accordance with the request
of that Apostle's converts, and Peter, who was cognizant of the fact, did not interpose in the
matter. (For other similar testimonies, see Oeednee, p. 113.) In that case, we must, of course,
not confound the first draft with the final revision of the work. According to the unanimous
testimony of antiquity, Mark went, after the death of Peter, to Alexandria, where he founded
a Oliristian church (Euseb. iii. 39), became its first bishop, and suffered martyrdom (Epiphan.
Hares, li. 6 ;

Euseb. ii. 16 ; Hieron. Vir. lUust. ii. 8, and others). The city of Venice, it is well

known, has selected St. Mark as its patron-saint, and consecrated the renowned church of St.

Mark to his name.

There is an entire correspondence between the character of Mark, and that of his Gospel.

And this is another evidence of the fact, that the human form and aspect of a Gospel depended
on the individuality of the Evangelist, and on the point of view which he took, deciding him
in selecting, arranging, and presenting the historical material at his command. It may yet

require some time before views like these will prevail in the schools, and the common error be
discarded, that the auxiliaries and aids which the writer had enjoyed were the main thing, and
the mental characteristics of the historian only secondary, if, indeed, at all to be taken into

account. Mark the Evangelist, ardent and energetic (a kindred companion to Peter), kindly,

warm-hearted, and affectionate (a nephew of Barnabas, in the spiritual sense also), liberal and

original in his views (a friend of Paul), was called by the Lord to transmit unto the Church a

Gospel, in which it is shown how the Lion of the tribe of Judah became the Lamb of God,

and how all human heroism finds both its harmony and transfiguration in the glorious achieve-

ments and conquests of the God-man. Thus the Gospel of actual personal suffering, follows

that of history and of historical suffering. [Lange's thought seems to be, that Mark represents

the God-man in his concrete and actual personality, almighty both in his miracles and his

passion, while Matthew presents him more as an object of prophecy.

—

JSd.]

§ 3. COMPOSITIOlf AWD INTEGEITY OP THE GOSPEL.

The oldest testimony as to the origin of the second Gospel is that of Papias, Bishop of

Hierapolis, dating from the first half pf the second century, and communicated by Eusebiua

{ffist. Eeeles. iii. 39) : "Mark, being the interpreter* of Peter, wrote down with great accuracy

whatever he interpreted Cin other words, what Peter stated), though he recorded not in the

order (oi fiivroL Ta^ei) in which it was spoken or done by the Lord (i. «., as Matthew, who
arranged and combined together the sayings and the history of the Saviour) ; for he neither

heard nor followed our Lord (as His disciple), but, as before said, he was afterwards the com-

panion of Peter, who arranged his instructions as was necessary (for popular teaching i. e.), but

did not give a history of our Lord's discourses (which was one of Matthew's iKjtiu objects).

Wherefore Mark has not erred in any way by writing some things as he remembered them.

For he was careful of one thing, not to omit anything of what he had heard, or to falsify (or

add) anything in these accounts." It appears to us, that in his excessive anxiety to vindicate

the apostolic authority of this Gospel, Papias has represented the undoubted fact of a con-

nection between Mark and Peter, as if the Evangelist had been merely the penman of the

Apostle. Hence the other ancient testimony, derived by Clement of Alexandria from primitive

tradition, and recorded in extracts from the Hypotyposes (in Euseb. vi. 14), must be regarded

as supplementary of this account. According to the statement of Clement, a great number

of those who had heard Peter proclaiming the word of God at Eome requested Mark, who

bad followed the Apostle for a long time, and well remembered what he had said, to reduce to

writing what the Apostle had declared. It is added that Peter was cognizant of this, and

* [Lange translates by tlie word gedolmeUcM. The oriumal is ejinjfiwevire, and denotes wliat Peter related from

Bsmory.—£i.1
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e icouraged it (the work as a whole) ; while, at the same time, he abstained from all aetiv*

il.terference, either in the way of directing or restraining (in its individual parts). We leave

it to others to translate the passage so as to mean that he neither hindered nor encouraged

ivpoTpeTTTiKois) the matter. His encouragement of the work as a whole (TrporpfTrriKoir) consisted

in tills, that he did not find it necessary to omit anything from, or to add unto, its individual

portions. It was the approbation of a work bearing evidence of independent authorship.

This view of the passage agrees with the earlier account in Eusebius (ii. 15). In both cases,

the ostensible reason assigned for the work is the same. We are told that Peter was cog-

nizant of the fact that Mark had composed the Gospel by the revelation of the Holy Spirit

and tliat he rejoiced in the zeal of those who solicited the Gospel; finally, that he gave hil

authority to the work in order that it might be read in the churches. On these grounds the

earlier Fathers were warranted in designating our Gospel as that of Peter, so far as its sub-

stance is concerned, without thereby invalidating the originality of Mark, so far as the style

and arrangement of material are concerned. (Justin, c. Tryph. : to aiTop.vriiJ.oviviiaTa Hirpov
;

TertuU. c. Marc. 4,5: "Marcus, quod edidit Evangelium Petri adflrmetur, cujus interpres

Marcus " ; Euseb. ii. 15 ; Hieronym. Vir. III. 8.)

A very slight examination will suflSoe to convince the student, that in the third Gospel the

distinctive mental characteristics of Luke coincided with the views of the Apostle Paul, and

exactly met the wants of well-educated Grecian inquirers and converts. Similarly, in our

Gospel we note how the mental characteristics of Mark corresponded with the manner in which

Peter presented the truth, whUe at the same time they also harmonized with the wants of Eoman
Christians, and were peculiarly suited to the popular mind in the capital. This fact, along with

the special occasion for the composition of the Gospel, must be regarded as giving its tone to

tlie narrative. But before proceeding to consider this factor, we must refer to, and refute, some

of the more popular theories on the subject. These are: 1. Mark was merely a compiler, who
derived his Gospel from those of Matthew and of liuke, if not from the former alone. 2. The
Gospel of Mark was the original record from which the other two were copied. 3. The Gospel

of Mark and those of the other two Evangelists were equally derived from a primitive Gospel

or tradition. 4. The Gospel of Mark was written for a special purpose (Te-ndenzschri/t).

Lastly, 5. The special notion of those who carry their views of inspiration so far as to ignore

throughout Scripture, and in our Gospel also, all human individuality.—The first of these views

was propounded in its most extreme form,— i)h., that Mark was merely the peduequiis et

hreviator of Matthew,— by Augustine, Be consensu Evang. 1, 2, and after him by Euthym.
Zigadenus and Michaelis. In a less extreme manner, Michaelis, Griesbach, Saunier (0?i the

sources of the Gospel of Marie, 1825), Theile, Strauss, Von Amnion, and others, maintain that

our Evangelist made use of Matthew and Luke To this we reply, 1st, That Mark introduces

a number of things not mentioned at all in the other Gospels (ch. iii. 20, 21, iv. 26-29, vii. 31-37,

viii. 22-26, ix, 11-14, xiv. 51, 52, xvi. 9-11) ; and that he is marked by a peculiar way of
presenting matter which he has in common with the others (oh. i. 42, v. 4, 5, vii. 3, 4, ix. 21-26,

X. 24, 34, 49, xii. 82-34). 2. The Gospel of Mark commences and closes in an independent
manner, and the material which it has in common with Matthew and Luke (39 sections), with
Matthew alone (23 sections), or with Luke alone (18 sections), is presented in an independent
form. Hence, these critics felt it necessary to modify the original hypothesis of Augustine as

stated above.—The second hypothesis, that the Gospel of Mark contains the original and prim-
itive record from which the other narratives were derived, was first propounded by Herder, and
adopted by Storr, Wilke, Weisse, Reuss, and Ewald. Of late, critics have even gone further,

and assigned to our Evangelist the authorship of the Book of Revelation (Hitzig, On John
Marie; or, which John was the author of the Booh of Revelation f Zurich, 1843). But it is

evident that the other two Evangelists furnish too many details of their own—such as the
history of Christ's infancy, the longer discourses of Jesus, &c.,— to warrant us in supposing
that their narrative was derived from Mark. Add to this the consideration, that they also
have their peculiar manner of presenting and arranging the evangelical history.—The third
hypothesis, of the existence of some primitive Gospel, from which the canonical Gospels were
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derived, may now be regarded as finally discarded. The Aramtean Matthew, to which Papiai
refers, could not have been that primitive Gospel, as Corrodi and others suggest (see Ebkakd
Eixmgelien Kritih, p. 5), since our first Gospel is itself a Greek version of it. The same
objection applies to the Gospel of the Hebrews (Memeyer and others), which was merely a

Jndaao-Ohristian and interpolated edition of Matthew ; while the hypothesis of Herder and of
Eiohhorn, of an original Gospel now wholly lost, is evidently a baseless fiction. Greater im-
portance attaches to the supposition of the existence of an original evangelical oral tradition

which, in some considerable degree, became fixed in a written form (Eckermann, Gieseler)

Nor is it a sufficient objection to this hypothesis, that the Apostles at an early period became
separated from each other ; for each original witness told and retold the evangelical narrative

of and by himself. There was a mutual and unceasing narration of the same history. More-
over, we gather from Luke i. 1, that at a very early period there existed individual sketches,

memorabuia, relating to events in the history of our Lord. It wjU be readily understood how-

witnesses of such events would feel constrained to write down these glorious facts ; nor is it

fanprobable that such narratives may have been disseminated, until they were incorporated

into, or superseded by, the four Gospels. But this hypothesis of an original Gospel must ba

modified in its application, in three respects: 1. The first, second, and fourth Gospels are evi-

dently derived from the personal recollection of the Apostles ; and the third Gospel, at least

indirectly. 2. The unique style of the Gospels, their peculiar apostolic simplicity, could have

been produced only by the continuous influence of the apostolic spirit. 3. So far as the form is

concerned, the mental iadividuality of the Evangelists constituted a most important element in

shaping the historical materials at their command.—In reply to the fourth hypothesis, defended

by Baur, Sohwegler, Kostlin, and others, that the Gospel of Mark was written with a special

object, it is sufficient to say, that this has fallen to the ground along with the peculiar notions

about Ebionism upon which it was reared. The main source whence the Gospel narratives

were derived was the vivid recollection of the Apostles, deepened, strengthened, and purified

by the Spirit of God. Thus Mark depended on the narrative of Peter, which shaped itself in

accordance with the peculiar point from which that Apostle viewed the facts of the Gospel.

As a secondary source of information, our Evangelist, no doubt, drew from that general

evangelical tradition, which had in particular instances been chronicled by eye-witnesses.

As to the origin of this tradition, it is of great importance to bear in mind, that both the

evangelical narratives themselves, and the peculiar form in which they were couched, origi-

nated in evangelical faith and feeling, and that their integrity, aflfeotionateness, and simplicity

were due to the inspiration of these writers. Thus, our Evangelist drew his materials from

subjective recollection (on the part of Peter), which in turn rested on the more general basis

of objective recollection (in apostolic tradition). This material took form in agreement with

his particular charisma; i. e., objectively under the infiuence of inspiration by the Spirit, and

subjectively under that of his mental idiosyncrasy.

According to the statement of Irenaeus (iii. 1), Mark published his Gospel after the death

of Peter and Paul (e^obov, not their departure, as Mill, Grabe, Ebrard, and others render it).

There is no contradiction between this and the statement of Clement of Alexandria, to the

effect that this narrative had been composed during the lifetime of Peter, as Irenaeus refers

not to the commencement, but to the close of its composition. For the purpose of introducing

the apocryphal story of the victory of Peter over Simon Magus at Eome, Eusebius has fixed

the time of the Apostle's stay in the capital in the third year of the Emperor Claudius (A. D
43), evidently post-dating it. The publication of Mark's Gospel must have taken place between

the year 68 and 70. That it was written prior to the destruction of Jerusalem, we gather

from the circumstance that in ch. xiii. the Evangelist relates the prediction of that event withou

referring to its fulfilment. Hence it must have been composed about the same time as that by

Matthew and probably that by John; the Gospel of Luke having been published several

years earlier.

According to the testimony of Clement, Eusebius, Jerome, and others, the Gospel of Mark

as composed at Eome—a tradition which is credited by most modern theologians. Kichard
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Simon and others, on the strength of a statement by Ohrysostom that Mark's Gospel w«l

written at Alexandria, have conjectured that it existed in a twofold recension. A comparisou

of the notice in ch. xv. 21 with Acts xi. 20, led Storr to adopt the untenable hypothesis that

it was composed in Antioch.

As our Gospel was, in the first place, intended for Eoman Christians, it naturally addressed

itself mainly to such as had formerly been Gentiles. Still, it cannot be inferred, from the total ab-

ence of Old Testament proof passages (with one or two exceptions), that it was exclusively de-

igned for Gentile Christians (Meyer). "We have already seen that it is one of the characteristiea

of Mark, to evince Christ to be the Son of God by His immediate divine working. That Mark

introduces no Judaizing elements (Kostlin), is a trait which he has in common with all the

New Testament writers. On the other hand, it cannot be doubted that, when the ardent

Evangelist found himself addressing Latin readers, this may have influenced his style, as in

the choice of Latin expressions (ch. vi. 27, vii. 4, 8, xv. 39, 44), in giving explanation (ch. xii.

42, XV. 16), and in making certain additions (ch. x. 12, xv. 21).

There is the strongest historical evidence ia favor of the genuineness of Mark. Besides the

general ecclesiastical testimonies, commencing with Justin Martyr's Memorabilia and Tatian's

Diatessaron, and those of Irensus, Clement, and Tertullian, we have a sufficiently clear quotation

in Justin and the primitive testimony of Papias in his favor, as in that of Matthew. But, just as

the testimony of Papias in favor of Matthew has been turned against him by putting a peculiar

meaning upon the words to Xo'yin,* so in the present instance also it has been sought to

invalidate the evidence in favor of our Gospel by an appeal to the expression ov rd^ec, used by

Papias. This view was first propounded by Schleiermacher in the Studien und Kritilcen

(1832), and for a time adopted by Credner, although that writer has since discarded this

interpretation. The criticism of Schleiermacher was based on the ungrounded hypothesis,

that Mark's Gospel was written in chronological order. Meyer refers the expression ov rd^et

to the first outlines of notices which Mark had made after hearing the discourses of Peter, and

which were afterwards revised and arranged. In our opinion, the language of Papias refers

more particularly to the contrast between the Gospel of Mark and the careful arrangement

adopted by Matthew (of whom he had previously spoken), especially in recording the Lord's

discourses. Baur, as might be expected, supposes that the original Gospel of Mark was a

work similar in character to the Clementines ; Kostlin speaks of an original Gospel by Peter

;

while other writers indulge in similar fancies. In support of such freaks of critical imagination,

each of these critics appeals to the ov rd^fi of Papias, no matter whether it was originally well

or ill founded, or is at present properly or improperly interpreted. Others, such as De "Wette,

have cast doubts upon the testimony of Papias, in order thus to invalidate the authenticity of

Mark. According to Ewald, there were many recensions of Mark, which underwent ditferent

variations. All these suggestions are sufiiciently refuted by a proper appreciation of the

internal testimony of Mark's Gospel itself concerning its authorship.

The conclusion of ch. xvi. 9-20 has given rise to critical difiiculties and doubts, which are

better founded than any of those above referred to. Eusebius did not admit the authenticity

of this passage (ad Marin. Queestio I.), remarking, that in almost aU manuscripts Mark's Gospel
closed with a description of the flight of the women from the sepulchre. Jerome (though not
uniformly), Gregory of Nyssa, and Euth. Zigabenus make the same statement. Besides, the
passage is wanting in the Vatican codex B. ; t and the Syriac Philoxeniana adds, that the close
of the Gospel was different in other codices. Credner points out certain divergences in this
paragraph from the ordinary modes of expression employed in this Gospel. He asserts that
while the distinctive characteristics of Mark are wanting in this passage, others not found
throughout his Gospel may be traced there. Among the latter, are such expressions as naa-a
icriVtf, yXaiaaaii Kaivals XaXeli*, etc.

On the other band, it should be noticed: 1. That Irenseus (adv. Hasres. iii. 10, 6) waa
acquainted with the present conclusion of our Gospel, as appears from the following passage-

• See Lanoe, on Malthew, p. 42 ; [Fishee : Essays on Hie Supernatural Origin of Christianity. Soribner, New York, Ue«L;
t [Also In Codex Sinaiticus.—Ed,]
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In fine autem Eoangelii ait Marcus (xvi. 19) : Et quidem dominus Jesus, postquam locutus esl

eii, receptus est in ccelos et sedet ad dexteram Dei. Oonsidoring how mucn older and more im-

portant the testimony of Ireneeus is than that of Ensebius, we are naturally led to suppose it

more likely that our present conclusion of the Gospel was originally found in all manuscripts,

but was afterwards left out from ecclesiastical prejudices (because the Apostles were reproved

in it, etc.), than that it was afterwards added. 2. In opposition to those codices in which this

portion was wanting, we have the evidence of other codices in which it existed. 3. While tha

fact that minor characteristics of Mark—such as the expressions fideias, ndXtv—are wanting in

this section, is prominently brought forward by opponents, the leading features of the passage

are overlooked. But these are quite characteristic of our Evangelist, and show the conclusion

of his Gospel to be qnite in unison with the total narrative itself. Among these we reckon

the fundamental idea of fh.e sectioo, that the risen Saviour overcame the unbelief of His dis-

ciples, and the promise of the Lord, that those who believed on Him should triumph over

devils and serpents, and over the powers of death. The form and contents of the section,

also, correspond with the idea of the Gospel generally. The strong expression, " Preach th&

Gospel to every creature,'''' is in keeping with the statement at the begianing of the Gospel,

" Jesus was with the wild beasts / " as are also the closing words, " The Lord confirming the word

with signs following.'''' Add to this, that the Gospel could not have closed with verse 8, with

out being fragmentary. Still, we cannot ignore the fact, that at an early period the Gospel

of Mark seems to have existed in twofold recension or form. This we have, in another place

(Lange, Leben Jesu, i. 166) explained by the supposition that an incomplete work of the

Evangelist may have circulated among the Christian public before our present and complete

Gospel. A certain degree of probability attaches to this hypothesis from the circumstance,

which the Fathers record, that the Roman Christians were very anxious to obtain Mark's

Gospel. "This rapid compilation and publication, followed by delay and hesitation in view

of new materials, and, lastly, the final completion of the work, are so many traits in ac-

cordance with the general character of Mark, as it is otherwise known to us." Nor

should it be forgotten that, as hierarchical views gradually spread in the Church after the

third century, the fragment in question may have excited greater interest from the fact

that the Apostles had been presented by Mark in an unfavorable light in his narrative of tha

resurrection. Considerations like these may have weighed with such men as Ensebius. Thus,

it would almost seem as if the very characteristics of the Evangelist, appearing in the passage,

had given rise to the doubts about its authenticity. In this paragraph, as in his Gospel

generally, Mark seems mainly bent upon presenting the risen Saviour in the full majesty of Hia

power, as He transforms, by one stroke, the remaining unbelief of His followers into a faith

that overcomes the world.—The authenticity of this section has been impugned by Michaelis,

Griesbach, Credner, Ewald, Hitzig (who, however, ascribes its composition to Luke), and

many others ; among them Meyer, who designates the passage as an " apocryphal fragment."

Its authenticity is defended by Richard Simon, Wolf, Bengel, Kuinoel, Hug, Guerike,

and others.

In consequence of the supposition that Mark had composed his Gospel at Rome, and for

Romans, the idea was broached iu the Syrian Church, that he had originally written it in Latin.

Hence the subscription of the old Syriac Peshito runs in these words: Completion of tho.

Holy Gospel, the announcement of Mark ; which he uttered and proclaimed at Rome. This

view reappears in the Philoxeniana and some Greek manuscripts. Baronius availed himself

of it in his Annals (ad ann. 45), for the purpose of adding to the authority of the Vulgate,

and he was followed by others. Since the time of Richard Simon, however, the hypothesii

nas been abandoned, even by Romanist writers. A supposed Latin autograph of Mark's

Gospel at Venice has been found to be a fragment of the Vulgate. The elder Fathers partlj

imply, and partly expressly state, that Mark wrote in Greek.
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5 4. THEOlOGICAIi AND HOMIIETICAL 'WOEKS ON THIS GOSPEL.

For those exegetical and homiletical works which treat of the Gospel of Mark along witi

»ther smaller or larger sections of the New Testament, we refer the reader to the Genera,

fntrodnction. and the remarks prefatory to the Gospel hj Matthew.* To the writings ther«

enumerated, we would add, the Oommentary on the Scriptures of the Old and New Testament.

by Drs. Val. Looh and W. Reisohl (Roman Catholic), Regensb., 1827 ; and Luther's Exposition

of the Gospels, edited by Ebeble, Stuttg., 1857. Besides these, we would mention Bessee's

Bible-Hours {Bibel-Stunden) Haems' and Josephson's works on the Sermon on the Mount.

For the older commentaries on the Gospel by Mark, see Lilienthal's Mangelium secundum

Marcum ; Danz's Universal- Worterhuch, Art. Markus ; and Winer's Handhuch, i. 247. Kolle,

J. B. KoppE, and "Wilke, have written in defence of the originality of Mark's Gospel ; while

the opposite view, that he was dependent upon Matthew, has been maintained chiefly by

GniESBAOH and H. Sattnibb. Compare also the works of Knobel, Hitziq, Baue, and others.

Of homiletical works, we specially mention those by Sohlbieemacher (Berlin, 1835), 0. Beib-

GEB (Berlin, 1856), and W. L. Baueb (Dillenb. 1859).

i 5. FtrSDAMENTAIj IDEA AND AEEANGEMENT OF THE GOSPEL ACCOEDING TO MAEK.

We find the motto of this Gospel in the declaration of Peter in Acts x. 38,—" Jesus of

Nazareth, anointed by God with the Holy Ghost and with power, who went about doing good,

and healing all that were oppressed of the devil, for God was with Him."

Jesus, the mighty God ("ii35 bN, Isa. ix. 6), who broke tlirough all fetters and honds,

appeared as a Divine Person, both in His origin, mission and preparation, and as Prince of the

kingdom of heaven engaging in warfare with, and achieving the victory over, Satan and his

powers. Throughout, the narrative presents to view a continuous series of victorious on-

slaughts, like the leaps of a lion, followed by withdrawals on the part of Christ. Each victory

is succeeded by a withdrawal with the acquired booty, which serves as preparation for fresh

progress. The ascension of the Lord forms His last withdrawal, which is to he followed by
His final onset and absolute victory.

Part First.

Grand preparation. Royal appearance of Jesus hy the side of John the Baptist. First

manifestation, when He quits the retirement of His humiliation at Nazareth, and first with-

drawal.—In principle and germ all the succeeding contests are now decided. (Oh. i. 1-13.)

1st Section.—John (vers. 1-8).

2d Section.—Christ (vers. 9-13).

Pa/rt Second.

Royal appearance of Christ after the Baptist. His conflicts and victories in Galilee, in the
old Jewish Church. (Ch. i. 14-ix. 50.)

1st Section.—Announcement of the kingdom of heaven (oh. i. 14, 15).

2d Section.—Conquest of the first disciples at Capernaum, victory over the demons in that
city, and withdrawal into the wilderness (vers. 16-35).

3d Section.—Conquest of disciples in Galilee, victory over the demons in the country and
withdrawal into the wilderness (vers. 36-45).

4th Section.—Attracting and repelling influence of the Lord. The multitude filled with
enthusiasm; the traditionalists offended. Conflicts with the powers of evil under the forni

»f traditionalism. Hardening, and mortal hatred of the hostile party, and withdrawal of

* Lahoe, on Matthew, pp. 19, 42, 43.
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Jesus into a ship. (The preaching in synagogues gives place to that on the sea-shore.) (Ch. ii,

1-iii. 12.)

6th Section.—Conflict of Jesus with the unhelief of His countrymen, and withdrawal intc

the villages (ch. iii. 13-vi. 6).

6th Section.—Conflict hetween Jesus and the hostility of Herod. Calling and mission ol

the Apostles. Beheading of John, and withdrawal into the wilderness on the other side ol

ho lake (vers. 7-45).

7th Section.—Contest hetween Jesus and the sorihes of Jerusalem, and withdrawal intt

the Pagan country ahout Tyre, and into the region of Deoapolis (ch. vi. 46-viii. 9).

8th Section.—Decisive conflict between Jesus and the Pharisees in Galilee, and withdraws,

to the mountains east of the lake. The preparation for the new Church (ch. viii. 10-ix. 29).

9th Section.—Retirement of Jesus in Galilee, preparatory to His journey to Peraea and

Jerusalem. Further preparation for the new Church (vers. 30-50).

Part Third.

Conflicts and victories of the Lord in Peraea. Transition from the old to the new Church.

Withdrawal of the Lord for the purpose of collecting the disciples for His last journey. (Oh.

V. 1-34.)

Ist Section.—Carnal views of the Pharisees, and spiritual law of the Lord, concerning

marriage.

2d Section.—Rabbinical notions of the disciples, and theocratic and New Testament arrange-

ments of the Lord (vers. 13-16).

3d Section.—^Temporal riches of the world, and poverty of believers (vers. 17-31).

4th Section.—Solemn gathering of the disciples on the road to impending sufi'eringg

(vers. 32-34).

P<wt Fourth.

Conflicts and victories of the Lord in Judssa. Christ founding the new Church. (Ch.

X. 35-xv. 47.)

Ist Section.—The departure and the triumphal entry of Jesus into Jerusalem (ch. x. 35-

xi. 26).

2d Section.—Decisive conflict of Jesus with His enemies at Jerusalem, and withdrawal of

the Saviour to the Mount of Olives (ch. xi. 27-xiii. 37).

3d Section.—The Saviour's conflict of suffering, and His rest in the grave. Withdrawal

into the realm of the dead (ch. xiv. 1-xv. 47).

Part Fifth.

Resurre.ction of the Lord. The great victory, and appearance of the Victor in the midst

of the Apo'stles for the purpose of completely establishing the new Church. Ascent to heaven

(or last withdrawal), to achieve His victory throughout the whole world. ^Ch. xvi.)

1st Section.—The risen Saviour victorious for the Church; or, preparation for belief in the

resurrection. The three Easter messages: the angel, tlie woman, the two men (vers. 1-12).

2d Section.—The risen Saviour victorious in the Church, sweeping away the unbelief of

the disciples, perfecting tlieir faith, and giving them their glorious message and commission

(vers. 13-18).

3d Section.—The risen Saviour ascending to heaven victorious with the Church, confirmmg

the "word" and message of the disciples throughout the world (vers. 19, 20).

These periods of rest and withdrawal on the part of the Saviour, preparatory to fresh

progress and victory, are also noticed by the other Evangelists, but not in so striking a mannei

tn in Mark's Gospel. In two instances, Indeed, they appear less clearly, showing that, while
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It was the leading idea of Mark to indicate these contrasts, his Gospel was nevertheless no'.

strictly and uniformly constructed or arranged upon such a plan. We subjoin a brief survey

of the Gospel, with the view of setting more clearly before the reader these contrasts of wiflj

drawal and renewed progress.

The Prelude: John in the wilderness; John arousing the whole country.

Fundamental Fact: Jesus (the Son of God) concealed in Nazareth; glorified in conse-

quence of His baptism in the river Jordan.

1. Sojourn of Jesus in the wilderness; His appearance in room and stead of John; conques*

of Capernaum.

2. Retirement of the Saviour into the wilderness ; evangelization of Galilee until the pre

liminary conflict with traditionalism, ch. i. 40, &c.

3. Eetireraent of Jesus^into the wilderness (ch. i. 45) ; commencement and completion of

the conflicts in Galilee.

4. Retirement (from intercourse with the synagogue) to the ship, and commencement of the

open-air sermons (oh. iii. 7) ; and also, of the contest of the Saviour, in fellowship with Bia

disciples, with the unbelief of the people.

5. Retirement to the villages in the mountains (ch. vi. 6); and reappearance of the Saviour,

to enter, in fellowship with His disciples, into conflict with the enmity of Herod—in the way
of healing and feeding the people.

6. Retirement into the wilderness on the other side of the Lake of Galilee (oh. vi. 30) ; and

reappearance of the Saviour to enter into conflict with the scribes of Jerusalem. Preliminary

separation from Judaism.

T. Retirement into the Gentile border-land of Tyre and Sidon, and to Decapolis (ch. vi.

24, &c.) ; and decisive conflict with Pharisaism in Galilee. Final separation from the hierarch-

ical party.

8. Retirement to the mountains on the other side of the Lake of Galilee, and secret sojourn

in Galilee (ch. viii. 1 3-ix. 50) ;
journey to Persea.

9. Gathering of the disciples on the journey to Jerusalem (oh. x. 32), triumphal entry into

the city, and decisive conflict in Jerusalem. Separation from the temple and the ancient

theocracy.

10. Retirement of Jesus to the Mount of Olives (oh. xiii. 1), and reappearance to enter on

His conflict of suffering.

11. Rest and concealment of Jesus in the grave (ch. xv. 42), and reappearance in the per-

sonal victory and triumph of His resurrection. Victory over the realm of the dead.

12. Ascension of Jesus ; being His personal retirement from this earth and His reappearance

in the victories achieved by His Church. Victory over the world.

We conceive that there is scarcely any room for questioning tlie correctness of this arrange-

ment, except perhaps so far as sections 5 and 9 are concerned. But section 5 certainly bears a

special mark in tlie calling of the Twelve, which was preceded by solitude and prayer. And
if it be objected that the theme of section 9 holds no very prominent place in Mark's Gospel

we reply that it occupies a highly prominent one in the Gospel of John, as the last sojourn

of Jesus preparatory to His triumphal entry into Jerusalem (John xi. 54 etc.). And even in

Mark's Gospel it is indicated with sufficient distinctness, provided we attach their full and
proper meaning to those important words in ch. x. 32 :

" xai tjv npoaymv, etc., kqI oKoXovSovvrfs

f'c^o/SoCiTo," "xal wapnXaPcbv ttoKlv tovs SciSffcn," etc. Meyer rightly observes : "Hitherto the
disciples had only partially and timidly followed Him ; most of them, filled with consternation,

had left Him by the way. But now the Saviour halted on His journey, and again called the

Twelve around Him. This event marks the gathering of the disciples of Jesus in the wilder-

ness of Ephraim for the solemn and avowed purpose of surrender to the final entry into

Jerusalem, and all that it implied." In this progressive series of victorious conflicts, the four

chosen Apostles form the first conquest of Jesus— the final subjection and possession of th«

wiiole world, His last triumph I



THE

GOSPEL ACCORDIISrG- TO MARK

PART PIRS T.

G BAJSTD Preparation. Christ's kingly appearing hy the side of John the Baptist

Pirsi Victory and First Withdrawal. The virtual Decision of all subsequent Cott

flicn* uid Victories (Ch. I. 1-13).

FIEST SECTION.

JOHN THE BAPTIST.

Chapter I. 1-8.

(Parallels : Matt. iil. 1-12 ; Luke iii. 1-20 j John i. 19-28.)

1, 2 The beginning of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son of God : As it is written in

the prophets,' Behold, I send my messenger before thy face, which shall prepare thy
3 way before thee ;

" The [A] voice of one crying in the wilderness [desert]. Prepare ye
4 the way of the Lord, make his paths straight. John did baptize in the wilderness, and
5 preach the baptism of repentance for the remission of sins. And there went out unto

him all the land of Judea, and they of Jerusalem [the Jerusalemites], and were alP bap-

6 tized of [by] him in the river of Jordan, confessing their sins. And John was clothed

with camel's hair, and with a girdle of a skin about his loins; and he did eat locusts

1 and wild honey ; And [he] preached, saying. There cometh one mightier than I after

8 me, the latchet of whose shoes I am .lOt worthy to stoop down and unloose. I indeed

have baptized you with water : but he shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost.

* Ter. 2.—We regard the tostimony of Irenaeus and other fathers, with Codd. A., P., as sufficient to establish the read-
ing iv Tots n-po^i}Tats, against the reading of Codd. B., D., L., and others, eV 'Ho-ata rip wpo^^Tp, which Griesbach and
most recent critics would prefer on their authority. That the text was changed into the form which it has in our reading
Is scarcely conceivai)le ; on the other hand, the reading "in Esaias" might have been inserted from the second citation
through an inexact reminiscence, especially as Mark is not elsewhere accustomed to quote miautely (ch. xi. 17 ; xii. 10;
«iv. 27). If the reading *' ia Esaias the prophet " be preferred, the passage of Malachi must be regarded as a further devel-
opment of the main passage in Isaiah, wliich is made prominent as the first announcement of the forerunner.

" Ver. 2.—'Ejiwrpoa-flei' iTov is not sufficiently supported.
• Ver. 5.—The vivrn belongs to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, according to the best MS., and does not come aftar

hold," etc., and vs. 3) to indicate the foreruunershi

EXEGBTIOAX AND CEITIOAl. of John. Hence the beginning goes on, according to

Meyer, to vs. 8, and not, as Ewald says, to vs. 16.

Ver. 1. The beginning of the Gospel.—The There is an analogous superscription in Matt. 1. 1,

wperaciiption includes from vs. 1 to 3, closing When Mark points to John the Baptist as the begin-

with the words, " make his paths straight." The ning of the Gospel, he refers to its whole development,

Evangelist designs by botli passages (vs. 2 from " be- and this logically leads to and includes the narrativ*
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of the Infancy. But he does not include in his design

generally, processes and means : hence John also

must come upon the scene as the mature man- In

this concise and sudden introduction, the Evangelist

himself appears before us in all his own peculiarity.

Indeed, this beginning of the Gospel was in the

apostolical age the customary commencement of evan-

gehcal tradition, and as such always accompanied
the apostolical preaching. It always started with the

appearance of John the Baptist. The history of the

Infancy and the doctrine of the Logos followed later

for the initiated, the believers.

—

Of Jesus Christ
(genitive of the object), the Son of God.—Matthew

:

The Son of David. In Mark, the theocratic relation

of Jesus recedes, as he wrote especially for Gentile

Christians.

Ver. S. In the wilderness.—See on Matthew iv.

1. So also Luke iv. 1.

—

The baptism of repent-
ance.—Baptism as not only obliging to change of

mind {nerdrnta), but also exhibiting and symbolizing
it.

—

For the remission of sins.—Meyer rightly:

To be received from the Messiah ; and not, as Hoff-

mann in the /Schriftbeweis asserts, as assured by
John's baptism. Thus it denotes the preparatory

reference of John's baptism to Christ, or to the bap-
tism of the Holy Ghost.

Ver. 5. All the laud of Judea, and (even) all

they of Jerusalem.—Peculiar to Mark, is this

strong expression. Bu4 it is so far not hyperbolical,

as the Baptist had at this crisis overpowered and led

captive, not only the consciousness of the people, but
that of the hierarchy also.

Ver. 6. And John was clothed See on Mat-
thew iii. 4.

Ver. 7. There cometh one mightierthan 1 after

me.—Present. Decision and vigor of the Baptist,

reflecting itself in the view of the Evangelist. Christ

is already in the company.

—

To stoop down.—
Pointing to his self-depreciation and humihty. In
this picturesqueness, peculiar to Mark.

Ver. 8. With the Holy Ghost.—As Mark
does not record the severity of John's preaching,

and his announcement of the judicial work of Jesus,

he omits the clause " and with fire." Thus the omis-
sion proves nothing against the genuineness of the
clause.

DOOTEINAl AND ETHICAl.

1. Jesus the Christ, and Christ the Son of God,
n the full apostolical meaning. Thus the Gospel of
the manifestation of the Mighty One of God is de-

scribed and opened.
2. The Baptist is here, as in the Gospel of John,

ch. i., the representative and final expression of the
whole Old Testament. But the Old Testament itself,

terminating in him, becomes one great forerunner,

and the voice of the Spirit of God in the wilderness,

which proclaims the manifestation of Christ ; that is,

it becomes a compendious introduction to the original

New Testament, springing from heaven.
3. John appears here as at once summing up his

office as forerunner: ]. Himself the preparer of the
way ; 2. and the voice summoning to prepare the

way. For the prophecies of Isaiah and Malachi, sw
on Matthew iii. 3.

4. The great baptism of John : its seemingly

slight, but yet great and decisive, results.

5. John in the desert as a hermit ; John arousing

the land : preludes of the Lord's self-humiliation and
withdrawals, and of His victorious comings forth into

the world.

HOjynXETICAI, AND PBACTICAi.

The beginning of the Gospel of Christ in the

manifestation of the Baptist: 1. In his appearance,

as described by the prophets ; 2. in his vocation

(preaching and baptism) ; 3. in his demeanor ; 4.

in his alarming influence ; 5. in his reference to

Christ.—The two Testaments, as they concurrentlj

glorify Christ as the Lord.—How far the Lord
will have a way prepared for Him, and how far He
makes a path for Himself—Repentance and faith

a miraculous path through the wilderness.—The
confession of sin, and its significance for piety . 1

Oftentimes, alas! nothing, or less than nothing; 2.

oftentimes very much ; 3. oftentimes everything.

—

Jolm's great renunciation of the world, the silent

condition of his great influence.—The hermit and the
shaken land.— CoUectedness in secret, victory in the

world.—^The two strong men, with whom the king-

dom of heaven breaks into the world ; 1 . John, the
strong man ; and 2. Christ, the stronger than he.

—

The anointing of the Holy Ghost : the consummation
of the baptism of Christ.—The greatness of John the
Baptist, that he always, and in all things, points out
of and beyond himself: 1. A preparer of the way,
who summons his people to prepare their own way

;

2. baptizing, and preaching the baptism of repentance

;

3. the overcomer of the people,' who predicts Christ

as overcoming himself; 4. pointing from his own
water-baptism to the baptism of the Spirit.—The
baptism of water and the baptism of Spirit.—The
heroic constancy and decision of John in his work,
a symbol for all believers.

Stabke :—Thus the last messenger of the old
covenant points to the first of the new. Thus truth
agrees with truth.—The New Testament looks back
to the Old.—The wilderness in which the Baptist
appeared, a shadow of this world.—Word and sacra-
ment the two essential elements of the preaching
ofiSce.—Preachers furnished with the Spirit and power
may have great concourse around tliem ; but Israel

soon becomes weary of the manna, John vi. 66.
Geelaoh :—John's baptism as the conclusion, and

consequently also the epitomo, of all that the leo-al

economy contained in itself—It was not itself to
communicate forgiveness of sins, but prepare the
way for it.—Even Christians should not despise such
preparations through the law for the Gospel.—In
times of great declension in morals, the servants of
the Lord appear with a special self-renunciation even
in external things. So the ancient Elijah, 2 Kings i.

8.—GossNER :—A preacher should be only a messen-
ger who proclaims the coming of the Lord and Sav-
iour.—W. L. Bauer :—The man of humility, who
aimed only to prepare the way.
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SECOND SECTION.

CHRIST.

Ohaptbb I. 9-13.

(Parallels : Matt. iii. 13—iv. 11 ; Luke iil. 21—iv. 13 ; John i. 29-42.)

9 And it came to pass in those days, that Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee, and
1 was baptized of [by] Jolin in Jordan. And straightway coming up out of [from, airo ']

the water, he saw the heavens opened [parted], and the Spirit, like a dove, descending
11 upon him. And there came a voice from heaven, saying, Thou art my beloved Son, in

12 whom* I am well pleased. And immediately the Spirit driveth him into the wildern".ss.

13 And he was there in the wilderness forty days tempted of Satan; and was with the
wild beasts; and the angels ministered unto him.

[' Ver. 10.—The reading of the Eeceivod Text is iircS, which is also adopted by Scholz, and agrees, moreover, with Matt
iii. 16. But Laohmann, Tischendorf, and Meyer, following B., D., L., and the Gothic Version, read in. Grieshach also
favored this rea^nj?. The English Version "out of" aecords with the latter reading, but not witli the former. The use
of the two prepositions is seen in Luke ii. 4 :

*' And Joseph also went up from (dn-o) Galilee, out of (e*) the city of Kaza^
reth," &o. " Beyond doubt," remarks Winer, " es indicates the closest connection ; vn6, one less strict ; irapa, and mora
especially airo, one still more distant."

—

Ed.]
^ Ver. 11.—After B., D., &c., Lachmann and Tischendorf read ev trot, "in Thee."

in a twofold manner: Satan tempts Him, and the
beasts surround Him. But tliis is a misleading
view. A threefold relation of Jesus is here depict-

ed, 1. to Satan, 2. to the beasts, 3. to the angels

;

and it is arbitrary to separate the second from the
third, and make it the antithesis of the first. There
is nothing in the fierd to justify this.—The angels.
—Not merely fortuitous individual angels. By the
individuals which minister to Him, the angel-world
is represented. Meter ;—By the ministering we are
not to understand a serving with food, but a sustain-

ing support against Satan and the beasts. This is

more than fantasy.—The theory concerning the
various forms of the history of the temptation, of
which Mark is supposed to have used the earliest

and simplest, we pass over, as flowing from the well-

known scholastic misapprehension of this Evangel-
ist's original view and exhibition of the Gospel.

—

Me
ungue leonem ! This holds good of Christ, as He is

introduced by Mark ; and in another sense it holda
good of the beginning of the Gospel itself. Remark
the expressions : ol 'UpoaoXv/iirai wivT^s—xvijias

\vaai—eI5e ffXiC'^Me^'ofs rovs oiipavouSj etc.

EXEGBTICAl AND CBITWAl.

Ver. 10. Straightway, eiSf'ws.—Mark's watch-
word, constantly recurring from this time onwards.

But here it means that Jesus only in a formal sense

submitted to the act, and therefore did not linger in

it. Much in the same way as Luke hastily passes

over the circumcision of our Lord.—He aaiv the
heavens.—Not John (as Erasmus and others), but

Jesus is the subject of the seeing (Meyer) : yet the

concurrent and mediate beholding of the Baptist is

not excluded ; see John 1. That the occurrence

should not have been only an external one, but also

an internal [Leien Jesu, ii. 1, S. 182), Meyer calls

" fantasy." But it is certain that without the fan-

tasy of theological spiritual insight we cannot pene-

Irate the internal meaning of the text, and must fall

now into mere dogmatism, and now into rationalistic

perversions.

Ter. 12. And immediately the Spirit driveth
Him.—'EK/StiAXei is stronger than the aviixiy] of

Matthew and the fiyiro of Luke.

Ver. 13. And He was there forty days tempt-

ed of Satan.—Accordmg to Meyer and others, Mark
(with Luke) is here out of harmony with Matthew.

This difiiculty springs from neglecting to distinguish,

1. between real difference and less exactitude, and

2. between the being tempted generally of Satan,

and the being tempted in a specifically pregnant and

decisive manner. But it is evident that Mark places

the crisis of Christ's victory already in the baptism.

That act of victory over self, and humiliation under

the baptism of John, had already assured Him the

victory over the now impotent assaults of Satan.

—

With the wild beasts.—The older expositors find

in this circumstance a counterpart of the serpent in

paradise. Starke :—The wilderness was probably

the great Arabian desert, and Satan attacked Him
also through the beasts. Usteei and others;

—

Christ as the restorer of paradise, and conqueror

of the beasts. De Wette:—This is a mere pic-

torial embellishment. Meter:—He is threatened

DOCTEINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The self-denial and self-renunciation with
which Christ, the Son of God, had lived in the se-

clusion of Nazareth, was the condition and source of
that strength in which He subjected Himself to tha
baptism of John in the Jordan. This act of subjec-

tion sealed His submission under the law, His histor-

ical fellowship of suffering with His people, and His
passion. The baptism of Christ was consequently
the pledge of His perfect self-sacrifice. Hence it

was in principle the decision of His conilict and Hie
victory ; and therefore it was crowned with His glori-

fication. In this one act there was a consummation
of His consciousness as God, of His consciousness aa

Redeemer, and His consciousness as Victor.

2. Christ really decided, in His baptism. His vic-

tory over Satan. He went into the wilderness and
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made it a paradise. The serpent in this paradise

assaults Him, but cannot hurt Him ; the wild beasts

Bmk peaceably under His majesty ; and the angels of

heaven surround and serve Him.
3. John is in the wilderness, and Satan tempts

him not. Jesua is led up from the wilderness into

the wilderness,—that is, into the deepest wildness of

the wilderness (this being the residence of the de-

mons, see Com. on Matthew iv.),—and Satan comes

down to assault Him there. But the Evangelist

deems it superfluous to remark that Jesus overcame

Satan. After what had just preceded, this was self-

understood. Moreover, it is in the casting-out of the

devils, that Mark presents to us Christ's concrete

victories over Satan. Yet this victory is intimated in

the fact that He maintained His abode in the wilder-

ness for forty days in spite of all the assaults of the

devil, and that in that very wilderness the angels

ministered to Him. The incarnate Son of God could

hold His heavenly court in the place which Satan

preeminently arrogated for himself. The Lord's re-

lation to His surroundings is threefold. 1. It is a

sovereign and inimical one towards Satan, whose
temptations appear only as impotent assaults. 2. It

is a sovereign and peaceful one towards the beasts :

they dare not hui* the Lord of creation, nor do they

Bee before Him. Jesus takes away the curse also

from the irrational creation (Rom. viii.). According
to the same Mark, who places this circumstance at

the outset of his Gospel, Jesus commanded at its

close that His Gospel should be preached to every

creature. See, Daniel in the den of lions. Comp.
G(Ethe's 2)03 Kind und der Zowe. 3. A sovereign

and friendly one towards the angel-world. The world

of the angels is subjected to the dominion of Christ;

Eph. i. 21 ; Col. ii. 10 ; Heb. i.

HOMILETICAL ASTD PEACTICAl.

The abode of Jesus In Nazareth, or His self-

humiliation, the foundation of all the Divine victo-

ries in His life, Phil. ii. 6 seq.—The greatness of

Christ by the side of the greatness of John.—Even
in humiUation Christ is above John, in tliat He vol-

untarily submits to his baptism.—With the submis-

sion of Christ to the baptism of John, and what it

signified, the whole course of His life, and also His

victory over Satan in the wilderness, were decided.

Hence His tarrying in the wilderness was the festival

before a new career.—The perfected unfolding of the

consciousness of Christ at His baptism, in its eternal

significance.—With the self-consciousness of Christ

was perfected the consciousness of the Son of God
and of the Son of man at one and the same time

:

Thus, 1. the consciousness of His eternity in His

Godhead, and 2. of His redeeming vocation in His

humiinity.—The significance of perfect self-knowl-

edge in self-consciousness: 1. Finding self, 2. gain-

ing ^elf ^. deciding and dedicating self in God.

—

The Wiu4'bJness ind difference between the develop-

ment of the Redeemer's consciousness and that ol

the sinner : I. Kindredness : humiliation, exaltatioa

2. Difference : a. Christ's humihation under the judg

ment of His brethren ; b. the sinner's under his own
judgment ;

—

a. Christ's exaltation through the con-

templation of the communion of the Trinity ; b. the sin-

ner's exaltation through faith in the fellowship of th«

Redeemer.—As our consciousness, so our history:

This holds good, a. of our true consciousness, b. of ou
false.—The abode of the Baptist and of the Lord in th

wilderness, a token of the destruction of the sataniO

kingdom.—The inseparable connection between the

divine dignity and the redeeming vocation of Christ

:

1. He is Christ, and submits to John's baptism of

repentance ; 2. He sees the heavens open upon Him,
and enters into the depths of the wilderness to con-

tend with Satan.—The connection between the Lord's

baptism and His temptation.—The connection be-

tween the humiliations and the exaltations of our

Lord, an encouraging sign to all who are His.

—

The connection between the invigorations and the

new conflicts of Jesus, an admonitory sign to all

who are His.—Christ takes possession again of the

wilderness (the world), without asking leave of Satan
whose dwelling it is.—Christ in the wilderness Ruler
of all : 1. Of the abyss, whose assaults He regards

not ; 2. of the earth, whose wild beasts and passions

sink to rest at His feet ; 3. of the heavenly world,,

whose angels minister to Him.—Wherefore the Lion
of Judah, according to Mark, so often goes into the
wilderness.—How the Holy Spirit opens, with the
manifestation of Christ, the decisive conflict with the
spirit of apostasy.—How the Holy Spirit, as the
Spirit of might, drives the Lord into the decisive

conflict. Even Christ did not go led by self into the
contest.—Christ changing the wilderness, despite Sa-

tan, into a paradise.—Adam in paradise, and Christ

among the beasts in the wilderness.

Starke :—Humility the best adornment of teach-

ers.—Jesus of Nazareth (despised): So little does
the great God make Himself, and thus at the same
time constructs a ladder by which we may go up.

—

Jesus sanctifies through His baptism the laver of re-

generation in the word.—Rejoice, soul, in that God
is well pleased with His Son, and with thee also, who
through Him art reconciled to God ! But thou must
in faith be made one with Him, Eph. i. 5, 6. As
soon as we become God's children, the Holy Ghost
leads us ; but the cross and temptation come forth-
with.—What the first Adam lost among and under
the beasts, the Second Adam has asserted and re-

gained among the beasts.—A pious man has nothing
to fear, among either w-ild beasts or bestial men.

GERLAcn ;—How infinitely high does Christ stand
above all human teachers, even those inspired by God.—ScHLEiEKMACHEE :—The legal excitement which
John occasioned, and the excitement which Jesua
enkindled.

—

Gossner :—SoUtude and the wilderness
have their temptations equally with the world.—
Baur :—No one is near to celebrate this victory, yel
God's angels are there to glorify Him.
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PART SECOND.
RoTAi. Appearance of Christ after the Baptist. His Conflicts and Victories i«

Galilee, in the Old Jewish Church (Ch. L 14—IX. 50).

FIRST SECTION.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN.

Ohaptbe I. 14, 15.

(Parallels : Luke iv. 14, 15 j Matt. iv. 12-17 ; John iv. 43 lej.V

14 Now, after that Jolin was put in prison, Jesus came into Galilee, preaching tha
15 Gospel of the kingdom of God, And saying. The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of

God is at hand : repent ye, and believe [in] the Gospel.

' Ver. 14.—Codd. B., L., and several cursive MSS. and versions, leave out t^s ^a<7-iAei«. So La<:hniann and Tisohen-
iorf. Meyer thinks it an exegelical addition. But what follows might also have caused the omission.

EXEGETICAl ASD CEITIOAl.

See on Matthew, ch. iv. 12-17.

Ver. 14. Jesiis came.—Ewald : He would not

let the Baptist's work fall to the ground. Meyer, on
the contrai'y : that He might be safe ; but see our

Notes on Matthew in refutation of this. By the

Baptist's imprisonment the Baptist community in

Israel was broken up ; Jesus therefore saw occasion

first to receive to Himself the poor people in Gentile

Galilee, and that as the representative of John. John
was put in prison by the Galilean prince ; Jesus sum-

mons the people of this prince to repentance, and to

faith in the Gospel : this is the true political retalia-

tion, and the sacred way to salvation and the restora-

tion of right.

Ver. 15. The time, & Katp6s.—Not the period, but

the right time ; the great, fore-ordained, predicted

and longed-for time of Messianic expectation ; more
closely defined by the following " the kingdom of

God is at hand." (See Gal. iv. 4.) Repent, Mertt-

j'otiTe.

—

See the lexicon for the original meaning and

the varipus significations of the word. [It includes

the ideas of reflection, afterthought, and change of

mind, i. e., of judgment and of feeling, upon moral

Bubjects, with particular reference to the character

and conduct of the penitent himself. Alexander in

loc.—Ed.'l BeUeve the Gospel, IIio-TeufTf tV.

Gal. iii. 26; Eph. i. 13.—By this expression faith ia

more strongly emphasized. Entering into the Gos-

pel, we have decisive faith. The object of faith in

this view is the manifestation of the kingdom of God.

DOCTBINAI, AST> ETHICAl.

] . From the still prayer of the wilderness, or from

the new paradise in which Christ had conquered

Satan, He has now come forth to endure all the indi-

vidual conflicts of life for the founding of His eternal

kingdom. Adam came from his paradise conquered,
to endure in his descendants a constant succession
of defeats.

2. As here, so everywhere, the economy of the
Gospel takes the place of the economy of the law,
The legal economy yields at last to the lawlessness
of the world : the economy of faith and salvation
triumphs over it even in yielding, and saves with it-

self also the ideality of the law.

3. An economy of the law which, in its tragical
conflict with the spirit of the world, recognizes not
the deliverance which is in the coming economy of
salvation, like Elias (1 Kings xix. 13), is thereby con-
verted into an economy of carnal precepts, which
finally combines with the world against the economy
of salvation. But, on the other hand, true evangel-
ical faith knows how to give its due to the precur-
sory office of the law, just as Christ gave honor to
His forerunner, John the Baptist.

4. " Almost all the Jews of that time hoped for
the kingdom of God ; but it was a strange and un-
recognized idea, that repentance and faith must be
the entrance into it. Jesus begins with the promise,
but immediately goes on to the conditions." Ger-
lach.

5. Mark, like Peter in his first and second Epistle,

places the announcement of the kingdom of heaven
at the head of his writing. The kingdom is his fun-
damental thought.

HOMILETICAL AND PKAOTIOAL.

Jesus, in the silent conflicts of the wilderness, pre-

pares for the open conflicts of life—takes the placa
of John, delivered to death by the carnal mind. 1.

The history : A testimony, a. that He honored th«

Baptist, b. that He did not fear the enemy, and c. that

He wa.s faithful to His people and His vocation. 2.

The doctrine : a. The witnesses of the kingdom of
God cannot be destroyed ; b. after every seeming
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triumph of the kingdom of darkness, still stronger

heroes of God come forward. 3. Christ is always

Himself victorious at last in every scene.—Persecu-

tion the primitive furtherance of the kingdom of

God.—The blood of the Church, the seed of the

Church.—Where the law falls in the letter, it is re-

establi.9hed in the spirit.—The preaching of Christ

;

1. It appears as the announcement of salvation in

the place of danger aud ruin. 2. What it announces

:

that the time is fulfilled, and that the kingdom of

God is come. 3. What it requires : repentance (as

change of mind, fierdyom) and faith. 4. What it

signifies ; the saving presence of Christ Himself

—

Christ and John as preachers : the might of their

preaching itself. 1. John preaches in his whole life

and manifestation; 2. Christ preaches out of the

depth of His own divine life.—The seal of evangelical

preaching the full harmony of the person and the

word.

On the whole section (ch. i. 14—i5).—The first vic-

torious appearance of Christ the prelude of His whole
path of victory : 1. In the announcement of His Gos-

pel; 2. in His dominion over the hearts of the

chosen ; S. in His victory of the kingdom of Satan
,

4. in His miraculous removal of human misery ; 5,

in His salutary shaking of the world.—The glory of

the Lord in its first actual exhibition: 1. A glory of

grace (vs. 16-20), 2. of sacred judicial and redeeming
power (vs. 21-28), 3. of healing mercy (vs. 29-39)-

4. of purifying purity (vs. 40-^4).—Christ proceedt
from the wilderness of the earth into the wilderness

of human life for the restoration of paradise.—Christ

confirms His victory over Satan in the solitude of the
desert by His victories over Satanic powers among
all the people.

SiAKKE :—Satan seeks to bind and to oppress
Christ and His Gospel ; but God's wisdom and
power set at naught all his aggression.

Geelaoh :—With the public appearance of Jesus,
the end of John's work had come.

—

Gossnek :—Ha
who understands repentance to mean that he must
first become pious and good, and then come to Jesus,
and believe His Gospel, goes out at the door of graca
instead of entering in. Repenting and believing the
Gospel, or believing in Christ, must go together ani.

be one.

SECOND SECTION".

CONQUEST OP THE FIRST DISCIPLES AT CAPERNAUM, VICTORY OVER THE DEMONS
IN THAT CITY, AND WITHDRAWAL INTO THE WILDERNESS.

Chapter I. 16-35.

1. 2Ti£ Authoritative Word of Jesus, which calls the fmir first and greatest Disciples. Vers. 16-20.

(Parallels : Matt. iv. 18-22 ; Luie v. 1-11 ; comp. John i. 3J-42.)

16 Now, as he walked' by the sea of Galilee, he saw Simon, and Andrew hi.s brotho
17 casting a net into the sea: for they were fishers. And Jesus said unto them, Come y«
18 after me, and I will make you to become fishers of men. And straightway they forsooK
19 their" nets, and followed him. And when he had gone a little farther thence,^ he saw

James the son of Zebedee, and John his brother, who also were in the ship mending
20 their nets. And straightway he called them : and they left their father Zebedee in t»ie

ship with the hired servants, and went after him.

1 Ver. 16.—The expression ira^iyuv is recommended by B., D., L., Laehmann, and Tisoliendorf. Instead of aiiroBLaohmann and Tischendorf read Si^iofo?.
3 Ver. 18.—Not "their " net-s : aurwr is wanting in B., C, L., Lachmann, Tischendorf.
> Ver. 19.—'E««r<)«>' is wanting in B., D., L., Tischendorf; bnwlieted by Lachmann. It accords with Matt. Iv. 21.

they could without impiety forsake their father
Meyer (after Grotius) : It was only a proof that Zebe^
dee did not follow his craft in a petty way, and that
he probably was not without means. In any case it
also shows that Zebedee was not left helpless. That
they forsook so thriving a business (Ewald), is ir-deed
of less significance,

DOCTEINAl AND ETHICAJ..

1. Christ Himself is the great Fisher of men.
He catches the four elect ones as it were at om
draught. These are the threo ;Mark ix. 2) and the
four (Mark xiii. 8) confidential Apostles of after.

EXEGETIOAL AOT3 OKITIOAlu

See on Matthew, iv. 18 seq,

Ver. 16. As He walked by.—The Evangelist
would make prominent the apparently fortuitous

character of this first vocation.

Ver. 19. Who also were in the ship.—Both
pairs of brothers were called while in the earnest

prosecution of their craft. The first two were
throwing their nets into new positions in the
water ; the two o'hers were mending them for new
draughts.

Ver. 20. With the hired servants.—Why this

addition ? Paulus : It was to be made clear, how
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Hmes. Therefore there were first four fishermen
called.

2. The power of Christ's word over these souls
here appears direct and immediate. We learn the
mediating oircunistances of this vocation from John i.

At the same time, tliis calling was something entirely
new {see on Matthew, iv. 19), and their following so
wonderful, that they at once forsook their calling,

lu the very act of pursuing it. The fishing life of
these men was a preparation for their higher calling,

u being fidelity in that which was least.

HOMLLETICAIi AND PBACTICAIi.

The Lord knoweth His own.—The Lord and His
elect quickly know each other.—The great increase

of grace swiftly enters into our daily life.—Christ's

walking by the sea apparently for relaxation, but at

the same time the most noble work.—Christ's mark
in this world the heart of man.—The great Fisher of
men, and His art of making human fishers.—The
calling of Jesus a call to become sometliing new.

—

The mighty calling of the Lord : 1. Gentler than any
human request ; 2. mightier than any human com-
mand ; 3. unique as the victorious wooing of heav-

enly love.—The calling of Jesus a calling at once to

one thing and to many : 1. To one thing : into His

discipleship and the fellowship of His Spirit, or to

the Father ; 2. to many : to discipleship and master-

ship, to cooperation, to fellowship in suffering, and

community in triumph.—The greatness of the to\-

lowing of the four disciples was the effect of tha
great grace of their calling. They broke off sudden-
ly in the midst of a new career of their labor, as
sign of the decision of their following.—The spiritua.

and the worldly vocation of Christians ; 1. Opposi.
tion ; 2. kindredness ; 3. union.—The twofold earth-

ly companionship of the disciples a foundation for

the higher : 1. Companions in fishing,—companions
in fisliing for men; 2. brethren after the flesh,—

spiritual brethren.—Leaving all for Christ's sake.

—

The Christian and ecclesiastical vocations in harmony
with the sacred natural obUgations of life.

Starke :—Never be idle.—Pious handicraft ac-

ceptable to God.—The calling into Christianity binda
us to faith and the- following of Christ ; how much
more the vocation to spiritual office !—A true fol

lower of Christ forgets everything earthly.—He wha
follows Christ loses nothing, though he may forsaka

all ; for he finds in Him a fuU sufficiency. Matt.

sis. 29.

Lisco :—The forsaking all must be experienced
inwardly by every believer ; and must be fulfilled

outwardly also, in particular circumstances and occa-

sions. Matt. xix. 2t.—ScHLEiERMACKER :—The two
tendencies in the life of the Redeemer : preaching to

the multitude, and the separation of individuals to

Himself.

—

Gossner :—The Lord's fishermen actually

catch the fish ; the world's fishermen swim with the

fish.

—

Bauer :—One glance ofthe Lord, and He knows
the heart under its rough garment.

2. The Word of Authority, which delivers the Demoniacs and attracts the People. Vers. 21-28.

(Parallel : Luke iv. 31-37.)

21 .And they went into Capernaum; and straiglitway on the Sabbath-day he entered

22 into the synagogue, and taught. And they were astonished at his doctrine : for he

23 taught tliem as one that had authority, and not as the scribes. And there was in their

24 synagogue a man with an unclean spirit ; and lie cried out, Saying, Let us alone ; ' what

have we to do with thee, thou Jesus of Nazareth? art thou come to destroy us? I

25 know thee who thou art, the Holy One of God. And Jesus rebuked liim, saying, Hold

26 thy peace, and come out of him. And when the unclean spirit had torn him, and cried

27 with a loud voice, he came out of him. And they were all amazed, insomuch that they

questioned among themselves, saying. What thing is this? what new doctrine is this?'

for with authority commandeth he even the unclean spirits, and they do obey him.

28 And immediately his fame spread abroad' throughoat all the region round about Galilee.

1 Ver. 24.—'Ea is wanting, it is true, in B., D., and others ; but it is as accordant Tvitli Mark as with Luke (cli. iv. 34).

2 Ver. 27.—Lachmann, following B., L., A., &c. : rt eori tovto ; &i£a.yri kouvti • Kar, &c. Tischendorf connects SiSa,xi|

KoivTi KttT egouo-i'av. Laclunann's ia better. [Meyer accounts for the Received Text, by a comparison with Luke iv. 36.—

Ed.]
' Ver. 28.—Koi elri>iOev : "And the fame," &o.

Ver. 24. Art thou come to destroy us ?—The
demoniac consciousness still predominant on the part

of the demon. Hence, "to destroy us/" Bengel;
" Oommunem inter se causam, habent dornionia^ Th9
word involves also, 1. a testimony of the decided op-

position between the demon empire and Christ ; 2. a

testimony of the perfect supremacy of Christ ; 3. and
a testimony of the beginning of the subversion of tha

Satanic dominion.—To destroy us.—Meyer: By dis-

missing them to Hades. But even in Hades, Christ

does not leave their empire to the demons. Thus it

was by the destruction of their empire generally

EXEGETIOAL AND CBITIOAl.

The Evangehst, in harmony with his main point

of view, proceeds at once to the act by which the

Lord approved Himself the conqueror of the demons.

Ver. 22. As one that had authority.

—

See on

Matt. vii. 29.

Ver. 23. With an unclean spirit, iv nveinaTi

aKaBdprcfi.—He was in the unclean spirit ; that is, in

his power, under his influence. Concerning the de-

moniac possession, see on Matt/tew iv. 24.
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Certainly it was by dismissing them to tlie Gelienna
of torment (according to vrhicii, the expression in

Matt. (viii. 29), the Hades of torment, is to be ex-

plained).—I knoTsr Thee Txrho Thou art.—The de-

moniac consciousness in its involuntary presentiment.

See Acts xvi. 16. It feels already the influence of

Jesus, who would draw it from the side of the demon
to His side. The word is ambiguous, so far as it be-

longs to the demon and to the man.—The Holy
One of God.—In the emphatic sense, and thus, ac-

cording to John vi. 69, Rev. iii. 1 (comp. John x.

S6), the concealed designation of the Messiah. (" So
Origen:" Meyer.) As the typical Old Testament
ajiointed ones represented the Messiah, so the typical

saiuts, priests, prophets, and kings (Ps. xvi.) repre-

sented the Holy One Kar' i^oxw- The unclean spirit,

however, describes Him by that opposite to himself

which torments him, when he terms Him the Holy
One of God.

Ver. 25. Hold thy peace.—This refers to the
outcry of the demon. The Messiahship of Jesus was
not to be prematurely spread abroad, least of all by
demons. The kingdom of God and the invisible

world scorns such precursors and cooperators. It

bears testimony to itself by overcoming all these.

Only after the decisive victory are such testimonies
eupplementarily, and in their own significance, ad-

missible ; then, when no intermingling is any longer
possible.

Ver. 26. Tom him.—The decisive paroxysm
with which the healing was declared ; at the same
time, a phenomenon exhibiting the knavish, spiteful,

and degraded nature of the demons (ch. ix. 26
;

Luke ix. 42).

Ver. 27. Questioned among themselves.—The
spirits are awake. They do not first ask the priests

and Rabbis, but proceed to independent suppositions
and conclusions.—New Doctrine.—From the ap-
pearance of a new power of delivering, they infer the
appearance of a new revelation ; for revelation and
deliverance, miracle and prophecy, always to the
Israelites were reciprocal in their influence. For
various constructions and interpretations of this pas-
sage, see Meter in loc.

Ver. 28. Throughout all the region round
about Galilee.—That is, through all GaUlee, and
beyond into the neighboring districts everywhere.

DOCTEINAL AST) ETHICAl.

1. The first miracle recorded by Matthew is the
heaUng of the leper by a touch ; for one main point
of view with him was the opposition of Christ to the
hierarchical theocracy and their ordinances. The
first miracle which John records is the changing of
water into wine ; for his main point of view is the
glorification of the old and darkened world into a
world of spirit. The first miracle which Luke and
Mark relate is this casting out of demons in the syn-
agogue at Capernaum. But the points of view of
the two latter in this matter are as diflerentand char-
acteristic as their respective Gospels. Luke, in har-
mony with his predominant object (the divine hu-
manity of Christ), has in view preeminently the
healed maiL The demon threw him down, and de-
parted from him, without hurting him at all. To
Mark, ou the other hand, the supremacy of Christ
over the kingdom of the demons is the grand object,
even as it declares and approves His doctrine to be
a new one. Hence he makes it emphatic, that Christ

commanded even the unclean spirits, and that they

obeyed Him. This point of view runs through hit

whole Gospel, down to its concluding words.

2. To Mark belong the chief records of Cbrist'a

victory over the devils, while in the other Evangelists

there is only a general reference to them. In John
we do not find deUverances of this sort ; on the other

hand, he gives prominence to moral possession (John
vi. 70, viii. 44, xiii. 27),—an idea which is found ap.

proximately among the other Evangelists as sevenfold

possession. Further, here we must mark the relation

of Christ and His kingdom to Satan and his kingdom,
according to the New Testament teaching. Dogmat-
ics must, more rigorously than heretofore, distin-

guish between the devil and this kind of demons, aa

well as between the children of the devil and these

bound ones of Satan.

S. The synagogue cannot hinder a demoniac from
entering it, nor that Satan should in it declare the
victory of the kingdom of order and light. Christ

cleanses the synagogue.

HOMIIETICAI, AND PEAOTICAIi.

Christ the Saviour of the synagogue and of the
Church.—The adherence of Christ to the sanctuary
of His people, legal and yet free.—By the perfect
sanctification of the Sabbath and the synagogue, our
Lord established the Sunday and the Church.—How
the Chad of the synagogue became the Prince of the
Church.—Sabbath and synagogue ; or, the holy time
and the holy place in their symbolical meaning : 1.

They signify rest from the toil of srn, and the temple

;

2. the Christian Sunday and the Church ; 3. the
heavenly feast and the heavenly Church.—The de-
moniac in the synagogue ; or, the daring incursion
of Satan into the legitimate Church of God to be re-

strained only by the word of Christ.—How Christ
always victoriously confronts the satanic power which
insinuates itself into the Church.—Heavenly and
hellish powers meet in the Church.—The heahng of
the possessed in the synagogue a decisive token of
the redeeming empire of Christ : 1. Of His victory
over the kingdom of Satan ; 2. of His saving mercy
to the wretched; 3. of His miraculous sealing of the
Gospel

; 4. of His awakening conquest of the world.—The consciousness of Christ a healing power for
the consciousness disturbed by Satan.—The spiritu-
ally disturbed consciousness a figure of the curse of
sin; 1. In its destruction and contradictions; 2. in
its restraint ; 3. in its despair

; 4. but also in its dim
feeling of its misery and of the coming of its Saviour.—The characteristics of the wicked : 1. Knowledge
without love ; 2. hatred to the Lord, and withal
flattering acknowledgment ; 3. pride even to mad-
ness, and yet impotent fear and flight. Or, 1. Dark-
ness in its lie

; 2. murder in its hatred
; 3. death in

its rending.—Christ immovably opposed to the flat-
tery and hypocrisy, as well as to the threatening and
pride, of Satan.—The antithesis of heaven and hell
in the conflict of Christ with the demon: 1. Peace
of soul and passion (the devil assaults first)

;

' 2. col-
lectedness and distraction

; 3. the spirit of mercy and
the spirit of torment

; i. dignity and degradation
;

5. victory and prostration.—Christ scorns the testi'
mony of the demons, and obtains the praise of the
people.—The glory of Christ, that He came into
the world to destroy the works of the deviL 1 John
iii. 8.

SiAitKB :—The public service of God not to b«
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Heb. X. 26.—^Unclean spirits are found
eren in the Cliurch, Jas. ii. 19.—Christ will have no
testimony from the spirit of lies.

—

Osiandek :—If the

devil must give way, yet he rages fearfully ; he must,

however, give place to the Holy Spirit.

—

Gossneb —
The devil knew Him as the Holy One of God, bv[
not as the Saviour.

—

Bkaune ;—The possessed trnni-

bles before Him who is his Deliverer.

t, JltcUing among the Disciples ; Healings and casting out of Demons in Capernaum ; the first Return O)

Christ after Re had thus dealt mth the susceptible in that city. Vers. 29-35.

(Parallels : Matt. viil. 14-17 ; Luke iv. 38-41.)

29 And forthwith, when they were come out of the synr.gogue, they entered into tha

30 house of Simon and Andrew, with James and John. But Simon's wife's mother lay

31 sick of a fever; and anon they tell him of her. And he came and took her by tha

hand, and lifted her up ; and immediately the fever left her, and she ministered unto

32 them. And at even, when the sun did set, they brought unto him all that were dis-

33 eased, and them that were possessed with devils. And all the city was gathered to.

34 gether at the door. And he. healed many that were sick of divers diseases, and cast

35 out many devils ; and suffered not the devils to speak, because they knew him.' And
in the morning, rising up a great while before day, he went out, and departed into a

solitary place, and there prayed.

' Ver. 34.—Some Godd. add, " that He waa Christ."

BXEGETICAI, AND CKITICAL.

See on Matthew, viii. 14-1 7.

Ver. 29. They entered into.—Jesus, Peter, and
Andrew are meant ; the two latter as the ordinary

occupants of the house, which Peter or both pos-

sessed in Capernaum (see on Matthew). In addition

came James and John. Thus the Lord was with the

collective four disciples who had been called.

Ver. 30. Andanon they tell him of her.—Here

also we have eiiBews thrice in rapid succession. Im-

mediately into the house, immediately to the matter

in hand, immediately healed. Matthew transfers this

miracle to a later period {see on Matthew). Starke

for the sake of harmony :
" It may have been that

the mother-in-law of Peter twice had the fever, and

that Christ healed her twice." (!)

Ver. 32. At even, when the sun did set.—The
full close of the Sabbath. " Judoeos religio tenebat,

wmrdnus ante exitum Sabbati cegrotos suos afferrent."

Wetstein.

Ver. 34. Sick of divers diseases, and cast out

many devils.—The physically sick and the demoni-

acs clearly distinguished (ver. 34 ; Matt. viii. 16) ;
just

as they are in relation to the opposite chariams which

were given with respect to them, 1 Cor. xii. 9, 10.

—

And He healed many.—Not as opposed to all who
were brought to Him, but to describe the abundance

and variety of the healings which took place so late

in the evening.

Ver. 35. Into a BOlitary place.—To a secret

place in the wilderness. It is to be noted that Jesus,

according to Mark, thrice in quick succession, with-

drev into the wilderness, vers. 12, 35, 46. Here we

can understand only a solitude near Capernaum.

That He thus took up His abode time after time

in the wilderness, declared his supremacy over the

demons of the wilderness. He made the desert place

ft temple ofGod by His prayers.

DOCTEIJfAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The succession of events marks the develop-

ment of Christ's work : 1. The synagogue at home.

2. The house of Petei', as the hearth of the new com-

munity of disciples at its outset. 3. The whole town
of Capernaum. 4. The entire land of Galilee.—The
progression of the influence of our Lord's preaching:

1. His fame goes out through all GaUlee. 2. The
whole town of Capernaum presses for help at His

door, yea, into His doors. 3. All seek Him after He
had withdrawn. 4. Even in the wilderness they

come to Him from all parts.

2. In order that they may punctiliously guard

their own rest on the Sabbath, the people of Caper-

naum wait till evening with their sufferers, and rob

the Lord of His rest in the night.

HOMILETICAL AND PEACTICAL.

Jesus the Saviour of the new as of the old com-

munity (Peter's house, the synagogue).—And they

told Him of her : with faith waxes intercession.^

Peter, as householder, a type of the ecclesiastic at

home : 1. He is not hindered from his calling by do-

mestic trouble (he also went into the synagogue)

;

but, 2. he took his domestic trouble with him into

his calling (he prayed the Lord for the sick).—The

people at Capernaum seeking help ; or, Christ the true

Physician : 1. As the revealer of human misery ; 2.

as the marvellous deliverer from it.—An evening and

a morning in the life of Jesus ; or. His holy day's

work: 1. Closed in the blessing of toil; 2. renewed

in devotion.—The rapid diffusion of Christ's work

and influence : 1. Through the believing house ; 2.

through the susceptible town ; 3. through the amazed

land.—New seclusion for new conflicts.—^Private

prayer the source of Christ's victories.—The Lord's

early hours.—His morning devotion.—The signifi-

cance of morning in the kingdom of God : 1. A festal
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time in tbo life of Jesus ; 2. an image of His wliole

life ; 3. a blessed time in the life of Christians
;

4.

figure of their regeneration and their eternity.—How
Christ sanctifies all times and all places.

Starke :

—

Quesnel :—The dwelling of a poor fish-

erman pleases Christ more than a great palace.

—

OsiANDER :—God is oftener in little huts than in rich

palaces.—Chriistianity and household life agree well

together.—Marriage unfits no man for the ministry.

—Compassionate love suffers not the wretched long

to wait, but thinks at once of help.

—

Quesnel :—The

lote of Jesus is never weary.—There are always

wretched ones in this vale of tears, who stand il

need of the help of the Most High.—Christ the most

approved Physician.—It does not become the man

spiritually possessed of the devil to reveal Christ.—

Early hours must be thought much of.—For prayer

even sleep must be abridged.

Gerlach :—The gracious love of Christ amids'

the household necessities of the poor and neglected.

—Lisoo :—Jesus connects together prayer and work,

sohtude and public life, in order to do good.

—

EviB.

ZiG. :—We must shun the praise of men, and thaul

God in silent secrecy.

THIED SECTION".

Chapter I. 36—45.

1. The Freaching and Healing of Jesus. Ch. I. 36-39.

(Paiallel : Luke iv. 44.)

36, 37 And Simon, and they that were with him, followed after him. And when they ha.

38 found him, they said unto him, All men seek for thee. And he said unto them, Let m
39 go' into the next towns, that I may preach there also : for therefore came I forth. Ann

he preached in their' synagogues throughout all Galilee, and cast out devils.

1 Yer- 38.—The liec. omits aXAaxou after aytotiev : it is supported by B., C, IJ., Copt., TiBCtendorf.
2 Ver. 39.— " Into their : " eis Ta? in A., JB., D., Griesbacn, Lachinann, Tiscliendorf. The Textus Seceptui reads h

Tai? avvaybjyalgy—an emendation, says Meyer.

phasis to the casting out of devils, and to the com-
mand of silence, by which Jesus hindered the devila

from uttering His name.
3. It is observed also that Jesus places preaching

expressly above miraculous healings ; this is seen in

the use of the participle, Sai/j-ivia ^xBaXXaiv. But the
preaching has its root in the secret devotion : His
public work sprang from His solitary prayer.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 86. And Simon, and they that were
with him..—Simon placed first, not on account of

any superiority, but as the head of the house and the

guide.

Ver. 38. Into the next towns.—The kcojuo-

iro'Aeis only here in the New Testament. The pri-

mary object is to record the travelling through the

Galilean hill-country, and its villages and towns.—For
therefore came I forth.—The question is, whether

the meaning be, "I am come from the Father to

preach generally" (Bengel) ; or, "I have left the

house (or Capernaum) in order to preach in the neigh-

boring villages" (Meyer). We think that Christ

lays stress upon preaching as His great vocation, in

opposition to the pressure of individual applicants

for help in Capernaum. The former of the two in-

terpretations seems to be the better.

Ver 39. In their synagogues (into).—The
Accusative, twice occurring, makes it emphatic that

he filled the synagogues and all Judea with a might
of preaching that formed a contrast to the syna-

gogue style.

DOCTSINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Jesus prepared himself in the desert for His

second great expedition. The spiritual awakening

ind conquest of the land of Galilee was now in ques-

tion.

2. Here also Mark (Lke Luke) gives special em-

HOMILETICAl AlO) PBACTICAI,.

How the Lord equipped himself anew for ww la-

bors.—Christ goes with His first four disciples into the
land of Galilee : the small beginning of the universa.
mission.—How the Lord's preaching approves itself

as the power of divine life : 1. As the spiritual word
of His working ; 2. as delivering power for the suf-

fering ; 3. as judicial power of victory over the de-
mons.—Christ confronting the increasing pressure of
the people : 1. How He restrains it (withdrawal into
the wilderness) ; 2. how He regulates it (preaching
on the individual miracles) ; 8. how He surrenders
Himself to it (responding to every demand of help).—Christ does not shut up His activity within the
walls of Capernaum, nor within the limits of any one
people or any one confession.—The way of Christ
among the surrounding villages: 1. Already to aa
many as possible ; 2. one day to all.

Starke :—We must have village preachers. The
Gospel of Jesus must sound out in all places. Where
Christ's kingdom is to be established, the devils must
be abolished. So also in thee.

—

Schleiekmaoher :-
The preaching of the kingdom of God was Christ
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rocation: 1. Concerning Himself, as He who was
come to save men ; 2. concerning the true righteous-

ness which avails before God ; 3. concerning the wor-
ship of God in spirit and truth.—Within these limits

it was His vocation to spread that kingdom as far a>
He could.—GossNEK :—To this end am I come (Ht
says) to save men.—Christ did not scorn the little

towns and villages.

2. The Touching of the Leper, and the Return into the WUderness. Vers. 40^6.

(Parallels : Matt. vili. 1-4 ; Luke v. 12-16.)

40 And there came a leper to him, beseeching him, and kneehng down to him,' and
41 saying unto him, If thou wilt, thou canst make me clean. And Jesus,'' moved with com-

passion, put forth his hand, and touched him, and saith unto him, I will; be thou clean.

42 And as soon as he had spoken, immediately the leprosy departed from him, and he was
43, 44 cleansed. And he straitly charged him, and forthwith sent him away ; And saith

unto him, See thou say nothing to any man : but go thy way, show thyself to the

priest, and offer for thy cleansing those things which Moses commanded, for a testimony

45 unto them. But he went out, and began to publish it much, and to blaze abroad the

matter, insomuch that Jesus could no more openly enter into the city, but was without

in desert places : and they came to him from every quarter.

1 Ver. 40.—The omission of /cat yowireTSyv avr6v in B., D., and Lachjuanii and Tischendorf, is not sufficiently sup-
ported.

* Ver. 41.—"O fi^ 'Itjitous omitted in B., D., &o. So Iiacbmann, Tischendorf. Meyer explains this omission, as also
the dropping out of eLir6vT0i airToii, ver. 42, from an intention to conform the t«xt with Matthew and Luke. So also with
the fiijS^Vf ver. 44.

EXEGETICAL AU^D CEITIOAL.

Kespecting this narrative, and the leper, see on
Matthew, viii. 1-13. The occurrence follows the

Sermon on the Mount ; and this is here intimated by
the return of Jesus to Capernaum, ch. ii. 1.

Ver. 43. And He straitly charged him.—The
i/i0piliri(riiiei'os is the opposite of the preceding

iriT\ayxi"c6tis. Probably the leper had overstepped

the limits of his discipline (lepers were not suffered

to intrude into others' houses) and of the law, and
had penetrated to the house where Jesus might have
been tarrying in one of the towns. This Meyer rea-

sonably infers from the e^€(3a\€<'—He forthwith sent

him away. First of all, Jesus regarded the misery

of the case, and, seized with compassion, healed the

sick man. But then He proceeded to guard the legal

obligation under which the sick man stood, and
household rights and general order. Mark gives us

a vivid view of the sending away of the healed man,

and exhibits the scene in his own lively expressions.

Ver. 44. To the priest.—The Vulgate, roman-

izing, explains : Principi aacerdotum. But it only

means the priest in general, whose function concerned

the man.

—

For a testimony unto them.—The
actual cleansing must be confirmed in a Levitically

legal manner.
Ver. 45. To blaze abroad the matter, rhu

\6yoy.—Fritzsche : The word of Jesus. De Wette

:

The matter. Meyer: The narrative of what had
passed. There is implied, perhaps, a distinction be-

tween his narrative and the embellished report of the

event which was spread abroad, and to which it gave

occasion.

—

Could no more openly enter.—The
reason of this withdrawal was not merely to obviate

the increase of the crowd, but the fact that Jesus

had touched the leper, which, according to the law,

made a man unclean for a season. See Leben Jesw,

ii 2, 689. Moreover, this solitude imported a new
withdrawal for a new advance.

DOCTEINAL AND ETHICAl.

See Com. on Matthew, in loe.

1. Wherefore does Mark close the delineation of

Christ's first manifestation in public with the healing

of the leper ? This narrative is, first, a witness that

Christ entered into the fellowship of sinners in order

to suffer for them ; and so far was a prelude of the

end. Secondly, it marked His relation to tradition-

alism, the ofi'ence and assaults of which now follow.

2. The present withdrawal of Jesus took place

under the presentiment of His conflicts with tradition-

alism, and as a preparation to meet them.

HOMILETICAL AND PBACTICAl.

The healing of the leper a testimony of the might-

ily cleansing purity of Christ.—Christ even in the in-

fluence of His purity the Lion of Judah.—Redemption,

like creation, an omnipotent Let there be I (He speaks,

and it is done : " I will, be thou clean.")—The need

of deliverance breaking through the law. The leper

presses into the house, like the paralytic through

the roof, and the sinner into the Pharisee's house.

—

The leper a pattern of those who seek help, but not

of those who give thanks: 1. His perfect trust and

humble submission (If Thou wilt, etc.); 2. regardless-

ness of his friends, lack of docility towards the cere-

monial law and of discipline.—Christ's interchange

with the leper a symbol of His interchange with the

sinner : He makes the leper clean, and contracts Le-

vitical defilement. So Christ was made sin for us,

that we might be made righteousness In Him.—The

compassion of our Lord the source of our salvation

—The miraculous hand of Christ the instrument ol

all heavenly healmg : 1. As delivering, 2. as distribu-

ting, 3. as consummating.—The disobedience of th«

leper ; or, lack of ceremonial discipline in the recep

tion of healing : 1. Excusable as far as it was the in
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terchange of illegality and freedom ; 2. blamable,

because he constrained the Lord (even in His Church)

to atone for transitory illegality by the legalities of

prudence.—Christ in the wilderness and everywhere

the centre of a wretched and needy world.—Christ,

through Hia divine compassion, involved with human
traditions.—A new coUectedness of the spirit, a new
blessing and victory.

Starke :—The spiritual leper.

—

Quesnel :—Pray-

er, humility, and faith as the source (the organs for the

reception) of all righteousness.—We are directed to

keep all righ; ordinances, etc. Abide by the public

service of God.—Deliverance from misery demands

its right and peculiar offerings of praise —The mort

a servant of God withdraws himself from the world,

the more highly does the world esteem him.

Gerlach :—The healed leper was like those whOj

out of thankfulness of heart indeed, but yet incon-

siderately, neglect the inward commandment of tb*

Holy Spirit, and make too much talk about the graofl

of God, to their own and others' hurt.

—

Schleikbt

maoher:—The Eedeemer by His *iuch took away
the ban which sundered the leper from all human in<

tercourse.—Likeness between leprosy and sin.—Th«
one leper and the ten.

—

Bauer:—Hon Jesua re-

spected the ordinances of His people.

FOURTH SECTIOK
ATTRACTING AND REPELLING INFLUENCE OF THE LORD. THE ENTHUSIASTIC MUL-

TITUDE AND THE OFFENDED TRADITIONALISTS. MORTAL HATRED OF THE HOS-

TILE PARTY, AND WITHDRAWAL OF JESUS INTO A SHIP. THE PREACHING IN
SYNAGOGUES GIVES PLACE TO PREACHING ON THE SEA-SIDE.

' Chapter II. 1— III. 13.

Mrst Conflict.—The Paralytic, and the Power to forgive Sins. Vers. 1-12.

(Parallels : Matt. ix. 1-8 ; Luke v. 17-26.)

1 And again he entered into Capernaum after some days ; and it was noised that he
2 was in the house." And straightway many were gathered together, insomuch that there
was no room to receive them, no, not so much as about the door: and he preached the

3 word unto them. And they come unto him, l)ringing one sick of the palsy, which was
4 borne of four. And when they could not come nigh unto him for the press, they un-

covered the roof where he was : and when they had broken it up, they let down the
5 bed wherein the sick of the palsy lay. When Jesus saw tiieir faith, he said unto the
6 sick of the palsy, Son, thy sins* be forgiven thee. But there were certain of the scribfis

7 sitting there, and reasoning in tlieir hearts. Why doth this man thus speak blasphemies?'
8 who can forgive sins but God only ? And immediately, when Jesus perceived in hia

spirit that they* so reasoned within themselves, he said unto them, Why reason ye these
9 things in your hearts? Whether is it easier to say to the sick of the palsy, Tliy sins

10 be forgiven thee; or to say. Arise and take up thy bed, and walk? But that ye may
know that the Son of man hath power on earth to forgive sins,° (he saith to the sick of

11 the palsy,) I say unto thee. Arise, and take up thy bed, and go thy way into thine
12 house. And immediately he arose, took up the bed, and went forth before them all;

insomuch that they were all amazed, and glorified God, saying. We never saw it on
this fashion.*

* Ver. 1.—I/achmann reads h ot«t;j, after B., D., L.,—a Rloss, says Meyer.
> Ver. 6.—Elzevir, Soholz, Laohmaim read o-oi ai i^apxioi ; Qriesbach, Pritzsche, Tischendorf, B., D., G. read irou ml•fiapTKu. Lackmann, aft<!r B., reads aiJiievTai for iAiavTai.

>>."•> ^J- iciv* mu mi

= Ver. 7.—Lachmann and Tischendorf read XaAei
; |3Aa<ri(i>;jiei, after B., D., L. Vulgata

V 'Jf',*-^*","' l""'?™
«">Aov'?o-Tai, after A., C, E., F., Syr. (utr.), Goth., Slav., Bengol, Matth.. Griesbach PrM»Khe, Scholz, Tischendorf; oiiTui erased by Laclunami after B.

" " '
' ^"8"'. -^-amn., uriesoacn, ifrlt*

md otlws.'"'"^''™"''
''"^'"' °' '""^ ™"^

'

'^'"' '"' ^' "' "''' "'' "^ ^^^ ^5' CW^sl'^l^ aJid Lachmajm, after C, D, L.,

• Ver. 12.—Tischendorf reads outu! oMeVoTe, after B., D., and 1., &o.

EXEGETICAL AKD OEITICAX..

See the exposition on Matthew, and on Luke.
Hark introduces the conflicts of the Lord with tradi-

tionalism earlier than Matthew ; hence the earlier

position of this narrative. Matthew, indeed, repre-

sents the chronological order, according to which the
paralytic was healed after the journey to Gadaitu
The conclusion in Mark itself intimates that this
must hav,e been one of the later miracles.

Ver. 1. That He was in the house, eis oXK6h
ian.—This means the house which Jesus occupied
with Eis mother and His brethren, after His settle-
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tnent there, ch. iii. 31. Uis adopted sisters prob-
»bly vomained, as married, in Nazareth (see ch. vi.

8), when the family of Joseph passed over with Him
to Caperaaum.

Ver. 3. Bringing one sick of the palsy.—See

on Matthew, viii. 6. Kpa00aTos, a portable bed,

used for mid-day sleep, and for the service of the

sick.*

—

^Bome of four.—^Pictorial definiteness. So
also the vivid description of the uncovering of the

roof, or the breaking of a large opening through it.

liuke tells us how they did it :
" through the tUing ;

"

thus they must have taken away the tilings them-
eelves. Meyer;—We must suppose Jesus to have
been in the upper room, vmpifov, where the Rabbis
frequently taught : Lightfoot, in loc. ; Viteinsa, Syn.

145. Meyer rightly rejects the view of Faber, Jahn,

and others, that Jesus was in the court, and that

nothing more is meant than a breaking up of the

roof-awning. Certainly it is not improbable that the

roof and the upper room were connected by a door;

at least, the not improbable supposition of steps

leading from the street to the roof suits that view.

It is not at variance with the text to assume, with

Lightfoot and Olshausen, an extension of the door-

opening already there. Uncovering the roof can
mean nothing else than actual uncovering, whether

or not by means of an already existing opening.

Strauss, after Wetstein, remarks, that the proceed-

ing would have been too dangerous for tliose below.

But see Huo's Gutachten, ii. p. 21. Moreover, a

little danger would better suit the heroism of the

act. It takes for granted the Oriental house with a

flat roof, to which men might gain access either

through the neighboring house, or by the steps on
the outside.

Ver. 6. Certain of the scribes.—According to

Meyer, who cites Mark ii. 16, Luke (ver. 17) introduces

the Pharisees too soon at this place. But why may
not the scribes have been mainly of the pharJsaio

party ? These were so manifestly.

—

The scribes :

—

See on Matthew, ii. 4, and the article in Winer.
Ver. '1. Why doth this man thus speak blas-

phemies ?—That is, such a man (scornfully), such

things (such great words as are fit only for God, or

for the priests in His name). Meter rightly :
" This

man in this wise : emphatic juxtaposition." The idea

of blasphemy, as expressed by Mark and Luke, is

ihown to be direct blasphemy : they cast that upon

Him, because He was thought to have wickedly in-

truded into tlie rights of the Divine Majesty.

Ver. 8. And immediately, when Jesus per-

ceived in His spirit.—The Searcher of hearts.

In this lay already the proof that He could forgive

BUS. Matthew (ix. 4) here takes as it were the

place of Mark : f Jesus seeing (iSoiv) their thoughts.

Ver. 10. The Son of man hath power.—Dan.
vii. 13 ; comp. Lanse's Zeben Jesu, ii. 1, 236.

Meyer asserts, without reason, against Ritzschl, that

Christ by this expression declared undoubtedly, and

even technically. His Messiahship! Certainly Daniel's

Sou of Man signified Christ ; but the correct under-

standing of this expression does not seem to have

been current in the Jewish schools at this time.

Hence tas choice of the expression here. They

•hould know Him to be the Messiah, not-according

to their false Messiah-notions, but according to His

true demonstrations of Messiahahip ; and the expres-

«ion was meant to lead them to this.

• Oftentimes, however, the ted was a simple mattress or

Huemldn.—Ed.
.

t in picbuesqne desoriptiveneBS, ». e.—.Bo.

Ver. 12. We never saw it on this fashion.—<

We must assume in etSoiiey an object seen ; and that

can be no other than the essential phenomenor
which corresponds to essential seeing, viz. : the ap-

pearance of the kingdom of God. But it is also in-

cluded, that the omnipotent working of miracles had
never been so manifest in Jesus before.

DOCTRINAL AMD ETHIOAI,.

1. See on the parallels in Matthew and Luke.
Quickly as the glory of Christ was manifested in Hia
first works, so quickly did the contradiction of the

Pharisaic worldly mind develop itself. It is most
significant that the evangelical forgiveness of sins

was the first stumbling-block.

2. The healing of the palsied man gives us, in a

certain sense, the key to all the miraculous works of

our Lord ; inasmuch, that is, as the healing of the mem-
bers is here definitely based upon the healing of the

heart, the forgiveness of sins, awakening and regene-

ration. Because Christ Himself was the new birth

of man from heaven. He was the principle of re-

generation to sinful man. That is, in other words,

because He Himself was the absolute miracle—the

new principle of life breaking into and through the

old—therefore the miraculous energies for the re-

newal of life issued from Him as sudden and great

vivifications, which, proceeding from the heart of the

renewed, pervaded their whole life. The quickening

of the heart was, therefore, always the soul of light

in the miracle ; the external miracle was its dawning

manifestation, though not all such quiokenings re-

sulted in permanent bodily healing. Therefore, also,

the kernel of the tairacle has remained in the Church,

and becomes more and more prominent, that is, re-

generation. The dawn has retreated and vanished,

since this sun of the inner life has come forth. Tet

the dynamic unfolding of the heart's renewal in the

renewal of the bodily members has in reality re-

mained ; only, now that Christianity has been incor-

porated with human nature, it develops itself only in

gradual efiect, until its full manifestation in the day

of resurrection. The regenerating principle works

in the regenerate gradually, and in almost invisible,

leaven-Kke influence and transformation. But, as

certamly as the regeneration of the heart is effected,

so certainly is the germ of ^he renewal of the whole

life present. Our scholastic notions have too care-

fully separated the external miracle from the inter-

nal, making it almost of itself a higher class of mir-

acle. Luther, however, recognized regeneration
^
as

the great and abiding miracle, and had some feeUng

of its connection with the resurrection, as symbol-

ized in the Supper of the Lord.—The power of Christ

over the whole life, a demonstration of His power

over the centre of life, the heart.

3. Christ the Searcher of the heart, knowing all

things. In His messianic vocation, in His concrete

sphere of life. He proved His Divine omniscience,

and that too in the personal unity of the God-man.

This concrete Divine-human knowledge He Hhnself

distinguished from the universal omniscience of the

Father. Stakke :
—" Christ knoweth all things even

accoiling to His human nature; not, however,

through the human, tanquam per prindpium quo

but through the divme." In a certain sense, alsc\

through the human; through human sensibility tc

hostile dispositions, which assuredly had its sourc*

in the Divine nattire
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HOMILBTICAI, AOTD PEACTIOAIi.

See oil the parallels of Matthew and Luke.—How
the Lord's redeeming power, breaking in, awakens

the daring courage of faith.—Christ the restorer of

victorious courage on earth.—Man inventive, above

all in his faith.—The inventions of faith.—The bold-

less of faith, which leaps out of the anguish of a

Believing spirit —How the miracle of Christ is ap-

pended to the word of Christ.—The miracle not

without the previous word.—The return of Christ to

His town; or, Christ does not willingly leave the

place in which He has once settled.—And it was

noised abroad that He was in the house,—when
Christ i^ in a church, or in a house, it cannot be hid.

—The courage of faith by which they uncovered the

roof, in connection with the Divine courage in which

Christ uncovered their hearts.—Great faith discovers

and adopts wonderful plans.—Christ the Searcher of

hearts: 1. This has a many-sided confirmation, 2. is

full of comfort, 3. and full of terror.—The power of

the forgiveness of sins a free and legitimate preroga-

tive of Christ's rule : 1. A free exercise of His love

;

2. a legitimate administration between free grace and

free faith ; 3. therefore the free prerogative of Christ.

—The Divine love will not be restrained by man's

Darrow-heartedness.—God's grace is not bound to

the ordinances of man.—The Gospel makes the

Church, not the Church the Gospel.—The ordinance

©f absolution no monopoly of absolution.—The
i^rious and boundless blessings which result from

the forgiveness of sins.—The paralytic more troubled

labOMt his sins than about his bodily suffering.

—

Chrisit the fundamental Healer.—As the paralytic

Jiad A new power of moving, so the witnesses had a

new power of seeing.—Only he who has seen Christ

has learned rightly to see.—Christ's miracles of grace

always preachers of salvation, which prepare for

new n^ra^les.—All awakenings in order to regenera-

tion are mtaeles of Christ, the subsequent influences

of which miist be manifest in the bodily Ufe, though,

it may be, in a very gradual manner.—The harder

*nd the easier miracle : 1. The internal miracle was,

in the Ijord's judgment, greater and harder, inasmuch
as it was the condition of the external. 2. The ex-

Jtemsl miiacle was greater and harder in the judg-

ment of His opponents, as something impossible t«

the absolving priests. 3. Both were equally hard, ia

as far as both were impossible to man ; and hence

the external miracle was Christ's authentication in

opposition to His enemies.—The limited blessing of

healing a witness for the unlimited blessing of for-

giveness of sins.

Staeke :—Moving to the house of God with the

crowds.—The sick should come to Christ, the true

Physician.—Benevolence, and still more, Christian

love, demands that we should serve and help the sick

in every possible manner.—He who would be a true

Christian must strive to bring to Christ others who
are weak and sinful, by prayer and all good offices,

Jas. V. 16.—Canstein :—We must somehow come to

Christ, whether through the door or through the

roof; that is, either in an ordinary or an extraordi-

nary way.—True faith, working by love, breaks

through all impediments.—Love mokes all things

good and decorous, though they may not externally

seem so.—Those who are troubled we should not

trouble more, but comfort, Ps. xxxii. 1 ; Isa. Ixi. 2.

—The ungodly change the best medicines into poi

son, and pervert the holiest truths.

—

Majtjs :—The
slanderer's manner is, not to try to seek what mean-

ing the speaker has, but to pervert at once and wrest

his words.—That which is visible and before the

eyes seems to men harder than the invisible ; and
they prefer what is bodily to what is spiritual.

—

QuESNEL :—Christ by His visible miracles taught

men to understand His invisible miracIes.-^The price-

less benefit of the forgiveness of sins worthy of all

praise and thanksgiving.

ScHLEiEEMACHER :—We have two things to mark
in this whole narrative : first, that which passed be-

tween the Redeemer and this sufferer; and then,

what referred to the thoughts of the scribes congre-

gated around Him.—As sure as we are that the Re-
deemer knew what was in man, we must assume that

the sufferer thought most of the spiritual gift of

Christ, and its importance to himself.—The more
powerful the might of love is, as being the energy
of faith, the sooner vanish all lesser evils, losing

their sting, which is the consciousness of sin.—Thus
we see in miniature, in this history, the whole his-

tory of the kingdom of God upon earth.

—

Baijer :

—

We can thus, by our faith and our intercession, be
helpful to the good of others.

Second Conflict.— TKe Eaiing with Publicans and Sinners. Vers. 18-17.

OParallols : Matt. ix. 9-13 ; Luke v. 27-32.)

13 And he went forth again by the sea-side : and all the multitude resorted unto him,

14 and he taught them. And as he passed by, he saw Levi the son of Alpheus sitting at

the receipt of custom, and said unto him, Follow me. And he arose and followed him.

15 And it came to pass, that, as Jesus sat [reclined] at meat in his house, many publicans

and sinners sat [reclined] also together with Jesus and his disciples ; for there were
16 many, and they followed him. And when the scribes and Pharisees saw l.im eat with

publicans and sinners, they said unto his disciples, How is it that he eateth and cirinketh

17 with publicans and sinners? When Jesus heard it, he saith unto them, They that are

whole have no need of the physician, but they that are sick : I came not to call th(

righteous, but sinners to repentance.'

> \ei. 17.~The addition eit (xerdi'ouu' U found only in cuj>dve MSB., after Luke y. 32.
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EXEGBTICAL AND CRITIOAIj.

See on the parallels of Matthew and Euke.—The
narrative of Mark has here also Its characteristic

traits of vividness. A congregation of the people
around Christ at the sea-side, and a discourse uttered

there, form the introduction to the calling of Mat-

thew. From ver. 15 we learn that many followed the

Lord who belonged to the class of publicans nnd sin-

ners (excommunicated persons). Meanwhile Mat-
thew (ix. 13) alone has our Lord's appeal to the say-

ing of Hosea (ch. vi. 6).

Ver. 13. Forth (from the town), again (ch. i. 16)

by the sea-side.—Setting plainly before us the posi-

tion of Capernaum, connected probably with the sea

by a suburb of fishers' huts and custom-houses.

Ver. 14. Levi {see the explanation in Matthew)

the son of Alpheus.—Not to be confounded witii

Alpheus the father of James the Less.

Ver. 15. In his house.—Not in his own house,

as Meyer thinks. See on Matthew. The i]Ko\oidrt-

aav must be understood of the spiritual following of

the disciples, and not merely of outward accompany-

ing.

Ver. 16. When the Pharisees (see on Matthew)

saw Him.—Not coming into the house, which is

improbable ; but as observers of the feast, after

which they came forward towards the disciples com-
ing out.

DOCTKINAI, AlTD ETHICAL.

1. See on the parallels of Matthew and Luke.

2. The offence taken at our Lord's table-fellow-

ship with publicans and sinners has significance, first,

in respect to Church principles as against Donatism

and Novatiauism ; and, secondly, in relation to the

true idea of communion as iigainst Confessioualism
;

and, thirdly, in favor of Christian and social inter-

course in opposition to the narrowness of Pietism.

3. The holy intercourse of Christ with sinners,

the redemption of the world, is here represented in a

concentrated image.

HOMILETICAL AND PBACTICAIi.

1. See on Matthew.—The multitude of the needy

people gave the Lord occasion to summon helpers

to Himself.—Levi (Matthew) better than his reputa-

tion : a warning against all premature condemna-

tion of our neighbor.—How different is the glance

of our Lord's eyes into the world from that of the

Pharisees' eyes !—Christ in the house of publicans

and sinners an offence to the Pharisee ; Christ in the

house of the Pharisee was not strange and repulsive

to sinners (the woman, Luke vii. 37) : 1. Historical

;

2. typical—The feast in which Christ is a guest.

—

The feasts in which Christ was a guest all-saving and
decisive for souls.—The slavish dread with which our

Lord's enemies come to attack Hie disciples.—The
attempt of His enemies to turn away His disciples

from the Lord.—The narrative of the gradual bold-

ness of our Lord's opponents : 1. The features of its

development ; 2. its symbolical character.—The mis-

sion of Christ a Gospel for sinners, who are in evil

case : 1. For them with full assurance ; 2. for them
preeminently, and before those who think themselves

sound ; 3. for them in contradistinction to the others.

—Jesus come for all, according to the law that He
has come only for the sick.^The feast of Christ an

expression of His Gospel.—The feast of a Christian

an expression of his Christian vocation.—How this

history stands in full harmony with Ps. i. 1.

Starke, Quesnel :—Grace draws Matthew from

the love of gold, and makes of him an apostle ; the

love of gold drew Judas away from Christ and his

apostleship.

—

Hedinger:—As soon as God is re-

vealed in thee, take no long counsel with flesh and

blood.—Jesus reeeiveth sinners.—A converted man
should bring all his acquaintance to God, and take

care for their salvation.—Those are shameful ene-

mies of the truth, who put on the guise of godhnessbut

deny its power.

—

Quesnel :—He who has not love can-

not understand what another may do in care for his

neighbor's salvation.—Be patient, and slow to judg-

ment, 1 Cor. iv. 3.—That in which the children of

Gnd find their joy and blessedness is hateful to the

wicked.—The more a man thinks himself rigliteous,

the further does he remove himself from Christ.

—

Jesus calls to repentance.—We must bring into the

pastoral work a heart filled with true sympathy with

the wretched, and with Jesus the Physician.

Gerlach :—Every invitation to a feast was for

Jesus an occasion for issuing His invitation to the

heavenly feast.—Lisco :—Jesus the one Physician for

all.—ScHLEiERMACHEE :—The Pharisees a pure coun-

terpart of the publi-caus.—The calling to repentance

(that is, to change of mind) the essence of the work

of Christ.—He describes them (the Pharisees) as

they described themselves; but in such a manner

that they could not but see that He thought quite

differently concerning them (irony).—We should

always, in our friendly social life, have spiritual

things in view.

Third Conflict.— The Fasting of John's Disciples and of the Pharisees. Vers. 18-22.

(Parallels : Matt. ix. 14-17 ; Luke v. 3»-39.)

18 And the disciples of John and [of] the Pharisees' used to fast: and they come and

say unto him, Why do the disciples of John and of the Pharisees fast, but thy disciples

19 fast not? And Jesus said unto them. Can the children of the bride-chamber fast -yhile

the bridegroom is with them ? as long as they have the bridegroom with them, they

20 cannot fast. But the days will come when the bridegroom shall be taken away from

21 them, and then shall they fast in those days." No man also seweth a piece of new [un-

fulled] cloth on an old garment; else the new piece that filled it up taketh away fron
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22 the old,' and the rent is made worse. And no man putteth new wme into old [skin]

bottles; else the new wine doth burst* the [skin] bottles, and the wme js_ smiled, and

the [skin] bottles will be marred: but new' wine must be put into new [skmj bottles.

1 Ver. la.-The reading of the JJec, oi Tmv tapKraU^v, is not supported. Giiesbacli, Soholz, Lachmann, Tischendorii

^^''fvS.'IS'-l *."fXi«.Va.. rar, «M^P«^, is an emendation. Griesbach, Laclnnann, Schol.. Xisohendorf read iK.iy,

'"
''a'vci'. 21.—We follow the reading : alpci in-' ovtoO to ttA^pum* to /taii/bv toO ^aKaioO

;
adopted by Tiscliendorf and

< Ver. 22.—The Present is more yivid than Lachmann's Future, p^fei, found, also, in B., C, D., Tnlgata.

' Ver. 22.—The addition "new," 6 i-e'os, is from Luke t. 37.

4. The meal of Christ eTerywhere a sacred, spir-

itual feast.EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAI.

1. See on the parallels of Matt, and Luke.—The

offence at Christ's meal with Levi, as it might repre-

sent similar meals, was twofold : 1. As an eating

with publicans and sinners ; 2. as the opposite of

fasting. In the former view the Pharisees took um-
brage ; in the latter, the disciples of John,—the

Pharisees also joining them. This offence was a

point in which the legal Pharisees and the ascetic

disciples of John, as spiritually related, might meet.

Ver. 18, Used to fast : ^aav vTia-Tevovres.—Mey-
er : They were then in the act of fasting. It may be

easily supposed that the imprisonment of John would

give occasion to his disciples, and with them to many
of the Pharisees, for an extraordinary fast {see art.

" Fasten " in Winer). An ordinary legal season of

fasting is not meant ; for Christ and His disciples

would not have neglected or outraged that. But if

an extraordinary fast, occiisioned by the Baptist's im-

prisonment or by any other cause, formed the pri-

mary reason of this question, yet we think that the

participle is to be taken as emphatic, according to

the parallels in Matthew (vriaTeiovai -jroWd) and
Luke (i>r)aTtvov<jt nvK^iii).—And they come.—Of
course only some, as representing the mind of all

(Weisse) ; not necessarily all, as Meyer thinks. The
combination of both parties on this point does not

exclude the prominence of John's disciples, accord-

ing to Matthew.
Ver, 20, In those days Emphatically, in those

dark days,

Ver, 21. Else the new piece that filled it up
taketh away from the old, and the rent is

made worse.—The new piece is rent away from
the old : the most approved reading is also the most
expressive. The inappropriate and disproportionate

is again made emphatic by the antithesis.

DOCl-EINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. &ee on the parallels.

2. Compare the word concerning fasting, Matt,
vi. 16. We may distinguish; 1. Legal-symbolical
fasting (Lev. xvi. 29, xxiii. 27); 2. personal, real
fasting—Moses (Ex. xxiv, 18), Elias (1 Kings xix. 8),
Christ (Matt, iv,) ; 3, ascetic, penance fasting (the
Baptist) ; i. hypocritical fasting (Isa. Iviii. 3, 4),
which may easily combine with 1 and 3. Fasting
generally is the ascetic symbolical exercise of real
renunciation of the world, iu which all true fastiu"- is

fulfilled.

3. Application of the two parables concerning
oU garments and old bottles to the history of Ebion-
itism, of the Interun * in the Reformation age, and
of analogous incongruities in the present day.

• An ordinance of Charles V., "that all his CathoUo

HOMILETICAL AMD PRACTICAL.

How often do sincere legal souls suffer them-

selves to be led away by traditionalists into an a»
sault upon the freedom of the Gospel !—The greatest

danger of the weak brethren (Eom. xiv. 1, 15), that

they fall under the bondage of false brethren (2 Cor.

xi. 26 ; Gal. ii. 4), and thus become separated from

the peace of the Gospel.— Wrong alliances of Chris-

tians in the Church lead to virong alliances of eccle-

siastical things, even in opposition to the right allian-

ces of both.—Openness a characteristic of John's dis-

ciples as of their master : they apply themselves, as

later the Baptist did, with their offence to Christ

Himself.—Yet they are infected with the policy of

the Pharisees ; for they ask. Why fast Thy dUcipUa

not ? {see on Matthew).—Christ at once the Physi-

cian and the Bridegroom : 1. The Bridegroom as

the Physician ; 2. the Physician as the Bridegroom.

Or, Christ is the supreme festal end, and the only

means of salvation, in the kingdom of God : 1. He is

the means of heahng, while He calls souls to the par-

ticipation of His blessedness ; 2. He is the Prince of

the blessed kingdom in the midst of His redeemed.

—

We should think, on our feast-day, of our coming
fast-day.—Even iu the greatness of His fast, Christ

with His disciples leaves far behind Him all the

severe penitents of the old theocracy.—The secret

fasting of Christians ; or, the great, silent, and festal

renimciation of the world ; 1, Its form ; 2. its rea-

son, the reconciliation of the world ; 3. its goal, the

glorification of the world.

Starke :—It is a pharisaie and very common evil,

that men are very much more troubled about setting

others right in their living than about directing their

own.—QcESNEL :—The busybody begins by talking

about others, and comes afterwards to himself, but
makes the best of his own case, 1 Tim. iv. 8.

—

Cra-
mer :—Fasting is good ; but to make a merit of it,

or even to burden the conscience with it, is opposed
to Christian freedom.—It is spiritual pride when, in

matters which God has left to our freedom, people

desire that others should regulate their piety by their

rules.—The fasting of a penitent does not consist only

in abstinence from food, but in abstinence also from
all the pleasures and all the occasions of sin, Joel ii.

12.—Where Jesus is the Bridegroom of the soul,

there isjoy and refreshment ; where He is not, there is

mourning and grief of heart.

—

Canstein :—The righ

measures of pacification in religion are those in which
truth and sincerity are consulted.

—

Majus:—The

dominions should, for the future, inviolably observe th«
customs, statutes, and ordinances of the universal church, **

etc.
;
by which he endeavored to reestablish PoDerr amoDJ

the Protestants.—/ii.
'
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nakednesa of sin caanot be coTered with old tra-

ditions.

Geklach :—Jesus terms Himself the Brirlegroom

of His Chureh.—Longing for the Bridegroom is the

feeling of the Church, when He is away ; bridal love

and delight, when He is present again.

—

Bracne :—It

is a special temptation to good-natured, well-meaning

Bouls, not reconciled to Christ, His doctrine, His disci-

pline, His life. His Church, when evil-minded cavillers

fall in with them.—The disciples of Jesus a wedding

company.—In all Christians there is more or less

interchange of cheerful joy and glsomy sorrow, al-

though the joyous temper when the Lord is near pre-

dominates.—New wine, new bottles.

—

Schleier-

MACBEK :—How Jesus would have us understand

and treat the great new period which He came to

brin" in.—Thus the Redeemer compares Himself

irith'^ John, Matt. xi. 18 seq.—" That day "
: the

interval of uncertainty concerning the further course

of the divine economy for man's salvation.—The old

garment ; He would thereby intimate that it was by
no means lawful to cut up and divide the spiritual

power with which He was furnished by God that Ha
might communicate it to men, in order to repair and

set in order again that which was obsolete and effete.

—In our joyous fellowship with the Lord, let us pre-

serve the happiness which He declares to be the pre-

rogative of His people.

—

Gossnek :—They have now
once more discovered something. Envy looks at and

judges only others, without caring about correcting

itself. Another faiUng of the Pharisees was, that

they required all pious people to measure according

to their standard, and adopt their usages. The third

error was, that they began to speak about others, in

order that they might come to themselves, and exol^

their own reputation at the expense of others.

I'mirth Conflict.—The Ears of Corn on ike Sablath ; the Son of Man also Lord of the Sabbath.

Vers. 23-28.

(Parallels : Matt. sii. 1-8 ; LiJie vi. 1-5.)

23 And it came to pass, that he went through the corn-fields [sowed-fields] on the

Sabbath-day ; and his disciples began, as they went, to pluck th'e ears of corn [began to

24 make a way, by plucking off the ears: Meyer]. And the Pharisees said unto him, Be-

25 hold, why do they on the Sabbath-day thu.t which is not lawful? And he said unto

them Have ye never read what David did, when he had need, and was an hungered,

26 he, and they that were with him? How he went into the house of God, in the days

of'Abiathar the high-priest,' and did eat the shew-bread. which is not lawful to eat but

27 for the priests, and gave also to them which were with him? And he said unto them,

28 The Sabbath was made for man, and not man for the Sabbath :
Therefore the Son of

man is Lord also of the Sabbath.

1 Ver. 26.—" Under Abiathar the Mgh-priest " is wanting in D. ; omitted on account of the historical difficulty.

EXEOETICAIi AUD CEITICAL.

1. See on the parallels of Matthew and Luke.--

In regard to the time, it is to be observed that this

event belongs to a later section of the life of Jesus

(after He had returned from the Feast of Purim *

m 782), when persecution took a decided form against

Him. 'The same remark holds good of the heahng

of the man with a withered hand. But the motive

of Mark in inserting the matter here was evidently

to connect appropriate facts. The first offence and

the first conflict referred to the forgiveness of sms

which Christ pronounced, and which was alleged

against Him as a blasphemous mvasion of the rights

of God, meaning especially the rights of the priests
;

the second offence was the intercourse of Christ with

publicans and sinners ; the third, the oppositmn of His

festal social companionship to the ascetic and phan-

Baic fasts,—on which then follows in our narrative

the account of the offence taken at the freer position

which He and His dUciples assumed towards the

Sabbath.

• A festival introduced by Mordecai, to Mmmemoraie

the deliverance of the Jews from the aeBifeTi| of Hraian. It

was celebrated on the Uth or 15th day of Adar, or -Wh
andiras called Purim, from a Persian word which fgnifies

Io( ; because Haman ascertained by lot the day on which the

Jem were to be destroyed. Esther in. / j ix 2a.—m.

Ver. 23. Went through the corn-fields.—The

irapawopevicrBai marks the circumstance that He
opened His way right and left through the over-

hanging ears ; whereas the disciples began to make

their path by plucking and rubbing these ears. Thus

does Meyer explain, and doubtless rightly, the fiShu

jroieij' TiWovT^s Toi/s dTaxvas. It is true that Mark

says nothing directly about eating ; but that is to be

taken for granted in any rational rubbing of the ears,

and is further manifest from the Lord's justification

of them, appealing to the fact of David having eaten

the shew-bread. According to Meyer, the allusion

to the history of David aimed only to vindicate the

rubbing of the ears as an act of necessity ; and he

thinks "that the unessential circumstance of the shew-

bread having been eaten led to the insertion into

the other Gospels of the tradition concerning eating

the ears. This needs no refutation. It is impossi-

ble to make the rubbing corn in their hands, in order

to clear the way, into an act of sheer necessity, such

as eatmg the shew-bread was. In fact, Mark takes

pleasure in presenting a vivid picture of everything.

He here tells us how the disciples attained two ob-

jects by one and the same act. The less of the two,

making a way, occupied his mind merely as the coun-

terpart of Jesus' TTopei^a-ecu in another manner ;
and

the suggestion of plucking the ears was quite enough

to denote syneodoohically the eating them also.
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Ver. 24. Why do they on the Sabbath-day

that which is not lawful 7—Meyer tries to estab-

lish this discrepancy between the other ETangelista

and Mark, that he raakes the Pharisees asli in

this passage, Why do they on the Sabbath-day some-

thing that is forbidden in itself? * But in that case

Jesus would have replied only to the first and less

important part of their accusation.^ But if we regard

their words as a question of surprise, abruptly asked,

and as it were answered by themselves, the harmony

of the accounts is sufficiently established. For the

Sabbath traditions of the Rabbins, consult Braune.

" It was not a journey, being only a walk through a

by-path ; 2,800 ells' distance from the town were

permitted by the law."—" To pluck and rub with

the hand ears from the field of a neighbor, was

allowed ; Moses forbade only the sickle (Deut. xjdii.

26). But the matter belonged to the thirty-nine

chief classes (fathers), each of which had its subdivi-

sions (daughters), in which the works forbidden on

the Sabbath were enumerated. This was their hypo-

critical way, to make of trifling things matters of sin

and vexation to the conscience.

Ver. 26. In the days of Abiathar the high-

priest.—^According to 1 Sam. xxi. 1, Ahimelech was

the high-priest who gave David the shew-bread (Jo-

seph. Anliq. vi. 12, 6). His son Abiathar succeed-

ed him, who was David's friend (1 Sam. xxii. 20 ; 1

Kings i. 7). Moreover, in 2 Sam. viii. 17, Ahimelech

is inversely called the son of Abiathar. So also in

1 Chron. xxiv. 6 and 31. Hence it was early sup-

posed that the father and son had both names (Euth.

Zig.), or that the son was the vicarius of his father

(Grotius) ; while some have proposed to modify the

meaning of the enl (under Abiathar).f Later ex-

positors, on the other hand, have assumed that the

names have been mistakenly interchanged ; but to

insist, with Meyer, upon this view, appears to us

hypercritical and arbitrary, when we remember that

in Ex. ii. 18 the same father-in-law of Moses is once

called Riiguel and then Jethro, and especially that

Jewish tradition was possessed of many supplements

of the sacred narrative, as appears from the discourse

of Stephen (Acts vii.), and the allusion to the Egyp-
tian magicians, 2 Tim. iii. 8. Here the Old Testa-

ment itself gave occasion to supplementary tradition,

and the scriptural knowledge of the time incor-

porated and used it. Moreover, it is to be assumed
that the priest's son Abiathar stood in a nearer

relation to David, which made the unusual proceed-

ing more explicable. The tabernacle was then at

Nob.
Yer. 28. Therefore the Son of Man is Lord.

—The Son of Man, and not merely as man (Gro-
tius) ; not, however, the Messiah in the official sense,

but the Son of Man in His inviolable holiness, and in

His mysterious dignity (intimated in Daniel) as the
Holy Child and Head of humanity appearing in the
name of God.

—

Lord over the Sabbath ; that is, ad-

* Meyer would find a discrepancy between Mark and
Matthew with Luke, in the feet that the former says noth-
ing about eatxTig the grain, but cnty speaks of "making
L path " through it. According to him, the Pharisees ob-
jected merely to the tr-avelling on the Sabbath and the labor
Oieicin involved, and the story of the eating is an irtcr-
polation. But aside from the fact that hSbv Troieii/ may be
rendered as in the Engish version *' to go," it seems im-
probable that the disciples should have taken pains irerely
to " make a path" through the yielding grain by pulling it

ip 01 plucking it ofl', when the simple stride would tread it
iown.—Ed.

t "Wetstoin and Sohols suggest that it stands for coram.
-Ed

ministrating and ruling over it in its New Testameal

fulfilment and freedom (comp. Metee).

A clause is found appended to Luke vi. 5 in

some Codd. : " The same day Jesus saw one working

on the Sabbath, and said unto him, ' Man, if thou

knowest what thou doest, thou art happy ; if thoa

knowest not, thou art accursed.' " This historically

questionable saying has been placed by some in tte

same traditional category with the words, " To give

is more blessed than to receive," Acts xx. 36. 8ei

Meter on Luke, and Bkaune, £van

DOOTEINAL AND ETHICAl.

1. See on the parallels.—For the Jewish Sabbath

and the Sabbath ordinances, consult the article in

Winer. First, the opponents of Jesns thought that

He sinned against sound doctrine ; then they went

further, and urged objections against His free treat-

ment of discipline and pious usages ; but now, final-

ly, they would allege that He, in the person of Hia

disciples, sinned against the decalogue, and against

one of its most sacred commandments, that concern-

ing the Sabbath. And if, at first, their exasperation

against Him was only an internal matter, they now
directly attack Him in the persons of His disciples,

as appears without any disguise in the history that

follows in the text.

2. Christ, even in the silent corn-field, is not safe

from the plots of His enemies.—The different man-

ner in which Jesus and His disciples made their re-

spective ways through the field.

3. Abiathar = Ahimelech ; or, the freer relation

of the New Testament believers to the Old Testa-

ment. For the shew-bread, consult the article in

Winer, as well as the various writings on Old Testa

ment Symbolism of B.EHE, Kurtz, Hengstenbebq^
Sartorius, etc.

4. The Sabbath for man, not man for the Sab-

bath.—The spirit of traditionalism and fanaticism

perfectly inverts the ordinances of the kingdom of

God ; making the means the end, and the end the

means.
5. The Son of Man the Lord ; or the roots of the

supremacy and dignity of Christ which are foimd in

the relation of His sacred human nature to mankind.
The Son of Man, the Lord in all aspects and on all

sides ; therefore Lord of the Sabbath.—But the Lord
is a ruler, administrator, and fulfiUer of His ordi-

nances ; not the abolisher of them.

HOMUJSTICAL AND PEACTIOAL.

The Lord's patience in making His way, and in

abstaining, as contrasted with the conduct of Hia dis

ciples.—Christ in the field among the ears of com, a
noble figure.—The blessing of nature and the blea*
ing of grace in their unity.—The first tokens of the
coming freedom of the disciples in ita significance

;

or. Christian freedom a child of need and justification

felt in the spirit of Christ.—The peculiar need of thi

moment pointing to the means of help for ever : 1.

The failing way; the lacking bread; the idea that

one need might be removed by the other. 2. The
significance of this fact for the spiritual relations of
the kingdom of God.—To make a way for the Lord
the best means of nourishment for His disciples.

—

The Pharisees everywhere like a shadow of the fie«
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Soapel.—Man himself the oldest Difine Institution,
and what follows from it : 1. Nothing in favor of the
arbitrary treatment of Divine institutions ; 2. but
much in favor of free dealing with human traditions.—The kingdom of heaven is preeminently a king-
dom of personal life or of love.—^The Sabbath for
man ; that is, 1. its law is for the life of the soul, 2.

ts rest is for devotion, 3. the ordinance for salvar
tion.—The Sabbath for man, and therefore for his
eternal Sabbath ; and this also was made for man, as
man for U.

SrARKE :—QuESNEL :—Christ never performed mir-
acles to feed Himself and His disciples in their hun-
ger ; in order to teach them that they should never
without necessity seek extraordinary ways, and that
their neighbors' need should press on their hearts
more than their own.—Jesus hungers, while His dis-

ciples eat ; and thereby shows that a teacher, ruler,

and leader should be more perfect than his disciples.

—OsiANDEB :—^We should learn to suffer want with
Christ, and to abound with Christ.

—

Qcesnel :—The
pride of the Pharisaic nature drives a man to make
himself a judge of others, and to demand of them an
account of all they do.

—

Canstein :—God's will is,

that we should diligently read the books of the Old
Testament, and set them before the people ; that we
may derive thence teaching and example.

—

Majus :—All errors must be refuted out of Holy Writ.

—

Qdesnel :—The usages and ordinances of religion

should have for their object the glory of God and the
profit of men.—The true Sabbath festival.—Believ-

ers are with Christ and through Christ lords of the

Sabbath, that they may use it for their own and theii
neighbors' necessities.

Liaco :—The highest end is man himself. The
whole law was only the means for the education of
men, whom God keeps thus under external discipUne
until the law is inwardly and spiritually apprehended
andobeyed. But beUevers adapt themselves, in the
spirit of love, to all outward ordinanoos (although,
of course, in the spirit of the Lord),—Gerlach rightly
adds : To all outward ordinances that assist the need
of the Christian Church.—^Every arbitrary violation
of legal discipline, without the justification of the
spirit of grace and luve in Christ, is a heavy sin.—
Only the spirit of adoption makes free from the yoke
of the law.—Bracne :—As David was pitilessly per-
secuted by Saul, so were the disciples by the Phari-
sees.—Men are to find rest and refreshment m holy
days, but not to suffer hunger and distress.—There
is no law given to the righteous; and where the
Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty.—Sohleier-
macheb:—The Redeemer might have more easUy
vindicated Himself had He referred to the words of
the law. Dent, xxiii. 24, etc. ; but He aimed at some-
thing higher, to show that all such laws were sub-
jected to a higher spiritual law (the example of Da-
vid).—The Son of Man Lord of the Sabbath; the
Eedeemer is the measure of all ; the question must
be, whether a thing is according to His mind and of
advantage to His kingdom.

—

Bauer :—The Lord of
the Sabbath has given to every believing mind a
Sabbath-law, for its direction and not for its trouble

.

Thou shalt worship God in spirit and in truth.

Fifth Uonjlict.—Healing of the Withered Hand on the Sabbath. The Traditionalists hardened into pur-

poses of Murder. Withdrawal of Jemis to the Sea. Ch. HI. 1-12.

(Parallels : Matt xii. 9-21 ; Liike vi. 6-11 ; vera. 17-19.)

1 And he entered again into the synagogue ; and there was a man there which had a
2 withered hand. And they watched him, whether he would heal him on the Sabbath-

3 day; that they might accuse him. And he saith unto the man which had the witherea

4 hand, Sl^nd forth [up]. And he saith unto them, Is it lawful to do good on the Sabbath*

5 days, or to do evil ? to save life, or to kill ? But they held their peace. And when
he had looked round about on them with anger, being grieved for the hardness of their

hearts, he said unto the man, Stretch forth thine hand. And he stretched it out : and
6 his hand was restored [whole as the other].' And the Pharisees went forth, and straight-

7 way took counsel with the Herodians against him, how they might destroy him. But
Jesus withdrew himself with his disciples to [cis, unto] ^ the sea : and a great multitude

8 from Galilee followed him, and from Judea, And from Jerusalem, and from Idumea,

and/rom. beyond Jordan; and they about Tyre and Sidon, a great multitude, when they

9 had heard what great things he did, came unto him. And he spake to his disciples,

that a small ship should wait on him because of the multitude, lest they should throng

10 him. For he had healed many; insomuch that they pressed upon him for to touch

11 him, as many as had plagues. And unclean spirits, when they saw him, fell down be-

12 fore him, and cried, saying, Thou art the Son of God. And he straitly charged them

that they should not make him known.

> Vet. 6.—" Whole as the other " wanting in the most important Codd. Prohably brought over from Matt. xii. IS.

Ver. 7.—Eis, after D., P., Lachmann, Tischendorf ; stronger than the irpds.

scene actually before us, giving his relation very

much in the present tense. Like Matthew, he re-

gards the incident in the light of an important turn>

ing-point. But he omits the parabolic word concern-

ing the sheep fallen into a pit.

^XEGETIOAl AND CEITICAl.

Bee on the parallels The narrative of Mark is

here particidarly vivid and pictorial. He places the
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Ver. 1. Aud He entered again.—According

to Luke, this occurred eight days later, on the Sab-

bath which immediately followed the Sabbath of the

previous narrative. By the side of the reading eh

tV a-vmyccyfif, Cod. D. [which Tischendorf follows]

places the reading eh cm., into a synagogue :
prob-

ably an exegetioal hint that it was not the same syna-

gogue as before But the expression, " into Ihe syna-

gogue," does not designate of itself any definite syna-

gogue. It has,' however, this advantage, that it

marlis the fact of Jesus having gone into the syua^

gogue again, in spite of all the machinations of the

Pharisees and scribes.

Ver. 3. Stand forth.—Meyer :
" Up I into the

midst I

"

Ver. 4. To do good.—The ayaBo-notTJa-ai and

Ka/toiroirjo-ai may be talien generally, to do good and

to do evil ; or, more concretely, to benefit and to in-

jure. Erasmus, De Vv'"ette, and others, talie it in

the latter sense ; Meyer, in the former, and Matthew
decides us for this. The question of Jesus, that is,

was an answer to their question. May a man heal on
the Sabbath? This question Jesus answers by an

impregnable principle ; as appears also from the

words. It is lawful to do good, to perform a good
act, on the Sabbath-day {ica\i>s iroie7i>).—To save
life.—The antithesis of doinff good and doing evil

now receives its concrete force, to benefit or to in-

jure, and thereby its application to the present case.

. Ver. 5. With anger.—Mark gives vivid promi-

nence to the indignation of Jesus. With a glance

of displeasure and discomposure He looked round
upon the assembly of men who were hardening their

hearts before His eyes, as they could not refute His
vindication of the right of healing, by reference to

the design of the Sabbath.—Grieved, avK\vrovij.e-

ous.—The am establishes Meyer's translation, "feel-

ing compassion for."

Ver. 6. With the Herodiana.—Comp. on
Matthew. De Wette, without reason, thinks that the

Herodiaus have been by error introduced here from
Matt. xxii. 16. Tiberias in Galilee was a place of
residence for the Herodians, that is, the Herodian
political party ; and the time had come when they
began to take part in the persecution of the Lord.
But it marks a great advance in the enmity of the

Pharisees, that they, who had before leagued them-
selves with the disciples of John for the sake of
gathering weight against Christ, now entered into

fellowship with the Herodians, whom in reality they
hated, in order to destroy Him whom they hated
still more, by machinations behind his back.—How
they mig:ht destroy Him—Thus the Gahlean con-
flicts had in rapid process reached their conclusion.

Ver. 7. To the sea.—Not merely to the coast.

The life on the sea, in the ship which was now His
chief place of instruction in opposition to the syna-
gogue, and which more than once served Him for a
transient retreat to the opposite bank, here had its

commencement. Matthew also had made this turn-
ing-point prominent. But in Mark it is plainly
enough characterized as a withdrawal of Christ from
His customary work in the synagogue to the ship.

—

And a great multitude.—The great crowds who
heard the ship-discourses of Jesus were formed of
two main masses, who are distinguished by riico\ov0-q-

trai' and fiKeoir Tcphs avT6v. Thus, after the words,
" followed Him," we must, with Griesbach, and De
Wette;, and Meyer, place either a colon or a period.
The Jews from GaUlee followed Him. The strangers
from other parts came to Him. The " following "

does not merely indicate external following ; it in-

cludes a moral element also. In the conflict between

Jesus and the Pharisees, they held with Jesus. It

was the beginning of a specific discipleship, from

which indeed most afterwards receded, but from

which the germ of the Galilean believers was after-

wards developed. The remaining multitude testifies

the extent of the fame of Jesus ; but we must also

take into account the Jewish traflic, and the com
mercial route through Capernaum, which attracted

multitudes in that direction. The description of the

crowd brings them from all parts.

Ver. 8. They about Tyre and Bidon are the

Jews of that district. We quote the good remark
of Meyer :

" Observe the different position of TrAijios

in ver. 7 and ver. 8. In the one, the greatness of

the mass of people is prominent; in the other, the

idea of the mass itself is presented ; " or rather their

coming from all distances. With the followers, the

most important thing was, that it was a great multi-

tude; with the crowds coming, it was that they

came from aU parts, and from all distances. Comp.
Luke vi. 11; Matt. xii. 15. Moreover, we must re-

mark that the concourse of people round Jesus stood

in a reciprocal relation to His excitement and Hia
breach with the Pharisees. The time had now come
when the people began to display an inclination to

make a political party in His favor, and to exalt Him
into a king. And on this account, also, He was con-

strained to withdraw from the people, now to this

and now to the other side of the lake, in the ship

that was provided. Comp. Mark iv. 1 seq. ; John
vi. 15. We must bear in mind the tendency of the

vigorous and brave Galilean people to insurrection

and uproar.—And from Idumea John Hyrcauua
had brought the Idumeans by violence to embrace
the Jewish faith. There were possibly some of that

people by this time who voluntarily adhered to it,

notwithstanding that unholy violence. But the
words may refer to Jews who had been dispersed so
far as Idumea and Arabia.—{" This is the fullest

statement to be found in any of the Gospels as to

the extent of our Lord's personal influence and the
composition of the multitudes who followed Him."
Alexander in loc.—Ed.]

Ver. 9. A sm.all ship should wait on Him.—
The immediate object was that the people should
not throng Htm. But this does not exclude the ul-

terior purpose, of having a freer position in the ship,

and retreating often to the other shore.

Ver. 10. Insomuch that they pressed upon
Him.—The cause of the thronging. It was not
merely the pressure of a vast listening multitude to-

wards the central speaker ; it was rather the intenser
earnestness of many who were urged by their desire
to touch Him for their cure.

Ver. 11. Unclean spirits That is, demons,
who identified themselves with these.

Ver. 12. That they should not make Him
known.—That is, as the Messiah.

DOCTB.rN-AI, AND ETHICAL.

1. See on the parallels.—The Pharisees now seek
to involve the Lord Himself in the charge of Sabbath
desecration. The present case seemed to differ from
the former in this, that the healing of the withered
hand was a matter that might have been postponed.
And it did not appear to be one of those urgent
works of necessity which even the Pharisees permit
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ted themselyes to do. On the other hand, the Lord
declares the work of compassionate love, or doing
good generally, to be of itself always urgent ; and
the thought is further involved, that sickness does
aot tarry at a stand, but that there is a continual
linkuig into deeper danger and need.

2. On the previous Sabbath a work of necessity
was justified and established ; on the present, the
Lord justifies and establishes a work of love. The
Christian glorification of the Sabbath into the Lord's
day assumes two aspects : 1. The ethical law of the
day of rest is, with the other laws of the decalogue,
transformed into an ethical principle for the Christian
social world, especially the State. 2. The divine law
arid the human tradition, of the festival become now
the Incarnate Lord's Creation and institution of the
Sunday. The Sabbath was the end of the old world,—a figure of its rest in death after its labor under
the law. The Sunday was the beginning of the new
world,—a figure of the rising to a new life, which
began with the resurrection of Christ. The former
was the close of a week of labor which had passed in
restless activity, like the days' works of creation

;

the latter was the beginning of a festal week, the
works of which should be performed in the joyful
light of the Spirit and of love. On the historical and
general relations of the day, consult Hengstenberg's
treatise (Berlin, 1862). Comp. also the writings of
Eiicker, Liebetrut, Oschwald, Wilhehni, and others.

3. Christ the personal fulfilment and manifesta-
tion of the law in glorified form, and thus also of
the Sabbath. The source and the founder of the
day ; Himself the Sun of the Christian Smiday.

4. The Pharisees and the Herodians. " Hierarchs
and despots are necessary to each other." F. v.

Bander.

HOMTLETICAI, AOTJ PTIACTIOAI,.

See the parallels.—The Lord's Sabbath work

:

laving life and the soul ; the traditionalists' Sabbath
work : destroying life (that of the Messiah Himself).—^The needy and wretched in the synagogue ; or, the
BChool of the law cannot save and heal.—The envious
glance of the spy in the sanctuary ; or, how carnal
zeal does not look up to the Lord, but sideways at

what others are doing.—Christ performs the glorious

work of heaven in the midst of the dark contentions
of those who harden themselves in unbelief: stand-

ing alone as Saviour with His faithful few.—The
Lord's glance in the world is a looking around in in-

dignation, or a looking upon in love.—The harden-
ing of His enemies under the very eye of Christ.

—

Christ is to some a savor of life unto life ; to others,

a savor of death unto death.—As the paralytic, who
could not move, took the boldest course through
faith (over the roof) ; so the man with the withered
hand learns by faith to come forward and stretch out
his hand in spite of the mightiest enemies of faith.

—

As it was divinely great to work wonders in the
midst of this envious circle of enemies, so it was
humanly great to maintain faith in such a circle.

—

The old and new connection between need and the

boldness of faith.—The leagues between carnal re-

ligious zeal and secular power against Christ (Phari-

sees and Herodians).—The transference of Christ's

preaching from the synagogue to the ship, in its sig-

nificance ; or, God's word is not bound.—The throng-

ing of the people round the Lord, in its various as-

pects : 1. A oonfiised impulse to seek help, confused

by a craving for the miraculous in that help ; 2 aa
act of homage to the Prmce of life : at Golgotha •
band of deadly enemies, who cast Him out as if H«
had been the great enemy of man and destroyer of
the people.—How men have ever sought to changj
the pastoral ofBce, and preaching of the Gospel of
Christ for the good of souls, into an office of externa,
acts and helps (changing the spiritual Messiali into »
worldly one).—Christ must often withdraw Hiniseli'
not only from His enemies, but also from His friend^
in order to maintain the spirituality and freedom of
His vocation.-It is beyond all important that wa
should accept Christ as the Physician of souls ; foi
the redemption of the soul occurs now, the resurrec-
tion of the body at the last day.—The rarthly mind
would fain invert this order.—The ship* of the
Church must save Christianity from interminghng
with the politics of the worid.—How often did Jesua
retreat before the disposition of the people to pro-
claim ECm as a Messiah in the carnal sense !—The
crying demons mislead the people.—The infinitely
discordant mixture of dispositions and characters in
an excited mass of people.—The test of right-coming
to Jesus : 1. A coming to Him alone, not only
with, but also in spite of, the multitude ; 2. a being
alone with Him, whether among many or few; 3. a
remaining alone with Him, and entering through Him
into the fellowship of the saved.—The confession of
the demons : how the Lord estimated its ambiguity
and recoiled from it.^The demons were first in the
confession that Jesus was the Messiah, but their con-
fession was a slavish one.—The Lord had here to do
not merely with the words of truth, but with the
truth of the words.—The glance of Christ's anger a
prelude of the judgment

;
yet it was qualified by com-

passion.—Christ, the gentlest friend of men, will one
day be a most terrible personage to many.

Staeke :

—

Majus :—The contradiction and slan-

der of enemies should not restrain us from avowing
the truth, but make us more courageous and joyful
in our confession.

—

Quesnel :—A miser, an unfruit-

ful Christian, a negMgent ruler, a strong man that
will not help, are all mere withered hands.— ava-
rice, how withered is thy hand !—To suck poison out
of what is good, or to slander, is devilish.—Hypo-
crites are very urgent about ceremonies ; but as it

regards true discipline, they know nothing about it.

—

When we do what is right, we need not fear secret

slanderers.—True love is not afraid of wicked men
when it would do good to others.

—

Canstein :—The
enemies of Christ are not sincere ; they have seared
consciences, and backbite in secret.

—

Quesnel:—
There is much silence that proceeds from the Spirit

of God, but there is also a devilish silence.—Here
anger and love meet together ; but the Socinians can-

not, and will not, reconcile these.—The passions of
Christ are a great mystery.

—

Majos:—Divine zeal

against sin must be connected with love, with tender
compassion towards the sinner.

—

Quesnel:—What
a mystery is an envious heart ! It poisons every-

thing, and extracts poison from everything.—When
Jesus is persecuted or forsaken of all, there is yet a
little company of the faithful who follow Him.

—

Osiander :—The more fiercely the Gospel of Christ

is persecuted, the more surely and widely it is dif-

fused.—The hearing about Christ is not saving of it-

self ; it must lead the soul to Himself.

—

Quesnel :—

a-ps

cliurch edifice, whicli is derived from the Latin naviSfdron
a supposed resemblauce to the hull of a vesfiel.—£d.
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True love makes no difference among men, but does

good to all, even to those who come with excitement

and at an unseasonable time.—Christ would receive

no testimony from lying spirits.

Geelach :—The Sabbath was to remind us of,

nnd introduce us into, that rest which God enjoyed

when He contemplated the creatures happy in Him-
self after creation was finished, and that into which

redeemed men shall again enter at the finishing of

the new creation.—This rest is not the rest of death,

but the highest hfe ; and to spread abroad life and

blessedness in the spirit of love, is the proper busi-

ness of the Sabbath.—Lisco :—Herod's servants are

his servile dependants. (This is true; for the de-

pendants of an absolute despot can only be his sei^

vants.)

—

Bkaune :—That the Sabbath would not

tolerate what might be postponed, was a law to

them : he that had the withered hand was not in

deadly danger, and his cure might as well take place

the next day. Jesus penetrated their thoughts.

—

Jesus established, that the not doing good was equi-

valent to the doing of evil ; the sin of omission as

bad as the sin of commission.—Their mouth was
stopped, but their heart was not emptied of envy
and malice.—Jesus' glance : the enemy of sin, the

friend of the sinner.-—-The withered hand, 1 Kings
xiii. 4.—Instead of joining the tempted Saviour, they
made a compact with their deadliest enemies, the
dependants of Herod ; and instead of sanctifying the

Ssibbath by doing good and preserving life, they en-

gaged in plans to put to death the Lord of the Sab-
bath and of hfe.—The hatred which Jesus encoun-
tered was already an earnest of His death ; and the

multitude of the people coming to Him from Gentili

lands was already an earnest of the blessing of Hii

death.—The praise of the Holy One cannot issue from
unholy lips and an unclean spirit.

—

Beda:—Jesus

had victoriously defended His disciples from th«

charge ofviolating the Sabbath ; but the Pharisees were
all the more vehement in involving Him, the Mast^
Himself, in the same condemnation.

—

Chkysostom:
—Jesus places the unhappy man in the midst of the

assembly, that his appearance might excite compas-

sion, and his healing shame the wickedness of the

enemies.

—

Schleiekmachee :—What good tiling we
have to do, we must set about doing at once.—These
Pharisees confederated with the officials of Herod
against Him ; those Pharisees in Jerusalem brought

the affairs of the Redeemer before the Roman gov-
ernor.—We see how one party stood in need of the

other in order to accomphsh that which was in each
party a foul wrong, though there was something at

the bottom like a dependence upon what they thought
was the law of God.—How many examples of a simi-

lar kind in the history of the Christian Church !

—

(The withdrawal to the sea.) Here also He remainea
in the way of His vocation, and retreated from them
without neglecting His mission.—(The cry of the
demons.) The Redeemer would not that any faitl

in Him should arise which had not the right founda
tiou.—GossNER :—The Saviour can be severe ; but
He is grieved that He must be angry.

—

Bauer :

—

The Pharisees were silent. The eye of the Lord
rested upon them, but none of the Pharisees could
stand that glance.—They kept angry silence, like

that which precedes the storm.

FIFTH SECTION.
OONPLICT OF JESUS WITH THE UNBELIEF OF HIS GALILEAN COUNTRYMEN, AND

WITHDRAWAL INTO THE VILLAGES.

Chaptees III. 13—VI. 6.

Beginning of the Confiict. The Lordproviding Himself Helpers, in the Calling of the Apostles.

Vers. 13-19.

(Parallels : Matt. x. 1-8 ; luie vi. 12-16.)

13 And he goeth up into a [the] mountain, and calleth unto him whom he -vrould : and
14 they came unto him. And he ordained twelve, that they should be with him, and that
15 he might send them forth to preach, And to have power to heal sicknesses,' and to cast

16, 17 out devils. And Simon he surnamed Peter; And James the son of Zebedee, and
John the brother of James ; and he surnamed them Boanerges, which is, The sons of

18 thunder
; And Andrew, and Philip, and Bartholomew, and Matthew, and Thomas, and

19 James the son of Alpheus, and Thaddeus, and Simon the Canaanite," And Judas Iscar-
iot, which also betrayed him : and they went into a house.

15.—"To heal eicknesses, amd" wanting in B., L., A., Copt., and others. It is omitted hy Tischendorf, ant
ipplement Irom Matt. x. 1. The omission of this makes all the more prominent the casting out of the demon*

> Ver 15.-

eems a sui _

In Mark the" main point.
' Ver. 18.—The reading KavavaZot hero, us in Matt. x. 4, is Ijest supported.

EXEGETICAI AKD OEITICAX.

Ver. 13. See on the parallels.—Into a moun-
tain.—Not " up uto the mountain of that locality,"

for the locality was the margin of the sea ; but it it

used in accordance with the relations of the land in
Palestine, and the phraseology concerning it ; going
up into a mountain, m contradistinction to abiding
m the narrow vales or low strips of land. And it il
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to lt>e observed that the expression is used to signify

a witlidrawal of tlie Lord, especially for solitary de-

votion.—And calleth unto Him.—The manner of
the call is not defined, whether sending for them, or
otherwise. The main point is the free choice of the
Twelve out of the rest of the discipleship. Meyer
supposes that Jesus made first a larger selection, and
then in ver. 14 the narrower choice. But there is

nothing to hinder our regarding ver. 14 as express-

ing tlie more specific end of the call, that is, the ap-

pointment and mission.

Ver. 16. And Simon He sumamed Peter.

—

Some cursive MSS. have irpuiTov ^ijiwva. Accord-
ing to De Wette, Mark passed over the statement of

Peter's call, because the change of name was to him
of special moment. But we may regard the state-

ment of Peter's call as included in the ^ireflTjue.

Thus Christ added, not merely to his name but rather

to his general vocation, the distinguishing name of

Peter. On account of these distinguishing names,
Andrew follows in the fourth rank, after the two
sons of Zebedee. The solemn appendage of the name
in this place does not contradict the preliminary nam-
ing of Simon, which had taken place before, John i.

4:2.

Ver. 17. Boanerges ; ttiS"! ^53
; m Aramsean,

the sheva being equivalent to oa. The tti J'J , in He-

brew meaning a threatening people (Ps. Iv. 16), in

Byriac meant thunder.—That the name refers to the

event mentioned in Luke ix. 54 'according to Cal-

met, Heumann, etc.), is not contradicted by the sup-

position that it must have been a surname significant

of praise, and not of blame. Comp. on this point

the notes on Matthew. According to the ancients,

the sons of Zebedee were so termed as lisyaAoKTi-

pvKcs Kal 6io\oyucciiTaroi (Theophylact, and others),

because thunder is the ordinary symbol of solemn

and profound utterances. We understand the ex-

pression to refer to the fiery, grand, subHme spirit,

which found its utterance in correspondingly high,

strong, and pregnant words. That the name was not

habitually used, Uke the name Peter, may be ex-

plained by the fact that it was a collective one. It

was distributed later, or merged in the several digni-

ties of the first apostohcal martyr, and the disciple

who lay on the Lord's bosom, the last great Evangelist.

Ver. 18. Canaanite.—Though the form of the

surname has in it something unusual, yet it is easily

explicable by the term f7)\aiT^! in Luke, and the ac-

companying reading Kavai>irris.

Ver. 19. And they went into a house.—^For

the chronology, Comp. the notes on Matthew. The
Evangelist's arrangement here is not according to

time, but regulated by a classification of the facta.

For the circumstance described does not, as Meyer
thinks, fall into the period after the return from the

Bermon on the Mount, but into a later period, when
Christ's work in Galilee was drawing to its close.

According to Ewald, an original form of Mark might
have introduced, before this return, the Sermon on
the Mount, and the narrative of the nobleman in

Capernaum. These, and similar suppositions of

EBlgenfeld, we have sufiiciently dealt with in our in-

troductory account of this Evangelist. Finally, it

4oes not follow from their coming into a house, that

the ensuing discourse took place in that house.

—

[" The true sense is most probably that given in the

margin of the English Version, and long before by
Wiclif, they came home, i. e., returned to Capernaum

•gaiii as their headquarters, and the centre of then;

operations. Comp. eis oIkov in Mark ii. 1." Alex
ANDER in he.—Ed.'\

DOCTKINAIi AOT) ETHICAl.

1. Comp. on the parallels.—It is characteristit

of Mark, that he gives prominence here to the sonj
of thunder. On the fiery zeal of John, comp. Gei>
lach, p. 118. "The pecuUarity of John was pur
simplicity, and also glowing, fiery zeal ; this having
been at first disturbed by impure passion (ch. ix. 38

;

Luke ix. 64), but sanctified afterwards by inward
love to Christ. His epistles contain some of the
sternest passages in the New Testament. See 1 John
ii. 22, 23; iii. 8; 2 John 7-11. Comp. also the
Seven Epistles in the Apocalypse. Church history

also records many things concerning his sacred zeaL"
And then Gerlach introduces the narrative of John's
hastUy leaving the bath in which the heretic was
found.

2. As it respects the calling of the Twelve, it

must be observed that it falls into two separate cri-

ses, according to Mark, ch. iii. 13-19, and ch. vi. 1
seq. Only it is evident that the more precise char-

acterization of the mission in ch. vi 7 is identical

with the mission in Matt. x. 1 seq., and Luke vi. 12
seq. Hence, we assume that Mark here describes a
selection of the Apostles preliminary to that mission,

one that was a continuation and enlargement of the

call of the four most select disciples at the Sea of

Galilee, and intended primarily as a vocation to more
decided discipleship and engagement in helping the

Redeemer's work. Yet the more express apostolical

vocation is kept in view even here, as is manifest

from the very solemn account of Mark, in which he

anticipates some features of the later vocation. It

would appear, indeed, that the point of time to which
Mark here carries us, was even later than the proper

historical epoch of the more express vocation. 'The

motive for placing it in this connection was the

fact of the commencement of the great conflict of

our Lord with the unbelief of the world, as it is ex-

hibited in this section.

3. The names of the Apostles, or their call, intro

duced with respect to Christ by the appointment of

the Father : mediate, and yet immediate.

4. Judas possessed a certain species of endow-

ment
;
yet observe the doubtfulness of such kind of

endowments in the affairs of Church and State, inas-

much as the superficial ability may easily outweigh

the central character.

HOMILETICAl AlTD PEACTICAIi.

See on the parallels.—The call of Christ's servants

a call from the mountain : 1. Christ stands on the

mountain ; 2. those called go up the mountain to

Him ; 3. they come down from the mountain into

the world of men. See Isa. hi. 7.—The place of

Jesus' prayer the birthplace of apostohcal and evan

gelical vocation.—Fellowships and collegiate bodiet

in the kingdom of God : 1. In their meaning : union

of the divine and the human, even here. 2. Their

design: mutual supplementing and strengthening,

lessening of human one-sidedness, and increase of

divine power.—Casting out of devils a main branch

of ecclesiastical vocation.—The variety and differ-

ences of the disciples of Jesus are an unfolding of

the riches of Christ and of His kingdom.—Judai
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lecariot among the Twelve an eternal sign, 1. Of the

all-endeavoring love of Christ, 2. of the greatness of

human depravity, 3. of the dangers of the spiritual

office (or of a mere external connection with the

Lord) without perfect fidelity in the spiritual life

(an internal union with Him), 4. of the aim and end

of the Church (not a community of perfect saints,

but of redeemed men).—Degrees in the apostolical

circle, notwithstanding their unity and equality.

—

Even the dark power which was displayed by the

last of the Twelve testified of the spiritual ahilities

of this company, over which Jesus reigned in kindly

majesty.—" Who betrayed Him :
" the called Apos-

tle a denounced traitor.

Staeke :—The choice of a pastor should be en-

tered upon with prayer. Acts i. 24.—He who would
be fit for the work of the Lord must first be much
with the Lord.

—

Quesnkl :—Spiritual pastors make

up, with Christ the chief Pastor, only one Priest

His priesthood in the preaching of the Gospel being

continued, diffused, and perfected, 1 Pe.t. ii. 9.—Th«
Lord gives the word along with the great host of th«

Evangelists. They who take their ease when they

are placed in office, often become brethren of Judas.

—It is a miserable delusion to repose in a legitimatt

call, while negUgent of fidehty and diligence in dig

charging its functions.—Not all the names of Chri*
tians are written in heaven, though they may stand
recorded in the books of the Church below.

GossNER :—He who would be a witness for Christ

and His Gospel, must be much with Him, and by
constant communion have learned to know Him.

—

How will they stand before Him, who learn what
they have to say by heart, stand up, and only declaim,

or read it off!

—

Bacek:—The death-roll of the
Twelve Apostles itself a sermon.

I. Conflict of Jesus with the blaspheming Unbelief of His Enemies, and His Triumph over Human Wlih

dom. (Ch. III. 20-30.)—2. His Conflict with the well-meaning Unbelief of His Friends; Triumph
over Devilish Malice and Human Policy. (Veess. 20, 21, and Verss. 31-35.)

(Parallels : Matt. xii. 22-50 ; Luke viii. 19-21 ; xi. 14-26.)

20 And the multitude cometh together again, so that they could not so much as eat

21 bread. And when his friends heard of it, they went out to lay hold on him: for thej
22 said, He is beside himself. And the scribes which came down from Jerusalem said,

23 He hath Beelzebub, and by the prince of the devils casteth he out devils. And he
called them unto him, and said unto them in parables, How can Satan cast out Satan ?

24, 25 And if a kingdom be divided against itself, that kingdom cannot stand. And if a
26 house be divided against itself, that house cannot stand. And if Satan rise up against
27 himself^ and be divided, he cannot stand, but hath an end. No man can enter into a

strong man's house, and spoil [plunder] his goods, except he will first bind the strong
28 man; and then he will spoil [plunder] his house. Verily I say unto you, All sins shall

be forgiven unto the sons of men,' and blasphemies wherewith soever they shall bias-

29 pheme: But he that shall blaspheme against the Holy Ghost hath never forgiveness,
30 but is in danger of [liable to] eternal damnation:^ Because they said. He hath an un-
31 clean spirit. There came then his brethren, and his mother, and, standing without,
32 sent unto him, calling him. And the multitude sat about him, and they said unto him,
33 Behold, thy mother and thy brethren^ without seek for thee. And he answered them,
34 saying, Who is my mother, or my brethren?'' And he looked round about on them
35 which sat about him, and said. Behold my mother and mj brethren I . For whosoever

shall do the will of God, the same is my brother, and my sister, and mother.

_ .
'.^'^^ 28.—The words ror? violj 7mv kvOfii-nav precede tA anaprqiiara. in the best Codd. ; and so thev are ulaced in

Onffitaoh, Lachmaim, Tisohendorf. B., D., G., La«hmami, and Xiscliendorf read Sua, instead of S<rM.
J i- ""

V I,

y«r- ^il.—The reading Ivoxo; lanv olui-iou kfi.aprriii.a.ro';, according to B., L., A., and others, is iiotjmted bv Gries-
to;,h, Lochmann, and lischendorf. The readmgs k/hVeus and itoWirea,9 seem to have been ejcplanatory paraoliases ofthis strong and pregnant expression. ' *^ f^aa^iaw

)w.ftl^ff;w^T'^?,!'^
™.1*'^'^' ™<l.His brethren » is the reading of B., C, D., G., Versions, Griesbach, Schok, Lachmann:

TH^^^fwf m1 I 'i^" flf- "? tli<*ff<^?2;'«. "His brethren and His mother," which is also adopted by Mtzsche andTischendorf Meyer holds to this lajst, thmJimg that the mother was aftei-wards put fii-st on accouit of her rank ond^conformity with the parallels in Matthew and Luke. It may have been the pui-pose to make the mother less promSientto a case of seeming error. An additional clause, «al ai aLki,ai „ov, has A., t)., B., &c., for it: B., C., L and^mvVersions against it. Griesbach, Lachmann, Tischendorf accept it ; so also De Wette and Meyer. We thiik the omSSoijMder to account for than the insertion would be,-which probably had reference to oh. vi. 3.
omission

• Ver. M.—B., C, L., Versions, Lachmann, and Meyer read /tai oi, instead of ^ oi.
• ver. d5.—ihe jiov alter aSsAifiii is omitted by Lachmann and Tischendorf, following prepontteratmg authorities

EXEGETICAl AOT) CRITICAL.

Bee on the parallels.

Ver. 21. When His (friends).—This very im-
portant feature in the evangelical narrative is peouhar

to Mark. According to Baur, Mark here represent
the mother of Jesus, with His brethren, as confede^
rate with the Pharisees. Meyer, on the contrary
shows that their opinion, on ii^iart, was honest er-
ror (not wickedness), and that their design was to
provide for Christ's safety. But if they reaUy hut
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Ihonght Him beside Himself, their care for his safety

would hare taken the form of an attempt forcibly to

seize and detain Him. We regard the step as

having been the result of timid policy. At the

crisis, when Christ's breach with the powerful party

of the Pharisees was decided, they sought by a fic-

tion to remove Him from publicity and a supposed
extreme danger. We may regard the adoptive
brethren of Jesus as the representatives of this idea

;

but it is evident that Mary also was drawn into this

error of worldly policy (see the notes on Matthew).

It is quite in keeping with the character of such a
policy, that these brethren soon afterwards sought
to thrust Him forward, John vii. 1 seq.—The house-'

hold of Jesus did not come from Nazareth to Caper-

naum, as Meyer supposes, but from the house of

their abode in Capernaum to the place where the

crowds were thronging Him. That the Pharisees

would here come against him with a public accusa-

tion would very well be known in Capernaum.—For
they said.—Themselves, of course, the household

of Jesug; and not, as Olshauaen thinks, "it was
said " by the malicious Pharisees, or by others gen-

erally (Ewald), or by messengers (Bengel).—He is

beside Himself.—Not, as Luther says, " He will

be beside Himself;" but not, with Meyer, "He is

mad." It is designedly ambiguous, inasmuch as the

4^i(TT7i may mean, in a good sense, the being for a

season rapt into ecstasy by religious enthusiasm (2

Cor. V. 13), as well as, in a bad sense, the being per-

manently insane. In His ecstasy. He is no long-

er master of Himself. The involuntary, religious

pLalveaSai is, indeed, not an Old-Testament idea, but a

Greek one : it was, however, current in the Jewish

popular notion ; and the more ambiguous it was, the

better it would suit the aim of their pohcy. It must
not be confounded, as Theophylact confounds it,

with the allegation of Christ's opponents.* On the

contrary, if His opponents should say that He was

raging in demoniacal possession, the politic answer

was at hand, " He is, indeed, beside Himself, but it

is in a good demoniacal ecstasy." According to

Meyer, this circumstance cannot be reconciled with

the previous history of Mary in Matthew and Luke.

The supposition of Olshausen (and Lange), that this

was a moment of weakness in her life, he thinks

very precarious. And Pius IX. would agree with

hun, though for a different reason. For the various

interpretations of the passage, see Meyer. Euthym.

Zigab. : "Some envious ones said so." Schottgen

and Wolf: " The disciples said that the people were

mad." Grotius :
" Report said that he had fainted."

Kuinoel :
" It was the message to come home to eat,

for maxime defatigatiis est" etc.

Ver. 80. An unclean spirit.—Characterization

of Beelzebub, in opposition to the Holy Spirit.

Ver. 34. And He looked round about.

—

Mark often gives prominence to the Lord's glance

around. Here it is in contrast with the indignant

.ooking around of eh. iii. 5.

DOOTEINAl AOT) ETHICAl.

1. See on the parallels.—Mark omits, among other

things, to give us the immediate occasion of the main

matter of the section,—the healing of the demoniac.

Ihe reason that his friends came out to Him as they

iid seems to have lain in the thronging of the

* TSvauij, that he waa in league with the ieia.0T\a.—Ed.

crowds, and in the fact that there was no room t«
eat. These facts, however, furnished them with
pretext for rescuing Him from the hands of His en-

emies, whose designs and power they well knew
John came not eating and drinking, and they said,

He haih a devil. Spirit-like oblivion of the body
and of its nourishment, they interpreted as involun-
tary demoniac enthusiasm. Thus did it seem to ba
with the Lord at this time ; and using this repre
sentation, his family went out to gain their object.

2. The choice of the Twelve was soon followed
by this erring conduct of His own friends towards
Him, several of the Twelve being among them.
These,, therefore, mistook their vocation, in the same
manner as Peter and the sons of Zebedee mistook
theirs on another occasion. The new impulse given
to the Lord's cause, and the new step it had taken,

is followed by a new defeat and counter-stroke. As
soon as He takes assistants to Himself, they aim tc

infuse earthly policy into His plans.

2. The worst manifestation of the kingdom of
evil is the blasphemy with which hypocrites, uncon-
sciously standing in the service of darkness, inter-

pret the most glorious manifestations of the kingdom
of heaven as works from below. The blasphemy
against the Son of God, as approximating to the

blasphemy against the Holy Spirit, is the most fear-

ful display of the power of the arch-blasphemer.

4. While the pictorial vividness of the Evangelist

is observable throughout the whole of the conflict

which he depicts, he, however, omits the sign of

Jonas, the statement concerning possession by seven

devils, and the Uke.

5. And looking round.—Jesus, in His conflict

with His enemies and the dark kingdom which they

serve, does not trust to men, but does trust to His

own influence on mankind ; that is, he does not con-

fide in His own friends, so far as they would dictate

to Him with carnal policy as his natural family ; but

to His friends as they trustingly hang upon His Ups

as his spiritual family.

6. Christ's defence becomes immediately an at-

tack. Earnest apologetics pass over into polemics.

HOMItETICAt AND PBACTICAI.

See on the parallels.—iVo room to eat. How
often did the Lord, in the zeal of His vocation, for-

get eating and drinking and sleep !—The highest

freedom of spirit and self-government are interpreted

even by His people as bondage and being beside

self.—How much to be reprobated is an ambiguous

and feigned adoption of the notions of the enemies

of ti-uth, on the part of those who would represent

the truth !—The concessions of carnal ecclesiastical

policy to the unfriendly world always spring from

evil.—The sound concession is the infinite forbear-

ance with which Christ enters into the notions of Hia

opnonents to refute their assertions.—Christ exalted

equally above the protection of His friends and the

attacks of His foes.—Contrast between the Lord'a

great conflict with His opponents and his disciples'

slight assistance : 1. Contrast in temper: heroic re-

liance in divine truth
;
petty trust in human cunning.

2. Contrast in the conflict itself: simple defence and

simple attack; ambiguous apology and mediation.

3. Contrast in the result : high victory ; deep humilir

ation.—The false and the true family of Jesus: 1.

The one would watch over Him and His cause, the

other will be watched over by Him ; 2. the one wouW
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lead Him, tie other will le led by Him ; 3. the one

would Si/e Him, the other will be saved by Him ; i.

the one Hould restrain and bring Him into danger,

the other will be restrained and bound by His word

and Spbit.—The Lord detects and cuts asunder the

bands of perilous fellowship between His friends and

His enemies: 1. He detects them: worldliness in

religion, fear, cunning, and policy ; 2. He cuts them

sunder by the word of severance, by warning, and

by blessing.—The divine dignity of our Lord in the

decisive conflicts of His kingdom : 1. As opposed to

His enemies, the instruments of darkness ; 2. as op-

posed to His family, as they are confused by the ap-

parent danger of His cause; 3. as opposed to His

Church, which hangs upon His lips with child-like

simplicity, not suspecting its danger.—Christ says to

His people, ui the days of apparent peril to rehgion

:

My thoughts are not your thoughts ; neither are My
ways your ways.—Christ's defence is, in its own na-

ture, also a victorious attack.—Blasphemy against the

Spirit is eternal guilt, and therefore exposed to eter-

nal condemnation.—The cahn declaration of Christ,

that He wrought in the power of the Holy Spirit,

in opposition to His blaspheming enemies, who
charged him with being possesjed by the spirit of

darkness and working under his influence.—Main-

tenance of this opposition : 1. Divine repose against

devilish excitement; 2. divine forbearance against

devilish hatred ; 3. divine illumination against devil-

ish confusion.

Starke :

—

Canstein :—If Christ endures, the Chris-

tian Church endures.

—

Zeisius :—The devil never

gives up the work that his name imports—slander-

ing the good; nor do those who are on his side,

John viii. 44,—Quesnel :—We must strive to pre-

serve our honorable name, so long as it is possible.

—

It is awful to ascribe to the devil that which comes
from God. Thus God is made into Satan.—The
Creator endures this blasphemy, in His patience and
long-suffering, and men will endure nothing. We
should be imitators of God.—Wolf does not eat wolf,

nor does Satan drive out Satan.—Satan does not
persecute Satan, yet Christians persecute Christians.

fearful wickedness!—Rebellion and insurrection

are desti uctive and ruinous.—When once the devil

is master of any heart, none but Jesus Christ can
drive him out.

—

Ckamer :—Children must honor

their parents ; but in matters that pertain to office,

and the things of God and conscience, they should

not be overruled by any.—There is no carnal pre-

rogative in the kingdom of God.

—

Qoesnel:—Ha
who doeth the wUl of God to the end enters into an

eternal alliance with God as his Father, with Jesua

Christ as his brother, with the angels and saints aa

his sisters, and with the heavenly Jerusalem as hif

mother.—Geelach : According to Mark, Jesus dis

tinguishes general blasphemy against God from th

particular blasphemy against the Holy Spirit; ac-

cording to Matthew and Luke, He distinguishes from
it also the blasphemy against the Son of Man : in

both cases there is the contrast between a revela-

tion which has been more external, and one which
has seized the inner man with more convincing di-

vine power.—" He that doeth the wUl of God : " He
means thereby faith, which is the fount and begin-

ning of all holy obedience.

—

Braune: We must
watch over zeal, as over fire in a house. But that

cold moderation which the world loves so well ia

most offensive to Christ, who wiU spue the luke-

warm out of His mouth, Eev. iii. 16. This is our
Lord's oificial fidelity.—In the presence of this blas-

pheming malignity, the Redeemer exhibits a simplicity,

a security, a freedom from all bitterness, which must
have produced a sacred impression upon all who
beheld, even as upon us now.—It is in the Spirit of
God that Jesus overcomes Satan.

—

Schleieemacheb
(on the words, ffe m beside Himself) :—So those have
always been accounted whom God iu hard times has
chosen for His special instruments: it was in the
time of the Church's Reformation, and it wiU alwaya
be so again when times of darkness shall return.

—

There have never been wanting such enemies of
the truth, who have similarly sought to put another
character upon that one only institute for human
salvation which can never find a substitute. But, aa

in the text, their efforts are always vam.—How far
blind and rash zeal may lead men!—"He that ga-
thereth not with Me, scattereth."—" He that for My
sake forsaketh not father and mother is not worthy
of Me."—Christ on the cross :

" Behold thy son 1

Behold thy Mother !"—There should be, then, no con-
flict between our natural and spiritual relationships.—All the household must be members of the one
same family.

%. Our Lord's Conflict with the carnal Unbelief of the People m the Delivery of Sis Tarahles, and Sis
Triumph over Suman Narrowness. (Ch. IV. 1-34.)

(Parallels : Matt. xiii. 1-23 ; vers. 31-36 ; LuJse viii. 4-18.)

And he began again to teach by the sea-side: and there was gathered' unto him a
great multitude, so that he entered into a [the] ship, and sat in the sea ; and the whole
multitude was by the sea on the land. And he taught them many things by parables,
and said unto them in his doctrine, Hearken : behold, there went out a sower to sow
And it came to pass, as he sowed, some fell by the way-side, and the fowls [birds] o{
the air' came and devoured it up. And some' fell on stony ground, where it had no
much earth

;
and immediately it sprang up, because it had no depth of earth : But when

the sun was up,< it was scorched ; aud, because it had no root, it withered away. And
some fell among thorns, and the thorns grew up and choked it, and it yielded no fruit
And other fell on good ground, and did yield fruit that sprang up and increased and
brought forth, some thirty, and some sixty, and some an hundred. And he said 'imti
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II

10 them, He that hath ears to hear, let him hear. And when he was alone [apart], they
11 that were about him with the twelve asked of him the parable.' And he said imt'o

them, Unto you it is given to know' the mystery of the kingdom of God: but nnU.
12 them thatare without, all these things are done in parables: That seeing they may sect,

and not perceive ; and hearing they may hear, and not understand ; lest at any tims
13 they should be converted, and their sins should be forgiven them. And he said unto
14 them. Know ye not this parable ? and how then will ye know all parables ? The sower
15 soweth the word. And these are they by the way-side, where the word is sown; but

[and] when they have heard, Satan cometh immediately, and taketh away the word
16 that was sown in their hearts. And these' are they likewise which are sown on stony

ground ; who, when they have heard the word, immediately receive it with gladness

;

17 And have no [not] root in themselves, and so endure but for a time [but are transient]

:

afterward, when affliction or persecution ariseth for the word's sake, immediately they
18 are offended. And these are they which are sown among thorns; such as hear the

19 word. And the cares of this* world, and the deceitfulness of riches, and the lusts of other

20 [remaining] things entering in, choke the word, and it becometh unfruitful. And these'
are they which are sown on good ground ; such as hear the word, and receive it, and

21 bring forth fruit, some thirty-fold, some sixty, and some an hundred. And he said

unto them. Is a candle [the lamp] brought to be put under a bushel [the measure],
22 or under a [the] bed? and not to be set on a candlestick [tlie lamp-stand]? For

there is nothing hid, which shall not'" be manifested; neither was anything kept secret,

23 but that it should come abroad. If any man have ears to hear, let him hear.

24 And he saith unto them. Take heed what ye hear : with what measure ye mete, it shall

25 be measured to you; and unto you that hear" shall more be given. For he that hath,

to him shall be given ; and he that hath not, from him shall be taken even that which

26 he hath. And he said, So is the kingdom of God, as if a man should cast [the] seed

27 into [upon] the ground ; And should sleep, and rise night and day, and the seed should

28 spring [sprout] and grow up [elongate], he knoweth not how. For'' the earth bringeth

forth fruit of herself [automatically] ; first the blade, then the ear, after that the full corn

29 in the ear. But when the fruit is brought forth [yields], immediately he putteth in the

30 sickle, because the harvest is [has] come. And he said, Whereunto shall we liken the

31 kingdom of God? or with what comparison shall we compare it ?" It is like a grain of

mustard- seed, which, when it is sown in the earth, is less than all the seeds that be in

32 the earth : But when it is sown, it groweth up, and becometh greater than all herbs, and

shooteth out [makes] great branches ; so that the fowls [birds] of the air may lodge

33 under the shadow of it. And with many such parables spake he the word unto them,

34 as they were able to hear it. But without a parable spake he not unto them : and

when they were alone, he expounded all things to his disciples.

* Ver. 1.—Svi'ttyerat

» Ter. 4.—" Fowls
Tiii. 5.

u mBtea4 of trvvmcOij : Lachmaim, Tischendorf; after B., C, L.
of heaven." Tou ovpavov has only D, of tlie unoial MS3. in i1lis fiiTor. Probably added from Luke

• Ver. 5.—Kal oMo instead of oAAo Se : Lachmaim and Tischendorf, after the best MSS.
• Ver. 6.—Lachmann and Tischendorf, after B., C, D., L., A., Vxilgate, read *cai ore av4Tei\ev b rjKtoit instead of

ilKiov 8k avareiKavTOi. , . ^ ..

' Ver. 10.—Tas traaa^oXit instead of t7|i> wapa^oK^v : Tischendorf, after B., C, L., A. The parable jnst delivered gave

ifhem occasion to ask about the design of parables generally.
• Ver. 11.—The yroii/at is wanting in A., B., 0.* So Lachmann, Tischendorf.
' Ver. 18.—Kal oAAoi t'uri instead of /cai otroi elmv : Griesbaoh, Lachmann, Tischendorf, after B., C.*, D., Tulgat^

' Ver. 19. —Tov'tou is wanting in the best MSS., and rejected by Qriesbach, Pritzsche, Lachmann, and Tischendorf.

• Ter. 20.—"EicerFCPi instead of oCtoi : Tischendorf, after B., C, L., A.
i, . , .,

" Ver. 22.—'Eav m, the most difficult and best authenticated reading (A., B., C, Tischendorf). [Meyer thinks th»l

the & is an addition, and would explain by comparison with Mark x. 30. He denies the assertion of Entzsche and Da
Wette that iiv m is absurdly used here, and contends that it contains a logical analysis of the thought.-iH.J

lA Ver. 24.—Tots oLKovovaiVf omitted iu Lachmann and Tischendorf, after B., C, D., 0-., L.
" Ver. 28.—The vAo must be given up. HA^prj! o-Ztos iustead of irX^pTj <tItov : B., Lachmann, Tischendorf. _

" Ver. 30.—nis instead of rm : Tischendorf, after B., C, L., A., Versions. "Ek tiVi av-riix jrupa^oAf eautv insteM

•f Iv noiq irapaSoAn iraao/SoAioficv a.vTnv : Tischendorf, Lachmaim, after B., 0.*, L., A.

" Ver. Sl.—KoKxtf : Elzevir, Fritzsche, Tischendorf Meyer ; (coK/tox : Griesbaoh, Sohola, Lachmann.

view of the kingdom of God. In Matthew, wo 3e»

EXEGETIOAIi AlfD OEITIOAL. the chronological development of the kingdom of

God in its historical periods ; here, we have a picturu

See on the parallels.—Matthew ^ves us a collec- of its development in space (statistieaUy) according

Bon of seven parables ; Mark, of three. Thus it is a to its immanent principles of gradual expansion.

romid sacred number in both. Here also tlie indi- The first parable depicts the kingdom of God in itj

Tidual parables are combined into one collective universally difficult foundation; the second (a pr&
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dous addition to the treasury of parables, in Mark

alone), its certain and natural development; the

third, its wonderful and glorious spread and consum-

mation. It is probable that these three parables

formed originally one single connected discourse;

furnishing the basis of a later historical representa-

tion of the kingdom in the seven parables. The be-

ginning of the parabohc discourses, however, had an

earher position than Mark indicates. His purpose is

to connect them with the transference of Jesus'

teaching to the sea-side ; but he has also a motive

arising "out of the nature of the events for placing

these parables here. They form a crisis in the con-

flict of Christ with unbelief in Galilee, and mark His

conflict with the specially sensuous unbelief of the

people. Hence, in ver. 12, he has the well-known

strong ha (/3^€^royTes ^AeTriKri leal /j-t) iSvin) ;
while

Matthew has the 8ti. He also quotes in a very

Buggeslive manner, vers. 21-23, the words of Christ

which we find in Matthew's Sermon on the Mount,

ch. V. 1 5, and in the instructions to the Apostles,

ch. X. 26, and which in Luke, ch. viii. 16, are con-

nected with the parable of the sower. There is

nothing improbable in the supposition that our Lord

used these figures in various connections. Here the

figure of the candle is designed to teach that the

parables have it for their positive purpose to en-

lighten ; that is, that the disciples should at the

right season discover the spiritual meaning of the

parables ; and the figure of the measure, that the

disciples were to measure out instruction liberally in

hope.

Ver. 1. And He began again to teach by the
sea-side.—Another emphatic reference to the con-

trast of this with His customary course of teaching

;

and as an expression of His decided breach with the

Pharisees.

Ver. 2. In His doctrine.—In His doctrinal in-

structions. " Of the many things (iroWa), Mark
makes some particular things prominent." Meyer.

Ver. 8. Fruit that sprang up and increased.
—We understand the former, of strong and vigorous

upward growth; but the latter, the ai^avi/xepoi', of

the seed-corn's spreading out into a number of stalks,

as is the case with prosperous increase. Meyer also

understands the Kapirns as meaning the stalks in con-

tradistinction to the grains, these not being mention-

ed till later :
" some," etc. But the idea of the

fruit is thus artificially weakened. The actual and
excellent growth is described ; but under the point

of view of its fruit, this and the luxuriant stalk being

embraced in one. It is better to understand the

springing up and increasing of the fruit as meaning
the springing up of the ears of grain with the stems.

Ver. 10. They that Tvere about Him, with
the Twelve.—The specific company of Christ's dis-

ciples, independent of and with the Twelve. Euthym.
Zig. : The Seventy. But these were not distmguished
from the rest until later.

Ver. 11. Unto you is given to know the
mystery.—Significant ; and to he explained in ac-

cordance with Matthew and Luke. The mystery is

given through the knowledge of it.

—

But unto them
that are without, oi i^w. in later phraseology, all

»on-Christians (1 Cor. v. 12); with the Tahnudists,
all who were not Jews ; but also the uninstructed

and uninitiated Jews. Here, however, it is doubtless
a hint of the germ of the opposition between the old

and the new community, which in the word iKK\i](jla

Matt. xvi. 18) came somewhat later into full use.

Ver. 12. They may see,—The ha is not to be

softened, as if ita ut, as Rosenmiiller and others a»

sert. We must maintain that this hard ntteranct

was based upon Isa. vi. 9 seq., and therefore that it

must be interpreted in the meaning of that passage

not as an absolute sentence, but as a deserved, em
nomical, 3.Tidpedagogical -visitaXion. See on MaMhew.

Ver. 13. Know ye not this parable ?—The

first parable of the kingdom is the basis of all tha

rest. If they understood not this, they could not Utt.

deratand any that followed. If they had the expla-

nation of this, they had the key for the understanding

of pJl others. According to De Wette, these are re-

buking words; according to Meyer, they are a mere

recurrence to the question of ver. 10. But it is cer-

tainly, at the same time, an intimation of the con-

nection of all the parables in the idea of the kingdom

of heaven ; so that with the explanation of this one,

all were explained.

Ver. 15. These are they by the way-side,

where the word is sown.—Through the whole

parable we must embrace in one view the field with

the seed on it. In Luke, the idea of seed predomi.

nates ; in Mark, the idea of ground sown over ; in

Matthew, there is an alternation. In the first instance,

the view of the ground sown predominates ; in the

last, the view of the seed scattered.

Ver. 16. Which are sown.—Mark the change

of tense in Mark : a-ireipd,iiej'o<, vers. 16 and 18, and

inrup4vT€S in ver. 20.

Ver. 18. Who have heard the word.—Hear-

ers preemine»tly. DiMgent hearers, but not doers

;

aicovffaVTes instead of aKouoVTej: B., C, H., L., A.,

Tischendorf. Mark gives the most vivid picture of

them.
Ver. 21. Is a candle brought to be put.—^Not

an exhortation to virtue, as Theophylact and others

thought, but a statement of the end for which He
confided to them the mystery of the kingdom in par-

ables. According to Erasmus :
" Do not suppose

that what I now commit to you in secret, I would
have concealed for ever; the hght is kindled by Me
in you, that by your miiustry it may disperse the

darkness of the whole world."

Ver. 22. For there is nothing hid.—The con-

cealed is in its very nature destined to be revealed

in its time. A thing absolutely and forever conceal-

ed would not be concealed ; it would as such have
no meaning. There is this design in all the conceal

ments of the kingdom of God. Thus the clause

forms the complement of the 'li>a above, ver. 12.

Ver. 24. With w^hat measure ye mete.—De
Wette (after Euthym. Zig.): "According to the

measure of your ability and diligence (as hearers,

see the preceding verse), ye will receive instruction."

But it seems more obvious, in the process of the

thought, to say. According to the measure of your
diligence in teaching will your Master add to your
knowledge [docendo discimus, especially in the king-

dom of God). For the mere hearing and receiving

cannot well be described as a measuring out.

Ver. 25. For he that hath The proverb has,

here, more reference to zeal in the teaching function.

The living treasure of knowledge will always, by ita

own nature, go on increasing. We may compare th»
words concerning the spiritual life springing up
within, John iv. 14 ; vii. 38 ; for living knowledge ia

never separable from internal spiritual life.

Vers. 26-29 are a continuation of the parabolic
instruction addressed to the people. Meyer : Ob-
serve the Aorist $i\-p, and then the following Pre»
euts : has cast, and then does sleep
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Ver. 29. When the fruit is brought forth
But the iropaSijJ is not intransitive : When the fruit

shall have yielded itself. This relative spontaneous-
nesB of the fruit is as if it did not suffer premature
cutting before its full ripeness.

Ver. 30. Or with vrhat comparison.—Meyer

:

The hearers are now formally addressed in the dis-

«ourse, as the omission of airols with eAeysi' shows.
Ver. 33. And with many such parables.

—

Manifestly, Mark linew of other parables of our Lord,
vhioh lie passes over. As they were able.

—

Kiis does not refer to their worthiness (Grotius), but
to their ability to apprehend (Thoophylact, De
Wette). It also includes, however, their being able

to bear without being offended. Thus it is not a
mere literal kxcvuv in the sense of being able to re-

ceive, as Meyer thinks.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAIi.

1. See on the parallels.—On the 'tva, ver. 12, see

the notes above.

2. The parable of vers. 26-29 teaches, in the
figure of the relative independence of nature in the
regular development of the seed through an internal

energy of growth {avTona.TT\\ the higher relative in-

dependence and regular development of the growth
of the kingdom of God, or the establishment of Chris-

tianity and the Church in the world down to its

consummation for the final manifestation of the king-

dom of God. (The reapers : the angels, Matt. xiii.

39.) The proper point of comparison is the seed's

impulse of growth from within ontwardly, as if by an
internal energy of its own, whence foUow the apparent
Bpontaneousness, regularity, gradualness, progressive-

ness, security, and perfection of the development.
Thus the naturalness of nature, so to speak, the

"metamorphosis of plants," becomes a symbol of
the development of the divine life from the seed of

the divine word or regeneration. The germinant

energy of growth is here the actual freedom of the

new divine-human (not abstractly human, but also

not abstractly divine) energy of life in humanity
;

whether in the regeneration and sanctification of the

believing community, or in that of the individual

Christian. Here also the development proceeds

from within, from the conscious internal being : in-

dependent or free (not from God, but in God), natu-

raUy and regularly legitimate, gradual, progressive,

down to certain and decisive consummation. But it

is assumed that human nature in its essence bears

the same relation to the word of God, and has as

much in common with it, as the earth to the seed-

corn. And as the earth only by culture, and tillage,

and sowing, overcomes its tendency to wildness, and
the bringing forth of thorns and thistles, so also

the human heart is set free from its wicked bias,

and its thorns and thistles, only by the culture of

frace and the seed of the word of God. Meyer

:

he spontaneousness here set forth does not negate the

divine energies of grace ; but the end of the parable

la not to make the latter prominent, but the former.

De Wette : The parable teaches patience, as that of

the tares forbearance.—The period of the New Testa-

ment Church presents the natural development of

the kingdom of God, yet not without the Lord's over-

ruling, and not without the constant energy of His

Spirit. The miraculous seed has become a new nar

hire, from which at the Lord's appearance new fruits

till grow.

HOMILETICAL AND PEACTICAL.

See on the parallels.—Christ teaching in the shij
a parable itself of the kingdom of heaven : 1. A
figure of the form of that kingdom : a. of the evaa
gelical ministry, b. of the church, c. of missions;
2. a figure of its C(mdition: a. small beginnings, 6
poverty, e. mobility, freedom.—Christ m conflict wit!
the sensuous unbeliif of the world.—Christ the de
liverer of the people from the bonds of ignorance, of
carnal notions, and sensuous narrowness.—The teach
ing wisdom of Christ, as it speaks in parables, a sea]

of His divine power (of His love as of His wisdom)—He that hath ears to hear, let him hear !—Th.
parables of Jesus as signs of the divine judgments •

1. Figuring the judicial concealments and symbol?
of truth in the spiritual life of mankind, a. in thf
Gentile world, 6. in the people of Israel, c. in the
Christian, specially the medieval Church ; 2. figuring
their scope and purpose, a. to spare, b. to instruct,

and c. to disoipMne and educate the soul.—The inter-

pretation of the parable of the sower a key to the
interpretation of all the rest.—The three parables of
our chapter combined, present a figure of the unfold-

ing of the kingdom of heaven, as to its foundation,

progress, and completion.—The parable of vers. 26-
29. Nature, in its normal development from within,

a representation of human freedom, and its develop-

ment in the kingdom of grace.—The word of life in

the figure of a grain of wheat : 1. Its internal energy
of life ; 2. its growth according to laws ; 3. its grad-

ualness ; 4. its progressive stages ; 6. the certainty of
its development.—The work of grace, its normal un-

folding, in the Church and in individuals.^—In the

kingdom of grace we must learn not to misapprehend
even the immature forms of development (not count-

ing the green stalk as common grass, etc.).—The
seed of divine grace requires patient waiting for its

maturity.—The human heart may become one with

the word of God (in consequence of its original rela-

tion to it) through faith ; and then there is unfolded

in it a divine energy of new life.—For him who right-

ly cares for the seed, the fruit gradually ripens,

although he himself may not know it.—Even in un-

conscious life, the divine word goes on maturing.

(Narratives of the feeble-minded, in whom it gradual-

ly was developed. The action of the mind in going

to sleep continues in sleep.)—Influences upon the

seed of the kingdom of nature analogous to those of

the kingdom of grace : the mysterious operation and
movement of the Holy Spirit are the sunshine and

rain in the kingdom of grace.—The seed, with all its

certainty of development, under the necessary condi-

tion of sunshine and rain. Application of this to

the work of divine grace in the soul of the believer.

Starke :

—

Quesnel :—An imperfect church, an

unworthy pulpit, and poor hearers, may nevertheless

form a true church, accepted of God.

—

Ckamer:—
Jesus makes the little ship His pulpit ; if we do not

diligently hear and obey. He removes Himself with

His little ship and pulpit.

—

Cakstein:—Tilling the

land is the oldest work of men's hands, and the most

pleasing to God ; therefore Christ took His parables

so willingly from that occupation.—God's word is a

living seed, by which the spiritually dead hearts of

men are made living and fruitful.

—

Hemngeb :—Un
changing seed, variable hearts.—OsiANnEP. :—If men
did not harden themselves, they would not fall into

the danger of reprobation.

—

Hedingee :—We must

not look at the mere shell, but at the kernel of

Holy Scripture (on ver. 18).

—

Qoessel :—The knonl
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edg;e of divine mysteries is of God, and not of man.

—The wisdom of God has not always remained se-

cret, but at the right season has been made manifest

to men, 1 Cor. ii. 7.—All things must come to light,

whether after a longer or a shorter time.—Faithful

pastors and diligent hearers obtain from day to diiy

a larger measure of light and grace.—A faithful and

diligent soul has a great treasure—its riches extend

to eternity ; but an idle soul becomes every day poor-

er, until at last it loses all.—Oh, how far should we
have advanced in the way of salvation, if we had

only always used aright the means of grace!—By
the sleeping is signified an expectation of blessing,

which leaves all care to God ; as one may say, I

Bleep, but my heart wakes.

—

Majcs:—God's ser-

vants should not be impatient when they do not at

once see the fruits of their labors.—^We must do our

work sincerely, and commit to God the result ; He
will make His true servants rejoice in the day of

harvest.—God conceals from His ministers some of

the fruits of their diUgence, to keep them in humility.

—Hope in God, who will not neglect his work in

thee.—Christians must aim high, and strive after

perfection.—Where God's word is rightly sown and

received, it is never long without fruits of salvation.

—

OsiANDER :—We must not expect at once perfect

trees of righteousness in the paradise of the Christian

Church ; time is required for rooting, growing, and
bringing forth fruit.

Geelaoh :—The longer man retains and studiei

any one divine truth, the more manifest it becomes^

and itself brings all others to light.

—

Bkaune:—
The unostentatious development of the divine word

and the kingdom of God in the heart of man.

—

As the husbandman hardly distinguishes seeds, so

is it with the results of the seed of the word.

Learn patience.

—

Schleiekmacher ;—(He observes

that Christ was not misled by the flocking of miilti

tudes around Himself, but perfectly penetrated His

whole auditory—four kinds of soils ; but that at the

same time He was not angered by this character of

His auditory.) If the divine word is received and

retained, it is changed into the life of the man ; and

then in a natural manner his acts are like his words,

and become more and more the expression of thy

divine word.—The fruit is that which is to be de-

tached again from the plant, itself to be again

sown, and from which new life is to arise.—The
Redeemer says truly, that there is no other power be
which the kingdom of God prospers than this power
of the seed, this power of the divine word ; that is,

in relation to the office and work of the human
sower.—The preparatory work, the tilling of the

land, must be distinguished from the sowing.

—

Gossnee:—On ver. 23. Him who made the ear,

man will not hear.—If we mete out with the meas-

ure of Christ, it shall be meted to us again with

the same.

4. Conflict of Jesus with tlie feeble-minded Unbelief of the Disciples ; the Stilling of the Storm ; and Bis

Triumph over Human Seafarers in their vocation, (Teks. 35—41.)

(Parallels : Matt. viii. 18, 2S-27 ; Luke viii. 22-25.)

35 And the same day, when the even was come, he saith unto them, Let us pass over

36 unto the other side. And when they had sent away the multitude, they took him even

37 as he was in the ship. And there were also with him other httle ships. And there

arose a great storm [squall] of wind, and the waves beat into the ship, so that it was
38 now full. And he was in the hinder part of the ship, asleep on a pillow [the boat-

cushion] : and they awake him, and say unto him. Master, carest thou not that we
39 perish? And he arose, and rebuked the wind, and said unto the sea, Peace, be still.

40 And the wind ceased, and there was a great calm. And he said unto them. Why are

41 ye so fearful? how is it that ye have no faith? And they feared exceedingly, and
said one to another, What manner of man is this, that even the wind and the sea obey
him?

> Ver. 37.—Lachmaim, Tischendorf, following B., C, D., L., &o., read ^6i) yenifco-»ai rt ttXoIoi', instead of airb ?Si|

» Ver. 40.—The ovtu is rejected by Laoimann, after B., D., L., A., Vulirate. Tischendorf defends it by important
Codd.^ The insertion, indeed, is more easily explained than the omission. Griesbach, Lachmann read oi)irw, instead of
»«5 ovKy in conformity with B., D., L., Vulgate, Itala, &c.

EXEGETICAL AND CEITICAL.

See on the parallels.—Pictorial vividness in the
narrative of the voyage: evening, the sudden de-
parture, the convoy of ships, the violence of the
ttorm, the ship all but sinking, the image of Him
who slept on the pillow, the reproach of the distressed

men that Jesus oared not, the words of rebuke to
the wind, the strong reproof of the disciples, their

great fear, and its effect.

Ver. 85. Besides the arrangement according to

matter, there is here a definite historical sequence
to the preceding section.—And the same day,
He saith unto them.—Thus it was before the

stormy voyage that our Lord uttered the first par
ables concerning the kingdom of heaven.

Ver. 36. Even as He was in the ship.—Tha*
is, they proceeded at once, before they could make
special preparation for the voyage. The evening
voyage over the sea to the southeast coast was ex
tended to several hours, and became a night voyage.

Ver. 87. The waves beat into the ship.—Tjf
eirefiaWev intransitive, referring to the waves.
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Ver. 40. Meyer : The disciples' weakness in

Jnjowledge and faith is made more prominent by
Marie than by the other Svnoptios : oomp. ch. vi. 52

;

vii. 18 ; viii. 17, 18, 33
;'

ix. 6, 19, 32, 34 ; x. 24,

82, 35 ; xiv. 40

DOCTBINAL AND ETHICAl.

1. See on the parallels.

2. Significance of the crisis of deep excitement

:

mutual reproaches. The disciples allege against the

Lord, groundlessly and irreverently, the reproach of

not caring for them ; He on His side inflicts the well-

founded reproof of despondency nnd lack of faith.

They uttered their charge prematurely, before they

had waited to see the Lord'smanner of action ; Clirist

did not utter his reproof (fully, comp. Maithew), until

He had brought relief in the danger. This often re-

curs in the history of the Church's great tribulations,

as well as in the private difficulties of the Christian

life.

3. The personification of the wind and sea in

Christ's address is most emphatic in the rebuking

words of Christ, as found in Mark. But at the base

of this personification there is a dogmatic element,

to wit, that nature has acquired a character of ap-

parently wild independence and anarchy since man
became unfaithful to his destiny ; Rule over it, and

make it subject to you. But in this seeming anarchy,

whicti is under the power of God, and is used by Him
its a means of discipline and judgment, is reflected

that, real anarchy, that lack of obedience and faith in

the human breast, which is at the same time felt as a

lack of self-government and rule over the creature.

Therefore we see confronting the unbelief of the dis-

ciples Jesus' confidence ; His peace is opposed to their

excitement. His self-possession to their distraction ; His

majestic supremacy over the winds and waves is op-

posed to their subjection to natural terrors. And
the effect is, that his own disciples experience to-

wards Him the same awe of reverence and fear

which they had experienced before towards the

frightful subfimity of nature. But now they are the

subjects of a fear which passes over into the utter-

ances of a rising and blessed faith.

HOMILETICAIi AMD PRACTICAL.

See on the parallels.—The voyage of the disciples

of Jesus a night-voyage (according to Mark ; see the

notes) in the life of the disciples : 1. The history; 2.

its significance.—The victory of the Lord over feeble-

minded unbelief: 1. He leads Uttle faith into danger

;

2. He lets it wrestle with the peril to the utmost

point ; 3. He convicts, humbles, and heals it.—The

fear of man before the terrors of nature, a sign that

he is not consecrated through the terrors of the

spirit.—The Lord's supremacy over human voca-

tions (seafaring, fishing, government, learning).

—

Trial of the disciples m the danger of death.—The

pride of the little apostolical crew, and its humilia-

lion; a sign —Jesus' sleeping and awaking: 1. His

sleeping, the repose of His divine power, an exercisi
and test of the human ; 2. His awaking, a new glori
fioation of the saving divinity in humanity needing
salvation.—Jesus the star of the sea (the anchor
the rudder, the lighthouse, the rescuer of the wreck
ed).—Danger to life always danger to the soul.—
Divine help in our human life should be to us s
sign for quickening and salvation.—How all fear of
the creature should be changed by the awe of Christ'l

presence into peace.—To reverence the Son of God,
and to obtain kingly power over the creaturely world,
are one and the same—Perfect love casts out fear.—
The wide wild world glorified by the Spirit of Christ
into a blessed house of God.—Jesus Christ, the com-
mander of wind and sea : 1. In nature; 2. in history;

3. in the fates of the Church.—What follows from
His being obeyed by the winds and the waves,—a»
to Himself, as to the world, as to us ?—Christ as the
Ruler of nature, and Restorer of its paradisaical peace.

Starke :—The evening may be very different

from the early morning.—^Faithful servants of God
may have some seasons of rest permitted them, lest

they sink under their burden.—Going forth with
Christ into a sea of tribulation.—If He be with us,

we shall not sink and perish.—The fittle ship of the

Church is often so beaten by the storms of tribula-

tion and persecution, that it seems as if it must go
down.—Distress tea ;hes man to pray, although faith

is never without prayer.—It is the error of men, that

they take, at once, danger to be a mark that God
takes no heed of them.

—

Canstein :—A great storm
followed by a great calm : so is it ever with God's
consolations after trial.

—

Qoesnel :—God is so gra-

cious and gentle, that He does not despise a slender

faith, or reject an imperfect prayer, or cast out a

fearful heart.—How profitable would Christians find

it, if they would discourse in their social meetings

about the wonders of God and the glory of Jesus

Christ

!

Geklachi—It is always a bhimeable unbelief,

when we fear to enter the ship with Christ.

—

Braone:
—The difference between Jonah's sleeping in the

ship and that of Jesus.—He that is in us is greater

than he that is in the world.

—

Schleieemaoher :

—

That was their unbelief, He meant, that they thought

He could sink at a time when He had not yet

given them any commission ; that they thought God
could take so little care of His work, as that it should

sink with them.—There is no one among us who
can assure himself that the old man, however en-

tirely he may seem to be buried into the death of

Christ, will not rise up with his giant lusts, and in-

volve the soul in storm and tempest.—But if we are

members of His body, we should maintain the sure

confidence, that in all times of severe trial and tempta-

tion, the bond of union between Him and us will

not be severed.—As certainly as He could not

sink with His disciples on that day, He will not

suffer his disciples to sink in this.

—

Gossner:—
When the help of man ceases, God's help begius ; or,

faith in the sure word.—When there is storm in the

soul, and when thou art in great peril, thou knowest

what it is for, and whither to fly.—What calraiiesi

in the soul, when the Lord arises and utters His voise
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8. Conflict of Jemis with the despairing Unhelief of the Demoniac, and the selfisli UtMief of the Gada

rmus ; Sealing of the Demoniac, and Triumph over Human Devices for Seeurity, (Cn. V. 1-20.)

(Parallels : Matt. viii. 2^34 ; Lute viii. 28-39.)

1 And they came over unto tlie other side of the sea, into the country of the Gada

2 renes. And when he was come out of the ship, immediately there met him out of the

3 tombs a man with an unclean spirit, "Who had his dwelling among the tombs; and no

4 n-an could bind him, no, not with chains : Because that he had been often bound with

fetters and chains, and the chains had been plucked asunder by him, and the fetters

5 broken in pieces: neither could any man tame him. And always, night and day, he

6 was in the mountains, and in the tombs, crying, and cutting himself with stones. But

7 when he saw Jesus afar off, he ran and worshipped him. And cried with a loud voice,

and said. What have I to do with thee, Jesus, thou Son of the most high God? I ad-

8 jure thee by God, that thou torment me not. (For he said unto him, Come out of the

9 man, thou unclean spirit.) And he asked him, "What is thy name? And he answered

10 saying, My name is Legion: for we are many. And he besought him much that he

1

1

would not send them away out of the country. Now there was there, nigh unto the

12 mountains [mountain], a great herd of swine feeding. And all the devils besought

15 him, saying, Send us into the swine, that we may enter into them. And forthwith

Jesus gave them leave. And the unclean spirits went out, and entered into the swine;

and the herd ran violently down a steep place into the sea (they were about two thou-

14 sand), and were choked in the sea. And they that fed the swine fled, and told it in

the city, and in the country. And they went out to see what it was that was done.

15 And they come to Jesus, and see him that was possessed with the devil, and had the

16 legion, sitting, and clothed, and in his right mind [sane] ; and they were afraid. And
tliey that saw it told them how it befell to him that was possessed with the devil, and

17 also concerning the swine. And they began to pray him to depart out of their coasts.

18 And when he was come into the ship, he that had been po.ssessed with the devil prayed
19 him that he might be with him. Howbeit Jesus suffered him not; but saith unto him,

Go home to thy fi-iends, and tell them how great things the Lord hath done for thee,

20 and hath had compassion on thee. And he departed, and began to publish in Deca-
polls how great things Jesus had done for him : and all men did marvel.

1 Ver. 1.—Many Codd. read ^\eev instead of ^\Gov. But tills is not sufficiently autlienticat^d ; "probably fi-om Matt
viii. 28." Lachmann aiid Tischendoif, after B., D., Tulgate, read Vt/KiarivHiv ; L., A., &o., Ttfyt<rrivS>v ; Cod. A., Becepta,
Scholz, Meyer, FaSapTji-wv. Comp. the parallel in Matthew.

' Ver. 3.

—

'A\v<T6t, instead of aAu'creo-iM, Ijachmann, Tiscliendorf, after B., C, L. Oiiic^Tt ovSei's, Laohmann and Tiseh"
endorf, after B., C, B., L., Vulgate; strong negation.

3 Ver. 5.—" In the tombs and upon the mountains," is the best attested order : Griesbach, Scholz, lachmaim. Tischen*
florf.

* Ver. 9.—Instead of aireKfiiO-i] K^ymv (Elzevir), the better reading is Kiytt auTw.
= Ver. 12.—niKTc! (Elzevir) is wanting in B., C, D., L., Versions ; oi SaXiLovtt is wanting in B., C, L., Griesbach,

Tischendorf.
• Ver. 13.—The V"" *e is wanting in B., C.*, D,, Syriao, Vulgate, Griesbach, and Tischendorf.
' Ver. 18.--A., B., D., Vulgate, Lachmaim, Tischendorf; eii^alvovTos.
Ver. 19.—Kal ou/c. A., B., C. ; Elzevir reads 6 St 'Iijo-oOs ovk.

EXEGETICAI, AND CEITICAL.

Compare on the parallels.—Mark's vividnosa of
realization here again appears in many characteris-

tics : the untameableneas of the demon, whom no
man could bind, even with chains; his crying in the
mountains, and the self-tormenting fury of his cuttuig
himself with stones ; his seeing Jesus afar olf, run-
ning to Him, and crying with a loud voice at the first

Bight of the Lord; the adjuration of Jesus by God;
the vehemence of his anxiety that He should not
Bcnd him away out of that country (Luke : into the
abyss); the number of the swine, two thousand; the
contrast of the demoniac who was possessed by the
-egioa, sitting clothed and in his right mind; the
observation, that the healed man spread the report
of the miracle through all Decapolis; and other
similar traits. Lukii, in his representation of the

event, approximates to Marl::. Matthew alone makes
mention of two demoniacs, on which we may consult
the parallels. As it respects the chronology, Mark
goes back in the history, manifestly because hi3

order is that of things and not of time. The voyage
to Gadara fell in the first year of Christ's work," and
preceded the healing of the paralytic and the con-
troversies touching the Sabbath.

Ver. 4. Fetters and chains This distinction
has been explained by referring the fetters to the
hands, which Meyer rejects. Fetters are fetters, to
whatever part of the body applied. However, thes«
chains were ordinarily used for tlie hands.

Ver. 5. Crying, and cutting himself with
stones.—Fearful picture of a demoniac terror,—
having reached the extreme point of madness, down
to rending his own flesh.

Ver. 6. When he saw Jesus afar off.—Vivid
description of the wonderful influence of Cbria*
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upon the demoniac. Probably some intelligeuee

conoermng Jesus had reached his ears ; but that he
knew Him at once in this His appearance, can be
explained only by an intensified spiritual presenti-

ment. It is not probable that he was a heathen.

Ver. '7. I adjure Thee by God.—The daring
misuse of the name of God in the mouth of the
demoniac has nothing in it iuflonsistent, as Strauss and
others have thought. The inlermixture of praymg
End adjuring is characteristic of the demoniac, as

under the influence of Christ.—That Thou tor-
ment me not.—Meyer; "The possessed man, iden-

tifying himself with his demon, dreads the pains

and convulsions of the casting out." But if that

had been meant, the possessed man would have dis-

tinguished himself from his demon, and not identified

himself with him. In that identification he felt the
nearness and the supremacy of Jesus itself a tor-

ment, and still more banishment into the abyss.

Ver. 8. For He said (had already said).

—

Compare Luke: irapTjyyeihe ydp, etc.
—"If we rely

on the exactitude of the sequence of the particulars

in the narrative of Mark and Luke, we find here the
remarkable circumstance, that the demoniac was not
at once healed when the Lord spoke the decisive

word. Christ had said to him. Come out of the man,
thou unclean spirit! Now by this the demoniac
consciousness in this man was shaken to its depths

;

but as he then felt himself to be possessed of a

legion of evil spirits, the demoniac in him was not
reached altogether by an address in the singular.

Christ saw at once how the healing was to be per-

fected, and He asked him his name, etc." Lehen
Jmu, i. 296.

Ver. 9. Legion.—" The word occurs also in the

rabbinical writings." Description of a psychical

victim of all possible demoniac influences and pos-

sessions. At the same time, it gives a frightful pic-

ture of the unclean country in which so many impure
spirits were congregated. At this crisis, however, it

was partly a word of resisting pride, which sought

by boasting to resist the influence
;
partly a word of

silent complaint, in as far as the suffering conscious-

ness of the possessed man cooperated. He does not
give his own name, because he still identified his

consciousness with that of the unclean spirits, and
spoke through them. But when in this sense one
caBs himself Legion, he describes himself as their

leader : as it were, the head of a whole regiment of

demons. But the indistinctness and the error of

the reply is characteristic of the condition of the

man.
Ver. 10. Not send them away out of the

country,—where they found themselves so much at

home ; especially, as Luke adds, into the hateful

abyss of hell. The lawless nature of the country
(where Jews lived mingled with Gentiles), which
pleased the demons well, Mark denotes by the cir-

cumstance of the two thousand swine, emphasizing
the greatness of the herd. If their owners were
only in part Jews, who merely trafficked in these

animals, still they were not justified before the law.

Certainly we cannot regard this as exclusively a

Gentile territory.

'Ver. 14. And in the country.—In the vil-

Jiges and peasants' huts, whore the swine-feeders

partly lived. The whole scene derives from this

circumstance a coloring in harmony with the country

and the then state of things.

Ver. 15. Him that was possessed, sitting.

—Beautifal and moving contrast.

Ver. I'J. They began to pray Him to depart—Gradually, after they had received intelligence of
their loss, they took heart to desire Christ's depart,
ure, in the conflict of fear and anger, fawning and
obstinacy.

Ver. 18. That He might be with Him.—
According to Euthym. Zig., and others, fear of th«
demons conspired with other fecMngs in this request.
Meyer thinks this could not have been the case, al
the engulphing of the animals had already taken
place ; as if the man believed that, with the swine,
the devils also had perished. But, doubtless, his pres-
ent fearlessness stood on a surer foundation.

Ver. 19. Jesus suffered him not.—Whe J-

fore ? The healed man had friends at home. Prob-
ably he was now in danger of despising his own
people. But Jesiis appointed him to be a living

memorial of His own saving manifestation for that
entire dark district.

Ver. 20. In Deoapolis.—See on Matthew iv.

25. " That Jesus did not forbid, but commanrled, the
promulgation of the matter, is explained by the lo-

caUty (Peraaa), where He was less known, and where
there was not the same danger as in GaUlee from
uproar concerning His person." (Meyer.) We must
also observe that Christ gave him notice of the things
that he was to say. He was to announce to his
friends how great things tlie Lord (the covenant God
of Israel, the God of revelation) had done for him.
This commission was enlarged by the man in two
ways : he preached not only to his friends, but to

the whole of Decapolis ; and not only what the Lord
had done to him (perfect), but also what Jesus (as

the revelation of the Lord) had done to him, in that

He had had mercy upon him (aorist : T/Aejjo-ey).

DOCTBINAL AST) ETHICAI.

1. See on the parallels, and also the heading.

—

Christ the victor over despairing, as also over selfish,

unbelief; and his elevation above human policy for

safety, and care of the sick.

2. Demoniac faith, or the faith of fear (Jas. ii.

19), in all its characteristics : 1. Exalted presentiment

and excited spirituaUsm, without the true spirit. 2.

Contradiction and internal distraction : .running, de-

precating, confessing, denying, praying, adjuring, 3.

Slavery: deliverance described as torment, and
abandonment to a state of torment as dehverance.

4. Impure and destructive to the last breath (entering

the swine and injuring the people).

3. Christ can change the demoniac faith of fear

into a blessed and spiritual faith.

4. The entrance of Christ into the land of the

Gadarenes a type of His victorious entrance into the

kingdom of the dead : 1 Pet. iii. 20 ; iv. 6.

5. To a stupid and carnal people, under the

power of demons without being fully aware of it,

Christ discloses the terrors of the world of spirits,

to give them a warning and arousing sign.

HOMIIiETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

See on Matthew and Luke.—The majestic ea
trance of our Lord into the district of Gadara; 1,

The terror of the evU spirits in the land ; 2. the de

Uverer of those who were bound by Satan ; 3, the

avenger of the law without legal tribunal ; 4. a living

condemnation of the earthly-minded in His going as"
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in His coming ; 5. the rejected one, who, after His

rejection, leaves behind Him the preaching of the

Gospel.—Christ annihilates, by the diiine, awe-in-

npirmg presence of His person, the horrors of dark-

ness, even as the gentle hght of day disperses the

blackness of night.—Christ's stepping over the fron-

tier, and its importance : 1. Over the border of a land,

„ over the threshold of a house, 3. and entrance

into the heart.—The land of the Gadarenes a figure,

. . of sunk and darkened Judaism (lawlessness), 2.

of degraded Christendom (estranged from the law of

tie Spirit, externalized), 3. degenerate Protestantism

^iadifferentism).—Image of a corrupt state of things

in Church or State: 1. Perverted morals—swine

cared for, men abandoned ; 2. perverse policy—trade

unlawful, the ways given up to madmen ; 3. perverted

legislation—demons tolerated legionfold, Christ re-

jected ; 4. perverted religiousness—driving away
Christ by prayers.—The true demons in the land

mock at fetters and chains, but Christ rules them
with a word.—The demons enter gladly into the

swine ; the devihsh nature into the animal nature

(the old serpent ; half serpent, half swine).—Spiritual

rebelUon against God passes into the unbridled, ani-

mal nature.—To a besotted people the Lord preaches

by grievous and terrific signs.—The towns and peas-

iints of the Gadarenes ; or, the hindrances which

the kingdom of God meets with in the land.—Christ

passes a milder judgment upon the common igno-

rance of spiritual sloth, than upon the false know-
ledge of the hardened ; He leaves a preacher of

salvation for the Gadarenes in the person of the

healed demoniac.—The compassion of Christ in His
final glance upon the land of Gadara.—Christ uttered

no word concerning His rejection ; His only answer
was the appointment of this preacher.—The greatest

demoniac of the New Testament narrative becomes
a preacher of salvation to ten cities.—In the dark
land of Gadara Christ leaves for a while a repre-

sentative of Himself, since they cannot bear His per-

sonal presence.—All things in the kingdom of Christ

have their time : He sometimes silences, ' and He
Bometimes stimulates, the witnesses of His miracles.

—The rejections of Christ in their several and yet

single character : 1 . From Nazareth (through envy)

;

2. from Gadara (through selfislmess and baae fear)

;

3. from Sam'vria (through fanaticism) ; 4. from Galilee

(through fanaticism and policy) ; 5. from Jerusalem
(through obduracy).

Starke :

—

Majus :—Christ, the true light, shines

in all places, and sends forth His beams even uito

the Gentile country.—Unrestrained rebellion.

—

Ques-
NEL :—Hell is a tomb out of which the spirit of
impurity proceeds, until God's judgment binds liim

in it for ever.

—

Cramee :—As the devil raged might-
ily at the time of Christ's first coming, so also wUl
he at the time of Christ's second coming, knowing
that his time is short. Rev. xii. 12.

—

Hedingee:—
The dehght of worldlings and slaves of sin, corrup-
tion, and the grave.—How tyrannically the devil
deals ^("Ith his slaves.

—

Canstein :—The devil has
special delight in tombs.—The devil's love for mis-
chief.

—

Bibl. Wirt.

:

—The ungodly do not love to
consort with the godly.—It is a fiendish spirit to
tak e it as torment when men receive benefits from
Chi-i_st and His people.— how many are in a spirit-

ual sense possessed by a devil 1 so many ruhng sins,

so many unclean spirits.—That the devil desired to
abide in that country, was, doubtless, because there
were many Jews there wha had fallen from their

Judaism. (For, as Josephus tells us, this digtrid

was full eWTjvfiorruji'.) Eph. vi. 12 ; 1 Pet. V. 8.—
The devil is in truth a poor spirit ; he has nothing

of his own, and is driven hither and thither by th«

glorious power of God.

—

Majcs :—The children of

God should have no fear of the devil, or of wizards,

or of any other creatures of Satan.—If God be for

us, wlio can be against us ? Rom. viii. 31.—It ia

better that earthly creatures should perish, than that

a child of God should be kept from salvation.

—

God's goodness may be discerned not only in mani-

fest kindnesses, but also in misfortunes.—^In rude

and earthly hearts God's wonders excite only fear

and flight.

—

Qcesnel :—He who loves this world's

goods will not have Christ long in his heart.—The
converted soul longs to be with Jesus.

—

Canstein :

—God uses every one as His wisdom sees will best

subserve the interests of His kingdom.

—

Quesnel :

—The grace of conversion is a talent which must he
put out to interest, partly in spreading abroad God's

grace and mercy, partly in edifying others ia salva-

tion.—OsiANDEE :—God sends preachers for a season

even to the unthankful.—Wonder the first step to

faith in Jesus.

Gerlaoh:—The manifold misuse of the name
of God among wicked men shows the falseness of

the early notion that the devil could not utter it.

(Yet this notion contains, in a mythical form, a secret

truth, which appears in the declaration that no man
can call Jesus Lord but by the Holy Spirit.)—

Bradne :—We see the same thing now in a certain

sense : many there are who reject Christ or repel

Him, in the secret consciousness or fear that if they

obtain His help they will have to suffer much inter-

ruption of their ordinary habits of life, have to sub-

mit to many things unpalatable, and endure many
severe sacrifices.—When the Christian spirit revives,

there are many who would have it shut up only ia

the minds of others, or who would bind it in a dead
letter, because they are concerned to save their un-

righteous possessions, or their abused rights, or their

licentious wickedness, or their cowardly idleness;

not remembering tlie destruction which came upon
those tomis forty years after tlie rejection of Christ,

and which always surely comes upon the same sin,

and often in a much shorter time.—We must frankly
and freely acknowledge the salvation of God and
His grace in Christ.

—

Schleiermacher :—For all the

perverse anxiety of men, who set not before them
that goal of union with God which Jesus presents

to us,—who indeed live under rule, but not that of
the kingdom of God,—there is much of the same
recoil from Christ as that of the demoniac ; they are

not in the way to reach the right end, any more than
the miserable man in our Gospel. That which holds
us firm to Him and His great design, is the im-

mediate influence of the nearness of Christ the Re-
deemer, which holds our mhids fast in a firm and
established order, makes our steps sure in thia

changeable world, and directs them to that ultimate

goal, to guide men to which He came into the world.
GossNER :—He (the devil) marked that he wa«

going to be hunted out, and therefore he cried. So
is it with all Iiypocrites.—They saw Jesus, they saw
the man, they saw the miracle on the man ; but theii

swine they saw no longer, and thiit was their grief.—Bauer:—When the Lord comes to demand t,

sacrifice from them, how many are there in our own
day who rather, that being the case, would send Ilim
away altogether 1
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«. Conflict of Jesus with desponding Unbelief on the Sick-bed and Bed of Death ; Healing of the Woman
with the Issue of Blood; Restoration of Jairus' Daughter ; and Triumph of Jesus over the Mealing

Art, and tlie World's Lamentations for the Dead. Veks. 21-43.

CParallels : Matt. ix. 1, lS-26 ; Luke viii. 40-56.)

21 And when Jesus was passed over again by ship imto the other side, much people

22 gathered unto him ; and he was nigh unto the sea. And, behold,' there cometh one of
the rulers of the synagogue, Jairus by name ; and when he saw him, he fell at his feet,

23 And besought^ him greatly, saying. My little daughter lieth at the point of death: 1

pray thee, come and lay thy hands on her, that she may be healed ; and she shall live.

24 And Jesus went with him ; and much people followed him, and thronged him.

25, 26 And a certain woman,' which had an issue of blood twelve years. And had suffered

many things of many physicians, and had spent all that she had, and was nothing bet-

27 tered, but rather grew worse, When she had heard of Jesus, came in the press behind

28 and touched his garment. For she said. If I may touch but his clothes, I shall be whole.

29 And straightway the fountain of her blood was dried up ; and she felt in her body that

30 she was healed of that plague [scourge]. And Jesus, immediately knowing [having

known] in himself that virtue had gone out of him, turned him about in the press, and

31 said, Who touched my clothes? And his disciples said unto him, Thou seest the multi-

32 tude thronging thee, and sayest thou. Who touched me? And he looked round about

33 to see her that had done this thing. But the woman, fearing and trembling, knowing

what was done in* her, came and fell down before him, and told him all the truth.

34 And he said unto her, Daughter, thy faith hath made thee whole
;
go in peace, and be

35 whole of thy plague [scourge]. While he yet spake, there came from the ruler of the

synagogue's house certain which said. Thy daughter is dead ; why troublest thou the

36 Master any further? As soon as Jesus heard' the word that was spoken, he saith unto

37 the ruler of the synagogue. Be not afraid, only believe. And he suffered no man to

38 follow him, save Peter, and James, and John the brother of James. And he cometh

to the house of the ruler of the synagogue, and seeth the tumult, and them that wept

39 and wailed greatly. And when lie was come in, he saith unto them, Why make ye

40 this ado, and weep? the damsel is not dead, but sleepeth. And they laughed him to

scorn [jeered him]. But when he had put them all out, he taketh the father and the

mother of the damsel, and them that were with him, and entereth in where the damsel

41 was lying.' And he took the damsel by the hand, and said unto her, Talitha cumi;

42 which is, being interpreted. Damsel, (I say unto thee,) arise. And straightway the

damsel arose, and walked ; for she was of the age of twelve years. And they -were

43 astonished with a great astonishment. And he charged them straitly that no man

should know it ; and commanded that something should be given her to eat.

1 Yer. 22.—Tho i8ov not in B., D., L., Vulgate, Versions, Tisohendorf, Meyer ; bracketed by Lachmann.
' Ver. 23.—Tlie I'resent napanaKt'., Tischendorf, after A., 0., L.
» Ver. 25.—Ti5 wanting in A., B., 0., Vulgate, Versions, Laobmann, Meyer.
4 Ver. 33.—'Ett' wanting in B., C, D., Syriao, Coptic, Tischendorf; bracketed by Lachmann.

» Ver. 36.—napiiKovVa!, Tischendorf, after B., L., A. „ „ „ . _ , -n. ,, j .
• Ver. 38.—The Plural ipx<ivriii has most support, Tiz. : A., B., C, D., ¥., Versions, Ltwhrnann, Tischendorf.

» Ver. 40.—The ipaK€iii.evov (Elzevir) is set aside by Tischendorf, after B., D., L., Versions j
bracketed by Laohmajm.

the woman with an issue, Mark makes it very promi-

nent that she had suffered much from many phy-

sicians, which Luke, the physician, much more

gently intimates. And the woman's heahng is em-

phatically expressed : The fountain of her blood waa

dried up ; she felt in her body (in her feeling of

bodily vigor) that she was delivered from her

plague (scourge). He doea not (like Luke) ex-

pressly mention Peter as the one who rephed to the

Lord's question as to who touched Him, " Thou seest

the multitude," etc. ; but he records once more that

Jesus turned and looked round to find out who had

done this. We see how the woman comes forward

trembhng with fear, falls down before the Lord, and

confesses all. We see Jesus separating Hmaself. with

Jairua and the three elect disciples, from the multl'

EXEGETICAl AUD CEITICAL.

o'ee on the parallels.—Mark connects the return

fron. Gadara with the narrative of the first raising of

the dead, in accordance with his own principle of ar-

rangement. According to the more exact account

of Matthew, we must place in the interval the heal-

ing of the paralytic, the calling of Matthew, and the

offence taken by the Pharisees and John's disciples

at Jesus' eating in the house of the publican. In

his presentation of the events that now follow, we

onte more observe the exact delineation of Mark.

Concerning his little daughter (eu7aTpio>'), the father

here says iaxdra^ ex^'. ^^^ ™ ^'^ appeal which an-

Bouaces itself at once l)y an 3ti. In the account of
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tude, in order to go into the house of death. The

tumult of the lamentation for the dead is here vividly

depicted. Hs defines accurately the group of those

who enter ; we hear the original Talitha cumi ;
we

see the damsel at once, after her restoration, arising

and walking, as she was able, being twelve years old

;

and hear how rigorously Jesus charged the people

not to make much rumor about the miracle (which

in itself could not be concealed) ; and finally, how

He commanded that they should give the maiden

food. Here and there Luke, and here and there

Matthew, approximate to Mark's description.

Ver. 21. He was nigh unto the sea.—Meyer

:

" Here there is a discrepancy with Matthew's account,

according to which Jairus entered the house of

Jesus in Capernaum." But it was neither in Jesus'

house, nor in that of the pubUcan Matthew ; for the

transaction with the Pharisees and the disciples of

John doubtless took place after the meal in a public

place. Hence there is no discrepancy in the nar-

ratives.

Ver. 23. My little daughter.—(Tender ex-

pression of the troubled father).—That Thou
mayeat come (iVa EASir eVi^js).—The Sn and the

ha give vivid reality to his urgent words ; they are

to be referred to the kneeling and cry for help

(irapnKaXer). Hence there is nothing to be supplied

in the text.

Ver. 26. Had suffered many things from
many physicians.—" How various were the pre-

scriptions of Jewish physicians for women in that

case, and what experiments they were in the habit

of making, see in Lightfoot, p. 614." Meyer. Comp.
also the article Krankheiten in Winer. " She prob-

ably, suffered fi'om a chronic haemorrhage in the

womb, anil its long continuance endangered life."

See also the article Rcinigkeit, " Such a woman
was, according to Lev. xv. 25, through the whole
time unclean, and was required, after the evil had
passed away, to bring on ihe eighth day an ofifbring

for purification." On the strong Oriental abhorrence

of such persons, see the same article.

Ver. 28. For she said,—thinking in audible

words.—Touch but His clothes.—That the more
precise " hem of His garment," occurring in Matthew
and Luke, is wanting in Mark, gives no warrant for

conjectural emendation.

Ver. 29. The fountain of her blood.—Not
euphemistic description of the womb, but vivid de-

scription of the cause of the evil ; the blood being
represented as flowing from a fountain.—She felt

in her body Euth. Zig. : As her body was no
longer moistened, etc. But here there is something
greater signified : she experienced the healthy feehng
of new life.

Ver. 30. Virtue had gone out of Him.

—

Meyer maintains that Jesus perceived the flowing of
His virtue after it took place ; a simultaneous know-
ledge of it being thought at variance with the words.
But, on the contrary, it must be observed that the
simiiltaneousness of the knowledge is declared in the
iiriyvois

;
first by the eiti, and then by the Aorist.

The opposite explanation might be made to favor a
magical interpretation of the event, and Strauss'
criticism upon it. Yet Meyer himself refers with an
eniphatic note of exclamation to Calovius :

" Ca-
lovi [S quoted the passage against the Calvinists

:

aim divinam carni Ohrisii derogantes."

Ver. 88. Them that wept A scene of Jewish
ceremonial lamentation over the dead, in which Mark
oinita the minstrels {see Matthew), and lays less stress

than Luke upon the weeping and bewailing, but, onlj

to give more prominence to the tumult and ma-

chanical Uturgieal cries (by a.\a\6.(f:iv). On tha

Jewish lament for the dead, see Geotius on Matthew^

and Winer's article Trauer.

Ver. 41. Talitha cumi, lalp xniia.

—

Similar original Aramaic words occur in Mark, ch.

in. 17 ; vii. 11, 34 ; xiv. 36.

Ver. 42. She was of the age of twelve

years.—Reason for the statement that she arose

and walked at once. Bengel : Rediit ad statwm,

cetaii congrueniem.

Ver. 48. That no man should know it.—

.

That is, should know the occurrence in its precise

characteristics, viz., the way and manner of the

restoration of the dead. On the motive of this pro-

hibition, .•!«« Meyer.*—That something should be
given her to eat.—Theophylact ; That the raising

might not be regarded as only an appearance.

Meyer : In order to show that the child was noj

merely delivered from death, but from sickness also.

Chiefly, however, because she was in need of

strengthening by food.

DOCTEINAl AND ETHICAL.

1. See on the parallels.—The touching of Christ's

garment, and the conscious issuing of a divine virtue

from Him as the result, are a testimony to the living

unity and reciprocal influence of the divine and

human natures in His personal consciousness; in

which the human nature was not (as the old dog-

matics taught) merely in a passive relation.

2. Two miracles of healing were wrought on dis-

eased women. Otherwise, they are mainly male suf-

ferers who are adduced as examples of His healing

acts. Not that other instances were wanting ; for

the very first healing recorded by the EvangeUsts

took place on a woman, Peter's wife's mother. Luke
mentions some women who were dispossessed of

devils, eh. viii. 2. But the deliverance of Mary
Magdalene from seven devils we regard, after the

analogy of Matt. xii. 45, as a symbolical expression

of an essentially great conversion.—The woman with

an issue of blood, the dead maiden : progression in

the manifestation of suffering in the female sex.

That the former had been afilicted twelve years and

the latter was twelve years old, was a coincidence

from which rash criticism has vainly sought to ex-

tract ground of suspicion.

3. We term this narrative a history of victory

over despairing unbelief. This appears in the com-
fortless wail of the Jewish lament over the dead ; iu

the circumstance that the people around the dead

maiden laughed at the Lord, when He declared that

she was not dead, but slept; but especially in the

message which they sent to the ruler of tlie syna-

gogue. Why troublest thou the Master any further?

wherein there is an evident tone of bitter and almost

ironical unbelief. The faith of Jairus itself appears,

at first, as only a fruit of distress. Hence it wa3
subjected to a severe test, that period of deep anxiety

during Christ's delay while He cured the woman
with the issue of blood. The weak germ of Jainis'

faith was encompassed by desponding tmbelief.

Even the faith of the sick woman struggles with the

despondency into which a long series of disappointed

• Meyer makes tlio motive to be, a desire on the port of
Christ to repress the tendency to fanatical expectations aa4
tumults concerning the Messiah, amonp; the Jews.—Jid.
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acts of trust in physicians had thrown her. She
does not venture to bring her distress publicly before
the Lord's notice ; the rather as, being ceremonially
andean, she had in a forbidden manner mingled
with the crowd, and as her malady was of such a
kmd as shame would not allow her to speak of.

Hence her faith must be brought to maturity by a
public confessiou, even as that of Jairus by a season
of delay.

4. As Christ's work of salvation assumed a specific

form in many acts of blessing in favor of the male
Bex, so also Christianity has wrought immeasurable
specific benefits for the female. Here we see, first,

a wretched sick woman, lost in the crowd; and
Christ delivers her not only from her sickness, but
also from the morbid dread and fear of her feminine
consciousness. Even shame required redemption
and sanctifieation by the Spirit of truth. And so the

female sex has been redeemed from the reproach of
inferiority, impurity, ihe rude contempt of man's
prejudice, and the ban of self-depreciation.

5. Eeischl :
" The woman was afraid

;
partly

ashamed on account of the nature of her malady,
partly disturbed by the consciousness of impropriety,

as having, while Levitically unclean, mingled with
the people, and even touched the great Teacher
Himself" In the last point she forms a contrast to

the leper, whom the Lord Himself touched. Under
the veil of difiidence, however, there was a touch of
womanly boldness, which was excused by the faith

that the touching of Christ would heal her.

6. "Daughter, be of good courage, thy faith

hath saved thee: go in peace." Thus He blessed her

in the same manner as He had blessed that palsied

man. And in fact we must connect together these

two petitioners for help, in order that we may see

two characteristic forms of faith in the male and in

the female contrasted. Both applicants pressed

through with confidence, and seized their deliverance

almost by force : the man did it in man's fashion,

entering through the roof hke a robber ; the woman
in woman's fashion, as it were, like a female thief

But both were recognised by the Lord, as showing
the pure spirit of confidence." (Lange's Leben Jesu,

ii. 682.) But the faith of this woman had a superadded
conflict to maintain with her timorous natural feeling

uonfronting the fearful power of prejudice.

HOMILBTICAL AND PEACTICAL.

See on the parallels.—The miracles of Christ a

wonderful coimected chain.—New life added to new
life in the way of Christ, until the great word is ful-

filled, Behold, I make aU things new !—Christ at

once ready to help the man who comes from the

powerful party of His opponents.—The ruler of the

synagogue at the feet of Jesus ; or, the victory of

the Gospel over party spirit.—The triumph of Christ

over the whole domain of sickness and death, a sign

also of His supremacy over all natural means of

help and human skUl in healing.—Christ the Phy-
Bioian of physicians (as the Preacher of preachers,

the Teacher of teachers, the Judge of judges, the

Prince of kings).—Christ's divine power the sign of

Balvation to all the despondency, little faith, and un-

belief of man.—Christ in our history tlie conqueror

of all hindrances to His own work and man's faith.

—The woman with the issue, and the dead maiden;

or, Christ the Helper in all suffering, whether secret

•r public.—Christ the Prince of salvation in the I

domam of secret sorrows and silent sighs.—Hearicj
and answermg all the sighings of faith.—The test ta
which the faith of the ruler and of the woman was
subjected : 1. The element common to both : they
were wanting in the full surrender of trust. Both
must be set free from fear and despondency. 2. Tha
difference : the spiritual ruler must retire, wait, sub-
mit, despair of aU signs for hope, and then in his de-
spair learn to believe. He scarcely beUeved in the
invigorator of the sick, and now He must believe ir

the awakener of the dead. He must, at the same
time, in humility yield precedence to a poor unclear
woman, and in the case of a seeming rehgious im
propriety.—The woman must come forward and con
fess.—Even amidst the pressure of thousands the
Lord perceives the silent and gentle touch of a single
beUever.—Internal union with Jesus high above the
external.—-The hastening and the delaying of Jesus
sublime above the haste and delay of the woild.

—

Christ purposed here to effect, not the healing of the
sick, but the raising of the dead.—Twice (in the
history of Lazarus too) He first yielded the point to

death, that He might approve Himself afterwards his

conqueror.—With the Lord the spiritual is every-
thing, and the edification of the inner life the great
concern.—The gradually progressive manifestation
of Christ's power in raismg the dead, a sign and
symbol of the great and universal resurrection.

Starke :

—

Quesnel :—God has His own times
and seasons ; He delays and yet helps. Have pa-
tience, and walk in the way He marks.

—

Hedinger :—Daring wins.

—

Quesnel :—Men are slow to do
for the healing of the soul what they are ready
enough to do for the cure of the body.

—

Cramer :

—

Medicines are not to be despised, Ecclus. xxxviii. 1

;

but God does not always see fit to prosper them.—
To use them is not displeasing to God, but uugodlj
trusting in them is.—The humUity of the woman.—
Oansiein :—Shame and fear would keep us back
from Christ, but faith presses near to Him with a
right and laudable shamelessness.

—

Osiandee;—In
our sickness we should put our trust, not in medicine,
but in God.—Faith is stronger than all earthly med-
icaments.'—The Lord is not ignorant what benefits

we have received from Him, and He will demand an
account of all the good deeds He has done to us.

—

Bibl. Wirt.

:

—Tempted souls think that God takes

no care of them, but He faithfully remembers their

case ; the deeper they are in misery, the more gra-

ciously does His compassionate eye rest upon them.

—

Canstein :—To acknowledge our own weakness and
God's power, is to speak the truth indeed.—What
God has done for us in secret we should pubUcly

speak of to His glory.—Go in peace.

—

Hedinger :—
Reason despairs at sight of death.—In perfect faith

there is no fear.

—

Quesnel :—Let us learn from
Christ to confide only to a few elect ones the works

of God which we have to do, that those works may not

be thwarted.—To sorrow in secret over our dead ia

Christian, but to howl and cry is heathenish.

—

He-
dinger:—God's wonderful works must have devout

and attentive witnesses : away with tumult \—Novil
Bibl. Tub.

:

—Why do ye mourn, ye parents, over

the departure of your children ? Jesus will one day

lay His mighty hand upon them, raise them, and
give them back to you.

Lisco :—The question of our Lord was designed

to free the woman from her false fear of man.—Th«
delay of help, and the message, were seveie tests of

Jairus' faith ; but the healing of the woman strength

ened his faith again, as did the word of Jesus, Te»
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86.—Bradne ;—The urgency and continuance of her

maliidy, the vanity of all human help, the lack of

eubstance, were three steps which brought the sick

woman to faith ; and the feeblest cries of the be-

lieving heart were understood by her Lord.—The

Jews received this custom of lamentation from the

Eomana [Qy. : see Jer. ix. 11]. This purchased

grief was intended to make the occasion of death

important, to distribute the impressions of sorrow

over many, and lighten the grief of the friends.

Thus it was mere heathem'sh vanity.

—

Sohleier-

maohee:—The more mighty love is in those who

can help others, and, on the other hand, the more

longing and trust there is in those who need help,

the more good will be the result in the particular

case, though we may not be able to show how, and

the beginnings of cause and effect may be concealed

from us.—It is always the case that from those whom

God has called to do good, many influences proceed

which they themselves do not in the special casei

know of. But how much more efBcacious would

charity be, if those from whom the influences pro

ceed did not think so much about those which thej

themselves receive !—How important it is for th«

general order of the community that we should not

ueglect our own individual personal relations!—

Christendom has now still to press through the world

violently with its blessings.—Although the power of

Christ is continually entering more and more into

the order of nature, yet that which Christianity has

wrought in the world from its beginning is the great.

est miracle that we know ; but we must be careful

to distinguish from it the internal miracle, which

only those see who Uve in internal fellowship with

the Redeemer.

—

Bauer :—Mark how He does not

break the bruised reed, or quench the smoking flajc I

t. The Lard's Oonfiia with tJie envious Unbelief of Sis own City; Ms Triumph over Human Frejttdicei

His Return to the MomUain-Villages. Ch. VL 1-6.

(ParaUela : Matt. xiii. 54-58 ; Luke iv. 14-30.)

And lie went out from thence, and came' into his own pountry; and his disciplea

follow him. And when the sabbath day was come, he began to teach in the synagogue :

and many hearing him were astonished, saying. From whence hath this man these

things ? and what wisdom is this which is given unto him, that even such mighty works

are wrought'' by his hands? Is not this the carpenter, the son of Mary, the brother

of James, and Joses,' and of Juda, and Simon ? and are not his sisters liere with us ?

And they were offended at him. But Jesus said unto tliem, A prophet is not without

honour, but in his own country, and among his own kin, and in his own house. And
he could there do no mighty work, save that he laid his hands upon a few sick folk,

and healed them. And he marvelled because of their unbelief. And he went round

about the villages, teaching.

' Ver. 1.—Tischendorf, epvcrat, after B., C, L., A.
• Ver. 2.—Codd. C.», D., K., Iva. yipiiivTon. ; TI yivttivToi ; B., L., yLvQitevat, wMch Tischendorf adopts.
* Ver. 3.—Codd. B., D., L., Versions, liachmaiai, liscliendorf, read 'Iuo^tos ; the reading 'Iwo^i^ occurs in some cur-

Bye MSS.

sympathy and regard on the part of His former
fellow-citizens. He retreated back into the surround-
ing moimtain-villages. It was the time (in the first

year of His ministry) when He had accomplished
the itineration of the mountains in the first Galilean

journey, as also the second Galilean voyage over the
sea to the farther bank ; and when He was on the
point of travelling over the towns of the valley of
Southern Galilee, in the direction of Jerusalem. As
He would confirm and corroborate this third and
last GaUlean preaching-journey by sending out the
Twelve, a retreat into the mountains, and especially

to a particular mountain, was fixed upon to precede.
And He most probably took this occasion of visiting

the district of Nazareth.
Ver. 1. And He went out from thence.

—

Not merely, that is, "from the house of Jairus,"

From this time forward. He ceased to have His abid
ing residence in Capernaum, although He still as-

sembled His disciples around Him there on passing
occasions. After the first conflict in Nazareth, H«
went down to Capernaum ; Ue now designedly aban-
dons again His permanent abode in Capernaum, witt
out formally giving up His residence there.

Ver. 2. He began to teach This does nol

EXEGETIOAl AND CEITICAL.

See the parallels on Matthew and Luke.—As to

Nazareth, consult Robinson, ill 419; Winer, Real-

lex. ; ray Leben Jesu, ii. 650. Mark's narrative is

not only identical with Matt. xiii. 64 seq. but also

in its leading features with Luke iv. 16, as is mani-

fest from the recurrence of the question, " Is not

this Josepli's son ? " and the saying, " A prophet,"

etc. Notwithstanduag, the points of time are so di-

verse, and have such an interval between them, that

we must, following Matthew and Mark, assume a
second and later appearance in Nazareth ; one, how-
ever, which was only transitional and brief, inasmuch
6S the unbelief of the people of Nazareth remained
the same. The special features of the narrative

seem to belong mainly to the former of the two oc-

casions. But how can a second visit of our Lord to

Nazareth be conceivable, after he had been once re-

jected there ? The first rejection had been no better

than a tumult. This time He visits His own city in

quietness, and for His own repose, after the decree
to kill Him ha 1 gone forth from the Galilean Phari-

ices. But, experiencing the same utter lack of
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mean His first entrance and ita result ; it rather re-

fers to the interruption that soon followed—That
even such mighty works are wrought by His
hands.—The 'Iva is characteristic. They regard the
doctrine of Christ merely as a secret doctrine, which
was intended to be the medium or instrument for the
ultimate end of working miracles. And they envi-

ously assume that this mysterious doctrine must have
been entrusted to him by some one in a suspicious
manner. Hence the emphasis laid upon the hands
(laying on of hands, touching, etc.), as the method
of performing the miracle. The worlsing hands of
the carpenter, they would say ; as appears from what
comes next.

Ver. 3. Is not this the carpenter 7—Accord-
ing to the custom of the Jewish people, even the
ilabbis learned some handicraft. We have the ex-
ample of the Apostle Paul : see Lightfoot, Schottgen.
But Justin Martyr (contr. Tryph.) has the tradition,

that Jesus made ploughs and the like. " Whether
with an ideal allusion, so that they became in His
hands symbols, as Lange (Leben Jem, ii. p. 154)
thinks, may very properly be left to fancy." Meyer.
That Jesus regarded with a symbolizing mind and
interpretation the toil of the fisherman, the fall of
the sparrow from the housetop, the play of the
children in the market-place—all this is not matter
of mere fancy. But there is a kind of fancy, which
men call inductive proof. It is represented, further,

as a mere airy and baseless notion, to suppose that

the brethren of Jesus would hardly have suffered

Him to work much, because they saw in Him the
glory of Israel. And yet it is not an airy and base-

less notion, that His brethren early sought to deliver

Him from the machinations of His enemies. What
really deserves to be called fancy in the theological

domain, is that aggregation of myth and anecdote
which the scholastic learning of the present day so

much abounds in.

No dogmatic importance can be attached (with

Bauer and others) to the omission of " the carpen-

ter's «o«," which Matthew has ; since the expres-

sion, " the carpenter," is only a stronger declaration

of the same thing. But the former expression would
not occur to the people of Nazareth, since they

spoke from recent observation or past remembrances.
In this way, the position of Jesus was referred back to,

or identified with, Joseph's. And it is obvious to sup-

pose that Joseph had long before (between the twelfth

year and the thirtieth of the Lord's Efe) gone off the

scene. As t4ktuv has primarily a general meaning,
and signifies any artisan, some, following Justin,

have thought it signified here a maker of carriages,

etc. ; while others have interpreted into " smith."

But smith in the New Testament is i x<^^Kfvii and
TeKTwv is specifically a faber lignariua. Whether
workmanship in wood was distributed into various

kinds of handiwork, is a question not settled.—The
brother of James.—As to the brethren of the

Lord, comp. on Matthew. The apocryphal tradition

adds to the four brethren, two sisters of our Lord

:

Esther and Tamar or Martha. Romanist expositors

have, without reason, or for reasons well known,
made these the sisters of His mother. These sis-

tfere seem to have been married in Nazareth ; and
therefore did not accompany the migration of Mary's

family to Capernaum. .

Ver. 4. Among his own kin.—Naturally, the

unniediate dependants and followers of Jesus stood

related in manifold ways to the people of Nazareth.

Christ does not say that His own house remained

unbelievmg, in the common sense of the term. But
that there were restrictions of faith to le ovei'com*
even in this circle, sprmging from too great famit
iarity, is proved not only by the history of the Lord's
brethren, but also by that of His mother.

DOCTEINAL XSD ETHICAI,.

1. See on Matthew.—This narrative exhibits to m
the narrow, petty, bigoted, envious unbelief, which
was unable to apprehend and understand the Divinely
great in its human nearness and familiarity ; and this
makes the section a most striking example of unbe-
Uef, as it confronts and embarrasses the Lord. It ia
the unconscious self-condemnation and self-contempt
of the spirit which, alienated from God, and sunk
into the lowest level, canno; appreciate the prophet
that has arisen in its own city. In our Lord's expe^
rience of this kind of unbelief,—to which a prophet
is nowhere less esteemed than in his own country,
and among his own kin,—we have fore-written for us
a long chapter of the history of the world and of
the Church. The history of Monophysitism, on the
one hand, and of Nestorianism and Rationalism, on
the other, may be referred to this principle. The
prejudice of the base nature, that out of Nazareth,
in the immediate neighborhood, from our own home,
and finally out of humanity itself, nothing good can
come, led to all those systems in succession which,
on the one hand, dehumanize the God-man, and, on
the other, undeify Him. But when we say that
Christ celebrated His -triumph over this unbehef of
envious prejudice and of human self-depreciation,

we do not thereby assert that He removed that un-
belief in anything like a magical manner. He tri-

umphed over it rather by leaving it alone, by going
on His way, and by performing His miracles in the
neighborhood around. He drew round the pestUent
prejudice a circle of divine manifestations, like a be-
sieger. The honor paid to the Divine, which from
all sides reacts upon this centre of prejudice, and
leads back the homebom, with acclamation and
celebrity on all hands, to his home again—that ia

His final triumph over Nazareth, over Judaism, over
humanity.

2. And He cmild there.—This does not ex-

press inability in itself; but, as Theophylact rightly

observed, it indicates the absence of the ethical con-

ditions on which the miracles of Jesus depended.
His miraculous power was not magical ; but an ethi-

cal iufluence which required and presupposed faith.

It is true that Christ also creates faith ; but then
that presupposes the felt need of faith. It is trua

that He excites that feeling also ; but then that pre-

supposes susceptibility, and the capacity of recep-

tion. And if this likewise is awakened by Him, it

further presupposes sincerity, and a certain devotion

which could not become hardened through evil

motives into the always evil act of the heart of un-

belief. The Evangelist further shows us that Jesua
wrought miracles, even in this circle, according to

the slender measure of faith there was ; for he adds
the observation, that He laid His hands upon a few
sick folk, and healed them. Thus, he distinguishes

from these lower miraculous works, the great mani-

festations of His wonder-workuig power; these latter

could have and should have no demonstration imder
such circumstances. The coidition on which the

miraculous power of Christ was suspended was the

reflection and copy of tlie conditions upon which th«
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divine omnipotence, in lore wisdom and righteous-

ness, deids with the freedom of the world of spirits.

3. And He marvelled.—Fritzsche: ^^ ^davfj.a(ov

(they wondered at Him, on account of their unbe-

lief), following only two cursive MSS. ; manifest error

of copyist." Meyer: Stress has with great propriety

been laid upon the contrast between the wondering
of our Lord at the faith of the Gentile centurion,

and His wondering at the unbelief of His own
countrymen, who had so long been witnesses of His
divine hfe. Jesus does not marvel at other human
things generally ; but He does marvel, on the one
hand, at faith, when it overcomes in its grandeur all

human traditional hindrances, and, on the other, at

unbelief, when it can, in the face of multitudes of

divine manifestations, and under the daily view of

the opened heavens, harden itself into the pitiful ac-

ceptance of dead traditional prejudices. The former
wondering might, humanly speaking, elevate and
strengthen Himself; the latter, on the other hand,
grieve and restrain His divine Spirit. He hastens
away from the sphere of such spiritual evils, that He
may in the distance unloose those spiritual breezes
that shall dissipate them all. The Accusative (Sm
rr,v), "on account of their unbehef," makes His
astonishment all the more emphatic. It was hard
for Him to reconcile Himself to this seemingly un-
conquerable dulness and limitation.

4. The history of Nazareth has been repeated on
a large scale in the history of Israel. Israel, as a
whole, also made the nearness of Jesus, His external
"not being afar oif," an occasion of unbehef and fall.

This temptation, resulting from the constant behold-
ing of the Holy One with common eyes, was pointed
to in Dent. xxx. 14, according to Paul's interpreta-
tion of it in Rom. x. 8. It is the temptation which
besets the intimates and fellow-citizens of chosen
spirits and great geniuses ; which besets theologians
in the daily study and service of the truths of rev-
elation, ministers in their commerce with the ordi-
nances of grace, and all the lesser officers of the
house of God in their habitual contact with the ex-
ternals of divine things. It is the temptation also
of ancient towns and churches, which have enjoyed
exalted privileges, and indeed of the whole Church
itself. " When the Son of man cometh, shall He
find faith on the earth ?

"

HOMILETICAL AND PEACTICAL.

See on the parallel passages of Matthew and
Luke.—Jesus was renounced by His own city, both
at the beginning and at the end of His Galilean
labors

:
or, the etiflheckedness of prejudice, which is

bound to the lower and earthly sense by a thousand
bonds (envy, cowardice, indolence, self-delusion, dis-
sipation, slavish sympathies and antipathies, etc.).
—How far was Jesus actually of Nazareth, how far
not ?—No man is altogether of the place where he
was born or brought up : 1. He is so in his deri-
vation, but not in his individuality ; 2. he is so in his
outward lot, but not in his personal endowments ; 3.
he IS so in bis external training, but not in his inter-
nal education

; 4. he is so in his human relationship
and acquaintance, but not in his highest relations • 5.
he is so in the petty events of life, but not in 'his
greater fortunes

; 6. he is so m his immediate calUng,
tot in his highest vocation and destiny.—Christ an
alien, and yet at home, in His own city ; both in an
Infinite measure

; every man the same in his owa de-

gree.—The error of the men of Nazare'h concerning

the coming of Christ : 1. They forgot that He was
of Bethlehem ; 2. they did not know that He was
from heaven.—The double origin and the doublt
home of Christ : 1. An original contrast in Him ; 2
an analogous contrast in every man's life below.—.
How Christ victoriously contends with the unbelief

of prejudice among His own countrymen; 1. Pre-

judice everywhere opposes Him; and that, a. in an
impure and gross apprehension of His dignity, as of
a magical secret doctrine and art ; b. in the reckon-

ing up of all His earthly relationships, in order to

urge them to the disparagement of His heavenly
dignity ; e. in a slavish community of envious and
low judgment upon His life. 2. How the Lord lays

hold of and overcomes this prejudice : a. He refers

it all to a universal fact, which they might afterwards
reflect upon (a prophet is not without honor, etc.)

;

b. He does not forget, but heals, the few who needed
and were susceptible of help among His scomers

;

c. He gathers up His influences, and withdraws ; d.

and He causes the light of Eif presence to shine
brightly throughout the whole district around.—How
the Lord surrounds the places which exhibit a cor-

rupted prejudice against Him with the fiery circles

of His divine deeds, in order to subdue them.—The
Lord's not being able in Nazareth, an expression of
the divine freedom as over against the abuse of
human freedom.—The Lord's impotence a testimony
to His perfect power and abihty : 1. Of the divine

power of His love (patience) ; 2. of the divine skill

of His love (wisdom).—The sacred conditionality and
free self-limiting power of Christ.—The omnipotence
of God is not lessened, but gloritied as spiritual

power, by the fact that it conditions itself in love,

wisdom, and righteousness.—To the man who had
lost himself, and become to himself an object of
contempt, the Lord brings back again his life-
Christ is both far off and nigh at hand, in order to
overcome the stolid, careless minds of those who are
bent on this world.—Christ's retirement among the
villages ; or, the loftiness of the Gospel in its hu-
mihty.—Christ's own city, the old and the new : 1.

Poor Nazareth, wliich rejects Him ; 2. the great city
of God in heaven and upon earth, in ten thousand
places, which glorifies Him.—Nazareth a symbol of
multitudes of streets and places rendered desolate
by spiritual guilt.—How the Lord's love with holy
tenderness encircles His poor land and people.

Staeke : — Majus :— The unreasonableness and
wickedness of our countrymen should never restrain
us in the performance of our duty, or cause us to
forget any of our obligations to ihem.—A'oti. Mbl.
Tub. .-—Birth, lineage, and descent are far from mak-
ing a man a Christian ; they often rather, on account
of prejudices, are the greatest hindrances to Chris-
tianity.—QuESNEL :—Wicked men often admire and
magnify gifted preachers ; but they are never with-
out some excuse or other for not obeying their in-
structions.—It is common enough for those who
would defeat the force of a sermon, to exalt them-
selves above the preacher.-When we entertam our-
selves with a thousand strange matters that have no
connection with spiritual profit, the power of the di-
vine word is lost.—Canstein :—He who built heaven
and earth became, m His humbled condition upon
earth, a carpenter.—Christ honored and sanctified
all honorable human employments and handiwork.—
QcEssEL :— Christ's humiliation has been to many
a stone of stumbUng and an occasion of falling:
whde It was most essentially necessary to our exte^naj
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exaltation.

—

Hedinger;—What is there that can
grieve the Christian teacher beyond contempt and
evil fi'iits ?—Christ's example is a most mighty con-
Bolation.

—

Nova Bihl. Tub.

:

—Thou complainest that
God saves thee not, and dost not reflect that thou
thyself hast bound His hands.

—

Qtjesnel :—The un-
belief of a whole people does not hinder the mercy
of God from extending to the small number of the
righteous who are found amongst them.

—

Beaune :

—

Faith, which in its nature is receptive love, alone
makes us partakers of the grace of God, which is

imparting love.

ScHLEiERMAOHER :—We find this (that a prophet
is without honor in his own country) true among
men, even as we sometimes find the contrary of it

true. When any one is distinguished beyond othen
in any particular, his fellow-townsmen take pride in
him, their vanity being flattered. Yet the contrarj
is not arbitrary, but usually dependent on the earliei
or later period, and various spiritual or wcirldly in-

fluences. (The prophets killed, and the sepulchres
of the prophets garnished.)—Much impressive truth
is lost upon men, because they do not so much re-

gard the matter as the source from which it cornea.—Christ has as much cause to marvel at the unbelief
of the present time, as He had to marvel in His own
time.— GossNEK, on ver. 4:— A warning to all

preachers who do not like to leave their own home,
kin, and country.—Nothing more outrages God'«
goodness than unbelief or rejection of it.

SIXTH SECTION.
CONFLICT OF JESUS WITH HEROD. THE CALL AND MISSION OF THE TWELVE APOa

TLBS. THE BEHEADING OP JOHN THE BAPTIST. THE WITHDRAWAL OF JESUa
INTO THE WILDERNESS, AND THE MIRACULOUS FEEDING OF THE FIVE THOUSAND.

Ohaptbe VI. 7-4A.

1. TTie Oalling and Mission of the Twelve. Ch. VI. 7-13.

(ParaUels: Matt. x. 1, 7, 9-11, 13 j Liike ix. 1-6.)

7 And he called unto him the twelve, and began to send them forth by two and two

,

8 and gave them power over unclean spirits ; And commanded them that they should
take nothing for their journey, save a staff only ; no scrip, no bread, no money in their

9, 10 purse [girdle] : But le shod with sandals; and not put on' two coats. And he said

unto them, In what place soever ye enter into an house, there abide till ye depart from
11 that place. And whosoever shall not receive you, nor hear you,'' when ye depart thence,

shake off the dust under your feet for a testimony against them. Verily I say unto

you, It shall be more tolerable for Sodom and Gomorrha in the day of judgment than

12, 13 for that city. And they went out, and preached that men should repent. And
they cast out many devils, and anointed with oil many that were sick, and healed 'hem.

^ Ver. 9.—The best reading is ev5v(r^cr9e (A., C, D., E., &c.), whicli Griesba^h, liacbmann, Tiscbendorf, and othen
adopt. The change in the construction, or the direct quotation of this command, makes it more emphatic.

' Ver. 11.—T'ischendorfi after B., L., A., &c. : os av roTroq jiiij fie^Trjrat fitjSe aKovfr{inTi.f vfj.iav. Preferable in re^^ard to
importance of Codd., and la the more difficult reading. " Verily," &c., wanting iu B., C, D., L., A, Probably tak^n from
Matt. X. 15.

the Twelve, between the Sermon on the Mount and
the passage to Gadara (the second Galilean journey),

was only as yet a preparatory vocation, we must
make a distinction between a general separation of

the narrower circle of disciples and that calling of

the Twelve on the mountain which briefly preceded

their sending forth in the valley, during the first year

ofChrist's ministry. Now it is peculiar to Mark that he
gives prominence only to the most essential pointa

of the mission ; that he records it as the beginning

of the apostolical missions (ver. 7), and as a mission

in pairs ; that he lays emphasis exclusively upon the

power given over unclean spirits (not that of healing

the sick), in harmony with his fundamental point of

view, and that to him this involved at the sam" tims

the preaching of the kingdom ; that he most pr .' if^lj

gives the Lord's injunctions touching their siif . iheir

shoes, and their clothing ; and that he final'y liiakea

allusion to the anointing the sick with oil, in its r*
latiou to the work of the Apostles—here mentioning

EXEGETIOAL AITD CEITICAI,.

1. Compare on the parallel passages of Matt. x.

and Luke ix.—It has been already observed, on Mark
iii. 13-19, that he distinguishes the separation of the

Twelve from their first mission : Luke does the same,

while Matthew combines their call and mission in

one. The two events are indeed one, as Matthew
records them, in this respect, that the separation

took place with reference to an appointment of duty

which then immediately impended. But they are

distuigulshed by this, that the election occurred in

the solitude of the mountain-range (hence Mark and

Luke place them on a mountain, the latter connect-

ing with the event the Sennon oq the Mount;
irhile the mission, on the other hand, occurred at the

Beginning of the third preaching-journey, on which

»ur Lord passed through the sea-towns of Galilee, as

«re are told by Matthew. But, since the calling of
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Ae sick, who had been pre-riously omitted. Mark's

more Umited account of the instructions given to the

Apostles in comparison with that given by Matthew,

h to be explained by the fact, that he has this first

mission exclusively in view; while Matthew com-

bmes it with all subsequent missions, and conse-

qvently presents it in its ideal meaning.

Ver. 8. Save a staff only.—Meyer insists that

there is here a discrepancy between Mark, on the one

band, and Matthew and Luke, on the other—to be

explained, as it regards the two latter, by exaggera-

tion. (Comp., on the contrary, Ebrard, p. 382

;

Lange, Leben Jem, ii. 2, p. 712.) They were to go

forth with their staff, as they had it at the time
;
but

they were not to seek one carefully, or make it a

condition of their travelling. And thus it becomes

no more in Mark than a rather more precise state-

ment of the meaning of Matthew and Luke. The
sarje may be said of the permission to take sandals,

in opposition to the prohibition of the {nroh-h^ara,

or travelling shoes proper, in Matthew. So the in-

junction not to put on two coats (in change), is only

another form of the injunction not to have two gar-

ments. The fundamental idea is this, that they were
to go forth with the slightest provision, and in de-

pendence upon being provided for by the way.

Gfrorer and Baur see in Mark's expressions only in-

tentional quahlications and softenings. We find in

them DO other than a more express view of their

pilgrim-state, burdened with the least possible incum-
brance, and as free as might be from all care.

Ver. 11. For a testimony against them.

—

As a symbolical, but to an Israehte perfectly intel-

ligible, declaration, that they were excommunicated,—" no better than heathen."

Ver. 12. Preached, that men should repent
(Vj-a),—They not only preached the doctrine of re-

pentance, amongst other articles of doctrine ; but
their whole preaching had for its end the producing
of penitence, and change of mind.

Ver. 13. And anointed with oil.—Oil was
generally a very important medicament among the
Orientals, according to Lightfoot and others. Here
it is simply a symbolical medium of the miraculous
work

;
just as the application of the spittle was (ch.

viii. 23 ; .John ix. 6), on the part of the Lord Him-
self. Meyer does well to contend against the sup-
position that the oil was appUed as a natural means
of cure (Baur, Weisse), or that it was used as a mere
symbol (Theophylact, Beza, etc.),—not to mention
other still less tenable notions. He is not right,

however, in altogether detaching the symbolical
significance from the medium. It is a fact, that the
Old Testament anointing with oil preceded, as a
symbol, the New Testament bestowment of the
Spirit

; and that it re-appears in the Catholic church,
where the real impartation of the Spirit is wanting.
Hence, it may be assumed that for the disciples, who
could not like the Lord Himself awaken faith, it was
appropriate to appoint such a medium for their mira-
culous power as would be at the same time a sym-
bolical sign of the impartation of the Spirit, and the
«nergy that awakens faith. Thus the anointing was
t symbol of the bestowment of the Spirit as the
preliminary condition of healing

; consequently, not
of the divine mercy (Theophylact), the healing virtue
Of which was symbolized by balsam, or of the divine
regeneration (Euthym. Zigabenus), the symbol of
which was water. The anointing with oil, which
James prescribed to the elders in their ministry for
the Bick (ch. v. 14), appears, on the otier hand, to

have been a blending of the natural means of healft

with the saving energy of prayer as symbolized by it,

DOCTEINAIi AND ETHICAL.

1. Bee on the parallel passages of Matthew and

Luke.
2. The sending of the Apostles by two and two,

—According to Grotius, with allusion to the Old

Testament law concerning witnesses ad plenam testis

monii fidem. But also for mutual complement, and

encouragement, and strengthening. We have, ao.

cordingly, six special embassages : six was the num-
ber of labor and toil. The twelve missions of tha

individual Apostles were as yet only in the prospect.

3. We need only suggest here, that the New
Testament anointing with oil—even that later one

which James prescribed to the elders in their care

of the sick—forms a perfect contrast to the extreme
unction of the Romish Church. To us, this eccle-

siastical anointing seems no other than an uncon-

scious admission, on the part of the ceremonial

church, that it had yet to bestow on its dying member
the real communication of the Holy Spirit, whoso

type the oil was.

HOMILETICAIi AND PEACTICAL.

The first sending of the Apostles abroad into the

world may also be likened to the little seed-corn.

—

He began to send : the end of His sending is the

end of the world.—The mission of the Apostles by
two and two, in its significance for the Church : 1.

As to ecclesiastical office, 2. as to the people.—The
blessing of the mutual help of laborers in the king-

dom of God.—The embarrassments, dangers, and
disgraces which so often follow a too early isolation

in office, and in the religious life generally.—Chris-

tianity in life and office is a discipline of unenvying
brotherly love.—The messengers and pilgrims of

Christ not without needs, but without anxious needs.

—The world loses, amidst its external equipments
and means of resource, the internal end of life : the

servants of the Gospel obtain, while they supremely
regard the end, all the other equipments and re-

sources.—The destruction of the kingdom of Satan,

and the abolition of his power, ia the great task of
Christ's servants, after the example and in the

strength of their Lord.—The shaking the dust from
their feet is in its kind a Christian martyrdom to

the disciples of Jesus (a testimony in suffering).

—

The anouiting with oil ; or, how the miracles of the
kingdom of Christ have leaned upon the marvellous
powers of the kingdom of nature.—The kingdom of
the Son attaches itself to the kingdom of the Father
in the great whole as well as in individual things.

—

Those bound by Satan, and the sick, are everlasting

tokens of the need of Christ and His messengers.
Starke :—This authorization a demonstration of

the divinity of Christ.—The ministers of the Gospel
should be one and united..^QnESNEL :—^Ambition
and avarice perilous things to the preacher and hia

work.

—

Osiander:—Ministers should be satisfied,

though they do not at once have all advantages they
could desire, and things at their will.

—

Gerlaoh :

—

On account of their weakness, the Lord does not
send His disciples alone. Laborers in the Lord'i
harvest should look round for helpers in their work.—SoHLEiEBMAOBBR :—The Lord's direction ia regard
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to the equipments of the Apostles no literal rule [he

"efers to the cloak of Paul, 2 Tim. iv. 13], but a rule

of wisdom.—If the provision of all these external

things is so great as to rob us of a portion of our

true strength, they are no real advantage, but tenj

rather to impair our usefulness and peace.

—

Baijis,
—They were not to act as if they thought tb«<

misht force men to hear.

2. Beheading of John tJa Baptist. Vers, li-29.

(ParallelB : Matt. xiv. 1-12 j Luke ix. 7-9.)

14 And king Herod heard of him
; (for tis name was spread atroad ;) and he said,

That John the Baptist was risen from the dead, and therefore mighty works do show
15 forth themselves [miraculous powers work] in him. Others said, That it is Elias.

16 And others said, That it is a prophet, or as one of the prophets. But when Herod
17 heard thereof he said, It is John, whom I heheaded:' he is risen from the dead. For

Herod himself had sent forth and laid hold upon John, and bound him in prison for

18 Herodias' sake, his brother Philip's wife; for he had married her. For John had said

19 unto Herod, It is not lawful for thee to have thy brother's wife. Therefore Herodiaa

20 had a quarrel against him, and would have killed him; but she could not: For Herod
feared John, knowing that he was a just man and an holy, and observed [protected]

21 him ; and when he heard him, he did many things,'' and heard him gladly. And when
a convenient [favorable] day was come, that Herod, on his birth-day, made a supper to

22 his lords, high captains, and chief estates of Galilee : And when the daughter of the

said Herodias came in, and danced, and pleased Herod,' and them that sat with him,

the king said unto the damsel, Ask of me whatsoever thou wilt, and I will give it thee.

23 And he sware unto her, Whatsoever thou shalt ask of me, I will give it thee, unto the

24 half of my kingdom. And she went forth, and said unto her mother, What shall 1

25 ask? And she said, The head of John the Baptist. And she came in straightway

with haste unto the king, and asked, saying, I will that thou give me, by and by [im-

26 mediately] in a charger, the head of John the Baptist. And the king was exceeding

sorry
;

yet for his oath's sake, and for their sakes which sat with him, he would not re-

27 ject'her. And immediately the king sent an executioner, and commanded his head to

28 be brought : and he went and beheaded him in the prison, And brought his head in a

29 charger, and gave it to the damsel ; and the damsel gave it to her mother. And when

his disciples heard of it, they came and took up his corpse, and laid it in a tomb.

6.—me readins which drops emiv, avr6's (B., D., L., A., &c.), is stroEgly authenticated ; but the omission ia

ere by the sinularity of oiiros and oiirds.—The omission of Ik fcKpiiv (Tischendorf, after B., D., L., A.) is not
' Ter. 16.-

explained ^ere

« Verf30.--The reading jroXXa ijirdpei f" was often in doubt") has B., L. in its favor. So Ewald and Meyer. But it

Ifl probable a modification of the strong TToAAa en-ot'et. _., ,,, .., , ^ a*
> Vor. 22.-'^nctead of the Participle koX ipeo-aoTjs, the Codd. B., C.*, L., and others read ij/jeo-ei-, and afterwards riir«

K 6 Pao-. Thi'5 construction loses the emphatic preparation of the words :
" Then the king said unto the maiden. But

the Greek construction of the Becepta may seem to be simply a softening of the text.

Matthew. He is moreover very circumstantial in da-

tailing the binding of John, the favorable crisis for

Herodias, Herod's promise to the dancer, the schema

concerted between mother and daughter, the daring

urgency of the latter, and other similar traits. But

he omits the circumstance, that the disciples of John

carried intelligence of the event to the Lord.

Ver. 14. King Herod.—The fiaa-iXeis in the an-

cient and wide sense. Matthew and Luke say more

precisely, the tetrarch (here equivalent to prince).

Starke :
" Luke calls him, after the manner of the

Romans, a tetrarch ; Mark, after the manner of the

Jews, a king."—Heard,—That is, that the disciples

of Jesus preached and performed such miraclea

(Meyer), and that Jesus sent them forth. Hence

what follows: for His name was spread abroad.

Therefore, not (accordmg to Grotius and others), ha

heard the name of Jesus.—John the Baptist—

'O fiaTTTtCay, substantively. Yet, perhaps, hintmg ut

EXECETICAIi AND OEITIOAIi.

See on the parallel passages of Matthew and

Luke.—^The time of this occurrence was the return

of Jesus from the Feast of Purim at Jerusalem, in

the year 781 ; that is, in the second year of His

ministry. On His return from this feast, the dis-

ciples were once more gathered round Him at the

Sea of Galilee. It is peculiar to Mark, that he con-

nects the suspicious observation of Herod Antipas

[see Matthew) with the work of Christ as extended

by the twelve Apostles. And this is quite natural

;

since the fame of Jesus was not only extraordinarily

increased by their means, but also invested with the

Bemblaoce of a political import. With regard to

Herod's judgment of Jesus, Mark is more distinct

than Luke; iu exhibiting the relation in which Jesus

itood to the Baptist, he is more distinct than
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avoidance of the acknowledgment of hig authority.*

According to Luke, others declared that John was

risen from the dead, and Herod was troubled at it.

But the apparent contradiction ia solved by our as-

Buming that the idea was introduced by the courtiers,

and that Herod, after slight hesitation, entered into

their views with hypocritical superstitious pohcy [Le-

ben Jesti, ii. 2). The expression might then be re-

garded as blending in itself a secret political meaning

and a more popular one. According to the former

it says. This new movement proceeds from the execu-

tion of John the Baptist ; and if John was politically

dangerous, the appearance of Jesus with His twelve

Apostles is tenfold more so. Yet, at the same time,

the expression might have been employed, in order

to burden the conscience of the king aud the people

in reference to the execution of John.—Therefore

mighty works do show forth themselves in

him.^John had wrought no miracle ; and the prince

seems to have made this his excuse, the high legitima-

tion of a prophet having been wanting to the Bap-

tist. Now, in his new form, said the theologizing

king, it is seen that he is actually a prophet ; the

miraculous powers at length manifest themselves in

him,

Ver. 15, As one of the prophets.—That ia,

of the old prophets, even if not so great as Elias.

It is mauifest, first, that the opinions which then

prevailed concerning the Person of Jesus, agreed in

a certain acknowledgment of His higher mission;

secondly, they differed in regard to the more specific

definition of His dignity ; thirdly, they presented a

descending scale of lessening honor paid to Him,

starting from a point below tliie primary recognition

that He was the Messiah. And thus they mark the

time when the persecution of Jesus was beginning,

although the people generally were, in a narrower

sense, entii'ely absorbed with His works and words.

Matthew introduces this index of public opinion in

connection with another event, which, however, falls

within the same year of persecutions, eh. xvi. 14;

and now this wavering judgment has become the

popular cry.

Ver. 16. Whom I beheaded.—Meyer: "'E-yii

has the emphasis of a guilty conscience." " Mark
the urgent expression of confident assurance which

the terrified man utters : This is he ; he is risen."

Ver. 20. For Herod feared John Seeming
discrepancy when compared with Matthew, as Meyer
here and always urges. Compare, on the contrary,

Ebrard, p. 384 ; Lange, Zeben jcsu, ii. 2, p. 783.

The SiXeiv often indicates, in the New Testament,

the natural willing in its weakness, the fain wovld,

which, however, does not involve necessarily the full

and perfect purpose of the will. Matthew, in his

exhibition of the feeble, vacillating Herod, at the

same time has in view his position on the side of

Herodias as in opposition to the people ; while Mark
has in view hia position on the side of the people in

opposition to the thoroughly decided and resolute

Herodias (see Macbeth).—And observed him, or

Kept him.—Not, esteemed Mm highly (as Erasmus
and others, with De Wette, contend), but he protected

him a long time against the attempts of Herodias
(as Grotins and Meyer). And this, at the same time,

reveals the vacillation of the man, since, as prince,

Herod might have set John free. " Herodias was
instigated partly by revenge, but partly by fear that

her present husband might, in consequence of the

* He whom men call John the Buptist, i. t.—Ed.

exhortations of the Baptist, repent of his sin, and

separate from her." Beda.

Ver. 21. And when a convenient day wai
come; that is, favorable for Herodias.—Grotins

" Opporluna imidiatrid, qum vino, amore^ tt advlof

torum conspiratione facile sperabat impeUi posse nit

tantem mariti, animum."—Lords, high captains,

and chief estates.—The first two classes are ee>

vants of the state, civil and military officials ; the

third includes the great men of the land generally.

Ver, 22, The king said unto the djimsel,

—

The antithesis between " king and damsel " gives

emphasis to his wicked folly,—To the half of my
kingdom.—Starke :

" This was a grand imitation of

the great Ahasuems ; but in one without the supreme

power, it was idle and boastful enough."

Ver, 25, I wUl that thou give me, by and
by.—Strong emphasis, in the OiKo 'iva. " Observa

the boldness of the malignant girl," Meyer,

Ver, 26. Would not reject her.

—

'Aeeretv, to

make anything an &eeTov, illegal : therefore, to mako
invalid, or abolish, a decree, ordinance, covenant, or

oath ; and, in reference to persons, it means to de-

prive of a legal claim, or declare one unjustified

:

hence it involves the notion of humihating, the re-

pudiare. But the translation to " suffer her to ask

in vain," is much too weak,

Ver, 27, An executioner, (nreKov\dTopa : one

of his body-guard,—" To them was committed tha

execution of capital sentences (Seneca, De Ira, L 16,

Wetstein)," Meyer.

Ver. 28, And the damsel gave it to her
mother.—Salome, the dancer, afterwards married

her father's brother, the tetrarch Philip,

DOOTEINAl AOT> ETHICAL.

1. See on the parallel passages in Matthew and

Liilce.

2, The institution of the apostolate, and the mis-

sion of the Apostles, were Uke a revelation of aveng-

ing spirits to worldly policy and despotism, cowardly

and superstitious, suspicious and fearful from the be-

ginning,

3, Herod a forerunner and confederate of Pilate

in this, that he acknowledged the innocence and

dignity of John, and yet had not the courage to set

him free. He is also Uke Pilate in the vacillation

of his weak character.

4. The ophiiona of those who surrounded Herod

were like the verdicts of the great world concerning

Christianity.

6. Herodias a typical character: woman in the

demoniac grandeur of wickedness—the opposite of

Mary. The New Testament Jezebel, as Herod is the

New Testament Ahab, Herodias, the murderess of

the greatest prophet, with whom the old covenant

ended ; Mary, the mother of the Lord, in whom the

new covenant is sealed,

6, The intriguing woman, the courtezan in the

royal court, an historical symbol. So also the dancer,

and the vain festivity, and the sympathies of pride

and presumption,

7. One sample of the influences of Grecian hab-

its, as introduced into Palestine and spread there by

the Herodians, Doubtless this influence could not

but serve to efface the limits between Judaism and

heathenism ; but the true reconciliation between
Greece and the theocracy could be effected only by
Christianity.
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8. The oath, and the word of honor, and the

honorable deeds of the worldly-minded great, as they

often clash with the eternal laws of God. In the

godless oath there is a real and essential nullity ; for

God cannot be the avenger of a broken vow which
was in itself impious. "But the breach of an un-

godly oath demands an open confession." Gerlach.
" Herod should have said, TTum askest of me more
than my kingdom, for what shall it profit a man 1

"

etc.

9. Fearful 'contrasts, in which are reflected the

Satanic powers of wickedness: the head of the

greatest preacher of repentance in the ancient world

made a fee by an Israelite prince to a little Greek
dancer at the court (a Jewess, who dances after the

Greek fashion at the Israelite court); Christ, the

Messiah of the Jews, betrayed by the kiss of a dis-

ciple to the hierarchy, condemned and given over to

the Gentiles by the high-priests and the priesthood

in Zion.

HOMrLETICAl AISCH PEACTIOAL.

See on the parallel passages in Matthew and Luke,
and also the Keflections above.—Christ, with His

twelve Apostles, described as John the Baptist risen

from the dead : 1 . How far this was a gross error,

composed of a mixture of guilty conscience, supersti-

tion, policy, cunning, ignorance, and blindness; 2.

how far, in another sense, a great truth, in which the

living law of the kingdom of God found expression

(ineffaceableness, growth, progress, consummation,
" the blood of the martyrs, the seed of the Church ").

—The internal conflict of Herod and Pilate : 1. Simi-

larities: impotent striving, long delay, critical sus-

pense, shameful surrender. 2. Differences: a Jew,

a Gentile; Herodias in the one case, the warning

devout woman in the other ; the people against the

evil deed, the people in favor of it.—John the Bap-
tist dignified and self-consistent as the great, heroic

preacher of repentance: 1. Confronting the prince

of the land, Herod ; 2. in prison, and with the fear of

death before his eyes.—The good impressions, which

Herod had lost : therefore, 1. He continued in the

sin ; 2. in vacillation between the right and wrong

;

8. m self-deception ; 4. under the power of temptation.

—The conflict between good living and living good.

—The convenient season ; or, the feasts and banquets

of the world, and those of the kingdom of God.

—

The world's estimate of the value of things: th«
head of a prophet of less importance than a dance;
a blasphemous, drunken oath more sacred than the
eternal law of God.—How the weak and wavering
characters, whilst they delay, are overcome by tha
bold and daring conduct of those who are resolute in
their wickedness.—The judgment which followed tha
beheading of the Baptist : pierced conscience, further
guilt touching Jesus, a death of misery.—The fright-

ful abandonment by the Spirit, which, in the great
world, may cloak itself under the disguise of bril-

liance and vigor of spirit.—The fidelity and troubles
of the disciples of John figurative of the troubles
of faith as held bound in legality: 1. The heroic
courage with which they buried their master ; 2. the
lack of believing courage to attach themselves to
Jesus.

Starke :—^Even the great of this world have al-

ways been excited and moved by the Gospel of
Christ.—QuESNEL :—The sinner has no peace when
he would seek it ; because he rejected it when it

was offered him by God.—HEniNGER:—The judg-
ments of this world are always out of square when
they deal with spiritual *hings ; therefore, dear fel-

low-Christian, inquire not about them.—Public teach-

ers should without fear rebuke the sins and blasphe.

mies even of the great ; they may rely, in doing so,

on the Divine help.

—

^Lange :— ye court-preachers,

learn of John what your duty is : he was no court,

preacher, and yet he bore fearless testimony to the

truth.

—

Hedingeb :—Devotion is always honorable,

even in the eyes of the most frenzied children of the

world.—Carnality befouls the best thoughts.

—

Qdes-
NEL :—The festivities of the world are the best ap-

pointed tables of sin.

—

Zeisius :—The poor have to

give the rich their sweat and blood, and they riot in

the proceeds, etc.—Vain swearing.—Promises made
over the wine-cup.—OsiANnEE :—At the court there

are often heavy payments for ridiculous trifles.—

A

foolish promise brings repentance after it.

—

Quesnel :

—The oath is sinful, and therefore null, when it can-

not be carried out but with sin and injustice.

—

Lange :—No servant or oSicial should let himself be
made an instrument of injustice ; rather should he
let everything go.—Christians pay honor to the pious

on their death, and carry them reverently to their

tombs.

—

Gerlach :—Close connection between de-

bauchery and cruelty.

—

Gossner:—Thus does the

world deal with God's ambassadors.

—

Baiteb :—See,

what a marriage this was !

S. Withdrawal of Jems into the Wilderness on tlie other side of the Sea of Galilee, and the miracatmu

Feeding of the Mve Thomand. Vers. 30-44.

30 And the apostles gathered themselves together unto Jesus, and told him all things,

31 both' what they had done, and what they had taught. And he said unto them, Come
ye yourselyes apart into a desert place, and rest a while : for there were many coming

32 and going, and they had no leisure so much as to eat. And they departed into a desert

33 place by ship privately. And the people* saw them departing, and many knew him,

and ran a-foot thither out of all cities, and outwent them, and came together unto him.

34 And Jesus, when he came out, saw much people, and was moved with compassion to-

ward them, because they were as sheep not having a shepherd : and he began to teach

35 them many things. And when the day was now far spent, his disciples came unto him,
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36 and said, This is a desert place, and now the time is far passed; Send them away, that

they may go into the country round about, and into the villages, and buy themselvea

37 bread : for they have nothing to eat. He answered and said unto them, Give ye thenj

to eat. And they say unto him, Shall we go and buy two hundred pennyworth of bread,

S8 and give them to eat? He saith unto them, How many loaves have ye? go and^ see,

39 And when they knew, they say. Five, and two fishes. And he commanded them to

40 make all sit down by companies upon the green grass. And they sat down in ranks,

41 by hundreds, and by fifties. And when he had taken the five loaves and the two fishes,

he looked up to heaven, and blessed, and brake the loaves, and gave them to his disci-

42 pies to set before them ; and the two fishes divided he among them all. And they did

43 all eat, and were filled. And they took up twelve baskets' full of the fragments, and

44 of the fishes. And they that did eat of the loaves were about five thousand men.

> Ver. 30.—The icai (oaa) of the Becepta has the weight of the Codd. against it.

2 Vcr. 33.—The oi oxAot is an addition (from Matthew), and is wanting in A., B., p., Grieshach, Scholz, Xjaehmaim.
Lachmann and Tischendorf have avv^dpafiov ewet Kai irporj^^Oov avTous. The many variations are essentially the same la

meaning.
3 Ver. 36.

—

'Ayopaabitriv couTot?, ri (^aywat—Tischendorf, after B., L., A., &c.
* Ver. 38.—Kai before tSere wanting in B., D., L., Versions, Tischendorf.
* Ver. 43.—Tischendorf and Meyer, following B. and cursive MSS., read Ko4>iv<av n-Xr^pw/iaTo.

EXEGETICAI/ AND CEITICAIi.

See on the parallel passages of Matthew, Luke,

and John.—The time is designated most clearly by
John. Jesus has returned from the Feast of Purim
(iu the second year of His ministry) to Galilee ; and
the journey begins probably from the district of Ti-

berias. The time is evidently just before the Pass-

over ; as it is manifest, from Mark's mention of the

green grass, that the spring was just beginning. Ac-
cording to Luke, it was, also, the time when the

Apostles once more assembled around their Master,

and when Herod began to take an interest in Him
and in His doings. According to Matthew, finally,

this miracle coincided with the time immediately
after the execution of the Baptist, and the report

brought concerning it. The peculiarities of Mark in

this section are as follows: The disciples tell the

Lord also what they had taught. They were to take

a little rest in the desert place. As elsewhere there

was no time for either the Lord or His disciples to

eat, on account of the press of the people, so it was
here. The fact also is mentioned, that the Lord's
departure was made known to many, and that the
crowds hastened to anticipate Him. We must add
the allusion to these as sheep without a shepherd,
and the vivid description of the people's dejected

Btate.

Ver. 34. When He came out.—The crowds of
people might seem to have rendered abortive the de-

sign of Jesus to withdraw for a season with His dis-

ciples ; for, according to the most obvious connec-
tion, we should suppose that ^eAOtif must mean:
" ^?hen He came forth from the ship." But as the
EvangeUst has mentioned the fixed purpose of Jesus
to go into a desert place apart, we must retain the
connection with this, and assume that the " coming
out" refers to His leaving the wilderness again.

—

And He began to teach them many things.

—

This likewise confirms the previous explanation.
Since a large portion of the day was gone, the time
must have been drawing too near to the decline of
day; and hence His discourse was interrupted by
the suggestion of the disciples.

Ver. 37. Two hundred pennyworth.

—

See
for the details in John,—" through whom this part
of the scene, not recorded by Matthew and Luke, ob-
tains the confirmatiou of authenticity," Grotius:

" The amount that happened to be in the chest waj
two hundred denarii." Meyer :

" This does not fol-

low ; it was the estimate made by the disciples of

what the provision would cost." But they would
doubtless make their estimate,according to the con-

dition of their treasury. The denarius, driyaptov, waa
a Roman silver coin ; it was used also at a later pe-

riod among the Jews; somewhat lighter than the
Attic drachma, but current at about the same value,

being the customary hire of a day's labor, about
sevenpence halfpenny. See particulars in Winer.

Ver. 39. By companies, ffuMvrtftrm iTvij.T6(na.—
A Hebraism, like the subsequent irpatrml irpacrmi.

Starke: "So that there were on each side 50, and
100 always together. Fifty such tables full made
them just 5,000. Or, there were 50 seats in breadth,

and 100 in length." But, why not simply companies
of 100 and of 60, through which they might freely

pass ? A living town in the wilderness. Gerlach

:

" Two longer rows of 100, a shorter one of 50 per-

sons. The fourth sid» remained, after the manner
of the ancients' tables, empty and open."

Ver. 43. And of the fishes.—Reckoned among
the relics which filled the twelve baskets. Accord-
ing to the account, these relics are distinguished from
the K\d<TfxaTa, or broken pieces of bread.

DOOTBINAl AM) ETHICAl.

See on the parallel passages in Mattliew, Luhe,
and John,

HOMILETICAl, AND PEACTICAl.

See on the parallel passage of Matthew.—The rfr

turn of the Apostles, and the first resting-place pro-

vided for them by their Lord.—Come into a desert

place apart, and rest \ while : Christ's call to Hia
overwrought, excited, ind restless laborers.—This
word of Christ perverted by many of His servants
into a toleration of idleness: He says, a tohUe/—
Christ's rest, and His disciples' solemn prayer, in soli-

tude.—The refreshments of the world, and the re-

freshments of Christ's disciples.—Into solitude, bul
with Christ.—How the Lord sacrificed for men both
His solitude and His refreshment.—How He turned
the seeming failure of His plan (touching solitude)
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bto a higher realization of the aame object.—How
ire should fashion the web of our life—our plans and
the conjunctures of circumstances—into higher unity

of godly action and suffering.—The miraculous festival

which our Lord prepared for His disciples after their

labors and journeys in the world.—How He contin-

ually comes forth in His mercy: 1. From the bosom
of heaven ; 2. from the darkness of Nazareth ; 3.

from the solemn season of prayer in the wilderness

;

4. from the glory of the new life in the resurrection

;

8. from the throne of heaven.—The school of Christ

a free school in the highest sense.—With Christ, all

that we have we have freely.—Christ was already

King when they wanted to make Him king; but

King : 1. In the kingdom of the Spirit ; 2. in the

kingdom of love ; 3. and in the kingdom of divine

blessing.—His earthly exaltation would have been

the translation of His throne from the realm of the

infinite into the realm of the finite and transitory.

—

Christ was constrained to repel the people with as

much earnestness as that with which the mercy of

His Shepherd-heart sought them.—Christ the breaker

of bread, because He Himself is the Bread of life.

—

The riches of His kingdom.—Sufficiency with Christ

is lavish abundance.

Stabke :—OsiANDER :—^We should in such man-
ner wait on our ministering as preachers of the Gos-

pel, that we may be able to give in our account to

the supreme Shepherd with joy.—It is good to rest

after labor.—^When we can separate ourselves from

the tumult of the world, and send our spirits upwards

to God, rest both of body and of soul is the result.

—

Hedingee ;—He who is in earnest to go to Christ, will

let no trouble, labor, or e.xpense hinder him.

—

Osian-

DER :—Although we may have a certain amount of

rest in this world, yet that is soon disturbed again

by business. Here all is unrest
;
yonder is perfect

repose.—The Church of God has indeed many ahep.
herds ; but since many of them are shamefully ^vei
to negligence, and many are busy with vain labor, it

is reasonable to lament that the poor sheep have,
after all, but few true shepherds.

—

Quesnel:—Th«
love of devout souls is indeed wise, but God's love if

better in this than all.—Poor people cannct do bettei
than hang upon God, &c.

—

Hedinger:—Piety and
faith never die of hunger.—What in men's eyes it

impossible, may become possible through God's
powpr.—As to the fragments, order and economy are
in all things well-pleasing to God.—God is a God of
order.—Take your food with prayer and thanksgiv'
ing, 1 Tim. iv. 4.

—

Schleiermacher :—Thus they
came back with minds excited, and perhaps disturbed,

by all these various opinions concerning Christ ; ana
therefore it was very important that they should be-

come composed, and readjust all their views in their

original relation to the truth.—We should never find

a contradiction between that which is our duty and
the internal bias of our hearts.—Christ found be-

tween this will (to be alone with His disciples) and
the great pressure of the people no contradiction

:

He knew how to reconcile one with the other, and
by the other.—There is nothing more essential in the

kingdom of God than what is incumbent upon us as

duty, and what is the object of our wishes, should

coalesce and coincide, the one upholding and preserv-

ing the other.—There is one entirely and purely sim-

ple wisdom.—To this nothing is so absolutely essen-

tial as simplicity of spirit.—The disciples were to be

convinced (by the miraculous feeding), that il' they

applied themselves to the duties and obligations of

the spiritual kingdom, their outward life would take

no harm ; whilst, on the other hand, everything

would be interrupted if the Master should always act

as they might think best.

SEVENTH SECTION.

CONTEST OP JESUS WITH THE ENMITY OF THE PHARISEES AND SCRIBES FROM

JERUSALEM ; HIS WITHDRAWAL INTO THE GENTILE BORDERS OF TYRE AND SIDON,

AND INTO THE DISTRICT OF DECAPOLIS.

Chaptee VI. 45—VIII. 9.

1. 77ie Return to Gennesaret ; the Contrary Wind; Chrises Walking on th£ Sea; New Miracles on tht

Western Coast. Ch. VI. 45-56.

(ParaUels : Matt. xiv. 22-36 ; John vi. 15-21.)

45 And straightway he constrained his disciples to get into the ship, and to go to the

46 other aide before unto Bethsaida, while he sent away' the people. And when he had

47 sent them away, he departed into a [the] mountain to pray. And ^vhen even was

48 come, the ship was in the midst of the sea, and he alone on the land. And he saw

them toiling in rowing ; for the wind was contrary unto them :
and about the fourth

watch of the night he cometh unto them, walking upon the sea, and would have passed

49 by them. But when they saw him walking upon the sea, they supposed it had been a

50 spirit [spectre], and cried out : For they all saw him, and were troubled.. And imme-

diately he talked with them, and saith unto them, Be of good cheer
:

it is I
;
be not

51 afraid. And he went up unto them into the ship ; and the wind ceased :
and they were
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62 sore amazed in themselves beyond measure, and wondered.' For tliey considered not tht

53 miracle of the loaves: for their heart was hardened. And when they had passed over,

54 they came into the land of Gennesaret, and drew to the shore. And when they were
55 come out of the ship, straightway they knew him,* And ran through that whole region

round about, and began to carry about in beds those that were sick, where they heard

56 he was. And whithersoever he entered, into villages, or cities, or country, they lai?

the sick in the streets, and besought him tiiat they might touch if it were but the boi

Jer of his garment : and as many as touched him were made whole.

1 Vor. 45.
—

*ATroAu€i, after B., D., L., A. Tischendorf, Lachmann, Meyer.
p Ver. 48.—B., D., L., Yulgate, Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer, read ISutv instead of eI5eF, and omit the fbllowit'g

Koi CB., L.), making a parenthesis of V y°^p o» &c-—-E^-}

[3 Ver. 52.—B., L., A., Coptic, Vulgate, Tischendorf omit leat eSav/i-a^ov ; rejected by Griesbach, bracketed by Lach'
mann, retained by Meyer.

—

Ed.]
[^ Ver. 54.—After avrov Lachmann inserts in brackets ol dvSpe^ tou toitov eKetvov, following A,, G., Versions. Meyei

rightly regards it as a gloss.

—

Ed.]

EXEGETICAl AND CEITICAL.

See on the parallel passages of Matthew and
John.—We owe to Mark the very important record,

which sheds light upon the whole narrative, that

the disciples were sent forward before the Lord in

the direction of Bethsaida—that Bethsaida, namely,
which lay on the eastern side of the sea. (See on
Mattliew.) Thus it was a passage across. Then his

expression, inroTa^iixfvos, is an important parallel to

the h.v€xd>pyi<re in John : it gave Him trouble to re-

lease Himself from the excited and enthusiastic

people. Also, in the expression, ^BeXe Tapexeeif,

he coincides, in the meaning at least, with John, ver.

21, ^O^Xov ovv Kafi^tv avrhv^ K.r.K. But while Mark
omits the intervening incident connected with Peter
—which that Apostle, whose Evangelist he was,
would modestly pass over, as making himself prom-
inent—he lays stress upon the fact that the dis-

ciples had not been brought to a true and living
faith, even by the miracle of the feeding. But he
has painted most copiously and vividly the tumultuous
excitement of the people, as it was occasioned by
the Lord's landing, and how they immediately knew
Hira and followed Him with their sick from place
to place.

Ver. 45. Unto Bethsaida.—Meyer's notion, that
this was the western Bethsaida, and not the eastern,
appears entirely groundless. [Wieseler understands
by it the eastern Bethesda. Alexander remarks that
it was "not the city of Gaulonitis, at the north-
eastern end. of the lake and eastward of the place
where the Jordan enters it, in the desert tract south-
east of which the miracle had just been wrought
(Luke ix. 10), but Bethsaida of Galilee, the birth-
place of Simon, Andrew, and Philip (John i. 45),
elsewhere mentioned with Capernaum (Matt. xi. 21

;

Luke X. 13), and therefore probably not far from it,

but at all events upon the lake-shore, as Eusebius
expressly mentions."

—

Ed.'\

Ver. 46. Sent them away, aTrorai,i^(vo^.—
Not merely, " bade them farewell," for which there
would have been no necessity to send the disciples
away first.

Ver. 48. Would have passed by them.—
They were to follow Hun in a westerly direction : no
longer fruitlessly rowing eastwards against the wind
[see on Matthew). He went before them, as it were,
to show the way. They had wished to lake Him up
on the eastern coast (John); He would go before
them to the western coast (Mark) : an intermediate
wnrse was the result in the end.

Ver, 51, Were sore amazed in themselves

beyond measure, and wondered.—The lattei

feeUng found expression in exclamations ; the whoU
strength of their internal amazement they did not
express.

Ver. 52. They considered not.—They had
not yet come to an understanding, ov irvvriKav. They
had not attained that living, self-developing appre-
hension of spirit, which would know how to draw
the right consequences. Bengel: dehueiant a paiu
ad mare corwludere.

Ver. 53. The land of Gennesaret.

—

See on
Matthew.

Ver. 55 Began to carry about.—Not merely
in general, but some hither and others thither. It

is also meant that they went with a sick man after

Jesus from one place to another, when He had left the
former.

DOCTEINAI, AND ETHICAIi.

1. See on the parallel passages of Mattheut and
John.

2. The first miraculous feeding marks precisely

the moment when our Lord had most expressly to

contend with the people's design to challenge Hun
as the Messiah, and make Him a king. In contrast
with this design of the people, we must here take
notice of the expression of Jesus' pity for the
wretched multitude : so little can the attempt of a
people to exalt Him prematurely, and in a worldly
sense, exert any influence upon Him. In that very
circumstance the misery of the people presented i^
self to His view most plainly. But even this earnest

effort of our Lord to withdraw Himself from the
people was successful only for a short period. Very
soon afterwards He was obliged, in the synagogue at

Capernaum (according to John vi.), to declare Him-
self most emphatically ; and from that time onwards,
that enthusiastic fanaticism among the people, which
had before been prepared to take side with Bim,
even against Pharisaism the hierarchy and Herod,
declined. From this time treachery began to ger-

minate in the soul of Judas.
3. The miracle of Christ's walking upon the sea

was a manifestation of His divine power, not only
over external objective nature, but also over His

'

subjective nature, in the medium of His humv>
equMiimity. The mystery of this equanimity is the
manifestation of the paradisaical, holy man in the
midst of the nature subjected by the fall to vanity.

(Meyer does not understand this : see Note on Mark.)
4. It is observable that the Evangelist Mark most

expressly, and in the plainest manner, describes tht
state of the Apostles, down to the revelation of thi
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rinen Lord among them, as a state of dulness, hard-

ness, and unbeli*^ He does not thereby deny their

fidelity as discipleu. But the true and perfect faith

did not, in his conception, exist until the new evan-
gelical Spirit of life was given, that life which could
approve itself in a personal spontaneous develop-

Bttent. And the disciple of Peter approaches John
in this, as in many other traits of his evangeUcal re-

presentation.

HOMILETICAl AND PEACTICAl.

See on the parallel passages in Matthew and John.
—The temptability of the disciples of Jesus as over
against the fanatical excitement of the people.—How
Christ constrained them to take ship and go over the
sea, in order to separate them from the people ; and
what significance this has for the Church and the

ministers of Christ.—Christ (and Christianity) the

guide on the sea.—The walking of Christ upon the
waters.—How the phantoms and scarecrows of vain

fear vanish before the glory of Christ, in sacred re-

verence of His divine power.—The climax of the

enthusiasm of the Galilean people on behalf of Christ
was also a turning-point.

_
Stakke :—QujiSNEL :—Man is in the world like

a little ship upor the stormy sea m the night ; since
he can neither counsel nor save himself. He who
does not know danger, and does not pray, may soon
perish.—Jesus sometimes leaves us alone, that we
may know ourselves and our own weakness, and feel

how deeply we are in need of Hun ; but He never
leaves us out of His sight.—The wind of persecution
is a useful wind; for it brings Christ to us, and ug
to land.—Christ is Lord also over all nature.

—

Lu-
ther :—By such an example (the feeding) they should
have been made so strong in faith as not to have
been terrified at an apparition.

—

Schleieemacher :

—

Thus, as the living consciousness of the Redeemer is

awakened within us, our temper must be calmed into
the true equauimity ; and this will smooth and re-

gulate all thmgs external.—All the powers which
God has given us we should put in motion to glorify
the kingdom of God.

—

Gossner :—We are all stiU

upon the sea of life.—But He never loses ua out of
His sight.

—

Bauer :—When they have rightly heard
the Master's word, phantoms and night and storm
are all forgotten.

2. Contest with the Pharisees and Scribesfrom Jerv^alem concerning Traditions respecting Eating. Ch. VH.
1-23.

(Parallel : Matt. xv. 1-20.)

1 Then came together unto him the Pharisees, and certain of the scribes, which came
2 from Jerusalem. And when they saw some of his disciples eat bread with defiled [com-

3 mon], that is to say, with unwashen hands, they found fault.' For the Pharisees, and
all the Jews, except they wash their hands oft, eat not, holding the tradition of the

4 elders. And when they come from the market, except they wash, they eat not. And
many other things there be, which they have received to hold, as the washing of cups,

5 and pots, brasen vessels, and of tables. Then'' the Pharisees and scribes asked him,

"Why walk not thy disciples according to the tradition of the elders, but eat bread with

6 unwashen hands? He answered and said unto them, Well hath Esaias prophesied of

you hypocrites, as it is written, This people honoureth me with their lips, but their heart

1 is far from me. Howbeit, in vain do they worship me, teaching /or, doctrines the com-

8 mandments of men. For, laying aside the commandment of God, ye hold the tradi-

tion of men, as the washing of pots and cups : and many other such like things ye do.'

9 And he said unto them, Full well ye reject the commandment of God, that ye may
10 keep yo'xr own tradition. For Moses said, Honour thy father and thy mother ; and,

11 Whoso curseth [revileth] father or mother, let him die the death : But ye say. If a man
shall say to his father or mother, It is Corban, that is to say, a gift, by whatsoever thou

12 mightest be profited by me ; he shall he free. And* ye suffer him no more to do aught

13 for his father or his mother ; Making the word of God of none effect through your tra-

14 dition, which ye have delivered : and many such like things do ye. And when he had

called all the people unto him, he said unto them [again'], Hearken unto me every one

15 of you, and understand: There is nothing from without a man, that entering into him,

can defile him: but the things which come out of him,* those are they that defile tht

16, 17 man. If any man have ears to hear, let him hear.' And when he was entered into

18 the house from" the people, his disciples asked him concerning the parable. And h«

saith unto them, Are ye so without understanding also? Do ye not perceive, that

19 whatsoever thing from without entereth into the man, it cannot defile him ; Because it

entereth not into his heart, but into the belly, and goeth out into the draught, purging*

20 all meats ? And he said, That which cometh out of the man, that defileth the man.

21 For from within, out of the heart of men, proceed evil thoughts, adulteries, fornicationa.
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22 murders, Thefts, covetousness, wickedness, deceit, lasciviousness an evil eye, blasphemy

23 pride, foolishness : All these evil things come from within, and defile the man.

1 Vcr 5 -The addition miii.'liavTO (after iprovi) has slight support ; and the Kariyvi^^a,' (aft«r iprovO of Cod- D. il

eouauT weal.. tL fomei aSLm nndervaWg the emphatic ';rwiv;vra., which ^^^f^'^ef^^^^^^
»' ^^^ ^J™^

--.iffi\retr:'ri\^?^s.ssVei?rLr.^^^^^^^^

^^^'^e^r^l-tjt^o'i'^^o^eTs^rnY^^^ =t-o,. out hy Tischea-

*°'*i Tire's -The'^aJ'is omitted by Laohmann and Meyer, after B., D. It distm-bs the conneetion of thought.

5 Ver' 4 -The reading ^i^L.v, recommended by Grfesbach and adopted by Lachmann, Tischendort and Meyer, foU

lowing r; D., L , 1, is important. It shows, that is, that the previous incident must be regarded as mx examination by

the sTnagogue, in which Christ was separated from the people. ^ ^ ^ _ , _. „i„„j„,f
«^er. 15.-Ti (k to5 irSpiiirov iKwopev6,Li^a, according to B., D., L., A., Lachmann, Tischendorf.

' Yer. 16.-TMS verse is wanting in B., L. Omitted by Tischendorf, it is retained by Lachmann and Meyer. Anm
terpolation here is not probable. The connection requires this pomt.

^ „ .. ^ a / t, ^^«a^ ,„a.^:r„
6 Ver. 19.—A., B., E., J?., G., A., Chrysostom, liachmann, Meyer, read KaSapifui-, not KaSa.f,iiov ,

U. reads Kaenpifeu

a friend) on the borders of Pho^uieia, during the tim«

of His sojourn there ; and the Lord's return to the

Sea of Galilee through the Sidonian territory and

that of Decapolis. It is observable that Peter must

have communicated the account of these remarkable

travels, having faithfully preserved the individual

details. On the other hand, this Evangelist omits

the mtereession of the disciples on behalf of the

woman of Canaan, and the declaration of Christ that

He was sent only to the lost sheep of the house of

Israel.

Ver. 2. And -when they saw.— Probably on

the appearance of the disciples in Jerusalem at the

Passover, which He did not attend in the year 782.

The spiritual impulse of freedom which actuated the

disciples might at that time have led them into the

commission of certain acts of thoughtlessness.

—

With common, that is to say, with unwaghen
hands.—So Mark explains for Eoman readers. We
must particularly define the idea of unwashen hands

by that of unwashen in the sense of a religious cere-

mony prescribed by tradition ; and the idea of com-

mon by that of ecclesiastically profane, unclean, and

defihng. Those who persisted in this uncleanness,

which had for its result excommunication, must at

last draw down upon themselves the decisive ban.

Ver 3. With the fistj oft. [Margin of Eng.

Ver. diligently.'] Xlvyiiy.—Among the many explana-

tory translations which have missed the meaning of

the difficult expression are these: Vulgate, c)-c6ro

;

Gothic, M/to (oft) ; Syriac, rfiKjrcnfec. SceinDeWette
and Meyer the various exegetical methods adopted.

" Probably it was part of the rite, that the washmg
hand was shut ; because it might have been thought

that the open hand engaged in washing might make
the other unclean, or be made unclean by it, after

having itself been washed " {Leben Jem, ii. 2, 868).

The expression might mean a vigorous and thorough

washing.

Ver. 4. And from the market.—Codex D. has

the addition, ear e\Baiaw, when they come; which

Meyer, De Wette, and others regard as a sound mte^
pretation. According to this view the progression

would be this : 1. Before every meal the washing of

hands ; 2. but, after the return from market, where

there was so much danger of coming into contact

with unclean men, the bath was used as a washing

of the whole body; hence iav nii iSairr. But that

which follows— the (SairTKr/uo! iroTripiuv— requirei

still another degree in the progression, and proves

that ^airTiafj.6s here must be understood in a wider

sense. Therefore we interpret it, with Paulus, Kui-

noel, and Olshausen, of that which came from the

market. De Wette, on the contrary, observes thai

this was everywhere customary. But it was not cua

EXEGETICAl AND CBITICAL.

Comp. the parallel place in Matthew. The occur-

rence before us took place in the summer of the

year 782 : in the midst of the year of persecutions.

The combination of the Pharisees of Galilee and the

Pharisees of Judea in their opposition to Jesus had

already been concerted and entered upon. They had

begun to institute against Him ecclesiastical proceed-

ings in Galilee, and to watch His every step. The

basis of the conspiracy consists of the preceding

Gahlean crisis, ch. ii. and iii., and the confederacy

against Jesus at the Feast of Purim in Jerusalem,

782 (John v.). The progress and the conclusion of

the scheme appear in ch. viii. 11. From the time of

the Feast of Purim a common action and combina-

tion of the Sanhedrim in Jerusalem and the Galilean

synagogue was inaugurated. The Sanhedrim were

in constant connection and . correspondence with the

gynagogueg of the provinces, and even with those of

foreign lands {see Acts ix. 2). Some, therefore, ap-

pomted by them, diligently visited the provinces
;

and watched especially those teachers whose doc-

trines declined from the principles of Pharisaism, at

the head of which stood that of tradition (Ammon,

Leben Jem, ii. 264). There were two official trans-

actions or interferences. And there were two re-

treats on the part of Jesus ; the first time, as far as

the borders of the Gentile teriitoiy ; the second time,

into the solitude of the mountain beyond the sea,

and even to the borders of the other world (trans-

figuration) ;—and all for the preparation of the new
Church. {See my Leben Jesu, ii. 2, 858.)—Between
the narrative of the first feeding, the walking of

Christ upon the sea, and our present narrative, there

are many things to be interposed, which Mark has

already communicated. Among these are the hereti-

cation of Jesus in the cornfield ; the heahng the

man with a withered hand; the allegation of the
Galilean Pharisees, that the works of Christ were
done in the power of Beelzebub, etc. {See the Table
of Contents, Leben Jesu, ii. 2, 14.)— Peculiar to

Hark is the expression, a-t/ta-yoi'Tat irpby avr6v, in

which we cannot fail to see reference to an official

interference of the Sanhedrim with our Lord. Also
the exact account of the reUgious washings of the

Jews ; the detailed characterization of the conflict

between the Pharisaic traditions and the command-
ment of God, including the Corban

; the striking and
profound sentence concerning the purging all meats

;

and the perfect description of those evil things which
proceed out of the heart. Also, in the following

section, which may be glanced at here, the design of
Christ to remain concealed in a house (belonging to
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ternary as a religious ceremony of washing, or as a
kind of baptism, like that of the pots and cups, or

the Romish baptism of bells. And, moreover, the

same held good of the washing of hands ; for the

washing of hands before eating was generally cus-

tomary amongst the Persians, Greeks, and Romans.
Thus, in our yiew, there was a triple washing at

meals : 1. That of the persons ; 2. that of the vic-

tuals ; 3. that of the vessels. — Cups and pots.

—

Made of wood, in contrast with those of brass, which
follow ; or, it may be, considered as earthen. [" Pots,"

{. TTUv, perhaps from fem, to polish ; or else from the

Latin sexte or sextarius, denoting the sixth part of a
larger measure.—.EM.] Meyer says, indeed, " Earthen
vessels, when they were Levitically unclean, were
broken to pieces, according, to Lev. xv. 12." But
the case supposed there was that of positive desecra-

tions ; and it is not to be supposed that the Jews, after

or before every meal, broke all the earthen vessels

which they used. [^Tables (in the margin beds), i. e.,

couches, anything on which men recline, whether for

sleep, or, according to the later use of the ancients,

to partake of food,—which accounts for the word
used in the text of our Bible. That these couches
were immersed in every instance of ceremonial wash-

ing, can be thought probable, or even possible, only

by those who are under the necessity of holding that

this Greek word not only means to dip or plunge,

originally, but, unlike every other word transferred

to a religious use, is always used in that exclusive

and invariable sense, without modification or excep-

tion; to those who have no purpose to attain by
such a paradox, the place before us will afford, if not

conclusive evidence, at least a strong presumption,

that beds (to say no more) might be baptized without

immersion. Alexander, in loco.—Sd.J
Ver. 9. Pull well, xaXois.—Ironically, as among

ourselves. — Your own tradition, ha. — Very
strong and deep. At the bottom of all rigorous en-

forcement of traditional observances there is an un-

conscious or half-conscious repugnance to submit

perfectly to the law of God. Bengel : Vere acmsan-

tur, hanc sitam esse inteniionem. " Not only uncon-

sciously, but with the fullest purpose, the Rabbis

exalted their precepts above the law of Moses." In

the Talmud we read :
" The words of the scribes

are more noble than the words of the law ; for the

words of the law are both hard and easy, but the

words of the scribes are all easy (to be understood)."—" He who deals with Scripture, it is said in the

Bava Mezia, does a thing indifferent ; he who reads

the Mishna has a reward; but he who devotes him-

self to the Gemara is most meritorious of all." Sepp,

Leben Jesu, ii. p. 345.

Yer. 11. Corbau.— Comp. on Matthew xiv. 6;

as also, for the ellipsis in ver. 11, Luther's marginal

note :
" Corban means an offering, and it was as

much as to say, Dear father, I would willingly give it

to thee, but it is Corban : I count it better to give it

to God than to thee, and it will help thee better."

Yer. 14. He said again.—The significant iraXiy

—the reading we adopt—throws light upon the whole

preceding occurrence; and, together with the aw-
iyovTM at the beginning, gives it the appearance of a

jadicial process of the synagogue.

Yer. 17. His disciples asked Him.— Comp.

Matthew, where Peter is marked out as the ques-

tioner; and observe here, as elsewhere, his modest

suppression of himself in the Gospel which sprang

from himself. And here, again, there is emphatic

prominence given to the disciples' want of developed

5

spiritual vigor and insight of faith, and their bIoh
advancement in knowledge.

Yer. 19. Purging all meats Meyer: KaOapl-

Coc might be connected with the eKTropeuerai as aq
appositional expression. The apposition, however,
would not be connected with the eKiropmrai, but
with its subject, that is, meat ; and that could not be
tolerated. Kaeapi^uu is rather the substantival defini-

tion of inptipdv, as being a general means of purifi-

cation for all the external impurities of meats : the
better supported reading Kaeapi^oy, on the other
hand, expressed the same thought adjectivally.—The
atpfSpdv makes all meats clean, not because it simply
takes away all impurities, but because the unclean-
ness or impurity of the object consists in its being
out of its place, and therefore defiling something
else. It is therefore a place of filth for all the house

;

a place of cleansing, on the contrary, for the great
household of nature. Not without irony does Christ
make prominent this ideal significance of the exter-

nal means of cleansing for meats, addressing as He
did the men of traditions, who strove to ensure a
prophylactic external purity to their food.

Yer. 21. Evil thoughts.— In relation to the
distribution here, we must notice the change between
the plural and the singular forms ; or, 1. predominant
actions, and 2. dispositions. The acts in the plural

are arranged under three categories : a. lust ; b.

hatred ; c. covetousness. They then combine into

wickednesses {-Kop-nptai), by which the forms of evil

dispositions are then introduced: deceit and lasciv-

iousness indicate, in two contrasts, the concealed and
the open wickedness of self-gratification ; whilst the

eml eye and blasphemy indicate concealed and open
enmity (blasphemy against God and man). Pride or

self-exaltation, and foolishness (n^3:), are the in-

ternal and the external side of the one ungodly and
wicked nature. " The evil eye " is notorious in the

East ; here it is the description of an envious look_

DOCTBINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. See the parallel passage in Matthew.
2. The Jews have fallen through their Sabbath or

Rest-day traditions into eternal unrest, through their

law of purification into moral defilement, through

their many baptisms into an abiding lack of baptism,

through their service of the letter into Talmudist

fables, through their separation into dispersion all

over the world, through their millenarian Messiah-

ship into enmity to Christ, through their trifling with

the blessing into the power of the curse. The irony

of the Spirit, that He punishes extremes by ex-

tremes.

3. The prophecy of Isaiah (oh. xxix. 13) pronoun-

ces a condemnation, always in force, upon all dead

and fanatical zeal, and upon all mere ceremonial

worship and work.

4. Zeal for traditional observances in its abiding

conflict with the eternal commandments of God and

laws of humanity. The conflict between false eccle.

siasticism and morality. The contradiction of fanat-

icism has for its foundation an evil bias towards ex-

ternalizing the inner life. The worm of superstition

is unbelief ; the worm of fanaticism is religious death

or atheism ; the worm of hypocritical outside reh-

gion is impiety. For the conflict between human
fanatical ecclesiasticism and the divine fundamental

commandments of morality, see the history of By
zantism and Romanism.
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6. Tradition and human ordinances identical

Tradition needs continual reform through the law

of God ; and human ordinances, through the living

development of this law.

6. Contrast between external and internal fellow-

»hip ; i.e., between being excommunicated, and being

out of the Church.

HOMILETIOAl AUD PRACTICAL.

Seeou Matthew.—Christ in judgment upon human
tradition.—Christ the DeUverer of His disciples : 1.

The Originator, 2. the Defender, 3. the Guardian, 4.

the Director and Consummator, of their freedom.

—

Christ and Christianity a hundred times exposed to

spiritual censure: 1. The censure of school-learning

(theology) ; 2. of the tradition of the elders (clerical

oflSce) ; 3. of the synagogue (popular assembly).

—

Christ and tradition : 1. He is the foundation or kernel

of all true internal tradition ; 2. therefore He unites

in one and renews all external tradition ; 3. and He is

the Judge of all externalized and impious tradition.

—

The conflict between the law and human ordinances,

or between ecclesiasticism and morahty. It is, 1. an
unnatural conflict, for true ecclesiasticism and true

morality can never come into collision. 2. It is a
hght conflict, when false morality contends with true

ecclesiasticism. 3. It is a critical conflict, when
false ecclesiasticism fights against true morality,

4. There is a frightful doom upon both, when false

ecclesiasticism and false morality struggle with each
other.—The old conflict between fanaticism and hu-
manity. Ecclesiastical systems which bury piety

(household relations, filial obligations, etc.) condemn
themselves.—The indivisible unity of faith and love,

of piety and duty.— The fearful perversion of the
conflict between divine revelation and human sin

into a contradiction between the divine and the
human nature.—The triumph of human ordinance is

always upon the ruins of the law of faith.—To enjoy
with thankfulness, is the sanctification of enjoyment,
1 Tim. iv. 4.—In the place of the washing of hands
before meat, has come in the folding of hands.
Therefore we must mind the reaUty of the symbol,
even in this latter case.—Isaiah, Christ, and the Re-
formation, agreeing in their judgment upon what is

true and what is false worship of God.— The right
process of a true reformation: 1. It distinguishes

between spirit and flesh, between the internal and
the external. 2. It fights against the false inter-

mixtures of the two, in wliich the spirit is made sub-
servient to the flesh, and the internal to the external.

3. It seeks to connect the two aright, so that the
spirit may make the flesh its own and glorify it. 4.

It therefore contends also against a false and un-
natural separation between the two.—The purity and
the purifying power of the great divine economy of
nature.—Christianity has consecrated even natural
inflrmity; or, a beam of the glorification which
shines upon the dark natural ways of men.—The de-
cisive objection against human ordinances, that they
vainly attempt to effect symbolically a purity which
actual life better provides for : 1. Holy water, God's
Streams; 2. arbitrary penances, divine burdens; 3.

ecclesiastical purgatory fires, God's salting fires.

—

The evil things which proceed from the heart and
defile the man. See Critical Kotei on ver. 21.

Starke:—Majus:—As Christ and His disciples

were not without their slanderers, so the devout are
never without their accusers and rebukers, I Pet. ii.

12.

—

Nova Bibl. Tab.:—From Jerusalem hypocrisy

went forth into all the land.

—

Hedingee :—What is

the dross to the pure gold ? what the inventions ef

men to the truth of God ? what superstition to faithl

—QuESNEi :—As man may dishonor God by ovor.

much caring for beauty and external purity, Isa. iii,

16, so God is honored by the neglect of these things,

when that neglect springs from humiliation of self

and true mortification, Jonah iii. 6-10.—We musl
wash the heart after having been defiled by the

world ; that is, we must test ourselves and cleansa

ourselves of sin. Job i. 5.— Majns :— With hypo-

crites, regard to man and hunjan ordinances has
more weight than the commandments of God.—The
hypocrisy of hypocrites must be revealed.

—

Crameb :

—The enemies of the truth must be confounded by
the word of God.

—

Canstein :—The true worship of
God is the imion of the heart with Him.—Men com-
monly do willingly and cheerfully all things that do
not set them about changing their own hearts.—
Self-love, or the selfish mind, is so mad, that it pre-

fers expendmg its care upon pots and cups rather

than upon itself.— Many external ceremonies and
human ordinances are not good in the Church of
God ; for, those who are bent upon rigidly observing
them easily come to forget, or postpone to them, the
true commandments of God.

—

Quesnel :—The open-
ly impious do not dishonor the truth of the divine

law so much by their evil life, as those do who give
themselves out to be lovers of the law of God, and
yet falsely interpret it.—After God, our parents are
most important; and them tiieir children should
honor as the channel of the first gifts of God—na-
ture, life, nourishment, and education.

—

Bibl. Wirt.

:

—Christian children should learn well the fourth and
fifth commandments.

—

Quesnel :—Man may disguise

his godlessuess under the fairest show of piety, but
God sees it nevertheless ; and, as He condemns it

now. He will hereafter make it manifest to all the
world.

—

Majus :—Vows against the honor of God
are sinful, and must not be paid.

—

Bibl. Wirt.

:

—He
who departs from God's word in one point, and in

that point prefers the ordinances of men, may be-
come so thoroughly entangled as not again to escape,
Tit. i. 15.—In the New Testament, the making; dis-

tinctions of meats is classed among the works of the
devil, 1 Tim. iv. 1-3.

—

Canstein :—All depends upon
the state of the heart : as that is, we are.—^As the
heart is the source of aU evil, we should carefully
watch its issues, Jer. xvii. 9.

ScHLEiERMACHEE :—This was the sense in which
the Lord Hunself said that His yoke was easy and
His burden light ; for He contrasted Himself, and the
fellowship which He would found upon His own
name, with the yoke and the manifold external bur-
dens which the elders were never weary of imposing
upon the Jews.—Those who rest wholly on extern^
things have always the same vain labor as the Phari-
sees ; and this has its ground in a lack of confidence.
It springs from the fact that man can never have so
much firm assurance concerning that which ii lot the
truth as he can concerning that which is the tnu?!

;

and this unrest manifests itself in looking anxiously
at the letter, and in seeking after external uniformity.
The greater the number, the greater their hope of
internal confidence: of that which is strictly interaij
they have nothing.—This also He would say, that
whosoever contributes to confirm such notions in the
minds of men, and make their notions of God's ser-
vice purely external, leads them thereby away from
the true worship of God in spirit and in truth, and
seeks lo give their ideas of God such a du eotion and
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Buch a fonii, that they no longer represent to them-
selves that God who will be worshipped in spirit and
in truth, but an imaginary Being, such aa the Gen-
tiles frame in their imaginations.^The same feeling

which leads to the honor of father and mother leads

*o the honor of our Father in heaven.

—

Qobsner :

—

Manifestly, wicked human ordinances do not ii^urf
the divine doctrine so much as specious and seeming
ly holy superstitious inventions and false interpreta-

tions, which are received with confidence by thl
weak devout, and held fast with stubborn perU
naoity.

(. 3^ WUMrawal of Jems to the Gentile Borders of Tyre and Bidon, and to the District of DeeapolU

The Woman of Canaan. Yers. 24r-31.

(Parallel : Matt. xv. 21-29.)

24 And from thence he arose, ancl went into the borders of Tyre and Sidon,' and en-

tered into an house, and would have no man know it : but [and] he could not be hid.

26 For a certain woman, whose young daughter had an unclean spirit, heard of him," and
26 came and fell at his feet; (The woman was a Greek, a Syrophenician by nation,) and
27 she besought him that he would cast forth the devil out of her daughter. But Jesua

said' unto her, Let the children first be filled : for it is not meet to take the children's

28 bread, and to cast it unto the [little] dogs. And she answered and said unto him, Yes,
29 Lord : yet the [little] dogs under the table eat of the children's crumbs. And he said

30 unto her. For this saying go. thy way; the devil is gone out of thy daughter. And
when she was come to her house, she found the devil gone out, and her daughter laid

31 upon the bed.^ And again, departing from the coasts of Tyre and Sidon, he came unto'

the Sea of Galilee, through the midst of the coasts of Decapohs.

1 Ver. 24.—'Opia ; Lachmaim, after B., D., L., A. Kai SiSwvos is wanting in B., L., A., &c. Tifichendorf and Meyef
•mit it ; taken from Matt. xv. 21.

* Ver. 25.—Tiscliendorf, after B., L., A., Versions : aAA' eu0u? aKovtratra yvvrf.
3 Ver. 27.—Lachmann and Tiscliendorf: /cat e\eyev, after B., L., A., &o. (D. : koX Ktyn; Vulgate: que dixit). An i

this is more in keeping ; for it is not a definitive utterance, like the a 6e 'Iijo-ous ettrnv.

* Ver. 30.

—

See Meyer, concerning the inversions of this clause. [Lachmann and Tischendorf, after B., D., L., A.,
Versions, have adopted the transposition : to naiSiov jSejSATjjaeVoi' ewl KKLvrjv naX to ^aiixoviov €^e\rj\v06s. The Received
Text is to be retained ; the reading of Lachmann is accounted for from the fact, that the copyist passed immediately from
the sat following efeXijAu^d? to the Kot io ver. 31, so that the clause, koX t}iv QvytLT. to kAijoj?, was left out, and was after-

wards inserted in the wrong, but what seemed to be the more fitting, place. Hence the clause, Bvyar. to kAi'vij?, and not
the clause, to Sat/Aoi'. efeXijA., is the omitted and restored one ; so that all the variations in the readings are found iu the
former and not the latter. Meyer, in loco.—Ed.l

>* Ver. 31.—Grriesbach, Laehmann, Tischendorf, after weif^hty authorities, read eis instead of jrpos (as in Mark iii. 7),

Lachmann and Tischendorf, after B., D., L., A., Coptic, Ethiopian, Syxiao, Vulgate, Saxon, Itala, read ^A^e dtd StSwvos
instead of kox SiSbiro; ^Ade.

on Matthew, xv. 21, Critical Note, p. 281.—And en-
tered into an house.—Here also He had friends

and dependants, as He had in the opposite direction,

on the borders of Perea.

Ter. 26. A Gentile, or Greek.

—

'EWtjvi'f,

according to the Jewish phraseology of the time, in-

dicating a Gentile woman generally. This was not
merely the result of the intercourse of the Jews With

the Greeks specially; but it sprang from the fact

that in the Greeks and in Greece they saw the most
finished and predominant exhibition of this world's

culture and glory. Syrophenician, as distinguished

from the hi&vtpoivmss, the Phoenicians of Africa, that

is, Carthage (Strabo). The Tex. Rec. has 2vpotpo'i-

vuTcra ; but the true reading wavers between Supo^oi-

viKUTda (Codd. A., K., &o., Lachmann) and Supo-

^oiviKiaaa (Tisehendorf, after Codd. E., F., &e.).

Thus she was a Phosnician-Syrian woman: most
generally viewed, a Gentile ; more specially, a Sy-

rian ; and still more specifically, a Phoenician. Phoe-

nicia belonged to the province of Syria. But tha

word may also, more precisely still, describe tha
Syrian of Phoenicia, the Canaanite woman (MaV
thew).

Ver. 30. And her daughter laid upon th*
bed.—A sign of her perfectly tranquil condition

EXE(}ETICAI. ANB CRITICAL.

See the parallel passage in Matthew, and the pre-

fminary summary of the foregoing section. Critical

states, p. 282.

Ver. 24. And from thence He arose, and
TCeiit.—That His departure was at the same time

a.breaking away from the Pharisaic party, is emphat-

ically shown both by Matthew and Mark. His travel-

ling towards the borders of Tyre and Sidon was the

prophetic and symbolic representation of the future

progress of Christianity from the Jews to the Gen-

tiles. So in ancient times EUjah travelled out of his

own land into Phoanipia. Elijah was driven away by
the ascendency of idolatry in Israel; Christ was

driven away by ascendency of a hierarchy and of a

traditionalism which in his eyes was apostasy from

the law of God, and therefore idolatry. Yet Jesus

did not yet separate from His unbelieving people

;

He did not actually go mto Phoenicia, but only into

the adjoining borders of Galilee {eh ri iMedopia), that

iSi, into the district of the tribe of Asher. But after-

wards, during His travels among the mountains and

on His return to the Galilean sea. He actually passed

through tie ^donian region. On those travels, see
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the demon had previously driveD her hither and
thither. But there is also an intimation of her ex-

haustion after the last paroxysm; and this is one

more instance of that gradual restoration which Mark
loves to describe. The arrival of her mother, who
was the subject of heaUiig faith, perfected then her

new life and vigor.

Ter. 31. Through Sidon.—Meyer thinks that

the analogy of Tupou requires ua to understand the

town of Sidon. But the coasts of Tyre do not refer

to Tyre as a city, but to Tyre as a country. Thus
tre agree with Ewald, that only the travelling through

the district of Sidon is settled. The direction of the

journey was first northward towards Lebanon ; thence

from the foot of Lebanon northeasterly, and back
through the district of Decapolis, that is, back
through the region which lay to the east, or the

farther side, of the sources of the Jordan, to the

eastern bank of the Sea of Galilee. On Decapohs,
comp. Winer, and the Critical Notes on Matthew
XT. 21.

DOOTEINAl AND ETHIOAL.

1. See on the parallel passage in Matthew.
2. The circumstance that Mark passes over the

mediation of the disciples on behalf of the Gentile wo-
man, is explained by the critics in various ways, after

their favorite fashion of external comparison. Meyer
thinks Matthew's the original account. But if we look
at internal motives, this whole intervening occur-

rence, which would be very easily understood by the
Jewish-Christian readers of Matthew, would not,

without some commentary, be at all intelligible to-

the Gentile-Christian readers of Mark. Matthew
gave prominence to the points which proved to the
Jewish-Christian how strictly Christ remained, during
His work in the flesh, within the limits of His call-

ing ; and that He received the Gentile woman into

communion and fellowship of His healing works,
only on account of her strong faith, attested by the
IsraeUt,! witness of the disciples themselves. This
motive had no force in Mark's account. Hence he
might, in harmony with his own design, paraphrase
the repeUmg word of the Lord, modifying it accord-
ing to its inner meaning ; and we need not, with
Meyer, attribute it to the " softening down of later

tradition."

3. Aa Christ, in the former narrative, let a ray
of His transfiguring glory fall upon the low region
of meats and the " draught," so here He oasts one
upon the poor dog. Under the light of the kingdom
of heaven, everything common and natural obtains
a higher meaning ; it obtains a value in the econo-
my of God, and as a figure of the relations of His
kingdom. The place of daily corruption is a figure
of the purifying grave and kingdom of the dead

;

the dog a figure of the Gentile world. Sin remains
more than ever condemned, but only that it may
be made subservient to the judgments aud honor ;€
God.

4. As the earnest coming of the Syrophenician
woman evinced a strong susceptibility among the
Phoenicians, humbled by many severe judgments, it

was needful that Christ should for the present leave
this country, m order that His Jewish people might
not be aheuated by his premature labors among the
Gentiles, But He left the region with the glad anti-
cipation that the prophecy of Pa. ii. 8 would one dav
be fulfilled.

HOMnJETICAl AND PEACTICAL.

See on Matthew.—A solemn sign, when Jes*«

only seems to go forth.—The travels of Jesus to-

wards west, north, east, south : also a sign.—Jesm
has everywhere His hidden friends.—He could not

remain hidden : that is, 1. He hid from Himself, in

His humility, the consciousness of the great influence

of His majesty ; 2. He sacrificed His rest to the rest-

lessness of passionate men ; 3. He ever submitted

His human wiU to the ruling will of His Father.—

The work of the Son, under His Father's government,

though free, yet conditioned: 1. In Nazareth, Hii

own city. He could not reveal Himself; 2. in the

dark boundary of heathenism, He could not be hid-

den.—The Gentile longing everywhere feels from

afar aud seeks after salvation, whilst the Jews rejec*

it before their very eyes. (The nobleman at Caper

naum ; CorneUus, Acts x. ; the Canaanitish woman
the symbolical man of Macedonia, Acts xvi. 9.)—

•

The GentUes Ukened to the dogs (house-dogs, not

wild ones), not to awaken, but to humble a fanatical

party spirit: 1. Unclean indeed, and without th«

natural gift to distinguish the pure from the impure

;

2. but modest, tractable, docile, thankful table-

companions of unthankful children.—Christ present

with His fulness of help, wherever there is the slight

est germ of faith.
—" For this saying." Faith mani

fest in new and wonderful words: 1. Its source,

words unspeakable (Kom. viii. 26); 2. its expression,

new words of the Spirit, clear and joyful in confes-

sion, preaching, and prayer ; 3. its glory, the speak-

ing with new tongues.—The regeneration, sanctifies-

tion, and glorification of speech.—Christ, the terroi

of evil spirits fai' beyond His own personal mani-

festation.—The great sign which the Lord gave His
disciples, that the door of the Gentile world waa
open.—Even among a people of Moloch-worshippers,

maternal love was not extinct.—HumiUty the test

of faith.—Humility the deep ground into which all

the streams of heavenly blessing are poured.—The
Lord is high, and yet hath respect unto the lowly,

Ps, cxiii. 5-7.—As Mary prophesied in her song of

praise, such was Christ's rule.—The tarrying of Je-

sus in the mountain-range of Lebanon, a silent anti-

cipation of His entrance into the heathen world ; a?

the tarrying in the wilderness was an anticipation of

His entrance into Israel.

Stakke :

—

Canstein :—Christ's tn vels from one
place to another.

—

Quesnel :—A ser -ant of Christ

in the Gospel may indeed remain hiddt n, ^ut it must
be so as not to incur the shame of negl.wting any
duty owing to his neighbor.

—

Cramer .

—
''Vhen we

pursue honor in an unreasonable mann(\ it flies

from us ; when we fly from it, it pursues Ui —QtJES-

NEL :—Every sin is an unclean spirit which possesses

the sinner ; from Jesus we must in all humility, everj

man for himself, seek the only remedy.—Suffeiingt

urge men to seek God : happy those who use them
to that end.—Christ is still, and for ever, the Saviour
of the Gentiles, Rom. iii. 29.—Parents should fod
the utmost anxiety on account of their children, that

they be delivered from the power of Satan and le4

back to God.

—

Lange :—The sharper the test, the
more blessing does it bring when beUevingly endured.—Mbl. Wirt.

:

—Faith in the heart permits no dis-

placenoe against God's rule to arise in (he soul.

However God disposes, and whatever He says, must
be best, 1 Pet. v. 5, 6.

—

Hemnqer :—Perseverance
presses through, and a good warfare obtains the
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prize.

—

Qkhssel:—^It is a great consolation to a

Christian mother when God converts, in answer to

her prayer, a daughter possessed by a worldly spirit.

But how little prayer is urged for that blessing !

—

EiEGER :—A very little word, falling into a softened,

broken, and humbled heart, works great things.

—

Faith derives greater advantage and strength from
bumble submission and willing acknowledgment of

its unworthiness than from anything else.

—

Bkaune :

—Let every one limit himself to the iSeld of labor

irliich God has appointed to him : he will soon see

whether or not God gives him a commission to go
beyond it.—Let no one be offended if he is hemmed
in by a narrow limit, according to God's will. Holy
charity and heroic love are all in all.

—

Sohleiee-

MA.CHEE :

—

For this word, go thy way. It was not

merely a word of faith, but such an answer, too, as

fell in with our Saviour's design. Without abolishing

the distinction between those who belonged to the

people of the old covenant and those who were
Idolaters, it yet threw such a veil over the distinction

that many demonstrations of love m^ht seem propei
to pass from the one to the other.

—

Gossner, on ver.

24 :—Many might remain hidden enough, but thej

will not.—A seemingly g^e.^t severity is often a prep-

aration for great benefactions.

—

Bauek :—The first

act of salvation in the GentUe world.— Ahlfeld!
—Persevering faith is sure to win its object. When
a heavy cross weighs thee down, seek the Ught

of Christ's countenance ; hold on in faith, and doubt
not ; He will give at last all that thou needest.—

'

Thomasius:—How the Lord awakens faith in the

hearts of men.

—

Greiling :—The time of suffering

is a time of test.

—

Hartog :—The three stages of

victorious faith: 1. It looks with longing at the di-

vine Saviour ; 2. it waits with aU humility for help

;

3. it holds fast its hope with firm confidence.—^Bo-

DEOKEE :—Wherefore doth God delay His help f—
C. G. Hoffmann :—The mighty word of faith : I wUl
not let Thee go.

—

Dittmae :—Great faith in its three

stages : 1. Its stage of distress ; 2. its stage of aft-

ing ; 3. its stage of confirmation.

4. The Healing of the Deaf and Dumb Man. Vers. 32-37.

(Parallel: Matt. xv. 29-31.)

32 And they bring unto him one that was deaf,^ and had an impediment in his speed.

33 [a stammerer] ; and they beseech him to put his hand upon him. And he took him

aside from the multitude, and put his fingers into his ears, and he spit, and touched his

34 tongue : And, loolcing up to heaven, he sighed, and saith unto him, Ephphatha, that is,

35 Be opened. And straightway ^ his ears were opened, and the string of hia tongue was

36 loosed, and he spake plain. And he charged them that they should tell no man : but

37 the more he' charged them, so much the more a great deal they pubUshed it; And
were beyond measure astonished, saying, He hath done all things well: he maketh

both the deaf to hear, and the dumb to speak.

[> Ver. 32.—After ki.>^6v, Lacimann and Tisohendorf, after B., D., A., Versions, have Km.—M.]
» Ver. 35.—Eufleuii is wanting licre in B.. D., L., A., Versions, Laolunann, Tiscliendorf. Instead of Shji'OixStiitiu',

IiWStaniann and Tiscliendorf, after B., D., A., read rivoirriiTtsv.

I' Ver. 36.—Airos is wanting in A., B., L., A., Vulgate, Lachmann, TiBOhendorf.—Ja.]

speak.— Meyer opposes this translation: "K<ii<j>hr

/xoyi\d\ai/ is wrongly translated, a deaf man difficult

of speech (see Beza, Maldonatus, De Wette).

—

Mo7iActAoi, although it seems in its formation to be

hard of speech, corresponds in the Septuagint to the

Hebrew ois, dumb. See Isa. xrxv. 5, &c. Hence

it is a deaf and dumb man ("Vulgate, Luther, Calo-

vius, Ewald), which is also confirmed by a\i\ovi."

Since fioyiXaXos does literally mean one who speaks

with difficulty,—and it is said of this one, that after

his cure he spoke opSas (not simply he spoke),—the

meaning of the words is sufficiently established.

With deafness there is connected a disturbance of

the organs of speech, or a general perversion of

speech.

Ver. 33. Aside from the multitude.—^Where

fore ? 1. He would make no display (Theophylact)

He would not nourish superstition (Reinhard) ; H
would have an undisturbed relation between Himself

and the sick man (Meyer). This last is the weakest

reason ; for we might for the same reason except th«

same thing elsewhere. Bather we may assume that

the district of Decapolis was something like the ret

gion of Tyre and Sidon : it was not a purely Jewish

land. Here it was necessary, especially in this tim«

EXEGETICAL AKD OEITICAl.

See on Matthew.—The healing of the deaf and

jumb man on the east side of the Jordan is a nar-

rative peculiar to Mark. In regard to time it is

closely connected with the two foregoing events : oc-

curring at the termination of the Lord's travels to-

wards Phoenicia and through Decapolis back to the

eastern border of the Sea of Galilee (Gaulonitis).

Mark shows, in hia account of the miracles, a prefer-

ence for those healings in which the gradual pro-

cess of the cure, as connected with the instrument

and the development of it, is vividly presented.

Thus, in his account, the daughter of the Syro-

phenician woman lies exhausted upon her bed after

her deliverance. Thus, he represents Jesus as com-

manding them to give the daughter of Jairus some-

thing to eat. And he alone records the healing of

the blind man at Bethsaida—a process which was

gradual, and performed in two stages. And here he

alone cominunicates a narrative in which the mirac-

ulous act of the Lord is closely connected with the

application of the saliva.

Ver. 32. A deaf man, who could not well
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of crisis, that He >nould avoid a publicity which

might bring togethtr the Gentiles in crowds, excite

superstition as much as faith, and create in the minds

of the Jews a prejudice against Him. In an anal-

ogous manner the Lord acted in the case of the blind

man of eastern Bethsaida: He led him altogether

out of the village. In both cases, however, we must

remember that it was a susceptibility of faith which

rpas to be gradually awakened. See the Doctrinal

Jie/ections.—And put His fingers.—A similar

circumstantial procedure we have in the healing of

the blind man, ch. viii. " But we are not to assume

that Jesus desired in any sense to conceal the mirac-

ulous element in the cures (Lange, Zeben Jesu, ii. 1,

p. 282), which would amount to untruth." Meyer. But,

upon this principle, the disguise thrown over the

evangelical truths of the Gospel through the employ-

ment of parables, would amount to untruthfulness.

And He spit.—Spitting, He touched His tongue.

Meyer thinks that the touching was the direct

spitting upon the tongue. But as the touching

(UTTTeaeai) is elsewhere an application of the hand,

it may be assumed that He moistened His finger and

touched therewith the man's tongue. Saliva used in

healing : here ; ch. viii. 23 ; John ix. 6. De Wette

:

Saliva was in antiquity a remedy for the eyes (Plin.

H. iV. 28, V ; Tacit. Hist. 4, 21 ; Sueton. Vesp. Op.

7; Tanchuma, f 10, 2; Sanhed., f. 101, 1; Hieros.

Sotah, {. 16, i ; Vajikra Kabba, f. 1Y5, 2. Comp.
Wetstein and Lightfoot, ad Joh. ix. 6). Meyer

:

" The saliva is, like the oil (ch. vi. 1 3), to be regarded

as a conductor of the miraculous power." Yet it

was not applied in the cure of the ear, but only in

the healing of the tongue here, as ch. viii. in the

healing of the eyes. Wherefore then was this dis-

tinction? Probably because the saliva was better

suited to be a symbolical medium for the awakening
of faith, and it was never wont to be applied to the

ear.

Ver. 34. Looking up to heaven, He sighed.

—Manifestly the sighing of prayer. How much more
easily He seemed to accomplish His healing on other

occasions ! Or was deafness, in its spiritual signi-

ficance, much worse than blindness and possession

;

and did the Lord intend to signify that? We assume,

1. that in this half-heathen district, more imperfect

and disturbed forms of faith presented themselves to

Him, which made the healing on His part more of a
conflict ; and 2. that in this half-heathen district,

where they generally believed in demigods and magic,

He desired to make more definitely prominent His
own dependence on God the Father. For the Uke
reason—that is, because the Pharisees had blas-

phemed the source of His miraculous power—He
accomplished the raising of Lazarus before the Jews
from Jerusalem in connection with a loud prayer to

the Father ; and in healing the man born blind, John
ix.. He joined with Himself in the work the temple-
fountain Siloam, the holy spring of the priests. 3.

Since the Lord could not influence the deaf man by
word, it wag necessary that He should influence Him
by a strongly speaking sign.—Mark everywhere sets

a special mark on the sighing of the Lord, as also
upon His manner of looking : comp. ch. viii. 12.

Meyer remarks, and rightly, that this sigh was at the
same time a sigh of painful sympathy.—Ephphatha.
—An Aramasan word, in the Imperative: Be thou
opened. Eclated, though not identical, is the Hebrew
npB, in the Imper. Niphal.

Ver. 35. And the String of His tongue Was

loosed.—Thus he did not merely speak with diffi>

eulty on account of his being dumb, as 01sh»nse«

supposes.

Ver. 36. But the more He charged them.
—The stronger His prohibition was, the more it

enkindled a desire to spread the report of tht

miracle.

Ver. 31. He hath done all things well ; thai

is, in the healing.—Thence they draw the concluaon;

As well the deaf. He hath, &c.

DOCTEINAl AND ETHICAI,.

1. Nothing is more instructive and full of signiflw

cance than the prudence of our Lord in respect to

the publication of His miracles, as soon as He had
entered the borders of the land where there were
closer relations with heathenism, and the people

were more infected by heathen views :—the history

of the woman of Canaan, the present narrative, and
the healing of the blind man in eastern Bethsaida,

all illustrate this. The reason was, that Christ would
have a monotheistic faith, which traces all up to God
the Father as the flnal source, and that He would not
suffer His divine power of healing to be mingled and
debased with superstitious and magical notions. This

holy prudence will explain many and great restraints

upon the full influence of Christianity in the heathen
or heathen-Christian world, down to the present day,

2. We may compare the doxology of this people,

ver. 37, with the doxologies of ch. i. 27 ; ii. 12 ; iii.

11, &c. Matthew explains: They glorified the God
of Israel.

3. It must be particularly observed here also,

that Jesus could aft'ect this deaf and dumb man only
through His glance, His immediate revelation, Hia
signs, and maimer of action. So far this instance
stands alone ; for the youth who was deaf and dumb
through possession, ch. ix. 25, suffered not through
the seaMng up of his organs, but through the perver-

sion and violence done to his soul. So also the pos-
sessed who was dumb. Matt. ix. 82 ; and the de-

moniac who wag blind and dumb. Matt. xii. 22.

4. Our Christian institutions for the deaf and
dumb are an abiding monument of that miraculous
healing in the mountains : the natural development
of the miraculous act of our Lord. The healing of
the deaf and dumb by signs, was a type of the ift

struction of the deaf and dumb.
5. The Romish rite of baptism relies especially

on this miraculous history, because it exhibits the
use of several symbolical elements: 1. Separation
from the multitude : dedication of Christ in baptism.
2. The baptizing priest touches, with an Ephphatha,
the ears of the infant ; 3. moistens its nostrils with
saliva; 4. lays salt in its mouth. The Christian
Church should do all this in a real manner, and not
in a symbolical. As the symbol for it, and at the
same tune the reality of it, Christ instituted ample
baptism.

HOMILETICAIi AND PRACTICAL.

Sufferers to be brought to Jesus.—The healing
of the deaf and dumb ; or, the double disease and
the double cure in their reciprocal eoimection. 1 The
connection between deafness and the inability to
speak : a. in physical things ; b. in spiritual. 2. Right
speaking conditioned by right, hearing; in natural
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vife, in spiritual things.—He who does not persevere to

the end in hearing aright will surely cease by degrees

to speak aright.—The true obedience is of eminently

quiok and sure hearing.—The education of the deaf

and dumb man in faith : 1. He must yield himself

up to be led by the strange Wonder-worker, who can

Only speak to him by looks, into the wilderness; 2.

he must see His signs, especially the signs of His

prayer and His sighing ; S. he must hear his word of

power, that he may have his hearing and be able

also to speak.—The holy care of the Lord in all His

wonderful works, aiming ever at the glory of God's

name.—How the wonder-working majesty of Jesus

is joncealed in His humility.—Christ, as He went on

Hij way, opposed and avoided with the same decided

earnestness the heathenism which deified men and

the world, and the Judaism which deified the letter

and ceremonial observances.—Christ had to struggle

as well with superstition as with unbeUef, to exalt

bofti into faith.—All Christ's miracles were to the

honor of God : 1. All His miracles were miracles of

prayer, dependence on God, and strict union with

His Father ; 2. all His miracles were distinguished,

not only in their reason and their end, but also in

their form and manner, from the magical works of

the heathen world.—Christ ever conceals the thou-

sands of His miracles by the disguise of an unpre-

tending medium.—Christ in His whole being full of

Bavmg power.—The sighing of Christ and of His

Spirit (Rom. viiL 26) over the sin and the misery of

humanity and the creature.—The sympathy of Christ.

—Guilt and innocence in the popular proclamation

of Christ's works.—The words of His astonished

people: He hath done all things well : 1. In its hu-

man limitation ; 2. in its higher significance.—Con-

cerning redemption as concerning the creation, the

word holds good, The Lord hath done all things well

(Gen. i. 31) : 1. in the whole, 2. in the details.

Starke ;—Where Jesus goes in and out, there is

nought but blessing.

—

Canstein :
—^When we look at

the deaf and dumb, it should make us reverence all

the more the glorious gifts of hearing and speech,

and determine to use both prudently to the glory of

God,

—

Zeisids:—Most people can both hear and

speak ; but how great and how common is spiritual

deafness and dumbness !

—

Luthee :—Christ begins

His cure with the ears, and acts in accordance with

nature; since from hearing speaking comes: Ihkot)

begets viraKu-fip.—Lange :—Let us seek silence.—^A

Christian should often sigh over spiritual and bodily

misery.—The ears should be open for God, but shut

to the devil and the world.—It is a sign that the

tongue has been loosened by Christ, when the words

become holy, and the new song is sung to His glory

out of a new heart.

—

Quesnel :—The humihty of the

benefactor, and the thankfulness of him who has re-

ceived the benefit, may contend without damaging

peace in the heart.—Wondering at God's works is

well; but it should never end there.

—

Nova BiU.

Tub. .'—God doeth all things well, not only in healing

ind bmding up, but also in smiting and wounding.

—

ZEI8IU8 :—As Satan damages and ruins everything,

so, on the contrary, Christ repairs all things.—
Beaune :—The Lord guides all His own in varioui

ways, every one in his own ; but the goal for all ia

the great salvation longed for.—Jesus speaks th«

right language of signs to the deaf and dumb.

—

Gerlach:—The words, "He hath done all thingi

well," seem to express an anticipation of the new
creation.—Jesus finds His glory in the deaf ears of

hardened sinners, and in the speechless or restrained

tongues of unthankful, earthly-minded unbelievers.

Even from among them He takes many into solituda

with Him : His creating hand touches the sealed ear

and the idle tongue, His high priestly intercession

groans to the Father for them, and often His Eph-
phatha opens the ear and looses the bonds of their

tongue, so that they may speak plainly.—^Lisoo :

—

The turning of the eyes of Jesus towards heaven
should teach us to expect our help from thence, and
thither to direct our thanksgivings.— Schleiee-

MACHEE :—That love which could manifest itself so

mightily in the Redeemer is among us in our benev-

olent institutions. But if we ask what has driven

men to think upon this, we can say no more than

that it is the selfsame Spirit of love who is for ever

striving to meet and overcome all the woes and suf-

ferings of humanity.—What a great and wonderful

word is this " Be opened," which the Redeemer was
ever speaking throughout His whole manifestation,

and the influences of which have never ceased, but

will go on until the whole race of mankind have

come to the hearing and knowledge of His salvation,

and their tongues shall be loosed to the praise of the

Most High !

—

Hexibnee :—The significance of the

healing of the deaf and dumb (in its spiritual applica-

tion): 1. The person of the wretched one; 2. the lead-

ing him to Jesus ; 3. the action of our Lord; 4. His

looking up to heaven and sighing ; 5. His work ; 6.

His prohibition (the conversion of a sinner should

not be boastfully trumpeted to the world ; it should

exert its influence silently).—Christ the only Phy-

sician who can repair the mischiefs in God's creation.

—How much knowledge of God may come through

the senses.

—

Bauer :—How many are still deaf and

dumb towards the kingdom of God !

Klefekee :—Even in the sufferings of His crea-

ture man, God finds His glory.

—

Reinhaed ;—How
we, as Christians, should sanctify to our own good

the defects, infirmities, and sicknesses of our bodies.

—Huffell;—The Christian's look to heaven.—

Reinhaed:—The quiet unostentatious zeal with

which Christians should do good.

—

Thiess:—The

deaf and dumb man is a type of us.

—

Cohaed:—
He took him out of the crowd apart.

—

Bomhaed :

—

The Ephphatha of our Redeemer: 1. A word of

omnipotence and grace ; 2. great and glorious in its

effect ; 3. it is uttered to all of us ; 4. it is vain fo(

many ; 5. it proves its virtue on believers, ever mora

beautifully and abundantly ; 6. it will one day abol-

ish for ever all our fetters.

—

Rautenbbsq :—Ho bath

done all thmgs well : 1. Praise of His perfection-

wonder ; 2. praise of His benevolence—<hari/.g.viiig

3. praise of His glory—adc ration.
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5. The Miraculous Feeding of Four Thousand. Ch. VIII. 1-9.

(Parallel : Matt. xv. 32-39.)

In those days the multitude being very great,' and having nothing to eat, Jean]

called his disciples unto him, and saith unto them, I have compassion on ;he multitude

because they have now been with me° three days, and have nothing to eat; And if

send them away fasting to their own houses, they will faint by the way: for divers ol

them came from far. And his disciples answered him. From whence can a man satisfy

these men with bread here in the wilderness? And he asked them, How many loavea

6 have ye? And they said, Seven. And he commanded' the people to sit down on the

ground : and he took the seven loaves, and gave thanks, and brake, and gave to his

7 disciples to set before them ; and they did set them before the people. And thty had
8 a few small fishes : and he blessed, and commanded to set them also before them.* So

they did eat, and were filled : and they took up of the broken meat that was left, seven

9 baskets. And they that had eaten' were about four thousand : and he sent them away.

* Ver. 1.—Instead of jraiiAir<JAAov, B,, D., G., L., M.. A., [Vulgate, Coptic, Gothic, Lachmann, Tischendorf,] read iroAtF
ffoAAo)}.—The 6 'ItjctoO? is Jirobably an explanatory interpolation.

2 Ver. 2.—Moi is wanting in B., B., [Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer.]
3 Ver. 6.—B., D., L., A., [tiachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer:] Trapayye'AAei.
* Ver. 7.—Kal euAoyijcraff avTa eltriv KoX ravra napaTidiyaL. B., L., A., [Meyer.]
Ver. 9.—The ol 4'ay6yTes wanting in B., L., A., [Tischendorf, Meyer ;] following ch. vi. 44.

EXEGETIOAL A2s^D CEITICAl.

See on the parallels in Matthew.—Mark's second
miraculous feeding, with the following events, stands

m the same connection as Matthew's with the moun-
tain travels of our Lord. There is not in the slight-

est particular a difference between Matthew and
Mark. The representations of the second feeding
are more than ordinarily alilce in both : the begin-
ning and the end, especially, are essentially the same.

Ver. 7. And he blessed and commanded to
set them also.—The Evangelist distinguishes the
thaidisgiving over the fish as a particular act, with
the word ei\oyT)(Tas, while concerning the bread he
used evxapuniicTa^. Both acts of devotion are to be
regarded as benedictions of the food. But the prayer
of praise (eoAoyeiv) is related to the prayer of thanks-
giving, as praise is related to thanks : it is the same
thing carried to its higher pitch. That the thanks-
giving becomes here blessing, characterizes the sec-

ond act of the feeding, the festival anticipatory of
the great feast ; and it is all the more sublime as be-
ing pronounced over the IxOiSm o\iya. The follow-

ing Romanist distinction (Eeischl) is without founda-
tion :

" Thanksgiving (eucharist) Jesus presents as
man (and High-Priest) to the Father; but He Him-
self, as Lord and God, distributes the blessing of
omnipotence."

Ver. 8. Seven baskets.—Comp. the explana-
tions on Mattliew.

Ver. 9. About four thousand men.—Matthew
•dds : besides women and children.

DOCTBINAL AlfD ETHICAL.

\. See on the parallel passage in Matthew.—The
divine side of the second miraculous feedmg is pre-
«ented all the more expressly and clearly by the cir-

cumstance, that in the present instance the multitudes
of the people were more alien, the scene of it was a
place more desolate and remote from human habita-
iicm, the excitement of the people more intense ; not

to mention that Christ had just returned from an
extended and fatiguing journey. As it respects the
human side of the miracle, and its relation to the
measure of faith, we cannot fail to observe the cir-

cumstance that a more abundant provision of food
is made for a smaller number of the fed. As it re-

gards the difference between the fragments gathered
up in the two miracles respectively, we have to notice

the distinction between a-nvpiSis and Kotpwoi: the
former seem to have been vessels of larger capacity.

2. Staeke :—2irAa-)'X'"Tfi'^'" means such a fed-

ing of compassion as not only moves the mind, but
causes a physical emotion—the rush of blood, yearn-
ing of the bowels, &c.—likewise. The word is used
several times concerning our Saviour by the three

Evangelists. The greater the love of Jesus was, the
more susceptible was His sacred humanity of sym-
pathy.

3. The first miraculous feeding took place when
the malignity of Herod occasioned the Lord's de-
parture from Galilee ; the second, after He had re-

tired from Galilee before the hierarchical and phari-
saic party. Both times, as driven away, and as a
refugee. He took upon Himself, forgetting His owe
sorrow, the needs of all the people.

HOMILETICAl AlTD PRACITOAL.

See on Matthew.—Christ's compassion towards
the people was a compassion for their want of bread.—The Lord's resting-place after long travelling.—
Christ does not let His people depart without food.—Where Christ is in the midst, the multitudfe never
go away unfed.—The rebuke contained in the exam
pie of the people, who waited on Christ three days^
though they had nothing given them to eit.—The
impotence of the disciples, and the Lord's provident
care.—Christ's thanksgiving becomes blessing, whilst
the provision is diminishing.—Christ's roya. law for

the table.—The second miraculous feeding seemingly
less, but in fact more, wonderful than the first. 1
Seemingly less; there was more provision, and «
smaller number. 2. EeaUy greater : a. in regard t*
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the Lord (returning from long journey and much
labor) ; 6. in regard to the despondency of the dis-

ciples ; c. in regard to the foreign elements of which
the mass of this mountain-people was made up
(probably in part Gentiles).—Wells are made, as by
the Lord, so by the pilgrims of Zion, passing through
the valley of banishment, Ps. Ixxxiv.—The Lord's

heavenly peace in His earthly need : He is Himself
as a refugee in great straits, and yet feeds with com-
passion a host of thousands. 1. The peace of God
m the forgetfulness of His own distress. 2. The
self-renouncing love of others in this forgetfulness.—^To-day He gives the people a feast ; to-morrow all

sorrows await Him.
Stakke :—True brotherly love does not look so

much at the worthiness of the person as at his need
and naisery.—BeUevers may sometimes fall, even
though Jesus be near, into temporal difiBculties and
need ; but they do not and cannot come to harm or

perish, Kom. viii. 35-39.—The Lord knows our need
earlier and better than our complaints can tell Him.
—OsiANDEK :—How diiferent from these people are

some Christians amongst us, who can scarcely tarry

one hour with Christ's servants, hearing the divine

word !—Preachers should care not only for the souls,

but also for the bodies, of their hearers.

—

N'ova Bibl.

Tub.

:

—When we truly love Jesus, we think little of

the length or hardship of the way ; we care nothing

for want and weariness; but wait with Him, and
prefer the kingdom of God to all other things.—Our
unbelieving heart hangs on the means, and will be-

lieve nothing that it does not see, Matt. vi. 25-30.

—We should thank God for everything, even for our

scanty provision ; He is bound to us for nothing.

—

(The breaking of bread.) When God puts anything

into our hands, we should not keep it unbroken for

ourselves alone, but break and dispense abundantly

to others.

—

Canstein:—Preachers should dispense

Ave food of God's word among the people ; but they

should give to the multitude nothing which God has

not first put in their mouth and in their heart.—The
meek shall eat and be satisfied, Ps. xxii. 26.—The
gifts of God satisfy the heart.—In every fragment

there is God's blessing : therefore it is right to gather

up the fragments.—With God it is aU the same
whether there be little or much.

—

Schleiermaohee ;

—He kept them near Him, and distributed spiritual

gifts ; nor did He remember their earthly need until

He had found that they were filled with desires thai
extended much further. And this is the divine order,

in this connection, between the spiritual and the

temporal. All earthly things, so far as they go
beyond necessity, have value only so far as they arc
connected with the spiritual.

Heubner :—Perseverance in hearing the word of

God.—The design of Providence in letting us en-

counter earthly need.—Have we sought diligently,

and first of all, heavenly things?—Trust in God
when the season of scarcity comes.—The prevenient
providence of God, and His anticipating care.—The
Christian's attention to his neighbor's need.—God
can bring help by small means.—Giving is better

than receiving.—Christ's miracle as a figure of the
miracle of divine sustentation.—Jesus as House-
holder.—The Christian householder after the pattern
of Jesus: 1. Watchfulness, and attention to all

needs ; 2. love and sympathy for the distress of each

;

3. trust in God when the question is. Whence shall

we get ? (Do the best : God will do the rest in Hia
own way) ; 4. spiritual care of all who belong to

Him.—How our partaking of food maybe sanctified,—Eambach :—How may the Christian give God His
honor in the enjoyment of his daily food?

—

Mar-
HEiNEKE :—The Christian should always see a highe*

significance in the means of his daily sustentation.—

Harms :—Instruction concerning table-worship.—
DiETSCH :—The miracle in our nourishment.—Hni^
PELL :—The divine blessing on our food.

—

Mehliss :

—The glorifying of God in the care of His creatures.—Reinhaed ;—The connection between the necessity

of nourishment in order to the sustentation of our

bodies, and the growth and nourishment of our souls,—Valerius Herbeeger:—How should the guests

at God's table comport themselves ?

—

Hetjbner :—
Jesus the people's holy Friend.

—

Burk:— Jesua

Christ supplies all our need out of His riches in

glory.

—

Stier:—The miraculous blessing of God's

power, as shown, 1. in the domain of nature, and 2.

in the kingdom of grace.

—

Ulber :—The meal bless-

ed by prayer.—The compassionate heart of Jesua

moaning over all our misery.

—

Couard:—Reproof

of the prevalent complaint over hard times.

—

Rein-

hard :—Christian benevolence at a tune of general

need.

—

Bauer:—When Christ's blessing rests on

anything, it becomes infinitely more than it was in

the hands of men.

EIGHTH SECTIOIf.

THE DECISIVE CONFLICT OF JESUS WITH THE PHARISEES IN GALILEE, AND HIS

RETURN TO THE EASTERN SIDE OF THE SEA. PREPARATIONS FOR THE NEW
CHURCH.

Ohaptbes Vm. 10—IX. 29.

1. Betam to the GaliUan Shore. Conflict; Rdurn; the Leaven of the Pharisees and the Leaven */

Herod. Ch. VHL 10-21.

(Parallel : Matt. xvi. 1-12.)

10 And straightwaj he entered into a [the] ship with his disciples, and came into th«

11 parte of Dalmanntha. And the Pharisees came forth, and began to question with him,

12 seeking of him a sign from heaven, tempting him. And he sighed deeply in his spmt,
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and saith, Why doth this generation seek after a sign? Verily I say unto you, There

13 shall no sign be given unto this generation. And he left theiQ, and entering into the

14 ship again,' departed to the other side. Now [And] the disciples had forgotten to take

15 bread, neither had they in the ship with them more than one loaf. And he charged

them, saying, Take heed, beware of the leaven of the Pharisees, and o/the leaven of

16 Herod. And they reasoned among themselves, saying,^ It is because we have no bread.

IV And when Jesus knew it, he saith unto them, Why reason ye because ye have no
bread? perceive ye not, neither understand? have ye your heart yet' hardened?

18 Having eyes, see ye not? and having ears, hear ye not? and do ye not remember,
19 When I brake the five loaves among five thousand, how many baskets full of fragments

20 took ye up ? They say unto him, Twelve. And when the seven among four thousand,

21 how many baskets full of fragments took ye up? And they said. Seven. And he said

unto them, How^ is it that ye do not understand?

* Ver. 13.—The iTaAti'_precedes e/x^a?, according to B,, C, D,, L., A. Eis to -nXolov iRecepUi), or ci? irXolov (Lachmann,
after A., E., F.), wanting m B., C, L., D., and omitted by Tischendorf [and Meyer].

^ Ver. 16.—The Ae'yovres wanting in B., D., and Itala ; and B., Itala read exovo'ii' for exo/xcy. So Lachmann and
Tischendorf.

3 Ver. 17.—'Eti not in B., C, D., li., A., [Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer.]
* Ver. 21.—Lachmann ; irws ouirw, according to A., D., M. Tischendorf merely ovnw, according to C, L., D. Sa

Mayer.

the political and hierarchical party. According to

Matt. xvi. 1, 2, the Sadducees were leagued Tvith

them. The act, therefore, was not merely an act of
the Pharisaic school, but the act of the priests and
poUticians. Mark merges the Sadducees in the Phari-
sees

; for they hypocritically played the Pharisee,
inasmuch as they demanded a sign from heaven, al-

though they believed in no such thing.-^And began.
—They had made their arrangements for a decisive
contest, which began with the demand of the sign
from heaven. For this sign, see on Mattlieio, p. 287.

Sighed deeply in His spirit.—Comp. ch. vii.

34. He sighed so deeply, not merely in general
sorrow for the hardened imbelief of these men, but
also in the feeling that the decisive crisis of sever-
ance from the predominant party had come. For
the demand of a sign from heaven was a demand
that He should, as the Messiah of their expectation,
accredit Himself by a great miracle; thus it was
fundamentally similar to the temptation in the wil-

derness, which He had repelled and overcome. But
His deep sigh also signifies here the holding in of
His judicial power, the silent resolution to enter
upon the path of tribulation. Hence the refusal of
the sign is immediate, and in the form of an affirma^
tion most strongly uttered. It is to be observed that,
the article being wanting, the nature of the sign
from heaven is left free to Him : He was to perform
a sign from heaven, which should be acknowledged
as the sign from heaven.

Ver. 15. And the leaven of Herod.— Set
on Matthew ; and for the combination of Pharisee)
and Herodians, compare the notes on Mark iii. 6
The one passage depends on the other ; and it is ob-
servable how Mark both times gives marked promi-
nence to this hypocritical and malignant combination
of extreme parties. Meyer concludes from Matt. xiv.

2 that Herod was no Sadducee. But that passage
must not be pressed too far. Herod certainly coin-
cided with the anti-scriptural, anti-Messianic, Hel-
leniring universalism of the Sadducees, although ho
did not adhere to their party in its dogmatic views
and coloring. Thus we have here only two aspects
of the same idea. The Jewish dependence upon tra>
ditiona and human ordinances, and the Jewish freij.

thinking, form in their respective principles the two
kinds of leaven which the disciples were to guard
against. Compare oh Matthew,

EXEGETICAL AND CB.ITICAI,.

See on MatCkem.—What follows is here closely

and certainly connected with the preceding ; and in

this Matthew and Mark concur, as also in the es-

sentials of the whole. Mark passes over the rebuke
of Christ in relation to the Pharisees' knowledge of

the weather, and also the sign of Jonas. On the

other hand, he mentions the Lord's deep sighing.

He notices the circumstance th.it the disciples had
with them in the ship one loaf. Instead of the

leaven of the Sadducees, he has the leaven of Herod
;

and he gives most keenly the Lord's rebuke of the
unbeUef of the disciples.

Ver. 10. Dalmanutha was a small place, not
otherwise known ; it lay probably in the district of
Magdala, where, according to Matthew, Jesus landed.

Kobinsou (iii. 514) leaves it undecided whether or

not the present village of Delhemija is its modern
representative. The specifications of locality by the
two Evangehsts, respectively, are not to be referred

to any hypothesis of earlier and later accounts:

Matthew's narrative has a more general cast, and
Mark's a more special, in these respects. The land-

ing was manifestly in a desert and unfrequented place

;

and the reason of this was, that the Galilean party

of Pharisees were on the alert to seize Jesus, in

order to bring Him under a judicical process ; for

this purpose having many spies abroad. The first

illustration of this is found in Mark ii. 6 ; the second,

ch. iii. 22 ; the third (in connection with ch. vi. 29-

31), ch. vii. 1. That allegation touching neglect of
purifyings, which the Pharisees, in connection with
the scribes from Jerusalem, made against Hiui, is

carried out here into its last issues.

Ver. 11. And the Pharisees came forth.

—

Meyer: "Out of their dwellings in that country."
People generally come out of their dwellings; but
these men came forth as spies out of a hiding-place;

and their coming was proof that the most extreme
care as to the circumstances of the landing of Jesus,

in a quiet place and in the dead of night, could no
longer protect the Lord from their eyes {tee on Mat-
ihew and Lebeti Je»u, ii. 875). On the western side

of the sea there might be, here and there, rich

mansions, belonging to Herodian courtiers, which
Were well adapted to be loopholes of observance for
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DOCTHINAIi AlTD ETHICAIi.

1. See on the parallel in Matthew.—The debasing
effects of party spirit. The Sadduceea must here
Bubmlt to the Pharisees, and be merged in them.

2. As it regards the desired sign from heaven, it

is to be observed further: 1. As they aaked for a
sign from heaven, they demanded the decisively at-

testing sign expected from heaven. 2. The conse-
uence of this authentication would have been, that

Christ must have come forward as a Messiah in their

sense. Hence it is said that they tempted Him. The
demand of a sign from heaven was like the tempta-
tion in the wilderness. The Lord had hitherto, since

that time, escaped any such demand. If He now
refused it. His death was certain. S. The demand
was so far not absolutely hostile, as they were still

disposed to accept Christ, if He would adapt Himself

to their views, and become a party instrument for

their purposes. (See on Matthew.) 4. The sign from
heaven which Christ denied to the Pharisees, stood

in close relation with the sign of Jonas. The denial

of the one was the announcement of the other. 5.

What He denied to the Pharisees, He provided soon
afterwards for the three chosen disciples on the

Mount : the heavenly sign of His transfiguration.

8. The sighs of Jesus.—The Lord's sigh (ch. vii.

84) was the sigh of self-devoting mercy to the world

;

His deep sigh (ch. viii. 12) was the restraint and hold-

ing back of His judicial power over the world, under

the holy resolution to suffer for it. The sigh of the

Lion of Judah over the hardening of His enemies

;

the prophecy of His path of suffering, but also the

prophecy of the world's judgment. The groaning

of His spirit was, 1. a sighing from the depths of

His being, 2. in the all-embracing glance of His con-

Boiousness over the path of His own suffering, and

the path of the world's wretchedness.

4. JKe return of Jesus.—Not without a plan,

but as the result of His last experience, Jesus now
returns back to the eastern bank. It is clear to His

consciousness that He must now go up to confront

His death. He therefore needed solitude, that He
might regulate the process of His departure. And
to this there was necessary, 1. the confirmation of

the disciples in faith for the establishment of the

new Church, and 2. the provision that His death

should take place at the right time and in the

right way.

homtleticaij and PEACTICAL

See on MaUhew.—The Pharisees perfect spies on

all our Lord's ways.—The Lord cannot escape the

Pharisees, and therefore the Pharisees cannot escape

the Lord.—The demand of a sign from heaven: the

tempting crisis that our Lord foresaw in the wilder-

ness.—The confusion of the disciples, occasioned by

this decisive conflict (and shown in the forgetting of

bread, and anxiety about it), as opposed to the di-

vine repose of the Lord : a prelude of their con-

tusion on the eve of the Passion.—The great decisive

No of the Lord.—The Lord's deep sigh in its great

Bignificance : 1. A silent and yet decisive sign of His

conflict and of His victory ; 2. an unuttered word,

which contains a world of divine words ; 3. a fulfil-

ment of the primitive prophecy concerning the breach

between the external and the spiritual Israel ; 4. a

pophecy which stretches forward to the cross and

the final judgment.—The infinite meaning of thil

sigh of Christ: 1. As a breathing forth of the divin«

patience over the visible world (Omnipotence restrain-

ing itself in love and wisdom, when dealing with th«

enmity of the free will of the world) ; 2. a collective

expression of all the sufferings and of all the patience

of Christ; 3. a declaration of all the incarnata

sorrow and endurance of the Lord in His Church.

—

The significance of sighs: 1. In the creature (Rom
viii. 22) ; 2. in humanity, and in the kingdom of Goc
(Rom. viii. 23; 2 Cor. v. 2; Rev. vi. 10).—The return

of Christ to the other bank : a sign of His return

back to the other world.—How little the disciples

understood that crisis.—The last loaf in the ship,

the last loaf in the house (the last meal, the last

piece of money, the last sheet-anchor).—In this mat-
ter, mark, 1. the disciples' spirit: they misinterpret

the most sublime and the most spiritual things

through their own over-anxiety ; 2. the Lord's spirit

;

He makes provision for the testing of His disciples,

especially now.—The displeasure of Christ at the

lack of spiritual development among His own dis-

ciples.—True remembering, in its full import: 1.

Christian wakefulness ; 2. Christian life ; 3. Christian

progress.—The influence of the Holy Spirit, and life

in the Spirit : bringing to remembrance (John xiv,

26; xvi. 13).—The retreat of Jesus in order to ar

range His death.

Starke :—Many desire new wonders ; and when
they have thought they have seen them, have not yet

turned to God.—It is not becoming to prescribe to

God the means by which we are to arrive at divine

knowledge and blessedness.

—

Hedinger :—Ingrati-

tude drives Christ away.

—

Qoesnel :—It is a fearful

judgment when the truth altogether forsakes men,
and they are left to themselves.—Forgetfulness gives

an opportunity for new Instruction ; and therefore

even their failings should be turned to account by
believers.

—

Cramer :
—^Faithful teachers should, after

the example of the Great Shepherd, dilifl;ently warn
their sheep against false doctrine and false teachers

(against every evil leaven to the right or left).—Out
of one error many others gradually arise, so that

the whole system of reUgion may become perverted,

— QuESNEL : — Concerning the tendency to Sad-

duceism among courtiers.—The weaker our faith is,

the more anxious and troubled we are about bodily

need, and the more likely to make spiritual posses-

sions of less account.

—

Osiander:—Ministers must
be always ready to exhort their hearers with severity

and to rouse them out of the sleep of security.

Braune:—When, after a joyful event, or the

attamment of a great success, one is suddenly op-

posed by an obstinate contradiction, the result is

often great disquietude or blank despondency. The
Lord, whose case this was on the present occasion,

knew very well what He would do, and did it with-

out any restraint Let all men learn this. They
need the lesson in their family circles, and in their

civil and political relations, whether more or less

exalted.—Scarcely had Jesus ended with His enemies,

when He must begin again with His friends.—Before

His spirit rose the whole wickedness of His enemies'

spirit, so perverse in itself, pervading with evil th«

whole of the people, and invading even His disciples.

It had already seized and possessed the mind of

Judas, 1 Cor. v. 7, 8.

ScHLEiEEMACHER :—^Thc Redeemer often uses tht

idea of leaven, as something of which only a littls

is needed in order to make the whole like itself.—In

truth, He wag the leaven, in the form of a servant
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indeed, destined to penetrate the whole maaa of

mankind and all human Ufe ty the divine power

dwelling in Him.—If ye use only a little of the

leaven of the Pharisees, ye will very soon be per-

vaded throughout with its influence.—The leaven of

Herod : the family of Herod was a foreign one ; they

held to the law, and affected much devotion to cere-

monial ordinances, in order to attach the people more

firmly to themselves. The disciples must not UB«

Christianity as something that might exert a good

influence upon their external condition.—We must

be pure disciples of the Master, and desire nothing

but the pure kingdom of God.—Gossner (on ver.

19);—This is a test. They had the whole history

in their head and memory, but they did not under

stand how to apply it.

2. The Blind Man in Eastern BetTisaida, Vers. 22-26.

22 And he cotneth ' to Bethsaida ; and they bring a bUnd man unto him, and besought

23 him to touch him. And he took the bhnd man by the hand, and led him out of the

town ; and when he had spit on bis eyes, and put his hands upon him, he asked him if

24 he saw aught. And he looked up, and said, I see [the] men as trees, walking.'

25 After that he put his hands again upon his eyes, and made him look up : and he was

26 restored, and saw' every man clearly. And he sent him away to his house [home],

saying, Neither go into the town, nor tell it to any in the town.*

1 Ver. 22.—The Plural, tpxovrai, after B., C, D. liEcIimanu, Tischendorf, [Meyer.]
* Ver. 24.—The beautiiiu reading : pK^irio tov^ avdptinrovt^ ort toff SfvSpa opS} irepiiraTovvra^ is adopted by Meyer,

I/achmann, Tischendorf, following [A., B., 0.*, E., P., G., K., L., M., A., Gothic, Theophylaot, Euthymlus. (D.and most

of the "Versions have the Received Text).]
3 Ver. 2a.—Tischendorf, [Meyer,] 5te'j8\ei/f€i/, after B., C.*, L., A., &c.
* Ver. 26.—The Ileceived Test and Lachmann follow Cod. A. Tischendorf, following B., L., Coptic, omits the clause

nrfii eis . . . Kufij].

mountain-range, a district to which Jesus subse-

quently returned.— A blind man,—What follows

shows that he was not born blind, but had become

so. He had evidently seen men and trees aforetime.

Ver. 23. And led him out of the town.—
Here the separation from all others is still mora

effectual than in the case of the healing of the deaf

and dumb man, ch. vii. 33. In addition to the mo-

tive already mentioned for performing His works as

much as possible in retirement, viz., that He might

insure His own decease in Jerusalem, we may assume

that there was also a paediigogic element that ia-

fluenced Him on the present occasion. The deaf

and dumb man could not hear His voice, but only see

His signs ; this blind man could not see Him, he

could only hear Him speak and feel His hand. Thus

it was a test and a discipline of his faith, when he

was led into solitude : a. test and exercise which prob-

ably was still much needed by him.—And when
He had spit on his eyes.

—

See the notes on ch.

vii. 33 and John ix.

Ver. 24. I see men.—^Expression of joy.—As
trees j that is, I see men walking, large and uiiformed

as trees. A distinct figure of an indistinct, twilight

beholding. It was the first stage of healing. Ac-

cording to Euthymlus Zigabenus, He healed the man
by degrees, because his faitli was weak, and the

gradual experience of recovered sight would lead him

to a higher degree of faith. In relation to this, we

may observe the strikingly passive bearing of this

blind man, as of the deaf and dumb man before."

with this we may compare the passiveness of the im

potent man at Bethesda, John v. According to els'

hausen, a too rapid process of recovery might hive

been injurious, and the gradual cure had regard to

the eyes themselves. But this and the preceding

notion we leave to the reader's consideration ; thej

may have a certain degree of force. But if we com-

bine all the traits of this and the foregoing histoiyi

we see that Jesus designedly repressed the fame vl

EXEGETICAL AND CBITICAL.

Mark alone records this history of Christ's heal-

ing miracles during the time of His final mountain-

travels along the Gaulonite range, on the eastern

side of the Jordan and the Sea of Galilee. The re-

membrances of Peter preserved for us these special

treasures, belonging to a time so preeminently me-

morable to him and his spiritual development. But

we have too often observed the peculiar feeling of

Mark for the gradual, natural, progressive develop-

ment of the kingdom of God {see his record of the

Jiarables, and the final miracles), not to perceive that

-his period of the ministry and work of Jesus would

«trongly rivet his attention.

Ver. 22. To Bethsaida It is evident that the

Bethsaida of the western coast, in Galilee (John xii.

21), is not here meant, as Theophylact and others

have supposed ; but, as Grotius rightly perceived, it

was Bethsaida Juliaa, which lay upon the north-

eastern coast of the Sea of Tiberias. Eeland was

the first to indicate that there were two Bethsaidas.

Josephus tells us {Anlig. 18, 2, 1), that the tetrarch

Philip, who ruled only in the eastern part of Galilee,

made the village of Bethsaida into a town, and
named it Julias, after the daughter of Augustus.

{See also Be Bell. Jud. 11, 9, 1 ; and Jerome on Mat-

thew ivi.) According to Pliny (ifwit Nat. v. 15),

Julias was situated on the farther coast of the Sea of

Galilee ; according to Josephus, on the Jordan, 120

stadia above its junction with the sea. Pococke
thought the ruins of Taluy, on the east side of the

Jordan, marked the ancient Julias ; Seetzen thought

the same of a little village, Tellanihje; and Robin-

son, the ruins of Et-Tell. According to Luke ix. 10,

the first miraculous feeding also took place in a de-

sert place near this same Bethsaida. See Von Rau-
MER, Paleestina, p. 109. Bethsaida lay in the way
from the sea towards Caesarea PhiUppi, in the higher
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His ni/raculoDS works in a district where He was
seeking an asylum of perfect retirement, in order to

settle everything with His disciples ; at a time, too,

when, for their sake and His own, absolute solitude

was essentially necessary with reference to the deci-

sion of the future. But the symbolical significance

of these miraculous dealings—as bringing the divine

power into gradual contact and contest with human
nature—was more expressly brought out for the in-

struction of His disciples than in most of His miracles

of healing.—The persons who appeared to the half-

seeing man were probably his companions, and other

sympathizing people, who looked on in restless

motion.

Ver. 26. To his house.—He did not belong to

Bethsaida, and he must go immediately from the

place to his own home—^not even to the village to

which he had already come. Indeed, he was not to

mention it to any one belonging to that village, and
whom he might meet in the way. This explanation

of the last expression ["any in the town"] is not,

as Meyer terms it, an invention to meet the diffi-

culty ; it is the obvious and only natural meaning of

the expression. Even the man's companions should

find him recovered and seeing, only when they

reached home ; that is, if they were not permitted to

be present at the healing.

DOCTMNAI, AND ETHICAL.

1. Christ sought with His disciples the deepest

solitude among the mountains. His feeling was that

of an anticipation of His death, and all things in Che

signs of the times said, Set Thine house, Tliy Church,

in order ! In this journey the people who brought

the blind man interrupted Him, and there seemed
danger of His way being embarrassed. It is true

that this did not hinder His healing the man, but He
healed him in the most undemonstrative and hidden

manner. The secrecy of the performance was paral-

leled by the extraordinary care with which He sent

the blind man to his own house, under a prohibition

to speak to any man in the neighborhood concerning

the miracle. The bhnd man, however, was not

merely a means to an end ; his own spiritual edifica-

tion was in question also. Since his faith was weak,

his spiritual state required the protection of solitude

:

only in the profoundest silence could the blessing of

his experience ripen into perfection. But, thirdly,

we must not forget the Lord's reference to those who
surrounded the blind man. They asked that He
would touch hun. To this demand for an instant act,

followed by an instant influence, the Lord opposed

His own slow and circumstantial method of proce-

dure. So also in the case of the deaf and dumb man
of the same country : they asked Him that He would

lay His hand upon the man. And if in this district

of indistinct, hsdf-heathen notions there was any idea

arising of a magical influence on the part of Christ,

His wisdom dispersed these foolish imaginations. He
made prominent, 1. the religious aspect of the act

;

and 2. the struggle iu His o xn spirit connected with

its performauce.

2. This present narrative illustrates how Christ

performed His miracles in the most absolute self-

renunciation ( at the most unseasonable time) ; with

the most profound humility (without any desire for

honor among men) ; and with the most supreme wis-

dcm and co^dence.

3. The healing of the blind man at Bethsaida,
like some other sinular miracles, was especially fitted

and intended to exhibit the harmony of miracle with
nature, the natural elements in the miracle, the grad-
ual entrance of the divine power into the old nature,

and its issues in the new nature.

HOMILETIOAL AND PBAOTIOAL.

The Lord, deeply occupied with thoughts of His
cross and of His death, does not repel as an inter-

ruption the cry of the wretched.—The festal season
of the Prophet's miracles is passing away, because the

season of the high-priestly miraculous sufiferings is

drawing near.— The healing of the blind man at

Bethsaida a testimony of the heavenly wisdom of the
Lord: 1. In respect to Himself; 2. in respect to the

blind man : he should not first see the multitudes of
starers in the street, but the Lord in His solitary

glory, and thus would he be taught more fully th«

lesson of faith ; 3. in respect to the people around

;

4. in respect to the disciples.—Abundant as was the

inward life of Christ, His acts are equally abundant
in their forms.—Christ, in performing His miracles,

avoided a fixed and uniform maimer, in order to ob-

viate all the idle, superstitious notions of a magical
influence.— How the mind, contemplating the same
unchanging fundamental forms, has a tendency to

become mechanical in its views.—As the wonder-

working power of Christ's hand wrought in many
fleeting forms of action, so also the fundamental

forms of the ministerial work of the Church, in

teaching, worship, and life, should be moulded, moved,
aud inspired by the life of the Divine Spirit.—The
education of the blind man into faith.—The gradual

return of the bhnd man's sight, a type of the grad-

ual illumination of the soul.— Even the spiritually

awakened see at first men as trees, unformed, without

definite distinction.—I see men as trees. This rep-

resents, as it may be viewed, different conditions of

the spiritual life : 1. It is a happy state, if it is the

first stage towards clearly seeing in perfect knowl

edge ; 2. it is a gloomy and uncertain state, if the

Christian should remain in it; 3. worst of all, if

through his own guilt he should return to this stage,

falling into the new blindness of despair, — The
blessed experience of the first believing look: a

strengthening of faith, which becomes the transition

to perfect sight.— Go not into the town : a solemn

word concerning Bethsaida.—Bethsaida the modem
city of the world, with an imperial name, and Beth-

saida the town of the fishermen : the bright and the

dark side.—How Jesus avoids the fame of His works,

in order that He may seek in the shame of His suf-

ferings His highest honor and glory.

Stahkk :—Christ's gifts within us change with

times.—CiNSTEiN:—A weak and sUght beginning is

yet a beginning ; and in God's methods a little is in-

tended to become gradually greater.

—

Quesnel:—
The cure of spiritual blindness is only begun on earth;

it will be fully accomplished only in heaven.

—

Osias-

DER :— God often turns away our misfortune, and

mends our unhappiness, by slow degrees : have pa-

tience !— SoUtude and silence after conversion is

much safer than much talk and running about.

—

We should let the truth take firm root in us, befor*

we speak much about it.—The converted man must

take care not to turn round again to the world.—

Canstein :—Fearful judgment, when God reckons §
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man, or a city, or a land, no longer worthy of the

knowledge of His word and works.

Geelach :—The gradualness of the operation is

often our first inward assurance of the certainty of

the change.

—

Riebek:—Do not despise slight means
[referring to the application of spittle].

—

Beatjne :

—

Men must be ever known, not as trees, as perishable

plants, but as rational creatures, called to eternal

glory.—First of all, however, the blind man came to

know Jesus aright ; to know Him clearly is eteriub

life.

ScHLEiEEMACHEE :—The cure of the blind man
in its resemblance to the next section : 1. The with-

drawing to a place apart (special reasons for this in

both cases respectively) ; 2. the gradual work (men
as trees ; obscure views concerning Christ) ; 3. tha

Redeemer's care as to what men say of Him ; 4. tho

sight restored, and the confession of Peter.

S. The Opinions of the People, and Peter's Confession,. Pre-announcement of Bis Sufferings, The Pr»-

sumption of Peter. Christ's Teaching concerning Cross-bearing. Ch. VIH. 27—IX. 1.

(Parallels : Matt. xvJ. lS-28 ; Luke ix. 18-27.)

27 And Jesus went out and his disciples into the towns of Csesarea Philippi: and by
the way he asked his disciples, saying unto them, Whom do men say that I am 7

28 And they answered,' John the Baptist: but some say, Elias; and others. One of the

29 prophets. And he said unto them,' But whom say ye that I am? And Peter answer-

30 eth and saith unto him. Thou art the Christ. And he charged them that they should

31 tell no man of [respecting] him. And he began to teach them, that the Son of man
must suflfer many things, and be rejected of [by] the elders, and of the chief priests, and

32 scribes, and be killed, and after three days rise again. And he spake that saying

33 openly. And Peter took him, and began to rebuke him. But when he had turned

about, and looked on his disciples, he rebuked Peter, saying. Get thee behind me,

Satan : for thou savourest [mindest] not the things that be of God, but the things that

34 be of men. And when he had called the people unto him with his disciples also, he
said unto them, Whosoever' will come after me, let him deny himself, and take up his

35 cross, and follow me. For whosoever will save his life* shall lose it; but whosoever
36 shall lose his life for my sake and the Gospel's, the same shall save it. For what shall

37 it proiit a man, if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his own soul? Or what* shall

38 a man give in exchange [as a ransom] for his soul? Whosoever therefore shall be
ashamed of me, and of my words, in this adulterous and sinful generation, of him also

shall the Son of man be ashamed, when he cometh in the glory of his Father, with the

holy angels.

1 And he said unto them. Verily I say unto you, That there be some of them that

stand here, which shall not taste of death, till they have seen the kingdom of God come
with power.

* Ver. 28.—According to B., C.*, D., L., A., [Vulgate, Itala,! Laclimaiin, and Tischendorf add avrw Aeyowe9. [Super*
fluouB, and therefore more likely to lie omitted than added. (Meyer.)]

2 Ver. 29.—'EjnjpuJTa auTouy, instead of Ae'yei avrois, after B., C, D., is the reading of Lachmann, Tischendorf, [and
Meyer.]

3 Ver. 34.—B., C.*, D., L., A., [Vulgate, Itala, Laclanmnn, Tischendorf,] read et rts instead of octtis. A., B., Laoh-
mann, Tischendorf have e\Qelv instead of aKoKovBalv.

* Ver. 35.—Tijc >^vx'i]v auroy, Codd. A., D., liachmann. (TV savroS ^vxriv, Griesbach, Scholz, Tischendorf.)
^ Ver. 37.—Tischendorf, ri yap, instead of ^ Tt, after B., L., A. ; he also omits Swcrec avSpiiiiroi.

as elsewhere, Peter, Mark's informant and voncher,
omitted or kept in reserve points which tended to

his own honor. On the other hand, Mark states pro-
minently that the Lord's prediction of Hia passion
was part of the instruction which He openly gave

;

he also quotes the Saviour's rebuking word to Peter,
"Satan," without any of the definite explanatory
particulars which Matthew gives, and without Christ's
" Thou art to Me a trKivSaKof." Mark speaks of tha
people as also called by Jesus to hear the statement
ofthe universal law of suffering in the kingdom ofGod
He alone has the emphatic word, that he who ib

ashamed of the Lord is ashamed ofHim (in a disgrace-
ful manner) hi an adulterous and sinful generation.
In conclusion, Mark represents the coming of Chriit
more expressly than the other two Erangelista aai

EXEGETIOAI, AITD CMTICAL,

See on MattTieta and Luke.—In respect to time,

this is another section which stands in strict internal

connection with the preceding crises. There are
some important peculiarities in Mark. Matthew men-
tions the district of Csesarea PhiUppi, Mark the vil-

lages which surrounded it, as the first goal at which
our Lord aimed

; and the latter transfers the question

to the way thither. Among the people's thoughts
and verdicts concerning Jesus, he omits the mention
of Jeremiah. It is observable that he leaves out the
benediction of Peter, and the special prerogative as-

signed to him after his confession. Luke also omits
these, while Matthew details them all in full. Here,
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Mining in power (majesty) j while Luke speaks of
Bis kingdom, and Matthew of His appearing in that
kingdom.

Ver. 81. After tliree days.—General and pop-
ular way of speakmg, instead of "on the third
day," which afterwards is used as the more definite

itatement.

Ver. 34. And when He had called the
people unto Him This scarcely requires us to
understand great multitudes. But Christ makes the
people who were present sharers in this part of His
mstruction, in order to impress it the more upon His
disciples that the way of suffering was absolutely im-
perative, and in order to lay down the fundamental
laws of self-denial and holy suffering in all their uni-
versality of application.

Ver. 37. In exchange for: ransom-price.

—

The avTaWayfia is the counter-price antithetic to the
price, &\Kayfiu. The price which the earthly-minded
^ves for the world, the StWaytia, is hin soul. But,
after having laid that down as the price, what has
he for an ai/ToWayna, to buy the soul back again ?

Ch. ix. ver. 1. There be. some of them that
(and here.—See on Matthew.

DOCTEINAI, ABD ETHICAL.

1. See on the parallels of Matthew and Lulce.

2. According to Mark, Jesus first called and col-

lected the Twelve in the villages outside of Nazareth
(oh. vi. 6, 7); then, in the villages of Caesarea Phi-
lippi, again gathering them together and coufii-ming

them. Solitude and sequestered probation, a condi-

tion of establishment and confirmation in the spirit-

ual office.

3. It is of great significance that Peter does not,

in his own Gospel, once mention the word of Christ

concerning Ma own personal priority among the

Apostles, least of all as the institution of an official

primacy.

4. So it is to be observed how strictly, according

to Mark, the confession of Christ is conjoined with

the announcement of His passion, and with the re-

quirement of following Him in the way of the Cross.

6. Let him take up his cross.—An obscure inti-

mation of His own approaching suffering upon the

cross, which, even in its general terms, gave a definite

meaning. Let him hold himself ready to follow Me,
regarded as the vilest malefactor, and exposed to the

deepest shame and the most cruel death. The cross

of Christ, as such, is not a kind of suffering which is

the natural consequence of sin, but which crosses

the views of an ideal or newly awakened higher

life.

HOMILETICAIi AND PEACTICAI..

See on Matthew ; and compare Luke^a paralleL

—

Phe question of Christ: "Whom say the people that

( am? " a means of exciting a definite Christian con-

sciousness, in opposition to the uncertain notions of

the world.—The answer of the disciples in all its

^gnificance : 1. No man says, and no man could say

without madness, that Christ was nothing, or a person

of no importance. 2. The scorners and slanderers

of Christ are not regarded or alluded to. 3. The
testimonies or opinions : a. John the Baptist (accord-

ing to Herod, returned from the dead) : thus Chris-

li^ty was something ^lostly and preternatural.

b. Elias (in the sense of Malachi) : thus they weix; nol
able to distmguish Elias from Christ. Christianity
seemed to them as a power exerted after the mannei
of Elias

;
thus in a spiritual sense as something legaL

c. One of the prophets : something indefinite, a spirit
ual power, which none could clearly understand.—
The question was not, what the people said concern
mg Christ, but what the Apostles said concemma
Him.—Christ could be preached as the Christ of al
the worid, only after the fulfilment of His passion oa
the Crucified and the Risen. The confession of Hia
people was to the Lord no sign that He would escape
from suffering, but a certain sign that He would suf-
fer.—What it means, that the Lord announces His
sufferings to the disciples without any restraint : 1.
In reference to Himself, 2. to the disciples, 3. to the
world.—Only after we have known the person of our
Lord in His word and work, can we understand and
bear the knowledge of Christ's work in His passion.—The true confession of Christ must be confirmed
by a readiness to follow Him.— The suffering of
Christ is a divine sympathy : 1. As suffering through
and for iha world, it sprang from His sympathy with
the world ; 2. it establishes a divine sympathy in the
world, as suffering on its own account and with
Christ.—Self-renunciation of the believer is the soul
of the confession of Christ.—The fundamentals of
the Christian fellowship: I. Its fundamental laws;
1. The true denier (of himself) is the true confessor;
2. the true cross-bearer is the true knight of the
cross ; 3. the true follower (after Christ in obedience)
is the true conqueror. II. Its grounds : 1. He who
wUl save his life in self-seeking, shall lose it ; he who
loses it in devotion to Christ, shall gain it. 2. He
who lays down his soul to win the world, loses with
his soul the world also

; he who has gained his soul,

has with his soul gained the world also. 3. To seek
honor in the world while ashamed of Christ, leads to
infamy before the throne of Christ; but shame in
the world leads to honor with Him. 4. Readiness to

die with Christ leads through death to the day of
eternal glory.—It is in self-denial that we first find

our true selves, recovering our personality again.

—

True self-denial is the raising of our buried per-

sonality out of the grave of self-deceptions.—The
false and the true self,—How shameful to be ashamed
of Christ in an adulterous and sinful generation : 1.

As the deification of a vanishing honor, which is

eternal shame ; 2. as the refusal of a vanishing shame,

which is eternal honor.— How Christ detects the

thoughts of men in His communion.
Starke :

—

Canstein :—We may lawfully ask what
others hold us for, if the question does not spring

from pride, but from a desire to do ourselves or

others good.— Hedingek:—It is not wrong to be

jealous of one's public repute. But Christ remains

ever what He is, despite all the various opinions con-

cerning Him

—

Qdesnel ;—The true knowledge of

the secret mysteries of Christ is attained only by
scholars of truth and light.—Here is a catechetic^

lesson given by Christ Himself.—All truths have a

set time for their full revelation : we should be always

careful that we do not prematurely speak, or antici

pate that time, Eccles. iii. 7 ; we must suffer with

willing heart, be rejected of the world, and be cruci-

fied with Christ, if we would be raised with Him,

Rom. vi. 6-8.—The ungodly can do nothing against

us but what the wise decree of God has already de

termined.— Bibl. Wirt.:— Flesh and blood alwtiyi

look rather at external danger and damage, than at

the solenmity and claims of the call (Rom. viii. 6-8
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1 John u. 15-17 ; 1 Pet. ii. 11, 20, 21 ; Gal. v. 21.)—

You must not watch Chiist, but follow Him; you

must not boast about Him, but act like Him.

—

Nova
JBibl. Tub. :— World gained, nothing gained ;

soul

lost, all lost.—The greatest good ia not to be met

with in the transitory world, nor m the debauchery

of the fiesh : he whose soul is united with God has

found it.— If thou art ashamed of Christ in His

humble and lowly state, thou wilt have no part in

His exalted and glorified state.— To die before one

has seen the kingdom of God, is a wretched end.

Beaune :—The kingdom of God is, m a certain

sense, near at all times : there is no season when ita

beginnings are not manifest.— Geklach:—(Pet«r),

rash and impetuous, spoke only, as he was wont tc

do, in the name of all the rest.

GossNER :—He who opposes himself to the cross

of Christ and its doctrine, is a Satan, ever though

his name were Peter.— In the kingdom of God, aH

the world is inverted.—Losing is there called gain-

mg, and gaining is there called losing.

—

Bacxb,

on ver. 36 :—The beginning towards eternal life.

4. The Transfiguration. Vers. 2-13.

(Parallels : Matt. xyii. 1-13 ; Luke ix. 28-36.)

2 And after six days Jesus taketh ^vith Mm Peter, and James, and John, and leadeth

them up into an liigh mountain apart by themselves ; and he was transfigured befora

3 them. And his raiment became shining, exceeding white as snow ;
^ so as no fuller on

4 earth can white them. And there appeared unto them Elias with Moses: and they

5 were talking with Jesus. And Peter answered and said to Jesus, Master, it is good

for us to be here: and let us make three tabernacles [tents]
;
one for thee, and one for

6 Moses, and one for Elias. For he wist not what to say :^ for they were sore afraid.

7 And there was a cloud that overshadowed them : and a voice came out of the cloud,

8 saying, This is my beloved Son: hear him. And suddenly, when they had looked

9 round about, they saw no man any more, save' Jesus only with themselves. And as

they came down from the mountain, lie charged them that they should tell no man
10 what things they had seen, till the Son of man were risen from the dead. And they

kept that saying with themselves, questioning one with another what the rising from

1

1

the dead should mean. And they asked him, saying, Why say the scribes that EHaa

12 must first come? And he answered^ and told thera, EHas verily cometh first, and re-

storeth all things [in the baptism of the people for the Messiah, and of the Messiah for

the people] ; and how it is written of the Sou of man, that he must suffer many things,

13 and be set at nought.* But I say unto you, That Elias is indeed come, and they have

done unto him whatsoever they listed, as it is written of him.

1 Ver. 3.—The m xy^v is omitted by B., C, L., A., Tischendorf, probably on account of the strange comparison
(Meyer retains it, remarking that if it were an interpolation, it would be (05 to <^ois, in conformity with Matt. xvii. 2.]

'^ Ver. 6.—Most Codd. (A., D., E., F., G., H., K., Euthymius, Theophylact, Meyer) ^aXrjaei ; othor readings, AaA^ir|i

CElzevir, Pl-itzsche, Scholz, Lacbmaim), aTroKpidrj (B., C.*, L., A., Tischendorf).—B., C, D., L., A. have eywoi'TO instead
of ^frav.—B,, C., L., A., Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer read ^yivero, with Luke is. 35.

3 Ver. 8.—B., D., Lachmann read ei ju.,J instead of a\Aa, with Matt. xrii. 8.

* Ver. 12.—Tischendorf and Meyer : 6 &e €<^i) instead of dwoKpiflels elTret-, after B., C, L., A., and Syriac, Coptic, Per-
sian versions.

* [There are different modes of punctuation. According to Lachmann and Meyer the version would he : " And how
is it written of the Son ofman? that he must suffer," &c. According to another punctuation, followed by Hahn, the ren-
dering would be: "And how is it written concerning the Son of man, that he must suffer many things, and be set at
nought."—£d.l

around on the part of the disciples. He joins Mat-

thew in communicating the Lord's dealing with the

disciples on coming down from the mountain. But

he alone observes that the disciples questioned among
themselves what the rising from the dead should

mean. On the other hand, he omits, what Luke
mentions, that Moses and Elias {6(p84vTes h Sijjp)

conversed with Jesus concerning His decease in Je-

rusalem. So only Luke has the delicate notices of

the slumbrous and yet wakeful condition of the be-

holding disciples ; while Matthew, on his part, alone

applies the Lord's woni concerning the Elias who had
already appeared, tc John the Baptist. Mark nap
rates the history of the transfiguration in his own
characteristic manner, exhibiting its main traits ia

vivid and living touches.

Ver. 2. Aner gix days.

—

See on JUatthea,

EXEGETICAL AND CEITIOAL.

See on the parallel passages of Matthew and
Ijuhe.—This narrative stands in a definite historical

connection with what precedes (ver. 1); as it does
also in the accounts of Matthew and Luke. In re-

gard to the locality, we may refer to our notes upon
the scene in Matthew. The Tabor tradition is suf-

ficiently accounted for by the manifestation of Christ

upon the mountain in Galilee, Matt, xxviii. In de-

scribing the effect of the transfiguration, Mark uses

the strongest illustrations ("white as snow," etc., "as
no fuller," etc.). He, in common with Luke, records

that Peter knew not what he was saying, or what he
wanted to say. But he alone has the sudden vanish-

ing of the heavenlv visitors and the inoiiirinp; look
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Ver. 3. No fuller on earth.—The white glitter

was supernatural. Gerlach: "In ancient times they
wore but few colored garments. The fuller's business

was to wash what was soiled, and to make it clean

and glistening." Starke :
" They used in the East to

make linen garments so beautiful that they glittered

with whiteness 1 but such as these the Lord's gar-

ments now outshone. The white color was that

which the Romans called candorem, and which was
BO clear and so deep as to glisten splendidly. Mate-
rials prepared of such linen or other materials were,

among the Jews, appropriated to priests and kings.

Such garments also were in high estimation among
other people, especially among the Romans. They
were worn only by the highest personages, who were
by such garments distinguished from those below
them ; hence, when they were seeking high ofSces of
state, they distinguished themselves by such clothing,

and were called candidati. And since among the

Romans the glittering white upon their garments was
refined to the highest lustre by art, and the Jews had
been long in the habit of endeavoring to imitate it,

we can understand the phrase. That no fuller on
earth could so whiten them. That Solomon's magnifi-

cence was white, has been gathered from the fact

that his array_was likened to the lilies of the field

(Matt. vi. 28, 2*9). What kind of glory was that of
Herod's royal apparel, spoken of in Acts xii. 21, is

shown in Josephds, Antig. xix. '7.

Ver. 6. For he wist not what to say (or,

he would say).—His words were an utterance of

immediate feeling, expressing a state of perfect com-
placency, after the manner of dreams, ecstasies, and
visions, in figure,—in figurative language which came
to him he knew not whence.

—

They were sore
afraid.—^Matthew observes that after the sound was
h^ard, they fell on their faces and were sore afraid.

B':t there is no real difference. For their trepidation

began naturally at the beginning, and continued in-

creasing throughout. Matthew describes its chmax

;

whilst Mark mentions the disciples' fear only for the

sake of explaining the words of Peter.

Yer. 10. And they kept that saying with
themselves.— Luke ix. 36. They concealed the

fact which they had witnessed, after that command.
Fritzsche: They obeyed ihe prohibition of Jesus.

Meyer, on the contrary : TLey kept the words con-

cerning the resurrection, and pondered them. The
second, indeed, followed from the first. While they

reUgiously kept their silence down to the day of His

resurrection, they must have often asked when and
how the bond of secrecy would be relaxed. Starke

:

"It requires much effort to overcome the tendency
in beginners to prate. The word upariiv shows it

was not without trouble, and putting much restraint

upon themselves, that the disciples kept this secret so

long. The other disciples probably put questions,"

&o.

—

^The rising from the dead.—That is, this

express and particular resurrection from the dead
which the Lord had predicted for Himself.

Ver. 12. And restoreth aU things.—The way
and manner in which Elias should do this (the idea

is still indefinite, in the Present) is explained by
what follows : And Iww is it written of the Son of
Man?— What holds good of Him, that He must
Buffer many things, holds good also of His forerun-

ner. This introduces the subsequent thought : Elias

Is come already. The punctuation given above, ac-

cording to wMch the note of interrogation stands

«fter "Son of Man" (Lachmann, Meyer), gives a

(leans and more emphatic idea than <Jie customary

6

position of the note of interrogation after " be r*
jected." Instead of Kai, one would in the latter easi
expect a particle of opposition; and the construction
of ver. 13 should then have been different. Another
construction is this : Elias cometh and restoreth all

things. And how ? It is written, &o.—How it i»

written of the Son of Man.—That is, his restor
mg aU things proceeds, like the work of the Son of
Man, through sufferings and death.

—

^That He must
suffer many things The 'ha. is here especially
striking. Meyer says, that it sets before ns the de-
sign of the yiypawTat. We take the sentence as g
breviloquence, referring to what precedes— "Eliaa
cometh first." And how is it written of the Son of
Man, sc. that He cometh ? In order that (Zyo) Ha
may suffer, &c.

Ver. 13. As it is written of Him.—That is,

in regard to the persecution of the real Elias. Set
1 Kings i. 19. (Grotius, Meyer.) That the unworthy
treatment of the prophets accords (Kuinoel), is proved
by the previous verse, where from the Impending
sufferings of the Messiah the conclusion is drawn
that Elias-John must also suffer.

DOCTEINAIi AOT) ETHICAI,.

1. See on Matthew.
2. The transitory transformation of Christ a pre-

lude of His abiding transformation. The trana
figuration, as a transition into the second higher con-
dition of human nature, was like the glorification.

The transfiguration has the glorification for its result

:

the glorification is conditioned by the transfiguration.

Into this condition the glorified Christ will raise Hia
people also, 1 Cor. xv. But the glorification is the
consummated, internal, spiritual power and glory,

exalted above the changed, creaturely life, and mani-
fested as the perfected Ught of Ufe.

3. According to the privately communicated opin-

ion of a respected Romanist theologian—personally

unknown to me—the transfiguration upon the moun-
tain wiis a night-scene. This was Schleiermocher'a

opinion also (see his Sermons on the Gospel of Mark).
In favor of this supposition we may observe, 1. that

the transfiguration of Jesus followed a solemn season

of prayer; and we know that He commonly held

these solemn seasons of prayer in the night ; 2. that

Luke mentioned their having gone down from the

mountain on the day after that event. The trans-

figuration, by being considered as a night-scene, evi-

dently has a pecuUarly mysterious light thrown
upon it.

4. As on the baptism of Christ His personal

divine-human consciousness came to full maturity, so

was here consummated the consciousness of His per-

fected prophetic work of word and deed. The goal

of His prophetic work, in the narrower sense, was al-

ready reached. As Jesus, regarded in Himself, apart

from His connection with sinful humanity, as the per-

sonally perfected God-man, might at His baptism

have ascended into heaven, if He had willed to sever

His destiny from that of mankind, so He might,

as Prophet of the New Testament word of revela

tion, with the consummated consciousness of having

done His prophetic work, have made the Mount of

Transfiguration the Mount of Ascension. [Bu(

if Christ had ascended to heaven from the MounI

of Transfiguration, He would have falsified the ver)

prophecies alluded to ; for these included His Paa.

sion and Crucifixion. — Ed."] The authority al
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ready referred to brings thia out very excellently

;

and we also have alluded to it, in the Leben

lesu, ii. 908. "In fact, this was the moment
(when the cloud received Jesus, and separated Him
from the disciples) to teach them that He had power

M retain His life, and that it was only free love that

made Him leave the fellowship of the heavenly

beings, and go down with His disciples into the valley

of death."

5. Moses and Ehas conversed with the Lord, ac-

cording to Luke, concerning His departure in Jerusa-

lem. The unknown Romanist expositor just alluded

to thinks that these men appeared to the Lord as re-

presentatives from the kingdom of the dead, that

they might add their argument to ensure His volun-

tary determination to encounter the sufferings of

death, and thus redeem those who were held in the

realm of death, or generally complete His work of

redemption. The gratuitous and unwarranted idea

of the intercession of the saints for the dead will not

prevent our doing justice to the penetration of this

view. But there are two things to be noticed : 1.

According to Luke, Moses and Elias appear to the

Lord in glory (ver. 31), not as supplicating interces-

sors ; 2. Christ had already much earUer preannounced
His passion : His baptism itself was, in this relation,

decisive in its force as a preintimation. But that the

kingdom of the dead had some interest in the volun-

tary determination of Christ to go on His way of suf-

fering, Ebrard has well shown, and remarks :
" In

the transfiguration, Jesus had given the fathers of

the ancient covenant the blessed intelUgence of His
perfect readiness to redeem them by His own death."
Comp. my Lehen Jem, ii. 909.

6. Let us make three tabernacles.—A significant

Future is added : for he knew not what he would say
{XaX'fiiTfi). The man in ecstasy (as in a dream) brings

the feeling or the thought ; but the figure or form of
the thought is imparted to him according to the secret

laws that rule the figurative perception and language
of the visionary condition. Thus came the figure to

Peter: "build three tabernacles, one for Thee," etc.,

as an expression for his blessed feelings which he
would utter.

HOMILETICAL AND PBAOTIOAl.

See on Matthew. So also Luke.—Between the
oonfession and the transfiguration lies the week of
temporal trials.— The mountain of prayer is the
mountain of transfiguration.—The revelation of the
life of Christ in His glorification here, a promise and
ign for His people, 2 Cor. v.—The Lord's heavenly
beauty.— Christ at the turning-point of His deeds
and sufferings ; by festal remembrance and sacrificial

consecration glorified.— Consecration to the Lord
changes man: 1. Internally: he is elevated into the
spiritual world, and surrounded by blessed spirits. 2.

Externally: he is renewed, adorned, transfigured.

—

The only true adornment of men : divine life of the
Spirit.—Man upon the mountain : the first Sunday
festival of the youthful Church of the Confession.

—

The transfiguration a sign and symbol 1. of the Sun-
day, 2. of the Ascension, 3. of the new Paradise.

—

The wish of Peter ; or, the ideals of young Chris-
tians and the Lord's training: 1. Ideals of young
Christians ; that of retaining their early experiences,
that of entire separation from the world, life of con-
templation. 2. The Lord's guidance; further on-
ward, deeper higher.— All else comes and goes:

Jesus alone abides.— Moses and Elias vanish from

the disciples before His glory, and in the end they

see Him alone.— The law and the prophets ara

merged in the glory of the Gospel.—The transfigura-

tion of Christ upon the mountain: for Him, as for

the three blest disciples, a preparation for Gethsem
ane.—The transfiguration of Jesus : 1. As a single

central point in His life ; 2. in its earlier types and
symbols (Enoch, Abraham, Moses, Elijah, earlier

crises in the life of ''esus Himself) ; 3. in its signifi

cance for the future, pointing to the resurrection, the

ascension, the great manifestation of Christ, the glo-

rification of believers.—The transfiguration of Christ

the sure pledge of the renewing of the world. Rev.

XX. 21, and of that new state of glory wherein th«

word is fulfilled. Behold, I make all things new !

—

The prophetic history of Christ's life and juffermg,

the history of the life and suffering of His people.

—

The Lord gives unasked to His disciples that sign

from heaven which He had denied to the asking

world.

SxAEKE :—OsiANDEE :—God strengthens the faith

of His people before trials come, that they may be
able to endure them.

—

Bibl. Wirt.

:

—He who would
be conversant with heavenly things must tear away
his soul from earth, and soar towards God.— The
heavenly glory is incomparable; greater and more
excellent than all beauty and grace upon earth.

—

Nova Bibl. Tub.

:

—Moses and Elias stiU live : wit-

nesses of eternity.

—

Bibl. Wirt.

:

—In Christ the law
and the prophets attained their goal and fulfilment.

Jesus is Lord of the dead and living ; He has the

keys of hell and of death, Rev. iii. 7 ; Ps. kxxiv. 2,

8, 5.

—

Lange :—God lets His people have, even in

this world, extraordinary glances and views ; but
they are only of short duration, because their longer

enjoyment would not be tolerable and profitable.

—

OsiANDEE ;—Human nature cannot bear the glory of

eternal life ; therefore our bodies will be glorified.

—

We must depend only and absolutely upon Jesus

Christ.—QuESNEL :—Jesus Christ had His Elias who
announced Him in the world ; He will have more of

them yet in times to come and before His last ap-

pearance.—One place of Scripture must not be op-

posed to another, but Scripture must be compared
with Scripture.— The ungodly accomplish, against

their own will, the holy will of God : they by their

persecution not only create happiness for the saints,

but make their own misery.—Marvel not that faith-

ful ministers of Christ are cast out as evil, for it was
clearly enough predicted in the Scripture.

—

Rieoer :

Probably the disciples would desire, on going down,
that they might communicate this vision to others;

but the prohibition of Jesus forbade. The sams
holds good of us in many instances now.

—

Sohleise-

MAOHER :—And that also was a spiritual glorification

of the Lord when the disciples were taught that they

had nothing more to do either with the one or the

other (Moses and Elias), neither with the letter of

the law nor with revolutionizing zeal. (Yet Moses
and Elias were not set aside by Christ ; but they
were lifted up and lost in Him as their fulfilment.)--

This spirit, which can only from within outwards re-

new our holy relation to God, and will spread abroad
only through the energies of love the hving knowl-
edge of God among the children of men, will be to

the end of time His glorification.

Brieger :—To glorify and transfigure, means to

make perfectly clear and transparent (but of men,
and especially of Christ, it means to exhibit th*
creaturely life in its spiritual glory). The etemii
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destiny of mau waa glorification.— Clirist went on
now to meet His sufferings. In order to obtain
strength for the endurance of tlie extremest sorrows,
He must have a foretaste of the glory which awaited

83

Him.— But on account of His disciples too, it wai
needful that Christ should be glorified.

—

Bauee :

Peter would build tabernacles: for the heavenly
beings who dwell above, skins and huts.

6. The Healing of the Possessed Child after the Transfiguration. Vers. 14-29.

(ParaUels : Matt. xvii. 14-21 j Luie ix. 37-43.)

14 And when he came to his disciples, he saw a great multitude about them, and th«
15 scribes questioning with them. And straightway all the people, when they beheld him,
16 were greatly amazed, and, running to him, saluted him. And he asked the scribes
17 [them

'J,
What question ye with them? And one* of the multitude answered and said,

18 Master, I have brought unto thee my son, which hath a dumb spirit; And wheresoever
he taketh him, he teareth him ; and he foameth, and gnasheth with his teeth, and pineth
away; and I spake to thy disciples that they should cast him out, and they could not.

19 He answereth him,' and saith, faithless generation, how long shall I be with you? how
20 long shall I suffer you? Bring him unto me. And they brought him unto him: and

when he saw him, straightway the spirit tare [convulsed] him; and he fell on the
21 ground, and wallowed [rolled] foaming. And he asked his father, How long is it ago
22 since this came unto him? And he said, Of a child. And oft-times it hath cast him

into the fire, and into the waters, to destroy him: but if thou canst* do anything, have
23 compassion on us, and help us. Jesus said unto him," If thou canst beheve, all things
24 are possible to him that believeth. And straightway the father of the child cried out,

25 and said with tears,' Lord, I believe; help thou mine unbelief. When Jesus saw that

the people came running together, he rebuked the foul spirit, saying unto him, Thou
dumb and deaf spirit, I charge [command] thee, come out of him, and enter no more

26 into him. And the spirit cried, and rent him sore [convulsed greatly], and came out of

,27 him : and he was as one dead ; insomuch that many said. He is dead. But Jesus took
28 him by the hand,' and lifted him up ; and he arose. And when he was come into the

29 house, his disciples asked him privately, Why oould not we cast him out ? And he
said unto them, This kind can come forth by nothing, but by prayer and fasting."

1 Ver. 16.—AvToifs, B., D., L., A., Vulgate, Coptic, MXh.t instead of tous ypaftfiareU (Elzevir, Scholz, Lachmann in
margin).

* ver. 17.—AuTw must he inserted after oire/epi'^, according to B., C, D., L., A., Laolimann, Tiscliendorf, Meyer.
^ Ver. 19.—Instead of ovtw, it is preferable to read ainoU (A., B., D., L., A., Versions).
* Ver. 22.—Instead of Svpairat here and ver. 23, Tischendorf and Lachmann read fivrn, according to B., D., L., A.,

Meyer. This form, in itselfthe Conjunctive, was used later even in the Indicative, instead of Svvarrat ; but it lays stronger
tress upon the question.

• Ver. 23.—The rb was omitted by many Codd. (D., K., M., TJ., Syriao, Persian) on accoimt of its difficulty. Tischen-
dorf omits the TrioTcua-ai, following B., C.*, L., D., and many Versions ; Meyer says, it was an exegetical addition to the
mere ei Swjjy not understood. But the clause, " If thou canst believe," may have been found still harder ; and therefora
corrected into " as it regards, If thou canst ! All things are possible," &c.

• Ver. 24.—The jueTd SoKpvaiv is wanting in A.*, B., C.*, h., A., Versions, [Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer.] The
Kt^jiu is very doubtful ; Meyer rejects it.

' Ver. 27.—Lachmann reads r^y x^^po^ ovrou, after B., D., L., A., Vulgate ; Meyer cites in comparison, Mark L 31

;

T. 41 ; viii. 23.

Ver. 29.—The omission of vriareia by B. (which Tischendorf follows) is not decisive.

ing. They were probably in a profane and mocking
state of mind, in conseciuenee of the disciples' failure

to work the miracle, and of the attack of the scribes

;

and were disposed to indulge this inchnation, when
the sudden and overpowering appearance of Christ

smote their consciences. To this may have concurred

better motives, which induced the multitude to run
to Jesus as the real arbiter and the only helpei in

this strange case. Thus we find that our Saviour at

the very outset reduced the scribes to silence by His

question. Wherefore do ye contend with them?
WhUe Mark passes over Matthew's notice, that tha

demoniac youth was lunatic, and that of Luke, that

he was the only sou of his father, he gives the most
vivid representation of his state of wretchedness,

his dumb behaviour (he had a speechless spirit), bin

EXE&ETICAL AUTD CRITICAL.

See on the parallels of Matthew and I/ulce.—The
immediate connection between this event and the

transfiguration is affirmed by all three Evangelists.

The time and the place are established, therefore, by
the narrative of that event. In the communication
of the incidents here before us, Mark is rich in indi-

Tldual traits, which place the scene in a much more
riyid light. Jesus finds His nine other disciples at

9i8 foot of the mountain, not only surrounded by a

multitude of people, but involved in controversy

with the scribes, who have surprised them in a con-

dition nf entire impotence. The people are amazed,
or are very much excited, when they see Jesus com-
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frightful suflferiDgs (in his paroxysms foaming and

grinding his teeth, and swooning avray). In the

Lord's rebulse he is content with the description,

•ffvsk imidTos: the explanatory SieaTpaixfiivp iie

omits; on the other hand, he paints more fividly

than Luke the scene in wliich the youth at once, on

seeing Jesus, was overcome by the demoniac influence,

fell down to the ground, and wallowed, foaming.

But of priceless value is the passage between Jesus

and the father of the youth, from ver. 21 to ver. 26.

We see how the Lord, by His question as to how

loug the youth had thus suffered, pacified the excited

feelings of all, especially of the father, and en-

couraged their faith. We hear the never-to-be-for-

gotten words, " H thou canst believe," and the cry,

" Lord, I believe ; help Thou mine unbelief." The

words which expelled the demon, Mark recites in all

their solamn emphasis ; and in them the addition is

remarkable. Enter no more into him. Mark alone

describes the paroxysm under which the demon de-

parted, aad the important circumstance that the

youth lay as one dead ; that Jesus took him by the

hand, and raised him to conscious life. Moreover,

he makes promment (as he often does the like) the

entrance of Christ into the house, where the dis-

ciples put their confidential question to Him as to

the reason why they could not cast out the demon.

And be gives the answer of Jesus without Matthew's

additional clause concerning the unbelief of the

disciples, and without the words that Uken faith

to the grain of mustard-seed. Nor does he men-
tion the circumstance, recorded by Luke, of the

people's renewed astonishment and increasing excite-

ment.

Ver. 15. All the people were amazed.—
At what ? Euth. Zigabenus :

" Either on account of

the singularly seasonable and sudden coming of

Jesus, or at His glorious appearance." Of this latter

we read nothing, and Meyer therefore thinks the

former the sounder view : it was an astonishment of

joyful surprise. But Santos betokens an astonish-

ment which is related to fear, which sometimes

passes over into amazement, and is sometimes called

terror. Hence we explain the astonishment as the

amazement of a crowd somewhat profanely disposed

at the sudden interposition of a punitive event like

this (see Leben Jesu, ii. 2, 317). "They sought to re-

pair their error by running to Him with eager de-

nials." And it is obvious to cormect with that the

supposition, that the reflection of the transfiguration

glory still lingered on the Lord's countenance. See

Ex. xxxiv. 29, 80.

Ver. 16. And he asked them.—Bengel refers

this to the disciples ; Griesbach, to the disciples and
tvcribes ; Fritzsche, with most others, to the scribes

alone; Meyer, to the people, because the people

were just before spoken of. But the context points

Bimply to the scribes as the contending party ; not

excluding, however, the people, so far as they sym-
pathized. — What question ye with them ?—
Concerning what ? The scribes were dumb. But the

father of the possessed child gave the answer as to

what they were contending about, ver. 17. Evidently

they had impugned the power of the disciples to

work miracles, and the authority of Christ; there-

fore they were now silent, because they suspected

that the Lord would by a miraculous act convict

them
Ver. 17. Brought unto Thee my son.

—

That was his purpose. He was seeking the Lord in

the place where the didciples vers. But as Jesus

was absent. His disciples and the man became eB'

gaged together.

Ver. 18. Wheresoever he takpth him.--.

This does not hint at an intermitting posssession, in

favor of which Meyer, without reason, adduces Matt
xii. 44, but to the antithesis between a latent actioc

(in which, however, the youth by his dumbness be
trayed his possession) and frenzied paroxysms, IT

which the spirit seized the youth, in order, as it apt

peared, to destroy him ; and, according to Matthew,

these crises had a connection with the changes of th«

moon. The following latKCTL eiVfAe-iyt, Meyer him-

self acknowledges, implies that the demon had con-

tinuous possession.— He teareth him.— Probably

this manifested itself in convulsions, St. Vitus' dance,

or the like. The fundamental form was epilepsy, or

something of the kind. These circumstances de-

pended partly on the change of the moon, partly oc

demoniac influences.

Ver. 22. To destroy him.— The father v&-

garded the demon as a malicious enemy, who was
bent upon the murder of his only son.

—

If Thou
canst do anything.— Expression of doubt or in-

firm faith, which, having been at the beginning too

weak, had become more and more weak in conse-

quence of the failure of the disciples' attempt.

Ver. 23. If thou canst believe.— The diffi-

culty in the reading of the Text. Rec, together with

the critical authorities in its favor, constrain us to

retain it. The easiest solution explains the to as a

sign of quotation preceding the direct address (De

Wette). For other explanations, see Meyer.* We
take the sentence as a breviloquence :

" the if thou

canst means, if thou caTist believe." Th ei Sipaaai =—

el SiVairai tticTTivdai. To be able, and to be able to

believe, are with the Lord one and the same,—espe-

.

cially throughout Mark's Gospel. Hence the clause,

" All things are possible to him that believeth," is an

illustration of this fundamental law, this mathematical

formula, so to speak, of the kingdom of God. The
explanation of the passage on the other reading is

indeed simpler :
" As it respects if thou canst, all

things are possible," etc. (Meyer) ; or, the first clause

is a question : Dost thou ask. If thou canst f all

things, etc. (Ewald).

Ver. 24. Help Thou mine unbelief.—Bengel

:

Help away mine unbelief Meyer thinks to improve

it; Do not deny me on account of ray unbelief.

Certainly the fioTiSsi, ver. 24, refers to the help of

healing itself ; but the man knew very well by this

time that his son would be healed, if his unbelief

was healed. And the faith which now sprang up in

the man was the more spiritual, in that it was a be-

lief that Jesus could strengthen the deficient faith

into the ability perfectly to beheve, and so by this

means remove also his external distress.

Ver. 25. When Jesus saw that the people
came running together.—His desire to preserve

the secrecy of His journey tended now to hasten the

* [_" Aiter omitting irio-TcOo-at, the clause rh et hvirft (Svva-

(j-at) 18 to be refjardod as Nominative Absolute : TIte ' if
lliou canst,'—all things are possible to him thai hehc'^eth, i. c,

so far as concerns the words, * if thou canst,' which thou
hast just spoken, everything depends xipon faith ; the be»

liever can obtain anything. The article to, belonging to u
Svvri as its substantive, takes up the words of the tathei,

and with lively emphasis isolates them in the grammaticaj
structure, in order to put them into relation to the faith that

is required on his part. Griesbach, Tiscbendorf, and Ewald
regard to et Svtrji as a question, and navra Svv. t. tthtt. as its

answer :
' Tune dubitans si potes ai&bas ? Nihil non in ^u»,

qui confidat, gratiam fieri potest,' But in case of u questiol
we should expect ti t6 et fitii^." Meter, in loc—JSd.]
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perfonnance of the miracle.—^I charge (oonunand)
thee.—"Emphatically, as in contrast with the dis-

ciples." Meyer.

Ver. 26. The spirit cried.—The crying out of

the demoniac youth, seeming to be a work of the

demon, though a shriek in inarticulate tones, was the

first sign of cure : the youth had previously been

dumb, whilst foammg and gnashing his teeth. See

wr, 18.

DOOTBINAL AND ETHIOAIi.

1. See on the parallels in Matthew and Imke.

2. We have here not only the gi-and contrast

between the heavenly glorification upon the moun-

tain, and the demoniac degradation reminding of hell

at the foot of it, but also the contrast between the

sound spiritual ecstasy of the disciples, and the dis-

eased physical possession of the youth. So also a

contrast between the supreme festival and the severe

toil of the Lord.

8. As the contemplation of the disciples upon the

mountain had to contend with infirmity and sleep, so

the premature activity of the disciples in the valley

had to contend with impotence and vain endeavors.

Christ is the Master upon the mountain and in the

valley, in contemplation and in activity.

4. The heaviest burden which oppressed the Lord

in His career upon earth, even amongst His disciples,

was the burden of unbelief.

5. The colloquy of Jesus with the father of the

child a school of faith.

6. Christ in this narrative may be compared to a

general, who retrieves by his own presence a battle

well-nigh lost by his army.

1. Through the faith of the father the son is

healed (as in the history of the nobleman, and of the

Canaanitish woman). These facts tell against the

Baptists. Even the blessing upon the faith of spon-

sors is represented by the history of the centurion.

8. Keiscble :
" Over the life of the child the de-

mon, despite his malignity, had no power. Later

examples also show that possessed persons, falling

from great heights, or into fire or water, are not

easily killed or grievously hurt, while in their condi-

tiott of unnatural paroxysms."

HOMILETICAIi AND PEACTICAL.

See on the parallels of Matthew and iMjce.—How
the entrance of the living Christ into the community

of the disciples changes its whole character : 1. The

profane disposition of the people gives place to rev-

erence ; 2. the supremacy of the divine word takes

the place of school controversy; 3. excitement is

allayed by the spirit of His peace ; 4. faith conquers

unbelief; S. His miraculous help and salvation follow

their impotence and bewilderment.—The Lord comes

at the right time for the help of His people.—Not

only the demon of the abyss, but also the scribes,

embarrass the company of the disciples not firmly

Standing in the power of faith.—The poor demoniac

youth, and the world of poor, afiiicted children (deaf

and dumb, cretins, possessed, orphans, etc.).—The

anguish of the father's heart could lead to faith, even

as the anguish of the mother's heart (of the Canaan-

itish woman: but the mother's heart was the more

brave).—The colloquy of the Lord with the father

of the youth, a type of the way in which He guides

the soul to faith. 1. The preparation: allaying o(

excitement, and clear view of the affliction. 2. Help
reference to the power of faith. 8. Support and con
summation of faith.— The communication betweer
Christ and the needy soul: 1. What is thy grief
2. If Thou canst, help. 3. Thou canst, if thou cansj

believe. 4. I believe ; help, etc.—Thou canst ; that

is, if thou canst believe.—The measure of faith, the

measure of our ability.—Weak faith must, with the

prayer, " Lord, help mine unbelief," stretch forward
to its perfection.—The faith of parents is to the ad-

vantage of their children.—Prayer and tears the

element of faith : 1. The expression of its ground,

humility (prayer, the spiritual expression ; tears, the

bodily expression); 2. the voice of its need; 3. the

nourishment of its strength.—The father's concur-

rence with the Lord in faith, severs the connection

of the child with the evil spirit.—What are we taught

by the final throes of the hostile spirit ? 1. Redemp-
tion is attained by a decisive conflict, in which aU
the powers of evil are excited ; 2. we must distin-

guish between the external manifestation and the in-

ternal strength of the evil one ; 3. when the distress

is gi-eatest, the help is nearest.—The miracle of the

Lord twofold: 1. Casting out demons with peril of

life ; 2. restoration of life, seemingly gone.'—Unclean

spirits must be cast out, even though life seems en-

dangered.—If the soul is freed, the life is saved.—
Many kinds of impotence, and the one divine power:

1. Inability: a. of the child—a miserable possession;

b. of the people— a stupid prejudice ; c. of the

scribes—impotence of maUce, disguised under wise

phrases ; d. of the disciples—occasioned by want of

self-government and coUectedness of spirit; e. of

those who sought help—enabled to believe. 2. The
almighty power of tlie Lord : punishing all the im-

potence of malignity, and confirmmg all the im-

potence of sincere infirmity.—The power of demons

having its root in the weakness of men (like the

vampire sucking the blood of the living, and nour-

ished thereby), but sinking into nothing before the

awaking power of faith, under the omnipotence of

the grace of Christ.^—The unclean spirit a murderer

of man, and Christ the Saviour of man's life, here as

everywhere.—Jesus puts compulsion upon the wicked

spirit of envious, dumb, and murmuring misery.—
He constrains him to cry out in his loudest utterance,

and so expels Ijim.

Starke : — When a man has refreshed and

strengthened himself in God, through prayer in se-

cret, he must up and betake himself again to his

calling.— Canstein :— When the world thinks that

Christ has departed from His people, it deems that a

good opportunity for tempting them, and misleadmg

them into evil.— Quesnel : — The Lord Jesus some-

times suffers His people to be driven into a comer,

that they may know how needful He is to them.—In

their presence, the world shows itself respectful

enough towards God's servants ; but what passes be-

hind°their backs. He knows best who knows all

things.— Hedinoek: — Children a precious gift of

God.—Children may be a great joy, and also a great

bitterness, to their parents.

—

Qoesnel :—The devil is

as angry as ever when he sees that Christ will rob

him of a soul.—We must not hold ourselves safe

when we are disinclined to any particular sin. Satan

knows how to vary his temptations ; and to turn our

thoughts now in one, and now in another, direction

of evil.

—

Ceamek :—Unbelief is the greatest sin, bin.

ders the greatest works of God, and plunges the soul

in condemnation.

—

Hedlngbk :—Faith is omnipotenJ
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(able for everything).

—

Canstein :—He who implores

faith with tears, has it already in his heart.

—

Majus :

—Weak faith is nevertheless faith.—Amidst tears

and prayers, we shall be delivered from unbelief, and
attain unto true faith.—The humble Christian prays

incessantly for the increase of his faith.—The devil

must be rebuked, which he cannot bear ; but he who
would do it, must be armed with the power of the

Holy Spirit.

—

Quesnel :—Those who do not hke to

Bpeak of God, or hear God spoken of, are possessed

by a dumb spirit, from which Christ alone can free

them.—OsiANDER ;—Let those who are once deliver-

ed from Satan's power, take good heed that they be

not entangled again in his snares.—Even if Satan,

by God's permission, could inflict bodily death upon
men, he cannot put their souls to death.

—

Canstein :

—When the Gospel has little fruit, its ministers

should examine themselves how far they are the

cause.

—

Hedingee ;—A submissive prayer.

—

Osian-

dee:—Preachers should, beyond all others, be mod-
erate and watchful.

—

Riegee:—The future coming

of Christ will inspire such terror as this into very

many.—Men are not very wiLhng to Join cause with

the poor disciples when they are in conflict, and at

disadvantages. But when they see the Lord ap-

proaching, and have reason to think that He will

utter His favorable and victorious voice concerning

them, there is a great reaction in their favor.

—

Bracne :—The sharp rebuke of Jesus is general

;

but it touches the disciples most keenly.—Then say-

est to Me, "Canst Thou do anything? " but I must
Bay unto thee, " Canst thou do anything, that is,

canst thou beheve? for then thou canst do all: faith

can do everything."—There exists certainly between
parents and children a deep, internal relation and
sympathy.—This passage is most important in relar

tion to the nature of faith.—It does not depend so

much upon the theoretical consciousness of a truth,

as upon the existence of a real and actual fellowshi||

with God.—It was noble in the disciples so frankly

and openly to test themselves in their Master's pres-

ence.—We should always act as they acted, when
we fail of attaining what is the lue of our office, and
what our hearts are set upon.

—

Reischle;—Here
also we find representative faith, as in Matt, viii. 6,

(But connected with profound, Uving affinity between
parent and child.)—Lisco :—(The people were amaz-
ed, and ran to greet Jesus.) Have you never found
that, on occasion of special and mysterious interposi-

tions of God, your neighbor's heart was more than
ordinarily inclined towards you ?

—

Sohleieemacher ;

—(The disciples excited by disputation with the

Jews.) There are only a few men who are able to

contend peacefully, and without losing their calm
and peaceful temper, even about such matters as dp.

not affect their external prerogatives,—matters, for

iustance, of faith, which engender difference of opin-
ion.—There can be no doubt that they were the.

scribes who, in consequence of the estimatiqji in,

which they were held, moved and swayed the minds
of the people on the present occasion; and these,

scribes were mainly and primarily the persons whom
the Lord described as an unbelieving generation.

—

Ye were not able, because your minds were in so ex-

cited a state : ye could have accomplished it only in

a tranquil, collected temper, in which alone can re-

side such spiritual power.—Tlie kingdom of God ia

never advanced in a passionate temper of mind, even
if the zeal is a zeal for good.—They must return into

silence, and stillness, and rest (this, however, being
attainable only on the condition of prayer and fast-

ing; that is, devotion towards God, and self-denial

towards the world).

—

Gossnee :—^If we do not abide
in faith, we can do nothing.

NINTH SECTION.
THE RETIREMENT OF JESUS IN GALILEE PREPARATORY TO HIS JOURNEY TO PEEJilA

AND JERUSALEM. FURTHER PREPARATION FOR THE NEW CHURCH.

Chaptee IX. 30-50.

1. VhriaCa Prediction among His Galilcean Disciples of His Death. Ters. 30-32.

(Parallels : Matt. xvii. 22, 23 ; Lute ix. 43-45.)

30 And they departed thence, and passed [passed by by-ways'] through Gahlee; and
31 he would not that any man should know it. For he taught his disciples, and said unto

them, The Son of man is delivered into the hands of men, and they shall kill him; aud
32 after that he is_ killed, he shall rise the third day." But they understood not that saying,

and were afraid to ask him.

I
Ver. 30.—Laohmann, IrropeiJoi-ro, after B.* D. Meyer : " The compouiid was given up as misunderetood."

•.. i J"'''
3.1--La«hmami md Tischondorf read, foUowmg B., C, D., L., A., Versions, jneri rpeis iuipa,, as in ch. via. 31.

Pki It IS quite natural that the more deftmte expression should occur hei-e.
r- r /r- r-j. w.. .— ~

EXEGETICAL AND CEITIOAl.

Bee on Maiiliew and Lvjce.—It is plain that the
letum of Jesus to Galilee from Cssarea Philippi is

here described. As it regards the chronological reli^
tion to what follows, it is questionable whether this
was the last residence of Jesus in Galilee before His
departure to Jerusalem in the year of His death ol

the last but one. The former ia the opinion' ol!
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r.

Lficke, Wieseler, Hofmaim, and Ebrard. But on the
otiier side is the fact, that Jeans now went through
Galilee quite in secret ; while His last journey from
Galilee, through Samaria, was a very public one.
{See Luke x. 52 ; xv. 1.) This secret abode of Christ

in Galilee coincides with the Lord's refnsal, on the
dooasion of His brethren's challenge to Him to go up
'frith them to the Teast of Tabernacles in Jerusalem,
JoBn vii. 1 ; and this took place before the penulti-

fiiate and certainly concealed journey of Jesus to
Jerusalem {see Zeben Jesu, ii. 2, p. 28).—The Feast
of Tabernacles fell in the autumn (on the fifteenth

day of the seventh Jewish month, called Tisri). It

began this year—the year of persecutions before the
year of His death, 782 a.u.c—according to Wieseler,
on the twelfth of October. The present history,

therefore, places us in the autumn of that year. (See

on MaUhem.) The proper and special characteristics

of the present journey of Jesus through Galilee are

found in the irapeiropeuoi/To, ver. 30 (on which below),

in the words, " He would not that any man should
know," and in the particulars of the prediction

concerning the Passion. Mark is here distinguished

from Matthew by being more precise in hie charac-

terization. On the other hand, Luke gives promi-
nence to a specific trait, Luke ix. 44—the Lord's ref-

erence to the contrast furnished by the praises which
He received after the healing of the demoniac youth
at Csesarea Philippi. He also gives special emphasis,

ver. 48, to the expression ol Se ri-yvSow th fiTJ/j-a.

Ver. 80. And passed through Galilee.—The
kapairopevofiat means a going aside or passing by.

Meyer explains, " They were required to go rapidly

through Galilee; that is, they so travelled as no-

where to tarry long." In Deut. ii. 4 the passing

through the territory of the Edomites was a passing
through their borders (not touching their central

places). In Mark ii. 23 it means a passing through
the cornfields, leaving the overhanging ears of corn.

Hence Grotius (Annott. in Marc. p. 6S8 : compare
Leben Jesu, ii. 924; Sepp. ii. 418): they journeyed

in by-ways and field-roads. But of a voyage by sea

•we read nothing. They travelled round the sea,

through desert mountain-ways and woody paths ; for

Jesus desired uninterruptedly to prepare His disciples

in Galilee for His approaching sufferings.

Ver. 31. For He taught His disciples.—We
must understand by these only His disciples dispersed

through Galilee ; that discipleship out of which He
at a later period, before His last journey, selected the

Seventy, and from among whom a nucleus of more
than five hundred brethren outhved the trial of the

cross: 1 Cor. xv. 6 ; Matt, sxviii. 16. For the Lord
had pteviously led the twelve Apostles to Gaulonitis,

over the sea, ui order to make them acquainted with

the same great mystery. See ch. viii. 31.—^Is de-
livered, irapaBi'SoTai.—The future vividly exhibited

BB present.

Ver. 82. But they understood not that saying.
—Compare especially the parallel passage in Luke.

According to Matthew, they were exceedingly troubled.

The saying concerning His violent death so contra-

iicted their expectations, that they could not and

would not think of it. Hence they would not ask
for fuller explanation.

BOCTHINAIi AlTD ETHIOAIi.

1. See on Matlhea «hd LuJce.

2. The Whole passage is a psychological example
that teaches us how difficult it is to enter into views
which are opposed to our former views, and the ten-
dency of our wiUs ; how hard it is for the world, with
its view of Christianity, and for Christians them-
selves, with their worldly views, to take a self-

renouncing view of the mystery and doctrme of the
cross. So every individual man of the world, and
even the individual disciple of Christ, finds it ever.

3. Schleiermacher :
" We see that the disciples

had then as yet nO conviction of the necessity of the
death of Christ for the accomplishment of the work
of redemption. They thought all was to be done
without the mtervention of the death of their Lord
and Master, although not without many conflicts to
befall both Hun and them." We see, however, that
for that stage their faith satisfied the Lord; but we
see also how often He had again to rebuke their
uubehef, until, after His crucifixion, resurrection, and
ascension, they came to a perfect faith through the
anointing of the Holy Spirit.

HOMILETICAI, AND PEAOTIOAL.

See on Matthew and Luke.—The departure of
Jesus from His asylum in the mountains on the other
side of the sea.—The silent paths of the Lord in the
dreary time of persecution (the ancient Christians in

the Catacombs, the Waldenses, the Huguenots, Luther
in the Wartburg, &o.).—The by-paths of Christ in

contrast with the by-paths of the world.—The Lord's
calm autumnal travelling : 1. It was autumn in the
year ; 2. autumn in His life ; 3. autumn in the ancient
world.—The Son of Man delivered into the hands
of men ; or, the heaven-wide difference and contrast

between the Man and men : 1. Between the Son of
Man and the hands of men ; 2. between the new
humanity and the old humanity.—The betrayal into

the hands of men, the bitterest sting in the anticipa-

tion of His sufferings.—The displacency with which
man hears the first solemn and fearful words con-

cerning the cross.—Lack of the insight of faith, and
lack of the obedience of faith, in their reciprocal in-

fluence.—The pains taken by our Lord with His

people, before He brought them to believe in the

great salvation wrought out in the great judgment.

—We learn the meaning of Christ's death by the

light of His hfe and suffering.

Staeke :— Hedinoer :— Christ's suffering was
certain and prearranged, but to the natural reason in-

comprehensible : the flesh for ever hears of it with

displacency.

—

Majus:—When the Church is in a

prosperous condition, that is the time to remembei
what has been predicted in Holy Writ concerning

the cross and sufferings of the faithful.
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2. The Greatest among the Disciples and the Little Child. Zeal of John. Offences. Vers. 83-80.

(Parallels : Matt, xviii. 1-9 ; Lule ix. 46-SO.)

33 And he came ' to Capernaum : and, being in the house, he asked theaa, What waa it

34 that ye disputed among yourselves by [onj the way? But they held their peace: {bl

35 by [on] the way* they had disputed among themselves who should he the greatest. An
he sat down, and called the twelve, and saith unto them, If any man desire to be first,

36 the same shall be last of all, and servant of all. And he took a child, and set him in

37 the midst of them: and when he had taken him in his arms, he said unto them, "Who-

soever shall receive one of such children in my name, receiveth me ; and whosoever

38 shall receive me, receiveth not me, but him that sent me. And [But] John answered

him,' saying, Master, we saw one casting out devils in thy name, and he foUoweth not

39 us; and'we forbade him, because he foUoweth not us. But Jesus said. Forbid him not:

for there is no man which shall do a miracle in my name, that can lightly [readily]

40, 41 speak evil of me. For he that is not against us* is on our part. For whosoever

shall give you a cup of water to drink in my name,' because ye belong to Christ, verily

42 I say unto you, he shall not lose his reward. And whosoever shall offend one of these

little ones that believe in me, it is better for him that a millstone were hanged about

43 his neck, and he were cast into the sea. And if thy hand offend thee, cut it off: it is

better for thee' to enter into life maimed, than having [the] two hands to go into hell,

44 into the fire that never shall be quenched: Where their worm dieth not, and the fire is

4.5 not quenched. And if thy foot offend thee, cut it off: it is better for thee to enter halt

into life, than having [the] two feet to be cast into hell, into the fire that never shall

46, 47 be quenched: Where their worm dieth not, and the fire is not quenched.' And if

thine eye offend thee, pluck it out : it is better for thee to enter into the kingdom of

48 God with one eye [one-eyed], than having two eyes to be cast into hell-fire': Where

49 their worm dieth not, and the fire is not quenched. For every one shall be salted with

50 fire, and every sacrifice shall be salted with salt. Salt is good : but if the salt have

lost his [its] saltness [have become saltless], wherewith will ye season it ? Have salt

m yourselves, and have peace one with another.

1 Ver. SS.-Lachmann, TiBchendorf, [after B., D., Vulgate] : JiKBov Ilpbs eaiiToiis is wanting in [B., C, D., Tersions,

Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer.]
' Ver. 34.—The omission of iv rfi hm in some Codd. [A., D.] is not important
' V^r 3S.—Tischendorf [and Meyerl read ei^v) aura), [with the omission of Aeytav,! after B., L., A., and Versions. Per-

haps an explanation of the more difficult " John answered."—A. and others omit «v ; B., D. retain it._ The former seems

more unusual and more correct.

—

See Meyer on the omissions of &j qvk and ort qvk. ["Os ovk dKoAoudet iiii.LV is wanting in

B., C, 3j., a., while, on the contrary, this is found in D., X., Versions, Vulgate, Fritzsche, Tischendorf, but on oiic okoX,

ijtuv is wanting. Mej'er retains both.]
* Ver. 40.—A., D., E., F., Versions, read vfzwy.

'^*^"
i".—Tw and jaou are omitted in A., B., 0.

V er. 42.—ToiiTiuK is added by Tischendorf and Lachmann, after A., B., C.** ; Meyer derives it from Matt, xviii. 6.—

Lachmann : ^vAos 6ct«o?, alter B., C, 1). Meyer derives this also from Matthew.
' Ver. 43.—Lachmann, Tischendorf, [Meyer] : naXov kmiv o-e, after B., C, L.
* Ver. 45.—The omission of ets to -nvp ao-^ecTToi' [in B., C, L., Tischendorf, Meyer,] is to he explained by the fact of

the repetition of the words concerning the worm ; which only in ver. 48 is found in all the Codd. [In vers. 44, 46 it iil

wanting in B., C, L., A., and Tischendorf.]
* Ver. 47.—Toi> TTvpoi is wanting in many Codd.

EXEGETICAL AKD CEITIOAL.

Sl»e on the parallel passages of Matthew and Luke.
—As it respects tlie ctirouology, tliis residence of

Jesus in Capernaum does not immediately follow the

former section ; but His appearance in Jerusalem at

the Feast of Tabernacles must be interposed. Ac-
cording to John, our Lord went up to Jerusalem not
only at the Feast of Tabernacles, but also at the
Feast of Dedication. The former feast fell in the
middle ol the mouth of October ; that of the Dedi-
cation in the second half of December (the 2'7th).

The r|uestion arises, whether Jesus remained in Ju-
daea during the interval between these two feasts,

and then returned to Galilee and Capernaum for the
last time ; or whether this last journey homewards
and tl e departure from Galilee fell within the in-

terval of the two feasts. We assume that the latter

is the true hypothesis, and for the following reasons

:

— 1. The last journey of Je-sus to Jerusalem led, ac-

cording to the Synoptists, over Persea. 2. According

to John X. 40, Jesus went back, after the Feast of

Dedication, to Persea. Thus He must already have

been once in Pertea ; and this could have occurred

only between the Feast of Tabernacles and the Feast

of Dedication, that is, between October and Decem-

ber 782. Into this season falls His last abode in

Capernaum, and His departure from Galilee {see Not»
on Mattheio). That between the secret travels of

Jesus in the former section, and the position of things

in the present, much must have intervened, is proved

by the discussion going on among the disciples, whic'U

issued now in words, as to who should be the greatest

among them. The glorious demonstration of Jesua

at the Feast of Tabernacles, the healing of the blinJ
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man, the favourable feelings of the many, must have
»gain enkindled within them the hopes of His speedy
manifestation of the glory of His kingdom. This
made them ever more desirous to give His prophecy
of His dsath a figurative meaning as referring to the
Bufferings of Messiah, the temporary obscuration of
His name and of His cause. Thus they might come
to the question as to who would have a fair prospect
of the highest place under Him in His kingdom.
Mark is more precise in his narrative here than
either Matthew or Luke : first, in regard to the oc-

casion of the act and the special circumstances;
secondly, in the scene with the little child. The Lord
had already spoken the decisive word, before He
placed the child in the midst. Mark records that

Jesus embraced the child. In the words of applica-

tion that follow he is more copious than Matthew,
somewhat less copious than Luke. Mark, on the

contrary, communicates in the fullest manner the
transaction between Jesus and John, which Luke
has in brief ; and, in the discourse touching the of-

fending hand, &o., he is more solemnly detailed than
the other Evangelists. The narrative about the

stater, Mark seems to have passed over, as being a
narrative which Peter omitted because it made him-
self prominent.

Ver. 33. By the -nray.—The fleeting journey
through Galilee cannot here be meant, but the last

return of Jesus from Jerusalem, when the disciples

had recovered their tone of mind and their hopes.

Ver. 34. Who should be the greatest.—Ob-
viously, only with reference to the Messiah's king-

dom,—^their hopes of the speedy establishment of
which being now rekindled.

Ver. 35. If any man desire to be first.

—

Comp. Matt, xxiii. 12 ; xx. 2Y; xviii. 4. Our clause

seems in one formula to include two rules : whosoever
exalteth himself shall be abased ; whosoever humbleth
liimself shall be exalted. Despotism makes man a
slave ; spiritual despotism makes him the lowest and
most abject of all slaves, who must serve the most
external and legal behests of a police for the in-

ternal kingdom of God. But voluntary service in

the kingdom of love, and under the impulse of hu-

mility and self-denial, makes a man a spiritual power,
and gives him an unconscious and blessed greatness

in the kingdom of God, wlnich does not complacently
look at its own reflection. In this sense Christ came
to minister unto all (symbol, the feet>washmg), and
has become Lord over all, Phil. ii. 5-11. But the

emphasis falls here obviously upon the second rule.

Ver. 36. When He had taken him in His
arms.—Peculiar to the vivid and pathetic style of

Mark. Comp. ch. x. 16.

Ver. 3V. Whosoever shall receive one of
such children.—The natural child in the arms of

Jesus is not only a symbol, but also identical in its

susceptibility with the spiritual child ; and it signifies,

not a Christian ripe in humiUty, but a beginner in

faith. The child baptized or blessed is in the cat-

echumen state, like the thirty years' proselyte be-

fore baptism, or the beginner in faith. See on Mat-
thew, p. 323,—Not Me, but Him that.—Meyer

:

"Not mm lamquam, but with rhetorical emphasis

the €/if Sixsrai is absolutely denied." At the same
time the rhetorical element must be strongly em-
phasized. It signifies a "much more," or "infinitely

more ; " with the child we receive Christ, with Christ

we receive God, if the receivuig is of the right kind.

Ver. 38. And John answered Him.—The
iroiepty(ir9iu here, as often, in the wider sense : on a

special occasion to begin the conversation. Johi
had a fact in his mind which h3 must bring into th«
light of this act of Jesus. Meyer, following Schleier-
macher: "The disciples had, to one who uttered th«
name of Jesus, done the opposite of receive." Or,
rather, they had hindered one who in the name of
Jesus was receiving the miserable, and doing works
of mercy. John now hears that precisely to such
an one the greatest promises are given.—In Thy
name.—The tgU ov6/j.arl aov says less than iy to?,

K.T.K. Comp. Matt vii. 22 ; Acts ix. IS. By means
of uttering the name of Jesus. Meyer :

" But our
exorcist was not an impostor, he was a believer

;
yet

not one belonging to the permanent company of
Jesus." Had he been a deceiver, he would not have
been able to cast out demons by the name of Jesus

;

for the name of Jesus wrought no magical effects

:

see Acts xix. 13. But if he had been a decided be-
liever, John would have known him as such ; for the
aKo^ovBuv must be understood of actual and real
following, and not necessarily of merely external dis-

cipleship. The passage therefore means, that there
was in him a measure of trust in the name of JesuS;
a germ of true faith. But we must not forget thart

the words are, " he followeth not with ws," not, " he
followeth not T/iee

:

" this is certainly the utterance
of an excited human party feeling. Gerlach and
others suppose that the exorcist might have been a
disciple of John the Baptist; but it is to be re-

membered that John himself did no miracle. All
were indeed disciples of John, in the wider sense, who
were hoping for the approaching kingdom, and had
been baptized of John.—We forbade him, be-
cause.—We must regard John as the main agent in
all this matter, though in perfect understanding and
concert with the rest of the disciples. The " because

he followeth not with us," &c., signifies that they
desired of the man a decided following with them, or
an abandonment of all working in the name of Je-
sus. Thus they did not deny that even an unre-

generate man might do something by means of the
name of Jesus ; but they regarded him as not justi-

fied in so doing. Their watchword was : first a full

conversion, and then the right and ability to work.
It is strictly, " We interdicted him from that," or

"hindered him." Easily might the prohibition

of the disciples disturb his miracle-working confi-

dence.

Ver. 39. Forbid him not, for.—Augustin
" Disiinguit inter neuiralifatem epicuream et neu-

tralitatem ex infirmUate." Such a man, the Lord
tells them, would not immediately dishonor His
name. His experience would prevent him from so

soon turning round and going over to His enemies.

And in this there was expressed, at the same time,

the hope that he would earlier or later become an
actual follower. Jesus, therefore, would impress it

upon His disciples that they must honor and protect

the isolated beginnings or germs of faith to be found

in the world, without the circle of actual believers.

We are not violently to constrain the men m whom
such beginnings are seen, to adopt prematurely tha

party of faith : such a course might have a tendency

to repel them, and drive them into the camp of th

enemy. Moreover, it is contrary to the demands of

a germ, and of gradual development ; it is contrarj

to the rights of conscience, and the nature of tha

kingdom of God, whose kindled sparks of Ufe fall

far beyond the central hearth of the Church. Bu(

we must carefully distinguish here between forbid

ding and commanding. It is not permitted the dia
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ciples to forbid ; they should pay all respect to the

unrestrained influence of Christ, and its results, even

beyond the fold of the disciples. But it does not

follow from this, that the Lord commands, outside

the circle of discipleship also, a premature activity

of the beginners in faith. It is wholesome and nat-

ural that every energy of faith, in every young Chris-

tian, should act and move, according to the measure

tf its development, under the condition of truth,

incerity, and supreme regard for its own internal

rowth and well-being. Meyer: " We gather, more-

over, from this passage, how mightily the words and

influerce of Christ had wrought outside the sphere

of His permanent dependants, exciting in individuals

a degree of spiritual energy that performed miracles

on others."

Ver. 40. For he that is not against you.

—

The reading vaihii is better supported than the read-

ing TiiiSiii, which the Text. Rec, Fritzsohe, and

Tisohendorf follow ; and thus the clause constitutes

a formal antithesis to the word in Matt. xi. 42. {See

the Critical Notes on that passage.) " And in order

that they might not, in this sacred domain of tender

beginnings, hurt any the least sapling, He converts

His royal word. He who is not for Me is against Me,
into a disciple-word for them to use. He who is not

against us is on our part." {Leben Jesu, ii. 10-12
;

comp. Stier on the passage.)

Ver. 41. Whosoever shall give you a cup
of water [see Matt. x. 42.) The third 7ap, for ;

a threefold significant establishment of the rule laid

down by our Lord, not to hinder beginnings. First

reason : Such a man will not soon become mine
enemy. Second reason : If any one were against

you, he would give assurance of the fact ; if he is

not against you, it is to be assumed at the outset

that he is for you. Third reason : The respect and
love which is even outwardly shown you in the very
slightest degree by men in the world, for Christ's

sake, or in His name, proves that they stand in a
certain spiritual connection with Him, which under
Hia blessing may increase and become more strict.

The smallest token of friendship you receive as dis-

ciples of Christ, is a token of friendship to your
Master, which is rewarded by Him with the blessing

of greater friendship. Thus : 1. The beginning of
friendly feeling excludes the thought of a speedy
enmity ; 2. so much so, that the cessation of enmity,
in any instance, is to be regarded as friendship ; 3.

because the slightest token of friendliness, which is

understood by that cessation of enmity, is blessed
and furthered until it has become decided love and
friendship. From the external friendship which is

manifested in external proofs of love, men go on to

internal friendship : from the disciples of Christ,

whom they acknowledge as such, they come to

Christ Himself. Thus we must esteem holy aU the
roots, relations, and tendencies of good which Chris-

tianity finds m the world,—yet that Christianity
yhich does not deny itself and the Lord {4v t^ ov6-
aTi /xou). We assume that the three /o)-s all direct-

/ refer to the " forbid him not," without disparaging
he connection in which they stand to each other.

Ver. 42. And whosoever shall o£Fend one
»f these little ones—What follows is, down to the
lose, a strong utterance of our Lord against that
Hnatical ecclesiastical zealotry which is so much dis-

osed to throw stumbling-blocks in the way of be-
'nners in the faith, by imposing traditional dogmat-
: articles of faith. Saunier, De Wette, and others
uive lout the connection here. But it is evident

enough when we bear in mind that the words o<

Christ, vers. 43-47, have here a reference altogethe;

different from that which the related % ords of Matt
V. 29, 30 have. (Comp. Leben Jesu, ii. 2.)—Our pas-

sage forms a parallel with Matt, xviii. 6 seq. Mat
thew, however, did not adhere strictly to the plae«

where the words were spoken ; Mark places the lo

cahty and circumstances very clearly before us. Th
sons of thunder had a series of their own particula

crises to pass through, just is Peter had ; a series of

crises for their fanatical and enthusiastic party zeaL

The first is found here ; the second soon follows, on
their departure from Galilee (Luke ix. 64) ; the third

falls into a later period, before the final going up to

Jerusalem, ch. x. 35.

Ver. 43. And if thy hand offend thee.—For
the meaning of these words in this connection, see

the notes on the parallel in Matthew. Offences of
the hand, of the eye, and of the foot; or, stumbling-

blocks of fanatical hierarchism, of heretical Gnosti-

cism, and of political proselytism. In the formal

shape which the word of our Lord assumes in Mark,
" it may be regarded as an ideal formulary, which is

designed to suggest to His Church the pious gentle-

ness of the hand, the sacred spiritual clearness of the

eye, and the peaceful and amiable apostolical move-
ment of the feet." {Leben Jesu, ii 2, 1016.)

Ver. 44. Where their womi.—Three times

solemnly repeated. The reference to Isa. Ixvi. 24 is

manifest. It is a concrete expression for suffering

in the fire of hell, Gehenna.
Ver. 45. It is better for thee.—Comp. on Mai-

thew.

Ver. 49. For every one shall be salted with
fire.—On this clause, which has no parallel (and

which De Wette, Baur, and others, have so much
doubted about), see Meyer, and the treatises referred

to by him. Meyer, however, is wrong in interpreting

this of the fire of hell mentioned previously. He ex-

plains: "ttSs cannot mean every one generally; but
must, in harmony with the context, be restricted to

those who in ver. 48 are described by avrHv ; since

afterwards another class is distinguished by irS^a

Bvaia from that which is meant by rSs, and its pre-

dicate is opposed to the predicate of the latter ; itk^.'

and a.\i are antitheses." They are indeed distinct

points, but yet related to each other ; for otherwise

we should not read " Every one must be salted with

fire." We therefore thus understand the passage:

Every (sinful) man must, according to the typical

meaning of the burnt>offering, enter into the suffering

of fire : either into the fire of Gehenna, which then
in his case represents the salt which was wanting to

him ; or as the burnt-offering of God into the fiery

suffering of tribulation, those renunciations, namely
and especially, which had just been mentioned—the

sacrifice of the eye, the hand, and the foot—after he
had been previously consecrated with the salt of the

Spirit. This rule holds irreversibly good: those

offending members which were not, as God's sacri-

fices, previously salted with salt, pass immediatelj
into the fiery sufferings of punishment, which then
represent and take the place of the salting. The /col

in the clause, "and every sacrifice," does not there-

fore mean as, naSiis ; but it marks the specific oas«

in which the being salted precedes the suffering 6f

fire, and in which it may perhaps (as in John's own
later history) more or less supply the place of, and
involve the fiery suffering of, external tribulations (1
Cor. iii. 1 3). Meyer's separation of the salt and fire,

and his antithesis between them, with his excIuBivr
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teference of the fire to the punishment of the ungod-
ly, are found in Grotius, Lightfoot, and others. On
the other hand, both are referred to the good by
Euthym. Zigabenus ("the fire of faith in God, the

salt of love to man "), by Luther (the Gospel ia a fire

and a salt: the old man is crucified, renewed, salted'),

Calovius, Kuinoel, Schott.—Olshausen thus agrees

with our interpretation :
" On account of the universal

sinfulness of the race, every one must be salted with
fire; whether by hia voluntarily entering upon a

course of self-denial and earnest renunciation of his

sins, or by his being involuntarily cast into the place

of punishment." Similarly Ewald. The ydp gives

the reason of the exhortation which preceded. Sacri-

fice the hand, the foot, &c., in the self-renunciation

of godliness, rather than fall with your whole being

into tiie fire of judgment as a sacrifice of death.

For this is a fundamental law for sinful humanity

:

all must enter the fire. But if the fire becomes to

man a sacrificial fire, his sacrifice must be voluntarily

prepared and seasoned with salt (made savory, like

food); otherwise, the fire of Gehenna supplies the

place of the salt and the sacrifice.

Ver. 50. Salt is good.—The Ka\6v is not ex-

hausted by the word good. Something preeminently

good in its kind and efiect is intended. The better

any product of nature is in itself, the worse it is in

its corruption. Therein the salt is an image of man.
Saltless salt is not to be saved ; and so with the spir-

itless disciple, or Christian, or minister (without

chrisma: without salt). See on Matt. v. 13.—Have
salt in yourselves, and have peace.—The salt is

figurative, not merely signifying wisdom, but the

Spirit as the Spirit of discipline ; and on that account

it is the symbol of the covenant,—a blessing the pre-

servation and assurance of which has peace for its

result. The "have peace one with another" is

therefore a consecutive exhortation. Have peace

amongst yourselves, such peace as you must have if

you have that salt. From this last application it fol-

lows that the Lord regarded the contention of the

disciples, and their zeal against a beginner in faith

not walking in their circle, under the same point of

view. All undevout and unholy zealotry, whether

towards those within or those without. He explains

as resulting from one fundamental offence and ftiult,

—^the lack of salt and self-resignation, the want of

the Spirit's discipline and of consecration to God.

—

Here, again, it is Mark who has given most promi-

nence to words of the Lord which most strongly cor-

rected and admonished His disciples.

DOCTEINAIi AKD ETHIOAIi.

1. See on the parallel places in Matthew and

Luhe.

2. Between a hierarchy and the true catechumen's

nurture of the little ones in the Church, there is an

essential repugnance. The latter seeks to train up
the babes in faith to the full maturity of faith ; the

former would not only keep the babes in infancy,

but would train up the adult to be dumb babes.

The extreme adherents of hierarchy and the Baptist

principle agree, in that the former ascribe no prerog-

ative to baptism, but make the baptized laity a sub-

ordinate class of imperfect Christians ; and the lat-

ter, with hierarchical exclusiveness, deal like a

cleruB with the little ones m faith.—The sign which

rfesus gave to the Church by His repeated embracing

laccording to Mark) of the children, was directed

the first time rather against the fanatical church
spirit of the hierarchy, and the last time (cl;. x. It,

rather against the theological school-spirit of tht
Baptists. Whosoever of yov, : compare the historj
of the Papacy. Gregory the Great called himself
the serwis servorum, that he might be the first,

The hierarchy has taken the ironical word of Christ'i
Spirit with unthinking and unintelligent literality

like the word of our Lord, on another occasion, con
cerning the two swords, Luke xxii. 88 (see Leber
Jesu, u. 3, 1346), and other similar expressions.

3. BulJohn answered Him.—This history teaches
us, in connection with ch. x. 85 and Luke ix. 64,
how Christ dealt with and purified the zeal, nobis
but not yet free from fanatical excitement, of the
disciples, and especially what may be called the
idealistic fanatical zeal of the sons of thunder, as it

formed a contrast to the realistic fanatical zeal of
Peter. With every development of true faith there
is interwoven, especially in its first stages, a certain
measure of that other quality which stains its purity,

and requires to be eliminated. But when its heart
is sound, the flame is soon cleared of its bedimming
smoke ; the life of faith becomes ever more chris-

tiauly human, wise, and gentle {see Jas. iii. 17, 18).

But where the heart is evil, or becomes so through
the influence of external things, the life of faith de-

clines into fanaticism and perishes, as the history of
Pharisaism and Judaism everywhere proves. Such
a fanaticism lived indeed in the soul of Judas ; he
went on through enthusiasm and excitement to

apostasy. The answer of John was a frank avowal,

and revelation of himself or confession, before th».

Lord {see Leben Jesu, ii. 2).

4. The connection of the beginnings of faith

:

—
pious work, ver. 38 ; its root in the devout mind,

ver. 89 ; its nourishment in devout habits, humanity,

ver. 41. Hence loving care for the disciples, lead

iug to quiet recognition of their interests, and thence

to active usefulness in the name of Jesus.

6. T7ie bigoted conduct of the dimples toward*

these beginnings of faith.—In its issue and result an

ofience or injury to the little ones, and in a twofold

sense : either as they are dishonored and wronged,

or as they are ofiended and tempted to resistance

and enmity. In its origin, it is an internal offence

;

offending self through the hand, or the foot, or the

eye {see Crit. Notes, ver. 43, and on Matthew). In.

the Church, and for the Church, or in relation to the

bride of Christ, that law of self-renunciation and

self-sacrifice holds good which is the basis of the re-

lations of marriage. Matt. v. 27 seg. We must be

subject to the church, if we would edify it, Kom. xii.

3 seg.

6. That a millstone were hanged.

—

See on Mat-

thew.

1, Into hell, where the fire is not quenched.—

Concerning the difierence between hell and Gehenna,

and the kingdom of the dead or Sheol, see on Mat-

thew. The additional clause, " where their worm
dieth not," etc., points back, as it has been re-

marked, to the passage Isa. Ixvi. 24, where the val-

ley of Hinnom is expressly made a symbol of thg

punishment of the reprobate, and the Old Testament

germ of the doctrine of future eternal punishment

distinctly appears, as also it does in the earlier

Cherem or death-sentence of the law, and in late*

passages, such as Bzek. xx. 47 ; Dan. xii. 2, and

others. According to the passage in Isaiah, the

bodies of those who were apostate from Jehovah lay

without before the holy city, an abomination to all
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flesh. The worm of corruption, which devoured
them from within, died not ; and tlie fire of judg-

ment wlich destroyed them from without, was not

extinguished. And this manifestly presented a sym-
bohcal idea of eternal suffering ; for, literally taken,

the fire would be extinguished and consumed with
the bodies and the worms. Eternal destruction

within, eternal judgment without, and these in eter-

nal reciprocal influence. On the doctrine of hell,

compare dogmatic treatises.

8. -fbr every one must be salted with Jire^ and
even/ sacrifice.—Fire is the symbol of life in its re-

newing power, and especially of the judicial power
and working of God, renewing by a divine energy

:

thus it is the presence and action of God in the full

energy of His holy, penetrating nature : Gen. xv. 17;
Ex. iii. 2 ; Mai. iii. 3 ; iv. 1. Hence it is for the sin-

ful man generally a judicial visitation of God, tlie

mercifully rebuking and correcting manifestation of
His nature (Mai. iii. 3 ; iv. I) ; for the penitent, be-
lieving man, it is the saving judgment of grace, the
purifying fire, the fire of new quickening, transform-
ing, glorification (Acts ii. 3) ; for the reprobate it is

a fire of condemning judgment, Heb. x. 27 ; xii. 29.

9. This gives us the true meaning and significance

of the sacrificial fire, of the fire of the altar. It

forms a counterpart and contrast to the fire of hell.

It is the fire of God, into which man voluntarily en-
ters with his offering, in order that he may escape
falling into the terror of the eternal fire. Thus, if

we strictly judge ourselves, we shall not be judged.
This absolute and inviolable law of the fire-alterna-

tive was symbohcally exhibited by the Old Testament
sacrifice : the Christian must have the reality of it

accomplished in himself, whilst he makes himself, as
it respects those members and their actions (hand,
foot, eye) which might hurt his Christian life, a sac-

rifice upon the altar. This self-sacrifice is a burnt-
offering, inasmuch as the Christian places himself
daily at the Lord's disposal in pure self-dedication
(Rom. xii.) ; it is a sin-offering, inasmuch as he ac-
tually renounces and rids hunself of all those im-
pulses and acts which are a hindrance. This ap-
plies, however, not only to sensual tendencies (Matt.
T.), hut also to those spiritual and ecclesiastical im-
pulses of the self which are colored and disguised by
religion (as it respects place and prerogative). Yet
the sacrifice must not proceed from fear, but from
loving obedience ; it must not be an act of con-
strained dread, but voluntarily, an act of the spirit,

of self-discipline. And that is signified by the salt

(see the article Sals in Winee, JSuchner, and the
Stuttgart BihelwSrterbuch). The salt is the symbol
of the Spirit, as the spirit of purifying and conserv-
ing discipline; even as oil is the symbol of the
Spirit, as the Spirit of religious life and the living
flame of devotion. Salt is the preserving, cleansing
virtue of Ufe : the Spirit who checks and kills sin
germinating within. Fire is the transformmg power
of life : the Spirit who punishes the sin that is pres-
ent, separating the sinner from sin as the judgment
of grace, or destroying the sinner with his sin as the
judgment of condemnation. Salt is discipline and
conservation

;
fire is punishment, judgment, purifica-

tion. Out of the fiery condemnation of Sodom a sea
of salt flowed forth. The punishment of the doomed
is a source of discipline and healing for those who
Will live. As fire and light are related to each other,
and yet form a direct contrast, so it is with salt and
light, Matt. v. 13, 14. Because the salt signified the
spirit of discipline, it was needful (accordmg to Ezek.

xliii. 24, the testimony of this passage, and Jewisl
tradition) to every offering, and not only to the meat-
offering (Lev. ii. 13) ; hence it was the proper symbo.
of the establishment and renewal of the covenant in

the sacrifice. Hence, on the one hand, the salt it

salt of the covenant (Lev. ii. 13), and, on the other,

the covenant with Jehovah is a covenant of salt

(Num. xviii. 19 ; 2 Chron. xiii. 5) ; while, in tho

common life of the Orientals, it was a sign of sacred
covenant engagements and obligations. (See Winer,
and Bahk, Symbolik.) To eat salt together, meant
to make peace, and enter into covenant with each
other (RosENMULLEK, Morgenland, ii. 150.) But as

salt, or the spirit of discipfine, was the fundamental
condition of peace with God, so it was also the fun-

damental condition of peace in the Church, of the
mutual peace of Christian people. Hence the word
of our Lord : Have salt in yourselves, and peace one
with another. The disciples were amongst them-
selves to have salt, but for the earth to be salt. In
reference to the symbolism of the sacrifices, see the
works on the subject by Bahr, Kurtz, and Hengsten-
berg.

10. In connection with the contrast, wide as
heaven, between the salt and sacrificial fiire on the
one hand, and the unquenchable fire of Gehenna on
the other, there must also be observed a certain re-

lation, so far as, first, the salt is regarded as a sym-
bol of the sacrificial fire ; and, secondly, as the fire

is regarded as a kind of salt : the Lord says that all

must be salted with fire. The contrast between the
two is this : the salt sustains and conserves ; the fire,

on the contrary, destroys and anniliilates. But there
is something more than a contrast ; there is a strict

relation. The salt preserves and sustains by an in-

fluence resembUng that of fire : it is keen, biting,

and pervasive ; like a subtle flame, it penetrates all

that is corruptible, separates that which is most cor-
ruptible and foul, whilst it fixes and quickens that
which is sound. Thus it effects a kind of transfor-

mation or metamorphosis. So, on the other hand,
the fire is a salt of higher potency : it destroys that
which is perishable, and thereby establishes the im-
perishable in its purest perfection ; it leads to new
and more beautiful fonns of being. Salt seems to
petrify the object, fire seems to volatilize it ; but the
salt fixes it in its healthy normal condition, whilst
the fire bears it upwards in its pure constituent ele-

ments to heaven. Thus the believer is first purified
by the salt ; but then by the fire of internal and ex-
ternal tribulation he is carried up to God. So it ia

with the whole world of mankind and the earth itself.

First, it is purified and preserved by the salt of the
apostolical Church (Matt. v. IS) ; then by the final

fire at the end of the world it will be delivered from
its condition of curse, and glorified : 2 Thess. i. 8 : 2
Pet. iii. 10.

HOMILETICAL AJTD PEAOTIOAl.

See on the parallel passages in Matthew and Luht.—Despotism over feUow-disciples, and prosclytizmg
those not disciples, spring from the same source'
from the self-exaltation of a proud and unpurified zeaL—Spiritual pride is the common source of all hie-

rarchical and fanatical movements.—The silence of
the other disciples compared with John's answering
1. In reference to the persons :—the more noble the
disciple, the more free he is to make honest ana
open confession. 2. In reference to the matter :—
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fanatical zeal In the Church ia more readily confegsed

than the Impulses of proud ambition and the lust of

ecclesiastical dominion, because it is in its first mo-
tives much more noble and less guilty.—The question

concerning the greater in the Church, is a question

in the way to the judgment-seat of Christ. 1. It

will not be resolved before : the primacy waits till

then. 2. It will be resolved in the end by the Lord,

as He resolved it at the beginning (the first, the last).

—The simple image of the pure Church of Christ

:

1. Christ sits upon His throne ; 2. the preaching

sounds out, Whosoever will be first, etc. ;.3. the only

image in the Church is a little child ; 4. the pros-

pect : revelation of the great God through the hum-
ble care of the little ones.—The Church of apostoli-

cal humility. It marks Christ's word, " Whosoever
will be first," etc., 1. in its literal significance, a

threatening word against all despotism in the exter-

nal, legal Church ; 2. in its spiritual meaning, a word
of promise for humble, ministering love in the con-

gregation of His Spirit.—The child and the Apostles

:

1. The child their master ; 2. the child their scholar

;

3. the child their fellow.—How we may receive with

the little child the highest life in the name of Jesus :

1. The Lord Christ himself; 2. God himself.—How
we may receive with the little child the great God :

1. If the child is received in the name of Jesus ; 2.

if Jesus is received in the name of God.—The beau-

tiful confession of John.—Christ the holy Master of

all the sons of thunder in His Church : 1. How He
represses the sons of thunder (or reduces to silence

the thunder of carnal zeal) ; 2. how He arouses the

sons of thunder (or lets the thunder of the Spirit re-

sound. Rev. X. 4).—The prohibition of John, and the

commandment of the Lord, in relation to free labor

in the Church, and for the cause of Christ.—The law

of fanatical zeal, and the law of the spirit of freedom

in the Church.—Ecclesiastical party zeal in the light

of the word and Spirit of Christ.—Christ the defend-

er and guardian of all beginnings of faith, and of aU
germs of spiritual life : 1. Through His Scripture-

word ; 2. through His apostolical infant baptism ; 3.

througli the evangelical rights of personal conscience.

—The water-cups of mild, human customs, in their

connection with the sacramental cup of the God-man.

—The connection between false fire of zeal in the

Church and the fire of hell.—The three great dangers

of ecclesiastical zeal: 1. Dangers of the hand; 2.

dangers of the foot ; 3. dangers of the eye.—The law

of sacred gentleness in the service of Christ.—-The

true sacrificial fire of self-denial and self-mortifica-

tion, in relation to the fiery flame of hell : 1. The
relation : all must be salted with fire. 2. The con-

trast ; to be prepared for the fire by salt, or to be

salted with fire.—We cannot escape the fire ; but

we have the choice between the fire of life and the

fire of death.^Discipline of the Spirit : the funda-

mental condition of healthy life in the Church : 1.

Of the right warfare, 2. of the right peace.—The zeal

of Christ the purifying fire for the zeal of His people.

—The thundering ofmen, and the Lord's thunder ; or,

the exaggeration of Uttle strength, and the mildness

of great strength : 1. In their origin : a. want of

love, want of self-government ; b. the zeal of love

and divine moderation. 2. In their manifestation

:

a. t.mudering of the cannons, of the buUs, of the

curses, scattering sudden and swift destruction ; b.

trumpet-calls to penitence, words of correcting love,

alarming and yet not destroying. 3. In their effects

:

a lost and ended in time ; b. dispensing blessings for

a tone, and bringing salvation for eternity.—How

Christ, with the anticipating grief of holy love, was
inflamed with zeal against all covetous and party
frenzy of zeal in His Church.—The alternative of tha
two fires of history ; indifference must be burnt
away, either, 1. in the fires of salvation, or, 2. in ths
fires of judgment.

Starke :—Doubtless it is our duty to wrest from
others their hurtful errors ; but we are also bound
to bear with them for a while, and give them tim«
to come to a better apprehension.

—

Quesnex.:—
Pride reigns in almost all conditions. Few are con-
tent to be placed beneath others; most people are
intent only upon getting above their fellows, and
mount aloft.

—

Nova. Bibl. Tub. .-—Alas, how many
will stand before Him with shame and fear, when
Christ shall demand an account of all the useless

and sinful contentions which they have mutually in-

dulged in !—Hedinger :—Pride, conceit, ambition,
are all utterly out of harmony with the spirit of true
Christianity.

—

Luther:—That man has a true no
bility who is profoundly humble in heart.—True
greatness consists in perfect lowliness.

—

Quesnel :

—

Blessed is it to rest in the arms of the love of Jesus.

—It is an honor to receive the great into our house

;

greater still to receive those who are lacldng in all

things but the spirit of Christ.—It is a holy work to

do good to children, especially to poor and orphan
children.—OsiAsnER:—The most pious, devoted,

and faithful ministers in the Church have their fail-

ings.

—

Hedinger :—God has a marvellous method in

the dispensation of His graces and gifts, and we must
not be too ready to reject what is not as yet perfectly

pure and flawless, Phil. i. 16.

—

Quesnel:—We too

often blend our own selves, our prejudices and no-

tions, with the things of God ; and our pride uses

the honor of His name as a mere cloak.

—

Osiander :

—Instead of envying and grudging, we should praise

God for the wonderful variety of gifts which He be-

stows for the common good.

—

Bibl. MlH. .—God's
gifts are not bound to any particular person, or to

any particular condition ; but He distributes them
Himself freely, if He will, to whom He will, and when
He will.

—

Cramer :—To deal with little children is a

delicate matter ; we may soon plant either what ia

good or what is evil in them.—That young people

have offences so often thrown in their way is one

reason why there is so much wickedness among the

adult.

—

Bibl. Wirt.

:

—To give offence is, in those

who hold the office of correction, a threefold sin : 1.

They sin themselves ; 2. they make others sin ; 3.

they cannot use their ofiice.—To enter into life halt

or lame : his fleshly lusts are as dear to man as one

of his members.

—

Cramer :—Who caii doubt about

hell, and the damnation of hell, wlien Christ has so

often repeated and confirmed the truth ?—Our foot

ofl'endB us in two ways : 1. If it goes in evil ways

;

2. if it stands still.

—

Quesnel :—To be salted with

the fire of hell, as an ofiering to the divine righteous-

ness.

—

Bibl. Wirt.

:

—If God's word is falsified, or

not with all solemnity and earnestness dealt witli,

there is no other salt for the sinful flesh : it breeds

aU kinds of corruption, and all kinds of sins have

dominion.

—

Canstf.in :—Faithful teachers must give

all diligence to maintain the integrity of the sound

doctrine of the gospel
;
yet they must avoid all con-

tention, and approve themselves not only true, but

also full of love and peace.

Lisco :—In earthly empires power rules ; in th«

kingdom of heaven rules the power of devoted, self

sacrificing, and self-humbling love (ver. 38).— Secret

pride was the reason why the disciples so acted
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But Jesus is displeased with their conduct ; for He
would have a love in them that should be ready to

love heartily everything in others, wherever seen,

that presented anything spiritually congenial.—Jesus

rejects and condemns all casting oif, shutting out, and

repulsion, as unchildlike. The gnawing worm of the

evil conscience, and the burning smart of divme

wrath, are figures of the eternal destruction which

will befall the seducers.—All things, that is, the

whole of humanity, must be salted with fire.

—

Gp:ei.acb :—He who is not against you, is with you.

Only in things merely external does Jesus include

Himself with the disciples in the we : We go up to

Jerusalem.—But, when internal relations are in ques-

tion, He does not say we and us, any more than He
says Our Father. And for this reason ; 1. Because

He distinguishes himself from them as sinners ; 2.

because He identifies himself with them as believers,

—the branches united with the vine, John xv. 1.

—

He who is not with Me, etc. Both words must al-

ways be united ; so that Christ's disciples must take

equal care to instruct the ignorant and to bear with
the weak, 1 Thess. v. 14.

—

Beaune :—They had in-

deed the feeling that this thought was not right in

the sight of Christ. Therefore He asks them about
it ; He gives them opportunity to utter it aloud.

And thus their Master makes them sensible how ex-

ceedingly improper that thought was.—Earthly, tem-
poral relations, they carried over into their notions

of the eternal kingdom of God.—There are indeed
distinctions even in the kingdom of God (Peter, John,
James) ; but that He termed Peter the Rock could
not at that time have been misunderstood by the

Apostles, as He was misunderstood by CathoUo Chris-

tendom, especially by the whole of the Middle Ages.—At first they kept silence ; and when they spoke,
it was only through shame. And so it was right.

It is not well to be put to shame at death ; better is

it to come forward and be exposed before God, and
the Saviour and His people.—With the unpretending
act of receiving a little child. He connects the greats

est of all, the receiving God.—With perfect right the
disciples of Jesus held their vocation high and pre-
cious. But that they supposed their vocation the
only channel through which God could reveal His
Sou in men's hearts, was a great error.—We should
be willing to trace and follow out all the threads in
other e which lead to Christ.—There is such a thing
as an internal, though it may be weak, inclination
towards Christ, without any external and full fellow-
ship—The Redeemer undoubtedly had in view those
offences which are connected with the teaching office

in the Churcli, when contentions arise, and love,
humility, and regard for the little ones are discoun-
tenanced. We do not always perceive, or at least

Bufliciently consider, what great offence and damage
may ensue from the neglect of heartfelt humility cf

poverty of heart and lowliness of spirit.—All that

gives offence, and all that takes offence, must alike in

the end be abolished and vanish away.—Je.su8 tooi

no offence, and gave no offence ; for God was is

Him.—Happy are we if His spirit dwelleth in ua.

ScHLEiERMACHER :—(With reference to Matt. xx.

28, and the ministering of Christ.)—He must in

spirit descend into the unsaved depths of the human
heart : it was needful that He should see how, and

in what variety of ways, the most various tempera

and spirits might be aided and saved—brought to

sink into their own absolute nothingness, in ordei

that they might attain to the new birth in Him.

—

That was His ministering ; and in this sense He saya

that He—who is the first in the kingdom of heaven,

who is all in all. He who is the One supreme over

all and in all. He in whom all have all things—is at

the same time the servant of all.'—The greater the

power of Christ in the disciple, and the more that

power works through him for the well-being of

others, the greater he is in the kingdom of heaven.

—To receive God—what greater thing can be con-

ceived !—(The transaction with John.) There is a

condition under which the gradual influences of the

Spirit best effect their work, and that is undisturbed

self-concentration. The more men are excited in

reference to external things, the more are their

minds closed against higher influences; but when
they are in perfect repose, the gentle inspirations of

the Divine Spirit have their better effect.

Brieger :—Are we to understand the words to

mean, that he who burns with desire to be the first

should be the last, in order to compass that end ?

Would any such humility as that possess a value ?

The Lord could not possibly have intended to say

that the being little was a means to becoming
great. The " If any man will " is intended rather to

show the way in which a man becomes great m the

kingdom of God, without willing to be so.—This way
is that of self-denial.—Because the Lord from heaven
entered into the condition, or assumed the form, of

a servant. His Church also must take the same
form.—To receive is here indeed a high thing : to

take up to Himself.—In reference to ourselves, we
have to observe the word "He who is not with Me,"
etc. In reference to others, we have to observe the

word " He that is not against you," etc., that we may
judge them in the spirit of Jesus.

GossNER :—In the kingdom of humility there ia

no contention.—The more humble and simple we
are, the nearer we are to the Saviour.—The hoUest
words, without anointing and salt, are good for noth-

ing.

—

Bauer :—By their ruling we know the great

ones of this world ; by their serving we know tha

great ones of the kingdom of heaven.—Where love,

the sacred regard for faith however little, is wounded,
the retribution of the kingdom of heaven is 3erei«.
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PART THIED.
The Lord's Conflicts and Victories in Persea. Transit, on from the Old Churih to

the New. The Disciples gathered together for the Passion.

FIRST SECTION.
CAKNAL MARRIAGE LEGISLATION OF THE PHARISEES, AND THE SPIRITUAL MAK

RUGE LEGISLATION OF THE LORD.

Chaptbe X. 1-12.

(Parallel : Matt. xix. 1-12.)

i And ne arose from thence, and cometh into the coasts of Judea, by [through] the
farther side of Jordan : and the people resort unto him again ; and, as he was wont, he

2 taught them again. And the Pharisees came to him, and asked him, Is it lawful for f

3 man to put away his wife? tempting him. And he answered and said unto them,
4 What did Moses command you ? And they said, Moses suffered to write a bill of di-

5 vorcement, and to put her away. And Jesus answered and said unto them, For the
6 hardness of your heart he wrote you this precept : But from the beginning of the orea-

7 tion God made them male and female. For this cause shall a man leave liis father and
8 mother, and cleave to his wife ; And they twain sliall be one flesh : so tlien they are no
9 more twain, but one flesh. What therefore God hath joined together, let not man put

iO asunder. And in the house his disciples asked him again of the same matter

11 And he saith unto them, Whosoever shall put away his wife, and marry another, com-
12 mitteth adultery against her. And if a woman shall put away her husband, and be

married to another, she committeth adultery.

1 Ver. 1.—The reading of Cod. A, (5ta tou rrepav, &c.) must not be given up, with Lachmann and Tischendorf (who
read Kol Hpaf), on account of B., C.*, L,

'^ Ver. 2.—Elzevir reads ot •Papia-a.lot ; but the article is not supported.
' Veir. 6.—The 6 ©eo? is wanting in B., C, L., A., &c., and omitted by Tischendorf [and Meyer, and bracketed by

lachmann].
* Ver. 10—nepl tovtov. Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer, following A., B., C.
• Ver. 12.—Lachmann and Tischendorf read yaij.i^(jjj oAAoi' instead of ya/Aijd^ aAA(j>, following B., C, D., L., A.

EXEGETICAIi AKT) CEITICAL.

, See the notes on the parallel in Matthew, xix.

—

Christ's abode in Persa embraces three occun-ences

:

the treatment of the subject of divorce, the bringing

of the little children to Jesus, and the rich young
man. These transactions all belong, doubtless, to

the second abode of Christ in Persea. We must, ac-

cording to the connection of the evangelical narra-

tives, assume two residences in Peraea ; for we know
that Jesus, after the Feast c^ Tabernacles in the year

Of persecution 782, returning into Galilee, assembled
His disciples there; that with them He journeyed
through the boundaries of Galilee and Samaria to

Persea {see Luke ix. 51-52, xvii. 11-19; comp. Leben
/em, it 2, 1083), appeared then in Jerusalem at the

Feast of the dedication, and afterwards returned back
to Peraea, John x. 42. That the circumstances re-

lated by tlie Evangelists Matthew and Mark belong
to the close of the second abode in Persea, is mani-
fest from the intimation that the rich young man
tame to Him as He was on the point of journeying

;

jtud the same applied to Matthew's account of the

mothers bringing their children. But with this last

transaction that concerning divorce was closely con-

nected.—Concemhig Persea, see the Critical Notes on
Matthew, as also concerning the double residence in

Perasa, and the signiiicance of the Persean narrative

in relation to the founding and preparation of the

new congregation, the Christian Church.—Christian

ecclesiastical regulations begin with regulations for

the house ; with the Christian legislation, 1. for

marriage ; 2. for children ; 3. for property.

As to the relation of Mark to the Synoptists in

the Persean sections, he and Matthew alone record

the matter concerning divorce. Mark states more
precisely than Matthew that Jesus penetrated through
Periea to the borders of the land, ver. 1. In

Matthew, on the other hand, there is a more definite

account given of the first journey of Jesus to Persea,

accompanied by a great train. Matthew says that

great multitudes followed Him, and He healed them
there. Mark says that the people resorted to Him
again (iraKw, again in Persea), and that, as He was
wont. He taught them again. In the Lord's answer

to the tempting question concerning divorce, Mark
places first the reference to the Mosaic law of mar-
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riage, and brings in ttie paradisaical law afterwards

:

Matthew inverts that order. But it is iu harmony

with the character of Mark, that he introduces all by

the piercing word of decision. The rebuke of the

Pharisees is, nioreOTcr, made more keen by the fact

that he assigns the saying concerning the Christian

marriage law (vers. 10-12, compare Matthew ver. 9,

ch. V. B2) to the house in which Jesus continued His

discourse with the disciples on this question. Here

also, as often elsewhere, Mark shows that the Lord,

after His intercourse with the people, retreated to the

house, that is, the inn, where He had been receired,

for the sake of confidentially continuing His words

to the disciples. These are the lesser images of the

Lord's greater retreats.—The words that follow were

not for the Pharisees. Mark gives the addition, "If
a woman shall put away her husband ;

" but then he
omits the conversation between the disciples and the

Lord concerning the difficulty of true marriage, " If

the case of the man," etc. (Matt. xix. 10-12). In the

section about the children (which Luke also has),

Mark alone makes it prominent that Jesus was dis-

pleased with the disciples. He records, in common
with Luke, the saying about not receiving the king-

dom of God as a Uttle child. That Jesus here again

took the children in His arms and embraced them,
as He had done the cliild in Capernaum, Mark alone
mentions. He also makes it more distinctly promi-
nent than Mathew does, ver. 15, that the rich yoimg
man came to the Lord on the occasion of His leaving
Pertea. Luke alone tells us that the young man was
a ruler, probably a ruler of the synagogue. But
Mark alone records that, after the declaration " All
these have I kept from my youth up," Jesus looked
upon him and loved him ; as he also later inserts the
Lord's approbation of the questioning scribe, ch. xii.

28 seq. To him also we owe the striking and vivid
trait, that the rich young man put on a gloomy and
fallen countenance (tTrvypaam) after the Lord's
answer. The amazement of the disciples at the
word, " How hardly shall the rich," etc., Mark ex-
hibits as continued and increased, even after the
Lord's explanation, " How hard is it for them that
trust in riches." In the transaction that followed,
between Peter and the Lord, Mark is more express
than Luke in recording that Peter only began m his
confusion to inquire about the reward, and that he
did not give full expression to his words. He omits
the clause, " What shall we have therefore ? " which
Matthew inserts. It is very remarkable that Mark
omits here again the saying of Jesus concerning the
twelve thrones of the Apostles (Matt. ver. 28), even
as he had omitted the special prerogatives of Peter.
It is obvious to suggest on this point, that the saying
about "judging the twelve tribes of Israel" was not
so easily intelligible to Gentile Christians (although
Luke also has it, ch. xxii. 30). On the other hand,
Mark gives the broad and comprehensive promise of
the Lord to the disciples who renounce all, and in the
most fun detail : ver. 30, there is the hundred-fold
compensation, houses, and brethren, etc., already iu
the present life, ulthough amidst perseoutious.

Ver. 1. And He arose from thence.—In the
wider sense, from Gahlee; in the narrower sense,
from Capernaum, where He gathered together His
disciples.— By the farther aide of Jordan
That Jesus did not merely come to Perisa, but trav-
elled through Peraja to the borders of Judaja, that is,

to the most eastern hmits of Persea, is plain even
from the words of Matthew ; but is still more plainly
declared in the expression here used by Mark. Por

the whole of Persea could hardly be desciibed as tht

borders of Judaea in the wider sense. .A whole

province of a land can never be merely regarded at

its border. On the immediate occasion of this jour-

ney to Persea, see on Matthew, Critical Notes.—
Again.—The repeated irdKii' seems to have LeeB

employed in consequence of the distinct remembrauca
of a double abode of Jesus in Perasa. At any rate^

the events that follow belong to the second red
dence.

Ver. 2. Asked Him.— Meyer ;
" Mark omits,

what Matthew gives, the properly tempting element

in the question, Kara -nadap ahiav." But, according

to the explanation of Ewald {see Critical Notes on

Matthew), the question was a critical and tempting

one, even without that addition, because it was dan
gerous in the territory of Herod Antipas to say any
thing against divorce. De Wette supposes that the

Pharisees may have been aware of the Saviour'"]

earlier declaration concerning divorce. That may be

true ; in any case they might very well guess that, on
this question, His utterance would perfectly coincide

with that of the Baptist. Either, thought they, He
must in His answer touch Herod too closely, or the

Baptist ; that is, He must fall under the condemna-
tion either of worldly power, or of the pious.

"Ver. 3. What did Moses command you?
—The order of the main points is not the same in

Mark as in Matthew. Matthew comes down from the

paradisaical institute to the Mosaic ; Mark, on the

contrary, rises from the latter to the former, and
moreover makes Jesus Himself put the question con-

cerning the law of Moses, and the tempter give the

reply. This seems to have been the natural order.

Elsewhere we have it as the first covmter-question of

Jesus ; What is written in the law ? (See ver. 19,

and Luke x. 26.)

Ver. 4. Moses suffered to write (see Deut.

xxiv. 1).—In Matthew we read, Why then did Moses
command to give a writing of divorcement, and to

put her away ? and the answer of Jesus : Moses, be-

cause of the hardness of your hearts, suffered you to

put away your wives. And in Mark's account of the

Pharisees' words, they give, as in Matthew, a dis-

torted view of the Mosaic law. Moses had suffered

to divorce, and restrictingly commanded that a letter

of divorce be given in addition. In Matthew, it is

true, the opposition between the design of the Phari-

sees and the mind of Moses is made more expressly

prominent. But in Mark, the opposition is found in

the emphatic statement, that Moses wrote this com-

mandment on account of the hardness of their hearts

;

that is, not in order to divorce, but, with the divorce,

to give a bill of divorce therewith. The two ac-

counts, in fact, are, as to their results, one and the

same. The bill of divorce found divorce existing;

it was intended to limit and restrain it, and make it

more moral. The man who put away his wife, i e-

quired the services of a learned scribe in order to

construct the bill of divorce ; it was necessary that

he should give the grounds of the separation, and the

ordinance of the lawgiver required those grounds

never to be light or trivial. Moreover, there were

two cases in which the marriage was indissohible,—

viz., when a man dishonored a virgin, and when he

slanderously denied the virginity of his young wife

(Deut. xxii. 3 9, 29). In Mark, also, more weight is

attached to the other point of opposition which our

Lord brings out : His appealing to the paradisaical

ordinance. We must also notice the expression,

mrote this precept. It refers to a written, restricting
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law for hardness of Leart, in oontradiatinction to the
everlasting and original commandments of paradise

:

hence the written word is to be interpreted in har-

mony with these last.

Ver. 1. For this cause shall a man.— The
words of Adam (Gen. ii. 24) are in Matthew words
of God; in Mark, words of Christ. It is all the

same ; for Adam uttered those words prophetically as

a paradisaical, divine, fundamental ordinance. They
are words of God, as being eternally valid ; and
words of Christ, as rules for life to be reestablished

and sanctified. The Fiitures indicate the necessary
realization of the original relation and condition of

the sexes in marriage. As it is in reality and prin-

ciple, it must be in development. See Oriticcd Notes
on Matthew.

Ter. 10. And in the house His disciples

asked Him.—Here, as often elsewhere, our Lord,
according to Mark's account, retreated, after a public

transaction with the people, into the house, where He
followed up His public teaching by more confidential

instruction. Meyer :
" The two Evangelists here dif-

fer, as it respects the place, the persons to whom our

Lord speaks, and the substance of what He says."

He then gives the account of Matthew the preference.

But the thought of ver. 11 is already found in the

words of ver. 9 : What therefore God hath joined

together, let not man put asunder. Divorce was by
that word forbidden. It is an error to speak of any
difference here ; all we can say is, that Mark gave a

more specific account. And this is strictly in har-

mony with the circumstances of the case ; it was fit

that Christ should give His fullest utterance concern-

ing the New Testament law of marriage within the

more confidential circle of His disciples.

Ver. 11. Oommitteth adultery.— The mar-

riage contracted with the one is adultery towards the

other. Meyer supposes that itr' out^k must mean,
"m reference to her," that is, the forsaken woman.
But, literally, eir' av-riw refers back to the last men-

tioned. The great point is, that the adultery against

the first woman is consummated by marriage with

the second, and thus the second marriage is made
into adultery. " The iih M vopveia (Matthew) is

omitted by Mark. But it makes no difference, as

this reason for divorce is self-understood." (Meyer.)

Ver. 12. And if a woman.—Meyer denies the

genuineness of this added clause. Among the Greeks

and Romans it certainly was customary for the

woman to be the abandoned party ; but not among
the Jews, since the examples they furnish—Michal

(1 Sam. XXV. 44), Herodias (Matt. xiv. 4), Salome

(Joseph. Antiq. 16, 7, 10)—were preeminent enormi-

ties. But he overlooks the fact, that Jesus, accord-

ing to Mark, here gives His disciples a confidential

decree for His new Church, and appoints a new cus-

tom which, as did the primitive paradisaical ordi-

nance, goes far beyond the good and ill customs of

the Greeks and Romans. It is to be observed that

the Herodians introduced amongst the Jewish people

laxer customs as it respects woman.

DOOTP.INAI/ AND ETHICAl.

1. See on Matthew.
2. For the hardness of your heart.—This word is

in sharp contrast with the sentimental excuses made
for breaches of the marriage-vow—such as rest upon

the softness of the heart, the overpowering emotions

of love, etc.

3. And in the home,— Confidential household
words cf Jesus to His disciples, according to Mark

:

concerning the power of casting out demons, ch. ix.

28 ; the great in the kingdom of heaven, c'n. ix. 33;
and here concerning New Testament marriage. In
other passages it is soUtude generally, or solitude on
a mountain, in which Jesus imparts to His disciplea

the confidential utterances that belong to the future

of His new Church, ch. iv. 10, etc. On the othei
hand, the house of Jesus is often the centre of gi'eat

assemblages of the people, ch. ii. 1, iii. 20 ; even the
house which Jesus chose for His rest and retirement
cannot continue hidden, ch. vii. 24. In the most im-
portant crises of His conflict, Jesus turns from ofiicial

encounters with His opponents to a free exposition

of His doctrine to the whole people. So in oh. vii.

14, xii. 36 seq. Thus the house of the Redeemer is,

on the one hand, the most private, and on the other,

the most public, place ; always, however, in its most
hidden privacy opened and known. And as the Lord,
in His method of teaching, passes over from tha

general announcement of the word into confidential

communications to His chosen disciples, so also we
perceive that He passes over from dealing with the
priests and the officials to a freer application of His
words to all the people. In the former case He re-

gulates His teaching according to their being able to

hear His words ; in the latter, according to their

being willing. The doctrine of Christ is the most
secret and the most public : the great and utterable

mystery.

4. Not only does monogamy generally lie at the

foundation of this passage, but also the idea of the

true ideal monogamy, which is constituted not so

much by the union of two human " exemplars " as

rather by the blending of two human personalities

(Spfffi/ Kai 6ri\v), which are to each other similar to

what (we do not say the same that) Adam and Eve
were created to be to each other.

5. 1 Cor. vii. : The Pauhne development of th«

Christian marriage-law with reference to mixed mar-

HOMILETICAL AND PBACTICAL.

See on Matthew.—Jesus pressed on all sides to

the limits of His land ; or, Jesus within the limita-

tions of His earthly vocation; 1. Sacredly observing

the legal restrictions ; 2. extending to them, touch-

ing them ; 3. going beyond them in His spiritual life

and work (endlessly towards north, east, south, west).

—The Lord in Persea provides ijeforehand for His

Church: 1. He confirms and establishes that which

is the fundamental condition of its estabhshment

(the Christian household) ; 2. in this place He pre-

pares a refuge and hidmg-place for the future of His

persecuted people.—Peraea the last refuge of the Re-

deemer ; the first refuge of His Church.—The pUr

grimages of Christians to Christ : 1. As they spring

from impulse of heart, not human traditions ; 2. the

life of the Spirit, and not spiritual chains ; 3. move-

ments towards the true rest, and the true rest in

movement (that is, on the one hand, not the running

without an object, and, on the other hand, not frigid

form).—How the Lord for ever refers the tempters

to the word of God.—How He glorifies Moses: 1,

As an expositor of the creation ; 2. as a prophet of

redemption.— How Christ confirms the unison b©'

tween the old and the new covenants.—Moses wrote

his law for sinners ; or, the finite side of the written
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law of God in its changeableneas, explained by the

finite nature of tlie fallen child of God.—God, even

in the external changeablenesg of His revelations,

confirms His own unchangeable character. — The
dignity of marriage measured by the dignity of filial

piety (of the relation to father and mother).—In

order to true marriage according to the mind of

Christ, more than a man and a woman is wanting.

—

From the right of the husband follows necessarily the

right of the wife ; as from the obligation of the one

follows the obligation of the other. —Concerning the

ocutraat and the reconciUation between the laws of

the State and the eternal, fundamental laws of the

Church of Christ.— The reciprocal influence of the

punishment of death and the divorce appointed in

the Jewish law : 1. Ecolesia.stically ; an actual adul-

tery is spiritual death, and death as to moral fellow-

ship ; 2. an inexorable prohibition of all divorce, on

civil or ecclesiastical grounds, leads to death in many
ways, even to the death of the higher moral family

life (see the South American and other Catholic

states) ; 3. the reference to spiritual death in adul-

terous sin must remove and heal the deadly in-

fluences of both lax and over-severe marriage ordi-

nances.

The three sections together.—The Christian house-

hold 1. in relation to marriage, 2. the children, 3.

the property, 4. the vocation of the members to

walk according to God's will, and to deny them-

selves.

Starke :

—

Nova Bihl. Tub.

:

—Envy is soon found

in the track of a teacher who has a large body of de-

pendants.—QuESNEL :—A true preacher is not soon
weary.—Every age has its Pharisees, whom the devil

often uses for the temptation of pastors, and whom
God permits to test His people.

—

Osiander:—We
must take care what answers we make when questions

are put to us on doubtful matters; for many ask

questions, not that they may learn, but that they

may have something to blaspheme or except against;

—QcESNEL :—The bond of marriage is a figure of

the union of Christ with His bride, the Church;
which He will never -enounce, even as she will never

be separated from Christ, Eph. v. 32.

ScHLEiEEMACHEH :—And thus we have here an
example of the manner in which the Lord admini*
tered discipline in relation to the high and mighty
ones of the earth. He was not moved by the fact

that Herod was an example of the sin ; nor did He
present the matter in the sUghtest degree otherwise

than it was, because a person was aifected in whose
land and in whose power He Himself then stood.

—

It was of the essence of the old covenant, if we go
back to the legislation and lawgiver of the Jewish
Church, that the divine law and the civil law were
one and the same. The civil and pohtical ordinances

must be regulated by the condition of men at the
time.—The civil law in relation to the actions of
men, and the divine law, which utters the laws of
conscience (in Christendom), distinguished. — The
levity and impure motives which too often enter into

marriage contracts.—Therefore we should regard it

as a public evil, that such marriages are often con-

tracted as should never be contracted.—Marriages
are matters of public concernment.

Brieger :—Man must take his right place in the
sight of God before he can take his right place in

respect to his fellow-men, whether as husband, father,

etc.— GossNER :— Alas ! when we look round upon
the condition of Christendom, and observe all the
laws, usages, and customs which prevail, touching
how many things must we say, In the beginning it

was not so /—Bacer :—We may here again see how
surely the man who stands firm to God's word shall

escape the most cunning snares that his most cunning
enemies may lay for him.

SECOND SECTION.

THE EABBHSflCAL (BAPTIST) HOUSEHOLD DISCIPLINE OF THE DISCIPLES; AND THE
THEOCRATIC AND NEW TESTAMENT HOUSEHOLD DISCIPLINE OE THE LORD.

Ohaptbe X. 13-16.

CPaiallels : Matt. xii. 13-15 j Liike xviii. 15-17.)

13
_

And they brought young children to him, that he should touch them; and Ms A\a-

14 ciplea rebuked those that brought them. But when Jesus saw it, he was much dis-

pleased, and said unto them, Suffer the little children to come unto me, and' forbid them
15 not

:^
for of such is the kingdom of God. Verily I say unto you. Whosoever shall not

16 receive the kingdom of God as a httle child, he shall not enter therein. And he took
them up in his arms, and put his hands upon them, and blessed" them.

' Tcr. U.—And forbid them not. The icai is wanting in many documents.
" Ver. 16.—KarevAiyti. Tisohendorf; after B., C, L., A., and before neeit.

EXEGETICAL AND CMTICivIi.

Bee on the parallels of Matthew and Luke.
Ver. 13. That He should touch them.—

The modest form of request, as in Luke , not neces-

sarily the expression of a superstitious notion of ma-
gical influence resulting from it. Matthew tells uS
that imposition of hands was what was meant.

Ver. 14. He wai displeased.—This feature is

peculiar to Mark. Displeasure against displeasure:
the displeasure of the Master against the disolewuM
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of the disciples ; or, indeed, the displeasure of the
Church, which believes in tiie blessing of children in
Abraham and in Christ, against Separatism.

Ver. 15. Whosoever shall not receive the
kingdom of Grod,—The same rebuking sentence in

Luke : comp. Matt, xviii. 3. A man must first have
received the kingdom of God into his heart if he
would gain admission into the kingdom of God. See
Matt. V. S, 10; John iii. 3.— The kingdom of God,
which a man may receive, is Christ as the personal
kingdom of God, with Hia salvation in His word
(hence Theophylact is right, in a certain qualified

sense, when he explains it of the preaching of the
Gospel) ; the kingdom of God, into which a man is

received, is the heavenly society and Church of
Christ's kingdom. The kingdom, as a principle in

the heart, is unfolded and developed into the fellow-

ship of the kingdom of Christ's manifestation.—As
a little child.— In that spiritual condition which
the child, in unconscious symbolism, represents by
Its disposition. And yet the Lord welcomes the little

children not as mere figures of the poor in spirit and
of simple beUevers. The symbol is inseparably con-
nected with the reality : the child and the believer

are one. In the childlikeness there is present the
typical precondition of faith ; that is, a germ of sus-

ceptibility which the word of God will fructify.

Ver. 16. He took them up in his arms.

—

Abundant answer to the prayers 'of pious mothers.

He was expected only to touch them ; He took them
up in His arms, laid His hands upon them, and
blessed them. Moreover, He made them a type to

the disciples and adults.

DOCTEINAI, AND ETHIOAIi.

1. See on the parallel passages of Matthew and
I/ulce, as also the previous notes.

2. The blessings which Christ has brought into

the world of little children. Jesus Himself is the

proper Protector (patron and saint) of children : not
the archangel Michael, not St. Nicolas, not St. Mar-
tin; although, as under the Lord, all angels and
saints are appointed to love, guard, and minister to

children.—We read twice of our Lord's taking to

His arms or embracing : in both instances children

were the objects.

3. The disciples, infected with the rabbinical zeal

for inquiry concerning the laws of marriage, would
not have the Lord interrupted by their coming.
Jesus, on the other hand, regards the children them-
selves as the final word concerning the question of
marriage.

4. We have no definite account of any ordination
of the Apostles by the laying on of Christ's hands;
but we do read of a laying on of hands upon chil-

dren, and consequently of their ordination to the
kingdom of heaven.

HOMILBTICAIi AND PEAOTIOAIi.

See on Matthew.—How pious women here under-
Itood the Lord better than His apostolical disciples

did; and why? 1. The fact. Similar examples:
Mary in Bethany ; the believing announcers of the

Risen Lord. 2. Why ? Because themselves nearer

to children, and better acquainted with ehililhood and
the childhke nature.—The disciples on the byeway
of rabbinical ostentation called back by the Lord to
true simplicity.—The si^ of rising pedantry : offence
at sound life in its most innocent and beautiful forms
and expressions.—How often the high school in its

pride has oppressed the true schools of life ; espe-
cially, 1. the school of children, and 2. the school of
childlikeness, or of simple faith.—What it signifies,

that the Lord demanded childlikeness almost as often
aa repentance and faith, in order to entrance into the
kingdom of heaven : 1. Repentance and faith must
have the stamp of childlikeness ; 2. true childlike,

ness is penitent and fuU of faith.—The cry of the
Lord through all ages, Suffer the children to come
unto Me, etc.— Jesus the Friend of children.—The
great Friend of the little ones : the Founder of infant
baptism, infant schools, infant catechising, and of all

good institutions that care for children.—The Son
of Man among the children of men: 1. As th?
heavenly new and fresh related to the earthly new
and fresh ; 2. as the humble One to the artless ; 3.

as the Prince of faith to the confiding ones ; 4. aa
the great Warrior to the strivers ; 6. as the great
Hope to the hoping; 6. as the Blessed with the
happy.—Christ embraced the children: 1. The fact:

a. an act of God, b. an act of Christ, c. an act of holy
humanity. 2. A sign of judgment : a. for the child-

hood-hating kingdom of darkness, 6. for the children-

despising proud world, c. for Christendom still too
little childlike.

Siakke;—Nova Mhl. Titb.:— Alas! how many
Christians are there who bring their children, not to
Christ, but to the devil ! who hinder them from en-

tering the kingdom of heaven by their bad example,
etc. !—QtJESNEL :—Nothing is so precious to God as

true simpUcity.—All blessings come from the hand
of the Lord Jesus.

Bkaune :—The Lord, who is so gracious to tha

fruits (the children), is not less so to the tree (mar-

riage).—Klopstock, in the " Messiah," brings many
souls of children, before they are conducted by an-

gels into human bodies, to the cross of Christ, in

order that they may receive a deep impression of it,

such as will fit them afterwards to receive the doc-

trine of the Crucified.—The source of our life hea

beyond any investigation of ours.—Be only a child,

that thou mayest be able to become a child of God.

—Christ's embracing and laying on of His hands,

and blessing, is a gracious figure of the love of God,

which works upon us and for us long before we know
anything about it.

—

Geelach :—Children, to whom
the feeling of helplessness and shnplicity is rendered

easier by their natural weakness and inexperience,

enter most easily into the kingdom of God.—Lisoo

:

—To us all, a regeneration for the kingdom of God
is necessary.

SoHLEiERMAOHEE :—Wc should know that a fu •

ture is coming after us, when the light of the Gospel

will shine more clearly.—It is the proper nature of a

child to live altogether and absolutely in tb.e presents

What the present moment brings, it receives with

simplicity and joy ; the past vanishes from its vision,

of the future it knows nothing, and every passing in-

stant suffices for the happiness of its innocent nature.

—(Here simplicity merely is painted.)

—

Gossnee :—

•

The greatest condescends to the least. Ob, how deal

to Christ is man 1
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THIRD SECTION.

THE WORLD'S RICHES, AOT) THE HOLT POVERTY OF BELIEVERS.

Ohaptbe X. 17-31

(Parallels : Matt. xix. 16—xx. 16 ; Luie xriii. 18-30.)

17 And when he was gone forth into the way [to Judea, i. e.], there came one running,

and kneeled to him, and asked him, Good Master, what shall I do that I may inherit

18 eternal hfe? And Jesus said unto him, Why callest thou me good? there is none good

19 but one, that is, God. Thou knowest the commandments. Do not commit adultery, Do

not kill Do not steal, Do not bear false witness, Defraud not, Honour thy father and

20 mother. And he answered and said unto him, Master, all these have I observed from

21 my youth. Then Jesus, beliolding him, loved him, and said unto him. One thing thou

lackest; go thy way, sell whatsoever thou hast, and give to the poor, and thou shall

22 have treasure in heaven ; and come, and take up the cross,^ and follow me. And he

23 was sad at that saying, and went away grieved : for he had great possessions. And
Jesus looked round about, and saith unto his disciples, How hardly shall they that have

24 riches enter into the kingdom of God I And the disciples were astonished at his words.

But Jesus answereth again, and saith unto them, Children, how hard is it for them that

25 trust in riches to enter into the kingdom of God I It is easier for a camel to go through

26 the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God. And they

were astonished out of measure, saying among themselves, Who then can be saved?

27 And Jesus, looking upon them, saith. With men it is impossible, but not with God:

28 for with God all things are possible. Then Peter began to say unto him, Lo, we have

29 left all, and have followed thee. And Jesus answered and said, Verily I say unto you,

There is no man that hath left house, or brethren, or sisters, or father, or mother,'' oi

30 wife, or children, or lands, for my sake, and the gospel's, But he shall receive an hun-

dred-fold now in this time, houses, and brethren, and sisters, and mothers,' and children,

31 and lands, with persecutions; and in the world to come eternal life. But many that are

fii'st shall be last ; and the last first.

* Ver. 21.—The omission of the words dpa^ toi- aravpov in B., 0., D., A., [Vulgate,] is not decisive.
2 Ver. 29.—According to B., C, A., [Lachniann, Tischcndorf, ] the mother comes first. The transposition is explained

by the fact of the more usual order. See Meyer.
3 Ver. 30.—The Sing. iiriTepa [Lachmann] is a correction. Fritzsche places first wot irarepa, "which is not sufficiently

•upported, and, like the /cat yvvalica afterwards, came from ver. 23.

EXEGETIOAL AND CEITIOAl.

i'ee the parallels on Matthew and Luke.

Ver. 17. And when He was gone forth into

the way.—Thia can mean no other than the final

departure from Persea to Jerusalem ; and therefore,

primarily, the journey to Bethany for the raising of

Lazarus. It was the time between the last Feast of

Dedication in the winter, when the Jews would have
Btoned Jesus, and the Passover in the spring (783).

See John xi.—There came one running, and
kneeled to Him.—The two words are the more
emphatic, inasmuch as he who thus hastened and
knelt was a distinguished man, and a head of the

synagogue. These clear and realizing traits are pe-
culiar to Mai'k.

Ver. 18. Why callest thou Me good?—As
to the various acceptatious of this expression, see on
Matthew xix. 16, 17. According to the strongly sup-
ported reading of Matthew, Jesus leads the young
man up to God, the source of all good, from the
question, "What good thmg shall I do?" but, ac-

cording to Mark and Luke, from the appeal, " Good
Master ! " Both agree very well together. " Good
Master, what good thmg must I do ? " nms the ques-

tion ; the answer is, " How divided and isolated

seems to thee what is good 1 One is the good Being,

and in this One is good." Jesus does not decline the

appellation " good ;
" He repels it only in the super-

ficial sense of the questioner. The young man deals

with good in its relative meaning ; and in tMs sense

he says " Good," that is, " Excellent " Master. Je-

sus teaches him to apprehend good in its absolute-

ness ; and to that end he must understand the being

good, which he ascribes to Christ, as bemg founded
in God. Thus the answer is not to be explained

deistically, but christologically : If thou wouldst call

Me good, thou must apprehend My unity with God,
and My divine nature. Meyer insists that it is the

contrast between the divine perfection, and the hu
man development in Jesus (which he confounds with

limitation), that is meant, and he terms the cxplana^

tion that has been current since AugustiQe; a dog-

matic misinterpretation. That term may better b«
applied to his own notion of Christ's relative sinless-

ness, and his own confusion between development
and limitation.

Ver. 19. Defraud not, ^u}; onrocrepijarii.—Tht
airoaTipiw may mean rob or defraud, and also with-

hold. De Wette translates it as the former, Meyei
as the latter ; but in both cases half the meaning i
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lo8t. We have only to choose between several ex-

pressions : take advantage, withhold, defraud, do
wrong. We prefer the last, because of its compre-

hensive and strong meaning; and hold that the

hroarepiiv comprises or comprehends all the preced-

ing ten commandments (Beza), and at the same time

explains the tenth (Bengel, Wetstein, Olshausen).

Meyer thinlis, on the cootrary, that the specific com-
mandment of Deut. xxiv. 14, ovk anotrTepiiuiis ^laQhv

irifriTos, ia meant. But it is impossible that the

Lord's summing up of the precepts should have is-

sued in such a speciality, which moreover falls un-

der the commandment. Thou shalt not steal. When
taken in its comprehensive meaning, the words pre-

sent a more concrete expression of the final sentence

of Matthew, " Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thy-

self." Or, in other words, it signifies, Thou shalt

not feel and act selfishly or egoistically (giving is bet-

ter than receiving). In this case, the entire quotar

tion of the commandments concurs with that of Mat-

thew, only that in Mark the words, " Honor thy

father and mother," are placed at the end. The last

expression in Mark is keen, and comes at the end,

because its pungent point was best adapted to touch

the conscience of a rich man. Luke has omitted the

parallel sayings—" Defraud not," and " Thou shalt

love thy neighbor as thyself "—probably on account

of the uncertainty of the tradition.

Ver. 20. Master.—This time not " Good Mas-

ter."

Ver. 21. Beholding him, loved him j for He
penetrated his inmost being and nature : exhibiting

va honest striving, notwithstanding the self-righteous-

ness in which he is involved. The Tiya-wqafv does

not refer to His speaking to the young man in an

affectionate manner, as Grotius and others thought.

—One thing thou laokest, %v aoi vaTepe?.—It is

observable that in Matthew we find the word in a

question of the man himself: ti en fiuTfpSi

i

—evi-

dence that the Apostles drew freely from an abun-

dant and never-ceasing fountain of objective original

remembrances of their own, and traditions handed

down to them.

Ver. 22. And he was sad.—Rather, he stood

confounded, 6 Se aTvyvaaas. The verb occurs again

only in the Septuagint of Ezekiel. In Ezek. xxvii.

35, it is the translation of nalD , to be astonished

and confounded : properly, to stand in silent, amazed
confusion. The expression at the same time denotes

the being or appearing to be bewildered. It hkewise

denotes a sad and downcast state ; and this is con-

tained in the word (rrvyDdQeiv.

Ver. 23. And Jesus looked round about.

—

The '' looking upon 'I of Jesus, vers. 21 and 27, and
His "looking round," ver. 23—both observable.

Comp. ch. iii. 5 ; ver. 34 ; ch. viii. 33 ; Luke vi. 10
;

xxii. 61.—^They that have riches ! ol ra xpii/^cTa

Ver. 24. Children, how hard is it for them
that trust in riches.—Tranquillizing and explana-

tory. The whole discourse Is of trusting in riches.

But a severer word follows : It is easier for a camel,

etc. ; meaning, that it is infinitely hard to separate

the trusting in riches from the possession of riches.

The decisive explanation of the whole hard doctrine

b found in ver. 27. A miracle of the grace of God
ean alone solve this dread mystery.

Ver. 28. Then Peter began.—It is evident

that the " beginning " signifies a venturesome inter-

ruption, or taking up the word (comp. ch. viii. 31,

It2), followed by embarrassment. According to

Mark, Peter himself seems here to have broken oB
in inward confusion, or at the suggestion of modesty.

Ver. 29. There is no man that hath left.—
Hath forsaken, aiprtKiv. Meyer, correctly :

" In
case he shall not have received ; that is, if the latter

is not found the case, it is through the absence of
the former. The hundredfold compensation is so
certain, that its not having been received presupposes
the not having forsaken. Precisely similar is the
force and connection of the thought in Luke iv. 22."

But it is at the same time positively declared that
the ideal receiving of the new possessions in the
kingdom of heaven is simultaneous with the renun-
ciation of the old possessions ; or even that it is the
preparatory condition on which that forsaking de-

pends.

Ver. 30. Now in this time, and in the world
to come—The compensatmg retribution in this

world and the other definitely distinguished. So
also in Luke. The number in hundredfold is mani-
festly symbolical, as the expression of an immeas-
urable advantage. The spiritual nature of the new
connections is evident from this, that they do not
include the father or the wife. The hospitable

houses of friends. Christian brethren and sisters,

spiritual mothers, spiritual children, lands, and fields,

and ecclesiastical possessions.—^With persecutions.
—That is, not merely in the midst of persecutions

and in spite of them : the persecutions are rather

part of our best possessions. See Matt. v. 12 ; Rom.
V. 3 ; Jas. i. 2, 4 ; 1 Pet. i. 6 ; Heb. xii. 6.—Eter-
nal life.—The everlasting, all-embracing unity, con-

summation, fulness, and depth of all-compensating

retribution.

DOOTEINAIi KSSO ETHICAl.

1. See on the parallel of Matthew,

2. Jesus looked upon him, and loved him.—Even
after so self-righteous a declaration. Evidently our

Lord sees through the features of the self-righteoua

his inmost nature ; and distinguishes that which is a
mistaken effort of the soul from that which is a corrupt

self-deception, that which is based upon ignorance

from that which is based upon hypocrisy. But this

man was not thoroughly self-righteous ; for he had
a lively conviction that something important was
wanting to him ; and he did not hesitate, disdaining

all Jewish conventional notions of propriety and dig-

nity, to cast himself at the Lord's feet, and utter the

anxious question of his heart.

3. Those who trust in riches.- The explanatory

word is peculiar to Mark. Because it is so hard to

have riches without coming to regard them as the

one thing ; to possess much without being altogether

possessed by the possession : therefore, with man it

is, generally speaking, a thing impossible that the

rich should be saved ; but the grace of God makes it

possible through the miracle of the new birth. Cle-

mens Alexandrinus : ris 6 <x<t)^6ix€vos TrAoutrios;

4. It is very observable that Mark, and therefora

also Peter, in quoting the words concerning spiritua

compensation, speaks indeed of the substitution of

spiritual mothers for an earthly mother, but does not

set a spiritual father or spiritual fathers over against

the earthly father. The reading which places tha

word father here before the word mother, has but

little support, and is manifestly exegetical. The

Singular mother, in opposition to the Plural molhert

is strongly authenticated, and should be preferred.
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HOMILETIOAl AND PBACTICAIi.

See on Matthew.—The unsatisfactory encounter

of the rich young man in its contrasts : 1. He runs

to Jesus enthusiastically, he leaves Him in son-ow
;

2. without reflecting, he throws himself at the Lord's

feet, but he scorns reflectingly His advice ; 3. he

comes with the consciousness of his lack, but goes

away with the consciousness of slavery and guilt.

—

How much depends upon the right use of words

!

—Christ sanctifies our greetings.—Truth is the salt

of courtesy, which makes the difference between it

and false compliment.—All commandments converge

to the one saying : Thou shalt not covet (that is,

thou shalt not deal selfishly or egotistically).—How
the Lord entered into the legal notion of the rich

young man, in order to lead liim in the way of perfect

knowledge of the law over into the way of evangeli-

cal repentance.—Jesus looked upon him and loved

him: 1. A somewhat surprising fact (after he had
made such a revelation of himself

) ; 2. a very sig-

nificant one (Jesus looks through the error and the

confusion into the secret better impulse, the drawing

of the Spirit) ; 3. a warning fact also (that we should

not regard as the final judgment those humbling tests

which the Lord applies to beginners).—The poverty

of the rich, and the riches of the poor.—Trust in

perishable possessions, the fundamental evil of the

carnally-minded : 1. The vain image of a false bles-

sedness ; 2. the decisive hindrance to the attainment

of true jolessedness.—Only by a miracle of God can
man be saved.—The hundredfold gain of a man who
renounces for the sake of God this world's gain.

—

The persecution of a believer one of his best posses-

sions in this life.—The simple gain of eternal life is

infinitely greater than the hundredfold gain of the
blessings of this life.—Persecutions are among the

possessions of the kingdom of heaven : 1. A lessen-

ing of them ; 2. an increase of them ; S. a consum-
mating of them.—Christ the perfect example of the
promise which He gave to the disciples : His people
sacrificed, hundreds of peoples won; His life sacri-

ficed, infinite life won; earth, etc., renounced, heaven
with all its worlds won.—Paul also a very illustrious

example.

Starke :

—

Quesnel :—Christ alone can show us
the way to heaven, because He Himself is the way.

—

Osiandee:—Men do not thoroughly know their own
wicked and perverted nature ; hence they fall into

the folly of seeking to be saved by their works.

—

QoESNEL :—If we would pray aright, we must be
perfectly convinced of our misery, and know that,

because God is the perfect fulness of all that is good,
we can only by Him be made good ourselves.—The
law of God is the rule of our conduct.

—

Hedingee :—The external in the law is the least matter : an
honest heathen may make his boast on that point.

—

OsiANDEH :—There are few to be found who really

prefer heavenly to earthly treasures.

—

Quesnel :

—

That we possess with undue satisfaction, which we
cannot without smarting renounce. Let every one
apply to himself this test.—Who can regard riches as
an advantage, when they Stand in the way of salva-
tion ?—To how many are these riches their greatest
misfortune !

—

Canstein :—Riches may be possessed
without the possessor's trusting in them ; and then
they are neither sinful nor hurtful. Rich men, who
rightly use their riches, may become very rich to-

wards God.—The rules of Christianity make many
thing-T superfluous, but we must not qualify or alter

them.—Salvation we must not regard as a matter M
very simple and easy. Strive to enter in at the BtraiJ

gate, etc.—To a sinner who experiences all his impo.

tence, there is nothing more comforting than tc

know that God is greater than his heart, 1 John ill

20.—Thou forsakest much, when thou not only for.

sakest all things in thy mind and spirit, but also for.

sakest the thought of any merit, and the hope of any

reward.

—

Quesnel :—It is a small thing to leave

earthly possessions ; for they are another's, andj

strictly speaking, not our own. But we must for

sake our own will and our own flesh, and sacrifio6

them unto God by crucifixion or mortification. Gal,

V. 24.

—

Ceamee :—Hast thou at once done much
and suffered much f Then do not exalt thyself, on

that account, above others ; for thou art bound tc

do and to suffer all this and more.—What they lost

in Judaism as friends, they would find again among
the converted Gentiles.

—

Canstein :—Let go for

Christ's sake what is taken from thee in persecution

;

and be fully assured that all will be abundantly given

back to thee again. And at length thou hast the

treasure of all treasures for thine own—eternal life.—Ceamee :—It is among true Christians as among
racers for a prize : where one now goes in advance,

then falls back, and then again goes forward. Let

every one so run as to obtain, 1 Cor. ix. 24.

Geklach :—The perpetual recurrence of waver-

ing in the carnally-minded between the kingdom of

heaven and the world. He feels himself, a. attracted

by both, 6. by both repelled.—He thinks, in his folly,

that there must be some profound utterance beyond
the commandments of God, which shall reconcile God
and the world without. (Does not this last idea hold

good, in a sacred sense, of the Gospel?) Nothing

can be done without decision.

—

Beaune :
—" What

is good ? That which makes itself common, com-

municates itself (or devotes itself to the life of others).

Him we call a good man, who is common and use-

ful. God is the most common and self-communica-

ting of all : He gives himself to all things. NotMug
created gives itself. The sun gives only its rays, but

keeps back itself; but God gives himself in all Hia

gifts. His Godhead hangs upon this, that He com-

municates himself to all things that are capable of

receiving His goodness."

—

Master Eckhaet:—In

Christ, who is entirely for the use and benefit of all,

God's Spirit is without measure.—Why does not Je-

sus suggest to the questioner the commandments of

the first table ? These all were contained in the

words, God is good. And the duties to our neighbor

were best fitted to aid the blinded mind in lookmg

into his heart and life, Luke xii. 33 ; xiv. 33.

—

(Trusting in riches):—There are poor people also,

who with difliculty enter into the kingdom of heaven,

because they put too much trust in money. Thus it

is the spirit and temper—relying too much upon thia

world's goods for happiness, whether possessing or

not possessing much, whether rich or poor—that

makes that entrance hard, Rom. viii. 17.—Foi

Christ's sake, and the Gospel's, that must be given

up which is given up ; else it is not seed, and th«

promised harvest can therefore never be reaped.

ScHLEiERMACHER :—When thou aakest what i»

raally good, and what thou must do as being good,

thou shouldst reflect that thou canst do absolutely

nothing of thyself (and knowest nothing of thyself),

and that God alone can give the power to do or think

anything good.—Why did the Redeemer love the

young man ? On account of unprejudiced and simplt

words, his earnest aim, and the fidelity with whiok
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be followed his conviction and views, albeit these

were limited.—And if at this crisis he did not sustain

the test, yet we see that the sympathy which the

liOrd manifested was so entirely without displeasure,

that the young man must have been filled with hope,

etc.—The heart should never hang upon worldly

possessions, as sufficing to impart earthly satisfac-

tion ; but we should always regard them as one part

of those gifts, for the use of which we must give a
itrict account.—^It was a laudable purpose of the

Apostle to clear up for himself and for others, by an
express declaration of the Redeemer, the important
matter of a reward for the good, and punishment for

the evil :—^it was not therefore the common desire

for reward.—The nature of Christian love consists in

this, that the spiritual bond assumes altogether the

form of the natural (brothers, sUters).—So long as

we find ourselves entangled in the endeavor to prove
that there is any value in ourselves, we are liable to

be put to the shame of experiencing that those who
would be first become the last; and inversely wt
shall find that the Spirit of God often prepares for

Himself His instruments in profound secrecy.

—

Briegee :—All the impediments must be removed,
but fallowing was the great thing.

—

Gossner :—^When
self-love breathes upon the mirror of the law, that

mirror becomes obscured or falsified : instead of d©
tecting his own ugliness there, a man finds himself
beautiful.—The answer of Jesus was designed to re-

veal to him the depths of his own heart.

—

^Baueb:^
A man must give up, not only his riches, but also

himself.

FOUKTH SECTION-.

THE ASSEMBLING OF THE DISCIPLES ON THE WAT TO THE CEOSSL

Chapter X. 82-34.

(Parallels : Matt. xx. 17-19 ; Lake xviii. 31-34 ; John xi. 53-57.)

32 And they were in the way going up to Jerusalem ; and Jesus went before them

:

and they were amazed; and as they followed,^ they were afraid. And he took again

33 the twelve, and began to tell them what things should happen unto him. Saying, Be-

hold, we go up to Jerusalem ; and the Son of man shall be delivered unto the chief

priests, and unto the scribes ; and they shall condemn him to death, and shall deliver

34 him to the Gentiles; And they shall mock him, and shall scourge him, and shall spit

upon him,'' and shall /rill him ; and the third day he shall rise again.

' Ver. 32,—Meyer adopts tlie reading oi Se aKoXoGovvre^f after B. and others. So Ewald. Cod. C. reads koX ol, which
dentifies those "folio-wing" as the disciples.

» Ver. 34.—The spitting connected with the mocking in B., C, L., A., {Lachmann, Tischendorf,] may be explained by
exegetical motives. B..; 0., L., A. read /lera rpety jjixipa^^ Lachmann, Tischendorf. Probably this was introduced to con-
form it with ch. viii. 31, ix. 31.

as it were without a name, in order that He might

avoid the MessiaTiship, as it had become an idea

grossly perverted into a mere watchword of decep-

tion ; but now He must decide to yield Himself up to

the people, according to the true and purified idea of

the Messiah, which He had in the whole tenor of His

holy life re-established amongst them. This was the

great task that He now contemplated ; and Matthew

himself points to it also. He took His disciples

/car" ISiav 4v t^ iS^i ''^^ g*^^ them the last and

most express preannouncement of His passion. Luke
gives the faintest record of the crisis : TrapaXapiiv—
iSot), ava^aivoiiiv. But Mark describes, first, the

great confusion and terror with which the disciples

regarded the final catastrophe, and how they followed

their Master not without much fear. This expression,

aKoXov6ovvres i(fio$ovvTo, is stronger, in consequence

of the seeming inversion of the participle and the

Past tense. It indicates a wavering, and a danger of

being scattered abroad, which Jesus prevented by

the wapaKafiiiv m\iv. We therefore underetand it

thus, that this morbid depression, which the Lord

contended against, was followed by a new and mors

mighty impulse of excitement, that found its expres-

sion in the immediately following appeal of the two

sons of Zebedee. Mark is most copious in the pre-

diction of the passion, and presents it to us in simpU

active propositions in the Future. Matthew lays th<

EXEGETICAL AND OEITICAL.

See on the parallels of Matthew and LuTce. Comp.
also the observations in the Introduction to Mark.

—

Our Evangelist here brings into clear prominence a

critical period in the history of our Lord, concerning
which John has given us the most exact account.

For there can be no doubt that the narrative hag to

do with the last retreat of the Kedeemer into the

town and desert of Ephratm, where He prepared

Himself, and collected His disciples for the last jour-

ney to Jerusalem (see John xi. 53 ; Leben Jesu, ii. 2).

We hear their tone of mind expressed on the oc-

casion of the departure of Jesus from Peraea in order

to raise Lazarus. In the spring of the year 783 (p.

u. c), Jesus went from Peraea to Bethany, and raised

Lazarus from the dead ; He then, because the San-

hedrim had laid TTJTn under excommunication, and
decreed that He should die, retreated back into the

desert of Ephraim. That desert, eastwards from
Bethel, extends towards the desert of Quaranuinia,

between Jerusalem and Jericho. (See for particulars,

EoBiKSON, ii. 363.) The last abode of Jesus in the

•dlderness. His last retreat in this world, forms a

louLterpart and contrast to His abode in the wilder-

ness after His baptism. In the former, it was neces-

Wtj for Him to decide on going amongst the people
j
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tain stress on Jesus' being delivered over to the

Q (Dtiles: He is delivered up, betrayed to mockery,

ti., scourging, and to crucifixion. Luke makes Ciirist's

person the central-point, and records what He would

Buffer and encounter. Mark depicts the double be-

trayal in its vividly apprehended consequences ; and

the word of Matthew respectmg the crucifixion he

divides into two parts : they wiU spit upon Him, and

they will kill Him. Luke gives prominence, more-

over, to the fact, that Jesus declared at the beginning

that the Scriptures must be fulfilled ; and lays stress

at the end on the circumstance, that the disciples

could not and would not understand His prediction.

Ver. 32. And as they followed, they were
afraid.—Meyer prefers the reading, oi 5e aKo\. i'po-

SoiivTo, which would give this meaning : The greater

number of the disciples held back in astonishment

and confusion ; those who followed Jesus, who ad-

vanced before them, followed Him only with great

fear. We agree with Meyer so far as this, that

the crisis was a very special one ; but his reading

makes it too emphatic. It is a reading not sufficiently

supported ; and, moreover, we have no sign in John

that at that time many of the disciples left the Lord.

If any are disposed to tliink that about this time the

thought of betraying the Lord entered the soul of

Judas as a germ, yet it must be remembered that

there was no development of it until the subsequent

feast in Bethany, and that it was not a fixed decision

until the Passover. An express contrast between

those who now left the Lord, and those who followed

Him in fear, would have been expressed in stronger

terms : as, for instance, at that earlier crisis, after the

declaration of Jesus in the synagogue of Capernaum,
John vi. 66. The fact that the sentence of death

was now uttered against our Lord (Jolm xi. 45),

might indeed make some of those who reverenced

Jesus waver and apostatize. But how decidedly His

genuine disciples still put faith in Him and His cause,

is proved by the subsequent palm-entry into Jerusa-

lem, as well as by the circumstance, which Luke
prominently mentions, that the disciples did not

thoroughly lay to heart and beheve the announce-

ment which Jesus had made concerning His own
death.—And He took again the Tw^elve See

John's statement, ch. xi. 7 seq., and ver. 54.—And
began.—The expression intimates that a series of

new and decisive explanations took place (comp. ch.

viii. 31, ix. 5i2). These consisted in, 1. The decision

of the time. He had first declared that He must
suffer death generally (on Ser), and that it was near

at hand (fisAAei in Matthew and Luke ; in Mark ex-

pressed by the Present TrapaoiSorai) : He now de-

cltires more expressly that all this would take place at

the coming journey to the feast {avu&aivo^^Vy etc., Ha\

i vUi). 2. In the more precise statement of the form
of suffering: a. the being rejected generally (oh. viii.

31); b. the betrayal, and the dehvering up by the

Jews to the Gentiles (ch. ix. 12, 31); c. the great

double betrayal,—the first betrayal, or the dehvering
up to the high priests, coming in our passage into

marked prominence. 3. In the more precise defini-

tion of the critical elements of the passion, especially

His execution by the hands of the Gentiles, Matthew
expressly mentions the crucifixion, while in Mark and
ijuke it is plainly hinted at. Compare the Critical

Koles on the parallel place in Matthew.
Ver. 34. And they shaU mock Him.—The

text does not require us, with Meyer, to limit this

verb and that which follows to the Gentiles. Why
ibould they be omitted who were the original movers

of the whole, and who gave it their continual aid f

Compare Matthew and Luke.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAIu

1. See on the parallel of Matthew.

2. Here again, as in many other passages, Mark
goes beyond the other Synoptists, and decidedly ap.

proximates to John; and the account of the last

Evangelist concerning the final abode of Jesus in the

wilderness of Ephraim is made more plain by the

circumstances given here by Mark. The amazement
and hesitation of the Lord's disciples was occasioned

especially by His heroic and decisive bearing as He
went before them. They saw in His majestic, reso-

lute, solemn, and fixed deportment, that a most im-

portant crisis was impending. Since the astonish-

ment and wavering of His disciples precedes the def-

inite prediction of Christ concerning His now ap-

proaching passion and death, it can only refer to the

obscure and anxious foreboding with which ths

thought of somethmg unknown, but critical and de-

cisive and fearful, filled their minds (De Wette). For
all this they were as yet but little prepared ; hence
the Lord collected them together, and strengthened

them in solitude. He foretold to them His whole
passion, so far as He could do so (that is, without a

premature disclosure of the traitor, who had not yet

decided on his treachery) ; He repeated to them all

the comforting promises of His resurrection, and
thus prepared them for all, while waiting for the Gal-

ilsean-Perffian festival companies.

3. The abode of Jesus in the wilderness of

Ephraim, in its connection with His abode in tho

wilderness of Quarantauia, and in its contrast with

that abode.

HOMILETICAL AND PEACTIOAL.

See on Matthew.—Jesus as going before His dis-

ciples in the way of sufferings: 1. His heroic spirit;

2. their despondency; 3. their invigoration in His
strength.—Follow Me, saith Chiist our Leader and
Champion.—Jesus, go before us !—Christ, the Cap-

tain of our salvation, Heb. ii. 10.—The Lord in the

midst of His disciples, before the coming of the

hours (or days) of great and solemn crisis and de-

cision.—The shuddering presentiment of the dis-

ciples, contemplating the unknown future; excited

by, 1. beholding the holy and joyful solemnity of the

Lord ; 2. the journey to Jerusalem ; 3. the considera-

tion of the people's disposition ; 4. the consideration

of their own frame of mind.—How the Lord seeka

to deliver the disciples from an indefinite fear, by
setting before them the clear idea of a fearful, but

salutary and saving, certainty.—The trembling and
wavering discipleship.— We must not tremble and
be amazed in the uncertainty of the way of suffering,

but be bold and dare in the certainty of it.—Morbid
feelings must become cheerful ; and feebleness must
be invigorated by the thought of the glorious and
final end.—The Lord's assembly in solitude for Hia

great and decisive encounter with the world. ((Sfes

running title.)—The importance of stillness for the

kingdom of God : 1. Into stillness ; 2. in stillness

;

3. out of stillness.—How the Lord collects His dis-

ciples for the conflict of suffering : 1. Every one to

Him (with Christ) ; 2. every one into himself (in the

inner life) ; 3. every one singly (to his companions).—
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The source of the suffering of Christ ; or, the enmity

of the world against Him.—The ever-recurring cry

from heaven, in the prospect of all Christ's sufiferings

and His people's : and [the cry] on the third day.

—

The Lord deals with His disciples in the spirit of

heavenly simplicity and fidelity.—The plain disparity

between the temper of the disciples and the feeling

of our Lord; 1. Its meaning; 2. its signs; 3. itself

a sign of the betrayal, the denial, and the forsaking

Him in the night of His passion.

SxAKKB :—Conversations in travelling should fur-

ther us in the heavenly pilgrimage.—All the steps

which are taken in suffering with Christ, are steps

token to glory, 2 Thess. iii. 5 ; 1 Pet. iv. 1 ; Heb. xii.

2, 3,—We should often remind ourselves of the

cross.—Christ summons us to fellowship with Him,

as often as we hear of His sulferings and death.-.

We should be of good heart (Luke xxiv. 26), reraem
bering in our sufferings the resurrection, and expect,

ing our redemption in patient hope.—Lisoo :—They
were amazed and aifrighted at the way which JesuJ

so boldly took into the very presence and power of

His enemies.

—

Bracne :—On account of their Master
they were amazed; for themselves, they feared.—.

Jesus going before them attracted them to follow.—

A secret presentiment and longing of the spirit point*

to fellowship with Christ upon the cross ; but the

flesh grievously recoils.—V/e must train ourselves to

endure sufferings.

—

Gossner:—AH nature trembles

when God leads man on the way of the cross.

—

Batjer :

—The Master going before them, what remained but
that they should follow ?

PART FOURTH.
Thb Conflicts and Triumplis of the Lord in Judsea. Christ the Founder of the New

Church.

FIEST SECTION.

THE TKIUMPHAL ENTET INTO JEEUSALEM,

Ohaptee X. 35—XI. 26,

1. The Eeqiiest of the Sons of Zebedee. Ch. X. 85^6.

(Parallel : Matt. xx. 20-28.)

35 And James and John, the sons of Zebedee, come unto him, saying, Master, we

36 would that thou shouldest do for us whatsoever we shall desire.' And he said unto

37 them, What would ye that I should do for you? They said unto him, Grant unto us

that we may sit, one on thy right hand, and the other on thy left hand, in thy glory.

38 But Jesus said unto them, Ye know not what ye ask : can ye drink of the cup that I

39 drink of? and* he baptized with the baptism that I am baptized with? And they said

unto him. We can. And Jesus said unto them, Ye shall indeed drink of the cup that

to I drink of; and with the baptism that I am baptized withal shall ye be baptized: But

to ait on my right hand and' on my left hand is not mine to give ; but it shall be given to

41 them for whom it is prepared. And when the ten heard it, they began to be much dis

42 pleased with James and John. But Jesus called them to him,* and saith unto them. Ye

know that they which are accounted to rule over the Gentiles exercise lordship over

43 them; and their great ones exercise authority upon them. But so shall it not be

44 among you: but whosoever will be great among you," shall be your minister: And

45 whosoever of you will be the chiefest, shall be servant of all. For even the Son of

man came not to be ministered unto, but to minister, and to give his hfe a ransom foi

many.

» Vcr.
»Ter.

« Ver. 42.—See the order in Tisoliendorf and Lachmann, [vlio read /c<u n-pocr/toAetrane^'ot avrovs o Iijo-oi/s, alter IV u.

'
» Ven'wi-lMtSjd of MT« here, limv is the reading of B., C*. D., L., 4. So Lachmann, Tisohendorf.

• Ver M.—lachmami, after B., 0., h viur eZrai, mstead of viimv yeviaeiu.
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EXEGETICAL AND CBITICAIi.

See on the parallel of Matthew, especially Critical

Sote on rer. 20.—Christ has prepared the Twelve for

His final festival journey, and for its significance as

a time of crisis. He has come forth from the wil-

derness of Ephraim ; the first band of the Galilsean

pilgrims to the feast— consisting probably of the

Host intimate friends and dependants of Jesua, who
had come from Galilee through Samaria to Ephraim
—^had joiaed Him, purposing to go on with Him
through Jericho to Jerusalem. This seems to be con-

firmed by the fact of the presence of Salome, and
her participation in the request of her two sons.

This request itself shows us how mighty had once
aaore grown the joyful excitement of the disciples'

hopes : in this respect, it makes the present section

a perfect contrast to the previous one. Matthew
alone accompanies Mark here ; and he makes Salome
prominent, putting the request into her Upa. Accord-
ing to Maik, her sons present the petition to the
Lord ; but the records are evidently complementary
to each other. Matthew's account makes Salome
only the intercessor, and with marked accommodation
to the spirit of Oriental court ceremony. Hence,
even according to Matthew, Christ speaks immediate-
ly,—after the mother had proffered that request
which, according to Mark, is the supphcation of the
sons,—to these sons themselves. Mark adds to the
word concerning drinking of the cup, the word con-
cerning the baptismal bath. Matthew says, "The
sitting on My right hand and on My left is not mine
to give, but for whom it is prepared of My Father;"
Mark says briefly, " For whom it is prepared." He
also says, in his manner, " The ten began to be dis-

pleased." The princes of the earth also he de-
scribes in his own peculiar way. For the rest, he
agrees here with Matthew very closely ; and down to
trifling variations, such as between Matthew's '^yoar
servant," and Mark's " servant of all.''''

Ver. 35. We would that Thou shouldst do
for us,—Strong importunity, BeXo/j.ei', ha.

Ver. 37. In Thy glory. According to Mat-
thew, in Thy kingdom.—These are essentially the
same. But we must reject the explanation, " in that
glory which will surround us when we sit by Thee."

Ver. 38. And with the baptism Peculiar
to Mark. On the double meaning of the expression,
see Matthew, xx. 22.

Ver. 40. For whom it ia prepared Mat-
thew adds, " of My Father." In Mark the emphasis
lies upon the fact that the matter of the honor was
already decided.

Ver. 41. They began—Here again follows at
once a counter feeling : the appeasing word ofour Lord.

Ver. 42. Which are accounted to rule over
the Gentiles, oi SoKoDi/Tfj Spx^i'.— Meyer; The
essence of Gentile government, the ruling ambition,
ia signified; not simply oi Spxoi-Tes (Gataker and
Others) but qui cementur imperare ; i. e., quos gentes
habent et agnoscunt, quorum imperio pareant (Bera\
He justly sets aside Fritzsche's exposition: "those
Who thuik they rule." But in Wetstein's interpre-
tation,—ywi sibi regnare viden'ur, revera autem affec-
tum, auorum servi «»«i!,—there la an element worth
noticing.

Ver. 4:8. Whosoever will be great among
you shall be your minister.—Properly the " he
uilt be " has the meaning of eo-Toi, he should be, let
him be ; yet also with a hint of the thought that he

will be such, either in the most internal sense or in

the most external. Christ is the servant of all ia

the centre of the Church ; the Pope, in the periphery

of the Church, is the involuntary result of, and pro-

test against, a too hasty development of the king

dom of God.

docteinaij and ethioai..

1. See on Matthew, especially the OrtJtieal Notet,

2. The last known instance of the Lord's apos-

tolical training of the sons of Zebedee. The two
preceding periods were Luke ix. 64, and Mark it
38. Thus there is an analogy and a contrast with
the apostolical education of Peter. Our history

throws light in many directions : 1. As the beginning
of that enthusiastic Hosanna, which found its climax
in the acclamations of the palm-entry into Jesusalem.
Christ had predicted His sufferings on the cross. The
sons of Zebedee declare, with glowing heroism, that

tbey are wiUing to connect their fate with His in the

strictest manner, and that they are fully resolved to

go forward : they rather, however, hope for glory
with Him, than fear the shame of His cross. 2. As the

last outbreak of the high-toned, noble, natural pride

of the sons of Zebedee. The mother and the sons
are one. But John seems to interpose especially in

favor of his brother James : he might, according to

antecedents, have had some sort of claim to the

right-hand place ; but he now (as the younger) will

take his place on the left hand. 3. As an unconscious
request for martyrdom with Christ. 4. As a keen
test of the heroism of Peter. 5. As an illustration

of the stage of transition, through which the dis-

ciples were then passing. 6. As giving the Lord oc-

casion to characterize the nature of earthly govern-
ment, and to utter His protest agamst all ideas of a
Christian hierarchy; as well as to distinguish ex-

pressly the economy of the Father, and the creation
and preordination, from the economy of the Son and
redemption ; and still more expressly to mark out

the royal road of humihty as the appointed and only
way to true and abiding Christian exaltation. Phil,

ii. 6 seq.

HOMILETICAl, AND PRACTICAL.

See on Matthew.—What was noble and what was
evil in the request of the sons of Zebedee.—The bold
petition of these disciples : 1. As a fault : with re-

gard to the error and the sin in it,

—

a. they prayed
for something which, in the sense in which they

prayed for it, did not exist in the kingdom of Christ;

b. for something which was not yet existing (not be-

fore the cross) ; c. for something about which decision

had already been made : possibly in their favor, so

that their request was superfluous
;
possibly not and

then their request was vain. 2. As a pious impulse
of the Spirit, which was sanctified and abundantly
gratified: it was an impulse, a, to remain alwaya
near Him ; b. to share His lot and serve Him ; 8.

to work with self-devotement for His kingdom. One
was the friend of Jesus, the other the first martyr.

—

The cup of Christ and His baptism : a. the tasting

of all the bitternesses of the Messianic suffering; i.

the experience of all the external trials, or the being
baptized into the shame of the cross, the death, the

sepulchre, the underworld. Or, a. His drinking
(Gethsemane) ; 6. His sinking (Calvary).—Cup and
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baptism in the kiogdom of Ohrist : 1. The cup and

the baptism ; 2. the baptism and the cup.—As the

Lord corrected Peter by rebuking lessons, so He
corrects the sons of Zebedee by humbling lessons

:

1. By making an express distinction between the suf-

ferag of Christ and His glory; 2. between martyr-

fidelity with its reward, and the diyine gift and its

blessedness ; 8. between the economy and work of

the Father, and the economy and work of the Son

;

4. between the eternal fundamental principles of

he kingdom of God, and their realization in the

work of man's free will; 5. between the earthly

State and the spiritual Church.—The displeasure of

the disciples at the error of the sons of Zebedee: 1.

Probably a feeling on behalf of Peter's rights ;
*

2. not free from envy and strife ; 8. but at the same
time springing from a presentiment of a higher order

of things.— Above and below in the Church of

Christ: 1. An above which is below; 2. a below

which is above (as oft-times the first is the last, and

the last first).—Contrast between the appointments

of the State and those of the Church : 1. Those are

legal ; these rest upon the fundamental principles of

pure and free love. 2. Those are symbolical ; these

are actual powers in life.—The repeated testimonies

of Christ against a primacy.—Christ servant of all

and Lord of all, PhU. ii. 6 seq. Real and essential

dignities in the kingdom of heaven : 1. Its names or

titles are powers of life; 2. its powers of life are

divine fruits ; 3. its divine fruits are God's gifts.

—

Christ the Prince of peace among His people.

Stakke:—Osiander:—Ministers in the Church

have their own failings.—Take good heed how thou

prayest.—We should never look at anything high for

ourselves.

—

Quisnel :—Ambition is blind, and often

• [The author here travels out of the record. There is

not toe slightest allusion to Peter in the narrative.

—

EcW]

knows not what it wants.

—

Osiander :—The cup of
affliction is bitter enough to the flesh, but it is ex
oeeding salutary. Take it in fuU confidence, and W
will serve to the healing of the soul.—Christ does
not say that He could not give the heavenly glory,

but that He could not give it to any but those foi

whom it was prepared, 2 Tim. ii. 11, 12.—We must
not trouble ourselves as to the place which we shall

occupy in heaven, but see to it that we get there.

—

Hedinger :—Christ does not disparage or overturn
dignities, but their pride and vanity.— Variety of
gifts in the Church : these should not exalt them-
selves, those should not envy, Kom. xii. S ; 1 Cor. xii.

15 ; Jas. i. 10.— In the kingdoms of the world, a

man is called great when he rules ; in the kingdom
of grace, when he serves many.

—

Luthee :—There
is nothing which more adorns and dignifies the ofiioe

of a true servant of Christ than genuine humility

and simplicity.

—

Bratinb :—There is ever a widening
interval between seeking the applause of others and
the cause itself (at first, he remarks, they coalesce,

or are much more concurrent).—In the result, the

ambitious man forgets the cause itself, and displays

his own gifts and powers ; from one false step he
then proceeds to another.—If in their (Zebedee's

sons') love to the Lord there was an admixture of

ambition, this would tend to make their love impure

:

the kingdom of love could not and must not tolerate

such a blending.—The displeasure of the ten was a

proof that they were affected by the same fault.—

The promises of Christ, Rev. ii. 10, 28 ; iii. 21.

Sohleiermacher :—Love to Christ is the measure
for all the actions of men in His Church.

—

Bbieger ;

—The kingdom of Christ is a kmgdom of the cross.

—Love teaches us to serve.—His serving should eo
dear our service.

—

Bauer:—The whole life of tht

Son of Man was humble service.

2. The Patsing through Jericho. Vers. 46-62.

(Parallels: Matt. xx. 29-34; Luke xviii. 35-43; six. 1-28.)

46 And they came to Jericho: and as he went out of Jericho with his disciples, and a

great number of people, blind Bartimeus, the ' son of Timeus, sat bj the highway-side

47 begging. And when he heard that it was Jesus of Nazareth,' he began to cry out, and

48 say, Jesus, thou son of David, have mercy on me. And many charged him that he

should hold his peace : but he cried the more a great deal, Thou son of David, have

49 mercy on me. And Jesus stood still, and commanded him to be called:* and they call

50 the blind man, saying unto him, Be of good comfort, rise ; he calleth thee. And he,

51 casting away his garment, rose,* and came to Jesus. And Jesus answered and said

unto him. What wilt thou that I should do unto thee? The blind man said unto him,

52 Lord, that I might receive my sight. And Jesus said unto him, Go thy way
;
thy faith

hath made thee whole. And immediately he received his sight, and followed Jesus' in

the way.

« Ver 46.—We read, with A. and Beoo'ta, vUi without the Article, and S rocfAiSt with the Article.
_
(Lack

•Uohendorf, and Meyer, following B., D., £., A., omit it.l So also ipoyaiTOV, although important Codd., mduOing B.r

L, A., Tischendorf, and Meyer, x&iA irpocaLTtiii. See the Notes.

' Ver. 4V.—Nofapijvdt, iaohmann, Tischendorf, Meyer.
' Ver. 49.—Elir«v<fa.^(raTeauT<iv: B.,C.,L., A., Tischendorf, Meyer.

„ ^ t t. a t7„i».».> »«
* Ver. 60.—Instead of iycurrat, Laohmann and Tischendorf read amwiiStiim, after B., Ii., »., A., Vulgate, ca.

• Ver. 62.—Airjl instead of t^ "Iiiffoii.
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EXEGETIOAl AND CEITICAI,.

i'lSO on the parallels in Matthew and Luke.—From
Ephraim and the desert, Jesus, with the Twelve and
His trusted Galiltean dependents—who had joined

Him at this poini or before—turned to Jericho, where
He united His company with that of the great Gali-

Iffian-Persean band going up to the feast, which had
come from Perjea over the Jordan. Upon the ques-

tion of time, and Jericho itself, and the diiference

among the Synoptists in regard to the healing of the

blind, consult the notes upon Matthew. Like that

Evangelist, Mark passes over the narrative of Zac-

chseus, and gives instead all the more exact account
of the healing of the blind man. The fundamental
idea of Luke's Gospel demanded that the favor

shown to the rich publican should not be omitted.

Matthew and Mark are so intent upon depicting the

great procession to the feast in its unity, that they
cannot linger upon another episode, such as that of
Zacchseus, in addition to tlie healing of the blind

man. Matthew, indeed, might hesitate through mod-
esty to record prominently so many instances of fa-

vor shown to the pubUcans ; and Mark would probably
prefer to omit a new remembrancer of the embittered
hatred which subsisted between the Jews and the
Romans—writing as he did so much for Roman Chris-

tians. Moreover, the occurrence with Zacchaeus was
not properly a miraculous history, such as both these
Evangelists mainly record at this time.—Now, while
Matthew gives an account merely of the departure
from Jericho, Mark mentions also the entrance. In
his account of the departure, he describes the great
numbers that accompanied Jesus, and records the
full name of the blind man, Bartim^us, the son of
Timasus. Luke joins him in saying that this man
was a beggar. Mark, again, has the specific note
that he, Bartimasus, began to cry aloud. The words
of the people to the bUnd man, " Be of good cour-
age, rise

;
He caUeth thee"—the conduct of Barti-

maeus generally, and his casting away his garment,
and standing up, and coming—are all characteristic
touches of painting which Mark alone gives. Only
Matthew records the compassion of Jesus, and the
fixing Hia eyes upon the man. Mark also omits
" Receive thy sight." The word of healing is con-
densed, and the conclusion is briefer than Luke's,
touching only the main points.

Ver. 46. Bartimseus.—The patronymic 'ttaa "la

is made into a proper name (after the analogy of
Bartholomew and others) ; as it is explained by the
additional clause, " son of Timffius." This last seems
to place Timjeus among the number of well-known
Christians. Meyer : Probably a Christian who after-
wards attained distmction. And this might be true,
notwithstanding the fact that he had allowed his son,
a blind man, to beg on the highway. But, if we
read with Codex A. and the Text. Rec, " a son of Ti-
maeus, Barthnajus the blind man, sat and begged," it

Is plain that this is an account of him more precise
and consistently carried out, which however seemed
too full and specific to most copyists. Accordmg to
It, Bartima3us, the blind man, was himself a person-
»ge well known to Christians as a monument of the
Lord's miracle, as was probably also Simjn the
Leper; and the designation "a son of TmiEeus"
would distinguish him, not merely from the father,
but also from other sons.

Ver. 47. And when he heard.—He therefore
believed that Jesue of Nazareth \?as the son of Da-

vid, that is, the expected Messiah. He thus bciri

testimony to the widely-scattered seed of faith, and
especially to the renewed stimulus given to the Be.

deemer's cause, since the beginning of the festal jour-

ney, amongst the masses. But the blind man might
also have heard on his hill-top of the recent resurrec-

tion of Lazarus, which took place in his own neigh-

borhood ; and this might have been matter of man;
silent night-ponderings in his blindness.

Ver. 49. And Jesus stood still.—^We now
have reached the great crisis. He now hears the

loud cry of the people—Messiah ! See on the paral.

lei of Matthew.—Be of good comfort.—Meyer:
dap(T€i, eye/pe, tpcMive7 tre : most affecting asyndeton,

Ver. 51. Rabboni, iJISI, my Master.—If th»

Tod is taken paragogically, it means merely " mas-
ter " (see Meyer) ; but even then it has so emphatic
a sense as to be almost equal in personal reverence.

Bartimffius adhered from that time to the Lord. He
followed Him, praising God, Luke says ; he followed
Him in the way, in the procession, says Mark. He
immediately joined the festal company of Jesus' tri-

umph. It was, indeed, the triumphal procession of
the Prophet, and not yet that of the High Priest:

this is formed by the living Church, even as the

risen saints will be the triumphal procession of the
King.

DOCTHrfTAl MTD ETHICAl.

1. See on Matthew and the previous notes.

2. The contrast in the sentiments of the people
round Christ: type of the contrast between the
hierarchical and the evangelical Church. In the
former, the poor and wretched are threatened, and
bidden to keep silence, when they cry directly to

Christ; in the latter it is, "Be of good comfort,

rise ; He caUeth thee." It was natural that those

who surrounded Christ should be led, by the thought
that His kingdom was beginning, into conventional

notions as to the value of courtly customs and hie-

rarchical order ; but it was also natural that the

mercy of our Lord towards the wretched should scat-

ter all such mists.

3. The casting his garment away was an expres-

sion of joyous boldness and zealous baste, and a re-

moval of all impediments.
4. Mark intimates the dignity of the crisis in

which the Lord now stands, by the circumstance
that He heals the blind man simply by words :

" Go
thy way, thy faith," etc. We know from Matthew
how they are to be explained in detail ; nevertheless,

it is observable that Mark, who earlier records the

sighing, the anointing with spittle, etc., introduces

here so few intervening circumstances.

5. The Lord declared, by act and deed, that He
would have no courtly state in His kingdom, no in-

termediate personages between Him and His de-

pendents ; that He was come, not to rule, but to

minister. And, so far as this goes, our history is ui

acted illustration of the former section.

HOMrLBTIOAl AND PBACTn>Ali.

See on Matthew.—The beginning of the proces

sion of Christ was the opening of blind eyes.—Light

must be diffused in the world.—The fame of Barti

maeus the best fame for all men ; the best reputation

for all Christians. (He was a blind man, a beggar;
he believed and mportuned ; the Lord took pity upon
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him, and he«led him.)—With the name of Christ the
names of those whom He saved are immortalized.

—

The most beautiful homage with which Christ was
publicly hailed as Messiah : Have mercy on me !—It

is a pitiahle thing when the cry, " Lord, have pity on
me " (the Kiipie ^Kericrov, to wit), becomes a dead for-

mula in our poor Christendom.—How Jesus can trans-

form the harsh threateners of the wretched into com-
passionate comforters and helpers.—The three words
of true Christian sympathy and help for the wretched

:

Be of good comfort, rise ; Hecalleth thee.—Through
the compassion of Jesus and nearness to Him, one is

taught to preach the Gospel even unconsciously.

—

How the helping " Go thy way " of the Lord to Bar-
timseus and others becomes a glorious and encourag-
ing announcement, " Come unto Me."—All the un-
called ceremonialists in the royal procession of Christ

are unable to suppress the cry of faith sent forth to

Him.—The ear of the King detects the lamenting
cry of the blind beggar through all the tumult of the

crowd.—Thus the royal procession is magnified by
the cry of misery.—A blind beggar can arrest the

course of it ; a blind beggar, turned into a seeing

disciple, can advance it and add to its dignity.—The
true petitioners of God throw away for ever the beg-
gar's array.—Mendicancy appears or vanishes as men
are guided : 1. It appears in the ancient priestly and
royal states of this world ; 2. it vanishes in the king-

dom of Christ. Compare with this passage John ix.

8 ; Acts iii. 2 ; iv. 34.—Men may at first hinder the

beginnings of Christianity, and then agree afterwards

to further it prematurely and rashly. (The first three

centuries, and the three following, are examples.)

Staeke :

—

Luther :—Blindness and poverty cause

s double distress : so it is in spiritual matters, when
both are rightly felt and mourned over.

—

Canstein :

—The preaching of the Gospel is a perpetual an-

nouncement that Jesus is near ; and we should, know-
ing our misery, incessantly and confidently cry aloud
to Hun for His mercy.

—

Luther :—Sufierers often-

times meet with scanty sympathy and poor interces-

sion.

—

Ceamer:—It would be a sore thing if the
good God were as easily wearied as men are with qui
praying and beseeohmg.—Qdesnel ;—We should leJ

no opportunity pass of getting good either to body
or soul, for such opportunities do not always return.—Hedingee :—In prayer we should let nothing in-

terrupt or divert us.—The simplicity of faith in pray-
er holds fast and holds out.

—

^Luther :—God's call

is even in spiritual things the beginning of actual
cure.—He who truly wants salvation must disencum-
ber himself of all embarrassments and come to Christ.—Hedingee :—He who would see, must ackuowl
edge his blindness.

—

Luther :—Faith is counted of
such high dignity that salvation is ascribed to it, al-

though the work of God.—HEnisGEK :—Christ is oui
Physician and our Light.—Faith is the best of all

medicine.

—

Canstein :—Those who receive gifts fol-

low their benefactors. Ought we not then to foUow
Christ ?—He is indeed our greatest Benefactor.

—

BiEGER (with reference to those who murmured) :

—

Those who stand around are often unaware how much
harm they may do by light words, and how easily a
tender germ is trodden down and ruined.—The in- .

ward earnestness of the bfind man broke through
everything. Happy he who lets himself be restrained
from faith and the cry of faith by nothing under the
sun.—Things are continually occurring which might
have a tendency to turn us in part or wholly away
from Christ. What then ? So much the more does
the blind cry out, and faith believe ; and the more it

is liiudered, the more it is helped.—The Lord was
not always so willing to be followed by those who
were healed ; but in this last journey to Jerusalem
an exception was admitted. Envy was not now to

be excited ; it had reached its highest point. Praise,

on the other hand, was now, by aU the wonderful
works of God, to demonstrate its power against
" the enemy and the avenger."

—

Gossner :—The
bhnd man runs to Jesus without seeing Him; so

must we hasten to Him in faith, though we see Him
not.

8. The Triumphal JEnlrance of Jesus into Jerusalem. Oh. XI. 1-11.

(Parallels : Matt. xxi. 1-17 ; Luke six. 29-46 ; John xii. 12-29.)

1 And when they came nigh to Jerusalem, unto Bethphage and Bethany, at the

2 Mount of Olives, he sendeth forth tv^o of his disciples, And saith unto them. Go your

way into the village over against you : and as soon as ye be entered into it, ye shall

3 find a colt tied, whereon never' man sat; loose him, and bring him. And if any man
say unto you. Why do ye this? say ye that the Lord hath need of him; and straight-

4 way he will send' him hither. And they went their way, and found the colt tied by

5 the door without, in a place where two ways met ; and they loose him. And certain

6 of them that stood there said unto them, What do ye, loosing the colt? And they

7 said unto them even' as Jesus had commanded : and they let them go. And they

brought* the colt to Jesus, and cast their garments on him
;
and he sat upon him.

8 And many spread their garments in the way ; and others cut down branches off the

9 trees,' and strewed them in the way. And they that went before, and they that fol-

lowed, cried, saying,' Hosanna; Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the Lord:

10 Blessed be the kingdom of our father David, that cometh in the name of the Lord :'

11 Hosanna in the highest. And Jesus' entered into Jerusalem, and into the temple
:
and

when he had looked round about upon all things, and now the even-tide was comCj he

went out unto Bethany with the twelve.
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' 'Ver. 2.—LRchmann reads ovStls oinui, after B., Origen, and others. [A. reads oiSAt wdirm.} TiEcbendort ud
Mover, after B., 0., L-, A. read Atio-are aiiThv koX ifi^pers.

, ^ _i j, iv to.h Ver 3 —In several Codd., B., C.», D., L., A., &o., stands traXw. Thiis the clause is made part of the answer nf th«

dis'-jples : The Lord will use the colt and send it hack again.—Probahly this was designed to soften the seemmg violenc*

of the transaction. (Elzevir and Fritzrohe read iTroo-reAei.] .,^„-r.Ti, n..vj_.
3 Yer. 6.—Ka^ws div^v corresponding to the preceding eljro*', according to B., C, L., A., Ijachmann, iiscnenaorfj

^*
Yer_ 7.—B., L., A., Origen, Tischendorf, Meyer, read ^ipovtriv instead of rtyayov. 'EirijSaAAovtrtv, emphatic Present,

C d" L., a!, Vulgate, Griesbach, JTritzBche, Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer].
, „ , - . - « .

i V'^r 8 —Tischendorfs reading (recommended by Meyer), aAAoi 5e o-Ti/3a6as, Ko^a-vreq e/c rwi' aypwc, is not snlBciently

jnppurted. [Kyp^v is found in B., C, L., A., Syriao (margin) ; TritzEOhe, Lachmann, Tiochendorf, and Meyer regard <m-

3a6af as the correct form.] „ . , ,_ v ^ i

Ver. 9.—The Ae'voto-es is wanting in B., C, L., A., [Tischendorf; bracketed by Griesbach, LacbmannJ.
7 Ver lb.—The reading, kv bv6iJ-aTL Kvpiov. has some important Codd. against it, but A. and others sustain it. It was

jiobably corrected as being diflicult; but the difficulty is obviated if we regard the expression "kingdom" (poetically

brirf, without the Article) as repeated in thought. [Meyer rejects it.] ,„.. ,_t,. r,.:vj_>,,
' Ver. 11.—"O 'iTiiroSt is an explanatory addition, [fiejected by Gnesbach, Fritzsche, Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyei.J

rn.

EXEGETICAL AKD OEITICAL.

See on the parallels in Matthew and Luke.—
rhe Eyangelist translates us at once into Palm-

Sunday, as to time ; and, as to place, into the region

between Bethany and the Mount of Olives. The de-

parture from .Tericho took place on the Friday before

ttie Passion-Week : it was the custom to spend the

night in the district of the Mount of Olives, and to

keep the Sabbath there. In Bethany, on the even-

ing of Saturday, the meal took place in the house of

Simon the Leper. On Sunday morning the journey

from Bethany was continued. Now, in the accounts

of the Synoptisfs, the beginning and the continuation

of the festal journey are combined in one, because it

is their object to describe the important palm-pro-

cession at once as a whole. Luke, indeed, informs

us of the delay of the journey on Friday m Jericho,

that is, through the Lord's entrance into the house

of Zacchffius ; and he adds the delivery of a parable

which is connected with that entrance, and with the

expectation of the people that He would at once

found the Messianic kingdom in Jerusalem. But it is

John alone who tells us that the tarrying in Bethany
occupied an interval ; and to him also we owe the

most particular explanation of the procession, in the

passage, ch. xii. 12-29. What is peculiar to Mark
is this, that he places us by his minute speciahties

in the very midst of the scene. He writes in the

present tense ;
" They come nigh ; He sendeth."

The sending of the two he relates somewhat more
circumstantially ; while, with Luke, he omits the

mention of the older ass, and does not join Matthew
lad John in their allusion to Zech. ix. 9. He alone

Diarks the fact, that the colt stood tied by the door
of a house in a place where two ways met ; and he
also gives most vividly the particulars connected
with tlie loosing of the ass. Then he again gives

his record in the present tense : They bring the foal

;

they lay their garments thereon. In his description

of the strewing of branches and garments in the way,
as well as of the Hosanna, he agrees now with Mat-
thew and now with Luke

;
yet he alone has the

irToijBii5€F, and the greeting to the kingdom of the
Messiah, as well as to the King. Several traits

which are found in Matthew, Luke, and John, he
omits. Earnest and powerful is the hnal narrative.

Jesus comes into the city, into the temple ; takes all

mt» His eye with silent, searching glance, and returns
back to Bethany in the evening with the Twelve.
For this distinction between the day of the entrance
and the day of the cleansing of the temple, we are in-

debted to Mark alone.

Ver. 1. Unto Bethphage and Bethany.—
They are approaching Jerusalem ; and the approach
» 80 ordered, that they arrive at Bethphage and

Bethany. The intermediate stations are measured

from Jerusalem, the goal ; consequently, Bethphage

comes first, and then Bethany, for they proceed from

Bethany over Bethphage to the city. But how is it

we read towards Bethany, when the departure was

from that place ? First, we must bear in mmd that

the Sunday procession from Bethany is blended into

unity with the Friday procession from Jericho. Thus

the passage means, that Jesus sent His disciples

forth at once from Bethany. Moreover, it may be

assumed that the Bethany of that time stretched

wide into the country around, and that Jesus had

found a lodgment in ite eastern outsku-ts. The dis-

trict of Bethany reached as far as to join the district

of Bethphage. But Bethany they had not yet arrived

at : the colt was sent for from thence. Concerning

Jerusalem, Bethany, Bethphage, see on Matthew.

Concerning the Mount of Olives, comp. Winer and

the travellers.

Ver. 2. Whereon never man sat So also

Luke. This circumstance is wanting m Matthew,

but perfectly agrees with his account of the mother-

ass. The foal had up to this time run with ita

mother. Meyer discerns in this notice " an append-

age of reflective tradition, based on the sacred char-

acteristic of the animal (for unused animals were put

to sacred purposes. Num. six. 2 ; Deut. xxi. 3 ; 1

Sam. vi. '7)."—Matthew did not note the circum-

stance, because it was self-understood that the foal

was not yet used, so long as it was a foal rimniug

with the mother. See the notes on Matthew.

Ver. S. And if any man say unto you.—
That this significant interchange of sayings implies

previous aeguaintance and private watchwords, is

proved by the use of the tlVe^^' in Mark, and in Luke

of the emphatic oStws iptiTe. So is it with the or-

dering of the Passover-ieast by such a particular

one : flirare ai>Tij). Luke has the equivalent ifure,

with the addition, Ae'yei aoi i RiSiffKaKos.

Ver. 4. Without, in a place where two ways
met.—The &tupoioi' means primarily a way encom-

passing a block of houses ; then the street, and even

a quarter of the town. The animal being fastened

to the door points to the open space before the

house.

Ver. 8. Branches.—The word (rTot$dSes is an

error of the transcriber ; the Codd. B. D., and others,

read a-npiSe^. The anffis is a scattering of straw,

reed, branches, or twigs. The plural and the cutting

down point to branches of trees. According to John

xii. 13, palm-leaves were strewed (as the symbol of

peace).

Ver. 10. The kingdom of our father David,

—That is, the kingdom of the Messiah as the spiritual

restoration of the kingdom of David, which had be-

come, for the Jew, a type of the Messianic kingdtjm,

as David was a type of the Messiah. " The Messiab
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Himaelf was also called David, among the Babbis
(SOHOTTREN, Hor. ii.)." (Meyer.)

Ter. 11. He went out unto Bethany,—Mey-
er insists on it that there is here a discrepancy with
Matthew. It is a discrepancy when the definite is

opposed to the definite ; but not when the definite is

opposed to the indefinite. This well-founded canon
of hermeneutics would demolish many of the discrep-

ancies pointed out by school criticism. Matthew
and Luke wrote no diaries. There is no difference

here, any more than the blending of the parts of the
palm-procession into the journey of one day makes
the Synoptists and John- disagree. Matthew and
Luke coimect the cleansing of the temple with the
import of the palm entry ; but this Mark does not.

Christ, according to his account, takes a general sur-

vey, which in its silent observation betokened the
deansing which would take place on the morrow.

D00TEI3lfAlj AUD ETHICAl.

1. See on Matthew and Luke.

2. The expectation of the Messiah was the expec-

tation of His kingdom ; hence the salutation of the

Messiah was the salutation of His kingdom. Christ

and His kingdom are not to be separated ; but the

kingdom of His cross and the kingdom of His glory

are to be distinguished, even as the glorified Christ

is distinguished from the Christ in the form of a ser-

vant. Of this gulf between the kingdom here and
the kingdom there, most of the jubUants had no idea

;

many rose not beyond it, but plunged below.

3. The Mount of Ohves a symbol.
4. The palm-procession in Mark is brief, earnest,

sublime. A swift progress to the city, and to the
temple ; ending in a wide and silent inspection of the
temple until evening.

HOMILBTIOAl AND PBACTICAl.

See on Matthew, and the preceding reflections.

—

Christ's goal in His royal procession : to the temple.

—The significance of Christ's coming to the temple

:

1; The types and promises, Exod. xl. 34 ; 1 Kings
riii. ; 2 Chron. v. ; Isa. ii. ; Ixvi. 20 ; Ezek. xliii.

;

Hagg. ii. 3, 9 ; Zech. xiv. 20 ; Mai. iii. 1. 2. The his-

torical visits paid to it : the child Jesus in the tem-
ple, the visit when twelve years old, the feasts, Jesus
as the public Messiah in the temple, the Pentecost,

the burning of the temple in a. d. 70. 3. The spirit-

ual visitations of the temple.—The history of the
temple the history of the world ; the history of the

temple the history of the kmgdom of God.—The
palm-entry into the temple, according to its external

and its internal form : 1. The great procession to the
great cathedral; 2. Christ the judged, and Christ

the Judge, conducted by a wretched people to the
deserted house of God.—Christ comes to the temple,

1. from Galilee with the ecclesiastical devout, 2. from
Jericho with the enthusiasts, 3. from Bethany with
His friends and servants, 4. from the Mount of Olives

alone with His Holy Spirit.—Christ in the temple as

She Jesus of twelve years, and as the openly-pro-

claimed Messiah.—Christ in the beautiful new-built

temple ; or, the difiference between an aesthetic and
aspirtual mapectlou of the temple.—The fearfully

silent glance of Christ in the temple until evening.

—

The Lord's visitation of His churches : 1. He knows
and sees all; 2. He sees and looks through all; 8.

He looks through all, and keeps silence ; 4. He keeps
silence, thinking uponjudgmont and mercy.—Christ's
entrance and exit at His temple visitation : 1. Th«
entrance: through the city straight to the temple,
2. the exit : from the temple to Bethany.—The pro
cession of the people with Christ to the temple.

Staeke :—Thus Jesus comes as the Lamb of
God, and places Himself on the altar of sacrifice
Certainly this was not the act of a mere man, thui
joyfully to come, to give Himself up to His enemie^
and go to confront His death.—Comp. the foal, 1
Sam. vi. T.

—

Canstein :—The Lord needs not that
we should give Him anything, for all is always His

;

yet He may require it for certain purposes.—QuES-
NEL :—AH things must be cast under the feet of Je-
sus.

—

Nova Bibl. Tub.:—Where Jesus is, there ia

life, movement, praise, and joy.—How necessary is

the visitation of the churcbes !

—

Hedinger :—The
eye and the heart may well tai>.e pleasure, as in na-
ture, so also in art, her copy. (But all in its meas-
ure and in its time.)—Geklaoh :—(The foal never
yet used.) This trait points to the fact that Jesus
made His entrance as Priest-King.

—

Bkaune :—Be-
lievers gladly place their .substance at the feet and
disposal of Jesus, their Master.—In the way of obe-
dience (which the disciples followed), light always
arises upon light.—The Lord now came upon the
animal of peace, not as one day upon the great white
horse to judgment.—Thus they received with peace-
ful joy the Prince of peace.—Every festal pilgrim
was received with the " Blessed is He that cometh in

the name of the Lord ; " but the greeting befitted

Him in a peculiar and higher sense.

Schleibemaohee :—We must confess that, though
they may not have been the same men (who first

cried Hosannah I then Crucify Him), yet that it was
the same people.—The oueness and interdependence

of the people makes the difference of the individuals

disappear.—We cannot help regarding this gross fick-

leness and instability as the proper characteristic of
the great mass.—(Christ keeping silence in the tem-

ple till even-tide.) The boundary between the old and
the new covenant came nearer and nearer : the one

was to find its end, and the other was to be erected

on the ruins of the former.—What thoughts touch-

ing the past must have arisen, and how deep must
His emotions have been, in the consciousness of what

He came to do, when He compared the magnificence

and glory of the old covenant with the spiritual fife

of the new covenant, which, far removed from all

outward demonstration, unseen and unpretending,

was creating for itself its own form in sweet and gen-

tie silence ; when He compared the magnificence and

glory of the external temple with the spiritual temple

built of living stones, in which His spirit should

dwell, and where should be estabhshed for ever the

worship of His heavenly Father in spirit and in

truth!

Bkieger :—The devotion of the garments to Hia

service intimates something extraordinary. When
Jehu in the camp was to be proclaimed as king, a

throne of garments was erected for him. This, with

the sound of trumpets, and the cry, " Jehu is king,'

made up the homage (2 Kings ix. 13). Here wa
have something similar, whereby homage is done to

Jesus.—As a light before its final extinction blazes

up once more, so Israel before their final fall Ufted

tiiemselves up to Jehovah once more. But as at

Sinai they were put to shame after professing obe-

dience (Exod. XX. 19), through makmg the goldea

calf, so here they are put to more wretched shame.
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by so soon crying, Crucify Hiin ! crucify Him !

—

Now does the Father set His Son as a King upon His

holy hill of Zion, Ps. ii. 6.—Christ was a King from

this hour. In all the parables from this point, His

>wn Person is the centre. He speaks and acts as a

king. (But we must distinguish between the tim*

when the people heralded Him as king, and when
God lifted Him up to His throne : between Palm
Sunday and the Keeurrection and Ascension.)

4. The Withered Fig-tree, and the House of Prayer made a Den of Thieves.

Vebs. 12-26.

(Parallels : Matt. ind. 12-22 ; liUke six. 45, 16.)

Tlie Clearmr.ff of the Tempb

12 And on the morrow, when they were come from Bethanj, he was hungry,

13 And seeing a fig-tree afar off,' having leaves, he came, if haply he might find anything

thereon : and when he came to it, he found nothing but leaves ; for the time' of figs was

14 not yet. And Jesus' answered and said unto it, No man eat fruit of thee hereafter for

15 ever. And his disciples heard it. And they come to Jerusalem : and Jesus went into

the temple, and began to cast out them that sold and bought in the temple, and over

16 threw the tables of the money-changers, and the seats of them that sold doves; Alio

17 would not suffer that any man should carry any vessel through the temple. And he

taught, saying unto them,'' Is it not written. My house shall be called of [by] all nations

18 tlie house of prayer? but ye have made it a den of thieves. And the scribes and chief

priests heard it, and sought how they might destroy him : for they feared him, because

19 all the people was astonished at his doctrine. And when even was come, he went out

20 of the citj. And in the morning, as they passed by,^ they saw the fig-tree dried up

21 from the roots. And Peter, calling to remembrance, saith unto him. Master, behold,

22 the fig-tree which thou cursedst is withered away. And Je'ius answering, saith untc

23 them, Have faith in God. For" verily I say unto you, That whosoever shall say unto

this mountain, Be thou removed, and be thou cast into the sea ; and shall not doubt in

his heart, but shall believe that those things which he saith shall come to pass ; he shall

24 have whatsoever he saith. Therefore I say unto you, What things soever ye desire,

25 when ye pray,' believe that ye receive them,' and ye shall have them. And when ye
stand praying, forgive, if ye have ought against any ; that your Father also which is

26 in heaven may forgive you your trespasses.' But if ye do not forgive, neither will your

Father which is in heaven forgive your trespasses.

' Ver. 13.—[Griesbaoli, Fritzselie, Scholz, Laohmann, Tisdiendor^ Meyer, after important MSS., read omi befoia
PMKp66ev.]

2 Ver. 13.—Lachmann reads 6 Katpos witli the Article, following Origen and several Codd. ; and thus the true meaning
of the passage tecomcs more definite.

^ Ver. 14.
—

'O 'Itjo-oG? interpolated.

^
* Ver. 17.

—

Kal i\€y€v auTois, acoording to 0., L., A., &c. Heirot^KaTe, B., L., A., Origen, [Tischendorf, Meyer,] instead
of eTTOt^iraTe.

* Ver. 20.—The order of B., C, L., A., Lachmann, and Tischendorf is jrapan-opevojit. irptoi.

• Ver. 23.—The yap (for) is wanting in B., D., Lachmann, Tischendorf. The additional clause, i iav eiirn, is wanting
in B., C, D., L., A., Tischendorf.

' Ver. 24.—Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer, after B.. C, L., A., read Trpocreiiveiree Kal aireltrBe : a more comprehensiy*
promise.

^ Ver. 24.—Codd. B., C, L., A., read e^apere, instead of X(iijLij3aKeTe : accepted by Lachmann, Tischendorf, and Meyer.
" Ver. 26.—This verso is wanting in B., L., S., A., and some others. Tischendorf gives it up. Lachmajin and Meyef

retain it, after C. and others. But it is an interpolation which some MSS., after ver. 26, add from Matt. vii. 7, 8.

departure from the temple, ch. xi. 20 ; xiii. 37. On
Wednesday Jesus remained in concealment, as we
are positively assured by John (ch. xii. 37) ; and

probably it was then that He completed His di*

course of the last things by adding those eschato-

logical parables which Matthew communicates : \at

less wo may assume rather that they were uttered

on the night between Tuesday and Wednesday within

the circle of His most confidential disciples. The

allusions to night might suit such a view. Matt, xxiv

42, 43 ; XXV. 6, 30. The silent Wednesday of His

concealment was then devoted to the preparation of

His larger body of disciples, and to p.irposes of re>

tired devotion.

The unity of this section lies in the narrative of

EXEGETICA : AJSTD CEITICAL.

See on the parallels in Matthew and Luke.—Not-
withstanding Mark's couciseness in his record, we
can yet distinguish three days of Jesus' abode in the
temple ; that ia, of the Messianic residence there of
the King. Sunday was the day of entrance and
looking around, ch. xi. 1-11. Monday was the day
on which the fig tree was cursed, the temple was
cleansed, and those festal works were done by Jesus
in the temple which filled up the exasperation of His
envies, vers. 12-19. Then Tuesday was the day
of His conflict in the temple with all the assaults of
His enemies in their several divisions, and of His
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the fig-tree cursed. Mark makes it the starting-

pomt of His account of Jesus' wonderful works in

the temple during Monday, The individual partic-

ulars of these festal wonders are singled out promi-
nently by Matthew, oh. xxi. 12-15. Therefore he
brings into this second day the cursing of the fig-

tree, with its withering up. Luke also indicates these
festal hours, ch. xix. i1, 48. For the pecuUar sig-

nificance of the facts of the Greeks earnestly desiring

jO see Jesus, and the discourse which that ooca-
Bioned, see the Notes on John xii. 20-36. But the
Evangelist Mark takes the whole day into his view
under its severe aspect. Hence he connects all this

with the narrative of the fig-tree ; and this section

embraces the time from Monday morning to Tuesday
morning. Thus, according to his account, the curs-

ing of the fig-tree preceded the cleansing of the tem-
ple on Monday morning. With Matthew, who like-

wise has the narrative, it follows it ; because Matthew
purposed more strongly to stamp the contrast of the
two temple-days—the day of peace and the day of
contest. Concerning the fig-tree, Mark prehminarily
remarks that it had leaves (which from afar might
seem to be inviting). But in connection with the
circumstance that Jesus found no figs upon it, he has
the remarkable clause ov -yap ^j/, etc., the time was
not yet (concerning which, see below). Matthew's
word, "Let no fruit grow henceforth," he gives con-

cretely :
" Let no man eat," etc. He adds, that the

disciples heard it. The cleansing of the temple he
relates again with an fiplaro: He began. And he
adds to the picture, that Jesus would not suffer any
vessel to be carried through the temple. The explan-

atory word of Christ he introduces as instruction

(eSiSoffKf), and in vigorous ruterrogative form {oO

yiyfia.i!TM), To the "house of prayer" he adds,

"for all nations ;
" which Luke has not, and which

reminds us of "every creature," ch. xvi. 16. The
confusion of the Saniedrim on this day, and their

projects as to the manner in which they should kill

Jesus—seeing that they feared the people, who did

earnest homage to Jesus—he connects rightly with

this day ; while Luke records it more indefinitely (ch.

xix. 4*7, 48), as also Matthew in somewhat similar

manner (ch. xxi. 16, 16), and John also in another
aspect of it (ch. xii. 17-19). Then follows, accord-

ing to Mark, the departure of Jesus from the city.

Matthew tells us that the fig-tree had straightway

withered. Mark relates that it was early in the mor-
ning, as they passed by. Thus the withering had
proceeded in the course of a day and night

;

and that, as he remarks, from the root. Matthew
makes the disciples see, wonder, and speak ; Mark
records more precisely how Peter remembered the

circumstance and spoke. The words themselves are

more vivid here: Rabbi, behold, etc. Thereupon
Jesus utters the word concerning the removing of

mountains by faith : more concretely apprehended in

Iturk ; more generally in Matthew. But Mark con-

nects with this promise of Jesus the very important
word concerning the hearing of prayer (ver. 24), and
the condition of being reconciled with our brother
Matt. vi. 14).

Ver. 12. And on the morrow.—Therefore, on
the Monday morning after the Sunday of the palms.
-r-He was hungry.—Early departure, haste to en-

ter the work of the day, and much else, lay at the

foundation of this fact.

Ver. 13. If haply, ei Spa : that is, because it had
leaves; since the leaves of the fig-tree appear after

the fruit. Matt. xxL 19 —The time of figs waa

not yet.

—

Bee the note on Matthew. As the tre«
had leaves, it promised fruit ; for the harvest-time of
figs, when it might have been stripped of its fruit,
was not yet come. For the various explanations of
this, see De Wette and Meyer. As Kaip6s signifies
the full and perfect time, the meaning is clear
enough. Between the period of leaf-formation and
the time of fig-harvest, one might seek for figs from
a tree standing exposed. But not till the K!up6s had
come could the tree be stripped. Thus ihe oi y&p ia
not an explanation of the circumstance that it had
no figs, but of the Lord's coming and seeking, by
which it appeared that the tree had only produced
its leaves. The expression, " He found nothing but
leaves only," signifies that He saw with displeasure
that, as a worthless tree, it had nothing but leaves
upon it. This He might conclude from the fact that
the time of harvest had not yet come, and, therefore,
that it was not already stripped of its fruit. Accord-
ing to Meyer, the meaning is, that the tree could not
yet have borne fruit. " If it had been the time of
figs, He would have found fruit besides the leaves." *
But then a premature doom would have been pro-
nounced on the tree. The early display of leavea
was certainly irregular ; but if it had been a certain
sign of its dying, the Lord would not have sought
fruit upon it. If it could put forth leaves, it must
have been able previously to set its fruit.

Ver. 14, And Jesun said unto it.—^Properly,

answered and said. Bengel : ariori fructwm neganti.
Ver. 1 6, Concerning the temple, see on Matthew.—And would not suffer that any man should,

'Iva ; the toleration of evil is the procurement of it,

—

Any vessel.—^No man durst carry tools and imple-
ments through the sacred precmcts of the temple,
that is, through the fore-court. Was it intended to
avoid a circuitous route, as in a great city profane
passages may be made through holy places ? But
the temple space was not in the way of such passing.

Many, however, might bring their implements of toil

with them at their devotions, in order to have them
conveniently at hand. The carrying them through
was, therefore, not literally a passing through with
them, but rather the having them at hand ; and it ia

opposed to the business of money-changing and sell-

ing doves which was carried on within the temple
itself. According to Lightfoot and Wetstein, the
Rabbins afterwards forbade the same thing.

Ver. 11. Of all nations.—The prediction of the

prophets, that the temple should be a house of prayer

for all nations, had a higher meaning {see Isa. ii. and
other passages). There must be a distinction, how-
ever, between the Israelite bondsmen who brought

their offerings (Lev. xvii. 8; xxii. 19; E.^raii. 43;
vii. 7), and the later proselytes of the gate ; the relar

tive recognition of these latter had given occas>on to

the symbol of the Court of the Gentiles. Therein

lay the germ of the universality of the reli^-ion of

promise. See on Matthew. That the additional

clause occurs only in Mark, is not to be accounted
for only on Gentile-Christian grounds; for it i3

wanting in Luke. It is peculiar to Mark that he
everywhere lays stress upon the universaUty of the

Gospel, f

* r" 'Ov yap Tjv Ktupos (TVKuv gives the reason why Jesiu
found nothing but leaves. If it had been the season for figt

(viz., June^ when the early fig, Boccore, ripens), he would
have found fruit besides leaves, and would not hive been
deceived by the unseasonable (ahnoimal) leafage of tha
tree." Meter, in loc.—Ed.)

t On the harmony here, Starke says : This waa the tUnd
time that He thus cleansed the temple. The first time is
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Ver. 18. Songht how they might destroy
Him.—^This was their counsel on Monday: that

Jesus should die, had been already previously de-

cided (John T. 16 ; ™. 32; x. 31 ; xi. 45). They
now confusedly took counsel about the flow ; * since

it seemed almost an impossibility, on account of the

people, on this day of His wonderful ascendancy in

the temple. Then again on Wednesday :
" not on

the feast-day," although Judas had preliminarily dealt

with them on the Sunday concerning the matter.

The Palm Sunday may have made Judas suspicious

•gain, or brought his promise into doubt. Then he
came on Thursday evening, after a new crisis had
come (the departure of Jesus from the temple), and
his exasperation had become complete.

Ver. 20. They saw the fig-tree dried up
from the roots.

—

See on Matthew. Meyer natu-

rally finds here another discrepancy with Matthew.
Matthew is inexact in his record, only on account of

a higher end that he contemplated in his narrative.

Nor does Mark say that the withering had just then
taken place, or been finished. The tree was now in

a marvellous manner dried up ; and that, as he adds,

from the roots—from its diseased root upwards,
throughout.

Ver. 22. Faith in God Trust towards God,
irlaris ®€ou (Genitive of the object). More general
view of faith, ivith reference to the personal source
of miraculous power, the almighty God of the cove-
nant: ch. ix. 23. Compare Matt. xvii. 20; Luke
xvii. 6.

Ver. 24. That ye receive them That is, in
the divine confidence of faith that is already received
which iu external reality has yet to come: Heb. xi. 1.

The prayer of faith is heard : aa prayer in the name
of Jesus, John xiv. 18, 14; xvi. 23, 24, 26; or, as
the prayer of a holy society, the Church, Matt, xviii.

19 ;
or, as the prayer of the Holy Ghost, Rom. viii.

26-28.

Ver. 25. When ye stand prajring.—Comp.
Matt. V. 23, 24, and vi. 14, 15. As the word con-
cerning the faith which moves mountains might have
origmally been uttered in more than one connection,
80 also that concerning the forgiveness of others, as
the condition of all true offering of prayer, and its

answer. But in this place, where Jesus connected
this strongest assurance of the marvellous power of
faith with the cursing of the fig-tree, it seems inevi-
table that He should declare how such a faith could
not be sundered from a placable love ; that it should
never be used in the service of hate and fanaticism.

DOCTRINAL ANB ETHICAL.

1. See on the parallel in McMkem, and also the
previous notes.

2. The so-called cursing of the fig-tree is the rath-
er to be regarded as a grand prophetic act, because
Christ, as Christ, now stood at the climax of the
palm festivity, and it was obvious that all Israel
might now do Him homage. This symbolical act at
Buch a crisis was a sure sign that He was perfectly
eonscious of the situation of things ; as also was the

John ii.
; ae second lime on the day before this, immediate-

ly after His entrance, Matt. rxi. 10, 12.
* (TMs would be indicated by the Future, i-rokiaovaiv,

ofthoEeceived Text; the Subiunctive, airoX^o-iocrij', adopted
ty Lachmann and Tischendorf. would imply that the
purpose Itself to put Ohiist to death was now formed.

weeping over the c'ty during the festal procession,

according to Luke.
3. The cleansing of the temple at the beginnina

and at the end of Christ's pilgrimage, the earnest or
a manifold cleansing of the Church from Gentile and
•Jewish perversions.

4. The declaration of the curse in its sacred fcmi,
a revelation to explain its real nature, and therebj
to remove it ; as contrasted with man's curse of ev*

wishing.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

See on Matthem.—The fig-tree a figure of Israel,

and a warning sign to the Church : 1. As the fruitful

fig-tree, which sets forth fruit sooner than leaves.

So Israel. It had faith, and the works of faith, be-

fore it had the ceremonies of faith. So the early

Church. 2. As the unfruitful fig-tree, which had an
adornment of leaves, promising fruit deceitfully. So
the Israel of the time of Jesus, and so the externa
Church of later times and the last.—The cursmg of
the fig-tree in its relation to the cleansing of the
temple : 1. An indication of the morning thoughts of
the Lord concerning Israel ; 2. a prelude to the com-
ing expurgation of the temple ; 3. a prophetic token
(for tlie hopeM disciples, concerning the coming
solemn issue of things).—The judgment of Jesus
upon the fig-tree, and His judgment upon the temple
with its service.—Christ hungering on the mom of
His greatest day of honor : or, the great sign of the
spiritual purity and freedom of the kingdom of
Christ.—The Lord's hunger ou the temple-mountain,
and His thirsting on Calvary.-—How zeal for the

Lord should keep itself pure from hatred against

men.—Only in the spirit of reconciliation can the

Christian execute the judicial office.—The flames of
Christ's wrath a loving zeal, which is always one
with the spirit of reconciliation.—We cannot help

others in the way to heaven by the hateful and tor-

menting fury of fanaticism.

Starke :—Christ knows what the feehng of the

hungry is.—If we endure hunger, we should not
murmur, remembering Him.— Cansxein : — Chiist

demands nothing of man, if he has not had time

;

nor does He come to seek till the time is up.

—

OsiANDEK :—Hypocrites have a semblance of godli-

ness, but no true fruits of faith; and so, if they
repent not, they must perish.— Hewngeb:— We
must rid the Church of every abuse, and spare no
man.— Quesnel :— Every believer is a temple of

God, and must entertain the same zeal for his own
soul's purity as Jesus displayed for the purity of the

visible sanctuary.

—

Osiander :—The churches which
celebrate a false worship of God are dens of thieves

;

they wrest for themselves the goods of simple people,

and slay their souls.—Those who devote themselves

to the correction of ecclesiastical abuses have com-
monly to encounter great opposition, their lives be-

ing sometimes laid in wait for.—An evil conscience

must always tremble at itself, and is never bold in

its work.

—

Quesnel :—The truth everywhere makes
a division among the people ; some think to oppress

it, while others hear it with wonder and faith.

—

Gek
LACK :—If you do not find that your believing prajer

is granted, ask yourself what lies within that hmders
your being heard.

—

Braune :—Benevolent and liks

a Creator were all His miracles.—This is the only

one which punishes and hurts, but it is performed oa

an manimate object. It was designed to set lumi
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Aoudy before us the reality of the divine punish-

ments.— He pronounced hers upon the tree that

which, in the parable of the barren fig-tree, the vine-

dresser had spoken of as in store for it.—Enmity to

man suffers not the philanthropy of God to reach us.

—Faith and reconcilableness go together.

—

Schleier-

iulohib:—^All that perils to the community of

Christian life and fellowship should be so ordered at

to be free from all reference to the outward com
meroe of this world (on the cleansing of the temple),

—GossNEB :—Words, oral prayers, formularies, eX'

ternal exercises without the spirit, good wishes and

mere resolutions, are mere leaves, if the Spirit of God
does not invigorate them, and they bear no fruit.

SECOND SECTION.

IHE DIOISIVE CONFLICT OF JESUS WITH HIS ENEMIES IN JERUSALEM, AND Hia

WITHDRAWAL TO THE MOUNT OF OLIVES.

Ohaptebs XI. 27—Xm. 87.

1, The Attack of the Sanhedrim ; or the Question concerning Christ's Authority, and Hia Gounter-queitunit

concerning the Baptist's. Ch. XI. 27-33.

(Parallels : Matt. xxi. 23-27 ; Luke xx. 1-8.)

27 And they come again to Jerusalem : and as he was walking in the temple, there

28 come to him the chief priests, and the scribes, and the elders. And say ' unto him, By
what authority doest thou these things, and who gave thee this authority to do these

29 things? And Jesus answered and said unto them, I will also ask of you one question,

30 and answer me, and I will tell you by what authority I do these things. The baptism

31 of John, was it from heaven, or of men? answer me. And they reasoned with them-

selves, saying, If we shall say. From heaven ; he will say, Why then'' did ye not beheve

32 him ? But iP we shall say. Of men ; they feared the people : for all men counted John,

33 that he was a prophet indeed. And they answered and said unto Jesus, We cannot

tell. And Jesus answering,^ saith unto them, Neither do I tell you by what authority I

do these things.

* Ver. 28.—Tischendorf reads, with B., C, L., A., eAeyoi', and ri for (eat (it's) with B., L., B.
^ Ver. 31.—The ovv is wanting in A., C.*, L., Versions, La^hmann, Tischendorf, Meyer.
' Ver. 32.—The lav is wanting in the hest Oodd. ; omitting it, the sentence takes a very characteristic interrogatory

form. . ., .^
« Ver. 33.—The dironpiSei's is wanting in B., C, (L., Tisoiendorft Meyer,] and elsewhere vanes m its position.

and Luke elTrev. As the Sanhedrim refused Him a

decisive declaration concerning John, who bad pro-

phetically authenticated Him as the Messiah, He also

refused to them the decisive declaration they sought.

This was, however, in itself decisive ; but not in the

form of an express statement.

Ver. 27. Doest Thou these things?—Sm
Matthew. This meant, doubtless, the pubUc appear-

ance and work of Jesus in the temple under the

Messiah-name which the people gave Hun ; amongst

the rest, certainly, as an individual act, the cleansing

of the temple also. The law ordamed that prophets

were to be tried, Deut. xiii. 1. The most essential

requisite was agreement with the faith of the God of

Israel ; the accidental requirement was the perform-

ance of miracles. The latter was not valid without

the former ; but it was not said that the former with-

out the latter was not valid. (Comp. Deut. xviii. 20

;

Ezek. xiii. 1). The Sanhedrun could hold themselveg

justified only in asking for the authority of Jesus.

They could not deny that He had approved Himself

by miracles. They were disposed, however, to mak«

it a reproach, that He taught other gods, and a new

rehgion. Hence they ask Him : 1. After the divins

source of His power, prophetic inspiration ; 2. after

EXEGETICAL AND CEITICAIi.

See on the parallels of Matthew and Luke.—Ac-

cording to Mark's representation, this day of Christ's

conflict falls on Tuesday of the Passion Week. But

the conflict is subdivided into three parts: 1. The

oticial demand as to Jesus' abode and supremacy in

the temple, exhibited in the question of the Sanhe-

drim touching His authority ; with its reply, as in

our present section. 2. The ironical acknowledgment,

on the side of the inunical party, of Christ's Mes-

sianic dignity, exhibited in a series of tempting ques-

tions and answers ; with the great counter-question

of Jesus. 3. The Lord's words to the people, and

departure from the temple. Mark's account has in our

<ext no prominent peculiarities ; he agrees rather with

Luke thanwith Matthew. His vivid style of deUneation

fg seen in the trait that Jesus went round about the

temple, while according to Matthew, He was in the

act of teaching (though these are not inconsistent

ifith each other) ; as also the second clause of the

Sanhedrhn's pondering—" But if we shall say."
^

The

Evangelist's choice of the expression xiyci airoU,

Wr. 33, seems appropriate ; while Matthew says £<j>ri,
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His theocratic duthentication. By the latter the for-

mer also waa approved, and therefore Jesus appealed

to John. John was the most recent monument of

the truth and vahdity of the prophetic order in Israel.

And this John had marked Him out as the Messiah.

They had been compelled to allow his vaUdity as a

prophet, although they did not afterwards acknowl-

edge him. They would entangle Jesus by making

Him appeal to His diTine dignity ; but the word of

Jesus entangled them and smote them at the same

time. It was a reference to His theocratic legitima-

tion, the bearer of which they durst not openly im-

peach ; and at the same time a remembrancer that

they themselves had, since the days of John, been

falling deep into apostasy.

Ver. 31. If we shall say,—The abrupt form is

expressive, and more significant than the full unfold-

ing of it in Matthew and Luke, " We fear," which

certainly declares the motive of their silence.

Indeed (of a truth).—According to the reading

ifTU! oTi, which Tisch. adopts from B. C. L., Meyer
translates " They were inwardly sure that John was a

prophet." But A. D. and others form a counterpoise

;

as well as the consideration that this would attribute

to the people altogether, and as a whole, the full and

believing acceptance of John.

DOCTEINAIi AND ETHICAl.

1. See on the parallels.

2. The counter-question of Jesus arose as the

simple consequence of the question addressed to Him.
That question was addressed to His theocratic author-

ity. This was already involved in the authentication

by John. If they acknowledged John, they must
acknowledge also his witness to Jesus as the Messiah.

If they did not acknowledge him, they were in a

theocratic sense rebels ; and Christ could, in the con-

Bciousness of His real, human-divine authority,

transcending all theocratic authorization, refuse to

give them an answer.

3. From heaven or of men.—Divine mission or

human enthusiasm. The antithesis is here laid down,
with reference to the contrast between the divine

and the human in the human sphere, and does not
prejudice the union of the divine and human in the
Christologioal sphere.

HOMTLETIOAL AHD PEACTIOAI,.

See Matthew.—Christ in His temple assaulted by
the official rulers of the place.—Vainly would hie-

rarchical ofScial authority suppress the divine mis-
gion of Jesus.—The misuse of spiritual prerogatives
against the rights of the Spirit of Christ a guilt which
brings after it the severest punishments : 1, Misuse

of dignity calls down the judgment of disgrace ; 2
misuse of office calls down displacement and rejectioe

from office.—The Spirit of Christ triumphs over th«

false spirituality of His enemies : 1. With His counter

question opposing their question ; 2. with His countet

declarations against their declarations.—The author

ity of Christ to take possession of the temple of God
as opposed to the impotence of His foes : 1. The au-

thority : a. His theocratic authority ; b. His personal

divine-human authority ; e. the authority which rose

out of His actual Passion-conflict. 2. The impotenct

of His foes ; a. as rejecters of the God-sent Baptist,

forsaken of human justice ; b. as rejecters of Christ,

forsaken of the Spirit ; c. as enemies and murderers

of Christ, forsaken of God in His government of the

world.—The obedience of Christ as confronting the

Jewish priesthood, an emblem of Christian faith con-

fronting churchly office : 1 . The Lord regards the office

as under the condition of obedience to the revelation

of God, because it issues from that revelation ;. 2. He re-

gards Himself as under the obligation to obey the reve-

lation of God, because He is the consummation of

it. Or, 1. In His suffering a question; 2. in Hii

decUning to answer ; 3. in His willingness to submi

to officiSs, so long as their rejection is not complete

—The heavenly prudence of the Lord in its triumph

over the human wisdom of His enemies.—How the

spirit of the New Covenant confronts the false repre-

sentatives of the Old Covenant in God's temple: 1.

With the clear word of knowledge ; 2. with the firm

word ofassurance ; 3. with the sharp word ofjudgment

;

4. with the abundant word of life and of freedom.

Starke :— ^ova Bibl. Tub. :— Zeal for God'a

house and for its purity is sure to awaken enemies.

—

Conscience bears witness against the worst of men

:

they are their own accusers, judges, condemnors.

—

OsiANDEK :—They who will not suifer the Church's

amendment in rule and discipline must fall.

—

Can-

stein :—When those in the teaching and ruling offica

are unfaithful to their calling, and God raises up
others extraordinarily, the former take all pains to

deny to the latter the power that God Himself has

given them.

—

Hedingee :—The good need prudence

in their intercourse with cunning and wicked people,

lest their simphcity and openness bring harm to them
and their cause.

—

Quesnel :—Miserable case when
the men of light use their knowledge of the truth to

oppose that truth.—How many will not in religious

matters be sincere, and reveal the truth, lest they be

assaulted and tried I

—

Bibl. Wirt.

;

—The scorners of

the truth, God will in the end count not worthy of

the truth they scorn ; but, instead of it, will send

them strong delusions, that they should beheve a lie,

2The3S. ii. 11, 12.

Bkabne :—He might have appealed to many pro

phets (yet not in the same sense as to John). The/
would then have said : But that was in a former age. H«
takes the latest example (of a prophetic vocation).

a. Tli4 Parable concerning the Counsel of the Sanhedrim against the Messiah. Ch. XH. 1-12.

(Parallels : Matt. xxi. 33-46 ; Luke xx. 9-17.)

1 And he began to speak ' unto them by parablea. A certain man planted a vineyani
»nd_ set an hedge about it, and digged a place for the wine-fat, and built a tower, anc

% let it out to husbandmen, and went into a far country. And at the season he sent t«
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the husbandmen a servant, that he might receive from the husbandmen of the fi-^it erf

3 the vineyard. And* they caught him, and beat him, and sent him away empty
4 And again he sent unto them another servant: and at him they cast stones,' and
5 wounded him in the head, and sent him away shamefully handled. And again* he sen.

another; and him they killed, and many others; beating some, and killing some
< Having yet therefore one son, his well-beloved, he sent him also last unto them, saying.

7 They will reverence my son. But those husbandmen said among themselves, This ii

8 the heir ; come, let us kill him, and the inheritance shall be ours. And they took him,

9 and killed him, and cast him out of the vineyard. "What shall therefore the lord of the
vineyard do ? He will come and destroy the husbandmen, and will give the vineyard

10 unto others. And have ye not read this scripture : The stone which the builders re«

11 jected is become the head of the corner: This was the Lord's doing [from the Lord],
12 and it is marvellous in our eyes? And they sought to lay hold on him, but feared the

people ; for they knew that he had spoken the parable against them : and they lefl

him, and went their way.

' Ter. 1.—liaohmann, Tischendorf, [Meyer] read XaXclv instead otKiytu/, following B., G., L., A., [Syriao, Vulgate].
' Ver. 3.—Laclimann, Tischendorf read Ktu, after B., D., L., A, Meyer : from Matt. xxi. 35.

Ver. 4.—The reading of B., D., L., [A., Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer,] icaKeivov eKe^iaXaXotaav koX rjTifn}(Tav, doefl
not seem thorough enough, as opposed to the climax supported by Cod. A. and others, viz., beating and sending empty—
Vounding in the bead and sending home shamefully handled.

* Vet. 6.—Codd. B., 0., !>., L., A. omit jra\ii».

EXEGBTICAl AND CBITIOAX.

See the parallel passages in Matthew and Luke.

—Marl£ relates only tlie second of the three parables,

which Christ, according to Matthew, connected with

His rejection of the commission of the Sanhedrim,

for the purpose of indicating to them what He await-

ed at their hands, and how they, as the murderers of

the Messiah, should be subjected to the punishment

of losing the Messianic kingdom. It is the very par-

able in which they are made to appear as the mur-
derers of the Messiah in connection with the perse-

cutors of the prophets. In the first verse, we obtain

a hint from Mark that Jesus dehvered several para-

bles (ev irapoifioXah Kiyiw) before His opponents.

Mark is, further, more exact than Matthew in the

climax of the messages sent by the lord of the vine-

yard. According to him, the first servant is beaten

upon the back, and sent empty away ; the second is

wounded in the head, insulted, and sent away covered

with disgrace ; the third is killed. This triple fate is

then met by many others. In consequence of this

conduct the lord of the vineyard despatches his son

;

and of him Mark observes that he was the only son.

From Matthew we learn that servants were twice

Bent,—on the first occasion in smaller, on the second,

in greater numbers ; and their fate is to be beaten,

killed, stoned. Luke records only an increased abuse

of the several servants despatched. The actual

ground-thought is in each case the same : repeated

messages, increased injuries, and, as a consequence,

augmented hardening of heart and rebellion. Then
we have the opposition between the sending of the

Bervants and the sending of the son,—between the

generous hope of the lord, that pious fear and re-

morBe would be manifested, and the flagitious design

respecting the inheritance on the part of the vine-

dressers. Christ, according to Matthew, makes His

temies pronounce judgment, and declare what would

lie the dealing of that lord with his servants ; accord-

ing to Mark, the condemnation is expressed by Christ

Huaself. The passage from the Psalms, Mark quotes

in conclusion, as does Luke ; the citation from Isaiah,

introduced by Matthew, is not here given And fur-

lier the /»j) yhono, spoken by the opponents in

Luke XX. 16, is wanting. Graphic narrative and a
freshness of delineation are the characteristics of

Mark in this passage, as in others.

Ver. 2. Of the fruit.—The stipulated portion

of the product. For the agreement of Matthew
with Mark in this passage, consult Note on Mat-
thew.

Ver. 4. And again he sent.—We admit, there

is imdoubtedly a kind of periodic succession in the

missions hinted at ; but this is not to be settled in

an external, petty way, of which an example is pre-

sented in Meyer.—At him they oast stones
'EK60e\aiioira^ is to be explained in accordance with

the difference between it and the simple einpav.

Beating with sticks upon the back, casting stones at

the head, marked the first gradation, to which the

second pair corresponded,—being sent away empty,

shamefully disfigured. As this word, in other collo-

cations, means simply to recapitulate, to relate sum-

marily, we must interpret here according to the con

text. Meyer says, Mark has confounded Ksipa\(u6a>

with K€tpa\iC''. But the latter would have been too

strong; and it is possible that the verb before us

might have recommended itself to him as capable of

bearing two senses, and this double-force we have

endeavored to indicate. Wakefield's interpretation,

" They made short work of him," is too one-sided.

Ver. 9. Killed him and cast him out.—The

order is reversed in Matthew and Luke. Grotius

and De Wette make it a hysterou-proteron. Meyer

says, it is only another description

He wiU come and will.—Kuinoel, following

Vatablus, makes this the reply of the Pharisees in

Matt. xxi. 24. It is. plain that Mark gives a more

brief account of the matter. The Lord spoke tha

judgment which His parable forced from the lips of

His enemies. See Mote on Matthew.

Ver. 12. For they Imew that He ha
spolzen against them.—Meyer would make these

words, as well as in Luke, apply to the people and

not to the members of the Sanhedrim. He intends

this explanation to accovmt for the apparent want of

the proper succession in words. According to some

commentators, these words should follow Kparflffai.

But the order presents no difficulty at all. They

would have seized Christ at once very willingly, and
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yet they ventured not, etc. This ia only a reflection

;

and our words present the key, the concluding ex-

planation. Their common purpose, to put the Mes-

siah to death upon the first favorable occasion, rose

in these and similar moments of exasperation to such

a pitch, that they would have gladly seized Him on

the spot, and killed Him, if they had only dared to

do so.

DOCTEINAL AJTD ETHICAL.

1. Upon the import of the parable, see the re-

marks upon the passage in Matthew. The planting

of the vineyard is to be looked upon as the promise

and the law, or generally as the covenant-word in its

identity with believing hearts. The hedge is not the

law in itself, but is to be interpreted as being that

external institution by which Israel was separated

from the other nations (Eph. ii. 14) ; the wine-press,

or tank, considered in connection with the altar of

sacrifice and the martyrdom of the prophets, indicates

the inner side of the congregation; and hence we
are led to consider the tower, typifying civil order,

jaw, and protection, as the opposite of the wine-press.

The wine-fat is sunk into the earth and hidden ; the

tower rises on high, apparent to every eye, the sign

of the vineyard.

2. We must remark, further, that we have here

pictured the gradual augmentation of selfishness, of

hostility to, and revolt from, the Lord, on the part

of the theocratic servants and vassals of God. This

representation presents at the same time a type of the

climax of injuries inflicted upon the prophets, and
above all, of the climax of the Lord's magnanimity,
as opposed to the disgraceful conduct of the servants.

The struggle of divine grace with the obdurate unbe-
lief of the administrators of His plan of mercy divides

into two periods : 1. The period of long-suficring

;

and 2. the period of judgment. The first era has
two chief periods : a. The Establishment, b. the Mis-

sions; which we may divide into, 1. The missions of
servants, rising by a threefold cUmax ; 2. the mission
of the Son, in which, again, three points present
themselves : A. The wicked proposal ; B. the murder
of the Son ; and C. the casting of his corpse forth

out of the vineyard. But, in the same manner, are
three points to be observed in the Judgment: 1.

The destruction of the evil-doers; 2. the entrusting
of the vineyard to others ; and 3. a donation of the
vineyard to others, instead of a relation of vassalage.

3. The nature of the theocracy.—On the one
side, it had a political, national end ; on the other, a
religious : and therefore the lord demands not all

the fruit, but only a portion. The transformation of
the theocracy iuto hierarchy: 1. The servants of God
begin by converting His vineyard, which, under the
condition of feudal service. He had let out to them,
into ,a private possession. 2. They treat the prophets
and reformers, who desire to call their condition of
pependence back to their recollection, as enemies,
and so treat mediately the Lord aa an enemy. 3.

They killed the son and heir, not in ignorance, but
knowing him to be the heir, and actually because he
was the heir : so evil-disposed were they.

4. The prospect, which the Lord presented, of
the vineyard being handed over to strangers, to the
Gentiles, must have exasperated the Sanhedrim al-

most more than the proclamation of their own down-
fall.

5. The parable before us is Ulustrated and ex-

panded by the parables which Matthew makes pre

cede and follow. If we examine the idea of thij

parable, we shall find that the germs of the two other

parables are contained in the one before us.

6. Christ the beloved, the only Son, that is, the

only-begotten Son of God ; Christ, the last sent, is a

mark of the revelation being perfected ; Christ, the

corner-stone, indicates the perfected Redeemer ai^'

Head of the Church.

HOMILETICAl AND PEACTICAI,.

See the foregoing Reflections, and the OommeH'
tary on Matthew.—The mournful, historical fact,

that the administrators of the sacred things of God
fail so often to attain salvation ; or, the nigld side of

the priesthood.—The history of the priestly ofiice under
the old economy, a perpetual symbol of warning to

the priestly (ministerial) ofiice under the new.—The
contest which the Lord, from the remotest ages, has

been engaged in with the unfaithful servants of His
word and His grace.—The immemorial contrast be-

tween unfaithful ofiicers of God and faithful messen-
gers from God.—How the gracious generosity of God
strives with the obdurate unbelief of men up to the

moment of final decision.—The final purpose of God
(They win reverence My Son), and the last purpose

of the rebellious servants (This is the heir; come,
let us kill him, etc.).—The Lord in heaven is willing

rather to have the appearance of foUy in sending Hia

Son, than that His grace should not be revealed to

the uttermost.—Grace in highest glory appearing

alone, to the apparent neglect of wisdom, justice,

and omnipotence, and yet, at that very moment,
uniting m itself all the attributes of wisdom, justice,

and omnipotence.—How all the perfections of God
are comprehended in the glory of His grace : 1. By
seeming to vanish in it; 2. by again appearing,

glorified in it.—The last point by which God's grace

seeks to obtain a hold, is pious fear in men.—Final-

ly : Christ the last mission of God's grace to man-
kind, John iii. 16; Heb. x. 26, 2Y; xii. 18.—The
contradiction in the words, This is the heir, let u3

kill him ; or, the remnant of faith in unbehef, mak-
ing unbelief damning.—To the exercise of long-suf-

fering succeeds that of judgment.—The heir and the

inheritance cannot be separated.—The murder of the

heir converted into the glorification of the inheritance.

—The parabolical statement of Christ's glorification,

a supplement to the parable of His rejection.—The
determination of God as to the wicked counsel of the

opponents of Christ: 1. Their counsel allowed; 2,

defeated ; 3. turned to the service of God's design,

—The theocracy as a building of God; 1. A com-

pleted building ; 2. a preparation for a second build-

ing.—Christ, the great miracle of God.—The enmity

manifested towards the Lord's word, enmity shown
to the dazzling brightness with which the picture of

His enemies was drawn.—The wicked shudder before

the picture of their own life.—The impotency of Je-

sus' foes.—Jesus' address before the people ; or, the

fault of the priests, and the liault of the laity : 1. Dif-

ference; 2. connection.

Hedinqek:—God spares neither labor nor e*
pense in sustaining and extending His Church.

—

'Bt

fruitful in good works.—The fate of the servanti

sent into God's vineyard.

—

Osiandeb:—The more
frequently the obdurate are called to repent, the

more insane and senseless is the position assumed by
them.—The riches of the goodness and laog-sufferlng
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of God in sending faithful servants, who are zealous

to the Tery death for His house.—The witnesses of

the truth.— that the pious would stir one another

up to goodness with the same industry that the god-

dess excite one another to wickedness !

—

Canstein :

—Sin is very frightful : it ceases not where it has

begun ; one sin springs from another.

—

Quesnel :

—

So many deadly sins, so many murderous acts against

Jesus Christ.

—

Canstein :—The enemies of the truth

can, no doubt, in some manner say such in itself is

truth ;
yet their answer proceeds not from truth, be-

cause their hearts are not temples of truth.

—

Nova
Biil. Tub.

:

—God and His grace are bound to no
people.—^What the proud generation of Satan rejects,

laughs to scorn, tramples under foot, that God raises

in defiance of it, to the glory of Himself—The
world, despite its efforts, cannot execute its malice

and wickedness sooner than God, from hidden rea-

B&ns, permits.

Lisco :—That the only Son is sent, and sent the

last, magnifies both the love of the Lord and the

offence of the servants.

—

Braune:—Official sins:

The wine-press is the ministerial office, which should

express the letters, the peel covering the divine word,

which should expound the divine word, the fruit of

the vine, and make wine from it to refresh the heart.

(Let it be remarked that this interpretation is no<
sufficient; comp. Doctrinal Reflection, 1.) Isa. v. 1

2. Fates of prophets: Mioaiah was scourged ('

Kings xxii. 24), and also Jeremiah (Jer. xxxvii. 15)
Isaiah, Amos, and others were killed (1 Kings xvlii,

13); Zechariah was stoned (2 Chron. xxiv. 21); and
we find in Nehemiah (ix. 26) that the prophets of

God had been slain: Acts vii. 52; Heb. xi. 36-38.

—The judgment of Jesus in the Pharisees' mouth
(The Lord will come, etc.), the first note of the fear

ful cry, His blood be on us, and on our children

(Matt, xxvii. 25).—The world's salvation is, never
theless, triumphant. From the Jews it passed to the

Gentiles, from the benighted east to the clear west,

from the enervated south to mighty north ; and when
yet farther?—StiU God's kingdom remains.—They
raged, but a hook had been put into their nose, and
a bridle into their lips (Isa. xxxvii. 29).

Sohleiermaoher :—Truth we owe to men, yet wa
are ourselves bound by it according to our ability.

—

In every circumstance we must let love point out

how we can render the best service to the truth in

dealing with each individual.

—

Beieger :—Let us go
forth, therefore, unto Him, etc. : Heb. xiii. 13 (refer-

ring to the heir being cast out of the vineyard) ; Isa.

xxviii. 16.

3. 7%e Cunning Attach of the Pharisees and Herodians, and their Defeat, Vers. 13-17.

(PaiallelB : Matt. xxii. 15-22 ; Luke xx. 20-24.)

'3 And they send unto him certain of the Pharisees and of the Herodians, to catcb

14 him in his words. And when they were come,' they say unto him, Master, we know

that thou art true, and carest for no man : for thou regardest not the person of men, but

15 teachest the way of God in truth : Is it lawful to give trihute to Cesar, or not ? Shall

we give, or shall we not give? But he, knowing their hypocrisy, said unto them,

16 Why tempt ye me? bring me a penny, that I may see it. And they brought it. And
he saith unto them, Whose is this image and superscription ? And they said unto him,

17 Cesar's. And Jesus answering, said unto them, Eender to Cesar the things that are

Cesar's,' and to God the things that are God's. And they marvelled at him.

read koX ot tXSovret instead of ol 5^ l\B6vTes.

KaiVapo; Koio-afii ; Tisohendorf and Meyer, after B., C, !>.,
Ver. 14.—Laelimaiiii, Tischendorf, after B., C, L., A.,

• Ver. 17.—Lachmann, after A., D., reads airtSSore ra

Syriac, read toL Kaicrapos axdSore K(u<rapi.

EXEGETICAli AND CEITICAX.

Comp. the parallels in Matthew and Jjuhe.—The
turning-point here is the ironical acknowledgment

of Jesus' Messianic dignity on the part of the

Jewish rulers, after that they, in their attempt

to overcome Jesus by the assertion of their

authority in the presence of the people, had been

covered with shame. It forms, consequently, the

second section of our Lord's strife in the temple on

the Tuesday of the Passion Week. In this history

of the temptation, the object of which was to entan-

gle the Lord, two chief attacks are specialized by

Mark : the attack made by the Pharisees in connec-

Lion with the Herodians, or the history of the tribute-

penny ; and the attack of the Sadducees. In the

latter, however, the question of the scribes leaves no

longer an impression of mali(Sous temptation, but

draws the transactions to a close with an example of

the triumph of Christ over many minds among the

Hribes and Pharisees, It is, nevertheless, the same

history, written more from the bright side, while

Matthew pictures it from the darker side. This indi.

vidual was better than his party who had despatched

him to tempt Christ : he made no concealment of the

effect which the wisdom of Christ made upon him.

This history is allowed by Luke to pass unnoticed.

The cunning shown in the temptation now under

consideration, is distinctly emphasized by each of

the three Evangelists, Matthew and Mark giving the

additional fact of the union between the Pharisees

and Herodians to effect their ends. Matthew states

that those who were sent were disciples of the Phari-

sees, and consequently young persons ; from Luk«

it appears they were worldlings, who could only feign

scruples of conscience. At the outset, the lively ad-

dition characterizes Mark, " Shall we give, or shall

we not give ? " The rest of the narrative is quickly

sketched, and remarkably graphic. In the conclu.

sion he is shorter than Matthew and Luke.

Ver. 13. And they send unto Him,—ThoM
mentioned in the preceding section, the Sanhedriiq,

are intended. But Matthew represents with propria
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ty the Pharisees as the most active in the transac-

tion,—To catch Him.

—

'hypiveiv refers primarily to

the chase.

Ver. 16. Shall we give?—Important applica-

tion of the question to their conduct. They appear,

moreover, anxious to place the negation in His

mouth.
Ver. 17. The things that are Oeesar's.—The

order of the words in Marls; is peculiar ; the construc-

tion is more cautious, and yet more lively.—And
they marvelled at Him.—The young aristocratic

portion of the population of the capital had not, in

its pride, expected such a blow from the Galilaean

Eabbi. Matthew informs us that they felt themselves

overcome : in Marli this is impUed.

DOCTEINAIi AND ETHICAl.

1

.

See Matthew.

2. The feigned alliance of hostile parties against

Ollrist, a measure of the greatness of their hatred

to Christ. Marlt has already (ch. iii. 6) recorded the

decision of the alliance. Compare the friendship of

Pilate and Herod, as recorded in Luke.

3. Students and young nobles are often caught in

the dangerous currents of their day. They are often,

through their warm, generous feelings, misled and
deceived.

4. Christ remains unmoved by the excitement

;

and what was confused, becomes, by a reference to

manifest right, disentangled.

6. The word of Christ undermined, further, the

alliance between the two allied hostile parties. The
Pliarisees were not willing to give to the Emperor
what belonged to him ; the Herodians gave not to

God what was God's, not even in appearance.

HOMILETICAIi AUD PEAOTICAL.

See the notes on Matthew.—Perfect rest and ealm-
wss is the perfect action and quickness of the spirit.

—The spiritual presence of Christ fills the present
ttith the might of eternity.—How a stream of light

from Christ can become a piercing lightning-flash.

—

Hjpocrisy, the original sin of an impure patriotism

and feeling of false freedom.—The majesty with

which Christ investigates the rights of Cassar ; 1.

The free examination ; 2. the just recognition ; 3

the holy reservation.— Christ and the young nobility

of Jerusalem: 1. How little they knew ; 2. howroy<
ally He revealed Himself to them.—Students and ear-

nest youths often the unconscious and deceived tooli

of knpure endeavors.—Divine simplicity and integrity

always triumphant over human and devilish cunning,

—Speak the truth without seeking to please or to in

jure any one.—Amazement may form, particularlj

with youthful and deceived minds, the beginning of

wisdom.

Starke:—Nova Bibl. Tub.:— The meanest
kind of persecutors betake themselves to the secular

authority.—Truth must frequently find that hypo-

critical professors unite with worldlings against her.—Hedinger:—^Every station has its rights. Pear

God. Honor the king: 1 Pet. ii. 17.

—

Canstein:—
The Pharisees flattered the Lord to destroy Him

:

He, however, put them to shame to bring them to

salvation.

—

Braune :—Those who, from their knowl-

edge, should have been the friends of truth, are the

first in enmity against the King of truth. (Phariseea

and Herodians.) No one should allow himself to be
employed to vex others : this is especially the duty

of young persons towards noble, venerable men.

—

They thought He had within Him the spark of vanity,

and that He would destroy Himself in His zeal for

God's honor and His own personal dignity, which
they presented in combination. So do men strive to

entangle one another by praise.

—

See Braune's ex-

tract from CLAunius' Asmus, p. 316.

Schleiermacher :—It were a different case if ye

had never received the money, if ye had perilled

blood and life for independence ; but if ye have suf-

fered the halter to be bound round your neck, and
have not made any opposition, then bear the yoke.—
Ye are giving your approval to the external regula-

tions under which ye are living, as is sufficiently evi-

dent from your use of the money.—(God, what is

God's.) He would remind them that they had other

wealth, and were in undisturbed possession of the

same.—They should distinguish between the tribu-

tary condition and the spiritual.

—

Gossneb :—Out of

hypocrisy they state the truth, in order to overtlu'ow

the truth.

4v The Attach of the Sadducees, and their Overthrow. Vers. 18-27.

(Parallels : Matt. xxii. 23-33 ; Luke xx, 57-40.)

18 Then come unto him the Sadducees, which say there is no resurrection ; and they
19 asked him, saying. Master, Moses wrote unto us. If a man's brother die, and leave Am'

wife behind him, and leave no children, that his brother should take his wife, and raise

20 up seed unto his brother. Now there were seven' brethren: and the first took a wife,

21 and dying left no seed. And the second took her, and died, neither left he' any seed

22 and the third hkewise. And the seven had her, and left no seed :* last of all the wo-
23 man died also. In the resurrection therefore, when they shall rise, whose wife shall

24 she be of them ? for the seven had her to wife. And Jesus answering, said unto them.
Do ye not therefore err, because ye know not the scriptures, neither the power of God?

25 For when they shall rise' from the dead, they neither marry, nor are given in marriage;
26 but are as the angels which are in heaven. And as touching the dead, that they rise;

. have ye not read in the book of Moses, how in the bush God spake unto him, saying, I
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27 am the God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob ? He is no<
the God of the dead, but the God' of the living: ye therefore do greatly err.

(1 Ver. 19.—The avrou after vvi'alKa is omitted by B., C, ]j., A., Meyer.]
'! S*'"

20-—-^-fter eirra, Elzevir and Fritzscho have oSi- ; it is not found in A., B., C, E., F., L.1

\J"a}'~'^^'^'^ °f ««' ""^^ a"T6i a.(>5/(e, B., C, L., Tisohcndorf read |u.i) KaraAiiralv.)

. ^ J V "-^ TT T '^f^d'^f• t"'
»' e^^* »"« <l*i<a^ tntipiia, (omitting eXa/3ov ai-riii. and the second xaiA is stronriy son

ported by B., C., L., A., [Tisollendorf ] ; but the demands of the context go to strengthen the Oodd. which give the othS
readme. That no seed was left by the seven, is m and for itself of no importance ; it is merely the occasion of the seven
talimgthe same woman to wife.

r • j

« Tcr. 23.—'Otw avaamiTi is omitted by B., C, L., A. Laohmann puts it in parenthesis; Cod. A., &c., support itimd the consideration, that its omission is easier to account for than its insertion, is an additional argument in fevor of
this reading.

. .' X'"'- ?.?-~®™'' '^ wanting with (avruiv in A., B., 0., D., Griesbaoh, Lachmann, and Tischendorf. rTisohendorf omit*
JiMis oSv, after B., C, L., A.]

'

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL

See Matthew, and the parallel in Luke.—In this

section, Mark's indiyiduaJity appears only in the
more pictorial description of the seven successive
marriages ; in special supplemental strokes ; in the
more positive tracing of the error of the Sadducees
up to a want of knowledge of the Scriptures and to
unbelief; and in the final statement, Ye therefore

do greatly err. While the immediate effect of
Chriat's word is not presented till the 'Evangelist

comes to relate the next history.

Ver. 23. When they shall rise.—The imme-
diate, special reference is to the seven. Perhaps
doubt is also expressed.

Ver. 26. How in the bush; that is to say, in

the appropriate passage, where the thom-buah is

Bpoken of—which ye wiU find something of a thorn-

bush.

DOCTBINAIi AND ETHICAL.

1. Comp. Matthew, and the conclusion of the

Apostles' Creed, Resurrection of the body, etc. John
V. ; 1 Cor. XV. ; 2 Cor. v. ; Dan. xii., etc. Comp.
the doctrine of the Scripture on the Resurrection, as

unfolded in the works upon Biblical Theology, and
the teaching of the Church as given in works on
Dogmatics ; the hopes of immortality cherished by
the nations, recorded in histories of rehgion. Comp.
the proofs of an immortality. The writings bearing

on the topic from Plato's Phcedo down.
2. Unbelief has always two springs : 1. The want

of historic faith (Te know not the Scriptures) ; 2.

the want of personal faith (Te know not the power
ofGodV

8. Belief in immortality and belief in angels, or

a world of spirits, are most intimately united : so

also the respectively opposed elements of imbelief.

4. Unbelief is, on the one hand, united with rude
gensuality (" marrying " in that world too) ; and, on
the other, with a wild phantasy (indulging in phan-
tasies upon the future state), and a carnal view of
the uniformity obtaining throughout God's universe

{tout comme ehes nous).

6. Unbelief, which attacks one part of the truth,

understands nothing of that part upon which it in-

tends to support Itself in attacking.

6. They tempted the Lord to the abandonment
of the doctrine of the resurrection, or to the retaining

of it, coupled with polygamy in the future as its con-

Bequence. They supposed, He must either state an

absurdity, or be struck dumb by their supposed de-

dudio ad absurdum. But they had political designs

in addition. Comp. Matthew. They intended that.

It a denial of the resurrection, He should deny His

work, or should present Himself as an enthusiast,

and yield up to the profane world the secret of His
hope. Christ sent the especially " wise " home as
the especially " fooUsh."

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Comp. Matthew.—The Sadducees constitute the
historical counter-picture to the Pharisees.—The Sad-
ducees, the deniers of immortality, are immortal.—.
They invented an improbable, indecent tale to deny
a most trustworthy and glorious reality.—They find

in the Bible a thorny bush indeed, but not the burn-
ing bush.—The sentimental expectations of a bodily
sight and possession are not tenable : 1. Too great
for the reason ; 2. for faith too little ; 3. for both
preposterous.—The external revelation is not in itself

weak through too strong faith, but through credulity

springing from too little faith, which believes, 1.

Many things, but not much ; 2. the extraordinary,

but not the miraculous ; 3. the spectral, but not the
spiritual ; 4. the earthly in heavenly hue and dress,

but not the heavenly as the glorification of the
earthly.—The Sadducees and their faith: I. How
they attack faith (while they propound the most im-
probable views), either, 1. with an improper explana-
tion of Scripture and of the law, 2. with an improper
picture of life, and 3. with an improper view of the
world ; or, 1. with improper reasoning, 2. with im-
proper wit. n. How faith replies : with, 1. a deeper
exposition of Scripture, 2. higher pictures of hfe, 3.

a holier contemplation of the world in the light of
God.—They say, our unbelief comes from our know-
ing : He says, it comes from your not Imowing.

—

The belief in the angels makes the belief in the res-

urrection a necessity.—One truth of faith explains

and strengthens another.—Unbelief in immortality a

radical error: 1. A positive confusion ; 2. a positive

mistake.

QuESNEL :—The devil gives the Christian no rest.

If one temptation does not entangle, another is tried

;

hence watchfuhiess is essential.

—

Hedingeh :—Pre-

formed opinions constitute a hindrance to the truth.

—Oh that there were none among Christians who
doubt the resurrection ! If they venture not to ac-

knowledge their doubt, they manifest nevertheless bj

their deeds that they believe in no other life.—The
thoughts of carnal men regarding the heavenly life

are carnal and disreputable.—-Canstein :—Christiana

must stir themselves up, in thinking of the eternal

life, to separate themselves ever more and more from

the lusts of the body and fleshly-mindedness.

Bracne:—It was the extreme fleshly-minded

(the Sadducees) who could not comprehend the reali-

ty and truth of the spiritual world.—The Gospel of

the Risen One has brought forward more clearly foi

the spirit of man the kingdom of God and the hop«
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of resurrection, of which we have frequent relations

hi the Acts of the Apostles, where the Sadducees

repeatedly appear as foes.—The Saviour unites the

Scriptures and the power of God. Hence comes Au-

gustine's statement, The more we see of the Scrip-

ture, the more we die to the world ; the more we

live to the world, the less we see.
—" Reason digs

beside (Scripture!, FrivoUty stalks by, and Pride

flies away over" (Zinzendorf). Many of the Rabbis

dreamed of marriages according to passages in the

prophets, as Isa. Ixv. 20, 23, where we read of a new
heaven and a new earth ; and this was not once

deemed base by the Pharisees.—Of marriage, accord-

ingly, that alone remains which was spiritual, just as

ex in regard to physical distinctions is lost, and that

alone remains which had spiritually been derelopcd

for the distinction between sexes, consisting in th«

development of what relates to spirit, and in thai

which lays hold of the mind's most inner nature,,

continues undoubtedly for ever.—Death breaks a)]

bands, but destroys not existence.

Brieger :—He who baa not in varlore ways ex-

perienced that God is the Living One, cannot from

the heart beUeve in any resurrection. Is God oallwj

the God of Abraham ? much more must He be called

the God of Jesus Christ, John v. 29 ; 1 Cor. xv. 19;

Rom. xiv. 8.

GossNER :—One sort of evil men after anothef

come to Jesus to trouble Him, to tempt Him, instead

of seeking their salvation from Him.

6. The Scribe, first tempting, then half won. Vers. 28-84.

(Parallels : Matt. xxii. 34-40; Liike xx. 39.)

28 And one of the scribes came, and having heard them reasoning together, and per-

ceiving' that he had answered them well, asked him, Which is the iirst commandment
29 of all ? And Jesus answered him, The first of all the commandments is,^ Hear, Israel;

30 The Lord our God is one Lord : And thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy

heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind,' and with all thy strength. This is

31 the first commandment.'' And the second is like, namely this,' Thou shalt love thy

32 neighbour as thyself: there is none other commandment greater than these. And the

scribe said unto him. Well, Master, thou hast said the truth : for there is one God ;
' and

33 there is none other but he : And to love him with all the heart, and with all the under
standing, and with all the soul,' and with all the strength, and to love his neighbour aa

34 himself, is more than all whole burnt-offerings and sacrifices. And when Jesus saw
that he answered discreetly, he said unto him, Thou art not far from the kingdom of

God. And no man after that durst ask him any question.

r' Ver. 28.—Lachmann reads iiiv for e'lSm, after C, D., L.]
yer. 29.—Many variations. Tischendorf, adopting B., L., A., reads on irpwrn eirriv ; Qriesbach, an Tptm ftivmt

•rroAi;, alter A. and Mimiscnll.
P Ver. 30.—Tisohendorf, following D. and some Minusculi and Versions, omits iml ^f oXijs t^s iuaioiat.]
* Ver. 30.—Aynj TTpiin) iino\ri omitted by Tisohendorf, following B., E., L., A. ; retained by A., D., &o.
ver. 31.—Tiscnendorf reads simply Sevrepa avTyj, and so B., L., A. ; this means, "this is the second in imporfmice.*'

Lachmann, and the majority of the MSS., retam ouota avrji.
[• Ver. 32.—The best MSS. omit 0e6s after iari. ]

[' Ver. 33.—Tisohendorf, following B., L., A., omits icai e£ o\tii t^s <livxii. Meyer defends the reading.]

EXEGETICAl ANB CRITICAIi.

Comp. Matthew.—The peculiarities of Mark:
Matthew causes the tempting Pharisees, who were
for the moment influenced by friendly feeUngs to-
wards the Lord because He had put the Sadducees
to silence, to advance ; while Mark brings forward
Into the light their representative, a well-meaning
Jcribe, whom Matthew designates more specifically
as a lawyer. Matthew emphasizes the temptation,
Mark the questioning

; and, in addition, the transao-
Jion is clothed in a much richer form than in the
Gospel by Matthew. The statement of Jesus is first
introduced, that the greatest commandment is to
hear that God is one, as therefrom proceeds the unity
of the commandment of love out of the unity or ab-
solute simplicity of the entire inner life. To this
succeeds the joyful assent of the scribe, and his well-
nigh literal repetition of the Lord's words. And,
lastly, the recognition by Christ that he had an-
swered discreetly; to which the declaration is ap-
pended, that he was not far from the kingdom of

God. The observation that the Jews dared not ques-

tion further, forms the conclusion of this section in

Mark. Luke appends this remark to the question

of the Sadducees, Matthew to the counter-question

of Christ. Considering the meaning, these three

narratives form but one whole. For, after the Sad-

ducees had been defeated, the hope to overcome
Him was already destroyed. The temptation here

narrated was only an ambiguous after-game, prob-

ably half devoted to the attempt of inducing Christ

to allow Himself, in spite of aU, to be won over as a

partisan to the party of the Pharisees. But when
Jesus had put His counter-question, to which no re-

ply could be given, the mouths of His opponents
were finally closed. Upon the allegation of Meyer,

that a difference exists between Mark and Matthew,

comp. Note to Matthew's account.

Ver. 28. The first commandment of alli—
The first, and that in the sense of the chief impor-

tance. See ..jfote upon Matthew. ' The Jews enu-

merated six hundred and thirteen ordinances ; three

hundred and sixty-five prohibitions, according to th«

days of the year; two hundred and twenjty-eight

A^
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commandments, according to the parts of the body.

The Pharisees distinguished between lesser and great-

er commandments." Braune.

Ver. 29. Hear, O Israel ; The Lord : Deut.

tI. 4, 5.—Jesus gives the introduction to the ten

commandments as the first command itself, not m so

far as it forms one of the commandments, but in so

far as it is the principle of the commandments,

—

finding its full exposition in the words : And thou

ehalt love, etc. The inner idea of the introduction

has been explained already in Deuteronomy, from

which the citation is drawn. Directly in opposition

to this qualitative conception, the modern Jews
reckon, according to their division, the words : Hear,

Israel, etc., quantitatively, as the first command-
ment. Ifpon this division, as well as generally upon
the various divisions of the decalogue, comp. Geff-

KEN, Ueber die verschiedene Eintheilung des Deka-

logus, Hamburgh, 1838, p. 9 seq. " This principle of

all duties was termed specially, nK"'"ip , or some-

times, after the initial word, saa) j
and the words

were usually recited daily, night and morning ; see

ViTRiNGA, Synagoga Jvdaica, 2, 3, 16 ; Buxtorf,

Syn. 9." Meyer.

Ver. 30. With all thy heart.—The Hebrew
text has the three following specificationn : with all

thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy

strength (nsa a might which is at once the mani-

festing of strength, and employmg of strength ; Ge-

eenius, robur, veAementia). Instead of the first word,

heart, the Septuagint reads, Siavoia ; the second is

of the same tenor ; and the third it properly renders

iimiu!. Christ's quotation, as given by Matthew,

follows the original text in the first and second

word, heart, soul ; but substitutes, with a fulness of

meaning, for the third, Siacoia, the moral might of

consciousness, of will. In Mark, the one word is

expressed by two, Sidmia and icrxvs (= "iNa). On

the contrary, in Mark, the scribe divides the first

conception (heart) into two, KapSia and o-iii/etru;

while the lawyer, in the narrative in Luke x. 21,

where we have a similar, though not identical, inter-

view, speaks as Jesus here does. Only Itrx^s pre-

cedes Siti^'oio. From all this, it is evident that a

freer mode of handling the Old Testament text pre-

vailed in the apostolic circle ; moreover, it is worthy

of being noted that no Gospel contains the Sivaim

of the Septuag.nt. Whether the differences are only

"variations of the Greek tradition," occasioned
_
by

the habit of quoting from memory, or different points

of view, is doubtful. In any case, it is noteworthy

that the philosophizing Septuagint has explained

KapSia by Sidiiom; wMle, according to Matthew,

Christ, spiritualizing iirxiis, gives its force as Siiyoia,

which is preceded by the heart and soul. Mark and

Luke exegetically unite Snivata and la-xin- The law-

yer, to indicate his legal stand-point, adds to xapSia,

which the Septuagint had converted into Stdvoia, the

civeais. Upon biblical psychology (upon which

Roos, Beck, and Delitzsch have written), comp. Note

upon Maithew.

Ver. 33. With all thy understanding.—Signi-
fication of the intelligence, as it develops into under-

•tanding.

Burnt offerings and sacrifices.—Ps. 11.; 1

Bam. XV. 22; Hos. vi. 6. This very comparison

proved that the lavfyer was overcome by an emotion

of courageous faith, the giving utterance to which

night h%ve easily caused offence to his companions.

:t was in this Bituatian a testimony.

Ver. 84. Discreetly, vowtx^^' ^'^^^ knowledge
and understanding.—^Attic, j'<iui'ex<i'"'"s

i
tbe oppt-

site, acppSi/us.

DOCTEINAI, AND ETHICAL.

1. See remarks upon Matthew.—From the unitj

and spiritual harmony of God proceeds the essentia

unity of His law in one principle—love. This pria
ciple has already been brought into view in Deuter
onomy. The true covenant-God, as the one God and
the one Lord over hearts and in them,—this makes
one life-experience, one life-motive, love. So appears
the royal law as given by James (ch. ii. 8) and Paul
(Rom. xiii. 10). Upon the element of temptation in

this question, comp. Note on Matthew. In the pas-

sage before us, religion is declared to be the central,

concentrated direction of the whole man, especially of
his soul's powers, to the one God.

2. The man, in whose inward parts the law of

God has been by love inscribed, loves at first from
the heart, in the very core of his being ; next, not-

withstanding the varying frames of his soul, in his

soul likewise, in the disposition of his soul- life ; and
then in his practical intelligence or mode of thought,

—in the practical resolutions and purposes of his life,

with which all the powers of his life (as members
and instruments of righteousness) enter into, and are

spent in, the service of love.

3. Beadne:—These two commandments point

to the two tables of the law. Upon the first are five

laws, concerning God's glory, God's likeness, God's

name, God's day, God's representatives; upon the

second, five concerning person and life, marriage and

household peace, goods and chattels, honor and

right, and the heart of man. The two tables are

one; containing the commandments of one, insep-

arable, heavenly law of love.

4. To be rational (discreet), the Lord here calls,

not to be far from the kingdom of God. The reason,

ideally conceived, is the faculty of understanding or

perceiving the divine in its ideas. This faculty per-

ceives the idea of love in the law. Discretion and

subtilty mark the contrast between the true and false

use of reason.

5. Thou art not far from the kingdom of God.

—

He who recognizes the law in its spiritual meaning,

and in opposition to external forms and ceremonies

(more than burnt-offerings and sacrifices), is on the

road of the Spirit (rational in a moral sense), and on

the way of return from self-righteousness and of

turning back to self-knowledge, which conditions the

entrance into the kmgdom founded by Christ. Not

far from, that is, near. What was still wanting was,

the full suiTcnder to his conviction, or the actual fol-

lowing of Jesus. This transaction is, accordingly,

a sign and presage of Christ's victory in the centra

of His enemy's camp.

HOMTLETICAli AND PEAOTIOAU

See Matthew.—The three unities in religion, a

type of the Trinity of the one God ; 1. The one God

;

2. the one faith (giving heed to Christ's word) ; 8.

the one commandment.—The unity of God is not

mere individuality, nor singleness, but chiefly, His

being alone and His being one, to which the unity of

man in the simplicity of the faith must correspond.

Man is really a unity in obedience, when his innel

life, in the trinity of heart (feeling), of soul (the wiU)i
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nd of reason or intelligence, is at one with itself and

with God's word.—Unity and trinity the secret of

all spiritual life : 1. Of the highest life above us

;

2. of the deepest life within ua ; 3. of the richest life

around us.—In the true love of God and his neigh-

bor, man would re-obtain his true self-love, and re-

cover from his diseased self-love.—Thou art not far

from the kingdom of God ; or, the tempter trans-

formed into the disciple. Or a meaning-fraught

y,OTd,—l. of recognition, 2. of warning, 3. of encour-

agement.—Christ explamed in the temple-court, in

the circle of those who hated Him, the great law of

love, as He upon the night of betrayal instituted the

meai of love, and upon Golgotha overcame the curse

of the entire world-hate, by His act, by His sufiermg,

and by His sacrifice of love.

Canstein ;—Good men may be often so misled

as to permit themselves to be employed against

Christ : for such we must have compassion, pray for

them, and endeavor to deliver them.

—

Quesnel :

—

True religion consists in hearing, believing, and lov-

ing.—As thou lovest thyself, so act with thy neigh-

tior.

—

Hedingek :—Who can withstand the truth ?

Where but a little good-will is found, it pierces

through. But ah I how hard the hearts that strive

against her!

—

Osiander:—External ceremonies are

no doubt good ; but where they are found without

love, they are only a mantle eovermg secret sin, and

will be rejected by GoA.—Bibl WiW. .-—Courage,

ye teachers and preachers ! God moves the heart of

many a one, who has not known the fact, in a ser-

mon, so that he goes forth better than he came in.

—

He who recognizes the worth of love, and what it is,

js near the kingdom of God ; but he who has ex-

perienced love, is m it.

—

Hedinger :—Whosoever is,

in the beginning, obedient and true to the divine lead-

ings of grace, of him is there hope that he is won.

—

He who is near, is not therefore within the kingdom.

Matt. vii. 18.—Canstein:—Truth conquers.

—

Ques-

nel :—A silence of contentedness and obedience is a

wholesome silence ; but that of rude ignorance and

obstinacy is a damning silence.

Eieger:—Upon the commandment of love to

God and to our neighbor is all dependent ; and yet

God, on account of man's lost state, could not leave

all to be dependent on this alone, but had to reveal

many other, special, explicit commandments, and

make us conscious of our captivity to ein by them,

Not till that mstitution (these laws) has fulfilled id

part, can we be brought by the grace of Christ undei

the law of the Spirit.

Lisco :—^AU external sacrifices are only weak
types of the one perfect sacrifice, the perfect surren-

der of the heart to God.—With thy earnest mora;

striving, thou art upon the way by which the king-

dom of God may be reached ; for thou recognizest

the existence of true piety, and deceivest thyself not

with an external righteousness by works. The en-

trance is by faith alone in the Saviour, who is the

Way, John xiv. 6.

—

Gerlach:—Through a living

acquaintance with God's law, through heartfelt aifeo-

tion for its chief commandment, love, man comes
near to the kingdom ; but to come into the kingdom,

he needs the knowledge of God, by which alone the

conflict between pleasure in the law, and its constant

transgression, can be stopped.

—

Braune :—God is

one, says Paul, Gal. iii. 20, to prove that law and

promise are eternally one. So, too, says the Lord

here, in that He calls to His support the fundamen-

tal doctrine of the law : Hear, Israel, etc. It is al-

ways the heart upon which God first looks.—The
second command is the proof of the first. "If

a man say, I love God," etc., 1 John iv. 20.—God
says, No God beside Me ; but man must say, Othei

men beside me.—On God's account we are bound

to love our neighbor as ourselves.—Thou shalt : it ia

accordingly no merit if thou do so ; but it is sin if

thou neglect. Thou shalt perfectly : It is not a por-

tion which sufiices. This must drive us to Him who
fulfilled this law, and helps us to fulfil.—The Master

gives measured praise : of beautiful views and fine dec-

larations He never makes too much, but recognizes

these in all relations in such a way as to encourage

to progress.—Let each take heed, that in his case

the separation between knowing and doing, between

the acknowledgment of the faith and the work of

faith, become not fixed, and ever grow more terrible.

ScHLEiERMACHER :

—

See his Sermons, vol. ui. p.

765 ff.

—

Brieger:—To love God, who is the Love

and the Life, is to live godly. But he who lives in

and with God, or godly, loves also what God loves.

—Love is the only self-sacrifice, and it is the only

sacrifice that God wishes.

—

Gossner :—One God, one

heart, one love.

6. TTie decisive Counter-question put hy the Lord to the Scribes. Vers. 86-S7.

(Parallels : Matt. Jmi. 41-46 j Luke xx. 41-44.J

35 And Jesus answered and said, while lie taught in the temple, How say the scribfti

36 that Christ is the son of David? For David himself said by the Holy Ghost, The Lord

said' to my Lord, Sit thou on my right hand, till I make thine enemies thy footstooL

37 David therefore* himself calleth him Lord; and whence is he then his son? And the

common people heard him gladly.

(> Ver. 36.— Some MSS. read \4yei ("the Lord said") instead of elTrei'; Meyer asserts that elirev comes from Matthew
Lake, and the cited passage la the Psalm.]

[• Ver. 37.—The oSi' is wanting in B., D., L., A., Syriac, Tisohendorf ; bracketed hy Laohmann.]

tempting questions of His enemies, addressed to the

EXEOETICAL AND OBITIOAL. Pharisees, is brought forward by Matthew in all ita

historic importance as the decisive, concluding inter-

rogation put to the Pharisees. In Matthew, accord-

ingly, this question has the form of a discussion (0

See Mattheio, and the parallels in Luke.—The
great counter-qaestion which Jesus, after all the
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nbbinical disputation ; and without doubt this is the

original, historical form of the matter. Much of this

external form has been rubbed away by Mark
;
yet

he points out by the words, " Jesus answered," that

the statement contained a reply to some question

already put, with a view to try the Lord. Conse-

quently the last is referred to. In this way, the

preceding discussion also gains a new illustration

;

tor which, consult the explanation of this last temp-

tation. Mark, in allowing the form of the disputation

to pass unnoticed, causes Christ's spiritual triumph

to stand out all the more strongly to the view
;
just

ns he presented the preceding narrative likewise

from its bright side.

Ver. 36. While He taught in the temple.
—The last address Christ made to the Pharisees was

a word intended for the whole people ; and this is

in Mark's mind the most weigbty point : and from

this view we see that His triumph, and the humbling

of His enemies in the presence of the multitude, are

implied as matters decided from the very outset.

Yer. SI. And whence is He then his son?
—This question was intended to say to the Pharisees

especially, that the Son of David, or the Messiah, as

David's Lord, must, according to the Scriptures, be

of divine dignity ; while to the people especially it

was intended to say, that He was not to be David's

son in the sense that He had been appointed, as they

expected, to found an external Messianic kingdom,

after the nature of David's kingdom. But the one

conception cannot be severed from the other.

—

He who brings in a divine kingdom must introduce

one of a different nature from an earthly one:

he who introduces one of anot'aer, higher nature,

must introduce a divine.—Heard Him gladly.

—

Not merely in the common sense, but with special

reference to His divine dignity as the Messiah, was it

that they listened to Him. The people were in the

best mood for doing, and were on the point of doing,

homage to Him.

DOCTEINAIi AND ETHIOAI..

1. See Matthew and the foregoing remarks.

2. In their last question, the Pharisees gave the

Lord to understand that if God be only One, He
(Jesus) could not be God's Son, and desired in this

way to force Him either to offend against monotheism,
or to deny His own dignity. Christ, by His counter-

question, lays down this proposition : Christ as David's

son, and at the same time David's Lord, could not be
man simply, though He is a real man. For David
calls Him, not in a general way, his Lord ; but Lord,

the Lord, directly, and positively. At the same time,

Jesus reveals to them mediately, by means of Ps. ex.,

that His kingdom is not of the same nature as

David's, of a worldly character; that He should

triumph over all His foes, and sit down upon the

right hand of Majesty on high,—a declaration which
comes distinctly and triumphantly forward in His

trial before Caiaphas, ch. xiv. 62. See Hamann's
Oolgotha, and Scheblimini.

3. Matthew marks chiefly the conviction which
She last counter-question of Christ produced, made
»ppareut by the silence of His opponents: Mark
brings into prominence this presage of His victory

over the rulers of the people, and the perfect spiritual

might by which Jesus subdued His enemies. Hence,

Mark notes this was a moment when Christ needed

but to more His finger, and the whole hierarchy was

overthrown, the people lay at His feet. And thi*

was indeed no mere Galilsean triumphal entry, ia

which a few individual friends from Bethany and
Jerusalem were mingled; but it was the Jewish
people, who were assembled for the Paschal feast. It

was the intensified repetition of the scene in Galilee,

of which John gives ^he account, ch. vi. But Jesua
wished to rule over the spirit, and through this rule

establish a kingdom. The Israelitish authorities de-

nied Him homage, in suppressed rage, in demoniacal
silence. He retired, accordingly, now, in His fuU,

decisive spiritconquest over them, in secrecy, after

He had finished His spiritual judgment in denuncia-
tions of woe, and in His decision regarding the gifts

cast into the temple-treasury.

HOMIXETICAIi AND PEACTIOAl.

The people heard Him gladly. One of the many
beautiful, solemn moments which Israel lost, deceived

principally on this matter by its priesthood. (Simi-

larly upon the days of palms. The genera), repentance
after the Feast of Pentecost, Acts v. The great

moment in the life of Paul, Acts xxii. 22. A similar

one in the life of James, according to Hegesippus,
in BnsEB. ii. 23.)—The mystery in the life of Jesua

induces and allures unprejudiced minds to sink them-
selves into its depths.

Starke :—The Holy Scriptures contain very deep
mysteries.—If a true Christian is to be formed out

of a Pharisee, the knowledge of Christ in His hu-

manity and divinity must spring up within that man.
—QuESNEL :—It is only faith which is able to unloose

these knots {i.e., unite divinity and humanity).

Braune :— What think" ye of Christ? This

question is the sum of the law and the Gospel. He
had been questioned, first, as to the tribute, from

political motives ; then regarding marriage and the

resurrection, because of philosophical views ; then con-

cerning different commandments, on ethical grounds,

He now asks the life-question of centuries (which

springs from the centre of religion) : Eom. ix. 5 ; 1

Cor. XV. 26; Acts ii. 34; Heb. i. 13.—Had Moses

been superior to Christ, then had the chief question

been. What is the chief command of the law ? Be-

cause this is not the case, the question regarding the

Saviour remains the chief and life-question. Accord-

ing to Christ's view of the case, however, that first

query, conceived not according to the law, but

according to the Gospel, belongs to this second.^

Sohleiermachek :—He does not say. If He is his

son, how is He then his Lord ? but reversed. If he

himself names Him his Lord, how is He then his

son f He consequently represents the first as the

greater (and yet it is the latter which forms the con-

cluding point, inasmuch as He wishes to call upon

them to give up their conception of the Messiah

for the Old Testament conception of Hun, which Hia

life had exemplified).

Beieger :—The Pharisees having interrogated

Him as to His power. He interrogates them as to Hi«

person (for they knew, it is properly remarked, that

the people considered Him the Messiah).—It was now
recoonition or rejection. By this question Jesui

wishes to lead them to decide.—The throne !)f God,

at the right hand of which the Anointed is to seat

Himself, is the throne "high and fifted up," spoken

of by Isaiah, ch. vi.,—the heavetily throne, Ps. ix. 1 ;

Ixviii. 18 ; xxix. 10. It is the symbol of Hia iiile

over heaven and earth, Ps. ciii. 19 ; Eev. iii. 12 ; 2

Tim. ii. 12.
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"7. The Lord's Public Admonition to beware of the Scribes. Vers. 88-40.

(Parallels : Matt, xsiii. ; Luke xx. 45-47.)

38 And he said unto them in his doctrine, Beware of the scribes, which love to go ii

39 loDo- clothing, and love salutations in the market-places, And the chief seats in the syna

40 o-ogues, and the uppermost rooms at feasts ; Which devour widows' houses, and for »

pretence make long prayers : these shall receive greater damnation.

EXEGETICAi AND CEITICAL.

See Matthew, and the parallels in Luke.—Mark,

like Luke, gives us, of the great denunciatory speech

against the Pharisees and scribes which Matthew

records, but a very brief warning against the scribes.

And how exactly accoi-dant with the intention of his

Gospel ! It was only the Jewish Christians, for whom
Matthew wrote, who could at once, and at that time,

be summoned to gaze upon the pharisaic Judaism in

all the blackness of its sunken state ; for young
Gentile Christians, the great punitive speech was to a

certain extent unintelligible, and was besides too

strong food. Hence the picture of the scribes is

briefly given in their three principal features : ambi-

tion, avarice, and hypocritical external piety. The
address is made up of the introductory word of warn-

ing by the Lord against the Pharisees, and of the

first woe denounced by Him against them. The ex-

pression in Matthew, " Do not ye after their works,"

is here, " Beware of them." The religious enlarging

of the garments, as Matthew relates it, is here briefly

given in the going about in long clothing. The seek-

ing of greetings precedes the desire for the chief

seats in the synagogue, and the civic seats of honor

;

while the anxious listening for the salutation of Rabbi
is p.issed over. With these chief seats at festivals

is admirably united the devouring of widows' houses,

under pretence of long prayers, according to the first

woe of Matthew. The address to the Pharisees,

which we find in Matthew gradually passing into a

direct, pointed attack, is here everywhere changed
to the representation in the third person. Mark
agrees almost verbally with Luke.

Ver. 38. Which love, SreKofTaiv.—Meyer: "De-
mand, claim." But they did not first claim the walk-
ing about in long robes : they actually did this ; and
that, too, with pleasure, consciousness, and delibera-

tion. They loved this, had pleasure in this.—In
long clothing.—Gerlaoh :

" Because they imitated

the priests, who were the nobles of the Jewish peo-
ple." But are not the priests themselves included ?

Braune :
" Because they imitated the venerable ma-

trons." Jewish Rabbis imitate women ! The refer-

ence is undoubtedly to their wandering about the
streets and public places with marks of distinction

significant of religiousness, in long robes of office

and rank
; hence also in gowns and robes of various

orders.

Ver. 40. Which devour Grotius, Bengel,
[Lachmann], and others, make a new sentence begin
with of KaTetrSiovTu. As administrators, guardians,
representatives of unprotected widows (Theophylact)

;

or also by embezzUng the funds of the temple-founda-
tions.—For the more lengthened denunciation, see

Matthew.

DOCTEINAI, AMD ETHICAL.

1. See Mattheto.—We have here three points ol

contrast : 1. Public appearance,—the proud walk in

long trailing garments (devotion), the love of greet

ings (frivolity). 2. Demeanor in society,—love of

the chief ecclesiastical seat, and at the same time of

the places of honor at banquets and festive enters

tainments. 3. Personal and secret conduct,—the

appropriation of the goods of the poor, under the

veil and pretence of long prayers, and of supplica-

tions for the poor.

HOMILETICAL AND PEAOTIOAL.

Comp. Matthew.—The scribes distinguished as the

worst of the Pharisees.—The false scribes are conside^

ed in three different ways, apart from the Scriptures:*

1. Upon the streets ; 2. in business and at banquets ; 3.

as the appropriators of inheritances in families, and by
secret means.—The veil of hypocrisy is a transparent

covering : 1. The covering, a. the long robes, b. the long

prayers ; 2. the transparency of the covering, a. the

walking about to be seen, b. the lust for the seats of

honor, festive banquets, and unrighteous gain.—The
hypocrite's terrible picture: 1. His public appearance
contradicts his secret conduct ; 2. his external import-

ance, and desire to be important, is in contradiction

to his internal emptiness and unworthiness.—The
extent to which a hypocritical profession is carried,

is the measure of approaching punishment.—Satan,

who clothes himself as an angel of light, and playa

the part of man's friend, is the archetype of all

hypocrisy.

Stakke :—As sinners are distinguished, so are

their punishments.—The confession of siu mitigates

the judgment ; to hide sin, under the pretence of God's

service, makes the judgment heavier and more ter-

rible, Prov. xxviii. 13.

Braune (upon the long clothing) :—Somewhat as

formerly many clergymen were wont to seek especial

dignity from the size of their wigs, and the monka
from their cowls and rosaries.—-SriER :—Satan was
the first who exalted himself to be brought low (the

opposite of Christ).

SoHLEiERMACHER :—They used their piety only

for external profit.

—

Brieger :—It is to be remarked,

that Jesus pictures forth not individual scribes, but

the whole sect. There were not wanting a few in

whom better tendencies were to be found ; see vera.

28-34.—The warning has a twofold intention ; first

we are not to allow ourselves to be deceived by them
second, we are not to imitate their conduct.

* [There is a play here upon words in the origintli

iSchr^tgelehrtffa ausserhalb der Schr\ft.—Ed.}



CHAP. Xn. 41-44. isn

8. Ife Widovi's Mite, and our Lor(fa view of the Hety and Good Works of the Jews. Vbbs. il-44.

(Parallel : Luke xxi. l-^.)

41 And Jesus' sat over against the treasury, and beheld how the people cast money
42 into the treasury : and many that were rich cast in much. And there came a certain

43 poor widow, and she threw in two mites, which make a farthing. And he called unh
him his disciples, and saith unto them. Verily I say unto you, that this poor widow hath

44 cast more in than all they which have cast* into the treasury : For all they did cast in

of their abundance : but she of her want did cast in all that she had, even all her living.

I* Ver. 41.—*0 'Iijo-ouff wanting in B., L., A., Tiscliondorf, Meyer ; bracketed by Lachmann.l
fS Yer. 43.—Xaobiaann, after A., B., D., Origen, reads e^oAef t^ji' ^oAAdi^ui/.]

EXBGETICAL AMD OEITICAL.

Bee the parallel passages in Lulce.—This appa-

rently trifling history is of inestimable importance.

It shows how the Lord, in perfect quiet of spirit, can

still scat Himself in the temple, after He had ended

His great day's work in it, namely, after the silence

of the Sanhedrim regarding His person, in which its

rejection of Him lay,—after He had opened His

mouth, and pronounced the great denunciations, and

with these had, as theocratic King, whom the author-

ities of Israel rejected, talsen His departure from the

temple. In this He seems Ulie a deposed Icing, who
seats Himself, as he leaves, on the lowest step of his

palace, not to weep on account of his fall, but to

bless the poor child of a palace-domestic ; or like one

excommunicated, who is able, under the new burden

of ks fanatical ban, to judge with the greatest mild-

ness, and freedom from prejudice, that religious so-

ciety which cast him out. It is the divine manifesta-

tion of His freedom from all fanatic disposition and

exasperation, with which He had fought through the

great decisive epochs, made His denunciatory speech,

and presented His great judgment-picture. In this

sunlike clearness and purity, the old Catholic Chris-

tians did not in general leave the heathen temples,

and but few of the old Protestants the temples of

Roman Catholicism. This eternally figurative im-

port is ga,ined by our passage in consequence of its

position. In itself, however, it shows us, in a most
instructive narrative and act of our Lord, how His eye

—and how, consequently, God's view, and the Spirit's

—rests upon the treasury of the Lord, and marks the

act and manner in which we give. Luke has re-

corded this circumstance likewise ; but Mark pre-

sents it more picturesquely and more .fully. The
Lord's seating Himself opposite to the treasury, the

statement of the worth of the mite, the summoning
of the disciples to Himself, and the sublime elevation

of tone characterizing the decision,—in all this we
see plainly how important Mark deemed the history.

It stands there to show that the Lord has His eye

upon the offerings in His temple, and that, amid all

the chaff of seeming religion. He finds out the noble

grain of spirituality and truth.

Ver. 41. The treasury, yaCo'tiv^'^Kiov.—The sa-

crifice-fund is meant, which was distinguished from

the proper temple-treasury, but yet, as belonging to

It) was denoted by its name (Josbphus, ArU. xi^t. 6,

1). The Rabbis tell us that this treasury consisted

If thirteen brazen cliesis (m'-iB'Illi ,
" trumpets ;

"

certainly not becsKiae the chests themselves were

trumpet-shaped, bxt because the mouths through

which the money was cast into the chests were wid«
at the top and narrow below). They stood in the
outer court of the women. This offering-fund r^
ceived also the voluntary gifts for the temple.

LiGHTFOOT, Jffor. : " Nine chests were for the ap-

pointed temple-tribute, and for the sacrifice-tribute

(that is, money-gifts, instead of the sacrifices) ; four

chests for freewill-offerings, for wood, incense, tem-

ple-decoration, and burnt-offerings." Before the

Passover, freewill-offerings, in addition to the temple-

tax, were generally presented. No one, we may
easily suppose, entered the temple without putting

something in. This is also the custom in the syna«

gogue. The Church has taken an example from this

habit.—Many that were rich cast in much
They were not content to give only copper, which
was the general offering, but presented silver. Or
perhaps, gave in copper, because a large gift in tha

metal was of greater bulk, and made more noise.

Ver. 42. A certain poor widow.—She is sin-

gled out from the whole crowd of donors.—Two
mites, XiTTov. — The very smallest copper coin.

Two made one Roman quadrans, which was equal to

the fourth of an as : ten or sixteen ases were equal to

a denarius, which is equivalent to about five gro-

scheu, four pfennigs Prussian money (6^ pence,

nearly). An as in Cicero's time was worth nearly

four pfennigs {or nearly a halfpenny); hence the

quadrans would be one pfennig (one-tenth of a

penny,) and the mite half a pfennig. She gave

two ; and Bengel remarks, she could have kept one.

" The rabbinic injunction, ' jVon ponat homo KeitTov

in cistam eleemosynarum,' is of no force here, be-

cause alms were not under consideration." Meyer.

Nevertheless, the inference drawn by Schottgen is

by no means foreign ; only it is probable this rab-

binic habit became, at a later period, the matter of

rabbinic legislation.

Ver. 43. More in than all they.—That is, in

proportion to her means, as the Lord Himself unm^
diately explains.

DOCTErNAL AND ETHICAL.

1. See Exegetieal Note.

2. Jesus, to a certain degree as stranger, or ob

server of a religion now become foreign to Him, pre

sents us with an ever-enduring example of the way

in which one should, in the spirit of Christianity,

look upon and judge all religious systems and asso.

ciations. Such was the conduct of Paul at Athens

Acts. xvii. He found out the altar of the Unknoirt

God.
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3. The last object on which our Lord's eyes

rested in the temple.—The widow's mite. It is not

said that the gifts of the others were worthless.

Many possessed, no doubt, no worth (Matt. vi. 1);

others, a greater or a lesser. The greatest value,

however, attached itself to the widow's mitp.

4. And how much interest may that mite, in the

course of the entire history of the Church, have ac-

rued?

HOMILETICAI, AND PEACTIOAL.

See Doctrinal Rejlections.—The Lord's sublime

peace of soul in leaving the temple, where He had met

no recognition.—The humble resting-place ofthe Lord

at the temple-gate, after He had been refused the

throne.—The backward glance of mildness which the

Banished cast upon the Church system by which He
had been banished.—Christ's example teaches the

heaven-wide distinction between godly zeal and un-

godly fanaticism.—The Lord's eyes are upon all offer-

ings.—The mite of the widow as a gift : 1. The small-

est gift ; 2. the largest gift.—The freewill-offering of

the heart, the real inner existence and life of the

temple.—Christ observes with emotion the dying

embers of the expiring fire of God in the temple.

—

The distinction between the treasury of the Lord in

the law-church and Gospel-church (there, chiefly in-

tended for symbolic temple necessities ; here, chiefly

for the poor. See the lame beggar at the Beautiful

gate of the temple, whom Peter heals).—The ancient

estimable institution of Church alms.— OAristo in

pauperibus.

Stakke :

—

Canstein :—The Lord Jesug pays at

tention, without doubt, to men's alms ; hence they

should be willing to give, and take earnest heed how
they give.

—

Bibl. Wirt.

:

—Christians must willingly

fcposit in God's treasury, and contribute to the sup

port of God's service—churches, schools, the poor,

2 Cor. ix. 7.—J. Hall :—Where distribution is mad«
to the poor, there Jesus pays attention, and takes

pleasure therein.— God, I have only two mites, a

body and a soul.— Canstein :— Christ remarks a

compassionate and believing heart, when alms are

being given.

—

Nova. Bibl. Tub.

:

—God's opinion re-

garding good works is infinitely different from that

of men. Those who give the most, give often the

least; and those who give the least, the most-
Servants must not exclude themselves from alms-

giving.

Bkaune ;—He says. Verily I say unto you, be-

cause He wishes to make His judgment abide, as

though it were a dogma and fundamental principle

in His divine kingdom.—How she must have fixed

her trust upon God, and not have cared for the

morrow ; since she did to-day, what to-day brought

with it, Mai. i. 8 ; ver. 14.

ScHLEiERMACHEE :—If there had only been many
such to give as this poor widow, who was ready to

contribute all that she could claim as her own, to

the support of God's service, then might a purer zea]

have developed itself, which had been far from de-

generating into that tempest which destroyed tha

temple, and had contributed rather to prevent the
,

downfall. This extreme tendency to externals on the

part of the many was the first germ of destruction

to that people.

9. Jaus' Departure from the Temple. His Retirement to the Mount of Olives ; and Hit Addrem eon-

cerning the Last Things. Ch. SIII. 1—37.

CParallela : Matt. xxiv. and xxv. ; Luke xxi. 5-38 ; Kevelatiou.)

1 And as lie went out of the temple, one of bis disciples saith unto him, Master, see

2 what manner of stones and what buildings are here I And Jesus answering,' said unto

him, Seest thou these great buildings? there shall not be left one stone upcn another,

3 that shall not be thrown down. And as he sat upon the Mount of Olives, OTer against

4 the temple, Peter, and Jatnes, and John, and Andrew, asked him privately. Tell us,

when shall these things be ? and what shall he the sign when all these things shall be

5 fulfilled ? And Jesus answering them, began to say. Take heed lest any man deceive

6 you : For many shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ; and shall deceive many.

1 And when ye shall hear of wars, and rumours of wars, be ye not troubled : for swh
8 things must needs be; but the end shall not he yet. For nation shall rise against

nation, and kingdom against kingdom ; and there shall be earthquakes in divers places,

9 and there shall be famines and troubles :
° these are the beginnings of sorrows. But

take heed to yourselves : for they shall deliver you up to councils ; and in the syna-

gogues ye shall be beaten : and ye shall be brought before rulers and kings for mV
10 sake, for a testimony against them. And the Gospel must first be published among all

11 nations. But when they shall lead you, and deHver you up, take no thought before-

hand what ye shall speak, neither do ye premeditate ;
' but whatsoever shall be given you

12 in that hour, that speak ye : for it is not ye that speak, but the Holy Ghost. Now,
the brother shall betray the brother to death, and the father the son ; and children shall

13 rise up against their parents, and shall cause them to be put to death. And ye shall ba
haied of all men for my name's sake : but he that shall endure unto the end, the same

14 shall be saved. But when ye shall see the abomination of desolation, spoken of
\>J
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Daniel the prophet,* standing where it ought not, (let him that readeth understand,)
16 then let them that be in Judea flee to the mountains : And let him that is on the house.

top not go down into the house,^ neither enter therein, to take anything out of his

16 house: And let him that is in the field not turn back again for to take up his garment.
17 But woe to them that are with child, and to them that give suck, in those days 1

18, 19 And pray ye that your flight be not in the winter. For in those days shall ba
affiction, such as was not from the beginning of the creation, which God created, unto

20 this time, neither shall be. And except that the Lord had shortened those days, no
flesh should be saved : but for the elect's sake, whom he hath chosen, he hath shortened

21 the days. And then, if any man shall say to you, Lo, here is Christ ; or, lo, he i$

22 there; believe him not: For false Ohrists" and false prophets shall rise, and shall show
23 signs and wonders, to seduce, if it were possible, even the elect. But take ye heed

:

24 behold, I have foretold you all things. But in those days, after that tribulation, the
25 sun shall be darkened, and the moon shall not give her light. And the stars of heaven
26 shall fall,' and the powers that are m heaven shall be shaken. And then shall they see

27 the Son of man coming in the clouds, with great power and glory. And then shall

he send his angels, and shall gather together his elect from the four winds, from the

28 uttermost part of the earth to the uttermost part of heaven. Now learn a parable of

the tig-tree ; When her branch is yet tender, and putteth forth leaves, ye know* that

29 l^the] summer is near : So ye, in like manner, when ye shall see these things come to

30 pass, know that it is nigh, even at the doors. Verily I say unto you. That this genera-

31 tion shall not pass, till all these things be done. Heaven and earth shall pass away;
32 but my words shall not pass away. But of that day, and that hour, knoweth no man,

33 no, not the angels which are in heaven, neither the Son, but the Father. Take ye
34 heed, watch and pray :

' for ye know not when the time is. For the Son of man is as a

man taking a far journey, who left his house, and gave authority to his servants, and to

35 every man his work; and commanded the porter to watch. Watch ye therefore: for

ye know not when the master of the house cometh, at even, or at midnight, or at the

36 cock-crowing, or in the morning: Lest, coming suddenly, he find you sleeping

37 And what I say unto you, I say unto all, Watch.

[I Ver. 2.—*AiroKpi9€Li is wanting in B., L., Versions, Tiachendorf, Meyer; found in A., K., Lachmann, Fritzsohej

£fie before Atflo? supported by B., D. ; received by Griesbach, Lacbmann ; omitted in A. and Tischondorf.]

2 Ver. 8.—Laclunann and Tiscliendorf, on the authority of B., C, L., have omitted Kal rapavau Meyer would retain

the words, and says, they have been left out by mistake ; the scribe's eye running foi-ward to the apxat following.
s Ver. 11.—Mj)Se /AeAeraTe, omitted by B., D., L., Tischendorf ; M^er would retain them.
• Ver. 14.—To priBkv virh AavtTjA tov Trpot^^Tov, wanting in B., D., L., Coptic, &c. It is easy to see how they might b*

interpolated from Matthew ; but their omission would be difficult to explain.

P Ver. 15.—B., L. omit eis ttji' oIkUv. Lachmann brackets it.]

8 Ver. 22.—Tischendorf omits, improperly, i^euSoyptorot Kai. So D.
1 Ver. 25.—A., B., C, &c., read, ecrofrat ex Toii ovpavov irtTTTovre^. Lachmann, Tischendorf.
• Ver. 28.—A., B., I)., L., A. : yiviaa-KeTat,.

• Ver, 33.

—

B., D. omit koX npa(revxetr9e ; Lachmann and Tischendorf follow.

EXEGBTICAL AUD CEITICAL.

See Matthew.—In our Gospel, the time and situa-

tion in which Christ delivered His great eschato-

logical address present themselves, as is the case

with Matthew. Upon Tuesday evening, immediately

after His departure from the temple, the first in-

troductory words were exchanged between Jesus

and Hia disciples. Jesus declared Jerusalem's de-

struction. Thereupon He seats Himself m the circle

oi His most trusted followers upon the Mount of

Olives, and reveals the eschatological import of Je-

rusalem's being destroyed. Hence it is exceedingly

probable that this revelation by Jesus is a night-

epeech, or rather midnight address, succeeding the

night-conversation which He had held upon His

evening walk to Bethany, on the summit of OUvet,

Bttmg opposite to the temple.

The three chief divisions of the address are, by

tU the Evangehsts, distinctly enough marked : 1. The

aniversal eschatological world-course to the end ; 2.

9

the destruction of Jerusalem, with its succeeding

days of trouble and contest, or the succeeding period

of the Church of the Cross (the Christian Church),

which period may be regarded also as a distinct divi-

sion ; 3. the indication and commencement of the

world- end. The beginning of the first part is marked

by Jesus' warning against being seduced by the

pseudo-Christs (Mark, ver. 6) ; the end by the prom-

ise, " He who endureth," etc. (ver. 18). The be-

ginning of the second part is indicated in Mark and

Matthew by the reference to the abomination of des-

olation ; in Luke by the investing of the city (Luko

xxi. 20) : the close is here shown by the words, "Fot

in those days shall be," etc. (Mark, ver. 19); in

Luke, ver. 23, the statement is—a time of wrath

upon Israel. The hiterval between the destruction

of Jerusalem and the end of the world, distinguished

as the period of mitigated judgment, is brought for

ward in the woi-ds, " Except the Lord had shorteneC

those days " (Mark, ver. 20) : the close, according to

Mark, is given in the exclamation, " Behold, I hav«

foretold you all things ; " according to Matthew, in th«

words, " Where the body is," etc. The chief pomt ui
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«his statement regarding the interval, in Mark and

Matthew, is the warning against the false Christs ; in

Luke, the sufiferings of the Jews, the treading under

foot of Jerusalem, until the times of the Gentiles l»i

fulfilled. The beginning of the section upon the

world-end is brought most prominently forward by

Mark—" In those days " (ver. 24) ; Matthew simi-

larly; Luke, with a short Kal iarai, a Future, which

is connected with the Preterite of the fulfilment of

the times of the Gentiles. All three Evangelists

mark the end of this period as the deliverance of the

faithful. The Son of Man, according to Matthew and

Mark, appears and sends forth His angels to gather

in His chosen. Luke makes this known in the

words, Lift up your heads, for your salvation draweth

nigh. To this succeeds the practical application of

the speech in the parable of the fig-tree. The escha-

tological discourse of Mark's Gospel agrees moat

with Matthew
;
yet it is on the whole shorter, in par

ticular points more circumstantial, and picturesque;

Particularly strong is the call in Mark to foresight^

to attention, and watchfulness, vers. 5, 9, 23, 33, 35,

37. The comparative characterization, however, will

be most appropriately added to the consideration of

the various sections. For the literature upon thi

portion, see Mattfiew. Worthy of special notice ia

Ebeaed's tract: Adversus erroneam nonnuUorum
opinionem, qua Christi discipuU exisdmasse perhiben^

lur, fore, ut universale judicium ipsorum estate super-

veniret, Erlangen, 1842.

A. The Occasion. Vers. 1-4.

(Parallels : Matt. xxiv. 1-3 ; Luke xxi. 5-7.)

Mark brings before us a single speaker, who
pointed out to the Lord the splendor of the temple

;

while Luke speaks of several, Matthew of the dis-

ciples in general. One might imagine it was Andrew
who furnished in this manner the occasion, entering

as he did this time into the circle of the intimate

few. If it were not he, then it was most probably

Peter. What the disciples bring before the Lord

—

interceding, so to speak, for the temple—is, accord-

ing to Matthew, the building itself (the structure

being perhaps, in some part, in process of recon-

struction) ; according to Luke, the beautiful stones

and the gifts; according to Mark., the greatness

of the stones and structures. Braune: According

to J'osephus, the stones were, in part, twenty-five ells

long, twelve broad, eight high. The thought that

such a building should be destroyed, was too sad for

them ; and the precious stones alluded to by Luke,

the consecration-presents of piety, upon the walls

and in the courts, testified to a continued respect for

the temple. The reply of the Lord is here very

lively. Dost thou see these buildings ? The seat upon
the Mount of OUves is marked as a position over

against the temple. Of the circle of the disciples

who interrogate the Lord, we learn this only, that

they are His trusted friends, and that Andrew was
on this occasion present, in addition to Peter, James,
and John. The two questions, regarding the de-

struction of Jerusalem, and the sign of the end of

the world, given by Matthew, are likewise given by
Mark, yet in a different form.

Ver. 2. One stone upon the other.—Meyer;
" There would not be one stone left upon another,

which should escape, in the further prosecution of

the work of destruction, being torn down." But
this is the depicting of a regular breaking down of a

house, in which the chief thing is to separate one
stone from another, down to the very last. Here,

on the contrary, we have the picture of a violent de-

struction, in which many stones, as all know, remain

lying upon one another, yet is each torn from hia

place and broken. In other words, KaraKieaSai

refers not merely to the mass of the temple, but also

to the single stones : the temple should be so thor-

oughly destroyed, that each stone should be destroyed,

Of course this strong expression is not to be pressed

literally.

Ver. 3. Over against the temple.—The sunt

ml", of Olivet toade a vis-a-vis to the temple's pin-

naclb. See books of travel.

—

And Andrew.

—

See

Matthew.

Ver. 4. When shall these things he, and
what, etc.—The subject of the two distinct questions

is here indicated in a twofold manner : raCra and
Tavra Trdyra ; eiTTai and /j-^Wtj avt/TeAs7a6at.—When
aU these.—Not once more the destruction of Jeru-

salem (Meyer). By Grotius and Bengel, irarra ravra
is referred to the whole world. We understand it

of all things which formed part of the Jewish regime,

and which, according to the view of the disciples,

were connected with the destruction of Jerusa-

lem.

B. The World's Course to tlie World's End in general. The Last Things of the Christian, or the Chriibmt

dure of the End of the World. Vers. 5-13.

(Parallels : Matt. xxiv. 4-14 ; Luke xxi. 8-19.)

Mark begins again with an ^pjaro Aeytw. The
warning against the pseudo-Christs is common to all

the Synoptics. Luke alone has the addition, that the
time draws near : the indication of the chiliastic

(miUenarian) element. The representation of the
wars of the nations is in Mark the shortest. The
signs of the world's development are given by Luke
most complete: earthquakes, famines, pestilences,
terrors, and signs in the heavens. Mark, with Mat-
thew, omits the terrific things and signs in heaven,
also the pestilences, and has instead rapaxai, pointing
out (from the Roman stand-point) chiefly the polit-

ical condition of the world. After Mark has wkh
Matthew denoted this as the beginning of sorrows,

we have a second, Take heed unto yourselves, intro-

duced. And now he depicts more fully than Mat-

thew the persecutions of the Christians, giving, aa

does Luke, a view of these which had been already

given by Matthew in the instructions to the Apostles,

ch. X. 17, 18. These were very weighty words for

the Roman Christians, at a time wlien the martyrdom
of Peter and Paul, in Rome, was about to take place.

Then, as early as the 10th verse, he gives the conr

eluding statement of Matthew regarding the preaob
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ing of the Qospel in all the world ; and appends the

rules of conduct for the persecuted, which we find in

Matt X. 19. To this succeeds the presaging of fra-

ternal hatred, and the detestation of the ChristiaLs,

occurring Matt. x. 21. None the less does the con-

cluding portion of that statement form here the con-

clusion: He who enilureth, etc. Matthew has this

final word once again in this passage ; and this cir-

sumstanoe, as well as the connection between Mark
tnd Luke, speaks for Mark's accuracy, and proves

that all the various portions recorded by him have
their proper place in this address. The words.

Matt. xxiv. 10-12, are omitted by Mark, probably
because they are implied in the statements already

made.
Ver. 6. Take heed lest, etc. ; for many shall

come.—This warning against pseudo-Christs, pseudo-

Christianities, false prophets, and false prophecies,

being placed at the head, denotes that it is an essen-

tial point of view from which to contemplate Chris-

tian eschatology.

Ver. 1. But the end shall n0t be yet.

—

Meyer: "The end of the calamities, not of the

world." But the end of the calamities is really the

end of the world.

Ver. 8. Troubles (terrifying confusions), rapa-

Xai,—^Mark alone gives this. The word denotes pri-

marily a shock, or commotion (John v. 4); then a

commotion of mind, overwhelming, a fright ; and
hence, with respect to political circumstances, public

terrifying confusion, anarchical conditions of states,

tumults, etc.

Ver. 9. Ya shaU be beaten.—The question is,

whether the construction be. Ye shall be delivered

np to councils and synagogues, shall be beaten, etc.

(Luther, Meyer), or as in the English text, with Ben-

gel and others. Against this latter construction,

Meyer says, the idea of motion lies not in 5a.pT}a-€<r6£,

but it does in sh. Meyer says, further, the scourging

took place regularly in the synagogues. Then it ii

certainly a striking picture of fanatic maltreatment^
if it had been already inflicted upon the way to tha
synagogues (Acts vi. 12 ; xxi. 80, 31). According to

Meyer's construction, in councils and synagogues, we
have a tautology. "The view, however, is this : Tha
trial and condemnation took place in the councils oi

ecclesiastical courts, which were annexed to the
synagogues ; and the condemned were then led into

the synagogues, or congregations, to be beaten : fan
aticism could not, however, restrain itself : they wera
scourged even on their way thither.—^For a testi-

mony against them.

—

See Matthew.
Ver. 10. Among all nations.—A result of th«

above-mentioned martyrdom. Through sufferings

the Gospel was to be spread among all peoples. This
is, accordingly, the end of their trials. Not till this

be fulfilled does the end of the woes come, as distin.

guished from the fipx"'-

Ver. 11. When they shall lead you.—Rules
for conduct. Above, it was Take heed ; here, Take
no thought.—Be on your guard against the seduc-
tions of the pseudo-Christs ; be not anxious because
of the threats of open foes. " MeAeraTf, the regular

word for the committing to memory of a speech
see Wetste[N ; the opposite of extempore." Meyer
Comp. Matthew. Take no thought, how or what, as

the more objective mode of Matthew puts it. Hera
equally a double prohibition in a more subjective

form : Take no thought beforehand ; do not trouble

yourselves on account of it.—For it is not ye that
speak.

—

See Matthew.

Ver. 13. He that shall endure.—Meyer ex-

plains by the context: In confessing My name.
Compare the Sta rh SvoiJ.i /j.ov. Nevertheless, the

endurance refers to the entire state of trial, which
they should pass through faithfully ; of course, confess-

ing Christ. It is from sufferings that confession re-

ceives its name, as the Confession,

C. D. 77ie Destruction of Jerusalem, and the interval between this and the End of the World; or, tht

World's Course to the End from the predominating point of view of the Jewish Theocracy. Vbbs.

14-20; TEKS. 21-23.

(Parallels : Matt. xxiv. 15-21 ; 22-28 ; Luke xxi. 20-23 ; 24.)

The presage of the destruction of Jerusalem is

given more briefly than by Matthew, still in biblical

form ; not as in Luke, who declares plainly the be-

sieging and destruction of the city. The direction to

flee is the same as in Matthew, only more exact.

From (he command. Pray that your flight be not in

wmter, he leaves out the additional statement of

Matthew, Nor yet upon the Sabbath, as it was less

easy to be comprehended by the Roman Christians.

The description of this one gi-eat tribulation =e ex-

pressed in a richer dress than by Matthew. In de-

scribing the appearance of the false Christs and pro-

phets, he omits the details : If they say, Lo, he is in

the wilderness, etc. ; also the picture of the last

judgment, the lightning, and the eagles. On the

other hand, his conclusion is in the highest degree

impressive : u/teTs 8e /SAicVcTc, ver. 23.

Ver. U. Where it ought not.—<&< Matthew.

Ver. 19. ShaU be affliction.—The very days

themselves. Stronger expression: It will be the

characteristic of those days that they are tribulation

itself—From the beginning of the creation,

which God created.—This not a merely stronger

emphasizing of the conception, Creation. The kti'o-is

which God created, forms an opposition to the ktiVh

of men, the city Jerusalem and her hierarchy, which

was now falling, while the former should endure.

Similar is the expression regarding the elect : Whom
God hath chosen,— who are, and shall remain,

chosen. And just so we have a twofold reference to

the shortening of the days : Although they are th«

days of vengeance, He has shortened them as such,

and made them endurable. See Matthew.

Ver. 23. But take ye heed.—Ever-repeated

emphasizing of the greatness of the tempts

tioo.
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E. Tke End of the Cosmos. Vers. 24-2Y.

(Parallels : Uatt. xxir. 29-31 ; liUke xxi. 23-23.)

J^k, as well as Matthew, draws a very sharply

'defined distinction between the time of the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem, and the time when the sign of the

end of the world shall appear. Mark : After that

tribulation (the destruction of Jerusalem), in the

period of the shortened days. Here he has omitted

the eufls'aij of Matthew. The fall of the stars he ex-

presses differently from Matthew. He passes over

the picture of men's consternation at the appearance

of the Son of Man, which Matthew gives ; also the

gummona of the great trumpets. AJxd the expres-

sion, "From one end of heaven to the other," rnn^

in his narrative, "From the uttermost part of tb«

earth to the uttermost part of heaven."

Yer. 24. After that tribulation.—Meyer holdl

that, according to Mark, the appearing of the Son of

Man should occur immediately after the destruction

of Jerusalem. According to the text, however, afte-

the destruction, follow only "those days," and thesa

endurable. Between those days and that day is a

great difference, which Meyer's exegesis has not

noticed.

F. The Parable of the sudden irruption of the Catastrophe, and the Exhortation to Waichfulness. ViEa.

28-37.

(Parallels : Matt. xxiv. 33-50 ; Liike xxi. 29-36.)

To the end of ver. 32, Mark writes to quite the

game import as Matthew ; then, however, a different

statement comes in : Of that day and that hour know
not the angels, neither the Son. At this point the

three Synoptics separate and take different ways.

Matthew represents the Lord as here pointing back
to the days of Noah, as being symbols of the days

of the world's end. The surprise of that day is de-

picted by him in a particular way. The parable of

the midnight has its characteristic point in the com-
ing thief; and, succeeding this, is another parable

of the lord who, in coming home, surprises his ser-

vants. Mark has the exhortation, Watch, for ye
know not, etc., which is found in Matthew. But
then he adds a parable, peculiar to himself, of the

lord going away upon a journey, appointing special

duties to his trusted servants : and in this parable the

chief person is the lowest servant, the porter, who
must keep watch; while Matthew makes him the

steward, who had charge of the house. It is evident

that the parables are distinct. Matthew selected the

Steward, because watchful honesty seemed to him
the chief thing; Mark selected the porter, because
honest watchfulness seemed to him the chief thing.

Matthew may have had before him, in his selection,

the picture of the Jewish high-priest ; and Mark, the

pii;lure of a porter attached to some noble Eoman
house. Mark notices the different hours in which
the master may return, marking them out sharply

by the statement of the divisions of the night. Luke
brings prominently forward the common danger to

man,—the heart must not be overcharged, etc. ; the
momentous day is compared by him to a snare
{nayis). Mark concludes with the word, Watch

!

Ter. 28. That the summer.—"Tb 6 epos, also

in ?'es<. xii. Patr., is the symbol of the Messianic
time.'' Meyer.

Ver. 30. This generation.—According to Meyer,
the (then) present generation. See Note on Matthew.
The generation which has these signs under observa-
tion. Had the generation of that time been meant,
then the end of the time at least could have been
specified ; wliile Christ says, on the contrary, the day
and the hour knoweth no man.

Ver. 32. Neither the Son.— An admission,
tfhioh Meyer, in considering the human hmitations
in which the Sou of Man moved on earth, places m
its due position. Athinasius says, Jesus did not

know as a human being; Augustine, He did not

know it to impart to His disciples. For other inter

pretations, consult Meyer. Eespecting our own in-

pretation, Meyer judges falsely or inaccurately. We
assume that the Son, as God-man, knew not that day

in His present daily consciousness, because He willea

not to pass beyond the horizon of His daily task to

reflect upon that day {see Lange's Leben Jesu, ii, 3,

p. 1280); because He preferred, accordingly, the

limiting horizon of His holy, human observation and

knowledge, which widened from day to day, to a dis-

cursive pedantic polyhistory, or preternatural pre-

tension of knowing everything, the dim opposite of

dynamic omniscience. ;Ss{/'-limitation in the knowl-

edge of all chronological, geographical, and similar

matters, is quite different from an absolute " limita-

tion " of the theanthropic omniscience of Jesus. Set

Matthew.

Ver. 34. As a man taking a farjourney.—Ac-

cording to Meyer, a part of a speech, "made up of

the different roles which formed the links between
the several heads of the speech." Why not a special

parable? Or, is a porter or a guard of a house

formed by uniting the roles of a house-proprietor and
a house-steward ? and out of a thief and a master of a

house do we get, again, a master of a house ? We
assume, simply, a distinct, though connected, para-

ble. In Matthew, the householder himself is first,

then the steward, summoned to watch ; in Mark, the

house-watch or porter, to guard the house.—As a
man taking, etc.—The anantapodoton [i.e., the apo-

dosis to be supplied] is found simply in the omitted

6(TTi'. It is as with a man who took a journey. The
whole emphasis falls then upon the finite verb, in

accordance with the participles following, viz., upon
the injunction which the loi'd gave the porter to

watch.—Authority to his servants.—^A proof

that we have here to do with another parable. Tht
parable of the servant, to whom the highest authority

was entrusted, is recorded by Matthew.—And com
mauded the porter to watoh.— After he hat

given all the orders concerning the internal affairs^

he gives finally, at the door, to the porter, the addi

tional command to watch : this is the point of tht

parable. Contemplating them with reference to the

Church this side of eternity, the porters are, of

course, the Apostles of Christ, together with the bodj
of Christians,—a different aspect from that in which
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the serTant of Christ may be preeminently considered

,c bteward.

Ver. 35. At even, or at midnight.— The
four night-watches. Bee Winee, Naehtwache (Night-

iratch) ; the author's Commentary on Matthew

;

WiKSELEE, Chronol. Synapse, p. 406. The uniform
thought is, The Lord comes in the night-season, in a

^aflf, sad time ; and it is not known m what stadium
or moment of this time. He comes quite unex-
pected. From different stand-points, these periods
^9i|feB=i9 o'clock; jueo-oi/u/cTioc= 12 ; aXeKTopopaivia
-a 3; 7rpmt=6) may deuote the same unexpected-

ness:—the evening, the evening of the old world
(Matt. XX. 8) ; the midnight, the frame of mind of

the slumbering Church (Matt. xxv. 6) ; the cock-
crow, the voice of the watchers (Isa. xxi. 11); the
morning, the dawn of Christ's appearing, the break-

ing into day of the new world (Mai. iv. 2).

DOCTKINAI, JlND ETHICAl.

1. Comp. the parallel in Matthew.—It is signif-

icant that Mark gives prominence to the size and
strength, Luke the heaviy, Matthew the restoration

and apparent theocratic rebuilding, of the temple.

All this could not save it.

2. The eschatological speech of the Lord, the

germ of John's Apocalypse ; the New Testament ex-

position and form of the Old Testament ideas and
symbols ; the opposite and corrective of all apocry-

phal Apocalypsiam (Comp. Ltjcke, Versuch einer

vollsta/ndiger Einteit-u/ng in die Offenbaning des Jo-

hannes imd in die apokalyptixche Literatur iiberhaupt,

Bonn, 1848 ; Attberlen, Der Prophet Daniel und die

Offenbarung Johannes, 2d ed. Basel, ISBT.*) The
eschatological hynms. Eschatology in dogmatic theol-

ogy.

3. Neither the Bon.—Comp. the topic Agnoetism
in the History of Doctrine. Dogmatic theology has

not reached the point of being able to do perfect

justice to the oeconomic and dynamic import of the

Bon's not knowing. In order to succeed in this, we
must not carry the old human finitenesa into the Logos,

which men have deemed to be a further development
of dogmatic theology ; but we must do justice to the

fact, that His divine nature transforms His human
finiteness into the theanthropic condition and mode.

Leo the Great says, " Humana augerns, divina non
•ninuens." No safety can lie in the "minuere
divina." Not to know, and ignorance, are two en-

tirely distinct things.

4. The strong emphasizing of Christ's exhorta-

tion, Watch !—According to this Petrine gospel,

Christ's servants, above all Peter, should be the

doorkeepers not so much of heaven as of the Church
on earth, and should keep her awake, watching for

the day ofjudgment.
5. Three is the number of the Spirit, four the

number of the world. At the revelations of His

personal spirit, Christ was attended by three trusted

friends ; at the unveiling of the world's fate He has

four.

6. JosEPHus, De Bello Jud., should be used with

this passage
;
particularly the history of the destruc-

ton of Jerusalem. Bee Von Ratjher's Palastina ;

dao BBi.niiE, p. 353.

* "Prophecies of Baniel and the Bevelation of St. John,
Hewed in their mutual relationships," Edinburgh, T. & T.
C«rk.

HOMILEIIOAIi AND PEAOTlOAIi.

Bee Matthew.— General thoughts upon tlie entin
passage.—Homily upon the Lord's speech concerning
the end of the world, according to the preceding
division.—The Judge has already announced Hun-
self.—The last judgment in its presages : 1. The one
great presage : the destruction of Jerusalem ; 2. the
continuous presages : the days of less terror in the
New Testament seasons of trial ; 3. the last presage,
as signal.—The world's state and course between
two great judgments, the destruction of Jerusalem
(the symbohcal end of the world), and the real end
of the world in a place of judgment : 1. The picture
of the state itself; 2. the misapprehension of the
state. The world does not observe the forbearance,
the administration, the approach of justice-dispensing
righteousness.—The coming of Christ in our time
witti the baptism of the Spirit and of fire : 1. A true
coming ; 2. reminds us of His first coming ; 3. an indi-

cation of His last coming.—The final words of Christ

in His speech upon the end of the world : 1. Take
heed unto yourselves; 2. Beware; 3. Watch.—The
last day, a day which makes all things clear.—The
day of the great revelation and the great appearance:
1. The great revelation of the old appearance (the

phenomenal and visionary world) ; 2. the great ap<

pearance of the old revelation.

Upon A. Vers. 1-4.

Bee Matthew.—The exit of Jesus from the temple
of His people : 1. A decisive .step ; 2. a melancholy
farewell ; 3. a decisive token ; 4. the certain pledge
of the rebuilding.—The prospect from the Mount of

Olives of the temple and the city ; or, the great dif•

ference between the sensuous (aesthetic) and a spiri-

tual prospect from the Mount.—The Lord's repeated

survey of the city from the Mount of Olives: 1. A
look of a compassionate heart, during which the

tears fall, Luke xix. 41 ; 2. a look of the solemnly

earnest spirit in which the tears must disappear

(here).—Jesus sitting in the circle of His four dis-

ciples upon the Mount of Olives ; or, the night-con-

versation on the end of the world and the judgment,

ever sad, yet solemidy joyous, because of its anticipa-

tions.
—

"The great mystic discourse upon the last

time : 1. Much overlooked ; 2. much falsified ; 3. ever

of force; 4. ever eflicacious; or, 1. in the world ever

falsified and darkened ; 2. in the Church continually

illuminated and deepened.

Staeke :

—

Bibl. Wirt.

:

—Men's degeneracy, to be

bewitched with the seeming reality of this world, and

to forget, what they should necessarily consider, the

statements of God's word.

—

Jfova Bibl. Tub.:—

K

the wind of God's judgments storm around, there is

nothing so firm, nothing so magnificent, as not to be

torn down and destroyed. How many thousands of

the fairest cities, of the most gorgeous palaces, of

the most impregnable castles, have experienced this,

lying now, because of their sins, in heaps !—Is this

the city of which men say. It is the aU-beauteous,l-

on account of which the whole land rejoices, etc.?*

Lam. ii. IB and 17.

—

Canstein :—When we gaze upon

great and glorious structures of this world, let us ever

remember that a time will come when these shall ba

no more, and that nought is abiding but that which

is not seen, 2 Cor. iv. 18.—At the house of God

judgment must take its beginning, 1 Pet. iv. 11.—It
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18 edifying to speak of the divine judgments, of the

destruction of all that is splendid, yea, of the end,

even, of this present world.

RiKGER :—In the minds of the disciples these two

things [rather, these three, the destruction of the

temple, Christ's future, and the world's end,] must

have become confused, or they must at least not

have been able to distinguish between them accu-

rately [still in some measure. See above.] Just as

now, in our behef of the future coming of the Lord
to judge the quick and dead, many things also are

onited into one, which, nevertheless, the result itself

might separate into distinguishable representations

and periods.—The Lord Jesus, in His answer, has

not explained it so fully, etc., because Jerusalem's

judgment was such a famous symbol and earnest of

the end of the world.

Bkadne :—Comp., regarding the speedy coming
of the Lord, Isa. xiii. 6 ; Ezek. xxx. 3 ; Joel ii. 1

;

Matt. xvi. 21 ; Phil. iv. 5 ; 1 Pet. iv. 7 ; 1 John ii.

18; Rev. i. 3; iii. 11. Quotation from Hamann's
writings :

** The death of every man is the time when
the revelation of the Lord's coming is partly fulfilled

to the soul. In this sense, it is literally true that

the time of fulfilment is near." In the fragments of

Jerusalem the last judgment is reflected.

Sciileiermacher:—It was His object to repre-

sent all the institutions of the old covenant as some-
thing dedicated to destruction, in order to direct

their attention by so much the more to the spiritual.

—Hence we have to mark, that everything external

in the Christian community is nothing else, and can
and should be nothing else, than a shell, a covering
in which the spiritual presents itself and works.—We
find that the striving after externaUsm was soon re-

newed in the Christian Church.
Brieger : — The temple was the pride of the

bhuded people.—The destruction of Jerusalem is in

a certain measure to be understood as a world-judg-
ment. It befalls that people, namely, who for two
thousand years had represented the human race. In
the downfall of Jerusalem is depicted the downfall
of the whole world (as in the exit of the Christians
from Jerusalem is depicted the great deliverance of
the believers in the last time).

Upon B. Vers. 5-18.

The foresight and fearlessness which the Lord
enjoins upon His people in looking for His coming
(or the end of the world) : 1. Foresight ua respect to

the deceptive delusions of false Christs (spiritual

delusions) ; fearlessness as to the threatening terrors

of war and all the world-plagues (temporal terrors).

2. Foresight as to the enemies of the gospel, and as
to their treachery ; fearlessness as to the gift of
tongues, and the power to reply. 3. Foresight as to
temptations thrown in our way by our nearest rela-

tives and the world ; fearlessness as to the certain de-
liverance of the enduring Christians.—Take heed
that no mau deceive you ; or. Antichrist comes be-
fore Christ comes, 2 Thess. ii.—The succession of
signs

: 1. False signs, and yet signs [false Christs,
ver. 6]. 2. Weak signs, and yet sad signs [the wars

;

the end not yet, ver. 7]. 3. Stronger signs : national,
political, terrestrial, physiological revolutions [the
beginning of the woes, ver. 8]. 4. Striking signs
[persecutions of Christians, ver. 9]. 5. The decisive
sign [the gospel is preached among all people through-
out the world].—The contradictory nature of the

signs : 1. Signs which do not appear terrible, but en-

ticing, and yet are to the utiuost terrible; signa

which appear to the utmost terrible, and yet are not so

2. Saddening signs. 3. The great, joyful signs, ver.

10.—The great rules for our conduct, in looking for-

ward to the last time, and in the midst of its signs:

1. Foresight ; 2. fearlessness ; 8. simplicity and a

spiritual walk ; 4. steadfastness.—The Lord's faithfiL

admonitions.— There is an overcoming of these
troubles.

Starke :—In His teaching, Christ has regard not
so much to what He knows, as to what is useful to,

and necessary for. His hearers.—It does not behove
us to know time and hour, but to observe the signs

antecedent to the judgments of God.

—

JVbva Bibl.

Tub.

:

—Alas ! how many good men has the pretence
of Christ's name,—viz. : false hopes, outward show,
seeming representations, fleshly accessories, etc.,—
already misled, that they have fallen away into sad
by-paths, and have been ruined !—The doctrine of
the Last Things no useless doctrine.

—

Quksnel :—He
who properly understands this present world, how it

is disposed and what end it shall meet, is always
self-possessed regarding it, and is terrified by noth-

ing.—Wilt thou save thyself from the awful judg-
ments of God, then be not anxious regarding the judg-
ments and wrath of man.—-The gospel-trumpet must
be blown before the archangel's trumpet is heard.

—

Cramer :—God will not forsake His own people in

the time of persecution.—In the defence of the truth,

we must not look at our own weakness, nor the foes'

might and strength, but we must consider the power
of the truth and God's promise.—Osiander:—Ima-
gine not thou art not bound to learn aught, etc.—
QtJESNEL :—Faith gives us as many fathers, brothers,

and sisters, as there are Christians; unbelief changes
those friends whom nature has given us into enemies,

betrayers, and executioners.—The most dangerous
temptation is that which comes from parents.^Osi-
ander :—It is a mark of false religion that it is blood-

thirsty.—The end crowns.

—

Gerlach :—No man can
reckon more certainly upon the assistance of the

Holy Spirit than those who confess Jesus' name in

the time of their utmost peril.

—

Stier :—The end is

patience, the saints' weapon (Rev. xiii. 10 ; xiv. 12),

as the beginning is foresight (Matt. iv.).

—

Bradne:
2 Tim. iv. 16, 17.—The end comes not before the

Gospel has finished its course. The nearer this com-
pletion approaches, the more certainly is the Lord's

coming near.

—

Schleiermaoher :—We should expect

no other than Christ.—All may perish ; we are sure

that He and His kingdom will remain.

—

Brieger :

—

The Lord's communication includes in itself the

nearest and the most remote ; hence He speaks to

those nearest, and to those farthest from Him.—A3
the hate of the world witnessed for Him, so does He
witness for His own people.—The final winding-up

is to be introduced by means of the Gospel.—The
being saved is of the same import as being received

to glory.— Gossnee:—He who possesses the rights

of a citizen of heaven, can remain unterrified though
it should storm beneath heaven.

Upon C. D. Vers. 14-20, 21-23.

See Matthew.—Even in His great judgments il

God's mercy revealed: 1. It warns of the judgmenw,
and indicates the signs of their coming ; 2. it open)

a way of escape, and exhorts to use that way is

flight ; 3. It points to prayer as the means to mitigate
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fhkt judgment; 4. it has its eye fixed upon innocent

lufferers; 6. it breaks the judgment off, and puts

bounds to it, for the sake of the elect ; 6. it warns
(gainst falling away to Antichrist, as the falling be-

neath the heaviest, the moat fearful judgment.—The
abomination of desolation, or the judgment inflicted

on the holy place, a great admonitory sign: 1. The
sign of the end of a now hoary period (and form of

belief; or of a long series of judgments, which point

forward to the last judgment) ; 2. the sign of a deci-

Bive separation between an old and new period ; 3.

the prognostic of a new period.—The prophet Daniel

;

or, the eternal spirit of the Lord in the old covenant,

has foretold the end of the old covenant. {See Isa.

Ixvi. 8 ; Jer. xxxi. 31 ; Ezek. xxxvL 26 ; comp. 2 Cor.

iii. 13 ; Heb. viii. 1, 8).—The Spirit of the Perma-
nent in the Church is the prophet of the downfall of

her transitory forms (especially in the Middle Ages).

—Whoso readeth, etc. : The old Scripture-word shows
to all time the signs of the present and the future.

—

The flight to the mountains : The entire life of the

Christiana is a fleeing to the mountains.—In a sea-

son of distress, the saving of the trifling and the

unessential (the clothes) has aa its result the loss of

the great and the essential (the life and soul) : 1. The

fact (in conflagrations, in times of war, in political

convulsions, in times of rehgioua crises). 2. Tfie

reason: because the small and trifling is the net

which keeps men entangled in the old system and its

judgment (Lot's wife, the Jews, the Middle Ages).

—

Woe to those with child, etc. : The Lord's compas-

sion towards the special sufferers among mankind in

the judgments inflicted on the specially sinful part

of mankind.—The alleviations of the divine judg-

ments which God has given to men: 1. Compassion
(ver. 17); 2. prayer (ver. 18); 3. the steadfastness of

the elect (ver. 20).—For the sake of the elect, whom
God has chosen, God endures the world in sparing

patience (see Rom. ix. 22).—The surest signs of the

judgment which runs through the New Testament

period of grace are the false Christa, the signs of the

false Chriata, and the hopea placed in them : 1. Among
the Jewa ; 2. among Chriatians themaelves.—The
tendency to believe in false Christa is the moat awful

result of the rejection of Christ that is to be seen in

the life of Israel, John v. 43.—The great temptations

of the period wldch is hastening to its end: 1. Per-

ceived beforehand ; 2. declared beforehand ; 3. over-

come beforehand. — Foresight regarding the lying

pseudo-Christian system, the salvation of Christianity

in the laat days.—Foreaight the first and last means
in preserving faithfulness during the last days.

—

Caution: 1. Regarding excited preachers who pre-

tend to make Christ visible in themselves or in

others, in this or that person or thing (See here or

there) ; 2. regarding persons who will attest them-

selves as new saviours by means of deceptive signs

and wonders (2 Thess. ii. 10, 11 ; Rev. xiii. 13).

—

The end of the world's history : unceasing self-con-

fuaion, self-blinding, and self-separation of the great

majority from Christianity, and self-abandonment to

pseudo-Christian systems.

Starke ;

—

Ckamkr :—If we see even the greatest

distress awajtmg us, we should not allow ourselves

by this to be turned aside from God and His love.

—

In public, national calamities, the majority think

only of saving their goods and lives ; few are anxious

to make sure of their souls and salvation.

—

Quesnel :

—^By far the most useful flight in the day of divine

wratli is to flee the fleeting pleasures of the world,

ind escape from conformity to it, Fa. xo. 11.

—

Nova

Bibl. Tub. :—God spares even this wicked world foi

the sake of His elect.

Eieqer:—Sad periods in the world's course art
turned to their own benefit by false prophets.—I.isco

;

Take heed unto yourselves ;—an exhortation applica.
ble to much more than the external danger of temp-
tation, seduction, and falling away.

—

^Beaune :—Luke,
vers. 22, 23 ; Dent, xxviii. 16 ; Mai. iv. 1. io, hm\
is Christ,—a voice which allures to itself ; or tfiere,—a voice which, unpartisan-like, points to others,
and is accordingly still more dangerous—^these voice!
are not to lead disciples astray.—Signs and troubles
are no certain marka of Christ and Hia prophets

:

they are only indications of the connection of the
individual with the spiritual world ; they may be in-

dications either of light and truth, or of darkness
and lies.—Prove the spirits, whether they be of God.

ScHLEiERMACHER :—When we see how many im-
perfections have appeared in the Christian Church,
one might be easily tempted to say, The fight is not
yet the right fight. The true believer is, however,
assured that the Christian faith has no share in all

these imperfections ; that it is the natural ruin of
mankind alone which is the fountain of these, and
thia cannot aU at once be removed.—God'a kingdom
ia the spiritual temple of God, which needs not the

external, and is raised above all external accidents,

and which, where it has been once built, must endure
to the end of days.

Brieger :—Not in the winter. It is well known
that Jerusalem was destroyed in August.—The same
sin, rejection of the Holy One, which brought Israel

to its downfall, will cause the world's overthrow, so

soon as its measure ia fiUed.—The urging of pre-

caution appears so much the less needful, inasmuch
as He Himself says, it is impossible to deceive them.

We may explain this in the following manner : God's

acta do not exclude men's action, but include it (and

that, too, not in the form of natural compulsion, but
of the bond of love).—GosaNER ;—How muat we ever

fear to give our adherence to a false Chriat

!

Upon E. Vers. 24-27.

See Matthew.—The last day according to the

Lord's announcement; 1. The great day of death,

when the lights of heaven grow pale ; 2. the judg-

ment-day, when the Crucified appears in the glory of

the world's Judge ; 3. the great feast-day, when the

Lord gathers His chosen by His angels from aU ends

of this and the other world.—Man's calamity com-

pletes itself at the end in the world's calamity.—Aa
the sun was darkened at Christ's death, so wUl the

entire starry world belonging to this earth grow dark

in the death-hour of aged humanity.—The stars will

fall from heaven. With mankind, not merely the

earth, but also the planetary system which belongs

to earth according to its old form, shall be dissolved,

and assume a new shape.—When sun, moon, and

stars shine no more, wiU Christ appear, and Ulumi*

nate with His brightness the last day.—The last day

the grand day of festival for perfected Christianity

:

1. The creature-lights grow pale; the Lord appeari

as the festive light of His own day ; 2. the imper.

sonal being of the world disappears ; * the glorified

personafity of Christ appears, and manifests Hia

personal kingdom ; 3. the wicked are shut out, and

* [Does this mean : The kingdom of materialism, or thai

"flesh and blood" which cannot inherit the kingdom ol

QQi.t—Ed.\
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have vanished! and all pure spirits are united; 4.

Heaven's angels are the servants at the feast : all the

elect shall be assembled who are upon the earth and

In heaven.—The last day is, for the chosen of the

Lord, the dawn of their blessed immortality, Job

six. 25.

Starke :— Quesnel :— wished-for day of the

elect! long-desired purification, through which

they shall be gathered by Jesus into the union of

His body, His Spirit, and His glory!

—

Osiandee:—
Should we die in a strange land, yet shall we be
assuredly gathered to Christ, our Head, at the last

day, 2 Cor. v. 10.

Beaune: — Rev. L 1; ch. xxii. 6 ["Shortly,

quickly"]; Hagg. ii. 6-8 ["Tet once, it is a httle

while"]; Eccles. xii. 2; Isa. xiv. 12 ["How art thou

fallen"]; Isa. xxxiv. 4 ["AH the host of heaven

shall be dissolved "].—The destruction of the crea-

ture will be an exodus into eternity.

—

Stiee :—To
the end of heaven. "Because earth and heaven
now incline wonderfully to one another."

Beiegee :—Ezek. xxxii. 7, 8 ; Joel ii. 3, 4 ; Dan.

vii. 13; Acts i. 11 ; Heb. i. 14; Matt. xiii. 41, 42.—
Bauer :—These violent things are only the heralds

in the Lord's service.

Upon F. Vera. 28-37.

See Matthew.—The fig-tree with its late leaves is

also a picture of the onward-hurrying judgment, upon
the guilty Church (ch. xi. 12), upon the unrepentant

Chuich (Luke xiii. 6), upon the fickle Israel (Hosea
ix. 10).—The fig-tree according to its varied signi-

fication: 1. The early figs, the formation of fruit

before, the leaves shot forth : the early conversion of

Israel and the elect. 2. The fig-tree unfruitful in the

rich vineyard : a dying professing Church (and this

is true of individuals) in the midst of the ever-living

kingdom of God. 8. The fig-tree uufrmtful, and yet

pretentious with its leaves on the roadside; or, a
church (congregation) without spiritual fruit, in the
hypocritical covering of pious forms, fallen under
judgment. 4. The blooming fig-tree, a prognostic of

the summer's harvest ; or, the theocratic, ecclesiasti-

cal, and cosmical indications ofjudgment as presages
of the approach of the final judgment.—The holy
certainty of believers respecting the day of the Lord
strengthened and elevated through their ignorance
of the time and hour: 1. The certainty, a. as to

signs, 6. as to His speedy coming, c. as to His unex-
pected coming, d. His coming during the life of a
living Christian generation, e. in order to the destruc-

tion of the world, /. in order to fulfil His declaration
respecting the necessity of watching. 2. Strengthened
ttnd increased through their ignorance : a. an igno-
rance regarding the dky and the hour, to which He
had voluntarily subjected Himself for their sakes ; b.

an ignorance regarding the time, to which He had
subjected them for His own sake.— Christ's not
knowing rests upon His knowing rightly [in a natural
manner], or upon the holy extension of His range of
vision. *—What Christ may not know, what angels

• [Tiange's tliou^M seems to be, that the voluntary igno-
•"- of Ohiiat, whioSi was a part of the voluntary humilia-

cannot know. Christians should not with to know.—
The last day, the deep secret of the Father : Of th«

Father in His Creator-fulness, and in His gracioui

design ; 2. of the Father in His preparing grace, auj

in His commands to the Son ; 3. of the Father in the

greatness of His patience, and the majesty of wrath.

—The knowledge of Christ in itself exalted above the

knowledge of men and of angels, is, on our behalf, a

circle of holy self-limitation within the Father's om.

niscience.—Because He cannot deny anything to Hia

own. He has denied Himself a knowledge of this.

—

The holy and useful uncertainty of the Church re-

garding the last day is to be compared with the holy

useful uncertainty of individual men regarding tha

day of their death.—Through this holy uncertainty^

we should be certain of our own salvation. Every
day should for the Christian bear something like the

appearance of the last day.—Christianity is a door-

keeper's ofiice, as regards the future coming of tha

Lord.—Christ's alarm-call, or summons to all Chris-

tians for all time to watch !—Slumbering, in respect

to the Lord's coming, is a danger fraught with death

;

while watchfulness is a fundamental condition of life.

—Christianity is a constant living in the experience

of judgment and redemption; 1. Judgment: a. a

coming from judgment [Lange alludes, apparently, to

the rise of Christianity at the time Judaism was sub-

jected to judgment. Translator], b. an acting under
judgment, c. a preparing for judgment. 2. Redemp-
tion : a. from the time onward, that the work of re-

demption was ended, b. proceeding under the cheer-

ing hope of redemption, c. looking forward to

redemption.

Staeke :—Spring is a beautiful image : in the

shrubs bursting into life, we are reminded of the

coming of Christ, of the glorious judgment day, and
the joyful resurrection from the dead.

—

Quesnel :

—

Who is certain that he is not sooner to appear before

God, his Judge, than summer is to come ? If he
meet not God to be condemned, the joyful everlast-

ing summer will follow.—We have seen many things

in our lives pass away : is that not a proof that all

things fade away ?—God has concealed from all crea-

tures the time of His judgments ; hence is many a

one ruined in his calculation.—Beware of security 1

watch and pray !

Beaune :—Heaven and earth pass as leaves upon
the world-stem in the harvest of the world-season

:

God's people are the sap, and G od's word the power,
which carries new life to all.—Jas. v. 7, 8 : "I do
not know." Will it be too hard for thee to say

this ? If so, Christ is not thy Lord.—The watching
of the Christian must be also prayer (and active

watchfulness will be at the same time prayer).

—

Beiegee :—The kingdom of God, which will at last

appear in power and glory, is to be compared with

the joy-fraught summer.

tion to which the divine nature was suhjeot«d in its unioa
with the human, was for the purpose of making possible a
gradual growth in His theanthropic consciousness. For,
ad there been from the in-stant of the miraculous conception

(the punctufn, temporis when the union of the two naturea
began) onward through infancy, childhood, and youth, tha
omniscient consciousness of the eternal Logos, of course it

would have been contradictory to say that Christ, the God-
man, " increased in wisdom " (Luke ii. 52), or that He dii
not know the time of the last judgment.—£^.]
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THIRD SECTION.

THE PASSION OP CHRIST, ANB HIS REST IN THE GRAVE. THE RETIREMENT INTC
THE STATE OP THE DEAD. THE LION OF THE TRIBE OP JUDAH AS THH
PASCHAL LAMB.

Ohaptee XIV. 1—XV. 47.

1. TKe Preparation for the great Passover. The Supper.—7%e helpless impotency of wickedness in the oH

Church of God. The determined genius of wickedness in the new Christian Church. The Anointing

of (he Lord at the Feast preparatory to Sis Death ; and the sale of the Anointed, or the Treacherp,

matured at the Feast-table. Ch. XTV. 1-11.

(Parallels : Matt, xxvi. 1-16 ; Luke xsdi. 1-8 ; John xli. 1-6.)

A. 3ile weajc Indecision of the Enemies. Vees. 1, 2.

1 A.fter two days was the feast of the passover, and of unleavened bread : and the

chief priests and the scribes sought how they might take him by craft, and put him to

2 death. But' they said, Not on tlie iQasi-day, lest there be an uproar of the people.

B. The holy Preseniiment of the Female Disciple. Veks. 8-6.

3 And being in Bethany, in the house of Simon the leper, as he sat at meat, there

came a woman, having an alabaster-box of ointment of spikenard, very precious ; and

4 she brake the box, and poured it^ on his head. And there were some that had indigna-

tion within themselves, and said,' Why was this waste [loss] of the ointment made ?

5 For it might have been sold for more than three hundred pence, and have been given

to the poor. And they murmured against her.

C. The Lord's holy Decision. Vers. 6-9.

6 And Jesus said. Let her alone; why trouble ye her? she hath wrought a good

7 work on me. For ye have the poor with you always, and whensoever ye will ye may
8 do them good: but me ye have not always. She hath done what she* could: she is

9 come aforehand to anoint my body to the burying. Verily I say unto you, Whereso-

ever this' gospel shall be preached throughout the whole world, this also that she hath

done shall be spoken of for a memorial of her.

D. The Disciple's wicked Decision. Vers. 10, 11.

10 And Judas Iscariot," one of the twelve, went unto the chief priests, to betray him

11 unto them. And when they heard it, they were glad, and promised to give him

money. And he sought how he might conveniently betray him.

[' Ter. 2.—Lachmann, Tiscliendori; after B., 0.», D., read yap instead of Si.]

[* Ter. 3.—Lachmann, Tischendorf, B., C, L., A. omit /eara.]

[» Ver. 4—Codd. B., C.*, L. want icai Kiyarret ; Cod. A. has it.]

C* Ter. 8.—Codd. B., L. want auTTj.]

[• Ver. 9.—Codd. B., D., L. want touto ; Lachmflnn hrackets and TiBchendorf omits.]

[• Ter. 10.—Codd. B., C, D., La^hmann omit the article before 'lovfias and 'lo-Ka/jtwiTj?.]

himself regarding the decision of the leaders of th«

council much more briefly than Matthew,—mon
decidedly, however, than Luke. In the history of

the anointing, he mentions, with John, a fact in addi-

tion to the statement as given by Matthew that Jesug

sat at the table. Moreover, he describes the oint-

ment more exactly. And, besides, to him we owe

the fresh trait, that the woman broke the alabaster-

box ; according to several codices, the additional

remark is made, that the ointment ran down from

His head. In respect to diversity of statement, ha

assumes an intermediate position between John and

EXEGETICAL AND OKITICAIi.

Comp. the notes on Mattheio.—The peculiarities

of Mark in the history of the Passion generally are

:

life-like pictures, sharply-defined features, original

•tatements of particulars. Peculiarities in this sec-

tion. The two indications of Jesus' approaching

death, n^mely, the indecisive deliberations of the

Sanhedrim, and the anointing in Bethany, are found

nnited in Mark, as it. Matthevi ;
yet he expresses
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Matthew. . John names Judas as the murmurer

;

Matthew, the disciples ; Mark says, " some." With

John, he declares the value to be three hundred

denarii, and adds the strong word iyifipiixiivTo. To

the words. Ye have the poor with you always, he

appends,—And whensoever ye will, etc. To him

again is the clause peculiar. She hath done what she

could. The idea that this female disciple anticipates
_

the anohiting of Jesus for burial is here more clearly

expressed. Peculiarly Uvely is the expression in

regard to the preaching of the Gospel eis o\oi> rhv

K6<riJ.av (Matthew, iv oXcf, k.t.K). The treacherous

visit of Judas to the high-priest is more briefly given

than in Matthew. He does not name the traitor's

question, neither the thirty pieces of silver
;

yet he

emphasizes the joy of the chief priests.

Ver. 1. The feast of the Passover, and of

unleavened bread.—A double feast-season. See

Matthew. Comp. Luke's expression.—After two
days Probably on Wednesday in the Passion

Week, not on Tuesday (see Matthevi). The' anointmg

in Bethany was on the previous Saturday. The

question is now. In what relation do the sitting of

the council and the anointing stand to one another ?

We could unagine that the first history brings before

ns the chief priests, how undecided they still are

;

the second shows how Judas comes and gives advice.

We must then assume that the thought of treachery

had been brooded over by Judas from Saturday in

the preceding week till at least Wednesday in the

Passion Week, and came then first to maturity. The
remark of Matthew, ver. 14, seems to speak against

this, " Then Judas went unto." Judas had undoubt-

edly gone much earlier to the high priests. To this

the statement points, " how they might take Him by

craft." If they had just now decided, "Not on

the feast-day," this is explained by the great tri-

umphs which Jesus, on Palm Sunday, on Monday,
and Tuesday, had celebrated over them ; and with

this, besides, the fact agrees well, that Judas had
begun to hesitate during these days. The connec-

tion of the two recitals Ues, accordingly, in the an-

tithesis of the previous anticipation of the crucifixion

on the part of the Lord and the strong presentiment

of the female disciple, on the one side, and the much
subsequent indecision and short-sightedness of His
foes, on the other. But the second point of relation

is this, that we see from the first narrative how far

the foes had of themselves come ; from the second,

how Judas drove tliem to take their boldly wicked
step, and succeeded in giving them the last impulse.

They said, " Not on the feast-day ; " Judas, on the
contrary, bethought himself of the first, best oppor-
tunity.

Ver. 3. Of spikenard, very precious Upon
jriffTiKTis, comp. De Wette, Meter, Lhcke on John,
vol. ii. p. 1193. Not drinkable (ttio-tos), but veritable,

real. Upon the nard, comp. Matthew.—Brake the
box (bottle, or flask).—The narrow neck of the
Bmall flask. She did not wish to keep or hold back
anything : offered up all, gave all away.

Ver, 4. There were some.—(See Matthew.
Mark p-tsents without a doubt, the most accurate
historic picture, John defines most sharply the mo-
tive, Matthew gives the specially practical historic

form.

Ver. 6. And they murmured against her.
—De Wette : They scolded her. Meyer : They ad-
dressed her harshly. In 4ii$pifiioiJ.oLi lies especially
the expression of a passionate feeling which we strive

to keep back in the utterance.

Ver. 8. She is come aforehand.

—

TlpoXafiffi-

viw is the chief conception, not ixvpiffai ; hence we

see the error of Meyer's note, "A classic write-,

would have said, Tpa\a$ov(Ta ifivptrre.

Ver. 10. One of the Twelve.—Made prcmi

nent, as in Matthew. The tragic point lies not only

in this, that one of the Twelve was false, but that_h«

committed that most wicked act of treachery wh'ch

was the particular sting in the sufferings of Christ

In a wider sense, he extended himself through tk«

whole sufferings of Christ ; for the treachery of the

disciple who betrayed the Lord to the chief priests,

led to the betrayal, on the part of the Sanhedrim, of

Christ to the heathen power.

Ver. 11. Were glad.—They shuddered not, as

the traitor laid before them his black design. They
understood him. But Judas knew how to lead them
still further into wickedness. He filled them with a

Satanic joy. And while they were stiU hesitating to

take the last step, assuredly not from dread of the

sin, but for fear of the people,-Judas was watching

for the first opportunity to aocomphsh his purpose.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAI,.

1. See Matthew, and the parallel passages in

Jjuke.

2. Judas the betrayer, because he had been most
offended at the thought of the death and cross of

Christ ; Mary tlie commended disciple, because she

was the first that was found possessing a self-sacri-

ficing courage like His own in His way to death.

3. The treachery which springs up in the midst

of the disciples of the EvangeUcal Church surpasses

the wicked counsel of the hierarchies in the Middle

Ages. The secret and open apostasies from the

Evangelical Church to Romanism.

HOMrLETICAL AND PEACTIOAL.

Comp. Matthew.—The council in Jerusalem, and
the supper in Bethany, in their relation to the cen-

tral point of Christ's death ; or, a picture of the

uniting of all threads of ancient history in this deatK
—Not out of the camp of the foes, but out of the circle

of the disciples, came the last decision regarding the

death of Jesus.—Judas, the enslaved, and yet free,

instrument of the deepest revelation of wickedness.—
The faithless disciple of Jesus an instructor of the

chief council in the way of destruction.—The unex-

pected turning-points in life, how they rise out of the

depths of the spirit-world: 1. Out of the realm of

light (Mary) ; 2. out of the realm of darkness (Judas)

;

3. out of the struggle between the two.—The oint-

ment in the house at Bethany a savour of death unto

death.—Greed in its demoniac greatness : 1. A child

of perfected unbelief as to Christ, God, and mankind

;

2. a father of treachery, which has often injured the

saints ; 8. a companion of avarice, envy, anguish,

audacity, despair.—Judas determines to take the

best opportunity he can to betray the Lord, i. e., in

the sanctuary of His secret prayers.—Judas the cal-

culator, and his miscalculation.—The estimation of

Mary, and the estimation of Judas. The presenti.

ment-fiUed spirit in its clear foresight as opposed to

the selfish mind m its blindness.—The most multi-

plied pui-poses and projects, and over them the deep

design of God.—Woman is here again before mnj
as is so often the case in the Gospel history.
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Tiaeke:—Hedingeb:—Satan rests not till he
lias injured Christ and His cause in life, honor, and
poBSesBions.—At feast-seasons the devil generally

exdtes the greatest uproar agamst Christians.

—

Hed-
WOEB :—^Nothing is wasted upon Christ. Miserable
parsimony, when we refuse Him anything.—The
prating of a fault-seeker can soon move others to

join.—QtJESNEL :—The pious must remain silent

regarding, the world's judgment. God will speak and
conduct their affairs.—Behold, how the godless re-

joice if they get an opportunity of fulfilling their

wicked wish !

—

Geelaoh :—The greatest praise ever

spoken by Jesus regarding an act.

—

Bkaune :—The
Sanhedrim required him to point out Jesus' tarrying-

plaoe. And Judas is ready to do it.

—

Briegib :—
Exactly what the enemies wished least of all to do,
that must they.—To an uproar it came, only to th«
advantage of hell.—The greatest, most direct, mos»
dififtcult, but the most blessed thing that ever a sii*

ful being was able to do, namely, to receive th«
Lord's word in all simplicity and proceed to act, thii

did Mary ; and this shall maintain her memory on
earth till the end of time.

—

Gossner :

—

She hath doti*

what she conld. From this may every one take
comfort, that nothing more than faithfulness is asked
from them.

—

Bader :—The deeds of love are often
in the world turned into shame, because others turn
them into an occasion to do evil.

S, The Veast of the Passion, and of Victory.— The Paschal Lamb and the discovered Traitor. Tlw last

Supper and the Lord's Triumph over the Traitor. The Prediction of the Disciples being offended, and

of their denying Sim. Vers. 12-31.

(Tarallels : Matt. xxvi. 17-35 ; Luke xxii. 7-38 ; John xiii.—xvii.)

A. 2%e Disciples^ Passooer-thought.— Unguardedness and Foresight; or, the Jewish Custom and Christ

Spirit Vers. 12-16.

12 And the first day of unleavened bread, when they killed the passover, his disciplea

said unto him, Where wilt thou that we go and prepare, that fhou mayest eat the pass-

13 over ? And he sendeth forth two of his disciples, and saith unto them, Go ye into the

14 city, and there shall meet you a man bearing a pitcher of water : follow him. And
wheresoever he shall go in, say ye to the goodman of the house, The Master saith,

15 Where is the guest-chamber, where I shall eat the passover with my disciples ? And
he will show you a large upper room furnished and prepared : there make ready for us.

16 And his disciples went forth, and came into the city, and found as he had said unto

them : and they made ready the passover.

B. The Lord's Passover-thought.—The Passover, and the hardened and discovered Traitor in the circle of

Disciples. The Lord^s clear perception of the secret designs of the Traitor. Vers. 17-21.

17, 18 And in the evening he cometh with the twelve. And as they sat and did eat,

Jesus said. Verily I say unto you. One of you which eateth with me shall betray me.

19 And they began to be sorrowful, and to say unto him one by one, Is ii 11 and another

20 said, J« it I?' And he answered'' and said unto them, It is one of the twelve, that dip-

21 peth with me' in the dish. The Son of man indeed goeth, as it is written of him: but

woe to that man by whom the Son of man is betrayed I good were it for that man if

he had never been born.

C. jThe new Passover.—The Lord's fidness of Love on the night of the -Betrayal. Vers. 22-26.

22 And as they did eat, Jesus* took bread, and blessed, and brake it, and gave to them,

23 and said. Take, eat:' this is my body. And he took the cup, and when he had given

24 thanks, he gave it to them : and they all drank of it. And he said unto them. This in

25 my blood of the new ' testament [covenant], which is shed for many. Verily I say urtd

you, I will drink no more of the fruit of the vine, until that day that I drink it new in

the kingdom of God.

D. A new Passover upon a new Night of Terror, and upon the Death of the Mrstiorn. Vers. 26-81.

26 And when they had sung an hymn, they went out into the Mount of OHyea.
2'7 And Jesus saith unto them. All ye shall be offended because of me this night:' for it ii

28 written, I will . smite the Shepherd, and the sheep shall be scattered. But after that I
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29 am risen, I will go before you into Galilee. But Peter said unto him, Although all

30 shall be offended, yet will not I. And Jesus saith unto him, Verily I say unto thee,

"

That this day, even in this night, before the cock crow twice, thou shalt deny me thrice

31 But he spake' the more vehemently,' If I should die with thee, I will not deny thee in

any wise. Likewise also said they all.

« Ver 19.—K«i iAAoi, fi'i" <'V"; omitted by B., C, L., Versions, Vulgate, &o. ;
probably beraiiBe the words were

dHUed su-perfluouB, and that the construction was inadmissible. (We suppose e!j to be supplied with the first (wiri eyu.)

» Ver. 20.-The CTidenoe » '-' ' " ' =" —=' '-=- -"*-' "-' t.,„,,„„„„ n ,=„b»„flnrfl

[8 Ver. 20.—Lachmanu, af

t*
Ver. 22.—'O 'Iijaou? is wanting in B., D., Versions ; bracketed by L
Ver. 22.—*aveTe must be struck out, on the authority of A., B., C, &o. _ .... , . . . t v .™_

• Ver. 24.—KaivSi is wanting in B., C, D., L., &c. Tisehcndorf rejects it, but it is retained by Lachmann. The

snoertainty of the reading even in Matthew excites suspicion, that the Pauline tradition gave nse to it ; for " the Wood of

the testament [covenant] " can mean nothing else than " of the MM) testament."
^ • . , . .

r' Ver. 27.—'El- ejio't iv Tj runTi ravrj). B., C.», D. want these words. A. has them. Lachmann retains tv ifun, aai

brackets ey rjj wktI toutw.J
[8 Ver. 31.—B,, D., L., Lachmann, Tischendorf read eXaXtt for fKeye.i

f» Ver. 31.—B., C, D., L. want MoAAof j Lachmann, Tischendorf omit it.)

EXEGBTICAL AND CEITIOAL.

Comp. Matthew and Lulce.—The unity of these

Bections is to be found in the contraat between the

disciples' unprepared state of mind, and the ever

clear perception which the Lord had of what lay be-

fore Him. Next, we have the opposition between

the Passover and the Supper, the great institution

of love, and of treachery ; finally, the contrast be-

tween the faithful care with which the Lord warned

the disciples, and their presumptuous self-deception

respecting the fact of their own weakness. Peculi-

arities of Mark :—Exact statement of the day, ver.

12, with Luke. He brings forward (what is passed

over by Matthew) the sending of the two disciples,

but does not name them, as Luke does ; and this

again is to be traced back to Peter's modesty, for

Peter was one of those sent. The direction of Jesus

also,—in Matthew, Go ye wphs rbv Strro,—is given

here in a more expanded form, as also in Luke : the

description of the man with the water-pitcher, who
should meet them at the gate of the city, and the

directions which they were to follow. He passes

over, in his description of the Passover, the special

narrations of Luke and John, and hastens forward
with Matthew to the detection of the traitor. The
indication of the betrayer has been already given ;

He who eateth with Me, ver. 18. The peculiar

ijp^ai'To again, ver. 19. The audacious question of

Judas, Is it I ? which Matthew introduces, Mark
omits, as he has previously omitted his words to the

chief priests. In the celebration of the Supper, he
agrees, excepting in a few trifling deviations, with
Matthew. Peter has, through Mark, directed atten-

tion to the fact concerning the cup, "And they all

drank of it." In recording, " Shed for many," Mark
allows, " For the remission "of sins," to fall out.

The words concerning the new cup in the kingdom
of God he causes to follow the words of the institu-

tion of the Supper, as is the case in Matthew, but
more briefly expressed. The remark (recorded by
John) to tlie disciples, " Ye cannot follow Me now,"
in Mark (and Matthew), runs, "All ye shall be of-

fended because of Me." Peter's vow, " I will follow
Thee," as given by John, is extended in Mark, " Al-
though all shall be offended, yet will not I ; " shorter
tfcsD in Matthew. The statement in John, " I will

,ay down my life for Thy sake," stands in Mark,
' H I should die with Thee," etc., as in Matthew.
Tlie prediction that they would deny Him follows
this asseveration in John, but precedes it in Mark
tnd Matthew ; in this latter case, the asseveration

was, of course, more presumptuous. Mark alone has

the more definite signal, " Before the cock crow

twice." The particular features which are introduced

by Luke before this transaction, and which bring

Peter still more prominently into view, are not re-

lated by Mark. He and Matthew present the strong-

est statement of the occurrence (an afiirmation of

faithfulness after the declaration of the denial).

Ver. 13. Two of His disciples.—Peter and

John. Comp. Luke.—And there shall meet yon.
—The description is as mysterious as in the despatch-

ing of the disciples to bring the colt. So, again, is

the prominence given to the talismanic word eiTrfri/,

to be noticed. Quite groundless is the view of Meyer
(rationalizing), that we find in the wonderful manner
in which the supper is ordered, as recorded by Mark
and Luke, an evidence of the later origin of this ac-

count. In this passage Matthew has only hinted at

what the other two have expUcitly stated. iSee Mat-

thew.—A man.—It is a very mistaken conclusion,

if, from the fact that it was a slave's employment te

carry water (Deut. xxix. 11 ; Josh. ix. 21), we con-

clude this man was a slave.

Ver. 14. Guest-chamber, t5 KardAvi^i nov,—
The reception-room, which is appomted for Me.

With the word lodgings, the conception of a separate

house is united. Much nearer the idea is, " My
quarters."

Ver. 16. A large upper room.—The form

a>'ct7aiov is best supported. Meyer :
" In meaning,

it is equivalent to vnepaiov, njbs
, upper room, place

for prayer, and assembling together." But, we must

undoubtedly conceive of the " upper room " as bemg

on the second floor : the Alijah, on the contrary, is

a tower-like erection upon the flat house-roof {see

2 Kings iv. 10; comp. Acts x. 9). The learned

Winer, too, has no clear idea of the Alijah. Comp.

articles, " Houses, Roof." On the contrary, Ge-

senius : " fT'^?. , cubiculum stiperiits, conclave, mper

tectum domut eminens ; iwep^ov ;
" and De Wettb,

Archaol. p. 146.—Furnished (provided with pil-

lows).—That is, with pillow-beds laid around the

table, as the custom of reclining at meals required.

Ver. 17. With the Twelve.—The two meg-

sengers have returned and announced that all

ready.

Ver. 18. One of you which eateth with

Me.—The expression of grief. See John xiii. 18.

Reference to Ps. xli. 10.

Ver. 20. That dippeth with Me in the dish.

—Meyer :
" He was one of those lying closest tc

Jesus, eating, namely, out of the same dish." Theiw
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tore, ao very definite description. Yet the Passion

meal was not the ordinary eating from a disli. The
nead of the family distributed the portions. The
case IS thus to be conceived : Jesus was about to

hand Judas his portion. Now it is a psychological

fact, that an evil conscience causes the hand to move
with an uneasy motion, even at the moment when
one succeeds in showing a hypocritical face full of

innocence and calmness. The hand, in opposition

to the steady countenance, makes a hypocritically

tremulous motion. So, accordingly, does the traitor-

ous hand of Judas, betraying him, hastily extend

itself, it would appear, to meet the Lord's hand, as it

is still in the dish, in order with feigned ease to receive

the sop. The three statements—He who dippeth

with Me in the dish (Matthew, and almost identically

Mark) ; To whom I shall give the sop (John) ; and.

The hand of My betrayer is with Me on the table

(Luke),—agree, therefore, as regards the actual state

of the case.

Ver. 24: And He said unto them, This is

My blood.—That our Evangelist makes this ex-

pression follow the drinking creates no difference

between Matthew, and Luke, and Mark. Because

Mark, namely, wished to make this the prominent

fact, that all the company in rotation drank of the

cup, he represents the Lord as speaking these im-

portant words wliile the act of drinking was being

performed; from which it is self-evident, that He
spealts them while the cup was passing round.

Ver. 31. Spalie the more vehemently We
understand this not quantitatively,—he made regard-

ing this many additional statements,—but quahta-

livelyi Of the increasing force in expressing himself,

as the following sentence shows.

DOCXEINAI, AND ETHICAL.

1. f

2. As the first Old Testament Passover was cele-

brated before the actual exemption and deliverance

of the Israelites in the Egyptian night of terror, in

the believing certamty of their salvation, so was also

the New Testament Passover, the Supper, celebrated

in the certainty of actual preservation and deliver-

ance, before the outward fact, the death and resur-

rection of Christ. Exactly thus, in the justification

of the individual sinner, does the celebration of his

ealvatidn from condemnation precede the completion

of his salvation in sanctification.

3. The way and manner in which Jesus unites

with the celebration of the Supper the announcement
that His disciples should be offended because of Him,
and Hia solicitude for their preservation and restora-

tion, brings before us the relation subsisting between
this preservation and that of the first-bom in Egypt,

for whom atonement had been made. The disciples,

too, must tlie destroying angel pass by. No doubt,

because Christ, who is the First-bom in an especial

sense, presents Hunself a sacrifice for them. But
this First-bom, too, wins back His life from death.

4. Three PaaSovess : The typical Passover of the

typified deliverance ; the actual Passover of the real

deliverance, finished in principle, pointmg to the

completion in life ; -the coming Passover in the king-

dom of God, the celebration of the perfected salva-

tion.

5. The detection of Judas, and the announce-
ment of the stumbling of the disciples after the Sup-

per, is a sign that the Supper is appointed to exclude

the apostate and the hypocritical, to strengthem
establish, and restore the weak.

6. The celebration of the Supper : 1. The exter-

nal preparation, and the internal (" One of you ")

2. the celebration itself; 3. the practical improve
ment (" In this night").

1. The Lord changes the Passover into the Sup
per : Christ's disciples now make with great willing-

ness a Passover out of the Supper, in various ways
A simply ecclesiastical meal of custom ; a simplj

memorial meal; a dogma-teaching meal; a mea
falsely alleged to be capable of removing guilt.

HOMILBTICAL AND PEACTICAIi.

See Matthew.—The pious recollection of the dis-

ciples, and the holy thought of the Lord (paschal

lamb, the Last Supper).—The quiet, hidden friend

of Christ in the city of His foes, and the concealed

enemy of Christ in the disciple-band.—Both brought
to view by Christ.—The Lord's Supper a celebration

of salvation in the confidence of faith : 1. Outwardly,

a pre-celebration ; 2. inwardly, an after-celebration.

—The holy appointment and efficacy of the Supper

:

1. Revelation of hearts (acknowledgment of sins,

and confession of faith) ; 2. the affrighting of sinful

consciences ; 3. the exclusion of the wicked ; 4. the

celebration of the pardon and the estabUshment of

believers ; 5. the determining of the future path

;

6. the restoration of the erring.—The self-exaltation

with which Peter goes forth after the Supper, is a

sign that he had not yet properly understood it.

—

Peter, before and after the Supper, and during its

progress
;

pointing to a mistaking of the Supper in

its symbolic import.—The disciples forget too soon

after Judas' departure how much they have in com-

mon with him.—The consciousness of success, with

which the Lord looks to the coming season of the

perfect reunion of His disciples and Himself, being

fully assured that all their temptations and conflicts

could not prevent this result.

Hedinger:—At the approach of death, life-

endangering perils, and other misfortunes, God's

word and sacrament are the best anointing and re-

freshment. Happy is he who consecrates his room

to Jesus as a household church, or entertains Him oft

in His poor members.—If we hazard all to obey God,

we shall find it as the Lord hath promised before.

—

OsiANDER :—Who serves, beheve-s, and obeys Christ,

shall be deceived in nothing.—Canstein :—Whoso-
ever receives the holy Supper aright, receives m it

an assurance of the coming eternal glory.

—

Osian-

DEE :—In suffering and trouble look at redemption.

He will not break the bruised reed. So gracious

is Jesus, that he promises consolation to, and ad-

dresses in the language of promise, even the stum-

bling disciples.

—

Hedinger:—He who relies too

much on self, is buUding on sand.—Whosoever in a

dehberative assembly introduces anything evil, may

easily (in a greater or less degree) bring all the others

over to his own side, so that they all express the

same views.

Braune :—If amongst His friends there was a

secret foe, there were many secret friends amongst

His foes.—The traitor proceeds to complete his

transgression, and Jesus proceeds to the rnstitutioo

of the sacrament of the Atonement.

—

Ignatius :—

The Supper is a remedy bringing immortal life, as

antidote to death.—Mark, who was most intimate

with Peter, gives Jesus' words thus: Before thi
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cock crow twice, thou wilt thrice deny Me. The
third part of the night, from twelve to three, waa
called the cock-crowing : before this should end,

PettT would have thrice denied the Lord.

Bkiegee:-—In the Passover, Christ is shadowed
forth from every side. According to the law, the

paschal Iamb must be set apart on the tenth day of

the month Nisan. And upon the tenth of this month,

upon the so-called Palm Sunday, Christ made His

triumphal entry, etc. (Add to this, that Jesus died

about tlie ninth hour, almost the time when the

oasohal lamb was usually slain ; that all the people

put Him to death, as every head of a family slew a
lamb ; that the roaating-spit for the lamb had the

jbrm of a cross ; that no bone of the lamb should be

broken.)—How precious the promiae, that H<5, af

the Risen One, should go before them into Galilee 1

But they have ears for nothing. They regard only

that word which charges them so hardly, and so

deeply wounds. The Apostles were now occupied

so entirely with themselves, that they were unmovei'
by what was immediately to befall their Lord.—How
ever, if they had not observed the statement that the

.

sword should fall on Him, they could not have had
regard to the promise of His resurrection.

—

Gossnsb
—Christ can raise the hymn of praise, although Ha
knows His disciples are about to betray Him, et^c.

We must not be restrained from praising God be-
cause of anything.

—

Bauer :—His body, His blood
j

that is, receive His life.

& QetMemane and the Betrayal ; or, the Lord's sorrow of Soul.—2%e coming of the Traitor, Vers
32-42.—7%« Betrayal and Us Effect. The Arrest of the Lord. The Flight of the Disciples. Vem
43-52.

(Parallels : Matt. xxvi. 36-56 j Luke xxii. 39-53 j John xviii. 1-11.)

A. Gethsemane. Vees. 32-42.

32 And they came to a place which was named Gethsemane : and he saith to his dis-

33 ciples, Sit ye here, while I shall pray. And he taketh with him Peter, and James, and
34 John, and began to be sore amazed, and to be very heavy ; And saith unto them, My
35 soul is exceeding sorrowful unto death : tarry ye here, and watch. And he went for-

ward' a little, and fell on the ground, and prayed that, if it were possible, the hour
36 might pass from him. And he said, Abba, Father, all things are possible unto thee;

37 take away this cup from me: nevertheless not what I will, but what thou wilt. And
he Cometh, and findeth them sleeping, and saith unto Peter, Simon, sleepest thou?

38 couldest not thou watch one hour? Watch ye, and pray, lest ye enter into temptation:
39 the spirit truly is ready, but the flesh is weak. And again he went away, and prayed,
40 and spake the same words. And when he returned, he found them asleep again; (for

41 their eyes were heavy ;) neither wist they what to answer him. And he cometh the
third time, and saith unto them, Sleep on now, and take your rest : it is enough, the

42 hour is come ; behold, the Son of man is betrayed into the hands of sinners. Eise up,

let us go ; lo, he that betrayeth me is at hand.

B. The Betrayal.—The Arrest. The Flight of the Disciples. Vers. 43-52.

43 And immediately, while he yet spake, cometh Judas,' one of the twelve, and witli

him a great multitude, with swords and staves, from the chief priests, and the scribes,

44 and the elders. And he that betrayed him had given them a token, saying, Whomso-
45 ever I shall kiss, that same is he ; take him, and lead him away safely. And as soon

as he was come, he goeth straightway to him, and saith, Master, Master;' and kissed

46, 47 him. And they laid their hands on him, and took him. And one of them that
stood by drew a sword, and smote a servant of the high priest, and cut off his ear.

48 And Jesus answered and said unto them, Are ye come out, as against a thief, witll

49 swords and with staves to take me ? I was daily with you in the temple teaching,
50 and ye took me not

: but the Scriptures must be fulfilled. And they all forsook him,
Bl and fled. And there followed him a certain young man, having a Hnen cloth oast about
62 his naked lody ; and the yoimg men^ laid hold on him: And he lefl the linen cloth,

and fled from them naked.

' Ver. 35-—The remarkable diiferenoe between npo,re\9(iv and wfioekidv is found hero, just as in Matthew. Most M89.us in (avor of the first
;
tlie sense favors the second. If we retain irpotrtke^iv, the termmus ad qnem is wanting : anlea

Uiare be a reference to drawing neai to God in prayer, 3"ni5 . Luke uses an expression denoting separation.

Itala, Vn\j3tf, oesj i, t^tritau
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TJCEGBTICAl AJH) CRITICAL.

1. Set the parallel passages in Matthew and Imke.

Ptculiarlties of Mark :—In narrating the sufferings

of Christ in Gethsemane, Mark is the only Evangelist

who ^ves the subject of Jesus' prayer,—that " the

(dread) hour might pass from Him." The prayer,

too, has with him a more earnest expression, with the

"Alba," and "All things are possible unto Thee." In

the passage recording the finding the threp asleep, the

reproof of Christ is directed especially to Peter, and Je-

sas calls him Simon, as He always does when He would
remind him of his weakness and old nature. The
modification of the first petition in the second, men-
tioned by Matthew, is omitted by him. Jesus prays,

aecotding to him, in the same words ; ttiat is, Mark
will emphasize the wresthng importunity in this

petition likewise, "while Matthew gives prominence to

the stronger manifestation of the resignation of Jesus.

The third prayer is not introduced by Mark, but is

nevertheless implied in his recital. In the remark

:

"For their eyes were heavy," he employs, according

to Codd. A., B., (Lachmann,) the stronger term,

Kina.fiapvvii'.fvoi. He also has the noteworthy state-

ment :
" Neither wist they what to answer ; " which

recalls the similar expression in the history of the

Transfiguration. Strikingly characteristic is the short

phrase: " It is enough " (dirtxei) ; which is addressed

by Jesua to the sleep-oppressed disciples. According

to Mark's representation, Judas stands suddenly be-

fore our Lord, like some unearthly appearance- The
traitor had given to the enemy a distinct, previously

appointed signal {ffv(T(n]^ov\ and commanded them
to seize the Master with all possible care, and to lead

Him away. With a twofold salutation. Rabbi, Babbi,

the traitor here approaches Jesus eagerly and witli

feigned friendship. Jesus' address to Judas is here

passed over. Of the sword-stroke of Peter he speaks

in milder terms, saying he had cut off the wrapioi/

(diminutive) of the servant. The command of Jesus

to Peter is also omitted. On the other hand, we are

indebted to Mark for the remarkable episode of the

'outh who changed so quickly from a follower of

Jesus to a deserter.

Ver. 33. To be sore amazed, and to be very-

heavy
j
^p^aro iKdafx^Elffdai kclI aS7jfj.oveti/^—Mat-

thew has AujreioOai «o! aSntiove'iv. Luke, instead of

either expressions : -/evSii^vos 4v hyuvitf (in a dreadful

struggle or agony). This agony has its two sides,

which are described with about equal force in the

phraseology of Matthew and Luke ; 4KdauSeTa6ai is

a stronger term than \uTTeTir6ai, and is given only by
Mark ; indeed, the word is only found in the passages,

dh. ix. 15 ; xvi. 6, 6. Upon this point consult the

Commentary on Matthew, xxvi. 37. The traitorous,

false, despairing world, represented in Judas, fills

Christ with sorrow to amazement ; He shudders be-

fore it, before the infernal powers lying behind it,

and before the abyss of wickedness in this spiritual

hell ; the impotent, poor, and lost world, which lay

sleeping around Him, overcome with sorrow and de-

void of all presentiment, as represented by the three

Bleeping disciples, gives Him the feeling of eternal

abandonment, Isa. Ixiii. 3. Comp. Matthew. Starke

:

1icBaii$e!aiai is used of fright at a peal of thunder.

Acts ix. 8, 6 ; and before a phantom, Matt. xiv. 26 :
*

ftom thii some conclude that the most frightful

* JIn Katt. xiv. 26 the vrorda employed are irapixOriaaii,
*Bi atb To5 iUSiveiiii(i(iui.—I!a.l

phantoms may have presented themselves to Christ,

etc.

Ver. 3S. The hour might pass from Him^^
Not His suflfermg generally, but that hour. The
whole feeling of suffering and judgment, to be so
betrayed by the one half of the world, and to be s

forsaken by the other half. See Matthew. [The "feel
ing" cannot be entirely accounted for by the desertion
of the creature merely ; there was also to be the d*
sertion of the Creator.

—

£Jd.]

Ver. 36. Abba.—Most vivid narration. Citation

of the actual words, as in the expression, Talitha cumi,
and the exclamation on the cross. Meyer: "Thn
address, among the Greek-speaking Christians, ac-

quired the nature of a nomenpro^ium^'^ Apart from
the misunderstanding which would arise, the phrase
TalXtha cumi, and other expressions, speak against
this opinion. Accordingly, b wariip is certainly an
explanatory addition. [Meyer remarks, in loc, that

the common view that i ira-riip is a translation of
Abba, is not congruous with the idea of earnest

supplication ; and refers to Romans viii. 15.

—

Ed.']

—Nevertheless not.—We supply : " But do no*
this, as I will, as My feelings would have." Meyer:
" Let this not be which I will." Matthew indicates

by irA.^;/ oux <"s. Luke uses appropriately rh eiKriiia

(inchnation of the will), not BeK-nais (act of will). Ac-
cordingly, aXK oil Ti is to be taken in rather a formal

sense.

Ver. 40. Found them asleep again.—Luke

:

"For sorrow." Sorrow kept the Lord awake, but

lulled the disciples to sleep.

Neither wist they what to answer.—Comp.
ch. ix. 6.

Ver. 41. Sleep on now, and take your rest-^
Bee Note upon Mattliew. The ironical meaning, as con-

veyed by Matthew, is altered by Luke into a reproof:
" Why sleep ye ? " Mark presents an intermediate

view : first irony, then the call to wake.—It is enough
(aTTc'xei)-— This is the opposite of otiSev kirexn:

nothing stands in the way, nothing hinders. The
meaning accordingly is. It has failed ; it is no more
of use, etc. "Meyer: "It is enough, = ^Jap/tei."

This is quite a derivative meaning, and an applica-

tion of the word very remote indeed. (The Vulgate

renders sujjidt, &c.) Quite as untenable is another

interpretation : " There is enough watching, ye have

watched enough ; " or, " My anguish is past."

Ver. 46. Master, Master.—Not merely an ex-

clamation of excitement, but also of hypocritical

reverence carried to its greatest height.

Ver. 51. A certain young man.—This forms

an episode as characteristic of Mark as the Emmaus
disciples of Luke; and given for similar reasons.

That he was no apostle is evident from the designa-

tion :
" A certain young man ;

" from the circum-

stance that he had abready the night-dress on ; and es-

pecially from the contrast he presents to the Apostles

He only presents himself after their flight, a youthful

Joseph of Arimathea, and so a precursor of him
Some have without reason settled upon John as the

person (Ambrose, Chrysostom, Gregory the Great)

others have selected, equally without ground, James

the Just (Bpiph. Hwret. 81, 13). That the youth be-

longed to a family standing in a relation of friendship

to the Lord, we may safely assume ;
at least, he was

himself an enthusiastic follower of Christ. On this

account, it was natural to suppose a youth of the

family where Jesus had eaten the Passover (Theo

phylact). In this case, however, we must assumt

that the young man had, on this occasion, hew
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Bleeping, or retiring to rest, in the house which be-

longed to the family, and which lay in the valley of

the Cedron; for, that the young man '-.ad been

gtartled from his sleep, or in preparing to retire to

rest, in the neighborhood of Gethsemane (in some

neighboring country-seat, says Grotius), is proved by

his wearing the night-dress. Both circumstances

might possibly be found united in Mark himself,

whom we, with Olshausen, consider to be this " cer-

tain young man." (& Introduction.) Reasons : 1.

The youth's picture agrees in every line with the

character of Mark. 2. The circumstances of the youth

agreed perfectly with those of Mark : the friend of

the Lord, resting in this country-house for the night.

8. There is an analogical support of this view,

in the fact that John also, by a mere hint, weaves

himself and His mother iuto the Evangelical narra-

tive (John i. 40, xix. 25) ; and probably Luke does

the same thing (xxiv. 18). 4. The fact that this cir-

cumstance is related by Mark alone, which Meyer

considers so very trifling, and Bauer holds to be a

piquant addition.—The young men—These cer-

tainly were not the temple-guards, nor yet the

soldiery, but young persons who had of their own

accord joined the company
;
partly from their inter-

est in adventure. For this reason, they found them-

selves particularly tempted to make an attack upon

this young man, their equal in years, in the night-

dress, who wished to follow Jesus, clad in so ridicu-

lous a msmner.

Ver. 62. And he left the linen cloth.—The
night-mantle, thrown about him, was easily loosed.

Bengel: pudorem vicit limor in magna periculo.

Whitefield has properly pointed out the action of

this youth as the emblem of a late reception of Jesus,

though others have praised it as the emblem of an

early following of the Lord, as belief in youth. Both

are to be found in it : a beautiful enthusiasm of belief,

and a fanatical self-dependence and over-estimation

of personal strength. Rather far-fetched is Guyon's

aUegory, that we must follow Jesus, stripping off all

that is our own, and all that is false. This youth

was a follower while he had the linen cloth ; deprived

of this, he became a deserter.

DOCTEINAIi AND ETHICAL.

1. Comp. Matthew.

2. The suffering of Jesus in Gethsemane, and the

treachery of Judas, stand in the most intimate rela-

tion to each other. The bringing about of His suf-

ferings by means of the treachery which grew up in

the midst of His disciples, and the spirit of worldli-

ness, of worldly sorrow and worldly falseness, of self-

disrespect and despair, manifested in tnis treachery,

•!—this is, in the particular sense, the bitter cup which
he had to drain ; for it is the heaviest judgment of
God, that sin itself must break forth in treachery

proceeding out the disciple-circle ; a fact, in which
is revealed the full judgment of God upon the sin of
the world in its faithlessness, and in its despair

—

upon the sin of that world which could break through
the barriers separating the disciples of Christ from
the world. In Christ's experience of this judgment,
there are two points to be marked : the reahzation
of His being perfectly deserted; the manifestation
of the world's weakness, and of the imminent danger
to which the wickedness of the world exposed Him
even amid His disciples. That He must see Himself
forsaken by His young Church, that He must grieve

because of the apostasy in the midst of this Chueh j

therein lies the bitter gall of His passion-cup, thereia

was judgment finished. He prayed that this houi

might pass, if it were possible (ver. 35). And (ver.

41) it is said. The hour is come; behold, the Sor

of Man, etc. The betrayal marks and seals thi»

hour.

3. The sleeping of the good disciples is contrasted

with the watchfulness of the evil disciple. AVhaJ

was common to both parties, was the unspeakable

sorrow. In the case of Judas, this has changed int«

absolute demoniacal distress, animosity, and rage ; m
the case of the Eleven, it is manifested in complete

relaxation, cowardice, and indecision. On this ao-

count, Christ opposes to the sleep and indecision of

the Eleven, the intensest agitation of soul and energy;

to the fevered excitement of Judas, on the contrary,

the most perfect quiet of soul.

4. The youth who follows the Lord in his night-

garb, and then flees, is a striking picture of the pious

resolutions of Jesus' disciples, which are dissipated

in the night of great temptation.

HOMniETICAl AND PRACTIOAIi.

See Matthew.—The Lord's preparation as opposed

to His enemies' preparation.— The tmfathomable

clearness of spirit in the agony of the Lord, and the

unfathomable confusion of spirit in the agony of

Judas.—The treachery of a disciple in Gethsemane,

the Lord's secret place of prayer, forms a page black

as midnight in the history of the world and of the

Church.—God's providence has changed this terrific

curse into a cup of blessing for the lost world, through

Christ's obedience.—Jesus could pray twice or thrice

almost the same words, yet make from them each

time a new prayer (differently placed emphasis) : 1.

Take from Me this cup ; 2. yet not what / will ; 8.

but what Thou wilt.—The chasm which opens be-

tween the Lord and His disciples, while He prays and

they sleep: 1. Christ ever more wakeful, more calm,

more sure of victory ; 2. the disciples ever heavier

with sleep, more confused, and undecided.—How the

Lord Himself announces the hour of which He pray-

ed that it might pass by : The hour is come ; behold,

the Son of Man is betrayed into the hands of sinful

men.—Arise, let us go ! lo, he that betrayeth Me is

at hand.—Jesus' disciple as guide to the hostile band.

—The kiss of Judas ; or, here likewise is Antichrist

concealed in the pseudo-Christ (a lying Christ).

—

Christ between the helpless assailants and the help-

less defenders: 1. The assailants in their helplessness:

a. the traitor, the soldiers ; b. He grants them the

might which they are allowed to have, according to

the Holy Scriptures and God's providence, though it

seems as if derived from human laws. 2. The de-

fenders in their helplessness : a. the sword-stroke of

Peter, 'the fleeing disciples, the fleeing youth ; b. He
grants them the might of His preserving grace.—-

There existed a natural relationship between tliis

young man and the disciple Peter, as there existed t

spiritual relationship between the Apostle Peter and

the Evangelist Mark.—Christ betrayed and captured!

1. How all appears in this state of things to be lost;

2. how sin and Satan are thereby betrayed and cap
tured.—By His bonds are we freed.

Starke :—To pray is the best thing we can do in

the hour of temptation.

—

Quesnel :—God's will must
be at all times dearer than our own, let it cost wbal
it may to perfect it.

—

Canstein :—Prayer is needed
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irith watching, and watching with prayer. Both muat
go together.—Alas, if Israel's Shepherd should not

be watchful, how evil would it be with us, from our

lethargic security and sloth 1—Judas sells Jesus. We
enould not consider the whole world a sufficient pur-

chase-price for Jesus,

—

Osiander :—The wickedness

of the world is so great, that the verj persons who
are appointed to administer justice persecute the just,

ind defend the unjust.

—

Canstein :—Whosoever al-

ures others into sin, sins himself, and loads himself

with all the sin which the others commit.

—

Osiander ;

—Satan blinds men, that, when they do evil, they

knownot what will be its result.

—

Canstein :—A good
intention may lead to evil (the blow of the sword).

—

Hasty passions are dangerous ; therefore, resist a

a blind zeal, which, the hotter it bums, displeases

God the more.

—

Hedingek :—Where the cross is,

there is flight.

Brahne:—^As Christ withdrew Himself, at the

beginning of His public ministry, into the wilderness,

so also now at the conclusion of His mission.—He
addresses Himself to Peter at once, to do all that He
could to bring him to see his weakness.—It is not

the Scripture which makes the necessity of fulfilment

:

but the will of God, revealed in the prophets, causes

the fulfihnent of the Scriptures. The darkness, Hke-

wise, stands beaeath God's light.—^It is noticeable,

that upon the spot where Jesus was seized by the
band, Titus, the Roman commander, pitched hi*

camp forty years after. The Turks, however, hava
walled the place where Judas kissed Christ, as an
accursed spot.

Brieger :—Had Christ not been tempted as well
from the side of terror as formerly from that of lust,

the Scriptures could not say : He was tempted in all

points.—Was that, perhaps, now fulfilled in His own
person, which He prophesied of this time (Luke xxL
26) ? Then did that statement receive its accom-
plishment in Gethsemane : " I have trodden the wine-
press alone," Isa. kiii. 3.—Rabbi, Rabbi. It was the
last Rabbi his lips uttered.—The whole transaction

(the arrest of Christ) presents itself as a drama ar-

ranged by the chief council. But all the pretenca
being destroyed, the leaders of the peoiJe stand be-

fore us as common criminals.—This terror could not
have overmastered the disciples, had they not erred

regarding the Lord. Being dissatisfied that Jesug

did not deliver Himself from suffering, they held

themselves bound to withdraw from danger.—Goss-
NER, on ver. 27 :—If thou canst not overcome sleep

how wilt thou overcome death ?

—

Bader :—And these

were the best of the disciples of Jesus !—Judas, ac-

cordingly, is there with his band already ! He hu
been quick. Yes, sin runs a rapid race.

Chrut

Fdse

Peier'a

to the Jews, in the Palace of the Sigh Priest, and before the Ecclesiastical Court. Thi

The Truthful Witness, and His sublime Testimony. The Sentence of Death.

Vers. 63-72.

(Parallels : Matt. xxvi. 57-75 ; Luke Tmi. 54-71 j John zvlii. 12-27.)

A. Vers. 63-65.

53 And they led Jesus away to the high priest : and with him were assembled all

54 the chief priests, and the elders, and the scribes. And Peter followed him afar ofl^

even into the palace of the high priest : and he sat with the servants, and warmed him-

55 self at the fire. And the chief priests and all the council sought for witness against

56 Jesus, to put him to death; and found none. For many bare false witness against him,

57 but their witness agreed not together. And there arose certain, and bare false witness

58 against him, saying, We heard him say, I will destroy this temple that is made with

59 hands, and within three days I will build another made without hands. But neither so

60 did their witness agree together. And the high priest stood up in the midst, and asked

Jesus, saying, Answerest thou nothing? what is it which these witness against thee?

61 But he held his peace, and answered nothing. Again the high priest asked him, and

62 said unto him, Art thou the Christ, the Son of the Blessed ? And Jesus said, I am

:

and ye shall see the Son of man sitting on the right hand of power, and coming in the

63 clouds of heaven. Then the high priest rent his clothes, and saith. What need we any

64 further witnesses ? Ye have heard the blasphemy : what think ye ? And they all con-

65 demned him to be guilty of death. And some began to spit on him, and to cover his

faoe, and to buffet him, and to say unto him, Prophesy: and the servants did strike'

him with the palms of their hands.

B. Vers. 66-72.

66 And as Peter was beneath in the palace, there cometh one of the maids of the hig4

67 priest: And when she saw Peter warming himself, she looked upon him, and said,

fiS And thou also wast with Jesus of Nazareth. But he denied, saying, I know not, neii

10
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ther understand I' what thou sayest. And he went out into the porch; [and the cook

69 crew].' And a [the] maid saw him again, and began to say* to them that stood by,

70 This is one of them. And he denied it again. And a little after, they that stood by said

again to Peter, Surely thou art one of them : for thou art a Galilean, and thy speech

71 agreeth thereto* But he began to curse and to swear, saying, I know not this man of

72 whom ye speak. And' the second time the cock crew. And Peter called to mind

the word" that Jesus said unto him. Before the cock crow twice, thou shalt deny ma
thrice. And when he thought thereon, he wept.

f* Ver. 65.—Instead of e^oA^o^', A., B., C, liachmann, Tiscbendorf read IXa^ol', "they took him" (away from tha
hall ofiudgment, into custody, i. «.).]

3 ver. 68.—We read, with Cod. A., &c., and the Recepta, ouk oT5a, ovSi eirt'oTafiat. Certainly ovt€, outc is strongly
attested by B., D., L., and is adopted by Tischendorf and Lachmann. We consider, however, this mode of expression too
strong to be used in the cii-cumstances. Matthew says, ** I know not what thou sayest ; " Luke, " I know Him not : " onf
reading, in what appears the original account, receives support from these two expressions.

3 Ver. 68.—Kai aAe«Tnjp e0uinja-e, wanting in B., L., Coptic, bracketed by Lachmann; probably interpolated from the
parallel passage in Matthew.

* Ver. 70.—Kal ij AoAta trov 6/xota^et, omitted in B., C, B., L., &c., and in the texts of Tischendorf and LachmaiuL
It is interpolated probably from Matthew.

r* Ver. 72,—Codd. B., D. have eiOvi ; A., C. have it not. Lachmann retains it ; Tischendorf and Rec^ta reject it.l
* Ver. 72.—To p^fia ws. A., B., C, L., A., Lachmann, Tischendorf.
* fThe Greek runs :

*'And the maid (that kept the ponjh, i. c), seeing him, again began to say," &c.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

See Matthew, and the parallel in Luke.—Mark
^ves the same account of the false witnesses as Mat-
Qiew ; but he is the only one who mentions the rea-

son why the chief council obtained no false witness,

viz. : the witnesses did not corroborate one another.

Matthew selects two witnesses as testifying to Jesus'

statement respecting the destruction of the temple
;

Mark says, a few. Matthew had in mind the legal

number which must be present ; Mark, the smallness
of the number. In Mark's account, the false testi-

mony is strongest on the point, " I will destroy this

temple," etc. ; at the same time, he notices the con-

trast between the temple made with hands and that
not made with hands. Again, he "brings into view
the conflicting nature of the testimony. Perhaps
even in Matthew the divergent testimony is alluded
to, under " I am able to destroy," etc. According to

Mark, the high priest comes forward into the midst.
The silence is strongly marked. The adjuration of
Jesus by the high priest is only implied in the re-

mark, he interrogated Him. The testimony of Jesus
is more strongly expressed than in Matthew, iyti

ei/ui. On the contrary, he does not report literally

the sentence of death, as does Matthew. But, again,
he gives us the distinct view of how the servants

—

probably the prison-warders—take Christ to lead Hun
to a place of safe custody till the next morning.
Then he says that Peter was below in the entrance-
hall (of the palace) ; and gives us, thus, to under-
stand that the trial had taken place in an upper
story, or at least in an elevated hall. The maid of
the high priest calls Jesus, The Nazareue. The first

statement of Peter is characteristically ambiguous.
The first cock-crow is mentioned by Mark alone (ac-
cording to the exact remembrance of Peter). The
Becond attack, Mark again appears to place, con-
trary to Matthew, in the mouth of the same maid

;

but it is, without doubt, the portress of the irpoavKwi/
that is meant. The eVepos here, alluded to by Luke,
belongs to the bystanders, of whom Mark here in-
forms us. The portress did not address Peter himself,
but denounced him to those about : upon this, one
of them 'aid hold of Peter. Of the second denial,
Mark gives a shorter, and thus mUder account, than
Matthew; there is here no mention of the oath.
Upon the second denial, immediately follow* the

second crowing of the cook. At the end, he marks,
with a brief, forcible expression, im^oKiiv e/cAaif,

the repentance of Peter.

Ver. 53. And with him (aliT^) were assem*
bled.—Of course it is the high priest who is meant.
The meaning given by Meyer is quite foreign to the
passage : They come, that is, they meet Jesus thera

all at the same time. The words might, literally

taken, bear this explanation; but the thought of
their meeting there at the same time must have been
expressed more precisely ; not to mention, that ac-

cording to Luke, several members of the Sanhedrim
had joined themselves to the band, and had gone to

meet the party. It was only because there was a
council at the palace of the high priest that matters

happened in this way, although, no doubt, the ouriy

which follows immediately must relate to Jesus.

Ver. 64. At the fire, irpbs rh ipus.—It is an open
hearth which lights and heats the haU at the same
time, at which they warm themselves. The designa-

tion is employed to explain the circumstance, that

Peter was recognized in the light of the fire.

Ver. 56. Agreed not.—Two witnesses at least

must agree, Deut. xvii. 6 ; xix. 15. In the main,
however, the witnesses must not contradict one an-

other.

_
Ver. 68. We heard Him say, I will destroy

this temple.—^The variations, as respects Matthew,
constitute no diflSculty in this passage ; since, as is re-

marked by the Evangelist, the testimonies did not
agree. In the contrast,—made with hands, made
without hands,—we have probably one of the most
false declarations. Meyer: From this it is evident

that the one witness was not examined in the pre-

sence of the other. Let the conduct of the judges
in the trial of Susanna be compared with this.

Ver. 61. Of the Blessed.—The evKoynT6s, ot

~1"'3ri , in the absolute sense, is God. Undoubtedly
this is a hypocritical expression of reverence in re-

fraining from naming the name of God, intending to

designate Christ's declaration blasphemy of God, of

the Blessed. " The Sanctus Benedictus of the 'Rab-

bis is well known (Sobottgen ad Kom. 9, 5)."

Meyer.

Ver. 63. His clothes, tous x''^"""-—Comj.
Note on Matt. xxvi. 66. He tore all his clothing, ei-

cept that which was nexi his body. Winer : Personi
of respectability, and travellers, sometimes wore tw«
articles of underclothing.
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Ter. 86. And some iiegan.— Meyer: "The
members of the Sanhedrim. The servants follow."

Bather the templfi attendants, who were surround-

ing the Lord in the hall (see John and Luke) : those
who afterwards took Jesus into custody, under the
designation of servants, are prison-warders, as Matt.

T. '26 ; hence servants in a special sense. Mark pre-

sents the scene of the mocking, which is given by
Luke in detail, under the one aspect of abuse, which
Is in this way thrown out into stronger relief; and
Matthew gives a similar view.

Ver. 66. Beneath.—This in opposition to the
boll of trial, which was higher.

Ver. 68. I know not ; or, it is unknown to me,
not understood.—The double force in ouk alSa. ouSh,

KiTi\,, is diSaoult to express. If we translate, " I

know not," this is too little ;
" I know Him not,"

this is too much ; " I recognize not,"—then we have
a iphrase too decidedly unconnected.— Into the
porch, or, according to Matthew, the entrance-hall.

Itis the same idea.

Ver. 69. And a [the] maid.—As soon as she no-
ticed him. On the comparison between Matthew, and
Luke, and Mark, consult the introductory remarks
to this section. And began to say again.—As
the other had begun. The first irdAii' relates a repe-

tition of the denunciation to the bystanders, the
Becond irdxip to the second denial of Peter in the

same circumstances ; the third vaKiy implies that

those around had already once laid hands upon
Christ, and in this way substantiates the recital of

Luke, ver. 58.

Ver. 70. For thou art a Oalilean.—Not mean-
ing : As Jesus is also ; but among the other proofs
that thou art one of them, is this, that thou art a Gali-

lean.

Ver. 72. And Peter called to mind the word.
—A similar important thought or self-recollection of
Peter is related in ch. xi. 21.

And when he thought thereon, he wept.
—^It is extremely difficult to bring out clearly what
hifia\iiy exKate imports. For the various explana-
tions, compare Bbeisohneider's Lexicon, De Wette,
Meyer, etc. Many consider it as the Vulgate, cwpit

fiere ; but this is not grammatically correct. Others,

ne went out hastily (analogous to the phrases in

Matthew and Luke); others, he threw a covering
over his head ; or, he cast his eyes upon the Lord

;

or, he continued to weep ; or, according to Ewald, he
interrupted with his weeping the sound of the crow-
ing (that is, answering with loud sobbing the crowing
of the cook) ; or, he took notice of that sound, be-

thought himself of the matter. (De Wette : 'ETn0a-
\iiv refers to the cock-crow ; Meyer.) We find only
three interpretations tenable: 1. He flung himself
forth, that is, he involuntarily rushed out, as it were
meeting the cock-crow as he hurried out, according
to the narratives of Matthew and Luke. 2. Refer-
ring the phrase to the word of Jesus : he threw him-
self into it, under the condemnation of this word
tooli it to heart), and wept. Or, 3. making the cock-
orowiug to be as it were Christ's waking call ; and
thereupon he threw hunself out of the place (as
though Christ had called him ; Leben Jem, iii. 334),
«nd wept. First a rushing forth, as if he had an ex-
ternal goal to reach, then a bitter sinking down into

WiDself and weeping. The turning-point between
the carnal and spiritual mode of viewing the life.

He hastened forth at the call ; on the outside, he
found the call went inwards and upwards, and he
t^ped and wept.

DOOTEINAI. AND ETHIOAl.

1. Comp. Matthew.
2. Peter has not extenuated hio own fault ; foi

from him, through Mark, we are informed that thi
first crowing did not suffice to recall him to his duty,
but a second was needed.

3. In the three words, koI iTn^aXtbv ixKau, we
have given to us the perfect revolution in Peter'*
view of the world. As he rushes forth upon the call,

as though in his remorse he sought some object ex-
terior to himself, his world-view (his opinion of the
world) is still an external one ; when he begins to
weep, it becomes an inner view. His whole outei
world has fallen in ruins ; he has no longer an ex-
ternal object of pursuit ; he has been thrown back
into himself, and comes through his inner self to th»
Lord, who has now become to him a new Christ h
the light of the Spirit. Judas could not attain tc
this change and revolution : he rushed out—to the
associates of his guilt, the chiefpriests—and they gave
him, in his despair, the final blow. In the case of Peter
it was :

" Against Thee, Thee only, have I sinned."

4. The maid mentioned in this passage, and He-
rodias, are the only examples of female wickedness,
or enmity on the part of woman to what was good,
recorded in the Gospels.

HOMILETIOAL ANB PEAOTICAIi.

See the parallel passages in Mattheii).—The true
Shepherd betrayed by a faithless disciple at the tri-

bunal of a false world: 1. By the treachery of the
false one. He stands as the Faithful One at the bar

;

2. by the false jud^ent. He passes forth as the
Faithful.—The false judgment passed by the world
upon the Lord : 1. The false judges, who seek false

witness against Him ; 2. the false witnesses, who con-

tradict one another ; 3. the false judgment, which
stamps the true praise of God as blasphemy, and
represents blasphemy of God to be the judgment of

God ; 4. the false servants of God, who abuse and
make a mock of the prisoner entrusted to their

guardianship.—As the sun bursts through mist and
clouds, so breaks Christ triumphantly through all

the false obscurations of His honor (by false judges,

witnesses, judgments, guards).—So does God's truth,

and work, break through all juggleries, deceits, and
time-serving judgments, of sin and lying.—Christ's

true testimony and confeision is the only star of sal-

vation in the awful night of human destruction and
judgment.—Self-contradiction, the everlasting self-

judgment of Satan, of sin, and of Christ's foes.^-

Christ the confessor, and Peter the denier (Ohi-ist waa
the divinely faithful friend to men, Judas the betray-

er ; Christ was He who held His ground, the disciples

were the runaways),—The great and marvellouo spir-

itual combat : 1. One strove against all, and yet for

all ; 2. He suffered as a lamb, yet conquered like a
lion ; 3. He is overcome, and yet He is the victor.

—

Contrast the powerful opponents of Christ and the

weak opponents of Peter.—The difference between

the Christ's confession, and Peter's Galilean dialect

—Mark how the chasm which bursts apart between
Christ and His disciples unites them for ever: 1. The
chasm which opens : Christ, the denied confessor

;

Peter, the positive denier. 2. Peter, now an actually

humbled sinner ; Christ, in the fullest sense, now his

Saviour and Comforter.—The Lord's great diseouise
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'/L His deep silence.—Christ's sublime silence at the

world's tribunal a prediction of His sublime speaking

at the future judgment of the world.

Stahke :—QuESNEL :—Let the world say what it

will, how entirely different are things to the eye of

faith, from what they seem to the eye of the world !

What is more distinguished than this assembly?

There at the same time sanctity, rank, and wisdom
appear to collect and unite together ; and yet it is

nothing but a company of murderers, and a godless

assembly (except, indeed, that it possessed a historic

right, which was destroyed at Christ's crucifixion).

—

He who audaciously flings himself into danger, will

soon find that he sinks continually deeper, till finally

he cannot free himself.

—

Canstein ;—It is dangerous

to be in the company of the wicked.—^Alas ! how
much injustice is found in law-processes and conten-

tions !—Envy.

—

Nova Bibl. Tub.

;

—Is it not to be
deplored that many strive in behalf of the stones of

the temple, and yet pull down and destroy the temple

of the hving God !

—

Qcesnel :—The greatest truths,

when ill-understood, are often considered blasphe-

mies, and furnish occasions for rage and tumult, Heb.
xii. 3.—Keep silent (before the godless world's aocu-

eations).—Reply (to those who exercise authority).

—

One may mislead many.—As is the shepherd, such are

the sheep [said in reference to the high priest. But

this is only partially applicable].—When the highei

classes condemn Christ, those beneath them mock
Him. This is the effect of evil example. Oh '. wha<
an account is to be rendered !—Siifferings generallj

come in troops.—PETEtis :—Lies of necessity are no*,

to be excused.—The cock which still crows, when we
deny Jesus, is the conscience of each ; ah, would
that we heard its voice 1

—

Bibl. Wirt.

:

—God usef

every means to bring men to repentance.

Beadne :—Death was pronounced upon Christ : in

the sight of God, the haters of the divme love had
no right so to act ; it was merely the seeming appear
ance of right before the people.—We never heat
that these false witnesses were punished.—The first

Epistle of Peter shows how changed his views re-

garding suffering and the cross had become. This
change of view dates from his repentance.

—

Bbieger ;—His sitting at the right hand of God they were
soon to find to be true (the founding of the Church,
the Apostles' acts, the destruction of Jerusalem-

etc.)—Jesus, although awaiting condemnation and
death, subdued Satan in His people.—This we recog.

nize in the repentance of Peter.

—

Gossnee :—Befor«
Pentecost, the disciples fled from death ; after Pent*
cost, they rejoiced in death.

—

Badee ;—A fearful as-

sembly.—On ver. 72. Alas 1 how lonely, how isolk-

ted, does sin leave us in the world

!

k. Christ, betrayed to the Gentiles, standing before Pilate at the Tribunal of Temporal Authority: a. Th*

Examination. Christ and the Aceusers. The Confession, the Accusations, and the Lord's SHenet

b. The Judge's attempt to deliver. Christ and Barabbas. The Outcry of the Unemy, tlie Silence oj

the Lord. The Surrender. Tlie Mocking. Ch. XV. 1-15.

(Parallels : Matt, xxvii. 1-26 ; Luke X3dii. 1-25 ; John xviii. 1-16.)

1 And straightway in the morning' the chief priests held a consultation with the elders

and scribes, and the whole council, and bound Jesus, and carried him away, and deliv-

2 ered him to Pilate. And Pilate asked him. Art thou the King of the Jews? And r»
3 answering, said unto him. Thou sayest it. And the chief priests accused him of man/
4 things; but he answered nothing. And Pilate asked him again, saying, Answerest
5 thou nothing? behold how many things they witness against thee. But Jesus yet
6 answered rothing : so that Pilate marvelled. Now at that feast he released unto them
7 one prisoner, whomsoever they desired.. And there was ow named Barabbas, which

lay bound with them that had made insurrection with him,* who had committed murder
8 in the insurrection. And the multitude, crying aloud," began to desire him to do as he
9 had ever done unto them. But Pilate answered them, saying. Will ye that I release

10 unto you the King of the Jews? (For he knew that the chief priests had delivered
11 him for envy.) But the chief priests moved the people, that he should rather release
12 Barabbas unto them. And Pilate answered and said again unto them. What will ye
13 then that I shall do unto him whom ye call the King of the Jews? And they cried
14 out again, Crucify him. Then Pilate said unto them, Why, what evil hath he done?
15 And they cried out the more exceedingly, Crucify him. A'nd so Pilate, willing to con-

tent the people, released Barabbas unto them, and delivered Jesus, when he had
scourged him, to be crucified.

\\
5^'" l~S°?f • 5-' ^•' ^' Laohmann, Tiaohendorf read only irpiut.]

. Z^''- ^~S°f? S-' £•• ^' Lachmann, Tisoliendorf read <rToaia<r™v.]
[• Ver. B.—Codd. B., D., Laohmann, Tischendorf, oA/a^it instead of aro/3o^o-as.]

EXEGETIOAL AlO) CEITIOAL.

Comp. the parallels in Matthew and Luke.—
Kark, with Matthew, takes notice of the second for-

mal council-meeting on the morning of the crucifixion

!

he, Uke Luke, brings more distinctly into view th«

circumstance that the whole Sanhedrim led Christ
away to Pilate ; and with him omits the end of Judas,
recorded by Matthew, the dream of Pilate's wife, th«
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irasMng of the bands, and the cry—" His blood be
on us, and our children." Again, Mark, like Mat-

their, passes over the fact that Jesus was sent to the

bar of Herod, which Luke records; the full examin-

jition before Pilate, omitted by all the Synoptics,

related by John ; and, finally, the repeated hesitations

of Pilate in condemning. Mark merely notices what
John and Luke relate very fully, that many additional

tccusations were raised against Jesus, regarding

which He maintained an unbroken silence. He lun-

its himself, like Matthew, particularly to the two chief

features in the humiliation of Jesus before Pilate : His

jCqnfession of His Messiahship (King of the Jews),

and His being placed side by side with Barabbas.

The characterization of Barabbas he gives more ac-

icurately, in a manner similar to Luke. He marks
the decision of Pilate in a pecuTiar way, ver. 16. It

is worthy of note that he, along with Matthew, re-

presents the scourging and mocking of the Lord in

Pilate's praetorium (Luke, on the other hand, relates

the putting to shame of Jesus in the palace of Herod)
to be part of the crucifixion-agonies ; consequently,

the second unsuccessful attempt of Pilate to release

Him, which, according to John, he sought to effect by
hringing forth the scourged One to the people, is

passed over unnoticed. The assembUng of the popu-

lace before the prstorium, and the more exact des-

ignation of the prsBtorium, are peculiar to Mark.
Yer. 6. He released unto them one prison-

er.—This was a voluntary custom of the procurator.

Ver. 7. In the insurrection.—In which he had
been captured. One of the numberless Jewish insur-

rections ; not known more exactly. " Paulus refers

to Joseph. Antiq. 18, 4." Meyer.

Yer. 8. That had gone up.*—The stream of

the populace comes, namely, back from the palace of

Herod, whither Pilate had sent the Lord. Meanwhile
the priests have prepared their people, have instigated

ftnd instructed them.

When he had scourged Him, to be cruci-

fied.—John, viewing matters from the psychological

stand-point, mentions the scourging among the acts

of Pilate, as the final attempt to deliver Jesus ; Mark
and Matthew, viewing the events from the historical

stand-point, judge from this act that all is decided,

and they look accordingly upon the scourging as the

opening act in the awful tragedy of the crucifixion,

impe'Saice t^par/iWiaas. Both are equally correct

points of view. The scourging should have moved
the people ; it only led them to obduracy. And, as

the matter issued, the crucifixion had already begun.

In relating this circumstance, Matthew emphasizes
the fact that the scoui'ging resulted in the yielding

up of Christ to the Jews {(ppayeWdtras napiiaiKfv)
;

Mark pomts out that the scourging was the opening
icene in the crucifixion, and took place in conse-

quenee of the surrender.

DOCTEINAL AND ETKECAIi.

1. Comp. Matthew.
2. Christ before Pilate, beside Barabbas, amid the

ibldiors ; a threefold climax in the world's judgment
upon the Judge of the world.

3. Barabbas, the murderer, a representative of
fte first murderer, the father of lies, as Christ stood

ttere in the name of His Father.—The people's

^[Lfliige adopts the reading avujSav in Ms translation,
lafiui'it vemion doe« the same.—^.1

choice between the two : 1. The miscalcJated and
improper juxtaposition caused by the political party,

a self-condemnation of worldly polity ; 2. the evil ad
vice of the chief priests, a self-condemnation of

the hierarchical guardianship of the people ; 8. the

horrifying choice, a self-condemnation of the self-de-

stroying populace.

homileticaij and peacticai,.

See Matthew.—The world assembled to judge the
Lord : 1. Jerusalem (the chief council) ; 2. Rome
(Pilate) ; 3. the whole wide world (the soldiery).

—

Jesus condemned as Messiah, as the Christ of God.
As Christ: 1. Condemned by the chief council ; 2.

given over to judgment by Pilate ; S. mocked by the
soldiery.—The surrender of the prisoner at the pas-

chal festival (probably a Passover-drama to represent

the atonement for the first-born of Israel) is here a
judgment upon completed blindness.—Barabbas is

made by the Jews to represent the first-bom of Israel,

Christ the first-bom of Egypt.—Christ justified upon
His trial by the hostile judges : 1. By the judge : he
seeks to free Him ; 2. by the accusers and the people

their petition for the release of Barabbas reveals tht

bitterness of their hate ; 3. by the soldiers, wh4
adorn Him with the symbols of His patience and His
spiritual glory.—The very mockery of truth must wit-

ness, even by its caricatures, to tlie glorious originaL

Stakke :—When superior judges act unjustly,

they accumulate upon their heads much more guUt
than the subordinate authorities ; for in that case the

oppressed have no further appeal.

—

Qdesnel :—The
assembUng of the magistrates is orderly and beauti-

ful : but the more proper their appearance, the more
sinful the abuse of their authority in the oppression

of the innocent.

—

Hedinger :—When innocence itself

must appear and be accused before the judges, is it

anything strange that Thou, precious Jesus, art per-

secuted by the devil, accused, slandered, and con-

demned ?

—

JVova Bibl. Tub.

:

—Liars' mouths can de-

vise much ; enoagh, if thou art guiltless.—Envy is

hateful in every man, especially in ministers of the

Gospel, who should content themselves in God.

—

QcESNEL :—What envy did here against Christ, the

Chief Shepherd, that it does still to His servants,

and will not cease to do till the world's end.

—

Nova
Bibl. Tub.

:

—If the rulers among the people, who
should put a stop to evil, themselves instigate and

make the people sin, then must Christ be crucified.

—HEniNGEK:—In the last day the heathen will put

many Chcistians to shame. — Quesnel :—Love of

honor and the fear of the world may lead a judge

(who is not firmly settled in his love to justice) to

many sms.—One single sinful passion makes slaves of

men.—Natural honor a weak shield against tempta-

tion.

—

Mova Bibl. Tub.

:

—The King of glory weara

a crown of thorns, in order that He may take the

curse away from the earth, and gain for us the crown

of holiness.—The crowns of princes, also, havi

their thorns. Should they wear these to the honor

of the crowned Jesus, then will they discharge aright

the duties of their diifioult office.—Hypocrites and

the godless still insult Christ, though they even bow
the knee at His name.

Bkacne ;—The deeper He went down in suffering^

the less He pleased them.—All that God did to per.

plex the enemies of Jesus in their acts, was in vaiu

(Peter's tears, the acknowledgment of Judas, the si-

lence of Herod on the chief point, the witness of
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Pilate, the dream of Prooula ; the comparison be-

iireen the insurrectionist and murderer Barabbas,

and Jesus in Hia majesty and tranquil greatness).

—

Bkiegek:—Pilate did not concede the truthfulness

of the accusations of the Jews, yet condemned the

Son of God to death. He thereby fulfilled in two

respects the wisdom of God :—First, that the hoii

should be crucified, and not stoned ; second, that

Jews and Gentiles should unite in His death.—

•

Bauer :—Sad is the scene which here meets our eyes
j

as it ever is when goodness has to protect itself by

the Totes of the masses.

*. Jemn on Golgotha.—Em Death, and the Deathrsigm a. The MocHngs and (he Lord's SUenee. b. 7S«

Crucifixion ; and Blasphemy against, and Silence of, the Lord. c. The World DarTcentd; lAi

Anguish-cry, and the Silence of Victory ; the Death-shriek, and the Death-silence of the Lord. d. ITit

Rent in the Temple-vail, and the Silence of God upon the End of the Old Covenant. Vees. 16-38.

CParallels : Matt, xxvii. 27-53 ; Luke xxiii. 26-46 ; John six. 17-30.')

A. Vers. 16-19.

16 And the soldiers led Um awaj into the hall called Prsetorium; and they call to-

17 gether the whole band. And they clothed him with purple, and platted a crown of

18 thorns, and put it about his head, And began to salute him, Hail, King of the Jews!

] 9 And they smote him on the head with a reed, and did spit upon him, and, bowing their

knees, worshipped him.

B. Vers. 20-32.

20 And when they had mocked him, they took oS. the purple from him, and put his

21 own' clothes on him, and led him out to crucify him. And they compel one Simon a

Cyrenian, who passed by, coming out of the country, the father of Alexander and

22 Rufus, to bear his cross. And they bring him unto the place Golgotha, which is, being

23 interpreted, The place of a skull. And they gave him to drink' wine mingled with

2 1 myrrh : but he received it not. And when they had crucified him, they parted his gar-

25 ments, casting lots upon them, what every man should take. And it was the third

26 hour; and they crucified him. And the superscription of his accusation was written

27 over, THE KING OF THE JEWS. And with him they crucify two thieves; the

28 one on his right hand, and the other on his left. And the scripture was fulfilled, which

29 saith. And he was numbered with the transgressors.' And they that passed by railed

on him, wagging their heads, and saying. Ah, thou that destroyest the tempk,
30 and buildest it in three days,* Save thyself, and come down' from the crosa.

31 Likewise also the chief priests, mocking, said among themselves, with the scribes. He
32 saved others; himself he cannot save. Let Christ the King of Israel descend now

from the cross, that we may see and beheve. And they that were crucified with him
reviled him.

0. Vers. 33-37.

33 And when the sixth hour was come, there was darkness over the whole land until

34 the ninth hour. And at the ninth hour Jesus cried with a loud voice, saying, Eloi,

Eloi, lama sabaohthani?* which is, being interpreted, My God, my God, why hast thou
35 forsaken me? And some of them that stood by, when they heard it, said. Behold,

36 he calleth Elias. And one ran and filled a spunge full of vinegar, and put it on a reed.

and gave 1dm to drink, saying. Let alone ; let us see whether Elias will come to take

37 him down. And Jesus cried with a loud voice, and gave up the ghost.

38

D. Ver. 38.

And the vail of the temple was rent in twain from the top to the bottom.

!1 If' o2'~S°'!^" !•' O-' I^limann, Tisohendorf read airoU instead of lA itia (A., Rectptuf).]
l»Ver. 23.—Oodd. B., 0.» L., TischendorforaitTneJi-.]

f
>

'

„ . V «'^-, 28.—This verse le wanting in A., B., C, D., X. ; and Griesbacli and Tisohendorf have decided aminst It. Jut
tt )9 found m P., m Orlfzen. KiiBphma a.^fl +l,o T^o.-c.^.^r,o Ti^o ..«...-., i,.,^ —v„t,i„ i iit-j i -. °

. T*.
kiTolve a disorepancy

I veise IB wannng m A., a., u., u., JC. ; and Oriestach and Tisohendorf have decided against It. ;Bii»
ungen, Eusebws, and the Versions. The verso has probaWy been omitted, because it was supposed to
:y betwuen Mark and Luke, as in Luke xxii. 37 the q.uotatioii is referred to the apprehension OJ JeWll
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longs might have added, as supporting his -new, L., A., 1, 13, 69. Alford's remark, fwhioh Meyer also makes,l thrf
Uaik raiely quotes from prophecy, however, is deserving of attention.—IVs.)

• Vor. 29.—The best MSS. read oiicoSofiaiv ipio-'ii' ^ft^pait.

[' Ver. 30.—Codd. B., D., L., A., Lachmann, Tischendorf read Karafiis instead oixwrifia (Beceptut).]
[• Ter. 34.—The words eAoii, &o., are differently written in the MSS. Lachmann reads \euA o-aSavSwi : Tisohendoii

b^a ffa^MTowi (ed. 1866) ; Pritzsche, M/m ; Beceplus, liaiifia ira^axOari.]

EXEGETICAL AJSTD CEITIOAL.

Comp. the parallela in Matthew and Luke.—Mark
points out more distinctly the ironical consciousness

with which the covyardly Pilate yielded to the de-

mands of the populace. With Matthew, he employs
ippayeMSa-as irapeSaiKe, in yrhich the thought is in-

volved that the surrender was decided in the scourg-

ing. In describing the mocking, he omits, like John,

the mention of the reed, which the soldiers, accord-

ing to Matthew, forced into the Lord's hand, or

Bought to force, and with which they struck Him
(probably because He let it fall). Mark designates

Simon of Cyrene the most particularly: he is the

father of Alexander and Rufus. The address of the

Lord to the daughters of Jerusalem, as they were
following, which Luke reports, is omitted by Mark,
as well as by Matthew. The bitter wine he names
myrrh-wine. He makes the crucifixion to begin at

the third hour. The quotation of Jesus from Isa.

liii. 12, which we consider genuine, is given by him
slone. The address of Jesus to Mary and to John,
beneath the cross, is passed over by him as by the

other Synoptics ; also the repentance of the thief, in

which he agrees with Matthew. He describes more
graphically than the other Evangelists the mockery
of the passers-by, using the word oia for this pur-

pose ; the derision and irony of the priests is given in

their own words. He records in the original Syriao,

Eloi, Eloi, etc. Of the man who gave the Lord
vinegar to drink, he says indefinitely, " A certain

one," and that he called to the others, " Let alone."

Of the seven sayings of the Crucified, he records,

like Matthew, only the Eli, Eli, and the last loud,

piercing cry of Christ, without stating what the Lord
expressed in it.

Ver. 16. Into the hall (within, into the inner

court).—Comp. Jffote on Matt. xxviL 27. They con-

ducted Him into the palace-court, which we may
easily suppose was surrounded by the neighboring

buildings of the governor's palace, forming a kind
of barracks.

Ver. 17. A scarlet military mantle {see on Matt.

xxni. 28) was made to represent the imperial purple
;

hence the designation a purple {Trop^vpav), a purple
robe, as Mark and John describe it. And because this

is the symbolic import of the robe, there is no discre-

pancy. The scarlet military cloak no more required

to be a real purple, than the crown of thorns required

to be a real crown, or the reed a real sceptre ; for the

whole transaction was an ironical drama, and such a

•ne, too, that the infamous abuse might be readily

perceived through the pretended glorification. The
Btaff must be a reed, the symbol of impotence ; the

erown must injure and pierce the brow ; and so too
must the purple present the symbol of miserable,

pretended greatness : and this was done by its being
o, old camp-mantle.

Ver. 21. And they compel.—Upon the term
iLYfaffifuiy comp. Note on Matt. v. 41.—The father
of Alexander and Rufus.—These men must have
been well-known persons in the then existing Church

;

»nd they testify to the personal, Uvely recollection

and originality of Mark, as does his " Timseus, the

son of Bartimaeus." It is most natural to regard
them as persons well known to the Church at Home.
On this account, Rufus, whom Paul greets, Rom.
xvi. 13, may well be this Rufus. The Alexander,
however, who is spoken of in the Acts of the Apos-
tles, ch. xix. 83, appears not to have been a Chris-
tian, but to have belonged to the hostile Judaism.
(Lange's Apostol. Zeitalier, ii. p. 275 f.) Whether
he was the same person as Alexander the copper-
smith, who was the enemy of Paul, cannot be posi-
tively made out. Meyer :

" But how common were
these names, and how many of the then well-known
Christians are strangers to us. In ' Aclis Andrew ei

Petri' both are mentioned as the companions of
Peter in Rome." They are, of course, here brought
forth from the treasures of the evangelical tradition.—Coming out of the country.—Meyer will have
it, that this fact, mentioned likewise by Luke, is a
proof that Jesus was not crucified on the first day of
the feast. But in this opinion, no attention is paid
to the circumstances : 1. That the country, or th«
country-seat as it might be termed, from which
Simon was coming, might have lain within an easy
Sabbath-day's journey of Jerusalem (Meyer main-
tains,—If so, it must have been stated !) ; 2. that in

case the Passover began with Friday, the second day,

as Sabbath and Passover together, would be the chief

festival-day ; 3. that it is by no means historical to

admit no contraventions of the Sabbath-law, and, fur-

thermore, that it would be the very thing to turn the

attention of the multitude to Simon, if there was
anything remarkable, anything offensive, in his ap-

pearing at such a time. Such results are by no
means uncommon in the similar instances of multi-

tudes running together; so that the notice rather

supports the view which adopts the first feast-day as

the one. Jesus was crucified under the pretext that

He was the great Sabbath-breaker. The people, in

their witticism, might perhaps say. See, there comes
another Sabbath-breaker from the country; let him
suffer a little along with the other.

Ver. 22. Golgotha.'— Meyer makes Golgotha

genitive* (as if, Golgotha's place). Because the

translation is xpaviov riJTror. But the question is,

Has not rijiros in the first instance a more general

import,—the place (Golgotha)? John retranslates

Kpaviou Tifiros into Hebrew, Golgotha ; Matthew also

names the place, Golgotha ; Luke simply, SkulL No
doubt it is strange that Mark has t6itos following

Golgotha. Probably the place was called sometimes

Skull, and sometimes Place of a Skull, and Mark
gives the more exact designation. See on Matt,

xxvii. 33.

Ver. 23. They gave Him ; that to, they offered

Him myrrh-wine. This myrrh-wine cannot, from the

different descriptions of Mark, be identical with tha

vinegar, or the wine-vinegar, of which a drink waa
at a later period given to Jesus. Most likely the

wine was in each case the same, but the narcotic

intermixture was omitted in the second instance.

Ver. 24. Parted his garments.— John gives

the more exact description. The prevailing point

of view among the first three Evangelists was tha

• [Tischendorf (ed. 1865) reads ht\ r>>v yokyvtin -JM.J
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making the division an occasion for gambling. Comp.

Note on Mfttt. xxvii. 35. The form of the play is

not closely described. Meyer: "We must leare

unsettled the question, Whether the lot^casting was

performed with dice, or the lots were shaken in some

vessel (a hehuet), and that which first fell out de-

cided in favor of him to whom it belonged."

Ver. 25. And it was the third hour.—Upon
the apparent discrepancy between this declaration

of Mark and Matthew, and the statement of John,

ch. xix. 14, comp. Note on Matt, ixvii. 45. We
cannot avoid, however, drawing attention to the

Btrildng relation subsisting between the third and

the sixth hoar. At the third hour, by the crucifixion

of Jesus, the endurance of the cross for His people

was decided, as it meets us in the superscription.

The King of the Jews, and is represented in the

crucifixion of the thief (and the later deridings of

the chief priests, etc.). But when the sixth hour

came, and ihe darkness spread over the whole land

—literally, over the whole world and earth—then

was the judgment of the whole world decided. The

third hour was the dying hour of Judaism : in the

sixth hour, the dying hour of the old world was

present to the view in typical signs. We have here,

also, to carefully note the relation between the

superscription, which according to Mark was decided

upon about the third hour, and the declaration of

John, that it was about the sixth hour :
" And he

gaith to the Jews, Behold your King ! But they cried

out. Away with Him, away, crucify Him." When
the third hour had come, and it was advancing to

the sixth, then was the crucifixion of Jesus decided

in His being scourged, in accordance with the judg-

ment of the people and of Pilate ; but in this was,

also, the crucifixion of the Jewish people themselves

determined, which was first made apparent in the

crucifixion of the two thieves in company with Jesus.

About the sixth hour, according to John, the judg-

ment of the world was decided along with that of

Judaism— the presage of the dies irw presented

itself; that is to say, John has made this sign of the

third hour to be the decisive, universal symbol, and
has,_pn this account, probably brought it into con-

nection with the sixth hour.

Ver. 27. And with Him they crucify.—As
to the alleged difference between the accounts of

Mark and Luke, consult Note on Matt, xxvii. 88,

44.

Ver. 34. Eloi.

—

See Note on Matt, xxvii. 46.

Ver. 36. I<et alone ; let us see.—According to

Meyer, this is contradictory to the account given by
Matthew, xxvii. 49. But it is not to be overlooked,

that there is no reason why, in this moment of the

intensest excitement, two divisions might not make
the same exclamation, and that, too, in different

senses,—the one mocldng, the other speaking more
earnestly. (Comp. the scene in Shakespeare's Mac-
heth after the murder.) If this sympathizer meant
it humanely with his cry, " Let alone," perhaps the
Idea shot through him, that Elias might interpose in

the last extremity.

DOCTEINAL AlO) ETHICAIi.

1. The death.— The death of humanity in its

Bfe-germ is here completed in the death of Jesus.

Considered in this light, Christ's death is prophetical
of the great dissolution of the world, to ensue at the

and of all things. The extinction of the primary

life : Christ condemned, His rights imaoknowledged;

derided, and by this derision looked upon by the

world as destroyed ; led forth, robbed, crucified, and

in this act rejected in His person, and with His work,

as ihe curse of the world ;
blasphemed, and so madi

to pronounce sentence of death upon the obdurate

;

Christ dead upon the cross. Hence there is an-

nounced, in presages, the future extinction of the

derivative life, (i. e., the death of the world) : The

sun of the old world darkens at mid-day; the holy

of holies of the divine ordinance m the old human

world vanishes Uke a vision of the night, when the

temple-vail rends asunder. All is now over with the

old world ; it has but to live out its remnant of life.

It has judged itself ; and in that self-condemnation

lay God's condemnation,—a condemnation which

nothing but the conquering love of Christ could turn

into a blessing.

HOMTLETICj* .. AND PEACTIOAIi.

See MattTiem; aiSo the preceding reflections.—.

Christ was, notwithstanding, the King of the Jews

the whole crucifixion through. This is seen : 1. In

the accusation of His enemies ; 2. in the impression

produced upon Pilate, and in his decision ; 3. in the

kingly ornaments which the soldiers placed upon Him

;

4. in the train which bore Him forth with them out

of Jerusalem ; 5. in the superscription on the cross;

6. in the terror which breaks forth in the blasphemy

of His foes ; 1. in the miracles accompanying Hi8

death.—The great dying on Golgotha : 1. There dieth

the King of the Jews ; 2. there dieth the Son of

God ; 3. there dieth the old world; 4. there dieth old

sin ; 6. there dieth old death.—Simon of Cyrene and

his sons ; or, the everlasting memory of the' cross-

bearers and their childreiL—Simon; or, how man
becomes unconsciously separated from his common-

placeness, and involved in the great history of the

cross.—The terrifying world-darkness at bright mid-

day forms a symbol of the terrifying world-darknesS

spread over mankind by their blindness of heart.

—

Christ the clear light of the world in this night

of the world.—His heart and His eye are fixed most

earnestly on God during this world-judgment ; and

that preserves the world, which is lost in itself, from

sinking into the abyss.—The unholy and the holy

Golgotha: 1. The unholy: men of violence, drank-

ards, gamblers, thieves, blaspheming priests. 2. The

holy : the great Sufferer, the temperate One in holy

clearness of soul and knowledge, the Laborer, thi

Warrior of God, the Supplicant.—[The potion re-

jected and the potion accepted, or holy refreshment

in the conflict of suffering enjoyed after the exampli

of Christ : 1 . As refreshment at the right time ; 2. is

the right place ; 3. in the right measure ; 4. in the

right consecration.]—The despair in the seeming

triumph, and the triumph in the seeming despair: V.

In the conduct and mockery of the enemies; 2. in

the supplicatory cry of the Lord : My God, etc.—The

signs of hellish madness in the blasphemies with

which the chief priests end their work.—Let alonej

let us see ; or, how, at the life-flame of the dying

Jesus, a new life has kindled in the dying world : 1.

From the horrors of His death springs the horror of

the world ; 2. from His trust in God, tte world's be

lief ; 3. from His pity, the compassion of the world

—Let alone, kt us see: or, this history ia not yet

conr^leted; it is jnly beginning at the time when ii
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ttevM to approach its completion.—The death-shriek
of the Lord is the great waking call to a new life for
the world of man.

Starke:— Quesnel :^- Christ, by becoming the
derision of His creatures, has atoned for the crimi-
nality of the creatures in mocking God and religion.

1—Many would willingly pass by the cross of Christ

;

but, before they are aware of it, they are laid hold
of, and forced into companionship with Christ in suf-

fwing.—Participation with Jesus in the cross, is

that which alone makes our name in truth eternally

renowned, and prevents it from passing into forget-

fiilueas.—^At the end, the world is bitter as gall, but
heaven is sweet.

—

Hedingbr :—View, my soul, in
feith this picture of martyrdom !—Christ has been
reckoned with the transgressors; hence we may con-
sole ourselves, that we shall come to God's blessed
companionship, and the company of the holy angels.—^The understanding, in its wisdom, is oifended at

the cross of Christ.—He succeeds ill in the faith,

who must see (John xx. 29), and who will believe

when he pleases (John vi. 44).—Christ died for thee

;

be thou ready to die for Him.—When the true Lamb
of God was offered, all the Levitical offerings found
their completion.

Bbaune :—They caught him, and cast him out
of the vineyard, and slew hun. Matt. xxi. 39.—God's
frrath is heavier to bear than Christ's cross.—Isa.

liii. 12.—" My God," etc. Let us imitate Hun hi th«
employment of the Holy Scriptures ; also, that, whei,
in the_ anguish of our hearts we cannot pray anj
more in our own words, we may allow the Spirit,
whose work the holy word is, to represent ns with
groanings that cannot be uttered.

Brieger :

—

And they that passed by. So thor-
oughly helpless was Jesus upon the cross, that thii
crowd easily persuaded themselves that all was de-
ception that they had seen and heard of Jesus.—
7'he chief priests. So spake Satan, too, in the wil-
demess

: If Thou be the Son of God, command that
these stones, etc. To self-help he there challenged
the Holy One of God : here he does the same through
his well-approved servants.—Ps. ii. 6.

—

The darkness.
God must witness against these murderers.—In tha
destruction of the holy of hohes, Jehovah destroyed
the temple itself. The Most Holy was taken forth
from the city of Jerusalem and laid outside the gata
upon Golgotha. Tliere, too, was a vail rent, even
the flesh of Christ (Heb. x. 20).—Gossner, on ver.
30 :—Self-help.—One might often free oneself by a
mere word. But if the truth and the honor of God
suffer by that word, one may not speak it.—His
death was the rising sun for the spirit-world ; and
therefore the world's natural sunlight veiled itself

before Him. (Lampe:—The sun set over Christy
and rose for me.)

1. The Descent of Jesus into the Realm of Death. Bis Death, and the Tokens of the New lAfe. Vers.

89^7.

(Parallels : Matt, xxvii. 54-66 ; Luke xxiii. 39-56 ; John xix. 31-42.)

39 And when the centurion, which stood oyer against him, saw that he so cried out,'

40 and gave up the ghost, he said, Truly this man was the Son of God. There were also

women looking on afar off: among whom was Mary Magdalene, and Mary the mother
41 of James the less and of Joses, and Salome

;
(Who also, when he was in GaUlee, fol-

lowed him, and ministered unto him;) and many other women which came up with
42 him unto Jerusalem. And now, when the even was come, (because it was the prepara-

43 tion, that is, the day before the sabbath,)' Joseph of Arimathea, an honourable counsel-

lor, which also waited for. the kingdom of God, came, and went in^ boldly unto Pilate,

44 and craved the body of Jesus. And Pilate marvelled if he were already dead : and,

calling wnto hitn the centurion, he asked him whether he had been any while dead.

45 And when he knew it of the centurion, he gave the body* to Joseph. And he bought
46 fine linen, and took him down, and wrapped him in the linen, and laid^ him in a sepul-

chre which was hewn out of a rock, and rolled a stone unto the door of the sepulchre.

47 And Mary Magdalene, and Mary ilie mother of Joses," beheld where he was laid.'

\} Ver. 39.—Codd. £., L., Tieehendorf omit Kpafa^ ; Lachmaim retains it with Eeceptus.]

['Tori 12.—A., B., Lachmaim read irpbj mpfiarov (Meyer : only an error of the copyist) ; Tischendorf reads with tht
Retxptus irpo(ra(3^aTOp.]

p Ver. 43-—A,, B., C, Lachmann, Tischendorf read eXflwi/ instead of ^A^ev-l
[* Ver. 45.—B., D., L., Lachmaim, Tischendorf read Trriafia (corpse) instead of crujua.]

bffi}.

[* Ver. 46.—B,, D., L., Lachmann, Tischendorf read edijKcr ; Eeceptus, KaTiBifKev ; Cod. A., KaBrjicev.l

\^ Ver. 47.—Cod. A, reads 'luo^i^ ; B., A., Lachmann, Tischendorf read 'Iwtr^Tos, which is merely the Greek form of

[' Ver. 47.—A., B., C, Lachmann, Tischendorf read rideiTiu ; Beceptus, n9trm,.]

EXEGETICAL AND CEITICAL.

See Maithem'sm.6 Luke.—In the account of the
eenturion's exclamation, Mark harmonizes with Mat-
thew: the occasion of it he makes, characteristically,

to have been the loud cry of the expiring Jesus.

The three women beneath the cross, he mentions.

like Matthew ; also Salome by name, adding many
other women, whom he does not specialize. Still

more generally and comprehensively is this sorrow-

ing circle alluded to by Luke. Like the other two

Synoptics, Mark is less full in his narration of the

burial than John ; nevertheless he declares with exact

ness, as do John and Luke, the day to have been th«

trapatrKtvi). Nicodemus is missmg here ; Joseph of
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Arimathea is described as the disciple of Jesus in

words different from Matthew, and more explicitly

than Luke : " Who waited for the kingdom of God."

In this, the Petrine idea of the kingdom appears.

That the step of Joseph was a bold one ; that Pilate

called the centurion, and assured himself of the cer-

tainty of Jesus' death : these are features which are

peculiar to Mark.

Ver. 39. Said, Truly this man.—Comp. Note

pon Matthem.—The noticing of the motive of the

enturion's cry, viz. : that he saw that Christ oiJToi

Kpiiai i^iTrvfvaev, is peculiar to Mark, and is strik-

ingly characteristic of him. The Lion of Judah is,

even in His departing, a dying lion. The expression

of a wondrous power of Ufe and spirit in the last

sign of life, the triumphant shout in death, was to

the warrior, who had learned to know death from a

totally different side upon the battle-fields, a new
revelation. Theophylact : o'Jtoi SeaTOTiKa>s i^fTrvfvae.

De Wette, following some others, gives but a weak

conception : He saw in the speedier death of Jesus a

favor from the gods. As to the monstrously gnostic

explanation of the passage given by Baur, consult

Meyer.

Ver. 40. James the Less.—Meyer makes this

remark apply solely to the stature. Comp., on the

contrary, Judges vi. 16. No doubt it points to a

second James, rather than to James the disciple in

the stricter sense, since James the son of Alpheus,

as he is elsewhere termed, was not the brother of

James the Greater. Comp. Note on Matthew. That

this Mary the mother of James the Less and of Joses

is identical with Mary the wife of Alpheus, is proved

by John xix. 25.

Ver. 42. And now, when the even was
come, because.—We cannot construe this passage:

Because it was even, Joseph came. Reasons : 1.

The Jews, indeed, who, according to John, prayed

Pilate to remove the bodies, had no other ground
for the request than that the next day was the Sab-

bath. Joseph, on the contrary, had quite a different

motive. He wished to entomb the Lord's body with

respect, and for this purpose could only employ the

circumstance that the Jews themselves wished it re-

moved. The connection of the words, i-rtX ?iv, k.t.k.,

with 4KBi)v '[a>ir^(pi k.t.a., would be, notwithstanding

all that is said to the contrary, very clumsy ; and the

correction ^Aflei/, moreover, goes to prove this. 3.

Then had Joseph in a legal sense come too late. He
must come before the evening. Accordingly, we un-

derstand the passage thus: between oi|/ia and oyj/ia

there was a difference (sunsetting, and twilight);

upon the evening preceding a feast, the earlier oi|/i'a

was observed. About this time Joseph appeared
upon Golgotha, and then he went to Pilate.—Was
the preparation, that is, the day before the
Sabbath, — See Note on Matthew. Meyer says :

" Here, accordingly, there is not a trace that this Fri-

day was itself a festival." The trace is given fully,

ch. xiv. 12. If the day mentioned there was the 14th
Nisan, then the following day must have been the
ISthNisan. Besides, we know that upon a Passover-
feast, where the second day of the feast was at the
same time a Sabbath, upon this day, according to the
Jewish ideas of the Sabbath, the chief feast fell, as
is distinctly shown in John xix. 31. Set Wieselek,
Chron. Synop. p. 386. By the Sabbath occurring
upon the second day of the feast, the first feast-day
became the preparation, the day before the Sabbath.

Ver. 43. Game, and went in boldly.—He had
come ; bad seen what occurred as the bones of the

crucified were broken ; knew that Jesus was Koun.

to be taken down; and now he felt that th««fv »>a

no time to be lost, and hence he dared to ask,

Ver. 44. Whether He had been any while

(already long) dead, iraXai.—Before the return of

the centurion. He wished to be sure as to what he

did.

Ver. 45. Gave the body.—Joseph beinf; known

as a wealthy man, we might have expected, from the

character of Pilate, that he would have extorted

money, because the bodies were frequently sold (set

the quotations in Meyer). This generosity was the

mark of a strange state of mind. Probably he was

glad to hear that Jesus was really dead, because the

Saviour in His higher nature had gronn awful to

him.

Ver. 47. Where He was laid: tiov rieuTai.^-

From this time onward, there appears to have been

a relation of confidence and friendship between the

old disciples (the women), and the new disciples

(Joseph and Nicodemus). In consequence of this

new-bom confidence and friendship, the Galilean

women enter without hesitation the garden of the

rich counsellor, and kneel down before the grave.

According to Mark and Luke, their intention was at

the same time to mark accurately the grave ; ah-eady

they were thinking of the anointing after the Sab-

bath. Bauer: It was not always the custom in

Israel to employ a shroud in burying, and the short.

ness of time on this occasion did not admit of it.

DOCTBINAI, ANB ETHICAL.

1. See the parallel passages in Matthew.

2. The signs of the new life, which present them-

selves in the death of Jesus.

3. The Lord's death-cry, as expressing the might

of His life and spirit, was the awakening of the hea-

then captain. Death is swallowed up in victory,

1 Cor. XV. The death of believers is henceforth a

new death, the prospect of a new world, the pre-

sentation of a new world for contemplation.

HOMILETICAL AND PEAOTICAI..

The last word of the Jewish priest : He was a

blasphemer, is contradicted by the first word of the

heathen soldier : He was the Son of God.—Golgotha

becomes changed by the Lord's death: 1. The ene-

mies, mockers, and blasphemers have vanished ; 2.

the friends, confessors, and worshippers appear.

—

The alternation of life and death in the dying hour

of Christ: 1. While He still lived, all sank in death;

2. when He died, all awoke to a new life.—With

Chrict's death, the presentiments of His resurrection

spring up in the minds of behevers.—The miraculoOS

workings of the death of Jesus upon those who come

under its influence, so different and yet so uniform

:

1. So different: the heathen, Roman warrior/ the

emblem of the Roman Empire shattered to its foun-

dations ; the timid Jewish women transformed inta

heroines ; the honorable Jewish coimsellor, a Chris-

tian grave-digger to the Lord ; Pilate, the proud man

of the world, himself overcome by the spirit of mild-

ness. 2. So uniform : all agiee in the self-forgetful

manifestation of their homage, and in an expression

of readiness to do or to suffer, evidencing the begin-

ning of a new life.—The soft sleep of the Saviour; and

His sacred watchers : two female disciples an Ggodl'A
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day, two angels on Easter morning.—The little con-

gregation at the grave of Jesus, the germ of all

Christian congregations. — All Christian Churches

are Churches of the Holy Sepulchre.

Staeke :—Christ is also the heathen's Saviour.

—

Nova Bibl. 7hib.:—Even in the assembly of the

wicked, and in a godless council, there may be a

pious coimcillor ; therefore beware of impious judg-

ments.—QuESNEL :— God knows where to find per-

sons who will carry out His plans, how dangerous

Boever they may be.—What appears to be destroyed,

will turn out well at the end. Therefore despair

not, dear Christian ; beheve and trust.—Whosoever
hazards anything for the Lord, God will enable that

venturer to succeed.—The counsel of the godless

never succeeds ; that of the righteous stands su»c.

—

Look more to Christ's glory than to self-interest and
personal praise.—It is a beautiful work of love when
the rich bury the poor.—^Let the grave be as dee>
and as well-guarded as it may, the omnipotcnca
of God will open it, and bring forth the dead.

—

Bkaune :—The Head, like the members, was carried

to resurrection through the grave.

Brieseu:—The pious confessors (the first, th«

penitent thief; the second, the captain) condemn the

chief council and all the people, Isa. liii. 9. He was
to have been buried, Uke other transgressors, on
Golgotha. The heavenly Father had decreed other-

wise.

—

^Bauer :—^From this time forward, God's wit-

nesses for the crucified Jesus come forward into view.

PART FIFTH.

The ttesurrection of the Lord, The Great Victory, and the Appearance of the

Victor in the Company of the Apostles, to bring to Completion the New
Church. His Ascension (Last Withdrawal) to complete His Conquest of the

World.

FIKST SECTION.

THE RISEN ONE AS CONQITEKOR ON BEHALF OF THE CHURCH; OR, THE ESTTRODITC.

TION OF THE BELIEF IN THE RESURRECTION OF THE BODY. THREE EASTEB

MESSAGES: THE ANGEL, THE WOMAN, THE TWO MEN.

Ohaptee XVI. 1-13.

(Parallels : Matt, xxviii. 1-15 ; Luke xxiv. 1-35 ; John xx. 1-18.)

1. The Hesmrection. The Angelic Message, and the Women. Ch. XVI. 1-8.

1 And when the sabbath was past, Mary Magdalene, and Mary the mother of James,

2 and Salome, had bought sweet spices, that they might come and anoint him. And
very early in the morning, the first day of the week, they came unto the sepulchre at

3 the rising of the sun. And they said among themselves, Who shall roll us away the

4 stone from' the door of the sepulchre ? (And when they looked [up], they saw that the

5 atone was rolled away,) for it was very great. And, entering into the sepulchre, they

saw a young man sitting on the right side, clothed in a long white garment; and they

6 were affrighted. And he saith unto them, Be not affrighted. Ye seek Jesus of Naza-

reth, which was crucified: he is risen; he is not here: behold the place where they

7 laid him. But go your way, tell his disciples and Peter tliat he goeth before you into

8 Gahlee: there shall ye see him, as he said unto you. And they went out quickly, and

fled from the sepulchre ; for they trembled and were amazed [tremblmg and ecstasj

held them] : neither said they anything to any man; iox^ they were afraid.

[' Ver. 3.-Coda. A., B., Tisohendorf read U ; i. e., upwa.rds from the descending entraaoe. With this oorrespoa*

Ibe leading anuKni^urrai in B., L., Tisohendorf.]
. . . . ,

I" Ver. 8.—Oodd. B., D., La«hmajm, Tischeadorf read v<V instead of 6e.J
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EXEGETICAL AND CEITICAL.

See the parallel passages in Matthew and Luke.

—This portion, considered in itself, is manifestly a

fragment ; for no treatise, especially no Gospel, can

conclude with e<po$ovvTo yap. Upon the critical

question, as to the authenticity of the following part,

eompare the Introduction. In this section, we have
followed tt3 remarkable division of the Pericope

;

but we would point out that this part might most
properly be united with the following, under the com-
mon idea with which we have designated the section.

Uark gives the day of the resurrection in such a way
»s to supplement the other Gospels. The early morn-
ing is termed by him the sunrisuig. He is the moat ac-

curate in the account of the women who came to

anoint Christ's body, stating their number to be
three, and giving their names. He agrees with Luke,
in saying that the women came for the purpose of
embalming the Lord's body. The representation of
the moment of the resurrection, and the revelation

to the women as they were returning from the grave,

of which Matthew gives the details, is omitted by
him ; and we find here, moreover, but a brief notice

of the meeting of the risen Lord with Mary Magda-
lene. He alone remarks upon the anxiety of the

women, as to how the stone was to be rolled from
the door of the sepulchre. Only owe angel, accord-

ing to his account, appears to the women ; and the
same is true of Matthew. This was the first appear-
ance, whereas Luke and John relate a later appear-
ance ( see Matthew). In describing the return of the

women from the grave, the Evangelists differ the
most from one another. Matthew states ;

" And they
departed quickly from the sepulchre with fear and
ijreat joy, and did run to bring His disciples word."
Luke similarly. Mark, on the contrary :

" And they
said nothing to any man ; for they were afraid." The
circumstances, however, are diflferent. These women
who were afraid, are Mary the mother of James, and
Salome, who had gone mto the grave after Mary Mag-
dalene had hurried forth on findmg the grave empty.
The women, however, who departed quickly with
great joy to declare what bad taken place to the dis-

ciples, form a larger group, composed of those who
had been the first at the grave with the materials for
embahning, and of those who had followed them.
(See ifattheio.) Mark omits this fact in order to in-

troduce the separation of Mary Magdalene from the
other two women. And yet he makes it appear that
the first impression produced on the women was a
mingling of fear and t/cffTatris.

Ver. 1. And when the Sabbath was past
That is, on Saturday evening, after sunset. Luke says,
xxiii. 56 : After their return (when they came back),
they prepared spices and ointments ; and rested the
Sabbath day, according to the commandment. It is

not said, "and thereafter," but, "and of course
rested

;
" so that it is intended as a special explana-

tion of the preceding. We have no contradiction,
iccordingly, between Luke and Mark, as Meyer would
make out. The antecedent embalming, John xix. 39,
is not ex",lud ed by this. Neither is the fact excluded,
that son.e of the women purchased the spices as early
•^ Friday evening, before sundown; only the two
Meries had remained too long at the grave to do so, and
hence thej could not make their purchases till the
Babbath had passed. (See Lange's Leben Jem, ii. 8,
p. 1623.)—Spices, ApciiuaTa.—"Aromatic herbs to
tnix with ointment." Meyer. The kfifxn-ra are not

necessarily dry substances. "The ointments wen
seldom simplicia {e. g., the nard) ; they were generally

composed of various substances (Job. xli. 22 ; Plin,

29, 8),—of olive oil (that much-praised product of

Palestine), and various fragrant, especially foreign

(Ezek. xxvii. 22), vegetable extracts,—namely, oill

and resins, such as nard and myrrh. Such ointments

were, in part, very expensive, and special articles

of luxury. Amos vi. 6." Winer.

Ver. 2. When the sun had begun to rise.—
We translate thus somewhat singularly, because Da
Wette (and, following him, again Meyer) mmtain*
that hvaniXavTo^ roil TjKiou can only mean, when tha

sun had rixen, not, as it was rising.* The words,
" very early," immediately preceding, contradict this

view. But between the beginning of the sunrise and
its ending is a considerable interval, as between " eve"
and " evening ;

" and according to this distinction haa
Mark conceived of the matter, as he previously dis-

tmguished the two evening seasons. The sunrise,

accordingly, had begun : oriente sole. Meyer dis-

covers in this passage not only a discrepancy between
Mark and John, who indeed says it was still dark,

but in a certain measure between the statements of
the Evangelist Mark himself (" very early, when the

sun had risen").—Beza's conjecture, ouneVi riKiou

a;'aT., is quite unfounded.

Vers. 3, 4. From the door of the sepulchre...
when they looked up . . . rolled away ... it wai
very great.—These are all accurate statements,

which are characteristic of Mark's clear view of

things. The stone was lying in the hollow cut deep
into the rock, so as to form the door, and must ac-

cordingly be rolled forth from this recess outwards;
hence " rolled away." The rock-tomb, however, it-

self lay upon a height ; hence the women saw the

stone when they looked up. That upward glance, ac-

cordingly, does not form a mere contrast to the sup-

posed circumstance, that before this "their eyes were
cast down to the ground." And because the stone

was very great, they could even from a great distance

see it lying. This latter explanation of Meyer, re-

specting the stone, is to be preferred to the reference

(by Cod. D., and Wessenberg) of the clause, " for it

was very great," to the clause, " who shall roll us

away the stone ?
"—although this conveys a natural

meaning.
Ver. 5. A young man.—The angel is described

in these terms, because of his external appearance.

Similarly does Luke express himself: "Two men in

shining garments." The facts, as they occurred ia

pomt of time, must be distmguished in the following

way : First, the appearance of one angel in the tomb,

who showed himself to the two Maries after Mary
Magdalene had hurried forth to inform Peter and
John (Mark) ; then, two angels who manifested them-

selves to her upon her return (John). These two
appearances of the angels are given only generally

by Luke, (they appeared " lo the women which came
with him from Galilee.") Finally, we have the ap-

pearance of the angels before the tomb upon the

stone, which was seen by the larger group of women
who assembled in the garden at a later period (Luke
xxiv. 1 :

" And certain with them "). This construc-

tion commends itself, if we adopt the view that Luke'l

account is not designed to give an exact description.

The first point then is, that there are three women
who are witnesses : Mary Magdalene hastens buck to

* [The English version agrees with Iacto's: "At tU
riaing of the sun."—Bd.J
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tell the diaciples, and the other two Maries see an
•ngel in the sepulchre. The second point to be con-

eidered is. that the Magdalene sees two angels in the

tomb, then the Lord, while the two Maries wait ir-

resolutely for the other women, or go to meet them.

The third point is, that the assembled women, among
whom also is Johanna, first see the angel upon the

stone (or two angels,—one of them in the sepulchre)

;

then, as they are returning, the Lord Himself.

Ver. 6. Be not afirighted.—^In the liveliness

of the words, we find by asyndeton the copulatives

omitted.

Ver. 1. And Peter.—Especially. Meyer (fol-

lowing De Wette) :
" Because of his superiority, not

because Peter as denier required a mark of forgive-

ness (as is the common opinion)." But the superior-

ity of Peter had ceased for a time. It must be first,

according to John xxi., restored to him. So it is,

accordingly, a gracious tolceu to unfortunate Peter.

—He goeth before you.—^'On introduces the

message.

—

As He said unto you.—See ch. xiv. 28.

Upon the apparent contradiction between this an-

nouncement, that Jesus would precede the disciples,

and His appearing unto them so shortly after, cousult

the commentary on Matthew. The first message applied

especially to the Galilean disciples in a body. They,

as such, first saw the Lord in Galilee again. Secondly,

it was in a more special sense a preparation of the

disciples for the approaching appearance of the Lord,

which was by no means excluded by the message.

And thirdly, the return of the disciples to Galilee

was delayed, contrary to the wish of the Lord : first,

tlirough their own unbelief; secondly, through the un-

belief of Thomas. See Lehen Jem, ii. 3, pp. 1664-
6-6.

Ver. 8. They trembled and were amazed.—
The term eTxe Se is intended without doubt to express

the idea, that, even when out of the sepulchre, their

former feelings held fast possession of them. These
feeUngs were the opposing sentiments of trembling

and lirffTao-is, which latter cannot be possibly con-

ceived of as horror. It is the parallel to the phrase
in Matthew ; With fear and great joy. The ecstasy

mdieates always, that one is not master of oneself

;

and here it indicates such a state of feehng, in oppo-
sition to the extreme measure of fear, rprf^or. It is

a state of transition from trembhng and amazement

;

and while this play of feeling continues, men find it

impossible to act.

—

^Neither said they anything
to any man.—De Wette maintains that this is con-
tradicted by Matthew and Luke. It certainly does
not mean simply, that they said nothing to any one
by the way (Grotius), nor yet to any man beyond the
circle of the Apostles ; but, nevertheless, there is no
contradiction. The intention of Mark was to lay

hold of the fact of their indecision, and to unite it

to the two following manifestations of hesitating unbe-
lief. The women did not act upon the message of
the angels, the individual disciples did not act upon
the women's message, the assembled Apostles did not
act upon the message of the men and of the disciples

who had been met upon the way to Emmaus. The
intmtion of our history is this, to bring out promi-
nently the barriers which unbelief throws up, by
which the ever-increasing urgency of the pressing
messages is repelled. In the first instance, the weak
faith of the two Maries prevented them from fulfill-

hig their mission. The Magdalene met them in this

•tate, and they did not allow themselves to be cheered
by her information till they had met the other women
(»M Luke), and with them had seen the Lord. Now,

their message was naturally a new aid different onev
Meyer distinguishes thus : They tdated the message
at a later period, but it is self-evident that they had
not fulfilled it. We distinguish thus : They did noi
fulfil their original commission, but, at a later period,
the related, along with the other women, the earliei

and later occurrences in one united narrative.—
They were afraid.—This can only mean : The oc-

currence was 80 new to them, great, unheard-of, thai
they ventured not in the full confidence of faith to
publish it, and that they, still more, did not expect
to find any faith among the disciples.

DOCTBINAl AND ETHICAL.

1. Consult the parallels in Matilxew.
2. The entire chapter in its one central idea:

Chiist risen in perfect certainty and in the might of
His resurrection, the destroyer of all unbelief in Hia
people, and thereby the destroyer of the kingdom of
darkness throughout the world ; or, Christ appearing
in His triumphal glory, able to redeem to the utter-

most by that unlimited power which He acquired
through His victory.

3. The three grand divisions of the chapter are
—the Risen One as Conqueror /or the Church, m the
Church, with the Church.

4. The contrast in the chapter : The'annunciations
of the resurrection of the Lord to the Church, by
the angels, by the women, by individual disciples,

are not sufficient to overcome fully the unbelief

of the disciples ; the circle of dis(dples becomes a helieV'

ing Church only when Jesus Himself reveals Himself
personally in their midst. And this is, indeed, the

thought underlying the entire Gospel of Mark, which
is founded upon tlie mission of Peter—of that Petet
whom man would and will make the head of a new
Church in which, by the tradition of an Apostle,

angel-voices, holy women, and visions to women,
should be made to represent Christ Himself.

HOMTLETICAL AND PEACTICAIi.

Upon the whole chapter, consult the superscription

and the Doctrinal Reflections,— Upon the Section,

vers. 1-16 : The Church has not arrived at the full be-

lief in a risen Saviour by even the most glorious mes-

sages, but by the personal revelation of the Risen Ona
Himself.— Ifpon the Section up to ver. 13 : The three

Easter-messages of Jesus to His Church in their pro-

gressive effect: 1. Through the angels to the women;
2. through the women to the amazed disciples ; 3.

through the two amazed disciples to the assembled

company.

—

Upon ifie Section before us : The [Jewish]

Sabbath is passed away, the [Christian] Sunday has

appeared ; or, a new arrangement of the periods of

rest and labor has been made by Christ. Man pro-

ceeds no more to the holy day from his labor, but

from the holy day to his labor. 1. So is it in tha

life of the glorified Christ : first sittmg at the right

hand of God, then ruling, then coming again. 2. So

is it in the life of the Church : first Sunday, then tha

consecrated working-day.* 3. So hi the life of the •

believer : first justification, then sanctification. Con
elusion : In this form, Christianity is the beginning

(the principle) of the glorified world.—Our conversa-

• Scmntaglicher Werlcetag: a secular day into whioh tha

spirit of Sunday is carried.
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tion is in hearen.—The walk of the three women to

the grave is a symbol of the separation between the

old and the new world in the hisiory of the Passover

:

1. The three women with their solicitude [Mary Mag-

dalene in the deepest emotion ; the others, two

mo(hers of five Apostles, two aunts of Jesus of Na-

zareth, calmer, quieter] ; their unconsciously-enter-

tained hopes of life, and their ointments for the dead

corpse. 2. The rising sun, but the heavy stone of

their anxiety. 3. The angel appears, but the Lord

ha« disappeared. 4. The resurrection of Christ declar-

ed, in the distant prospect of His re-appearance, out of

the mouth of the grave. 5. The delightful commission

to proclaim these good tidings ; but their souls are op-

pressed by the overmastering feelings of fear and joy.

I

—"And Peter" [Peter could never forget this ad-

dition, and hence Mark records it].—How the shiner

ever thinks of the word which shows that the Sa-

viour thought of him.—The first Easter-message, a

message from the Prance of Life given by angelic

lips to the women who wished to anoint the dead.

—

This message is not carried to its destination ; but in

the contending feeUngs of the women, between their

fear and joy, is left unfulfilled.—Why the female

disciples, even now, do not come up to that evan-

gelizing faith which the message enjoins ; 1. They
are not yet able to give themselves up to that

obedience of faith, because the fact overcomes their

feeUngs [could not believe for joy]. 2. They cannot

yet give themselves up to tlie confidence of faith, be-

cause their feelings amid tlie signs of the fact are not

yet stilled [they cannot beheve for fear ; they miss
the Lord, whom they have not seen ; and they are

Btill afraid of finding among the disciples no faith to

receive their great news], 3. They cannot yet give

themselves up to the peace of faith, because these con-

flicting foehngs are contending in their hearts.—As
Christ is elevated above the angels, so is the certainty

of the resurrection elevated above the testimony of
the angelic appearance.—Since Christ died, a new
heavenly activity is demanded, which lies far above
all the visions of the old economy.

Starke :
—Nova h.bl. Tub.

:

—What does not low
do, when it is strong ?—Through woman was life losl

at first ; by women must it be first sought, found,

and revealed.—(The stone.) Hmdrances in the way

of salvation.—Men often make to themselves unneces-

sary anxiectes : before they actually meet them, the

Lord has helped them already.—If we look with be-

lieving eyes into Christ's grave, all our anxiety falls

mto it ; for Christ's resurrection is our resurrection.

—God will comfort the penitent, and will make their

anguished hearts joyful again.—Christ's heart is as

compassionate after, as before. His resurrection

—

God's promises pass certainly into fulfilment, and

that too more gloriously and sooner than their mere
form would lead one to expect.

—

Osiandee :—Un-
timely fear often hinders from fulfilling one's

oflBce.

Beaune :—No shrine is made of the grave, and

no worship from the contemplation of it ; but the

women are bidden to carry the good news and to

awaken faith.—Weak sentimentalism avails nothing

in the kingdom of God which has been established

in the earth by the death of Jesus.

—

Beieger :—The
resurrection, which is also a birth, is a mystery, like

every birth. It is also an act of God's omnipotence,

like every other birth.'—If we are because of sin re-

lated to death, which is so foreign to our being, much
more are we related to life.

—

Hecbnee ;—The morn-

ing of the resurrection of Jesus : 1 . Distinguished by
heaven itself; 2. bringing a glorious reward to Jesus

Himself ; 3. fearfully condemnatory as regards His

foes ; 4. joyfully quickening as regards the disciples

of Christ.

—

Dietzsoh ;—The mingling of fear and

hope which the thought of death and immortality

is wont to awaken in us.

—

Schultz :—The first wit-

nesses of Christ's resurrection : 1. They were strong

[their love is manifested in their going to the grave]

;

2. they were weak [their sorrow, their fear].—

•

Thiess ;—The cross of Calvary illumined by the

rays of the Easter-sun.

—

Rautenbekg:—Easter at

the graves: 1. The stone of the curse is rolled away;

2. angels inhabit them ; 3. the dead are risen.

2. Mary Magdalene and the Tmo Disciples. Vers. 9-13.

(Parallels : Matt, xxviii. 9-15 ; Luke xxiv. &-35 ; John ss. 11-19.)

9 Now, when Jesus was risen early, the first day of the week, he appeared first to

10 Mary Magdalene, out of whom he had cast seven devils. And she went and told them
11 that had been with him, as they mourned and wept. And they, when they had heard

12 that he was ahve, and had been seen of her, believed not. After that he appeared in

13 another form unto two of them, as they walked, and went into the coantry. And they

went and told it unto the residue : neither believed they them.

EXEQETICAI, AND CBITICAl,.

See Matthew and Luke.—According to Meyer, the
ipocryphal fragment of some other evangelical writ-

.ing begins here. Compare the Introduction on this

poiiit.* The epithet ajKioryphal, would not be appro-

• (The reasons for assummg that vers. 9-20 are an origi-
nal portion of Marlj'B Gospel much outweish those to the
contrary. 1. They are found in the Uncial Codd. A., C, D.,
X., A., E., G., H., K., M., S., U., T. ; as weU as in 33, 69,
and the rest of the Cursive MSS. which have heen coUatcd.

priate, even if the section were an addition taken

from another EvangeUst's narrative. The narrative

contained in our Gospel comprehends within its very

brief hints the detailed statement ofJohn regarding the

They are in copies of the Old Latin, in the Yulgate, Cure*

tonian Syriac, Peshito, Jerusalem Syriac, Memphitic, Gothic,

and .Slthiopic. 2. Irenteus t.Go7it. Sfer. iii. 10, 6) recognizes
their existence ; us do also Hippolytus, Cyril of Jerusalem,
Ambrose, Augustine, Kestoi-ius. Schola also claims that

Clement of Rome, Justin Martyr, and Clement of Alexan*
di-ia sanction the passage ; but Txegelles regai-ds this ae au
error. The chief argunrent against the genuineness of thil

section is found in the fact, that it was wanting in some if
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EastcT-message of Mary Magdalene, and the still more
fletiuled account by Luke of the Easter-message sent

by the disciples met on the road to Emmaus. Mark
groups botl accounts under the single head of two
duly-authorized embassies, which do not meet with
full credence. The first and second halves of this

chapter are, however, united into an inseparable

unity in the one fundamental thought, that the risen

Saviour is the absolute and universal conqueror of
tmbelief, which was already, even in the circle of dis-

ciples, throwing obstaclea in the way of Jesus ; and
that Christ, as the subduer of this unbelief, stands

raised above all the messages of men aud ansels.

Ter. 9. Was risen early.—The manifestation

of the Risen One by the angels had been preceded

by His own personal appearances. The first day of

the week is again named, of course, for the purpose

of bringing into prominence, even at that early period,

the Christian day of rest. We would translate ; Upon
the first of the seven days (t!i na^fiaTov indicating

here, as frequently, the week, after the later and
more extended custom of the Jewish language).

Upon this day He appeared to the Magdalene, out of

whom He had cast seven devils. Christ, as the Risen

One, has sanctified the week as a holy period ; and
at the beginning of the holy week. He reveals Him-
self to one who was preeminently sanctified and sus-

ceptible, because He had cleansed her from seven
demons. Z'he Evangelist has, accordingly, not merely
before h\v\ the contrast,—-the risen Saviour revealing

Himself to a poor woman,—but the spiritual relation-

Bhip,—she who had been freed from seven devUs

stands especially near to the conqueror of demons on
the morning of His great triumph, and she is pecu-

liarly fitted in spirit to be the first to see Him, and
to announce to the disciples His resurrection. Ac-
cordingly, in this revelation we have the activity of

the Saviour, in His conquest over devils, set over

against the passivity of the pardon-seeking woman,
who had been freed from the seven devils. Meyer
considers this remark concerning Mary as not be-

longing to this passage. We view the expulsion of

smen devils in connection with the sacred number
seven, and regard the term symbolic of a glorious

deliverance out of the great snares which Satan had
prepared. (Comp. Matthew.) Mark is wont to em-
ploy iic0ix\Kf:iv in other passages to express strongly

a glorious redemption. It is questhmable whether
the words, " early on the first day of the week," go
back to axa-yxas 5€ (Beza, Ewald, etc.), or are to be

construed with itpavii (Grotius and others). We pre-

fer the first construction, because the second mention
of the resurrection as having occurred upon the first

day of the week appears to point at the sanctification

of that period. In verse second, ixia aa^^a-Tinv had
reference to Jewish customs ; but iiere the allusion is

to the renewed week, the npdTTi ira^^drov.

Ver. 10. And she went.—That is, even she.

It piust be conceded that Mark employs -rropeviirSiai

to express a solemn proclamation of the Gospel only

in t-Ms place (ver. 16 excepted). By this, however,
he reminds us of the mode of expression employed

the early copies of Mark's Gospel. This is attested by Euse-
bius, Gregory Nyesa, Victor of Antioch, an i Jerome. But
this is certainly an insufflcient reason for aflirming its spu-
liousness in tae face of the strong testimonies upon the
other side. See Theoelles on the Printed Text of the
Greek Testament, p. 246 set;. Its genuineness is affirmed by
Si-non, Mill, Bengel, Matthtei, Eiohom, Kuinoel, Hug,
Beholz, Guerieke, Olshausen, Ebrard, Lachmann ; is denied
by Griesbaoh, Eosenmuller, Sohulz, Fritzsche, Paulus,
wieseler, Evald, Meyer, Tisohendorf.—la.]

by his teacher, Peter: 1 Pet. iii. 19.*—Them thai
had been with Him—This also is a peculiar ex-

pression to indicate the disciples in a wider sense. It

indicates, however, their scattered condition, theil
present despairing state, as opposed to their formei
blessed communion with Him. The expression itself

is not an unusual one with Mark ; see ch. i. 36.—

A

they mourned and wept.—Comp. Luke vl 25
This has undoubtedly a special reference to the sor-
rowful and weeping Peter. To bring prominently
out that Jesus revealed Himself to Peter, after the
message given to Mary, consists not with the matter-
of-fact disposition of Mark.

Ver. 11. And had been seen of her, iBeaii).—
A strong expression. " That SreuaSat is not found
elsewhere in the Gospel by Mark, considering ho\»

frequent is its use by others, is one of the marks of
a strange hand." Meyer. Hermeneutics might, w«
think, have taught him : new facta, new words.

Ver. 12. In another form An explanation of
the expression iu Luke xxiv. 1 6, but by no means a
condensation of Luke xxiv. 13-35, as Meyer would
represent. Jesus' form was, on the one hand, changed

.

different clothes (John xx. 15), traces of the suffer-

ings during the crucifixion : on the other hand, more
sublime in its appearance, Jesus being in the transi-

tion-state from Immiliation to glorification.

After that—The three specifications, -wpSiTov,

ixera Si TcLVTa, liarepov, relate manifestly to one
another. Hence it cannot be at all remarkable
that fx^ra Tafjxa is not elsewhere to be found in Mark
(comp. ch. xiii. 24).—Of them—of the unbeheving
disciples in a wider sense.

Ver. 13. Neither believed they them.—Even
they did not gain credence. Meyer :

" A differ-

ent tradition from that given in Luke xxiv. 34." It

is certain that no interpolator would have allowed

this manifest appearance of a discrepancy. But the

Evangelist, who was writing from the stand-point of

a special idea of the resurrection, was not afraid to

employ it.
' And LuliC gives the means of knowing

what is meant. The Eleven knew for a certainty, in

the evening, that Christ had appeared to Simon, and
were consequently for the moment believing. Now
the Emmaus disciples arrive, and declare that Jesus

had revealed Himself unto them. Not being able to

comprehend this new mode of existence on the part

of Christ, that He now is here, and now there, new
doubts fill them. The thought of a spiritual appari-

tion occurs to them ; and hence they are affrighted

when Jesus at length appears in their midst, and

imagine that a ghost is present. And now the Lord

must convince them as to the truth of His new cor-

poreality. The point brought forward by Mark tes-

tifies, accordingly, to an exceedingly accurate, and

moreover, a perfectly independent, knowledge of

the facts of the resurrection. The expression is, of

course, explained by Luke xxvi. 34, without, however,

referring to it (Schulthess). And so it is unnecessary

to suppose, with Augustine, that the AeyovTes wert

certain beUeving disciples, to be distinguished from

certain who did not believe ; or to say, with Calvin,

" At first they doubted, then they believed." Th«
situation of affairs was of such a nature as to lead

them into new difficulties on hearing the message of

the Emmaus disciples, instead of strengthening them

in their belief. Because, as yet they were not in

possession of the idea of a glorified body ; and henc«

* [Lange seems to have in his eye the objection of Meyei
(in loc.) to the genuineness of the section, drawn from th<

fact that the word iropevu occurs three times in it.—iJii.l
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they thought very naturally, that if the Lord had

appeared to Simou in Jerusalem, He could not at the

same time jave appeared unto others at a distance

from the cil y. Not to speak of this, that several of

the Eleven might very reasonably have bought

;

Whv should He reveal Himself to these two at Em-

maus earlier than to us at Jerusalem ?

DOCTEDJAl AND ETHICAL.

1. See Maithew and the parallels in JJuJce and

John: also the foregoing Note on ver. 13.

2. The Easter-embassy of the angelic world to

the human world has been replaced by the message

of the resurrection passing from man to man, at first

from the female disciples to the male disciples, then

the message passing between individual disciples and

the disciple-band. The Risen One has destroyed, in

His resurrection, the bands and bolts of the grave

;

He must now destroy, likewise, the doubts, the weak

faith, the unbelief of His own, in order with them

to destroy in like manner the unbeUef of the world.

The certainty of His resurrection presses gradually

forward ; but the Church comes only to perfect knowl-

edge when He reveals Himself in her midst.

3. The appearmg and disappearing of Jesus in

the circle of disciples is a type of His appearance in,

and of His disappearance from, the Church.

HOMILETICAL AJSfD PRACTICAL.

See Matthew, and the parallel passages in LuJce

and John.—The risen Saviour presents Himself to be

recognized by one who stood especially near to the

kingdom of heaven and of the Unseen, because He
has freed and cleansed her heart from seven devils.

•—Mary Magdalene, the much-forgiven sinner, sent as

a comforter to the weeping Peter, to the sorrow-

laden and mourning disciple?.—The two Maries, who
had remained with Jesus beside His grave, late into

the night of His dying day, are to be the first to see

Him on His resurrection morn.—The distlnctior made

in the case of the two disciples going into the country

1. Because they, like Magdalene and Peter, especially

required consolation ; 2. because they united in

going before the Lord as two messengers and witnea-

sesunto the Church.—The risen Saviour brings Hia

own at once together again.—Jesus appearing m
another and new form, as the Prince and Pledge of

another, new world : 1. In the form of one who had

passed through death ; 2. with the glorified crucifix-

ion-marks ; 3. with the signs of the new life (eventha

Magdalene did not at once recognize Him).—The

threefold form of the unbelief which departed nol^

even from the community of believers, without assist

ance : 1. They cannot conceive to themselves th»

mysterious majesty in which Christ caused an angd

to represent Him ; 2. they cannot conceive to them

selves the greatness of the grace, in consequence of

which He appears to Mary Magdalene first ; 3. they

cannot conceive to themselves the might of His ex-

altation, by reason of which He appears now here,

now there.—Neither the angels, nor the women, nor

the two Evangelists, satisfy their faith : they wish to

be assured of His actual existence by His own ap-

pearance.—Not having yielded themselves to faith in

His prediction, they find it difficult to behove in its

fulfilment.

Stakke :—As the woman was the first to sin, bo

hath Christ, after finishing salvation, chosen to reveal

Himself to a woman first.—The most despised in the

opinion of the world are often the most precious in

the eyes of God.

—

Quesnel ;—God delights in bless-

ing those who have remained faithful to Him in per-

secution, and have not been ashamed of the cross.—

Christ imparts His grace according to the need for it,

Matt. V. 4.—Jesus ever, even upon our joumeyingn,

with us.

Braune :—The inteUigence brcf E,t)t by Mary and

the women concerning the resurrection of the Sa-

viour is believed neither lightly nor superstitiously;

and hence we see that their belief, and their testi-

mony, is the more firmly founded, and the mom
trustworthy.

SECOND SECTION.

THE RISEN LORD AS VICTORIOUS IN THE CHURCH, DESTROYING UNBELIEF, PERFECT
ING FAITH, AND PREPARING THE CHURCH TO GO FORTH WITH THE GOSFEl

MESSAGE.

Chapter XVI. 14-18.

(Parallels : Matt. Exviii. 9-20 ; Luke xxiv. 36^9 ; John xx. 19-21, 25.)

14 Afterward ' he appeared unto the eleven as they sat at meat, and upbraided them

with their unbelief and hardness of heart, because they believed not them which had

15 seen him after he was risen." And he said unto them, Go ye into all the world, and

16 preach the Gospel to every creature. He that believeth, and is baptized, shall be saved;

17 but he that believeth not shall be damnei. And these signs shall follow them that be-

lieve: In my name shall they cast oat devils; they shall speak with new tongues;

18 They shall take up serpents
; and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt them;

they shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall recover.

' Ver. 14.—C, D. add S< to v<Trepav.

• Ver. 14.—'Ex nK/my, supplied by A., 0., X., A., 1, S3.
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Ver. 17.—The omission of Kaivaic by C, L., A. is not diicisive against it.

« Tot. 18.—Codd. C, L., M.**, X., A., the Coptic, Armenian, and Syriac versions, road before o^tw, niu iv rets yeptrfn
lat it is probably a mere explanatory addition.

TTpbraidiiig, the original form wliioh Christ's contest
took with the weak faith, the doubting, and feeble
yielding to the influences of the evil one. (See Leben
Jem, ii. 1. p. 295.) And these are the causes of
Christ's last upbraiding among His disciples.—And
hardness of heart.—Comp. oh. viii. \1 seq.

Ver. 15. And He said unto them ThusMark^
exactly as Luke xxiv. 45, passes over to a general
conclusion.—Preach the Gospel to every crea-
ture

; TTOLtrri ry KTtVei, the entire creation.—We find

no reason to limit, with De Wette, this phrase to the
conception, " all men " [" literally, all creatures, that

is, all men, as also the Jews use m"i"l3 :
" Lightfoot,

Wetstein]. Comp. Kom. viii. 21. Because the mirac-
ulous gifts of the Christians, here mentioned, point
to a glorification of all nature through the GospeL
See Isa. xi. Still less is the phrase to be restricted

with Lightfoot and others, to the heathen, who were
contemptuously termed by the Kabbins ln''13n •

for, as Meyer remarks, this would be in opposition

to vers. 16 and 20.

Ver. 16. He that believeth.—Expressed from
the stand-point of Christ, as He who was one day to

return in the capacity of the world's Saviour and
Judge, for the purpose of giving the due recom-
pense. Baptism is not named along with faith as

in itself an indispensable matter, but as the natu-

ral, certainly, also, necessary consequence of faith;

because baptism indicates the entering of the believer

into the communion of the believing Church. There
is no occasion for the distinction made by Meyer
between the newly converted and the children of

Christians, because the antithesis runs, iSe awtirriicras
;

and it is not self-evident that baptism was not dis-

pensed to such children. It is manifest that Jesus,

according to Mark, has made the damnation depend
upon a positive, personal disbelief, or rejection of

the Gospel. But the Gospel is to be proclaimed to

every creature, without exception. In this we have

a connection opened between this passage, and the

passages 1 Pet. iii. 19 ; iv. 6.*

Ver. 17. Signs.—2i)M€'a is first brought forward,

the term indicating that miracles of all kinds should

accompany them, should make their testimony trust-

worthy; but these signs Christ will specify.—That
believe (that have believed).—That is, who have

become believers, have adopted the faith. T.'»i9

promise holds good not merely of the Apostles and

the Seventy (Kuinoel), but also of all ChristiaiiB,

without exception. Meyer :
" Finally, Jesus does not

mean that each of these signs should manifest itself

with each believer, but this miracle with one, that

with another." In entire Christendom, however, aD

of them ; and, apart from their original, miraculous

form, these signs were always to be more and more

glorious and potent in their action, as the force*

which are transforming the world.—Follow ; irapa-

KoKovBfiirei.—Literally, to follow in company, to pro-

ceed along with. See the expression, Luke i. 3.

—

In My name.—The miraculous power by which

they were to effect all the succeeding wonders. To

the expulsion of demons corresponds speaking with

new tongues, and to the taking up of serpents thf

drinking of anything deadly ; and, finally, to the lay-

ing of hands upon the sick, their recovery. The firal

EXEGETICAI, AITO CBITIOAL.

See the parallel passages in Matthew and Jyuhe.

—The section before us is another of those peculiar

passages which are so characteristic of Mark. The
object sought in it is to show the full persuasion of

the Apostles of the truth of the resurrection,—the

complete subduing of their hard-heartedness, so

cften brought out by the Evangelist (ch. vi. 52 ; viii.

17), and of their unbelief. This is with him the de-

cisive point ; and hence he connects all further in-

formation with the manifestation made by Christ of

Hhnself in the midst of the disciples upon the even-

ing of the first day after the resurrection. In the

account of this manifestation, contained in ver. 14,

he agrees with Luke and John. But while Luke
brings prominently forward the pains Jesus was at

to free His disciples from all fear, through convincing

proofs of His bodily presence, Mark gives prominence

to the fact, that Christ blamed their unbelief ; and

also to the facts of the completion of the disciples'

training, of their dehverance from hard-heartedness,

and of their being brought at last to a full belief.

Luke's account is not, however, wanting in the points

which go to corroborate the Lord's reprimand, vers.

88, 44, and especially ver. 45. John relates this

revelation of Jesus from the other side,—from the

side of the solemn perfecting of the disciples' faith.

Mark then brings forward In this connection, ver.

16, the apostolic commission, which Matthew rep-

resents to have been issued on the mountain in

Galilee. As to this point, we have only to remark,

that he connects the anticipatory re-installation of

the Apostles upon the first Easter evening, of which

we are informed by Luke and John, with tlie sending

forth of the Apostles from Galilee, and gives to the

whole the solemn expression of the latter commis-

sion. In doing this, he selects a stronger term than

Matthew, "Preach the Gospel to every creature;^''

this is the phrase corresponding to " Disciple all na-

tions." Mark alone, in accordance with bis energetic

character, gives the alternative, " He who believeth

and is baptized," etc. ; and he combines in the brief

expression, "and is baptized," both the words,

"make disciples of," and the baptismal formula con-

tained in Matthew. Very strong, and peculiar to

him, is the promise given by the Lord to the Apos-
tles ; and it is a grand thought, that He gives it to

the Apostles for all who believe, vers. 17 and 18.

It is the full, the last unfolding of the charisma,

which the Lord (according to ch. iii. 1 5 ; Matt, x.)

has unparted to the Apostles ; the wonderful proc-

lamation through them of the forgiveness of sins,

the institution of absolution recorded by Luke and
John, and also the promise of Jesus given by Mat-
thew, " Lo, I am with you alway."

Ver. 14. Aiterward.—By SffTepov we are, cer-

tainly, not to understand, lastly ; still it marks here

the later, the personal revelations of Christ in the circl e

oi the disciples, which succeeded His former isolated

manifestations, and which established the fact of

His resurrection. The confusions, which Meyer dis-

covers in the account now following, rest upon criti-

cal prejudices, and upon the absence of details in

the narrative of the Evangelist, which last charac-

teristic also appears in tlie final chapter of Luke.

—

And upbraided them with their unbelief.—
* [These passages, however, speak onlf of human ore*

tures.—^.]
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division indicates, negatively, the overthrow and

expulsion of ethical evil (the casting out of devils)

;

positively, the new form taken by the ethical world

in the life of believers (speaking with new tongues).

The second division indicates, negatively, the destruc-

tion of what is physically injurious, and its transfor-

mation into what is beneficial for the world (to take

np serpents)
;
positively, the overcoming of all that

b physically injurious, through the strengthening of

(he life of Christians. The third division (laying

iiands upon the sick) indicates, negatively, the re-

moval of all ethico-physical sufferings from others
;

positively (they shall recover), the return of the per-

fect, natural feehng of health to those who beheve.

These six members represent a proclamation, by

means of facts, of that Gospel which is designed for

every creature, or better, for the whole creation.

—

Cast out devils Employed in the most extensive

sense, and with the deepest meaning. Purification

of the new, divine world from all evil spirits.

—

Speak Tvith new tongues This statement is to

be restricted neither to the form under which "the
speaking with tongues " showed itself at Pentecost,

nor to the more general form of the Corinthian gift

of tongues, obtaining commonly among the new con-

verts of the apostolic era (Acts x. 46 ; xix. 6). For

the statement of Christ applies to Christians gen-

erally, and to all time. The germ of tliis promise,

of speaking with new tongues, lies in the instructions

to the Apostles, ch. xiii. 11; comp. Matt. x. The
new form which the spiritual world assumes, under the

teaching of the Spirit, is here revealed by means of a

symbolic expression ; and we have an indication of

the miraculous development of that world when the

apostolic gilt of tongues appeared. Meyer declares

tiiat there is a reference in this passage to the Apos-
tles speaking with tongues under the influence of

ecstasy (a state as entirely different from the Mon-
tanist conception, as the free, ethical inspiration is

from pathological somnambulism) ; that tradition has
explained this "speaking," with reference to what
occurred at Pentecost, as speaking in foreign tongues,

—the fact being that Mark, influenced by traditions,

conceived of the matter in a mythical way, and
went far beyond Luke's idea. But, holding such
opinions, Meyer is on the high road to a mythologi-
cal explanation of the passage, and only obscures a

statement which is to be received as an exalted ex-

pression, symbolical in character, but in meaning
most fully accordant with the Bible.

Ver. 18. Take up serpents.—By alpeiv may be
understood destroy, drive forth (Luther), or exter-

minate (Theophylact). This explanation would give

a good sense, and might find support from some
other passages of the Scriptures (Luke x. 19): never-
theless, to express such an idea, no such pecuhar
expression would have been selected ; and moreover
the conception we obtain thus is too trifling, for

Hercules had already proved himself able to exter-
minate serpents. The word may, however, have an-
other meaning ; throw into the air (and so mediately
destroy the reptiles), as Paul did with a serpent
(Acts xxviii. B). But to express this idea, the term
before us is not sufficiently clear. Or it may signify,

to draw forth by means of some potent conjuration
;

an idea that savors too much of heathenish magic
arts. Or, finally, it may mean, to set up on a pole,

as a token of victory. Commentators have hitherto
passed over unnoticed this signification of olikw, to

lift up, or elevate as a trjiueiov or signal upon some
pole or staff, and yet it is a force properly belonging

to the verb ; and it leads our thoughts back to th«

lifting up of the brazen serpent in the wilderness M
a symbol of victory. The expression laraiiai iir

(T-nileiov, Num. xxi. 9, is of the same import as aXfeiv,

for which John employs (ch. iii. 14) iiiiom for a par-

ticular reason. The special reference of that brazeu

serpent was to Christ, who was elevated upon the

cross in the character of a heretic and transgressor

rejected by the old world, and so formed a type of the

arch-enemy, and yet was made by God Saviour of, and

means of life to, all that looked up to Him. Still,

the more general reference was this, that the deadly

and horrible serpent was not only overcome, but that

its image was made to be a standard of factory.

And this is accordingly a type which has been ful.

filled to the fullest extent in Christianity : serpents

are not simply overcome, destroyed ; they are lifted

up on high as ensigns of victory, with healing effi-

cacy. What was in itself injurious has been service-

able to the interests of God's kingdom, as we find

represented in the Gothic cathedrals. And this oc-

curs not merely in a typical manner, but with actual

serpents,—of course according to their symbolic sig-

nification. The fact that Christ only represented a

serpent (that is, represented a deceiver and destroyer

of the people dying on the cross, by whom the world

was delivered from ruin), does net prevent our

adopting the more general explanation, according to

which actual serpents, the signs of death in the

world, are changed into signs of life. Meyer, in his

remarks on this passage, far surpasses De Wette,

when the latter says, " If Mark had before his mind

the serpent-charmers so common in the East (Mich.

Mos. Recht, § 255), the account is apocryphal."

Meyer puts this view aside with the one hand, and

with the other takes it back again, with many addi-

tions. This conversion of the symbolism of the

Bible into obscure, mytliical allusions is now alto-

gether antiquated. [The simplest explanation is the

most rational. The " taking up of serpents " is im-

mediately connected with the " drinking of any

deadly thing," and denotes that their lives would be

preserved by the miraculous power of God, whenever

the exertion of such power was needed. The exten-

sion of the statement to believers generally, in every

age of the church, is not warranted by anything in

the text, and introduces confusion. This was a

promise to the Apostles, and the apostoUc age.

—

Ed.]

—And if they drink any deadly thing.—This

expresses symbolically the restoration of life to such

a degree as to be actually inviolable. De Wetta

thinks that the apocryphal story of John having,

without injury, drunk a poisoned cup, and the similar

story regarding Barnabas, related by Eusebius, BUt.

Eixl. iii. 39, gave origin to this passage. Meyer has

good reasons for opposing this view ; but he is some-

what inconsistent, since he considers this section to

be an apocryphal addition. The remark has more

force, that the custom of condemning a criminal to

drink a cup of poison suggested the idea. And
why should this custom not have occurred to Christ ?

yea, why may He not have thought of the condem-

nation of Socrates, and then have declared, "The
poisoned cup shall not harm My people ;

" pi'i'

marily, of course, in a symbolic sense (just as the

cup of hemlock hurt not the soul of Socrates) ? But

also in a typical sense the life of believers should

grow more and more able to overcome all usurious

influences, and often literally to overcome these ii*

fluences in a miraculous manner. The passage Matt,

XX, 23 is the most general, the passage Matt, sxvi
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89 thn most special, Christological conception of the

amilar thoiiglit in a symbolic form.—Sick.—Mirac-

ulous cures. Also a symbolical expression of the

removal of sickness. — They shall recover.—
Guided by the two preceding parallels, we consider

this last sentence to refer to believers themselves.

They are, on their side, to enjoy perfect well-being.

DOCTEINAl AND ETHICAL.

1. Comp. the parallel passages in MaMhew, in

I/ttke, and John.

2. By the first appearance of Jesus in the full as-

sembly of the disciples, on the first evening after the

resurrection, the certainty of His having risen is

decided for the Church, and so mediately for the

world. This first revelation of the risen Christ

stands opposed to the last rising of the unbelief of

the disciples. They have sinned, in respect to His

resurrection, through unbelief; and hence His ap-

pearmg is accompanied with an upbraiding of their

want of faith, which wakens shame in them. The
last remnant of unbelief is now actually driven forth

by rebukes with this departing unbelief, the hard-

heartedness disappears, the spiritual life of the dis-

ciples becomes free and active ; they can now yield

themselves up to the perfect revelation of His glory,

and all succeeding revelations of that glory, with full

confidence, and with an ever-growing soul-life. This

upbraiding of the unbelief, which passes over into a

blessing, marks the perfected triumph of the Lion

of the tribe of Judah, and so gives the concluding

thought of Mark, through whose entire Gospel the

contest of Christ against the unbelief and hardness

of heart of His disciples is found running as the

fundamental thought. Least of all could the Gospel

by Mark conclude, as a Gospel of fear, with the little

faith of the disciples. In the belief, however, of

Christ's absolute glory through His victory, the

spiritual glory of the Church is also declared. Ac-

cording to the Gospel of Peter, the Church of Christ

must go on from one degree of faith to another, till

it attains unto perfectiort It cannot, like the Ro-

mish phantom of Peter, remain amazed for ever upon
the first step of faith ; it must advance with the al-

mighty administration of Christ, must grow and
work in the fulness of spiritual life, till the Gospel

be preached to every creature.

3. Ti>,e Gospel to every creature. — Out of the

demon-polluted, the enslaved, the fear-ruled world,

shall arise an evangelized, freed, glorified world of

faith, of peace, of life. The glorification of the

world through the Gospel is an idea and a promise

which runs through the whole of Holy Writ (Deut.

xxviii. ; Song of Sol.; Isa. xi. ; ch. Ixv. lY; Rom.
viii. ; Rev. ii. 1) ; and Christ here makes this promise

to take the form oi an institution. What His resur-

rection is in fact,—a proclamation of the Gospel to

every creature: this the apostoUc preaching is to

make known to the world, to bring about, and to

Bc-al by the sacramenxs. And every true, hving,

earnest preaching of the word is consequently a proc-

lamation of that Gospel, the aim of which is to

free all creatures from their subjection to vanity, a

power conducing to that regeneration which the great

palingerKsiit is to bring about, and which shall ap-

pear along with the world's end. This thought of

the great regeneration of the world rests altogether

upon views peouhar to Peter: Acta ii. 20; iii. 20, 21

;

JPet. i. 4; cb. iii. 13.

4. He that believeth.—With the Gospel, accord
ingly, begins the great crisis, the separation, whiol;

comes to view at the end of the world. See John
iii. 19, 36. Belief and unbelief form the grand dis
tinction in the new history of the world; and they
are operating to bring to its completion the separa-
tion of the eternal, divine world from the territory

of death and of the devils' torment ; and they will

continue to act thus until judgment begins. That
the believer, as such, is at once baptized, that is

enters under the sacramental seal of his faith tntc

the communion of the believing Church, is a self-

evident presupposition; therefore, whoso believeth

and is baptized. The promise of salvation, of deUver-

ance, is not annexed to baptism in itself, but to

the faith which receives its completion in baptism.

Hence, on the other hand, want of baptism is not
followed by damnation, but the want of faith, which
may undoubtedly evidence itself, even though bap-
tism be lacking.

5. Upon the doctrine of baptism, consult th»

dogmatic systems.

6. T/i£ accompanyi7ig miracles.—The new birth

of creation is completed in three stages : 1. The
personal stage, preaching the Gospel : 2. the social

stage, the sacrament; 3. the cosmical stage, the

cures, as they enter into the natural life, and lead it

on to its transformation, by working on the one hand
to purify, on the other to liberate. Compare the

preceding observations on the single miracle?. Heub-
ner :

" Promise of miraculous powers. How far does

it extend? Many commentators maintain that it

extends to all time, and in a very wide sense ; e.g.,

Grotius. He says, we are to blame that the x^P'"-
fiaTa have ceased (so also Lavater, Hess). But have,

then, the later Christians,

—

e.
ff.,

from the third cen-

tury down, the most spiritual of the Christian Fathers,

the Reformers,—had no faith, because they wrought

no miracles ? Augustine says : The miiaeuloiis gifts

continued so long as they were needed, until firm

ground was laid for the Church to rest upon; they

could be dispensed with, when the Church became
firmly established (comp. De Civ. Dei. x. 7)." Ac-

cording to Mark, however, this promise is given in

as universal a form as the sending of the Gospel into

all lands, for all times. The elder theology was

wanting in the defined conception of the Church as

an organic whole ; otherwise, it would have seen that

the miraculous signs continue, though the forms are

not the same,—^least of all, do the forms at the begin-

ning correspond with those to obtain at the last end.

1. The festival of the Ascension.—It was from

the first, undoubtedly, celebrated within the great

Quinquagesima period, between Easter and Pente-

cost. After the fourth century, it assumed the form

of a special festival, and was celebrated when the

fifty days began to end.

HOMILETICAL AND PEAOTICAL.

See Mattheii], and the parallel passages in Lulu

and John.—Tliis section, vers. 14-18. Not until after

the personal appearance and presence of Christ in

the Church, did the belief of the Church m the

resurrection become perfect : 1. The personal revela-

tion as opposed to the earlier, preparatory revela-

tions ; 2. the belief in the resurrection as opposed to

those degrees of faith, at which the hardness of

heart remained stationary.—With the personal an-

nouncement of Christ in the Church comes tho Spirii
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anil spiritual life, in which all hardaesa of heart

ceases.—The last upbraiding of Christ in the circle

of His disciples changes into a blessing.—Lo, the

Lion of the tribe of Judah had prevailed !—The last

death-cry of the Lord upon the cross, and His first

life-word in the Church, in their great and ceaseless eiiS-

, cacy.—The Easter-peiiod, the great turning-point at

which the Church of the disciples became the Church
of the Apostles.— The Lord's upbraiding in the

Church ; or, the seven thunders which from time to

time resound in her (Rev. x.): voices of reformers,

which affright the demons, and predict new summer-
seasons.—The expulsion of unbelief from the hearts

of the disciples is succeeded by their being sent into

all the world.—The Gospel of faith : 1 . From the faith

;

2. in the faith; 3. for the faith.—The Gospel in its

unhmited appointment: 1. To the end of the world

—

all creatures ; 2. to the end of all time—blessed or

damued; 3. appointed to work till all imperfection

in the kingdom of God is ended [the miracles].

—

The Gospel in its threefold attestation : 1. By itself;

2. by the sacrament ; 3. by miracles.—The miracles

which accompany the Gospel : 1. In the world of
spirit ; a. the evil spirits expelled ; b. the good
spirits praise the Lord [new tongues]. 2. In the
external world of nature : injurious things overcome,
the evil in life made serviceable, life triumphing over
death. 3. In the personal Ufe, as soul and body:
diseases removed, the restored rejoicing in a new
existence.—Christianity remains a continuous miracle
of curing and of life till the new, great signs of the
world's glorification. — The Lesson for Ascension
Sunday, vers. 14-20. See the following section.

—

The ascended and glorified Clirist, in His perfect vic-

tory over the world's unbeUef : 1. In the Church [vers.

14, 15]; 2. by the Church [vers. 16-18]; 3. above
and along with the Church [vers. 19, 20].—The ex-
altation of Christ, how it was unfolded in the resur-
rection and ascension of the Lord: 1. The resurrec-
tion, the beginning of His ascension; 2. His ascension,
the completion of His resurrection.—The last retreat
of the Lord into concealment the ground of His vic-

torious advance into, and progress through, the en-
tire world: 1. He retires from view, in order to
advance again into the light as the risen Lord

;

2. He retires to heaven, in order to advance again
as He who had been raised to the glory of heaven.— Preaching faith is an upbraiding of unbelief
to the end of the world.—The upbraiding of un-
beUef in the Clrarch and the world, the sweetest
message of highest love and grace. — The Lord's
glorious upbraiding: 1. Glorious in the storm and
the thunder-peal ; 2. glorious in the law ; 3. still mors
glorious in the Gospel. Or, 1. Fearful only to devils,

opposed only to them ; 2. to all susceptible, pious
heirts a greeting of peace.—Whosoever cannot re-
buke in the spirit of Christ, can expel no demons.

Starke -.—BiU. Wirt. ;—We must willingly and
pleasantly receive even the denunciatory statements
of God's word. They proceed from the purest love,
to effect our salvation.

—

Luther:—The words of
Christ are words of majesty ; for that may well be
termed majesty, by virtue of which these poor beg-
gars are commanded to go forth and preach this new-
truth, not m one city or country, but in all the world,
in every principality and kingdom, and to open their
mouths freely and confidently before all creatures,
BO that all the human race may hear this preaching.
This was most assuredly stretching the arm far out,
era.«ping on aU sides, and ladmg itself with a great
burden. This is a command so strong and powerful,

j

that no injunction of earth hag surpassed it.—ThoM
alone can preach repentance who have repented, and

are truly humble.

—

Nooa Bibl. Tub.

:

—Lo, Jesus has

instituted the ministerial office for the benefit of all

the world. The portals of grace stand open to all

:

oh! let us enter, and not delay!

—

Osiander:—God
will exclude no one from eternal blessedness, who
does not exclude himself through unbelief.—Faith ii

enjoined upon aU, but given only to those who do

not obstinately oppose themselves. — iVbtia Bibl.

Tub.

:

—Mark well, my soul, how blessed thou mayest
be, and escape damnation ! One way alone leads to

heaven, faith ; one way alone to hell, unbelief.—Un-
belief is the sole ground of damnation.

Gerlaoh :—Although no man can be saved ex-

cept through Christ, nevertheless Christ declares him
alone damned who has refused the salvation offered

to him.—All miracles which accompany the procla-

mation of the divine word are signs : they point to

that internal wonder of salvation and the new birth

which the word effects, and only in so far have they
value.—Lisoo :—He who is ashamed of such a con-

fession of Christ [baptism] should think of Matt. x.

32, 33.—In the name of Jesus, in faith upon Him,
empowered by His might, for the furtherance of Hia

ends, were these signs to be wrought.
Braune :—Prom Rieger :

" Wonder not, although
in thine own ease faith is a constant overcoming of
unbelief." — Bkieger : — The command of Christ

[" Go ye," etc.] given to the Church, which came
into prominence at Pentecost.—The Gospel is for alL—The state of a Church may be seen in what it does
for missions.—After the signs which accompanied
belief have ceased, the ascension of the Son of God
can be evidenced only in that which manifests itself

as the life of faith [and this is the sign of the re-

generation of the world ; a sign, no doubt, manifest-

ing itsc-f ever under new forms, while the divine

power remains ever the same].
3'Ae Lesson. Heoener (compare, in addition,

Luther's explanation, Works ix. 2646-2'747):—Un-
belief is blameworthy, is dependent upon the heart,

upon being willing or not willing. Were it other-

wise, Christ could not rebuke.— The world is the

theatre for the display of the Gospeh—Christianity

is a matter for humanity.—It is a duty continually

to spread the Gospel.—We must profess the faith we
have in our hearts (baptism).—Faith is necessary for

all without exception, would ihey be saved. To dis-

believe is very different from not knowing the Gospel
(unbelief and ignorance are two essentially distinct

ideas): unbelief is rejecting an offered, an understood
Gospel, which has to some degree infiuenced one.

Unbelief is chargeable, when it is a positive, deter-

mined rejection. The heathen cannot be charged
with (deliberate) unbeUef.— The revelation of the

glory of Jesus in the moment of His parting from
His disciples.—The departure of Jesus from the

earth: 1. The description itself ; 2. how edifying for

us.—The power of faith in the heavenly majesty of
Jesus.

ScHLEiERMACHER (Predigten, Bd. ii., 1884, p.

204) : The close of onr Lord's appearance upon earth

compared with its begimiing.— Gkuneisen (Pred.

1842, p. 280):—Upon the blessing of the exalted
Redeemer.— HEitENREiCH:— The ascension of the

Lord, contemplated from the stand-point of faith.-—

Illgen :—How heaven appears to us in the light of
Christ's ascension : 1. As our eternal fatherland ; '2,

as the land of our spiritual perfection ; 3. as thi
place of our highsst blessedness.—Vos Kalm:— Let
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the eatrance of Jesus into glory strengthen us during

the period of probation ; let it strengthen, 1. Our
faith in heaven ; 2. our longing for heaven ; 3. our

itriving to attain heaven.

—

Uhle :—What Christ in

His exaltation is to men upon the earth.

—

Rambach :

—If we look into the hearts of the disciples of Jesus,

apon His exaltation to heaven, we see the deepest

reverence for His divine majesty, living faith in His

promises, heart-longings after the better world, joy-

ous zeal to fulfil His commispion, courage undaunted

by consequences.

—

Reinhakd . '-The connection be-

iween true Christians and the Church above.

—

Ram-
baoh:—Seek the things above.—The ascension of

Jesus in its power to elevate the heart.

—

Reinhakd :

—Our unbroken communion with the perfected of

our race.

—

Kdmmich :—Our Lord's ascension shows
us the way to heaven.

—

Hossbdch :—Our Lord's as-

cension ia the real completion of His work on earth.

—Hebbeboeb:— The asoenaon, the last miracle;

with it the Lord closed His visible sojourn on earth

:

a blessed termination of Christ's entire journey, ai

St. Bernard says.

—

Kapfp :—The ascension of Jesua
shows us heaven now standing open.

—

Dietz :—The
ascension of Jesus contemplated as His entrance

upon govermnent as the King of God's earthly king,

dom.— Harless :— The Gospel being preached to

every creature is the best testimony of Christ being

raised to the right hand of God.

—

Bengel :—^With

the ascension, the kingdom begins to extend on all

sides.

—

Genzen :—The Lord ever continues to bless

His Church.— Ahlfeld :— The last expression of

the will of our Lord Jesus Christ.

—

Kem :—Not till

His ascension did He become properly our Saviour

[i. «., the most remote distance becomes the most
immediate contiguity].— Floket :— The disciples'

pain ajid consolation in the departure of the Lord.

—

BuEK :—Consider how Jesus, by His ascension, has

opened all that formerly was closed : 1. The human
heart to faith ; 2. the whole earth to the Gospel j t.

heaven for all to enter who believe on Him

THIRD SECTION.
THE RISEN SAVIOUR IN HIS ASCENSION, AS CONQUEROR WITH THE CHURCH, GrVDTG

POWER TO THE MESSAGE OF SALVATION THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE EARTH,

Ohaptbe XVI. 19, 20.

(Parallels : Lnke xxiv. 50-53 ; Acts i. 4-12.)

19 So then, after the Lord' had spoken unto them, he was received up into heaven, and

20 sat on the right hand of God. And they went forth, and preached everywhere, the

Lord working with them, and confirming the word with signs following. Amen.

* Ver. 19.—After Kvpun stands 'Itjtrovs in Codd. C, K., L., A. Lachmaim adopts this reading.

nlly: "The Lord Jesus, after lie had spoken thus unto them, was raised," &o.— 2Vs.)

(Lange renders lit^

EXEGETICAI. AND CEITICAIi.

Comp. the parallels in ImJce and Acts ; also the

comments upon the conclusion of Matthew.—Mark's

account of the ascension possesses a noble simplicity

;

and so conveys to the mind a comprehensive idea of

Christ's majesty and rule, which consists most fully

with the character of this Gospel. The ascension,

described accurately by Luke, is here briefly sketch-

ed: the exaltation of Christ in the words, "and sat

on the right hand of God," implies the supreme rule

of Christ, as related by Matthew; while the last

Terse is analogous to the end of the Gospel by John,

»nd expresses in a word the essence of all contained

in the Acts.

Ver. 19. The Lord Jesus.—Term of reve-

rence.—^After He had spoken.—Augustine and
the majority of commentators understand this to

refer to the forty days ; but Meyer will not concede

this. According to him, this account and the lapse

of forty days are quite irreconcilable. It is only

when the Gospels are treated as mere jtiromcUs, in

which an exact sequence of all events in time is ex-

pected, that it becomes impossible to reconcile them
with each other.

He was received up.—^Taken up. Meyer
properly combats the representation given by Strauss

and Bauer, that Christ ascended to heaven from the

room where they had supped. Tet, if we must not

interpret this passage literally regardmg the place,

Meyer has as Uttle right to insist upon a literal view

as to the time. The account of the ascension is in

every point to be supplemented by that of Luke,

with whom Mark stands in no contradiction.—And
sat on the right hand of God.—An account, rest-

ing partly upon the direct vision of the disciple.^

(Acts i. 19), partly upon a revelation (Acts i. 11),

partly upon the words of Christ (John xiv. 3), and

upon the lively inference of faith, especially from the

events occurring at Pentecost, Acts ii. S3. The fact

is itself, on the one hand, local—that is, the being

seated upon that throne of glory where the self-reve

lations of God take place, and m the midst of that

majesty whence the manifestations of His power pro-

ceed; and, upon the other hand, is symbolic of

Christ's royal dominion, Phil. ii. 10.

Ver. 20. Everywhere.—As it is probable the

Evangelist wrote in Rome, and had been in Babylon,

he knew that the Gospel was extending over the

earth.—The Lord working with them.

—

See

Matthew, close ; Eph. i. 19.—With signs follow-

ing.—The previously-promised powers to work these

signs have been conferred; the miracles have ap-

peared m striking forms, and conveying their sym-

bolic import in their more general working. We sea

here the Gospel's absolute power to conquer in the

might of the Lord. From this we perceive hew closD

the connection between the closing of this Gospel

and its beginning, and its every statement. Each
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Evangelist concludes in a nianner peculiar to him-

Belf, but with each the common topic is the glory

and the kingly rule of Christ. The view peculiar to

Mark is the forthputting of Christ's power by His

Bei-vants on earth, to free the world and remove all

demoniacal powers by which the earth was polluted.

DOCTEINAIi AND ETHICAl.

1. See the conclusion of Matthew and the paral-

.ela in Luke.—^We find the explanation of the cir-

cumstance, that Mark has combined the ascension in

his Gospel narrative, in the fundamental principle of

his Gospel, viz. : Christ, the omnipotent conqueror

bursting through all barriers, the Lion in His retreat

and advance. On this principle he was led to briefly

mention the Inst withdrawal of Christ, the ascension;

but then, only as the basis for the last forthcoming

of Christ in His people, in their preaching of the

Gospel and their working of signs in all plao«s.

Matthew presents Christ as a spiritual, invisible,

theocratic King, beneath whose jurisdiction the pres-

ent and the future worlds both lie, and whose ad-

ministration over His people is in this present world

universal, and of a specially spiritual character. By
John, the universality and the present manifestation

of Christ's glory are still more strongly emphasized.

The typal form of this administration of Jesus is to

be seen in the activity of a John and a Peter ; that

is, in contemplation and profound meditation com-
bined with earnest labor and constancy in faith.

Respecting Christ Himself, it is only hinted by John
that He goes and comes again. According to Mark
and Luke, Christ is with equal distinctness charac-

terized as King of both worlds ; but He works indi-

vidually and personally from the other world out-

wards : and hence both these Evangelists present the

ascension as a link, connecting Christ's life on earth

with His work in and from heaven. In addition to

this, however, Mark, like Peter, makes the rule of

the exalted Christ in and with His people to prevail,

because it is a work of the exalted Jesus which suc-

cess will certainly crown; while Luke, with Paul,

makes this prevalence result from the exalted state

of the working Jesus.

2. When we estimate the resurrection properly,

and consider that it was not the return of Jesus to

Eis old. His first life, but His exaltation to His sec-

Dnd, His new life, we see at once that the ascension
must be joined to the resurrection as its necessary
consequence. Christ's last departure from His dis-

ciples must have therefore, in any case, been termed
His ascension; nevertheless, it consisted with His
glory, that His return home should be an imposing
and sublime ascension.

S. The doubts of critical writers as to the history
of the ascension rest upon a mistake, often alluded
to, regarding the nature of the Gospels, which are
held to be memorabilia collected from various
sources, instead of being received as individual,
p-aphic life-pictures and views, organic in form, and
v/hristological in character. The doubts of writers
upon dogmatics are to be connected with their doubts
regarding the resurrection itself, the divine dignity
of Christ, the eternal continuance of personality, and
(ho reai-tj of a future state in heaven. In each of
these tw points the Apostles agree, as witnesses of
the ascension, in their testimony with one an-
Mbfir.

4. Tlie theologians of the Lutheran Bohool have

thrown as much obscurity around the historical

ascension, as those of the Reformed school around

Christ's descent into hell (the Heidelberg Catechism).

The Reformed Church has gone too far in its teach

ing regarding the glorified Christ's spiritual, omni-

present working ; and the Lutheran, in its views upon

the distinct localization and extension of Christ, now

exalted. (Luther upon the Supper.) But the descent

into hell and ascent to heaven must not be separat-

ed ; and the localization of the exalted Redeemer in

heaven must be held, along with His omnipresent

manifestation. "That He reveals Himself in out!

way only in heaven amid the blessed, and that He in

some other sense is everywhere present, are not con-

tradictory propositions." Spener, Katechismus-Pri

digten, 2 Bd. p. 914.

6. When we represent the ascension as the Ifi-

umph of Christ and His Church, let us not forget the

sad, earnest side for the Church in her human weak-

ness. But as death is swallowed up in victory, id

human sorrow is swallowed up in divine joy.

6. For the accounts given in Church history, and

for the various traditions regarding the apostolic

labors in preaching the Gospel, see Lange's Apost.

Zeitalter, 2 Bd. p. 401.

HOMIIiETICAIi AIJD PRACTICAIi.

See Matthew and Luke.—Christ's exaltation the

great turning-point in His life and work.—The exal-

tation of Christ to heaven, a sign of the completion

of His work on earth (" After the Lord," etc.).—The

union of the Father and the Son seen in the ascen-

sion : as He had been sent, and yet came freely,-^aa

He had finished the work given Him by the Father,

and unfolded His own secret life, was given up to the

death, and resigned His life,— as He was raised from

the dead, and rose by His own power,—so He is ex-

alted by the Father, and yet ascends by virtue of His

own might.—The degrees of Christ's exaltation shad-

owed forth in the ascension : 1. It points back to His

descent into hell, and His resurrection ; 2. it points

forw.ard to His being seated upon the throne of glory

at the right hand of God.—Christ's ascension : 1. A
return home; 2. an exaltation; 3. a never-endmg

march of triumph.—The import of Christ's exaltation

for His people. It settles, 1. the ascension of the

members in Him, as the Head ; 2. the ascension of

the members after Him, in the spirit ; 3. the final

ascension of the members at the coming of the Lord.

—Christ's seat at the right hand of God, the goal of

His pilgrimage ; or the point of rest between His two

great careers: 1. His career through all the misery

of the world ; 2. His career through all the salvation

of the world.—Because Christ is the highest above

all heavens. He is the nearest to His people in all

their depths : In their depth, a. of struggling, b. of

suffering, c. of want, d. of death and the grave.—The

Lord's rest causes the activity of Apostles, and of the

members of Christ's body.—From the tranquil, rO'

joicing, divinely-human heart above, proceeds everj

pulsation of the new life throughout the entire world

—All Christ's Apostles are Apostles of His rojal

authority.—The blessed consciousness of Christ's

glory, the motive power of the Gospel in the hearts

of behevers.—The preaching of Christ is a preaching

for all places.—Human proclamation of salvation

confirmed by the divine manifestations from the

Lord.—The truth of the faith established by the

signs of love.—The Lord was one with them in the
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pover of the Spirit.—The eTer-blesaing and vic-

torioua efficacy of the Gospel, a witness for Christ's

everlasting administration of blessing and conquest.

—Christ above all ; Christ here, too, in His people.

—Lo, the Lion of the tribe of Judah hath prevailed !

—Our faith is the victory which overcometh the

world.—Christ's seat. His throne : 1. The unceasing

rest and festival in heaven ; 2. uuceasiag work on
earth ; 8. unceasing rule in both kingdoms.—At the

right hand of God, working in concert with Him ; or,

.

the revelation of the Trinity in Christ's exaltation

(as at His birth and baptism, in His death and resur-

rection).—Where the exalted Christ appears, there

doth heaven appear : 1 . Where He is throned, there

is heaven ; 2. where He works, thither heaven comes

(the spiritual, gloiified world ; the inheritance incor-

ruptible, undefiled, that fadeth not away, 1 Pet. i. 4

;

2 Pet. i. 4, 11).—We are with Christ transferred to

the heavenly state.

Starke :—Let each see that he hold his confi-

fidential interview with Jesus, ere he leave the earth.

—God is gone up with a shout, Ps. xlvii. 6.—The
ascension of our Jesus is our after-ascension. Where
the Head is, there are the members. "Where I am,

there shall My servants be, that they may see My
glory."—The heavens stand open : we are certain of

our salvation. Even so come, Lord Jesus!—The
presence of Christ in the earth has not ceased with

His ascension ; it is rather established, being com-

bined with His session at the right hand of God.

—

Hbmnger :—Be taiinful ind jidustnous n my call-

ing; God will add Hw blessing and success.—If be-

Gevera we not Mi to see Christ with their eyes, yet

they feel His working m their hearts (proof sufficient

that He is with and in them).—Osiander:—Jesus h
to the present day with the preachers of the Gospel.
—When the spiritually blind are enlightened, the

spiritually dead quickened, the Spiritually deaf and
dumb made to hear devoutly and speak piously, the

spiritually lame made to be righteously industrious

and active, and the spiritually leprous are cleansed

from sins, these are greater signs and wonders than

physical changes.

Lisoo :—He wished to depart from them in such

a way that they, seeing whither He had gone, could

not imagine that they had lost Him : rather should

the thought that He lived and was in heaven be ever

present to them, that they might testify courageously

of Him, and labor for Him, as though they had Him
by then- side.—They should know Christ no more
after the ilesh (2 Cor. v. 16), but as the exalted Son
of God, whose glorious elevation filled them witJ. *he

most blessed hopes and opened to them the moat
blessed prospects.

—

Bratjne :—A close of the activity

of the visible, personal Redeemer, that corresponds

perfectly with the beginning. Not more mysterioua

than the birth and resurrection of the Saviour is His

ascension.—Christ, having conquered death, could

not die, and so ascended to heaven.

—

Beieger :—Ps.

Ixviii. 19; Eph. iv. 8: Christ, to manifest His vic-

tory over the devil and his angels, returns as a con-

queror to heaven. Col. iii. 1, 2; Heb. viii. 1.— W«
are the subjects of the Heavenly (the second Adam),

who is transforming us more and more into His like-

ness.

—

Baxter:—Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of

hosts, the whole earth is full of His glory.
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PREFACE OF THE AMERICA EDITOR.

It affords me great pleasure to introduce the author of this Commentary on the Gospc of

Bt. Luke to the Ameiican Churches, well assured that his name -will soon be esteemed and

beloved wherever the Anglo-American edition of Dr. Lange's Commentary is known.

Dr. John Jambs van Oostbbzbb was bom at Rotterdam, Holland, in 1817, and brought

up in the faith of the Reformed Church. He studied at the University of Utrecht, and com-

menced Ms theological career in 1840, with an able Latin dissertation Be Jesu e iiirgine Maria

nato, in defence of the gospel history against the mytho-poetical hypothesis of Strauss. He
labored as pastor first at Eemnes, and at Alkmaar, and since 1844 in the principal church

of Rotterdam, where he continued eighteen years.* In 1863 he was called to his alma mater,

as Professor of Theology. He opened his lectures in Utrecht with an apologetic oration -Dd

seeptieiamo hodiernis theohgis caute vitando, 1863.

Dr. van Oosterzee is generally considered as the ablest pulpit orator and divine of the

evangelical school in Holland now living. He combines genius, learning, and piety. He ia

orthodox and conservative, yet liberal and progressive. He seems to be as fully at home in

the modem theology of Germany, as in that of his native country. To his attainments in

adentifio theology he adds a general literary culture and fine poetical taste.

It is as pulpit orator that he first acquired a brilliant and solid fame. He has been com-

pared to Adolph Monod, in his more calm and matured days, when he stood at the head of

the Evangelical Protestant pulpit of Paris and of France. His sermons on Moses, on the

seven churches of the Apocalypse, and other portions of Scripture passed through several edi-

tions and some of them have been translated into the German language. He was selected as

the orator of the festival of the Independence of the Ketherlands, where he delivered in the

Willems Park at Hague, in the presence of the whole court, an eloquent and stirring dis-

course under the title Be eerste gfeen (Thefirrst stone).

In midst of his labors as preacher and pastor, he prepared a number of learned works

frhich gave him an equal prominence among his countrymen as a divine. His principal con

trlbutions to. theological science are a lAfe of Jesus,-f which is mainly historical and apolo

• There I made his personal acquaintance in 1854, and kept up some literary correspondence with him since. I hop*

to lee Dr. van Oosterzee and Dr. Lange again during this summer.

t Lmen van Jems, first published in 1846-1851, in 3 toIs. j second edition, 1863-186J.
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getic ; a OhrisMogy, or Manual for Christians wTio desire to Tmow in whom they telieee, wMcll

is exegetical and doctrinal ; * and Gommentaries on several books of the New Testament, of

wliicli we shall speak presently. These and other -works involved him in controversies with

Dr. Opzoomer and Professor Scholten of Leyden, -which bear a part in the conflict no-w going

on i]. Holland between supematuralism and rationalism. He also founded and edited, in

connection -with Profpasor Doedes, the Dutch Annals of Scientific Theology from 1843-1856.

His essays on Schiller a^"" Goethe, and similar subjects, prove his varied culture and deep

interest in the progress of general literature and art.

The merits of our author have secured him a place in several literary societies, and also

the decoration of the order of the Dutch Lion, and the S-wedish order of the Pole-star.

It -was a happy idea of Dr. Lange to associate so distinguished a scholar -with. his com.

prehensive Commentary, at the veij beginning of the enterprise in 1857. He could hardly

have found, even in Germany, a co-laborer -who combines in a higher degree all the necessary

theoretical and practical qualifications for a theolog xo-homiletical exposition of the Word

of God, and -who could more fully enter into the pecdiar spirit and aim of this work. Dr.

van Oosterzee may be called the Lange of Holland. He is almost as genial, fresh, and sug-

gestive as his German friend, in hearty sympathy with his christologico-theological stand-

point, and philosophico-poetic tastes, and equally prepared by previous studies for the task

of a commentator. If he is less original, profound, and fertile in ideas, he compensates for it

by a greater degree of sobriety, which will make him all the more acceptable to the practical

common-sense of the Anglo-American mind. His style is clear and natural, and makes the

translation an easy and agreeable task, compared with the translation of Lange's poetic flights

and transcendent speculations. The Dutch mind stands midway between the German and

the Anglo-Saxon.

Dr. van Oosterzee has already contributed several parts to Dr. Lange's Bibelioerl, which

are undoubtedly among the very best, viz., Commentaries on the Go»pel of Lake, the Pastoral

Epistles, the Epistle to Philemon, and the Doctrinal and Homiletical Sections to the Commen-

tary on the Epistle of James.^

The first edition of the Commentary on the Gospel of Luke appeared in 1859, and was

translated by Miss Sophia Taylor for Clark's Foreign Theological Library at Edinburgh, in two

volumes, 1862-'63. The second, revised and improved, edition was published in 1861, and

from this the present American translation was prepared, without change or omission, but

with considerable additions original and selected, according to the plan which is laid down in

the Preface to the first volume. I acknowledge my indebtedness to Miss Taylor for assist-

ance derived from her translation to the close of the third chapter.

* ChrittoJngU, een Imniboek voar Cliristenm die welen miUen in wim lij gelmen, Eotterdam, 1855-1861, also in 3 vol-

nmos, Tho first part discusses the Christology of the Old Testament; the second that of the 'New; the third states the

results and forms a complete -work in itself, describing the Son of God before His incarnation, the Son of God in the flesh,

and the Son of God in glory. The third part has been translated into the German by P. Meyering under the title : Dal
Bild Cliristi nach der Schrift. Hamburg, 1864. It is well worthy of an English translation. Dr. yan Oosterzee -wrote alM
reply to Eenan's Vie de J4sm, under the title : History or Romance? It was translated from the Dutch into the Qennan

end published at Hamburg, 1864, and republished by the Am. Tract Society, N. T. 1865.

t ITie Pastoral Epistles in the Anglo-American edition of Lange's Commentary have been assigned to Prof. Dr.' DAT,
of Lano TTieol. Seminary, Ohio (who knows Dr. van Oosterzee personally, and is acquainted with the Dutch language and
literature)

;
the Epistle to Philemon to Prof, Dr. Hackett, of the Theol. Seminary at Newton Centre, Mass., and the

Epistle of James to the Eev. J. Mombeet, of Lancaster, Pa. All these translationB -will probably be finished duingthi
present year cr in 1866.—[P, 3.—Owing to the removal of Prof. Day to Yale College, tho Epistles to Timothy have siaM
been assumed ly the Rev. Dr. En. A. Washburn, of New York.J
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It was my intention to prepare tlie wtole Gospel of Luke alone. But owing to pressing

engagements, and a proposed voyage to Europe during tMs summer, I have secured the co-

operation of a competent assistant, the Rev. Ohakles C. Stabbtjck, of New Tork, who ia

vigorously engaged in the work, witi the help of the same literary apparatus, and the same

study in the valuable exegetical library of the American Bible Union.

For the Introduction and the first three chapters I am alone responsible.

The department of textual criticism—the most difficult and laborious, though perhaps

the least grateful task of the American editor—is wholly new, and hence enclosed in brackets.

As the esteemed author notices very few readings in the first three chapters, and never refers

to the English version, it was deemed imnecessary to retain them separately and thus to

multiply brackets and initials. In these additions, as in the volume on Matthew, full use has

been made of the Sinaitic Manuscript, and the latest discoveries and researches in the depart-

ment of Biblical criticism.

From the author's Exegetical Notes I have ia several important instances freely and fully

expressed my dissent, e. g., from his solution of the census difficulty, ch. ii. 3 (pp. 30, 33), his

exposition of the angelic hymn, ii. 14 (pp. 88, 89), and his view of the dove at the baptism

of Christ, iii. 22 (p. 58).

But these differences of opinion do not affect the unity of faith or at all diminish my
admiration of the author. His book is sound, evangelical, fresh and interesting as few com-

mentaries are. He has a happy tact in steering at equal distance from learned pedantry and

unscholarly popularity, from tedious prolixity and cursory brevity. In the homiletical sec-

tions he shows rare talent and experience as a pulpit orator, and very properly confines him-

self to brief hints or finger-boards to the inexhaustible mines of Scripture truth and comfort,

leaving the reader to explore them and to work up the precious ore for practical use.

I cannot conclude without publicly expressing my profound gratitude for the hearty and

even enthusiastic welcome with which the first volume of this Commentary has been greeted

in all the evangelical churches of America. Dr. Lange also expressed himself highly gratified

with the plan and outfit of the American edition. I take the liberty of translating an extract

from a letter of March 9, 1865. " In your brilliant sketch," he wrote to me, " I could hardly

recognize the aged worker whom you have so leniently described ; nor could I identify your

stately Matthew with the humble German original ; excepting, of course, the faithfulness and

reliableness of your reproduction of the original text, in which I knew from the start you would

fully satisfy every reasonable demand. As an author, I am thankful for the honor thus con-

ferred upon me ; as a Christian, I rejoice in the furtherance of a work which has been owned

and blessed by the Lord."

This success, which far surpasses the expectations of the editor and his co-laborers, will

only increase their zeal and energy in the prosecution of their noble work. It is their aim tc

prepare, on an evangelical catholic basis, the very best Commentary for practical use which

the combined scholarship and piety of Europe and America can produce.

From God must come the strength, and to Him shall be the praise.

PHTLIP SCHAFl".

BiBLK House, NE'n York Junt 10, 1865.
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[SmoB the above was set in type, I spent some happy days of last summer and autumn

with my esteemed friend, Dr. Lange, at Bonn, on the charming banks of the Rhine, in delight-

ful spiritual communion, aa also with several of his co-laborers in the Sibehoerk, and with his

ntelligent publisher, Mr. Klasing at Bielefeld, all of whom feel deeply interested in the Eng

ish reproduction of their work for the American churches. I regret that I was unable tr

follow the urgent invitation of Dr. van Oosterzee to pay him a visit at his summer residenca

in Holland, but I submitted to him the preface and the proof-sheets of the first three chapters,

which met his cordial approval. Dr. Lange wrote to me since, that my visit to Germany had

inspired him and his associates with fresh courage and zeal in the vigorous prosecution of the

Commentary, and that most of the Old Testament books are now distributed among sound

Bnd able divines, although it is impossible to say when the whole will be completed. As for

the American edition I can only say that nearly all the parts published in German are already

taken in hand, and several of them are approaching completion. The Acts of the Apostles,

the Catholic Epistles, and the Book of Genesis will probably be published before the close of

this year.

P. S.

New Toek, February 17, 1866.]

At the request of my honored friend. Dr. Schaff, I consented to continue the Vommmtary

on Luke, which is now happily brought to a close. I did this with reluctance, being sensible

to what disadvantage the bulk of the translation, with its comparative meagreness of illustra-

tive addition, would appear by the side of the first three chapters, enriched as these are with

the affluence of annotation which the studies of many years have enabled the Editor to add.

I have been fortunate, however, in being admitted, through the great kindness of the officers

of the American Bible Union, to the free use of their admirable library, of which I have

availed myself especially in the Notes on the Text, as the comparative fulness of these will

show. These have also been compared vfith the Codex Sinaiticus throughout, which had not

beea published when the original appeared.

The notes on the other parts of the work, though reasonably numerous, will usually be

found brief, as, from the prevailing soundness and judiciousness of Dr. "Van Oostbbzek's own
discussions, I found but little occasion for enlarging. In those which have been added the

names of Blbek, Metbr, and Alford appear most frequently, the two former because of their

high eminence in Biblical science, the latter because of his special relation to the Anglo-Saxon

student of the gospels.

A great many modifications of the Common Version have been made, but solely with a

riew to critical exactness, and, therefore, with no particular regard to diction. No archaisms

or points of style have been touched which were not supposed to obscure the sense.

The Revised Version of the American Bible Union in its final form was not published til]

the Oommenta/ry was about half printed. Several corrections have been adopted from it and
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a good many are common to both works, being such as are naturally suggested by an effort to

gain critical clearness.

Nothing whatever has been retrenched &om the original except some mere references to

German writers of little note, whose works it may fairly be presumed that those who read
only English will never see. But every thought, it has been my aim to retain.

The translation of my portion is an entirely new one. There is, indeed, an Edinburgh
translation, but I have not even seen it, and have not, at first or second hand, made any use

whatever of it. The great simplicity and peculiar agreeableness of Dr. Van Oostbrzbe's
style has rendered the work of translation a comparatively easy and exceedingly pleasant one.

The remarks of Dr. Schapf, made above, as to the character of the Dutch mind, as mediating

between the German and the Anglo-Saxon mind, will be found, I think, fully borne out by the

cha,racter of this Commentary. While thoroughly familiar both with the results and with tha

processes of German criticism, the author judges them all with that sober simplicity which wa
are disposed to claim as a main characteristic of our own race. The work, however, shows

abundantly that sobriety and simplicity do not necessarily mean dryness, for it is pervaded by

a genial glow, rising not unfrequently into a rich eloquence, worthy of the first living preacher

of Holland. It has been a progress of no common pleasure and spiritual profit, guided by

him, to accompany the GoDMAiq^ through all the stages of His wondrous life, as laid out before

us in the less methodical, but free and rich delineation of St. Luke, from the Baptism to the

day when, having passed through the grave and gate of death to His joyfal resurrection, Ha

crowns His patient training of the disciples whom He had chosen by His last great charge

and is then taken up to sit at the right hand of God, leaving them full of joyful adoration

and ready for the coming of the Paraclete. Seeing that in our day the affections of believers,

and the defence of the faith are both gathering more closely around the person of our Lord,

those render the most eminent service who enable us most clearly to behold His image in the

fulness of His theanthropic love and majesty. To this clearer vision of our Kedeemer, we are

persuaded that the present Commentary will contribute in no mean measure, and with a living

force derived from the author's experiences as a Christian preacher, whose work is so much

more nearly like that of our Lord than the work of the merely critical scholar.

In conclusion, it gives me pleasure to acknowledge the assistance of my friend, the Rev.

James B. Hammond, who acted as my amanuensis, and whose intellectual sympathy with the

work rendered his services of a much more than merely mechanical value.

CHAELES C. STARBUCK.

Naw YOEK, February 19, 1866.





THE AUTHOR'S PREFACE TO THE FIRST WITION

It was at the commencement of last year that my esteemed friend Dr. J. P. Langb com-

municated to me the plan of his Theological and Homiletical Commentary, and, at the sam«

time, expressed the wish, which surprised as much as it honored me, that I should take part

with him in this work, by furnishing a Commentary on one of the Gospels. It will not seem

surprising that I did not give my consent to this proposal till after much delay. When I

considered, on the one hand, my numerous professional engagements and other occupations

;

on the other, the measure of my ability ; I felt that I would rather see so important a work

in other hands. When I remembered that I had been hitherto accustomed to learn from so

many excellent German theologians, I could not quickly familiarize myself with the idea of

becoming their fellow-laborer, and in this work even one of their leaders. And, finally, when

I surveyed the peculiar difficulties under which every author must labor, in appearing before

a public for the most part unknown to him, I felt, notwithstanding the favorable reception

which some of my translated writings have met with abroad, almost constrained to return a

negative answer. On the other hand, however, there was something very attractive to me in

the plan of this Commentary. The thought of beiug associated in a work with a theologian

whom I so highly esteem as Dr. Lakgb, and with others of a kindred spirit, and of thus di&

charging a portion of the debt of gratitude for the rich instruction I had derived from theit

writings, possessed unusual interest. The opportunity offered me of being useful in another

and more extensive manner than I could hope for in my immediate neighborhood, seemed to

me an evident indication from the Lord of the church, which I felt I must by no means leave

Dnheeded. The difficulty concerning the language was soon removed witli the help of friends

who are thoroughly masters of the German, so that I need not fear the application of the old

adage to my work : His ergo Ixvrbwrui sum, quia non intelligor olli. Besides, as I wrote here

for foreign divines and ministers, I was at liberty to make such selections from my Dutch

writings as seemed to me useful and necessary for the purpose. I therefore took courage

to put my hand to the plough, without further hesitation ; and have now the pleasure of

presenting to the friends of Dr. Lange's Bibelwerh the fruit of the comparatively few, an(}

frequently interrupted, leisure hours which my professional occupations allowed me.

I may be permitted to take this opportunity of saying a few words on the manner in

vrMch I have performed my share of this great and noble undertaking. It is obnous tha(^
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for the sake of maintaining the uniformity wMcli was on all accounts desirable, the plan and

arrangement of my work should be strictly prescribed to me, both by the prospectus which

first appeared, and by the subsequently published Commentary on Matthew. Even if it had

been my opinion that a different arrangement of the material was preferable, it was my duty

to remember that I was not called upon to execute a building of my own, but only to furnish

a stone towards the completion of an edifice already planned and partly reared by others. It

need scarcely be mentioned, also, that in writing on Luke's Gospel, I was obliged continually

to have regard to what had already been said in the Commentaries on Matthew and Mark.

It was desirable to avoid repetitions as much as possible, especially with respect to exegetical

and archseological matters ; while, on the other hand, I wished to make my work on Luke

something more than a mere appendix to those on Matthew and Mark. It will then be

believed, without further explanations, that it was by no means an easy task to avoid both

Scylla and Charybdis ; and that a glance at the copiousness of the ideas developed in the

treatment of the parallel passages in the two first Evangelists, could not fail to convince me

that the commentator on the third would have a difficult position to occupy. The attempt,

however, had to be made, to say again that which should be, in the main points, the same in

a different manner ; and I shall rejoice if competent judges can testify, that a comparison of

my work on Luke with Dr. Lange'b on Matthew and Mmrh presented them with neither

mere echo nor a jarring discord.

In the translation of the text, I adhered generally to Luther's version except where accu-

racy and clearness justified an alteration. This modesty, with regard to the master-work of

the hero of the Reformation, may be expected from a foreigner who feels no calling to produce

a radical reform in this department. As regards the iiarietas lecti<mum, I have only noticed

those readings which have a bearing on the translation and exposition. The character of the

exegesis has been accommodated to its homiletical purpose. It would not, perhaps, have beer

difficult to produce a more extensive apparatus of theological learning ; but, mindful of th«

task imposed upon me, of writing chiefly for practical theologians and clergymen, I thought

I should best satisfy this condition by giving a more historical and psychological, than a

philological, character to my exposition, and by caring more about clear explanations of

things, than extensive explanations of words. Among ancient expositors, I have chiefly con-

sulted Calvin and Bengbl ; among modems, db Wbttb, Stibii, and Mbyeb ; and even where

I have felt obliged to differ from them, I have found no difficulty in recognizing the service

done to the exposition of the Gospel by these celebrated men. In the division entitled " Lead-

ing Doctrinal and Ethical Thoughts," I have endeavored to penetrate somewhat more deeply

-nto the nature of events than was possible in the " Exegetical and Critical Notes ; " and here

and there where it seemed necessary, to bring forth the apologetic element which, in a work
like the present, intended for so many different hands, ought never to be wholly wanting. In

this part, and also in the " Bbmiletical Mnts," I have had respect not only to the rich stores of

German literature, but also, occasionally, to the productions of other countries, and especially

to the theologians and preachers of my own, and the creations of sacred art.

If aught useful or profitable should be found in this division of the Bibelwerh, part at least

ef the thanks is due to the revered Editor, who not only encouraged me to venture upon thia

work, but, with true liberality, neither wished nor required me to withdraw or to modify my
views of certain passages, where they did not coincide with his own. This state of affairs ia

Indeed attended with this inconvenience, that I am entirely responsible for my own work.
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with all its faults and defects. ... I could say much, on the great distance—greatei

perhaps on this occasion than ever—which I find between my performance and my own ideaL

But it is needless to increase this sufficiently lengthy book by a long preface. The work must

Bpcak for itself ; and if I have anywhere contributed merely combustible material to the great

temple, I could not myself wish that it should stand the fire.

The views concerning the person of our Lord, and the divine authority of the written

JTord, on which this Commentary on Luke is based, and which I hope are brought forward

with mildness and dignity, will perhaps find more echo in the German than in the Dutch

Church and theology. But what does it matter to their defenders, whether the majority or

the minority of the moment be on their side, so long as they are conscious of serving the

cause of truth, and of always finding a response in many hearts and consciences ? May this

be at least the case in the circle for which this work is more immediately intended : the

Author would then, perhaps, feel encouraged, in accordance with the wish of the Editor, to

undertake another portion of this Commentary ; the success of which will be best promoted

by the concurrence of a select number of like-minded fellow-laborers. Be this as it may,

however, he does not regret the many precious hours devoted to this difficult, but very

-attractive task. Spiritual intercourse with the Gospel of perfect humanity has a peculiar

worth in days when, on the one hand, so many look upon humanity and Christianity as in

irreconcilable opposition, while others again believe that if humanity is to attain its highest

perfection, Christianity must be shorn of its special characteristics, and Christ of His super-

human dignity. May this work, then, be the means of bringing many to a higher appreciation

and more profitable distribution of the treasures hidden in the third Gospel ; and may tha

Kpla-is of Him of whom Luke testified, be a Kpiais fa^r koI Sd^ijs for my work.

J. J. VAN OOSTERZEE.

BotTKODAH, Sbvember, 1858.



FROM THE PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

When, a few months ago, I was infonned by the esteemed publisher of the Bibehoerlc that

a new edition of my Luke was called for, I felt equally surprised and rejoiced. As a stran-

ger in the ecclesiastical and theological world of Germany, I could hardly expect to be bo

favorably received and even admitted to the rights of citizenship. I embrace this opportunity

to return my hearty thanks for the many kind and cheering words expressed to me from near

and far, both privately, and by older and younger brethren in the ministry, and in publio

notices. I feel especially indebted to an unknown reviewer in the monthly journal : The News

of the Churches, and Journal of Missions, for March, 1860, for the manner and spirit in which

he directed the attention of England and Scotland to this book. I would have been stiU

more gratified, if the criticism had been as thorough and searching as it was encouraging. 1

regret to say that the author of the notice in Eudblbach and Gubkickb's Zeitschrift fur

I/utherisAe Theologie for 1860, p. 499 sqq., raises a number of objections without having moro

than superficially glanced at the work ; at least, he charges me with views directly opposed

to those which I have expressly stated in more than one place, and he even doubts my full

faith in the true Divinity of the Saviour, simply because I call the Gospel of Luke, the Gospel

of the purest humanity 1 . . .

The time since the appearance of the first edition was too short to allow of a thorough

reconstruction of the work, especially since I was occupied at the same time with the prepara-

tion of a commentary on the Pastoral Epistles, and on Philemon for the Bibelwerh. I confined

myself to improvements in style and expression; I added what was neglected, and removed

defects which, in my own opinion, as well as in the opinion of others, clung to the first edi-

tion. The careful reader will find on many pages the traces of a zealously improving hand,

and the word " revised," on the title-page, is by no means merely an omamentum tituli. For

whatever defects still remain, I ask anew the indulgence of the reader, and commend my
JjuTce, in his further journeys, humbly to the blessing of Him who guides and directs with Hii

wisdom, not only the events of our life, but also our writings.

J. J. VAlSr OOSTERZEE.
BoPTEflDAM, February, 1861.
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THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO LUKE;

OB,

THE GOSPEL OF UE"IYEESAL HUMAITITT

{SYMBOLIZED BY THE IMAGE OF MAN.)

ffHE Collect : Almighty God, who calledst Luke the physician, whose praise is in the gospel, to he an Evangelist and
physician of the sonl : may it please Thee, that, by the wholesome medioimes of the doctrine, delivered hy him, all th«

diseases of otir souls may be healed; through the merits of Thy Son Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.—^From The Sook

^f Common Prayer (Collect for St. Luke's Day).—^P. 8.]

INTRODUCTION.

5 1. LUKE THE BTANGBLIST.

CoifOEENiNG the person and history of the third Evangelist we know little that is perfectly

certain. From the Epistles of Paul we learn that he held a conspicuous rank among the friends

and fellow-laborers of the great Apostle of the Gentiles (Philemon 24; 2 Tim. iv. 11). He is

expressly distinguished (Ool. iv. 14) from the brethren who were of the circumcision (vers. 10,

11), and was therefore a Christian of Q-entile extraction ; having, probably, been first a prose

»yte to the Jewish religion,* and afterward a convert to the faith of Christ. According to

Eusebius [S. E. iii. 4] and Jerome he was born at Antioch in Syria ; t this tradition rests on no

evidence, but is preferable, on account of its antiquity, to all other conjectures concerning his

origin. Perhaps it was there that he became acquainted with Paul, and associated himself

with that Apostle ; at least it is not proved that the view of Eusebius arose simply from an

erroneous inference from Acts xiii. 1. % His Greek education and learning are apparent from

the philological excellence of his writings. According to Col. iv. 14, his original avocation

* [The author must mean a aaJAproselyte, or proselyte of the gate, who embraced only the moral law and the Mes-

Bianio hopes of Judaism, as distinct from fbefull proselytes, or proselytes oi righteousness, who conformed to the ceremo-

nial law also, and were generally more bigoted than native Jews. Some regard Luke as a Hellenist or a Greek Jew (aa

distinct from the Hebrews proper), and thus account for his pure Greek style and liberal views. But the comparison of

Col. iv. 14 with ver. 11 favors the conclusion that he was unciroumcised, smee Paul does not mention him among his com-

panions Ik irepiTon^s. Dr. Lange, in his Life of Jesus (i. p. 252, German ed.), ingeniously supposes, though without

proof that Luke was one of the Greeks who visited the Saviour shortly before the cruciBxion, John xii. 20, and one of the

two disciples of Bmmaus, Luke xxiv. 13.—P. S.]

t [Jerome, in his short but interesting sketch of Luke, in his Liber de vtris aiusirCbus, cap. vii. : Lucas medicus Anti-

oclixmis, ut gus scripta indicant, Oraeei sermonis nan ignarus fuit, sectator apostoli Pauli, el rnnnis peregrinalimas e^ut

fomes, etc—^P. S.]

i IBy confounding Luke with Aoukios o Kv/nivalot, Lucius of Cyiene. The name Lucas may be a contraction of Jiuoh

HIM, or even LucUiuSt hut not oi Lucius,—^, S.]

1



2 THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO LTjjv^.

was that of a physician.* It has been often supposed, but cannot be proven, that he was one

of the seventy disciples, and one of the two travellers to Emmaus, whose history he has so

touchingly narrated. It Js at Troas that we first find him in company with St. Paul (Acts xvl.

10). He accompanied him thence to Philippi, where he seems to have remained during the

second sojourn of the Apostle at Corinth. He afterward again travelled with Paul to Jerusa-

lem (xx. 5, 6), where he would certainly meet with James and the elders of the Ohurcli (xxi.

18), and not lose the opportunity of personal intercourse with the first witnesses of the life-

and resurrection of Christ. And since, according to Acts xsiv. 23, free access was allowed to

his friends during Paul's two years' imprisonment in Osesarea, it is probable that Lnke remained

near him during this interval. He afterward accompanied the Apostle to Eome (Acts xxvii,

and xxviii.), undergoing the perils of his shipwreck, and, according to 2 Tim. iv. 11, sharing

his imprisonment, a few months before his martyrdom, when most of his friends had forsaken

him. He has been supposed, and not without reason, to have been the brother "whose praise

was in the gospel throughout all the churches," and of whom it is said (2 Cor. viii. 18), that

he was sent to Corinth with Titus, to make the collection there for the poor saints at Jerusa-

lem. At all events, he was, during Paul's life, not only his fellow-traveller, but also his fellow-

laborer ; and there is no doubt that he would continue, after the death of the great Apostle,

to be both zealous and active in the cause of the kingdom of God.

He is said by Epiphanius to have preached mainly in Gaul ; and by Nioephorns, to have

suffered martyrdom in Greece, where, after having been condemned by the unbelievers with-

out even the form of a trial, he was, for want of a cross, naUed to the nearest olive-tree, in the

eightieth or eighty-fourth year of his age. His body is said to have been removed, together

with the remains of Andrew, from Achaia to Constantinople, and to have been there deposited

in the Church of the Holy Apostles, by the Emperor Oonstantine, or his son Constantius.t All

these accounts, however, are as little deserving of beli.ef as the very recent tradition, that he

was a painter, and painted the portraits of our Lord, the Virgin, and the principal Apostles.

This tradition, however, is a fact in a higher sense ; for are not the writings of Luke truly

pictures, full of high and holy art, delighting us by their interesting groups and animated por-

traits of the best and purest of men?
The Catholic Church dedicates the 18th of October to the memory of Luke, assuming,

on insufficient ground, that this was the day of his death. The Evangelical Church is willing

to leave untouched the curtain which conceals the cradle and grave of Luke, in order to con-

template, with more undivided attention, the precious legacy of his writings, the earliest and
most important of which we are now about to consider.

[LiTEEATTJEE.—On the person, history, and writings of Luke comp. Hieeontmtjs : Be viris

illmPribm, cap. vii. (torn. ii. pp. 826 and 827 in Vallarsi's edition of Jerome's works); Winee:
Bill. Realworterbuch^ art. LuTcaii (vol. ii. pp. 34, 85) ; Gtjdee : art. Lukas in Herzog's Seal-En-
eykhypmdie (vol. viii. p. 644 ff.) ; "Wm. Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, art. Lulce (vol. ii. p.

150 ff.) ; and the relevant sections in the Critical Introductions to the N. T. and the Commen-
taries on Luke.—^P. S.]

5 2. THE GOSPEL ACCOEDING TO ITTKE.

On turning from the reading of the Gospels of Matthew and Mark to that of Lnke, we
are conscious of receiving a very peculiar impression. It is the same Gospel, but announced in

a manner quite different from that of the two first synoptical Gospels. Luke gives much more
than Matthew and Mark: witness his account of events precedmg our Lord's birth in chs. i.

• [Jerome (Epist. ad PauUnwm) says of Lulie : IVit m^icus, etpariter omnia verba iUius anima langumtU sunt ttudf
•ifue. AUuBion is made also to liis medical profession in the ancient lines

:

LucaSf Evavgelii et medicinir rminera pandtns,
Art^us hincy iUinc religione, valet;

Ulilis iUe labor, per quern vixere tot fegri;

Utilior, per quern tot didicere moril—P. S.]

t [So says Jerome, Lib. de viris illustribus, cap. vii. at the close : SepuUus est CanstantinopoUf ad quam urbem neetrmt
OimstanlU annOj ossa ^us cum reliquiis Andrete apostoli translata suni.—P. 8.]
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«nd ii., the parables in chs. xv. and xvi., and many other singularia Imcce; and even where hit

facts coincide with those of the other narratives, he relates them in a manner of his own. H«
is far more careful than Matthew to preserve the strict order of events (Ka6($!js), and to comply

with the requirements of a history, properly so called. His important preface (i. 1-4), whicl

is written in pure Greek, implies previous diligent investigation of the various sources open to

him. He tells us that many had already attempted {(n(x^ipr)<Tav)—^for so we understand his

Hocount—a written history of the occurrences of the life of Jesus. They had endeavored to

take for their guidance, the real instructions of the first witnesses for Jesus, the Apostles, fron

whom Luke distinguishes both himself and them. It seems very improbable that Luke is here

alluding to the Gospels of Matthew and Mark.* He seems rather to have in view certain lite-

rary efforts of Christian antiquity, of which some might be better than others ; but among

which not one was, in his opinion, quite satisfactory. He, at least, considers them inadequate

for the ''certainty'''' {acr(f>a\eia) of the faith of Theophilus; and having weighed and examined

the various documents to which he had access, he felt himself powerfully impelled to under-

take such a work also, and, as far as in him lay, to improve upon the accounts of his prede-

cessors.

The third Gospel bears the plainest traces of the individuality of its composer, as far as wa

know him from the few hints of the Acts, and of the Epistles of Paul. As Luke was a Chris-

tian of the Gentiles, his work bears a decidedly universal character [i. «., he represents Chris-

tianity as the religion for the whole race, and for all societies, classes, and conditions of men].

It is he who traces the genealogy of our Lord, not to Abraham only, as Matthew, but to Adam,

and cares less to represent the Messiah of God in His relation to Israel than in His relation to

all mankind. Is he represented to us as a scientifically educated man, living in the polished

city of Antiooh, which Cicero commends t as a seat of science and learning? The style as well

as the contents of his writings plainly show that he was not brought up at the receipt of cus-

tom, or beside the nets of the fisherman. Again, we recognize the physician (Col. iv. 14) by

the minute accuracy with which he describes certain diseases, and find, from other remarks,

that the physician was at the same time an excellent psychologist-! Ch. iv. 38 ; xxii. 43, 44,

and 61, may be cited as proofs of the former; while in ch. ix. 54-61 ; xviii. 84; xxiii. 12, and

xxiv. 41, we find significant hints of his insight into the mysteries of human nature. And, last-

ly, does it appear from the Epistles of Panl that Luke was his friend and fellow-traveller? No

other Gospel bears such visible traces of the genuine Pauline spirit. It is not indeed probable,

that when Paul speaks of his Gospel (Eom. ii. 16; 2 Tim. ii. 8), he is alluding to the written

narrative of Luke
;
yet both coincide, in a remarkable manner, in their descriptions of the in-

stitution of the Lord's Supper (Luke xxii. 19, 20 ; comp. 1 Cor. xi. 23-29), in their mention of

the appearance of Christ to Peter (comp. Luke xxiv. 34 and 1 Cor. xv. 5), and in other special

circnmstances. In the form, too, of his expressions, as well as in the choice of his incidents,

we recognize in Luke a genuine follower of Paul. Consider, in this view, his narrative of the

preaching of Jesus at Nazareth, and the mention of divine favors bestowed upon Gentiles under

the Old dispensation (ch. iv. 16-30) ; the anointing of the Lord by the repentant sinner in

Simon's house, and the pardon vouchsafed to her faith (oh. vii. 36-50) ; the parable of the

Pharisee and publican, who went down to his house justified (be^LKaiafievos, ch. xviii. 14) ; the

history of Zacchens (ch. xix. 1-10), of the penitent thief on the cross (ch. xxiii. 89^3), and

other incidents which might be mentioned. As Paul led the people of the Lord out of the

bondage of the law into the enjoyment of gospel liberty, so did Luke raise sacred history from

the standpoint of the Israelitish nationality, to the higher and holier ground of universal

humanity.

• rTheword "many" must at all events imply more than Wo, and applies to imperfect aocotmts wUcli are to ^
iBperseded in whole or in part by the more full and exhaustive narrative of Luke. Alford (.Prolegomena to vol. 1 of U«

Cummentary, p. 50) gives it as his opinion that Luke never saw the Gospels of Matthew and Mark, else "he would most

certainly have avaUed himself of those parts of their narratives, which are now not contamed m his own."-P. S.]

t In Verrem. ch. 2. ,,,...,,.» i, «_

J Proofs of the scientific acquirementa of the physicians of those times, and of Luke m particular, are ahnndantly (I|»

Dished by Tholnck in his Olaiibwiirdigltat cter evaiigdischen Oachichtt, p. 160 ffi
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And hence it Is no difficult task to characterize in a few words the distinctive pecnliaritiee

of the third Gospel. Matthew presents Christ to ns as the Messiah of Israel; Mark annonnces

the Gospel of tlie Son of God ; while Luke depicts the Son of man. appearing indeed in Israel

but for the benefit of the whole race of man.* Most justly, therefore, may the figure of a man

be appropriated to him from among the symbols by which the ancient Church designated the four

Evangelists. He does not, indeed, soar to such heights as the Eagle (John), but chooses our

earth as his sphere of action, and shows us the incarnate Son of God, "in all things made like

unto His brethren," sin only excepted. And as the Epistle to the Hebrews teaches us to con

template the humanity of the Son of God as gradually developing, and attaining the highest

degree of perfection (Heb. ii. 10 ; v. 9 ; xii. 2), so also does the Gospel we are now considerinp

The two former Gospels show us who Jesus was: this informs us how He lecame what He was

pointing out to us mccesaively the icapTrbs rijs kolMos (ch. i. 42), the /3p£<^os (ch. ii. 16), the 7raMo>

(oh. ii. 27), the vrals (ch. ii. 40), the avfjp (ch. iii. 22). No other Gospel is of so strongly anti-

dooetio a character ; it is a continuous commentary on those suggestive words of the Apostle,

" God sending His Son in the UJceness (fV ofioLa/jLari) of sinful flesh" (Eom. viii. 3). In studying

it, we are more attracted by the loveliness than even by the dignity of the Lord ; and the Holy

One, born of Mary, appears before our eyes as the fairest of the children of men (Ps. xlv. 2).

Does it not even seem as if Luke had felt the necessity of transferring to his Master the very

calMng to which his own life had been hitherto devoted, whUe depicting to us, far oftener than

the other Evangelists, the great 'larpos, the Physician who came, not only to " minister " (Matt,

sx. 28), but " who loent about doing good, " (Acts x. 38), who felt compassion for all diseases both

of mind and body, and whose power was present to heal? (Luke v. 17). Even in recording

such words and deeds of our Lord as are also noticed by his two predecessors, Luke generally

adds some important hints, which give greater prominence to the genuine humanity of His

person^ and the healing nature of His redeeming worh. All, for instance, narrate the tempta-

tion in the wilderness, but Luke alone adds that "the devU departed from Him for a season.''^

All describe His agony in Gethsemane, but Luke alone has preserved the touching account of

His bloody sweat, and of the angel who strengthened Him. All speak of the repentance of

Peter, but Luke alone of that looh of the Lord which accompanied the crowing of the cock.

And this genuine human greatness of the Redeemer, appears the more striking in this Gospel,

from its continuous contrast with the poverty of His outward condition, and the opposition of

His enemies. The angels and shepherds at the nativity ; Simeon and Anna at the presentation

of the child in the temple; Simon and the "woman who was a sinner; " the tears of Jesus

over Jerusalem, and the hosannas of the multitude; the silent seriousness of the sufiferer, and

the noisy jesting of Herod and his men of war; His prayer on the cross for His enemies, and

the apathy and hatred of the crowd :—what striking contrasts, depicted by Luke alone, and

greatly enhancing the beauty of his Gospel! Not only remarkable copiousness, but surprising

variety, characterize this history, and render it, both from its contents and style, of the first

importance toward a right acquaintance with the life and character of the Lord Jesus Christ.

It is the crown of the synoptic Gospels, as the symbol of man (Luke) rises above that of the

bullock (Matthew) and the lion (Mark).

§ 3. AtJTHENXICITT AND COMPOSITION OF THE GOSPEL ACCOEDING TO LUKE.

After what has been said, the genuineness of the third Gospel can scarcely be doubted. "We
have found it bearing, throughout, that peculiar stamp which would characterize the spirit of
the friend and fellow-traveller of Paul. But there is also no lack of external evidence. The
most ancient is that offered by Luke himself, in the beginning of the Acts, where he plainly de-
olares that both books were the composition of the same person. The supposition that the

* It is, of course, understood by all reflecting readers that such remarks concerning the peculiarities of the Evangelisti
are meant not in an absolute, but in a reUitrve sense only. Wo speak not of exclusive advantages of the Erangelists but
only of the prevailing standpoiat from which a parte potiori each represents the inexhaustible wealth of the life of the
God-Man.
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companion of Paul (Acts xvi. 10; xx. 5) was another than Luke, either Timothy (Mayerhc.f) or
Silas (Hennell and others), already rank among the antiquarian curiosities of historical criti-

cism.^ It will be shown hereafter, how certain it is that the book caUed the Acts of the Apos-
tles, is the production of Lnke ;

* but the same evidence proves also the authenticity of hij
Gospel.

Further external testimony is abundantly furnished by Irenrous, Origen, and Tertnllian,

while Eusebius also, without any hesitation, places this Gospel .n the rank of the SfioXo-

yov/j-eva. For details, see the various Introductions, especially also Kiechhofee's Quelleu'

mmmlunff, or Collection of the Sources for the History of the New Testament Canon (Zurich,

1844).

It might seem surprising that Papias, who speaks so decidedly of the two former Gospels,

should have left no notice of the third; but, on the other hand, we may be certain, that if a

spurious Gospel had, in his days, been in circulation under the name of Luke, so conscientious

a man would hardly have failed to warn his readers against it. Besides, the preface of Luke
Beems to have been present to his mind, if he did not exactly follow it in writing the com-
mencement of Ms now unfortunately lost rrvyypdiifiaTa (Eusebius IT. E. iii. 39). See Credner'a

Introduction to the N. T. vol. i. p. 202. If the ingenious conjecture of Lange {Leben Jesu, i.

p. 252), that Luke was one of those Greeks who came to Jesus shortly before His death (John

xii. 20), and indeed the same whom Papias calls Aristion {lucere = dpuTrdew), could be sub-

stantiated, this silence would be sufficiently explained. But be this as it may, it is abundantly

compensated by the involuntary but powerful testimony of the well-known Marcion, in the

second century. It is certain that this Gnostic was well acquainted with this Gospel, which ha

has both used and mutilated, incorporating much of it in his own, to support his heretical opin-

ions, and thus proving that it existed, not only in his days, but in those of his teacher Cerdo

(Tertullian, de prmscript. hmret. cap. 51).

Certain critics of our days have represented the so-called Gospel of Marcion (chiefly known
to us through the writings of Epiphanius and Tertullian), not as a corruption of the original,

but as one of the sources whence the present (ungenuine) Gospel of Luke is derived. Dr. A.

Bitsohl especially, in his Das Evangelium, Mareiom und das hanonische Evangelium des LuTcat

(Tubingen, 1846), has zealously defended the hypothesis, "that the Gospel of Marcion is not a

mutilation of the third Gospel, but the basis of it ;
" but he himself afterward abandoned this

view.t Schwegler (Nachapost. Zeitalter, i. pp. 260-284), Baur {Kritisehe Untersuchungen uber

die hanonischen Evangelien, p. 397), and Zeller {TTieol. JahrhucTier, ii. 1843, pp. 50-90) have

sought to explain the Gospel of Luke as being written with a distinct party-purpose, in the

sense of the Tubingen school ; namely, either for the purpose of reconciling the Petrine and

Pauline parties, or of giving a certain triumph to the Pauline tendency. | Such criticism,

which sees in the most evident traces of mature Christian individuality only the fruit of cool

calculation, and the craftiness of party spirit, is morally condemned, even before it is scientifi-

cally refuted. Such criticism killed and buried the hypotheses of its immediate predecessors,

Strauss, and Bruno Bauer, but the feet of them that shall carry it out dead are already at the

door (Acts V. 9) ; and, meanwhile, we may rest contented with the refutation of the monstrous

hypothesis, concerning the inverted Marcion, furnished by Hahn, Olshausen, and de Wette.

• Comp. IjeoMer on Aels, p. ii. (in Lange's ComiMTdary).

t [In an article on the subject in the Tubingen Iheol. Jahrbmhtr for 1851.—P. S.]

} [I add a judicious remark of the archbishop of York, Dr. William Thomson, in his article on the Gospel of Luke, in

Bmtth'b Dicti(mary of the Bible, Tol. ii. p. 155 : " The passages which are supposed to bear out this * Pauline tendency,* ar«

Drought together by Hilgenfeld with great care (.Evangdien, p. 220) ; but Eeuss [of Strassburg, a liberal critic] has shown,

by passages from St. Matthew which have the same tendency against the Jews, how brittle such an argument is, and haa

left no room for doubt that the two Evangelists wrote iacts and not theories, and dealt with those facts with pure historical

eandor (Reuss : Bistoire de la Thiologie, vol. ii. 1. vi. ch. vi.). Writing to a Gentile convert, St. Luke ha£ adapted the

form of his narrative to their needs ; itU iwi a trace of a svbjective bias, not a vestige of a persmial motive, lias \een suffered

to sully the inspired page. Had the influence of Paul been the exclusive or principal source of this Gospel, we shouW

have found in it more resemblance to the Epistle to the Ephesians, which contains (so to speak) the (3ospel of Bt

P»iil."-P. 8.]
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Compare also the learned Dissertatio de Marcione, Lucani Esangelii adulteratore, of Dr. Har

ting. Traj. ad Elienum, 1849.*

The aim of Luke in writing his Gospel is sufficiently clear from his preface. Concerning

Theophilus, see the remarks on ch. i. 1-4. His chief source of information was undoubtedly

oral tradition. This had, however, been already, in various instances, reduced to writing. Wa
will not venture to assert (with Dr. Baur) that he also knew and used the Gospel of Matthew

;

at least this is by no means "a long-established result of critical research." But according to

the testimony of Irenseus (AckerstM hares, iii. 1, 14), of Origen (in Eusebius' M. E. vi. 25), and

of TertuUian {Adv. Mare. iv. 2), the Apostle Paul exercised a direct influence in the composi-

tion of this Gospel. The different accounts of the Fathers of the ancient Church may be so

harmonized, that Paul was not only the enlightener {illuminator) of Luke during the progress

of his work, but that, when completed, it received his approbation. It is true, indeed, that onr

Evangelist does not name Paul as an authority, but this was unnecessary to accredit his narra-

tive to Theophilus; and its early and undisputed reception as canonical, proves that tlie primi-

tive Church soon recognized in this Gospel the marks of a genuine apostolicity. Indeed, it was
never discredited, except by the Oerinthians and Ebionites.

As to the time of composition, Luke, as well as Matthew and Mark, seems to have written

his Gospel before the destruction of Jerusalem. The abrupt conclusion of the Acts (ch. xxviii.

80, 31) leaves us to suppose that Paul was still alive when this second record was completed.

Nor is it by any means proved, by ch. xsi. 24, that this Gospel was not written till after the

year 70. If we had here only a vaticinium post emntum, the Evangelist would undoubtedly
have made a far more precise distinction between the destruction of Jerusalem and the second
coming of our Lord.

The place where this Gospel was composed can only be conjectured. Alexandria, Bcsotia,

Achaia, Oresarea, Asia Minor, and Rome, have all been mentioned, with more or less reason.
Perhaps the latter seems the least arbitrary supposition; but the whole question is one of minor
importance, the saying of Paul holding good in this instance : 6 \6yos tov Ocoi oi SiSfrai. (2 Tim
ii. 9).

[According to Irenseus {Adv. Mr. iii. 1) Luke wrote after the death of Peter and Paul, i. e.,

after 64. But it seems to me intrinsically very probable (with Thiersch) that the Gospel of
Luke was written at OfBsarea in Palestine during Paul's imprisonment there, a. d. 58-60-
while his Acts were composed at Rome before the close of the first imprisonment of Paul be-
tween 61-63

; for his martyrdom would hardly have been ignored in Acts xxviii. 31, if it had
occurred before. Alford (in Prolegomena to his Commentary on the Gospels, p. 46, 4th ed.)
places the composition of the third Gospel even earlier, before A. d. 58, consequently before
the traditional date of the Gospel of Matthew. But according to the ahnost unanimous testi-
mony of the early Church, Matthew's Gospel was written first. Jerome, in his biographical
sketch of Luke, De mria illustr. cap. vii., mentions that some understand Paul to refer to the
written Gospel of Luke quotiesquunque in epistolis suis Faulus dicit juxta Evangelium mbtjm;
But this is no doubt the gospel which Paul preached himself (comp. Gal. i. 8, 9) ; and as to the
passage 2 Cor. viii. 18 which Jerome quotes, it is not certain that Luke is intended, and in any
case, (V Tw fvayyt\ia refers not to a written Gospel, but to the affairs of the preached gospel and
its spread among the Gentiles. On the other hand, de Wette, Reuss, Bleek, Meyer, and others
place the composition too late, viz., soon after the year 70, on the false assumption that Luke,'
xxi. 24 f

,
already presupposes the destruction of Jerusalem. See Com. in loco. P. S.l

The integrity of this Gospel is beyond all doubt. The objections formerly made to the
first two chapters are not more weighty than those made, on doctrinal grounds, to Matt. L
and ii.

* [Comp. also Bishop Thielwall's Inlroducticm to Soleiermacher on Lulce, and especially Volckmae Das Emnpa.Hum Harcions, Leipzig, 1852, who, though some of his views are untenable, has conclusively proved that o-w Gospel olluke is older than the mutUatton of Marcion. The original always precedes the caricature ; truth is older than heresy.-
P. 8.1
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With respect, finally, to its dignitas cmonica et aiictoritas divina, the third Gospel is certain
ly not aie work of one of the first Apostles ; but who can prove that the promises of our Lord,
John xiT.-xvi., concerning the Paraclete, were limited to the Twelve; atd may we not rathei
apply to the calling of Luke to be an Evangelist, the apostolic word: iKaa-rm 8« SLSotcu r, t^uvi
pua-is roil Hvfv/iaTos vpot to avfi<f>ipov (1 Oor. xii. 7) ?

i 4. THEOLOGICAL AND HOMILETIO COMMENTAEIES ON THE GOSPEL ACOOEDING TO LUKB.

The great value of the third G-ospel easily explains the large number of investigation,

and comments. "We confine ourselves to such works as are specially devoted to Luke,
and omit the general commentaries and works on the Bible, which include Luke among
the rest.

Above many others we mention J. Pisoatoe : Analysis logica Eoangelii secundum Luccm,
Siegen, 1596 ; Moeus : Prmlect. in Lucm Evang., ed. Donat., Lips. 1795 ; F. Sohlbibemaoher :

Ueber die Schriften des Luhas, '-in hritisclier Vefsuch, Berlin, 1817 [transL into English by
Bishop Thirlwall] ; H. Planok : Ohservationes qumdam de Lucob Eoangelii analysi critica a
Schleiermachero proposita, Gottingen, 1819; K. W. Stbih: Commentar zu dem Eoang. des Lw-
has, Halle, 1830 ; F. A. Bokntbmann : Scholia in Lucam ad supplendos reliquorum interpretum

commenta/rios, Lips. 1830; Lisko: Eie Parabeln, und Wunder Jesu, 1836 and 1841; Lanob:
The Exposition of the Gospel of Luke in his Leben Jesu, 3d Part, 3d Division ; E. Stibe : Die

Reden Jesu nach Marcus und Luhas, Barmen, 1844 [the same in English: The Words of the

Lord Jesus, transl. by Rev. Wm. B. Pope, vols. iii. and iv. of the new Philad. ed.—P. S.] ; J. ab
Uteboht Debssblhtjis : Over het Eoangelie van Lucas (a crowned prize-essay of the Society of

Haag pro mndicanda religione Christiana), 1839; J. da Oosta: Besehouwing v. het Ev. v. Lv/-

cas, Amsterdam, 1850; Dr. H. E. Vinkb: Het Eo. v. iMcas met opheld. en toepass. aanmerhin-

gen, Utrecht, 1852; W. F. Bbssbe: Das Evangelium Imcos in Bibelstunden fiXr die Oemeinde

ausgelegt, 3d ed., Halle, 1854 [homiletical and practical] ; Hb-ubneb : FraJctische Erkl&rung de»

Neiien Testaments, 2d vol. containing the Gospel of Luke, Potsdam, 1856.

Among older commentaries the work of the Dutch divine Sbgaae : Ohservationes philol. et

theolog. in Evang. Lucce capita priora, Ultrajeot., 1766, should not be forgotten. Special trea-

tises on single chapters and verses will be noticed at their proper places.

[The English and American commentaries on the Gospel of Luke are chiefly those contained

in the general commentaries (either of the whole Bible or of the N. T., or at least of the Gos-

pels) of Hammond, 'Whitbt, Buekitt, Matthew Henet, John Gill, Adam Olaeke, Soott,

DoDDEiD&B, Bloomfield, Wbbstee and Wilkinson, Alpoed, Woedswoeth, Barnes, Owen,

Oeosbt, Jaoobus (and, in course of preparation, Nast, and Whedon). In addition to these w .

mention Jambs Fobd: The Gospel of S. Luhe illustrated (chiefly in the doctrinal and morc'i

sense) from ancient and modern authors, Lond. 1851 (684 pages); (S. N. Whiting:) The Gos-

pel according to Luhe, translated from the Greeh, on the basis of the Common Version, with

(philological) Notes. New York: Am. Bible Union, I860.—Of the Fathers we have Homilies

and imperfect Commentaries on Luke by Oeigen, EusEBins, Oteil of Alexandi'ia (the last two

first published by Cardinal Angelo Mai, in Patrum Nova Bibliotheca ex Vat. Codd. Eom,

1844, vols. ii. and iv.), Ambeosb (torn. i. col. 1261-1544, in the Bened. ed. of Ambr. Opera, Par.

1686), and others. Jeeome wrote a brief Commentary on all the Gospels (as also on the

Epistles and the Apocalypse, and the greater part of the Old Testament) ; but his Commentary

on Luke is rather superficial. See the Vallarsi edition of Jerome's works, tom. x. pp. 772-828.

Of Chstsostom we have a series of Homilies on Matthew and John (in tom. vii. and viii. of

Mcn'-.faucon's ed. of Chrys.), but none on Mark and Luke. The Patristic interpretations, includ-

ing extracts from certain Homilies of Augustine, Gregory, Bede, etc., are conveniently (though

not completely) brought together for the English reader in the Oxford translation ol TacMAi

Aquinas' Catena Patrum, vol. iii. Part i. Oxford, 1843.—P. S.]
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I S. rUNDAMENTAIi IDEA AND OEGANIC AEEANaEMIKT OE DIVISION OF THE GOSPEL
ACCOEDING TO LUKE.

"The second man is the Lord from heaven" (1 Cor. xv. il). These words of Paul might

well be chosen as the inscription of the most Pauline of all the Gospels. On the one hand, w«

are taught to see in Christ the Lord from heaven, whose miraculous conception in the womb

of a vii-gin, and visible ascension after the accomplished victory, are far more minutely and pre-

cisely related by Luke than by any of his fellow-witnesses. On the other hand, he represents

Him to us as the second, the perfect, the ideal man, in whom the saying, ''Homo sum, nil hu-

mani a me aUemim puto," becomes a sacred reality. And beyond any of his fellow-laborers,

does he portray the genuine human purity and beauty, the human love and pity, and the hu-

man dignity and glory, of our Lord ; while he bears no less emphatic testimony to his Divinity.

Prom oh. i. 4, 5 ; iii. 1, 2 ; ix. 28, and other passages, we learn that Luke aims more fully tlau

Matthew or Mark at chronological order in the arrangement of events. The higher unity of

the different parts is found in the central idea: Jesus Christ, the Son of Man.

Part First.

The Miraculous Birth and Normal De'selopment of the Son of Man. (Ch. i. and iL)

Ist Section.

—

Events peeoedikg the bieth of Oheist (ch. i. 5-80).

A. Annunciation of the birth of His forerunner (vers. 5-25).

B. Annunciation of the birth of the Messiah (vers. 26-38).

0. Hymns of praise, with which the expectation of the Messiah's birth and the actual birtB

of the Baptist are greeted (vers. 39-80).

2d Section.

—

The histoet of the Nativity (ch. ii. 1-20).

A. The highest gift of Heaven (ch. ii. 1-7).

B. The first Gospel upon earth (vers. 8-12).

0. Heaven and earth united in celebrating the Nativity (vers. 13-20).

8d Section.

—

The histoey of the development op the Son of Man (ch. ii. 21-52).

A. The eighth day ; or, submission to the law (ver. 21).

B. The fortieth day ; or, the redemption from the service of the temple (vers. 22-40).

0. The twelfth year ; or, the growth in wisdom and favor (vers. 41-62).

Part Second.

The Beneficent Actii]ity and Holy Pilgrimage of the Son of Man. (Oh, iii. 1-xix. 27.)

Ist Section.

—

Testimony borne to Messiah* (oh. iii. and iv. 1-13)

A. By the preaching and baptism of John (vers. 1-22).

B. By the genealogy (vers. 23-38).

0. In the wilderness (ch. iv. 1-18).

8d Section.

—

The joueneyings of Jesus (ch. iv. 14 to ix. 50).

A. Nazareth (ch. iv. 16-30). The first rejection of the holy Son of Man by the sinful cU.
dren of men.

B. Capernaum (ch. iv. 31-vii. 60). The Prophet mighty in deed and word before God and
all the people.

• ;Tlie German titl=s lor the tliree eections ore shorter than the translation: Die Beglntiingmit oie Wandertchaft,
ier Tadesweg.—S. S.J

<-n^;ti
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a. The first settlement, the first miracles, the first choice of Apostles at Capernaum (oh

iv. 31-v. 11).

6. The first departure from Capernaum to journey in its neighhorhood. The Son vil

Man the Physician of the sict, the Friend of the publicans, the Lord of the SabbatL,

the Lawgiver of the kingdom of God (ch. v. 12-vi. 49).

0. The first return to Capernaum ; the first fruits of the belie-ving Gentiles (ch. -vii. 1-10)

d. A second departure from Capernaum. The Son of Man manifested as a compassion

ate High-Priest at the gate of Nain, and at the table of Simon ; and also as the holj

Messiah, to the scandal of John, of the people, and of the Pharisees (vers, llr-50).

0. Galilee and its neighborhood, including Oaperna.um (ch. viii. 1-ix. 50).

a. The first Christian sisterhood (oh. viii. 1-3).

6. The parables of the kingdom of God (vers. 4-21).

e. The King of this kingdom, also the Lord of creation, of the world of spirits, and of

death (vers. 22-56).

d. The Son of Man proclaimed by the twelve Apostles, feared by Herod, honored by

the multitude whom He had fed (oh. ix. 1-17).

e. The glory of the Son of Man acknowledged on earth, and accredited by Heaven.

The scenes on the summit and at the foot of Mount Tabor (vers. 18-50).

Bd Section.

—

The wat of death (ch. ix. 61-xix. 27).

A. The divine harmony exhibited in the Son of Man, and the four temperaments of th«

children of men (ch. ix. 51-62).

B. The seventy disciples (ch. x. 1-24).

C. Lessons of love, faith, and prayer (ch. x. 25-xi. 13).

D. The Son of Man dealing with sanctimonious enemies and weak friends (ch. xi. 14-xii. 59).

£. The Son of Man dealing with the sin of some and the misery of others (ch. xiii. 1-17).

r. The nature of the kingdom of God ; the way to the kingdom of God ; the struggle for

the kingdom of God (vers. 18-35).

G. The Son of Man eating and drinking (ch. xiv. 1-24).

H. The Son of Man opening His mouth in parables (ch. xiv. 25-xrvii. 10).

1. Journey in the borders of Samaria and Galilee, with the remarkable events occurring

there (ch. xvii. 11-xviii. 14).

K. Toward Jericho, in Jericho, from Jericho toward Jerusalem (ch. xviii. 15-xix. 27).

Part Third.

The last Gonflict, and highest Glory of the Son of Man. (Oh. xix. 28-xxiv. 58.)

a8t Section.—The last oonfliot (ch. xix. 28-xxiii. 56).

A. The preparation for the conflict (ch. xix. 28-xxii. 38).

a. The entrance into Jerusalem (ch. xix. 28-44),

J. Disputes with His adversaries (oh. xx).

e. Revelations and parting communications to His friends (ch. xxi-xxii. 86).

B. The increase of the conflict (ch. xxii. 39-xxiii. 43).

a. Gethsemane (ch. xxii. 39-53).

h. Oaiaphas (vers. 54-71).

e. Pilate and Herod (oh. xxiii. l-25)i.

d. Golgotha (vers. 26-43).

0. The end of the conflict (ch. xxiii. 44-56).

a. The rest of death (vers. 44r^6).
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J. The mourning of nature and humanity (vers. 47 -49).

c. The Sabbath of the grave (vers. 50-56).

2d Section.

—

The complete lEnriaPH (oh. xxiv. 1-48).

A. Over the power of death and of sin (vers. 1-10^.

B. Over the doubts of unbelief (vers. 11-45).

0. Over the opposition of Israel, and of the Gentile world (foretold), (vers. 46-<e)>

d Section.

—

The dazzling oeown (ch. xxiv. 49-53).

A. The promise of the Prophet (ver. 49).

B. The blessing of the Priest (ver. 50).

0. The glory of the King (vers. 61-53).
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THE HISTORIOGEAPHICAL PEEFACE.

Chaptek L 1-4.

1 Forasmuch^ as many have taken in hand^ to set forth in order [to draw up] a dectara-

tion [narration] ' of those things which are most surely believed [concerning the things

2 fulfilled]* among us, Even^ as they [those] delivered them [handed them down, Trapi'

Soxrav] unto us, which [who] from the beginning were eye-witnesses [ol air dpv^s

3 avTOTTTttt], and ministers of the word ; It seemed good to me also, having had perfect

understanding of all things from the very first [having accurately traced down all thinga

from the first, TraprjKoXovOrjKOTt avoiOev Trao-cv aKjOtjSais],* to write unto thee in order/ most
4 excellent [most noble, Kparto-Tc]® Theophilus, That thou mightest know [know accurate-

ly, cTTtyvoIs] the certainty of those things [words, or doctrines, Xoycoi/p wherein thou

hast been instructed [catechized]. '°

[' Vs. 1.

—

Forasmuch^ antique but not antiquated form for inasmuch^ in consideration ofy since, well corresponds to
<irct8ijTrep (only here in the N. T.), which is more ftiU-sounding and grave than iireiS^, like quoniam guidem and the
German sintemal in Luther's and de Wette's versions, which van Oosterzee exchanged for nachdem.

2 Vs. 1.—Or undertaken, attempted, e tt e v e t p -ij <r a f, which, not of itself (Origen, Ajnbrose, Theophylact), but in con-
nection with ver. 3 (Meyer), implies the insufficiency of the older 6t»)-yi?(rcts.

' Vs. I.—'A coTdfao-dat SLrjyritriv, to draw up, to arrange, to compose a narration (Bheims Version, Alford), or
narrative, history (Genevan B.). The improper version : declaration, is from Cranmer's Bible.

^ Vs. 1.

—

Ai-qyr) tT iv ir e pi rStv n e it Kt} po^ o prf fj.4v fa v ev t) fj.lv it pay fidrtav , Dr. van Oosterzee
(following de Wette, in the third ed. of his Commentary on Luke) : eine Erzdhlung von den unter uns {Christen) vollstdndig

gewordenen Oeschichten ; Vulgate: qurn in nobis completa sunt; Meyer: welche voUendet sind unter uns. So also Luther,
Hammond, Bretschneider, Ebrard, etc. But the Peschito, Theophylact, Beza, Grotius, Kuinoel, Olshausen, Ewald, Alford
explain with all the older English Versions, except those of Wiclif and Bheims : quse satis atque abund£. nobis probata svmi^

gum sunt cmnpertissima, certainly, ot fully believed, or certified. The verb it Kt) po<^ o peto means : (1) to bring out fullyy

to complete, to fulfil Oike ir A ij p 6 w, which is the word used in this sense very often in the N. T.) ; (2) in the passive : to be

ficlly assured or persuaded ; so Rom. iv. 21 ; siv. 5 (comp. also the noun iTXrjpo^opia, full assurance ; Col. ii. 2 ; 1 Thess.

I. 5 ; Heb. vi. 11 ; x. 22). But in this second sense the verb is used ot persons only, and not of things, Trpdyfiara, as would
De the case here accordmg to the Authorized E. V. It is improper to speak of things fully persuaded. Another objection

to the Authorized Version is, that the full assurance, or iTk-qao^opia, of the gospel history could not be taken for granted

at the outset, but was to be effected in the mind of Theophilus by the nan-ative of Luke, comp. ver. 4. Meyer brings the

axpression into pragmatic connection with the following i rr' a p x ^ s» ver. 2. The accomplished feota of the gospel history

axe regarded as standing in close contact with the events of the apostolic age, sothat they were completed among those

who, like Luke and Timothy, were no more immediate witnesses ot the life of Christ.

* Vs. 2,~'Even, which dates from Tyndale, is not required by the Greek Ka^ws, and is omitted by Wiclif, the RheimB
Version, and the N. T. of the Am. B. IT.

. ^ , . . , ^ „ • . - , ..
e Ye, 3.—n apaKo\ov6etv, to follmv up, to trace down (by research), and so to know fully, is used m precisely th«

same sense by Demosthenes, Pro corona, p. 285 : iTap7tKo\ov9T}KOTa toI? Trpdy/j-afriv ef apyij^, k.t.A. Comp. Afford in loc.y

Tyndale, andCranmer: as I Jio.d searched out diligently all things from the beginning; Genevan B. : learned perfectly all

Slings frmn the beginning, I prefer to retain/rora the first (or from the very first in the C. V.), a v w e i* , to distinguish it

from a tt' a p X ^ s , ver. 2. See Exegetical and Critical Notes.
T Vs. 3.-—Or ctmsecutively, Kaflef^9. Genevan B. : from point to point.

e Ya. 3 —KparnTTos is here and often an official title, like our honorable. Hence honorable, or m^st noble (Genevan B.),

Ib preferable to excellent, which is apt to be applied to moral character. The E. V. renders the word twice most excellent,

here and A/its xxiii. 6, and twice most noble. Acts xxiv. 3 ; xxvi. 25.

• Vs. 4. —Van Oosterzee, Luther, de Wette, Meyer, etc., render Ao-yoi here doctrines; the Latin Vulgate, "Wicliii

Rheims Vertrion, van Ess : words ; Beza, Kuinoel, and all the older Protestant English versions : res, things ; Alford : his-

4trie*t hccoutUs. The living words and doctrines of Christ are meant, which rest upon the ^eat facts of the gospel history

iind derive from them their a<r<f)d.\ei,a. For Christianity is not simply a system of doctrines, but first of all a system 01

aivine human facts of salvation, God manifest in the flesh, living, dying, rising, and evet living for us.

i" Vs. 4.—Lit. : catechized, catechetically taught, Kariixv^V'!- Th^ specific word should have been retained here and

elsewhere instead of the more indefinite instruct or teach. (Catechizing is a primitive and most important institution of the

Church, and a preparatory school for ftdl membership. Archbishop Ueher says ; " The neglect 01 catechiang la the frua»

toating of the whole work of the ministry."—P. S.]
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EXEGETICAl AND CEITICAL.

Vs. 1. Have taken in hand.—The expression

is happily chosen, to enhance the importance and

difficulty of the work, which many (iroWol) had

undertaken. It seems almost adTenturous, in Luke's

eyes, to take up the pen for such a composition.

Yet does he by no means intend to commence his

work by blaming his predecessors, but rather, by

the word Kaf^oi, to me also (ver. 3), he places

himself in their ranks. It is nevertheless obvious,

that if he had considered their labors perfectly satis-

factory, he would not have felt impelled to attempt

his present composition. With reason, therefore,

does Origen write {see Hieronymus, Homilia I. in

Lucam): ^^ Hoc quod ait: 'conati sunt,' latentem

hahet accusationem eorum, qui absque gratia Spiritws

sancti ad scribenda Evavfjelia prosilierunt. Mat-

iharus quippe ei Marcus et Johannes et Lucas non

sunt conati sci'ibere, sed scripserunt."

Many It is perfectly arbitrary to refer this to

the apocryphal Gospels, which were the product of

later times. Luke had in view rather the very ear-

liest literary attempts, made by persons more or less

authorized, at the commencement ef the apostolic

age ; and it may be reasonably concluded from this

preface, that, during the composition of his Gospel,

he had before him many written documents and
records (onjyT^afi^), which, when they seemed worthy
of acceptation, he incorporated in its pages. The
relative coincidence between this and the two former
Gospeh is ce}'tainly most simply accounted for^ by

supposing them to have been freely drawn from com-
mon sources. The very comparison of this literary

preface (ch. i. 1-4), written in pure Greek, with the

immediately succeeding history of events before
Christ's birth (ch. i. 5-80), abounding in Hebraisms,
would lead to the supposition, that the latter was de-

rived from some more ancient record. Concluding
expressions, which seem originally to have stood at

the end of shorter narratives, are also found in va-

rious places; e.g., ch. i. 80; ii. 20, 52; iv. 13, etc.

It was Schleiermacher who first directed attention to

these facts ; but he pushed his conclusion from them
too far, when he considered Luke as almost exclu-

sively a compiler and arranger, and allowed too httle

for the influence of his individuahty in the selection

and treatment of his materials.

Vs. 2. As they delivered them to us.—This
dehvering (irapddoai^) is here certainly the oral tradi-

tion, which formed the basis of the written Gospels,
and contained the matter of the ivaTa^is, which had
already been attempted, with various degrees of suc-
cess. It began with the baptism of John, and the
public ministry of Jesus (Acts i. 21 and John xv.

27), and did not originally include the narratives
either of His birth or childhood ; though Matthew
and Luke could have found no difficulty in obtaining
accounts of these from authentic sources. The eye-
witnesses and ministers here mentioned, are the
same persons, viz., the original Apostles ; and the
word here spoken of is by no means the personal
Logos—ior no interpreter can be justified in thus
confusing the respective senses in which Luke and
John employ the same term—but the word of the
Gospel, delivered by them to Luke and his fellow-
laborers.

Vs. 3. It seemed good to me also The ad-
dition of some old translators, mihi (t Spiriiui sanc-
M, the product of a theory of mechanical inspiration,

is not needed, to make us conscious that we have, 5n

the Gospel of Luke, a striking revelation of the tru«

Spirit of Christ.

Having accurately traced down all things

from the very first.—This very first (S i/ a> e s r)

reaches farther back, as may be seen by the first

two chapters, than the from the beginning (air"

apxfjs) of ver. 2. Paul uses the same word in Acta

xxvi. 5 to designate the beginning of his hfe among

the Jews, before his conversion. Luke, who, accord-

ing to Acts xxi. 17, saw James at Jerusalem, mighl

have become acquainted, through him, with Mary of

the so-called brothers of the Lord, and have learned

much from them. The conjecture of a Dutch divine

(Dresselhuis), that Luke, in writing the history of

the Nativity, made use of an original written narra-

tive, by James the brother of our Lord, which was
afterward lost, and replaced by the apocryphal Gos-

pel of James (Protevangehum Jacobi), deserves

mention.

Most noble (or honorable) Theophilus.—
For the various conjectures that have been made
concerning the pedigree, dwelling-place, and rank of

this Christian, see Winer, art. Theophilus. We feel

most inclined to favor the supposition which fixes

his residence in Italy, and perhaps in Rome. Por

why is Luke so increasingly precise (Acts xxvii. and

xxviii.) in topographical hints, as his narrative is

hastening to its close, unless this locality were better

Icnown to his friend and first reader, than any other ?

Prom Acts xxiii. 8, we may conclude that Theophilus

was not of Jewish extraction. Whether he had al-

i-eady made a profession of Christianity, in which
he had at first been instructed, must remain uncer-

tain. KpaTKTTos was probably a civil official

title.

In order.—It does not appear from the word
itself, whether by KaOe^ris is to be understood the

order of time, or of things. It may denote both ; see

Acts iii. 24, and xi. 4. Since, however, the KaBe^fis

ypa<peLp is Spoken of as a result of the 6.vtaBey xopc-

KohovOe'iv, and Luke often shows that he is aiming at

chronological exactness, we are inclined to prefer the

former meaning. This does not, however, necessari-

ly imply that he always had this exactness equally in

view, nor that he was always equally successful in

attaining it.

Vs. 4. Wherein thou hast been catechized,
—One of the earliest historical traces of ancient

Christian catechizing, of which, according to verses

1 and 2, the history of our Lord formed the basis.

Thereon, however, were built specific Christian
A 0701, whose doctrinal Bep-iXiov, or foundation, is

pointed out, Heb. vi. 1, 2. These ^0701 could not
remain unshaken, unless the most important facts of
the gospel history were distinctly understood, and their
truth recognized as beyond all doubt. The various,
and, perhaps, often contradictory, accounts of these
facts, which came to the es,rs of Theophilus, furnish-
ed Luke with a motive for strict historical research,
that his friend might know the ao-^dXcia of the
Christian iAridem.

[This historiographic preface, vers. 1-i, is a mo-
del of brevity, sunphcity, and modesty, as well at
of purity and dignity of style. Alfokd remarks
"The peculiar style of this preface—which is purer
Greek than the contents of the Gospel, and also
more labored and formal—may be accounted for
partly because it is the composition of the Evangelist
himself, and not translated from the Hebrew sources
like the rest, and partly because prefaces, especiaUj
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when also dedicatory, are usually in a rounded and
artiBcial style." The difference of the periodic Greek
style of the preface and the simple Hebraizing lan-
guage of the following narratiTe is very striking, and
shows the conscientious use of the Hebrew traditions
or writings on the history of the infancy. Yet these
sources were not slavish^ translated, but fully appro-
priated by Luke and interwoven with the peculiarities
of his own style which are found even in the first two
chapters. Comp. CREnHER: Einleitung, i. p. 132 ff.

;

Wilke: Rhetorik, p. 451 ; Ewald : Bibl. Jahrhucher,
ii. p. 183 ; Metee in he. and Doctrinal Note B be-
low.—P. S.]

DOCTEINAL AND ETHICAl.

1. We see that, even in the first decades of tne
apostolic age, many felt themselves authorized, or

rather compelled, to take up the pen, to instruct

their contemporaries and successors with respect to

the things that had happened concerning Jesus of
Nazareth ; and this in an age and country in which
the modern passion for writing was entirely unknown.
How can this enthusiasm be accounted for, unless

the history of the crucified Jesus were the most re-

markable and most glorious of all histories ? It is

perfectly inexpUcable how Christ could have set so

many tongues, hearts, and pens in motion, if He had
not been something more than the modem criticism

of a Strauss, or of the Tiibingen school, [or Kenan]
would make Him. Comp. Acts iv. 20 ; 2 Cor. iv. 13.

2. Even during the lifetime of the Apostles, the

need of an accurate, well-arranged life of Jesus,

which should be the work of some competent and
duly authorized agent, was felt. And if oral tradi-

tion was thus early in danger of becoming corrupt-

ed (comp. John xxi. 22, 23), how little certainty con-

cerning the Christian revelation should we now
possess without the written testimony ! Oral tradi-

tion is undoubtedly more ancient than the written

gospel; nor was the Church exclusively founded

upon the latter. But who could instruct us with any

certainty, with respect to the contents of the apos-

tolic TrapaSoffis, without access to the ypa(pT] ? Luke,

indeed, wrote his Gospel only for Theophilus and

his immediate circle; but the question is not con-

cerning the intentions of Luke, but concerning the

design of his glorified Lord, under whose special

guidance this Gospel was at first composed, and has

Bince been preserved, for the edification of all suc-

ceeding ages.

3. Luke speaks of his study of the human sources

of information ; he says nothing of his divine inspira-

tion. Are we then to conclude that he was uncon-

Bcious of the latter, or that it was rendered super-

fluous by the former ? By no means ; but rather, in

this case, the maxim : subordinata non pugnaiU

holds good. The Holy Spirit, through whose opera-

tion he first became a believer in Christ, and after-

ward a fellow-laborer with Paul, did surely not for-

sake him, but descended upon him m far more

abundant measure, when he took up the pen to bear

testimony for his Lord m this more permanent form

for all ages to come. Paul has not said in vam

:

" God is not the author of confusion, but of order ;

"

knd the possession of supernatural power, by no

means supersedes the use of natural assistance.*

• ["Nature and the supernatural together constitute the

me BTStem of God." This sentence, which Dr. Hoeace

BrsHNBLL has chosen a« the title of his hook on Nature and

|i< Suptrnalural, may he applied also to the doctrine of m-

4. The grand distinction between Christianity
and all systems of philosophy, and all other religions,

80 called, consists in this, that it is not a mere sy*
tem of notions, but a series of facts. Its first pro-
mulgators could all adopt, as their own, the word!
of John :

" That which we have seen and heard de
clare we unto you " (1 John i. 1-8). It is thil

that makes it everlasting ; for deeds once done can
never be altered: it is this that makes it umvertal;
for duly accredited facts fall within the rea(.h of
those also who could not follow a chain of abstract
reasoning: it is this that makes it so mighiy ; for

simple facts are stronger than the most elaborate
arguments. That a thorough investigation of these
facts is a duty, may be taught us by Luke ; but their

reahty being once ascertained, it results, from his

words to Theophilus, that the aa^iXeia of the faith

can no longer be called in question. Would that

they who, in reading the Gospel narratives, have
continually in their mouths the words, myth, tradi-

tion, legend, might enter into the spirit of Luke's
prologue, and, after due research, might feel and ex-

perience that here, if anywhere, they are treading on
the firm ground of the most unquestionable reality

!

[5. Luke is the only one of the Synoptists who
begins his Gospel with a Preface. His preface is

historico-critical, while the Introduction of John is

historico-doctrinal. The prominent points in this

short Preface are: (1) It cautions us against erro-

neous or defective statements of facts
; (2) it directs

us to the apostles as eye-witnesses of the life of

Christ
; (3) it proves the faithfulness of the Evange-

list in tracing the facts to the primitive source
; (4)

it brings out the human side in the origin of the sa-

cred writings; showing that the Evangelists were
not passive instruments, but free, conscious, intel-

ligent, and co-operative agents of the Holy Spirit in

producing these books; (5) it teaches that "faith

oometh by hearing," and that the gospel was first

taught by catechetical instruction or oral tradition,

but then written down by reMable witnesses for all

ages to come. This written gospel is essentially the

same with the preached gospel of Christ and the

Apostles, and together with the Epistles is to us the

only pure and mfaUible source of primitive Christi-

anity.—P. S.]

[6. Ambrose : Scriptum est Evangelium ad Theo-

philum, hoc est, ad eum quern Deus diligit. Si

Deum diligis, ad te scriptum est. If you are a lover

of God, a Theophilus, it is written to thee. James

Ford : The name Tlieophilus imports the temper of

mind which God will bless in the Scripture student

;

" charity edifieth " (1 Cor. viii. 1) ; and who are the

most excellent of the earth, but they whose minds

are most imbued with tliis divine love, with this

knowledge of the Lord f—^P. S.]

HOMILETICAL AND PEACTICAl.

Luke a physician, hke the few ; Theophilus a pa-

tient, like the many.—Historical belief in the divine

truth of Christianity: 1. Its necessity; 2. its cer-

tainty ; 3. its insufficiency, when unaccompanied by

spiration. The Bihle is the result of divine inspiration and
of human labor, and is theanthrqpict like the person of Christ.

See the Preface to the Am. ed. of Lange, vol. i. p. v. Mat-
thew HENav remarks on Luke's Preface : " It is certaiB

that Luko was moved by the Holy Ghost not only to th«

writing, but in the writing of it [his Gospel] ; but in boiii he

was moved as a reas(maUe creature, and not as a mere nu*
chine."—P. S.l
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a living faith.—Luke: 1. The predecessor of believ-

ing aearchers; 2. the condemner of unbelieving

searchers of Scripture.—The history of the Son of

Man, the beginning and foundation of a new world

of literature.—The highest aim which a Christian

author can jropoae to himself: to correct what is

faulty, to strengthen what is weak, to arrange what
U confused.—The spoken word, the first testimony

snd announcement of the truths of salvation, and
the foundation of all future testimony to the Lord
and His kingdom.—Assured faith indispensably ne-

cessary to those who would bring others to the

knowledge of faith.—Assured faith the aim of Chris-

tian instruction.—From faith to knowledge, from
knowledge to still firmer faith.*—Civil dignities and

* [The author has in mind, no doubt, the famous maxim
of Au^stine, Anselm, and Schleiennacher : Fides precedit
intellectum, faith precedes Icnowledge, and supplies it by the
equally correct principle, that true Christian kimwledge con-
Jirnis and increases/aith. There is a reciprocal friendly re-
lation between iriaTit and YFoKT-ts. Anselm recognized the
latter truth also. For while he said, on the one hand : iVe-
que enim qumro intelligere id credam, sed credo ut iniclligam,
te laid down the principle, on the other hand : Ne^fligentiK

honors not destroyed, but ennobled, by citizenship ic

the kingdom of God.—Luke a pattern of profitable

trading with intellectual gifts and power in the

Christian cause.—The criticism of faith, and the

faith of criticism.
—" Not for that we have dominion

over your faith, but are helpers of your joy " (2 Cor.

L 24).

Stabki ;—In a good cause, imitation is a good
work.—Nothing should be undertaken inconsiderate'

ly, especially in important matters (Prov. six. 2).—
Full assurance and conviction are necessary for

writing or speaking with comfort.—The fear of God
makes men truly great and excellent.

Heubner :—The providence of God in raising up
sincere, earnest, and credible men, for the task of
writing the history of Jesus Christ.—The end of
Christian authors should be the promotion of Chris-

tianity. The real value of an author proportionate
to his attainment of this end,

mihi videtur si qua credimuSf non studemui inUUiptre
Such study, fer from leading away from faith, oonfizms aai*
etrenerthens it.—P. 8.]

PART EIRST.

The Miraculous Birth and Kormal Development of the Son of Man

FIRST SECTION.

EVENTS PREPAKATORT TO THE BIRTH OP CHRIST.

Ohaptek I. 6-80.

A. Annunciation of the Birth ofMs Forerunner. Ch. I. 5-26.

6
_

There was, in the days of Herod, the king of Judea, a certain priest named Zacha
rias,' of the course of Abia : and his wife luas [he had a wife] ^ of the daughters of

6 Aaron, and her name was EHsabeth. And they were both righteous before God, walk
7 ing in all the commandments and ordinances of the Lord blameless. And they had no

child, because that Elisabeth was barren ; and they both were now well stricken [far
advanced] in years.

8 And it came to pass, that, while he executed the priest's office [ev t<3 icpaT€uWlJia
9 fore God in the order of his course, According to the custom of the priest's oPlce'Tof

the priesthood, r^s leparetas],' his lot was to burn incense when he went into the temple
10 of the Lord.^ ^And the whole multitude of the people were praying without at the time
11 [the hour, rrj a>pa] of incense. And there appeared unto him an angel of the Lord
12 standing on the right side of the altar of incense. And when Zacharias saw Mm he
13 was troubled, and fear fell upon him. But the angel said unto him. Fear not Zacha-

rias: for thy prayer is heard; and thy wife Elisabeth shal' Vear thee a «on, and thou
1

4

shalt call his name John. And thou shalt have joy and gladness; and many shall re-
15 joice at his birth. For he shall be great in the sight of the Lord, and shall drink nei-

ther wme nor strong drink; and he shall be filled with tK, Holy Ghost, even from hii
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16 mother's womb. And many of the children of Israel shall he turn to the Lord theii

17 God. And he shall go before Him in the spirit and power of Elias [Elijah], to tunj
the hearts of the fathers to the children, and the disobedient to the wisdom of the just,
to make ready a people prepared for the Lord.

18 And Zacharias said unto the angel, Whereby shall I know this? for I am an old

19 man, and rny wife well stricken [far advanced] in years. And the angel answering
said unto him, I am Gabriel, that stand in the presence of God ; and am sent to speak

20 unto thee, and to show [bring] thee these glad tidings. And, behold, thou shalt be
dumb, and not able to speak, until the day that these things shall be performed, because
thou believest not [didst not believe, ovk cirtoTevo-as] my words, which shall be fulfilled

in their season.

21; And the people waited [were waiting, rjv o Xaos TrpocrSoKmv] for Zacharias, and mar-
22 veiled [wondered, iOav[ji.a^ov] that he tarried so long in the temple. And when he

came out, he could not speak unto them : and they perceived that he had seen a vision

23 in the temple; for he beckoned unto them, and remained speechless. And it came to

pass, that, as soon as the days of his ministration were accomplished [completed], he
departed to his own house.

24 And after those days his wife Elisabeth conceived, and hid herself five months, say-

25 ing. Thus hath the Lord dealt with me in the days wherein He looked on me, to take

away my reproach among men.

[* Vs. 5.—As a question of principle, I would advocate a uniform spelling, of Scripture names, conforming Hebrew
names as much as possible to the Hebrew, and Greek names to the Greek original. This would require an alteration of
Zacharias into Zachariah, Abia into AhijaTi, Elias into Elijah, Jeremy into Jeremiah, eto. But as Zacharias occurs so

often in this chapter, I left it undisturbed. Comp. my Critical Note to Cominentary on Matthew, i. 16, vol. i. p. 48.
2 Vs. 5 The E. V. follows the textus rec. and Cod. A. : i) yvvrj avrov (uxor illius). But the best uncial MSS.

(Sinait., B., C.*, D., L., X.), and the modem critical editions of Lachniann, Tischendorf, Alford, and Tregelles, read
yv F 7j (without the article) ciirSi , uxor illi, he had a wife ; and so also van Oosterzee in his German Version : er hatte ein

Weib. The received test is a correction for perspicuity sake. The other differences of reading in this section are still less

insignificant and not worth montioning in this Commentary, as they are also passed by in the original. See the Critical

Apparatiis in Tischendoifs Greek Testament, editio septima of 1859, and Tregelles' Greek Testament, Part ii., containing

I/Uke and John.
3 Vs. 9.—Van Oosterzee likewise observes the (unessential) distinction between tepaTeuetv, ver. 8, and eepareia,

ver. 9, and renders (with Luther) the first Priesteramt, the second Priesterthum. The Latin Vulgate, however, has in

Doth cases sacerdotium, and de Wette Priesteramt. The E. V. renders iepaTtia, which occurs twice in the Greek Testa-

ment, the priest's office, Luke i. 9, and the office of the priesthood, Heb. vii. 5, and ltp6.rsuit.a, priesthood, \ Pet. ii. 5, 9.

—

IP.S.]

uncertain and rash, until it can first be proved that

the pregnancy of Elisabeth commenced immediately

on the return of Zachariah, and that the severaj

courses continued, each suo loco et tempore, to per-

form their services in unintermitted succession.

Ts. 6. Righteous before God.—A declaration

not only of their truly Israelitish and theocratic char-

acter, but also that they were persons to whom the

divine approval pronounced upon Noah, Gen. vii. 1,

might rightly be applied, and who knew, from their

own experience, the " blessedness " of which David

sung in Ps. xxxii. When the promise made to Abra-

ham is on the point of fulfilment, we suddenly find

that the true Abrahamic character (Gen. xv. 6 ; xvii.

1), however rare, has by no means utterly disappear-

ed in Israel.

Vs. 9. According to the custom of the

priesthood.—In the service of the sanctuary, noth-

ing was left to accident, or to human arrangement.

The lot determined who was to perform each separate

portion of the sacred service, and, especially, who
was each morning and evening to bum incense before

the Lord. This office was considered exceedingly

important and honorable. According to Josephua

(Antiq. Jud. xiii. 10), a heavenly vision was also

vouchsafed to John Hyrcanus during its performance.

It seems impossible, however, to determine whether

the vision of Zachariah took place at the time of the

morning or evening offering.

Vs. 10. Were praying.—The pious were ac-

customed to unite in the outer court (?{<o) in silent

supplication, while the priest in the sanctuary offered

the incense, which was ever regarded as the sjmba

KXEGETICAL AND (CRITICAL.

Vs. 6. In the days of Herod.^

—

See remarks

on Matt. ii. 1.

A certain priest.—Zachariah has been suppos-

ed, on insufficient grounds, to have been the Ugh-

priest. It is worthy of remark, how the meaning of

both the names CZachariah, i. c, the Lord remem-

bers ; and Elisabeth, i. e., God's oath) was explauied

and ftilfilled by what happened to those who bore

them.
Of the course (class) of Abijah.—The descen-

dants of Eleazar and Ithamar, the sons of Aaron,

were exclusively called to the service of the sanctua-

ry, and divided into four and twenty classes or orders

(1 Chron. xxiv.), each of which ministered in the

temple during a week. The descendants of Eleazar,

the elder son, formed sixteen of these classes or

courses ; those of Ithamar, the younger, only eight,

—that of Abijah being (1 Chron. xxiv. 10) the eighth.

From the days of Solomon, these four and twenty

Ojurses relieved each other weekly in the temple-

service ; it is, therefore, not to be wondered at, that

attempts have frequently been made to ascertain the

exact time of the year at which the Lord was bom,

by means of the chronological date of the week of

the course of Abijah. The result of these researches,

made chiefly by Scaliger, feolomon van Til, and Ben-

gel, is communicated and criticised by Wieseler

{CHironologische Synapse, pp. 140-145). It Is, how-

«Ter, sdf-evident, that all such caloniations must be
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of acceptable prayer. Comp. Pa. cxli. 2 ; Eev. v. 8
;

viii. 3, 4.

Vs. 11. There appeared unto him—It may
be taken for granted, that the quiet and solitary so-

journ of Zachariah in the Holy Place had both quick-

ened and elevated his susceptibility for beholding the

angelic appearance
;
yet the narrative certainly bears

no traces of any ecstatic state, properly so called.

Indeed, the fact which he must have told himself,

that he saw the angel, " standing at the right side of

the altar of incense " (which he may have considered

a good omen), vouches for his clearness of percep-

tion, and sobriety of mind.
Ys. 1 3. Thy prayer is heard.—It is generally

thought, that the secret prayer of Zachariah for a

son, known to God, and long uttered in vain, is here
intended. But would the aged Zachariah have limit-

ed himself to this request ? Did no higher aspiration,

than a merely personal one, arise from the heart of a
priest in the Holy Place ? Must not Zachariah have
been among the Trpo^rSex^^Mfo' Ki'irpojirw eV 'lepoyca-

At)ai, spoken of eh. ii. 38 ? And is it not therefore
probable, that the chief matter of his prayer might
be expressed by the words of the Psalmist (Ps. xiv.

1) :
" Oh that the salvat'on of Israel were come out

of Sion ? " For all these reasons, we conclude, with
Meyer, that the prayer of the priest had special refe-

rence to flie coming of Messiah. A twofold answer
to this prayer is promised : first, that Messiah shall

indeed appear in his days ; and secondly, that he
shall himself be the father of the forerunner, who
was to prepare His way (Mai. iv.)—an honor he
could not have ventured to anticipate. Zachariah
sought first the kingdom of God and His righteous-
ness, and all other things—earthly joy of a father,

etc.—are added to him (Matt. vi. 33).

John.—Hebr. : Jochauan (i. e., God is gracious ;
equivalent to the German GoUhold). According to
an old Greek glossary: 'Itoawi;!, tV if ecrnv rj x"f>'s-
The name of the forerunner, as well as that of Jesus
(Matt. i. 21), was prescribed before his birth. Was
this distinction vouchsafed also to the mother of our
Lord, whose name has since been so idolized ?

Vs. 15. He shall be great in the sight of
the Lord—Truly great, then ; for just what a man
is in God's eyes, that is he indeed, neither more nor
less. A silent hint also, that no earthly greatness is

to be expected ; for " that which is highly esteemed
before men is an abomination in the sieht of the
Lord."

He shall drink neither wine nor strong
drink—Plamly referring to the condition of the
Nazarites, for the origin and laws concerning whom,
eee Num. vi. Acts xxi. 24 shows that such vows
were not unusual in Israel in New Testament times.
This appointment places the forerunner, in this re-
spect also, on a level with Samson and Samuel, who,
as well as himself, were born to their parents con-
Irary to all natural hopes and expectations.

rrom his mother's womb ;

—

i. e., not merely
.nde a puero, according to Kuinoel's lax interpreta-
aon, but before he shall have seen the light of life

(comp. ver. 41), from his earliest origin.
Vs. 17. In the spirit and power of Elijah.

—An evident reference to the last of the prophets,
Mai. iii. 1 ; iv. 5, 6, whose words are thus endorsed
by the angel. The expression, "the lord their
God," ver. 16, alludes not exclusively to the Messiah,
but to the Jehovah of Israel, of whom it is said, that
He Himself should appear in glory when the divinely
commissioned Messiah should come into the world.

The true subjects of Messiah are als» tie "peopk
preparedfor the Lord" the God of IsI'*l^..

To turn the hearts of the fathers to th«

children.—The feeling of the paternal relationship

had grown cold in many hearts, in the midst of the

moral corruption of Israel : when the foreruimer lifts

up his voice, the ties of family afiection shall be

strengthened. Others interpret this, to restore to

the children the devout disposition of their fathers.

Vs. 18. For I am an old man.—^According to

the law of Moses the Levites were not permitted to

serve beyond their fiftieth year. Num. iv. 3 ; viii. 24.

But this law did not apply to the priests, and Zacha-
riah was probably much older than fifty. His objec-

tion seems, in itself, as natural as that of Mary, ver.

34 ; but the Lord, who sees the heart, knows how to

distinguish between the objections of unbelief, and
the natural questionings of innocence.

Vs. 19. I am Gabriel.—An answer full of dig-

nity, and at the same time perfectly intelligible to a
priest well instructed in the Holy Scriptures, who
would recognize, by this name, the heavenly mes-
senger, revealed to Daniel (viii. 16 ; ix. 21) as one
admitted to very intimate relations with the Godhead.
The behef in different classes of angels, though a
development of later days, was the fruit of direct

revelation. They who look on the Book of Daniel
as the invention of a later age, cannot credit hia

angelology ; and the angelic world, which was open-
ed to Zachariah and to Mary, is closed to them, as a
punishment of their unbelief

Vs. 20. Thou shalt be dumb, and not able
to speak.—This is no mere repetition, but the first

member of the sentence is the consequence of the
second. The notion, that a natural dumbness, aris-

ing from an apoplectic stroke, is here meant, is or.e

of those curiosities of Bationalism, which have only
an antiquarian interest.

Vs. 21. And the people were waiting for
Zachariah.—According to many interpreters, they
were waiting to receive the blessing. It does not,
however, appear that this was always the office of
the priest who offered incense. It seems more prob-
able, that, not being accustomed to find the priest

remain longer in the sanctuary than was strictly ne-

cessary, some might have feared, when Zachariah had
been some time expected in vain, that some misfor-
tune, or sign of the divine displeasure, had befallen
him.

Vs. 22. They perceived that he had seen
a vision.—Dumbness having fallen upon him in the
temple, it was a natural supposition, that this might
be the result of an angelic appearance. Zachariah
makes signs that the supposition is correct. Inter-
preters have given due prominence to the symbolic
signification of this moment in the sacred history.
Bengel says: "Zacharias, mutus, exdudcbatur tan-
tisper ah aetioniims sacerdotalibus. I'railudium legii

ceremonialis Jiniendee, Christo veniente."—Chemnitz:
"When the voice of the preacher (Isa. xl.) is an-
nounced, the priesthood of the Old Testament be.
comes silent. The Levitical blessing is silenced
when the Seed comes, in whom ' all the families of
the earth are blessed.'

"

Vs. 24. And she hid herself five months^-
Neither, as it seems to us, from shame on accouul
of her advanced age, nor to secure rest, nor from ^xt^

belief, nor for the sake of observing an ascetic retire.
ment, and then suddenly making her situation
known; but \o leave to God, through whose extraor
dinary interf mtion she found herself in this condi
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tion, the care of making it manifest, and of taking

away her reproach among men (comp. ver. 26).

There is a remarkable coincidence in the frame of

mind of Elisabeth and Mary, under similar circum-

stances. Elisabeth was cnyy€vi]s to Mary, not mere-
ly Kara Japica, but also Kara irpevfia.

DOCTMNAl AUD ETHICAl.

1 " Introiie, el hie Dii sunt," seems to resound

in the ear of the believer, as Luke leads him into the

sanctuary of the gospel history. We are indebted

to the fact, that he begins his previous narrative at

an earlier period than Matthew, for the advantage of

recognizing fresh proofs of the " manifold wisdom of

God," in the course of events which preceded the

birth of the Lord. The new revelation of salvation

begins in the days of Herod, when sin and misery

had reached their climax, and when the yearning for

Messiah's appearance was more intensely felt than

ever. The temple, so often the scene of the mani-

festation of the glory of the Lord, becomes again

the centre, whence the iirst rays of hght secretly

break through the darkness. Every circumstance,

preceding the birth of John, testifies to a special

providence of God. He is bom of pious parents,

and of priestly blood, that the genuine theocratic

spirit may be awakened and produced in the fore-

runner of the Lord. He is trained for his high desti-

nation, not in corrupt Jerusalem, but in the retire-

ment of a remote city of the priests (ver. 39). It is

not revealed to all, that the voice of "him that

crieth " shall soon resound over hill and valley. The

first witness to this is only the pious old man, who
greets the prophet as his child. An angel assures

Zachariah of the distinction conferred upon him.

What human tongue could have foretold it to him

;

or how could he have ventured to hearken to the

voice of his own heart, without direct revelation?

The angel appears to him in the retirement of the

sanctuary, while he is employed in the faithful dis-

charge of hia priestly office, and standing on the

right side of the altar, he intimates that the days are

past in which the appearance of beings from another

world betokened death and destruction to mankind.

To enhance his enjoyment of it, the blessing is an-

nounced as an answer to prayer ; and the very name

given to the child, speaks to him of the graciousness

of his God. As a son begotten in old age, John

ranks with Isaac ; as granted to the barren in answer

to prayer, with Samson and Samuel. His oflice and

mission are stated in words which must have recalled

to Zachariah the prophecy of Malachi ; while the de-

scription of his habits, as those of a Nazarite, and of

nis character, as in the spirit of EUjah, must have

pomted out to his father a life of sorrow and strife.

And when the astonished priest desires a sign, his

want of faith is visited with a proof of the severity,

but at the same time of the goodness, of God. As

faith is to be the chief condition of the new covenant,

it was needful that the first manifestation of unbe-

lief should be emphatically punished ; but the wound

inflicted becomes a healing medicine for the soul.

Zachariah is constrained to much silent reflection,

and, according to the counsel of God, the secret is

still kept for a time. The sight of the priest struck

dumb, awakens among the people an expectation of

some great and heavenly event ; and soon will " the

things" done in the priest's house be "noised abroad

throughout aU the hill-country of Judaea" (ver. 65).

2. So many traces of divine wisdom are apparent
in the narrative, that scepticism itself has no excep-
tions to make, but to its miraculous character. In
this case the appearance of an angel is especially

offensive to the tastes and notions of modern criti-

cism. This being the first account of the kind,

which we meet with in Luke's Gospel, we may be
allowed the following remarks. The existence of a

higher world of spirits, can as little be proved, as

denied, by any a priori reasoning ; experience and
history can alone decide the point Now it is cer-

tain, on purely historical and critical grounds, that

angels have been both seen and heard by well-known
and credible individuals ; and if this be so, a higher

world of spirits must exist. It has, indeed, been
said (by Schleiermacher), that belief in the existence

of angels has no necessary basis and support in the

religious self-consciousness (or subjective experience)

of the believer ;
* but the question here is merely

concerning the historical truth of biblical angelology,

and not concerning the subjective experience it pro-

duces. Angels are not merely " transient emana-

tions and effulgences of the divine essence" (01s-

hausen) ; but personal, conscious, holy beings,

related, like men, to the Eather of spirits. God,

being the supreme and absolute Spirit, is able to

employ such \siTovpyiKa TTfeufxara. in His service

;

and man, having received a spiritual element from

God, cannot lack the ability of perceiving, with an

enUghtened eye, the appearance of beings so nearly

related to himself It is not when the bodily eye

has been directed to the material world, but when a

higher and more spiritual organ has been developed,

and the ear opened to the voice of God, in the hours

of prayer and solitude, that angelic appearances have

been perceived. This power of perception, produced

by God Himself, must be distinguished from the

trance or vision, properly so called, wherein angels

have sometimes, but by no means always, been per-

ceived. Comp. Acts X. 10; 2 Cor. xii. 1 ff. The

angelic apparitions were by no means the fruit of an

overstrained imagination, but objective revelations

of God, by means of personal spirits
;
yet only capa-

ble of being received under certain subjective condi-

tions. With respect to the angel who appeared to

Zachariah, if unbehef, on hearing his name, should

cavil, and doubt whether such definite names are

borne in heaven, this conclusion cannot be escaped

under the pretext, that Gabriel (the hero of God) is

no nomen proprium, but merely an appellativum

;

and we have only to answer, neganti ineumhit pro-

batio.

3. There is a remarkable coincidence between

Zachariah and Abraham on the one side, and Misa-

beih and Sarah on the other ; not only in the fact of

their unfraitfulness during so many years, but also

in the frame of mind in which they at length receiv-

ed the glad tidings. But in these parallel histories,

it is, in the Old Testament, the man who is strong,

the woman weak, m faith (Gen. xviii. 12); whUa

here on the contrary, it is the man whose faith fal-

ters. Even in the very first chapter of Luke, wo-

man, who had so long been thrown into obscurity in

the shadow of man, begins, in the persons of Mary

and EUsabeth, to take her place in the foreground,

by the heroism of a living faith ; as if to show that

she is no longer the slave of man, but a fellow-heir

* [It should not be inferred from the text that Schleior-

macher denied the existence of angels altogether. He only

denied the existence of Satsm and the evil angels.—P. S.l
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with him of the grace of life (1 Pet. iii. 1). It is,

however, qiute in Iceeping with divine wisdom that

in tnis case unbelief in view of the rising sun of the

gospel salvation is much more severely punished

tlian under the old dispensation. The clearer the light,

the more intolerable the shade in the eyes of God.

On the psychological ground of the doubt of Zacha-

riah, compare the fine remarks of Dr. Lange, Zeben

Jesu, ii. 1, p. 66 (German ed.).

4. It is a striking proof of the divine wisdom,

that John is aimounced as the second Elijah. This

name gives the earliest indication of his mission, as

reformer, in an extremely corrupt nation; of his

struggle, in resisting single-handed the false gods of

his age, as Elijah did Ahab and Jezebel ; of his fate,

in being first persecuted and rejected, but afterward

honored. The hkeness of John the Baptist to Elijah,

strikes us not only in his outward appearance, his

clothing, and way of living, but in his spirit and
character, as a preacher of repentance. The differ-

ence between them—consisting chiefly in the fact,

that the second EMjah performed no miracles—is ex-

plained by the peculiarity of his relation to the Mes-
siah. If the latter were to appear as a prophet
mighty in word and deed. His forerunner could do
no miracles, without dividing the attention, and pro-
voking a comparison, which must have been to the
prejudice of one or the other. He who would cavil

because the head of the greatest of the Old Testa-

ment prophets is encircled by no halo of miracles,

-ffiU find his answer, John x. 41.

5. On the formerly often-questioned genuineness
of the two first chapters of Luke, comp. Ceednkk,
" Einleitung in das N. T." p. 131 ; on the whole of
Luke's narrative of events preceding the birth of
Christ, J. P. Lange, " On the Historical Character

of the Canonical Gospels, especially on the History

of the Childkood of Jesus" Duisburg, 1836 ; and
(though with critical discrimination) ^^ Die Jugend-
ffeschichle des Herrn," by Dr. E. J. Gelpke, Bern,
Ohur (Coire), and Leipzig, 1842.

HOMH-ETICAI AND PBACTICAli.

The announcement of the birth of John the Bap-
tist, appointed by divine wisdom, received in human
weakness, confirmed by striking signs, crowned with
surprising resuhs.—God's way in the sanctuary : 1.

The dark sanctuary, or dwelling-place of the Infinite;

2. t/ie divine, where His glory is manifested.—The
answer to the prayer of Zachariah was ; 1. Earnestly
desired, 2. long delayed, 3. promised in a surprising
maimer, 4. incredulously waited for, and 5. glorious-
ly vouchsafed.—The happiness of pious couples, even
when the blessing of children is denied.—The high
value of tried fear of God in the eyes of the Lord.

—

The life of faith a continual priesthood.—A lonely
old age cheered up and made serene by the light of

the Lord.—God's revelation hidden from the eye ol

the world.—The holy angels present, even now, iq

the Lord's house.—The fear with which the revela-

tion of great joy fills the heart of a sinner.—John a

gift of God.—The birth of John stiU a matter of re-

joicing to many.—John, the second Elijah: their

similarity and dissimilarity.—John, great in the sigh*

of the Lord : his superiority to aU the Old Testamen

prophets, his inferiority to our Lord.—The gift of

abstinence even under the new covenant.—No meet
ness for the kingdom of heaven, without sincere re

pentance.—The desire to see signs and wonders : 1.

Easily explicable ; 2. very reprehensible ; 3. entirely

superfluous, where a greater sign has already been
vouchsafed.—The angel who stands in the presence

of God : his mysterious name, exalted work, and hid

den origin.—Zachariah dumb, yet preaching to be
hevers and unbelievers.—The announcement of the

birth of John the Baptist, a proof of the truth of the

prophetic word (Isa. xlv. 15): 1. God, a God that

hideth Himself; 2. the God of Israel ; 3. the Saviour.

—Elisabeth, a type of the faith which receives God's
blessing, enjoys God's peace, and waits God's time.

—When the reproach of his people is taken away
the Lord has been looking down on them favorably.

—The Lord's second coming is, like His first, openly
announced, incredulously doubted, patiently expect-

ed.—The Lord will give more to His people than He
withholds from them.—Does Zachariah tremble at

the sight of an angel ? Where will the ungodly and
the simier appear, when the Lord cometh with ten
thousand of His saints ?—The punishment of unbe-
hef is in the end a blessing.—The less, the prepant
tion for the greater.—Who hath despised the day of
small things ? Zech. iv. 10.—" Children are an herit-

age of the Lord, and the fruit of the womb is Hia
reward."—Gabriel standing in the presence of God
in heaven, and John great in the sight of the Lord
on earth.—The interest of the angels in the coming
of God's kingdom on earth.—Even in times of the
greatest corruption, there are stiU houses which are
temples of God.—" The vision is yet for an appointed
tune ; but at the end it shall speak, and not lie

:

though it tarry, wait for it ; because it will surely

come, it will not tarry." Hab. ii. 3.

Starke:—In prayer, we should remember the
presence of angels.—Even one of the holiest of men
cannot stand before an angel.—Even the true ser-

vants of God are not without infirmities.—Nothing is

great, but what is great before God.—God is able to
do exceeding abundantly above all that we ask or
think, Eph. iii. 20.—The more intimate the com-
munion of a Christian with his God, the more certain
his chastisement when he offends Him.—He who
sins with his mouth, is punished in his mouth.—God
has an eye upon His people, though no one else

should see them.—There are times when the chil-

dren of God bear reproach ; there are also timei
when God takes away their reproach before men; is
both His grace is shown.
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B. Armundaiion of the Birth of the Messiah. Oh. I. 26-38.

(The Gospel for the day of the Annunciation of Mary.)

26 And in the sixth month' the angel Gabriel was sent from God- unto a city of GaU
27 lee, named Nazareth, To a virgin espoused [betrothed] to a man, whose name wat
28 Joseph, of the house of David ; and the virgin s name was Mary. And the angel [he]

came in unto [to] her, and said, Hail, thou that art highly favoured [thou highly favour
29 ed 1 KexapiTftj/ic'iTj],' the Lord is \he\ with thee : blessed art thou among women.* And

when she saw him,^ she was troubled at his [the] saying, and cast in her mind what
30 manner of salutation this should [might] be. And the angel said unto her. Fear not,

31 Mary: for thou hast found favour with God. And, behold, thou shalt conceive in thy
32 womb, and bring forth a son, and shalt call His name JESUS. He shall be great, and

shall be called the Son of the Highest : and the Lord God shall give unto Him the
33 throne of His father David : And He shall reign over the house of Jacob for ever ; and

of His kingdom there shall be no end.

34 Then said Mary unto the angel, How shall this be, seeing I know not a man?
35 And the angel answered and said unto her, The Holy Ghost shall come upon thee, and

the power of the Highest shall overshadow thee ; therefore also that holy thing, which
36 shall be born of thee,* shall be called the Son of God. And, behold, thy cousin

EUsabeth, she hath also conceived a son in her old age : and this is the sixth month
37 with her, who was [is] called barren. For with God nothing shall be impossible.

38 And Mary said. Behold the handmaid of the Lord ; be it unto me according to thy
word. And the angel departed from her.

f 1 Vs. 26.—" In the eistli month," i. e., of the pregnancy of Elisabeth.
* Vs. 28.—The 6 ayyeAos of the te:sL rec., thougli sustained by Codd. A., 0., D., and the Latin Vulgate (angelus)t ia

oinitted by the Vatican and ottier uncial Codd. and thrown out by Tischendorf and Alford, but retained by liachmann, and
Tregelles who includes it in brackets. The Sinaitic MS. comes to its aid, and reads : n-pos avTTji' o ayyeAos einev (the texU
rec. places ayyeKo^ b^ore aitn^v, so also Lachmann and Tregelles). It is easier to account for its insertion titan for its

omission.
3 Vs. 28.

—

Highly favored^ Begnadigte (Luther less literally : Hotdselige), is the proper translation of the passive parti-
ciple KexapiTttfjuei^, and not full of grace, gratia plena, gnadenvoUe, as the Latin Vulgate and the Homish versions ren-
der it in the service of Maxiolatry. Axfobd : " Though xoptTow is not found in classical writers, the analogy of all verba
in -ofcj must rule it to mean, the passing of the action implied in the radical substantive [;^apts] on the object of the verb

—

the crniferring ofgrace orfavor upon." The word occurs besides here once in the N. T., viz., i]ph. i. 6 : t^s ^dpnos ainovj
ev n exo^plrutrev rjfiai €v T<Z r]yaiTyifjL€via, which the Vulgate renders :

*' in qua graiijicavit nos," etc., the E. V. ; " where-
in ne hath made us accep/etZ,"' lit. : has graced us.

* Vs. 28.—The words of the U^t. rec., evXoyrjftivjj <rif ev yvvai^iv , blessed thou aTnortg women, are generally re-

garded as a later insertion from ver. 42, and thrown out of the text by the recent critical editors. Tregelles retains the
words, but in brackets. Cod. Sinait. likewise omits them. The original reading of the angelic salutation then is simply :

"Mail, highly favoured one, the Lord [he] with yout" The reading here in connection with the proper translation of

Kexapi7uiJ.ivri has some bearing upon the question of the worship of Mary.
° Vs. 29.—The word iSovtra, when she saw him, for which the Vulgate reads cum audissei, is wanting in Codd. Sin.,

Vatican., and other ancient authorities, and thrown out of the test by Griesbach, Tischendorf, Alford, and Tregelles, while
Iiachmann retains it. The correct reading is: i] St e nl tw \6y<a SieTapdxSrj , and she zoas troubled at the saying.

Meyer, and after him Alford, suppose that the original mistake was, passing from AE to MJ.Tapax9ri (hence Cod. D. reads

oilly the verb, simplex), which gave rise to the glosses, transpositions, and reinsertions of ejri tiZ Adyw.
* Vs. 35.—Or : The Holy One that is born, to yevvwuevov Hyiov; Vulgate : guod nascetur (other Latin authoritie*

:

nascilur) sanctum. The particularizing addition, ix trov , ex te, of thee, of the received text, is without sufficient author-

ty and thrown out or put in brackets by the critical editors.—P. 8.]

course, in a quiet hour of retirement, as more befiV

ting and satisfactory under the circumstances.—The
words, t?ie angel, although wanting in the best manu-
scripts, is intended. The substitution of any human
being is inadmissible.

Highly favored.—It is apparent from ver. 30
that this is not spoken of the external beauty of
Mary, but of the favor or grace she had found in

God's sight. The same epithet is bestowed upon all

believers, Eph. i. 6, orig.

[The greeting of the angel in ver. 28 is called

the Anffelic Salutation or Ave Maria, and forms the

first part of the famous Soman Catholic prayer ta

the Virgin Mary

:

EXEGETICAIi AKD CEITICAl.

Vs. 26. Nazareth,

—

See remarks on Matt. ii.

23.

Vs. 27. To a virgin.—Joseph is the moat

prominent person in Matthew's narrative of events

preceding the birth of Christ, Mary iu Luke's; an

indication that in all probability she was, whether

inediately or immediately, the source whence he de-

rived the account of these facts. (Comp. Acts xxi.

17.)

Of the house of David.—These words, relating

Solely to Joseph, show that he was also of the blood-

IfoyaL That they by no means deny the descent of

Mary from David, will appear hereafter

Vs 28. And [the angel] came in unto her.

Here is no mere apparition of an angel in a dream,

«s to Joseph ; but a visit in open day, although, of

" Hail, Mary, full ofgrace, Ou Lord it wiCh. the»."

The second part of this prayer is taken from tie ad
dress of Elisabeth to Mary, ver. 42

:
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" Blessed art thou among women, and Uessed is the fruit of

thy womb, Jestis."

To this was added, in the beginning of the sixteenth

sentury (1508), a third part, which contains the ob-

jectionable invocation of the Virgin:

"Boly Mary, Mother of God, pray for us sinners, now and
at the hour of our death. Amen."

The concluding words, however, nunc et in Jwra

mortis, are a still later addition of the Franciscans.

Even the first two parts of the Ave Maria were not

used as a standing form of prayer before the thir-

teenth century.—P. S.]

Vs. 29. She cast in her mind.—A proof of

her serenity and presence of mind at a critical hour.

How different were Zachariah, and many before

him !

Vs. 32. Shall be called;

—

i. e., not only shall

be, but shall one day be publicly recognized as what

He really is.

The Son of the Highest.—This name seems

here used by the angel, not in a metaphysical, but a

theocratic sense. It points to the anointed King, so

long foretold by the prophets, and to whom the

words, 2 Sam. vii. 14 ; Ps. ii. 7 ; Ixxxix. 28, so fully

applied. Very deserving our consideration is the

following observation of 0. von Gerlach: "It is

worthy of remark, that the proper divinity of her

son was not deiinitely revealed to Mary : otherwise,

neither she nor Joseph could have been in a position

/ to bring up the child ; for the submission, which was

i
a necessary condition of His humanity, would have

' been submission only in appearance. But this prom-

ise, while it by no means abolished the parental re-

lationship, would yet direct the reverential attention

of the parents toward the child. From the very be-

ginning of our Lord's incarnation, we see that the

knowledge of His divinity was not to be communicat-
ed in an external and awe-inspiring manner, but to

be gradually manifested by His humanity and His
work of redemption."—For Mary, who was so inti-

mately acquainted with the Old Testament, this pro-

phecy would contain the essence of the most remark-
able Messianic promises : 2 Sam. vii. ; Isa. ix.

;

Micah v., etc.

Vs. 33. Over the house of Jacob.—The an-

nouncement of His universal spiritual reign would
have been, at this time, even more incomprehensible
to Mary. It lies hidden, however, in the promise

:

*' Of His kingdom there shall be no aidy We must
not regard these words of the angel as an accommo-
dation merely to the exclusively Jewish expectations
then prevailing, concerning the kingdom of Messiah.
Salvation is really of the Jews, and will one day re-

turn to Israel.

Vs. 34. How shall this be? et«.—A natural
objection, and a question as much allowed by the
angel, as that of Zachariah (ver. 18) was arbitrary
and blamable. Comp. Num. xxxi. 17 ; Judg. xi.

39; Matt. i. 18.

Vs. 85. The Holy Ghost—the power of
the Highest—The parallel between these two ex-
pressions, exacts that the one should be interpreted
by the other ; and their mutual light teaches, that
the Holy Spirit has verily a life-producing power,
but by no means, that He is only power, without
personality.

Shall come upon thee—shaU overshadow
thee.—Again two phrases reflecting light upon each

other. Both point to the supernaturol operation of

the Holy Spirit, in bringing to pass that which ordi-

narily occurs only through conjugal intercourse.

The word hriaKLaan can no more be understood ta

denote a special divine protection (Kuinoel), than a

cohabitation (Paulus, the rationalist).

Therefore also.—His miraculous birth% here

spoken of as the natural, but by no laeans the onlj

reason, why He, who had no human father, should

receive the name of the Son of God.

Vs. 36. Thy cousin, or: Mugwoman (t\

avyyevht coo).—It does not quite appear what

was the relationship between Mary and Elisabeth,

the daughter of Aaron (ver. 6). This relationship,

however, whatever it might be, proves nothing

against Mary's descent from David, as different

tribes might be united by marriage. (Num. xxxvl. 6

offers no difficulty, as it relates only to heiresses,

whose family was in danger of becoming extinct.)

There is, therefore, no reason to conclude that Mary,

by reason of her relationship to Elisabeth, was of the

tribe of Levi (as in the 2'estam. XII Patriarcharum,

p. 642, and Schleiennacher's Luhas, p. 26).

Vs. 37. With God nothing shall be impos-
sible.

—

Nothing, i. e., no word (^rj/^a) of promise,

A powerful support for Mary's faith, who might infer

from the mirabile the possibility of the miraculum.

It is at the same time the last, and indeed the only

sufficient, answer to the horror of the muraculous,

which characterizes modern criticism.

Vs. 38. Be it unto me.—Not only the utter-

ance of obedient submission, but also of patient,

longing expectation. The heart of Mary is now filled

with the Holy Spirit, who can also prepare her body
to be the temple of the God-Man.

DOCTMNAI. AND ETHICAI/.

1. Concerning the person of Mary, her youth, and
legends of her after history, see Winer in voce " Mary."

The beauty of her character, as " the handmaid of

the Lord," and the chosen instrument of the Holy
Spirit, strikes us at the first glimpse at her. (A. H.
Niemeyer gives a short but beautiful description of

her, in his Characteristik der Mbel, i. pp. 40-42.)

2. Two views, which have obtained in the Chris-

tian world, concerning the person and character of

Mary, are condemned by these early pages of Luke'n

Gospel. The first is that of the Roman and Greek
Church, which transforms the handmaid of the Lord
into the queen of heaven ; the mother of Jesus into

the mother of God; the redeemed siimer into the

mediatrix and intercessor. The other is that of Sor-

tionalismus mdgans, which deprives the humble bride

of the carpenter of the chastity and purity which
were her richest dowry, and necessarily rejects the

miracle of the supernatural birth; there being no
reason for concluding that Jesus was the son of Jo-

seph. The first idea was chiefly supported by the

apocryphal Gospels, which surrounded the head of

her, upon whom the Mght of the divine favor had in-

deed richly fallen, by a halo of celestial glory. Its

result was an almost heathen apotheosis of the vir-

giu-mother, producing all the follies of an unlimited
Mariolatry. The second notion was first conceived
in the brain of the heathen Celsus, who derides the
mother of Jesus, as the victhn of seduction ; whila

the Jewish version of this fable names one Panthera
or Pandira as her seducer. To the shame of Chris-

tendom, we have seen this blasphemy revivsd, in v»
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rious fonns, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centu-

ries (Bahrdt, and, in some degree, Paulus and others).

Its own intrinsic beauty, truth, and sublimity com-
mend the Gospel narrative, in opposition to both

these products of a diseased imagination.

3, With respect to the descent of Mary from Da-

vid, ft is undeniable that the words, ^| of/cou AaffiS,

Luke i. 2*7, refer exclusively to Joseph
;
yet they by

UO means assert, that our Lord did not descend from

David on His mother's side. We shall soon see that

Luke iii. presents us with the genealogy of Mary, as

Matt. i. does with that of Joseph. The angel, too,

who announces to her that she shall conceive a son,

throiigh the power of the Holy Spirit, could not pos-

Bibly have added :
" 7%« Zord God shall give unto

Him ike throne of His father David" had not Mary
herself been a daughter of David. Her song of

praise, also, clearly shows what expectations she

cherished for the house of David, and can only be

fully understood, psychologically, when it is regarded

as uttered by the daughter of a royal house, who,

though that house was then in the depths of degra-

dation, was yet looking forward to the elevation of

the rightful dynasty, and the abasement of the foreign

tyrant who then usurped the throne. The Magnifi-

cat (as Mary's Psalm is called) is as unambiguous a

proof of Mary's royal descent as the genealogy, ch.

iii.

4. The miraculous conception of our Lord, by the

power of the Holy Spirit, is related by Luke, as a

fact which cannot be doubted, and leaves no room
for the hypothesis that we have here a myth or legend.

It has often been said, but never proved, Ihat the

Jews of those days were expecting that Messiah

would be born of a virgin, in some miraculous man-

ner ; but even then, it would not follow that the nar-

rative was composed merely in obedience to the dic-

tates of such an expectation. The analogy of certain

heathen theogonies may perhaps prove the possibility

of inventing such a narrative, in a polytheistic or

pantheistic sense ; but its reality, in a Christian and

iheistic sense, can by no means be thus accounted

for. A comparison with the accounts in certain apo-

cryphal Gospels on this point speaks more for, than

against, the historical fidelity of Luke. Our Lord

Himself, indeed, so far as we know, never spoke of

this miracle; but His silence may be satisfactorily

accounted for. His mother's honor, the nature of

the circumstance, the ermiity of the Jews, all forbade

Him to bring to light a mystery, for the truth of

which He had only His own or Mary's word to offer.

Nor need it astonish us, that His contemporaries

speak of Him as the son of Joseph (John i. 45) ; nor

that Mary, speaking of her husband to Jesus, then

twelve years of age, should say, "Thy father"

(Luke ii. 48) ; nor, least of all, that His brothers

should not believe in Him (John vii. 5) ; for, from all

in the domestic circle, except Mary and Joseph, the

affair was concealed with profound secrecy. We
have already seen that Matthew also speaks of a mi-

raculous birth; while Mark passes over in silence

the history of Christ previous to His entry upon His

public ministry, although he presents the person of

»ur Lord in so divine a Ught, as naturally to lead to

the supposition of His heavenly origin. John is also

Bilent on the subject, though, in his description of

the cliildren of God, as born ovk ii aina-rav, oMe €k

er\-hfi-aTos (Tapxhs, ovSe ex ecK-iiiiciTos a.vSp6i,^ imme-

diately before the words, 6 \6yoi aapi iyiveTo,

there seems contained a latent reminiscence of what

ae must have undoubtedly heard from Mary during

his long and intimate intercourse with her. For if

he says, that "that which is bom of the flesh ii

flesh," and that the \6yos &s ^v iv apxf; '^P^' ''i»

06(ii/, became /esA, we must, according to this Evan.

geMst also, believe that this took place in some othct

way than through the diA-qixa aapicSs. Nevertheless,

though the conception by the power of the Holy

Spirit may be deduced from his doctrine concerning

the Logos, he certainly does not expressly declare it.

Paul also contents himself with the general state-

ment, that the Lord was born of a woman, and of

the seed of David (Rom. i. 4 ; Gal. iv. 4) ; and it

seems clear that this miracle, though an indispensa-

ble element of gospel history, did not originally be-

long to the apostolic uripvyna, which, according to

Acts i. 21, began with the baptism of John.

5. This does not, however, interfere with the

fact, that the miraculous conceptfon stands on a firm

historical foundation, and is of great dogmatic im-

portance. For the first assertion, they who deny it,

a priori, as absolutely impossible, deserve no other

answer than: irAavaude /j.^ elbores ras ypa(pas f^jj^e

Ti)v SiVayUij- ToC 06o5 [Matt. xxii. 29]. Yet, far

rather than say, with a modem theologian (Karl

Hase), that " birth of a vu-gin cannot be proved to

be impossible," would we comfort ourselves with the

words of the angel [to Mary, Luke i. S"?]: 3ti

OVK aSvvaT-fjaei irapa tov Qeov irav ^irifia. The laws

of nature are not chains, wherewith the Supreme

Lawgiver has bound Himself; but cords, which He
holds in His own hand, and which He can lengthen

or shorten as His good pleasure and wisdom dictate.

And surely, in the present case, an end worthy of

divine interference justified the deviation. When
the Eternal Word was, in " the fulness of the time,"

to take upon Him the form of a servant, the new

member could only be introduced into the human

series in an extraordinary manner. He, who was iu

the beginning with God, and who came of His own

will to sojourn in this our world, could hardly enter

it as one of ourselves would. He, who was the light

and life of men, must surely see the light of day, not

by carnal procreation, but by an immediate exercise

of omnipotent power. Besides, how could He be

free from every taint of original sin, and redeem us

from the power of sin, if He had been born by the

fleshly intercourse of sinful parents? The strong

and healthy graft which was to brmg new life mto

the diseased stock, must not originate from this

stock, but be grafted into it from without. To de-

duce hence the need also of an immaeuiata conceptio,

m the case of Mary, would be to lose sight of the

fact, that we do not lay the chief stress upon the ar-

ticle " natus e virgine M.," but upon the preceding

''conceptus e Sp. S." Prom the moment of our

Lord's conception, the Holy Spirit certainly contm-

ued to influence and penetrate the mind and spirit of

Mary, to suppress the power of sin, and to make her

body' His consecrated temple. If it be said (by

Schleiermacher) that Christian consciousness is per-

fectly satisfied by accepting the fact, that God re-

moved from the normal development of the Son of

Man all the pemicious influences and consequences

attending an ordinary human birth, the question here

is not What can the Christian consciousness of an

individual bear? but, What saith the Scripture!

We beUeve, on the authority of Luke, who took _aV

pains and had the best means of reUable informatioh

(comp. i. 1-4), that the power of the Holy Spirit

overshadowed Mary in a mysterious manner. Thi

moment of conception is sknply hinted at by th«
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words, "Behold the handmaid of the Lord," and

seems to coincide with the departure of the angel.*

Moreover, the true humanity of the Son of Man is by
no means abolished, but rather explained by this

miracle ; for was Adam no real man, because he

also, in a physical view, was a vitis &eov ? In short,

the miraculous conception is a aKdi^SouXov to those

alone who will see in our Lord nothing more than

His pure humanity, and who put the sinlessness of

the perfect man Christ Jesus in the place of the real

mcarnation of God in Him. To us, who believe in

the latter. His miraculous conception is the natural

consequence of His superhuman dignity, the basis of

His normal development, and a symbol of the ipoieev

yewnSriiiai, which must take place in every member
of the kingdom of God. Compare J. J. tan Oostek-
ZEE : Disputatio Theologies de Jesu e virgine Maria
nato. Traj. ad Rh. 1840.

6. The conception of the Son of God, by the

Holy Spirit, is the beginning of the intimate union
between the x^yos U'trapKos and the ny^vfia ovk 4k

ufTpou, John iii. 34. Thirty years later, the Spirit

descended upon Him in a bodily shape ; and after

He was glorified. He sent the Spirit upon all that be-

-ieved on Hun. The same Spirit who formed the
body of Christ, forma also the corpus Christi mysii-

cum, the Church.

HOMIIETICAI, AITD PKACTICAI-.

The calm, unostentatious entrance of the Divine
into the world of man.—God hath chosen the weak
things of the world to confound the things which are

mighty.—The true veneration of Mary : 1. Exhibited

;

2. justified ; 3. carried out.—The present worship of
Mary [in the Roman and Greek Churches] judged
before the tribunal of Gabriel: 1. Mary is called by
him, highly favored; by her worshippers, the dis-

penser offavors; 2. by him, blessed among women;
by them, raised above women ; 3. by him, the Jiand-

maid of the Lord, a sinful daughter of Adam ; by
them, the Queen of angels [and saints] ; 4. in his

eyes, a sinful daughter of Adam [nowhere exempt in

the IBible from the general depravity of Adam's pos-
terity] ; now [according to the papal dogma pro-
claimed in 1864], conceived without sin {immaailate
concepta).—Mary a type of faith ; in her just aston-
ishment, natural fear, gentle boldness, quiet reflec-

tion, and unhmited obedience.—The blessed among
women: 1. Poor, yet rich; 2. "troubled," yet medi-
tative

; 3. proud as a virgin, yet obedient as a wife

;

4. iirst doubtful, then believing.—The angelic ap-
pearances to Zachariah and Mary compared.—Jesus
a gracious gift : 1. To Mary ; 2. to Israel ; 3. to the
world.—The greatness of Jesus, and the greatness of
John, compared (vers. 15 and 32) : 1. Jesus greater
than John in Himself; 2. a greater gilt of God; 3.

therefore worthy of our greater appreciation.—The
throne of David : 1. Raised up after deep abasement

;

2. raised up amongst Israel ; 3. raised up amongst
us; 4. raised up to fall no more.—The question;
"How shall this be ? " may be asked : 1. In a sense

^
* [Older divines generally date the Bupematural concep-

tion from the words of the angel, ver. a5, which were the
modium of the mysterious operation of the Holy Spirit-

lawful for man, and reverential toward God ; or 2. Il

a sense unlawful for man, and dishonoring God.—
The operation of the Holy Spirit in creation (Gen. i,

2), and in redemption or the new creation (Luke i.

35), compared : 1. In both, a long and silent prepara-

tion; 2. in both, a life-giving and fructifying opeia-

tion ; 3. in both, a new world created.—The support

which those, who are "highly favored," find froai

contemplating others also highly favored : This sup-

port perfectly lawful, often indispensable, always

limited, and the highest, and often the only, support

of faith, in a power to which nothing is impossible.

—With God nothing shall be impossible, an answer

by which : 1. Unbelief is put to shame ; 2. weak
faith strengthened ; 3. and faith excited to thankful

adoration and unlimited obedience.—Behold the

handmaid of the Lord ! 1. Her hidden conflict ; 2.

her complete victory; 3. her full reward; 4. her

happy peace.—The messenger of Heaven and the

child of earth united, to perform the counsel and
good pleasure of God.—The greatest miracle in the

world's history, encompassed with the thickest veil

of obscurity.

Starke :—God knows where to find His children,

however hidden they may be (2 Tim. ii. 19).—God
is wont to bestow His favors in times of quiet and
retirement, Isa. xxx. 50.—AH believers are the

"blessed" of the Lord (Eph. i. 3).—The holier, the

humbler.—The " troubles " of holy minds always end
in comfort.—The members of Christ's kingdom have
in Him an everlasting King, an everlasting support,

and an everlasting joy.—Let even thy nearest and
dearest forsake thee, so thou make sure the Lord
Jesus be with thee, and abide in thee.

Heobner:—Mary and Eve: their similarity and
dissimilarity, their relation to the human race.

—

Mary the happiest, but also the most sorely tried, of
women.—Christians born of the house of Jacob, ac-

cording to the Spirit.—Humility the best frame of
mind for the reception of grace.—Our birth is also a

work of God.—The miraculous birth of Jesus, a glori

fioation of the whole human race.

Wallin :—The angel's salutation of Mary may
be applied to Christians in all the holy seasons of
life : baptism, confii'mation, the time of chastening,

the day of death.

Fr. Arndt :—How does the time of regeneration
begin in the world, and in the heart ? By an an
nouncemeut of the grace of God, which is : 1. Heard
in humility ; 2. received with patience and entire

self-resignation.

Van Oosterzee [in sermons previously publish-
ed] :—Mary the handmaid of the Lord. This saying
the inscription of the history of Mary, as maid, wife,

and widow.—Her character presents a rare combina-
tion of: 1. Genuine humility, with joyful faith; 2. of
quiet resignation, with active zeal ; 3. of faitiiful love,

with unwavering heroism.—That the Word was made
flesh, is: 1. An undoubted fact; this proved by:
(a) the life, (6) the words, (c) the works of the Lord •

2. an unfathomable miracle
;

(a) the unprecedented,
(b) the intimate, (c) the voluntary, nature of the
union of the Divine Word with flesh ; 3. an ever
memorable benefit ; for th"^ incarnation is : (a) tht
glory, (6) the light, (c) the life of mankmd. To con
elude, the questions: Do you bfUeve in the faoti
adore the miracle ? highly esteem the benefit ?
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C. Hyrnnx of Praite, with which (Tie expeciaiion of the Messiah^ Birth, and the actual Birth of the BaplUit

were greeted. Ch. I. 39-80.

(Vers. 57-80, the Lesson for the day of John the Baptist, 24th of June.—Vers. 61-19, the Gospel for the

first day of Advent in the Grand-Duchy of Hesse and elsewhere.)

39 And Mary arose in those days, and went into the hill-country with haste, into a

40 city of Juda; And entered into the house of Zacharias, and saluted Ehaabeth.

41 And it came to pass, that, when' Elisabeth heard the salutation of Mary, the babe

42 leaped in her womb ; and EHsabeth was filled with the Holy Ghost [Spirit] : And she

spake out with a loud voice, and said, Blessed art thou among women, and blessed it

43 the fruit of thy womb. And whence is this to me,^ that the mother of my Lord should

44 come to me ? For, lo [behold], as soon as the voice of thy salutation sounded in mine

45 ears, the babe leaped in my womb for joy.^ And blessed is she that beheved: for [be-

lieved that] * there shall be a performance [fulfilment, reXetWis] of those things which

were told her from the Lord.

46 And Mary said,

My soul doth magniiy the Lord,

47 And my spirit hath rejoiced in God my Saviour.
[,J

48 For [In that] He hath regarded the low estate of His handmaiden; [handmaid.]'

for [For], behold, from henceforth all generations shall call me blessed.

49 For He that is mighty hath done to me great things ; and holy is His name. [,1,

50 And His mercy is on them that fear Him from generation to generation.'

5

1

He hath showed [wrought] strength with His arm

:

He hath scattered the proud in the imagination of their hearts.

52 He hath put down the mighty from their seats [princes from thrones],

and exalted [raised up] them of low degree.

3 He hath filled the hungry with good things

;

and the rich He hath sent empty away.

54 He hath holpen [helped] His servant Israel [Is., His servant],

in remembrance of His mercy
; [,]

55 As He spake to our fathers, [(As He spake to our fathers)]

'

to Abraham, and his seed for ever [to A. and his seed, for ever].'

56 And Mary abode with her about three months, and returned to her o>«<( /^use.

57 Now Elisabeth's full time came that she should be delivered; and shr rrrought forth

58 a son. And her neighbours and her cousins [kindred, onjyycveis] heara now the Lord

had showed great mercy upon [toward] her ; and they rejoiced with hm.

59 And it came to pass, that on the eighth day they came to circumcise the child ; and

60 they called him Zacharias, after the name of his father. And his mother answered and

61 said, Not so; but he shall be called John. And they said unto her, There is none of

62 thy kindred that is called by this name. And they made signs to his father, how he

63 would have him called. And he asked for a writing-table [tablet, -irivaKiSiov], and

64 wrote, saying. His name is John. And they marvelled all [they all wondered]. And
his mouth was opened immediately, and his tongue loosed, and he spake, and praised

65 [blessing, euXoySv] God. And fear came on all thaf^dwelt round about them : and all

66 these sayings were noised abroad throughout all the hill-country of Judea. And all

they that heard them laid them up in their hearts, saying, "What manner of child shall

this be 1 [What then will this child be ?]
' And [For] " the hand of the Lord was will:

him.

67 Ajid his father Zacharias was filled with the Holy Ghost, and prophesied, saying,

68 Blessed be the Lord [, the, 6] God of Israel
;

" [,]

for [that] He hath visited and redeemed His people,

69 And hath raised up an [a] horn of salvation for us in the house of His servao; Davil

[of David, His servant, Aa/SiS tov rraiSos airov]

;
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70 As He spake by the mouth of His holy prophets, which have been sin. e the world oe

e;an [of His holy prophets of old]
;

^*

71 That we should be saved [salvation, o-wroplavy from our enemies,

and from the hand of all that hate us;
^ v. i ^ c +i o

72 To perform the mercy promised [to show mercy, irotrjo-at tAeosJ to our tatners,

and to remember His holy covenant,
. , , i c .^ i

73 The oath which He sware to our father Abraham [to Abraham, our tatherj,

74 That He would grant [to grant] unto us,
_

that we, being delivered out of the hand of our enemies, might serve Him without feai

75 In holiness and righteousness before Him, all the days of our hfe [all our daysj.

76 And [also] thou/^ [0] child, shalt be called the Prophet of the Highest:

for thou shalt go before the face of the Lord to prepare His ways;

77 To give knowledge of salvation unto His people,

by [in, Iv] the remission of their sins,^^

78 Through the tender mercy [mercies, 8ta (nrXdyxya IXiovs] of our God

:

whereby the day-spring from on high hath visited us,

79 To give light to them that sit in darkness and in the shadow of death,

to guide our feet into the way of peace.

80 And the child grew, and waxed [became] strong in spirit, and was in the deserta

till the day of his showing [manifestation, di/aSetfeojs] unto Israel.

-1 Ys. 41.—Better : And it came to pass, as Elisabeth . , . that the labe ... So the Revised N. T^ of the Am. B. TJ.

The best authorities place ^ 'EAio". after ttjs Map., while the Elzevir text reads : ij 'E\. rbv iniraa-tLov ttjs Map. (an inten-

tional transposition). , « > , , -Li IJ V
2 Ve. 43.—This is the shortest rendering of iroBev fxot toCto, sc. yevore;', and preferable to what would be

oeheruise more in keeping with the modem usiis loquendi: How hath this happened to me. Comp. the Vulgate : Unde hot

mihi; Luther and van Oosterzee : Woher (Jcommi) mir das.
• ,. ^ _c a

3 Vs. 44.—An immaterial difference in the order of words in the Greek text. Grieshach, Scholz, Tischendorf read .

rh Ppe'^oc ec avaAAiao-ei, for the text. rec. : ev dv- to ^p. The latter is supported by B., C, !>., F., L-, and Cod. Sin., and

should be retained with Lachmann, Alford, and Meyer. la t a-;

* Vs. 45.--There is a difference of opinion as to the meaning of o t t . Van Oosterzee a^ees with Luthei\ the old Latui

and the English Versions, and translates : denn. See his Exegetical Note. But Grotius, Bengel, d_e ^y^^ette, Ewald

Meyer, etc., render it that, making it depend upon Trio-Teuo-ao-a, as in Acts ssvii. 25 : irKTTcvMv yap tw 6e<Z on o5tos earai

I prefer the latter, because the supernatural conception foretold by the angel, vers. 31 and 35, had then already taken

place.
» Vs. 48.—"ETTt TTjv raveivoyo-Lv t^? SouAtjs avTov, the lowliness, humility, humble condition of his handmaid. Tan-e.

i/wo-is refers not to the humility of mind, but the humility of station or external condition. Luther and van Oosterzee

a Vs. 50.—Better with the Latin Vulgate, Luther, van Oosterzee, the Revised K. T. of the Am. B. U., etc. : Bis mevi^

isfrom generation to generation, to them that fear Him, to e'Aeo? avroO eis yci-eay yeveSiv (or with the older MSS. :
ei? yevEas

KoX yci'ea?, or with Cod. Sin.: ei? yeveav ttai yeceiv, which corresponds literally to the Hebrew ^11 ""'"^
*? « and is pref-

erable to the other readings) toi? 0oi3ovM«»'O'^5 avT6v. The C. V. favors the connection of from generation to generation

with (|)oPoU|uei'ot? instead of eAeo?.
' Vs. 55.—The clause : As He spake to our Fathers, should be inclosed in parenthesis, and the punctuation changed

thus: In remembrance of His mercy (.as He spo-lce to our fathers') to Abraham, etc. Eor fj^vrjaO^vat eAcouc and tw
A j8 p a d ^ belong together ; while the E. V. connects to Abraliam with spake, which is inadmissible in the Greek (eAdArjo-ev

TTpb? T0V5 TraT^pay r}fj.b}y, not TO is); comp. Ps. xcviii. 3 and Micah vii. 20, to which our passage alludes. In any case

the words for ever must be connected, not with spake, nor with seed, hut with in reTnemhrance of his mercy, and should

therefore be separated from seed by a comma.
n Vs. 55.—The Codd. axe divided between et5 rhv altova. and etu? altavoq. Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer, and

Tregelles adopt the former.
» Vs. 66.—Ti apo {quid igitur) Tb TraiStov touto eo-Tat; The force of the ratiocinative dpa should not^be

lost ; it refers to the peculiar circumstances and auspices of the birth of John ; comp. viii. 25 ; Acts xii. 18, where the apa

is likewise overlooked in the E. V.
10 Vs. 66.—The Sin. and Vatic. MSS. and other ancient authorities read k a 1 yd p, etenim, denn ouch ; while the Elze-

vir text omits 7 dp, which could easily he missed by a transcriber on account of the following x^^P' The words : "For
the hand of the Lord was with him," are a remark of Luke in justification of the preceding question of astonishment, as if

to say : The people had good reason to expect great things from such a child.

" Vs. 68.

—

EvAoyTjTos Kuptos 6 ©eb? rov "lo-pa^A is the literal version of the Hebrew i^iiT^ T\^"'Sl

bX"llU'i "^n'^X ,
Ps. Isxii. 18; cvi. 48 (see Septuag.). The sentence: the God of Israel, is explanatory and sliould he

Bepara!ted by a comma, and the article retained (with Norton, Kendrick, Sharpe, "Wakefield, Campbell, Whiting, the N. T.
of Am. B. TJ., and the German versions).

'* Vs. 70.—Atd <TT<5^(.aT0s Twv ayiiav (tojv) an atwvos' avTOu Trpoi^ijTwv. The second Toi i/ after oytW
in the text. rec. is omitted in Codd. Sin., B., L., etc., and by Tregelles and Alford, hut retained by Lachmann and Tischen-
dorf Ced. septima), and defended by Meyer. *A tt' aliavo^ is not to be understood here in the absolute sense, ah orbe con-

di/o, as the E. V. implies (also Calov : imo per as Adami), but relatively, like the Hebrew obiS'lO . Comp. air' atwKOs

Cren. VI. 4 (where the E. V. renders : of old); Pa. xxv. 6 (likewise : of old). Meyer (and Alford) quotes Longin.84: Toiiq

iff aiwi/os p^ropa-;. Luther translates tbcword: vor Zeiten; van Oosterzee : vor Jahrhunderten ; Stier better : von Alters
her; Ewald: seiner heiligen wraWen Propheten ; Korton:/ro7n the beginning; Kendi-ick, Whiting, the N. T. of the Am
B. U. • of old.

^^ Vs. 71.

—

"SitoTTifilav, etc., is anaphora and further explanation of K^pa? trwri^pia?, a horn of salvation, ver. 69,
i, f., a mighty, strong salvation ; horn being a motaphorical expression with reference, not to the horns of the allar, which
Rcrved ae an asylum merely (1 Kings i. 50 ; ii, 28 ff.), but to homed beasts, which are weak and defenceless without, hut
ftTDng and formidable with, their horns ; comp. the Hebrew "pp^ , 1 Sam. ii. 10 ; Ps. Ixxsix. 18, etc.

1* Vs. 75.—The true reading of the oldest authorities, including Coi. Sin., is: n-do-af ra? r)iiepat i) ^. u r (withoal
r 4 f ^w ^ 5 c/ the Elzevir text), all our days.
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' Vs. 76.—The oldest reading, oonftrmed by Cod. Sin., is

:

ward if^wbhnlich von d&n uvfeittcn Abschreibern vPyVst-mnmeU."
leat o-u 8^, instead of koi <tv. Mkteb: "Kal

" \s- "•—"^^ Oosterzee: " Erlcenntniss Oes Heils zu geben [bestehend] in Yergebung ihrer Sunden." J.v iAecrei^apTins belongs not to ,T<oT7,pias alono, but to v^,o,ri^ <r«,Tr,pi'a5
; that they might know that Mesaianio salva

tion comes in and through the remission of then' sins.

»wTnpi<w : see ch. iii. 7

P. S.I

„, ... , , .. ... —

,

-. The remission of sin is the first opening for the vi/dlcr.The preposition < v has its literal meaning, ' in.' " There should be no comma after 'ijeopfe.' -

EXEGETICAl Altt) CaiTICAl.

Va. 39 Into a city of Juda It does not seem
probable that these enigmatical words denote so

much as a city of the tribe of Judah, much less that

they point out Jerusalem or Hebron. The supposi-

tion, that 'loiiSa has been substituted for 'lovra (men-

tioned Josh. XV. 56), is far more credible ; nor is it

unlikely that this less strictly correct orthography is

derived from Lulie himself. Juta is to this day a

considerable village, inhabited by Mohammedans.
See Kohr's Palestine, p. 187.

Vss. 39, 40. Maiy arose—and entered.—Ac-
cording to Jewish customs, it was improper, or at

least unusual, for single or betrothed females to travel

alone. Mary, however, may have undertaken this

journey with Joseph's consent, and, perhaps, partly

in the company of others. Extraordinary circum-

stances justify extraordinary measures, and Lange
correctly remarks :

" the obedience of the cross

makes truly free."—The supposition, that Joseph
had taken his betrothed bride to his home, after a

public solemnization of their nuptials, before this

journey (Hug, Ebrard), seems improbable ; but still

more so, that Mary had already apprised him of the

fact of the angelic visitation. Her part throughout

was to announce nothing, but simply to wait till He,

who had destined her to the highest honor ever be-

stowed, should, in His own good time, also make
clear her innocence to the eyes of her husband and

the world. By this state of affairs only, can Luke's

account be reconciled with Matthew's, who, after the

words eip^eri in y. ix-i describes the discovery of

Mary's state as an unexpected, and hence a disquiet-

ing, discovery to Joseph. Mary leaves it simply to

God to enhghten Joseph, as He had enlightened her.

Nor does she undertake a journey to Elisabeth to

consult with her, or to avoid her husband, but to

geek that confirmation of her faith pointed out to her

by the angel.

Vs. 41. And it came to pass.—The salutation

of Mary, the ecstasy of EUsabeth, and the leaping of

the babe in her womb, are three circumstances oc-

curring at the same moment. At Mary's arrival,

Elisabeth is filled with joy, and her babe moves.

Luke mentions the latter circumstance first, as being

the most extraordinary, although, in itself, it was

rather the consequence than the cause of the emo-

tion felt by Elisabeth at Mary's salutation. The

aged woman, filled with the Holy Spirit, recognizes,

by the extraordinary movement of the child, the pre-

sence of the future mother of her Lord ; and thus

the yet unborn John already offers involuntary hom-

age to the KapTri>s T7JS KoiXt'as of Mary.

Vs. 42. Blessed art thou—and blessed is the

fruit, etc.—The first beatitude of the New Testa-

ment, and, in a certain sense, the root of all the rest.

Elisabeth, while extolling the blessedness of Mary on

account of her faith and obedience, was undoubtedly

reflecting with compassion on the condition of Zacha-

riah, whose unbelief had been reproved with loss of

ipeech, while the beUeving Mary was entering her

Qouse with joyful salutations.

Vs. 46. For there shall be a fulfilment, etc.

—It is grammatically possible, yet not logically no
cessary, to refer the on to the object of Mary's faitt
(" which believed that there," marg.). The assup
ance, that verily the things promised should be ful-

filled without exception, though not indispensable ir

Mary's case, must yet have been a confirmation of
her faith, which she would most gladly welcome. It

is self-evident how much the abruptness of the sen-
tences in which EUsabeth pours out the fulness of
her heart, enhances the beauty of this passage. A
psalm-hke tone, better felt than expressed, seems to
resound in her words, forming a prelude to Mary's
" Magmficat'"

[Vss. 46-55. The Magnificat of the Virgin Mary
(so called from the old Latin version of VliyaKi-
vfi, vs. 46 : Magnificat anima mea Dominuni),
and the Benediotus of Zachariah, vss. 68-79 (so

called from its beginnmg : Ei) A 0777x05, vs. 68,
Benedictds Dominus Deus Israel), are the Psalms of
the New Testament, and worthily introduce the his-

tory of Christian hymnology. They prove the har-
mony of poetry and religion. They are the noblest
flowers of Hebrew lyric poetry sending their frag-

rance to the approaching Messiah. They are full of

reminiscences of the Old Testament, entirely Hebrew
in tone and language, and can be rendered almost word
for word. Thus ij.eya\e7a corresponds to nib'ia

(Ps. Ixxi. 19; cvi. 21; cxxxvi. 4); 6 Smaris to

"1135 (Ps. xxiv. 8) ; els yevehv Koi yereiii (as Cod.

Sm. reads) to -."IT "i"lb . It is worth while to read

the first two chapters' of Luke in the Hebrew trans-

lation of the New Testament. These hymns form a
part of the regular morning service in the Anghcan
liturgy, and resound from Sabbath to Sabbath in

Christian lands. Dr. Bakeow says of the Magnifi-
cat : " This most excellent hymn is dedicated by a
spirit ravished with the most sprightly devotiot
imaginable ; devotion full of ardent love and thank
fulness, hearty joy, tempered with submiss rever-

ence." Wordsworth :
" This speech, full of Hebra-

isms, has a native air of originality, and connects the
eucharistio poetry of the gospel with that of the He-
brew dispensation. . . . Thus the voices of the Law
and the Gospel sound in concert with each other

;

and utter a protest against those who would make
the one to jar against the other."—The Magnifieat is

divided into four stanzas, each of which contains

three verses, viz.: (1) vss. 46-48 (to aiiToi); (2'

vs. 48 (from iSov) to vs. 50; (3) vss. 51-53; (4;
vss. 54, 55. The Benedictus of Zachariah contains

five stanzas, each with three verses. So Meyer and
Ewald. See Ewald's translation in his ; JDie drei

ersten jEkangeli^n, pp. 98 and 99, where he divides

the Magnijicat into 12, the Benedictus into 15 lines

—P. S.]

Vs. 46. And Mary said.—The angel's visit was
vouchsafed to Mary later than to Zachariah, yet hei

song of thanksgiving is uttered long before his ; faith

is already singing for joy, while unbehef is compelled

to be silent. The Magnifieat is evidently no carefuUj

composed ode, but the unpremeditated outpouring of

deep emotion, the improvisation of a happy faith.

It was easy for Mary, a daughter of David's roya

race, well acquainted with the lyrics of the Old Tes
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tameiit, favored by God and filled with the Holy

Spirit, to become in an instant both poetesa and

prophetess. The fulfilment of the angel's words

with respect to Elisabeth, in which she saw a pledge

and token of the full performance of his other pro-

mises, and of the realization of her most cherished

hopes, seems to have been the immediate cause of

this song of praise.

My soul doth magnify the Lord.—Mary's
ymn recalls, besides the song of Harmah (1 Sam. ii.

1), several passages in the Psahns, especially in Ps.

jxiii. and cxxvi. The begiiming plainly refers to Ps.

xxxi. 8, according to the Septuagint. The whole

may be divided into three or four strophes, forming

an "animated doxology. The grace of God (vs. 48),

His omnipotence (vss. 49-51), His hohness (vss.

49, 51, 64), His justice (vss. 62 and 53), and espe-

cially His faithfulness (vss. 64 and 55), are here

celebrated. It sounds liice an echo, not only of Da-

vid's and Hannah's, but also of Miriam's and of De-

borah's harps
;
yet independently reproduced in the

mind of a woman, who had laid up and kept in her

heart what she had read in Holy Scripture.

Vs. 47. God my Saviour Undoubtedly Mary
was looking for civil and political blessings, through
the birth of the Messiah ; but we overlook the clear-

ness of her views, and the depth of her mind, by
thinking that her expectations were only, or chiefly,

fixed upon these. The temporal salvation which she

expected, was in her eye only the type and symbol
of that higher salvation, which she desired above all

things.

Vs. 48. The low estate.—Not humility, or low-

liness of mind, but of condition, humUis conditio.

Prom henceforth.—The first beatitude, uttered

by Elisabeth, is a token of an unutterable number,
of which one at least is recorded, Luke xi. 27

;

" Blessed is Ihe womb that bare Thee, and the paps
which Tlum, hast srucked." *

Vs. 49. And holy is His name.—No mere ap-
position to SvvaT65 (Kuinoel), but a new and inde-
pendent sentence (comp. 1 Sam. ii. 2).

Vs. 52. The mighty (5 k r d a- t ct s).—Mary would
have been no true daughter of David, if she could
have spoken these words without primary reference
to Herod ; but no beheving Israelite, if she had
thought of Herod alone. The overthrow of all anti-

Messianic power seems, in her imagination, to begin
with the fall of the Idumrean usurper.

Vs. 53. He hath filled the hungry with
good things.—The supposition, that only the good
thmgs of this world are here alluded to (Meyer), is as
little to be entertained, as that the satisfying of a
spiritual hunger is exclusively intended (de Wette).
Such an alternative is certainly unnecessary in the
case of Mary, whose earthly hunger and nourishment
were both the type and resemblance of a higher need
and a higher satisfaction, and who had certainly felt

what Goethe afterward sung; " Alles Vergangliche
ist nur ein Gldchniss." f At this time, the spiritual
craving was most powerfully felt among the out-
wardly needy. How exclusively materialistic, or
bow exclusively spirituahstic, would Mary have been.
If she could have wholly confined her meaning to
either of these ideas

!

* [Christ did not rebuke the woman for this emlaoiation,
but foreseeing the future excesses of Mariolatry, Ho signifi-
cantly rephed, vs. 28: " rea rallier (ij.cvovvyt is both
oonflimmg and correcting= utique and imo vero), blessed are
Owj thai hear the word of God and keep «.—P. S.]

t ('• Every thing transient is only a parable." rrom the
wmdusion ol the second part of Goethe's Faust.—t. 8.1

Vs. 55, Abraham and his seed.—A remaik*

ble proof that Mary's expectations concerning
_
th«

Messiah's appearance were not of a particularistif

and exclusive, but of a universal nature. For the

seed promised to Abraham was to be a blessing tc

the whole world.

Vs. 56. And returned to her own house.—

To keep silence before Joseph, as she had broken

silence before EUsabeth. Even the distasteful man-

ner in which what passed between the betrothed

pair is embellished in apocryphal Uterature {Frot-

evang. Jac. ch. 11, 12 ; see Thilo's Codex Apocr. N.
Ti, p. 216), is better than the opinion that Mary
made a sort of confessio auriciilnris to her husband.

To suppose it psychologically and morally impossible

that Mary kept silence and waited, even after her

visit to Elisabeth, betrays a very superficial apprecia-

tion of her frame of mind. Hers was no transient

kindling of mere enthusiasm, but a constant and

steadily burning flame of divine inspiration.

Vs. 59. To circumcise the child.—On the

origin, intention, and sacredness of circumcision, set

de Wette, Archceologie, § 150 [also Jahn's Archaeol-

ogy, and the Bibl. Cyclopcedias of Winer, Kitto,

Smith, Herzog, etc., svh voce]. According to Gen.

xxi. 3, 4, the performance of circumcision, and the

bestowing of a name, had been simultaneous from

the very origin of the rite. It is remarkable how
much the custom of giving the name on the seventh

or on the eighth day after a child's birth has been
practised in the East, even where the rite of circum-

cision has been unknown. According to Ewald,

Israel. AlterthUmer, p. 110, the first of these prac-

tices is found to exist among the Khandi in India,

and the second among the Negroes ; he also connects

their use with the ancient sacred division of time into

weeks. Among the Greeks and Romans also it was
customary to name the child on the day of purifica-

tion.

Vs. 60. And his mother answered.—Ex revo-

latione, according to Theophylact, Euthym. Zigabe-

nus, Bengel, and Meyer. But it is not said here,

that she was filled with the Holy Spirit ; and it is

highly improbable that Zachariah should have kept
the matter concealed from her during so many
months. Needless multiplication of the miraculous
is quite as censurable as arbitrary denial.

Vs. 62. And they made signs.—Certainly not

because he was also deaf, as Ewald and many ancient

writers have supposed ; for the very fact that a sign

was considered sufficient for Zachariah, shows that

he had already silently heard the friendly contention.

Vs. 63. A writing-tablet.—TertnUian well says:
" Zacharitts loquitur in stylo, auditur in cera ; " and
Bengel :

" Prima hmc scriptura N. T. incipit a gra-
iia.^^ [^tltfaKiS iov was "a tablet smeared with
wax, on which they wrote with a style."—P. S.]

Vs. 64. And his mouth was opened imme-
diately.—Neither by the force of joyful emotion
(Kuinoel), nor by his breaking a voluntary silence
(Paulus), but by a miracle, whereby the word of the
angel (vs. 20) was fulfilled at exactly the right time.
Now that his soul is fully released from the chains
of unbelief, his tongue is released from the chains of
dumbness. His first use of his recovered faculty is

not to utter a complaint, but a doxology : a proof
that the cure had taken place in his soul also.

Vs. 66. And fear came on all.

—

Not a remark
in anticipation of the history (de Wette), but the first

immediate unpression produced by what occurred al
the birth and naming of the child. The Evangeiig*
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does not say that Zachariah uttered his song of praise

on this eighth day. In the whole of Luke's previous
history, as well as in other parts of Holy Scripture,

fear has always been the first effect produced upon
man by the consciousness that heavenly beings are
entering into nearer and unusual intercourse with
liim (ch. i. 12, 29 ; ii. 9). This fear, which now
spread only through the hiU-country of Judfea, after-

ward filled the heart of all Jerusalem. It was un-
oubtedly kept up, as well as the expectation of some
reater thiog to follow, by the unusual manner in

which the child John was brought up.

Vs. 66. For the hand of the Lord was with
him.—Arfevident reference to the prophecy of the
angel (vs. 15), and a summing up of the whole his-

tory of John's childhood. With Lachmann and
Tischendorf, we prefer the reading xal yap x"'p to

Ka! x^'P of t^fi Recepia. The question of surprise is

thus modified, and the surprise indirectly expressed
as constantly increasing.

Vs. e"?. And prophesied.—This word, both
here and in many other places, raust not be under-

stood in the sense of vaticinium edere, but of utter-

ing inspired words of praise to God. The last pro-

phecy concerning Christ before His birth, by the

mouth of Zachariah, has the character, not of an
oracle of Delphi, but of a psalm of David. It can
scarcely be better described than in the words of

Lange, Leben Jexu, ii. p. 90 :
" The song of praise

now uttered by Zachariah, had so gradually and com-
pletely ripened in his soul, that he could never forget

it in future. This song depicts the form and stature

of his faith ; it is the expression of the gospel, as his

heart had received it. It is with a truly priestly in-

tuition that Zachariah sees the reconciliation and
transformation of the world in the advent of the

Messiah. The coming Christ appears to him the

true altar of salvation for His people, who hence-

forth, delivered from their enemies, shall perform

true, real worship, celebrating the service of God in

perpetual freedom. It is this that is his heart's de-

light as a priest. His heart's deUght as a father is,

that his eon John shall be the herald of the Lord, to

^ve the knowledge of His salvation, even to them
who sit in darlsness and the shadow of death."

Vs. 68. For He hath visited and redeemed.
—Here, as also in Mary's song, the aorist is most
properly used to express the prophetic consciousness,

to which the salvation, still partly hidden in the fu-

ture, appears aheady present. In the eyes of Zacha-

riah, all the benefits to be bestowed by the Messiah

are summed up in the one word Kinpams ; and this

KuTpoKTis is the fruit of the gracious look, which God
has just cast (eVeixKeiJ'aTo) upon Israel. Zabhariah

passes over from spealiing of Israel only, in vs. 68,

to describe these benefits as bestowed generally (vs.

79) on all those who sit " in darkness and the shadow

of death : " a beautiful climax, and worthy of no-

tice.

Vs. 69. A horn of salvation.—The well-

known Bibhcal meaning of "jliJ (1 Sam. ii. 10; Ps.

cxxxii. lY, and elsewhere) must be here understood,

and not the horns of helmets, nor the horns of the

alUr. A strong, powerful defender is pointed out

;

nor does Zachariah forget that this horn is to spring

from David's race, though it is remarkable how much
less the Davidio element prevails in his sOng than in

Mary's.

Vs. "70. As He spake by the mouth of His
holy prophets.—Zachariah is here taking up the

golden thread which had dropped from Mary, vs
65.

Vs. 71. Salvation (o- m t rj p f a y) from our ene>
mies.—Undoubtedly the political element was ohieflj \
present to Zachariah. The priest is at the same time /
the patriot in the best sense of the term, deeplj :

moved by the sight of Roman tyranny. But h« ';

chiefly prizes this political liberation as the means tc j

a higher end, the reformation of divine worship; ;

vss. 74 and 75.

Vs. 72. The mercy promised to our fathers.—The fulfilment of the promises concerning Messiah,
is not only a matter of rejoicing for the present, and
a source of hope for the future, but also a healing
balm for past sorrows. The fathers had, for genera,
tions, wept over the decay of their nation, and were
now living with God to look down from hea^ en upoc
the fulness of the time. Comp. Luke xx. 37, 38

;

John viii. 56.

Vs. 74. That He would grant unto us.

—

Wa
are not to understand here the mailer of the oath,

but the purpose for which God once swore it, and
was now about to fulfil it. For the oath il'jelf, set

Gen. xxii. 16-18.

Without fear Not the fear of God, wkVh is

rather the Old Testament token of piety, but th". fear

of enemies, which had often made Israel incapab'e of

serving the Lord with joy. " How many times hud
the Macedonians, especially Antiochus Epiphaaoa,
and the Romans, hindered the Jews in the exercise

of their worship !
" (De Wette.)

Vs. 75. In holiness and righteousness be-
fore Him.—'O trioTTis and 5i«aioirui'i) are so

far different, that the former refers more to piety

considered in itself, the latter to piety with respect to

God. [This expression sufficiently proves that the

song of Zachariah looks by no means simply to the

temporal greatness of the Messianic kingdom, but
to the spiritual also.—P. S.]

All the days of our life, or rather all our
days.—Both the number and weight of critical au-

thorities justify us in expunging the words ttjj

f lu jj s from the Greek text. Zachariah, then, is here

speaking, not of the Uves of individuals, but of the

continuous national existence of highly favored

Israel. Uninterrupted national prosperity, based

upon true religion, is the ideal of his aspirations.

Vs. 76. And also thou, O child Zachariah,

as a prophet of God, now begins to foretell the career

of the last and greatest of the prophets. A striking

proof of the prevalence of the theocratic over the

paternal feeling in his song, is seen in the fact, that

the Messiah is always placed in a more prominent

position than His forerunner. Zachaiiah, however,

at last, cannot forbear speaking of the latter, and

with evident reference to Isa. xl. 3 and Mai. iv. St
is to go before the face of the Lord (Je'novah), whosa

glory appears in the advent of the Messiah. Tht
foundation of the salvation which he proclaims is

forgiveness, and the conditio sine qua nan of this for-

giveness is the knowledge of salvation : comp. HeK
viii. 11, 12.

Vs. 78. The day-spring from on high.—An
emblematic allusion to Messiah and His salvation,

again referring to Mai. iv. 2. There is a remarkable

coincidence between the last Messianic prophecy of

the Old Testament, and the very last before the in-

carnation of the Divine Word.
Vs. 79. Those sitting in darkness and the

shadow of death.—The glance of the prophet her«

takes a far wider range than Israel. He behaldt
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very many, deprived of the light of truth and Ufe,

Bitting in darkness and the shadow of death, but sees

m spirit the Sun of Eighteousness rising upon them

all : Isa. is. 2 ; Ix. 1.

To guide our feet.—The end for which the

day-spring should ^'ffive ligM" &s this again was the

end for which it '^ visited" our dark world. The

hymn concludes with a boundless prospect into the

still partly hidden future.

[Alfoed :
" Care must be taken, on the one hand,

not to degrade the expression of this song of praise

into mere anticipations of temporal prosperity, nor,

on the other, to find in it (except in so far as they

are involTed in the inner and deeper sense of the

words, unknown save to the Spirit who prompted
them) the minute doctrinal distinctions of the writ-

ings of St. Paul It is the expression of the aspira-

tions and hopes of a pious Jew, waiting for the salva-

tion of the Lord, finding that salvation brought near,

and uttering his thankfulness in Old Testament lan-

guage, with which he was familiar, and at the same
time under prophetic influence of the Holy Spirit.

That such a song should be inconsistent with dogma-
tic truth, is impossible : that it should unfold it mi-

nutely, is in the highest degree improbable."—Augus-
tine (Medit.) :

" blessed hymn of joy and praise !

Divinely inspired by the Holy Ghost, and divinely

pronounced by the venerable priest, and daily sung
in the church of God ; Oh, may thy words be often in

my mouth, and the sweetness of them always in my
heart ! The expressions, thou usest, are the comfort
ofmy life ; and the subject, thou treatest of, the hope
Dfalltheworld."—P. S.]

Vs. 80. And the child grew.—A summary de-

ioription of the twofold development of the youthful
Nazarite, both in mind and body. Thirty years
passed before the "./'««) " which arose at his birth

(vs. 65), was replaced by the universal agitation
caused by his powerful voice. It is certaiidy pos-
sible, but neither certain nor probable, that during
his sojourn " in the wilderness," he came in contact
with the Essenes who dwelled in the neighborhood
of the Dead Sea (Plinius : i&<. Nat. v. 17). [Comp.
the similar conclusion on the physical and spiritual

development of the child Jesus in ch. ii. 40.—P. S.]

DOCTEINAi AXD ETHICAL.

1. The new covenant is greeted, at its first ap-
pearance, with hymns of joyful praise. What a con-
trast to the fear and terror accompanying the intro-

duction of the Old ! These songs present a happy
interfusion of the letter of the Old, with the spirit of
the New Testament. That of Mary is more individ-
ual, that of Zachariah more national, in its character.
The former is more nearly akin to David's thanksgiving
after the promise made to him, 2 Sam. vii. 18 ; the
latter, to his hymn of praise at Solomon's anointing,
1 Kings i. 48. It is worthy of remark, how entirely
in the spirit of the Old Testament are the Messianic
expectations expressed in both songs, and how pure
and free they are from narrow and exclusively Jewish
notions.

2. The three songs of Elisabeth, Mary, and Zacha-
riah contain important contributions to the right
anderstanding of their Christology. Each is thor-
oughly persuaded that the Messiah is to be the head
of the prophetic brotherhood, the source of temporal
as well as spiritual prosperity to Israel, the highest
blessing to the world, the highest gift of grace, the

supreme manifestation of the glory of God. Wi
may easily disregard the absence of metaphysical

speculations in the compositions of those whose views

are so purely theocratic. Their hopes are just aa

material as might be expected from pious Israelitei

of their times, but at the same time so indefinite,

that they could only belong to the period of the be-

ginning of the sacred narrative. The relative want

of originality in the song of Mary, which is full of

reminiscences, offers a psychological proof of its au-

thenticity. Such songs as these would never have

been composed so many years after the appearance

of Jesus. Indeed, they may be considered as repre-

sentative of the state of Messianic expectation just

before the " rising of the Sun of Righteousness ;

"

and are, in tone, form, and spirit, much older than
the apostolic preaching of Christ's spiritual king-

dom. At what other time could such lays have
gushed forth, than just at that happy season, when
the most exalted poetry became reality, and reality

surpassed the ideal of poetry ?

3. It is striking, that while it is said of both
Elisabeth and Zachariah, before they uttered their

songs, that they were filled with the Holy Spirit (vss,

41, 46), the same is not said of Mary. The Spirit

seems no longer to have come upon her, after the

Old Testament manner, for a few moments, but to

have dwelt in and acted upon her in the gospel man-
ner. The royal spirit is more expressed in her song

;

the priestly character, in that of Zachariah. In his,

the Old Testament type, in hers the New, prevails.

4. The enthusiasm of faith attains its highest

point just before the time of vision begins (Luke x.

23, 24). It makes the aged EMsabeth young ; trans-

forms the youthful oride of the carpenter into the in-

spired prophetess of her future Son; renders the
priest the herald who announces the coming of the
forerunner ; and even communicates its rapture to the

child unborn. The dogmatizer has as little right to

build upon this latter circumstance a doctrine of

fides infaniium (as Calovius, a strict Lutheran divine

of the seventeenth century, did), and thus make the
exception the rule, as the neologian has, to deride a
phenomenon of a history, whose rehgious importance
and world-wide influence he is utterly unable to ap-
preciate. Comp, also Aristot. Hiit. Anim. vii. 3, 4.

6. The song of Zachariah is a proof how much
his spiritual life, and his insight into the divine plan
of salvation, had increased, during the months of si-

lence which succeeded his reception of the angelio

message.

6. Theologians who deny the existence of Mes-
sianic prophecies so called

—

i. e., of special promises
given by God Himself, with respect to the coming of
Christ-—should take a lesson from Mary and Zacha-
riah. In their view, " God spake by tlie mouth of
His holy prophets ; " spake for centuries past ; spake
to Abraham and to his seed, of the coming Christ;
spake so, that all future ages should believe, and ex-
pect, that aU that was yet unfulfilled, would surely
come to pass in due season. We have here a com-
plete outline of Old Testament Christology, to be re-

membered by the divines and preachers for all time
to come.

[1. " And {John) was in tlie deserts till Oie day of
hii manifestation unto Israel," vs. 80. Here W9
see combined the wisdom of temporary retirement
(the truth underlying the monastic system), and the
duty of public rsefulness in society (which th«
system of Protestant ethics makes most prominent)
The former is a preparation for the latter. •'.£'« bii
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iet tin Talent aich in der Slille, sieh ein Character in
dam Strom der Welt" (Goethe). On temporary re-

tirement Bishop HoRNE {On the lAfe and Death of
John the Baptist) remarks : " He who desires to un-
dertake the office of guiding others in the ways of
wisdom and holiness, will best qualify himself for
that purpose by first passing some time in a state of
sequestration from the world ; where anxious cares
and delusive pleasures may not break in upon him
to dissipate his attention; where no skeptical nor
sectarian spirit may blind his understanding, and
nothing may obstruct the illumination from above

;

where every vicious inclination may be mortified
through grace, by a prudent apphcation of the prop-
er means, and every fresh bud of virtue, sheltered
from noxious blasts, may be gradually reared up into

strength, beauty, and fragrance; where, in a word,
he may grow and max strong in spirit until the day
of his showing unto Israel. Ex. iii. 1 ; Ezek. i. 1-3

;

Dan. ix. 3, 23 ; Rev. i. 9 ; Acts vii. 23." On the
other hand, Milton {Areopagitica) justly censures
the permanent monastic retirement of idleness or self-

ish piety in these words :
" I cannot praise a fugi-

tive and cloistered virtue, unexercised and unbrcath-
ed, that never sahies out and sees her adversary, but
slinks out of the race, where the immortal garland is

jO be run for, not without dust and heat. Assured-
ly, we bring not innocence into the world ; we bring
impurity much rather : that which purifies us is trial

;

and trial is by what is contrary."—P. S.]

HOMILETICAI. AOTJ PEACTICAL.

The silence of faith and the silence of unbelief

contrasted in the cases of Mary and Zachariah.

—

Meeting of EUsabeth and Mary, emblematic of that

of the Old and New Covenant at their respective lim-

its.—Mary's greeting a comfort to EUsabeth in her

sorrow, at her husband's loss of speech.—The Holy
Spirit in the yet unborn John glorifying the Divine

Word, before His birth in the flesh.—The great hymn
of praise of the dispensation of grace begun.—Hu-
mility perplexed at the ineffable manifestations of

grace.—The blessing pronounced : 1. Upon her who
first believed ; 2. in her, upon all believers of the

New Covenant.—Faith leads to sight; sight to in-

crease of faith.—Mary's song of praise : 1. The climax

of all the hymns of the Old, 2. the beginning of all

the hymns of the New, Covenant.—Deep conviction

of the reception of the highest favors combined with

personal humility.—The manifestation of righteous

retribution combined with unlimited grace.—All the

perfections of God glorified in the gift of the Saviour

:

1. Grace, 2. power, 3. holiness, 4. mercy, B. justice,

6. faithfulness.—The new day of salvation, the fruit

of ancient promises.—The fruit of faith in Christ's

salvation is joy ; which is : 1. A thankful joy ; 2. an

humble joy ; 3. a hopeful joy ; 4. a God-glorifying

joy.—A heart devoted to God, the best psalter.

—

Mary and Eve : Faith in God's word the source of

supreme joy ; unbelief of God's word the source of

deepest sorrow.—Mary, the Hannah of the New Tes-

tament, and, like her, despised, exalted, rejoicing.

—

The coming of Jesus is : 1. The exaltation of the

lowly ; 2. the putting down of the mighty ; 3. the

satisfying of the hungry ; 4. the leaving empty of

those who regard themselves as spiritually rich.

—

God's faithfulness and Israel's unfaithfulness.—The

mercy of God shown: 1. To Mary; 2. through Mary

to Israel ; 3. through Israel to the world.

The three months of Mary's sojourn with Elisa
beth, an emblem : 1. Of the communion of saints oi
earth ; 2. of the intercourse of the blessed m heaven—The birth of John, a sign of God's faithfulness anc
truth.—The silence of Heaven at the birth of John,
and the rejoicing of the angels at the birth of Jesus,—The import of bestowing a name : 1. In the casa
of the forerunner ; 2. generally.—Every child a gift

of God.—The obedience of faith, m the case of Zacha-
riah : 1. Tried, 2. shown, 3. rewarded.—The Hallelu-
jah of man succeeds the Ephatha of God.—The "r©
port " of God attentively received, at first awakens a

just fear, and afterward drives away all fear.—

A

question and answer at the birth of a child : 1. Tha
natural question. What manner of child shall this

be ? 2. the satisfactory answer. The hand of the Lord
will be with him.

The true father also a priest : the true priest fill-

ed with the Holy Spirit; the true fuhiess of the
Holy Spirit manifested in words of praise to God.—
Redemption, a visit made by God to His people, by
Heaven to earth.

—

Novum Testament-am in Vetere la-

let, Vetus in Novo patet [St. Augustine].—No national
prosperity without the fear of God ; no fear of God
unaccompanied with beneficial effects upon national
prosperity.— Redemption, God remembering His
God-forgetting people.—The true service of God is a
service without fear: 1. Without timid fear of man;
2. without slavish fear of God.—No salvation with-

out forgiveness of sins ; no forgiveness of sins without
knowledge of the truth ; no knowledge of the truth

without divine revelation ; no divine revelation witii-

out divine mercy, grace, and faithfulness.—The rising

sun an emblem of Christ : 1. The darkness preceding
both; 2. the light spread by both; 3. the warmth
given by both ; 4. the fruitfulness caused by both

;

5. the joy with which both are hailed.—Darkness
and the shadow of death : 1. cast down, 2. enlight-

ened, 3. dissipated.—The Prince of Peace, the guide
into the way of peace.

The threefold hymns of praise.—Variety and on*
ness in the minds of those who here glorify the grace

of God in Christ.—Mary begins with what is individ-

ual, and ascends to what is general ; Zachariah be-

gins with what is general, and descends to what is

individual ; EMsabeth must precede, before Mary can
follow.—In the case of Zachariah, the silence of un-

belief is exchanged for the song of praise ; in that of

Mary, the song of praise is exchanged for the silence

and expectation of faith.—All three sing on earth

the first notes of a song which shall perfectly and
eternally resound in heaven, the one song of an in-

numerable multitude of voices.

The hidden growth of one designed for a great

work in the kingdom of God.—SoUtude the school

of the second Elijah.—The last silence of God, before

the first words of the desert preacher.

Stap-ke :—Christians should not travel from sin-

ful curiosity, but for some good purpose.—The lov-

ing salutation of the children of God.—When the

heart is full, the mouth overflows.—We may well be
filled with grateful astonishment, that the Lord
should come unto us in His incarnation, in His Sup-

per, through His word, and through faith.—As we
believe, so it happens to us.—Mary says, 3fy Sa-

viour ; she is then a sinner, needing a Saviour like

any other child of Adam.
QcESNEL :—The more God exalts an mdividual,

the more should he humble himself.

—

Langii Op,

Bihl.

:

—Pride of heart the greatest sin before God.—
Zsisius:—Christians should give their children
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names whioh tend to edification.

—

Bkentii Op.:—
God makes the speaker dumb, and the dumb man to

speak.—OsiANDEE —Hymns of praise, from sancti-

fied hearts, are the most acceptable sacrifice to God.

—Compare Luther's exposition of the Magnificcd, for

Prince John Frederick of Saxony {Werke, vii. 1220-

181Y), wherein he well says :
" It is the nature of

God to make something out of nothing ; therefore,

when any one is nothing, God may yet make some-

thing of him."

Hecbnee :—The faith of the less (Elisabeth) may
strengthen the stronger (Mary).—Mary the happiest

of all mothers.—EeUgion the foundation of true

friendship.—Pious mothers a blessing to the whole

race of man.—The Spirit must open a man's

lips, or he is spiritually dumb.—John a guide

into the way of peace, because a guide to Christ.

—

God carries on His work in secret.—Mature prepara-

tion for public work, especially for the work of th«

preacher.

Aenjdi:—Mary's visit to Elisabeth: 1. How it

strengthens her faith; 2. how it called forth bef

praise.

Palmer ;—To the art of praising God (Luke L

46-55) belong: 1. A clear eye to estimate the works

of God; 2. a joyful heart to rejoice in them; 3. a loos-

ened tongue to express this joy aright. (The first

might also be exemplified in Elisabeth, the second in

Mary, the third in Zachariab, and thus the theme and

parts be applied to the whole pericope, vss. 39-80.)

SOHROTEK (in a baptismal sermon on Luke i. 66)

—In what sense was this question asked? How
ought it to be asked ?—E. W. Keummachee :—Tht

dayspring from on high.—The festival at Hebron.—

The Benedictus of Zachariah. [Adventsbuch, Biel»

feld, 1847, pp. 140-172.)

SECOND SECTION.

THE HISTORY OP THE NATIVITY.

Ohaptke II. 1-20.

A. 3^ highest Gift of Heaven. Vees. 1-7.

(Vers. 1-14, the Gospel for Christmas.)

1 And it came to pass in those days, that there went out a decree [or edict, Soy/iaj

from Cajsar Augustus, that all the [Roman] world should be taxed [registered, enrolled].'

2 (And this taxing [enrolment, airoypac^rf^ ^ was first [the first, Trpctm;] ' made when Cyre-

3 nius [Quirinius] * was governor of Syria.) And all went to be taxed [enrolled], every

4 one into [to] his own city. And Joseph also went up from Galilee, out of the city of

Nazareth, into Judea, unto the city of David, which is called Bethlehem (because he

5 was of the house and lineage [family, Trarptas] of David), To be taxed [enrolled] with

6 Mary his espoused [betrothed] wife' being great with child. And so it was, that,

7 while they were there, the days were accomplished that she should be delivered. And
she brought forth her first-born son, and wrapped him in swaddling-clothes [bands],

and laid him in a manger ;
° because there was no room for them in the inn.

P Ys. 1.

—

To register or enrol is the proper term for airo-ypac/jeo-flai (lit. ta write off, to copy, to enter in a list; see

the Greek Dictiouaries). This may be done with a view to taxation (ajrortjiiiTa-is, census), or for military, or statistical, or
ambitious ptixposes. We know from Tacitxie, Annal. i. 11, Suetonius, Ang. 2'8, 101, that Augustus drew up with his own
hBjld !i rationarium OT breviarium totius imperii, in whiiih "ojjes pubticfs continehanlur; quantum civiu7)i sociorumque in
armis ; quot classes, reffna, provinciee, tribute out vectigalia et necessitates ac largitiones " (Tacitus). Tyndale, Coverdale,
Cranmer, the Genevan Version, the Bishops', and King James' have all taxed; Bheims Version; enrolled; Norton,
Sharpe, Campbell, Whiting, the revised N. T. of the Am. B. U. : registered; Luther: schdtzen; Ewald: aufschj-eiben

t

Moyer, van Oosterzee: au^fzeiclmen.
'^ Vs. 2.—The usual reading is avTTj ^ aTroypac/jrj TrpwTi) e-yeVero. But Lachmann, on the authority mainly of

the Vatican MS., omits the article i), and this omission to which Wieseler assents, is now sustained by the Sinait. 'MS.
The article is not necessary where the demonstrative pronoun takes the place of the predicate ; comp. Kom. ix. 8 : ravra
riKva Tou ©eov sc. kariv ; Gal. iii. 7 ; iv. 24 ; 1 Thess. iv. 3 ; Luke i. 36 ; xsi. 22, and Buttsiann : Grcivimatik des iV. T.
1859, p. 105.—Dr. van Oosterzce translates : die Aufzeichnung selbst geschah als ersle, the registering la-^t.L'^ took place as
the first, etc. He reads with Paulus, Ebrard, Lange, Hotinann aijTrj, (ipsa) itself, instead oi avtrj, tli is (which may b^
done, since the sacred writers and oldest MSS. used no accents at all), and he bases upon this his siWtion of the chrono-
logical difficultj^ of the passage. See his Exeg. Notes. I cannot agree with this solution.

3 Vs.2.—AuTTj iij) aTroYpa<^ij TrpwTTj kyiv^ro, K.r.k., 'fids enrolment was the first made when, i. e., the first thai
was inade or took place, Ciuirinus being then governor of Syria. The Vulgate : Usee descHptio prima facta est a prsesidi
Syrim Cyrino. This is, grammatically, the most natural rendering of ir p w t rj , which probably refers to a second censiiS
under Quirinus, held about ten years after Christ's birth, and mentioned by Luke in Acts v. 37 (ei- raU »)/x€pai? r^? qltto

Ma^TJs), and by Josephus at the close of the 17th and the beginning of the 18th book of his Antiquities. Meyer trauslateB
likewise ; Dleser Census geschah als der ersle wdhrend Quirinus Prieses von Syrien war. There are, however, other trans-
ations of jrpwTiri, which arise more or less from a desire to remove the famous chronologiciil diftlculty involved in thil
xcidental remark of Luke. (1) J'he authorized E. V., Bishop Middletou, Whiting, and others, take the word adverbiallj
c:ffj)(v77c, npiitTa.,pri'm.um: *^ This enrolment was first inade when," etc., i. e., did not take ijj'eci un£i7 Quiriniuswiu
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BOjemor of Syna. But this sense wonll reqime a very different phrase such as oi. ,rp6Tepoy iyivcro irplv », or t,5t€ npUrM
Vl^Z^^ f rffl'^u" *? 7t-"' "-^-^ ^?^ Huschke, Tholuck, Wieseler, Ewald, and other emment^c2olars solve the

n„™To l^£
difficulty hy takmg .r p « t, m the sense of ir p o t ^ p a , jjrior to, or befm Quirinius was t'ovemcr. Ewaldcompares the Sauscnt and translates :DieM Schatzung geschah viel feuhek als da Quirinus herrschleCOeschichU ChrU

ttus; p. HO; hut not m his earlier trmslation of the Synoptical Gospels of 1850 where he translates: Diner Cemu.gMchahals der erste wihrend Quinnus nber Synen herrschle). Meyer objects to this interpretation, but both he and Bleeladmit that irpcgros nvot may mean bi^/ore some one. This usiis hjiiendi is justified by John i. S, 30 : irpUrK (*oi>, prior me-
John XV.18: npHrov ip.av, priorem vohia; Jer. xxix. 2 : icrTepor €f£\9<i,/T05 ( PISS ^inN ) 'lexonou to5 P<utMws, a/tel
tAe dwarture of Jeconiah tite kmg (here, however, efeAW^tos is gen. abs., and Trpii™ does not occur), and by several pas.
eag^ from pro&ne writers (see Huschie, Wieseler, Meyer, and Bicek). But it cannot be denied that this sense of ,rpm

,

18 at least very rare, and no clear case can be adduced where it occurs in connection with a parUcivle; while, on the othej
hand, Luke might have expressed this sense much more clearly and naturally in his usual way by jrpi. to5 ivfuoreije.i.
(TOmp.vB. 21 of this chapter ;xu. 15; Acts xxm 15), or by „piv or ,,p\v ij. Hence this translation, though not impos-
sible, philologioally, is yet not natural, and should only be adopted when the ohronological difficulty can not be solved in
a more satisfectory way. .See the Exeg. Notes.

« Vs. 2.—K u p ^ V 1 o ! is the Greek form lor the Latin Quirinius (not Quirinus, although Meyer insists on this form).
His full name was Poblios Sulpicius Qoiiusius

; he was first consul a-- Home, then prasses of Syria, and died at Eoma
A. H. 21. See Tacitus, Annal. iii. 48 ; Sueton. Kher. 49, and Josephus, Antiq. Book xvii. at the close, and Book xriii at
the beguming.

» Vs. 5.—The oldest and best authorities, including Cod. Sin., omit yvvaixC, which is no doubt a later supplement.
« Vs. 7.—The text. rec. (and Tischendorf m ed. 7) reads the article, iv rjj (t>irv-ii, in the niunger ; but the article is

wanting in Codd. 8m., A., B., D., L., etc., and thrmvn out by Lachmann, Mover, Allord, so that the Authorized Version
is here (accidentally) correct. The article was added here and in vs. 12 by a copyist, in order to designate the particular,
well known manger of our Saviour. Sharpe, "Wakefield, Scarlett, Campbell, and Whiting have prematurely corrected the
E. V. and inserted the definite article on the basis of the Elzevir text.—P. S.]

EXEGETICAIi AITO CEITICAL.

Vs. 1. In those days.—Shortly after the date

of John's birth. Comp. oh. i. 36.

All the world-—n Stra ^ olKovfievTj denotes

not merely the country of the Jews, but the whole

Eoman empire {orbis terrarum); and the enrolling

(iTro7pa0€(j-flai) was undertaken to obtain a regis-

try of the inhabitants of the country, and of their re-

spective possessions, whether for the purpose of

levying a poll-tax, or of recruiting the army.

Vs. 2. The registering itself took place as

the first, when Quiiiniiu was governor of

Syria.*—The difficulties found in this remarli of

Luke, and the various efforts which have been made
to solve this chronological enigma, are well known.

{See among others, Winer, in voce, Quirinim, Jieal-

KorlerbucA, ii. 292 ff.)

[The difficulties are found in the following state-

ments :

1. That the emperor Augustus ordered a general

census throughout the empire (vs. 1). But it is certain

from heathen authorities that Augustus ordered at

least three times, A. U. 726, 146, and 767, a census

populi, and also that he prepared himself a breviari-

urn totius imperii, which was read, after his death, in

the Roman senate. Comp. the Monumentum Ancy-

ranum; Tacitus, Annal. I, 11; Sueton. Octav. 28,

101. The census of 726 and that of 767 can not be

meant by Luke ; that of 746 may be the same, but

it seems to have been confined to the cives Romani.

It is more probable that the census here spoken of

was connected with the breviarium totius imperii,^ in

which was noted also quantum aodorum (including

King Heiod'* m, armis.

2. That c Soman census was ordered for Judsea

at the time of Christ's birth (vs. 3), i. e., during the

reign of Herod the Great and before Palestine be-

came a Koman province (A. tJ. 759). But Herod

was a rex soeius, who had to pay tribute to the Ro-

mans ; and, then, this census may have been ordered

not so much for taxation, as for statistical and mih-

tary purposes to make out a fuU estunate of the

(Thole strength of the empire. The same object is

* F"We give here, as usual in the Exegetical and Critical

JVofci the author's own version, which reads :
Die Aufzeich-

nwigcObst gesohah als erste, da, etc. He bases upon it his

Mlution of the chronological difficulty, with which I cannot

•firee. See my Crit. Note 2, on vs. 2.—P. 8.1

contemplated in the decennial census of the United
States.

3. That Luke assigns the census here spoken of
to the period of the presidency of Quirinus (Cyrenius)
over Syria, while, according to Josephus, Antiq. xvii.

cap. 13, § 5 ; xviii. 1, 1, this Quirinus became gover-
nor of Syria after the deposition of Archelaus and
the annexation of Judsea to Syria, A. U. 758 or 760,
that is about eight or ten years after Christ's birth,

which preceded Herod's death in 750 A. U. (Ac-
cording to the isolated, and hence unreUable, state-

ment of Tertullian, Adv. Marc. iv. 19, Christ was
born when Q. Saturninus was governor of Syria.) I

shall give the passage of Josephus in fuU, that the
reader may judge better of the nature of the difficulty

and the attempts to solve it.

(Antiq. xvii. ch. 13, §5): "So Archelaus's country waa
laid to the province of Syria; and ^i'Wki'ms (Cyrenius), who
had been consul was sent hy Gxsar to lake account of the peo-
ple's effects in Syria, and to sell the house of Archelaus.
(B. xvili. ch. i. § 1.) Kow Quirinius, a Roman senator, and
one who had gone through other magistracies, and had passed
through them till he had been consul, and one who, on other

accounts, was ofgreat dignity, came at this time into Sijria, with
a few others, being sent by Caesar to be a judge of that nation,

and to take an account of their substance. Coponius, also, a
man of the equestrian order, was sent together with him, to

have the supreme power over the Jews. Moreover, ^ir^nftui
came himself into Judtea, which was now added to the proT>-

ince of Syria, to take an account of their substance, and to

dispose of Archelaus's money. But the Jews, although at

the beginning tlicy took the report of a taxation heinously,

yet did they leave off any fm-ther opposition to it, by the
persuasion of Joazer, who was the son of Bcethus, and high-
priest; so they being over-persuaded ty Joazer's words,

gave an account of theii' estates, without any dispute about
It. Yet was there one Judas, a Gaulonite, of a city whose
name was Gamala, who taking with him Saddouk, a Phari-

see, became zealous to draw them to a revolt, who both said,

that this taxation was no better than an introduction to

slavery, and exhorted the nation to assert their liberty, aa

if they could procure them happiness and security for what
they possessed, and assured enjoyment of a stnl greatet

good, which was that of the honor and glory they would
thereby acquire for magnanimity."

The census of Quirinius here described by Jose^

phus, is evidently the same to which Luke alludes in

Acts V. 37 :
" After this man arose Judas the Gali-

lean, in the days of the enrolment (eV xais T}fj.epai

TTJs aTToypa<pTis), and drew away much people aftei

him," etc. Josephus calls this rebellious Judas a

Gaulonite because he was of (iamala in Lower Gau-

lanitis ; but in Antiq. xx. 5, 2 and De Bella Jud. ii

8, 1 he calls him likewise a YaKiKatos. In regard ta

this census, then, the Jewish historian entirely con

firms the statement of the sacred historian-
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But now the trouble is to find room for another

census in Palestine under the superintendence of the

same Quirinius and at the time of Ohrist's birth.

This is the real and the only diificulty, and has given

rise to various solutions, which are noticed below.

Besides the article of Winer to which Dr. van
Oosterzee refers, the following authorities may be

consulted on this vexed question: Philipp Eduard
HnscHKE (a learned lawyer of Breslau) : Ueher den

tur Zeit Chrisii gshaltenen Census^ 1840. Tholuck:
Glauhwurdigkeit der evang. Geschichte. Wieseler :

Chronoloffische St/nopse, pp. 73-122. Henry
Browne : Ordo Sceclorum, Lond. 1844, pp. 40-49.

Fe. Bleek: Synoptiiche Erklarung der drei ersten

Evangelien, 1862, p. 67 ff. A. W. Zompt : Be Syria
Romanorum provincia^ &c., 1854 (pp. 88-125). R.
Beegmann : he '.nscriptione latina, ad P. Sulpicium
Quirmium rejivenda, Berol. 1851. H. Geelach:
jJic rbm. Statthalter in Syrien u. Judda von 69 a. C.
bis 69 p. 0. Berl. 1865, p. 22. H. Ldtteeoth : Ze re-

censement de Quirinius en Judee, Par. 1865.—P. S.]

We reject as inadmissible : 1. The attempt to re-

move the difficulty in a critical way, whether by reject-

ing the whole verse as an erroneous gloss (as Venema,
Valckenaer, Kuinoel, Olshausen, and others), or by
altering the well-supported reading as by the omis-
sion of the article (with Lachmami). 2. The conjec-
ture, that Quirinius instituted this census, not as ordi-

nary Proconsul of Syria, but as extraordinary legatus

Coisaris;* for, in this case, Luke would certainly
have employed another word than irii^aviijiiv. 8.

The explanation, that this enrolment took place before
Quirinius wasgovei-nor of Syria (Tholuck and Wiese-
ler). Luke writes better Greek than to use TrpaJT?) in

the sense of -rrpoTfpa.^ 4. The evasion, that a.iroyf>a-

<^7) means registration as well as taxation (Ebrard),
and that the former took place now, the latter eleven
years after under Quirinius. 5. Entirely arbitrary
and gratuitous is the supposition of Schleiermacher,
that it was merely a priestly taxing that took the
parents of Jesus to Bethlehem, which Luke mcor-
rectly contbunds with the Roman census.

Setting these aside, we beheve we may render the
passage thus : tlie taxing itself was made, for the first
time, wlien Quirinius was governor of Syria. With
Paulus, Lauge, and others, we read avT-i] for avTii;
a reading which no one can deem inadmissible, who
considers that Luke himself wrote without accents.
We believe that the EvangeUst inserts this remark,
to distinguish the dec^-ee for the enrolment, which
brought Mary and Joseph to Bethlehem, from the en-
rolment itself, which was not carried mto execution
till several years later. From the mention of the
governor of Syria and Judjea it is evident that vs. 2
speaks of the enrohuent in the country of Judiea,
while vs. 1 refers to the enrolment of the whole Ro-
man empire. Nothing prevents us from supposing
that the avofpacp-fi was really ordered and begun at
the birth of Christ, but was interrupted in Judtea
for a time by the death of Herod, and the political
changes consequent on that event, and subsequently
resumed and carried out with greater energy under
Cyrenius, so that it might rightly be said to have
been made, or completed, when he was governor. J

» [Browne, also, in Ms learned work on Biblical chronol-
<jgy, entitled Ordc Smdm-mi, p. 40 £f., solves the difficulty
hv taking mtixain in a wider sense and assuming that Quiri-
nius was at the head of an imperial eommission of the census
tor Syria.—P. S.]

t (Comp., however, irpirds /xov, John i. 15, 30 ; x\'. IS,
ftnd my Critical Note 3 above.—P. S.]

t [The objection to this solution of the difflcultv is, that

The remark of Luke, that this taxing was the first

that was made in Judsea, is no doubt designed t«

make prominent the fact that the birth of Jesus oc-

curred just at the time when the deepest humiliation

of the Jewish nation by the Romans had begtuu

Perhaps also in the fact that our Lord should, bo

soon after His birth, have been enrolled as a Boman
'

subject, he may have discovered a trace of that im»

versality which characterizes his Gospel.

Thus viewed, the account of Luke contains noth
ing that compels us to charge him with a mistake of
memory, in so public and important a fact. Had he
not investigated everything from the beginning (Luka
i. 1-3), and does he not show (Acts v. 37) an accu-

rate acquaintance with the taxing which took plac9

eleven [ten] years later, and was the cause of so many
disorders ? The decree of Augustus was not improba-
ble in itself; and from the account of Tacitus {Ann.
i. 11) it may be inferred, that it was actually promul-
gated. For he tells us, that after the death of Au-
gustus, Tiberius caused a statistic account, in the
handwriting of Augustus, to be read in the senate, in

which, among other particulars, were stated the rev-

enue and expenditure of the nation, and the military

force of the citizens and allies. Now, Augustus
could not have obtained such information concerning
Judaea without an awoypaipri, nor is it at all incon
ceivable, that the territory even of an ally, such as

Herod was, should have been subjected to so arbitra

ry a measure. It appears also from Josephus {Atit
J'lid. xvi. 4, 1 ; xvii. 5-8, 11), that Herod was not at
all indulged at Rome, but was regarded with a con-
siderable measure of disfavor, and perhaps the enrol-

ment could be affected in a milder manner in the
dominions of an ally, than among the inhabitants of
a conquered province. The monumentum Ancyra-
nam at all events, proves, that in the year 746 A. U.
C. an enrolment of Roman citizens took place, and
that, therefore, such enrolments were by no means
uncommon in the days of Augustus. The notices of
this enrolment by Cassiodorus

(
Var. iii. 52) and Sui-

das {in voce, airuyficiitiri) prove less, smce both these
authors, being Christians, might have drawn their

information from Luke. But the silence of Josephus,
concerning this whole transaction, may easily be ac-
counted for, especially if we aUow that the enrol-

ment was indeed begun under Herod, but not at

once completed. Suetonius speaks but very briefly

of the whole period ; while in Dion Cassius we find

no notice at all of the history of the five years pre-

ceding the Christian era. They cannot, therefore, be
cited as evidence against Luke ; and we should cer-

tainly be mistaken in supposing, that the complete
imperial Soy/xa. was, in all places, immediately com-
plied with, as if by magic. Should any feel', how-
ever, that all these considerations fail to remove the
existing difficulties, we can only advise them to as-

sign such data to the otrrpaitiyois UKevfai, in which
the great treasure of the gospel is deposited.

[The easiest solution of the chronological difB-
culty is the assumption that Quirinius was twie*
governor of Syria, once three or four years befor*
the Christian era to the beginning of A. D. 1 (A.
U. 750-753), and agam 6-11 years after the birtl'
of Christ (A. U. 760-765). A double legation of
Quirinius in Syria has recently been made almost cer
tain by purely antiquarian researches from two inde
pendent testimonies, viz. : 1. From a passage in Taci
tus, Annales, iii. 48, as interpreted by A. W. Zumpt .

vsa. 3 ff. relate the enrolment itself, or the extcMim of thl
imperial edict.—P. 3.1
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De Syria Romanorum provincia ab Ceesare Augusto
ad T. Vexpasianum

(
Comment. Epigraph, ad antiq.

Rom. pert. Berl. 1854, vol. ii. pp. 88-125), and ap-

proved by MoMMSfiN : Res gestae dim Augusti, pp.
121-124 ; comp. also Zumpt's recent article in Heng-
Btenberg's Evang. Kirchenzeitung for Oct. 14, 1865

(against SxRAnss : Die Halben nnd die Ganzen). 2.

From an old monumental inscription discovered be-

tween the Villa Hadriani and the Via Tiburtina, and

first published at Florence, 1765, and more correctly

by Th. Mommsen, 1851, which must be referred, not

to Satuminus (as is done by Zumpt), but to Quiriniue

(according to the celebrated antiquarians, Mommsen
and Bergmann), and which plainly teaches a second

governorship in these words : Proconsul Adam pro-

vinciam ob[tinuit legaius'\ Divi Augusti iiemm [i. e.,

again^ a second time^ Syriam et Ph\cenicem adininis-

travH or obiinuitl. Comp. Rich. Bergmans : De in-

icriptione latina, ad P. Sulpicium Qidrinium, Cos.

a. 742 U. C, ut videtur, referenda, Berol. 1851, to-

gether with a votum of Mommsen, ibid. pp. iv.-vii.

;

also Herm. Gerlach : Die rSmuc/ien Statthalter in

Syrien und Judda von 69 vor Chr. bis 69 nach Chr.

Berl. 1866, p. 22 ff. We hold, then, to a double

census under Quirinius : the first [TrptSiTri) took place

during his first Syrian governorship, and probably in

connection with a general census of the whole empire

(the breviarium totius imperii), including the domin-

ion of Herod as a rex socius, and this is the one in-

tended by Luke in our passage ; while the second

took place several years afterwards, during his second

governorship, and had reference only to Palestine,

with the view to fix its tribute after it had become a

direct Roman province (A. U. 759), and this is the

census mentioned in Acts v. 37, and Josephus,

ia. Antiq. xviii. 1, §1. It is certain that Augustus

held at least three census populi of the empire.—P. S. ]

Vs. 4. Joseph also went up.—The usual ex-

pression for going from Galilee to the much more'

elevated region of Jerusalem. The enrohnent would

naturally take place in Judaea, in consideration of

the claims of nationaUty. The policy of Rome, as

well as the rehgious scruples of the Jews, demanded

it. For this reason, each went to be registered, every

one to his ancestral city; though, in other cases,

the Romish census might he taken either according

to the place of residence or the forum originis.

Bethlehem.—Comp. the remarks of Lange on Matt.

ii. 1. , -,

Vs. 5. With Mary.—The conjecture that Mary

was an heiress (Olshausen and others) who had pos-

sessions in Bethlehem, and was obliged to appear

there to represent an extinct family, cannot be prov-

ed, and is also unnecessary. Undoubtedly, accord-

ing to the Roman custom, women could be emoUed

without their personal appearance; nor did the

Jewish practice require their presence. But if no

edict obliged Mary to travel to Bethlehem, neither did

any forbid her accompanying her husband ;
and her

love for the city of David seems to have overcome all

difficulties. Would not a contemplative spirit Uke

hers, perceive that the S<i7Mc of Cajsar Aug-ustus was

but an mstrument, in the hand of Providence, to ful-

fil the prophecy of Micah (ch. v. 1), with respect to

the birth-place of Messiah; and now that aU was

cleared up between her and Joseph, could she have

been wUhng to await the hour of her dehvery alone

in Galilee, while he was obUged to travel mto

Judsea ?

Vs 7 In a manger.—Probably some cave or

grotto 'used for sbelteriiig cattle, and perhaps belong-

3

ing to the same shepherds to whom the " glad tidr

ings " were first brought. Justin Martyr, in his I)i<iU

c. Tryph., speaks of a trTrTjKatotf aoveyyvs rrjs kc*>/j.tis.

Compare also Origen, (7o«fra Cels. 1, 65. At all events

even if this tradition be unfounded, it cannot be prov

ed that it arose from a misunderstanding of Isa.

xxxiii. 16. In any case, it deserves more credit than

the account in the Protevangelium of James, eh. 18,

and Hist, de nativit. Maries, ch. 13, that during her

journey the time of Mary's dehvery arrived, and that

she was obhged to seek refuge in this cave. Luke,

on the contrary, gives us reason to conclude thai

she had arrived at Bethlehem, and sought, though

in vain, a shelter in the KardKvfia. It is not prob

able that the epdmri formed part of the caravanserai

;

nor can we agree with Calvin's view, that descend-

ants of the royal race were designedly harshly and
inhospitably treated by Roman officials. It is mora
hkely that Mary and Joseph would not, in their state

of poverty, be thought worth the distinction of any

special mortification.

DOCTEINAl Ain) ETHICAL.

1. The days of Herod form the centre of the

world's history. Every review of the state of the

Jewish and heathen world at the time of Christ'j

birth, confirms the truth of the remark of St. Paul,

or€ Se ^\6iv rb irKripije^a rov XP^^'^^> 't-T.^., Gal
iv. 4.

2. As the time of Herod is the turning-point be-

tween the old and new dispensations, so is it also the

most brilliant period in the revelations of God. God,

man, and the God-Man, are never presented to ua

under a brighter light.

3. God manifests all His attributes in sending

His Son : His power, in making Mary become a

mother through the operation of the Holy Ghost

;

His wisdom, in the choice of the time, place, and cir-

cumstanoea ; His faithfulness, in the fulfilment of

the word of prophecy (Micah v. 1) ; His holiness, in

hiding the miracle from the eyes of an unbeheving

world ; and especially His love and grace (John iii.

16). But, at the same time, we see how different,

and how infinitely higher, are His ways and thoughts

than ours. His dealings with His chosen ones seem

obscure to our finite apprehension, when we see that

she who was most blessed of all women, finds less

rest than any other. God brings His counsel to pass

in silence, w'ithout leaving the threads of the web in

mortal hands. Apparently, an arbitrary decree de-

cides where Christ is to be born. Still, when care-

fully viewed, a bright side is not wanting to the pic-

ture. God as the Almighty carries out His plan

through the free acts of men ;
and without his know-

ledge Augustus is an official agent in the kingdom of

God.
4. Man also manifests himself at the birth of tha

Lord : his nothmgness in the midst of earthly great-

ness is shown in Csesar Augustus ; his high rank and

destiny in the midst of earthly meanness, in Mary

and Joseph.

5. The God-Man, who here lies before us as a

Trpa>T6ToKos, is at the same time the absolute miracla

and the most inestimable benefit. God and man,

the old and new covenants, heaven and earth, meet

in a poor manger.

"Den aller WeUJcreis nie heschloss

Iter liegi hier in Marims ScfMosi, ' et41-
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He who, either secretly or openly, denies tliis truth,

can never nnderstEind the significance of the Christ-

mas festival—perhaps never experience the true

Ohristmas joy. The denial of the divinity of Christ

oy the Rationalist preacher is annually punished at

the return of every Christmas celebration.*

6. When we are once convinced who it is that

came, the manner in which He came becomes a man-

ifestation not only of the love of the Father, but also

of the grace of the Son. 2 Cor. viii. 9.

The lowly birth of the Saviour of the world coin-

cides exactly with the nature of His kingdom. The

origin of this liiugdom was not of earth ; its funda-

mental law was to deny self, and for love to serve

others ; its end, to become great through abasement,

and to triumph by conflict : all this is here exhibited

before our eyes as in compendia.

7- The more our astonishment is excited by the

miracle of the incarnation, the more must we be

struck by the infinite simpheity—we could almost

say barrenness, and chronicle-hke style—of St. Luke's

account of it. Few internal evidences of authenti-

city are more convincing than those furnished by a

careful comparison of the canonical and apocryphal

narratives of the Nativity. The contrast is as inde-

scribable, as between a cahn summer night enlight-

ened by tender moonbeams, and a stage-scene of tree

and forest lit up witli Bengal lights. Such a dehnea-

tion could only be the work of one resolved to say

neither less nor more than the truth.

8. In eontemijlating what the sacred history says,

ive must not overlook wliat it passes over in silence.

Of a birth without pain, salva virginitate, nulla ob-

stetricia ope., and other similar commenta^ in which a

fancy not always pure has dehghted itself, not a jot

or tittle is mentioned. How early, however, such
play of human wit began and found favor, may be
seen, among others, in the example of Ambrosius, who
in his treatise JDe irustit. Virg., Opera, tom. ii. p. 257,
finds the maternal lap of Mary described in Ezek.
xliv. 2, of which he sang

:

"Fit porta ChrisU pervia,
RcJ-'crta plena gratia^
Transiique rex el permanet
Clausa, utfuUper sxcuUl."

9. The designation, "her first-born son," does
not necessarily imply that the union of Joseph and
Mary was blessed with other children. The first-

born might also be the only child, f The question,
thereiore, whom we are to understand by the iS^K^o,
of Jesus must be decided independently of this ex-
pression.

[Comp. on this difiicult question my annotation
to Langb's Matthew, p. 256 ft'. ; the commentators
on Matt. i. 25 ; and also Bleek : Synoptische Er-
klarung, etc., vol. i. p. 7(5. Bleek remarks, that
irpwTiiToKot may indeed apply to the only chUd of a
mother, but only at the time of his birth, or at least
as long as there is some prospect of other children.
The Evangelists, however, looking back to the past
history, could not well use this term of Jesus, if they

* [The author, in tlie second edition, has a long note
protesting agamst a supftrflcial and inconsiderate reidew in
Rudelbach and Quoncke's Zcilscftri/; for 18G0, p 503 which
did him great injustioo, and asserting his imqualifled beliefm the fall Divinity of our Saviour for which he has lonK
borne the reproach of Christ in Holland.—P. S ]

t [So Jerome on Mutt. i. 2,5, Theophylaot in Luke ii. 7

1(811 1, and all the Roman Catholic commentators, but evident-
y under the mfluenoe of the dogma of the jveruefiwi virginity
»( Mai> which obtamed from the fourth century.—P. §.]

had known that Mary had no other children.—

P. S.]

10. The first reception which Jesus met with a
this world, is in many respects of a typical character.

Comp. John i. 11. Bengel well remarks: " etiam

hodie Christo varus in diversoriiis locus."

[11. St. Bernard: "Why did our Lord choos*

a stable ? Evidently that He might reprove the gloty

of the world, and condemn the vanities of this pre»

ent life. His very infant body has its speech.

Dr. PuSEY :
" Christ's attendants were the rude cattle,

less rude only than we, the ox and the ass, emblems

of our untamed rebellious nature, yet owning, more

than we, ' their master's crib.' Is. i. 3 ; Ps. xxziL

9."—P. S.]

HOMILETICAl AST) PEACTICAIi.

The decree of the earthly emperor, and the over-

ruling arrangement of the heavenly King.—The
lowly birth of the Saviour of the world is, 1. surpris-

ing, when we consider who He is that comes ; 2. in-

telligible, when we ask why He comes ; 3. a caiise of
joy, when we see for whom He comes.—The King

of Israel, a Roman subject.
—

" The king's heart is in

the hand of the Lord ; He turneth it whithersoever

He will."—The stem of Jesse hewn down, yet shoot-

ing anew, Isa. xi. 1.—Bethlehem, the house of bread

for the soul, John vi. 33.—The journey of Mary and
Joseph to Jerusalem, a type of the behever's pil-

gi-unage : dark at its beginning, difficult in its prog-

ress, glorious in its end.—The city of David, the

least of all the cities of Judah, and the most remark-

able of all cities on earth.—Mary's first-born son, the

only-begotten Son of God, and the First-bom among
many brethren.—Boom in the inn for all, except Him.

The manger of Jesus, 1. the scene of God's glory,

2. the sanctuary of Christ's honor, 8. the foundation-

stone of a new heaven and a new earth.—The Saviour

of the world is (2 Cor. ix. 15), 1. a gift of God, 2. an
unspeakable gift, 3. a gift for which we must give

Him thanks.—The birth of Jesus, the new birth of

the human race: 1. Without it, the new birth of

mankind is impossible ; 2. with it, the new birth ia

begun; 3. by it, the new birth is assured.—The
Christmas festival the festival of the faithfulness of

God.—The coming of the Son of God in the flesh, a

manifestation of the infinite wisdom of God : this

wisdom evidenced in the time (vers. 1 and 2), the

place (vers. 3 and 5), and the mean circumstances

(vers. 6 and 7) of His appearing.—The manger, 1.

what it conceals, 2. what it reveals.—The whole world
summoned to be enrolled as subjects of this King.

—

" Behold, I make all things new :
" 1. A new revela-

tion, 2. a new covenant, S. a new man, 4. a new
world.—Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, equally mani-
fested and glorifled in the manger of Bethlehem.—
Christmas, the celebration of, 1. the highest honor,
and 2. the deepest disgrace, of man.—The manger
of the Nativity, a school of, 1. deep humility, 2. stead-
fast faith, 3. ministering love, and 4. joyful hope.

—

The coincidences between the birth of Christ in ua
and the birth of Christ for us : The birth in us ia

1. carefully prepared for, 2. quietly brought to pass,
3. as much misunderstood by the world, yet, 4. aa
quickly manifested upon earth, and rejoiced ovoi ia
heaven, as the birth for us.

Starke :—The first lesson given us by the neW'
born Christ is. Obey.—Even before we are born we
are wanderers in the world.—Jesus has consecrated
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•U the hard places on which we are obliged to lie in
this world.

Heubner :—Earthly kingdoms are obliged to serve
the heavenly kingdom.—The enrolment of Jesus
among the children of men, the salvation of millions.—Our birth on earth, an entrance into a strange
country.

F. W. Krummacher :—The threefold birth of the
Son of God, 1. begotten of the Father before all

worlds, 2. bom of flesh in the world, 3. bom of the
Spirit in us.

C. Harms :—Christ in us conceived by the opera-
tion of the Holy Spirit, bom in poverty and weak-
ness, exposed to peril of death soon after birth, re-

mains for years unknown, experiences, on appearing,
great opposition, is persecuted and oppressed, but
soon rises again, raises itself into heaven, and in His
spirit they that cleave to him carry forward and com-
plete His work.

KucHLER :—It is necessary for a due celebration
of Christmas, that we should recognize the Son of
God in the new-bom child ; for, without this recog-
nition, we should lack, 1. the fuU reason for, and due
appreciation of, this celebration ; 2. we should observe
it without the right spirit ; and 3. fail to obtain its

true
'

' =

FtroHS :—The Son of God bom in the little towt
of Bethlehem, a proof, 1. that the Lord certamlj
performs what He promises ; 2. that with God nothing
is impossible; 3. that nothmg is too mean or ton
lowly for God.

Floret :—The festival of Christmas, a children's
festiviil : 1. It leads us to a child ; 2. it fills the worid
of children with joy ; 3. its due celebration demands
a childlike spirit.

Ahlfeld :—The birth of the Lord the greates*
turning-point of history : 1. The worid and the heart
before the birth of Christ ; 2. the world and the heart
after the birth of Christ.

_
Tholuck :—The characteristics of Christmas joy

it is a secret, silent, childlike, modest, elevating joy
Jaspis :—How the celebration of the first Christ-

mas stiU glorifies itself m the heart of beheving
Christians.

Dr. Thtm :—Christmas joy over the Christmaa
gift.

[M. Henry :—Christ was bom in an inn, to inti-

mate : 1. That He was homeless in this world ; 2,

that he was a pilgrim on earth, as we ought to be

;

3. that He welcomes all comers, and entertains them,
but vnthout money and without price.—P. S.l

B. The first Gospel upon Earth. Ch. II. 8-12.

8 And tliere were in the same country shepherds abiding in the field, [and, rai] keep
9 ing watch over their flock by night. And, lo, the [an] angel of the Lord came upoL

them, and the glory of the Lord shone round about them ; and they were sore afraid
10 And the angel said unto them. Fear not: for, behold, 1 bring you good tidings of great
11 joy, which shall be to all [the] people.' For unto [to] you is born this day, in the city

12 of David, a Saviour, which [who] is Christ the Lord. And this shall he a sign untc
you [and this shall be the sign to you, toBto vp2v to o-rj^iitov •] ; ye shall find the [a]

babe wrapped in swaddhng-clothes,'' lying' in a* manger.

\} Vs. 10.—navTi TO) A aw. The omission of the article in the Authorized Version unduly generalizes the sense.
The people of Israel are here meant, for whom the angelic message was first, though, of course, not exclusively, intended.

s Vs. l^.—^'E.trirapyavoiij.evovt swathed, or wrapped up in swaddling clothes or swaihivg bands. The paraphrastic
rendering of the English Version from Tyndale to James was perhaps suggested by that of Erasmus : fasciis involutum.
SeewB. 7.

* Vs. 12.—The usual reading le a I before Keifjievoy has no sufficient critical authority and was inserted to connect
the two participles. Cod. Sinait. omits also Kei'jutecoF and reads simply Ppe^<y; eaiTapyav(afxevov ev tftdrvj].

* Vs. 12.—The definite article t^ before 0dTcu in the text. rec. is wanting in the best authorities, also in Cod. Sin., and
cancelled by the modem critical editors.—P. S.]

EXEGETICAIi AND CEITICAIi.

Vs. 8. Keeping Turatoh over their flock by
night, (fiuAacro-oj'Tej ipuXaKii s.—The expression

Beems to indicate, that they were stationed at various

posts, and perhaps reheved one another. On the

authority of Lightfoot, ad Zmc. ii. 8, many commen-
tators have remarked, that the Jews were not accus-

tomed to drive their cattle to pasture after the first

half of November, and that we have, in this verse,

indirect evidence of the worthlessness of the tradition

wluch has assigned the 25th of December as the day

of our Lord's birth. It is well known that this date

was chosen on account of the contemporary natalis

invieti soli.s, without finding any other support ui the

gospel. On the other hand, however, we might con-

tend that, from Luke ii. 8 alone, it cannot be deemed

impossible that the birth of our Lord should have

occurred in winter. This winter may have been less

severe than usual Several travellers («. g., Kau-
wolf, Reisen 1, p. 118) inform us, that in the end of

December, after the rainy season, the flowers bloom
and the shepherds lead out their flocks again. Be-
sides, these shepherds may have formed an exception
to the general rule, whether from poverty, or as be-
ing servants. The Lord Himself, in the flist night ol

His life on earth, did not rest on roses. It is also

worthy of note, that the ancient Church, to whom
the peculiarities of the climate of Palestine were cer-

tainly known, was never hindered in its practice ot

celebrating the Nativity on the 25th of December by
the consideration of Luke ii. 8. May not the diffi.

culty, then, be more imaginary than real ?

[Note on the Date of the Nativity or Christ.—
The fact mentioned by Luke, that the shepherd!
pastured their flock in the field of Bethlehem, is of
itself not inconsistent with the traditional date of
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0>ir Saviour's birth. Travellers in Palestine differ

widely in their meteorological accounts, as the seasons

themselves vary in different years. But Barclay,

Schwartz and others who give us the result of several

years' observations in Jerusalem, agree in the state-

ment that during the rainy season from the end of

October to March there generally occurs an inter-

regnum of several weeks' dry weather between the

•middle of December and the middle of February,

and that during the month of December the earth is

clothed with rich verdure, and sowing and ploughing

goes on at intervals. Schubert says that the period

about Christmas is often one of the loveliest periods

of the whole year, and Tobler remarks, that the

weather about Christmas is favorable to the feeding

of flocks, and often most beautiful. The saying of

the Talmudists, that the flocks were taken to the

fields in March and brought home in November, had
reference to the pastures in the wilderness far away
from the cities or villages. Comp. on this whole

subject S. J. Andrews : The Life of our Lord upon
the Earth, p. 16 ff.

But while the statement of Luke cannot disprove

the tradition of the Nativity, it can as little prove it.

This tradition is itself of late origin and of no critical

value. The celebration of Christmas was not intro-

duced in the church till after the middle of the fourth

century. It originated in Rome, and was probably
a Christian transformation or regeneration of a series

of kindred heathen festivals, the SaturnaUa, Sigillaria,

Juvenaha, and Brumalia, which were celebrated in the

month of December in commemoration of the golden

age of universal freedom and equaUty, and in honor
of the unconquered sun, and which were great holi-

days, especially for slaves and children. [See my
Church History, N. Y., vol. ii. p. 395 ff.) In the
primitive Church there was no agreement .is to the
time of Christ's birth. In the East the 6th of January
was observed as the day of His baptism and birth.

In the third century, as Clement of Alexandria re-

lates, some regarded the twentieth of May, others
the twentieth of April, as the birth-day of our Saviour.

Among modem chronologists and biographers of
Jesus there is still greater difference of opinion, and
every mouth, even June and July (when the fields are
parched from want of rain), have been named as the
time when the great event took place. Lightfoot
assigns the Nativity to September, Lardner and New-
lome to October, Wieselcr to February, Paulus to

March, Greswell and Alford to the 5th of April, just
after the spring rains, when there is an abundance of
pasture, Lichtenstein places it in July or December,
Strong in August, Robinson in autumn, Clinton in
spring, Andrews between the middle of December,
749, to the middle of January, 750 A. U. On the
other hand, Roman Catholic historians and bio"-
raphers of Jesus, as Sepp, Friedlieb, Bucher, Patrl-
tius, also some Protestant writers, defend the popular
tradition, or the 25th of December. Wordsworth
gives up the problem, and thinks that the Holy Spirit
has concealed the knowledge of the year and day of
Christ's birth and the duration of His ministry from
the wise and prudent to teach them humility.

The precise date of the Nativity can certainly be
no matter of vital importance, else it would have
been revealed to us. It is enough for us to know that
the Saviour was bom in tlie fulness of time, just
when He was most needed, and when the Jewish and
Gentile worid was fully prepared for this central
lact and turning point in history. For internal rea-
sons the 25th of December, when the longest night

gives way to the returning snn on his triumphMi

march, is eminently suited as the birth-day ol Him
who appeared in the darkest night of sin and errof

as the true Light of the world. But it may have been

instinctively selected for this poetic and symbolioal

fitness rather than on historic' grounds.—P. S.]

Vs. 9. And, lo, an angel.—The whole narrative

is evidently designed to impress us with the sudden

and unexpected manner of the angehc apparition

while, at the same time, it is not denied that the su*
ceptibility of the shepherds for the reception of the

heavenly message may have been enhanced by their

waitmg for the redemption of Israel, their mutual
discourse, and their sojourn, in the quiet solemi-.

night, beneath the starry heavens. Meanwhile, the

first preacher of the gospel stands suddenly before

them.

—

The glory of the Lord which shone
round them (5o|a Kvpiov ir^ ptiKafx^ev

a u T li s), is the nin"' 1133 , already known to them
from the Old Testament. And it was the sight o*

this that filled them with fear.

Vs. 9. And they -were sore afraid or feared
greatly (i(po^T\Briijav (p6^ov ii.iyav).—The
fear which we so often find mentioned in the sacrec

narrative, when man comes into immediate contact

with the supernatural and the holy (comp., e. g.,

Luke V. 8 and xxiv. 5), is not to be wholly attributed

to the fact, that such contact was unexpected, and
still less to a conviction of moral impurity before
God, only. It seems rather, that the old popular be-

lief, that he who had seen God would die (Judg. xiii.

22), had by no means disappeared even after the Bab-
ylonian captivity. This belief might also have been
strengthened by traditional remembrance of the
cherubim with the flaming sword at the gate of Eden.
In any case, this superstitious fear is surely a better

o(T|H^ eiitoSms before God, than the incredulous scep-

ticism of modern days concerning any angelic visita-

tions.

Vs. 10. To all the people.—^Namely to Israel, to

whom they belonged, as is expressed with the ?ame
particularity, Luke i. 33 ; Matt. i. 21. The announce-
ment of this truth to the shepherds, indirectly inti-

mates, that other pious Israelites were soon to hear
from them of the birth of their King. In vs. 17 we
are told ofthe first fulfilment of this indirect command.

Vs. 1 1 . Christ, the Lord.—Not the Christ of the
Lord, as He is called ch. ii. 26, but the Messiah, who
equally with the Jehovah of the Old Testament, bears
the name Kipios (com. ch. xxiii. 2, and Acts ii. 86).
The intimation that He was born in the city of David
would recall Micah v., which, according to Matt. ii.

6, was in those days universally understood to refer

to Messiah.

[Alford :
" This is the only place where these

words (XpicrT<is and Viipios) come together. In ch.

xxiii. 2, we have Xp. Paai\4a, and in Acts ii. 36,
Kvpiof Kixl Xo. And I see no way of understanding
this KiJpior, but as corresponding to the Hebrew
Jkhovah." So also Wordsworth. This reference
is the more probable, since Luke in vs. 9 uses Kipioi
twice of Jehovah. The connection of Christ with
Lord occurs also in Col. iii. 24, though in a some-
what different meaning, rm Kvpia, Xpio-Tto SovKevfrc—P. S.]

Vs. 12. And this shall be the sign to you.—
It happens here, as in the annunciation of the birtl
to Mary (ch. i. 36). A sign was vouchsafed, where
none was asked,—God seeing that it was inoispen
sably necessary, on account of the extraordinary na
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ture of the circumstance ; while Zaohariah, who re-

quested a sign, was visited with loss of speech. The
sign now granted, is as wonderful as the occurrence
just announced, yet one suited to the capacity of the
shepherds, and at the same time infallible. The fear,

as to whether they may approach the new-bom King,
and offer Him their homage, is dispelled by the in-

timation of His lowly condition, while their carnal

views of the nature of His Isingdom are thereby coun-
teracted. Unless we suppose that the shepherds
forthwith made inquiry in all the possible ibdrvai of

Galilee, whether a child had lately been born therein,

we must conclude that their own well-known, and
perhaps not far distant (paTynj, was the one pointed

out. If they would naturally have hastened thither

first, we are not left to suppose, with Olshauseu, that

they were led by some secret influence upon their

minds. .Conject ires, which give offence to the seep

tical, are best avoided, when not indispensably neces-

sary.

DOCTRINAL AST) ETHICAl.

1. This narrative may be called. The history of

the first preachiug of the gospel upon earth. It be-

came Him, of whom are all things, and by whom are

all things, to send such a message by the mouth of

an angel. The last preaching of the gospel, the glad

tidings of the last day, " Behold, He cometh again,"

will also be announced with the voice of the arch-

angel, and the trump of God.

2. It will not aeem without significance, to any
who appreciate the symbolic element of the Scrip-

tures, that the first announcement was made to

sheplierds. Jehovah had Himself borne the name of

the shepherd of Israel, and the Messiah had been
announced under this designation by the prophets

(Ps. xxiii. ; Ezek. xxxiv.). David had pastured his

flocks in this very neighborhood ; and since the rich

and mighty in Jerusalem were looking only for an

earthly deliverer, it was undoubtedly among these

humble shepherds that the poor in spirit and the

mourners would be found, to whom the Lord Himself

afterwards addressed His own preaching. There is

something indescribably divine and touching in the

care of God to satisfy the secret yearnings of indivi-

duals, at the same time when He is occupying Himself

with the eternal salvation of millions. Man overlooks

the masses in the individual, or neglects the individual

in the masses ; God equally comprehends the interests

of both in His arrangements.

3. The glory of the Lord, which shone round the

shepherds, consisted not alone in the dazzling bright-

ness of the angel, but was manifested by the fact of

his appearing, at such a moment, in such a place, to

such men. An angel announces the birth of Jesus

;

no such announcement distinguishes the birth of

John ; and thus it is made evident from the very

first, how much the King surpasses the forerunner.

But for this angehe manifestation, how could the glad

tidings have been communicated with infalhble cer-

tainty, and who could have been more worthy of so

august a proclamation than the Word made flesh ?

Yet the angel appears not in the manger, but visits

the shepherds in the silent night-watches, in the open

field; a circumstance which powerfully testifies, that

the greatness which is to distinguish the Lord's coming

is a silent and hidden greatness. He appears to shep-

herds : God has cliosen the mean things of the world

to confound the things which are mighty. He speaks

too in a manner suited to their comprehension and to

their need, and impresses on the first preaching ol
the gospel that character indelebVh of all its after
announcements

:
" Great joy." Surely we can hardlj

fail to perceive here also, somewhat^ of the ttoAi/ttoi

KiKos aotpia toD ®eov, spoken of in j!ipt. iii. 10.
i. The Redeemer is here called Saviour, not Jesus.

This name was first to be bestowed upon Him eight
days later, in the rite of circumcision.—Bom imto
you : the word must have directed the attention ol
the shepherds to the fact, that a supply for the felt

necessity of each individual soul was now orovided.
The sign granted to them is so peculiarly an exercise
of their faith, that we might almost imagine we heard
the new-born Saviour exclaim to those who were the
first to come unto Him :

" Blessed is he whosoever
shall not be offended in Me."

[5. From Dr. Richard Clerke (abridged) : God
has in every birth His admirable work. .Hut God to
be a child, 0€fes dyyaa-rpios, God in a woman's womb,
that is the miraculum miraculorum. The great God
to be a Uttle babe (^ne'yns ®ehs fUKphr /Spe'cfpos, St. Ba-
sil) ; the Ancient of days to become an infant {co-

infantiari, St. Iremeus) ; the King of eternity to be
two or three months old (^aaiAeus auivwy to be bi-

mestris, trimestris), the Almighty Jehovah to be a
weak man ; God immeasurably great, whom heaver
and earth caimot contain, to be a babe a span long
He that rules the stars to suck a woman's nipp.
[regens sidera—mgens ubera, Augustine) ; the fieunde
of the heavens rocked in a cradle ; the swayer of tt
world swathed in infant bands;—it is 5^701' iina-To
TaTov, a Greek father says, a most incredible thing.

The earth wondered, at Christ's Nativity, to see a new
star in heaven ; but heaven might rather wonder to
see a new Sun on earth.—P. S.]

HOMTLETICAL AND PEACTICAL.

The "quiet in the land," not forgotten of God.

—

The glory of the Lord shining in the fields of Beth
lehem.—The glory of God,—1. majesty, 2. wisdom,
3. love, 4. hohness,—seen in the angeUc appearance
at the birth of Jesus.—The angel a model for all

preachers, the shepherds a pattern for all hearers, of

the Christmas message.—The gospel, though centuries

old, an ever new gospel: 1. The hearers, vs. 8; 2.

the preachers, vs. 9; 3. the key-note, vs. 10; 4. the

principal contents, vs. 11 ; 5. the sign, vs. 12.—No
fear which may not be exchanged for great joy by
the glad tidings of a Saviour; but also, no great joy
can truly pervade the heart, unless preceded by
fear.—The message of Christmas night, a joyful

message for the poor in spirit.—The Christmas festival,

a festival for the whole world ; 1. this it is designed to

be ; 2. this it can be ; 3. this it must be ; 4. this it

will be.—The child in the manger, 1. the Son of Da-
vid ; 2. the Lord of David ; 3. the Lord of David be-

cause He was born His Son.—The shepherds of

Bethlehem, themselves sheep of the Good Shep-
herd.

Staeke :—With God is no respect of persons.

—

Majus :—The glory of the Lord, of which the proud
see nothing, shines round about the lowly.—The ser-

vants and messengers of the Lord must walk in the

light.

—

Osiandek:—The birth of Christ a remedy
against slavish fear.—Divine revelation does not

supersede our own diligence, investigation, and re-

search, but extends to them a helping hand.

Hepbnee :—Everything here turns upon, 1. W?io

the new-bom child is ; 2.for whom He is bom ; 3. and
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ahere.—Christmas joys, a foretaste and pledge of the

joys of heaven.

Earless :—In Christ is joy for all the world ; viz.,

1. the divine message for the lowly ; 2. the consola-

tion for the fearful; 3. the satisfymg of the indi-

vidual yearnings ; and 4. the appearance of the Sal-

vation of the whole world.

Palmer :—The three embassies of God : He sends,

1. His Son to redeem us ; 2. His angels to announce

Him; 3. men to behold Him.

Hofacker;—The extensive prospect opened to

our faith at Christ's birth : 1. How far backward ; 2.

how high upward; 3. how far forward, it teaches

us to look !—What should a heart fiUed with the

devout spirit of Christmas consider? 1. The excel-

lence of the first Christmas preacher ; 2. the humility

of the hearers; 3. the importance of the angelil

Christmas sermon. .

CoHAED :—Unto you is bom this day a Saviour

,

1. A Saviour is born; 2. a Saviour is bom; 3. «

Saviour is bom unto you; 4. a Saviour is bom unte

you to-day.

Van Oosteezee:—The light appearing in the

night—The birth of Jesus a light in the darkness.

1. of ignorance ; 2. of sin ; 3. of affliction
; 4. of

death.

Thomasids :—The birth of the Lord in its relation

to the history of the world: 1. As the end of the old

world ; 2. as the beginning of the new.

Arndt :—The first Christmas sermon. Nothing

less is incumbent upon us than, 1. to understand it

2. to believe it ; 3. to obey it.

C. Heaven and Earth united, in celebrating the Nativity. Oh. II. 13-20.

(Vss. 15-20. The Gospel for the Day after Christmas.)

13 And suddenly there was with the angel a tnultitude of the heavenly host praising

14 God, and saying, Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good will [eiSo kio]

toward men [peace among men of His good will, i. e., among the elect people of God,

15 dprpiri iv avBpunrois fiS ok I'asJ.^ And it came to pass, as the angels were gone away

from them into heaven, [and the men] ^ the shepherds said one to another, Let us now
go even unto Bethlehem, and see this thing which is come to pass, which the Lord

16 hath made known unto us. And they came with haste, and found Mary and Joseph,

17 and the babe lying in a manger. And when they had seen it, they made known
18 abroad the saying which was told them concerning this child. And all they that heard

19 it wondered at those things which were told them by the shepherds. But Mary kept

20 all these things, and pondered them, in her heart. And the shepherds returned,' glori-

fying and praising God for all the things that they had heard and seen, as it was told

unto them.

[* Vs. 14.—Hero we meet with one of tlismost important differences of reading which materially affects tlie sense. Dr.
van Oosterzee follows the Kcceived Text and defends it in the Exegetical Notes. I shall supply here the necessary critical

information. The texi. rec, which reads e u 6 o k t a , and puts a comma after cipqnj, is supported by some later uncial MSS.,
E., G., H., K., L., M., P. (but not by B., as was generally stated before Mai's edition, even by Lachmann, Tischendorf^
ed. 7, and Bleek), also by most of the Greek fathers, as Origeu (?), Eusebjus, Atbanasius, Epiphanius, Greg. Naz., Chry-
Bostom, Cyr. Alex., Const. Apost. (the Gloria in excelsis), and most of the interpreters. The Authorized English Version,
Luther, and most of the Protestant Versions follow the iexl. rec. On the other hand, eiiSoKias (the genitive depending
on avdpMTTot^ and connected in one sentence with cwi y^s e'lprivri) is the reading of the oldest and weightiest uncial MSS.,
Cod. Sinait. (as edited by Teschendorf), Cod. Alex, or A., Cod. Vatic, or B. (as edited both by An^elo Mai, who derives
euSoKta? a prima manu, and by Buttmann), Cod. Bezae or D. (Cod. C. or Ephnemi Syri has a lacuna in ch. ii. 6-41, and can
be quoted on neither side), the Itala and Vulgata (tionnnihus home, voluntatis, to which Wiciif and all the Roman Catholio
Versions conform), Irenteus, the Latin fathers, as Ambrose, Hieronymus, Augustine, and it was approved by Beza, Bengel
(though not in his Gnomon), Mill, B. Simon, Hammond, and .adopted in the text by Lachmann, Tischendorf (ed. 7), Tre-
gelles (Alford is doubtful) ; among modem commentators by Olshauscn, Meyer (who translates : unter Menschen, welche
wohtgefaJl^n), and Ewald (wnter MeTisclten von Huld). The internal evidence also is rather in favor of evSoKias. For it ia

easier to suppose that a transcriber changed the genitive into the nominative, to make it correspond with &6^a. and eiprfvi\,

than that he changed the nominative into the unusual phi-ase ai-^pwTrot ciiSoKta?. Tischendorf says in loc. (ed. 7 critica
major): *^ Jncredibile est eirfioKi'as acorrecloreprofectumesse, evSoKta vero facile se qffcrcbat. Prmterea lectio a nobii
recepta ab ipso sensu imprimis cojnmendatur ; aptissime enim liymnus iste duobus niem.hris ahsolvilur, quorum alterum verbis
6 6 f a usque 6 (3 , alterum verbis Kal ejri usque euSoKi'a? continetur." But 1 shall have more to say on the interpreta-
tion of the passage in the Exegeiical Notes below.

* Vs. 15.—The reading Kal oi dvdptnTroi before ot Trot^^vej is supported by A., D., E., etc., adopted by Tischen-
dorf, and Alford, also by de Wette, Meyer, and van Oosterzee (who defends it as forming a beautiful antithesis to ayyeAoi)

;

but it is omitted by Codd. Sin. and Vat., the Latin Vulgate, Eusebius, Augustine, etc., and is included in brackets by
Lachmann and Tregelles.

8 Vs. 20.—'Y TTsaTpeipav is the proper reading, sustained by Cod. Sin., etc., and adopted in the modem critioal edi-
Bona against i viarpt^av of the Eloevir text.—P. S,]

the Old Testament saints, as well aa angels, is a colt
jecture unsupported by the text.

Vs. 14. Glory to God in the highest—Ths
song of the angels may be divided into three parts,
the last of which contains the fundamental idea,
which evokes the praise of the two preceding
strophes. God's good-wiU toward men : this is the
matter, the text, the motive of their song. The read-

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vs. 13. A multitude of the heavenly host,

D7affin :t3S .—A usual appellation of the angels,

who are represented as the body-guard of the Lord.
Comp. 1 Kings xxii. 19 ; Dan. vii. 10; 2 Chr. xviii.

18 ; Ps. ciii. 21 ; Matt. xxvi. 53 ; Apoc. six. 14. To
, ,

Include among the multitude spoken of, the spirits of
|
ing, eV knSpd-nots tiSoiclat, followed by "the Yulgatf
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•nd received by Lachmann, ia indeed supported by
considerable weight of external testimony, but pre-
sent8_ the internal difficulty of introducing a weak
repetition in this short doxology: M yrjs and h
ivBp. being merely equivalents. This diificulty can
only be obviated by understanding elp^fivri in its lit-

eral sense of peace, altering the punctuation, and
reading as the first member of the sentence, S6^a. iv
fcfiliTToir 0e^ (col eirl -y^j, and as the second, fip^vi]

iy avBpiiirois eiiSoKias. Yet even then, this last ex-
pression, in the sense of men who are the objects of
the divine good-will, or of those wko are themselves
men of good-will (homines bonce voluntatis), ia harsh
and unexampled in New Testament phraseology. It
is far more suitable to consider the divine evboxia iv
auSp., so gloriously manifested in sending His Son,
aa the theme of the song. It is because of this good-
will that he receives S6^a iy ui(/(crTois in heaven.
Matt. xxi. 9 ; and eVI yiis eip^j'ij, i. e., praise and
honor. The parallelism of the members requires
this explanation, and a comparison with Luke xix.

88 favors it. The connection of ideas, then, stands
thus : the good-will of God towards man is the sub-
ject of His glorification, both in heaven and earth.
The usual explanation of peace as the cessation of a
state of enmity through the birth of Messiah, the
Prince of Peace, Isa. ix. 5. must in this case be given
up. The elpijini appears in this song, not as a
benefit vouchsafed to man, but as an homage ofiered

to God.

Good-will.—The word expresses not only that
God shows unmerited favor to men, but that they
are also objects of complacency to Him. The same
fact is expressed by Christ, Matt. iii. 11 ; xii. 18

;

xvii. 5. The solution of the mystery, how a holy
God can feel complacency towards sinful man, lies in

the fact, that He does not look at him as he is in
himself, but as he is in Christ, who is the Head of a
renewed and glorified humanity.

[I beg leave to differ from the esteemed author
in the interpretation ofthe Gloria in excelsis, especial-

ly for the reason that cipiiyrj never means praise
or konor, but always jo«aee, and is so uniformly trans-

lated in the English Yersion in the 80 or more pas-

sages where it occurs in the N. T. (except Acts ix.

81, where it is rendered rest, and Acts xxiv. 2, where
it is translated guietness). See Bkuder's Greek Con-

eordance. If we retain the reading eiSoKta, 1 prefer,

as coming nearest the interpretation of Dr. v. Ooster-

zee, that of Bengel :
" Gloria in excelsissimis Deo (sit),

et in terra pax (sit) I eu/r ? guoniam in hominibus
benepladtum (esi,)." In other words, God is praised in

heaven, and peace is proclaimed on earth, because

He has shown His good-will to men by sending the

Messiah, who is the Prince of peace (Isa. ix. 5) and
has reconciled heaven and earth, God and man. Or,

according to the more usual and natural interpreta-

tion, the third clause is taken as an amphfication

simply of the second, forming a Hebrew parallelism.

Hence the absence of xal after elpiinri. This will un-

doubtedly remain the meaning of the Gloria in ex-

celsis for the common reader of the authorized Prot-

estant Versions of the Bible which read fvSoKia in

the nominative.—^But as I have shown above in the

Critical Notes, the weight of external testimony is

strongly in favor of the reading tiidoKias, in the

genitive, so that the angelic hymn consists of two,

not of three, clauses : Ad|a if vi/'irrrou &i^—xal iirl

yW eii'^ni if avBpiiroit el/SoKtai,—the last three words

qualifying and explaining ^?r! yvs- There is a three-

fold-correspondence: (1) between Sd^a and tipiivri;

(2) between iy iifiia-Tois or iy obpavoh and IttI y^s
and (3) between ©e^ and iv avepiiwois euSo/cms (Cpw
Meyer and Bleek.) The sense is : Glory be to God
among the angels in heaven for sending the Messiah
—and peace or salvation on earth among men of
His good pleasure (itnier Menschen des gottlicltet

Wohlgefallem), i. e., among God's chosen people ig

whom He is well pleased. EiSo/c.'o (rs'l) is, in any
case, not the good-will of men toward God or toward
each other (as the Vulgate and the Roman Catholic
Versions have it : hominibus bona vohmtatis, Rheime
Version: men of good-will), so as to Umit the peaci
to those men who are disposed to accept the Messiaii
and to be saved ; but it means here (as in all other
cases but one) the good -will or the gracious
pleasure of God toward men, by which He reoonoilej
the world to Himself in Christ (2 Cor. v. 19). Comp.
Matt. xi. 26 (ovtus iyivero etiSoicia ^/^itpotrBiv aov)

;

Luke X. 21 ; Eph. i. 5 (/torci Trjv ci/SonW rod 9eKi\-

HUTos ouToD); Eph. i. 9; PhU. ii. 13 (i Qehs . . .

ivfpyuiv . . . vTrep TTJs eiSoKms); 2 Thess. i. 11. In
the same sense the verb is used Matt. iii. 11: "This
is My beloved Son in whom I am well pleased, iv ^
cu5ii/c7)ira) ; xvii. 5. For the unusual genitive we
may compare the analogous phrases : axevas ixKoyris,
Acts ix. 15, and S ufts rrjs ayanrjs aiirov, Col. i. 13.

I will only add that this angeUc song is the keynote
of the famous Gloria in excelsis, which was used as a
morning hymn in the Greek Church as early as the
second or third century, and thence passed into the
Latin, Anglican, and other Churches, as a truly cath-

olic, classical, and undying form of devotion, sound-
ing from age to age and generation to generation.
Sacred poetry was born with religion, and the poetry
of the Church is the echo and response to the poetry
and music of angels in heaven. But the worship
of the Church triumphant in heaven, like this song
of the angels, will consist only of praise and thanks-
giving, without any petitions and supplications, since

all wants will then be supplied and all siu and misery
swallowed up in perfect hoUness and blessedness.

Thus the glorious end of Christian poetry and wor-
ship is here anticipated in its beginning and first

manifestation.—^P. S.]

Vs. 15. Let us now go.—-Not the language of

doubt, which can scarcely believe, but of obedience

desiring to receive, as soon as possible, assurance

and strength, in the way of God's appointmg.

Vs. 16. And found Mary and Joseph, and
the babe.—Here, as usual in the history of the Nar
tivity, the name of Mary comes before that of her

husband. Natural as it was that they should not

find the child without His parents, yet this meeting

was specially adapted to give most Ught to the shep-

herds concerning the mysterious occurrence. The
Evangelist leaves it to our imagmation to conceive

the joy with which this sight would fill the hearts of

the simple shepherds, and what strength the faith of

Mary and Joseph must have drawn from their unex-

pected and wonderful visit.

Vs. 11. They made known abroad the say-
ing that was told them, bieyvtiptirav.—The
5 1 a. obUges us to beheve that they spoke to others

besides Joseph and Mary concerning the appearing

of the angels. Probably by daybreak there might

have been many persons in the neighborhood of ths

tpdrvTi. Though the infiuence of the shepherds was
too httle for their words to find much echo beyond

their immediate circle
;
yet they were the first evan

gelists pro modido suo among men.
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Vs. 18. And all that heard it wondered.—
[t is a matter of rejoicing, that tlie good news left no

one who heard it, entirely unmoved. The contrast,

however, between these first hearers (ver. 18) and

Mary (ver. 19), forces upon us the conclusion, that

their wonder was less deep and less salutary than

her silent pondering.

Vs. 19. But Mary.—Mary appears here, as

well as in ch. i. 29, and ii. 51, richly adorned with

that uncorruptible ornament which an apostle de-

scribes (1 Pet. iii. 4) as the highest adorning of wo-

man. Heart, mind, and memory are here all com-

bined in the service of faith.

Vs. 20. And the shepherds returned

—

A beautiful example of their pious fidelity in their

vocation. Their extraordinary experience does not

withdraw them from their daily and ordinary duties,

but enables them to perform them with increased

gladness of heart. They probably fell asleep, before

the beginning of our Lord's pubUo ministry, with

the recollection of this night in their hearts, and a

frame of mind like Uiat of the aged Simeon. Their

names, unknown on earth, are written in heaven,

and their experience is the best example of the first

beatitude. Matt. v. 3. Undoubtedly, their early

and simple testimony to the new-born Saviour was
not entirely without fruit ; though they might soon

have been convinced that such a messsage, brought

to them from heaven, was not calculated for the ears

of every one, nor intended to be proclaimed upon the

house-tops.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAI.

1. Granting, as is reasonable to suppose, that the

announcement of the first angel produced a heaven-

ly and extraordinary frame of mind in the shepherds,

yet the fact of the angels' song loses none of its his-

toric reality from this admission. The first message
of salvation made them capable of entering into the

rejoicings of the heavenly world on this unparallel-

ed occasion. It is easier to believe that the words icaTo

(ii7T(iy were imprinted on their memory, than that

they could possibly forget them. Happily, however,

there is now no need of mentioning or refuting the

rationalistic explanations of this occurrence, as they
have already died a natural death. The arbitrary

assumption, that the history of the song of angels

must have immediately resounded through the whole
land, could alone have emboldened any one to find,

with Meyer, " in the subsequently prevailing igno-

rance and non-recognition of Jesus as the Messiah,"
a real difficulty against the objective truth of this

whole occurrence.

2. Although St. Luke's declaration (ch. i. 3), that
he had" perfect understanding of all things from the
very first," must be applied to every part of the his-

tory of the Nativity
;
yet the historic credibility of

the angels' song is best demonstrated when it is eon-
Bidered in connection with the personal dignity of
the Redeemer. A just estunate of the whole is the
best preparation for appreciating isolated facts, in
the history of our Lord's manifestation in the flesh.

The divine decorum manifested in the early history
will be evident to those only, who honor and under-
itand the great facts of Christ's public life. The super-
natural occurrences with which the history opens, can
pffeni those alone who forget the exalted nature of
its progress, and the miraculous splendor of its oou-
clusiou, (For remarks on the Oloria in excelm, see

the Dmert. theol. de hymno cmgelico by Z. B. Me*
TENDAM, Amsterdam, 1 849.)

3. He who acknowledges in Jesus of ^aza^etl^

the Christ, the Lord, the Son of the livmg God, wlL

find no difficulty in the miracles attending His en

trance into the world. Four things are here espe-

cially in unison with the rank of the King, and the

spiritual nature of His kingdom -.—Angels celebrate

the birth of Jesus ; angels celebrate the birth of J&
sus on earth ; angels celebrate the birth of Jesua in

the qidet night ; angeis celebrate the birth of JesuE

in the presence ofpoor shepherds. The first denotes

the exalted dignity of His person ; the second, the

purpose of His coming (Col. i. 20) ; the third, the

hidden nature of His glory to the eye of sense ; the

fourth, the subjects to be admitted into His kingdom.

There is something so unspeakably great and glori

ous in this union of earthly obscurity with heavenly

splendor, of angels with shepherds, of the form of a

servant with the majesty of a king, that the well-

known saying, " ce n' est pas ainsi qi£ on inverde^''

can never be better applied than to the whole narrii-

tive.

[Rousseau, in the famous Confession of the Sa-

voyard Vicar in his Mmile, says against the theory of

poetic fiction that the poet (of the gospel history)

would be greater than the hero ; and Theodore Par-

ker, though himself addicted to this false system, in-

coasistently, yet truly and forcibly remarks, that " it

takes a Jesus to forge a Jesus." This is a strong

argument against the mythical hypothesis of Strauss,

and the legendary hypothesis of Renan. By denying

the miracle of the historical Jesus of the gospel, they

leave us the greater miracle of the Jesus of fiction.

—

P. S.]

4. It will conduce to our due estimation of the

work of redemption, to consider the point of view

from which the angels contemplate it. These holy

spirits, who desire to look into the depths of these

mysteries (1 Pet. i. 12), who admire the manifold

wisdom of God in His dealings with His church

(Eph. iii. 10), and rejoice even over one sinner that

repenteth (Luke xv. 10), held but one such festival

as that they celebrated in the night of the Nativity.

It is no marvel, since by the birth of Jesus sinners

are not only reconciled with God and with each
other, but things in heaven and on earth are also

gathered together in one (Eph. i. 10). To the ques-

tion, why the Logos should receive fallen men, and
not fallen angels, they know but one answer:
61'SoKia

!

6. The excellent way in which the wonders of

the holy night have been glorified by art, deserves

special admiration. We need but call to mind the

church hymn of Colius Sedulius (about A. D. 405)

;

A solis ortus cardine ; the QuM est quod arctum, eir-

eulum of PRHDENTins ; the Jesw redemior omnium
of an unknown author ; the Agnoscet omne sceculum
of FoRTUNATus, not to refer to later ones. Among
painters, John Angelious da Fiesole has admirably
represented the Annunciation ; Cokreggio the sugges-
tive image of the night of the Nativity ; Raphabi,
the ideal conception of the Madonna with the holy
child. In the representation of the entire holy fami
ly the Italian school is distinguished above all others.
[Roman Catholic art glorifies too much the Madonna
in the Divine Child and reflects the doctrinal error of
Marioktry; Protestant art glorifies the Divine Son
above His earthly mother and every other crcalufs.
The perfection of art will be the perfection of worship,
whose only proper object is the Uiiuie God.—^P. S.j
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HOMILETICAl AND PEACTICAL.

The salvation of sinners, the joy of angels.

—

God's good-will towards men, the matter of His glori-

6cat)OU in heaven and earth.—What does the angels'

Bong announce to men ? 1. Bethlehem's miracle

;

2. Jesus' greatness ; 3. the Father's honor ; 4. the

Christian's calling ; 5. heaven's likeness.—The praise

of the sons of God in the first hour of creation (Job
xxxviii. 7), and in the first hour of redemption.—
The hymns of heaven, contrasted with the silence of

earth.—The angel, the best instructor in true Christ^

mas rejoicing.—The song of the seraphim of the Old
(Isa. vi. 1 ff.l and the song of the angels of the New
Covenant.—Every Christmas carol a distant echo of

the angels' song.—The song of the angels on earth,

and the song of the redeemed in heaven (Eev. v. 9).

—Angels came into the fields, but not to the man-
ger.—Angels return to heaven, their Lord remains

on eartl .
—^The light which disappeared from the

shephen s, contrasted with the light which continued

to shine before them.—The journey to the manger

;

What m ist be, 1. left behind, 2. taken, and 3. ex-

pected on this journey.—The earnest inquiry after

the incarnate Redeemer.—Through faith to vision

;

through vision to higher faith.—The first act of

worship before the child in the manger.—The first

messengers of the gospel (vs. 11).—The birth of

Christ in us : 1. Its commencement, by wondering

(vs. 18) ; 2. its progress, by pondering (vs. 19)

;

3. its end, thankful glorifying of God (vs. 20).—The
testifying faith of the shepherds contrasted with the

silent faith of Mary.—The first communion of saints

around the manger of the Lord, a communion of

faith, of love, and of hope.—Mary's faith tried,

strengthened, and crowned on the night of the Na-
tivity.—Contemplative faith at the manger of the

Lord.—The first pilgrims to the stable of Bethle-

hem: 1. Their pilgrim mind ; 2. their pilgrim staff;

3. their pilgrim hope ; 4. their pilgrim joy ; 6. their

pilgrim thanksgiving.—The glad tidings of salvation,

1. demand, 2. deserve, and 3. reward, the strictest

investigation.—^Not one indifferent witness of the

new-born Saviour.—The Sabbath hours of the Chris-

tian hfe, a preparation for renewed God-glorifymg ac-

tivity.—To glorify God in our daily work, the best

thaiioffering for the sight of His grace in Christ.

Starke :

—

Nova BM. Tub. : Jesus honored in

heaven, however much He was despised on earth.

—

Majcs :—In Christ heaven and earth, God, men and

angels, are reconciled.

—

£ibl. Wurt.

:

—^As soon as

we hear of Christ, we should run to find laim.—We
should excite one another to exercises of piety.—We
oaust seek Christ, not according to our own notions,

•rit, or reason, but according to the word of God.

—

Xova Sibl Tub.

:

—They who wonder at the myste-

ries of God, though they believe not yet, are not fai

from faith.—Be not a forgetful hearer, but a doer of
the word.

—

Luthek :—It is praiseworthy to imitati

the angelic virtues (vers. 13-20).
Arndi :

—

1. celebration of Christmas, after th<
pattern of the shepherds: 1. Their going; 2. theij

seeing ; 3. their spreading abroad the saying ; 4
their return to their avocations.

Hecbnee :—A childlike disposition is not disturb
ed by the meanness of outward appearances.—Ver.
19 : St. Luke here gives us a hint of one of his sources
of information.—What effects should the announce-
ment of the birth of Jesus produce in us ? 1. Desires
after Jesus, a longing to know Him by our own expe-
rience

; 2. zeal in testifying for Jesus, for the encour-
agement of others ; 3. renewed activity in duty, and
constant glorifying of God by a holy walk and con-
versation.

Kitten :—The festival of the Nativity, a festival

for both heaven and earth : 1. For heaven ; for it

was, (a) prepared in heaven, (b) suited for heaven, (c)

celebrated in heaven. 2. For earth ; for it is the fes-

tival which commemorates, (a) our illumination, (J)

our elevation to the rank of God's children, (c) our
transformation into heirs of glory.

Floret :—Our heart, the birth place of the Lord

:

1. Hidden from the world ; 2. favored by the Lord

,

3. blessed within.

Herberger :—Christmas day, 1. a day of miracle •

2. a day of honor ; 3. a day of grace.

Hofer:—In Christ we receive, 1. the love of hea
ven ; 2. the light of heaven ; 3. the peace of heaven

AHLFELn :—The shepherds as patterns for imita

tion : 1. They seek the child in the stable and the

manger; 2. they spread the gospel message every

where ; 3. they praise God with thankful joy.

Harless :—The faith of the shepherds, true faith

1. Its foundation—(a) God's word, (6) God's deed

2. its properties—(a) emotion of heart, (i) activity

of life ; 3. its aim—-(a) the spreading of the kingdom
of God upon earth, (6) the glory of God.

Brandt:—Joy in the Saviour is, 1. the greatest

2. the noblest, 8. the most active joy.

Kraushold :—A true Christmas blessing consists

in our becoming, 1. more desirous of salvation, 2.

firmer in faith, 3. more abundant in testimony, 4.

more joyful in praise.

FncHS :—The Christian's celebration o' "'hrist-

mas: 1. His visit to his Saviour (vss. 15, 16); 2.

his sojourn with his Saviour (vss. 18, 19), 3. his re-

turn from his Saviour (vss. 17, 20).

[" With malice toward none, with charity for aU."

This truly Christian motto of Pres. Lincoln, in his sec-

ond inaugural address, spoken in the midst of a fearful

civil war, March 4, 1865, sounds almost like an earthly

echo of the heavenly anthem, and certainly proves its

power and mfluence in the history of the world.—P. S.]
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THIRD SECTION.

THE HISTORY OF THE GROWTH.

Chaptee II. 21-62.

A. The Eighth Day ; or, Submission to the Law. Vs. 21.

(The Gospel for New Tear's Day.)

21 And when eight days were accomplished for the circumcising of the child [for cir

cumcising Him],' his name was called JESUS, which was so named of [by] the angej

before he was conceived in the womb.

[ ' Ve. 21.—The Received Text reads to naiSiov ,llie child, to mark the chief person ; but this word is rameoessaij

In the connection and not sustained by the best authorities and critical editions which read o.vt6v. So also Cod. Sinuii

The second Kai before UKriSr} is simply redundant, and hence properly omitted iu the E. V.—P. S.]

John, contrasted with the brevity with which that of

Jesus is narrated, is the more striking, when we con-

sider that the first stands entirely upon Old Testa,

ment ground ; while the Mosaic law, and the rite of

circumcision itself, were about to be done away with

by the second (Lange.)

2. In a certain point of view, circumcision had
not the same meaning for the child Jesus, as it bore

for every other son of Abraham. The spotless puri-

ty of His body needed no sym"bol of the putting off

of the sinful Adam ; and even without irepiTOfiii, He
would doubtless, in the eye of Heaven, have been
sanctified and hallowed in a peculiar sense of the

word. But the King of the Jews could not, and
would not, omit the token that He belonged, accord-

ing to the flesh, to that elect people ; and when the

Son of God appeared in the hkeness of sinful flesh,

He chose also to receive the emblem of purification

from sin, that He might be in all things like unto
His brethren, sin only excepted. The principle,

afterward so prominently laid down by our Lord at

His baptism, also applies in this instance. Matt. iiL

15. It shows a deep insight into the nature and
reality of His incarnation, that the motlier of our
Lord never thinks of withdrawing either Him or her-

self from the duties of the eighth or of the fortieth

day.

3. He who was efc ywaiKhs y€v6fj.€i^os, came also

at the appointed time inrh v6/xov by circumcision.

His reception of this rite is an incident in the his-

tory of the self-humiliation of Him who, being orig-

inally in the form (nopcpri) of God, took upon Him
the form of a servant. By it He became symboli-
cally bound to perform that will of the Father, for

whose fulfilment He had come into the world. 01s-
hausen well remarks, that "the harmony of the divine
plan of salvation required His submission to even
this form of human development, according to which
He was received as a member of the theocracy of the
Old Testament, by means of the same sacred treat-
ment which brought all His brethren within the
bonds of the covenant, iu order that He might, after
attaining to the perfectly developed consciousness of
His higher existence, elevate to the higher degrees
of His own fife, that community to which He was
united by so many various ties."

4. Now that Christ is circunjcieed, the law is in
this respect also both fulfilled and repealed. Bap.
tism takes the place of circumcision (Col. ii. 10-12),
as the form of admission into the new covenant • anc

EXEGETICAL AND CaiTICAl.

Vs. 21. The circumcising.

—

See the Exegetical

Notes on ch, i. 69.

[AiFOKD :
—" The Lord was made like unto His

brethren (Hebr. ii. 17 ; iv. 15) in aU weakness and
bodily infirmity, from which legal uncleannesses arose.

The body which He took on Him, though not a body
of sin, was mortal, subject to the consequence of sin,

—in the likeness of sinful flesh ; but incorruptible

by the indwelling of the Godhead (1 Pet. iii. 18). In
the fulfilment therefore of His great work of redemp-
tion He became subject to legal rites and purifica-

tions—not that they were absolutely riecessary for

Jlim, but were included in those things which were
irpeVovTa for Him in His humiliation and 'making
perfect ' : and in His lifting up of that human nature,

for which all these tilings were absolutely necessary

(Gen. xvu. 14), into the Godhead."

—

Bengel remarks
on npij rov, antequam : *' Ezquisiie hie denotatur
beneplacitum Pairis in Christo, atque innuitur simul,

nunc infantem circumcisiotie pir se non eguisse.

Oonf. Gal. 1. 15."—P. S.]

Jesus, '111 a- oil.—Hebr. Slttiin^
^ or contract-

ed, S^ll5
1]

,

—

Jehovah auxU'mm. It appears from Col.

iv. 11, and Matt, xxvii. 16, 17, where the correct

reading is Jesu^ Barahhas, that the name was not an
usual one at this time. For mystical derivations of
the name see Wolf and others.

Which (name) was so named (or : the name
given by the angel).—The naming of our Lord
was not less an act of faith in obedience to the di-

vine command, than the naming of the Baptist (ch.

i. 63). In this instance, the direction was not given
to Joseph alone (Matt. i. 21), but also to Mary (Luke
i. 31).

DOCTMlirAL AND ETHIOAl.

1. It is remarkable that Luke relates the circum-
cision of the Baptist in a far more detailed and cir-

cumstantial manner than that of tlie Messiah. This
is surely no proof that the two narratives were de-

rived from entirely different sources (Schleiermacher)

;

while this very brevity and simpMcity offer a fresh to-

ken of the truth of the history. A mere inventor
would never have omitted enliancing the occurrences
of the eighth and fortieth days, by appearances of
angels. The detailed account of the circumcision of



CHAP. n. 22-40. 43

Paul rightly opposes the judaizing zeal for the re-in-

troduction of oiroumcision, as a yirtual denial of
Christian principle

6, TLe most important fact of the eighth day, is,

after all, the naming of the Saviour. What name
was ever given which promised more, and which less

disappointed the expectations excited, than this?

Gomp. Acts ir. 12.

HOMlLEXICAIi AND PEAOTICAI,.

Jesus made under the law, that He might redeem
IB from the law.—Jesus both humbled and ex-

alted, on the eighth day.—The circumcision of the

flesh, and the circumcision of the heart, Kom. ii.

28, 29.—Circumcision and baptism.—The first fruits

of the blood of Christ, a sacrifice of obedience.

—

The name Jesus is, 1. a name given by God; 2. a
name whereby we must be saved ; 3. the only name
under heaven given for this purpose.—The solemn
manner in which circumcision was instituted (Sen.

xvii.), contrasted with the silent and almost imper-

ceptible manner in which it disappeared, Heb. viii.

13.—The harmony between the name and work of

Jesus.—The name Jesus : 1. The dignity with which
the Lord is invested; 2. the work wMch He per-

forms; 3. the homage He receives, as bearing this

name.—Joseph and Mary, patterns of the unques-

tioning obedience of faith.—The name of Jesus, and
our name.—New Year's day, the Lord's name-day : 1.

The knowledge of the name of Jesus, the best New
Tear's blessing; 2. the faithful confession of this

Eame, the chief New Tear's duty.—The New Tear
considered in the fight of the name of Jesus, the

name of Jesus in the fight of the New Tear.—Our

eartUy destination also, is appointed by God beibr*
our birth.

Starke :—Christ was esteemed unclean, accord
ing to the law, that, by His satisfaction, He migh;
take away our uncleanneas.

Palmer :—The name of Jesus in the mouth of
His beUeving people who are in the world : 1. All
that we befieve and confess iu the world is summed
up in this one name ; 2. what we do for the world,
we do m the name of Jesus ; 3. what we shall take
out of the world is this name alone; (or, mora
shortly, the name of Jesus, with respect to the faith,

the works, and the hope of the Christian).

Eautenberg :—The name of Jesus, our fight in

the darkness of the New Tear's morning : 1. The
fight of grace for the darkness of our conscience ; 2.

the light of power for the darkness of our life.—This
name on New Tear's day, 1. throws the right light

on our reminiscences ; 2. gives the right weight to

our resolutions ; 3. and provides the anchor of true

confidence for our hopes.

Spritzler :—We must begin with Jesus Christ,

the true " beginning."—Through Him we have, 1.

new life ; 2. new hopes ; 3. new righteousness ; 4.

new peace.

v. Gerlach :—The New Tear, a year of sal-

vation.

Stier:—The right way of beginning the New
Tear : 1. Not in our own name ; 2. not only in the

name of God alone, but in the name of the Lord Jesus.

Heubnee ;—The Christian resolution to lead a

new fife in the New Tear : 1. What this resolution

requires—circumcision of the heart and fulfilment of

duties ; 2. what gives it strength—^the name of

Jesus ; 3. what promises its accompfishment—the

protection of Providence (vs. 21).

22

B. The Fortieth Day; or, the Bedemption from the Temple Service. Ch. IT. 22-40.

And when the days of lier [their] ' purification, according to the law of Moses, were

accomplished [completed], they brought Him to Jerusalem, to present Him to the Lord

;

23 (As it is written in the law of the Lord [Ex. xiii. 2], Every male that openeth the womb
24 shall be called holy to the Lord) ; And to offer a sacrifice, according to that wliich is

said in the law of the Lord [Lev. xii. 8], A pair of turtle-doves, or two young pigeons.

25 And, behold, there was a man in Jerusalem, whose name was Simeon ; and tha

same man was just and devout, waiting for the consolation of Israel :
and the Holy

26 Ghost was upon him. And it was revealed unto him by the Holy Ghost, that he

should not see death, before he had seen the Lord's Christ [the Christ of the Lord].

27 And he came by the Spirit unto the temple : and when the parents brought in the cliild

28 Jesus, to do for Him after the custom of the law, Then took he [he took] Him up in hia

arms, and blessed God, and said,

29 Lord, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in peace, according to Thy word

:

30, 31 For mine eyes have seen Thy salvation, Which Thou hast prepared before the face

of all people [all the nations, Trm/Tinv twv AaSv]
;

"2 A light to lighten [for a revelation to, eis awoKoXvipiv] the Gentiles, and the glory

of Thy people Israel.

33 And Joseph [His father, o irar^p avrov] and His mother = marvelled at those things

34 wLioh were spoken of Him. And Simeon blessed them, and said unto Mary His mother,

Behold, this child [ovtos] is set [appointed] for the fall and rising again of many ia

Israel; and for a sig-n wh'ch shall be spoken against;
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35 (Yea, [And] a sword shall pierce through thy [thine] own soul also),

That the thoughts of many hearts may be revealed.

36 And there was one Anna, a prophetess, the [a] daughter of Phanuel, of the tribe

of Aser [Asher] : she was of a great age [of great age], and had lived with an [a] lius-

3y band seven years from her virginity; And she was a widow of about [till]' fourscore

and four years, which [who] departed not from the temple, but served God [serving]

38 with fastings and prayers night and day. And she,'' coming in that instant [at that

very hour, airg rrj <Spa], gave thants hkewise unto the Lord [God],* and spake of Him
to all them that looked for redemption in' Jerusalem.

39 And when they had performed all things according to the law of the Lord, they

returned into GaUlee, to their own city Nazareth.

40 And the child grew, and waxed strong' in spirit, [being] filled with wisdom; and

the grace of God was upon him.

[1 Vs. 22.—AuTur is better authenticated (also by Cod. Sinait.) than auTou, and still better than au-njy, and refers to

Mary and Joseph (not the child, nor the Jews^, comp. the following avifytL'^ov avrov. In this instance the translators of

Eing James followed the Complnt^nsian reading avr^j, which is almost without authority and a manifest correction from
the misapprehension of a transcriber who thouf<ht that aiiTov or avTwi' would imply the impurity of Christ. Wiclif and the
Genevan Bible have Maries puriJtcaHonj the Eheims Test, her purification^ but Tyndale and Cranmer correctly fheir puri-

fication.
2 Vs. 33.—The original reading, which is sustained by Codd. Sinait., B., D., L., Origen, Vulgate (palsr ejus et irwier),

etc., was no doubt : oirarijp auToO (cat rf jit tJt 7) p (Cod. Sinait. adds a second auToi)), and is adopted in the text of

Tischendorf, Alford, and Tregelles (not of Lachmann). The substitution of 'Iwo-ij'^ for n-aTijp avroiJ is easily explained
from prejudice. The word is, of course, not to be taken in the physical, but in the legal and popular sense.

^ Vs. 37.—The usual reading is w ? , which is Tery usual m connection with numbers ; but Lachmajm, Tischendorf^
Alford. and Tregelles read etus, iill, according to Codd. Sinait., B., L., Vulgate (usque ad), etc.

* Vs. 38.

—

Avrri is wanting in the best authorities and modem critical editions, and could easily be inserted &om vs.

37.
8 Vs. 38.—T ^ ® « ^ is the true reading (sustained also by Cod. Sinait.), and now generally adopted instead of the lect,

rec, Ttp Kupttj).

^ Vs. 38.
—

'E V is wanting in Codd. Sinait., Vat., etc., and dropped by Lachmann, Tischendoi'f, Tregelles. Alford puts
it in brackets. In this case 'lepovcraKrifj. must be taken as the genitiye

; for the redemption of Israel. But Meyer defendB
the ec, and explains its omission from vs. 25.

' Vs. 40.—n I'ev^LaTL seems to have been inserted from ch. i. 80, and is excluded from the text by Lachmann, Tisch-
endorf, Alford, Tregelles, on the best ancient authorities. Cod. Sinait. is likewise against it. Dr. van Oosterzee omits it

in his German Version.—P. S.]

voce.* The very manner in which Luke mentlona

him, as &y6pQ>iTo! eu 'lepovir., while he speaks with

so much more of detail concerning Anna, supports

the conjecture that, though aclinowledged by God,
he was not famous among his fellow-men. He may
have been, however, one of the leading men of his

country, and was probably aged, while he must cer-

tainly be numbered among those who waited for the

redemption of Israel, vss. 26, 38. A later tradition,

describing him as blind, but receiving his sight on
the approach of the child Jesus, suitable as its alle-

gorical sense may be, is without historical foundation.

Vs. 26. Revealed unto Viim by the Holy
Spirit.—By an inward revelation, which it would be
as impossible to describe as presumptuous to doubt.

We prefer supposing an infallible consciousness,

wrought by God, that his prayer in this respect was
certainly heard, to imagining the intervention of some
wonderful dream. If the spirit of prophecy had de-

parted from Israel since the time of MaJachi, accord-
ing to the opinion of the Jews, the return of this

Spirit might be looked upon as one of the tokens of
Messiah's advent.

Vs. 26, See death.—Or, as it is elsewhere ex-

pressed, taste death, Matt. xvi. 28 ; Heb. ii. 9. It

means, not merely falling asleep, but the experience
of death as death, with its terrible accompaniments.
That he should depart immediately, or soon after
seeing Christ, was not indeed revealed to him in so
many words, but might naturally be expected by

* [;According to some, Simeon was the son of the femoua
Eabbi Hillel, and father of Gamaliel, the teacher of St. Paul
(Acts V. 34). The Rabbis say : " The birth of Jesus of Naza-
reth was in the days of R. Simeon, son of Hillel." But thil
is, of course, a mere conjeotnre, without inherent piobabili'
ty.—P. S.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vs. 22. Their (not her) purification.—The
law of Moses declared, that the mother was unclean
Beveu days after the birth of a son (fourteen days
after the birth of a daughter), and must remain sepa-
rate for thirty-three days from this period. These
forty days are together denoted the days of the
Ka6apiu^6s. If several persons are spoken of (ai*-

Tui/, their), we must not refer it to the Jews in

general, nor to the mother and the child (for the Mo-
saic precept. Lev. xii. 4-6, had regard only to the
mother, not the child), but to the mother and the

father. Joseph was not obliged to be present in the
temple, yet he might take part in the solemnity of
purification, as it was his part to present the first-

bom to the Lord. It appears from the reference to

Lev. xii. 8, that Mary brought the offering of the
poor.

Vs. 24. In the law of the Lord.—According
to Exod. xiii. 2, all the first-born were dedicated to
God. In remembrance of the deliverance from Egypt,
when the destroying angel spared the first-born of
the Liraelites, it was ordered, that the eldest son of
every family should be considered as God's special
property, and be redeemed from the service of the
eanctuary by the payment of five shekels (Num. xviii.

16), The tribe of Levi afterward took the place of
the first-bom thus dedicated and redeemed. The
fact that Mary was unable to bring a lamb and a tur-

tle-dove [Lev. xii. 6], as she would undoubtedly de-
lire to do, is X resh proof of the trath of the apos-
tolic word, 2 L!or. viii. 9.

Vs. 25. Simeon—The principal traditions con-
cerning tile aged saint are to be found in Winer in
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him. Lange beautifully remarks :
" Simeon is in the

noblest sense the eternal Jew of the Old Covenant
who cannot die before he has seen the promised Mes-
siah. He was permitted to fall asleep in the peace of
his Lord before His crucifixion."

Vs. 2*7. And he came by the Spirit.—^Perhaps

he was accustomed, like Anna, to go daily into the
temple ; at all events, he now felt an irresistible im-

pulse from God to enter it. It is possible that he
might have heard the narration of the shepherds of
Bethlehem ; but such a supposition is not necessary

for the understanding of the gospel account.

Vs, 29. Now lettest Thou, etc.—Simeon's song
of praise is genuinely Israelitish, not exclusively

Jewish. Compared with the hymns of Zachariah

and Mary, it is more pecuUarly characterized by its

psychological truth than even by its aesthetic beauty.

The internal variety and harmony of these three com-
positions is a proof of the credibility of the early

chapters of Luke which must not be overlooked.

According to Thy word.—^A retrospect of the

previous revelation.

Vs. 30. Thy salvation.—His mind fastens on
the thing, not the person ; and he sees the world's

salvation, while beholding the form of a helpless child.

Vs. 31. Before the face of all nations (Tva.p-

Toiii Toiv \au> v).—The true union of the particular

and universal points of view. Salvation goes out

from Israel to all people without distinction, in order

to return to Israel again. The Sun of Eighteousness

makes the same circuit as the natural sun, Ecoles. i. 5.

Vs. 32. A light for a revelation to (to light-

en) the Greutiies, ets o-iroKiiKvy^i iv 4^vwv .—

-

The KaKviifia is now taken away from the eyes of aU
nations, that they may see the Christ, the Light of the

world.

—

And the glory.—^Not a declaration that

glory is the end proposed, but used as apposition to

aaiTvptoi', vs. 30. "The highest glory of Israel con-

sists in the salvation of Messiah.

Vs. 33. And His father and mother marvel-
led.—^Not because they learned from the song of

Simeon anything that they had not heard of before,

but they were struck and charmed by the new aspect

under which this salvation was presented. Simeon

sees fit to moderate their transports, by alluding to

the approaching sufferings which must precede the

glory. His words, however, contained nothing new
or strange. The prophets had already announced,

that the Servant of the Lord would undergo suffer-

ings and persecution ; and even the apparent poverty

of the mother and of the holy child could not but

convince the pious man, who well knew the carnal

expectations of his fellow-countrymen, that a Messiah

born in so lowly a condition could not fail to encoun-

ter the opposition of the nation. With regard to the

jioiiipaia (vs. 36), it did not pierce Mary's soul for

the first time, but only for the last time, and the most

deeply, on Golgotha.

His father.—[Our Saviour never speaks of

Joseph as His father, see vs. 49 ; but he was His

father in a legal sense and in the eyes of the people,

and, as Alford observes in loe., in the simplicity of a

historical narrative we may read S irariip outoS and

oi yovfis, without any danger of forgetting the mo-

mentous fact of the supernatural conception.—^P. S.]

Vs. 34. Set for [KfTrai e is, is appointed for]

the fall—Comp. Isa. viii. 14 ; Kom. ix. 33. This

divine setting or appointing is always to be considered

as caused by their own fault, in those who fall, by

wilfully continuing in unbeUef and impenitence.

Mary had already expressed the same truth, in a more

general form, ch. i. 52, 53 ; while the Lord Hunself
still further develops it, John ix. 39, 41 ; Matt, xxi,

44. We have here the first hint, given in New Tes-
tament times, of the opposition which the kingdom
of Messiah would experience from unbelief. Th«
angels had only announced greac joy : it was given
to the man of God, who saw heaven opened before
his death, to go a step farther.

[And for a sign which shall be spoken
against, iTt)fj.ftov avr iXtybfievov^ slgnum^ cut

contradimtur.—Bengel : " Iimgne oxymoron. Signa
alias iollunt contradiciionem : hoc erit objectum con
iradictionis, quanqimm per se signum est evidens fide:
{Is. h. 13, Sept.) ; nam eo ipso, quia lux est, illustrit

et insignis est. Magnum erit spedaculum." The ful-

filment of this prophecy culminated in the crucifixion.

—P. S.]

[Vs. 35. And a sword shall pierce, etc.—This
sentence is coordinate to the preceding one, and
hence should not be inclosed in parenthesis, as in the
E. V. The grief of Mary corresponds to the rejec-

tion and suffering of Christ. The sword that shall

pierce the '^'uxv of Mary, must be referred to her
sympathizing motherly anguish at beholding the op-

position of the world to her Son, and especially Hia
passion and crucifixion. It is a prophecy of tha
mater dolorosa apud crucem, laerymosa, who repre-

sents the church of all ages in the contemplation of

the cross.—I cannot agree with Alford, who refers

the fiofitpala to the sharp pangs of sorrow for her
sin and the struggle of reperdance ; referring to Acta
ii. 3*7. This would require iryeii/ia or napSiav rather

than 'f/vxv", and is hardly consistent with the char-

acter of Mary. She was probably one of those rare

favorites of Divine grace who never forsake their

"first love," who are always progressing in goodness,

and from their infancy silently and steadily grow
in holiness, without passing through a violent change,

or being able to mark the time and place of their

conversion. Such were St. John, Zinzendorf, Mary
of Bethany and other female saints.—P. S.]

Vs. 35. That the thoughts of many hearts
may be revealed.—The thoughts of Mary, who
now as before (ver. 19) ponders and is silent, and the

thoughts of all who, whether for their fall or rising

again, should come in contact with her Son. Lasting

neutraUty with respect to the Lord is impossible ; he
that is not for Him is against Him ; comp. Luke xi.

23. His appearing brings to light the latent good
and evil, as the same sun which dissipates the clouds

that obscure the sky, also draws up the mists and
vapor of earth.

Vs. 36. A daughter of Phanuel.—It is re-

markable that the name of Anna's father should be
mentioned, and not that of her husband. Perhaps

he also was known as one who waited for the conso-

lation of Israel. The pious words of Anna, ver. 38,

cannot be the only reason of her being called a
prophetess; such an appellation must have been
caused by some earlier and frequent utterances, die

tated by the Spirit of prophecy, by reason of which

she ranks among the list of holy women who, both in

earlier and later times, were chosen mstruments of

the Holy Ghost. Eighty-four years (fourscore and

four) is mentioned as the sum (rf her whole life, not

of that portion of it which had elapsed since the

death of her husband. It is specially mentioned, to

show also that, though she had passed but few years

in the married state, she had reached this advanced

age as a widow ; a fact redounding to her honor in a

moral sense, and ranking her among the compara
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tiTcly small number of " widows indeed," whom St.

Paul especially commends, 1 Tim. t. 3, 5. That her

piety was of an entirely Old Testament character,

gives no support to the opinion of certain Roman
Catholic theologians, e. g. Sepp, Lehen Jem, ii. p. 54,

that Mary was brought up under her guidance in the

house of the Lord.

Ts. 38. Likewise gave thanks, avSa>ixo\o-

ycTro, vicissim laudabat, Ps. Ixxix. 13.—She took

up the theme of praise which had just fallen from the

aged Simeon. We believe, with Tischendorf, that

the correct reading here is t ^i e iji ; but even Lf we
read tco Kvplif, with the Textus jReceptus, we still

have to apply it to the Jehovah of Israel. It is no
acknowledgment of the new-born Christ, but a doxol-

ogy to the Father who sent Him, that is here spoken

of; while the words immediately following, and
spake of Him, evidently allude to the child of Mary,

whose name needs not to t)e repeated here, as He
plays the chief part in the whole history.

Vs. 88. That looked for redemption in Je-
rusalem.—There were then a certain number of

pious persons dweUing in the capital, who lived in

and upon the hope of salvation through the Messiah,

and among whom the report of His birth was soon

spread. Who knows how soon this report might not

have spread also throughout the whole country

through their means, had not the secret departure of

the holy family to Egypt and Nazareth caused every

trace of them to disappear from the eyes of this httle

band at Jerusalem ? Perhaps, too, it was chiefly com-
posed of the aged, the poor, and the lowly, whose in-

fluence would certainly not be very extensive. The
new-born Saviour, now recognized, through the testi-

mony ofSimeon and Anna, by the noblestiu Israel, was
soon to receive the homage of the Gentile world also,

through the arrival of the wise men from the east.

Vs. 39. And when they had performed aU
things—they returned into Galilee, to their
own city Nazareth.—The question naturally oc-

curs here, whether the visit of the wise men, and the
subsequent flight into Egypt, took place before or
after the fortieth day. Although the former is by
no means impossible (see Lange, Lehen Jesu ii., p.

110), we think the latter conjecture preferable. The
narrative of Luke (ch. ii. 22-24), at least, gives us the
impression, that the presentation in the temple took
place at the customary time ; and we should there-

fore find some difiiculty m msertuig the matter con-
tained in Matt. ii. between the eighth and fortieth

days. As long as Mary had not brought her offering

of purification, she was obliged to remain at home
as unclean ; and if Joseph, on his return from E^ypt
as we find from Matt, ii, 22, 23, was obUged to settle

at Nazareth, instead of Bethlehem, from fear of Ar-
chelaus, it was not likely that he would then have
ventured to go to Jerusalem, and even into the tem-
ple. We need not necessarily conclude, from Matt.
ii. 1, that the event there mentioned took place in
the days immediately following the birth of Jesus

;

nor can Luke ii. 39 be considered a complete account

'

of the whole occurrence. This would have required
the return to Bethlehem, and its sad results, to be
mentioned before the settlement at Nazareth. The
passaM is rather a concluding paragraph, wherewith
.he Evangehst closes his account of the early infancy
of our Lord, before passing on to a somewhat later
period. Completeness not being his aim in this pre-
liminary history, he has no need to speak of the visit

of the Magi, and the flight into Egypt, even if he were
BS well acquiinted with these circumstances as Mat-

thew was ; but hastens on to the definitive settlernenl

at Nazareth (ch. i. 26 ; ii. 4), where Mary and Josej-J

had previously dwelt; and even of this period ti

gives only a general account, ver. 40, and a suigl;!

occurrence, vss. 41-62.*

Vs. 40. And the child gre-w, etc.—Comp. ch.

i. 80. The same expressions are made use of coi>

cerning John, while somewhat more is added wli^
Jesus is spoken of. There is no need of insisting oi

the anti-docetio character of the whole narrative.

DOCTEINAI- AND ETHIOAI.

1. Even the second occurrence in the life of oui

Lord, His presentation in the temple, is elucidated

by a reference to what is writien. Prom this time

forth, the %va uKripaiBli t] ypapri will continually recur,

and the whole Ufe of the God-Man present a realiza-

tion of the ideal, depicted in the prophetic writings

of the Old Testament. The offering of doves, brought
by Mary on this occasion, while it shows the poverty

of her condition, testifies at the same time to the
depths of humiUation to which the Son of God de-

scended. Mary cannot bring a lamb for an offering

:

she brings something better, even the true Lamb of
God, into the temple.

2. In Simeon and Anna we see incarnate types of
the expectation of salvation under the Old Testament,
as in the child Jesus the salvation itself is manifested.

At the extreme limits of life, they stand in striking

contrast to the infant Saviour, exemplifying the Old
Covenant decaying and waxing old before the New,
which is to grow and remain. Old age grows youth-
ful, both in Simeon and Anna, at the sight of the
Saviour ; while the youthful Mary grows inwardly
older and riper, as Simeon lifts up before her eyes
the veil hanging upon the future.

3. The coming of Simeon into the temple, " by
the Spirit," is entirely according to Old Testament
experience. The Spirit does not dwell in him, per-

manently, as his own vital principle, as in the Chris-

tian believer ; but comes upon and over him, as a
power acting from without. Such exceptional mani-
festations among the saints in Israel, by no means
prejudice the statement of St. John, oh. viL 89.
There is a remarkable coincidence between the ex-
pectation of Simeon and that mentioned Isa. xlix. 6.

[Alpoud: "Simeon was the subject of an especial
mdwelling and leading of the Holy Ghost, analogous
to that higher form of the spiritual life expressed in
the earhest days by walking with God, and according
to which God's saints have often been directed and

'

mformed in an extraordinary manner by His Holy
Spirit."—P. S.]

J J J

_
4. A divine propriety, so to speak, seems to re-

quire that the new-born Saviour should receive first

the homage of the elect of Israel, and afterward that
of the representatives of the Gentile world. If bo
the visit of the Magi must have been subsequent to
the presentation in the temple. Besides, if the gold
they offered had come mto the hands of Mary and
Joseph before this event, would they have brought
only the offering of poverty ?

* [For an examination of the conflicting views of harmo
mats on the order of these events, the reader is referred to
Sau. J. Andhews : 2%e Life of our Lord, N. Y. 1863 p 84
ff., who places the visit of the Magi and the flight into EcvDl
soon o/(cr the presentation in the temple. This is the ™wof the majority of modern harmonists, while the old tradi.
tional Mew puts the arrival of the Magi on the sixth dav <rf
JanuaiT, o^ on tho thirteenth day after the hirth of oui
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6. The shepherds, Simeon, and Anna agree in
this, that they all become, in their respeotive cirolea,

witnesses to others of the saivatiou of God. They
do not wait, or seek for suitable opportunity, but
seize upon the first, as the best. Comp. Ps. xxxvi.

1 ; Acts It. 20. When the Saviour is seen by faith,

the true spirit of testimony is already aroused.

6. The saored art has not forgotten to glorify the
presentation of Jesus in the temple. Think of the
beautiful pictures of John tan Etk, Rubens, Goido
Keni, Paul Vekonese, Raphael, Titian, Rembrandt,
and many others.

1. [Ambrose, on Luke ii 22 (Opera, torn. i. p.

1301):—" Christ received a witness at his birth, not
only from prophets and shepherds, but also from aged
and holy men and women. Every age, and both
sexes, and the marvels of events, confirm our faith.

A virgin brings forth, the barren becomes a mother,
the dumb speaks, Elizabeth prophesies, the wise men
adore, the babe leaps in the womb, the widow praises

God . . . Simeon prophesied ; she who was wedded
prophesied ; she who was a virgin prophesied ; and
now a widow prophesies, that all states of life and
sexes might be there (ne qua awt profeasio deeset aut

tiexm."—V. S.]

8. We shall have to speak more particularly,

in the next division, of the maimer of the genuine

human devdopmeul of Jesus. But the hint here
given, is sufficient to direct our attention to its

reality. Not only the body, but the soul and spirit

of the Lord, grew incessantly and regularly. When
He was a child. He spake as a child, before He
could, with full consciousness, testify of God as His
Father. Undoubtedly the awakening of His divine-

human consciousness. His recognition of Himself,

formed part of the filling with wisdom. As Sar-

torius says in his lectures on Christology, " The eye

which comprehends heaven and earth within its

Tinge of vision, does not, by betaking itself to dark-

ness or closing its Ud, deprive itself of its power of

sight, but merely resigns its far-reaching activity ; so

does the Son of God close His all-seeing eye, and
betake Himself to human darkness on earth, and
then as a child of man open His eye on earth, as the

Light of the world, gradually increasing in brilliancy

till it shines at the right hand of the Father, in

perfect splendor."

HOMILBTICAL AITO PEACTICAl.

The offering of pioup poverty acceptable to God.

—The inconsiderable redemption-money paid for
Christ; the infinite price of redemption paid by
Christ.—Simeon, a type of an IsraeUte indeed: 1.

Just and devout ; 2. waiting for the consolation of

Israel; 3. filled with the Holy Ghost.—The Holy

Ghost, 1. witnesses of Christ; 2. leads to Christ;

8, and teaches to praise Christ.—The song of Simeon,

the last note of the psalmody of the Old Testament.

-ttHs who has seen the salvation of Christ can depart

in peace.—Christ, according to the prophecy of

Eimeon, 1. the glory of Israel ; 2. the light ui the

Gentiles; 3. the highest gift of God to both.—The

death that glorifiea God, has, 1. a song on the lips

;

2. Christ in the arms; 3. heaven in view.—Christ

set for the fall of some, and the rising of others:

1. It is not otherwise; 2. it cannot bje otherwise; 3.

it c>ught not to be otherwise ; i. it will not be other-

wise.—The sign that is spoken against, 1. in its con-

tmual struggle ; 2. in its certain triumph.—Christ,

the touchstone of the heart.—The Saviour camt
into this world for judgment, John ix. 39.—The
sword in Mary's heart: the depth of the wound;
the balm for its healing.—Anna the happiest widow
of Holy Scripture.—A pious old age, cheered with
the light of Christ's salvation.—The first femali
testimony to Christ, a testimony, 1. excited bj
longing expectation ; 2. based on personal vision ; 8,

given with fuU candor; 4. sealed by a holy walk;
6. crowned by a happy old age.—The Annas of tha
Old and New Testament, 1 Sam. ii. : Both triad,

heard, and favored in a peculiar maimer.—In Christ
there is neither male nor female, old nor young, etc.

;

but faith which worketh by love.—Tlie significanoy

of the events of the fortieth day, 1. to Simeon and
Anna ; 2. to Mary and Joseph ; 3. to Israel ; 4. to

Christendom in after ages.—The holy childhood.

—

The grace of God on the holy child.—The most
beautiful flower on the field of Nazareth.

Starke :—The duty of all parents to present
their children to God.—Majus :—Vows and sacrifices

must be offered according to the law of God, not
according to the notions of men.—The most pioua

are not always the richest ; therefore despise none
for their poverty.—God has a people of His own,
even in the darkest seasons of the Church, 1 Kmgs,
xix. 18.—Quesnkl:—The elect of God never die,

tiU they have beheld, here on earth, the Christ of

God with the eye of faith.

—

Hedingee :—The duty
of yielding immediately to special impulses toward
that which is good.—The death of God's children, a
loosening of the bondage of His hfe of misery.—
The prosperity and adversity of the saints, detei>

mined beforehand in the counsels of God, even from
eternity (vs. 34).—Whatever happens to Christ the

Head, happens also to His members (vs. 34).

—

Zeisius:—Mary (vs. 36), a type of the Church, upon
whom, as the spiritual mother, all the storms of

affliction fall.—God, the God of the widow, Ps.

Ixviii. 6.—Holy people cannot but speak of holy

things : what is the chief subject then of our dis-

course ?

—

Laugh Opv^ Bibl.

:

—Children should imi-

tate the mind of Jesus, and grow stronger in what is

good.—Jesus remained a child but a short time, and
His believing people should not long remain children

in faith.

Heubner :—Christian dedication of children : 1.

Its nature; 2. its blessing.—Simeon's faith, and

Simeon's end.—The prelude of the " Stabat mater

. . , cujus animam trementem, coniristaiam etgemen^

tern, periransivit gladius.'"— Anna, the model of the

Christian widow, forsaken by the world, and hving

alone and bereft; but not forsaken of God, and

Uving in the happy future, and in the faith of Christ.

—Early announcement of the destination of Jesus

:

1. How and why it happened ; 2. its truth and con-

firmation.

RiEGER :—Of the spiritual priesthood of Chris-

tians.—J. Saurin:—Simeon deUvered from fear of

death by the child Jesus : 1. He cannot desire to see

anything greater on earth ; 2. he has the sacrifice

for sin in his arms ; 3. he is assured of eternal life,

why then should he desire to remain any longer on

earth ?—F. W. Krummachee beholds, in the history

of Simeon, 1. a divine "Forwards," 2. a happy

halt, 3. a safe anchorage, 4. a peaceful farewell, 5. 3

joyful welcome.—0. von Gerlach :—Jesus our all,

when we, 1. have found in Him rest for our soula»-

2 are resolved to fight for Him; and 3. to S

His reproach.

—

Rautenbebq :—Simeon's hope : 1. To

what it was directed ; 2. on what it was founded ; &
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and how it waa crowned.—Bobe :—Simeon in the

temple : 1. The Holy Spirit his leader ; 2. faith his

consolation; 3. piety his life; 4. the Saviour hia

joy; 6. departure for his home his desire.—KnUM-

KAOHEB :—Anna a partaker of a threefold redemp-

tion: 1. From an oppressive uncertainty ; 2. from a

heavy yoke; 3. from a heavy care.—Floret :—

Directions on our pilgrimage for a new year (from

vss. 33-40). We must go on our journey, 1.

steadfast in the faith (vs. 34) ; 2. submissive to th»

divine will (vs. 36) ; 3. diligent in the temple of God

(vs. 34) ; 4. waitmg for the promises of God (vs. 38)

;

5. faithful in our daily work (vs. 39); and 6. growing

in the grace ofGod (vs. 40).—L. Hofaoker :—Simeon,

one of the last believers of the Old Covenant, an

encouraging example for the believers of the New.

C. The Twelfth Tear; or, the Growth in Wisdom and Favor. Ch. XL 41-62.

41 Now His parents went to Jerusalem every year at the feast of the passover.

42 And when He was twelve years old, they went up to Jerusalem, after the custom of

43 the feast. And when they had fulfilled the days, as they returned, the child Jesua

tarried behind in Jerusalem ; and Joseph and His mother [parents, ol yovets] '
knew not

44 of it [knew it not]. But they, supposing Him to have been [that He was] in the com-

pany, went a day's journey ; and they sought Him among their kinsfolk and acquaint-

45 anoe. And when they found Him'' not, they turned back again [they returned] to

Jerusalem, seeking him.

46 And it came to pass, that after three days they found Him in the temple, sittirig ia

the midst of the doctors [teachers], both hearing them, and asking them questions.

47, 48 And all that heard Him were astonished at His understanding and answers. And
when they saw Him, they were amazed : and His mother said unto Him, Sou, why hast

49 Thou thus dealt with us? behold, Thy father and I have sought Thee sorrowing. And
He ssiid unto them, How is it that ye sought me? wist ye not [Did ye not know] that

50 I must be about my Father's business \iv tois toC IlaTpo'; /xoii] ?
' And they under

stood not the saying which He spake unto them.

51 And He went down with them, and came to Nazareth, and was subject unto them

;

52 but His mother kept all these sayings in her heart. And Jesus increased in wisdoHj

and stature [age],^ and in favour with God and man.

r' Vs. 43.—It is more probable tliat tte original reading ot yoj^ety aurou, His parents, wMch is sustained by CodJ.
Sinait , Vatic, Vulg. (parenies ^jus), etc., recommended by Griesbach, and adopted by Lachmaim, Tiscbendorr, Alford,

Trege..es (also by van Oosterzee in ms Version), was changed for dogmatic reasons into tbe text. rec. : 'luiariift koI ^ /x^njp

avTou, than vice versa. Comp. Ci-iL Note 1 oil cb. ii. 33. Meyer, however, defends tbe leci. rec., and regards ot Yoi'etf

avToO as an addition from vs. 41.

3 Vs. 45.—

A

iirov, after evpojTe?, is wanting in the best authorities, and a superfluons insertion a seriore •nuinu.
8 Vs. 49.—Literally : in the things of My Father ; in rebus Patris Mei ; in dem, was Meints Vaters ist. Comp. 1 Tim.

iv. 15, ei* T0VT0C9 IO-01. So Maldonatus, Wolf, Valclienaer, Rosenmuller, de Wettc, Ewald, van Oosterzee, Alford (who,
however, strangely translates : among My Fatheys matters), and all tbe older English Versions. But tbe fathers and tbe
majority of modem commentators, including Meyer, also tbe revised N. T. of tbe Am. B. U., give tbe phrase a local

reference : in My Father^s house, i. e., in the temple. This is gi'ammatically equally correct, but it improperly limits and
weakens tbe rich meaning, since Christ could only occasionally be in tbe temple. The preposition e v denotes tbe life-ele-

ment in which Christ moved during His whole li^e, whether in tbe temple or out of it. See also the author's Exeg. Note, p.
49, in which I entirely concur.

* Vs. 52.—Tbe primary meaning of ^Xi«ia (from ^Atf, of age, in the prime of life) is age, the flower or prime of life,

manhood, and is so correctly understood here by tbe Vulgate (xtate), Erasmus, Luther, Wiclif, Tyndale, Cranmer, the KheimE
N. T., Kuinoel, de Wette, Alford, Whiting, van Oosterzee, and many others, comp. John ix. 21, 23 ; Heh. si. 11 ; also
Luke xii. 25 and Matt. vi. 27 (see Lange's note, vol. i. p. 134). Tbe Genevan and the Authorized E. V., Beza, Grotiua,
Bengel, Ewald, Meyer, Robinson (Diction.), tbe revised N. T. of tbe Am. B. XT., etc., translate : stature, growth, as in
Luke xis. 3 (to ^ALKta ^txpos). But the only reason urged by Meyer against the former version, applies rather to tbe lat-
ter ; for growth m age is more comprehensive than growth in stature. Tbe meaning of the passage is that Jesus grew
in wisdom as well as in age.—P. S.J

the approaching festival, that none might have igno-

rance to plead as an excuse for absence. A detailed

description of the rite is not necessary for the eluci-

dation of Luke's narrative ; we need" only here re-

mark, that every Jewish child of twelve years oM
was permitted, as " a son of the law," to take part
in the celebration of the sacred festival. Accordiua
to Jewish custom at a later time, a child was, in hii
fifth year, instructed in the law ; in his tenth, in the
Mishna ; and in his thirteenth, was fully subjected
to the obedience of the law. There existed, also, no
longer any reason that Jesus should absent Himsell
from Judea, as Archelaus, whom Joseph had reason
to fear, was already banished by Augustus, after t

EXEGETICAl AND OEITIOAIi.

Vs. 41. At the feast of the Passover.—&c
tiange's remarks on the Passover, Matt. xxvi. 2 [vol
i. p. 459]. The celebration lasted seven days, from
the 15th of Nisan, and was appointed for all time to
come. Every Israelite was bound to be present,
except such as were unable to perform the necessary
journey, viz., the sick, the aged, and boys under the
age of twelve, who, as well as the blind, the deaf,

and the lunatic, were permitted to remain at home.
At the beginning of the month of Nisan, messengers
were despatched to all parts, to remind the neople of
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reign of ten years. Women were by no means
obUged to go up to the feast {see Schottgen, Horoe
in Luc. ii. 41) ;

yet the fact of Mary's accompanying
her son on the occasion of his first celebration, needs
neither defence nor explanation.

Vs. 4S. The child Jesus tarried behind in
Jerusalem.—Luke neither teUs us that Jesus re-

mained Vehind at Jerusalem intentionally, nor that

Joseph aad Mary lost sight of Him through want of

necessary care. A circumstance must here have
been omitted ; and we may safely suppose, that

Joseph and Mary joined their elder fellow-travellers

in the persuasion that Jesus, who knew of the time
and place of departure, was among the younger ones.

The more Mary was accustomed to trust to His obe-

dience and wisdom, the less necessary would it be
always to watch Him. An involnntary mistake, of

whatever kind it might be, separated the child from
the parents. Perhaps, too, they might have become
uneasy on His account earlier in the day ; but the

multitude of the caravans at a time when, as Jose-

phus tells us, Galilee contained more than four million

inhabitants, would render an instantaneous search im-

practicable ;* and a day's journey being generally

not very long, inquiry was delayed till the end of the

day. It must not, besides, be forgotten, that in the

Bast even an ordinary child of twelve would be equal

to one of fourteen or fifteen among us ; and that they

could not, therefore, be extremely uneasy, especially

about such a child as He was.

—

See Tholuok's apolo-

getic treatment of this subject in his Glauhwiirdig-

keit der evangelisclien Qeschickte, p. 210, etc.

Vs. 46. After three days.—If we understand,

with de Wette and others, that these three days were
spent in seeking for the child in Jerusalem, it is al-

most mexplicable that it should only so late have
come into their thoughts to go to the temple. It

seems more probable that we must allow one day for

their departure, vs. 44 ; one for their retiim, vs. 45
;

and the third, vs. 46, for their search ; and that

they found Him in the sanctuary at the close of the

latter. {See Grotius and Paulus in loc.)

In the temple.—Probably in one of the porches

of the Court of the Women, where the schools of the

Eabbis were held, and the law regularly expounded.
The Evang. infant. Arab. ch. 60-53, gives a lengthy
apocryphal account of the conversation of Jesus with

the Jewish Eabbis in the temple.

Sitting in the midst of the teachers.—It has

been often said, that it was the custom of the times

for scholars to receive the instructions of the Eabbis
standing, as a mark of reverence. This has been,

However, well disproved by Vitringa {de Synagog.

Vet. i. p. 167). We have to understand it in the

• [At tlie time of David the whole population of Pales-

tine furnished one million three htmdred thousand men
capahle of hearing arms (2 Sam. xxiv. 9), which would
give us only a total population of nearly five millions. But
Bt the time of Christ, Galilee, owing to the great fertility

of its soil, was very densely populated, and Jusephus states

that the smallest of its four hundred and four towns and
Tillages, numhered over fifteen thousand inhabitanls iDe
bello Jud.\. I 0. 3, § 2; Tit. 2S). As to the city of Jeni-

fialem, the ordinary number of inhabitants, according to

HecatEBus, was one hundred and twenty thousand; and
at the time of the passover, the population, according to

Josephus, De belle Jud, vt 9, 3, exceeded the number of

two million seven hundred thousand male individuals, in-

cluding, of course, all foreigners from Syria, Egyjit, etc. ; the

number of paschal lambs slaughtered amounting once to

one hundred and thirty-six thousand live hundred. In such

a crowd it was easy to be lost. Perhaps Mary's homewaxd-
bonnd steps were quickened " hy motherly anxiety for other

and younger children left behind in Nazareth.'*—P. 9.]

same sense as St. Paul speaks of liis sitting at th«
feet of Gamahel (Acts xxii. 3). De Wette insists,

notwithstanding, that the child Jesus appears hei«
in a eonsesms of discussing Eabbis, entering into the
argument as a member of it would do. Surely he haa
not sufficiently considered the following words, iKovar
Kcd eirepwTaiv, which plainly show, that the idea of re-

ceiving is here made far more prominent than that of
communicating. Olshausen far more suitably re-

marks, that "a lecturing, demonstrating child wculd
have been an anomaly, which the God of order would
never have exhibited." The astonishment of Hi»
hearers at the intelligence manifested in His answers,
need not surprise us, if these answers were even as
excellent as that which He gave to Mary's somewhat
hasty demand.

Vs. 48. Thy father and I ^Not merely the
only possible manner in which Mary could publicly

speak to her son of Joseph, but also an indisputable

proof of the wisdom with which she brought up the
child ; a wisdom, which taught her to say nothing

yet to Him of the mystery of His birth, and which
had faith enough to wait, till His own consciousness

should be fuUy and clearly awakened to the fact of

His being the Son of God. The more surprising,

therefore, must His answer have seemed to His
mother, as containing a hint, intelligible to her

alone, that He already knew who His Father was.

Vs. 49. Hew is it that ye sought Me ?—The
quiet repose of this answer, contrasted with Mary's
natural agitation, produces an impression quite peou-

Uar. He is apparently astonished that He should

have been sought, or even thought of, anywhere else,

than in the only place which He felt to be properly

His home.—Perhaps this was the moment in which
His immediate intuition of His destination was
aroused. Thus the magnet, if it could speak, would
express its astonishment, if it were assigned another

than a northward direction, or the suniiower, if it

was supposed not to be always turned toward the

sun. [Alfobd :
—" This is no reproachful question.

It is asked in all the simpUcity and boldness of holy

childhood."—P. S.]

About My Father's business.—The rendering

of some, " in My Father's house," unnecessarily nar-

rows the ftdness of the expression. He stays in the

temple as such only, inasmuch as it is there that

TO. ToO irarpos are for the present concentrated,

according to His view. Better : in the things or

affairs of my Father, in that what belongs to His

honor and glory. A beautiful exposition of this

inexhaustible text may be found in Stiek's Wordt

of the Lord Jesus, vol. I. [I must be, 5 e 7.—It

signifies a moral necessity which is identical with

perfect freedom.—P. S.]

Vs. 50. And they understood not the say-

ing;—If Meyer and others are right, in concluding

that the meaning of these words was totally incom-

prehensible to His parents, this inexphcable ignorance

might perhaps be adduced, as evidence against the

truth of the history of the Nativity and its miracles.

We do not, however, see any reason why we should

not attribute their astonishment to the fact, that ha
should, sponte sua, so plainly express what He had
learned neither from them nor from the doctors

Besides, twelve years of quiet oblivion had elapsed,

between His birth and this moment ; and even the

faith of a Mary would not be always equally clear

and strong.

Vs. 51. And -was subject unto them.—^It

seems almost as if Luke were trying to oppose the
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notion, that the child, whose faculties were develop-

bg in so heavenly a manner, had even for an instant

epoken in an unchildlike manner to His mother and

/oster-father. If His heart drew Him to the temple,

the voice of duty called Him back to Galilee ; and,

perfect even in childhood. He yielded impUcit obe-

dience to this voice. The blossom of His inner life,

which had opened and spread abroad its first fra-

grance in the temple, was to continue expanding m
the obscurity of Nazareth ; and Mary was to wait

eighteen years, keeping '• aU these sayings in her

heart," before anything else unprecedented should

occur.

Vs. 52. In wisdom, and age.

—

Age (margin)

would seem the preferable rendering of iiXiKia, for,

though increase in age is as inevitable a consequence

as increase of stature, yet the former expression is

important to Luke, who, having spoken of His

twelfth year, and being about to mention His thir-

tieth (ch. iii. 23), characterizes, by this concluding

formula, the whole of these eighteen years as a

period of development.

DOCTKINAX AOTD ETHICAl.

1. We may compare the appearance of Jesus on
earth to the course of the sun. The first hght ap-

peared above the horizon on the night of the Nativity

at Bethlehem ; when His pubhc ministry began, this

light had gained its meridian height ; but as the sun's

journey from east to south is often performed amidst
darkening clouds, so is the history of these thirty

years for the most part veiled in obscurity. Only
once, in this long morning, is the veil of clouds
drawn aside, and we get a ghmpse of the increasing

gloiies of this Sun of Righteousness ; and this moment
of brightness is the epoch of this Passover feast.

2. Perhaps there are few passages in Luke's
history of the birth and childhood of Jesus, which
bear such incontestable marks of truth and reality

an this. A comparison with the apocryphal Gospels
is even imnecessary, as the whole narrative breathes
throughout a truth and shnphoity, with which nothing
else can be compared. What writer of a fiction

would ever have imagined an occurrence, from
which the miraculous is so entirely banished, in

which no angel is introduced to assist in the dis-

covery of the lost child, but his parents are repre-

sented as finding Him again in an ordinary manner,
and one in which even an appearance of disobedi-
ence to Mary is cast upon Jesus ! To be unable to
imagine so precocious a development, is to place the
Lord behind many children, of whom remarkable
traits of early maturity are related. Nor should we
forget here the remark of a Christian apologist, that
" in Christianity, and in its sacred records, the motto
of cold intellectual culture, ' nil mirari,' is less ap-
|)licable than the principle of the most subUme of its

predecessors: to eau^uaj^ei;' t^s 'piKoaoipici.s apxv"
Osiander.

[" Of the boyhood of Jesus, we know only one
fact, recorded by Luke ; but it is in perfect keeping
with the peculiar charm of His childhood, and fore-
shadows, at the same time, the glory of His public
Bfe, as one uninterrupted service of His heavenly
Father. When twelve years old, we find Him in the
temple, in the midst of the Jewish doctors, not teach-
ing and offendmg them, as in the apocryphal Gospels,
by any immodesty or forwardness, but hearmg and
asking questions, thus actuaUj learning from them,

and yet filling them with astonishment at His undeb

standing and answers. There is nothing prematura

forced or unbecoming His age, and yet a degreeoi

wisdom and an intensity of interest in religion, which

rises far above a purely human youth. ' He increas-

ed,' we are told, ' in wisdom and stature, and in favoi

with God and man.' He was subject to His parents,

and practised aU the virtues of an obedient son ; and

yet He filled them with a sacred awe as they saw

Him absorbed m the things of His Father, and heard

Him utter words, which they were unable to under-

stand at the time, but which Mary treasured up in

her heart as a holy secret, convinced that they must

have some deep meaning, answering to the mystery

of His supernatural conception and birth. Such an

idea of a harmless and faultless heavenly childhood,

of a growing, learning, and yet surprisingly wise boy-

hood, as it meets us in living reality at the portal of

the Gospel history, never entered the imagination of

a biographer, poet, or philosopher before. On the

contrary, as has been justly observed by Dr. H. Bush
nell (on the Character of Jesus, p. 19), 'in all the

higher ranges of character, the excellence portrayed

is never the simple unfohiing of a harmonious and

perfect beauty contained in the germ of clfildhooA

but is a character formed by a ; process of rectifiea

tion, in which many foUies are mended and distem-

pers removed, in which ponfidenpe is checked by de-

feat, passion moderated by reaaijn, smartness sobered

by experience. Commonly a certain pleasure is taken

in showing how the many wayward sallies of the boy
are, at length, reduced by discipline to the character

of wisdom, justice, and public heroism, so much ad-

mired. Besides, if any writer, of almost any age,

will undertake to describe not merely a spotless, but

a superhuman or celestial childhood, not having the

reality before him, he must be somewhat more than

human hiihself, if he do not pile together a mass of

clumsj* exaggerations, and uraw and overdraw, till

neither heaven nor earth can find any verisimilitude

in "the picture.'—This unnatural exaggeration, into

which the mythical fanjcy of man, in its endeavor to

produce a superhuman childhood and boyhood, will

inevitably fall, is strikingly exhibited in the myth of

Hercules, who, while yet a suckling in the cradle,

squeezed two monster serpents to death with his

tender hands, and stiU more in the accounts of the

apocryphal Gospels, on the wonderful performances
of the infant Saviour. These apocryphal Gospels are

related to the canonical Gospels as the coimterfeit to

the genuine coin, or as a revolting caricature to the
inimitable original ; but, by the very contrast, they
tend, negatively, to corroborate the truth of the evaa-
gehcal liistory. The strange contrast has been frequent-
ly urged, especially in the Strauss controversy, and
used as an argument against the mythical theory.

While the evangehsts expressly reserve the perform-
ance of miracles to the age of maturity and public life,

and observe a significant silence concerning the par-
ents of Jesus, the pseudo-evangeUsts fill the infancy and
early years of the Saviour and His mother with the
strangest prodigies, and make the active intercession of
Mary very prominent throughout. According to their
representation, even dumb idols, irrational beasts, and
senseless trees, bow in adoration before the infant J^
BUS, on his journey to Egypt ; and after His return,
when yet a boy of five or seven years. He changes bsJla
of clay into flying birds, for the idle amusement of
His playmates ; strikes terror round about Hun, dries
up a stream of water by a mere word, transforms ffla
companions into goats, raises the dead to life, and
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perfonns all sortB of miraculous cures, through a
magical influence which proceeds from the very water
in which he was washed, the towels which he used,

nd the bed on which he slept. Here we have the

falsehood ' and absurdity of unnatural fiction, while

the New Testament presents to us the truth and
beauty of a supernatural, yet most real history, which
jhines out only in brighter colors by the contrast of

ttie mythical shadows." (From Schapf's Person of
Christ, the Miracle of History. Boston, 1866, p. 28

ff.)—P. S.)

3. The first words which drop from the lips of

the Word made flesh, are especially important in a
doctrinal point of view. They are the childlike and
nsuve expression of direct and infallible self-conscious-

ness, now gradually developing into higher knowledge.

This is the moment iu which the long-closed and
slowly-growing bud first breaks through its outer

covering. The child Jesus excites astonishment, but

shows none, except at the fact that they knew not

where to find Him. But the deep mysteries of His

nature are still covered with a garment of the purest

iraiocence. The temple is to Him, in the fullest

sense, the dwelling-place of His Father, of whom He
will soon declare, that " God ii a Spirit." His ear,

desirous of instruction, is seeking answers to import-

ant and vital questions from those Rabbis, against

whose perversions of Scripture He will soon denounce

a terrible woe. His foot, which an irresistible yet

inexplicable attraction draws toward the temple,

soon submissively follows the track which the will of

His parents points out. We feel that the child Jesus

must have acted thus, and could not have acted other-

wise.

4. But this passage of Christ's early history is of

extreme importance for other reasons. It is import-

ant in its influence on tJie present. Hitherto pious

Jews and lowly shepherds, waiting for the salvation

of Israel, have borne testimony to the infant Mes-

siah : He now bears testimony to Himself ; and the

whole occurrence, which would surely be impressed

on the mind of certain doctors of Jerusalem, was a

fresh hint to the whole Jewish nation, to give a be-

coming reception to Him who would shortly appear

among them. It is also important in its relation

to the past. A seal is now set to the word of the

angel, " He shall be called the Son of the Highest

"

(liuke i. 32). The consciousness of Jesus is aroused

to this unique relationship, and a ray now gilds the

obscurity of Nazareth, which must recall to Mary's

mind the miracles of Bethlehem, and direct her hopes

to a future fuU of blessings. Fmally, it is important

as a sign of the future: if ever the saying of a child

was prophetic, it was the saying of Jesus in the tem-

ple. It is the programme, the key-note, of the whole

future earthly and heavenly life of our Lord. His

consciousness of divinity. His obedience. His self-

denial, His speech, as never man spake, all are here

present in mice, soon to be manifested in luce. Luke

iL 49 is the germ of John iv. 34 ; viii. 29 ;
ix. 4 ; and

even His farewell to life, John xvii. 4, naturally refers

to this beginning.

6. The outer life of Jesus, during the next eight-

een years, is covered with a veil of obscurity, which

not even the writers of the apocryphal Gospels have

Tentured to lift. His days seem to have been quietly

passed in the privacy of the domestic circle. Even

Nathanael, who lived at Cana, only three leagues off

from. Nazareth, John i. 46, 47, had never yet heard

anything of the son of Joseph. The death of His

tostep-father probably happened during this interval.,

Miracles would have been without purpose in the r&
tirement of home ; and John ii. 3 cannot be under,
stood to denote that any had yet been performed bj
him. Mark vi. S (according to the true reading, I

riitTiin') shows decidedly that He had worked at Hij
father's trade ; a fact supported also by tradition.

See JusTiNus M., Dialog, cum Tryph. ch. 88. Com-
pare the account of a remarkable statement of
Julian the Apostate, in Theodoret, H. M. iii. 23, ana
Sozomen, vi. 2. The family of Nazareth seems not t<

have lived in a state of extreme poverty, but still lest

in the possession of any temporal superfluity.

6. The increase of Jesus in wisdom during this

period was,—(1.) real. Jesus had to learn from th»

words of others what as yel He knew not ; and that

was entirely unknown to Him as a child, which He
had a glimpse of as a boy, conjectured as a youth,

and first clearly perceived as a man.—(2.) Uncheckedt,

In attributing to the Lord Jesus the relative imper-

fection of childhood, we must carefully avoid imput-

ing to Him the failings of childhood. His life showed
no trace of childish faults, to be hereafter conquered.

The words of John, Matt. iii. 14, show, on the con-

trary, what impression was made by His moral pu-

rity when thirty years of age ; and the voice from
heaven, vs. \1, sets the seal of the divine approvaJ

on the now completed development of the Son of

Man, a seal which the Holy One of Israel would only

have affixed to absolute perfection.—(3.) It was
effected by means. We may exclude from the means
whereby this development was effected, (a) a learned

education by Jewish doctors (John vii. ] 5) ; (6) an

Eastern, Egyptian, Greek, or Alexandrian training,

which was formerly thought of
;

(c) an instruction in

the principles of the various Jewish sects, viz., thi

Pharisees, Sadducees, and Essenes. On the othei

hand, we may ascribe more or less influence to—(a)

His training by the pious Mary, and the godly Joseph,

in the ways of a quiet domestic life
;

(i) to the natu-

ral beauties of the neighborhood of Nazareth ; * (c) to

the Scriptures of the Old Testament, which He un-

doubtedly read, understood, and delighted in, more
than any other child

;
(d) to the annual journeys to

Jerusalem, which must certainly have opened His

eyes to the corruption of His nation and its leaders

and (e) above all to prayerful communion with His

heavenly Father. But, allowing for aU these, we are

forced to recur (/) to that essential singularity in the

personality of the Lord, whereby, with such compar
atively weak and disproportioned means, he could b&
come actu, what He had been from His birth potentid.

—Lastly, [4] the development of the God-Man was
normal, inasmuch as it holds up to His people an

example of what they must more and more approach

unto, in fellowship with Himself, growing by the

* [Eenak, in the second chapter of lis ^ie de Jesus, gives,

&om personal observation, the Ibllomag graphic description

of the beauty of nature around Nazareth ; " Nazareti was a
little town, situated in a fold of land broadly open at the
summit of the group of mountains which closes on the north
the plain of Esdralon. The population is now from three

to four thousand, and it cannot have varied very much. . . .

The environs are charming, and no place in the world was
so well adapted to dreams of absolute happiness. Even m
our days, Nazareth is a delightful sojourn, the only place

perhaps in Palestine where the soul feels a little relieved of

the burden which weighs upon It 'jx the midst of this un-
equalled desolation. The people are friendly and good-
natured ; the gardens are fresh and ^cen. ... The beauty

of the women who gather there at night, this beauty whicfl

was already remarked in the sixth century, and in which
was seen the gift of the Vir^ Mary Cby Antonius Martyr,

JLiner. § 5), has been surprisingly well preserved. It ia Cht

Syrian .type in all its languishing grace-"—P' S-1
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faithfiil use of every means of grace, from " little

children " to " yoaug men," and from " young men "

to " fathers" in Christ : 2 Cor. iii. 18 ; 2 Pet. iii. 18.

—On the whole subject of the human development

of the Son of Man, compare Athanasitjs, Oral. III.

contra, Arian. eh. 51 (torn, i,, p. IVS), and Geeooet
Nazianzen, Oratio 43 in laud. Basilii., ch. 38. See

also the excellent remarks of Ullmann, Siidessness

of Jestis (p. 104 f of the 5th German edition), and
those of Maetensen in his Doffmaiik ii., p. 315.

The latter well observes, that " we see in this narra-

tive, not only that the consciousness of His peculiar

relation to His Father is dawning within Him ; but
that in His sitting in the midst of the teachers of His
nation, not merely listening, but astonishing them by
His questions and answers, we may also perceive the
earliest revelation of His productive relation to those
around Him (dweendo docuity

[P. ScHAFF {The Person of Christ, etc., 1865, p.
84 ff.): " Jesus grew up among a people seldom and
only contemptuously named by the ancient classics,

and subjected at the time to the yoke of a foreign op-
pressor

;
in a remote and conquered province of the

Roman empire ; in the darkest district of Palestine ; in
a little country-town of proverbial insignificance ; in
poverty and manual labor ; in the obscurity of a car-
penter's shop ; far away from universities, academies,
libraries, and literary or pohshed society ; without
any help, as far as we know, except the parental
care, the daily wonders of nature, the Old Testament
Scriptures, the weekly Sabbath services of the syna-
gogue at Nazareth (Luke iv. 16), the annual festi-

vals in the temple of Jerusalem (Luke ii. 42), and the
secret intercourse of His soul with God, His heavenly
Father. These are, indeed, the great educators of
the mind and heart ; the book of nature and the
book of revelation are filled with richer and more im-
portant lessons, than all the works of human art and
learning. But they were accessible alike to every
Jew, and gave no adv,^ntage to Jesus over His hum-
blest neighbor. Hence the question of Nathaniel,
" What good can come out of Nazareth ? " Hence
the natural surprise of the Jews, who knew all His
human relations and antecedents. "How knoweth
this man letters?" they asked, when they heard
Jesus teach, " having never learned ? " (John vii. 15.)
And on another occasion, when He taught in the syn-
agogue, " Whence has this man this wisdom and
these mighty works? Is not this the carpenter's
Bon? is not His mother Mary and His brethren
(brothers) James and Joses and Simon and Judas ?
And His sisters, are they not all with us ? Whence,
then, hath this man all these things ? " These ques-
tions are unavoidable and unanswerable, if Christ be
regarded as a mere man. For each effect presupposes »
corresponding cause. . . Jesus can be ranked nei-
ther with the school-trained nor with the self-trained
or self-made men, if by the latter we understand as
we must, those who without the regular aid of living
teachers, yet with the same educational meam, such as
books, the observation of men and thmgs, and the in-
tense apphcation of their mental faculties, attained to
vigor ot intellect and wealth of scholarship, Uke Shak-
Bpeare, Jacob Boehm, Benjamin Franklin, and others.
All the attempts to bring Him into contact with Egyn-
tian wisdom, or the Essenic Theosophy, or other sour-
tes ol learnmg, are without a shadow of proof, and ex-
phun nothing after all. He never quotes from books
except the Old Testament, He never refers to secular
birtory, poetry, rhetoric, mathematics, astronomy,
foiagn languages, natural scieuces, or any of thos^

branches of knowledge which make up human learn

ing and literature. He confined himself strictly to

religion. But from that centre He shed light ovei

the whole world of man and nature. In this depart
ment, unlike all other great men, even the prophetj

and the apostles, He was absolutely original and inde

pendent. He taught the world as one who had learnea
nothing from it and was under no obUgatiou to it.

He speaks from divine intuition as one who not only
knows the truth, but who is the truth, and with an
authority, which commands absolute submission, or
provokes rebellion, but can never be passed by with
contempt or indifference. His character and life

were originated and sustained in spite of circumstan-
ces with which no earthly force could have con-
tended, and therefore must have had their real foun.
dation in a force which was preternatural and di-

vine."—P. S.]

1. We may be thankful that St. Luke, compared
with the other Evangelists, has communicated to us
so much of the early history of our Lord ; nor lesa
so, that he has told us so little ; as this very reticenca
furnishes a proof of his fides historica, cheeks vain
curiosity, and shows us how infinitely more impoi

.

tant for our faith is the history of His ministry, pas
sion, death, and glorification, than that of His youth
and childhood.

HOMTLETICAI AMD PRACTICAL.

The first Passover of Jesus : 1. The history ; 2.
the significance of this journey for Jesus, for Hia
parents, for Israel, for the world.—The first appear-
ance of the Messiah in the sanctuary.—The glory of
the second house greater than that of the first. Hag,
ii. 10.—The first Passover of Jesus : 1. Visited with
desu-e

; 2. celebrated worthily ; 3. left obediently.—
The parents and the child united before the Lord.—
The Sou of Man once a lost son.—Seeking for Jesus:
1. The anxiety of deprivation

; 2. the joy of findmg.—The interchange of joy and sorrow during our
earthly pilgrimage.—Jesus lost in the hurry and bus-
tle of the world, but found again in the temple.
Jesus sitting in the midst of the teachers whom He
was afterwards to oppose.—The school of Rabbis at
Jerusalem, a model for parents and children.—Mary's
astonishment excited by Jesus, comp. vss. 18 and 33.
—The over-hasty zeal of Mary, and the heavenly
tranquillity of Jeans.-God, the Father of the Lord
Jesus Christ, in a sense applicable to Him alone.—
The Son of Man aroused to the consciousness of Hia
being the God-Man.—To be about His Father's busi-
ness, the vocation, 1. of Christ ; 2. of the Christian,
—liven the first recorded saying of the Lord too
deep to be entirely understood, the explanation of aU
His deeds, and the key to His whole life.—Christ's
first Passover journey : 1. A ghmpse into the history
ot His youth

; 2. a turmng-point in the history of
His development; 3. a turning-point in the histon
of salvation.—The return from Jerusalem to Nazi,
reth a specimen of the voluntary self-denial and
obedience of Christ-Jesus, even at Nazareth, about
His Father's busmess.—The contemplative fi'ith ofMary, 1. m its secret conflict, 2. m its final triumph-The growth m secret both m wisdom and stature,from the imperfect child to the perfect man of Himwho was the Most High and Most Glorious -^-The in-
crease m grace.-He who finds favor with God finditfavor also with maii.-The season of waitiug.-Faith.
fulness m little thmgs—The fifth commanSnent nS
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destroyeiJ but fulfilled by Jesus.—The fear of the
Lord the beginning of wisdom.—Increase in wisdom
and age, the work of grace ; favor, the crown put
upon wisdom and age.—That which is most precious,

tliough ripening in the world, 1. was then, 2. is now,
3. will be eyer, hidden from the eye of the world.

Stabkb :—The care parents should have for their

children.—To public worship must be added domes-
tic worship.—QuESNEL :—Jesus is more often lost in

time of prosperity than in times of misfortune and
persecution.

—

Hedinger :—We often, from erroneous
judgment, seek Christ among our kinsfolk and ac-

quaintance, where He is not to be found.—We often
have to seek long for Jesus ; and this is our best
employment, even if we have to spend more than one
spiritual day's journey upon it.—Sorrow for the loss

of Je.sus, a reasonable sorrow.—He who would be a
teacher of others, must first be a learner.

—

Cramer :

—Christ has hallowed instruction by question and
answer.—The more spiritual gifts any one has re-

ceived, the more careful wUl he be to avoid boasting.—Nova Bibl. Tub.

:

—Jesus more learned than His
teachers (Isa. 1. 4) : let us hear Him.—^Parents trans-

gress when they reprove and punish their children

unseasonably or unreasonably, Prov. xx. 1-6 ; xxii.

6.

—

Majus :—Children may instruct their parents, if

they do it respectfully and modestly, 1 Sam. xix. i.—
We must not despise what we do not understand.

—

OsiANDER :—Christ has, by His obedience, made
Batisfaction for the disobedience of children ; while,

by His example, He teaches children to obey their

parents.—Faith keeps in her heart even what she
does not understand.—There is little hope of chil-

dren who increase in age and stature only, and de-

crease in wisdom and favor.

Heubneb :—The care ef man is not suiiioient foj
children, if God does not add to it the care of Hii
angels.—Even good children may innocently cause
grief.—As Jesus grew and ripened in retirement,
so the ministers of the gospel often have long tc
wait before God calls them into full work.—Jesus
commanding respect even as a boy.—The family ol
Jesus a model for Christian families.—The charms
of the history of Jesus for the young.

Stier :—The holy child Jesus and our children (a

continuous contrast).

—

Arndt:—1. The tokens; 2.

the excitements
; 3. the fruits of early piety, visible

in the holy child Jesus.—The early history of Jesus

:

1. Jesus m Nazareth ; 2. Jesus o/ Nazareth.—A de9
Amokie v. d. Hoeten (preacher in Utrecht, died

1849); 1. Behold the child Jesus! 2. Behold m
the child the man Jesus ! 3. Become children in

Christ, that you may become men !

—

Gerdessen :

—

The appearance of Christ m the sanctuary : Ought
He not to be, 1. about His Father's business ; 2. in

the midst of the teachers ; 3. according to the usage
of the feast ; 4. sought for sorrowing ; and 6. mani-
festmg a childlike disposition?—M. G. Albreohi
(died 18S5) : The child Jesus is often lost m our days,
after a spiritual manner.

—

Gaupp:—The Mediator
between God and man discernible in Jesus, even in

His twelfth year : 1. In the holy privacy of His life

in God ; 2. in the consciousness of His relation to the

Father; 3. in the uninteimitted occupation of His
spkit with the work which the Father had given Him
to do.

—

Rautenberg :—Our children our judges : 1.

What this means ; 2. how this happens ; 3. to what
this leads.—Finally, an excellent sermon by Adolphb
MoNOD (died 1866) : Jisus en/ant, modele des enfarU*,

Paris, 1857.

PART SECOND.
The Beneficent Activity and Holy Behavior of the Son of Man.

FIRST SECTION.

TESTIMONY BORNE TO MESSIAH.

Chaptee ni.

A. Si/ the Preaehinff and Baptism of John. Ch. HI. 1-22.

1 Now, in the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius Caesar, Pontius Pilate being gov-

emor [procurator] of Judea, and Herod being tetrarch of Galilee, and his brother

Philip tetrarch of Iturea and of the region of Trachonitis, and Lysanias the' tetrarch

2 of Abilene, Annas and Caiaphas being the high priests,' the word of God came unto

3 John, the son' of Zacharias [Zachariah], in the wilderness. And he came into all the

country about [the] Jordan, preaching the baptism of repentance for the remission of

4 sins; As it is written in the book of the words of Esaias [Isaiah] the prophet, saying.

The voice of one crying in the wilderness. Prepare ye the way d the Lord, make Hia

6 paths straight. Every valley shall be filled, and every mountain and hill sball be
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brought low; and the crooked shall be made straight, and the rough ways shall U
6 made smooth; And all flesh shall see the salvation of God.

7 Then said he to the multitude [multitudes, oxAjtsJ that came forth to be baptized ol

[byj him, generation [Brood] of vipers, who hath warned you to flee from the wratl

8 to come? Bring forth therefore fruits worthy of [meet for] repentance; and begin

not to say within yourselves. We have Abraham to [for] our father: for I say unto

9 you, That God is able of these stones to raise up children unto Abraham And now

also' the axe is laid unto the root of the trees : every tree therefore which bringeth not

forth good fruit is hewn down, and cast into the fire.

10, 11 And the people asked him, saying. What [then] shall we do then? He answereth

and saith unto them, He that hath two coats, let him impart to him that hath none;

and he that hath meat [food], let him do likewise.

12 Then came also publicans to be baptized, and said unto him. Master, what shall wa
13 do? And he said unto them, Exact no more than that which is appointed you

14 And the* soldiers likewise demanded of him [asked him], saying, And what shall we
do? And he said unto them. Do violence to no man [one], neither accuse any falsely;

and be content with your wages.

15 And as the people were in expectation, and all men mused [all were reasoning,

StaXoyi^o/iei/wi/ iravTwv] in their hearts of [concerning] John, whether he were the Christ,

16 or not; John answered, saying unto them all [answered them all, saying, dTreKpiVaro o

"I. a-Kacriv Xiywv], 1 indeed baptize you with water [i'San] ; but one mightier than I

Cometh, the latchet of whose shoes I am not worthy to unloose : He shall baptize you
17 with [in, lv\ the Holy Ghost, and with fire: Whose fan is in His hand, and He will

tborouglily purge His [threshing-] floor, and will gather the wheat into His garner;

18 but the chafi' fie will burn with fire unquenchable. And many other things, in hia

exhortation [And with many other exhortations he], preached he unto the people.

19 But Herod the tetrarch, being reproved by him for Herodias his brother Philip's

20 [brother's] ' wife, and for all the evils which Herod had done [did, eVonyo-e], Added yet

this above all, that he shut up John in prison.

21 Now, when all the people were baptized, it came to pass, that Jesus also being bap-

22 tized, and praying, the heaven was opened. And the Holy Ghost descended in a bodily
shape, like a dove, upon Him ; and a voice came from heaven, which said,' Thou art

My beloved Son ; in Thee I am well pleased..

1
^ Vb. 1.—The article the should be omitted as in govervm- and the preceding ieirarch.

^ Vs. 2.—Or more correctly, according to the oldest reading: A-nnasbeing high-priest and Caiaphas, cttI apxtep4ia9
Avva. «<tl K., for which the (ex/., rec. reads in i(jxiepe'<ov—a manifest con-ecticn on account of the tTi'o names. On
Annas or Ananus, and Joseph or Caiaphas, his son-in-law and successor in the office of high-priest, sec Matt. xxvi. 3

:

John xviii. 13 ; Joseph. Antiq. xviii. 2, 2 ; and Exeg. Notes.
2 Vs. 1.—The word saying, Aevot-roj, is unnecessary and should he omitted on the authority of Codd. Sin., B., D.,

Ii., etc., and the modem critical editions. It was inserted from Matt. iii. 3.
* Vs. 14.—The ai-ticle should he omitted as in the Greek.
» Vs. 19.—The text. rec. inserts from Mark vi. 17, *i,Ai7ri70u after yuraiKii!, against the test ancient authorities, in-

duoing Cod. Sm. The modem critical editions omit it.

'Vs. 22.—The words iD/iicA said, A ^-y 01) o-ar, should he thrown out of the text, according to Codd. Sin., B., D., L.,
Vulg., etc. Insertion fiom Matt. iii. 17.—P. S.)

the time when he governed alone ; but as Luke ia

here speaking of iiyetiouta, and not of /xovapxla or

3ao-iA(ia, he seems to include the two preceding
years, in which Tiberius, indeed, possessed a power
no way inferior to that of Augustus.—(5) Foutius
Pilate, the successor of Valerius Grains, and sixth

governor (procurator) of Judea, possessed this

dignity for ten years under the above-named En ipe

ror, viz., from 779-789 A.U.C., until he was depiived
of his office in consequence of the accusations of the
Jews.—{c) Herod (Antipaa) became tetrarch of
Galilee after the death of his father, Herod tha
Great, 750, and continued in his government till his

deposition in 792.

—

(d) His brother Philip re-

ceived, contemporaneously with himself, the tetrarchy
of Iturea and Trachonitis, and remained in this
post till his death. in 786. According to Josephua
(Ant. Jud. xvii. 8, 1), his jurisdiction extended also
over Batansea and Auranitis, while his brother also
governed Peraea.—(e) Lysanias, tetrarch of Abi>

EXEGETIOAI. AND CRITICAL.

Ys. 1. In the fifteenth year, etc.—With this
chronological notice, Luke points out, as his prede-
cessors had omitted doing, the exact position which
the sacred narrative occupies on the wide platform
of univei-sal history. We will endeavor to point
out, as briefly as possible, what may be deduced
from his indication concerning the precise period of
the public appearing of John and of Jesus.—(a)
The fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius
Caesar is easily ascertained. Augustus died A.U.C.
767, which, taking this event as the termimis a quo,
gives the year 782. It seems, however, probable,
that our computation must be made from the time
when Tiberius was associated with Augustus in the
government of the Empire, two years earUer, which
would give us the year 780. The reigning years of a
Boman emperor were, indeed, commonly dated from
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tene, was not the ruler from Chalcia, between Leba-

non and Anti-Lebanon, who was put to death, four

and twenty years before Christ, by Antony, at the

Instigation of Cleopatra,* but may hare been a

second Lysiinias, whom Josephus passes over in

silence, as less celebrated than the former. It will

not seem improbable to any, that two princes of the

same name should have ruled over the same district,

during the course of so many years.—And lastly, (/

)

with regard to the high-priests, Annas and
Oaiaphaa. For remarks concerning the latter, see

Lange 07t Matt. xxvL 3 [toI. i. p. 460] ; the former

had been made high-priest by Cyrenius, but deposed

seven years after by ViteUius. He was succeeded by
three others, and lastly by Caiaphas. That he

should have continued, after his deposition, to bear

the name of high-priest in the sacred history, seems

owing to the influence he still possessed,—an influ-

ence originating in his own character, strengthened

by his relationship to Caiaphas, and always employed

in opposition to Christianity. He is even always

mentioned first, either on accoimt of his age, or be-

cause he first bore the office of high-priest, or per-

haps because he exercised the office alternately with

Caiaphas. )• See, with respect to this latter supposi-

tion, Hna, Mnl. in's N. T. ii. p. 218, and Friedlieb,

Archdologie der Leidensgeschichte. We shall not be

mistaken if, using this notice of Luke as a founda-

tion, we reckon the date of John's ministry to have

been the year 780, and that of our Lord's birth,

thirty years earUer, viz., 750, or about four years be-

fore the usual Christian era.—Compare the exact,

and, in our estimation, not yet superseded, calcula-

tions of WiESELER, in his Chronological Synopsis.^

Vs. 2. The word of God came We can see

reason for supposing (with Wieseler) that this

refers, not to the first preaching, but to some later

appearance, of the Baptist, which was the immediate

cause of his imprisonment. The solemnity of this

introduction leads us rather to conclude, that the

Evangelist intends to point out the time when John

began to exchange his solitary life in the wilderness

for one of pubUc activity. And this circumstantial

chronology is the more suitable, since the eras of

John and of Jesus are inseparable ; the baptism of

the King of the heavenly kingdom following the pub-

lic appearing of the forerunner, and taking place in

the same year.

Unto John, the son of Zachariah.—See Luke

i. 6, etc.—In the wilderness.—The locality is thus

indefinitely mentioned by Luke, while the sphere of

his activity is only generally stated as extending eis

iraffni' tV irefiix'"'/'!"' ''''" 'lopS. For Theophilus,

who lived so far from the scene of the sacred histo-

ry, a more exact indication was unnecessary. Com-

pare, however, John i. 28 ; iii. 23, and the remarks

on Matt. iii. 1 [vol i. p. 68].

Vs. 4. The voice of one crying in the wilder-

g, etc.—^There is no reason for so closely uniting

*[Joseph. Antiq. xv. 4, 1 ; xut. 5, 1 ; xx. 7, 1 ; De hello

'ml. 1. 13, 1 ; ii. 11, 5 ; Cass. Dio, 49, 32. Meyer concludes

gainst Strauss that the stateuient of Lute is oonflnned

lather than refuted by Josephus.—P. S.]
_

t fWoBBSwoETH « loc- : " St. Luke, m a spmt of reve-

rence for the sacred office—instituted by God Himself—of

the Hieh-Priesthood, which was hereditary and for lye,

does not aolmowledge that the High-Piiest could hejawfut-

Im made and unmade by the civil power. He still calls

Annas the mgh-Priest, and yet, since Caiaphas wasde/aclo

High-Priest, and was commonly reputed so to be, he adds

bii name in the second place to that of Annas."—P. h.]

tfOhiist'

[Comp. also the careful essay of Amdbkws on me date

tist's birth, in his Life of our Lord, pp. 1-23.-l". 8, J

these words, as to make them designate the voice o!

John, as a vox clamaniis in deserio. Tiie word

13'1H3 (Isa. xl. 3) does not belong to the preceding

X"lip hip
,
but to the immediately foflowing, ^»

parate viam Domini. The paralleUsm exacts thai

we should translate, Prepare ye in the wilderneet the
way of the Lord, make straight in the desert a high-
way for our God, Isa. xl. 3. The voice of the caller

is the same mentioned in ver. 8. Luke gives thii

prophetic passage more correctly, and more closelj

follows the Septuagint, than the other Synoptists,

especially in the closing phrase, 6<jieTat Trao-a iropl,

K.T.K,

Vs. 6. Every valley, etc.—That the whole ol

this passage, from Isaiah, is figurative language, de-

rived from the march of a monarch, preceded by hia

herald, scarcely needs mentioning. The particular,

however, which must not be overlooked is, that the

prophecy of Isaiah xl. (Luke knows nothing yet of a

second Isaiah), though it has a real, has no direct or

exclusive reference to John the Baptist. A manifes-

tation of the glory of God is announced, which, be-

ginning with the return from Babylon, is beheld in

incomparable splendor at the coming of Christ, and
since goes on in growing fulfilment, but is not com-

pleted till the last day. Every prophet of the Old

Testament going before the face of Jehovah, was s

type of John the Baptist, who was to announce the

advent of the God-Man; and John again was the

type of every apostle, preacher, or missionary, who
causes " the voice of one crying " to be heard, before

the King Himself can appear. This voice began tc

sound when Isaiah first perceived and interpreted it

,

it was heard with unusual power through John's in-

strumentality ; it will not be silent tiU the last trum-

pet shall be heard.

Vs. 1. To the multitudes—Brood of Vipers!

—This mode of address might seem strange to us,

without the more detailed account of St. Matthew, whc
informs us (ch. iii. 1), that the people, addressed in

this discouraging manner, were by no means anxious

inquirers after salvation, but rather Pharisees and Sad-

ducees, or at least such as were infected by their per-

nicious leaven. Among this multitude must then be

reckoned the crowds attracted to the banks of the

Jordan by idle curiosity, if by no worse motive, whom
the penetrating glance of John appreciates at their

proper value. John, on the banks of the Jordan,

appears, as Jesus did afterward, with the fan in his

hand ; and before we accuse him of harshness, we

should do well to remember, first, that love itself can

be severe, and that the meek Saviour Himself was

inexorably so, toward hypocrites; and secondly,

that the judgment here announced was not inevita-

ble, but only impending over obstinate impenitence,

while John earnestly desires that they may yet es-

cape it, and points out the way of safety. By the

terms, " serpents," " brood of vipers," the diaboli-

cal nature of hypocrisy is pointed out. Comp. 3

Cor. xi. 14 ; Rev. xx.

—

Who hath warned you?—
in other words, who hath taught you, and how came

you to think that, while you remain as you are, and

without an inward change of mind, you can escape

the wrath to come, by compliance with an outward

sign alone ? The last of the Old Testament prophets

had also spoken of the judgment to be executed b»

the Messiah (Mai. iv. 5, 6) ; but the Jews pacified

themselves with the idea, that thL" threat applied U
the Gentiles, and not to themselvf i

Vs. 8. Bring forth therefbr • ftnits worthy
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of repentance.—These are the €pya mentioned

Acts xxv'i. 20, and detailed in the same connection,

riir. 11. John requires these, because without them

they could not possibly escape the wrath to come

And begin not, etc.—Descent from Abraham,

the national boast of the Jews, had now a higher im-

j

portance in their eyes, because they believed that

tbia, though standing alone, would give them a right

I

to share in the blessings of the Messiah. This idea

was, as it were, the shield under which they sought

to shelter themselves from the sharp arrows of the

preaching ofrepentance, and which John thus snatches

from them.—Of these stones.—He points to the

etones of the wilderness, with reference too, perhaps,

to the creation, when God made man of the dust of

the earth. The notion, that the call of the heathen
was now present to the mind of the Baptist, is at least

unproved ; nor is there in his preaching any reference

to this event.

Vs. 9. The Axe is laid.—There is, in these

words, a passing on from the notion of the possibility,

to that of the certainty, of the wrath to come. The
axe laid, not near to the unfruitful branches, but to

the very roots, points to the judgment of extermina-

tion about to break forth on the impenitent.

—

Every
tree, etc.—A fruitless fig-tree was afterward made,
by our Lord, the representative of the whole Jewish
nation (Luke xiii. 6) ; but here each tree, about to

be hewn down, denotes an impenitent individual, re-

ceiving his sentence. John at least does not teach

an aTToKaTaaTaais wavTOiv.

Vs. 10. And the people asked him.—The
question of perplexed penitents ; not unlike that put
to Peter, at the feast of Pentecost, Acts ii. 37. The
answer is given entirely in the Old Testament fashion,

and from a legal point of view, without any mention
of the higher requisites of faith and love ; and is re-

markable, as showing how thoroughly practical, tem-
perate, and even comparatively rigorous, was the
morality of the preacher of repentance. A man who
made the duties of mercy and justice, of brotherly
love and fidelity in daily intercourse, so prominent,
cculd scarcely be an enthusiast. Luke is the only
Evangehst who has communicated, from some un-
known source, these special features of the Baptist's
teaching. His whole answer shows with what pene-
tration he had, even in his secluded life, observed the
chief defects of each different class. He who would
influence men, must not five so severed from them,
that he ceases to know and understand them.

Vs. 11. He that hath two coats, etc.—They
are not required to leave their several callings, but
to sacrifice their selfishness while remaining in them.
Comp. Isa. Iviii. 3-6

; Dan. iv. €4.
Vs. 13. Exact no more, etc.—The covetousness

and selfishness of the publicans, the " immodesiia
publicanorum,'" had become proverbial; John pro-
nounces an irrevocable veto against their exac-
tions.

Vs. 14. Soldiers.—It is uncertain whether these
soldiers were used for purposes of police (Ewald), or
whether they belonged to some foreign legion em-
ployed by Herod in his wars (Michaelis). At all
events, they were men actually employed in mihtary
•crvice, aud were perhaps, by their question, kindred
•pints to the pious centurion Cornelius (Acts x.)^
AiaireU.v, to extort by fear, to lay under contribution.
'SvKofavrtTv, to play th c spy, thence to slander, to do
injustice (to cheat). How much opportunitv the
military service afforded for such practices, and how

much the hardships of the times were thereby en

hanced ^o many, needs no explanation.

[John did not say to the soldiers : Throw aw7}
your arms and desert your colors ; but : Do not abus«

your power. His exhortation plainly implies the

lawfulness of the military profession, and consequent,

ly the right of war under certain circumstances.

Aggressive wars, it is true, are always wrong, but

defensive wars agiiinst foreign invasion and domestic

rebellion are justifiable. War is always a dread ca-

lamity, but in the present state of society, it is often

an unavoidable necessity, and the only means of de-

fending the rights, the honor, and the very existence

of a nation, and may thus prevent still greater evil.

It is a destroyer and barbarizer, but in the oven-uling

providence of God it may become a civiKzer and even
a Christianizer.—P. S.]

Vs. 16. Whether he were the Christ.—A
surprising proof of the deep impression made, by the

moral strictness of the Baptist, upon the susceptible

mind of the multitude. There was some foundation

of truth in this delusion, since, by means of John,
Christ Himself, though invisibly, was standing at the

door and knocking. The moral greatness of John is

shown in the fact, that he made no use of this delu-

sion of the people, but hastened to withdraw within

those limits which they would almost have compelled
him to pass. Similar conduct was shown by Paul
and Barnabas, Acts xiv. 15.

Vs. 16. John answered them all, sajring.—
And if we also read that, on an entirely distinct occa-

sion, he gave the same answer to a small section oi

the Sanhedrin (John i. 25), we are by no means foreec

to the conclusion, that one Evangelist conti-adicts tht

other, but rather that John repeated this saying at
different times ; a saying whose purport was so im
portant, and whose form was figurative language sc

entirely in the spirit and after the heart of the Bap-
tist, that, having once uttered it, he could not have
expcessed himself more powerfully and naturally
with respect to this vital question.

Vs. 16. One mightier than I A general ex-

pression for what he elsewhere declares m a more
definite manner, e. g., John i. 30. The greater might
of the Messiah is here made, by the context, to con-
sist especially in the fact, that His baptism can effect

what John's baptism is powerless to produce. Con-
sequently, He more deserves the reverence and atten-

tion of the people, while His forerunner deems him-
self unworthy to perform the most menial office for

Him.
He shall baptize you with [better in] the

Holy Ghost, and with fire He will, so to speak,
wholly hnmerse you in the Holy Ghost, and in the
fire.* The baptism of the Spirit, which produces re-

*[Tlie difference between /Sawrifeii' vSuti without hi,
and Pan-Tl'^eti' e V TTVeVfJulTl aytta KaX irvpi, should be noticed
in the translation by with in the Ibnner and in in the latter
case : the instrumental dative signifies the element by which,
the preposition ei- the locality or element in which the bap-
tism is performed. Matthew, however, in the parallel pas-
sage, iii. 11, 12, uses iv ia both cases, while m Mark i. 9
there is a difference of reading ; some authorities have iv be-
fore vfittTi and nvevfiart., others omit it before both, still
others (as Cod. Sin.) road vSari and iv jrvevjuaTi. I prefer
the latter as being more consistent with Scripture usage,
comp. Luke iii. 16 : John i. 33 : Acts i. 6 ; xi. 16, as well as
with the nature of the case. Water may he regarded bott
as the element in which, and as the element bij which bap-
tism is performed, and hence may or may not be connected
with iv ; but the Holy Spirit could net properly be conceiveJ
as the mere instrument of an act, and hence should in evert
case be construed with the local preposition e v —As rectir^
the bearing of the phrase to baptite in the Holy Ohott, on ttl
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newal, is contrasted with the baptism of water, which
can onlij represent it. The baptism of fire is ap-

pointed for the unconverted, as that of the Holy
Spirit for believers.* As Simeon had announced
that Christ was set for the fall of some and rising of

others, so does John here describe Him as commg
with a twofold baptism. Some are renovated by His

Daptism, others buried in the fiery baptism of final

judgment.

Vs. IT. Whose fan, etc.

—

See Matt. iii. 12 [vol.

i. p. 72.] The same figure occurs also Jer. xv. 7,

and Luke xxii. 31 ; while the internal connection be-

tween the K-iipvjfia of John and that of Malachi iv. 1

is self-evident.

Vs. 18. He preached the Gospel unto the
people.—The announcement of the most fearful

judgments belongs, then, no less than that of an

abundant baptism of the Spirit, to that work of evan-

gelization which the Baptist had commenced. A sig-

nificant hint to those who consider a representation

of the judgments of the Lord fundamentally incom-

patible with the full and free preaching of the Gos-

pel.

Vs. 19. But Herod.—The first appearance upon
the scene, of the tetrarch, who is hereafter to play so

terrible a part m the Baptist's history. He was the

son of Herod the Great, and of Malthace, a Samari-

tan. He married first the daughter of King Aretas,

but afterwards entered into an idulterous connection

with bis brother Philip's wife. The account here

given by Luke should be specially compared with

that of Mark (ch. vi. 17-20). Mark tells us that this

punishment did not hinder Herod from esteeming

John in a certain sense ; Luke, that he had not

brought it upon himself by reproving this crime

alone, but also all the evils that Herod did.

There can be no ground for doubting (with Meyer) the

historical character of a narrative so psychologically

probable. He who is in any measure acquainted

with the character of the tetrarch, will not doubt that

a preacher of repentance would find material enough

for reproving him concerning trovrfpi. That these

reached their climax in the imprisonment and execu-

tion of John, v^as a conviction which Luke undoubt-

edly shared with all Christian antiquity, and which

needs no justification.

Vs. 20. That he shut up John in prison—It

is not impossible that he allowed him less and less

liberty in the prison to which he had been condemn-

ed, and at length cut off all access to him. The
whole of Luke's account of John is summary, and

written without regard to chronology : he here collects

all that he has to say concerning the forerunner, that

he may confine himself for the future to the history

Immersion controversy, it is hardly fair to press it one way or

the other, since in this case the term, is evidently used figara-

tively, though, of course, with reference to the sacred rite.

It monais to be overwhelmed or richly furnished with the

Holy Spirit. Dr. van Oosterzee, like Dr. Lange and most
of the Germau commentators, adheres to the origrinal and
prevailing usage of ^anrcfw ; but th ey do not mtend to deny
the wider Hellenistic use of the term, much less to convey

the idea that immersion is the only proper mode of baptism,

the effect and validity of which does not depend either on
the quantity or quali^ of water, or the mode of its applica-

tion, but upon the power of the Holy Spirit accompanying
the water and the administration of the rite in the name of

the Holy Trinity and with the intention to baptize. Comp.
on this controversy the lengthy remarks in my Hislm-y nf

tilt Apostolic Church, i 142, p.— (of the English edition).—

'

*\So also Dr. Lange. Comp. my annotation on Matt. iii.

11, vol. i. p. 72, in dissent from this reference of the baptism

ttifiri to the final judgment.—P. 8.]

of Jesus alone ; the narrative of the baptism forinins
the point of transition.

Vs. 21. It came to pass, etc.—The necessity o)

comparing together the accounts of the diHbren'
Evangelists, in order to obtain an exact descriptior

of the chief events of the Gospel history, is here verj
apparent. Not one Evangelist communicates a com
plete account of what happened at our Lord's bap
tism ; and it is only by collating their several con
tributions, that w^e obtain a complete view of th

occurrence. Matthew gives us the most copious ac-

count, and also the dialogue which took place between
the Baptist and the Saviour ; Mark, according to his

usual custom, narrates very concisely, but with the

addition of some fresh and graphic incident,—here
the opening of the heavens (o-xifo/icVous rof/t oiip.);

John depicts the subjective side of this event, in its

high significance to our Lord's forerunner : Luke pre-

supposes an acquaintance with the occurrence,through
the apostolic Kr]pvyna, and touches upon it for the

sake of completeness, and especially to render con
spiouous the testimony borne by the Father to tht

Son on this occasion. In this condition of things, it

is unfairness itself to understand our Evangelist's ex-

pressions, which certainly were never penned with

diplomatic exactness, so ad literam as to cause an

irreconcilable discrepancy between himself and his

fellow-witnesses. Plainly, the words, that Jesus was
baptized when all the people were baptized,
do not necessarily imply, that both the baptism of

the Lord and the opening of the heavens happened
in the prese^iice of a numerous multitude,—such a

publicity would have been a violation of both human
and divine decorum^—but only, that, at the period

when the greatest number of baptisms was taking

place, the baptism of Jesus of Nazareth took jjlace

(and naturally in private) among others. The object

of Luke is, not to narrate the baptism for its own
sake, but for the sake of the heavenly authentication

which the Lord then received.

Vs. 21. Jesus also being baptized, and pray-
ing.—It is one of the singularia Luca, that lie often

mentions that Jesus prayed, even when the other

Evangelists make no mention of the circumstance

;

as, for example, on the night preceding the choosing

of His Apostles (Luke vi. 12.) By uniting the ac-

counts of all the Evangelists, with reference to our

Lord's practice of private prayer, we find that He,

who always Hved in uninterrupted communion with

the Father, specially and emphatically hallowed

every turning-point of his earthly career—His bap-

tism, choice of Apostles, renunciation of a throni

(John vi. 16), transfiguration, and his journey towards

ins last sufferings—by solitary prayer. Those who
accept the view that the Evangehst describes a pub-

lic baptism, must surely have lost sight of his account

of this act of prayer. Or did He then so pray puUire,

that the heavens were opened, a sort of show-prayer

in fact f As well might we infer from Luke's words,

literally interpreted, the incongruity, that He waj

baptized with all the people, in m/issa, and at the

same time.

Vs. 21. The heaven was opened.—The o'o

jective character of the narrative is remarkable. Ac"

cording to Matthew and Mark, it is Jesus who sees

heaven opened, and for whose sake this occurreu-ic

takes place. John expressly states, that the ray fell

upon the mind of the Baptist ; while Luke relates

the event as though uncaused by the subjectivity ol

any, and in this respect satisfies the higher requiro

ments of historic narrative.
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Vs. 22. In a bodUy shape, like a dove.—The
mention of the dove by all the four Evangelists, plain-

ly shows, that the descent of the Spirit was usually

compared, by the Baptist who saw it, and afterwards

by ihose who related it, to the descent of a dove. It

is, however, by no means necessary to infer, from the

aainaTiKhv si5us of Luke, the actual form of a dove.

Luke does not say, ata^a^iKw et^ei Trepto-repaT, but

it irefinTtpiiv. By Supposing a ray of light to have

ascended from the opened heaven, gently, swiftly,

nd evenly, hke the downward flight of a dove, and

to have shone around the head of the praying Saviour

for some space of time, we escape many difficulties,

and obtain a representation beautiful in itself, and

becoming the divine majesty. It is by no means
proved, that the dove was, in the days of Jesus, re-

garded by the Jews as an emblem of the Holy Spirit.

The very shy nature of the dove renders it difficult to

conceive its descending from heaven, and abiding on

a newly baptized person, even in a vision. And if

ancient Christian art, exchanging the figure for the

fact, constantly introduced a visible dove into every

representation of the baptism, it is only probable that

this unffisthetic treatment was the result of an exe-

getical error. Our view also will satisfactorily ex-

plain why Justin Martyr (DiaL mm Tryph. c. 88),

as well as the Gospel of the Hebrews (Epiphanius,

Uteres, xxx. 13), mentions a vivid ray of light as

suddenly surrounding the banks of Jordan. By a

very natural symbolism, light was regarded by the

Jews as an emblem of the Divinity ; and we can see

no reason why the descent of a ray of light should

not also have been compared to the descent of a

dove.

[I beg leave to differ from the esteemed author

in his ingenious attempt to get rid of the dove. The
Holy Spirit did not use, indeed, a real, living dove as

His organ (as Satan used a serpent in the history of

temptation), else the Evangelists would not connect

Q)s or &j(Tfi mth TrepifjTepa, but He assumed, in His
form of manifestation to the inward vision of .John

(comp. the parallel passage of John i. 32, /(John) saw,

and Matt. in. 16, " he saw "), an organized bodily shape,

a ojliaT iK'i>v e?5os (Luke), and this was, according

to the unanimous testimony of all the Evangelists,

the shape of a dove, or looked like a dove, a»s Trepttrre-

pi, which is the natural symbol of purity and gentle-

ness. The comparison is between the Spirit and the

dove, and not (as Bleek and others assume) simply
between the descent of the Spirit and the flight of a
dove, for this would leave the irtetiaTiniv e(5os of

Luke unexplained. The whole phenomenon was, of

course, not material, but supernatural (a irvivnnTiK^

dewpla), yet none the less objective and real.* Why
should the creative Spirit, who in the beginning was
brooding {lilce a dove, as the Talmud has it) over the
face of the waters (Gen. i. 2), brought cosmos out
of chaos, not be able to create an organized shape of
deep symbohcal significance ? A dove is decidedly
a more appropriate and expressive medium of His
manifestation than the form of " a raj of light from
heaven." There is no good reason, therefore, to de-

viate here from the old interpretation, which is

adopted also by de Wette, Meyer, and Alford, as the
plain and natural meaning of L\ik£.—P. SJ

Vs. 22. A voice from heaven.—There is no
reason for understanding this, either of a so-called

•(Comp. Jerome in loc.: " Aperiuntur autem cceli nan
rescratione eUmtnlorum sed spirUualibus oculis, quibus et
Bzechiel in principio votuminio sui apertos tos esse commcmo-
ral."—'E. S.l

iip P 3 a pure invention of the later Rabbis, c o<

thunder, which, indeed, is often called the voice of

the Lord in the poetical, but never in the historical

books of the Old Testament. Everythmg compeh

us to accept this as an actual, extraordinary, and

plainly audible voice from heaven
;
yet such a one as

would be understood and interpreted only in a pecu

liar state of mind and spirit, such as that in which

Jesus and John then were. Any interpretation

which impugns either the reality or the agency of the

voices from heaven, heard during the life of Jesus, is

objectionable. Certainly Jesus understood, still bet-

ter than John, the full force and meaning of the

Father's voice. For the servant it was the decisive

intimation, "This same is He;" for the Son, the

definite declaration, " Thou art My beloved Son."

The reference to Ps. ii. 1, Isa. xlii. 1, is evident ; but

the opinion, that Jesus is here called the Son, in

whom the Father is well pleased, only because he is

the Messiah of Israel, the theocratic King, is derived

from the exegetic commentum, that, in New Testa-

ment diction, Xpio-Tos and /> vlbs Qtui are only two

terms to denote the same idea. (On the whole narra-

tive, compare the Dispuiatio tJieol. inaug. de locii

evang. in quibus Jesum baptismi rituni subiisse tradi*

tur, by Dr. J. J. Feins, L. B., 1888 ; and on John the

Baptist, a monograph by G. E. W. de Wys, Schoon-

hoven, 1862.)

DOCTKINAl AND ETHICAl.

1. In the beginning of the third chapter of Luke,
compared with the close of the second, we feel how
remarkable is the transition from quiet seclusion to

unbounded publicity, in the incidents recorded. On
the preaching and ministry of John, see the remarks
on Matt. iii. [vol. 1. p. 67 ff.]

2. In the choice of the time at which the voice

of the Baptist, and so shortly after that of the Lord,
should begin to be heard, we see another manifest
proof of the wisdom of God. What civil, political,

and moral misery is associated with the names which
Luke here (vs. 1 and 2) mentions ! All Israel had,
indeed, become a barren wilderness, when " the voice
of one crying " was loudly and unexpectedly heard.

3. The preaching of John, as Luke communicates
it, is, even in its form, of a prophetic, Old Testament
character. The Lord comes in the wind, in the
earthquake, and in the fire, but not yet in the still

small voice. It is easy to remark the difference be-
tween the voice of the law, which resounds here, and
that of the gospel, which was afterward heard ; but
not less necessary, perhaps, to observe their still more
striking agreement. Even in the severest tones of the
preacher of repentance the evangelical element may
be recognized, while we meet with expressions in the
discourses of Jesus quite as strong as any which W8
hear from the lips of John (e. g.. Matt. xi. 20-24
xxiii. 13 f.). If we shrink from the notion, that the
Lord Himself, on such occasions, was standing on
lower ground, Old Testament ground, from which He
afterward rose to greater heights, we shall be obliged
to conclude, that the New Testament also recognizes a
revelation of wrath not less terrible than was threat-
ened under the Old. Matt. xix. 6 may aptly be cited
in this case.

4. The morality preached by John differs froia
that of the Lord, inasmuch as the former lays inor"?

stress upon the regulation of the external conduct
while Jesus lays more upon that of the inner life
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It is, however, self-evident, that all wliioh John re-

quirea from the people, the publicans, and the soldiers,

Is only valuable in his eye so far as it is the fruit and
proof of an inward change of mind. John could not
be contented with fruits externally united to a dead
tree, but must recognize the truth of Matt. vii. 18.

But the more he knew himself to be unable to com-
municate the new life, the more strenuously would he
insist on such conduct as would give unambiguous
proof of an inward desire of salvation ; and the more
emphasis he laid upon the inflexible demands of the
law, the more intense must be the desires awakened
in the hearts of many.

5. The character of John, as exhibited by his

lowly testimony to himself, contrasted with the lofty

expectations of the people, is one of the most exalted

which the history of the kingdom of God can show.
To have been able to enlist thousands on his side by
1 single word, and not to utter that word, but to

direct the attention of these thousands to another,

whom they had not yet seen, and as soon as He ap-

pears, humbly to retire to the background, yea, even
to rejoice in his own abasement, if only this other be
exalted (John iii. 29, 30),—when has a more elevated

character been seen, and how can such moral great-

ness be explained, unless the words of Luke i. 1 5, 80
were the expression of unmixed truth ?

6. The inquiry concerning the aim and purpose
of John's baptism, is quite independent of that coa-

eeming the antiquity and meaning of the baptism of

proselytes. He who submitted to it, confessed him-

self, by this very act, to be impure, and worthy of
punishment ; acknowledged his obligation, as one
called into the kingdom of the Messiah, to lead a

holy life ; and received the assurance that God would
forgive his sins. Even here, then, forgiveness was
not to be earned by the sinner's own previous amend-
ment ; but with the announcement of the kingdom
of God was revealed the preventing grace of the

Father, which promised forgiveness of sins ; and only

faith in this grace ccruld afford strength for moral
improvement, which could alone enable him who was
the subject of it fully to taste the joy of pardon.

This baptism difiered from all former Old Testament
washings, by its special reference to the now nearly

approaching kingdom of Messiah ; while the distinc-

tion between the baptism of John and the subsequent

Christian baptism was, that the former prepared and

separated for the kingdom of God, and the latter ad-

mitted within it. On this account, baptism by the

disciples of Jesus, and even by the Lord Himself, at

the commencement of His public ministry (John iii.

22 ; iv. 2), can be regarded as only a continuation of

this preparatory baptism of John. Christian baptism,

the baptism of consecration, could not be instituted

till the New Covenant had been instituted in Christ's

blood, the throne of the kingdom of heaven ascended,

and tlie promise of the Holy Spirit fulfilled.

7. Not only did John and Christ stand in external

connection with each other, but they are inseparably

miited. As John preceded Christ, so must the

preacher of repentance still cause his voice lo be

Beard in the heart, before Christ can live in us.

rhrouah anxiety to peace, through repentance to

grace, was not only the way into the kingdom of the

Lord for the Jews in those days, but als« for Chris-

tians in these. Holy strictness is stiU the true initia-

tion into the exalted joy of the Christian life. He
who remains the disciple of John without coming to

Christ, endures hunger without obtaining food; he

irhu will go to Christ without having been spiritually

a learner in the school of John, finds food, without
having any appetite for it.

8. Every answer to the inquiry, why Jesus siif

fered Himself to be baptized, may be considered
unsatisfactory, which either regards baptism as neces
sary for the Lord, in the same sense as it was for th«
sinful Israelites, or, on the other hand, sees in thil

fact only a compliance with an existing usage of no
special unportance to Himself Jolm immediately
perceived that baptism, as an acknowledgment ol

guilt and impurity, was unnecessary for Jesus (Matt,

iii. 14.) Nor do we read that any requirement of

^eraroia was made. Perhaps we may even regard the

mention, by Matthew, that " when He was baptized,

He went up straightway (eiiSur) out of the water," as

a hint at the difference between Hh baptism and that

of the other Jews, who probably remained some time
under the water. If we inquire into the Lord's own
view of the necessity of baptism in His own case. He
calls it a fulfilling of all righteousness. He considers

it as fitting that He should now submit to this rite,

as, thirty years before, it was considered fitting that

He should be circumcised and presented in the tem-
ple. He was hereby brought into personal relation

with that kingdom of God, the future subjects oi

which were to be set apart in like manner, and en-

tered into communication with an impure world whose
sins He was to bear. And, though no acknowledg-
ment of obligation was necessary in His case, yet a

holy and solemn consecration to His high vocation

was by no means superfluous. Needing no purifica-

tion for Himself, He yet receives it, as head of His
body the Church, for all His members; and thus

proves that He will be in all things like unto Hii

brethren, sin only excepted. Besides, it is seen b;
the incidents which accompanied and followed i',

what it was the will of the Father that this baptism
should be to Him, even the heavenly consecration

of the Son to the work which the Father had given

Him. He consecrates Himself, and at the same
time the Father consecrates him, to the kingdom of

God.
y. it is apparent, from Isa. xi. 2, tliat the anoiui-

ing with the Holy Spirit was among the characteris-

tics of the Messiah. The peculiarity, however, is,

that while He came momentarily upon the elect of

the Old Testament, He remained upon Jesus. The
same thought is paraphrastically expressed in the old

Mvangelium Nazarceorum, where the Holy Spirit is

introduced at the baptism of the Lord as saying:
" My Son, I was waiting in ah the prophets till Thou
shouldest come, that I might rest upon Thee. Thou
art My resting-place (tu enim es requies mea), My
only-begotten Son, who rulest forever."

10. The revelation at the Jordan was neither new
nor unnecessary to the God-Man. Undoubtedly the

consciousness of the Lord, with respect to His work
and person, had been continually increasing in

strength, clearness, and depth, since the occurrence

recorded of His twelfth year. His very first word to

John shows how He places Himself upon a level with

the greatest of the prophets ; and He who will fulfil

all righteousness must well know who He is, and
wherefore He is come. But now the revelation from

above impresses its unerrmg seal upon the perfect

revelation within, and Luke represents this sealing

(John vi. 27, 4<r<l>pdyt(T€i') as a definite answer to

prayer. As the voice from Heaven (John xii.) con-

secrated Him the atoning High Priest, and that upon
Tabor declared Him the greatest of the prophets, who
was to be heard before Moses and Elias, so was Hb
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formal appointment as King of the heayenly king-

dom bestowed upon Him in the presence of the Bap-

tist.

11. The descent of the Holy Spirit at the baptism,

and the miraculous birth of our Lord by the power

of the Holy Spirit, are by no means iaconsistent facts.

Undoubtedly, the Son of Man had not lived thirty

years upon 'earth without the Holy Spirit : and it is

an arbitrary assumption to suppose that miraculous

power was specially bestowed upon Him at this in-

gtant. Our Lord, however, had hitherto possessed

the gifts of the Holy Spirit only by means of his con-

tmual communion with the Father, and of the

Father's unceasing communications to Him. There

is nothing unfounded in the opinion, that the Father

communicated still more to Him, who already pos-

sessed so much, and that the indweUing element of

His life was developed, in all its fnbiess, by a new

and mighty afflation from above. We should not be

able to determine with certainty what He now re-

ceived, unless we could compare His inner life before

and after His baptism ; but for this we are not fur-

nished with sufficient data. It is enough for us to

know that the Holy Spirit, who had been for thirty

years the bond of communion between the Father

and His mcarnate Son, now, at the beguming of His

public mioistry, entered into new relations with Him.

He anointed Him as King of the kingdom of heaven,

and at the same time as a Prophet, mighty in deed

and word before God and the people.

12. The whole history of the baptism of Jesus is

highly and abidingly valuable in a doctrinal point of

view. It is a pledge to us that our Lord voluntarily

undertook His work upon earth, began aud ended it

with full consciousness, and was furnished with all

the gifts and powers which it required. It gives to

our faith in the Son of God the objective foundation

of divine testimony, which can neither be denied nor

recalled. And it presents us with so striking a reve-

lation of the fulness of the divine nature, when the

Father gives testimony to the Son, and the Holy

Spirit descends iu a visible form, that we can scarce-

ly read it without recalling the words of one of the

Fathers : / ad Jordanem et videbis Trinitatein.^^

HOMIIiETICAI, AH"D PRAOTICAI.

John and Jesus in their mutual relation.—The
history of the kingdom of God, in its connection

with the history of the world.—Tiberius and Herod
in princely robes ; Annas and Caiaphas in priestly

garments ; John in the rough clothing of a preacher

of repentance.—The forerunner : 1. His severity

toward the unholy multitude ; 2. his humility to-

ward the holy Christ.—Preparing the way of the
Lord, is, 1. a difficult work ; 2. an indispensable ne-

cessity ; 3. a blessed employment.—The voice of the
caller; 1. How much it requires; 2. how gravely it

threatens ; 3. how gently it comforts and promises.

—

John must still precede Jesus.—The abasement of
all that is high, and the elevation of all that is low,

tx the heart whereinto Christ enters.—Fruitless
efforts to escape the wrath to come.—The fruits of

conversion : 1. Ko true religion without conversion

;

2. No true conversioj without godliness.—Descent
from Abraham gives no precedence in the kingdom
of God.—What the power of God can make out of
stones : 1. Of stones of the desert, children of Abra-
ham ; 2. of stony hearts, hearts of flesh.—The axe
kid to the roo' i' the trees : what justice has laid i'

to the root ; what mercy leaves it stUl lyiiig at tht

root ' The judgment on unfruitful trees is, 1. surely

to be expected; 2. perfectly to be justified; 3. stili

to be avoided.—The great mquiry, What shall wa

do' 1. A question becoming all; 2. a question an-

swered to all.—The answer to the great inquiry of

life, 1. from the stand-point of the law (Luke iii. 10-

14)'; 2. from the stand-point of grace (Acts ii 38.)—

No true peace, without a vigorous struggle against

besetting sins.—The fundamental law of the king-

dom of God, in its application to daily life.—No
condition too lowly, or too unfavorable, to allow a

man to prove hunself a subject of the kingdom of

God. The beneficial influence of conversion upon

the military profession.—How would it have been, if

John had been the Christ ?—Baptism with water and

the Spirit: 1. The distinction; 2. the connection

between them.—Deep humility, the greatness of

John the Baptist.—The exalted nature of Jesus,

freely owned by John, a confession, 1. honorable to

John ; 2. due to Christ ; 3. important to the world,

to Israel, to us.—Jesus the true Baptist.—Baptism

with the Holy Spirit : with the Spirit, 1. of truth, to

enlighten us ; 2. of power, to renew us ; 3. of grace,

to comfort us ; 4. of love, to unite us to each other,

to Christ, to God.—Baptism with fire considered, 1.

on its terrible ; 2. on its inevitable ; 3. on its benefi-

cial side.—The preaching of the gospel by John ia

especially the preaching of repentance: 1. As such,

it was prophesied of; 2. as such, it was carried on;

3. as such, it worked ; 4. as such, it is still needed.

The thresher and the fan, the wheat and the bam,
the chaff and the unquenchable fire.—John before

Herod: 1. The strict preacher of repentance ; 2. the

innocent victim ; 3. the avenging accuser.—John, a

faithful court-preacher.—John and our Lord on the

banks of the Jordan.—The most exalted solemnity

during the Baptist's life.—The voice from heaven at

the Jordan, a revelation for John, for Jesus, for us.—
The time of baptism, a time of prayer.—The voice

of the Father, the Amen to the prayer of the Son.

—

Jesus baptized with the Holy Spirit.—The anointing

of Christ, the anointing of the Christian.—The first

voice from heaven to the Lord's honor, the key-note

of the subsequent voices from heaven.—The heaven-

ly authentication after thirty years of sohtary separa-

tion.

Starke :—Everything happens at the right time.

—The light arises in darkness, when it looks most

gloomy.—The chief work of the preacher must evei-

be to prepare the way to the Lord Jesus.—Repent-

ance no easy matter : it costs time and labor to level

mountains.—The Church of God is not confined to

any special people.—God seeks fruit ; is not con-

tented with mere leaves ; and, however high a tree

thou mayest be, is no respecter of persons.—The
work of God, for the most part, begins with people

of low condition.—A preacher must inculcate not

merely general, but special duties, according to the

condition of his hearers. The multitude generally

knows no medium, but would either raise a man to

heaven, or plunge him into hell.—Christ can, and
will, in His own good time, purify His Church; a
comfort for those who mourn over its present corrup-

tion.—The Church is not without cbaff; heart-Chris-

tians and lip-Christians are always mingled.—Christ

receives baptism in the same manner as sinful men

;

what humility 1—T c mystery of the Trinity is hera
plainly enough depicted: away with the vain bnb'
bling of Jews and Socinians.

Hbubnee :—The faithful preaching of nspentanc*
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KQ act of heroism.—The solemn voice of truth does

not repel, but attracts. The mere preaching of the

law cannot lead to salvation ; the preaching of the

gospel can alone do ibia.—Christ knows the genuine

and the spurious among His followers ; what teacher

is like Bira ? Jesus received a heavenly consecration

to His calling : we too may enter upon our calUng,

if we have the inward consciousness that God has

chosen us for our work, and the inward witness that

we ate the children of God.

Arndt:—How does the light arise upon man-
kind, and upon individual men ? The appearance of

John may teach us. Day dawns quietly yet power-

fully ;
gravely yet full of promise.—The baptism of

Jesus in the Jordan considered, 1. as strange in the

sight of man; 2. as pleasing in the sight of God.

ScHLEiEEMAOHEE :—What must precede the Lord's

entrance into human hearts.

—

Harlkss (in a sermon

on Luke iii. IS-l"?) : On the queetion, what kind of

prophets do we require ? Such as (a) think humblj
of themselves

;
(J) know how to reprove the folly oi

the multitude; and (c) direct attention from them<

selves to Him who came with the baptism of th«

Holy Spirit, and wiU come with the fiery baptism of

judgment. Strauss :—[Late court-preacher and pro-

fessor at Berlin.]—The greatest man and Christ:

1. What is the greatest of men compared with Chri jt f

2. What is Christ compared with the greatest of men I

Palmer :—Testimony for Christ must always be,

1. a voluntary ; 2. a just ; 3. a constant testimony,

F. W. Kkummacher :—The kmgdom of Christ, ac-

cording to the preaching of John, is, 1. a kingdom
not of this world, though a world-wide kingdom-,

2. a kingdom not of outward show, but a kingdom
of truth ; 3. a kingdom not of false peace, but of

substantial help ; 4. not a kingdom of the law, bat

of salvation ; 5. not a kingdom of demands, but a

kingdom of grace.

B. Testimony of the Genealogy. Ch. HI. 23-38.

23 And Jesus Himself began to be about thirty years of age [Jesus Himself was aoout

thirty years of age when He began (His ministry)] ;

' being (as was supposed) the son

24 of Joseph, which [who] was' the son' of Hell,* Which was the son of Matthat, which

was the son of Levi, which was the son of Melchi, which was the son of Janna, which

25 was the son of Joseph, Which was the son of Mattathias, which was the son of Amos,

which was the son of Naum, which was the son of Esli, which was the son of Nagge,

26 Which was the son of Maatli, which was the son of Mattathias, which was the son of

27 Semei, which was the son of Joseph, which was the son of Juda, Which was the son of

Joanna which was the son of Rhesa, which was the son of Zorobabel, which was the son

28 of Salathiel, which was the son of Neri, Which was the son of Melchi, which was the son

of Addi which was the son of Cosam, which was the son of Elmodam, which was tfie son

29 of Er Which was the son of Jose, which was the son of EHezer, which was the son of

30 Jorim' which was the son of Matthat, which was the son of Levi, Which was the son of

Simeon which was the son of Juda, which was the son of Joseph, which was the son of

31 Jonan which was the son of Eliakim, Which was the son of Melea, which was the son

of Menan, which was the son of Mattatha, which was the son of Nathan, which was the

32 sowof David, Which was the son of Jesse, which was the son of Obed, which was the

33 son of Booz, 'which was the son of Salmon, which was the son of Naasson, Which was

tiie son of Aminadab, which was the son of Aram, which was the son of Esrom, which

was the son of Phares, which was the son of Juda, Which was the son of Jacob, which

was the son of Isaac, which was the son of Abraham, which was the son of Thara, which

was the son of Nachor, Which was the son of Saruch, which was the son of Kagau,

which was the son of Phalec, which was the son of Heber, which was the son of Sala,

Which was the son of Cainan, which was the son of Arphaxad, which was the son of

37 Sem which was the son of Noe, which was the son of Lamech, Which was the son of

Mathusala which was the son of Enoch, which was the son of Jared, which was the son

38 of Maleleel, which was the son of Cainan, Which was the son of Enos, which was tht

son of Seth,' which was the son of Adam, which was the son of God.

„ „„ „ - • 1 I -I -„,-,.. A/r,! !tS>v TaiAxovra iovonevos, And Jems Himself was about thirty years old (or j/affq

H Vs.. 23.-lS.juavri,
?';JL''""'|

"?" '/X WeslcvNortoiir Whiting, da Wette, Meyer, Alford, ete. The renderiilg of
u,hek Be began (His ™fi^ Authorised VeiloS iS?SWical lid makes Ca.i iimeamng. We may say ipx^aSc^
Ciaiuiier, the Genevan and the A^t>i°™^?

Yo eS into the IhiHMh year, but not ipx- ^^x T».a«o.ra. kni.!" •''i

s m^LTSiOT, and heLe irput °ast We must supply to preach, or to teach, or His mimslry, oomp. Acts i. ., ?X

So ButhymiuB : ipx- 'p?' eit rti/ Actor ay^eifcm «"^to, ^"yv^
this verse'and throughout this section, is heavy and lau-e-

« Vs. 23 ff.-Tho
™«';t' ™Tttd in ttie rra^lationfof wSlerCampbell, Sharpe, Kendrick, Whiting, the^Bevised N.

X. of the Am. 15. u .,
etc. ii ii u^

;„^i„j ;„ n,p Greek lenitive t o v HXl, etc., and need not be italicized.

'
I'- II S-~f*'-rr;.pTl?n. ofThesfpr^pi imSIs ttoe ^^^^ variation in the MSS. and ancient transl., but

.ot IZmli^Vl^-^tt'^^ti^^^from the Eeoeived Test. In a popnla. revision of the English Version, th.

34

35

36
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KXEGETICAL AND CBITICAl.

Vs. 23. When He began, apxit^cos (Hia

niiiiistry).—The rendering, And Jems was, when lie

iegan (i. e., to preach), about thirty yearx of age, is

not free from difficulties, but is recommended by its

eonnection with the context. For, in the preceding

verses, the Evangehst has been describing the dedica-

tion of the Lord to His worlt as Messiah ; and what

more natural than that he should now speak of His

entrance thereupon ? Besides, it is entirely accord-

ing to his custom to specify dates : he has already

mentioned that of the ministry of John, and those of

the birth, circumcision, presentation in the temple,

and first Passover of Jesus ; and he now indicates to

Ms readers the date of the things i -(jfjIaTo 'ItjctoSs

iTOLtlu T€ Koi SiSao-iceiK, Acts i. 1. In any case this

construction is preferable to the exposition :
'' iiuipie-

hai antem Jesus annorura esse fere triffinta," Jesus

began to be about thirty years ofage* If Luke had
meant to say this, he would certainly have expressed

himself very obscurely.

About thirty years of age.—All attempts at

Ssing an exact chronology of our Lord's life, from

this indication of Luke, have split upon this word
" about " (coffeQ.f We are only informed by it, that

when Jesus began His public ministry, He was not

much under, or much above, thirty years of age.

This was, according to Num. iv. 3, 47, the age at

which the Levitical services were entered upon,

ihough undoubtedly there was no need of applying

such a law to the Lord's entrance upon His work as

Messiah. On the other hand, however, it was at the

dge of thirty that the Jewish scribes were accustom-

ed to enter upon their oiBce as teachers ; and John
the Baptist also commenced his ministry at this age.

Perhaps the contemporaries of Jesus might not have
been disposed to recognize the authority of a teacher

who had not attained the age appointed to the Le-
vites.

Yss. 23-88. Being (as was supposed the son
oi Joseph) the son of EU, etc.—We prefer includ-

ing uios 'I(D(rf)((> also in the parenthesis. The passage

then stands, i>v . . . toC 'HAi, being the son of Eli,

i. e., though supposed to be the son of Joseph. This

manner of introducing the parenthesis will show at

once that we agree with those who consider that,

while Matthew gives the genealogy of Joseph, Luke
gives that of Mary. Compare the important remarks
of Lange on Matt. i. [vol. i. p. 48 ff ]. The difficul-

ties of this view are not unappreciated by us, but
stiD greater difficulties attend every other hypothesis

;

whether that of the Levirate marriage, or that of the
total irreconcilability of the two genealogies. Con-
sidered in itself, it was far more likely that Luke
would give the genealogy of Mary than that of her
husband. She is the principal figure throughout his

eaily chapters; while Joseph occupies a far more
Bubordinate position than in Matthew. He is very

[
explicit in narrating that Mary became the mother

I »f the Holy Child, through the miraculous operation

(pellmg of Hebrew names here, as in the genealogy of Matthew, should be coiiforined to the Hebrew Bpelling, as ™J^ »
V: of the O. T. Hence Mi for Heli, Naj/gai for Nagge, Shimei for Scmei, Judah for Juda, JohaTuih for Joanna, Zerubba.

ha ill Zorobabel, etc. See the Crit. Note on Matt. i. vol. i. p. 18.—P. S.j

of the Holy Spirit ; why then should he, who was not

writing for Jews, give the descent of His foster-father

when be is intent upon asserting, that the Lord wa»

not related to Joseph according to the flesh ? He i»

expressly contrasting His true descent from Eli, the

father of Mary, with His supposed descent from Jo-

seph; and Mary is sunply passed over, because it

was not customary among the Jews to insert the

names of females in their genealogies. We find it

then here stated, that Jesus was the descendant of

Eli, viz., through Mary, his daughter. It is true that

the word t o C is used throughout to denote the rela-

tion of father and son, not of grandson and grand-

father ; but Luke was obhged, this once, to use this

word in another sense, since through the mh-aculous

birth, which he had himself described, one member in

this line of male ancestors was missing. The 'A5i;i<

Tov 0eoy, too, at the end, shows that rov need not, in

this passage, be invariably supposed to apply to

physical descent. If Mary became the mother of oui

Lord through the power of the Holy Spirit, He could

have no male ancestors but hers, and the name of

Eli, His grandfather, must stand immediately before

that of Jesus, in His genealogy, since the introduc-

tion of the mother's name was not customary, and
that of the father impossible in this instance.

The difficulties raised against this view are easily

met. Is it urged, 1. that the Jews did not keep
genealogies of women ?—the answer is, that this is

the genealogy of Eli, the father of Mary, and grand-

father of Jesus. 2. That Mary, being a cousin of

Elisabeth, must have been a daughter of Aaron, and
not of the tribe of Judah f But her mother might
have been of the house of Aaron, and related to Eli-

sabeth, while her father was descended from thq

royal line. 3. That, according to an ancient Jewish

tradition, one Joachim was the father of Mary ? But
this tradition is quite unworthy of belieti and is also

contradicted by another, which asserts that Mary,
the daughter of Eh, suffered martyrdom in Gehenna
[see Lightfoot ad Luc. iii. 23). 4. That while the

genealogies of Luke and Matthew have nothing else

in common, they both contain the names of Salatliiel

and Zerubbabel ? We answer, that both Mary and
Joseph seem to have descended from Zerubbabel,

the son of Salathiel. The fact, that this latter is

called by Luke the son of Neri, and by Matthew the

son of Jeconiah, may be explained by supposing a
Levirate marriage, the name of the natural father

being given by Luke, and that of the father accord-
ing to the law, by Matthew. Besides, why migh(
not both lines meet at least once, during a period of

so many centuries ? Jeconiah was cauiied captive to

Babylon at the age of eighteen, and remained there

a prisoner thirty-seven years ; Neri, his brother
(Matt. i. 11), would then, in his place, "raise up
seed unto his brother," and become the natural
father of Salathiel, whose son Zerubbabel had several

children, from one of whom (Abiud) descended Jo-
seph, and from another (Rhesa), Eh, the father of
Mary. (For the defence of this hypothesis, compare
also the treatise of Wikseler, in the Tlieol. Studien
und Kritiken, ii. 1846, and the article, Genealogy of
Jesus, in the Bibl. Dictionaries.)

On comparing the genealogies in Matthew anc
Luke, we are immediately struck with the differences
between them. The former is written in the descend-
ing, the latter in the ascending line : the former es

* JSo Erasmus, Luther, Beza, and the authorized Engl.
Version. Comp. my Critical Note 1 on vs. 23 ; also Meyer
in ioc—P. S.]

t [For a full discussion of the date of Christ's baptism,
tne reader is referred to Andeews : The Lite of t^^r Lord,
otc., pp. 22-35.—P. S.l
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tends to Abraham, the common ancestor of the Jew-
ish nation ; the latter to Adam, the common parent

of mankind : the former is divided into three parts,

each of fourteen generations, and thus exhibits a
more artificial arrangement, while it wants the com-
pleteness which we discover in the latter. Both
tables ^ve fourteen names from Abraham to David

;

while from David to the Babylonian captivity, Mat-

thew gives fourteen, and Luke twenty-one names.
Symmetrical arrangement causes Matthew to omit
certain names ; while a desire for historical coraplete-

oess is more strongly manifested in Luke, who, dur-

ing his stay with Paul at Jerusalem (Acts xxi. 17),

might easily have found opportunities of obtaining

important particulars concerning Mary and her gen-

ealogy. The universal character of his genealogy is

explained by the fact, that his Gospel was not writ-

ten, as that of Matthew, for the Christians of Pales-

tine. It presents no other difficulties, except the

mention that Zerubbabel was the son of Rhesa, while

1 Chron. iii. 19-21 gives very different names. It

has. been, however, supposed, that the last-named

statement is less accurate, and that the original text

has been corrupted in this place.

The historical authority of this genealogy has

been vainly contested, on the ground of a statement

of Eusebius {H. E. i. 7), that the genealogies of the

distinguished Jews were burnt in the time of Herod.

This statement bears on its very surface marks of

mtemal improbability; while the authority of J.

Africaniis, which is cited in its support, is highly

problematical. Josephus, too, says nothing of this

measure, and publishes his own genealogy, as it ex-

isted in the pubhc registries. Besides, in this case,

the " taxing " (Luke ii. 2) would have been imprac-

ticable; whUe the same informant (J. Africanus)

states, that some few, among whom he expressly

mentions the family of our Lord, prepared genealogi-

cal tables from copies, or from memory. The apo-

cryphal Gospel of James also speaks of the existence

of the genealogies, as a thing publicly known. See

Thilo, God. Ajjocryph. iV. T. 1, p. 166.

DOCTEINAI, AND ETHICAL.

1. The often contested descent of Mary from

David is raised above all possibihty of refutation by

the genealogy of Luke. The Lord Jesus was there-

fore naturally, as well as legally, descended from

David ; and this descent is with perfect justice made
prominent by both Peter and Paul (Acts ii. 30 ; xiii.

23 ; Rom. i. 3 ; 2 Tim. ii. 8) ; while Jesus designates

Himself the Son of David, Mark xu. 85-37. This

descent from David was important to the Jews of

those days, as one of the legitunate proofs of His

Messiahship, and is still of the highest significance

It is a fresh proof of the faithfulness of Him who

performed the promises which He had sworn to Da-

vid and His seed, and a specimen of His divine ar-

rangement, which may well fill us with adoruig

admiration. As the Christ could only be born in

Israel, the nation which alone worshipped the true

God, so was it also necessary that He, in whom the

ideal of the old theocracy was to be reahzed, should

be a descendant of the man after God's own heart,

under whose sceptre the theocratic nation had reach-

ed the climax of its prosperity. This royal origm of

our Lord is the key to the psychological explanation

of the royU and exalted character, continuallT im
pressed upon His words, deeds, and silence. Ii

makes us understand also, with what perfect righl

He could, even in His glorified state, declare that H«
was not only the bright and morning star, but alss

the root and offspring of David. (Rev. xxii. 16
comp. ch, V. 6.)

2. The genealogy of Jesus stands here irmni'diata'

ly after His baptism. As soon as Luke has related
how He was acknowledged by His heavenly Father
as His Son, he proceeds to narrate who He really

was related to, according to the fiesh.—Starke.

3. The genealogy of Luke offers complete proof
that the Lord was " very man," the promised seed
of David ; and also, by human descent, the Son of
God, as the first Adam is therein said to have been.

4. The second Adam, like the first, sprang imme-
diately from a creative act of Omnipotence. The
Messiah belongs not to Israel alone, but to the whole
world of sinners. The prophetic word (Micah v. 2),

that His " goings forth have been from of old, from
everlasting," applies, in a certain sense, even to His
human origin.

HOMTLETICAL AND PBACTICAL.

The genealogical tree of Christ : 1. The root ; 2
the branch ; 3. the crown ; 4. the fruit of His race

—The genealogy in connection with the work of re-

demption: It presents us: 1. with the image of hu
manity, which needs redemption ; 2. with the great-

ness of Christ, who undertakes redemption ; 3. with

the glory of God, who ordains redemption.—The first

and the second Adam : 1. Their natural relationship

2. the infinite diiferenoe in their relations, (a) to God,

(6) to man, (c) to each other.—The wonderful diffe-

rence between the apparent and the actual in the

person of the Redeemer. Luke gives us a glimpse

of it in His descent ; but it strikes us also when we
consider the lowly outward appearance and exalted

dignity : (a) Of His person
; (6) of His work

;
(c) of

His kingdom
;

(d) of His future.—The great impor-

tance of the Bible genealogies.—Christ the aim and

end of the Bible genealogies.—God's faithfulness in

the performance of His ancient promises.—Jesus,

the son of Adam : 1. The Son of God became a son

of Adam ; 2. the Son of Adam truly the Son of God,

the promised Redeemer.—Concealment of the true

descent of Jesus, even at the beginning of His pubhc

ministry.—The miraculously begotten Son of Mary
suffers Himself to be supposed to be the son of Jo
seph.—For further ideas, see Lange on Matt. i. 17

[vol. i. pp. 50, 61]. Consult also Koppen : Die Bi
bel, ein Werk gottlicher Weisheit, i. 26-40; ii. 199

etc., on the value of these, and the other genealogiea

Aendt:—The significance of the genealogy ol

Jesus: 1. For His person; 2. for His work. "This

remarkable genealogical tree stands forth, a unique

memorial of the faith and expectation of the Old

Testament saints. To our imaginations, its bougha

and branches had been vocal for centuries with tb«

words : ' Oh that Thou wouldest rend the heavens,

etc., while tears of thankfulness and ecstasy water it

root, and these names, which brighten, like start of

heaven, the history of Israel, seem moistened with

the dew-drops of joy and ardent desire. Oh, not on«

single word of Holy Scripture was written in vain I
*

etc.
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C. In the Wilderness. Ch. IV. 1-13.

1 And Jesus being full of the Holy Ghost returned from [the] Jordan, and was led

2 by [in] the Spirit into the wilderness, Being forty days tempted of [by] the devil.

And in those days he did eat nothing: and when they were ended, he afterward* hun-

3 gered. And the devil said unto him. If thou be the Son of God, command this stone

4 that it be made bread. And Jesus answered him, saying, It is written, That man shall

5 not hve by bread alone, but by every word of God* [Deut. viii. 3]. And the devil,

taking him up into a high mountain," shewed unto him all the kingdoms of the world in

6 a moment [instant] of time. And the devil said unto him, All this power will 1 give

thee, and the glory of them \i. e., of the kingdoms] : for that [it] is delivered unto ine

[has been committed or entrusted to me by Ood] ;
and to whomsoever I will, I give it.

V If thou therefore wilt worship [fall down before] me, all shall [it shall all]
^

be thine.

8 And Jesus answered and said unto him, Get thee behind me, Satan :
* for it is written,

9 Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou serve. And he brought

him to [into] Jerusalem, and set him on a [the] pinnacle of the temple, and said unto

10 him. If thou be the Son of God, cast thyself down from hence: For it is written. He
11 shall give liis angels charge over [concerning] thee, to keep thee [safe]: And in their

hands they shall bear thee up, lest at any time thou dasli thy foot against a stone [Ps.

12 xci. 12]. And Jesus answering said unto him. It is said, Thou shalt not tempt the

13 Lord thy God. And when the devil had ended all the temptation, he departed from

him for a [until a coii,ven{eni] season.

' Vs. 2.—The adverb is wanting in Codd. B., D., L., [Cod. Sin.], etc., and probably is to be expunged as by Lacll*

mann, Tiscbendorf and Meyer, because apparently inserted from the parallel passage, Matt. iy. 2.

[3 Vs. 4.—Van Oosterzee omits the clause, aAA" eTtl TrafTt pij^art ®eou, supported by Tiscbendorf, biit against Lachmann
and Meyer. Meyer remarks that "it is supported by almost all the old versions and lathers, and that, if it had been in-

serted from Matt. iv. 4, would as a vox solenm's have doubtless been more precisely like that passage." A]

f

ord omits it^

Tregelles brackets it. Cod. B. and Cod. Sin. both omit it.—C. C. S.]

3 Vs. 5.

—

Text, rec, : ek opos uiI/tjAoc. The genuineness of this reading is at least doubtful [omitted by Codd. B., L.,

Cod. Sin.], and to be regarded as a paraphrastic emendation from Matt. iv. 8, and is therefore omitted by Tischendorii

[Tregelles, Alford, and defended by Meyer, with reason, as absolutely necessary in the text.—C. C. S.]

* Vs. 8.

—

Text. rec. : 'YTra-ye biridu) /xov, a-arava. Apparently an intei-polation from Matt. iv. 10. At least it is want-
ing in Codd. 33., D., 3j., [Cod. Sin.], most versions, and in fathers of authority, and is moreover a serious (and, at the samt
time, critically suspicious) obstacle to the harmony of the evangelical narratives.

EXEGETICAL AND CKITICAL.

The narrative of the temptation has in Luke a

peculiar character. While jilarlc contents himself

with relating the event in a brief mention (ch. i. 12-

13), Luke is almost as detailed as Matthew, but de-

viates in his order of arranging the different tempta-

tions from this his predecessor in narration. The
third temptation, with IVIatthew, is with Luke the

second, and the reverse. We give the preference to

the arrangement of the first Evangelist. Matth«w
keeps the order of tune more in mind (vss. 1, 5, 8)

than Luke, who speaks quite indefinitely (vss. 1, 2).

In the arrangement of the former, moreover, there is

a more natural climax, and it is in itself improbable
that the Lord, after He had repulsed the demand of

the tempter that He should worship him, would have
tolerated still a third attempt from this side or would
have entered into any intercourse with him. On this

account, Anibiosius and also other fathers of the
chui-cli, even in commenting upon the narrative of
Luke, have preferred the arrangement of Matthew.
In another respect, also, the praise of greater exact-

ness belongs to the first of the Evangelists. Mat-
thew makes the temptation proper only begin after

the fortieth day ; Luke represents this whole space
of time as a period of inward temptations, neverthe-

less it is evident that at least the temptation to turn
stones into bread, represented as the first of all, could
only begin at the end of the period of time, after long
fasting. Pe:haps the two narratives piay be, without

violence, reconciled in this way ; that the forty days,

also, were, in a more general sense, a time of inward
temptations (Mark aud Luke), while immediately
thereafter (Matthew) the more concrete cases of

temptation which are adduced in the first and third

Gospels, present themselves.

Vs. 1. In the Spirit, iv tw Trvivfi. \ in Matthew,
virh ToO Trvi\}/x.—There appears to be no doubt that

this signifies the Holy Spirit, which had just been
poured out in all its fulness upon the baptized Jestis.

Full of the Holy Spirit, that now more than ever

penetrated and inspired Him, He was driven with

irresistible might not only toward (eis) the wilder,

ness, but into (ei/) the wilderness, where He abides

awhile, not only with the unexpected consequence,

but with the definite purpose [THifaaBrivcn, Matthew),
that He there, according to God's supreme provi-

dence and under His especial permission, should bo
tempted of the devil.

Vs. 2. Forty days tempted by the devil.

—

If we read with Lachmann, tv t^ ep'lA"?"' which ap-

pears to deserve the preference, we may perhaps
refer the designation of time, viz., forty days, to the
immediately preceding words, -iiyeTo eii trjii ip-rnnov,

and translate: "He was led in the Spirit into the
wilderness forty days, and tempted by the devil,"

In this way even the appearance of a discropuney
between Matthew and Luke, in regard to the actu^
point when the temptation began, is avoided.

Into the wilderness.—We are to understand
the word " wilderness " not with some of the oldei
expositors in n fip^irative, but in a Uteral, sense, und
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wobably (agreeably to tradition) to refer it to the
wilderness of Quarantania, between Jericho and Jeru-
salem. As to the locality, see the Gospel of Matthew
by Lange, p. 81. There is still shown the mountain
upon which the tempter is said to have taken the
Lord, lying over against Abarun, from whose summit
Moses overlooked the promised land. Trustworthy
travellers relate, that iu the neighborhood of this
mountain there are found many stones whose form
and whose color even agrees with that of bread, so
that they could easily deceive the hasty observer.
See Sepp, Leben Jesu, ii. p. 92.

By the devil.—We come here to the natural
question, what we are to think as to the agent
of the temptation and the manner in which the
tempter approached the Lord. As to the former
the views may properly be divided into two classes.

Some will acknowledge here no working of the devil
whatever, and imderstand it either of one or of sev-

eral human tempters, or, of tempting thoughts and
conceptions, which are supposed to have arisen
in the miad of Jesus Himself in view of His Mes-
sianic work. Others assume an actual temptation
of thu devil, whether in visible form as the Gospels
relate, or through the working of the iavisible evil

spirit upon the pure \)/i/x'n of the Lord, capable as it

nevertheless was of temptation. The different advo-
cates of these explanations may be found named in

Hase, Meyer, and De Wette. It cannot be difficult

for us to make a choice among these different expla-
nations. That the narrative can scarcely be under-
stood literally appears hardly to need au intimation.

A corporal appearance of the devil, a temporary
^yadpKtaais of the evil principle, is without any
analogy in the Holy Scriptures. How should the
devil have had power over the body of the Lord to

carry Him through air and clouds whither he would ?

If the Lord did not know him, what should we have
to think of His all-surpassing knowledge ? And if

He did know him, how could He consent to hold
discourse with such a tempter? Where lies the
mountain from which all the kingdoms of the earth
can be viewed with a glance, and how could the Lord
during the forty days in which He abides in the silent

wilderness all at once stand upon the pinnacle of the

temple ? But this impossibity of understanding the
narrative Kara pttrov does not for all this give us a
right to find here au historical or philosophical myth.
If even the previous history exhibits a purely histori-

cal character, still less do we move in a nebulous,

mythical sphere at the beginning of the pubUc Ufe of

Jesus. Analogies which are presented with the his-

tory of the temptations of Job, David, and others,

would at most only prove the possibility, but by no
means thd probabihty or certainty of the invention

of a narrative of a temptation of the Messiah. We
see plainly that the Evangelists are persuaded that

they are relating an historical fact, and we have no
right, upon philosophical grounds, to bring m doubt

the possibility of the chief fact here related.

—

Quite as unsatisfactory is the interpretation of it as a

dream, vision, or parable. If the Lord had wished

to teach His apostles in a similitude from what funda-

mental principles He started in His Messianic activi-

ty, and to what temptations they also were exposed,

Ha would certainly have availed Himself of another

form of iastruotion. Moreover, it is hard to see how
Buch a parable could with any ground have been un-

derstood as history. The difficulty does not lessen

but mcreases, if we assume that the parable in this

fonr does not come from Jesus Himself, but from

one of His disciples, who mvented it m order to warn
the first believers against sensuous Messianic expec-
tations

; and if we understand it as a dream or a vi.
sion, the narrative then really loses all significance.
What value has a confiict that has arisen from self-
deceit, and does he deserve the name of a victor who
strives against spectres of the night ? If this vision
was effected by the devil in the soul of Jesua (Ols-
hausen), we do not then comprehend what signifi-

cance is to be attributed to a temptation that was
not combated with rational self-consciousness. Or if
this dream was a product of the fantasy of Jesua
Himself (Paulus), we could then no longer ascribe
any perfect smlessness to Him whose imagmation
could, sponte ma, defile itself with such odious con-
ceptions.

As respects the opinion that we have here to
understand a human tempter, this, in its older form,
has been already too often combated for us to lose
now even a word in disputing it. The only form iu
which it deserves consideration is that in which
Lange (Leben Jem, p. 218) brings it up. He is far
from denying the diabolical ground of the temptation,
but maintains that the medium of it was a visit of
the Sanhedrim, who, after John—subsequently to
their interview with him—had referred them (John L
19-28) to Jesus, had, in Lange's view, approached
Him with the full pomp and impetuousness of their
Messianic expectations, and laid before Him a plan
of Messianic activity wholly different from that which
had originally come to maturity in His own mind.
We cannot possibly read the briUiant exposition of
this view in its details without recognizing the
author's gift of intuition and combination. If we
saw ourselves necessitated to look for historical foun-
dation of this kind for our present narrative, we
should undoubtedly seek in vain to project a better.

But, on the other hand, it must not be overlooked
that the Evangehsts themselves do not make the
least mention of so early a meeting of the Lord with
the Sanhedrim ; that there is as httle proof of John's
having designated the Messiah to the Sanhedrim as

there is probability of any such interview with the yet
unknown Nazareue ; that, finally, the offence speedily

taken by the Sanhedrim against the Lord after His
public appearance admits of a sufficient explanation
even without assuming so secret a back-ground. All
these reasons now give weight to the question whe-
ther we should not do better (Dllmann) to under-
stand here tempting thoughts, which had come up in

the soul of the Lord from the worldly form of the
Messianic expectations among the Jews, which, how-
ever, He at once, through the might of His holy will,

repelled from Him, and which, when He afterward

communicated these inner experiences of His to His
disciples. He ascribed, in oriental style, to the devil,

the prince of this world. However, on considering

the matter more closely, this interpretation also offers

difficulties, so that Strauss for once did not say un-
truly that the Lord in this case would have commu-
nicated to His disciples " a confused mixture of truth
and fiction." Why He should have related to Hia
friends this history of His inward conflict in such a
form, can scarcely be understood. As to the first

and second temptations at least, we do not see how
they could proceed from the worldly-minded expeo
tation of the contemporaries of the Lord. This, .i!

aU events, would have sprung more from the con-

sciousness of His own miraculous power and the cer-

tainty of the protection of God than from the corrupt

potions of the spirit of the times. "If Jesus bad
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had even in the most fleeting manner such thoughts,

He would not hare been Christ, and this explanation

appears to me as the most wretched neoteric outrage

that has been committed ogauist His person " (Schlei-

ermacber). If these tempting thoughts were purely

theoretical and objective, occasioned by conceptions

having nothing attractive for the Lord, where is the

temptation? and if these evil thoughts proceeded
actually from the heart of the Son of Man (Matt. xv.

19), where is His sinlessness ? We, for our part,

believe that we cau only explain the origin of the

temptation by assuming the direct operation of the.

{invi»iNe) evil spirit upon the mind and the sensibility

of the Redeemer. In this case, 1. the credibility of

the narrative is recognized, and we are as little

necessitated to understand the devil at the beginning
as the angels at the end of the narrative, in a merely
figurative sense ; 2. the sinlessness of the Lord is

preserved : the tempting thoughts originate not from
within, but are brought upon Him from without ; 3.

and, finally, the abandonment of a spiritless hteral

interpretation is vindicated. But if the Evil One
worked directly, although invisibly, upon the God-
man, the temptation must have taken place eV iri/eif-

^uTi, alone, and we are justified in representing to

ourselves the Lord upon the pinnacle of the temple
without His having left the wilderness. There is no
other conception which, like this, holds fast to what
is essential in the purely historical interpretation

without falling into the absurdities that necessarily

spring from the assumption of a bodily appearance
of the devil.

We feel conscious that this opinion can find no
favor in the eyes of those who despise the doctrme
of a personality of the Evil One as a superstition

of the middle ages. But we cannot join with
them, since we are thoroughly persuaded that
very many scruples against the biblical demonology
proceed from exaggeration or misunderstanding.
That Jesus and the apostles did speak of a personal
evil spirit and of his operations, is subject to no
doubt, and that in this they accommodated them-
selves to a superstitious popular fancy, is wholly
without proof If any one, philosophically reason-
ing, persists in seeing in their expressions only the
personification of an abstract idea, let him look to it

bow he can answer for it; but let him not at all

events impose this conception on Jesus and the apos-
tles. Never m Rationalism weaker than when it seeks
to vindicate itself exegetieally. That the old demon-
ology did not receive its fuller development among
the Jews until after the Babylonian captivity, we
must no doubt concede ; but so far is it from being
of Chaldean and Persian origin, that, on the other
hand, it distinguishes itself in essence and character
from this and every dualistio theory, intended to ex-
plain the riddle of sin. That even in higher regions
of the spiritual world freedom has been misused to

ein, is as far from being unreasonable as is the con-
ception that the fallen angels unite with a high de-
gree of intellectual development a deep moral degen-
eracy. Both facts are daily to be seen among men,
and whoever is willing to believe in personal good
angels, but not in a personal Satan, is thoroughly iu-

eonsistent. The possibility of a direct working of
the Evil One upon the spirit of the Lord, admits of
being opposed neither with psychological nor with
scriptural arguments. Its intention eould be no
other than to bring Hun to a fall, and thus to frus-

trate the work of Kedemption, and its permission by
the Father can seem strange to no oae who under-

stands what this means :
" Though He were a Son,

yet learned He obedience by the things which H«
suffered !

"

And He did eat nothing in those days.—
A comparison with Matt. xi. 18 shows, that it is not

indispensably necessary to understand such an ex-

pression of an entire abstinence from all food. " He
might have been able, as well as John, to partake

of locusts and wild honey without essentially annul

hug the fast." (Lange.) On the other hand, how
ever, nothing hinders us from understanding thih

fasting of the Lord in its strictest sense. If there

are examples of an uncommonly long fasting, even in

men whose physical and psychical development has

been disturbed by sin, how much more conceivable

is it with Him whose bodily organism had been

weakened by no sin, whose soul, more than that of

any one, could control the flesh and constrain it to

obedience. Immediately after such a fast, hunger
must necessarily have made itself felt with unexam-
pled power ; and undoubtedly by the abstinence from
bodily nourishment, the susceptibility of the soul to

the influence of the Prince of Darkness, and the com-

bat with him, was not a little heightened. According

to Matthew and Luke, the hunger makes itself felt

not in the course of the forty lays, but only at the

end of them.

Vs. 3. If Thou be the Son of God command.
—The voice of the evil spirit evidently links itself

with the remembrances of the heavenly voice at the

Jordan. Here also, is the devil a Simla Dei., since

he permits an echo of the word of truth to be heard,

—This stone, t&3 AiSoj toutw, more SeiKTiKats, than
in Matthew, who retains his ordinary plural, ol

\idoi ouTOL^ in an oratio indireeta. The point of at-

tachment for the temptation is partly the exalted

self-consciousness, partly the painful necessity of the

Lord ; the purpose of the temptation, to have Him
use His miraculous power for the satisfaction of His
own necessity.

Vs. 4. That man shall not live by bread
alone.—In Matthew the citation, Deut. viii. 3, is

quoted more fully, and moreover from the LSX.
We need not deny that the Lord uses the declaration

in a somewhat different sense from that in which
Moses means it ; nor is there any reason for referring

the appellatioh " Man " exclusively or principally to

the Messiah. In a divinely free manner He uses the
word of Scripture to indicate that man, even without
the use of bread, may behold his life lengthened and
sustained by any means whatever of which God may
aviail Himself to strengthen his bodily energies. In
other words: God does not need His miraculous
power in order to allay painful hunger. For that He
possesses innumerable means, and the Son will await
the way which the Father may please to use.

Vs. 5. Taking Him up into a high mountain.
—As already remarked, Luke assigns to the third
and severest temptation the middle place. ^^ Mai-
tlumis eo temporis ordine deseribit assultus, quo facti
sunt, Lucas gradationem observat in locis, (t descriiii

desertum, montein, templum. Qua ordinis non modo
innoxia sed etiam salubris varietas, argumenio est, non
alterum Evangelislam ab alter'i scripsinse " (Bengel).
The difficulty, however, which the narrative of Luke
V. 8 offers, according to the Reeepta, namely, that
the Lord, after He had recognized and unmasked the
Evil One, can yet admit for the third time discourse
with him ; this difliculty vanishes if we assume, with
Tisehendorf and others, that the words, •' Get the«
behind me, Satan," are here spurious, and hurl
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been transferred &om the parallel passage in Mat-
thew.

Showed unto Him.—Of course, h TrveinaTi,

ttot one after the other, but all together, iv fnvri o(p-

flaA./ioD, 1 Cor. XT. 52.

All the kingdoms of the world.—^Not the
Jewish land, but the heathen world surrounding it

and extending beyond the sight, which is seyeral

times spoken of in the New Testament as subject to

the prince of this world, while Jehovah is the bead
of the theocratic state. Besides this, it deserves con-

sideration that the address of Satan to the Lord on
this occasion is communicated by Luke somewhat
more at length than by Matthew.

For it has been committed to me, etc.

—

A
paraphrase of the preceding words for the benefit

and edification of Theophilus and other readers, who
were unacquainted or Uttle acquainted with the

demonology of the Jews.

Vs. Y. If Thou, therefore, wilt fall down
before me.—We need not here understand an
actually idolatrous adoration. It is suflScient if we
understand it of an Oriental homage which is often

rendered to mighty monarchs. Matt ii. 2. As the

first temptation is addressed to sensual appetite, this

is addressed to the craving for the possession of

kingly dignity, upon which the Messiah is conscious

of being assuredly able to reckon. The temptation

lies in the alternative ; dominion without conflict on
the one hand, bloody strife on the other, against the

might of darkness, if its alluring voice should be re-

pelled, The lie which is at the bottom of the arro-

gant promise of the tempter (" to me is it com-
mitted," etc.), is truly Satanic ; but it is this very

arrogance of demand which enables the Lord (Matt.)

to know with whom He is striving in this moment,
and He has at once the " viraye hiriaw fj.ov " ready

against Satan, in that He yet again hurls upon him a

decisive word of the Scripture.

Vs. 8. Thou Shalt worship the Lord thy
God, Deut. vi. 13.—According to the LXX., with a

Tariation of wpoaKwhaets instead of ^o^ijOvirrj, on

account of the preceding words of Satan. The Lord

does not only pubUcly express the monotheistic prin-

ciple, but shows at the same time that He will rather

dispense with all the kingdoms of the world, how-

ever by right they belong to Him, than obtain

them in an unlawful way. His answer is a declara-

tion of war ; His rejection of the homage He paid for

with His life ; and so repulsed, Satan could not return

the third time. Before it came to this pass, how-

ever, that he retreated, still another temptation took

place previously; accorduig to Matthew's accurate

account, the second, which, however, Luke relates as

the third.

Vs. 9. And he brought Him to Jerusalem.

—^Although in itself it is very prob.able that the

Lord, during this period, spent a single day, Kara

irifxa, at Jerusalem (Lange), it nevertheless appears

more probable to us that He did not in body leave

the wilderness at all before the combat was quite

ended. Before the inner consciousness of the Lord,

U was, without doubt, m J/He stood upon the irTipi/-

yiov, and as repeots the ability of the Evil One to

transport Him in spirit to a place so entirely diffe-

rent, we may well call to mind the expression of

Gre"-ory : "iW mirum est, m Christus a Diabolo se

permisit ciriyitmdiKi, qui a membris illius se permisit

trueifigi."

On thp pinnacle of the temple, not vaov, but

f()<iD.—The access to the Kopv<l>ii was apparently per-

mitted to no one but the priests and Levites alono
but nothing hinders us from understanding one of
the accessory buildings, whose pinnacle constituted a

sort of cornice (otitpcuT^piai'), and of which Josephuj
also relates that from it one could throw a look that

made him dizzy, into an incalculable depth (Ant. Jud.
XV. 15, 11). It is true, if any one cast himself down
there he would not descend before the eyes of tha
citizens of the city, but in the obscure vale of Ke-
dron. But the promise, moreover, is precisely this,

that in falling He should not reach the bottom, bu(
in His fall should be held up by the angels, and
doubtless be brought into the midst of the astonished

inhabitants of the city and frequenters of the temple,

who a moment before had seen him, with shuddering
terror, upon the eminence.

Vs. 10. For it is written, He shall give.—
"The devil can quote Scripture for his purpose."

And this time he combats the Lord with His own
weapons. The passage, Ps. xci. 11, 12, is not Mes-
sianic (TJsteri), but speaks of the saints in general,

and the devil leaves the Lord to draw a conclusion

a minari ad tnajus from the safety of the saints to

that of the Messiah, the chief favorite of God. By a
literal interpretation of the figurative utterance he
tempts the Lord to work a miracle of display, not
upon the heart and conscience but upon the imagina-

tion of the people, and thus in a few moments to

bring about an extraordinary success. This time he
works not upon the desire of enjoyment or posses-

sion, but of honor and elevation. Now it will un-

doubtedly have to be shown, whether the Lord really

believes the word of the Scripture with which He has

already repeatedly defended Himself He is tempted

on the side of that same believing confidence which
has just held Him back from turning stones into

bread, and the greatness of His triumph consists in

this, that He at once discovers the just limit that

separates confidence and presumption.

Vs. 12. And Jesus answering.—The Lord
answers a third time with a word of Scripture, out of

Deut. (vi. 16), still more striking in Matt., irctAii'

yiypairrai, rurmis. The word of the law which He
mentions contains no contradiction of the devil's

quotation from the Psalm, but a rectification of th«

misuse which the Evil One had made of it. Apart

from the special signification of the utterance for the

Israelitish people (on occasion of the strife at Marah,

Ex. xvii. 2) the Lord gives him to feel that whoever

throws himself uncalled into danger in the hope that

God will deliver him, displays no heroic courage of

faith, but commits an act of presumptuous foUy.

Vs. 13. And when the devil had ended all

the temptation.—The coming and ministration of

the angels is to be supplied from Matthew and Mark.

See, as to this, Lange, Matthew, p. 86. Without

doubt, it is ID the spirit of the narration if we con-

ceive to ourselves these as invisible witnesses of the

combat and triumph of Jesus. (Comp. 1 Cor. iv. 9.)

While they, soon after the departing of Satan from

Him, serve Hun whether spiritually or bodily.

(Comp. 1 Kings xix. 5.)

Until a season.—It is a very significant intima-

tion for the apprehension of the whole history oi Ihe

temptation which Luke gives us in these concluding

words. Unwittingly he gives us occasion in these

forty days to see not only the beginning but also th«

type of the different temptations which were perpet<

ually returning for the God-man. Without doubt he

has regard, moreover, particularly to the time when

Satan entered into Judas (Luke xxii, S) and tlM
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whole power of darknesa rose against the Suffering

One. Yet he may also have thought on the activity

of the Evil One iii opposing the Lord previously to

this. Comp. ch. x. 18 ; xiii. 16 ; xxii. 31.

DOCTEINAIi AlTD ETHICAIi.

1. Tlie history of the temptation in the wilder-

ness constitutes partly the end of the history of the

hidden, partly the beginning of the history of the

public life of Jesus. The silence of John respecting

this event, proves nothing against the truth of the

narrative of the Synoptics. Had none of those ut-

tered a word of a tetitatio a Diaiolo, the behever

himself, who sees in Christ the God-man, and assumes

the reality of a liingdom of darkness over against the

kingdom of Heaven, would of himself have come to

the supposition that a Ufe and working such as that

of the Lord could not possibly have begun without

Buch a preceding inward conflict. Of what kind this

conflict was is now communicated to us by his wit^

nessea in a way which leaves us no other choice, than

here either to understand it as one of the a€aocpL(T/j.4-

boi fiu6oi, whose origin, on historical Christian ground,

an apostle of the Lord denies (2 Pet. i. 16), or to be-

lieve that Jesus Himself instructed His disciples in

reference to this remarkable event of His inner life.

For us the latter admits of no controversy, and thus
is the inquiry as to the source of the historical narra-

tive answered in a satisfactory manner. But at the
same time it is self-evident that the Lord could not
communicate to His friends in reference to what took
place in the wilderness more than they were in a con-
dition to bear. John xvi. 12. Without doubt, there-

fore, He clothed His narrative in a form which was
calculated for their receptivity and their necessity,

and there remains to us the privilege of distingaish-

ing carefully between the fact itself and the peculiar

way in which it was represented by Him and has
been described by them. Here, also, does the utte-

rance, John vi. 63, hold good.

2. The fact now, which can be derived with suffi-

cient certainty from the different narrations, is appa-
rently this: 1. At the beginning of His course, the
Saviour was exposed to temptations to act in direct

opposition to the high principles to which He showed
Himself faithful through life. 2. These temptations
were directly occasioned by the Prince of this world,
who wished to bring the second Adam, like the first,

to apostasy, in order thus to destroy the work of re-

demption. 3. The Lord, with clear consciousness
and steadfastness, combatted these temptations with
the sword of the Spirit (Eph. vi. 17), and left the
field of conflict without a single wound. 4. The Vic-
tor, as a sign of the Father's approbation, was served
by tlie angels of heaven and received their homage.—Every explanation of the history of the tempta-
tion wliieh acknowledges what is essential in these
great elements of it, deserves from the Christian
point of view to be admitted and weighed. In re-

Bpect to the external side of the fact (the condition
of the Lord, the manner of the temptation, the locali-

ty, etc.), it will, perhaps, never be possible to find an
explanation which satisfactorily resolves all difficul-

ties. Yet this is of less consequence if only the
inner significance of the above named facta remains
ueknowledged, and these, themaelvea, are not as-

sailed

3. The history of the temptation throws the
brightteat light upon the person of the Lord. On the

one hand, we learn to know Him here from His owl

word (vs. 4) as a man like His brethren in all thmg«

(Heb. ii. 17); on the other hand, Satan hin.self pr»

claims Him as God's Son (vs. S), and this time, 91

least, has the father of Ues become a witness of tL«

truth. The true humanity of the Lord reveals itself

not less in the hunger which He feels than in His

capacity of being tempted. His divine majesty

shows itself in the manner in which He combats, in

the victory which He achieves, in the crown which

He wins.

4. Dogmatica has in the treatment of the history

of the temptation, the difficult problem, on the one

hand, to regard the Lord as truly tempted, so that

the temptations do not glide from Him as something

merely external, as water from a rock, without mak-

ing any impression upon His sensibility; on the

other hand, to vindicate the word of the apostolic

writer, x<"P" aixaprias (Heb. iv. 16). That both the

one and the other, are impossible, if an absolute Tion

poiuit peccare is asserted of the Lord, is self-evident.

The auaaapriicria of the Lord by no means excluded

the possibihty of sinning ; but on the other hand
consisted in this, that He, filled with boundless

abhorrence of sin, combatted and overcame it under

whatever form it might show itself. Only the Father

is aweipaffTos KixKuiv (James i. 13), but the Logos,

once entered within the bounds of finite humanity,

comes through his 6^oia'/ia aapnhs a./j.apTia^ (Rom.
viii. 13) into personal contact with sin. Like every

true man, the Lord had a sensuous perception of the

pleasant and the unpleasant. For this feeUng natural

enjoyment must have been preferable to want, honor

to shame, riches to poverty, life to death. Upon
this feeling the might of temptation works, and who-

ever in this of itself could already find something

sinful, would have to prefer an accusation against

God, who originally so constituted our human nature.

He would, moreover, be obliged to consider the first

man as a sinner born, for in the very commandment
of probation and in the added threatening (Gen. ii.

16, 17) the existence of this feeling is presupposed.

Every representation by which there is ascribed to

the Lord even a minimum of the peccatu^n origifidU

(Irving) is condemned by the Christian consciousness

in the most decided manner.

B. On the other hand, the potuit rum peccare, can

and must, be vindicated here as vigorously as the

realitcr non peccavit. He did not awaken the con-

ception of what was evil, of Himself within Himself,

but it came from without to Him through the opera-

tion of another spirit upon His own. This would
have amounted to an inward sin only in the case that

the Lord's will had inclined a moment to practise

that which He had learned to know as morally evil.

That the three thoughts : to work a miracle for Him-
self; to work upon the people through outward dis-

play; and to attain earthly dominion—con.sidered

altogether for itself and as yet without reference to

God's will—had something attractive for His delicate

and pure moral sense, is so little to be denied tliat

the opposite, in a true man, would scarcely be con.
ceivable. It lay in the very nature of the case that
such conceptions at this moment must produce upoa
the spirit and sensibility of the Lord a double impre*
sion. Why should He otherwise have at once reach-
ed out for a weapon with which to combat the ene
my ? But here we could speak of sin, only in case
that the desire for evil had really been awakened,
that the wish to be able to give an ear to the Evil
One had come up in His sensibility. But of this wt
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pe?oeiTe no trace. The temptation comes before His
eyes in its most alluring colors ; He has a living

sense of all that it possesses which is attractive ; He
reflects that He might be able to succumb, yet in-

stantaneously He repels it from Him as something
foreign and unhallowed. It places itself before His
imagination, but finds no point of attachment in His
will ; it works upon the i|/ux'/, yet before this can be
stained the tempter is already conquered through the

Two examples for a more particular elucidation.

There was as yet no sin when Eve saw that the for-

bidden tree had its attraction, nor yet when the per-

mission to eat of this tree appeared to her desirable,

so long, that is, as she was considering this act with-

out any relation to the prohibition that had been
received; only when in unconscious and conscious

conflict with the commandment the actual desire rose

in her nund, and she was filled with dissatisfaction

at the commandment, did sin then creep into her
heart, even before she had stretched out her hand
after the apple.—It was as yet no sin that the Lord
in Gethsemane exhibited a natural dread of death, a

natural longing for life ; no sin as yet that He in the

immediate presence of death, and in the conscious-

ness of being able to escape it, had a double sense of

the worth of life, nor was it even as yet any sin that

He prayed and wished that the cup might pass from
Him : only if He had allowed this wish to prevail

contrary to the wiU of God, after He had clearly

perceived this will ; if the resolution to submit Him-
self to God's recognized will had been preceded by
reluctance and conflict ; if, in a word, not His deed

but His will even had then moved in another direc-

tion from God's will, then would the Man of Sorrows

have been also a child of sin.

6. The temptations here vanquished perpetually

returned in the public life of the Lord. The first,

e. g.. Matt, xxvii. 40 ; the second, John vii. 3, 4 ; the

third, John vi. 14. It cannot surprise us that the

Lord, therefore, saw in the entreaty of Peter, Matt.

xvi 22, a Satanic back-ground. To whichever of

these temptations He had given a hearing, still either

His perfect obedience or His perfect love of man
would have been stained, and herewith His perfect

capability of being a Redeemer of sinners would have

been annihilated.

7. The history of the temptation throws light

upon the work of the Lord. We learn here to re-

cognize this as a work that was given Him by the

Father Himself to do, which He entered upon with

clear self-consciousness, which was preceded by se-

vere conflict, and which was directed entirely to de-

stroying the works of the devil 1 John iii. 9. In

His perfect obedience, the second Adam, He here

stands over against the first as the Restorer of the

Paradise which Adam lost by his sin. " Adam fell

In Paradise and made it a wilderness ; Christ con-

quered in a wilderness and made it a paradise, where

the beasts lost their savageness and the angels

abode." (Olshausen.)

8. The threefold temptation of Jesus is the sym-

bol and type of the temptations against which every

Christian has to strive. 1 John ii. 16. First temp-

tation — the lust of the flesh ; the second = the lust

of the eye ; the third = pride, of which John says

:

•* It is not of the Father, but of the world."

9. The temptation of Jesus as it repeats itself,

aa well in His own life as in the Uves of His people,

ras, on the other band, in a certain sense adumbrat-

ed in the temptations and trials of the most eminea
men of God under the aiiciest covenant. (Joseph
Job, David, and others.) It hes in the nature of
the case, that in proportion as one is placed on a
higher eminence m the kingdom of God, he ?8 also
exposed to severer temptations. It is remarkable
that almost at the same time with this temptation o)

the Lord a similar temptation encountered His Fore
runner. See Lange, Leben Jem, p. 451 S.

1 0. The origin of all these temptations, and very
especially of the temptation of Jesus, was the wori
ing of the devil. The history of His temptation ma)
be called a striking revelation of the existence, the
might, the laws, and the working of the kingdom of
darkness. Tne existence of this kiugdom of the
personal Evil One, is not revealed by the Holy God.
It reveals itself in facts like these. It is here shown
that there is an Evil Spirit, an enemy of God, and of
His kingdom. He kEOws Christ and hates Him. Ha
uses the Scripture and pen'erts it ; to lead astray is

his joy, and lying is his power; God's word the only
weapon that vanquishes him. It is noticeable how
the most exalted moments of development for the
kingdom of God have been at all times accompanied
by an intenser reaction of the kingdom of darkness.

Where the history of mankind begins, there the
father of lies shows himself. When Israel is about
to become a theocratic people, he imitates the mira-

cles of Moses through the Egyptian sorcerers ; when
the Son of God appears in the flesh, He increases the

number of the Sai^on^o^eroi, and seeks to bring Him
Himself to apostasy ; and wlien the last development
of the kingdom of God approaches, there does he
rage most vehemently because his time is short
Rev. XX. 7.

11. With the best right, at all times, has the Sa-

viour's " It is written " been considered as one of the

strongest proofs for the divine authority of the Holy
Scripture. The Christian who regards the whole
Bible with the eye with which the Lord viewed the

Old Testament, caimot possibly restrict the rule

which He gave on another occasion, on ob Siivarai

\vdrivaL T) ypaipT]. John X. 35. It is remarkable,

moreover, of what high importance even tlwse parts

of Scripture can be, which to us, superficially consid-

ered, appear less important for Christian life and

faith. All three citations of the Lord are taken from

one book (Deuteronomy), and yet the word of God,

out of this one book, is for Him enough to put the

Devil and his power to flight. 1 Cor. xii. 22, 23,

holds good, also, of the organic whole of the Scrip-

ture.

12. In the inquiry respecting the historical reality

of the angelophanies in the life of the Lord, we must

above all not overlook their infrequency, whict

affords the strongest argument against an invention.

From the settlement of the child in Nazareth we have

met no angels on His way, and after this appearance

we shall not see them in visible form again before

the night of Gethsemane falls. Would a writer of

myths have been able to content himself with so lit-

tle ? But if now, after the decisive L'Tra7€ ott'ktw fiou

had been addressed to Satan, no angels had appear

ed, we should almost have had occasion to doubt the

reaUty of their existence. Comp. Lanc e. Gospel of
Matthew, p. 86 : Jems terUe au desert, trois mediia-

tiona par Ad. Monod, Paris, 1854.

13. An eminent work of art, setting forth thj

history of the temptation in a genuine Protestant

spirit, has proceeded from Ary Scheffer.
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HOMILETICAIi AND PBACTICAl.

The history of the temptation oifers for bomileti-

Cal treatment peculiar difficulties, which are easier to

fee! than to aroid. It is certain])' easier to point out

how it must not, than how it must be, liandled suita-

bly for the edification of the church. On the whole,

a sharp separation of the exegetico-critical and the

practico-ascetical element is to be commended, and
the counsel of the apostle, 2 Tim. ii, 28, must not be
lost out of mind. Superficial criticism of opposing
opinions is in the pulpit as superfluous as an extended
defence of personal views. Where there is strife the

Deril comes into the midst of the children of God.
Job i. 6. It wUI be best to leave the disputable

points in a sacred obscurity and to keep to that

which is clear and evident. To those who, in refe-

rence to the New Testament demonoiogy, stand on a
sceptical or negative position, the treatment of this

material is least of all to be commended. They
have, if they cannot withhold themselves from it, at

least to take heed that they advance no principles by
which the expression of the Christian self-conscious-

ness in reference to the absolute sinlessness and
purity of the Lord sliall be in the least wounded.
On the whole, if one is disposed to treat the entire
narrative altogether, it will perhaps be best to con-
sider it either as an image of the conflict which the
Lord had to sustain His life long, or as a type of the
spiritual conflict to which every believer in His name
is called. That, nevertheless, jaoth in the whole nar-
rative, as well as in its particular parts, there lies a
rich treasure of thoughts homiletically serviceable,
may be seen from the following hints.

From the Jordan of glorification to the wilderness
of temptation. This is the way of God ; as with
Christ, so with the Christian; and, moreover: 1. An
old, and yet an ever new ; 2. a hard, and yet a good

;

S. a dark, and yet a light ; i. a lonesome, and vet a
blessed way.—The temptations which follow a Chris-
tian, even into soUtude.—Christian tasting in its op-
position : 1. To Judaizing fasting, which sees in ab-
stinence from food something in itself meritorious

;

2. to heathenish wantonness, which says :
" Let us

eat and drink, for," etc. ; again, 3. to the ultramon-
tane :

" Touch not, taste not, handle not ; " 4. to the
ultra-Protestant

: Tracra (^(jtid, but without the lim-
iting oil iraj'Ta iru/iiifpei.—Doubt of the truth of God's
word the first way to sin; so, 1. In Paradise, Gen.
iii. 2 ; so here, vs. 3 ; 3. so always.—The temptation
to misuse, ever united with the possession of peouMar
power.—The unpermitted ways of providing one's
bread.—" It is written " {-yiypawTai), the sword of the
Spirit: 1. How beautifully it ghtters; 2. how deeply
it wounds

; 3. how decisively it triumphs.—Man lives
not by bread alone

; he cannot, he may not, he need
not.—God can in all manner of ways remove the
need of His own.—The dangerous mountain heights
in the spiritual life.—The Evil One, the prince of
this worid

: 1. Extent ; 2. limits of his might.—Never
does Satan Me more outrageously than when he pro-
nises.-The worship of the Devil in its more refined
forms

: 1. How old it is ; 2. how richly it appears to
toward

; 3. how miserably it ends.—To worship the
lord and serve Him alone: 1. A difficult; 2. a holy;
3. a blessed requirement.—Even the sanctuary is no
asylum against severe and renewed temptation.—The
Lord of the temple upon the pinnacle of the temple
and—upon the brink of the abyss.—The highest
standpoints border on the deepest abysses.-The

Devil also a Doctor of Divinity.—The m-suse of Holy
Scripture: 1. In many ways the letter used as a

weapon to combat the spirit; a poetical word as a

weapon to contest the requirement of the law ; an
Old Testament declaration as a weapon to combat a

declaration of the New Testament; 2. dangerous,

because the word of Scripture, in and of itself, is

holy, finds an echo in the spirit, *nd is used with so

much craft ; to be vanquished only by a right, that is,

an intelligent, persevering searching of the ScrifH

tures, prompted by the longing for salvation.—No
angels' help to be expected for him that would tempt
God.—The ministration of angels to the saints: 1.

How far to be expected ; 2. bow far not.—What is

it to tempt God ? Why is this sin so great ? How
is this sin best avoided?—When the Scripture is

used believingly, wisely, and perseveiingly, there

must the DevU at last give way.—When the Devil

gives way, it is still always " for a season ; " every

time he comes back in order: 1. To mislead; but
also, 2. to be combatted ; and, 3. to be conquered
anew.—The angels come to serve Him who has re-

fused their help when it would tempt God.—The
noblest triumphs over the kingdom of darkness are

celebrated in secret.—Heaven is a sympathizing wit-

ness of the conflict carried on on earth.—God permits

no one to be tempted above his power of resistance,

but gives with the temptation the way of escape. 1

Cor. X. 13.

Staeke:—Whoever gives himself to be guided
by God's spirit, like Christ, comes, it is true, into

temptation ; but yet he also comes out again.—Satan
seeks in particular to make God's children doubtful

of their being his children.—The weapons of Christ

and His Christians are not carnal, but yet mighty be-
fore God.—The glory and joy of the world is brief

and momentary.—When the Devil is not ashamed
to He to Christ's face, of what, then, is he to be
ashamed?

—

Osiandek:—Whoever, to obtain honor
and happiness, professes a strange reMgion, worships
the Devil.

—

A^ova Bib!. Mlri.

:

—The Devil is a lofty-

seeming spirit ; let us, in the might of God, destroy
all high things, and in the low valleys of humility be
quiet and still.—The Devil can, it is true, strongly
draw saints toward sin, but not constrain them by
force; pemiada-e potest, precipitare non potest.—
Jerome :—The Scripture is the only rule and standard
of our faitli and Mfe ; to that let us cleave. Ps. cxix.

105.—As Satan continually comes back, so does God
come ever back to help us.

Sties :—How the threefold tempter of the wilde^
ness repeats himself with added strength in the pas-
sion.

—

Rautenberg :—Christ is tempted even as we,
yet without sin. This word is : 1. A light for our
blindness ; 2. a spur for our slackness ; 8. a staff for
our weakness.

—

Bachmasn :—The temptation of Je-
sus was a temptation: 1. To doubt of God; 2. to
presuming upon God; 3. to apostasy from God's
word.

—

Oettingee :—In the kingdom of God there is

;

1. No spiritual consecration without spiritual trials;

2. no spiritual trials without spiritual weapons; 8.

no spiritual weapons without spiritual victory.

—

Arndt :—The temptation of the Lord : 1. Its charac-
ter

; 2. its importance so far as it is set forth, (a)
representatively, (b) figuratively, for us.—FnoHS!—The means to a victory over the temptations of the
Devil; 1. Watch continually, in every place- 2.
watch and pray evermore; 3. use diligently God's
word.

—

Van Oosterzee :—The temptation in the wil-
derness the image of the conflict of the Christian
Ufe: 1. The temptation; 2. the enemy; 3. the at
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tack; 4. the weapon; 6. the victory; 6. the crown.
Finally, the question: If you fight against Christ,

how can you still have courage, if you fight under
Christ, how can you still be anxious?—The three
temptations of the Lord : that in the morning, the
noon, the evening of life. Sensuahty especially the
Bin of the youth, ambition especially that of the man,
nvarioe especially that of the old man. Whoever

has overcome the first of these three temptation!
must count upon the second, whoever sees the se&
ond behind him will soon be covertly approached bj

the third. But in these all, we are more than con-

querors through Him that loved us. Over agains'

forty days' temptation in the first stand the fort'

days' peace and joy in the second life of tb'-

Lord.

SECOND SECTION.

THE JOURNETINGS (Chap. IT. 14—IX 60).

JL Nazareth.— The First Rejection of the Holy Son of Man by the Sinful Children of Men. Ch. IV

14-30.

14 And Jesus returned in the power of the Spirit into Galilee : and there went out a

15 fame of him through all the region round about. And he taught in their synagogues,

16 being glorified [receiving honor] of all. And he came to Nazareth, where he had

been brought up : and, as his custom was,' he went into the synagogue on the Sab-

17 bath day aiid stood up for to read [stood up to read]. And there was delivered unto

him the book of the prophet Esaias. And when he had opened [unrolled] the book,

18 he found the place where it was written, The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because

he hath anointed me to preach the gospel [or to bring good tidings] to the poor ; he

hath sent me to heal the broken-hearted,' to preach deliverance to the captives, and

19 recovering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty them that are bruised, To preach the

20 acceptable year of the Lord. And he closed the book, and he gave it again to the

minister [attendant] and sat down. And the eyes of all them that were in the syna-

2i gogue were fastened upon him. And he began to say unto them, This day is this

22 Scripture fulfilled in your ears. And all bare liim [honorable] witness, and wondered

at the gracious words [words of grace '] which proceeded out of his mouth. And they

23 said, Is not this Joseph's son ? And he said unto them, Ye will surely say unto me
this proverb Physician, heal thyself: whatsoever we have heard done in Capernaum,

24 do also here in thy country [native place]. And he said, Verily I say unto you, No
25 prophet is accepted in his own country. But I tell you of a truth, many widows were

[there were many widows] in Israel in the days of Bhas [Elijah], when the heaven

was shut up three years and six months, when [a] great famine was throughout [came

26 upon] all the land ; But unto none [no one] of them was Elias [Elijah] sent, save unto

27 Sarepta [Zarephath], a city of Sidon, unto a woman that was a widow. And many

lepers were [there were many lepers] in Israel in the time of Eliseus [Elisha] the

prophet ; and none [no one] of them was cleansed, saving [save] Naaman the Syrian.

28 And all they in the synagogue, when they heard these things, were filled with wrath,

29 And rose up, and thrust him out of the city, and led him unto the brow [or, a cliff]

of the hill whereon their city was built, that they might cast him down headlong. But

he, passing through the midst of them, went his way.

n Vs. 16.—From the positira of this clause it might appear as if His custom had been not only to visit the synagogue

m the Sabbath, but also to rea^l in the public service, but the position of /tarii t6 tiueis in the Greek, makes it best t<i

ionilll«tli8reference to His habitual attendance in the synagogue.—C. O. S.]
i , i-

s Vfl 18 —The Rec. insei-ts latraaOai tovs ffyvTerptixixivovi r^v KapSiav, which, however, appears to be an interpolation

<rom the LXX., Is. lii. 1, rightly put in brackets by Lachmann, and rejected by De "Wette and Meyer. [Wanting in B.,

'
[I'Vs 22.—Xmi'tk does not refer to the ethical character of His words, but to their persuasive beauty. Anmvth, not

eaafU.-C.C.S.]
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EXEGETICAl AND CKITICAi.

Vs. 14. And Jesus returned in the power of

the Spirit into Galilee.—With these words Luke

begins to portray the public activity of the Lord in

Gahlee. Respecting this activity in general, see

Lange's Matthew, p 91. That Luke speaks of a

return of the Lord to Galilee, while Mark only speaks

in general of a coming (i. 14), is easily expMcable

from the fact that he had already spoken of a longer

abode of Jesus in Galilee (chap. ii. 39-52). And in

eajing that this took place in the power of the Spirit,

he indicates not obscurely that the Spirit which was
poured out at His baptism upon the Saviour, far from

being suppressed or departing from Him in conse-

quence of the temptation in the wilderness, on the

other hand, exhibited itself for the first time in full

power in Him after the triumph there achieved. As
Bengel also has it : Post victoriawi corroboratus.

A fame.—Not a " fame of the return of the man
that had been so marked out at His baptism and
then hidden more than forty days " (Meyer) ; for it

is quite as destitute of proof that the testimony given

to the Lord at His baptism took place coram populo
congrcgato as that John should have spoken of the

miracle at the baptism to any one. Vs. 14 plainly

anticipates vs. 16, in which latter the actual cause of

this fame is first stated. The doctrine which He
preaches draws astonished attention, and finds at the

begirming acceptance. This account of Luke de-

serves attention the more, from the fact that hitherto

he has mentioned no miracles as the cause of this

<f^WT). The word of the Saviour in and of itself,

independently even of the way in which He afterwards
confirmed it, appears at once to have come home to

many.
Vs. 15. And He taught Luke in this expree-

Bion gives only a general account of the earliest

activity of (iie Lord in Galilee, and moreover passes
over all that preceded His appearance in Nazareth
(vs. 16 seq.) in silence. It is not here the place to
adventure ourselves in the labyrinth of the New Tes-
tament harmony and chronology. If any one, how-
ever, wishes to know how we believe that after the
forty days' temptation the different events are to be
arranged, they appear to us to have followed one an-
other in the following order

:

1. The first friends (John i. 35-52);
2. The first miracle (John ii. 1-12);
3. The first passover (John ii. 13-22);
4. Jesus and Nicodemus (John ii. 23-iii. 21)

;

6. The Messiah in Samaria (John iv, 1 seq.);

6. The second miracle in Cana (John iv. 43 seq.)
;

7. The first sermon in Nazareth (Luke iv. 16-SO).
Luke iv. ] 4, therefore, according to our opinion, pro-
ceeds parallel with John iv. 43. The first sermon at
Nazareth was immediately preceded by the second
miracle of Cana, John iv. 43 seq., and was followed
immediately by the removal to Capernaum, Matt. iv.

13.

Vs. 16. And He came to Nazareth The
question is, whether this visit to Nazareth was the
lame as that related in Matt. xiii. 56-68, and if this
is the e^se, which of the Synoptics has communicated
this circumstance m its most exact historic connec-
tion. The first question we believe, with others and
with Lange {Matthew, p. 255), that we must answer
affirmatively ; and in respect to the second inquiry,
that we must give the preference to Luke. The
opinion that the Lord preached twice in this way at

Nazareth encounters, according to our view, msur

mountable difficulties. That Jtsus, after such treat

ment as is related by Luke, vs. 30, should hava

returned yet again ; that He should have preached

there again, should again have heard the same re-

proach, should again have given the same answer, is

a supposition that perhaps no one would have de^

fended had not his harmony been guided by doctri

nal considerations and interests. Luke, it is true,

does not speak of the miracles which are reported

Matt. xiii. 58. But nothing hinders us from assum-

ing that He had already performed these before the

sermon in the synagogue, since (vss. 27-29) imme-
diately after that the attack upon His life followed,

although Matthew and Mark end their account re-

specting Nazareth with the mention of these miracles.

It appears that the Lord even before the sermon
communicated by Luke had thought in this way to

dispose their hearts in His favor,—and let it not be
said that this is an artificial interpretation (Stier)

Is it not unprobable that the Lord should only have
remained one day at Nazareth and should only have
come into the town on the same Sabbath on which
He entered the synagogue ? Even the Jewish Sab-

bath laws, which restricted travelMng on this day,

forbade this, and, on the supposition that the Lord
had already wrought some miracles at Nazareth,
His severe discourse acquires double force, and the

comparison with the miracles of Ehjah and EUsha,
moreover, is fully in place. We do not admit the
objection that then the words which the Lord puts
in their mouths, vs. 23, would no longer be applica-

ble. On the contrary, they were not content with
the miracles wrought among themselves, but, on the
other hand, desired miracles Uke those at Capernaum
(John iv. 45), miracles such as awaken astonishment
at a distance. Why should not the report of that

which had been done for the ySao-iXi/cds at Capernaum
have made its way to Nazareth ? and is there indeed any-

thing that is harder to appease than the craving for

marvels ? If any one, however, believes that aU the

difficulties are not in this way, either, removed out of
the way, he will yet have to acknowledge that the

difficulties which spring from the repetition of all

these events are at any rate somewhat more nume-
rous.

Where He had been brought up.—Evidently
this account points back to the history of His child-

hood. A holy moment in the life of the Lord, when
He for the first time should teach in the synagogue
of the town in which He has spent so many years in

silence. Respecting Nazareth, see Lange on Matt,
ii. 23.

As His custom was.— Videmv^, quid egerit ado-
lescetm Jesus Nazareihcc, arde baptismum. Bengel.
Apparently [see above) this Sabbath was the first

after His return to Nazareth, where the Lord, before
this public appearance, had already wrought some
miracles in a smaller circle, and appears to have re-

marked the first traces of unbelief (Matt. xiii. 58

;

Mark vi. 5), the rebuke of which, in His first dis-

course, would otherwise not have been immediatelj
necessary.

And stood up to read Hitherto He had al

ways been accustomed to sit among the hearers
The pubUo reading in the synagogue consisted of a
portion of the Law, which, in regular order, was fol-

lowed by a section of the Prophets. Besides this,

opportunity was sometimes given to respectable stran-
gers to give a free word of exhortation or consolation
(Acts xiii. 15), and the Sfiviour'a risuig served as •
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token that lie also wished to make use of this lib-

erty. The public reading of the Law had already-

taken place, and that of the Prophets was about to

begin. He, therefore, receives from the hand of the
attendant the roU, out of which on that day, accord-

ing to the customary sequence, the lesson was to be
read. It was that of Isaiah, and after He had un-
rolled this holy book. He finds, certainly without
seeking, yet not without special higher guidance, the
prophetic passage referred to.

Vs. 1 1. The place vrhere it was written.

—

Strictly speaking, this passage (Isaiah Ixi. 1) was the

haphihara appointed for the morning of the great

Day of Atonement (the 10th Tishri), and on this ac-

count Bengel, in his Ordo Temporum, p. 220, be-

lieved himself to have here come upon an infallible

chronological datum; yet, even if it were assumed
that this division of the lessons was already in use in

the Saviour's time, it would then be surprising that

Luke has not said a word here of His seeking an ap-

pointed prophecy : exactly the opposite.

Vs. 18. The Spirit of the Lord is upon me.
—Isaiah Ixi., freely quoted after the Septuagint.

Jes\is probably read the passage aloud in Hebrew,
but Luke appears to communicate it from memory
according to tlie Alexandrian version. From this

arises the difference between the original text and
the citation, which is more particularly stated by De
Wette {ad locum). He has even taken the words

;

dTTofTTeiAai rcdpaviTfxef. eV a(b. from Isaiah Iviii. 6, so

that accordingly he gives not so much the letter as

the main thought of the text of this sermon. This

text appears, however, to have been designedly ended
It the words : T/ie acceptable year of the Lord (th

Is, the definite time in which the Lord is gracious),

although commonly not less than 21 verses were read

from the Prophets. The freedom was used, accord-

mg to later authors also, of often deviating from this

usage, and then 3, 5, or 1 verses were sometimes

read aloud. See Sepp, Leben Jesu, ii. p. 12.3. As
respects the passage in itself, the prophet undoubt^

edly speaks primarily of his own vocation and digni-

ty, but as the servant of Jehovah he was in his work
and destiny the type and image of the Messiah, the

perfect servant of the Father. What at the time of

Isaiah was only relatively true for himself, could

hold good in its full significance only of the Messiah,

who had brought in an eternal redemption. There-

fore Jesus can with the fullest right begin: Sti

ir-linepoi', K.r.x. Comp. Hoffmann, Wei.ssag., and

Erf. ii. p. 96.

Vs. 20. And when He had rolled up the

book.—It is, of course, to be understood that the

words :
" To-day is this Scripture fulfilled," &c., con-

stituted not properly the contents but the beginning

of this discourse. The text chosen gives the Lord

occasion to set forth the work to be accomplished by

Him on its most amiable side ; no wonder, therefore,

that the eyes of all arc directed upon Him. With

this one picturesque stroke, Luke (Pictor) gives to

his narrative the greatest distinctness, and places us,

as it were, in the midst of the citizens of Nazareth.

What here took place he probably learned from

Mary, or one of the aSeAipoi, who were certainly pres-

ent at this first discourse of Jesus of Nazareth, and

therefore, he is able to go more into detail than

Matthew and Mark, and even to communicate the

prophetic text. Respecting the fulfilment of a

prophecy, comp., moreover, the remark in 0. von

Gerlaoh, JST. T. on Matt. ii. 16.

Vs. 22. And all bare Him witness.—To the

gracious words of the Saviour is tliis testimony eivcn,

and from this it becomes very soon evident that ii

does not respect the contents but the form of the

discourse of the Lord. They admired not what but
the way in which the Saviour spoke, especially when
they remembered His humble origin, which would
have given occasion to no such expectation ; for it is,

of course, certain that the inliabitante of Nazareth
could not have known of the mystery of His concep-
tion by the Holy Ghost. This passage, as weU as

John vii. 46, is noteworthy, since it gives an unim
peachahle evidence of the irresistible imprcssior
which the graciousness of the manner of Jesus in

His discourse and preaching, produced even in the
case of imperfectly developed or hostilely disposed
persons.

Vs. 23. Surely, TTavTa>s.—The Lord has the
certain expectation of that which they will allege

against Him, since He sees the captiousness of preju-

dice arising already in their hearts, and He makes
use of the proverbial expression :

" Physician, heal

thyself," not only in order to express His meaning
more plainly, but also to give them an intimation la

respect to the blessed purpose of His appearance as

Israel's physician. From comparison of Matt. xiii.

57 and Mark vi. 4 with Luke iv. 24 it appears that

the Synoptics deviate in some measure from each
other in the report of the words in which the Lord
expressed the idea that a prophet usually has no-

where less authority than in his own country. It is

very possible that He used this apophthegm often,

and that with slight variations ; the most original

and simple form of the proverb, liowever, we believe

that we find in this passage of Luke. As to the

causes why the prophet in his own immediate circle

receives less honor than elsewhere, Neander deserve*

to be compared in his Leben Jesu, at this passage.

—

Heal thyself, not ;
" Undertake the remedy of

thine own poverty before the world," or, " Take better

care than hitherto of thy prophetic dignity ;
" but

:

" Help thine own countrymen, who are naturally the

nearest to thee." The figurative words are sufficient-

ly explained by the literal words immediately follow-

ing them :
" What we have heard," &c. To the

craving- for the marvellous, which of itself, indeed,

knows no bounds, there is added now, moreover, the

reckoning how great a fame their despised village

would attain if He should make, it the centre of a

brilliant miraculous activity. On this account they

indirectly reproach Him with having already bestow-

ed an honor on Capernaum, to which they properly

had the nearest claim. Of the many miracles T'''eb

the Lord had already at an earUer point of time pe»

formed in Jerusalem (John ii. 23), they appear as

yet to have learned nothing.

Vs. 25. Many widows were in Israel.—With
the greatest humility He, who was so much more
than a prophet, places Himself so far on an equahty

with the prophets in the Old Testament as this, that

He together with them must be content to suffer an

unbelieving rejection, which, it is true, is most se-

verely requited by God. This we see from two ex-

amples taken from the life of Elijah and Elisha,

which are doubly noteworthy for this reason, that

here at the beginning of the pubhc life of Jesus in

somewhat covert wise the same thing is mnomiced
which the Saviour at the end with explicit words

threatens the Jews with, as punishment for their un-

belief. See Matt. xxi. 43.

As repecta now the first of these examples, comp
1 Kings xvii. 18. There has some difficulty ariseB,
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from the fact that the duration of the drough* here

(as well as hi James v. I '7) is stated as three years

and six months, while from 1 Kings xviii. it appears

to result that Elijah in the 3d year returned to Ahab,

ind very soon after his return the rain commenced.

We canULt agree with De Wette, who here, by com-

parison with Dan. xii. 7, maintains that he has de-

duced the fact, that it was a Jewish custom to give

to a period of calamity the average duration of three

and a half years, and as little can we assume with

others («. ff.,
Gebser, Commentary on James), that in

the New Testament another reckoning of time has

been followed from that in the Old. We prefer sup-

posing, with Olshausen, that the third year, 1 Kings

xyiii. 1, must be reckoned from the arrival of Elijah

at 8arepta, 1 Kings xvh. 9, which, however, had

been already preceded by a year of drought, during

which the prophet had abode at the brook Cherith,

vs. 7.—That Elijah was actually sent only to this one

and to no one of the many widows in Israel besides,

we should not be absolutely obliged to conclude from

the Old Testament, but we assume it upon the infal-

lible word of the Saviour. [As our Lord here evi-

dently proceeds upon the common ground of the his-

tory, which both parties were alike acquainted with,

this last remark appears superfluous.—0. C. S.]

Vs. 27. Many lepers.—Comp. 2 Kings vii. 3.

—

In the time of Elijah, tVi. Comp. chap. iii. 2

;

Mark ii. 26 ; Acts xi. 28.—Naaman. See 2 Kings
vi. 1-19, "Then might," the Lord means to say,
" the Jews also have been able to say to Elijah and
Elisha: Do the same also here in your country."

But it was not possible, because the Jews did not

seek the help which they had at the door, and closed

their hearts against the Lord. " Theophilus, doubt-

less, when he read this, rejoiced in the God who is

truly also the God of the Gentiles." Besser. The
mention of the history of Naaman was the more
humiliating since he had first been unbeUeving, but
afterwards, on the representations of his simple-mind-

ed servants, had become believing.

It would be most unjust to accuse this turn,

which the Saviour gave Ills discourse, of excessive

harshness (Ease, De Wette), since we must not for-

get what an unloving judgment (vss. 22, 23), respect-

ing His person and His work had preceded it, and
how here everything depends on the tone and the

voice of the speaker. Moreover, since Luke commu-
nicates to us only the main substance of the whole
address, we must be very careful of rendering here a
precipitate judgment ; we have rather here to admire
the wise Physician who does not shrink from heroic

methods in order to attack the very heart of the
chief moral disease of His contemporaries, namely,
sensuousness and earthly-minded expectations, and
who will rather set at stake His own safety than spare
their perverseness. And ought not He who had
spent so many years of retirement at Nazareth, and
had carefully observed the moral condition of its

inhabitants, to have been better able to judge how
sternly and severely He was obliged to rebuke, than
modern criticism, which here also is very far from
being without pre-suppositions ?

Vs. 28. And all they in the synagogue . . .

were filled with wrath—The verilas odium parit
never belied itself less than in respect to the Saviour,
in whom the dXriSem itself was personally manifested
upon earth. How little do the embittered hearers
apprehend that precisely by this they give the proof
of the justice of the rebuke which they had heard

!

The reception which Jesus here found, agrees re-

markably with that which afterwards Stephen found

(Acts vii. 51). And if this rise of bitterness is com
pared with the earUer enthusiasm, vs. 22, it lihowa

in a striking manner the inconstancy of human

honor as well as the tmtrustworthiness of human
passions. Not at Rome alone did the Capitoline

border hard on the Tarpeian rock.

Vs. 29. A clifif of the hill.—Nazareth still lies

at the present day on a mountain precipice of from

400 to 500 ft. high, which Hfts itself above a valley

of about a half a league in circumference ; see Eohk,
Palestine, pp. 126-129, and the other eminent narra-

tives of travel. Near the Maronite church they still

show the rocky wall on the west side of the town,

from 40 to 60 ft. high, where the event of the text ia

said to have happened, and from which He could

easily escape them through the narrow and crowded

streets of the town (Robinson, p. 423). That the

monks show at a distance of two English miles from

Nazareth another Mount of Precipitation, where there

are yet two stones against which (they say) the Lord
leaned in defending Himself, and which yet show
traces of His hands and feet, is doubtless one of the

grossest errors which tradition has committed in the

sphere of the Saviour's life.

Vs. 30. But He.—It will hardly be necessary to

vindicate the historic reality of this fact against crit-

ics who are throughout disposed to place the Jews
somewhat higher, and the Lord, indeed, somewhat
lower than the Gospel does. Proofs of the turbu-

lence, the cruelty, and the revengefulness of the

Galileans can be found in abundance in Josephus,

even in the history of his own life. As respects the

escape of the Lord, we can here no more assume, with

Olshausen, De Wette, and Strauss, something myste-

rious, than we can subscribe to the prosaic explana-

tion ; That He owed His deUverance only to the

courage and the resoluteness with which He warded
them off from Him (! !) and voluntarily expelled Him-
self from the synagogue, John xvi. 2 (Von Ammon).
With Hase, Stier, and Lange, we ascribe Jesus' escape

to the composure with which He made a way for Him-
self, strong in the consciousness that His hour was not

yet come. He goes thus, not in order to escape His

Passion, but in order actively to await the agony of His

Passion appointed for Him hereafter. Examples of

the daunting influence which composure and self-

control have often exercised on raging crowds are

too numerous to be all mentioned here. Let the

reader only call to mind the effect of the crushing

word :
" Slave, wilt thou slay Marius ? " and better

than this, John xviii. 6. It is, then, unnecessary

also to understand here a particular protection of

God (in the sense of a miracle, Meyer), but it is bet-

ter to bring all mirabilia of the kind, in the wider

sense of the word, into connection with the elevated

and wholly unique personality of the Lord—the ab-

solute miraculum—to which, in a certain sense, it

was innate to make such an impression on the rude

rabble surrounding Him. " Not in any such sense

as that they were struck with blindness does He go
forth, invisible and with an outward miracle, for thia

is precisely what the EvangeUst by ii^KSaav Sii ixiaov

means to deny ; but He only beholds them with a

look of His hitherto restrained majesty, reserved for

this last need, and they, receiving yet another sign

of His spiritual might as a parting token, are bound
and hicapable of touching Him. Nay, they are com-
pelled on the right and left to make place reverentlj

for His going forth. They stood, stumbled, sought
grew ashamed, fled, and went apart, as Ffenuingci



CHAP. IV. 14-30.
It)

with striking pencil paints the dose of the scene."
R Stier.

BOOTBtNAl, AND ETHICAl.

1. The Saviour comes forward in the might of the
(ame Spirit with which He was baptized and with
wliich He overcame Satan. The account of His
preaching at Nazareth is especially noteworthy, be-

cause it shows how His personality and His word,
even without doing miracles, made an irresistible im-

pression so long as the sensibiUty was not closed up
through hostility and prejudice. We remark the
same in Samaria, John iv. 41, 42. The history of

the Saviour's first preaching in the town of His

bringing up, may also serve as a proof how fully ap-

plicable to Him is the word of the Psalm, Ps.

xlv. 3.

2. Jesus' discourse at Nazareth may be named at

the same time an opening sermon of His whole ac-

tivity in Galilee. Impossible, indeed, would it be to

find a more admirable text than the Saviour found in

turning over the prophetic roll ; it is a gospel in

brief, the best description of the Christws Consolator.

The poor, the prisoners, the blind are indeed the

best representatives of the whole mass of suffering

mankind. Their names present before our eyes

misery and sin in their whole compass. Freedom,
light, healing—what noble images of the salvation

given in Christ !
" Christ finds all those to whom

He comes blind, without knowledge of God, bound
of Satan, and kept prisoners under death, sin, and
the law. For out of the Gospel there is nothing but
utter darkness and captivity, so that even if we have
some little knowledge, yet can we not follow the

same, because we are bound." Luther.

3. This sermon is of moment, because from it

it appears in what relation Christ as Prophet placed

Himself to the Old Testament. He grounds His

proclamation of the Gospel upon the Scripture,

cleaves not merely to its letter, but presses through

to its spirit and proclaims Himself as the end of the

Law and the Prophets. The Prophetic Scripture is

the mirror in which He beholds His own image and

shows it to His contemporaries. The genuine evan-

gelical spirit comes to manifestation in an Old Testa-

ment form. Even the paraUelismus Tnentbrorum^ to

be observed in the diction of the Old Testament, is

not wanting in the way in which He opposes the

widows in Israel in the days of Ehjah, to the lepers

in those of EUsha, and repeatedly declares :
" To

none of them," &c. After such remarks the inquiry

may well be called superfluous whether the Saviour,

in the place where He was brought up, received into

His soul the inmost spirit of ti>e Scriptures of the

Old Testament.

4. The Saviour at Nazareth reveals at once His

double character as Physician and Prophet: as

physician, who is treated with scorn when he wishes

to prepare help for others and at once is bidden to

heal himself; as prophet, who deserves the highest

honor and does not receive the least. Upon the

miracles wrought by the Lord in Nazareth, see

Lauge, Matthew, p. 255.

6. The first discourse of the Saviour at Nazareth

bears so far as this a typico-symboUc character, that,

on the one hand, it serves as a prototype of every

true preaching of the gospel as to substance, ground,

and tenor, and, on the other hand, as in a mirror

snugs to sight the cliffs on which the effects of a dis-

course commonly suffer shipwreck—earthly-minded
ness, prejudice, pri le. Of the four classes of persons
who are designated in the parable of the Sower w«
find here particularly the second and the third.

6. The manner in which the Saviour begins Hii
sermon at Nazareth deserves, in form as well as mat
ter, to be called a model for every true preacher of
the gospel. Comp. the chapter: "Jesus Christ,

modele du predicateur," in the admirable tractate of
Nap. Roussel, Comment il nefaut pas precher. Pari!
and London, 1857.

Y. Nazareth's synagogue is an image of unbehev-
ing Israel, Nazareth's rock an image of the unshak^
ble composure and inward tranquillity of Jesus.

HOMrLETICAl AND PRACTICAL.

The triumphal return from the wilderness of
temptation.—Whither Jesus comes, the fame of Him
always precedes Him.—The begmning of His pil-

grimage takes place under the most favoring pre-

sages.—Jesus returns to Nazareth, the place of His
bringing up, as a prophet mighty in word and deed.

—The heart-winning art of Jesus.—The visit to the
synagogue on the Sabbath a settled custom of the
Lord.—The pubUc reading of the word of God an
important part of the joint worship of God.—The
high value of the prophetical word: 1. Before, 2.

during, 3. after the time of the Saviour.—All mourn-
ers are comforted when Christ appears.—The tnie

preacher of the gospel one anointed with the Holy
Spirit.—The time of the New Covenant an acceptable

year of the Lord ; as such, the day of salvation is

:

I. Announced, 2. manifested, 3. confirmed in the

case of aU Ijelievers.—The gracious year of the Lord
precedes the day of vengeance of our God, yet the

latter follows immediately.—Christ : 1. The consola-

tion of the poor, 2. the freedom of the prisoners, 3.

the light of the bUad.—How admiration for the

preacher may be united with the rejection of the

preaching.—The might of prejudice agaiust the

truth.—The unbehef of earher and later days at all

times self-consistent: 1. Manifested, 2. punished, in

the same way.—God's greatest exhibitions of gi'ace

are lost on those who give ear only to the voice of

flesh and blood.—The history of the Old Testament

a testis teniporum, lux veritalis, magistra vitoe.—

A

beheving Gentile more acceptable to God than an un-

believing Jew.—No respect of persons with God.

—

Craving for miracles easily excited, never contented,

severely rebuked.—"Unless ye see signs and won-

ders, ye will not beUeve."—The poor of this world

hath God chosen, &c., 1 Cor. i. 26 seq.—The incon-

stancy of human laudations and emotions, vss. 22-28

;

comp. Acts xiv. 18, 19.—Jesus rejected in Nazareth

an argument for the truth of the declaration John i.

II. It is striking that unbeheving rejection of the

Saviour: 1. Still shows the same character, 2. still

betrays the same origin, 3. still deserves the same
judgment as the behavior of the inhabitants of Naza-

reth.—Christ the Vanquisher of His enemies even

when He appears to give way to them.—The im-

movable composure of the Lord over against the

blind rage of His enemies.—The servant of the Lord
inviolable so long as his hour is not yet come.—
What a distinction between the mountain in the

wilderness where the Lord surveys the kingdoms of

the earth, and the rock at Nazareth where He b*
holds His own life threatened ! And yet upon both

is He victorious, and even the Mount of Precipita'
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tjon is a step to His enthronement and dominion
over alL

SxAKKE ;—True preachers have to go through

good and evil report, 2 Cor. vi. 8.—New preachers

of the gospel are wont to be praised, but not long,

for the people get tired and their ears itch again for

new doctrines, 2 Tim. iv. 8.—To visit the public as-

sembly on the Sabbath is all Christians' duty, Heb.

I. 25.

—

Hedingeb :—The ground of all divine truth

and its means of proof must be Scripture.—When
men first begin with despising the person of a teacher,

they are wont also commonly to despise his words
and office.

—

Zeisius :—Sn long as the gospel is

preached with sweet words, the godless also put up
with it, but so soon as the application is made, the

best appearing are often ready to burst with anger.

—OsiANDEE:— It is a foUy of men to esteem highly

what is strange, but to account as nothing what has
come up among themselves.

—

Quesnel :—Truth em-
bitters those whom it does not enlighten and convert
(the gospel a cause of tumult, Luther).—Men are

often worse than the devil, who did not do what the

Jews wanted to do, vs. 29.

—

Canstein :—There is no
might nor counsel against the Lord.—It is often pru-

dence and magnanimity to give way to inflamed dis-

positions.

HEnBNEE on vss. 18 and 19 :—The order of salva-

tion is given in these verses as in 1 Cor. i. 30: 1.

Wisdom = to preach the gospel to the poor ; 2.

righteousness = to heal the broken hearts (these
words are, however, spurious. See above) ; 3. sanc-

tification = to proclaim dehverance to the captive,

&o. ; 4. redemption = preaching the acceptable year
of the Lord ; in other words : 1. The prophetical, 2.

the high-priestly, 3. and 4. the kingly ofdce of the

Lord. (Ingeniose nmtns quam vere I Van Oosterzeeil—Arndt :—The first sermon of Jesus at Nazareth
1. How rich in matter it must have been ; 2. what an
impression must have been made !

—

Palmek :—How
the people are astonished at the speech of the Lord 1

[ Vere sed WMpidusime.—C. C. S.]—Dk^seke :—The
acceptable year of the Lord.

—

Van Oosiekzke (in-

augural discourse in his native town Eotterdam upon
Luke iv. 1 6-22) :—The first sermon of Jesus at Naza^
reth a standard for the minister of the gospel at the
beginning of his work. The narrative imparts to the
minister of the gospel pregnant suggestions : 1. lu
reference to the point of view from which he is to
consider his work : a. origin, b. matter, e. object, of
preaching (vss. 18, 19). 2. In relation to the manner
in which he must perform his work: as here the
preaching must be : a. Grounded on Scripture, b. ac-
commodated to the necessity of the hearers, c. present-
ed in an attractive manner. 3. In relation to the
fruit upon which he can reckon in this labor. Naza-
reth shows us : a. That blossoms are as yet no certain
sign of fruit ; b. that this fruit may be blasted by the
most unhappy causes ; e. that the harvest may turn
out yet better than at the beginning it appears (there
in the synagogue were Mary, and also the kieXtpoi, who
afterwards believed, and if the Saviour did not work
many miracles at Nazareth, He yet wrought some,
Matt. xiii. 58). 4. In relation to the temper in which
he is to begin a new work : a. With thankful recol-
lections of the past (vs. 16); b. with holy spiritual
might for the present (vs. 18) ; c. with joyful hope
for the future (vs. 21). Happy the teacher who ia
permitted to begin his preacMug under more favora-
ble presages than Jesus began His in the city where
He was brought up.

B. Gapernaum.— The Prophet mighty in Works and Words before God and all the People. Chs. IV. 31-
VIL 50.

1. The first Settlement, the first miraculous Acts, the first Choice of Apostles at Capernaum.

a. AEEIVAl AND ACTIVITT AT OAPEENAUM, AND EXCURSION FROM THENCE INTO THE BEaiOS
EOUND ABOUT CVss. 31-44).

31 And [he] came down to Capernaum, a city of Galilee, and taught' them on the
32 sabbath days. And they were astonished at his doctrine: for his word was with
33 power. And in the synagogue there was a man, which had a spirit of an unclean devil,

and cried out with a loud voice. Saying,' Let us alone [or. Ha
!] ; what have we to do

with thee, thou Jesus of Nazareth? art thou come to destroy us? I know thee who
thou art; the Holy One of God. And Jesus rebuked him, saying, Hold thy peace
and come out of him. And when the devil had thrown him in the midst, he came out
of him, and hurt him not. And they were all amazed [there came an awe upon alll
and [they] spake among themselves, saying. What a word is this ! for with authority
and power he commandeth the unclean spirils, and they come out. And the fame farumor or report, ^xos] of him went out into every place of the country round-about

arose out of the synagog-ue, and entered into Simon's honsp A,,.i q;„„„>'

34

35

16

37

38

39

i "V J - — — 'J r"

—
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And he arose out ot the synagogue, and entered into Simon's house.
"

And Simon'
wife s mother was taken with [suffering under] a great [severe] fever • and thev besought him for her. And he stood over her, and rebuked the fever- and it left her

40 and immediately she arose and ministered unto them. Now when the sun was settine
all they that had any Ifriends^ sick with divers [various] diseases brought them untcII him; and he laid his hands on every one of them, and healed them And devik
also came out of many, crying out, and saying, Thou art Christ » the Son of God And
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he rebuking them suffered them not to speak: for' they knew that he was Christ.
42 And when it was day, he departed and went into a desert place: and the peopk

sought him, and came unto him, and stayed him, that he should not depart from
43 them.

^

And [But] he said unto them, I must preach the kingdom of God to [the]
44 other cities also : for therefore [thereto] am I sent. And he preached in the sjna

gogues of Galilee.

P Vs. 31.—*Hv fitSdo-Kwj', Gxpressing His doing it habitually.—C. C. S.]
' Vs. Si.—Eec. ; \iyi,iv before "Ea. Critically dubious. See Laohmaim, ad loc. [Cm. inter al. B., L., Sin.-C. C. 8.1

„ ' 'Si*!-":-""^--. O XpioTos o vios, K.T.A.
;
a somewhat superfluous paraphrase, wMcli is omitted by B.,C..fSin.1,D.,L.

F., X., Vnlgata, Ongenes, Gnesbaoh, De Wette, Meyer, &c.
.; > .

t i.
>

[* Vs. 41.—Not : " to say that they knew," &o., \ci\elv is never to say, but to speak, to discourse. Aitord.—0. C. 8.)

EXEGETICAI, AND CEITICAl.

Ys. 31. And He caiae down to Capernaum.
—Comp. the remarks on Matt. iv. 13. Plainly

enough Luke brinjgs the removal of the Saviour to

Capernaum into connection with the unfavorable re-

ception which He finds at Nazareth. Herein he is

indirectly supjiorted by Matthew (ch. iv. 13), while

Mark (ch. i. 21) does not contradict it. John, it is

true, gives no account of this settlement of Jesus at

Capernaum, but it is known how incomplete his Gali-

lean reports are. That he also knows of an abode of

the Saviour at Capernaum, appears from ch. ii. 12

;

vi. 59. The suitableness of this dwelUng-place for

Jesus, nevertheless, strikes the eye at once : He finds

Himself here in the centre of a very active traffic, be-

tween Tyre, Sidon, Arabia, and Damascus, upon the

great road to the Mediterranean, where continually

great throngs wee streaming together. From here

He could easily travel to Judsea, Itursea, and Upper
Galilee, in order to preach the gospel. Here the in-

fluence of the sacerdotal party was not so strong as

in Jerusalem ; here He found, moreover, the dwelling

of Simon Peter, a friend's house, whose hospitable

rooms He was doubtless glad to use as His shelter

during His sojourn there, even if He did not exact-

ly live in this house, especially as His brothers at

Nazareth did not yet beUeve on Him. If He wished

for rest He could find this nowhere better than on
the shore of the lake, of whose exquisite environs

Rabbinical scholars write :
" Seven seas have I created

in the Holy Land of Canaan, saith the Lord, but only

one of all these have I chosen, namely the Sea of

Gennesareth," and if danger threatened Him, He could

at once betake Himself to the opposite jurisdiction

of the tetrarch Philip. That the moral wretched-

ness of the town above many others, might recom-

mend it only the more to the great Physician of sin-

ners, is easily intelligible.

And taught them.—What He preached there

is given in Mark i. 15. Particularly in the beginning

of His public life does He attach Himself to John
the Baptist, yet He distinguishes Himself at once

from Him in this, that with the requirement of ixna-

vaia He connects that of faith on the gospel, and ex-

plicitly declares, that the time is not only come near,

but is fulfilled.

Vs. 32. And they were astonished.—The

preaching of the Saviour produces, therefore, at

Capernaum at once a much deeper impression than

at Nazareth (vs. 22). A similar explanation to that

here, m relation to the might of the word of Jesus in

opposition to that of the spiritually dead doctrine of

the scribes and Pharisees, is also given by Matthew,

ch. vii. 28, 29.

Vs. 33. Which had a Bpirit of an unclean

devil.—^According to Mark L 21, compared with VBS.

16-20, this healing took place not before but after

the calling of the first four apostles, which Luke does
not mention until ch. v. 1-11. Matthew passes ovei
this miracle entirely in silence. As respects the pos
sessed, of whom we here meet one, it will hardly be
necessary here again to refute the rationalistic asser-

tion, that the Saviour and His Evangelists, when they
speak of demoniacal infirmities, accommodated them'
selves only to a superstitious popular conception.
With everything figurative which they contain, yet
expressions such as Luke xi. 24-27 ; Matt. xvii. 21,
and other passages, appear to lead to the presupposi-
tion that these unhappy ones were actually torment-
ed by demoniacal influence. Modem science has as

yet by no means proved that an actual possession,

even nowadays, is unheard of and impossible. How
much less is it inconceivable in the fulness of tune,

when the kingdom of darkness concentrated its full

power against the kingdom of Kght I

Here indeed the ontological objection has been
brought forward that there are no demons, and that,

if there were, the possession of men by them would
be utterly impossible. But a modest science would
indeed have to take the word " impossible " not quite

so quickly upon its lips, and not in its self-conceit to

decide in a sphere of which, outside of historic reve-

lation, it knows nothing. The whole connection of

our bodily and spiritual nature, as well as the opera

tion of spirit upon spirit, remains for us still, in part,

a terra incognita. This we know, however: the

soul operates through the nervous system upon the

body and receives by the medium of these nerves its

impressions from the outer world. Not less certain is

it, that the natural connection between the nervous

life and consciousness may be relaxed for a shorter

or longer time ; the magnetic sleep and insanity are

witnesses for this. If, therefore, as the Lord Him-

self declares, demons exist, why should they not be

able so to work on the nervous system that the soul

subjected to this strange influence is fettered and
rendered inactive ? Why should we not be able to

experience the operation of the world of spirits upon
us most strongly just at the time when the regular

operation of the world of sense upon us is restrained ?

Undoubtedly, if we understand such an indwelling of

the demons that by it two or three subjects are unit

ed in one material organism, we fall into psychologi-

cal monstrosities. But if we assiune a personal

operation of evil spirits upon their victims which

takes place in a psychical way and does not expel

the human spirit but suppresses it, there are then no

insurmountable diflBculties remaining, even if the de-

moniacally infirm are not precisely to be called

greater sinners than others. Yet there may have

been in their own physical or psychical condition a

peculiarly great receptivity for the operation of tha

demons. The accounts which we have of these in-

firm in the Synoptics give us warrant for such a con
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ception. But as respects the silence of John upon
tni3, we can by no means infer too much frona the

arguiQent e silentio. Perhaps the Saviour healed

fewer possessed in Judfea than in Galilee. Perhaps
John considered it unnecessary to amplify the few

miracles related by him with reports of this particu-

lar character. Perhaps, also, he was disposed to

consider the combat between darlmess and light more
on its ethical than on its metaphysical side. In brief,

there is just as little reason for the assumption that

he himself was unbelieTing in the matter of demonol-

ogy, as for the assumption that he preferred to pass

this Jewish superstition over in silence before his

readers in Asia Minor. In order to maintain this as-

sumption, we should be obliged to overlook entirely

such passages as 1 John iii. 8 ; John xiii. 2Y ; x. 20.

In the last named passage the word koX naiverai is

by no means synonymous with the preceding 5ai|Uo'-

vtov ex"i hut this latter is in the opinion of the Jews
the ground of the former. In a similar way they
connect, John viii. 48, the charge that Jesus was
possessed, with the injurious epithet Samaritan.
Comp., moreover, respecting the demoniacs, Lange,
Matthew, p. 96 ; Ideler, Geschichte des religiSsen

Waluisinm, I., and the weighty article of Ebrard in
Heezog's Seal EneykJopadie, iii. pp. 240-255.

Vs. 34. What have we The demoniac, there-
fore, knows Jesus in His high dignity, although He had
just appeared pubHcly for the first tune in Caper-
naum. If we have once recognized the possession,
there is nothmg in this extraordinary. Analogies in
abundance are presented by natural presentiments,
the gift of second sight, &c. The mystery concealed
from the human world of the origin of Jesus and the
purpose of His incarnation, is already known to the
world of spirits, which almost instinctively is com-
pelled to tremble when it recognizes its future con-
queror. Noticeable is the plural in which the demon
makes itself heard, although Luke has spoken in the
singular of a vri-tDfia 5aiu. a.Ko.e. It is possible that
he speaks, as it were, in the name of the whole
demon-world, which he feels threatened in himself,
or also that he makes himself heard in the name of
the whole throng assembled in the synagogue, in the
deiinite purpose of arousing a bitterness against
Jesus and bringing His hfe into danger. Certainly
this would have been a worthy attempt for the vas-
sal of the Prince of Hell, since the latter had been
60 brilliantly beaten back in the wilderness, and was
now bent upon vengeance and new assaults.
Comp. the Satanology of Boss in Rudelb. and Gue-
rike's Zeitxchrift, 1851, iv., and the preelection of
Sartorius upon the Doctrine of Satan in Hengsten-
BEKG's Evang. KircliertMilung, 1858, i.

Vs. 35. And Jesus rebuked him.—Here also
we see at once that in the therapeutics of the heaven-
ly Physician threatening takes a far more important
place than sympathizing lamentation. He passes
oyer for a moment the sufferer Himself in order to
direct at once His word of might against the evil
spirit controlling him. The word of might with
which He commands the demon has a noticeable
agreement with that with which He afterwards bridles
the seas and the winds.

And when the devil had thrown him.—
Here also, as often, the most violent paroxysm pre-
cedes the healing of the sufferer. To undertake fully
to explaui such phenomena in sickness is perhaps
as fooUsh as to call them wholly inconceivable.
Whoever has understandmg will call no philosophical
presuppositions to his help in order to judge a priori

of facts, but will rather observe facts, in order upon

them to build his theories, and, moreover, especially

in cases like the present, will be mindful of the word

of the English poet-king :
" There are more things in

heaven and earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of in

your philosophy."—Threw him, pi^i/av; somewhat

stronger Mark: airapaXav, quum discerpdsset cum.
" Miiiore verba usus eat Lucas, in sensu iamen opiimt

conveniunt, quia utergue docere voluit, violentum

fuisse Dmmonis exiturn. Sic ergo miserum hominem
prostravit, quasi discerpere vellet: irriium tame*

fuisse conaium dicit Lucas, non quod impetus ill

prorsvs absque Icesione fuerit, vel saltern absque ulk,

doloris se?isu, sed quia integerpostea fuit homo a dia-

bolo liberatus." Calvin.—As to the rest, the ground
on which the Saviour imposed silence on the demon
strikes us at once. He would not have His Messianic

dignity prematurely declared before the ears of all,

and repulsed every homage which was offered Him
from impure lips or in an equivocal intent. In this

last respect, we see Paul following the footsteps of

His great Master, Acts xvi. 18. Here also the dec-

laration, Psalm 1. 16, holds good.

Vs. 36. What a word is this!—Mark: What
sort of new doctrine, Kaici; SiSax^j. The newness in

this case is found not so much in the matter as in

the effect of the words of Jesus.—With authority
and poTver. Authority which endures no contra-

diction, power which endures no resistance.

Vs. 38. And He arose.—Comp. Mark i. 29-31.

The position of the miracle wrought upon Peter's

mother-in law in Mark and Luke, immediately after

the first casting out of a devil in the synagogue at

Capernaum, appears to deserve the preference to

that in Matthew (ch. viii. 14-17), who mentions this

event after the Sermon on the Mount. According to

Mark, Andrew also dwelt in this house, who, how-
ever, does not, like Simon, appear to have been mar-
ried. That the sickness of the -nvSipi was of a serious

nature appears not only from the technical expression

used by the physician Luke irupeToi fieydxai (ses

Galen, jDe diff.febr., I., cited by Wetstein), but also

especially from the fact that it hindered her even
from entertaining, in a manner somewhat befitting

Ilim, the so greatly desired guest. The (uSeois of
Mark, in his mentioning their prayer for help to the
Saviour, belongs again to the pictorial pecuUarities

of this evangelist.

Vs. 39. Rebuked the fever.—As just before
the demon. According to Matthew and Mark, who
omit this circumstance. He lays hold of her hand in

order to lift her up. That the one does not exclude
the other is easily understood ; apparently the Sa-

viour considered this contact as necessary in order to

awaken 'the faith of the sick woman, who was too
severely attacked by the fever herself to entreat His
help. That she is able at once to rise, bears witness
to the completeness of her recovery ; that she at once
girds herself for serving, shows that the bodily benefit
was also sanctified to her heart. As to the rest, this
miracle is related by all the Synoptics, not so much
because it was remarkable above others, but espe
cially because it belongs to the first period of
the Saviour's activity in Capernaum, and increased
enthusiasm to ecstasy. At the same time, also, be-
cause it was followed by a series of other miracles ia
the town and region round about, concerning which
there is not more particular mention. Especially
was it important as a proof of the particular can
which the Saviour devoted to the fashioning and
training of Peter for an apostle. Among the twelve
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ihere was none whose house, pei-son, boat, in short,

whose whole circle of life was so made the theatre

of remarkable miracles as that of Peter, who on this

day also was bound with new bonds to the Master.

Vs. 40. Now when the sun was setting
According to Matthew and Mark: when it had al-

ready become late. It is almost as if the Synoptics,

even by the choice of their words, wished to put
their readers in the position to follow almost step by
Btep the Saviour on the first day of His unwearied
and blessed activity at Capernaum. While the sun

is going down, the report of two astonishing miracles

has caused the light of a new hope for the sick in

the town and its vicinity to rise. Among the various

infirm of whom Luke gives account, Matthew and
Mark mention also many possessed. The former

He appears to have healed especially by laying on of

hands, the other through His words (Matthew). The
graphic trait which Mark adds to this whole repre-

sentation, vs. 33, namely, that the whole city assem-

bled before the door, betrays evidently the influence

of Peter, the eye-witness.

Vs. 42. And -when it was day.—According to

Mark i. 36, so early that it might well have been
called stUl night. From his account it also appears

tha^ the Saviour withdraws Himself into solitude in

order in prayer to seek rest for some few moments
of the night. Here also, as elsewhere (Matt. xiv. 23),

is there the same alternation of prayer and labor in

the life of the Saviour, such as in truth might be
called a praying without ceasing. This short repose,

however, is disturbed by the disciples following Him
even here {KareSia^av, Mark), with Peter at their

head (Mark i. 36), who do not rest until they have

found Him, in order to make known to Him the en-

treaty of the inhabitants who were waiting for His

return.

Vs. 43. I must preach ... to the other cities

also.—Aei, of course, not in the sense of an absolute

necessity, but of a Divine decorum, of a moral obhga-

tion which springs from His very relation as the

Messiah of Israel, and not of Capernaum alone.

Elsewhere also must He preach the gospel: upon
this, not upon doing miracles, does the Saviour

here lay the greatest emphasis—For thereto am I

sent. That is :
" Thereto have I publicly come for-

ward, have been manifested as Divine teacher among
My contemporaries," equivalent to the expression in

Mark :
" For that have I come out," 4^e\-h\it6a. Here

we have no more to understand a proceeding forth

from the Father, as in John xvi. 28 (Euthymius,

Stier), than a mere going forth from Capernaum.

The latter gives an insipid sense—the former, the

apostles would now perhaps have understood least

of all. The Saviour speaks sunply of the purpose

for which He now appeared pubUcly as a teacher.

Vs. 44. And He preached.—According to

Mark i. 39, He at the same time casts out devils and

traverses all Gahlee. This journey appears to have

been very extended and to have wound up with the

iopr^ Tuv 'louSaiwj' (John v. 1).

DOCTBINAl AND ETHICAL.

1. Like the wilderness of Quarantania, so does

also the synagogue at Capernaum show the combat

of the Lord against the might of hell. Now, when

the prince of this world had been repulsed, his satel-

Utes assay the assault. At both pomts Christ tri-

amphs through the might of His word, and the

demons' cries of terror are so many voices to His
honor as well as the acclamations of praise of Vaa
enthusiastic people. In a striking manner does thia

narrative already confirm what James (ch. ii. 19)
says of the faith of devils ; but at the same time also

by the side of their power, their powerlessness here
becomes manifest. Where the demon cannot driv«

back the Lord, he still seeks to do mischief to the
poor man, but he succeeds as little in one as in

the other.

2. Word and deed are here, as everywhere, united
in Christ. With justice, therefore, says Augustine,
Tract. 24 in Joh. ; " Interrogamus ipsa TniracuUiy

quid nobis loquantur de Chrisio ; habent enim^ si in*

telligarmts^ linguam mam. NaTn quia ipse ChrisiuB

Verbum est^ etiam factum Verbi verbum nobis est"

3. For the first time in the Gospel of Luke we
meet in this passage with a report of miracles. Of
course, we cannot here go into any particular inves-

tigation respecting these works of the Lord and Hia
apostles, which, indeed, is much the less necessary

after the fruitful hints of Lange. Only in general we
must recollect in respect to these and all subsequent

accounts of miracles : 1. That the impossibiUty of

miracles admits of no proof whatever, either from

the empirical, or from the logical, or from the meta-

physical side. 2. That the conception: "laws of

nature," which are presumed to be infringed by mir
acles, is in the nature of the case elastic, so tha*

Goethe is right when he says {Zu7- Farbenlehre)
" As on one side experience is limitless, because evei

new and yet newer things can be discovered, so are

maxims also, which, if they are not to grow petrified,

must not lose the capability of extending themselves

and of receiving what is greater, nay, of consuming

and losing themselves in a higher view." 8. That

the distinction between miracula and mirabilia will

become clearly evident only if we consider the fact

not in and of itself, but connected with the moral

character of the wonder-worker and of the purpose

of his activity. 4. That the miracles of the Saviour

are worthily esteemed only as they are in a certain

sense regarded as the natural revelations of His di-

vinely human personality, which itself might be
called the greatest, the absolute, nay, if one will, the

sole miracle. 5. That miracles were in no sense

given in order to constrain to faith, but rather in

order to take away from uubeUef every excuse, John
XV. 24. The direct intention of miracles was to

serve as a proof of the Divine mission of the Saviour,

John V. 36, and so far also to awaken confidence to-

wards His person and His words. That the miracle

in and of itself, without any reference to the per-

sonality of the doer, is no decisive proof of the inner

truth of his preaching, is something which modem
Apologetics may frankly concede without losing any-

thing. She may the rather agree with the beautiful

expression of Jean Paul: "Miracles on earth are

nature in heaven."

4. The miracle in his dwelling is of special

moment for the history of Peter's apostolic develop-

ment. Through the first word of the Saviour (John

i. 43), he becomes His friend ; through the miracle

of the draught of fishes (Luke v. 1-11), he becomes

His apostle ; finally, by the miracle wrought on hi*

mother-in-law, the apostle is bound to the Master iu

thankful affection. That, moreover, the apostle was

married, and is not required whoUy to break thia

bond, is evident also from 1 Cor. ix. 6. As to tha

manner in which the Romish Church seeks to wrest

the argument against the celibacy of the cleigy de-
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duced from these passages, the reader can find much
that is interesting in Sepp, Leben Jesu, ii. p. 154.

This question itself, however, must not detam us

here.

5. Even though Peter had carried away no other

remembrances from the life of the Lord than those of

this first sojourn at Capernaum and the first visit in

the region round about, he would already have had

a right to introduce his first preaching to the Gen-

tiles with a is 5iijA9€j' euepytruv. The door of his

dwelling, besieged by all manner of sick, who offered

the Lord not even an hour of praying night-rest, is

the worthy theatre of the Christus Consolator, and

ihe citation of Isaiah liii. i in Matthew is m this con-

nection one of the most felicitous of the whole

Bacred history. Comp. Lange on Matt. viii. 16, 17.

6. From the comparison with Matt. iv. 23-25

it appears how great the impression was which the

Saviour already made at His public appearance in

Galilee and the region round about. It is so much
the more remarkable that He makes no use for Him-
Belf of tliis enthusiasm, and does not so much foster

as avoid it, and so soon leaves Capernaum, where

yet so many hearts beat for Him. This also is a

proof of the truth of John ii. 23-26, and at the same
time a proof of the wisdom of the Saviour in the

fashioning of His first disciples. He wishes to call

them to self-denial, to accustom them to a life of

journeying, and to bridle awakening earthly expectii-

tions.

HOMILETICAI. AND PRACTICAl.

Jesus' arrival at Capernaum the fulfilment of the

prophetic word, comp. Matt. iv. 15.—The King of

God's kingdom a preacher of the gospel.—The deep
impression of the word of the Lord: 1. Astonishing,

2. explicable, 3. important; a. for faith (apologeti-

cally), b. for life (practically).—The One anointed

with the Holy Spirit and the one plagued by the evil

spirit in the same synagogue together.—The syna-

gogue at Capernaum glorified by the visit of the

Lord of the temple.—Capernaum by the coming of

the Lord raised even to heaven.—The people that sat

in darkness have seen a great light.—The early en-

thusiasm for the Saviour at Capernaum compared with

the subsequent lukewarmness.—Where Jesus comes,
the devil cannot possibly abide.—The Son of God ap-

peared that He might destroy the works of the devil.

—

The power and powerlessness of the kingdom of dark-

ness: 1. Its power: a. to have dominion over men,
b. to cast scorn on the Son of Man ; 2. its powerless-

ness : a. to withstand the Lord's word of command,
6. mortally to wound His redeemed ; 3. the last

revelations of the power of the Evil One precede the
exhibitions of his powerlessness.—How the Evil One
stands over against Christ and Christ over against

the Evil One : 1. The Evil One stands over against
Christ with hypocritical homage, irreconcilable hato,
and anxious fear ; 2. Christ stands over against the
Evil One with immovable peace, compassionate love,
and triumphant might.—Heaven, hell, and earth
meet one another on the same place.—The Stronger
who disarms the strong.—The demons wish to have
nothing to do with Jesus, but Jesus has aU the more,
therefore, to do with the demons.—The Saviour's
word of might: 1. Unique in majesty; 2. unique m
power.—Before the Lord goes anywhere, the report

of Him goes already before Him.—The house_ of

Simon : 1. Chosen by the Messiah, 2. visited by sick-

ness, 3. made glad by Omnipotence, 4. changed by

thankfulness into a house of the Lord.—The dwelling

of Peter the theatre of great unhappiness, gi-eat re-

demption, great thankfulness.—Grace and gratitude:

1. In order to be able to serve the Lord, we must

first have been healed by Him ; 2. in order to mani-

fest genuine thanks for His heaUng love, we must

serve Him. No service without a foregoing healing,

no healing without subsequent service.—The busy

Sabbath rest of the Saviour.—The bright evening

after a beautiful day of His life.—Sick ones of many
kinds, only one Physician ; healings of many kinds,

only one miraculous might; voices of many kinds,

only one key-note : He has done all things well.

—

The demons knew Christ even before men knew Him,

but what good does this knowing do them?—The

solitary prayer of the Saviour : 1. His refreshment

after labor, 2. His balsam amid pains, 3. His shield

in temptations, 4. His staff for the further journey of

life.—Seeking Jesus : 1. In order to find, 2. without

finding, 3. till found.—Obedience the key-note of the

Saviour's free manifestations of love.—John remains

long in one place, Jesus must go forth as widely aa

possible in order to preach the gospel.—The first

journey of the Lord a triumphal journey.

Si'ARKE :—Whoever has a soul possessed by un-

cleanness, is much more wretched than he whose
body is possessed of the devil.

—

Bibl. Wirt. .-—The

devils themselves shame the unbelief of men, vs. 34.

—The heaviest temptations are sometimes the last

ragings of Satan.

—

Ceamee:—The works of Christ

are meant to create in us wonder ; wonder, inquiry

;

inquiry, a good report; the report, the knowledge
of Christ ; the knowledge of Christ, eternal Ufe, John
xvii. 3.—Christ does not draw back from going to

the sick and visiting them for our reminder and imi-

tation, Matt. XXV. 43.

—

Quesnel :—A single individ-

ual that stands well with God may bring a blessing

upon his whole family.

—

Hedingee ;—For health re-

covered, the best thanks are ; with new obedience to

serve God.

—

Osiandee :—We should not be angry if

now and then some desire our help at inconvenient

time, but ascribe it to necessity, or excuse their sim-

plicity.

—

Bkentius :—Christ brings with His word for

towns and villages no harm, but pure grace and bless-

ing.—QuESNEL :—-It is praiseworthy for preachers of

the gospel often to betake themselves to solitude

(comp. the beautiful meditation of Vinet : La solitude

reconwiandee au pasteur).—Majtjs :—Jesus, when He
hides Himself and appears to be lost, must with all

diligence be sought.—Christ is to be preached as

well in the schools as in churches, yet when will

Christendom be with earnestness intent thereon?
Lisco on vss. 31-36 :—The might of the Saviour:

1. It is acknowledged even by the kingdom of dark-

ness ; 2. it manifests itself in gracious redemption

;

3. it reveals to us the Divine origin and the Divine
power of His doctrine.—On vss. 38 and 39 :—Jesua
truly our Saviour : 1. He heals of all manner of sick-

ness, 2. He bestows new powers for activity.

—

Van
OosTERZEE :—Christ, the Divine physician of souls,

how He ever yet: 1. Discovers the same wretched-
ness, 2. feels the same compassion, 3. desires the
same temper of heart, 4. follows the same method of
healmg, 5. excites the same opposition, 6. deserves
the same homage as here at i.ie healing of bodily
ills.
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b. THE MIEACiniOTIS DRAUGHT OF PISHES (Ch. V. 1-11).

1 And it came to pass, that, as the people pressed upon him to' hear the word of

2 God, he stood by the lake of Gennesaret, And saw two [little] ships ^ standing by [th*

shore o/] the lake : but the fishermen were gone out of them, and were washing theit

3 nets. And he entered into one of the ships, which was Simon's, and prayed him thai

he would thrust out a little from the land. And he sat down, and taught the people

4 out of the ship. Now when he had left speaking, he said unto Simon, Launch out

5 into the deep [waier], and let down your nets for a draught. And Simon answering

said unto him. Master, we have toiled all the night, and have taken nothing: never-

6 thel'jss at Thy word I will let down the net. And when they had this done, they

7 inclDsed a great multitude of fishes: and their net brake [began to break]. And they

beckoned unto their partners, which were in the other ship, that they should come and

8 help them. And they came, and filled both the ships, so that they began to sink. When
Simon Peter saw it, he fell down at Jesus' knees, saying, Depart from me [Go out

9 from me, i. e., from my ship] ; for I am a sinful man, Lord. For he was astonished

[astonishment seized him], and all that were with him, at the draught of the fishes

10 which they had taken : And so was also [and so also did it seize] James, and John, the

sons of Zebedee, which were partners with Simon. And J esus said unto Simon, Fear

11 not; from henceforth thou shalt catch men.' And when they had brought their ships

to land, they forsook all, and followed him.

1 Ys. 1.

—

Rec. ; toO aKovnv, instea^i of wMcli we read Tvitli Tisclieiidorf koX oKovetv. Not tlie purpose, but the circum-

Btance is expressed. [Inter al.^c. A., B., Sin.—C. C. S.]
_ _ _

* Vs. 2.

—

Eec, : irXoia. With A., C.*, L., &c., it appears that we must read jrAoidpia for TrXota. [Sin. has ttXoio, but

omits the preceding Svo.—C. C. S.]
... „ ,

[* Vs. 10.—*E(TTj ^oiypuiv. The resolved form expressing that it should be his callmg.—C. 0. S.]

shore from there called the four, but only that He
was walking on the strand. Nothing hinders us from

subjoining, what Luke alone relates, that thither also

the people followed Him, and He, in order to preach,

ascended a ship. If Luke also had failed to make u*

acquainted with this, we should have had to conclude^

even from Matthew and Mark, that our Lord went

into the ship. If Peter was mending nets, is it prob-

able that Jesus would have called out to them from

the shore : Leave all and follow me ? A third diiS-

culty, that Luke does not mention Andrew at all, ia

solved bj the consideration that Peter in his narra-

tive is so entirely the maia person that even the sons

of Zebedee are thereby thrqwn more or less into the

shade. Besides he speaks also of other persons who
were present ia Peter's ship (vss. 2, 6, 9), and taken

with amazement at the astonishing miracle, aud (ch.

vi. 14) enumerates Andrew among the twelve. The

question left by him unanswered as to how the latter

came to the Lord, is answered by Matthew and Mark,

and if there still appears to be a difficulty in the fact

that Luke alone relates the miracle and Matthew and

Mark only the word of the Saviour, we know no better

answer than this :
" Undoubtedly to him who stands

in Strauss' point of view every single miracle would

of necessity occasion afresh so much astonishment

and headache that he would not be able to pass over

one; but it bemg presuppcsed, on the other hand,

that Jesus really wrought miracles and, moreover,

many miracles, we cannot see why every evangelist

was obUged to relate every miracle " (Ebrard). Pei^

haps Mark has omitted this circumstance of so much
moment to Peter, even as he does not relate the

walking of the apostle upon the water, because

the humble apostle, under whose influence he wrote,

wished rather to see it passed over. With Luke thia

reason did not weigh, and he freely communicatea

what redounds to the honor of the Lord as well aa

of the disciple. In brief, if only we make no unre*

EXEGETICAL AlTD CRITICAI/.

Geiieral, Remarks.—^In the narrative of the mirac-

ulous draught of fishes, the main question is whether

this occurrence is identical with the calling of four

disciples, which is related by Matthew (ch. iv. 18-22)

and Mark (ch. i. 16-20), or whether it is actually

distinct from this and did not occur till later. The

distinction between the narrative of Luke and that

of the other Synoptics is so great that many have

maintained the latter opinion (Krabbe, Sepp, Hug).

Yet in the nature of the case it is less probable that

a calling crowned with such a conclusion should

have been repeated twice in so short a time, and it

can be shown that the narratives admit without great

trouble of beiog brought into agreement. As respects

the distinction in the notation of time, Matthew tells

US only that the calling of the four took place while

Jesus was walking on the shore; Mark, that the

Lord after this eaUing returned into the city,

and healed the demoniac in the synagogue, while

Luke, on the other hand, has placed this last miracle

before the miraculous draught of fishes. We beUeve

that the arrangement of the events which Mark

under Peter's guidance maintams, deserves the pref-

erence, and that therefore Luke (ch. iv. 31-44) al-

ready relates by anticipation what did not take place

till after the miraculous draught. Perhaps he has

let the events in the synagogue at Capernaum follow

immediately after the portrayal of the occurrences m
the synagogue at Nazareth, that faith and unbeUef in

the two places might be the more strongly contrasted.

Vs. 31 he only speaks m general of one of the Sab-

baths which Jesus spent at Capernaum. The dis-

tinction in locality is removed when we observe that

here also the one in no wise denies what the two

others say. We do not read in Matthew and Mark

«ny arch thing as that our Lord standing on the

6
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sonable demands, we account it possible and eas" to

unite the three Synoptic accounts into a whole •? .th-

out needing to do violence to any one of them.

As respects John, he does not communicate chis

mh-acle, but has, on the other hand, relatf/l a aim-

Uar calling of five disciples, among whom are three

of these here named (ch. i. 85-52), and the question

ipoutaneously presses itself on us how the one can

be brought into agreement with the other. We be-

lieTe that there is not here the least reason for

speaking of a contradiction between the evangelists

(Strauss, Weisse, B. Baur, Fritzsohe, De Wette,

Theile, Von Ammon). John describes the first be-

coming acquainted on the occasion of an unexpected

meeting ; the Synoptics relate the nearer connection

between the Saviour and the disciples. After the

first stay of Andrew, John, and Peter with Jesus

(John i.), they had gone away as His friends and had
accompanied Him upon His Galilean journey, so that

they, even at the beginning, as His disciples baptized

(Jolm iv. 2). But still it was as yet a free, not a

binding, intercourse, m which they were at liberty

from time to time to return to the fish-net. There-

fore we have, for instance, in the synagogue at Naza-
reth (ch. iv. 16-30) not met them in the Saviour's

company. But in what way now this prehminary
connection passes oyer into an abiding relation and
in what way the apostles were called and set apart

to the apostohc function, this is related to us in ref-

erence to these four in the narrative of the miracu-
lous draught of fishes.

Vs. 1. The lake of Genuesaret.

—

See Lange
on Matt. iv. 18.

Vs. 2. And were washing their nets ; ut per-
aeto opere, Bengel, comp. vs. 5. That these fishers

tere appear almost as strangers cannot surprise us,

ince Luke has as yet not made mention of these
.jriends of the Saviour with even a word.

Vs, 8. Which was Simon's.^It appears that
Simon had not left the ship. That the Saviour
ascended this ship, not that of the sons of Zebedee,
has probably its ground only in the fact that the lat-

ter at that moment chanced to be ashore, not on
board their vessel. If Simon was older than Andrew,
it becomes so much the plainer why he as owner of
the ship is first named.

Vs. 4. Launch out into the deep water.—As
the first command had put the obedience of Peter to
a slight test, so here his faith is exercised by an
apparently arbitrary demand of the Saviour. To
him as steersman the command is addressed in the
singular; the plural xttAao-nTe, k.t.\., has its force
with reference to the rest of the crew of the boat,
who must have been active therein. That Peter
considers this latter command also as addressed to
himself personally appears from the answer, vs. 6.

Without doubt, after a night of unsuccessful toil this
injunction to take up his work agam in full day must
have appeared singular to him, but he already knows
enough of the Lord to bring his fisherman's theory
as a sacrifice to his faith at Jesus' word alone.—
Master. Not the common St^iaicaXe, but ^TrurTaTn;

about the same as the Hebrew "lan , a title which
was given even to such teachers as any one enter-
tained respect for, without as yet standing in a per-
gonal relation to them, comp. Luke xvii. 13.

Vs. 6. Their net began to break.—If there
was here an actual rent, it was, of course, only a be-
ginning of tearing, since otherwise the whole draught
might have been immediately lost again. So in hke
manner Ihe allusion to the s'-jking of the vessels

must be understood cura gra9ro salis, without, hoW"

ever, our being actually obliged with De Wette to

see here an exaggeration.

Vs. 1. And they beckoned.—Accordmg to

Matthew's and Mark's account, also, the two ships lay

close enough together to be able with a slight signal

to join each other, the more easily as the crew of the

second ship had doubtless observed the uncommon
occurrence on the first with intense curiosity. That

they for astonishment md fear were incapable of

speaking, and, therefore, had to limit themselves to

beckoning like Zacharias (ch. i.), is not said by Luke,

but only by Euthym. Zigab. and Theophylaet.

Vs. 8. Go out from me.—The cause of this

crushing impression of wonder upon Peter is easy to

explain. His words by no means entitle us to com-
pare him to a credulous fool who trembles when
he unexpectedly espies an arch-magician near him
(VoN Ammos, Zeben Jem,, ii. p. 378). It appears to

us, on the other hand, that the sequel must not be
overlooked. Peter had as yet been able to judge no
other miracle which he had seen, so well as this. It

belonged to his calling, it took place on hu vessel,

with his fish-net, after his own fruitless endeavors, in

his immediate presence. In the case of earUer worka
of the Saviour, his understanding had indeed doubt-

less given silent acquiescence, but here both under-

standing and heart were constrained to bow them-

selves before a present majesty. Thankfulness and
surprise, after so long disappointment, unite them-

selves with a deep consciousness of his unworthiness,

so that he is no longer able to abide in the presence

of the Holy One. Had his conscience, perhaps,

something to reproach him with that he after a vol-

untary association of a month with Jesus had again

returned to his calling ? Had the words :
" We have

toiled the whole night and have taken nothing," been
expressed in a tone of displeasure and doubt ? Or did

there perchance in this place concur an instinctive

dread of danger when he felt the sinking of the ship,

and did he entreat for preservation ? In such a dis-

position as that of Peter, various causes may work
together so as to call forth such a cry of distress.

That he did not confess any particular offence, but

his general sinfulness in the presence of the Holy One,

hardly needs, we presume, any proof. The entreaty

:

" Depart from me," the Lord heard in spirit, while

He dealt exactly against its letter and turned in to be
with the man who with trembling hand waved Him
from himself.

Vs. 10. And so also did it seize James and
John.

—

See on Matt. x. 2—i. In respect to their re-

lationship to the Saviour, we must refer the reader
to the dissertation of Wieseler in the Studien und
Kritiken, 1840, p. 648 ff., who has convincingly
demonstrated that Salome, the wife of Zebedee, was
an own sister of Mary, the mother of the Lord, so
that her children were own cousins of Jesus. In John
xix. 25 there are not three, but four women named,
and Mary, the wife of Cleopas, must be carefully

distinguished from His mother's sister Salome, the
wife of Zebedee. [It will be noticed that among the
women mentioned as being present at the crucifixion,

Matt, xxvii. 66, three are named as conspicuous:
Mary Magdalen, Mary the mother of James and
Joses, and the mother of Zebedee's children. Mark
XV. 40 the same three are mentioned, only that Zebe-
dee's wife is mentioned by the name of Salome, We
have, however, no reason to doubt that Salome and
Zebedee's wife are one and the same. In John xix.

25, besides the motler of Jesus, whose presence if
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not mcntjoned by the other two eTangelists, we find

mentioned Mary Magdalen and Mary, the wife of
Cleopaa, whose identity with Mary, the mother of
JmnM and Joses, we hare no reason to call in ques-
tion. But where is Salome? The whole passage
reads thus :

" Now there stood by the cross of Jesus
Eis mother and His mother's sister, Mary, the wife
of Clecpas, and Mary Magdalene." The question
bere is : Besides the mother of our Lord, are there
tKO women mentioned here, or three ? Is Mary, the
wife of Cleopas, to be taken as identical with His
mother's sister, or as different ? If the former, Sa-
lome is not to be found, and John has omitted bear-
ing witness to this fidelity of his own mother. If

the latter, Salome is identical with our Lord's
mother's sister, and the three whom the first two
Synoptics mention, are also mentioned here.

—

C. C. S.]

Vs. 11. They forsook all.—Not only the ship,

but the rich haul. Zebedee soon returned without
nis sons to Bethsaida (Mark i. 20), while tney proceed
with the Lord through Capernaum's gate, where He
iiamediately after (see above), in the synagogue and
in the house of Peter, works the miracles already re-

lated by Luke in anticipation (ch. ir. 31-42), to

enter with Him afterwards upon the journey through
Galilee, which had been already, ch. iv. 43, 44,

mentioned with a word, to be afterwards, ch. v. 12 f.,

described more in detail

DOCTEINAL AliTD ETHICAL.

1. We have here in Luke the first account of an
anticipatory choice of apostles, which is the less to

be passed over unnoticed since the Saviour evidently

lays so much weight upon it. Our attention is from
the beginning drawn to it by the fact that the Saviour

Beeks the disciples and does not wait until they ap-

proach Him of their own impulse, but takes the first

step towards them, so that He can afterwards say to

them : Te have not chosen Me, but I have chosen
you. In this act the word, vs. 10, which the Saviour

spoke on this occasion, bears the stamp of the deep-

est wisdom. It is a word of might, precisely fitted

to come home to a heart like that of Peter ; a brief

word, but which, therefore, could the less be obht-

crated from the memory; a figurative word, bor-

rowed from Simon's own caUing, which could the

less be unintelhgible to him as it was at the same
time in congruity with the Old Testament manner of

speech (Jer. xvi. 16 ; Is. xlii. 10). It is, finally, a

word full of promise, which, it is true, commanded
that which was hardest, but promised also that which
is highest and was immediately ratified by a sign.

2. It has been asked whether Peter's draught of

fishes was a miracle of onmiscience or omnipotence.

In other words, whether the Saviour, because of His

higher knowledge, because He wished to see, saw at

this moment, at a certain part of the sea, the largest

number of fishes which were together, or whether

He, through the mighty operation of His will, drove

ihe finny tribes together to one point. It is not to

be denied that the former admits of being received

into the realm of our conceptions more easily than

the latter. On the other hand, we are not to over-

look the truth that according to the nature of things

and the poetic declaration of the Psahn (Ps. viii. 8),

the dominion over all that passeth through the paths

of tie seas oelongs to thii ideal of the perfect Sou of

Man.

S. The miracle here accomplished deserves to b«
called a striking revelation of the majesty of thf
Saviour.

^
It took place within a sphere which thes«

four disciples could judge better than any one else
and only after faith had been required of Peter an'
this faith had been found approved. It stands forth
at the same time as a symbol of their whole subse-
quent apostolical activity: abundant draught of
fishes at the simple word of the Lord, after a nigh.'
also of fruitless wearymg toU, without, howevei;
losing the draught. It is noticeable that here there
is mention of the tearing of the nets; but afterwards,
in the case of a similar miracle, it is no longer men-
tioned, John xxi. 11. [Trench, not inaptly, regards
the former miracle as symbolical of the gathering of
men into the outward kingdom of God on earth,
from which they may be lost ; the latter one, as sym-
bolizing the gathering of the elect souls into the
kingdom of glory, none of whom will be lost.—C.

C. S.]

4. In this whole work of wonders, Christ reveals
Himself as the Fisher of men. It is known how dear
this symbol was to the early Christians ; this is testi

fied by their monuments, rings, cups, &c., and by the
characteristic word IxOis itself, in which they recog
nized the initials of Jesus Christ, God's Son, Saviour

;

but especially by the beaatiful words from the hymn
of Clemens Alexandrinus

:

ireAdyoui KaKias

i'X^^s ayi/ous

Kv^aros 4x6pov
y\uKepy ^(urj SeX^a^aiVj k.t.\,

[Fisher of mortals

The saved

From the sea of wickedness
Pure iish

From the hostile wave
For sweet Ufe enticing.]

6. " Where the blessing of God operates angni,
there does it operate as coals upon the head, and
brings to the knowledge of sin and of grace. To be
caught by the Lord, is on earth the greatest blessed-

ness ; after this there is no greater than to be able

to catch men for the Lord." Lcihe.

HOMIXETICAL AISTD PRACTICAL.

Jesus in the midst of a throng longing for salva-

tion.—The Fisher of men on the shore of the most
remarkable sea.—All that on earth we name oui

own must be ready for the service of the Lord.

—

The Lord's ways: 1. Other, 2. higher than man's
ways.—Even the Lord's disciples know dark nights.

—After a dark night a bright morning.—The faith

of Peter: 1. Tried, 2. enduring, 3. changed into

sight.—The obedience of faith; 1. Its ground, 2.

its nature, 3. its blessing.—AH is yours, if ye ar»

Christ's.—The remarkable transitions in the life of

faith: 1. From disappointment to surprise, 2. from
want to plenty, 3. from joy to terror, 4. from fear ts

hope.—The humiMty of Peter, vs. 8, compared with

that of Paul, 1 Tim. i. 16.—Where a contrite heart

exclaims :
" Depart from me, Lord," there does H«

certainly turn in.—The beholding of the great deedj

of the Saviour must lead us to holy wondering.

—

Whoever has once rightly feared need never feal

again.—The preacher of the gospel a fisher of men
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—Only lie who leaves all can gain all.—The won-

derful" draught of fishes an image of the preach-

ing of the gospel : 1. The wide-reaching com-

mand (vs, 4), 2. the hard labor (vs. 6 a.), 3. the

sole might (vs. 5 b.), 4. the rich fruit (vss. 6, 7), 5.

the right temper (vs. 8), 6. the highest requirement

of the evangelical function (vss. 10, 11).—Whoever

is himself caught of Jesus, must again catch others.

—How admirably does Jesus understand the art of

winning hearts for Himself!

—

Canstein ;—To the

Christian all places are hallowed for the transaction

of divine things, whether for himself or for others.

—

J. HiLL:—Labor in our calling, however simply it

may be done, makes us fitted for the blessing of God
(Ps. cxxvii. 1, 2).

—

Majus:—The Lord brings His

own wonderfully into the deep and into the height.

—iVoj). £ibl. Tub.

:

—Whoever receives Jesus to

himself, such a one does He reward with abundance,

not only of spiritual but of temporal blessing.

—

Abundance makes not less care and trouble than

lack.—Before we let the blessing of God perish, we
should beckon to others and have them enjoy it with

us.

—

Hedinger:—Spiritual poverty is the nearest

way to the greatest riches in God.—BEENiins :

—

Whoever is faithful in that which is least, to him is

more committed.

—

Herder :
—" Launch out into the

deep " is God's word of command to every one in his

vocation, and let : " Lord, at Thy word," be the

answer of every one in order to draw God's blessing

with his net.

—

Heubner:—The miraculous draughl

of fishes a prophetic type of Acts il 41.—The humilitj

of the Christian in good fortune, first makes the

blessing truly a "jlessing.—The blessed fishermen: 1.

Blest by Jesus' gracious presence, 2. by the rich gift

3. by the gracious call of Jesus.—The just means of

gaining temporal blessing: 1. God's word, 2. labor,

3. trust in God, 4. acknowledgment of personal un
worthiness, B. right use of the blessing.

—

Rieger:—
How nothing humbles man so much as grace.

—

Fuchb
—Peter an example for us : 1. Hear when the Lora
speaks ; 2. labor when the Lord commands ; 3. be-

lieve what the Lord promises ; 4. follow whither the

Lord calls.

—

Bachmann :—Concerning a blessing in

our vocation: 1. We should desire it according to

this order; a. hear willingly and dihgently God's

word, b. go faithfully on in thy toil, c. trust the Lord
thy Helper. 2. We should rightly apply it after this

rule ; a. recognize in receiving it thy unworthiness,

b. prove therewith thy thankfulness, c. foUow after

Jesus with joyfuhiess.

—

Thomasius :—Man as he
is : 1. Before the Lord comes to him, 2. when the

Lord comes to him, 3. after the Lord comes to him,—Fe. Arndt:—The Christian a fisher of men.

—

Lisco:—Blessing in our temporal calling: 1. Od
what it depends ; 2, of what nature it is ; 3. for what
it inspirits us.

S. The first Excursion from Capernaum to the surrounding Districts. The Son of Man the Physician of thi

Sick, the Friend of Publicans, the Lord of the Sabbath, the Lawgiver in the Kingdom of God.

Chs. V. 12—VL 49.

a. THE SON OF MAIT, THE PHYSICIAN OF THE SICK (Ch, V, 12-26).

(Parallels t Matt. viii. 1^ ; Mark i. 40-45.—Paralytic : Matt. ix. 1-8 ; Mark ii, 1-12,)

12 And it came to pass, when he was in a certain city, behold a man full of leprosy;

who seeing Jesus fell on his face, and besought him, saying. Lord, if thou wilt, thou

13 canst make me clean. And he put forth Ms hand, and touched him, saying, I will: be
14 thou clean. And immediately the leprosy departed from him. And he charged him

to tell no man : but go, \said Ae,] and shew tliyself to the priest, and offer for thy
15 cleansing, according as Moses commanded, for a testimony unto them. But so much

the more went there a fame abroad of him [did the report concerning him go abroad]

:

and great midtitudes came together to hear, and to be healed by him' of their infirmi

16 ties. And [But] he withdrew himself int^^fc wilderness, and prayed [kept himself

17 secluded in the solitary places, and gave hiSelf to prayer]. And it came to pass on
a certain day [on one of the days], as he was teaching, that there were Pharisees and
doctors [teachers] of the law sitting by, which were come out of every town [village] of
Galilee, and Judea, and Jerusalem : and the power of the Lord \_God of Israel] was pres-

18 ent \in Jesus] to heal them. And, behold, men brought in a bed a man which was taken
witli a palsy [who was paralyzed] : and they sought means to bring him in, and to lay

19 him before him. And when they could not find by what way they might bring him in
because of the multitude, they went upon the housetop, and let him down through the

20 tiling with his couch [pallet] into the midst before Jesus, And when he saw theil
21 faitl'., he said unto him,' Man, thy sins are forgiven thee.' And the scribes and th«

Pharisees began to reason, saying. Who is this which speaketh blasphemies ? Who
22 can forgive sins, but God alone? But when Jesus perceived their thoughts, he answer-
23 ing said unto them, What reason ye in your hearts ? Whether [Which] is easier to

24 say, Thy sins are forjiven thee or to say, Rise up and walk? But that ye may kno-w
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that the Son of man hath power upon earth to forgive sins, (he said unto the sick of th«
25 palsy,) I say unto thee, Arise, and take up thy couch, and go into thine house. And

immediately he rose up hefore them, and took up that whereon he lay [had been lying],
26 and departed to his own house, glorifying God. And they were all amazed "futtei

astonishment seized all], and they glorified God, and were filled with fear, saying, We
have seen strange [unheard of

J things to-day.

' Vs. 15.—i?eo. : vir' avToO. To to omitted, as by Griesbaoh, Lachmaim, Tiachendorf,
aaJy on account of autnonties of weiffht, but also of its uncertain position [om. B., Sin.].

' Vs. 20.—J2ec. ; aiiTw, apparently only a gloss [era. B., Sin.].

['_ 'A^iiovTai. The old grammarians are not at one as to the explanation of this form. .
uplains it as perf. pass, of the Doric form, related to the perf. act. aiftiiaKa. Winer.]

T, [Alford,] &o., net

The correctest view

EXEGETICAIi AND CEITICAL.

General Remarks.—Mark and Luke relate the
healing of the leper inunediately after the Saviour's

leaving Capernaum; Matthew, on the other hand,
puts it after the Sermon on the Mount. To us the
former order appears to be the most exact. A
glance at Matt. viii. and ix., compared with Mark
and Luke, gives clear indication that in this chapter
of the first Gospel many miracles are chrestomathi-

cally connected without respect to an exact chronol-

ogy. As Luke relates (ch. v. 12) that this miracle

took place when Jesus was in one of their towns,

and Mark (ch. i. 43), that the Saviour drove from
Him m4^a\ef) him whom He had healed (apparently

from a house in which the leper had stopped), this

of itself proves that this miracle could not have
taken place as Matthew appears to indicate to us (ch.

viii. 7 ; comp. vs. 6), on the way between the Mount
of Beatitudes and Capernaum, but after His entrance

Into an unnamed town. From Mark i. 46 it appears,

moreover, that Jesus cannot have returned imme-
diately after the healing of the leper to Capernaum,
which we should otherwise conclude from Matt. viii.

1-13. From all these grounds we adhere to the

order of Mark and Luke. Another view will be
found represented by Lange, Matthew, p. 150. Au-
diatur et altera pars.

Vs. 12. In a certain city.—'The name is not

^ven, but from the connection it appears that it was

a town in Galilee which the Lord visited on this jour-

ney, undertaken (see above) in order to visit Jerusalem

at the Feast of Purim, and ending there, and which,

therefore, probably lay in the direction of Judsea.

Full of leprosy.

—

See Lange, Matthew, p. 150,

and the there cited authors.

Lord, if Thou wilt.—It may be assumed that

the faith of the leper had been aroused and strength-

ened by the report that had gone out concerning

Jesus {see ch. iv. 37), and which may have extended

even to his neighborhood.

Vs. 13. And He.—Mark alone adds: <rv\ayx-

VKTBeh. The stretching out of the hand, a token of

miraculous power, was at the same time a revelation

of condescending love, since He by touching a leper

might have been accounted LeviticaUy unclean.

Be thou clean.—"Such an imperative as the

tongue of man had hitherto never uttered. Thus has

hitherto no prophet healed. Thus speaks only He
in the might of God who speaks and it is done."

(Sier.) That here it is no declaring a leper clean by

already discovering the beginniug of recovery (Von

Ammon, Lebm Jesu, p. 113), but a miraculous cleans-

ing of a sick man whom the physician Luke desig-

nates by Tr\iipn$ KfirpoLs, is self-evident. Why else

should silence be imposed upon the man, and to what

lervea the eiBiais of Hark f

Vs. 14. And He charged Him.—According to
Mark even in a sharp vehement tone, fV/Spi/iTjirci^c-yoj,

from which, however, it by no means follows that the
Saviour displayed any resentment against him whom
He had delivered, as Von Aramon will have it.—To
tell no man.—For the diiferent explanations of this

command by earUer and later expositors, see Lange,
Matthew, p. 161.—In order to judge rightly here we
must take special note of the place where, the time
when, and the person on whom, the miracle was done.
The Saviour finds Himself now in the heart of Gali-

lee, in the land of longing after freedom, of enthu-
siasm, of insurrection. The fame of His miracles at

Capernaum had undoubtedly intensified expectation in

a high degree. The one healed was a man who by
his coming and crymg to Jesus had already shown
great courage and strength of faith, who now was
bound to his deliverer by bonds of most intimate

gratitude, and who doubtless was thereby lacking uj

the necessary considerateness needful to apprehend
when he should speak of Him or be silent. Here,
therefore, a sharp reminder was just in place, and wa
do not, therefore, at all need to assume that the Sa-

viour gave it from fear of being Himself accounted
LeviticaUy unclean, ou account of His contact with
the leper.

But go . . . and offer.—A transition from the
oratio indireeta to the directa not strange in the

usus loquendi of the New Testament. See Winer,

§ 63, 2. The here-mentioned sacrifice we find pre-

scribed, Leviticus xiv. 10, 21. The Saviour stoops

so low as to permit His miracle to be judged by the

priest as to its genuineness and completeness.

Eis fiapTvpioi' aiiToh. For the priests themselves,

and of what else than of Jesus' Messianic dignity and
redeeming power ?

Vs. 15. But so much the more went there

a fame abroad of Him.—The cause Mark gives

(ch. i. 45); the delivered one forgets the injunc-

tion, 1 Sam. XV. 22. Thankful joy makes silence

impossible for him. We will not censure his be-

havior too severely, for it must have come hard to

him not to venture to utter the name of his deliverer.

It is noticeable also, that in the Gospels we never

find the behavior of those who transgress such a

command very severely censured. Yet, certainly he

did the cause of Christ no service, since, indeed, on

every hand the enthusiasm of the people soon reaches

such a height that the Saviour holds it advisable to

abide in a desert region, where He devotes Himself

to solit try prayer. This latter, moreover, is empha-
sized with pecuhar force by Luke, agreeably to hia

custom.

Vs. 17. And it came to pass.—In view of the

slender thread by which this narrative is connected

with the foregoing one, nothing constrams ms to sup-

pose that this miracle took place precisely on thi»

I journey and very soon after the former one. Tht
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variance mentioned here as existing between the

Saviour and the Pharisees, testifies to a later period.

{See Lange, Matthew, p. 166.)

Kai 5wa/ii5 Kvpiov. Not to be understood of the

Lord Jesus, who, in Lulie, is commonly called

& xipios ("the healing power dwelling in Him re-

tealed itself," Olshausen), but of the Father who
operated through the Son. Here also the Divine

energy does not manifest itself before faith has

shown itself. But while in the foregomg miracle the

faith of the sick man himself appears in the fore-

ground, here the sufferer is passive, and is, not only

in a bodily but also in a spiritual respect, borne by

the faith of those who at any cost will bring him be-

fore the feet of the Lord. There is nevertheless no

ground for the supposition that he himself did not

Bhare in this faith. Would he have been brought

wholly against his will in so extraordinary a way to

the Saviour ? On the contrary, we may name him
" infirm in limb but fresh in heart, a chief warrior of

faith on the Utter." Lange, Leben Jesii, ii. p. 665.

Vs. 18. UapaX^Kvjj.evo'i. The cessation of ner-

vous activity is a disease that is found everywhere in

various forms. Sometimes it attacks the whole body,

sometimes only parts of it. " The old authors named
the former ajrrt7rAij|ia, the latter TrapaAuo-ts; but now
I see that they call both TrapaXutris. Commonly those

who are attacked in all their members by severe

nervous debility, are quickly taken away ; if not,

they live, it is true, but seldom recover their health,

and for the most part drag on a miserable life, losing,

mordover, their memory. The sickness of those who
are partially affected, is, it is true, never severe, but

often long and almost incurable. " From the physi-

cian Corn. Celsus, L. in. Medicitue, ch. 27, cited by
Hug, " Criticism upon the Life of Jesus by Strauss,"

Ii. p. 20.

Vs. 19. They tirent upon the housetop
Hog, I. c. p. 22, shows that such a thing could be
done without any danger. Comp. the valuable

statements of Winer, i. p. 283. Even if in this

dwelling there was no staircase outside, a way
could have been made over the roof of another to

gain access to the place where Jesus was stopping.

A breaking up of the roof right over the place where
Jesus was, is the less inconceivable, inasmuch as

corpses were often in this way removed from the

house of death. See Sepp, ii. p. 160.

Vs. 20. Man, thy sins are forgiven thee.

—

Only the most superficial unbehef can from this word,

spoken for an entirely definite case, draw the conclu-

sion that the Saviour at all times regarded special

Buffering as punishment for special sins. Here, how-
ever, trouble of conscience appears actually to stand

in the way of restoration of the body, and the Sa-

viour, who with unerring glance looks through the

outward and inward condition of the sick man, begins

in this way to heal his soul.

Vs. 21. Who is this.—This very wondering of

the Pharisees shows plainly that here not only was
forgiveness promised but also bestowed, which was
exclusively a Divine work.—Who can forgive sins,

but.—And, therefore, whoever forgives sins must be
Infinitely more than man. So think they, much
more justly than many later scribes.

Vs. 23. Which is easier.—Which was easier

could be well made out without trouble. Miracles had
other prophets also performed, but really to bestow
forgiveness, that belonged to the Searcher of hearts

ilone, or His highest representative on earth. They
think, however, that to say that sin is forgiven, is

undoubtedly the easiest, particularly so long as m.

quiry is not made respecting the credentials of thi

speaker's authority; that they may not, however,

doubt longer of these latter, the Saviour accompUshei

the miracle of healing, whereby the blessmg of the

forgiveness of sins is at once manifested and sealed.

Vs. 25. Took up that whereon he had been
lying.—Suavis locutio, leciulus hominan tnlerat,

nunc homo lectulum ferehat. Bengel.

Vs. 26. They glorified God.—An admirable

antithesis, the enthusiasm of the people over against

the murmuring of the scribes. The dissonances dis-

solve themselves in harmony, the shadows in light

and life.

DOCTEINAIi AND ETHICAl.

1. Were we disposed with a certain school ot

criticism to make a distinction between more difficult

and more easy mh'acles, the healing of the leper, un-

doubtedly, would belong to the category of the first.

To make, by the utterance of a word, a man full of

leprosy so clean that he can freely show himself to

the most searching eye, is a deed which deserves a

place not only in the sphere of the mirabilia, but

also in that of the miracula in the strictest sense

of the word. Comp. 2 Kings v. T. It is no wonder
that the Saviour mentions this kind of miracle also

with special emphasis to the disciples of John the

Baptist as proofs of His Divine mission, Luke vii. 22.

Moreover, like all miracles, this kind of healing espe-

cially has a symbolical character. As even in the

Old Testament leprosy was an image of sin, see Ps.

Ii. 9 ; Is. i. 6, and elsewhere, so was purification from
leprosy a type of the forgiveness of sins. This and
the following miracle give us to behold the Saviour

as the living image of Him who once said to Israel

:

I am Jehovah, thy physician. Exodus xv. 26.

2. As the miracle itself is a symbol of the highest

blessing of the New Covenant, the confirmation of

the miracle takes place altogether in an Old Testa-

ment manner. The Saviour is not come to destroy

the law and the prophets, but to fulfil them. Matt. v.

17. Moreover, the priests must by the testimony
here required of them be hindered from denying
afterwards that the man had actually been leprous.

3. The forgiveness of sins bestowed by the Sa-

viour on the paralytic is an unequivocal proof of His
celestial dignity. With entire justice, therefore, does
Bengel say : cmlesiem ortum hie sermo sapit. But it

may justly be called incomprehensible that sometimes
men have imagined themselves to have found in the
bestowal of this benefit of the Saviour before His
death an argument against the indispensable necessity
and power of His atoning death. Was not then,
considered from the Divine point of view, the sacri-

fice of perfect obedience, an eternal deed? And
could He who was to bring it, not bestow the highest
gift of grace on a sinner even befoie this deed was as
yet in the fulness of time perfected ?

4. The connection between natural and moral
evil is undoubtedly placed by the Lord here, but by
no means everywhere in a similar manner, in the
foreground. Before the assertion was ventured that
Jesus was in this respect as much in error as the
Jews with their limited notions, it would have been
better first to take more account of declarations sucb
as Luke xiii. 5 ; John Lx. 8. Is the Saviour to be
regarded as standing below the author of the book
of Job, or below Moses, who undoubtedly reprkjsenti
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misfortunes of the people as punishments of the peo-

ple (Deuteronomy xxviii.), but by no means concludes

from personal misfortune as to personal transgression 1

We must rather assume here an especially immediate

connection existing between sin and sickness, which,

it is true, was not known to the superficial view of

the beholder, but doubtless well known to the

Searcher of hearts. [The disease was certainly one

which is one of the most frequent consequences of

sinful profligacy.—0. C. S.] Besides, it might yet be

a question, which stood the lower, the Jews who con-

sidered misfortune and punishment ordinarily as sy-

nonymous words, or so many nominal Christians who
will never behold in their own fate a direct retribu-

tion of sinful action.

HOMELETICAl AND PBACTICAI,.

The cleansing of the leper, the image of the re-

demption of the sinner.—How the sinner stands with

respect to the Lord and the Lord with respect to the

sinner: 1. a. With an incurable malady, b. with

awakened faith, c. with eager entreaty ; 2. a. with a

mighty arm, b. with a compassionate heart, c. with an

earnest injunction.—Whither Jesus comes there He
finds wretchedness ; where Jesus finds wretchedness

He is ready for healing.—Deep misery, great grace,

imperfect thankfulness.—The prayer of faith ; how
sweetly it sounds ; how much it desires ; how richly

it rewards.—The healing of the leper a revelation of

the compassionate love, of the boundless might, of the

adorable wisdom of the Saviour.—The redeemed of

the Lord called : 1. To show himself, 2. to offer sacri-

fice, 3. to be silent when the Lord wiU not have him

speak.—The injunction of silence which the Saviour

here and elsewhere imposes on the healed : 1. Seem-

mgly strange, 2. fully expUcable, 3. most momentous:

o. for our knowledge, b. for our faith, c. for our fol-

lowing the Lord.—Offer unto God thanksgiving and

pay thy vows unto the Most High, Ps. 1. 14.—Obe-

dience is better than sacrifice, 1 Sam. xv. 22.—Un-

enjomed testifying of Christ: 1. Whence it comes,

2. whither it leads.—Solitary prayer the best refresh-

ment, consolation, strengthening, as for the Saviour

so also for all His people.—The healing of the para-

lytic a proof of the truth of Simeon's prophecy, Luke

ii. 34; Christ to the one a Rock of hope, to the

other a Stone of stumbling.—The great impulse to

hear the word of God why : 1. Then often so great, 2.

now often so slight?—The Saviour's miraculous cures

' the revelation of a heavenly might.—No better ser-

vice of friendship than to bring the sick to Christ-

Access to Jesus never barred.—Jesus the Searcher

of hearts: 1. Over against praying faith, 2. over

against murmuring unbelief—The greatest message

of joy for the sinner.—The connection between sin

and sickness.—The first accusation of blasphemy in

the public hfe of the Saviour : 1. Its occasion, 2. its

injustice, 3. its result.-Two things, both aUke impos-

sible with man, both alike easy for the Son of Man.

—The authority of the Son of Man upon earth
:

1.

An extended, 2. a beneficent, 3. a vehemently dis-

puted, 4. a triumphantly vindicated authority.-The

mournful coming to Jesus, the believing waitmg on

Jesus, the God-glorifying return from Jesus—The

result of this miracle, a confirmation of the old word

»f the sacred poet, Ps. ii. 11, 12 : 1. Serve the Lord

Tith fear, 2. rejoice with trembhng, 3. kiss the bon

—blessed are aU they that trust in Him !—The bene-

flt of the forgiveness of sins : 1. Missed with pa'n, 2.

sought with earnest desire, 3. graciously bestowed,

4. unbelievingly denied, 5. convincingly sealed, 6.

thankfully enjoyed.—Jesus : 1. The Searcher of

hearts, 2. the Physician of the sick, 3. the B&stowet

of eternal life.

Staekk (on the first miracle) :—Temporal thing!

we pray for with conditions, but spiritual things, for the

most par'., wholly without conditions.—Thus does it

often fiire with us that we doubt not, to be sure, of

the might of God, but do doubt somewhat of His

will, 2 Chron. xx. 6, 12.—It is to the ahnighty Sa-

viour easy to help by a word.

—

Majus :—A faithful

servant of Christ must seek neither honor or renown
with his works.

—

Qhesnel :—Sometimes, after Jesus'

example, we must prefer to the exercise of Christian

love, sohtude and prayer.—(On the second) QnKS-

NEL :—The faith, the prayer, and the love of pious

people often help towards the conversion of the sin-

ner.—It must needs come inwardly and outwardly

to a thorough breaking through all hinderances to

Jesus.—Majus ;—The faith of another may well in

some respects be serviceable to one, but to the for-

giveness of sins he can give no help at all.

—

Been-

Tius :—God gives us the most useful and best things

always first.—A healthy soul in a healthy body a

great benefit.

—

Hedinger :—Respecting Divine things

and works partisan reason judges as the blind of

color.—People of over-brisk wits must be met in

love, and with speeches spiced with salt. Col. iv. 6.

—

Canstein :—The enemies of Christ must often against

their purpose further the honor of Christ.

Heubneb:—Jesus, the Pure, is infected by no

impurity.—What would avail us an impotent even

though benevolent Saviour?—The heaUng of the

paralytic : 1. Christ begins it in the soul, 2. vindi-

cates it against suspicious thoughts, 3. accomphshes

it victoriously and gloriously on the body of the man.

—Christ's power to forgive sins : 1. The nature of

this power (vs. 20), 2. its certainty (vss. 22-24), 3. its

importance (vs. 26).

—

Rieger:—Jesus, a Saviour

after the heart of the men who have begun to

be heartily disposed towards God.

—

Steinhofee:—
Three states of the soul in reference to the for

giveness of sins : 1. When one seeks it, 2. when one

believes it, 3. when one has it.

—

Ranke :—Happy he

who seeks his help with Christ, for: 1. For His love

there is no man too mean, 2. for His power there is

no misery too great, 3. the condition of His help is

for no one too hard.

—

Rautenbeeg :—Pray for one

another: 1. How this is done, 2. what fruit this

brings forth.—Otto :—The leper : 1. The sufferer's

lamentation ; he entreats : a. behevingly, b. patient-

ly. 2. The Physician's gracious promise ; He utters:

a. words of comfort and promise, b. words of might

and command.—Fdohs :—The paralytic ; theme : the

blessing of sickness : it leads : 1. To knowledge of

ourselves, 2. to the Physician of our souls, 3. to the

exercise of Christian virtues, 4. to the praise of the

Lord.

—

Bkastbeeger;— Forgiveness of sins, the

source of all comfort.

—

Ahlfeld :—1. The sick man,

2. his friends, 3. the Physician.

—

Baohmann_:—
Christ's power to forgive sins : 1. A most comforting,

2. a variously misapprehended, 3. an irresistibly at-

tested, 4. a much to be glorified power.

—

Stier :—Con-

cerning the comfort of the forgiveness of sms : 1. How
much we all need it, 2. how Christ has it ready foi

us all, 3. how each one may receive for himself thi«

comfort.—J. P. Hasebeoek :—We have seen Strang*

things to-day. A glance : 1. At the subject, 2. th«

means, 3. the fruit of true spiritual recovery, of rUd
this miracle is a type.
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34
35

37

b. THE SON OF MAN, THE FEIEND OF PTTBI/ICANS (Oh. T. 27-39).

(Parallels : Matt. ix. 9-17 ; Mark ii. 13-22.)

27 And after these things he went forth, and saw [noticed, iOedo-aro] a publican [tax

gatherer] named Levi, sitting at the receipt of custom : and he said uuto htm, FoUot*

28, 29 me. And he left all, rose up, and followed him. And Levi made him a great feas<

'

in his own house : and there was a great company of publicans [tax-gatherers] and of

30 others that sat down [were reclining at table] with them. But their' scribes and Phari

sees murmured against his disciples, saying, Why do ye eat and drink with publicana

31 and sinners?' And Jesus answering said unto them, They that are whole need not a

32 [the] physician ; but they that are sick. I came not to call the righteous, but sinners

33 to repentance. And they said unto him. Why do [om.. Why do"] the disciples of

John fast often, and make prayers, and likewise the disciples of the Pharisees ; but thine

eat and drink ? And he said unto them. Can ye make the children of the bridechamber

fast, while the bridegroom is with them ? But the [om., the] days will come, when

the bridegroom shall be taken away from them, and then shall they fast in those days.,

36 And he spake also a parable unto them ; No man putteth a piece of a new garment

upon an old ; if otherwise, then both the new maketh a rent,' and the piece that waa

taken out of the new agreeth not with the old. And no man putteth new wine into

old bottles [skins] ; else the new wine will burst the bottles, and be spilled, and the

38 bottles [skins] shall [will] perish. But new wine must be put into new bottles [skins]
;

39 and both are preserved." No man also having drunk old wine .straightway' desireth

new; for he saith, The old is better [good'].

' Vs. 30.

—

Rec. om. aurtov.
2 Vs. 30.—The last words, Kai afiapTtoXOtv^ are omitted by Tischendorf on the authority of D., but, as it still appears to

US, without preponderating reasons.
> Vs. 33.—The interrogative form of the Rec. : Aiari, k.t.A., seems borrowed from the jjarellel passage in Mark. Ao

cording to the most correct reading in Luke we have not a direct question, but an affirmative objection [Cod. Sin. inserts

AioTi'.—0. C. S.].

r» Vs. Sb.—Bec. : ita.1 orav iirapS^. The Koi is found in A., B., D., E., omitted by C, F., L., M., Sin. Retained by
Tischendorf, Meyer, Alford, and Tre'gelles. Put in brackets by liachmanu. The difficulty of giving an exact sense to it,

favors its originality. Meyer says : " It might be taken as explicative. But it is more congruous with the sorrowful tone

of the discourse to take eAeuo-ovrat, &c., by itself as an interrupted thought, and koX as and; But there will come (not bfi

ilways absent) . . . (namely, when that will be found, which you now miss), arid when the bridegroom shall be taken away^
&c."-C. C. S.]

[•Vs. 36.—" The latter part of this verse is peculiar, and is to be thus understood : ^ifhe does, he will both rend the nev:

ffarnient ' (by taking out of it the e7rij3ATj/ia), ' and the piece from the new garment will not agree with the old.^ The com-
mon interpretation (which makes to Katvov the nom. to irxt^^i, and understands to iroAator as its accus.) is inconsistent
with the construction, in which to xatvov is to be coupled with liJ-aTiov, not with eiri^Kruxa. In Matthew and Mark the
mischief done is .difierently expressed. Our text is very significant, and represents to us the spoiling of both systems by an
attempt to engraft the new upon the old : the new loses its completeness, the old, its consistency." Alford.—C. C. S.]

* Vs. 38.—The clause in the Rec., koX afj-^orepoL avvn^povinai, is omitted by Tischendorf, principally on the authority
of B., L. . apparently these words are borrowed from Matt. ix. 17, and, therefore, justly declared by (jriesbach to be at
least doubtful. [Omitted by Sin., which, however, differs from B. in having ^oWovitlv instead of ^ATjTeoi'.—C. C. S.]

' Vs. 39.—Whether the word tiiOeutq actually stood in the original Greek text may well be doubted, but even regarded
as interpr elameijium , it is certainly entirely in tne spirit of the Saviour's words.

[^ vs. 39.

—

Rec. : xpricrTorepoq with A., C, R., xpTjcrTo?, B., L., Sin. " The sentence seems to have been tampered with
by some who wished to make it more obvious, and to bring out the comparison more strongly : euSetos being inserted, better
to correspond with the fact, and the matter in question, and the comparative substituted for the positive ; but the sentence
loses much of its point and vigor by the change : the old wine is not better than the new (whicli has not been tasted}, but
merely ' good,' i. c, good enough, therefore no new is desired." Alford.—C. C. S.]

EXEGETICAI, AND OEITIOAIi,

Vs. 27. Named Levi.—It is superfluous to give
here a detail fi proof of the identity of Leyi and
Matthew. (\mp. Lange, Introdaciion to Matthew,

§ 2, and Heezog's ReahEncykl. in voce. We also

assume that our firat Evangelist was originally called
Levi, but that later, as Simon was named by the
Lord, Peter, received from Him the new name of
Matthew. If now this was sufficiently known by tra-

dition to the Christians among whom the second and
third Gospels first came in use, there was then no
longer need that Mark and Luke should instruct
them particularly any fi.rther in respect to the iden-

tity of the person distin.5uished by the two names.
The new name GocTi y.ft. is certainly doubly fitting

in the mouth of the Lird, who in all of His dis-

»iplc« recognized th(>S'S g.ven by His heavenly Father

and now remarked with joy Matthew's willingness to

follow Him.
FolloTO' Me.—Nothing hinders us from believ-

ing that Matthew had already belonged, for a shortei

or longer time, to the most attentive hearers of the

Saviour. But now he is called to accompany Him
continually as an apostle, and to leave all for His
sake; comp. ch. v. 11. The feast which, however,
he yet prepares before going, assumes thereby the
character of a farewell meal, but serves also at tht
same time as a testimony of the prompt and thank
ful temper with which the former publican entered
upon his new vocation.

Vs. 29. A great feast in his own houses-
Matthew says in general, a.vami}j.ivov ai/Tov eV tS
oUia, without speaking expressly of the size of th«
company or of the honor bestowed on his dwelling
Even in that which he passes over, there reveals it

self the humility of the newly-called apostle.
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Vs. SO. Their scribes and Pharisees.—Luke
does not by any means say that these men were
among the company at table, for they would then
undoubtedly, according to their own opinion, have
defiled themselves. We must, on the other hand,
conceive the matter thus : that, where Jesus abode,

access was forbidden to no one, and that t^ls feast

so far bore in some measure a public character. The
desire of His enemies to observe the Saviour was
doubtless stronger *han their disinclination to enter

the house of a publican, with whom, moreover, in

daily life, they necessarily came from time to time in

contact. Matthew, on the other hand, was so little

disposed to forbid them that, on the contrary, he
now with so much the greater joy admitted those as

witnesses of the honor unexpectedly fallen to his lot,

who once so deeply despised his station.

Murmured against His disciples.—It is no-

ticeable that they had not ventured to address their

fault-iiinding directly to the Saviour Himself. The
defeat suffered by them shortly before at the heaUng
of the paralytic had probably deterred them from
coming too frequently in contact with Himself. Per-

haps also they addressed the disciples in order to

frighten back others from attaching themselves, like

Matthew, to such a Lord, who makes no scruple of

bringing them into such bad company.
Why do ye eat and drink?—^According to

Matthew and Mark, the question is asked more with

their eye upon the Master, with whom the disciples

meanwhile were also eating and drinking. See Ben-
gal: iaBieTs, plurale, sed Jesum prceeipue petebani,

vs. 31. The Saviour answers not merely to shame
them and to maintain His own cause, but also espe-

cially in order to come to the help of His perplexed

disciples, who are not yet in a condition suitably to

defend themselves and Him.
Vs. 31. They that are whole.—The senten-

tious form of this utterance might half incline us to

suppose that we have here before us a proverb from

daily life. Certainly it afterwards became such. The
sentence has an entirely ironical character, and the

here designated " whole " are no others than the

ninety-nine righteous who need no conversion, ch.

XV. 1.—There is also s holy mockery. See Proverbs

i. 26; Ps. ii. 4.—It is noticeable how the Saviour

here speaks not only of a Physician, but of the Phy-

sician, and, therefore, very emphatically, though in-

lirectly, proclaims Himself the Physician of souls.

According to Matt. ix. 13, He on this occasion cites

also the prophetical proverb, Hosea vi. 6.

Vs. 32. To call ... to repentance.—The
words 615 /ieTcii/oiar are, according to the best reading,

only found in Luke. The absolute /caAeuoi in Mat-

diew and Mark has, however, no other sense. Ee-

jentance is for the just-named sick, the restoration

of the health of the soul.

Vs. 33. And they said unto Him, The dis-

ciples of John.—According to the more exact ac-

count of Matthew and Mark, the disciples of John

themselves come, in union with the Pharisees, to the

Saviour with this objection. Perhaps the Pharisees

had incited the disciples of John in this matterto

make common cause with them. The antithesis:

Jesus at the Feast and John in Prison could not fail

yet more to put them out of humor. They avow

their surprise without reserve, and the answer received

\y^ them perchance embittered them not a httle, and

may very well have contributed to their giving their

master a report through which kis singular question

and message to the Messiah wm hastened, Lukem

19. If we find them here united with the Pharisees
we must not forget that these latter on this occasior

had not yet appeared as blood-thirsty enemies of th
Saviour, but only as crafty liers in wait, perhapr
under the guise of interest in the cause of the Saviour.

In ascetic rigorism they had with the disciples of

John several points of contact. Moreover, momen-
tary coming together is not of itself any actual league

of two hostile powers, as we see with the Phariseef

and Sadducees towards the end of the public life of

Jesus. The Pharisees must have been the mora
eager to join with the disciples of John, as it must
have filled them with great joy if they could bring

into pubUc discussion a difference of principles be-

tween Jesus and the John who was so highly honored
among the people, and, therefore, indirectly oppose

the Saviour. Who knows whether this very feast

in Levi's house may not have taken place on one of

their weekly fast-days? Luke xviii. 12.

Kal S^-^erets Troiovvrai.—Luke alone mentions this

element of their question, which circumstance, how-

ever, does not warrant us to count it unhistorical.

(De Wette.) Fasting and praying are often united

as signs of a strict religious life. Bee Matt, xvii.

21. John had instructed his disciples in the latter

also, Luke xi. 1. The fact that Jesus in His answer

does not return to this point, may have occasioned

Matthew and Mark to pass it over in silence.

Vs. 34. Can ye make?—An evident allusion

to the last testunony of John the Baptist (John iii,

29), given with a look at his murmuring disciples.

He is the Bridegroom, the chief person of the Mes-

sianic feast: the tune of His walk upon earth is, so

long as it endures, a festival for His faithful disci-

ples
;
yet this time hastens soon to an end.

Vs. 35. But days will come.—The Lord inti-

mates a time as coming in which a much greater sor-

row impends over His disciples than even that which

had now smitten the sorrowing disciples of John. He
was not only to be separated from them in body,

not only to go away, but to be taken away. Not

aireXfl//, said He, but a-napdij, from xTraipeirBai, a word

whichj in the New Testament, is found only here, and

is not unfittingly rendered by "tear away.'" The Sar

viour certainly would not have used it, had He fore-

seen nothing but a peaceful dying. Moreover, that

He as yet speaks only figuratively and cursorily of

His approaching decease, ought not to occasion us

surprise, John xvi. 12.

Vs. 36. No man putteth.—The special fitness

of a parable taken from wine and clothing just here,

while He sat at the feast, strikes the eye of itself.

Comp., as to the sense, Lange, Matthew, p. 171.

Both express the incompatibihty of a hfe in the spirit

of the Old and of the New Testament at once. The

interpretation, however (Neander), that the Saviour

here would teach the great truth that the old sinful

nature cannot by outward service of God be reaUy

amended, but only through the new birth, is, mdeed,

very pregnant, but is in conflict with the connection

and purpose of this discourse, especially, mcTCOver,

in conflict with the words with which the Saviour,

according to Luke, concludes His address. No,

both parables illustrate the incompatibility of the OM
and the New, of the Ufe under the law and that undei

grace, with the distinction, however, that in the for-

mer the new (the cloth) is represented as something

added with the intent of mending the old; while, on

the other hand, in the second the new (the wine) ia

more the principal thing, and comes into prominenot

in its peculiar force and working.
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Va. 39. No man also having drunk old wine-
I—This lapt sentence belongs to the communications

peculiar to Luke, and there is, therefore, no ground

for the assumption that the Saviour uttered it on an

entirely different occasion (Kuinoel). It is evidently

the intention of the Lord to intimate here that the

scandal taken by the Pharisees and the disciples of

John is inteJigible, nay, that in a certain sense it

may even be excusable. Accustomed to their old

ideas, as to old wine, they can feel as little at home
in His principles as any one, who has drunk his old

wine with appetite, can at once long for the new.

Was it a wonder that they judged so awry concerning

His disciples ? At the same time there is implied an

indirect juatiiieation of the Baptist in this respect, that

the latter had not dissuaded his disciples from strict-

ness in fasting and praying. If he had done this,

standing as he did in other things entirely upon the

legal position, he would only have set a piece of new
cloth upon an old garment. He had done (the Sa^

Tiour intimates) quite as well in leaving everything on
the old footing as Jesus would have done ill if He had
restrained the free spirit of His teaching and of His

disciples within the narrow forms of Judaism.

The old is good.—So does it read literally:

Xpr)<TT6i, while a few Codd. (B., L.) have the com-
parative, xp^o-ToTepoy. It is, of course, understood

that in the reading accepted by us also, it cannot be
used absolutely, but of a relative and subjective good-

ness of the old wine as respects the taste of the

drinker. The old remains good only so long as one

is not accustomed to the new, which in and of itself

is better.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The caUing of Matthew does not only enlarge

the circle of disciples with a new apostle, but per-

mits us also to contemplate the image of the Divine

Son of Man in a light in which Luke has not hitherto

placed Him before our eyes, as the Friend of publicans

and sinners. Such a point of view is wholly in the

spirit of the third Gospel, which promulgates to us the

Pauline doctiine of justification by free grace in the

Saviour's own words and deeds. But at the same
time this whole narrative is a gospel in miniature;
and exhibiting Jesus, as it does, sitting at table in

tlie midst of pubUcans and sinners, i t offers one of

the most beautiful symbols of the whole purpose of

Hia coming.

2. Scarcely does the gospel of grace begin to

come in its most lovely form into manifestation, when
the scandal taken by those who remain standing in

a legal position comes also to view in its full strength.
The kingdom of God no sooner comes to the spirit-

ually poor, than the rich, who are left empty, are in-

flamed with intense anger. The Saviour suffers this

displeasure to manifest itself, since the revelation of
it prepares the surest way for its annihilation.

3. He who exhibits Himself here as the Physician
of the sick, makes Himself known also as the heaven-
ly Bridegroom. Here, too, is a point in which the
Christology of the fourth Gospel concurs with that
of the Synoptics. Comp. John iii. 29 with Matt. ix.

16 ; xxii. 2. Through this figurative speech beams
I cheerfulness with which the deep melancholy of
the words immediately foUowhig contrasts the more
strikingly. The thought of death accompanies the
Sitviour even to the social meal ; and in the as yet weak
manifsstations of the hatred of His enemies, He sees

a presage of all that is afterwards to come to p»8g

The mysterious intimations of the fourth Gospe.

(John ii. 19 ; iv. 37, 38) being excepted, we find hera

the first, as yet covert intimations of the bloody

death which is, before they expect, to sever Him
from His disciples. It is noticeable how even in

this prophecy of His death a regular climajc from a

less to a more definite, from a figurative te a literal,

statement takes place. Yet we shall soon find occa-

sion to come back more particularly to this.

4. The Saviour g^ves here an important instruc

tion in reference to fasting. When the Eomisl:

Church derives from it the doctrine that He ordained

fasts as an abiding usage after His death, this comes

from the fact that she overlooks the full force of the

promise. Matt, xxviii. 20 ; for is not the Bridegroom

taken away in body simply for this purpose, that He
may come again in the spirit and remain forever ?

Without doubt, there is also a Christian fasting (Acts

xiii. 2 ; 1 Cor. vii. 6), and the Protestant polemics

against Eome, which almost represent the matter as

if the Saviour had forbidden fasting and as if this

abstinence was in no case to be commended, are not

free from gross one-sidedness. There is a liljerty/or
fasting as well as a liberty from fasting, and here

also, the apostolic rule, Rom. xiv. 5, holds good. On
the other hand, however, we do not venture from the

Lord's words to conclude definitely that the Christian,

in days of spiritual darkness and spiritual conflict,

when he feels the presence of the Saviour little or

not at all (Olshausen, Neander), is called to fast.

Jesus does not say that in the days when they are

not with the bridegroom they are to fast, but "in
the days when the h^idegroom is Tiof with theni.^*

Those days, however, since His glorification, have
never returned. How literally, moreover, this proph-

ecy was fulfilled with the first disciples of the Saviour,

appears in John xvi. 20.

5. The whole parable of the wine and the bottles

throws a clear light upon the distinction between the

Old and the New Covenant. It shows how clearly the

Saviour was conscious of infusing into manlund a
wholly new hfe, with which the old forms of worship
of God were not capable of being lastingly united. So
powerful was the new spirit, that it must needs destroy

and remove entirely the obsolete form ; so peculiar,

that every mixture with heterogeneous elements could

only injure at once the new and the old. Therefore

He could with such assurance commit to time that
concerning which He knew that it would certainly

come to pass. He could composedly leave those who
with good intentions held fast to the old to entertain

awhile the opinion that their wine was better than
any other. Afterwards they would of themselves
come to juster views.

6. The concluding words of the parable in Luke
are at the same time the expression of one of the
ground-thoughts which the Saviour in the training
of His first disciples kept continually in view. He
did not take from them the old wine at once, before
they were in a condition to relish the new. He be-
gan with giving milk, and not at once the strong
meat, comp. 1 Cor. iii. 2. Thus does He stand be-
fore us, on the one hand, as infinitely more than Moses
and ready to break the yoke of the law, on the other
hand, as meeker than Moses and concerned not to
quench the smoking wick. A wholesome doctrine
does this whole passage contain, on the one hand
for those who would weaken the quickening powei
of the gospel by the imposition of legal fetters, and,
on the other hand, for those who wish to lead tli«
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weak brother at once to the highest position of faith

and freedom, without allowing the leaven time for

gradual development. On the whole, we may per-

haps say that Kom. xiv. contains the best practical

commentary on this word of the Lord. Never were
tbo suaviter in modo and the fortiter in re more har-

moniously imited than here. Comp. the development

of this doctrine in Lance's Leben Jesu, p. 679.

HOMILBTICAIi AND PHACTICAI,.

The calling of Matthew the striking image of the

vocation to a Christian Ufe: 1. The grace glorified in

Matthew, 2. the career appointed for Matthew, 3. the

sacrifices required of Matthew, 4. the compensation

provided for Matthew, 6. the blessing arising from

Matthew, 6. the throne of honor ascended by Mat-

thew (Matt. xix. 28).—The distinction between Levi

and Matthew the image of the distinction between

the old and the new man. The old man in servitude,

the new free, &c.—^Follow me ! 1. A command of

resurrection for the spiritually dead ; 2. a word of life

for the newly awakened.—Only he who leaves all is

on the way to win the highest -The feast of farewell

to the world the feast of communion with the Lord.

^Whoever will follow Jesus must not do it sighingly.

—Jesus sitting in the midst of publicans : 1. There

'f His place, 2. there shines His glory, 3. there re-

Dunds His voice of peace.—The Wherefore of the

atural man in opposition to the words and deeds of

he Lord : 1 . Its partial right, 2. its actual wrong.—

•

"he distinction in principle between the ascetic dis-

jiple of John and the free disciple of Christ.—So

many who are called Christ's disciples and yet essen-

tially are stUl nothing but John's disciples.—Who-
ever becomes only a disciple of John, without passing

over into the school of Christ, ends with subjection

under the Pharisaical spirit.—Jesus the vindicator of

His disciples who are wrongly attacked for His own

Bake.—The well need not a physician, but the sick

:

1. A perpetual rule : a. the well are nothing for the

physician, b. the physician cannot be anything for

the well ; 2. a powerfully arousing voice : a. to the

well, that they may become sick in their own eyes,

b. to the sick that they may become well.—For whom
Christ : a. is not, for whom He b. is certainly come.

—The distinction between fasting and prayer on the

legal and on the evangelical position.—The fast

which God chooses, Is. Iviii.—The alternation of the

tune of mourning and the time of feasting in the life

of the disciples of the Lord. 1. Even the time of

feasting is followed by the time of mourning ; 2. the

time of mourning is something transient ; 3. the time

of rejoicmg is abiding.—The conflict between the old

and the new in the spiritual sphere : 1. The ground,

2. the requirements, 3. the end of the conflict.—The

kmgdom of God Uke to a new strongly-working wine.

—The endeavor in the spiritual sphere to unite the

Incompatible: 1. Often made, 2. never successful,

8. ia the end ruinous.—^The new spirit aroused by

Christ is : 1. Mighty enough to break to pieces slc

old forms, and also 2. actually destined thereto.—Th«
demeanor of the disciple of Christ towards the old
and the new : 1. No mechanical adherence to the old,

2. no premature urging of the new, but 3. a gradual
transition, by which the friend of the old is made re-

ceptive for the new.—The spirit of the Saviour equaBy
far removed from absolute conservatism and from
radical liberalism.—New wine must go into new bot-
tles : 1. So was it in the time of the Saviour, 2. so
was it again at the time of the Reformation, 3. BO
does it remain forever.

Stabke :—God has in the caUing of men His own
time and way.

—

Nova Bibl. Tub.

:

—The order of

conversion : 1. Jesus beholds the sinner in grace, 2.

He calls him by His word, 3. faith follows without
delay, 4. and love shows itself active and busy.—The
church of God here on earth is a lazaretto and hospi-

tal.

—

Bibl. Wirt.

:

—The old bottles and rags of pa-

pistical ordinances fit themselves in no way to the

doctrine of the Holy Gospel, therefore no Chris-

tian's heart should cleave to the same.

—

Qoesnel :

—

We must not teach the souls of the unconverted
everything good that we know, but feed them with

the truth according as their necessities and the capa-

city of their spiritual appetite demands.—In religion

also, every age needs its own food, 1 John ii. 13,

14.

LiTTHEE to Staupitz (on vss. 34, 35) :
—" I let

it content me, that I find in my Lord Jesus Christ a

sweet Redeemer and a faithful High-priest ; Him will

I extol and praise so long as I hve. But if any one

will not sing to Him and thank Him with me, what
matters that to me ? If it likes him, let him howl

by himself aloue."

Hecbnee :—Matthew won is himself in turn to

win others. So should we!—Syncretism (as they

were of old wont to call the mixture of entirely het©.

rogeneous doctrines and institutes distinct in their

spirit, after the law which existed in Crete of forget-

ting all domestic strife when war broke out) endures

not long.—Lisco ;—The foolishness of making half-

work with Christianity.

—

^Zimmeemann :—How with

the Christian the old must be wholly overcome by the

new : 1. The old unbehef and error by the new faith

;

2. the old death by the new life ; 3. the old habit by
the new hunger and thirst.

—

Arndx •.—All that is old

must become new, and then all that is within must

be expressed without.—How Jesus out of a pubUcan

makes an apostle: 1. The history (vs. 27), 2. the

justiflcation of this calling (vss. 28-32).—The Sa-

viour's instructions concerning fasting. — F. W.
Kkummachee :—Wherefore came Christ ?

Hamann ;—Christianity does not aun at patching

up all our understanding, will, and all our other

powers and necessities even to the potsherds of our

treasure, and the main matter does not rest upon any

reUgious theories and hypotheses, else the promise

to make aU new (2 Cor. v. 17; Rev. xxi. 5), were

not then a baptism oi Spirit and fire wi'h new

tongues.
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e. THE SON or MAN, THE LOED OP THE SABBATH (Oh. VI. 1-11).

(Parallels : Matt. xii. 1-14 ; Mark ii. 23—iii. 6.)

1 And it came to pass on the second sabbath after the first,' that he went through th«

corn fields ; and his disciples plucked the ears of corn, and did eat, rubbing them in thtir

2 hands. And certain of the Pharisees said unto them,^ Why do ye that which is not

3 lawful to do [om., to do'] on the i^abbath days? And Jesus answering them said,

Have ye not read so much as this [lit.: Not even this have ye read?], what David

did, when himself was a hungered [he himself hungered], and they wliich were with

4 him; How* he went into the house of God, and did take and eat the sbewbread, and

gave also to them that were with him ; which it is not lawful to eat but for the priests

5 alone ? And he said unto them, That the Son of man is [a, V. 0.] Lord also of the sab-

6 bath. And it came to pass also on another sabbath, that he entered into the synagogue

and taught : and there was a man [there, rjv cKet a.vOpwvo'i] whose [ht. : and his] right

7 hand was withered. And the scribes and Pharisees watched him, [to see] whether he

would heal* on the sabbath day; that they might find an accusation [or, whereof to

8 accuse him"] against him. But he knew their thoughts, and said to the man' which

had the withered hand. Rise up, and stand forth in the midst. And he arose and

9 stood forth.* Then said Jesus unto them, I will ask [I ask^ you one thing; Is it

lawful on the sabbath days to do good, or to do evil? to save [a] life, or to destroy itf

10 And looking round about upon them all, he said unto the man. Stretch /orth thy

11 hand. And he did so: and his hand was restored whole'" as the other. And they

were filled with madness"; and communed [or, consulted] one with another what they

might do to Jesus.

- Ye. 1.—If our critical conscience allowed us to expunge entirely tte puzzling SeurepoTrpuTw from the text, we should
certainly have disburdened ourselves in the most convenient way of one ol the most desperate cruces inierpreium. How-
ever, although a not inconsiderable number of testimonies is for the omission, and, therefore, the possibility that we have
here before us only an old marginal gloss, must be conceded, yet we cannot avoid supposing that this ajrai Xeyofiepov has
been expunged by some only out of exegetical perplexitv, ignoratione rei, as Bengel expresses himself. Respecting the pre-

Burnable sense, see Exeg&tical and Critical remarks. [Ins., A., C, D., B. ; cm., B., L. Cod. Sin. has kv irepu trajS^anji.

Meyer regards it as spurious. Tischcndorf rasei-ts it ; Lachmann and Alford put it in brackets ; Tregelles omits it.—
C. C. S.)

3 Vs. 2.

—

Rec. : avToi9. Cntically too weakly supported. [Om., Sin.]
3 Vs. 2.

—

Rec. : jroieic, as interpreiamerduvi correct, but as reading suspicious. [Supported, however, by Sin.—C. C. S.]

* Vs. 4.

—

Bee. : ttw? eiiTTjkdey. niy rightly, as it appears, omitted by Tischcndorf, according to B., D., Cantabrig.,
and some cursives. It is more intelligible how jroiy should have been interpolated from Matthew, than why it should
have been omitted, if it had actually stood here originally.

* Vs. 7.- With Lachmann and Tischcndorf we give the preference to Bepairevei over depairevo-ei. The latter appears
borrowed from Mark iii. 2. [Cod. Sin. has Bepairevtt.—C. C. 3.]

P Vs. 7.

—

Rec. : KarriyopLav auTou with A., B.. D. has /ca-nryopTjo-ot. B., S., B., Cod. Sin. : KaTTjyopeiv.—C. C. S.]
' Vs. 8.

—
'Av5pi. Rec. : avOputirta. Meyer's remarks ad loc. are entirely correct. " TaJ av&pi was omitted in conse-

quence of the following Ttp (as in D., Cant.), and then the hiatus supplied by to! avSpumi^ according to vs. 6 and Mark

*" Vs. 8.—Entirely without reason are the last words : 6 Se avaaroJi Iitttj, omitted in t)e Wette*s translation of thia

' Vs. 9.

—

Rec. ; kirepiarfiaui. With Tischcndorf, [Alford, Tregelles,] we prefer the present ewepwrw, which is supported
by B., Ij., [Sin.,] 157, and five ancient versions, and heightens the vividness of the whole scene. By the same authorities,
[mcluding Sin.,] the reading ei, instead of rt, is strongly supported.

^" Vs. 10.—The vyt.i\^ which the Rec. subjoins to ij x^'P auToO, is doubtless only an interpolation from the similar
passage in Mark. [But Tischcndorf and liachmann, and Alford, following them, omit the whole clause, uYiijs ws it SJAij,

m Mark iii. 5, supported by A., B., C, D., [Sin,], and 3 other uncials. It seems more likely to have been introduced from

. . ^. .... in.
9." Alford. I give this note, although I am not pei-suudcd that the not diflicult transition from " utter senselessness " to
"madness" has not been made in this passage. It is hard to see how they could have been "filled" with "senselesa-
liess," '* unwisdom," as Wiclif has it, otherwise than through rage.—C. C. S.]

EXEGETICAL AND CEITICAl.

AfvTfpoirpdircij.—Without here entering into a
statement or criticism of all the different explanations
of this designation, we will here only briefly justify the
view taken by ourselves. So much appears at once,
that this Sabbath was no ordinary but an extraordi-
aary one, and that it must haye fallen in the month
Nisan, since it was not till this month that the
barley was ripe. In the second half of this month feU
the passover. But if the miracle of the loaves and
fishes toolc place before the second passover in the
public life of the Swiour, John yi. 4 ; and if the

plucking of the ears, according to all the Synoptics,

preceded the miracle, the second-first sabbath must
have fallen between the feast of Purim, John v. 1,

and the passover, ch. vi. 4. Since now the word
5€UT6poirpiuTifi of itself points us to a termiivus a guo,

it appears that the question what terminus is her
meant cannot be answered more naturally than by
WiBSELER, Oliron. Syn. pp. 226-234, that it was the
first sabbath after the beginning of the second year
in a cycle of seven years. We understand it, there-

fore, of the first sabbath in Nisan, with which tha
Jewish church-year began, and believe that in rela-

tion to that of the former year, which was the first

in the week of years it is named the second. Thai
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ach a diviBion of years was known among the Jews
'S sufficiently plain from Dan. ix. 24, only it cannot
be absolutely demonstrated that they were accustom-
ed also to number the years according to their place
in the cycle, and the first sabbath in each year ac-

cording to the cyclical yearly number. This, how-
ever, is so simple and natural that little can be ob-

jected against it. But that here, according to the
view of Scaliger, which is followed by Kuinoel and
De Wette, the first sabbath after the second passover
Is meant, can only be assumed if with them the feast

of the Jews, John v. 1, is regarded as a passover.

Bengel's view, that here the sabbath before the new
moon in Nisan, 14 days before the passover, is meant,

is indeed apparently supported by his reckoning, that

on this day 1 Sam. xx. 18-42 had been read, and that,

therefore, the Saviour's answer, when He appealed

to 1 Sam. xxi. 6, stood in connection with the peri-

cope just heard. But Wieseler justly remarks that

the present division of the Parashas and Haphtharas
is of later origin. Other views are presented in De
Wette and Meyer. For the history of the exegesis,

comp. Wolf, in curis; Winer, art. Sabbath, &c.

Upon the grammatical signification of the word
SiurepoitpciTco, see HiTziG, Ostem und PJingsten, p.

19.

Ys. 1. He went through the cornfields.—
Comp. Lange, Matthew, p. 21'J. Apparently the

Lord had found the morning's spiritual nourishment

in the word of the Scripture in the synagogue, but

of earthly bread His disciples have as yet enjoyed

nothing, or, at least, so little that they feel the need
of instantly allaying their hunger. A striking proof

of the TrTajxf'e"' of the Saviour, 2 Cor. viii. 9.

They make use of the right which the law, Deuter-

onomy xxiii. 25, gave to the needy. On the posi-

tion of a pure Mosaism there was certainly no breach

of the sabbath, since certainly their act could not be

called a daily labor; they followed rather the precept

of the later Rabbins, not to fast on the sabbath, but

by enjoyment of food and drink to strengthen them-

selves. See Maimonides, Schabb., ch. 30. But the

Pharisees who followed the Saviour, perhaps for the

purpose of spying out whether He would go any

further than the usual sabbath-day's journey, saw
here, according to their bigoted views, work, and so

a criminal breach of the sabbath.

Vs. 2. Twes Se tHiv ipap.—According to the first

two Gospels they address themselves to the Lord,

according to Luke more directly to the disciples;

they may have done both. It is entirely agreeable

to tile spirit of the Pharisees to make Jesus Himself

answerable for the conduct of His disciples ; on the

other hand, if there were several present, some may
have turned directly to the guilty ones. At all

events, the Saviour takes up the cause of His own,

and the way in which He does it, at the same time

gives us to recognize the holy sabbath-rest of His

BOul.

Vs. 3. What David did, 1 Sam. xxi. 6.—If we

read, Mark ii. 26, that this took place at the time of

Abiathar the high-priest, this appears to be a lapse

of the pen for Abimelech. The example was in the

highest degree fitted to show how necessity knows

&o law, and the more strikingly as the Rabbins them-

selves said : " In the sanctuary there is no sabbath,

the slaughtering expels the sabbath." See Light-

foot on the passage.

Vs. 5. The Son of Man.—As the sabbath must

give way before the temple-service, so must sabbath

and temple-service both give way before something

greater {fji.ei(uy in Matthew), namely, the Stm of Maa
If the day of rest and glorifying God must yi(!ld even
to the rational inhabitant of earth, how much mora
might the Son of Man, the Redeemer and the Ideal
of mankind, have dominion over the sabbatii-service 1

The true sabbath-breakers were those who would
sacrifice man to save the sabbath. As to the resl^

vs. 5 appears m Luke very abrupt (De Wette), bu*
this does not warrant us with Cod. D. to p^ace thii

declaration of the Saviour after vs. 10, and st' 1 lesl

on this testimony alone to receive the additioi :
" tJ

auTp rifiepc^ Beatrafievo'; riva ipya^6fifVov tijj a'u$$dTtf
e^TTCf avT^ • &y0pwir€, ei pihv olSas ri iroj€if, fianapios
€l ft Sf fi.^ oTSas, ^Tri/carapaTOS KaX irapa^artis ef Tou
i-if^ou." In and of itself this utterance is by no means
unworthy of the Lord, but it is not probable that at
this time any one in the Jewish land would have labored
unpunished, and, moreover, with a good conscience [on
the sabbath], and quite as little that the Saviour, by
such a declaration, exposed to various abuse, would
have needlessly angered His enemies. If we do not
choose to assume that the narration was invented
a Mardonita guodam (Grotius), or that it was sug-

gested by the words of Paul, Rom. xiv. 22, 23 (Nean^
der), yet at least it may be supposed that it was
inserted by some one who fuUy agreed with the view
commended by the apostle in the above passage.

Vs. 6. On another sabbath.—In all probability

on the one immediately following. Luke, to be sure,

does not expressly say this, but all the Synoptics

connect this miracle immediately with the foregoing,

which could the more easily happen if we assume
with Wieseler, p. 23*7, that the day after the Sevrepo-

irpdiTif was again a sabbath, and that, therefore, not

seven but only one day intervened between the twa
sabbaths. Then it is also intelligible how Mark and
Matthew do not even definitely distinguish the days,

and how the Pharisees so shortly after their discom-

fiture come to renew their attack.

A man.—According to Jerome on Matt, xii

10, who takes liis account from the Hebrew Gos-

pel of Matthew, quod a plerisqwe vacatur Matthcei

aufhenOcum, it was a mason, who entreated to be
healed that he might not have to beg. The allegor-

ical manner in which this father sets forth this per-

son as a type of Judaism, which in the days of Jesus

had become quite incapable of building the spiritual

temple of God in Israel, does not of itself justify ua

in doubting the truth of this account, which may
actually proceed from a pure tradition.

Vs. 1. IlapeTTipoi)i>To.—The snare was not laid

without cunning. The healing of a sick man by any

one who was accustomed to render help to sufferers,

might with better title call forth the charge of break-

ing the sabbath than plucking ears during a walk, as

this was at all events no actual work. There even

existed a controversy between the schools of HiUel

and Shammai, whether even the comforting of the

sick on the sabbath was to be regarded as allowed.

See SoHOTTGEN, Rm-ce Hebr. 4, p. 123.

Vs. 9. I ask you One must enter fully into the

spirit of the embittered enemies in order to feel tha

crushing force of the question. It contains a seaich-

ing antithesis (intelligible, however, to them alone)

between the beneficent plan of the Saviour and the

murderous intent of the assailants. He says in othef

words :
" Which really breaks the sabbath, I, who

am preparing myself for a work of beneficent healing,

or you, who in secret cherish a purpose of murder

against Me, the innocent one ? " He wiU thus no<

only impress upon them that not to do good ia o/
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itself to do evil, but at the same time show that they

cannot conceal themselves before Him. This whole

address of the Saviour, moreover, united with His

searching looli (Mark iii. 5) is a practical commen-

tary on Paul's word (Eph. iv. 26). The word which

Matthew (vs. 14) alone has in addition, appears by

Luke to be more correctly used on another occasion.

See ch. xiii. 10 ; xiv. 5.

Vs. 11. 'Auoias.—Rage made them mad; comp.

8 Tim. iii. 9 and the passage in proof from the clas-

oic literature in Meyer.—The jEohc optative form

expresses in a striking way the uncertainty and wa-

vering of their deliberations. See Winee, JV. T.

Oram. 6th ed. p. 275 :
" What they might perchance

do with Jesus," quid forte faciendum videretur (bal-

ancing the different possibilities in a wavering frame

of mind).

DOCTRINAI, AND ETHICAIi.

1. The first sabbath miracles which we here see

the Lord perform, spontaneously suggest the question

in what relation He placed Himself to the Law and
the Old Covenant. On one hand it must be acknow-
ledged that He actually held Himself bound to the

law of Moses, and from His first visit to the temple

even to His last passover, showed that in this respect

also He wished to fulfil all righteousness. The
words of the Sermon on the Mount, Matt. v. 17, re-

mained His principle of life, so that He could com-
posedly leave it to time for the new spirit awakened
by Himself to destroy also the old form. But as

little as He freed Himself or His own from obedience
to the commandments of God, just as little could He
endure to have this weakened by human ordinances.

And this was actually done when the Pharisees and
others explained and enjoined the commandment of
the sabbath in such a way, that it must often appear
as if man had been made for the sabbath. The thir-

ty-nine different activities which they regarded as
forbidden on the sabbath, were an invention of trivial

narrowness, not commanded by the letter of the law,
and in manifold ways at variance with its spirit.

The Saviour maintains the spirit of the law precisely
when He incurs in their eyes the guilt of a formal
breach of the sabbath.

2. As the Lord of the sabbath He shows, on the
one hand, the obligation, and, on the other hand, the
freedom, of His disciples in reference to the sacred
day of rest. The Lord, In visibly distinguishing the
sabbath from other days, and on this day visiting the
synagogue, gives us plainly to see that His disciple
IS also enduringly under obligation to hallow to God a
weekly day of rest. But, on the other hand. He
aiso passes through the com, performs labors of love,
Mi<i powerfully vindicates the maxim: "Necessity
Knows no law." A mechanical Judaistical celebra-
tion of Sunday is, therefore, by His example as httle
favored as a reckless contempt of Sunday. The
Christian also, the one anointed by the Holy Spirit,
is a lord of the sabbath, and where the spirit of the
Lord is there is liberty, but also order, obedience,
glory given to God, and fear of offending a weak
brother.

3. When the Lord, appeaUng to Scripture, asks

:

"Have ye never read?" this is not only an accom-
modation to the prejudices of the Jews, but also an
expression of His principle to remain in all things
faithful to the standard here established. David's
«0D mirrors Himself ir. the history of His illustrious

ancestor. While He with compassionate care vindi

cates the interests of His own, He shows here at tnt

same time the most exalted self consciousness. He
feels that in Him yet more tlian in the temple the

Father's glory dwells. And if He does not at once

give it to be understood that He will make use of this

His exalted dignity and abrogate the law of the sab-

bath and the temple-service. He actually did at least

here what He says in the fourth Gospel, John v. 17:
" My Father worketh hitherto, and I work."

4. In the Saviour's sabbath miracles also His

exalted character reveals itself. When once a

prophet was despised by Jeroboam, the hand of the

presumptuous king was dried up (1 Kings xiii. 4).

Jesus heals a withered hand, and is far from punish

ing the hands recklessly lifting themselves against

Him. His miracles are no punishments but benefits,

and even though the enemies of God's kingdom think

to destroy life, the King's delight is to preserve it.

HOMILETICAL AND PRAOTIOAI,.

General point of view for both narratives : tht

Son of Man, the Lord of the sabbath, who as sucU

1. rules in unrestricted might, 2. serves in love.

Special:—Vs. 1. The celebration of the sabbath

in the bosom of nature.—Enjoyment of nature on
the sabbath : 1. Tasted, 2. embittered, 3. vindicated.

—The Divine harmony of the sabbath disturbed by
the discord of sin.—The hostile looks which beset

even the most innocent movements of the disciples

of the Lord.—The Scripture, authority in every poinl

of religious controversy.—David, a prophetic tvj<e

of evangehcal freedom, in the midst of legal servi-

tude.—The Scripture, no shew-bread in the sanctuary,

for the priests alone.—Our Lord, His position towards

a twofold view of the sabbath, that of freedom and
that of servitude.—The dry morsel, with quietness,

is better than, &c. (Prov. xvii. 1.)—The Son of Man,
the true Son of David, the true Lord of David.—How
the sabbath may be disturbed even without working.

—Vs. 6 seq. No corruption in the Israelitish wor-

ship keeps Jesus back from visitmg the synagogue.

—The hostiUty of the Pharisees augmented by every

discomfiture.—The afflicted one in the house of the

Lord : 1. What he seeks, 2. how much more he finda

—Healing ofthe sick man, furthered : 1. By the m allot

of enemies, 2. by the compassicm of the Lord, 3. t/
his own faith.—Evil thoughts in the house of the
Lord: 1. Entertained, 2. penetrated, 3. frustrated.—

Jesus overcoming His enemies by 1. the questioning

of righteousness, 2. the powerful word of love.—It is

permitted to do good on the sabbath.—Holy anger
and compassionate love united in one look of the
Lord.—The greater Jesus' love the deeper the hate
of His enemies.—The madness of enmity: 1. It

thinks that it can destroy Jesus ; 2. it does not once
see how deeply it condemns itself—No faith is de-

manded that is not also crowned.—The synagogue
the theatre of the glory of our Lord : 1. His impar-
tial judgment, 2. His heavenly knowledge of hearts,

3. His compassionate sympathy, 4. His delivering
might, 5. His forbearing long-suffering.

Both together :—Two sabbath-works in the life

of the Lord ; difference and agreement between these
two: 1. Difference of acts but oneness of end; 2.

difference of enjoyment but oneness of consecration-
3. difference of strife but oneness of triumph.—The
Christian sabbath celebration: a. Negatively: 1. ng
absolute equaU/Jng of all days, 2. ro sir- ' /ful iiiaotiTi
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Ky ; b. positively : 1 . «;lorifying of God in the house
of prayer and in tbe iemple of Creation, 2. labor of

love for others.—The sabbath-rest of the Saviour

like that of the Father : a. An active, b. a holy, «. a

blessed sabbath-rest.—The Lord of the sabbath and
the slaves of the law.—The sabbath a day on which
the Saviour : 1. Refreshes His friends, 2. vanquishes

His foes, 3. lielps His afflicted ones, and by all tliis 4.

advances the coming of the kingdom of God.
Staeke :—Love and need know no law.

—

Majus :

—It is a shame to those who will be masters of the

Scripture when they do not know what is written in

the law.—QuESNEL :—The use of holy things, when
it takes place through love, can never desecrate

them, because God's love sanctifies all things.

—

Sova
Bibl. Tub.

:

—Those must be of evil disposition to

whom even benefits can be an occasion of persecu-

tion, and e^iP. good an inducement to evil.

—

Can-

biein:—TliB soKoitousness of Christ's enemies to

Hinder His £JAgdu'a shames the sluggistmess of the

children of God.

—

Osiander :—The papistical comer-
miracles (Winkel-wunder) are mere cheatery ; Jesut

did His miracles publicly before the world.—We are

not to mind the blasphemy of the godless when we
do what our vocation brings with it.—When the truth

shines brightest hardened ones nevertheless are there-

by not amended, but only made worse and more ven-

omous, 2 Tim. iii. 13.—With despisers of the truth,

even miracles will accompUsh nothing.

Heubner :—The excessively anxious care of the

Jews in the old temple for the sabbath is a reproof

to Christians.—Zeal for reUgion without love is an
abomination.

—

Arndt :—Jesus the Friend of the

church, since He 1. uses the means of the church, 2.

furthers the ends of the church.

Calvin ;
—" Monemur eiiam, cavendum ease, m

ccerimoniis iribuendo plus quam par est, quce longi

pluris sunt coram Deo, et quae prcedpua legit

Chrislus alibi vnrat (Matt xiiii. 23), effluere ana-

d. THE SON OF MAN, THE LAVGITEB, IN THE KINGDOM OF GOD.

Chapter VI. 12-49.

a. The Choice op Apobtles CVs. 12-16).

(Parallels: Matt. x. 2-4; Maxk iii. 13-19.)

12 And it came to pass in those days, that he went out into a [the] mountain to pray,

13 and continued all night in prayer to God. And when it was day, he called unto him

his disciples : and of them he chose twelve, whom also he named apostles [that is, mis-

14 sionaries] ;
Simon, (whom he also named Peter,) and Andrew his brother, James and

15 John, [and'] Philip and Bartholomew, [and, V. O.] Matthew and Thomas, James the

16 son of Alpheus, and Simon called Zelotes [i. e., the zealot], And Judas the brother [the

son, V. 0."] of James, and Judas Iscariot, which also' was the traitor [became traitor],

• Vs. 14.—For the insertion of /coi—/ecu before the names James and Philip also, among others, we ha,ve B., D., lu,

ISin.l. In the same way it appears that this particle must be read befoi s aU the followmg names, vss. 15, 16. Luie,

therefore, does not give the names of the apostles in pairs, but singulatim. [Before Ituc., vs. 15 om. «ai A., B., U.
,
11

other Sals, ins. «L D.\ Sin., L. Considering that Kai is so strongly supported before all the other names, it is evident

that if it is t!) be omitted here, it is a mere taking of breath on the part of the evangelist, and does not mtroduoe a pau:.-

*''% Vs 16.-" Tlsuallv, and I believe rightly, rendered Jude the hrolher of James, see Jude, vs. 1, and note." Alford.

Wer support* the same opinion as Alford, Meyer the same as Van Oosterzee. It appears to me that the former is pref-

"^''s v7 leP-K'i hero has not sufficient manuscript testimony (see Tisohendorf ). At least it gives room for the oonjeo

tnre that it is taken from the parallels in Matthew and Mark. [Om. B., L., Sm.—0. 0. S.]

hear in the heartfelt supplication of the Lord for all

those given Him by the Father. (John xvii. 6-9.)

Vs. 13. His disciples.—According to the defi-

nite account of Luke, we are to conceive the matter

thus, that the Saviour caused a great number of the

disciples to come to Him, and now out of this num-

ber called the twelve apostles. We have, therefore,

to distinguish clearly this choice of apostles, on the

one hand, from the later mission of the apostles indi

oated by Matt. x. in giving their names (vss. 1, 6),

on the other hand, from the earUer relation in which

at least some of these men had already stood to Jesus.

First had they become friends, then disciples of the

Lord in a wider sense, afterwards are they called as

apostles to leave all (Luke v. 10, 11, 27, 28), but

now united in a distinctly formed circle of aposlies.

And even withm this there are stiU grades in respec*

of their intimate communion with Christ. Even ai

apostles He calls them at first servants (MaU. x. 24),

afterwards friends and children (John xiii. 33 ; XT,

15), finally even brethren (John xx. 17).

EXEGETICAl AND CEITICAL.

Vs. 12. In those days.—From the comparison

with Mat! tew and Mark it appears that the choice

of apostle) took place at a time in which the fame

of the Sariour had mightily increased in Galilee.

The healh g of the man with the withered hand was

followed 1 y a number of miracles (Matt. xii. 15-21

;

Mark iii. 1 7 seq.). Even from Tyre and Sidon do the

throi^s stream together. The voice of the supplica-

ting sick >mites itself with the cry of the demons.

With di£fi.;ulty does He escape the throng, withdraws

Himself U the solitary mountain, and finds in com-

munion with the Father the rest which earth gives

Him not.

In prayer to God.—It is of the greatest mo-

ment that the choice of the apostles is preceded by a

night of prayer, and that it may thus be denominrted

thefrmtof the most unmeiiate commumon of the

Boa with the Father. An echo of this prayer we
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Whom alsoHe named apostles.—The complete

college of the twelve did not, therefore, first arise

after Jesus' ascension by gradual selection from a wider

circle of His adherents (Schleiermacher, Weisse), but

it was founded by Jesus Himself. Only on this sup-

position do we understand the character of the Ser-

mon on the Mount as a dedicatory discourse, as well

as the connection between this act of the Saviour and

the previous solitary prayer. Although John does

not mention the formal choice of apostles, yet it ap-

pears from John vi. 70 ; xv. 16, that he by no means

contradicts it. It is true that the name apostle in

other places in the New Testament is not exclusively

given to the twelve (see Gal. i. 19; Acts xiv. 14;

Hebr. iii. 1). But the Saviour Himself never, so far

as we know, used this name otherwise than as the

designation of the twelve to whom He entrusted the

apostoUc function.

The apostolic catalogue of Luke agrees almost

entirely with that of Matthew ; see Lange ad loc,

who also communicates particularly what is most

worth knowing respecting the names of each one.

We wish chiefly to suggest the heavenly wisdom of

the Saviour in the manner in which they have been

paired. Although Luke does not give the names in

pairs but individually {see vs. 14), yet from the com-

parison with other specifications of the names it is

easy to see how the pairs must have been arranged.

a. Peter and Andrew. In all catalogues of

the apostles Peter stands at the head. The man full

of fire and energy, the son of Jonah (a dove), who is

to become a rock of the doves, the mouth of the

apostohc circle, as John constitutes its heart ; of fiery

spirit, as the latter of deep sensibility ; ever ready

for combat, as the latter is patient in enduring—and
by his side Andrew, his brother, whose personaUty is

less prominent, but who brought his brother to Jesus

(John i. 42), and afterwards appears a single time as

the fourth intimate companion of the Saviour along

with the three specially chosen ones, Mark xiii. 3.

b. John and James, his brother, sons of Zebe-

dee and own cousins of the Lord, the first prophet
and the first martyr among the twelve. The question

why they received the name Boanerges appears to

have been best answered by Theophylact, who says

this name designated them, i>s neyaXoK-ljpvicas /cal

6eo\oyLKa)TixTovs. Against the view that this name
was meant to be a censure of their fiery zeal (Luke
ix. 61 «ej.), maintained by GurUtt, see Langk in the

Studien mid Kritiken, 1839, i. Comp. Leben Jesu,

ii. p. 696.

c. Philip and Nathanael, the son of Tholmai
(Bartholomieus), two friends (John i. 45 seq.), the

one of Bethsaida, the other of Cana in Galilee. Na-
thanael is known for his uprightness (John i. 47),
Philip for his frankness, through which he ventured
to open every difficulty to the Lord (John vi. 7 ; xii.

22 ; xiv. 9). Two men involved in similar prejudices,

but also animated by like love to the truth, belonged
in the apostolic circle together.

d. Matthew and Thomas. In this fourth pair
the name Matthew in Luke and Mark stands first,

but he himself gives himself a second place, per-
haps in the same feeling of humility in which he has
added to his name the phrase 6 Te\'iint!. Both are
apparently of Galilee. If Thomas was of a heavy,
melancholy temper, on the other hand Matthew, as
we know from the narrative of his calling (Luke v.

27, 28), was distinguished by the capability of easily

surmounting great difficulties; and while the one,
moreover, was disposed to solitary thought, the other

appears from his former calling to have gained a eet-

tain facility in intercourse with men. Thus does on*

supplement the other.

e. James, the son of Alphseus or Cleophas, and

Lebbseus, sumamed Thaddseus. The former cer-

tainly is not one and the same with James, the

brother of the Lord (John vii. 5). The other, agreea-

bly to his two names, 3^ , cor, IP , mamma, a cour-

ageous, spirited man. It is unnecessary to understand

here two different persons, and far less can we believe

(Von Ammon) that some apostles, because they did

not come up to the Saviour's expectations, were even

in His life replaced by others. No, Lebbasus and

Thaddseus are one person ; however, the question re-

mains : what was the proper name of the man wh(
possessed this double surname ? Here Luke (vs. 16)

shows us the way with his : koI 'lovdav 'laKti^ou, only

we must not understand by this ihe brother but the

son * of an otherwise unknown James. From John
xiv. 22 we know that besides Judas Iscariot there

was yet another Judas among the twelve. This sim-

ilarity of name may have been the cause why he was
not commonly called Judas, but by one of his sur-

names, as indeed Jerome with reason called him the

Three-named.

/. Judas Iscariot and Simon Zelotes, or Ca-

nanites. These two names, the one Greek and the

other Hebrew, signify " The Zealot." The germ of

zealotism, which first developed itself in the last Jew-

ish war, already existed in the days of the Saviour;

perhaps Simon had already appealed to the law of

the Zealots and belonged to the followers of Judas

Gaulonites, before he became an apostle. Apparent-

ly the Lord placed the high-spirited, vigorous man
beside the dark form of Judas Iscariot, on account

of the moral preponderance which Simon might exer-

cise upon his character, but also because Judas could

most easily unite himself with a brother who had al-

ready previously striven for a poUtical and outwardly

theocratical end. It is noticeable, moreover, that Judaa
Iscariot, in Luke, is not coupled with Simon Zelotes,

but with Judas, the son of James. We need not,

however, conclude from tliis alone that tradition, in

respect to the pairing of the apostles, had already

become uncertain. We incline the rather to suppose
that the Saviour, who quite early penetrated the char-

acter of Judas, did not always associate the same com-
panion with him. By change, the danger of being in-

fected by Judas was averted, and from different sides

an influence was exerted for the ennobUng of his

character. The vigorous, hearty Lebbseus might for

his part have been as well fitted for that as the cour
ageous zealot.

As to the choice of the apostles in general, comp.
an admirable dissertation by Lange in his miscel-

laneous writings, part iv. p. 158, and the authors

cited by Hase, Life of Jestis. Some names of apos-

tles which are mentioned in the Gemara, namely,
Nazar, Nabi, Bohi, are of later and fabulous origin,

and can, therefore, by no means be turned as weapons
against the evangelical tradition. Respecting the con-
jectural fate and deeds of these twelve, which were
very early embeUished by tradition, see Winbr in voet.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The calling and training of His apostles WM
one of the most momentous parts of the work wbidi
the Father had committed to the Son. Wi-h a little

* [See Notes on the text.—O. C. S.l
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reflection, we can by no means be surprised that the
Saviour (John xvii. 4-6) defines the aeelaration : rb

tpyov irf\flaira, k.t.A., more precisely by adding
almost immediately afterwards: ^tpafepaiirii aov rb

6yo^a Tols auBptSiTTots, otis SeSuKtis ^oi, k.t.\. The
6P70I' of His public life was, as it were, concentrated

in the training and guidance of His elect witnesses.

He Himself could indeed only lay the first foundations

of the extended temple of God, and therefore He was
obliged to look around for skilful workmen who
should carry the temple up. Therefore, eren during
His life. He gathered a little company whose spiritual

head He was, first yisibly, afterwards invisibly.

Therefore does He begin immediately after His bap-
tism, to prepare for the vocation of the twelve. To
their training the greatest part of His time and ener-

gies is devoted, and even when He acts upon the

people. He has regard at the same time to their pecu-

liar needs. His death even has to contribute to their

education, since by it their earthly expectations are

at the same time slain ; and even after His resurrec-

tion He continues for yet forty days to labor per-

sonally in their training, until finally they are fully

capable and prepared to receive the promised Holy
Spirit. We have accordingly here approached the

proper centre of His public life.

2. The choice of apostles is one of the most bril-

liant proofs of the adorable wisdom of the Saviour.

1. He chooses simple-minded, yet already measurably
prepared, men. To some has the Baptist's instruc-

tion, to others the toilsome fisherman-Ufe, or the

active pubUcan's office, been a more suitable school

of preparation than a scientific preparation by HMel
or Shammai. 2. Pew, yet very diverse, men. He
works intensively before He begins lo labor exten-

sively on the kingdom of God that is to be founded.

He wUl rather perfect some than only partially train

many. Accordingly He trains them with and also

by means of one another, and shows how fully His

gospel accommodates itself to every point of human
development, and how it is perfectly calculated for

every one's individual necessities. 3. Some promi-

nent to go with several less noticeable men whom He
gathers together into a Uttle company. So far as

we can see, the beautiful figurative language used in

1 Cor. xii. 14-2'7 is also completely applicable to the

organism of the apostoUc circle. Had all been as

distinguished as a Peter, a John, and as afterwards a

Paul, the unity would have suffered by the diversity,

and the one Ught would have been broken into alto-

gether too many colors.

3. With this wisdom the preeminence which He
gives to three of His apostles above the others is not

m conflict. Unquestionably the preeminence is un-

deniable (Mark v. 37 ; ix. 2 ; Matt. xxvi. 37), but it

was at the same time relative, natural, beneficent.

Relative, for it by no means excluded sharp rebuke

of personal failings and close observation of the ne-

cessities of each single one (Matt. xvi. 23 ; Luke ix.

B4, 56). Not Peter and the sons of Zebedee, but

Andrew and Philip, make the Lord acquainted with

the request of the Greeks (John xii. 22). The for-

mer we find sitting with the three on the Mount of

Olives (Mark liii. 3), with the latter the Lord coun-

sels as to how He shall feed the people (John vi. 6).

Natural, on account of theu: individuality and the

need of the Son of Man for personal intimacy. A
Chfist who, among twelve intimate associates, had

not one bosom-fHend, we should scarcely understand

or be able to love. Beneficent, for the training as

*eU of the elect three for their special work as of the

other nine, who must thus have learned to see that as
well the Saviour's vocation as the preeminence ac-
corded by Him was only free grace.

4. Quite as little difficulty does the primacy ot
Peter ofier, which we, understanding it in a sound
sense, do not need to deny. Only one-sided ultra-

Protestantism can assert that the Lord did not con-
cede to Peter the slightest preeminence. Certainly
it is not accidental that his name in all the apostolia

catalogues is the first ; and that the word of the Sa.
viour (Matt. xvi. 18) refers not alone to the confes-
sion but also to the person of Peter, is scarcely to bo
denied. Tet over against this, observe : 1. That the
Lord also most sharply rebukes or humbles the high-
placed apostle ; 2. that his prerogatives are communi-
cated to all the apostles, see Matt, xviii. 18 ; John xx.

22 ; 3. that the other apostles and first churches con-
ceded to him no primacy in the Roman CathoUc sense

(Acts xi. 12 ; ch. xv. ; Gal. ii. 11) ; 4. that he did not
claim it for himself (1 Peter v. 1--4) ; 6. that even the
most ancient church fathers do not acknowledge it in

respect to him. See J. Ellendorp, The Primacy of
the Roman Popes.

5. As respects, finally, the choice of Judas, we
are to avoid, on the one hand, the Docetic conception

that Christ had at His very first meeting with him
seen through the future traitor, and chosen him en-

tirely ad hoc ; on the other hand, the Ebionitic one,

that He erred like a common man, and found a devil

where He had expected an angel. According to the

first, we must pity Judas as the victim of an unavoida-

ble destiny, while the other view presents not indeed

the love, yet so much the more the wisdom, of the

Saviour in an unfavorable light. The only correct

view is this, to see in the choice of Judas, the high-

est stake of adventurous love, which finds in him the

germ for much that is excellent, and does all that Sa

possible to win him wholly, but soon discovers that

the evil is much stronger than the good, John vi. 69,

and now expressly warns him. Matt. vi. 19-21

;

Mark vii. 21-23 ; Luke xii. 16-20; repeatedly leaves

him free to go, John vi. 67 ; xiii. 27 ; with long suf-

fering endures him, John xiii. 11 ; iinally, with

majesty removes him, but now henceforth can look

back even upon the son of perdition with tranquillity,

because He has not on his account the least thing

with which to reproach Himself, John xvii. 12. Liv-

ing and dying, therefore, even Judas preserves the

rank of a witness of the Lord, so that the sooif of un-

belief upon this point, from Celsus on (see Oric/en

Contr. Oelsum, ii. p. 11) even to Strauss and later

than he, rebounds on the head of its own authors.

Comp. the weighty judgment of Lavater on Judas,

communicated by Niemeter, Charakteristik der Bibel,

i. pp. 83, 86.

6. The result has justified the wisdom of the Sa-

viour in the choice of apostles most admirably. The
kingdom of heaven founded by so frail and weak in-

struments on earth, stands as a work of God in the

strictest sense of the word before us. When we
compare what the twelve originally were with what

hey afterwards became, we obtain the convincmg

proof of the power of the grace of the Lord, but

see at the same time how the Holy Spirit works not

for the destruction but for the purifying and enno-

bling of each particular individuality.

7. "First they become disciples, then apostles;

not at once are they sent out to preach, and not at

once into all the world. Christ was no enthusiast, to

have called His apostles without instruction, and as

it were vrith unwashed hands to the ministry. Dui»
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mg a long time did He Instruct them witli great

diligence, and carefully train ttiem up for their future

vocation, and yet upon the apostles a special miracle

of the Holy Spirit was to be shown forth ! How
much more does it become us to insist that the ser-

vants of the Lord shall right earnestly study with

persevering diligence and holy eagerness to learn in

order to become fit to teach." Chemnitz.

HOMJLETICAL AND PKACTICAi.

The Lord will have witnesses of His manifesta-

tion ; He chooses them, He trains them.—The choice

of apostles an image of the choice of grace.—The
choice of apostles prepared for with care, brought
into eftect with wisdom, and by the result most ad-

mirably vindicated.—Important steps must be pre-

pared for in prayer.—Difference and unity among
the first witnesses of the Lord.—The grace of the

Lord: 1. How low down it seeks its elect; 2. how
high it lifts its elect.

—" Diversities of gifts, but the

same Spirit," 1 Cor. xii. 4-6.—•" Te have not chosen
Me, but I have chosen you," John xv. 16.—One must
already be a disciple in order to be able to testify as

an apostle.—The apostolate and the later ministry

:

1. Precedence, 2. equality.—The preacher of the gos-

pel not less called than the apostles to be His wit-

ness.—The word of the Saviour, " Ye also shall bear
witness " (John xv. 27), addressed to every preacher
of the gospel. Thereby: 1. The extent of his office

is defined ; 2. the nobility of his office is confirmed

;

3. the conflict of his office is declared ; 4. the power
of his office is assured ; 6. the blessing of his office

is prophesied ; 6. the requirement of his office is re-

newed.
Starke :—The affairs of the kingdom of God we

should prefer to all convenience and earthly repose.

—Ckamer :—Teachers and preachers must not crowd
themselves into their office, but wait till they ar«

sent by Christ, the Lord of the ha.TveBt.—£ibl. Wirt, •

—We should not form such an idea to ourselves of

the church of Christ on earth, as if it could be with
out hypocrites and ungodly.

—

Arndt:—The names
of the twelve apostles : 1. Their choice ; 2. their im-

portance. We laay ; a. not overvalue, b. but quit*

as little fail to recognize their incomparable preemi
nence. " Their preeminence in the church has been,

moreover, through all centuries in such wise recog-

nized, that never has an important teacher of it,

never has a martyr or a reformer, ventured to attrib-

ute to himself the appellation of an apostle, as little

as any one since then has again borne the name of

Jesus. Only high-minded fanatics have now and.

then chosen twelve apostles and two and seventy dis-

ciples from their adherents, but all these sects have
long since fallen under the judgment of history (and

the Irvingites ?)."

Borger:—The apostohe catalogue. L Histori'

cally. 1. What was the work of the apostles? 2,

What were the men whom the Lord chose to thia

work ? 3. Why did He choose just such men f

11. Apologetically. 1. These apostles the best wit-

nesses of the Lord ; 2. proofs for the divinity of the
gospel; 3. even the traitor witness of the truth.

—

Van Oosterzee :—The catalogue of the apostles : L
A source of knowledge. This catalogue fills 1. a
briUiant chapter in the history of mankind, 2. a
sublime chapter in the history of Jesus, 3. a note-
worthy chapter in the history of the Divine govern-
ment, n. A support offaith. It witnesses of 1. the
truth, 2. the sublimity, 3. the divinity, 4. the imper-
ishableness, of the gospel. III. A school of life. It

displays the image 1. of the condition, 2. of the in

tended work, 3. of the prerogatives, of the Christiaji

church even in our days.

p. The Sermon on the Mount (Yss. 17-49).

17 And he came down with them, and stood in the plain [having come down with
them, he stood upon a level place, cti-i tottov TreSivoC], and the [a] company of his dis-

ciples, and a great multitude of people out of all Judea and Jerusalem, and from the sea-

coast of Tyre and Sidon, which came to hear him, and to be healed of their diseases-
18 And they that were vexed [harassed] with unclean spirits: and they' were healed.
19 And the whole multitude sought to touch him: for there went virtue out of him and
20 [he, V. 0.^] healed them all. And he lifted up his eyes on his disciples, and said, Bless-
21 ed ie \are\ ye poor ; for yours is the kingdom of God. Blessed are ye that hunger now

:

22 for ye shall be filled. Blessed are ye that weep now : for ye shall laugh. Blessed are
ye, when men shall hate you, and when they shall separate you from their com-
pany, and shall reproach you, and cast out your name as evil, for the Son of man's

23 sake. Eejoice ye in that day, and leap for joy : for, behold, your reward is great in
24 heaven : for in the like manner did their fathers unto the prophets. But woe unto you
25 that are rich ! for ye have received your consolation. "Woe unto you that are fuh ! for
26 ye shall hunger. Woe unto you that laugh now ! for ye shall mourn and weep. "Woe

t;nlo you [om., unto you'], when all men shall speak well of you! for so did their
27 fathers to the false prophets. But I say unto you which hear, Love youi eiiemies dc
28 good to them which hate you. Bless them that curse you, and" pray for them which' de-
29 spitefully use you. And [om., And] unto him that smiteth thee on the one cheek offer

also the other
;
and him that taketh away thy cloak forbid not to take thy coat also,

80 Give to every mva that asketh of thee ; and of him that taketh away thy goods aslt
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SI them not again. And as ye would that men should do to you, do ye also to them like

d2 wise. For if ye love them which lore you, what thank have ye ? for sinners also love

33 those that love them. And if ye do good to them which do good to you, what thank
34 have ye ? for sinners also do even the same. And if ye lend to them of whom ye hope

to receive,^ what thank have ye ? for ' sinners also lend to smners, to receive as much
35 again. But love ye your enemies, and do good, and lend, hoping for nothing again;

and your reward shall be great, and ye shall be the children [lit. : sonsjl of the Higliest

36 for he is kind unto the unthankful and to the' evil. Be ye therefore' merciful [oi

37 compassionate], as your Father also is merciful. 'Judge not, and ye shall not bt

judged : condemn not, and ye shall not be condemned : forgive, and ye shall be for-

38 given : Give, and it shall be given unto you
;
good measure, pressed down, and shaken

together, and running over [or, heaped up],"' shall men [they] give into your bosom.

For with the same measure that ye mete withal [measure with] it shall be measured to

39 you again. And he spake a parable unto them ; Can the blind lead the blind [a blind

40 man lead a blind man] ? shall [will] they not both faU into the ditch ? The disciple is

not above his [the, V. 0."] master : but every one that is perfect shall be as his mas-

41 ter [when completely trained, every one will be like his master]. And why beholdest

thou the mote that is in thy brother's eye, but perceivest not the beam that is in thine

42 own eye [but the beam in thine own eye dost not perceive] ? Either'" how canst thou

say to thy brother, Brother, let me pull out the mote that is in thine eye, when thou

thyself beholdest not the beam that is in thine own eye ? Thou hypocrite, cast out first

the beam out of thine own eye, and then shalt thou see clearly to pull out the moto

43 that is in thy brother's eye. For a good tree bringeth not forth corrupi fruit; neither

44 [yet again"] doth a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. For every tree is known by

his own fruit. For of thorns men do not gather figs, nor of a bramble bush gather they

45 grapes. A good man out of the good treasure of his heart bringeth forth that whio/i

is good ; and an evil man out of the evil treasure of his heart [om., treasure of his hear:,

V. O.'*] bringeth forth that which is evil : for of the abundance of the [his] heart his

46 mouth speaketh. And why call ye me. Lord, Lord, and do not the things which I

47 say ? Whosoever cometh to me, and heareth my sayings, and doeth them, I will shew

48 you to whom he is like : He is hke a man which built a house, and digged deep [build-

ing a house, who dug deep], and laid the foundation on a [the] rock : and when the

ia]
flood arose, the stream beat vehemently upon that house, and could not shake it

;

or it was founded upon a rock [because that it was well built '']. But he that heareth,

and doeth not, is like a man that without a foundation built a house upon the earth

;

against which the stream did beat vehemently, and immediately it fell [in a heap, crvve-

ireo-ev] ; and the ruin of that house was great.

1 Yg. 18,—The Rec; Kai before eOepaTrevovro has A., B., [Sin.,] D., L., Q., and 33 other Codd. against it. The inde-

pendent "sense which this omission gives to vs. 18 directs the attention still more definitely to these possessed, as a special

class of sick. [This omission of icai is accepted by Lachmann, Meyer, Tregelles, and Alford, but disapproved by Tischen-

^
ra Vs. 19.—This insertion of " He" before healed, appears unnatural, and seems to proceed from an unnecessary

anxietv to emphasize the voluntariness of the Saviour's healings.—C. C. S.]_
„, „„. „.„. .-r^-r,

3 -frg 26 'YiJ.lv i£ here, as before yeAwfre^, vs. 25, spurious. [Om., vfiiv, vs. 25, B., Sm., K., L., 8. ; ms., A., D., ii.,

10 other uncials. Om., ifdy, vs. 26, A., B., Sin., E., 15 other uncials ; ins., C, D., A.—C. C. S.]

« Vs 28 —The [E. V.] has " and pray, &o.:" the /cai is critically untenable.

» Vs! 34.—The reading of Tisohendorf, Kapdf, appears preferable to that of Lachmann, airoAa/Seix. [Sm. has XaJSetv.

• Vs.'34.—The Rec.: koX yap oi aft., (c.t.\., appears to be taken from the preceding verse. [Cod. Sin. omits yop.—

"
*'[T Vs. 35.—'Eirl Toii! ixipitrrovs ral Troviipous, "the unthankful and evil." One class designated by two qualities;

not "the'unthankful and the evil," two classes.—0. C. S.]
, • -x , i » <. i- ^v

s Vs 36 —Bee yivi(79t oJv oi/cTipnors!. Olv appears to have crept m quite early on account of its connectmg the

Bentences more exactly. [Lachmann, Tregelles, and Alford omit the oiv, supported by B., D., L., H., [Sm.]
;
Tisohendorf

and Meyer retain it, supported by A., E., X. Meyer remarks :
" How ea^y to overlook it befor( the syllable 01

1
An m-

tiial eronnd of omission, considering the congruousness of oiv to the sentence, is hardly to be assumed."-C.^O. S.]

9 Tfs 37 —At the beffinnin" of vs. 37 itai is to be retained, m the second clause, on the contrary, to be expnngea

lagainst iJec'.). [AU the critics agree in retaining the first /cai, opposed only by D. But Tisohendorf and Alford retain th«

Beoond rai *^^^^|^^P°y^^a/„„;'_„'^ ^^ioit, tW last two adjectives, can without danger to the purity of the text very well

bo ajf^ed^_w^^;^_ .%i/«aAL aOroO. [AvtoO approved by Tisohendorf om. by Lachmann, Tregelles, Alford, Cod. Sin.

""''fFs Vs. 42.—'H ttSk, k.t.X. Bee. approved by Lachmann, bracketed by Tregelles. Cod. Sin. gives ttSj 6S ivv., k.t.K.—

"
"^is^va 43 -Tisohendorf has rightly received into the Greek text the word rriX^v, which was bracketed by Lachmaim.

Weighiy authorities support it, and many appear to have omitted it only because it is not also found in the smular pa*

'^^'livfis^-We rearwith "Tisohendorf : o Tronjpbs ix toO irowjpoS i,(x4,(pe<. rii Trorjpo'i'. What more the Bee has an

HeoiLttd suppientaXe genuineness is doiSkl. [Tischeniorfs reading ,s confirmed by Cod. Sm.-C. C. S.I
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i«Vs 4S —iJcc. : T6flt(»eXiWo vop eiri T>iv irirpav. Comp. Matt. vii. 2S. One cannot help supposmg that tl|« reBflmj

defended by Tischendori : Sia to khXw oUoSofi-eltTeai air^v, although only supported by a few manusonpts (D., 1., anil

cursives), was the original one, which, however, quite early was supplanted by the Bee., from a harmonistic strmng,

I
IHschendorfs reading is not supported by D., but by B., Z., S., and Cod. Sin., the latter, however, havmg oimSonriaeai.

-C. C. S.J

GENEEAL SURVEY.

1. As to the question whether the Sermon on the

Mount was twice delivered by the Lord, or whether

we meet in Matthew, chapters v.-vii. ; Luke vi. 20

-49, with the same discourse, the views have al-

ways been different. We feel obUged to concur

with the interpreters who maintain the identity of

the discourse. Its commencement, contents, course

of thought, and conclusion, certainly agree remark-

ably, in Matthew and Luke. Each is followed im-

mediately by the healing of the centurion at Caper-

naum, and although the one mentions a mountain

and the other a tottos weSiyas, yet even this discrep-

ancy can be reconciled. [Robinson and Stanley both

describe the Tell Hattun, which the Latin, though

not the Greek tradition, connects with the delivery

of the Sermon on the Mount, as consisting of a ridge,

from which rise two horns or peaks, known as the

Horns of Hattfin. If the tradition is correct, as

Stanley is disposed to regard it (and even Robinson
finds nothing contradictory to it in the situation of

the hiU), our Lord ascending the ridge into one of

the peaks, would have gone up " into the mountain,"

and coming down afterwards, for greater conven-

ience, upon the ridge, would have been upon a tottof

irfSiros, without having left the mountain.—C. C. S.]

If Jesus appears, according to Matthew (ch. v. 1) to

have sat, according to Luke (ch. vi. 17), to have
stood, yet this latter may be regarded as having been

the case, some moments before the beginning of the

discourse, while as yet the sick were coming to Him,
and the people were sitting down to hear. The
Jewish teachers were certainly accustomed to impart

their instruction sittmg, and even if Matthew's report

were imknown to us we should have to supplement

that of Luke in this way : that Jesus, first standing,

soon sat down. In this way the two accounts can

be brought into unison. Many single proverbial ex-

pressions of this discourse the Saviour may often

without doubt have repeated, but that He, at differ-

ent periods in His life, should have made use of the

same commencement and the same conclusion of

His discourse we consider as on internal grounds

improbable. It would only be conceivable if we
assume with Lange that the Sermon on the Mount,

as given in Luke, immediately followed that of Mat-
thew, and that the former was an esoteric one, de-

Uvered on the summit of the mountain before the

disciples—the second an exoteric one, deUvered on
the same d,ay on a less elevated part of the mountain.

See the more detailed developments of this view in his

Lebenjesu, ii. pp. 568-510. Nevertheless even in this

view it is conceded that " the two discourses in their

fundamental ideas and essential substance are one
discourse and two different redactions."

2. As to the questions, when, where, before whom,
and for what purpose, this discourse was held, we
believe that we find the most exact account in Luke
(contra Meyer). Altogether imfounded is the as-

sumption that it was uttered even before the calling

of Matthew ; on the contrary, it was, as far as we
Know, the first extended discourse which Matthew,
after his own calling and after the Betting apart of

kU twelve apostles, heard. From this very fact it

is explicable that he assigns it a place so early in

his gospel, although it at once strikes the eye thaj

Matthew here binds himself to no strict chronolop

cal sequence ; as indeed even his statement, ch. iv.

23-25, refers not obscurely to a point of time not is

the beginning, but about in the middle of the public

life of our Lord. Even the open opposition to Phari

seeism and the not obscure declaration of the Sa-

viour's Messianic dignity in this discourse appear to

intimate a later point of time. As to the place, set

Lange, Matthew, p. 100. Comp. Josephus, He Bell

Jud. iii. 108. Among the hearers we have to dis-

tinguish the nearer circle of his fia^nrai, including

the just-called apostles and the wider circle of the

people, who also listened to it, and left the Mount
in holy rapture. Matt. vii. 28 ; Luke vii. 1. Frott

the substance of every utterance in it, it is perfectly

easy to conclude to which part of this numerous au-

dience it was especially directed, and as respects the

purpose of the whole discourse :
" Jesus must un-

doubtedly, after He had gradually gained so great a

following and attracted so much attention, and aftei

He had by parables intensely excited the expecta»

tion of His hearers, have certainly at last been
obMged for once frankly to declare what He meant
All His working hitherto took the form of means,—
the end had not yet been manifested. The sick H«
had healed, the dead He had raised, of a $ucri\eia

Toi) &eod, which He had come to found, He had
spoken in enigmatical images. The people had
opened their ears ; all, more clearly or more obscure-

ly, more purely or more impurely, had surrendered

themselves to the hope that Jesus was the promised
Messiah. They followed after Him ; they were wil-

ling to take part in His kingdom : should He there-

fore now any longer keep silence ? must He not give

to this wavering, perplexed mass definite foim

:

Such and such is the nature of my kingdom ; this is

its form, this the true disposition for it ; these are
my requirements ? " (Ebrard.)

3. The praise of the greatest originality and ex-

actness in the report of the Sermon on the Mount
we do not give to Luke (Schneckenburger, 01s-

hausen, B. Bauer, and others), but to Matthew. We
believe that the more systematic arrangement of the
thoughts in Matthew does not proceed from him, but
from the Saviour Himself The view of Sepp (II. p. 26 1),
that Matthew as well as Luke does not properly com-
municate anything here but " the complex whole and
sententious summary of all the didactic deUverances,
as it were the themes of the sermons which our Lord,
during His whole Messianic activity, delivered," is

too arbitrary to receive any particular critical notice.

He has no other ground than " the exphcationa
which the godly Catharine Emerich von Diilmen
gave " in her visions, an authority which the Protest-
ant can hardly acknowledge.

4. The question why Luke communicates the Ser-
mon on the Mount in a much less regular and perfect
manner than Matthew, may be differently answered,
It may be that Luke only found this short extrac'
in his written authorities (Ebrard), or that oral tra
ditiou preserved this instruction of the Saviour in

more than one form (Meyer a. o.) In no case mus'
we overlook the fact that Luke has indeed proposed
as his end exactness in his accounts, but not complete
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ness, and might pass over much, e. g., of the con-
troversy against Phariseeism, Matt. v. 20-48, which
for his friend Theophilus was unnecessary and per-

haps not even intelligible. Other portions of the
Sermon on the Mount he communicates in another
connection, and it is therefore very possible that the
Saviour delivered them more than once. On the
other hand, he has even in his shorter redaction

Bome additional sayings of the Saviour, which per-

haps Matthew communicates in a more correct con-

nection. (Accordingly Stier himself, in reference to

Luke vi. 46 compared with Matthew xiii. 62, is

obhged to acknowledge " that Luke has made a
mistake." Reden Jem, i. p. S02.) By no means is

the opinion well grounded (Bauer, Schwegler) that

the redaction of the Sermon on the Mount in Luke
bears a thoroughly Ebionitic character. See below
in the exegetical remarks.

5. The peculiar character of the Sermon on the

Mount comes in Luke also into sufficiently clear re-

lief Even 1. considered in and of itself, the sub-

stance as well as the form is incomparably beautiful.

It is perhaps possible, in respect to some particular

sayings which are here found, to adduce parallels

from Rabbinical, nay, from heathen authors, but the

whole is inimitable, and the spirit which streams

through all its parts and joins them all together is

completely unattainable. 2. In its historic connec-

tion, without being an actual consecratory or inau-

^gural discourse of the Twelve, it is nevertheless in

the highest degree adapted for the frame of mind
and need of the moment. It was intended, more
than had hitherto been the case, to draw the atten-

tion of a numerous throng to His person and His

work, and by the very reason of its great difference

from the mode of teaching of the Pharisees and

Scribes, it called forth of itself an impression all the

deeper. If we consider it 3. finally as well in rela-

tion to the Old Testament as to the chief substance

of the Gospel in its strict sense, it soon becomes

clear to us that the requirements here uttered are at

the same time the expression of the eternal spirit of
the Mosaic law, from which even the Saviour could
not absolve. And lastly, if we give ear to the Beati
tudes, the distinction in principle between Law and
Gospel comes at once unmistakably to Ught. Th«
doctrine of faith and grace is here, it is true, not an
nounced in many words, and so far there is truth

in the pregnant expression of Hase : " The Sermon
on the Mount is not the completion but the one sid

of Christianity." On the other side, it must however
be remarked, that silence as to that which the people
from their position could not yet bear, is by no
means a contradiction of it ; that the doctrine of sin

and its wretchedness is here manifestly presupposed

;

that even in Luke there is no want of intimation aa

to the Saviour's person (vss. 22, 40-46), and that

therefore R. Stier is not without reason in saying
{Reden Jesu, i. p. 312) :

" Oh, ye rationalists, who are
so willing to hear the ethics of the Sermon on the
Mount, hear, hear, I pray you, also its dogmatics !

"

—The Sci-mon on the Mount is the Magna Charta of
the kingdom of God, and at the same time places

be/ore the eyes of all the disciples of the Lord the
unchangeable principles by which the new life of
faith must be guided. It is a practical commentary
on the word of the Baptist, Matt. iii. 8. Whoever
finds difficulty in the ethical requirements of the
Sermon on the Mount has an unhealthy, and who-
ever will hear of no truth of salvation which is not
contained in the words of the Sermon on the Mount
has a superficial, a one-sided Christianity.

6. Since the Sermon on the Mount in Luke is, in

respect to form, inferior to that of Matthew, it is

not possible to give so organic a disposition of its

contents as was the case in the notes on Matthew

;

but if any one is disposed, in order to make the
general survey, at least to attempt a division, we may
distinguish

I. The Salutation of Love (vss. l'7-26).

II. The Requirement of Love (vss. 2*7-38).

m. The Importunity of Love (vss. 39-49)

FiKST Section : Salutation of Love.

(Vss. l'7-26.)

EXEGETICAIi AND CRITICAI,.

Vs. IT. And He came down with them.—We
have therefore to conceive the Saviour as surrounded

by a threefold circle of hearers ; the first indicated

by a»6t' abToiv (the recently chosen Twelve), the sec-

ond described as an ux>^os liodriTuv, and this latter

again closed around by TrXfj^os no\)/ rov AooE, who

come partly even from beyond the boundaries.

Gomp. Matt. iv. 23-25.

Vs. 19. For there went virtue out of Him.—
Comp. Luke v. 17 ; viii. 46. As therefore the choice

of apostles is preceded by silence and prayer, so is

the Sermon on the Mount immediately preceded by

miracrfous works. Here in fullest significance is

the suUlimest symbolism of the kingdom of heaven

whose fundamental laws He will forthwith reveal to

the world. The might of deed must support the

might of the word. So is the faith of the just-chosen

ones strengthened and the people prepared for hear-

ing.

Vs. 20. And He lifted up His eyes.—It be-

.ongs to the peculiarities of Luke that he in some

passages gives us to feel the eloquence of the look
of Jesus even when this is not indicated by others,

See here and in ch. xxii. 61.

Blessed are ye poor.—" This is indeed an ad-

mirably sweet friendly beginning of His doctrine and
preaching. 'For He does not proceed hke Moses or a

law-teacher with command, threatening, and terri-

fying, but in the friendliest possible way, with pure,

enticing, alluring, and amiable promises" (Luther).

The question whether the most original and exact

form of the Beatitudes is to be found in Matthew or

Luke appears to us to admit an answer in favor of

the former. This gives us the right even at this

point to call to our help as a legitimate subsidium

interpreiationis, the t^ irvev^wrt of Matthew. That

the Saviour means no other than the spiritually pool

is quite as plain as that those at this day were com-

monly found among the poor in worldly respects;

comp. James ii. 6. Luke is here as far as in chs.

xii. or xvi. from the thought of conceding to ex

temal poverty, considered in and of itself, even tha

least advantage. With the confessedly universal and

Pauline character of his Gospel such an Ebionitii.

tendency is incompatible. Comp. moreover Lan&I
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en the passage, and upon the inner connection of the

different Macarisms, Kieni.en 1l the Studien und

Kritiken, ii., 1848.

Vs. 21. Te that hunger now—ye that weep
now.—According to what ia said above, only spir-

itual hunger and trouble for sin and the suffering

irismg from the same can be understood. As only

such come with eager longing to the kingdom of

God, so could God's kingdom and truth only come

to these. In answering the question how satisfaction

and comfort should full to their lot, we have not only

to bear in mind the word of the kingdom of heaven,

which was perfectly to satisfy their spiritual necessi-

ties, but especially also the new spiritual Ufe, which

was to be bestowed upon them in communion with

the King Himself.

Vs. 22. Blessed . . . when men shall

hate you.—Comp. Matt. v. 11, 12. A noticeable

climax is found in the description of this hatred in

Luke, first, as the foundation of all that follows,

fiTac lica-lia-aia-Lv, then the severing of the thus hated

from general and special intercourse [orav dupcvpi-

ffioo-ii'), and moreover, alongside of this negative

persecution, also the more positive and more mali-

cious {koI oveiSiaaiaii'), finally, the formal excom-

munication from the synagogue {Kal iK^6.\ui(nv)
;

comp. John ix. 34 ; xvi. 2.—And all this is not

purely personal injuriousness, but is an opposition in

principle against the principle of faith represented

by them ;
" and coat out t/our name as evil ; " to be

understood of the name which they bore as Jesus'

disciples. What, however, alone can make such a

suffering the ground of a beatitude is the adjoined :

"for the Son of Man^s sake." Not every ignominy,

only the ignominy of Christ gives the ground for joy

and reno\vn. Comp. Acts v. 41 ; Heb. xi. 26.

Vs. 2.3. Rejoice ye.—Comp. Acts xvi. 25 ; Ro-
mans V. 3 ; viii. 3.5-39. " Great is your reward in

heaven. Deus est debitor rwstm; non ex congruo,

sed ex promisso.'" (Augustine.) At the same time

an indirect intimation that they for tlieir approved
faithfulness must not expect too great a reward on
earth. It is especially noticeable how the Saviour

at once places His scarcely-called apostles in one
rank with the prophets of the Old Testament, and in

the demand that they should be ready for His name's
sake to suffer shame, shows the sublimest self-con-

sciousness. Such intimations must also, above all,

not be overlooked by those who are paying atten-

tion to the Christology of the Synoptical gospels.

As to the rest, it scarcely needs pointing out how
completely the idea that they were to suffer in such
society, surrounded by such a v£<pos fiaprvpoiv, was
adapted to strengthen the courage and the spiritual

might of the witnesses of the Lord.

Vs. 24. But woe unto you.—The force and ap-
plication of these four ouai, which are only found in

Luke, is, after what has been said, self-evident. Had
the Saviour been able to find among the rich also

the spiritually poor. He would not the less have pro-

nounced them blessed. The rich Chuza with his

wife (ch. viii. 2, 3), or the family of Bethany (ch.

X. 38-^:2), had surely never for an instant drawn this

oiioii upon themselves. But if even a Nicodemus ven-
tured only in the night to come to Jesus, if the rich

young man went away sad, and if there were innume-
rable proofs of the truth of the declaration Matt. xix.

23, 24, no wonder that here there proceeded forth a
terrific Woe over the rich, who for the greater part were
iielf-satisfied and proud characters ; sumptuous livers

who suffered a pious Lazarus to pine away at their

gate, unrighteous ones who stinted the wages of th«

poor (Luke xvi. 20 ; James v. 4). These threaten-

ings also are, therefore, directed against a moral

degeneracy, which however at that time was a chief

sin of the rich and powerful. A poor man who

merely on account of his needuiess should have made

claim to the kingdom of heaven, must have been pridt

itself, have been no truly hungry soul, but one spirit-

ually full, who should be left empty. Comp. Luke i.

53 ; Rev. iii. 11, and from the Old Testament, Is. Ixv

13, 14 ; Hosea ii. 9. — Ye have received youl
consolation.— " As something perishable " (Da

Wette) ; comp. Matt. vi. 2 ; Luke xvL 26.—The ret-

ribution which here is first described only as a com-

ing short of the expected consolation is in the two

following threatenings, ireivda^re, nij/di}(r€Te Kal K\a{h

iT€Te, represented as a direct feehng of hunger, pain,

and sadness.

Vs. 26. Woe, when all men shall speak
well of you Is this Woe like the first three ad-

dressed to unbelievers (Meyer), or to the disciples,

in opposition to the Beatitudes of vss. 22, 23 ? (De

Wette, Kuinoel, and most.) Without doubt the for-

mer is demanded by symmetry. Those who accept

the praise of the hostUe world are compared by the

Saviour with the \fi(vSoTrpo<pfiTaL ; but disciples who
could so far forget themselves as to take any special

pains to secure the praise of all men, would be prop-

erly no longer disciples. The Saviour first begins

again in vs. 27 to address Himself directly to the

circle most nearly surrounding Him. It is, however,

of course, self-evident that the rule here expressed by
the Lord can be easily applied to His first disciples and

to aU further witnesses of His name.
As to the rest, there is not the slightest ground

respecting the four Woes in Luke " to assign them
to the later formation of the later tradition " (Mey-

er), in other words, to deny that the Saviour Himself
uttered this fourfold judgment. If one is not dis-

posed to assume that He delivered it immediately

after the seven Beatitudes of Matthew, there is yet

nothing against the supposition that the Saviour first

uttered this Woe on another occasion, and that Lukf
has (very fittingly) taken it up into his abridged re

daction. Respecting all the Beatitudes, comp. the

admirable homily of Herder in his complete works.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAI/.

1 . There are moments in the public life of th«

Lord in which, if possible, even more than at others,

He does everything to prepare the coming and found-

ing of His kingdom in Israel. To such culminating
points of the light of His glory belongs also that to

which we have now drawn near. The calling of the
twelve apostles is in the fullest sense of the word i>

decisive step towards His goal. A rich fulness of

miracles shown forth urges at the same time the

enthusiasm every moment higher. An incomparable
sermon exalts and intensifies this impression. Even
before the beginning of the Sermon on the Mount it

is already shown into how wide a circle the report
of His words and deeds had gone out, and certainlj

this circle now enlarges itself to a yet more signifi

cant extent. Within a few hours there is concen
trated thus a work of love which at another tim<
might have been divided through several days. It i

the hour of the preparation for a great decisioi
That Israel did not know and use such a /coipbi ri
fTTicKottfis increases its shame and guilt.
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2. There exists an inward connection between the
choice of apostles and the Sermon on the Mount.
Now when the heralds of the King are appointed, the
Magna Oharta of the kingdom of heaven is pro-
claimed. AU which the recently called hear is, on
the one hand, adapted to inflame the holy fire on
their altar, on the other hand, fitted to extinguish the
firo that is fed by the stubble of earthly expectations.

3. The Beatitudes present to us, even in the im-
perfect form given in Luke, a clear mirror of the king-
dom of heaven. The first and the last of the Beati-
tudes preserved in the evangelical history (Luke i. 45

;

John XX. 29) agree in this, that they promise salvation
to those who believe 'even without seeing. Between
these two Beatitudes stand those of the Sermon on
the Mount in the midst. They reveal to us the glory
of the King of the kingdom of heaven as the Christus
Coimolator of suifering and sorrowing mankind
(an admirable work of art representing this by Ary
Scheffer); oomp. ch. iv. 18, 19. They give us to see
the final purpose of the kingdom of God as in the
highest degree adapted to satisfy the deepest spirit-

ual interests of man. They present before us the
image of the citizen of heaven, as well as the charac-
ter that is peculiar to him, and the destiny that stands
before him. The highest blessings of the kingdom
of heaven, perfect satisfaction, joy, and consolation,

do they make known to all that desire salvation
;
yea

even into the future of this kingdom of God there is

gi-anted us here as in a prophetic sketch a glance.
Thus does already the beginning of the Sermon on
the Mount deserve to be called a short summary of
the whole preaching of the gospel, as indeed the
words in Nazareth's synagogue, Luke iv. 18, 19, al-

ready were.

4. The four " Woes," which in Luke follow the
Macarisms, are as Uttle unworthy of the Saviour
as the fact that in the Old Covenant over against

mount Gerizim there stood mount Ebal, and that

in the Gospel of Matthew (ch. xxiii.) the eight
" woes " uttered by the Saviour stand over against

the eight Beatitudes of the Sermon on the Mount.
He might have reiterated here what Moses at the

end of his last address testified, Deut. xxx. 18, 19.

In this respect there exists a noticeable agreement
between the beginning and the conclusion of the

Sermon on the Mount, which in Luke also ends with

a proclamation of a blessing and a curse in a para-

bohc form. This blessing and this woe might even

be named a typical symbol of that which in subUm-

est wise shall hereafter repeat itself; comp. Matt.

XXV. 34-40. It is the audible resonance of the

"I11X and of the T|1"i3 of the prophets (comp. Jer.

xvii. 5-8), with the distinction that here in true evan-

gelical wise the imKipioi precedes the oiai.

HOMTLETICAIi AND PEAOTICAl.

The King of the kingdom of heaven for the first

time in the circle of His future ambassadors.—Christ

the Physician of body and soul.—The might of deed

and word.—The Saviour's gracious look upon weak
yet sincere disciples.—The Beatitudes of the New
Testament: 1. In their sweetness, 2. in their holy

earnestness.—Blessing and cursing, life and death.

—

The common character of the Macarisms as : 1. Enig-

mjtical utterances, 2. utterances of truth, 3. utter-

ances of comfort and life.—The Mount of Beatitudes

•nd the Mount of the Law-giving : 1. How they stand

OTOr against one another ; 2. how they condition one

another.—The first beatitude on earth, the last in
heaven, Rev. xxii. U.—What is foolish before the
world that hath God chosen, 1 Cor. i. 26-31.—Th«
beatitude and description : 1. Of the character ; 2. ol
the salvation of the heavenly citizen ; 1. a. poor, &
hungry, c. weeping, d. hated by men ; 2. a. riches, b.

full contentment, c. joy, d. reward of a prophet.—
The identity m the reception of the prophets of th
Old and the apostles of the New Covenant in the
unbelieving world: 1. The exactness, 2. the ground, 3.
the significance of this identity for all succeeding cen-
turies.—The King of the kingdom of heaven : 1. The
Friend of the poor, 2. the Bread of the hungry, 3. the
Joy of the sorrowing, 4. the Judge of the oppressed.
—Even under the day of grace a Woe.—Self-right-
eousness and unrighteousness the two hindrances to
entering into the kingdom of heaven.—The distinction
between reality and semblance among those called to
the kingdom of heaven : 1. The unfortunate not sel-

dom least to be commiserated, 2. those worthy of
envy not seldom furthest removed from the salvation
of the Lord.—The kingdom of heaven : 1. The riches
of the poor, 2. of all poor, 3. of the poor alone.—It is

blessed, 1. To need consolation, 2. to receive consola-
tion, 3. to enjoy consolation.—The alternation of joj
and pain in the life of the disciple of the Lord : 1.

Joy of the world must become sorrow for sin, 2.

sorrow for sin must become joy in Christ^l. No
disciple of Christ without hatred of the world ; 2.

no hatred of the world without rich compensation

;

3. no compensation without steadfast faithfulness.

—

The great reward in heaven : 1. To whom it was
once given and why ; for whom it is even now
prepared and how.— How the self-righteous man
stands in respect to Christ and how Christ stands in

respect to the self-righteous.—The hungering of the

already satisfied ; 1. a painful, 2. a self-caused, 3.

an unending hungering.—Universal praise of the
world a stigma for the Saviour's disciples, since it

brings them into the suspicion, 1. of unfaithfulness,

2. of characterlessness, 3. of the lust of pleasing.

—False prophets can ever reckon upon loud applause.

Starke :—Jesus has an entirely different office

from Moses.—Love ofriches and love ofGod cannever
agree together in one heart.—Rich enough, whoever
has the kingdom of God.

—

Quesnei, :—Tears belong

to time, but true joy to eternity.—Whoever finds it

irksome to bear the cross of Christ understands not

its worth.—OsiANDER : Godless rich men have their

heaven on earth, and after this life hell is made ready

for them.—For a good Christian name we must cer-

tainly strive, but not against our consciences speak

to please every one. Galatians i. 10.—Many a one

might come to repentance if flattery did not, so to

speak, bar the door against conversion. Jeremiah

xxiii. 15-22.

St. Martin (I'homme de dedr, 1790);

—

-Voulez-

vous que voire esprit soii dajis la joye ? faites que voire

dme soii dans la irisiesse. [Would you have your

spirit joyful ? Contrive that your soul may be in

heaviness.]

—

Kern :
—-Heaviness and highness, sad-

ness and gladness of true Christians.

Entirely original treatment of the Sermon on the

Mount (according to Matthew) by Dr. C. Harms, in

twenty-one sermons, Kiel, 1841. Examples : 'The

first Beatitude : 1. It opens the door of the king-

dom of heaven that we may look in, 2. bids us stand

still to inquire : Are we therein ? 3. It is the call at

the door of the kingdom of heaven to enter in, and

4. a word of encouragement to those entered in, that

they may also remain therein.—The second : 1. th<
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VCho, 2. the When, and 3. the How.—The third : I after it, and 3. of the promise which U ^rer to thil

We. discourse 1. of righteousness, 2. of the longing
|
longing.

Second Section : The Requiremeni of Love.

EXEGETICAL AH^D CRITICAL.

Vs. 27. But I Bay unto you -which hear.—An-

tithesis to the foregoing, vs. 26. Meyer very

happily: " Yet although I utter against those these

Woes,' yet I enjoin on you not hatred but love

towards your enemies. It is therefore no accidental

antithesis " (Kostlin). As the Saviour in vs. 26

had shown what treatment Christians have to ex-

pect of their enemies. He unfolds, vss. 27-38, what

return they must give to this treatment. Comp.

Matt. V. 38-48 ; vii. 12. Here is connected in thctic

form what was given by Matthew antithetically, over

against the ^p^e^r} ro'is apxa-iois.

'A 7 a IT a T e , /c.t.\.—The doctrine of love to enemies

is here communicated in the most complete the four-

fold form, while in Matt. v. 44 the second and the third

member appear to be spurious. (&«Tischendorf.)

—

Respecting the subject itself comp. Lange, Matthew,

p. 117. Although it cannot be denied that love to

enemies is in a certain sense required even by Jewish

and heathen moralists, it must yet be remembered
that the thought of requiting acts of enmity with de-

vout intercession could only arise in the heart of Him
who has Himself prayed for the evil doers. Such

sayings of the Saviour, particularly, may well have

elicited from even a godly man, on reading the

Sermon on the Mount, the exclamation :
" Either

this is not true, or we are no Christians."

Vs. 29. And unto him that amiteth thee on
the one cheek.—The sense and application of this

and similar precepts will occasion no difficulties, if

we only bear in mind the simple rule :
" The ethical

commandments of Christ, or His explanations of the

Old Testament, must themselves in turn be explained

in the spirit of Christ." (Tholook, JBergpredigt, p.

163.) Let us in this matter consider weU, first,

that in proportion as civil life is more and more
guided and sanctified by the spirit of Christ, it

must continually be and become less and less pos-

sible that any one should unrighteously smite us, or

take away our mantle, or force us to accompany him
a mile. Secondly, that the Saviour did not here in-

tend to project a definite rule of behavior, but to in-

culcate certain essential principles, as Augustine very

justly remarks on the passage ;
" Ista prcecepta magis

ad prceparationem cordis, quee intus est, pei'tin^re,

quain ad opus, quod in aperto fit, ut teneatur in secre-

to animi patientia et be7ievoleTUia, in manifesto autem
id fiat, quod iis videtur prodcsse, quihus bene velle de-

bemus." Respecting the views of the ancient Chris-

tians as to the allowableness or inadmissibleness of

military service, we find important statements in

Neandee's Denkwiirdigkeiten. If we remember,
finally, the time of closely impending persecutions in

wMch this precept was given, and the conflict in

which a literal following of vss. 29, 80, would bring
US with the unchangeable and chief principle of vs.

81, the way is then as it were of itself prepared for

a right explanation of this precept. We do not even
need to form the supposition that " the sentence

:

'From him that taketh thy goods ask them not again,'

'a hardly original with Luke, since it unnecessarily

(Vss. 27-38.)

exaggerates the endurance " (Ewald), for it requiret

nothing more than what had immediately preceded.

Better is Bengel's remark: " Mmis hie cumnlsfa

sunt ingenii huniani exceptionesy

Vs. 31. And as ye -would.—Here connected

still more closely with the dut;? of love to enemies,

in Matt. vii. 12 more generally stated. Justly Theo-

phylact: vaij.oi' eficpuTui/ eV rah KapSiim rjixHv ye-ypa/i

ufi/ov. The Saviour gives a touch-stone into the

hands of His disciples, by which they might prove

themselves as to whether their demeanor towards

neighbors and enemies was in agreement -with their

duties. His utterance contams no principle, but a

touch-stone of moraUty, since it only refers to an

outer form of action. Neither is it new (comp. Jesua

Sirach xxx. 15, and the passages cited by Tholuck, p.

488 seq.), and might even be misused by egoism and

perversely interpreted by scoffers, except as it is un-

derstood and applied with the whole spirit of Chris-

tianity. AVTiere it is so used we shall discover in

it a plain, simple, universally applicable precept of

the practical wisdom of hfe, fully fitted for the

purpose for which the Saviour has given it. Only

let a special emphasis be laid upon the khAu^. Very
happUy Lange :

" Not what people desire of us, but

according to all that we desire of them, agreeably

to that should we do to them." We subjoin that

here the standard is not intrusted to the hands of

every natural man, but to those of the disciples of

Christ.

Vs. 32. What thanks.—" Qualis voUs gratia, ut

qui uberiiis quidam, mercede dignum, prcestiteris."

Bengel. It is, of course, to be understood that we
are not here to think of human, but of Di-rine recom-

pense. Comp. Matt. v. 46, 47.

For sinners also.—Here and vss. 33, 34, each

time a.^j.apTut\oi,\n Matthew TeAaJi/at not idviKol

(see TiscHENDORP on Matthew v. 47). In Luke, from
his position of liberality towards the Gentiles, it is not

the ethnic but the ethic antithesis which comes most
into prominence ; but the meaning remains the same.
The Saviour wUl raise His disciples above the posi-

tion of the ordinary morality of the natural man.
Comp. the beautiful essay of A.Vinet in his Nonveaui.
discours sur quelques sujet^s religieuz, entitled, JJextras-

ordinaire, pp. 146-184.

Vs. 34. And if ye lend Lending in the hope
of receiving again is human

; but without this hope
it becomes Christian. And yet, how many found
their right to the Christian's name almost on nothing
else than on services of love so carefully measured
and egoistic that every heathen or Jew equals them
therein, perhaps even excels them.

Vs. 35. Hoping for nothing again It is plain
that the Saviour here only forbids the expectation of
human recompense, inasmuch as He has already con-
firmed the hope of heavenly reward, vs. 23, and im-
mediately animates this again with the words : And
your reward shall be great. The different ex-
planation of Meyer: ^^ nihil desperaiUes," is, without
doubt, phUologically admissible

; yet it appears to ua
to be less favored by the connection.

Ye shall be the children of the Highest.—
We find no reason to restrict the enjovment of thii
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dignity (with Meyer) to the future life. The Pauline

doctrine of the vhBiala even in the earthly Ufe of

believers, appears to us, on the other hand, to have
its ground in such sayings of Jesus. If the ethical

relationship with God naanifests itself even here, why
should its reward be incapable of being enjoyed until

the next Ufe ?

Vs. 36. Be ye therefore merciful.—In Matthew,
TeKfioi, here, olxTipuoiifi ; explicative: (for only in

His moral attributes Ciin God be an ideal to be im-

itated, and of this His love is the centre). Even
without the spurious oSi' the nexus ideanim is of \t-

Belf evident.

Vs. SY. And judge not.—Comp. Matt. vii. 1.

KpiVeii/ is not the same as KaTaxpiv^iv (Olshausen), or

here there would be a tautology with the immediate

sequel : }J.^ KaTaSt/fa^ere, k.t.A. ; but what is here

understood by pidging, is the considering of the

faults of our neighbor with a looli only sharpened

by mistrust, and not tempered by love and self-know-

ledge. It is the not "judging of a righteous judg-

ment," John vii. 24. Undoubtedly, to the spiritual

man, who judges all things {hyaapivn, 1 Cor. ii. 15),

the right to judge, in and of itself, cannot be forbid-

den
;
yet it is only granted by the Lord when one has

previously cast a look of searching examination upon

himself. " Luke conceives as a consequence what

Matthew designates as that to be avoided." (De

Wette.) Forgive, Ac.— A practical commentary

on this saying see in Matt, xviii. 23-35.

Vs. 38. Good measure, pressed down
and shaken together, and heaped up.—The
distinction of Beiigel: in aribiis, m^Uibtis, liquidis,

appears to be more ingenious than true. At least it

cannot be denied that all the epithets here used can

be used of a measure for dry substances. The climax

brings into relief in a vivid manner the riches of the

Divine retribution. Since now the Saviour does not

at all say whom He uses for the impartation of such

a recompense to His disciples, it is not at all neces-

sary to restrict the matter exclusively to the future

life, and to understand it of the angels (Meyer). Even

in this life His disciples might at least now and then

expect a superabundant recompense of their labor

of love.

—

With the same measure.—^Very well

Theophylact : t^ aurw, ov /xlv roaoinc^.

DOCTEINAI/ AND BTHICAI.

1. The high value of the ethical precepts here given

will not become fuUy evident unless we consider how

the Saviour Himself fulfilled them His life long in

the most perfect manner ; so that they contain not

only the expression of His will, but also the living

image of His own heart and life. By the comparison

with the Saviour's own conduct, moreover, will the

arbitrary application of the rules here given be best

avoided. Comp. for instance John xvih. 21, 22.

2. In the fulfilling, moreover, of the precepts here

^ven, vss. 29, 30, the main requirement of the gospel,

love to God before all, and to our neighbor as our-

selves, still remains at once principle and corrective.

It is self-evident that an unthinkmg obedience to the

letter would often bring with it dishonor to God,

and would strengthen our neighbor in his injustice.

Or should we have to give a suppheant every-

thing, for instance even a dagger or poison to the

madman who incessantly begs for them ? Just as

well might then the old Carpocratians derive from

this passage the doctrine that a woman is obliged to

follow the voice of temptation to forbidden lusts

But then the Saviour himself sinned against His owi
precept, when He permitted the Canaanitish woma*
first to entreat fruitlessly for help, and forbade on«
healed by Him to accompany Him, although entreated

by him to permit it. The understanding, enlightened

by the spirit of Christ, and the moral sense, guided
by a tender conscience, must and can, in particular

cases, decide whether love itself does not command
to act directly contrary to the letter of the pi-ecept,

in order to act agreeably to its spirit.

3. The peculiar Christian command of love to en-

emies must, on the one hand, not be exaggerated, nor
on the other hand, thrown aside. The former is done
when the fact is overlooked that even heathen phi-

losophers have given the most striking hints in this

respect; see Tholuck on the passage. The other

takes place when it is forgotten that the ground, im-

pulse, form, measure, and ideal of this love, in the

Christian sphere, are something entirely different from
what they are in the extra-Christian sphere.

i. This whole pericope of the Sermon on the Mount
is important for the answer of the question, how far

the Saviour required an entirely pure love {Amov/r

pur in the sense of Tension), or whether He has en-

couraged a respect to the reward promised to obedi-

ence. That He would never command a desire of

reward, as the essential principle, hardly needs to be
suggested ; and quite as httle, that genuine Christian

eftbrt does not seek its reward without, but within,

itself. On the other hand, however, we see that He
adds the incitement of the love of reward as a coun-

terpoise to so many things that might be able to de-

press zeal and obedience. The question, Matt. xix.

2V, although placed upon a legal position, is not of

itself anti-Christian.

5. The exalted excellence of the Christian ethics

comes convincingly into view when we compare its

highest requirement. Likeness to God in love, with

what heathen philosophers have given as the highest

precept.

HOMILETICAL Afm PRACTICAL.

Love to enemies : 1. A human virtue, 2. a Chris-

tian virtue, 3. a Divine virtue.—Love to enemies : 1.

A severe conflict, 2. its noble trial, 3. its glorious

crown.—The vengeance of love: 1. Its fervor, 2. its

loveliness.—The invincible might of voluntary de-

fencelessness.—Better suffer wrong than do wrong.

—

The relation ol Christian love of our neighbor to be-

fitting self-love.—The ordinary in the Ufe of man, the

extraordinary in the life of a Christian.—Whoever,

in a Christian sphere, only does what is common, has

no extraordinary reward to expect.—The love of sin-

ners to each other, and of nominal Christians, com-

pared with one another: 1. Often the former is even

greater; 2. often both are like; 3. the latter must

always rise above the former. — The Christian a

foUower of God as a dear child, Ephes. v. 1 .—What
God is, Christ's disciples must become.—Regard to

reward in the Christian sphere: 1. How far is it per-

mitted, 2. how far not permitted.—Compared with the

goodness of God, all are unthankful and evil.— Com-

passion that which is divinest in God and in man.

—

The judicial function, as exercised by pride and by

love.—Even the righteous receive reward here below.

—The disciple of the Saviour before a threefold judg-

ment, before that : 1. Of his conscience, 2. of his

neighbor, 3. of the Lord. Comp. 1 Cor. iv. 4.- -God'i
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righteousness keeps measure, but God's lore is im-

measurably rich. " It giyes for a penny more than

ten thousand pounds, for a pecli; more than a hundred
thousand bushels, for a little drop of comfort to my
neighbor whole streams of refreshments ; for a little

tear, shed from love to Jesus, a whole sea of blessed-

ness ; for brief temporal suffering an everlasting

and far more exceeding weight of glory." Brast-

berger

Starke :—Be ashamed, ye scoffers, that pretend

that the gospel teaches nothing concerning friendship

:

He who commands to love our enemies, presupposes
that true friends are much more to be loved.

—

He-
DiNGER :—In "all wrong suffered we must leave room
for the wrath of God, Rom. xii. 19.—A Christiim heart

is easily entreated, and willingly assumes the neces-

sities of the saints.— Nova Bibl. Tub. :—Better is

it to lose land and goods, and to let all go, than to

suffer harm to the soul. Matt. xvi. 26.—To love en-

emies and do them good, is the Christian's art and
test.—OsiANDEE :—An honest man seeks his own, but
a Christian Jesus Christ's.—A bought or bartered

love is no love of God that has reward.

—

Cramer :

—

Children of God have their Father's temper, and do
not let themselves be rebuffed by the unthankfulness

of man from doing them good.

—

Nulla re sic colitur

Deufi, ut misericordia, Gregor. Nazianz.

—

Majus :—It

is a desperate bhndness, rather to- rush upon Divme
vengeance, than to show kindness and meekness to-

wards our own brother.

—

Hedinger :—Be not angry
if thou gettest back again just the coin which thou
hast given out.—Why do others trouble thee ? Look
to thyself! Gal. vi. 1.—It ought not to go hard with
love to give that which Divine truth promises to give

back. Prov. xix. 1'?.—The Christian loses by liberal-

ity nothing, but gains very much. 2 Cor. viii. 10
Acts XX. 35.—To be parsimonious and niggardly ic

not the right way to become rich, but to be benefi-

cent and free-handed is the way.—The jtis talionit

is with the righteousness of God fully in accord, and
never fails. Therefore be warned, whosoever thou
art. Judg. i. 7; 1 Kings xxi. 19-24. Comp. 1 Kinga
xxii. 38, 39.

Ubbee :—The Christian eye for human faults ; I.

Strict against itself, 2. gentle towards its neighbor.—
Ahlfeld on vs. 36 :— 1. The source from which com-
passion springs ; 2. the fields on which it brings forth

its fruit ; 3. the hindrances with which it wrestles.—
Uhle:—How we are wont to demean ourselves; 1.

Towards our neighbor's faults ; 2. in the case of suf-

fering wrong from him ; 3. in the case of his neces-

sity being made known to us.

—

Rautenberu :—The
Divine compassion : 1. The type, 2. the ground, 3.

the reward of our compassion.

—

Bueke :—The love
of compassion: 1. Who gives it? 2. How is it exer-

cised ? 3. Who rewards it ?

—

Schmaltz :—Without
self-conquest no true love.

—

Alt :—Who can cou-
strain his enemies to esteem ?

—

Stier :—Concerning
the evil habit of judging others.

—

Van Oosterzee :

—

What do ye more than others ? The Christian called

to distinguish himself. This a requirement : 1. Whose
scope is extensive ; 2. the urging of which is legiti-

mate: 8. the remembering is needful. On 1. The
Saviour demands that His disciples should he more
upright, more disinterested, more xteadfast in good
than others. On 2. The Christian must distinguish
himself above others ; he can do it, and, as history
shows, he does it in fact. On 3. By this re-

membrance. Humility, Faith, Heavenly longhig, ia

awakened.

Third Sec!tion : The Importunity of Love.

(Vss. 39^9.)

EXEGETICAi AJSJ> CRITICAL.

Vs. 39. And He spake.—From transitions of

this sort we see how loose the thread is which con-

nects the different elements of the Sermon on the

Mount in Luke. Respecting the understanding of

the irapa^oAij, See Lange, on Matthew 13, and below
on ch. viii. The here cited parabolic saying ap-

pears according to the more exact report of Matthew,
ch. x. 24; XV. 14, to have been spoken on another
occasion, and not to belong to the original Sermon
on the Mount, although in and of itself it is quite

possible that the Saviour frequently used such gnome-
like dicta.

Can the blind.—If one is inclined to insist upon
some connection between the four parables here
following and what precedes, it would be best to

settle it as follows :
" The disciples might, after these

words of the Lord, thinlf in their hearts : It is not
easy to be a Christian ! They were called to show
to the world by their preaching and by their walk
the way which the Lord showed them: therefore

this above all was needful, that they themselves
should allow the, light to penetrate themselves, and
should establish themselves upon the right and only
ground. To this now does the Lord admonish
them." (Besser.)

•^vipxSs.—Whoever himself is blind for the light

of truth cannot possibly serve another as leader, but

draws him with him into destruction which reaches
its fearful culmination in Gehenna. This was plaiidy
manifest by the example of the Pharisees, comp.
Matthew xv. 14, from which the disciples could see
what leaders they should not be. Although all men
by nature are spiritually bUnd, the judgment here
pronounced is perfectly righteous, since the blindness
of the leaders of the blind to the Ught of the Lord is
a self-caused one.

Vs. 40. 0\)K €aTiv Mtta-rjTTjj.—If the Sermon on
the Mount m Luke consists in part of a collection
of different sayings of the Saviour apart from their
original historical connection, it is then indeed super-
fluous to inquire after the connection of the preced-
ing saying with this. Yet vs. 40 may serve to
illustrate the naturalness and justness of the judg-
ment pronounced in vs. 39. In this way, namely

.

only if a disciple surpassed his master could he
hope to be preserved from the ditch into which he
sees his blmd leader fall. Since, however, the dis-
ciple does not commonly surpass the master, he has
also the same danger to fear. As a rule everv one
is constituted like his master.—We must not "over-
look the fact that here at the same time an indirect
intimation is given to the Twelve to fashion them-
selves m all thmgs after the character of their new
Master.

Vs. 41. And why beholdest thou Comp
Matt. vii. 3. Not merely "a climax upon thi
preceding" (Gerlach), but a pointing out of the wai
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X) be kept from the character and fate of the blind
eader of the blind. Self-knowledge and amend-
ment is required of the disciples of the Lord before
they judge the failings of others and offer themselves
to them as leaders.

Kipcpo!.—"That He may warn us the more diU-

gently He finds a palpable comparison and paints it

before our eyes,—gives such a sentence as this, that
every one who judges his neighbor has a great beam
in Ills eye, while he who is judged has only a little

splinter, so that he is ten times more worthy of
judgment and condemnation even in this, that he
condemns others." (Luther.) As to the rest, moral
defects, as well as those of knowledge, appear to be
spoken of here, such as the Saviour relatively likens
to a little spUnter. The SoKiis can then be nothing
else than just that fooUsh imagination of a greater
excellence compared with our faulty brother ; there-

fore the man with the doKot is immediately called

i-rroKpiTa, because he demeans himself as if free of
faults.

Aia/3\f i|/eis.—The composite, perhaps chosen
(" interda acie xpedahu." Meyer) in order to place in

a strong light the difficulty and delicacy of the work,
in which the greatest carefulness is necessary. How
surely every one has first to look to himself appears
particularly from the following parable.

Vs. 43. Oil yap.—^First of all this parabolic say-

mg is connected with what immediately precedes,
" If thou dost not see the beam in thine own eye
thou wouldst be hke the corrupt tree, which cannot
possibly bring forth good fruit." So Beugel : qui sua
trabe laborans alienani festucam petit est similis arbori

malcB bonuni fmctum affectanti. Tet, since the

Sermon on the Mount is hastening to its end, we may
at the same time refer this word back to all the pre-

ceding requirements, the fulfilment of wliich is spe-

cially dependent on the condition of the heart.

A good tree.—Comp. Matt. vii. 15-20, and
Lauge on the passage. The fruits can here be noth-

ing else than works. That the Saviour is here par-

ticularly thinking of misleading spirits in the Chris-

tian Church we do not believe, although we willingly

concede that His saying may also be applied to these

;

us the sign of such it is not the walk, but the doctrine,

jhat is given. In a striking way did the misleadera

of the people who shortly after His appearance stirred

up the unhappy Jews show the truth of this His

'itterance. They knew how with brilliant promises

to allure great throngs to their side, but their beha-

vior was so entirely in conflict with the essential

principles of religion and of the state, that by this

alone they could not but forfeit all confidence. The

credulous multitude who gave credence to their

words learned too late what evil fruits these trees of

abundant promise brought forth.

Vs. 45. The good man.—Comp. Matt. xii. 35.

'robably no part of the original Sermon on the

Mount, but communicated out of its historical con-

nection by Luke. The Saviour regards no man as

naturally good In the Pelagian sense of the word, but

speaks of the sinner who has become good through

grace. Both the good and the evil man He sets

forth as they commonly reveal themselves outwardly,

without however denying that even the good has his

weak and the evil man his better side. The heart of

the one and of the other ia the magazine (di\(ravp6s\

out of which perpetually proceeds what therein was

in no small measure hidden.

—

For out of the abun-

dance, comp. Ps. xxxvi. 2.

Vs, 46. Andwhy call ye Me.—This same dic-

tum is communicated in a complete form, Matt, vii

21, with reference to the Pharisaic pretended holiness.

Tet it is also appUcable to the disciples of the Lorq
so far as in their disposition remnants of the old

leaven are still found. It is only possible for tlia

greatest misunderstanding, the most perverted ap^

prehension of the ob iiS,^ i \ey. in Matthew to find

here a ground for declaring the external confession

of the Saviour to be wholly indifferent. (Kant.)

Comp. Matt. x. 32, 33. In the connection m which
Luke reports this saying of the Saviour,, it consti-

tutes of itself the transition to the ooncluduig parable,

which he has in common with Matthew. Before any
one comprehends the requirements of the iroifi'v in

an anti-evangeUcal sense, let him consider what the
Saviour himself demands as the essence of tha

epyof rou ^eou, John vi. 29.

Vs. 4'(. Uas 6 ipx^^ivoSf k.t.x.—A com-
mencement of the concluding parable pecuUar to Luke,
in a more lively form than in Matthew. The whole
conclusion of the Sermon on the Mount shows
sharply, from word to word, a striking climax.

Very vivid is the representation of the man who not
only begins to build but also incessantly digs deeper
(€j3daui/e), and does not rest before he reaches the

firm rock (eVl riiv ireTpav). That this is done in

Palestine even now by solid builders is stated by
IloBiNSON, Biblical Researchei, vol. iii. The rook
can here hardly be primarily the person of Christ,

as in 1 Cor. x. 4, but is primarily the word, wherein
however He Himself is. Who builds thereupon thli

house of his hope builds secure; whoever out of

Him seeks firmness and security proceeds towards
certain destruction. The work of both builders

becomes plain by the test. Comp. 1 Cor. iii. 11-16.

Vs. 48. A flood.—De Wette: "an inunda-

tion." Comp. Job xl. 23, LXX.—Symbol of all possi-

ble tests which the edifice of faith and hope can
have to undergo in hours of doubt, of temptation,

and of danger of death. Then is true for the disci-

ple of the Lord the word—Proverbs xii. Y. Tha
antithesis is so much the more striking as He does

not here oppose the morally good to the morally bad,

but simply the careful to the heedless.

For it was 1^611 built.—" For it was founded
upon a rock."—The steadfastness of the building

does not he in what is built, but in the foundation on
which it is built,—Comp. Ezekiel xiii. 1 1.

Vs. 49. Without a foundation.—eV! t7]v Sfi^oi/,

Matthew. All that is not ireVpa remains &fifio!, even
if it were outwardly hke a rock.—The breach, in

Matthew the fall, the one is consequence of tha

other. In both redactions the Sermon on the Mount
ends as it were in a storm of wind, earthquake, and
fire, 1 Kings xix. 11, 12. The supposition that a

rising tempest or rain hastened the end of the dis-

course and placed on the hps of the Saviour this

last word is ingeniose magis quam vere. Now and
then without doubt the Saviour has found occasion

from the nature surrounding Him to the choice of

His figurative language, e. a., John iii. 8 ; xv. i.

But did He also in Matt. xv. 14, or in John xvi. 21 f— Oredat JudcBus Apella.

DOOTBINAL AND ETHIOAIi.

1. The four parables with which the Sermon on tht

Mount in Luke concludes contain the most admirable

pi'oofs of the Saviour's wisdom as a Teacher. Thej
were all taken from daily life, and also from histori
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cally giyen circumstances. One had not far to go to

seek blind leaders of the blind, or to see beautifully

appearing trees with evil fruit. So far as such mani-

festations continually repeat themselves in the church

of the Lord, an eternal significance may be ascribed to

them. The example of the Saviour moreover shows

plainly how far those are from the ideal of Christian

eloquence who condemn a great richness of noble

imagery. Here there is no abstract development of

ideas, but all alike pictorial and intuitive. The pre-

sentation of the subjects becomes plain in that these

are made visible in persons acting very variously.

Alternately we hear the voice of the deepest love, and

that of the earnestness which menaces with judg-

ment. The discourse unfolds itself regularly ; is as

rich in surprises as in gradual climax, and ends with

an utterance which must leave the deepest impression

in the conscience. " Kon opus est^ omnes hoynitias

d^sin&re in usum paracleticuTii^'' remarks Bengel,

with great truth, on Matt. vii. 29. After the reading

of the Sermon on the Mount we repeat the declara-

tion, John vii. 46.

2. Without the word fjnTavoia being mentioned,

the last part of the Sermon on the Mount also contains

a most obvious intimation of the indispensable neces-

sity of the new birth. The blind who leads the

blind into destruction ; the hypocrite who overlooks

his own faults compared with those of his brother

;

the corrupt tree which in its present condition can-

not possibly bring forth good fruit ; the fool who
builds his house upon the sand—all give us to re-

cognize in various forms the image of the natural

man in his delusion and pride, in his ruinous fall

and destruction. In vain is it to will to do good
80 long as one has not become good, and good can

no one make himself without Christ. Corap. Jere-

miah xiii. 2.3. Thus does the Lord repeat here in a

practical popular form essentially the same thoughts

which He in John iii. has expressed before Nioode-

mus. On the other hand He states the one infalU-

ble sign of the genuineness of the great change
which takes place in the heart of His true disciples :

the joyful doing of His will.

3. When we observe how the Saviour in this part

of the Sermon on the Mount also insists especially

upon an active Christianity, it is almost incompre-

hensible how, in the course of the centuries, and
even to-day, so much Antinomism could show itself

in the Church. For, according to His intimations

also. His disciple can and will be blessed alone iv

TJ} woiriaa auTov. Comp. James i. 25. Never can the

vindicator of a lax and shallow morality appeal to

His words so long as He has not rent the Sermon
on the Mount out of the Gospel. Yet, alas, to

many an antinomistic theory is the profound saying

of Gregory of Nazianzen applicable: vrpujis eVi/Sains

4. If we apply the saying ;
" Out of the abun-

dance of the heart the mouth speaketh," to the

Saviour Himself, how deep a look do we then obtain

through the clear current of His preaching on the

Mount into the golden recesses of his Divinely human
heart I The less He says unequivocally in the Ser-

mon on the Mount, who He is, the more clearly

does it show itself.

5. Nat unjustly has the conclusion been drawn
from this part of the Sermon on the Mount, how much
easier it is to take note of others than of ourselves

;

how much more convenient to show a brother the way
than to walk therein ourselves ; how great the danger

of ourselves being found reprobates while we work for

the salvation of others. Comp. 1 Cor. ix. 21. Perhap«

it was similar considerations which in the end of the

last century gave occasion to the singular question,

" Whether it is a miracle when a clergyman is

saved?" (Bretschneider, f 1792.)

6. The concluding parable of the Sermon on the

Mount unites in itself allegory and prophecy in the

most beautiful manner. In three verses there is here

compressed the primeval, and yet ever fresh, history

of all that which has been built, is building, and until

the end of aU days shall be built ; on the one hand
without, on the other hand in and upon, the word and

the Spirit of the Lord. The nfydKr) -nrciais of the house

built upon the sand, was, among other instances,

heard at the fall of unbeUeving Judaism, as weU .as at

that of all unbelieving philosophical systems which

have overlived themselves, and at that of every state,

of every church which is not built upon the only

true foundation ; and all this will repeat itself in con-

tinually greater measure, the nearer the last crisis of

the future approaches, until the word is wholly ful-

filled: 1 Johnii. 17.

HOMILETICAL AJTD PRAOTICAIi.

He who allures to love, threatens also with the

terrors of judgment.—The bUnd and his leader : 1.

The way of both ; 2. the fate of both, a. mournful,

b. inevitable.—The disciple must be as his master,

1 John ii. 6.—Whoever will be to others not a mis-

chief, but a blessing, must begin to know himself

aright.—Unloving judgment a fruit of blindness in

the judge.—Humility before God leads to love to-

wards man.—A serviceable hand not seldom coupled
with a loveless heart.—A brother's name and a

brother's service without true brother's love, an abom-
ination before God.—Only the absolutely Holy One
is able and entitled to judge completely.—A hypocrit-

ical judge of his brother a corrupt tree in the garden of

God.—The connection between tree and fruit : 1. In
the reahn of nature ; 2. in the realm of grace.—Chris-

tian diagnosis.—What is to be expected of men whose
hearts are hke thorns and brambles.^The heart a
treasure-chamber for very different treasures.—A fuU
heart and a closed mouth agree ill together.—The
Christian cannot be silent concerning Jesus. Acts iv.

20.—First to become, than to be, last to do.—The
spiritual vintage: 1. Here on earth; 2. in the future.

—A fourfold relation to the Lord ; there are men who
1. Neither say Lord ! Lord ! nor do His will ; 2. say,

indeed. Lord ! Lord ! but without doing His will ; 3.

do His will, indeed, but without saying Lord ! Lord

!

(upright but anxious souls) ; 4. as well do His will,

as also say Lord ! Lord ! The last, the concurrence
of deed with word, is in every respect the best.—Nom-
inal Christianity: 1. In its guise of great promise:
2. in its wretched reality.—The different builders:

1. One plan of building, but two manner of founda-
tions ; 2. one crucial test, but two manner of results.

—How the genuineness of faith is tested : 1. In the
tempest of doubt ; 2. in the tempest of affliction ; 3.

in the tempest of death.—The magnificent Plan ; the
swelling Flood ; the deep Fall ; the heavy Ruin.

Stakke :—In the choice of a leader, whether tem
poral or spiritual, all foresight and prudence is to be
used ; the danger is great, the mischief often irrepa-

rable, of hasty choice.—From the ignorance of pas-
tors rises adulteration of the true service of God,
superstitious sermons, abuses, and numerous dis-

orders. 2 Tim. iii. 13.—The least splinter cau destroj
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the whole eye ; slight seeming sins also are ruinous
and damnable. Canticles ii. 15; 2 Sam. vi. 6, 7.

—

Quesjjel:—Whoever diligently proves himself, will

not easily chastise others. Sir. xxiii. 2.—True self-

knowledge the beguming of our own amendment, and
the way to edify our neighbor.—The wisdom from
above makes humble and compassionate, but earthly

wisdom presumptuous and unmerciful men.—Self-

"(mplacence corrupts aU good.

—

Osiander :—He is no
pious man, out of whose mouth poisonous calumnies
are heard. Ps. xv. 2, 3.

—

Quesnel :—The fruits of a
carnal or of a spiritual heart are the works of the
flesh or of the Spirit. Gal. v. 16 seq.—Bibl. Wiri.

:

—The evil heart of man becomes then good when
Christ the fruitful olive tree is, by faith, planted in

the same. Acts xv. 9.—He is only a mocker that

calls God his Lord, yet obeys not His commandments.
Malachi i. 6.—To know and do the Lord's wiU, mani-
fests a faithful servant. Luke xii. 47, 48.— Osian-
DER :—Believers are in aU storms of temptation pre-

served to eternal life. Isaiah xxxii. 2; xxxiii. 16.

—

Ye teachers, ye hearers, ye parents, ye children, think

on a right laying of foundations in religion, that in

the hour of temptation and distress ye may not find

yourselves deceived,

Heobner:—The disposition to give a verdict

against others, the fruit of a false eagerness to quiet

one's self—The Christian must be severe against

himself, mild-judgmg towards others.—The culture

of grace first fashions a man into something noble.

—

The inward disposition in man, what the sap is in a

tree.—What a destruction shall come upon apostate

teachers !

—

Couard (on vs. 46) :—The confessing of

Jesus Christ in Christendom. It comes to pass that

1. With many the confessmg of Christ is wholly want-

ing (they deny the Lord) ; 2. with many this confes-

sion is the thoughtless language of custom (they are

Christian in name) ; 3. with some only an assumed
pretence of godliness (hypocrites) ; 4. with others a

matter of the heart and expression of living faitl

(true Christians).

—

Jaspis:—Hypocrisy in reUgion:

1. How easily it creeps over us; 2. how quickly it

grows ; 3. how slowly it cures ; i. how deep it casts

us down.—HoPFNER :—^Four things of principal con
cem in Christianity : 1. Faith makes the Christian;

2. the life shows the Christian; 3. suffering ^o«)«s the

Christian ; 4. dying crowns the Christian.

—

Krdm-
macheb:—Who shall enter mto the kingdom of
heaven? (on vs. 46. Comp. Matt. vii. 21-28.) From
this saying appears the threefold necessity : 1. Of say.

ing " Lord ! Lord ! " 2. of the new birth through the
Holy Spirit; 3. of incorporation into the despised

ecclesiola in eeclesia.—CiAUS Harms (on the Peri-

cope Matt. vii. 15-22):— Deeper Christian truths in

the text read. They respect : 1. The teachers, espe-

cially the false ; 2. the conditions of our salvation,

the rule and the exception ; 3. the future decision,

when and by whom, and according to what it is

made.
" Let not him who is established and built upon

the rock, imagine that he can now be no more over-

taken by all manner of affliction or danger. Bather
is he hke a house that is situated on the shore of tha

sea, upon which the waves beat heavier than is known
to houses inland. This house must be the target

and mark of all the beating storms of the world.

But because it is founded on the rock, it may indeed

be shaken to the centre, and its rafters creak, yet

fall shall it never, for its foundation stands fast and
unmovable." Chemnitz.

8. Tie First Return to Capernaum. The First-fruits of the Believing Gentiles (Ch. Vll. 1-10).

(Parallel : Matt, viii 5-13.)

1 Now when he had ended all his .sayings in the audience of the people, he entered

2 into Capernaum. And a certain centurion's servant, who was dear unto him, was sick,

3 and ready to die. And when he heard of Jesus, he sent unto him the [om., the] elders

4 of the Jews, beseeching him that he would come and heal his servant. And when they

came to Jesus, they besought him instantly [urgently], saying. That he was worthy for

5 whom he should do this [to have this done for him] : For \said they] he loveth our

6 nation, and he hath built us a synagogue [and our synagogue he himself built]. Then

Jesus went with them. And when he was now not far from the house, the centurion

sent friends to him, saying unto him, Lord, trouble not thyself; for I am not wortliy

7 that thou shouldest enter under my roof: Wherefore neither thought I myself worthy

to come unto thee : but say in a word, and my servant shall be healed [let my servant

8 be healed, V. 0.']. For I also am a man set under authority, having under me soldiers,

and I say unto one, Go, and he goeth ; and to another, Come, and he cometh; and to

9 my servant. Do this, and he doeth it. When Jesus heard these tilings, he marvelled at

him, and turned him about, and said unto the people that followed him, I say unto yoij,

I have not found so great faith, no, not in Israel [not even in Israel have I found so

10 great a faith]. And they that were sent, returning to the house, found the servant

whole [well] that had been sick.

1 Ys 7 Tischendort aJfcer B., I* Koi laBr^m, instead of the Bee. /cai taff^ireTai. The former appears more agreeabll

«o the hiimWe tone of the suppliant. JAnd the latter more expressive of his strong faith. This » supported by the ottaa

HSS. and by Cod. Sin.— C. 0. S.]
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EXEGBTICAIi AUD CEITICAl.

Vs. 1. He entered into Capernaum.—Comp.
Matt. Tiii. 1-13, and Lange on the passage. The
healing of the Leper, which Matthew places immedi-

ately before the recovery of the sick servant, had,

according to the more exact account (Luke v. 12-16),

preceded the Sermon on the Mount.

Vs. 2. Servant.—That we are here not to under-

stand the son, but the servant {vah here= 8oCaos,"12S
,

Acts iii. 26), appears not only from the statement of

Luke, that this sick person was very dear to the cen-

turion, which in the other case would have been su-

perfluous, but also from that of Matthew that he was
sick in the house of the centurion, which certainly

would have needed no mention if it had been his son.

The cause why he so highly valued particularly this

servant, apparently his only one, see vs. 8 b.—[To

refer the centurion's concern to the mere fear of

losing a valuable servant, appears an exceedingly

frigid interpretation of the phrase " was dear unto

him."—C. C. S.]

Vs. 3. npeff^uTEfious.—Not necessarily apxiTvva-

ywyoi (Acts xiii. 15), but elders of the people in the

ordinary sense of the word. It need not surprise us

to see such irp^a^iiTepoi rod \aov come to the Saviour

with an entreaty for help; for why should all ad-

herents of the sacerdotal party at that period have
been alike hostile to the Saviour ? Even if they did

not themselves share his expectation and his faith,

yet they must have been afraid of turning their friend

and protector, by the refusal of his request, into an
enemy, since he, moreover,—as Jewish selfishness

would easily calculate—if his servant should recover,

would not feel himself indebted alone to Jesus, but
also under personal obligation to them. They, there-

fore, bring his request to Jesus, adding commen-
dation and urgent entreaty thereto, assuring Him

:

" He is worthy that thou shouldest do this for him."
And the Saviour, who had refused the weakly be-

lieving j6aiTiAi/(ds at Capernaum (John iv. 46-54) to

make him a visit, refuses this not to the afHicted cen-

turion, and counts him worthy of this honor, not be-

cause he had built the synagogue, but because he
had shown the heroic courage of faith.

Vs. 5. And our synagogue he himself built.

—There are several examples on record of individuals

who had founded Jewish synagogues, see Lightfoot

ad loc. Even the founding of one by a heathen sug-

gests no difficulty, since the sanctity of the place did

not depend upon the founder, but on the religious

consecration. So did Herod also renew the temple.

Moreover this centurion was, in all probability, a

proselyte of the gate, like Cornelius (Acts x.) and so

many others besides.

Vs. 6. Sent friends.—This second sending is

related by Luke alone, whose account supplements
that of Matthew, without being in conflict with it.

Now, when once the centurion believes that Jesus is

on his way to his dwelling, he holds himself bound
not only to await the Lord, but also to go to meet
Him {-wpos iT€ eAS-erj/, VS. 7), and it is just this that
makes him difiident. Yet now he sends in his place
—a very delicate and thoroughly natural touch—no
intercessors, for these he needed no longer, but inti-

mate friends of his family, who can in some meas-
ure take his place in greeting the highly honored
Guest. It is much more probable that the Saviour
addressed to the friends of the centurion the praise

bestowed upon his great faith, which Matthew and

Luke ^ve account of, than that He should hav*

uttered it to his face. Even though he did addi'esj

himself by others to Jesus, Matthew could veiy well

declare of the centurion, that he came to Jesus and

entreated Him, according to the well-known rule:

Quod quit per alium facit, ipse fecisse puiatur, in the

same manner in which it is said of Noah and of

Solomon :
" He built the Ark, or the Temple."

Vs. 1. Say in a word.—Even his affliction about

his sick servant redounds to the honor of the heathen

centurion, since commonly slaves were hardly treated

by the Romans as persons, but rather as things.

Still more to his honor is his humility, and most of all

his vigorous faith, even though this was not free from

heathen superstition. Without doubt he has already

heard about Jesus, and represented the matter thus

to himself, that the good Genii of health appeared,

the evil fled before Jesus hke troops at the wUl of

the general. How mighty to him must the help ol

such a ruler of spirits have appeared ! He asks

nothing more than the word of command, before

which the paralysis shall give way. From the power

of his own words he concludes as to the might of

the words of Jesus. As to the rest, that this cen-

turion was no other than Chuza, Herod's steward

(Luke viii. 3), is a supposition (Sepp) that is entirely

without proof
Vs. 10. The servant well that had been sick,

—There is just as little reason (Lachm., Tischend.)

to expunge the phrase r'bv hrj^fvovvra^ as (Paulus,

a. 0.) to understand byia'wovTa only in the sense of

recovering. Much better Bengel :
" Non modo sativm,

sed smiitate utefiiem.^'—According to Matthew as

well as Luke, therefore, the healing took place at a

distance, as in John iv. 46-54. This is, however,
no good reason for considering these two accounts

as different relations of the same miracle. " The
distinct character of the Synoptical narrative, the

humble power of faith of the stranger in Israel and
its deep impression upon Christ, this anti-Judaistio

feature, pregnant of the future, if it was once extant

in the tradition of the church, could not possibly

have been so obhterated by the fourth Evangelist,

considering his own character, and have been per-

verted almost into the opposite " (Hase).—How
much attraction, moreover, this miracle must have
had for Luke, not only as physician, but also as
Paulinist, needs no suggestion. The prophetic dec-

laration of the bringing in of the Gentiles, which the
Saviour, according to Matt. viii. 11, 12, uttered on
this occasion, Luke gives in another connection,
ch. xiii. 28, 29.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. For the first time we find here in the Gospel
of Luke witnesses of a miracle at a distance. An
example of something of the kind we find in the life

of Ehsha (2 Kings v.), without, however, discovering
a warrant in this agreement for finding here a myth-
ical or legendary narrative in the gospels (Strauss),

or for supposing the basis of both narratives to be a
parable (Weisse). The point of attachment for tha
miraculous activity of the Saviour was undoubtedlv
given in the faith of the centurion and in the sympa-
thy of his friends :

" An invisible highway, we may
say, for the victorious and saving eagles of the great
Imperator." Lange, Life of Ohristyii. p. 648. But
the last ground of all must, however, be sought in

the entirely unique personality of the Saviour. If
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He was really the one whom He affinned Himself to

be, distance in space could not then hinder His holy
will, united with that of th j Father, from working
where He held it needful. What was possible to

the prophet with the heathen Naaman certainly

could not be impossible to the Son with the heathen
centurion. By this very fact He exhibits to us the
image of the working of the Father (John v. 17

;

xiv. 9), which is impeded as little by time as by space.

At the same time, we behold here as in a mirror,

how He in heaven, exalted above all hmits of the
material world, can work directly even to the ex-

treme limits of the earth. Much that is beautiful

and striking respecting this and other miracles of

the Saviour is found in the Notes on the Miracles of

our Lord, by Archbishop Trench.
2. Only twice do we read in the Gospel that the

Saviour marvelled ; He who at other times exercised

the nil mirari in Divine perfection ; once at the
unbeUef of Hia fellow citizens at Nazareth (Mark vL

6), once at the faith of this heathen. And at this Sis
wondering, we need not wonder ; it is a proof the
more for His true humanity. The whole history of

the world may be called a continuous history of
faith and unbeUef, and by these two is the infallible

judgment of the Lord respecting men and sinners

determined. The praise which He bestows on this

heathen is the more remarkable, because it evidently

shows that the Saviour can praise and crown a great

faith even where it is yet mingled with erroneous

conceptions of the understanding.

3. A strong apologetical value Ues in the impres-

sion which the report of the miraculous power of the

Saviour had made upon a heathen, and in the expec-

tation that a word at a distance would be sufficient

to fulfil his wish. Respecting the Christ of the

negative criticism, we understand just as little how
He could give occasion to such a report as how
He could excite so bold a hope in the heart of a

heathen.

4. This whole history is a striking proof of the

indispensable necessity of faith as a conditio sin-e qua
turn, as well of desiring anything of the Lo..i as

also of receiving much from Him. At the ^•'^mii

time the character of true humility, in opposition to

the counterfeit, is here made evident. False humih-

ty suffers itself to be kept back from coming to

Jesus by the sense of personal unworthiness ; true

humility confesses ;
" I count myself not worthy,"

but—comes. Very beautifully Augustine says

;

" Dicendo se indignum prcesiUit dignum, non in

cujus parietfs, sed in cujus cor Ghrhtus intrareV

5. While the Saviour concedes to the heathen

centurion such a benefit. He is not unfaithful to His

own principle. (Matt. xv. 24.) More than by his

building of the synagogue and the intercession of

the elders for him was this centurion by his faith

received into the Israel according to the Spirit,

and made partaker of the wepirofii] ttjs xapSias (Ro-

mans ii. 29), which is the real requirement in the

kingdom of^God.

6. The manifestation of faith in a heathen in con-

trast with the unbelief of the Jews has a strong sym-

bolic Bide ; comp. Matt. viii. 11, 12 ; John i. 11-13.

—^For a doctrine of prayer also the intercession of

the elders and friends has a great significance, as a

striking argument for the necessity and blessing of

this service of love. Comp. James v. 16. " These

elders, although they were not without faith, had

nevertheless less faith than he who sent them (vs.

91. Yet do they entreat not in vain for him. Thus

can often less favored ones profit others that ar«
farther advanced more than they do themselves.
Even so also the friends " (vs. 6). (Gerlaoh.)

HOMILETICAL AUD PRAOTIOAl.

The first heathen who experiences the miraoulon
power of the Saviour.—Great faith: 1. Courageoui
in entreaty ; 2. humble in approach ; 3. joyful in

receivmg the benefit of the Lord.—The entreaty of
the Jews for a heathen considered from its singu-
lar, touching, and successful side.—No greater lo'va

for Israel than the care for its highest interests.^
Jesus ready to go wherever need and faith call Him.
Urgent intercession the best service of friendship.

—

Prayer and faith most intimately connected together;
1. How true humility leads to faith ; 2. how true
faith never forgets humility.—Christ the true Ruler
over sin and sickness.^Heathen precede the Jews
into the kingdom of heaven.—There is more faith on
earth than we know of.—Great faith, by Jesus 1
Remarked ; 2. praised ; 3. crowned ; 4. held up for

imitation.—The centurion of Capernaum before a
threefold forum ; 1. The judgment of man, vs. 4 (a):
" He is worthy," &c. ; 2. the judgment of conscience,

vs. 6 : "I am not worthy," &c. ; 3. the judgment of
the Saviour, vs. 9 :

" Such faith," &c.—The great

faith of the master of the house a blessing for all hia

household.—How distress drives to Jesus and how
Jesus comes to the distressed.—Great faith a singu-

larity: 1. This is not otherwise, 2. this cannot be
otherwise, 3. this will not be otherwise.—The good
which we remark in others, we ought to praise with

cordiality.—Time and space no barriers to the help-

ful love of the Lord.—Ih order to be highly praised

by the Lord, one must be humbled most deeply be-

fore Him.—A School of Love : 1. Of a heathen
towards Jews ; 2. of Jews towards a heathen ; 3. of

the Saviour towards both together ; a, in the deed,

b, in the word of His love.

Starke :—God is no respecter of persons. Acta

X. 34, 35.

—

N^ova JBibl. Tub.

:

—Christian governors

ought duly to acknowledge the faithfulness and obe-

dience of their subjects, take their necessities upon
them, not leave them in their spiritual and bodily

distress.—For their benefits men willingly entreat

God and men.—Outward works are by men, on ac-

count of their own profit, most praised, but Jesua

looks at the heart, and praises faith.

—

Hedingek :—
Become nothing, that thou mayst be something in

Christ, 1 Corinthians xv. 9, 10; 1 Peter v. 6

—

" Who has, to him shall be given, that he may have
abundance." The true grace of God is ever in

growth and increase.—To the hero in war a heroic

faith is well beseeming.—God has, even in the mili-

tary profession, without doubt. His own.-—Our best

way to become worthy of the grace of Christ, is to

count ourselves unworthy of it.

—

Majus :—The bet-

ter a man knows God and himself, the humbler will

he be.

—

Canstein :—Weak faith God does not de-

spise, but a stronger faith nevertheless is more ac-

ceptable to Him.
Lisco :—Strong faith, 1. As to its nature ; 2. as to

its reward.—Coming to Jesus : 1. From what it

springs : a. from believing confidence, b. from lov«

,

to the brethren; 2. how manifested : a. with hearty

|

humility, b. with unreserved confidence ; 3. how rich

in blessiugs it is : a. it procures us the applause of

Jesus, 6. it is salutary for others.

—

Palmee :—Wliat

is the faith which is well pleasing to the Lord, but
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wnich He does not find in Israel? 1. It is faith

wliich springs from liumility ; 2. which is joined with

love ; 8. which aims after what is highest, and strives

to appropriate it.—An entirely original application

of va. 8 in Casdanus Collat. vii. 5 : One must even

BO bring his thoughts under military command,
summon the good, to the evil at once give their dis-

charge.—^FncHS:—Concerning Christian faith: 1.1

Its source; 2. its expression; 3. its blessiug.—

Ranke :—Blessed he who seeks help of Christ, 1.

For His love there is no man too mean ; 2. for His

power there is no wretchedness too great; 3. the

condition of His help is for no one too hard.

—

Thtm :

—The sick servant at Capernaum : 1. The lord of th«

servant, 2. the sick man, 3. the Physician.

—

Bengbi
—Faith: 1. Kind and test; 2. profit and praise.

4. A second Excursion from Capernaum. The Son of Man manifested as Compassionate High-Priest at

Nain's Gate and Simon's Table ; but at the same time as the Holy Messiah as opposed to the Offenc*

taken by John, the People, and the Pharisees.

Ch. vii. 11-50.

a. THE YOUNG MAN AT NAIJT CVss. 11-17).

(Gospel on the 16th Sunday after Trinity.)

1 1 And it came to pass the day after, that he went into a city called Nain ; and many
12 [a good many] of his disciples went with him, and much people. Now when he came

nigh to the gate of the city, behold, there was a dead man carried out, the only son of

13 his mother, and she was a widow: and much peopie of the city was with her. And
14 when the Lord saw her, he had compassion on her, snd said unto her. Weep not. And

he came and touched the bier [the coffin] : and they that bare him stood still. And he

15 said, Young man, I say unto thee. Arise. And he thi t was dead [the dead man] sat up,

16 and began to speak. And he delivered him to his mother. And there came a fear [ar

astonishment] on all : and they glorified God, saying, That a great prophet is risen uj

17 among us; and, That God hath visited his people. Aid this rumour of him went foitb

throughout all Judea, and throughout all the region rouid about.

EXEGETICA.L AND CEITICAI.

Vs. 11. The day after.—By this noting of the

time, Luke gives us fuU liberty to make the raising

of the young man at Nain to follow immediately

after the healing of the servant of the centurion

at Capernaum. It took place t^ e|7]j sc. rjfx^pu.

If with some we were obliged to read tw, then

surely Kafteffis {xpii"f) would have followed. See

De Wette ad Ion.

Nain.—Naii/, perhaps ""Nl, now only a little

hamlet, Nein, only inhabited by a few families, then

a small town in the tribe of Issachar, hard by the

source of the brook Kishon, not far from Endor, two
and a half leagues from Nazareth. The name signi-

fies " The lovely," perhaps on account of the pleas-

aut situation in the plain of Esdraelon. Except in

this passage it does not occur in the sacred history.

The fathers Eusebius and Jerome knew it as a vil-

lage two Roman miles southward from Tabor. See

Winer in voce.

Of His disciples We may understand here

iadi}Tai in a more extended sense of the word, with-

out thereby excluding the twelve apostles, who had
been the day before called and consecrated, and to

whose further training and strengthening in faith

such a miracle as that now to be accomplished at the

very beginning of their apostolic life was as desirable

Hi beneficent. The multitude doubtless consisted

partly at least of hearers of the Sermon on the

Mount, who now were to see anew how the Saviour

fulfilled His own precept, " Be merciful as your
Father is merciful."

Vs. 12. Carried out Comp. Acts v. 6. Graves
were commonly outside the towns. TfSrp-rjKiis was
apparently omitted by A. 54. because it was of
course understood, for which reason theie is no
ground to put it in brackets, (Lachmann.) Respect-
ing the variations of the reading aijTTi xvpa (sc. ijr),

wliich moreover only slightly change the sense, see

Meter ad he.

Vs. 13. The Lord.—An appellation pecu-
liarly frequent in Luke ; comp. ch. x. 1 ; xi. 39

;

xii. 42 ; xiii. 15 ; xxii. 61, especially adapted to indi-

cate the majesty revealing itself in His discourse
and action. Bengel has a fine remark :

" SubUmii
hcee appellatio jam Luca et Johamie scribente usUa-
tior et Hotior erat, guam MaUhceo scribente. Mar-
cus medium tenet. Initio doceri et confii~mari debuit
hoc fidei capid.^ deinde prcesupponi potuii.^^

Weep not.—As with Jairus, his fear, so with
this widow her grief is first allayed, before the Lord
displayed His

'
miraculous might, 4!nr\ayxvi<rdv-

Comp. Matt. ix. 36. It is the manifestation of the
compassionate High-priest, which is so conspicuously
dwelt on by the writer of the epistle to the Hebrews
also, kindred as he is in spirit with Paul and Luka
(Heb. ii. 16,-48 ; iv. 14).

Vs. 14. The co£Sn {(Top6^). It was open
above. Since the bearers and the funeral train had
of themselves stopped at the approach and the ad-
dress of Jesus, who certainly was not wholly unknown
to them, it is not necessary with Meyer to remark in
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their instantly standing still a trace of tlie extraordi-

nary. " Miramla prceter necessitaiem non sunt
muliiplicanda." If the bearers also felt compassion
for the mother, it is more probable that they them-
selves expected help.

Toung man.—The mighty word of the Prince
of Life ; comp. Luke viii. 56 ; John xi. 44. The
instant rising and speaking of the dead, shows that
not only life but also strength and health have
returned, and the Lord, by giving him back to liis

mother, completes the miracle of His power by the
highest act of His love. It is remarkable how the
Saviour immediately after their restoration, manifests
a visible care as to the dead raised by Him. To the
daughter of Jairus He causes food at once to be
ifiven ; Lazarus He causes to be relieved of his

grave-clothes.

Vs. 16. An astomshment Not with all, it

is true, equally deep, and perhaps not wholly free

from superstition, but yet so far of genuine stamp
as it led to a thankful glorifying of God and the

Lord Jesus. That they extol Him as a prophet

will not surprise us if we consider that the prophets

not only foretold future things, but also performed
miracles, and among them the raising of the dead.

Hath visited.—Comp. Luke i. 68. In respect

to the aesthetical explanation of the miracle, there

is a beautiful homily of Herder's, which deserves to

be compared.

DOCTMNAL AND ETHICAl.

1. The raising of the dead belongs in the fullest

sense of the word to that class of (njixtTa, which

serve as symbols of the life-giving activity of our

Lord, John xi. 25, 26. They do not become fully

conceivable unless we hold fast to the union of the

Divine and human in the person of Jesus, and to the

certainty of His own resurrection. To consider the

three dead persons whose resurrection is related to us

as only apparently dead, is rationaUstic caprice. But
even though we acknowledge on good grounds the

reality of their physical dying, it is by no means
implied in this, that all receptivity for the influence

of the miraculous word of the Saviour had departed

from them. From the very fact that they heard

this miraculous voice (allowing their raising to be

once established by a purely historical criticism) we
may, it seems to us, infer the opposite. For this

voice makes its way, not to the body, but to the

spirit, of the departed. And who now will decide

when the separation of the spirit from the body is

irrevocable, and their re-union utterly impossible?

This only takes place when the bodily organism is

wholly destroyed or rendered uninhabitable, and

this is in these instances by no means the case. It

is not mutilated, wholly decayed bodies which the

Lord revives, but bodies that have just died, whose

corporeal organism needs not to be re-created and

restored, but only to be reanimated. " There was

still a thoroughly trodden way between the corpse

and the spirit which had left it, and so much is clear,

that the corpse of the departed in its earliest stage

is very different from a mummy or from a corrupt

mass." (Lange.) This remark is perhaps of no

interest for those who conceive the connection be-

tween soul and body as external, such as there is

between bird and cage ; but the more deeply modern

science considers, along with the undeniable distinc-

tion, the intimate connection also of spirit and mat-

ter, the less venturous appears the conjecture that

the spirit immediately after death stands as yet In

a closer connection with its scarcely-abandone*
dwelling-place than many are disposed to believa

This appears especially to have been the case with

the dead persons whom Jesus raised. Departed in

a time in which life and immortaUty had not ye(

been brought to light, they could at most eurrendei

themselves to death with composure, without long-

ing after death ; they were moreover still bound to

the earth by holy bonds of blood or sympathy. If

ever tears, prayers, and entreaties might still fetter a

spirit to the earth or call forth a longing after life,

it was here the case, and scarcely do they hear tha
voice of Omnipotence when they can and will obey.

2. If, therefore, the possibility of the raising of

the dead, as related in the Gospel, cannot be denied

per se, its reality is suiBciently established. The
Saviour Himself enumerates ptKpol iytipovrai (vii. 22)
among the signs of His redeeming activity, and what
had already been performed by the prophets, beseem-
ed Him, the highest Ambassador of the Father, yet

more. Of the witnesses of these facts there were
many, and those not exposed to suspicion, and even
in a later period, testimonies as to this point are not
wanting. See particularly the fragment of Quadra-
tus, an Evangelist of the apostolic age, in Eusebius

(H. E. iii. S), who moreover declares that this apostoli-

cal writer was yet extant in his time, and was known
to him as well as to the most of his brethren. Je
rome also (Catal. Script, ch. 19) gives an account of

it. When this account was written the youthful

persons raised by the Saviour might have been still

Uving.—The strongest proof of their truth lies how-
ever in the internal character of these narratives of

miracles. Whoever, with freedom from prejudice,

reads the account of the raising at Nain or at Beth-

any will always repeat the exclamation : ce rOest pas
ainsi qv!oH invente. As respects the silence of Mat-
thew and Mark with reference to this miracle, it is

difficult to give any other answer than conjecture.

Perhaps it arises from the fact that the name of the

youth or his mother was not more particularly

known. The silence of Matthew could also be ex-

plained if we were at liberty to assume that in this

expedition from Capernaum he had perhaps remained

behind a single day in order to finish the settlement

of his affairs. That of Mark is sufficiently explained

by the fact, that his Gospel is laid out on a much
more limited scale. In view of the great abundance

of matter, moreover, no one of the narrators under-

took to be complete, and the distinction into more
ordinary and more difficult miracles, which latter

especially they were not to pass over if these should

not be controverted, was to them in their simplicity

apparently wholly unknown.
3. In comparing the raisings of the dead on the

part of the Saviour with those of the prophets on
the one hand and those of the apostles on the other,

there comes into view as well a remarkable distinc-

tion as a beautiful agreement. The Saviour's raisings

of the dead are attended with an exalted composure
and majesty and acting from His own completeness

of might, before which that tension and strain of all

the powers of the soul which we more or less observe

in the prophets and apostles, whoUy vanishes. What
to us appears supernatural, for Him appears the

highest nature.

4. The event at the gate of Nain might be called

one of the most striking proofs of the consoling

doctrine of a provideniia spedalismma. The time of
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the death and the burinl of the young man—the

road taken by the funeral train—the meeting with the

Lord directly at the decisive moment—nothing of

all this is casual here. Time, place, and circumstan-

ces, all are ordered to reach a glorious goal ; com-
fort to the afflicted

;
glory for the Lord ; revelation

of the quickening power of God.

6. The Saviour's raising the dead was on the one

liiind a symbol of the life which He causes to arise in

the spiritually dead world through His word and His

spirit ; on the other hand, a prophecy of that which in

the ^irxaTr) im^P" shall take place in far greater meas-
ure. Both points of view He Himself conjoins in the

strictest manner. John v. 24-29.

HOMILETICAl A^Tl PRACTIOAl.

Nain's gate, the sanctuary of the glory of God. We
see, here has He revealed His glory as : 1. The great

Prophet who confirms His preaching with the most
astonishing signs ; 2. the compassionate High-Priest

who dries the tears of the sorrowing ; 3. the Prince

of hfe who snatches from the grave its booty.—The
journey of the Saviour in the midst of His disciples

a perpetual confirmation of His promise, John i. 51.

—

The personal meeting together of the Prince of Life

with the spoil of Death.—How Death strives with Life

and Life with Death: 1. Death; a. strikes down the
most vigorous age ; b. rends the holiest bonds

;

c. occasions the bitterest tears; 2. Life is here;

a. revealed ; b. restored ; c. dedicated to the glory

of God.—The meeting of the Saviour with the funeral

train a proof of the most special Providence of God.
—Nain's gate, a school for Christian suffering and
consolation.—" Weep not ; " 1 . How easy to use this

word ; 2. how difficult to obey the injunction ; 3. how
blessed to dry the tears.—Christ the Life of man ; 1.

In the creation ; 2. in the renovation ; 3. in the res-

urrection.— The resurrection's word of might ; 1. The
exalted tone; 2. the mighty working; 3. the
God-glorifying echo of this word.—How the Lord;
1. Comforts the sorrowing ; 2. awakens the dead

;

3. unites the severed.—The dawn of eternity break-
ing over the gate of Nain.—Glory rendered to God,
the best fruit of the miracles of Jesus.—How the

word of the Saviour's might transforms everything :

1. A funeral train into an array of witnesses of His
miracles ; 2. a bier of the dead into a field of resur-

rection ; 3. a mourning widow into a thankful moth-
er ; 4. a public road into a sanctuary of the glory of
God.—He who marvels at gTcat faith has also com-
passion on the deepest misery.—The love of the Lord

:

1. Aprevenient; 2. a comforting; 3. an all-accom-

plishing love.—Ephesians iii. 2-6.— The youth
raised from the coffin ; Jairus' daughter from the
death-bed ; Lazarus from the grave.—The journey-
jugs of Christ a gracious visitation of God to His peo-
ple.—Nain, in a few moments changed from a vale
of misery into a vale of beauty (Nain the lovely).

—

The work of the Lord ; ] . On the soul of the mother

;

8. on the body of the son.—SpirituaHy awakened

children a gift of the Lord to parents.—Fear and joT

here most intimately united.—The renown of the S»
viour at this period of history of His life as yet

continually on the increase.

Starke ;—Genuine Christians follow Christ whethei

the way goes towards Cana or towards Nain—tow-

ards Tabor or towards Golgotha.

—

Beentios :—The
Lord passes over no city with His grace. The day
spring from on high visits even the meanest villagea

and liamlets at the right time ; oh, excellent conso-

lation !

—

Okameh ;—The world is a lovely Nain, but

death destroys all pleasure therein.—Weep with them
that weep, rejoice with them that rejoice.

—

Bibl.

Wirt.

:

—Young people should not put the thoughts of

death so far from them, but pray with Moses, Ps.

xc. 12.

—

Nova Bibl. Tub.:—How often does the

Lord call to one spiritually dead, " Arise " ; and he
nevertheless continues to He there.

—

Majus ;—Those
who are awakened to spiritual life speak with new
tongues and walk in a new hfe.

—

Osiandee :—Upon
noble deeds follows a good report, a renowned
name.

Lisco :—Christ the Vanquisher, of Death : 1. In

His gracious affection for man ; 2. in His divine might
and majesty.—The funeral.

—

Heubneh :—Life presses

in ; death flies ; admirable change ; life is victori-

ous over death.—Jesus' look is even yet directed

upon the suffering ones in His church.—" Whoever is

afraid of death is afraid of the Lord Jesus." Scriver.

—The joy of reunion.

—

Aendt :—This history a mir-

ror of sorrow and consolation: 1. A mirror of

sorrow ; a. Vanity of the world ; b. return to the dust

;

c. the uncertain goal and hour ; d. the vanishing of
worldly comfort ; e. the funeral train, the way of all

flesh, processus mortis. 2. A mirror of consolation

:

a. Christ's countenance, the friendly countenance of
God ; b. the compassionate heart of Jesus ; e. His
gracious voice : "Weep not;" d. His stretching forth
the hand ; e. His vivifying word.—PncHS ;—The
preaching of the young man at Nain to the Chris-
tians of our time : 1. Who lives shall die ; 2. who
dies inherits Ufe.—A glance upon: 1. The dead
young man; 2. the weeping widow; 3. the al-

mighty Lord ; 4. the astonished people.

—

Rieger ;

—

Two mighty dominions : 1. A dreary one of death

;

2. a joyful one of hfe.—Petri :—The wholesome
knowledge ; 1. Of our true need ; 2. of the Al-
mighty help of the Lord.

—

Westeemeiek ;—The fune-
ral train in the gates of Nain : 1. The dead man
who is carried out; 2. the mourners who follow
after ; 3. the Comforter who suddenly appears.

N. B. We may remark that the homiletical treat-

ment of this narrative should be guarded against a
too sentimental representation of the death of the
young man, the sorrow of the widow, the joy of
reunion, and the Uke. Nothing is easier than in.
this way to elicit from the hearers a stream of
tears, but the sublime simplicity of Luke remains
in this also an unsurpassed model, and the develop-
ment of the specifically Christian element in thii
Pericope promises more fruit that the fanciful treat"
ment of its merely human or drar atic elements
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l. THE EMBASSY OF THE BAPTIST (Vss. 18-36).

(Comp. Matt xi. 3-19 in part, Gospel for the Sd Simday in Adyent)

18j 19 And the disciples of John shewed him of all these things. And John callnio' unto
him. two of his disciples sent them to Jesus [the Lord, V. 0.'], saying, Art thou h" that
should come? or look we for another [are we to look, TrposSo/cS/tev, prob. subjl?

20 When the men were come unto him, they said, John [the] Baptist hath sent uj
21 unto thee, saying, Art thou he that should come? or look we for another? And in

that same hour [or, In that hour=] he cared many of their infirmities and plagues, a,nd
22 of evil spirits

;
and unto many that were blind he gave sight. Then Jesus [And' He,

V. 0.'] answering said unto them, Go your way, and tell John what things ye have
seen and heard; how that the blind see, the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed the

23 deaf hear, the dead are raised, to the poor the gospel is preached. And blessed is he,

24 whosoever shall not be offended in me [or, take offence at mej. And when 'he mes-
sengers of John were departed, he began to speak unto the people concerning John,
What went ye out into the wilderness for to see? A reed shaken with the wind?

25 But what went ye out for to see? A man clothed in soft raiment? Behold, they
which are gorgeously apparelled, and live delicately [sumptuously], are in kings' courts.

26 But what went ye out for to see? A prophet? Yea, I say unto you, and much more
27 than a prophet. This is he, of whom it is written. Behold, I send my messenger [angel,

28 V. 0.] before thy face, which shall prepare thy way before thee [Malachi iii. 1]. For
[om., For, V. 0.''] I say unto you, Among those that are born of women there is not a
greater prophet than John the Baptist : but he that is least in the kingdom of God ia

29 greater than he. And all the people that heard him, and the publicans, justified God,
30 being baptized [or, having been baptized] with the baptism of John. But the Phari

sees and [the] lawyers rejected [set at nought] the counsel of God against themselves,
31 being not baptized of [by] him. And the Lord said [om.. And the Lord said, V. 0."];

Whereunto then shall I liken the men of this generation ? and to what [whom] ara

32 they like ? They are like unto children sitting in the marketplace, and calling one to

another, and saying. We have piped unto you, and ye have not danced ; we have
33 mourned to you, and ye have not wept. For John the Baptist came neither eating

34 bread nor drinking wine ; and ye say. He hath a devil. The Son of man is come eating

and drinking; and ye say, Beliold a gluttonous man, and a winebibber, a friend of pub-
35 licans and sinners ! But wisdom is justified of [by] all her children.

' Vs. 19.

—

Rec. : ffpb? T&v 'Itjo-ovv. [With A., Sin., 13 other uncials ; jr. t. Kuotov, with B., L., H., B.—C. C. 8.]
[2 Vs. 21.—For Rec : ev avr^ Sk t^ (Spa, Tischendorf, Tregelles, and Alford read : ev eweiVn Tjj oipti, as Meyer says,

* on insufficient authority and insufficient interaal evidence." They are supported hy B., L. Cod. Sin. has iv eKeivn tjj

jn<p«.—C. 0. S.]
3 Vs. 22.

—

Sec. : 6 ^Iva-ovs. [Om., 6 'iTjtrou?, Tischendorf, Tregelles, Alford ; in Lachmann, bracketed ; om., B., D., B.,
Cod. Sin.—C. C. S.]

* Vs. 28.

—

Sec. : Aeyta yap t/filv. [Om. yap, B. Cod. Sin., L., X., H. read aiiy}v Xeyu. Tischendorf reads yap, and
remarks : " nisi cmijuvciio adscriptafuissel, vix tarn varie legeretur."—C. C. S.]

* Vs. 31.—The words at the be)?inning of the 31st verse : "Elire 6e o Ki'pios, are in all probability spurious, and have
been introduced from some evanfrelistarium, which mip^ht the more easily make a new address begin here, as vss. 29, 30 did
not appear to contain a saying of the Lord Himself, but an interposed observation of the evangelist, which, however, ia

not to be assumed. See below. [Cm., Cod. Sin.]

the ancient Christian Church as of the reformers, con- ^
troverted this view as untenable.—But as httle conceiv-

able is it that he asked this question for the sake of
his disciples alone, or that he would in this way even
from his prison offer yet a last pubhc homage to the

Lord. (Osiander.) It is rather a question not of

secret unbelief, but of increasing impatience. Not
the Saviour's person but His mode of action is to

John a riddle. Matters move too slowly for him,

especially as he himself is now condemned to in-

voluntary inactivity. In vain does he wait for a

speedy and public declaration of the Lord in respect

to His Messianic dignity. It annoys him that the

Saviour speaks more by deeds than by words, since

these deeds, moreover, are not miracles of punish-

ment, like those of the old prophets, but benefits,

which perhaps did not so well correspond with the

expectation which he had formed to himself of th«

EXEGETICAI, AND OEITICAI,.

Vs. 18. Of all these things.—The miracles

which the Saviour had performed of late, especially

moreover the raising of the young man at Nain, the

report of which, vs. lY, had resounded so far. Re-

(pecting the place in which John lay in prison, see

Lange on Matt. xi. 2. Matthew brings this embassy

into another historical connection, but to us it appears

that the order of the occurrences in Luke deserves the

preference. From both accounts, however, it appears

that although the Baptist was deprived of his free-

dom, yet the intercourse between him and his disci-

ples still continued in some measure.

Vs. 19. Art Thou.—We also cannot possibly as-

sume that John doubted respecting the person of the

Lord. With reason has the interpretation as well of
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Lord of the threshing-floor with His fan in His hands
(Matt. iii. 11,12). Perhaps, moreover (Ebrard), it was
not pleasing to him that the Saviour hitherto had as yet

made no sharply-marked separation among the people,

as he himself had begun to do, but let this building

fall, while, worliing formlessly, He journeyed here and
there. We do not need, therefore, to assume " that it

had become doubtful to him, how the revelation of

God, made to himself, was to be understood." (Hof-

man.) But certainly it must, from his point of view,

have surprised him, that the Saviour as yet appeared
more in a prophetical than in a properly kingly char-

acter. So far, but only so far, can we speak of a

doubt, a temptation of the faith of the imprisoned

Baptist, which will surprise us the less if we consider

how completely as yet he stood within the hmits of

the Old Covenant, whose heroes distinguished them-

selves more in conflict than in endurance, and
whose great reformer, Elijah the Tishbite, whose
image he bore, had also known hours of abandon-

ment and anguish of soul in his own experience.

(1 Kings xix. 2-4.) Why should a soul like that of

the Baptist have only had its Tabor heights, and not

also its Gethsemane depths ? And this all becomes
the plainer, if we consider that John perhaps in

spirit foresaw his end, and, therefore, must have de-

sired the more intensely to see yet before his death

the revelation of the kingdom of God, to which his

whole life had been devoted. Whoever condemns him,

has certainly become acquainted with a life of faith

more by description than from personal experience. At
the same time he is no less an example worthy of our

imitation, that he does not turn himself with his diffi-

culty away from the Lord, but directly to the only

one who can solve the riddle for him. As respects

the objection, moreover, that he could not in his im-

prisonment have heard such remarkable reports,

comp. WiNEK on the article Gefdngniss, and Acts
xxiv. 23.

Vs. 21. In that hour.—The disciples of John,

according to this, find the Saviour in the midst of

His miraculous activity ; and this account of Luke,
which is far from being " a merely explicative addition

from his own hand" (Ewald), on the contrary ex-

plains to us why the Saviour gives to them just this

answer taken from His employment at the time. In

the account of the sick here healed, it must not be
overlooked that Luke also, the physician, distin-

guishes the demoniacs from naturally sick persons

(Meyer), and with peculiar emphasis designates the

recovery of the blind as a gracious gift of the Lord

Blind.—While the Lord points to these tokens
of His Messianic dignity (comp. Isa. xxxv. 5, 6 ; Ixi.

1), He shows, on the one hand, that the greater pub-
licity wished for by John was already sufficiently

attained ; on the other, that He was not yet minded
to speak otherwise than through these. The Baptist's

question itself was, moreover, affirmatively answered,
for he received in this form the assurance : Jesus is

truly the Christ. .And so far as he himself, in a spir-

itual sense, had become poor, the gospel was also

announced to him. The question whether here by
the TTTuxoi is to be understood outwardly or spirit-

ually poor, is to be answered thus, that, as a rule, the
latter were mostly to be found among the former,

and that, therefore, both meanings are to be here
united.

Vs. 23. And blessed is he.—An intimation

which was by no means superfluous, either for John,
or etill teas for bis disciples, and least of all for later

times.— Whosoever shall not be offended ia

Me ;— "rara felidtm^'' Bengel, comp. 1 Peter ii. 8.

Vs. 24. And when— were departed.— Ii

Matthew, toiJtwi/ Se irofjcvofxfyaiy ^p|aTo. It is af

if the Saviour could scarcely wait for the departura

of the messengers to remove immediately the un
favorable impression which the question of the Bap
tist had, perhaps, made upon the people. Not alon«

to vindicate the honor of John, but also to anticipatfl

further difficulties conceived as to His person and His

work, does He direct an explicit address to the people

in which He extols the character of John, but re

bukes the wavering disposition of the people. If

any one, perchance, thought that John had not r&.

mained consistent with himself, the Saviour lets thij

reproach so far as this fall upon the nation itself, thai

neither John, nor Himself, had as yet been able to

please them. He makes no scruple of recalling to

their memory the image of the Baptist in his most
brilliant period.

A reed shaken with the wind?— The
Saviour begins with uitimating what John had not
been ; no reed, no weakhng, and the Bke. The assu-

rance that John had not been by nature a wavering
and inconstant man, was at the same time a sure

implication that the Baptist, therefore, did not doubl
respecting the person of the Saviour, as Chrysoston.

has already justly remarked in his thirty-seventh hom-
ily. This first question is followed by no answer,
since each one could give this for himself Observe
further the fine cUmax in the arrangement of the
interrogations, /caAa/zor, ^I'dponroi/^ irpo'priTqv.

Vs. 25. A man.—The question is intended to

contradict the conjecture, that John had sent to Christ

because his imprisonment was burdensome, and he
hoped to be free therefrom. An antithesis between
his camel's-hair garment in the wilderness on the one
hand, and the sumptuous clothing of his enemies at

the court on the other. In order to seek a weakling,
one had to go not to the prison, but to the palace.

Vs. 26. A prophet?—Instead of allowing that
John had in any respect lost his claim to this name,
the Saviour shows how far he was even exalted above
ordinary prophets. He is something greater (Neuter)
than all his predecessors, since he could claim to be
the herald of the Messiah.

Vs. 27. This is he—Comp. Malachi iii. 1. " He
is, if ye wUl hear, Elijah who is to come, as Malachi
prophesied ; and before whom is Elijah to go to pre-

pare the way ? Malachi says :
' Before God the Lord

Himself.' What does Jesus, therefore, testify of
Himself, when He says, John has gone as Elijah be-

fore Him ? Who hath ears to hear, let him hear 1

"

J. Riggenbach.
Vs. 28. Among those that are bom of w^omen.

—Comp. Matt. xi. 11. Luke has correctly adjoined
the word irpofpTirij^^ which was already presupposed ic

the iyiiyipTai of Matthew. Amoug all the prophets
John deserves to be called the greatest, because he
was the messenger of whom Malachi has spoken.
Respecting the ethical worth of his character, the
t^aviour does not here speak directly, but yet He
would not have bestowed this praise upon His Fore-
ruimer, if the latter had only possessed prophetical
dignity without high excellence of character. Tht
second part of the declaration is by no means to be
explained as a testimony of our Lord in reference tc

Himself (Fritzsche, a. o.). How can the King of the
kingdom of heaven place Himself on an equality

with those who are in His kingdom f No, He speaki
of the least of His disciples, and this not only so fai
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as they appear as apostlea or evangelists, but without

any distinction. He thinks of their iireeminence

above the most distinguished men of the Old Cov-

enant, the array of whom closed with John. They
bad, through the light of the experience of His re-

deeming power, deeper insight into the nature, the

course of development, and the blessings of the liing-

dom of heavea, than had been the portion of John.

If this was true even of those who then believed in

Jesus, how much more of us to whom, by the history

of the centuries, His greatness has been so much
more gloriously revealed.

Vs. 29. And all the people.—It is a question,

whether we have here a remark of Luke, meant to

give, vss. 29, 30, his hearers who dwelt out of Pal-

astine a more particular account of the various re-

ception which the baptism of John had found (Ben-

gel, Paulus, Lachmann, Bomemann, Stier), or whether

it constitutes a continuation of the discourse of the

Saviour. The latter appears to deserve the prefer-

ence, as the words elire 5e 6 Kvp., vs. 31, are on inter-

nal and external grounds suspicious, while, moreover,

vss. 29, 30 contain nothing additional which the

Saviour Himself might not have said ; and besides,

there is no second example of so extended an inter-

polation of Luke without any indication of it. It is

a statement of how differently the preaching and

baptism of John had been judged, by which, there-

fore, the reproach, vss. 31, 34, is prepared.— ["Vs.

29 f. does not contain an intervening comment of

Luke, which is opposed by his usage elsewhere, and

Is disproved by the spuriousness of clire Se d xipios,

vs. 31 (b. Elz.), but is the language of Jems, who
states the different resulti which the appearance of

this greatest prophet had had with the people and

with the hierarchs. It must, however, be admitted

that the words, in comparison with the force, fresh-

ness, and oratorical Uveliness of the preceding, bear

a more historical stamp, and therefore may with

reason be regarded as a later intercalation of tradi-

tion." Meter.—C. C. S.]

'ESmaiaKTav rhv 0fi6i>, i. e., not only: "They de-

clared in act that His will, that they should receive

the baptism of John, was right " (Meyer) : but they

approved the judgment of God, which called them

sinners, that needed such a baptism unto repentance.

Vs. 30. 'HeeT-naav. It was God's counsel (SouAtj)

that the Jews through the baptism of John should

be prepared for the Salvation of the Messianic age.

Since now the Pharisees and Scribes held themselves

Dack from this baptism, they frustrated this counsel

ji relation to themselves (eit eavrovs), and exhibited

themselves, indeed, the bitterest enemies
^
of them-

selves, as has been in aU times the case with the re-

jectors of the Gospel. The Saviour in this whole re-

mark, just as ui John v. 33-35, looks back upon the

period of John's activity as one already concluded, and

since He is conscious that the opposition against Him,

at bottom, springs from no other source than that

against John the Baptist, he finds the way prepared

of itself for the following parable.

Vs. 31. Wherevmto then shall I.—Here the

inquiry of perplexity, as in Mark iv. 30 that of m-

timacy with His disciples. The answer is an irrefra-

gable proof with how attentive and tranquil a look

He observed daily life even in the plays of the child-

ish world. In children He sees miniature men, in

men grown up children.

Vs. 32. Like unto children.—We must declare

against the common explanation, as if the children

(the Jews) had so played and spoken amonff one anr

other, for who should then have beer, the ones wh«
would not dance when others played, nor weep whan
others lamented ? Yet as little do we believe with

Pritzsche, that Jesus and John art here reckoned in

with their contemporaries, that the former were to

be the speakers, and the latter the addressed. We
reverse it rather, and consider Jesus and John mdi-

cated (according to Matthew) as iroipoi, over against

whom the people are introduced speaking, and com-

plaining that these friends had always wanted some-

thing different from what themselves wanted and

did. They had demanded of John cheerfulness, and

he had come m^t€ iaSiiop ^u^jre ttIpoiv ; from Jesus they

had expected strictness and sadness, and He mani-

fested a mild and joyous spirit. In this view nc

feature of the comparison is lost, and yet the applicai

tion is not forced or stiff. Comp. Lange, lAfe of
Christ, ii. p. 'IGl, with whose objections against the

explanation of R. Stier we fully agree.

Vs. 33. Neither eating bread, nor drinking

wine.—Comp. Luke i. 16. John's austere mode of

life was wholly agreeable to the spirit of his teaching,

but displeasing not only to the small court-party,

but to all who, pervaded by the leaven of the Sad-

ducees, held unrighteousness dear. They accused

him not only of lunacy, but also of actual possession

(the Scripture distinguishes the two, John x. 20).

No wonder, for he would not dance when they piped

before hun.

Vs. 34. The Son of Man.—Here is this appel-

lation very especially fitting, as it comes at the be-

ginning of a declaration which refers us to the Lord's

ideal Humanity. He was come eating and drinking,

in no way despising the comforts of social life, but

temperately enjoying them, even in company with

publicans and sinners. But herein had legal self-right-

eousness found a heavy stone of stumbling. What they

had not been able to endure in John, they appeared

now to demand in Christ : austere, unbending stem

ness. And when He did not give ear to this demand,

they had ready at once the names of glutton and

wine-bibber, friend of publicans and sinners, in which,

however, they did not consider that these latter

words indicated His highest titles of honor (comp.

Luke XV. 2). Not only had the disciples of John

taken offence at Him (comp. ch. v. 33), but also the

Pharisees and all that were accustomed to see

through their eyes. The greater part did not receive

Him because He had not chosen to weep when they

began a gloomy lay of mourning. It would have

been a hopeless attempt to labor at the conversion

of such a nation, if no exceptions to this sad rule

had been found. To these the Saviour refers ir

the following words. [Notwithstanding that the au-

thor's application of the similitude of the complain-

ing children to the Jews is supported by the names

of Bleek, De Wette, and Meyer, I cannot see sufiS-

oient reason for abandoning the usual interpretation,

which reverses the apphcation. It is confessedly the

unreasonableness of the Jews in being satisfied nei-

ther with John's mode of life, nor with our Lord's,

which is the point of comparison. Exactly parallel

to this is the unreasonableness charged by the chil

dren in the parallel upon their fellows. To say that

the complaining children were the unreasonable ones,

in expecting their fellows to accommodate themselves

to every whim of theirs, appears rather an after-

thought, than one suggested naturally by the parable,

it is true, the words are, " This generation is Uke

unto children," &c. ; but as Bleek admits, passages

like Matt. xiii. 24 show that -hese words do not
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necessarily mean that the generation itself is like the

complainers, but that the relation between this gen-

eration and our Lord and John, was like that sei

forth in the parable. There is certainly weight in

Bleek's objection, that this indefiniteness can hardly

50 so far as to Mken the generation addressed to one

class of the children, when it was meant to be rep-

resented as like the exactly opposite class. But this,

it appears to me, does not turn the scale against the

evident correspondence between the generation com-

Elained of by Christ and the children complained of

1 the parable.—C. C. S.]

Vs. 33. But wisdom.—See different views in

Lange o.d loc. Perhaps we meet here with a prov-

erb not unknown to the contemporaries of our Lord

;

at least this declaration has a gnome-like character.

Wisdom can here be no other than the Divine Wis-
dom which had been revealed by John and Jesus,

and in Jesus was personally manifested : her children

are those who are not only born of her, but also re-

lated to her, in that they possess a wise heart ; and
the justification of wisdom takes place where she is ac-

quitted of accusations of this kind, and acknowledged
in her true character. Such a justification was to be

expected from her children alone, but also from all

her children. We are not to understand this saying

as a complaint, but as an antithesis of the preceding

;

an encouragement at the same time for the disciples

of Jesus, when they should afterwards experience

something similar to that which He and John had
experienced.

DOOTMNAL ABD ETHICAL.

1. It is a striking argument for the great differ-

ence between the Old and the New Testament, that

even the greatest of the prophets can, at the begin-

ning, accommodate himself only with difficulty to the

Saviour's way of woi'king. Among all those lofty

and brilliant expectations which had been excited by
the prophetic word, the meek, still spirit of the Gospel
could only gradually break a way for itself. John
must continually take secret offence against Jesus,

before he had become in spirit a disciple of the best

Master. Thus this whole history is a continuous

proof of the truth of the saying, Matt, xviii. 7 : "It
must needs be that offences come," and as here, the

iTitaySaAa have served the purpose of hastening the

revelation of the glory of the Lord, and the coming
of His kingdom.

2. Here also, as in John v. 36, the Saviour adduces
His epya as arguments for the certainty of His heaven-

ly mission,—a new proof of the agreement between
the Synoptical and the Johannean Christ, but at

the same time also a troublesome sign for every one
who still with the apostles of unbelief demands

:

"dtez-mm ces miracles de voire Evangile." The
Saviour did not perform the miracles that they might
become stones of stumbling ; on the other hand, they
are intended to be means of advancement on the way
of faith, and now as ever His answer to every one
who secretly takes offence, but turns himself with
his doubts to Him that tbey may be solved, and has
temained receptive for rational persuasion, is :

" The
Blind see," &c. But whoever cannot, by the spiritual

workings of Christianity in man and in mankind, be
convinced of the fact that something superhuman is

working concealed therein, for such an one all ab-

Itract grounds of proof are fruitless. From this fol-

lows moreover, that only those who in person belong

to the TucfAoi'i and kiu^d?! spiritually healed by Je
sus, wUl possess a persuasion of faith which can D«

shaken by nothing subsequent. This is the true dem-
onstration of the Spirit and of power, which con-

stitutes the crown of all Apologetics. But precisely

because the Saviour inows this, and foresees how
much it costs flesh and blood to remove out of Ae
way all offences taken at Him and His work, He
pronounces all blessed who raise themselves to such

a height. Another Macarism faith may perhaps sub-

join :
" Blessed he who, when he might take offence,

turns himself to Jesus for healing!
"

3. In an exalted tone and, moreover, with perfect

justice, does the Saviour praise His imprisoned Fore-

runner. The whole life of John is a continuous com-
mentary on that which is here said in a few words

;

and it impresses, therefore, its seal on the correctness

of this description of his character. Not less, more-
over, does a praise bestowed on such an occasion

redound to the honor of the Saviour Himself. In
the first place, we admire here His deep wisdom,
which takes pains to obliterate in the best manner a

perverted impression ; and then quite as much the

holy severity with which He, without respect of per-

sons, censures the faults of His contemporaries.
While the Saviour avoids making a direct declaration

of His Messianic dignity. He places it indirectly in a
clear light, inasmuch as He points as well to His dis-

tinction from, as also to His exaltation above, the po-
sition and spirit of the Baptist. And as the people,

after what had just token place, were, perhaps, al-

ready disposed to look down upon the prophet of
the wilderness with contempt. He constrains them
rather to throw a searching and shaming look into

their own hearts.

4. "The least in the kingdom of heaven is

greater." One of the most admirable testimonies
respecting the inestimable preeminence of the sin-

cere disciples of the Saviour; but at the same time
also a witness of Christ to Himself that may not be
slightly esteemed. What a consciousness must He
bear within Him who exalts His least disciple ahove
the greatest of the prophets, and yet can declare: ''I

am meek and lowly of heart " (Matt. xi. 29).
5. The diverse behavior of the publicans and

Pharisees, in relation to the baptism of John, gives
a convincing proof that self-righteousness sets a far
greater obstacle to the coming of the kingdom of
God in the heart, than the unrighteousness of the
most deeply-sunken sinners. Comp. Matt. xxi. 31, 32.

6. The reception on the part of their changeable
contemporaries which fell to the lot of John and Jesus,
recurs in all manner of forms as well in the history
of the Theocracy under Israel, as in that of the Chris-
tian Church. This manifestation repeats itself con-
tinually where men judge after the flesh, where men
judge the truth according to a previously settled
system, instead of unconditionally subjecthig them-
selves with their system to the wisdom of God ; where,
in a word, the natural man bears dominion. Only of
the spiritual man does the apostle's word hold good,
1 Cor. ii. 16. Each time the man wills otherwise
than God, or he wills that willed by God at another
time, in another way, and in another measure. Thf
only infallible touch-stone, therefore, as to whether
we already belong to the TtKi/a t^s aotpiai or not,
lies simply in the relation in which we stand to God'."
word and testimony. The truth of God is recognized
with such assurance by the children of wisdom be.
cause, even when it is in conflict with their natura'
feelings, it finds the deepest echo in the sanctuar
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of the heart and conscience. The children of wiadom
are essentially identical with the nf/irioi (Luke x. 21),
to whom the things of God have been revealed.

1. The crown of all the o-Tj^eia of the Lord, and
at the same time the means whereby these are con-
tinually propagated in the spiritual sphere, is the
preaching of the Gospel to the poor, which is, more-
over, the highest signature for the divinity of the
lospel. Comp. 1 Cor. i. 26, 31.

HOMILETICAIi AND PEACTICAI..

The fame of the Saviour finds its way to a soli-

tary prison: 1. How John stands here with reference

to Jesus : a. with a secret displeasure, b. with a ques-
tion implying desire ; 2. Jesus with reference to

John : a. with a satisfying answer, b. an earnest warn-
ing, c. an emphatic commendation.— Doubts must
bring us the quicker to Christ.—Doubt dies only in

the immediate neighborhood of Him through whom
it was raised.— " Art thou He that should come ?

"

This question is answered, a. with the "No" of un-
belief, b. the "Tea" of faith, c. the Hallelujah of
thankfulness.—The great Advent question : a. its high
hignificance, b. its satisfactory answer.—The miracles

of the Saviour in the natural and moral world, His
best credentials.—Christ yet continues to perform
what He did in this hour.—Christ's healings of the
blind.—Christ's raisings of the dead.—The preaching
of the Gospel to the poor : 1. A clear credential for

the Saviour, 2. an inestimable benefit for the world,

3. an infinitely exalted, yet holy commission for the

Christian.—How poverty is related to Christ, and
Christ to poverty.—The blessedness of those who are

not offended in Christ : 1. An unusual, 2. a rich, 3.

an obtainable blessedness.—The holy love and the

holy earnestness of the Saviour over against honest
doubters.—The flexible reed and the inflexible char-

acter of John.—One needs not go to the shore of

Jordan to see shaken reeds.—The prophets in camel's

hair, the courtiers in sumptuous clothing.—The mor-
ally free man in bonds, and the slave of the world
in freedom.—John a. equal to, b. exalted above, the

prophets of the Old Testament.—The herald's func-

tion of John the Baptist: 1. In its origin, 2. its

significance, 3. its abiding value.—The greatness and

the littleness of John the Baptist: 1. His higher

position above other prophets. No prophet was a.

enlightened with clearer light, b. privileged with a

more excellent commission, c. crowned with a higher

honor, d. adorned with a purer virtue than John ; 2.

his littleness, as compared with the genuine disciple

of the Saviour. The true Christian is, on his part, a.

enlightened with clearer light, b. privileged with a

more exalted commission, c. crowned with a higher

honor (John xv. 16), d. called to purer virtue than

John.—The word of the Saviour concerning the

greatness or littleness of John the Baptist : a. hum-
bling for those that stand below him, b. encouraging

for those that staud beside him, c. cheering for those

who really stand above him.—The reception of the

Baptist with Pharisees and publicans: 1. Very diverse,

2. fully explicable, 3. now as then of important con-

sequences.—John and Jesus found and find the same
friends and the same foes.—Knowledge that God is

in the right is the beginning of conversion.—Enmity

tgainst the truth is at the same time enmity against

one's own soul.—The world of children the image of

the world of men.— The alternation of frolicsome

joy and complaints is after the manner of children,

great and small.— The servant of the Truth nevei
called to dispose himself according to the changing
humors of his contemporaries.—How far is it per-

mitted, or not permitted, the preacher of the Word
to take account of the demands which others mak(
of him ?—Now, as ever, strict seriousness is con-

demned by the world as lunacy.—The Son of Man ia

come eating and drinking.—The temperate enjoy-

ment of life approved and consecrated by the word
and the Spirit of the Lord.—Christ the Friend of pub-
licans and sinners: 1. A vile calumny, 2. a holy

truth, 3. an exalted eulogy, 4. a joyful message, 5.

an example worthy of imitation.-—The Lord Himself
a proof of the truth of His word, Luke vi. 26.—The
justification of Wisdom by her children : 1. Necessary,

2. certain, 3. satisfactory.—As long as there are chil-

dren of Wisdom, that which is foolish has nothing to

fear before God, 1 Cor. i. 25.

Staeke:—It is something beautiful and pleasant

when teachers and hearers stand in good accord, and
diligently edify one another.— Quesnel :—A Chris-

tian can draw profit even from novel tidings, if he
applies them to his own edification and that of others.—Majds :—-Learn to answer rightly the most weighty

inquiry of aU, who the true Saviour of the world is,

and thou shalt be well enlightened.—According to

Christ's example we should rather prove with deeds
that we are Christians, than with words.

—

Canstein :

—It is something great when one can fearlessly appeal

to truth and deed. 2 Cor. i. 12.—MAjirs:—Those that

walk after Christ find many hindrances and offences

in their way, but these must be taken out of the way
and overcome, Isa. Ivii. 14.— Osiander :—Steadfast-

ness in all good is the most excellent ornament of a

servant and child of God.

—

Brentios :—Careless and
rough people are oftentimes easier to be persuaded

by the word of truth, than presumptuous hypocrites

and reputed wise men. — Whoever despises the

counsel of God which is meant for his soul's health,

will experience God's counsel against 1 tm with harm
and pain.

—

Hedinger :—God can manage it so as to

please no one : to say nothing then of a frail man
with censorious fault-finders.—God's former servants

have been ever calumniated, how then should His

present ones fare better ?—The world cleaves to its

wonted way, and calls evil good and good evil

(Isa. V. 20) ; wonder not thereat.— Osiander :—The
teacher is not to be born that can please all men.—
MAJtrs :—Independent wisdom calls all fools to her-

self, and will make all wise, but few hear her and fol-

low her.

—

Hedbner :—Whoever does not find in Chris t

his salvation may wait therefor in vain.—Only ona

coming will overpass all our expectations, the com-
ing of Christ.—Christianity is founded upon history,

upon facts.—Christianity a religion of the poor.

—

GcTON (on vs. 28) :— John is the type of the con-

dition of penitence. Whoever has truly pressed into

the sanctuary, into the kingdom of grace, whoever

has arrived at the full enjoyment of grace, is greater,

more blessed than he that remains still in penitence.—Luther (vss. 32-34) :— " If one preaches the Gos-

pel, it amounts to nothing ; if he preaches the Law,
it amounts to nothing again : he can neither make
the people really joyous, nor really sorry."

The Pericope (vss. 18-27, comp. Matt. xi. 2-10).

The double testimony which Jesus renders before the

people: 1. The testimony concerning Himself, vss,

18-23 ; 2. respecting John the Baptist, vss. 24-2Y.

—

CouARD :—John, 1. As to his faith ; 2. as to his walk

;

3. as to his works.

—

Ph. D. Burk :—When Jesus will

hold up before a soul its wretchedness out of Him,
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He tells it of the blessedness of those that abide in

I'lim. Oordraria contrarus mrantnr.—Thym :—The
i^Qestion of the Baptist. We take : 1. The question

for testing : a. from whom it proceeds, b. how it arose,

c. what it aims at. 2. The answer from experience

:

a -who gives it, b. to what it refers, c. what prize it

proposes to us. 3. The testimony in truth: a. bj

whom it is given, b. what it sets forth, c. what ainx ii

has.—HoPFNEE :—The glory of Jesus who came irt«

the world in a servant's form.— Floret : — What
the Saviour requires of those who will prepare HI*

way in the hearts of men.

c. THE DlNlfEE IN THE HOUSE OF SIMON THE PHAEISEE (Vb8. 36-60).

(Gospel on St. Mary Magdalene's Day.)

36 And one of the Pharisees desired him that he would eat with him. And he went

37 into the Pharisee's house, and sat down to meat [rechned at table]. And, behold, a

woman in the city, which was a sinner' [or, a woman who in the city was a sinner],

when she knew that Jesus sat at meat [was reclining at table] in the Pharisee's house,

38 brought an alabaster box [or, flask] of ointment. And stood at his feet behind him

weeping, and began to wash [moisten] his feet with tears, and did wipe them with the

39 nairs of her head, and kissed his feet, and anointed them with the ointment. Now when
the Pharisee which had bidden [invited] him saw it, he spake within himself, saying.

This man, if he were a prophet, would have known who and what manner of woman
40 this is that toucheth him ; for [that] she is a sinner. And Jesus answering said unto

him, Simon, I have somewhat to say unto thee. And he saith, Master [Teacher], say

41 on. There was a certain creditor which had two debtors: the one owed five hundred

42 pence [denarii], and the other fifty. And [om.. And, V. 0.''] when they had nothing

to pay, he frankly forgave them [remitted it to] both. Tell me therefore, which of

43 them will love him most? Simon answered and said, I suppose that he, to whom he

44 forgave [remitted] most. And he said unto him, Thou hast rightly judged. And he

tm'ned to the woman, and said unto Simon, Seest thou this woman? I entered into

thine house, thou gavest me no water for my feet : but she hath washed [moistened]

my feet with tears, and wiped them with the hairs of her head [om., of her head,

45 V. 0.']. Thou gavest me no kiss : but this woman, since the time I came in, hath not

46 ceased lo kiss my feet. My head with oil thou didst not anoint: but this woman hath

47 anointed my feet with ointment. Wherefore I say unto thee, Her sins, which are

many, are forgiven ; for [because, V. 0.] she loved much : but to whom httle is for-

48, 49 given, the same loveth little. And he said unto her, Thy sins are forgiven. And
they that sat at meat [reclined at table] with him began to say within themselves,

50 who is this that forgiveth sins also? And [But] he said to the woman, Thy faith

hath saved thee; go in peace.

* Vs. 37.—Agreeably to the most probable arrangement : nns ^i' immediately after Ytivri. rCod. Sin. places the worda
».—C. C. S.]

* Vs. il.—Rtc: Mij kx^vTiiiv Se, Ae is to be omitted. [Ins., Cod. Sin. and 15 other uncials; om., B., D., L., P.—
0. C. S.]

* Va 44,

—

Reo. ; ral^ ^pif1 t^s Ke(/)aA^s auT^s. [Om., T^ff Ke<J}., A., B., D., Cod. Sin. al.—C. C. S.]

affirmative answer to this question (Sohleiermacher,
Strauss, De Wette, Ewald), we have no scruple,
nevertheless, to attach ourselves to those who de-
clare for the original diversity of the two narratives.
For both accounts agree only in this, that in the
two cases the host is named " Simon," and that the
woman who anoints the Saviour dries His feet with the
hair of her head. But on what grounds it is impos-
sible that two Simons may have lived, of whom one
was a disciple in Galilee, who treated Jesus with dis-

trust, and the other a recovered leper in Judea, who
clave to Jesus with faithful affection, we comprehend
as Uttle as why those whose doubts arise from the
agreement of the two names, leave us yet two Ju-
dases, two Simons, and two Jameses in the circle of
the apostles. And as respects the other circum-
stances, it scarcely needs suggestion that two affeo
tiouate and thankful women, quite independently ~t

EXEGETIOAl AND CRITIOAl.

General Remarks.—1. Chronolost. Although
Luke makes the narrative of the feast m Simon's
house follow immediately on the embassy of the dis-

ciples of John, yet it by no means results from this,

that the one took place immediately after the other.

It is not improbable that, among others, the discourses

of the Saviour given in Matthew, ch. xi. 20-30, pre-

ceded it. But at all events both occurrences belong
to the history of the public life of the Saviour in

Galilee shortly before the second passover (John
»L4).

2. Harmony. It is a question whether this

anointing is the same which the three other Evan-

felists mention at the beginning of the history of the
'assion. Although distinguished men have given an
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eauh other, might have the thought occur to them
of bringing the Saviour an homage of such a land.
Besides these, all the features of the case are differ-

ent ; In this, the host is an enemy, there a friend, of
the Saviour; here it was an anointmg from thank-
ful love, there, at the same time, an anointing for
death ; here Jesus is censured by a Pharisee, there
the woman by a disciple ; here it is haughtiness,
there it is selfishness, which is the source of this hos-
tilitf; here the sinner is pronounced blessed, there
the female disciple is honored with the highest dis-

tinction. " A criticism which in these representations
can see images with no solidity, dissolving into one an-
other, because in them accidentally there are two hosts
of the name of Simon, or some other similarities, would
more easily become skilled in assigning titles and
uniforms, than in distinguishing the highest deUnea-
tions of character and exhibitions of peculiar dispo-

sitious in the higher region of the primitive Chris-
tian history or the Christian spiritual life." Lange,
Leben Jesu. Even the conjecture (Neauder) that the
name Simon has through an incorrect tradition been
transferred from the second host to the first, we
consider as arbitrary as unnecessary. With greater
justice it might perhaps be assumed that Mary of
Bethany had knowledge of the act of the Galilean
woman, and had therefore the earher come to the
thought of showing her love and her thankfuhiess to

the Saviour in a similar manner. The endeavor to

identify the two accounts with one another presup-

poses a view of the incorrectness of the evangelical

tradition, to which we are in principle opposed.
Vs. 36. And one of the Pharisees desired

Him.—Time and place are not partioulai-ly indi-

cated. There is as little reason for ascribing the
very invitation of the Pharisee to hostile inten-

tions as for beUeving that it sprung from the good
ground of esteem and affection. Perhaps pride itself

impelled him to receive a Kabbi at his table, whose
name was aheady upon so many tongues, and in re-

spect to whom one did not know how high he might
yet rise. And the Son of Man, who was come " eat-

ing and drinking," yielded willingly to his invitation,

although we may well suppose He was not unaware
(John ii. 26) that it had sprung from an impure in-

tent.

And reclined at table.—It appears from the

sequel, without having His feet washed or being

anointed. " Jesus lay supported on His left arm
with His head turned towards the table, upon a pil-

low, and His feet were turned outward to where the

attendants stood ; moreover they were naked, as He
had laid oif His sandals." De Wette.

Vs. 37. A woman TO-ho in the city was a
sinner.—The name of the town is not given. The
conjecture that it was Jerusalem (Paulus) is quite as

unfounded as many others. In any case, we are to

seek the theatre of the event in Galilee. " Sinner "

appears here to intimate especially an unchaste life,

by which she stood in evil repute among her fellow

townsmen. {See vs. 39.) Respecting the difierent

ways in which a woman among the Jews might pro-

cure to herself the name a/xapruXos, comp. Lights

foot, ad loc.

Very early has this sinner been regarded as one

and the same with Mary Magdalene, on which ac-

count the church has appointed this gospel for her

memorial. See Winer, in voce, and Sepp, Leben

Jem, p. 281-292, who has also collected the most
noticeable legends in regard to her person. Un-

doubtedly the identity of the persons is not mathe-

matically demonstrable, but much less can we desig
nate the difficulties which have been raised against il

as entirely unremovable, and we doubt whether the
CathoHc church m this point deserves the opposition
which, as a rule, falls to her share from the most of
modem expositors. Tradition, which was acquainted
with the second anointing by Mary, the sister of Laza
rus, would not also, without some special occasion,
have given the name Mary to the woman first anomt
mg. That Mary Magdalene is first mentioned, ch. viii.

2, certainly does not prove that she could not before
this have anoiuted the Saviour in Simon's house.
Perhaps she had belonged to the unhappy ones, oui
of whom Jesus, only a short time before, about the
tune of the visit of John's disciples (ch. vii. 21), had
expelled unclean spirits. A sinner like Magdalene
had certamly not been received in the ordinary way
into the most intimate circle of friends, and as-

suredly one can scarcely imagine a more beautiful
occasion for it than the act here recorded in Simon's
house. We may add that precisely such a behavior
as that recorded of the woman in Simon's house
agrees entirely with what is known to us respecting
the loving Magdalene (John xx. 11-18), especially
if she had only lately been healed of her terrible
plague. But enough concerning a conjecture,
which certainly cannot be fully proved, but which
still less deserves to be rejected without further in-

quiry. Comp. Lange, Life of Christ, ad loc. [I do
not see what occasion the author has to regard Mary
Magdalene as an extraordinary siimer. As Trench
has well observed in his work on Miracles, demoniac
possession appears to have implied a neouliar de-
ficiency of the energy of personal will in the afflicted,

whether natural or induced by weakening disease, but
by no means to have impUed of course any pecuMai
criminality. Undoubtedly sin, and especially sins of
voluptuousness, tend very greatly to weaken the
moral and voluntary energies. But there are so
many other causes that may efi'ect the same result,

that to bring such an imputation against Mary Mag-
dalene on no other ground, appears to me, I confess,

little better than a posthumous slander. Then the

mention of Mary Magdalene immediately afterwards,

viii. 2, in a manner that does not betray the faintest

consciousness of her having been mentioned before,

is certainly very httle agreeable to this identification.

Our Saviour, moreover, although He came to seek

and to save the lost, and although to His inward
view one saved sinner was even as another, appears
in the choice of His intimate companions to have
maintained a Divine decorum, such as breathes

through all His words and acts, and which may not

without reason have been supposed to be operative

in this case.—C. C. S.]

Vs. 37. When she knew.—The meals at which
Jesus took part appear to have had a somewhat
public character. The entrance stood open to all,

not because they were invited with Him, but becauss

the concourse could not be hindered.

An alabaster flask, Ixhi^umpov /xvpov.—Avery
fine, mostly white species of gypsum, but not so hard

as marble, and therefore not so serviceable for finely

poUshed furniture. " Unguenta optime servaninr in

atabastris," writes Pliny, xiii. 3, and to this notion

apparently it is to be ascribed that they were accus-

tomed to transport unguents and perfumes in ala-

baster flasks, which were sealed at the tops, ind

opened by breaking the long neck. Perhaps we arc

here to understand alabaster from Damascus md
Syria, which was distinguished especially by i>*
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clearness, while the best Nard ointment was pre-

pared at Tarsus in Cilicia. Comp. Friedlieb, Die
Archmol. der Leide^ugeschichte^ on Matt. xxvi. 6 seq.

—Moreover, among the ancients there prevailed

elsewhere also the custom of kissing the feet of those

to whom it was intended to display a veiy especial

reverence, especially of the Rabbis (Wetstein), and

the noting of t)ie moment when the whole trans-

action began (j)p|aTo), contributes not a little to

heighten the vividness of the whole narrative.

Vs. 88. And began to moisten His feet with
tears, and did wipe them with the hairs of

her head.—The question spontaneously presents

itself to us, what may have given occasion to all this

burst of feeling in the homage rendered by the

woman. Without doubt she had previously seen

and lieard the Lord, and, in whatever way it may
have come to pass, had already received a great

benefit from Jesus. We are most disposed to un-

derstand this as a bodily healing and benefit, cer-

tainly not worth less than the debt of five hundred
denarii. For this mercy she will manifest to the

Lord her thankful love. Perhaps He had, in order

to put her to the proof, deUvered her indeed from
the malady which was the consequence of her sinful

life, but as yet withheld the word of pardon and
grace, of which she stood in most need. So there

bums along with the flame of gratitude tte secret long-

ing after a higher, a spiritual salvation in her heart.

The impure wishes to be declared pure, the fallen to

be raised up, the sorrowing to be comforted, the
thankful for recovery to be blest with yet greater

fulness of grace. For a shorter or longer time she
has already been looking for an opportunity to draw
near to the Saviour without being thrust back by an
incoiupassionate hand, and now when she hears He
is a guest in Simon's house, she is withheld as little

by false shame as by fear of man from following the
drawing of her heart.

Vs. 39. Now when the Pharisee . . .

saw.—Without doubt the first feeling of the Phari-

see was that of displeasure that such a woman had
ventured to pollute his pure threshold. But with that

is next joined dissatisfaction and doubt in reference

to his guest, who, as he sees, is well content to be
touched by such hands. Without any organ by
which he is able to place hunself in the woman's con-
dition or to estimate the beauty of her action, he
judges according to the logic of the natural man
and of the Jew imprisoned in prejudices. The major
tenn of the syllogism which, in secret, he forms to

himself, is double. A prophet would, in the first

place, know what is hidden, and know accordingly
the history of this aMaproiAiis, and, secondly, shudder
at the contact of that which is unholy. That the
former may be true of Jesus and the latter not, does
not even enter his mind. The minor and the con-
elusion from his point of view need no statement.
Among the Jews the idea commonly prevailed that
a prophet must know everything secret, and that in

particular the Messiah must be at a loss for an an-

swer to no question ; therefore the ensnaring ques-
tions which even to the end of His life they contin-

ued to propose to Hun ; therefore also the infer-

nce of the disciples (John xvi. 29, 30).—As respects

our Simon, moreover, it is scarcely to be doubted
that he, how much soever he may have been Ae'yai;/

tV iauTif, yet also gave vent to his displeasure by
looks, gestures, and hght murmurs. The Saviour,
however, has no need of that to hear him, He al-

ready reads in Simon's thoughts. He vindicates the

honor of the woman and His own in a noble parable

which He presents in so striking, so powerful a

manner that we scarcely know which we should

most admire : the skill with which He causee the

accuser to appear as witness against himself, or the

moderation with which He still spares His host, inas-

much as He forbears any severer censure ; wbe^hei

the holy irony with which He explains Simon's de-

ficiency in love, or the lofty seriousness with which

He gives him to feel that his sin is yet unforgiven.

Vs. 41. A certain creditor.—Under the imaga

of the creditor the Lord depicts Himself, while, in

the debtor that owed the more and the one that owed
the less, we behold respectively the portrait of the

sinner and of Simon. It results, therefore, from this,

that the Saviour declares the action of the sinner to

be a work of thankful love in consequence of a bene-

fit received. It does not however necessarily follow

from this that Simon also had been restored by a

miracle from a sickness (Paulus, Kuinoel) ; the bene-

fit bestowed on him (= 50 denarii) was the honor of

a visit from the Lord, the value of which, however,

must have been exceedingly smaU in his eyes.

Ajjvapia, a Roman silver coin, =1 drachma = 16

asses [about l^d. sterling, or 15 cents ; 50 denarii

= lY.SO ; 500 b. = $75.00 : both sums worth then

many times their present value.—C. C. S.].

Vs. 48. I suppose.—The gravity of the Pharisee,

before whom a problem is laid for solution, does not

belie itself. With greater modesty than that with

which he had just muimured in secret does he give

his opinion, and is rewarded by the Saviour with an
bpdSi! of holy irony, an ipBais which is about to

turn itself immediately as a weapon against him.

Vs. 44. Seest thou this woman ?—Apparently
Simon had as much as possible avoided looking at her.

At least he must, after the parable he had heard, have
regarded her with quite different eyes, and have seen
in a great sinner a great lover, and so far a great

saint, if he compared her with himself, the proud
egoist. But now the word of rebuke breaks as a
flood over him. The great distinction which the
Lord had rendered to Simon by His coming He
brings at once, with the noblest sense of dig-

nity, into view.—I entered into thine house.

—

The aov at the beginning of the address gives em-
phasis to the tone of reproach, of which Simon is

made conscious in a threefold comparison of his

behavior with that of the sinning woman. No
was'iing of the feet, no kiss of welcome, no anoint-

ing has he, at the entrance of his Guest into his

dwelling, had ready for Him. What Meyer, ad loc,

in reference to the first adduces as an excuse, name-
ly, that the washing of His feet had not been abso-
lutely necessary, since the Saviour had not come
directly from His journey, is to our apprehension not
satisfactory ; for if this neglect had been entirely unim-
portant or accidental, the Saviour would certainly

not have brought it up to him. As opposed to his

lovelessness and his avarice, the benevolence and
bounteousness in the sinning woman's exhibition of
love strikes the eye so much the more. Simon gives
no water—she her tears, aquamm preciosissimaa
(Bengel), and instead of a linen cloth, the thousand
hairs of her head. Simon gives no kiss upon the
mouth, she kisses much more humbly the feet, of
the Lord ; Simon gives no eKaiop, but she something
much more precious, ij.ipov. And this proof of het
homage she presented to the Lord from the verj
tune of his entrance, i*' ris eio-^Afloy (See the text
ual notes on vs. 46.) The reading tlav\eev has pet
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Daps arisen from the fact that the woman was sup-
posed to have entered after Jesus, so that she could
not well have manifested her love to Him from His
very entrance. This difficulty, however, vanishes if

we consider that the woman, seeking for an oppor-
tunity for her work of love, would probably have en-
tered very soon after the Saviour ; and thus at the
same time the antithesis is most distinctly preserved
etween that which the two, Simon and the woman,
ad done at His entrance into the house.

Vs. 47. Wherefore I say unto thee.—We
consider it forced and unnatural to regard Kfya aot

as standing in a parenthesis (De Wette), and sepa-
rated in some measure from ou x^i"'"- Better Meyer

:

" On this account I say to thee ; for the sake of these
her exhibitions of love, I declare to thee : Forgiven
are her sins," &c.

'AcpewvTai—on i}y(xtrr}(Te iro\v.—According to the

Roman Catholic exegetes, with whom, among others,

De Wette also agrees, the words : Because she
loved much, must indicate the proper cause, the
arUecedem of the forgiveness of the debt. The Ro-
mish church has here found a support for the doc-

trine of the meritoriousuess of good works, and the
Protestant polemics have undertaken to confute it

by often in some measure doing violence to the text.

To the unsuccessful attempts to escape from this

difficulty must apparently be added the following

:

" Her sins are forgiven her (this she knows, and)
therefore has she exhibited much love ;

" or this

:

" Her sins are forgiven her, that she might love

much," or " that the Pharisee, from her thankfulness,

might be well able to conclude that already much
must have been forgiven her," &c. All these inter-

pretations suifer shipwreck on the simple significa-

tion of the words, especially of on, and the parable

also, vss. 41, 42, shows evidently that the Saviour

received her work as a token of thankful love. Had
the woman really already received entire assurance

of forgiveness, and her rich love now been the proof

of it, as it is asserted, then the assurance, vs. 48,

would have been, at least in a good measure, super-

fluous. No, the progress of the case is this : The
woman held herself, by a former benefit (bodily heal-

ing perhaps, but not as yet any full assurance of for-

giveness), quite as much favored by Jesus as if a

debt of five hundred denarii had been remitted to her.

Out of thankfulness for this benefit she had come
believingly to Jesus (vs. 50), and had shown to Him
in her love the strength of her thankful faith, and

now she receives, in such a temper of mind, not out

of merit, but out of grace, the assurance of the for-

giveness of sins. Simon, on the other hand, con-

siders himself as little favored by the visit of Jesus

as by the remission of a debt of fifty denarii ; there-

fore also he has shown the Lord little love.
—

" But

to whom little is forgiven the same loveth little,"

—

and because he had so little faith and love he could

moreover have little (or no) part in the forgiveness

which he did not even earnestly desire.—However,

the holiness of works seeks in vaui a support in these

words, for Jesus Hunself says (vs. 50) :
" Thy faith

hath saved thee," and by this of itself makes known

that her love had flowed from the fountain of faith.

Because she believes and has manifested this her

Eiith by love, therefore does forgiveness fall to her

lot.—We can hardly see that now any other diffl-

eulty remains to be removed, since at all events we

read elsewhere also that love covers even the multi-

tude of sins, and that mercy rejoiceth against judg-

nent, 1 Peter iv. 8 ; Jamea ii 13 j
Matt. xxv. 34-

40. That she has deserved forgiveness by her love,
the Saviour is as far from saying as that she has do
served it through faith ; but only through the faith
which works by love (Galatians v. 6), was she recep-
tive for the benefit of forgiveness, which He immedi-
ately bestowed upon her purely out of grace. [Meyer's
explanation appears to me better: "This Sti T)ya-

trrjiTf Tro\v does not contain the cause and therefore
not the antecedent of the forgiveness. So Catholics
interpret it, proving therewith their doctrine of the
meritoriousness of works, and of late also De Wette,
apprehendmg love to Christ as one with faith in

Him
; Olshausen, seeking to surmount the difficulty

of the thought in his way, and interpreting love as
receptive activity ; Paulus, B. Crusius. The contrary
is established, not by dogmatics (see the admirable
remarks of Melanohthon, in the Apol. iii. 31 seq.,

p. 61 seq., ed. Rech.), but, as appears by the context,

because this interpretation is entirely inconsistent

with the TrapaiSoAT) lying at the basis, vss. 41, 42,
as well as with the immediately following S Si

oKlyov atpUrat, &c., if love does not appear as the
consequence of forgiveness ; the antecedent, that is,

the subjective cause of forgiveness, is not Love, but
Faith, as appears from vs. 50. According to the
context, therefore, it is correct to interpret on . . .

of the (/round of knowledge ; Forgiven are, &c.,

which is certain, since she has exhibited love in a high
degree. . . . Calov. Probabat Christus a poste-

riori."—G. C. S.]

Vs. 48. Thy sins are forgiven.—With celestial

love the Lord ascends a yet more and more exalted

climax in His language. First has He shown that

He receives the homage of the sinful woman without

any scruple ; then has He said to a thii-d person what
a privilege is meditated for her, one much more excel-

lent than she had hitherto enjoyed, namely, the full

certainty of the forgiveness of sins ; finally this assu-

rance is personally addressed to herself, and sealed in

her heart through the peace of God that passeth all

understanding. The word ai iroAAai was uttered, it

is true, in her presence, yet not to herself ; the Lord,

before this company, will not humble her more
deeply, but on the contrary kindly raises her.

Vs. 49. Began to say.^Just as in ch. v. 21.

It would appear almost inconceivable that the same
censure should have been already repeated, if we
forgot that a Pharisaic heart at all times remains the

same ; besides, these guests need not of course have
been acquainted with that which had already taken

place at the healing of the paralytic.

Vs. 50. And He said.—Not spoken at precisely

the very instant when these thoughts were rising

(Meyer), but probably because the Saviour heard the

approach of the storm which would rise against the

woman if she did not immediately withdraw herself.

He gives her an intimation to leave the house before

the peace which He had given lier could be assailed

or disturbed by any one.—Faith helped the woman,
inasmuch as it brought her soul into the disposition

in which she could entreat and receive the most
ardently desired of all benefits from the Lord. A
similar word of comfort was received by another

woman, Mark v. 34. Comp. also the words of Eli la

Hannah, 1 Samuel i. lY.

DOCTKINAI AND ETHICAL.

1. The readiness with which the Saviour cooAd

accept an invitation so grudgingly given as thai
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of this Simon, belongs undoubtedly to the self-denial

of His ministering love. He wisi^ed especially not

to repel the Pharisees any more tn^ 'as absolutely

necessary, and knew moreoTer that many an ear that

elsewhere would be closed to formal preaching might

perhaps catch up the word of life when He clothed

it as table-talk in the forms of daily life. Here also

He may have had a special reference to the training

of His apostles, who, brought up in a simpler condi-

tion, had hitherto observed the dark side of Phari-

saism more from a distance. Finally, He could, by

His personal presence, best put to shame the ca-

lumnious reports which, without doubt, were spread

abroad in His absence in reference to Him and His

disciples. Worthy of notice, moreover, is it that

when He trod this threshold a sinning woman also

sees the door open to her, for whom, according to

Pharisaic severity, the entrance would assuredly

have been forbidden. Ka! ISoi. Where Christ ap-

pears the law loses its power, and grace bears the

sceptre.

2. The whole narrative of the penitent sinner is a

gospel within the gospel, as well in relation to the

inward temper which the Lord demands of repentant

sinners as also in respect to the salvation which His

grace affords them. In this sense the whole narra-

tive, which redounds to the honor of Luke's delicate

taste, as physician and artist, deserves to be named
an eternal history, and so far it is indifferent whether

the chief character be Mary Magdalene or another.

The chief matter is still her voice and her experience,

which may be the share of every one among us.

With justice did Gregory the Great write concerning

this Pericope :
" As oft as I think upon this event,

I am more disposed to weep over it than to preach

upon it." It fits perfectly into the Pauline Gospel of

Luke, which proclaims to us the justification of the

humble sinner out of free grace.

3. The parable which the Lord presents to Simon
for consideration is for this reason above all so re-

markable, that on the one side it sets forth as well the

self-righteous Simons as the unrighteous anapTaiAoi as

debtors, and on the other hand strongly emphasizes

the great benefit of the New Covenant, the blessing

of the forgiveness of sins.

4. Whoever so understands the word of the

Lord, vs. 47, as that the love of the woman was the

tneritorious cause of her pardon, such an one reverses

the sense and the meaning of the parable, as if it

taught that the two debtors had begun to love

their creditor in an unequal measure, and that the

creditor in consequence of this had remitted to them
the debts of unequal amount, which then we should

have to call : wishing to reap the fruit before the

tree has been planted. For a debtor who is not in

condition to pay will not love his creditor, but flee

from him, and love awakes in his heart only when
he, on good grounds, can believe that the debt at

one stroke is remitted to him. So judges Luther

also when he writes :
" The Papists bring up this

declaration against our doctrine of faith, and say

that forgiveness of sins is attained through love and

not through faith ; but that such is not the meaning
id proved by the parable, which clearly shows that

love follows from faith. ' To whom much is for-

given,' says the Lord, ' the same loveth much ;

'

therefore if a man has forgiveness of sins, and be-

lieves it, there follows love ; where one has it not,

there is no love."

6. " And He said to her, Thy a'lia are forgiven

thee." If we will not as-iume that the sinner here

received nothing more than she already possessed,

we are then certainly necessitated to suppose that

the certain assurance of the forgiveness of sins had

not been bestowed upon her before this meeting with

the Lord. The benefit for which she comes to tes

tify her thankfulness to Him cannot therefore pos

sibly have been this assurance.

6. Simon and the sinner, with respect to tha

Lord, are two admirable types of the Roman Catho-

lic and of the Evangelical church. The former is as

little as Simon free from the leaven of self-righteous-

ness, and takes secret or open offence at every rev-

elation, at every confession, of the free grace of the

Saviour. Like the proud Pharisee, she makes void

the commandment of God for the sake of her own
notions, and is not perfect in love for the very rea-

son that she does not regard love as a consequence

but as a condition of the forgiveness of sins. Here
holds good the declaration of John, 1 John iv. 17,

18. The other, on the contrary, feels herself in

many respects as polluted as the sinning woman at

the table, but as one entirely unworthy she Ues at

the feet of the Lord, and does Him homage, not in

order thereby to merit anything, but out of pure

thankfulness that He has merited and earned all for

her. So long as she has not yet entirely unlearned

the significance of the word Sotpeaj' (Romans iii. 24),

the saying holds good for her : Thy faith hath

saved thee ; and she may go in peace. And this very

faith will make her so much the richer in love and
thankfulness, since she deeply feels that to her not

fifty but five hundred denarii have been remitted

out of grace. Thus does the gospel cherish and
tend the fruit of obedience, which the law can in-

deed demand, yet cannot bring forth.

7. In order to understand the true relation be-

tween forgiveness and love, the parable Matt, xviii.

23-36, deserves especially to be compared.

HOMTLETICAl AND PEACTICAX.

The dinner m Simon's house a proof of the truth

of the word of the Lord, Luke v. 31, 32.—Jesus
ever ready to come wherever the sinner invites Him.
—Great sin, great repentance

;
great faith, great

love.—True and pretended honor shown to the
Lord in one and the same dweUing.—The poverty
of an unloving, the riches of a loving, heart.—No
sinning woman too bad to come to Jesus.—Love
and honor united in her homage.—The steps upon
which the Lord leads the sinner out of the depth
upon the height : 1. He suffers her to approach
Him; 2. He accepts her homage; 3. He assures
her of the forgiveness of sms ; 4. He causes her
to go in peace.—The steps upon which the Lord
leads the Pharisee from the height into the depth

:

1. He seats Himself at his table ; 2. He casts a look
into his heart ; 3, He makes his lovelessness mani-
fest ; 4. He puts him to shame before the sinner,

and places him far below her.—Thankful love, how
it is : 1. Richly attested, 2. unjustly censured, 3. pow-
erfully vindicated, 4. blest a thousandfold.—The
inventiveness of love.—The costliest thing not too
costly for the Lord.—Frugality ill appUed where
love is to be shown to the Highest.—The blessed
feeUng of a heart that finally has pressed through to
Jesus' feet.'—Here at Jesus' feet, yonder on Jesus'
heart.—To every Simon has the Lord even yet some-
thing special to say.—The table-talk of the Saviom
tested according to the apostolic rule ColoBslans iv,
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6.—Christ beholda all other men stand m relation to

Himself as debtors.—Every one receives forgiveness

for as many or as few sins as he himself feels and
repents of.—Thankful love cannot possibly precede
the highest revelation of grace, but mast necessarily

follow it.—The self-righteous one his own judge.

—One can judge rightly and yet condemn himself

—

Seest thou this woman ? 1. A sinner, aad yet a
sanctified person ; 2. a mourner, and yet one blessed

;

8. one condemned, and yet one crowned for eternal

life.—The picture of the sinning woman in accord

with the apostle's confession respecting himself,

2 Cor. vi. 9, 10.—God forgives in order that we may
hold Him dear.—The penuriousness of disdain to-

wards the Lord.—What disdain neglects, penitence

supplies.—In Christ Jesus neither circumcision

availeth anything nor uncircumcision, but faith which

worketh by love, Galatians v. 6.—Set for the

fall of one, for the rising of another.—The deepest

ground of want of love towards Christ and the natr

ural spring of love to Him.—Faith in the forgiveness

of sins no dead letter, but an active principle of life.

—The assured certainty of the forgiveness of sins,

1. An indispensable, 2. an invaluable, 8. an attain-

able benefit.—Who is this that forgiveth sins also ?

—Even the secret thoughts of the heart known to

the Saviour.—Faith the only but also the certain

way to deliver us.—^No going in peace without faith

;

no faith without going in peace.

Starke :—J. Hall :—He is a wise teacher who
accommodates himself to be all things to all men
that he may gain all, 1 Cor. ix. 22.—The Christian,

even a preacher, may indeed go to the festive meal,

yet must he have regard of place, time, and occasion,

to accomplish some good even there.—The female

Bex has also a part in the kingdom of God, 1 Peter

iii, 7.—The soul which truly feels its sins counts

nothing too good and too dear for Christ.—Sliamp
facedness is both a sign and an effect of grace -•

Majus :—Those converted to God give their mera
bers, which they have aforetime consecrated to sin,

as instruments of righteousness, Komans vi. 19.—
Who hath not himself repented knows not the heart
of penitent sinners.

—

Quesnel :—Sweet mildness of
Jesus : happy he that also deals thus when he will

amend his ntighbor.—To convince and instruct one
by questions is the best mode of teaching.

—

Bken-
Tius :—Sin a great and heavy debt, which we in and
of ourselves cannot discharge.

—

Nova Bihl, Tub.:
—When the veil of our prejudices is removed, our
own heart condemns us.—The penitent kisses con
tinuaUy the feet of the Lord Jesus.—Even in the
hohest place one has often evil thoughts.—To for-

give sins is God's work alone, and therefore Jesus
has by this also demonstrated His Godhead.—Whom
God and his conscience absolve from sin, he has no
cause to be troubled at the blind judgment of the
world.

Heubnee :—Tears of repentant sumers are pre-

cious to God.—^Pride has no sense of the love which
God bestows on repentant sinners.—God knows, hke
a careful creditor, just how much every one owes
Him.—What love to Jesus is, and how it arises.

—

Jesus teaches us here how we should deal with fallen

ones.—Great sinners, great saints.

—

Palmer :—How
love to Christ arises in a heart. It arises : 1. From
the hope of attaining through Him forgiveness of

sins ; 2. from the certainty of having obtained for.

giveness.

—

Sohleieemacher :—Respecting the coiv

neotion of forgiveness of sins with love, Fred. i. p,

522.

Admirable work of art representing the Magda-
lene [or rather, this woman.—C. C. S.], by Correggio,

Battoni, and many others.

0. Oalilee and the Surrounding Regions, without excluding Capernaum. Chs. VIII. 1—IX. SO.

1. The First Christian Family Circle. Ch. VIII. 1-8.

1 And it came to pass afterward, that he went throughout every city and village

preaching and shewing the glad tidings of the kingdom of God : and the twelve were

2 with him, And certain women, which had been healed of evil spirits and infirmities,

3 Mary called Magdalene, out of whom went seven devils, And Joanna the wife of

Ohuza Herod's steward, and Susanna, and many others, which ministered unto him

[them, V. 0.'] of their substance.

iVs 3 -Bee.: avrv. AvTor? has preponderating authority, s« Tjscitesdohf aii loc. " The Bmgrular appeared more.

Clvious to thfcopyists, partly because V»- r.>eepa.-r. preceded, partly throngli remmiscence of Matt. xxvu. 55
;
Mark ^

11." Meyer. [Air^, A., L., M., X., Cod. Sin. ; airow, B., D., E.», 10 other unoials.-C. C. S.]

Kara irSxtf Kal K(i>^7}v. From town to town, and

from village to village ; comp. Acts xv. 21. The
unweariedness of the Saviour's activity comes here

with especial clearness into view.

Vs. 2. And certain women.—In the earlier

period the disciples still wondered when they saw

their Master in conversation with a woman, John iv.

27. Now there has already been formed a circle of

female disciples, who were joined to the Master bj

thankful love.—Mary of Magdala. See above

Bespecting Magdala, see Lange, on Matthew xv. 39.

Vs. 3. Joanna is only here and in ch. xxiv. 10 re

ferred to by name, as the consort, perhaps the widoif

EXEGETICAIi AlTD CRITICAL.

Vs. 1. Afterward, h rm koA. sc. xpiva.—Luke

la here not concerned to arrange the different events

in a strict chronological succession, but only in gen-

eral to call attention to the fact that the activity of

the Saviour, in His journeys through Galilee, was con-

tinued uninterruptedly, while he now adjoins a men-

tion of the services rendered by women in this

period, of which none of the other Evangelists make

mention. Occasion to do this he more than prob-

ably found in the immediately preceding narrative.
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of Chuza, steward of Herod. Ifwe assume with some
that Chuza was the iSaj-iAiKiii (John it. 46-64), we
might suppose that grateful love for the deliverer of

her son had brought the mother to Jesus.—Susanna,

that is, Lily, nSllJlllJ, is not further known.—And
many others.—Comp. Matt, xxvii. 56.

Which ministered unto them.—The female

friends of our Lord appear for the most part to have

belonged to tte well-circumstanced higher class, since

the here-mentioned ministration doubtless consisted

principally in support rendered to earthly necessi-

ties from their property. This ministration was
rendered to the whole travelling company. The
reading alir^ is perhaps in some manuscripts a cor-

rection, which visibly arose from the effort to repre-

sent the service of these women as an act of Divine

service, which was exclusively limited to the Master.

DOCTEINAL AITO ETHICAL.

1. The brief account which Luke gives us respect-

ing these women is peculiarly adapted to awaken a

vivid conception of the joumeyings of the Saviour

through Galilee. We see Him proceeding from one
town to another, wearing as clothing the simple yet

becoming tunic, which was not served but woven
from above throughout, perhaps the gift of love ; the

sandals bound crosswise over His uncovered feet

;

the disciples near by without money in their girdles,

without shoes, staff, or wallet
;
perhaps a little flask

with oil, after the Oriental usage, hanging over their

shoulders, for the refreshment of their wearied limbs

(Mark vi. 13 ; Luke x. 34 ; Genesis xxviii. 18) ; and
at a beseeming distance the women covered with

their veils, who were concerned with tender aiiec-

tion for the wants of the company, now and then

preparing for their beloved Master a refreshing sur-

prise, and now holding discourse with one another,

now with Him. The view of such a circle of breth-

ren and sisters, whose centre the Lord is, makes an
impression that elevates the heart.

2. The unhesitating way in which the Saviour

admitted and accepted the loving services of these

women is a striking proof not only of His conde-

icending love, which endures services rendered to

Him, although He did not corce to be ministered

unto (Matt. xx. 28), but at the same time of His firm

confidence in the purity and faithfulness of these

Galilean friends, which indeed did remain, even be-

yond His death, unchangeably the same.

3. We see here an emancipation of woman in th«

noblest sense of the word, and the beginning of the

service of women in the church of Christ (Wichem),

and at the same tune also a decided triumph of the

evangelical spirit over the limitation of the Jewish

Rabbinism, and the prophecy of the new world of

love called into being througli Christ.

HOMILETICAI, AKD PBACTICAIi.

In Christ Jesus there is neither Jew nor Greek,

man nor woman, but a new creature.—Thankful

ministration of love well pleasing to the Lord.—Di-

versity and agreement among the first female friends

of Jesus.—What the Saviour is for woman, and what
woman must be for the Saviour.—Woman in Christ

no longer slave of the man, but a feUow-heir of the

grace of life, 1 Peter iii. 7.—Women of high condi-

tion also cannot possibly dispense with the Saviour.

—The Head of the church served by and in His

members.—The destination of earthly good also to

the advancement of the kingdom of God.—The first

Christian circle of sisters united for a work of love,

1. Whose origin is pure, 2. whose cliaracter is that

of power, 3. whose fruit is abundant, 4. whose dura-

tion is perennial.—The service of the poor, Divine

service (Angelus Merula).—Among the women of the

evangelical history not one enemy of the Lord.

Starke :—Whoever hath tasted that the Lord is

gracious, such an one cannot abandon Him.—If

Christ was not ashamed of the ministrations of

others, why should we be ashamed when we find

ourselves in like circumstances ?

—

Qtiesnel :—Godly
women have at all times helped to build up the
kingdom of God by the exercise of love towards
Christ's servants and His poor members, Romans
xvi. 1, 2, 6.

—

Majus :—^For spiritual benefits to

render something temporal is becoming, and yet a

poor payment.—For His poor children God knows
well how to provide.

2. The Parables concernmg the Kingdom of God. Vss. 4-21.

(Parallels : Matt. xiii. 1-23 ; xii. 46-50 ; Mark iii. 31—iv. 23.—Tbs. 4-15, Gospel for Sexagesima Sunday.)

4 And when much people were gathered together, and were come [when they were
6 coming] to him ont of every city, he spake by a parable : A sower went out to sow hia

seed : and as he sowed, some fell by the way side ; and it was trodden down, and the

6 fowls of the air devoured it. And some fell upon a rook [the rock] ; and as soon as it

7 was sprung up, it withered away, because it lacked moisture. And some fell among
[the] thorns; and the thorns sprang up with it, and [having sprung; om., and] choked

8 it. And other fell on [the] good ground, and sprang up, and bare fruit a hunrlredfold.

And when he had said these things, he cried. He that hath ears to hear, let him hear.

9 And his disciples asked him, saying [om., saying, V. 0.'], What might this parable

10 be [i. e., mean]? And he said, Unto you it is given to know the mysteries of the
kingdom of God: but to others [the rest only'] in parables; that seeing they might not

11 see, and hearing they might not understand. Now the parable ia this : The seed is the

12 word of God. Those by the way side are they that hear ; then ..;meth the devil, and
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taketh away the word out of their hearts, lest they should [that tii'iy may not, Ivu /i^]

1 3 believe and be saved. They on the rock are they, -which, when they hear, receive the

word with joy ; and these have no root, which for a while believe, and in time of temp-

14 tation fall away. And that which fell among thorns are they, which, when they have
heard, go forth, and are choked with cares and riches and pleasures of this life, and

15 bring no fruit to perfection. But that on the good ground are they, which in an hones

and good heart, having heard the word, keep it, and bring forth fruit with patience [or

16 persevere in bringing forth fruit]. [But] No man, when he hath lighted a candle

covereth it with a vessel, or putteth it under a bed ; but setteth it on a candlestick, that

17 they which enter in may see the light. For nothing is secret, that shall not be mada
18 manifest; neither any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad. Take heed

therefore how ye hear : for whosoever hath, to him shall be given ; and whosoever

19 hath not, from him shall be taken even that which he seemeth to have. Then came to

20 him his mother and his brethren, and could not come at him for the press. And it was
told him hy certain which said, Thy mother and thy brethren stand without, desiring

21 to see thee. And he answered and said unto them, My mother and my brethren are

these which hear the word of God, and do it.

' Vs. 9.

—

Ric. : Aeyoires. At least doubtful. [Dm., Cod. Sin.]

EXEGETICAL AND OEITICAL.

General Remarks.— Chronology: Luke cor-

rectly places the preaching of the kingdom of God
on the part of the Saviour in this period of His Gal-

ilean activity. The comparison with Matthew and
Hark teaches us, however, that he passes over seve-

ral important particulars. Without here entering

upon a criticism of the different earlier and later

arrangements of the evangelical narrations, we sim-

ply state what order appears to us most worthy of

credit: 1. The meal in Simon's house (Luke vii.

36-50). 2. Beginning of a new journey through

Galilee (Luke viii. 1-3). 3. Return ti's ohcoi/ (Mark

iii. 20). 4. Blasphemy respecting a covenant with

Beelzebub (Mark iii. 20-30. Comp. Matt. xii. 22-37).

5. His mother and His brethren (Mark iii. 31-86.

Comp. Luke viii. 19-21 ; Matt. xii. 46-50). 6. The

parables (Matt. xiii. ; Mark iv. ; Luke viii.),- —that of

the Sower first, according to all the Synoptics.

Vs. 4. Much people.—Here, too, the Evange-

lists are not at variance, but complement one another.

According to Luke the cities of all Galilee furnished

their contingent to swell the company of hearers of

the Lord—" ex quavis urbe erat cohors aliqua,"

(Bengel.) According to Matthew and Mark this con-

course is so great that the Saviour has to ascend a

ship on the shore in order there to be heard better.

Of the different parables which, according to Mark

and Luke, were delivered at the same time on this

occasion, Luke communicates only the first, together

with its interpretation.

Vs. 5. By the wayside.—" Eo, uU ager et via

inter se attingunt." Here the first portion of the

seed is threatened by a double danger—^the feet of

travellers and the birds of heaven. Notice how

much the vividness of the parable is heightened by

this last feature.

Vs. 6. Upon the rock.—To be understood of a

rocky soil covered with a thin layer of earth, so that

the seed is repelled as soon as it attempts to shoot

out roots. It grows comparatively high (e|ai/(Tfi\€,

Matthew and Mark), but can only unfold itself above

tad not below.

Vs. 1. Amnng the thorns.—Not an overgrown

thistle-field, but i place in the arable ground where

fonnerlf thorns have grown up, which now come

(from the roots) into development together with the

seed, and finally entirely suffocate this, since they

grow much more quickly, and first repressing the

slow growing of the seed, soon make it entirely im-

possible.

Vs. 8. On the good ground.—Which, through

the care of the husbandman in preparation, has

became good. Luke only mentions summarily the

hundredfold increase, while Matthew and Mark
speak of the thirty and sixtyfold.

When He had said these things.—Just so

Matthew and Mark. According to the latter an
aKovere had also preceded. This whole parable is

intended to constitute not only one out of many, but

as the first in a closely connected series to form as it

were His inaugural discourse as a teacher of para-

bles. Comp. Mark iv. 13.

Vs. 9. Asked Him.—Here also the brief report

of Luke must be filled up from the more detailed

one of Matthew and Mark. It then appears that

they asked not only for the interpretation of this

parable, but in general concerning the cause why He
speaks to the people in parables. The answer which

Luke gives, vs. 10, is the answer to the question,

which he lumself does not state.

Vs. 10. Unto you it is given.—According to

all three Evangelists the kingdom of God is agree-

ably to this word of the Saviour : 1. A nvtrriptov,

which, however, 2. His disciples know, but, (3. only

after it is given to them through the preparing grace

of God, SihoTai yviimi. The true reconciUatiou

between the Supernaturalism and Rationalism of the

more ancient and the more modern form will have to

proceed from this, that justice is done at once to

each of these three thoughts.

But to the others only in parables.—We
are not to supply : With the rest speak I in parablei,

but : to the rest it is given to understand the myste-

ries of the kingdom of God only when they are laid

open to them in parabolic form.

That seeing they might not see.—Comp. Is

vi. 9, 10, where, however, we are never to lose frou

view, that: "The effect of hardening through pro»

pliecy is an eliciting, and so revealing, of the harden-

mg which already exists and which through theii

fault reveals itself in reference to the word." Stier,

Comp. Lange on Matthex xi. 12.

Vs. 11. The seed.— In the axplaualion it ^a^
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according to Luke, the Seed, according to Mark, the

Bower, that stands in the foreground.

Vs. 12. They that hear.—That is, who mm-ely

hear, without the word of preaching being mixed

with faith. It is to he noticed that the Saviour

only ascribes the miscarriage of the first, and not of

the second and tUrd portion o the seed to direct dia-

bolical influence. The evil one is as qmckly at

hand (sMe'as, eiVa) as the birds by the just-sown

eeed.

The distinction between the second and third kind

appears especially to lie in this, that those sown upon
the rock are the superficially touched, who are soon

offended by persecution ; those sown among the

thorns, the half-hearted, who are soon seduced by
temptation. " Hie ordo" says Calvin very cor-

rectly of the former, " a superiore differ!, quia tempo-

ralis fides, quasi seminis eonceptio, fructwn aliquem
promiitit, sed non ita bene et peniius subacta sunt

corda, ut ad eontiituum alimentum eorum moUities

Bufficiat. Et sane, ut (esiu solis probaiur terrce sieri-

litas, ita persecutio et crux eoi^um- vanitatem detegit,

qui leviter tincti, nescio quo desiderio, non probe serio

pietatis affectu iynbuti sunt. Sciendum est, non vere

esse incorruptibili semine regenUos, quod nunquam.
marcescit, quemadm,odum Petrus docet.^^

Vs. 14. Cares and riches and pleasures.—
Here, as in Mark iv. 19, a threefold cause for the

miscarriage of the third class, earthly care, possession,

and enjo'jnunt. Luke very beautifully describes

these hearers as going away among the one and the

other (TTopfuufievui), after they had listened for a
while. " A picturesque addition" (De Wette).

And are choked.—See Meyer ad he.

Vs. 15. In an honest and good heart.—Not
in an absolutely ethical sense (Meyer), for purity

of heart cannot precede faith, but must follow it.

Yet honest and good to receive seed and to bear
fruit. An intimation of the right disposition for

hearing, which itself in turn is a fruit of the gratia
prceveniens. Comp. Acts x. 35.

Vs. 16. But no man.—The same saying appears
again, ch. xi. 33. Nothing stands in the way of our
supposing that the Saviour repeated words of this

kind on fitting occasions. In Mark also, vss. 21, 22,

it appears immediately after the parable of the Sower,
and the connection of thought is not very difficult to

give. The Saviour does not mean to say that as He
had sufiBciently illustrated to them the preceding
parable, so they also should now on their part spread
this abroad among others (Meyer, De Wette), but He
utters it to be applied to what He had said in rela-

tion to the different reception of the word of God
among men ; namely, that the fruit of preaching
would one day be known, and that it is therefore of
the greatest importance actually to keep the word in

a good aud pure heart in order that in time to come
it may become evident that it has brought forth
fruit an hundredfold.

Vs. 18. Take heed therefore In Luke the
nus, in Matthew the ti, is brought more into promi-
nence, while that which in Matt. xiii. 12, appears
in another connection, Luke here very fittingly ad-
jouis. By this connection the significance of the^
inall appearance—proverbial way of speaking is in

a peculiar manner more precisely defined.

—

For
whosoever hath, namely, of fruits of the word
which he obtained by the fact that he heard in the
right way. The productiveness is conditioned by the
recepti-vdty. "Whoever first bears in himselfa germ of
the higher life, such a one will in the use of the pre-

pared means continually receive more o' gpiritua

blessing. Whoever neglects that which is deposited

by God within him loses what he never rightly pos-

sessed. *0 SoKc? ex^iv apQ-rja-eraij an exact hderpre-

tamentum of the original form in Mark, ii tx^'- Th«
so-called possession had been the fruit of a mere
imagination.

Vs. 19. Then came to Him.—Originally this

occurrence belongs before the parable {see ahovn),

but apparently Luke communicates it here because it

might serve very well to commend the right hearing

inasmuch as it indicates the high rank which tht

doers of the word (James i. 25), according to the

Saviour's judgment, enjoy.

And could not come at Him.—We gain a clear

conception of the fact only by comparing Mark iii.

21-30. The simplest understanding of Mark ilL

20, 21, is however apparently this, that no one else

than the relatives of the Lord on this occasion had
been afraid that He was beside Himself; in respect

to His brothers, who, according to John vii. 5, even

later did not yet believe on Him, we can at least

not call this inconceivable. Intentional mahce ex-

isted here as little as Acts xxvi. 24. If we remark,

however, that mother and brothers wait very quietly

until He has finished speaking, and that the latter

pubhcly requested Him to come unto them, we can

just as well conceive that they lay hold of the

calumny set afoot by the Pharisees : 6Vi Bee\(e^ov\

exei, as a means of withdrawing Jesus, out of well-

meaning yet misguided affection, from this stormy
sea. In no ease does the account say that Mary
uttered or believed these words of blasiJhemy. She
stands here more in the midst than at the head ot

His relatives, and not possibly could she name the

holy thing that was born of her, lunatic. Tet of one
error she makes herself, together with her family,

guilty. She wishes to withdraw the Saviour (per-

haps out of provident care that He might take food,

Mark iii. 20), from the work which He regards as

His food. This Jesus refuses with holy sternness,

yet at the same time with tender forbearance. Of
the self-denial which He demands in respect to

earthly kindred. Matt x. 37, He Himself gives »
brilliant example. What is said of Levi, Deut.
xxxiii. 9, is true now in a higher measure of Him.

Vs. 20. And it was told Him.—Perhaps by
one who would have been glad to see the immedi-
ately preceding discourse of rebuke, Mark iii. 23 seq.,

continue no longer, and therefore with some eager-

ness makes use of this welcome intemiptiou in order
to direct the Saviour's attention to something else.

Thy mother and thy brethren The difficult

question, whom we have actually to understand by
the a.5i\!poh of the Lord, has been even to the latest

times answered in different ways. The view of those
who here understand natural brothers of the Lord,
children of Joseph and Mary, born after Jesus, has,
according to the opinion we have hitherto held, at

least the fewest difficulties. This view is power-
fully vindicated by Dr. A. H. Blom, in his liispmU
Tlieol. Inaug. de Christi aScXipo^s kciI d5e\(f oTs, L. B.
1839. On the other side the later scruples of Langa
and others, who here understand cousins of the Lord,
may not be condemned. The question appears
yet to demand a continued investigation in order
finally to come to full decision. Comp. meanwhile
the valuable essay of Wieseler, Stud, und Krit.

1842, i., but particularly also the appendix to the
9th praelection on the Life of Jesus, by C. J. Riggen
bach, Basel, 1858, where the grounds for and against,
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each principal yiew have been very judiciously set

forth. S. 286-304.
Vs. 21. And He answered.—Comp. Lange on

Matt. xii. BO. According to the picturesque trait in

Mark, ts. 34, He in saying this looks with a benevolent
glance over those immediately surrounding Him.
With fuU consciousness He saoriiices, if it must be
so, earthly relationships to higher ones. Thus does
He assure His disciples of the higher rank which
they enjoy in His eyes, while they are forgotten by
the world. His mother and brothers, on the other
hand, when they have come near enough, hear the
only condition upon which He in truth can call them
His own : namely, if they honor the will of the Father,

who has assigned Him another circle than their lim-

ited dwelling. Doubtless at this word a voice in

Mary's heart testified that she belonged in a yet
higher sense than Kara rripKa to the kindred of

Christ. From the fact that the Saviour speaks alone

of mother, brother, and sister, but not of His father,

as indeed the latter nowhere appears in the history

of His pubUc life, it may with great probability be
concluded that Joseph was now already dead. [The
fact that Joseph nowhere appears in the course of

our Lord's ministry, renders it sufficiently probable

that he was dead. But the fact that our Lord, among
the possible relations which human beings can sus-

tain to Him, does not include that of Father, may
well be explained from His unwillingness to attribute

to any human being that relation which God alone

sustained to Him.—0. C. S.] His disciples He calls

brethren, comp. Heb. ii. 11 ; but from this it by no
means follows that His disciples themselves had the

right to give to Tfiin in too familiar a manner the

name Brother.

DOCTEINAL ADD ETHICAL.

1. For the first time in the Gospel of Luke we
here meet with the Lord teaching the people in para-

bles, which of itself certainly could not have been

strange to His hearers. The fiery orientals, whose

fancy is so rich, whose thoughts are so accustomed

to poetical vesture, early availed themselves of a

form of teaching which could at once excite to re-

flection and satisfy the taste. Prophets like Nathan,

sages like Solomon, poets like Isaiah, had veiled

their oracles in the guise of the parable (2 Sam. xii.

1-7 ; Eccl. ix. 14-16 ; Isaiah v. 1 ; xxviii. 23-29) ; and

in the days of our Lord also the Jewish Eabbis availed

themselves of this inviting mode of representation.

One of the Rabbis, in particular, afterwards distin-

guished himself in this, namely, E. Nahorai, who

lived a century after Christ, shortly before Bar-

Oochba, and whose parables remind us in many re-

spects of these of the Saviour. It would be indeed

well worth the trouble to institute a distinct investi-

gation upon the point how much the moral portion

of the Talmud is indebted in this respect to the

gospel. Comp. Sepp, Z. J. ii. p. 243. And if we

ask what, why, and how the Saviour taught in para-

bles, we find new occasion to repeat the declaration,

John vii. 46.

2. By a parable we understand an invented nar-

rative taken from nature or daUy life, wherein

weighty duties, truth, or promises, are set forth in a

pictorial manner. While the philosophical myth

must bring an abstract idea within the sphere of our

conception ; under the garb of the parable, on the

tther hand, a present or impending /arf is placed

9

before the eyes. While the timile gives only a

simple agreement between two different things, it

lacks the dramatic development and the striking

issue which we meet with in a completed parable
Even from the fable is it distinguished, inasmuch aa

it moves within the bounds of possibility, and not
only, Uke the fable, presents moral teaching, but also

religious truth. The chief thought around which all

the parables of the Saviour more or less directly

revolve is the hidden character of the kingdom of

God. It has therefore been attempted In many
ways to arrange the different parables of our Lord
into a complete whole, in which the doctrine of the
kingdom of Heaven in all its parts is contained (Ne-
ander, Lisco, Lange, Schweitzer, &c.). Nothing ia

easier than to derive a Theology, Anthropology, Sote-

riology, and Eschatology of Jesus from His parables,

in which, however, it must be borne in mind that

not every delicate feature of the representation can
be used as a stone for a dogmatic edifice, but that

only the tertium comparationis, the leading idea,

is to be made prominent according to the particular

3. The purpose of the parable is twofold, comp
Matt. xiii. 13, and Lanse ad loc. Justly, therefore,

has Lord Bacon already said :
" Parabola est usvs

ainbigui^ faeit enim ad involucrum^ facit etiam ad
illustrationem^ in hoc docencii^ in illo occultandi artir

Jicium guoiri videtur.^^ Comp. John ix. 39. How
ever, we must not overlook the fact that the veiling

of the truth in parables was only relative and tempo-
rary. They were not like the bushel under which
the Ught was hid, but more Uke the veil of mist

which indeed obscures the brilliancy of the sun, yet

also more often allows it to stream through. Tho
explanation which the Saviour gives of some parables

in particular He would undoubtedly have given of
all, had He been inquired of with the desire of sat
vation.

4. In respect to the parables also the Gospel of

Luke shows an indisputable wealth. It is true we
miss here individual parables which are found in

Matt, xiii., Mark iv., and elsewhere, but on the other

hand several of the most exquisite parables have
been preserved to us by Luke alone. Without speak-

ing now of many gnome-like sayings which he
communicates as parables, e. g. ch. xiv. 7, let ua

conrider particularly the rich treasure of parables

which he has preserved in the narrative of the

Saviour's last journey to Jerusalem, ch. ix. 51 seq.

To these belong : 1. The Good Samaritan, ch. x. 30-

3Y ; 2. The Importunate Friend, ch. xi. 5-8 ; 3.

The Rich Fool, ch. xii. 16-21; 4. The Unfruitful

Fig-tree, ch. xiii. 6-9 ; 5. The Great Supper, ch. xir,

6-24 ; 6. The Tower and The War, ch. xiv. 28-32
; 7.

The Lost Sheep, Coin, and The Prodigal Son, ch.

rv. (of which, however, the first two appear with

another design in Matt, xviii. 12, J.3)
; 8. The Unjust

Steward, ch. xvi. 1-9 ; 9. Lazarus and Dives, ch.

xvi. 19-31 ; 10. The Servant Ploughing, ch. xvii. "Z-

10 ; 11. The Unjust Judge and the Widow, ch. xviii.

1-8 ; 12. The Pharisee and the Publican, ch. xviii.

9-14 ; 13. The Parable of the Pounds (to be distin-

guished from that of the Talents, Matt. xxv. 14-30),

ch. xix. 12-27. Even when Luke narrates parable*

given in the other Evangelists, he is not wanting in

new peculiar features of them. Comp. for instanca

ch. xii. 35-48, with Matt. xxiv. 42-51. Especial-

ly does be communicate the parables which are in

agreement with the broad PauUne position of his

Gospel, while we scarcely fear a contradiction whua
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we maintain that it is among the parables preserved

by him that the most exquisite in detail appear.

Who would give up the dogp in the parable of Laza-

rus and the rich man ? Who the trait of the haughty

Pharisee standing by himself, araSifU nphi eauTii;/,

01 of the eldest of the two sons who does not come
out of the house, but directly from the field where

he has served his father by his labor ? How much
Tft uld the parable of the Good Samaritan have lost

in beauty if over against this friend of man, not a

priest and Levite, but a simple citizen of Jerusalem,

had been placed ! Even if some of the parables in

Luke contain particular cruces inierprelum, yet the

labor of investigation is richly compensated, as in

reference also to all the parables related by him, the

fine expression is apphcable ;
" The miracles of

Jesus are manifestly great individual parables of His

general activity,—parables in act. His parables, on

the other hand, unfold themselves as miracles of His

word. The miracle is a fact which comes from the

word and is converted into the word. The parable

ig a word which comes out of a fact and stamps

itself in the fact. The common birthplace of these

ideal twin forms is therefore the world-creating and
world-transfiguring Word." Lange.

5. Although in judging of the prophetic char-

acter of the parable, men have not always been
temperate enough, and have certainly gone too far in

finding in many the indication of individual periods

in the development of Christianity beyond the

general intimation of earlier or later times, it is

nevertheless entirely beyond doubt that precisely

like many prophecies, so do also many parables

realize themselves continuously in ever-augmenting

measure in the history of the kingdom of God [or,

as Bacon says :
" have a springing and germinant

fulfilment in every age."—C. G. S.]. This is true

of the very first parable, the Sower. Considered

in the most general way, it contains truth in refer-

ence to God's word in the world as to when^ how,

and where, it has been sown at all tunes. But very

especially is it applicable to the activity of the Great

Sower in the kingdom of God, Christ; and certainly

it is of moment how He here Himself communicates

in parabolic form the result of His experience up to

that time among His mainly unbelieving contempo-
raries. But continually does the fulfilment of the

parabolic sketch repeat itself in the preaching of the

gospel by apostles, martyrs, reformers, nay, and that

of the most obscure country pastor. And so long

as the world remains the world it will not cease to

be true that a good part, nay the greatest part, of the

seed is continually lost through the fault of men.
6. That the Saviour, not in the parable, but in

the explanation of the parable to His disciples,

speaks so unequivocally of the Evil One, is a con-

vincing proof that the New Testament Satanology is

to be regarded as something entirely different from
a ptedagogie accommodation to a superstitious popu-
lar fancy.

"7, The cause why the seed with some bears no
fruit and with some bears fruit more richly than
with others, is not to be found in the fact that the

heart of the one is by nature so much better than
that of the other. Whoever would bring up Luke
fiii. 15 as a proof against the doctrine of general
depravity would do well first to read over once more
Mark ni. 21-23. The KaXiin Kal aya^iw is in the
spirit of the Saviour's teaching the fruit of the

fratia prwvenien,i, from which the man has not with-

drawn himself since God Himself has wrought in

him the will, Philippians ii. 13. It belongs to the

work of the modern believing Dogmatics to develop

the doctrine of prevenient grace in its deep religion*

and Christian ground more than has hitherto been

done.

8. It is to be understood that among those of

whom the Lord says that they fall away in time of

temptation, there are no genuine believers. E<
Himself has declared that they believe irphs xaipov,

and the distinction between fides iemporcdk and sai-

vifica, even on the ground of this expression, has

a deep significance. Everywhere where the seed is

lost there is lacking that v-roijluviJ to which Luke viii,

15 makes so emphatic allusion. Much may go on

in a heart without its becoming in truth a parta-

ker of the new life. Every conversion which has

effect only in the sphere of the intellect, the feeling,

the imagination, or the course of action itself, without

having penetrated into the innermost sanctuary of

the will, may be a blossom that endures long, but

yet finally falls off without beaiing fruit.

9. By the different measure of fruitfulnesB in

good are indicated the diiferent degrees of faith,

love, sanctification, hope, &c., which have been
attained in consequence of hearing. Therefore also

the differeut measures of talents, gifts, and capacity

to carry on the sowing for the kingdom of God
through the ages (Lange). The cause of the great

distinction is as little to be sought exclusively on the

side of man as on the side of God. Here also both

factors work together, and it must be well considered

on the one hand that not every place of the field is

ploughed and harrowed equally long ; on the other

hand, that not every spiritual gift bestowed is used
with equal care. Here also the rule holds good that

grace works ever mystically, yet never magically,

and again :
" Whoever will keep firm hold of the

Lord's gifts must use them in dihgent labor for

increase ; for that are they in their nature given

;

keeping and gaining increase therewith are one.

Works are faith's nourishment, the dihgence of
faithful use is the oil for the burning lamp ; to do
nothing in the might of grace and to reap no fruit

from its sowing is enough to bring with it the judg-

ment which takes again what one appeared to have,

and thought he had, but which was already no
longer a true having." Stier.

10. What the Saviour here says very definitely of

the fruit of the word may be also asserted in a
wider sense of all mysteries of the kingdom of
heaven. PubUcity before the judgment and in God's
hour is here emphatically the watchword.

11. What Paul declares of himself, 2 Cor. v. 16,

is to be seen in a yet higher sense in the Sou of Man.
The saying respecting His mother and His brothers
is essentially only the repetition of the same princi-

ple which the boy of twelve years, Luke ii. 49, had
already uttered as His own. That Mary, even after

the instruction received, John ii. 4, could yet again
have a thought of interfering to some extent actively

in the plan of His labors is a new proof how far the
Mary of the Gospels is still below the Immaculate
Goncepta of Kome. If Mary became great in the
kingdom of God, this is not because she was after

the flesh the mother of the Lord, but because she
on her part fulfilled the will of His Father. JOn the
other hand, doubtless, for the mother of the Lord not
to have been a believer would have been something
too monstrous for Divine grace and providence to
have for a moment permitted.—C. C S.] Hert
also, as ever, the natural relation of the Saviouj
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eompared with tbe spiritual, recedes far into the
hacliground.

HOMILETlOAIi AND PEACTIOAI,.

Where Jesus preaches there is never lack of
nearera.—The shore of the sea of Gennesaret a sow-
ing field.—The word of God a seed : 1. Of heavenly
origin ; 2. of inestimable worth.—Let three quarters
of the seed be lost, if only the last quarter prospers.

—

The feelingless heart is Uke a hard-trodden path.

—

The Evil One under the guise of innocent birds.

—

Inward hardening not seldom coupled with superfi-

cial feeling.—A lively impression of the word seldom
also a deep one.—Prosperous growth must go on
at once upward and downward.— Thorns grow up
quicker than wheat-stalks.—Apostasy in the time of
persecution : 1. A speedy ; 2. an intelligible ; 3. a

miserable apostasy.—Faith for a time and faith for

eternity.—Earthly care, earthly possession, earthly

enjoyment in its relation to the word of preaching.

—

One can promise fruit without actually bringing it

forth.—The effect of the word conditioned by the

»tate of the heart.—Perseverance in good a token of

genuine renewal ; comp. Matt. xxiv. 13.—The differ-

ent measure of fruitfulness and good, or what it has ;

1. Remarkable ; 2. humble ; 3. encouraging.—The
disciple desiring to learn must go with his questions,

not from, but to, Jesus.—The kingdom of God : 1.

A secret ; 2. which, however, is intended to be
understood ; 3. the right understanding of which is

granted, but; 4. only to the disciple of Christ.

—The hiding of the truth in the parable for the not

yet receptive mind, a manifestation of the Divine

:

1. HoUness ; 2. wisdom ; 3. grace.—The disciple

of the Lord not the liglit—but yet the candlestick.

—

Publicity the watchword of the kingdom of God ; here

all things ; 1. Can ; 2. must ; 3. shall, at some time,

come perfectly to light.—The perverse and the right

way to hear the word.—Take heed how ye hear

!

1. To the hearing itself you are obliged ; 2. but one

can hear m very different ways ; 3. it is by no means
indifferent in what way we hear ; 4. therefore take

heed.—Who hath, to him shall be given, &c. : 1. A
marvellous saying ; 2. a saying of truth ; 3. a say-

ing of wisdom.—The kindred of the Lord after the

flesh and His kindred after the Spirit.—The pure and

impure desire of seeing Christ.—A wish that appears

laudable is not always really devout.—The high

value which the Lord attaches to the hearing and

fulfilling of the word.—His saying concerning His

mother and brethren, the application of the fourth part

of the parable of the Sower.—The spiritual family of

the Saviour : 1. The wide-spread family likeness

;

2. the firm family bonds ; 3. the rich family blessing.

Starke :

—

Cbamer :—Many hearers, few devout

ones.

—

NovaBibl. Tub. .-—Formerly the people hasted

from the cities to Christ, now, when one has not so

far to go, they hasten from Him.—Christian teachers

in their many unfruitful labors must possess their

BOuls in patience and not hastily give up all for lost,

Isaiah xlix. 4.—If grace does not moisten our heart

and make it full of sap, the seed of the Divine word

therein must dry up, for our heart is a rock.

—

Wajus :—Take good note of the hindrances to thy

conversion, and remove what stands in the way.—

-

Auris condita est ad audiendum qace cojiditor loqui-

ter Qordius Martyr.—Quesnel :—The understond-

ing of the Holy Scripture and its mysteries is not
given to all; one must humbly seek it from ths
fountain of wisdom.—Satan also knows that God's
word is the blessed means of conversion and salvar

tion.— Canstein :—God gives no one the Ught of
His knowledge for his own use merely, but also foi

the common benefit, 1 Cor. xii. 7.—Often for tit

punishment of unbelief even in this life all is takeCi

away and the light turned into darkness. Matt. xxv.
28.

—

Quesnel :—Whoever fervently loves Chris
cannot long do without Him.—The Vir^ Mary has
no better right to Christ than other people, Luke xi.

27, 28.—A Christian in what concerns the service of
God must forget even his parents. Matt. xix. 29.

—

Believers are spiritually related to Christ, and as deai
to Him as children never are 1o their parents, Hebr.
ii. 11 ; Is. xlix. 15.

Luther (XII. 23, 24) :—" This is it that has the
most fearful sound, that such pious hearts as have a
good root, are full of holy intention, of fixed purpose
and fervent effort, yea to whom not even perseve-

rance itself is lacking, have nevertheless been robbed
of i'ruit. These are therefore those who will serve

two Lords, please both God and the world together,

and who do many and great things for God's sake,

and even that becomes a snare to them, because they

take pleasure in that they become aware that they

are filled with gifts and make profit. Such also are

those who serve God most devoutly, but they do it

for the sake of enjoyment and honor, or at least for

the sake of rehgious benefit, either in this life oi

that to come."
Heubner :—Similarity of the preaching of the

Divine word and of sowing.—Two main classes of

human character : 1. Evil : a. hardened, b. frivo-

lous, c. impure, earthly minded (all human charac-

ters may be thrown into these classes, as indeed
Kant has done it according to this very parable,

Religion Innerhalb, &c., § xxii. pp. 21, 22) ; 2. Hearts
full of longing after salvation, &c.—The main part in

preaching belongs to the hearer.—The preaching of

the gospel never wholly fruitless ; a ground of com-
fort, especially for young ministers.—AnLFELn:

—

The husbandry of our Lord Jesus Christ : 1. The
husbandman; 2. the field.

—

Stier :— 1. The word
of God is a seed ; 2. even this seed's thriving de-

pends on the field ; 3. what now is the good ground
or heart for God's word ?—From whence comes such

good ground ?—G. Sohweder ;—The hearts of beUev-

ers also are like to the various ground.

—

Bajjmeistek :

—The seeming Christian and the true Christian.

—

There are, namely : 1. Christians with a merely
outward religion ; 2. Christians with a shallow reli-

gion ; 3. Christians with a half religion ; 4. Christiana

with a true religion.

—

Thtm :—Whose fault is it if few
hearers of the word are saved ? 1. Is it God's who
causes the word to be proclaimed ?—2. Is it the fault

of the word which is proclaimed to men ?—3. Or is it

that of the man to whom the w8rd is proclaimed ?

—

BuRK :—The might of the word of God : 1. Through
how manifold hindrances it breaks away ; 2. what a

rich and mighty fruit it brings forth.

—

Bitter :—As
the man so his religion.—FLOKEr :—What is required

if God's word is to bring forth fruit in us ?

—

Rauten-
BERG :—The complaint that God's word brings forth

so httle fruit : 1. What ground for it ; 2. wlial

comfort against it; 3. what duty concerning it w*
have.— Harlebs:—The word )f the kingdom H
open ap.orfit.
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I. The King of the Kingdom of God at the same time the Lord of Creation, of the World of Sptrita, of

Death. Vss. 22-56.

a. THE STnjilNG OF THE STOEM IN THE LAKE. Tss. 22-25.

(Parallels : Matt. Tii- 23-27 ; Mark iv. 35-41. Gospel for tlie 4tli Siinday after Epiphany.)

22 Now it came to pass on a certain day [one of the days], that he went into a flhip

with his disciples: and he said unto them, Let us go over unto the other side of tha

23 lake. And they launched forth. But as they sailed, he fell asleep : and there came
down a storm [gust] of wind on the lake ; and they were filled [were filling] with water,

24 and were in jeopardy. And they came to him, and awoke him, saying. Master, Master,

we perish. Then he arose, and rebuked the wind and the raging of the water : and

25 they ceased, and there was a calm. And he said unto them. Where is your faith?

And they being afraid wondered, saying one to another, What maimer of man is' this!

for he commandeth even the winds and [the] water, and they obey him.

* Vs. 25.

—

'EaTtv is according to Tischendorf and Lachmann (A., B., L., X., cursives) an addition whose genuineness if

doubtful. [Tischendorf in his 7th ed. haa it with Cod. Sin. and 13 other uncials ; om., A., C, L., X.—C. C. S.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Haesiony.—Without doubt the stilling of the

tempest took place on the same evening on which the

Saviour had delivered the parable of the Sower and
some others. The parable of the Mustard Seed, and
of the Leaven (Matt, xiii.), Luke gives in another con-

nection (eh, xiii. 18-21); that of the Tares, of the

Treasure in the Field, of the Pearl, of the Fishing-

net, and of the Slow Growing of the Seed (Mark iv.

26-29) he passes over. The question, whether it is

in and of itself probable that the Saviour delivered

all these parables almost utio tenore on one and the

same day on which so much had already taken place

(Mark iii. 20-3S), may here remain provisionally un-

decided. Enough that the stilling of the tempest,

which, accoi'ding to Luke, took place on one of the

days (vs. 22), took place, according to Mark (vs. 35),

on the same day at evening. According to Matthew,
who is as far from contradicting as from confirming

these chronological statements, the Saviour wished at

the same time to withdraw Himself in this way from
the people, ch. xviii. If it should appear that he
transposes the miracle into an earlier period of the

life of the Lord than it occurred, we are not to for-

get that Matt, viii., ix. is a collection of different

miracles of the Saviour without the apostle's having
observed any very strict chronological arrangement.
On internal grounds, however, we consider it prob-

able that the offer of the two men who wished to

follow Jesus (Matt. viii. 19-22) immediately preceded
the tempestuous voyage. Luke communicates this

particular in the acconnt of another voyage, narra-

ting those two, moreover, with a third similar case,

ch. ix. 5*7-62. Taking it all together now, it no longer
is difficult to represent distinctly to ourselves the
whole course of events. The long day—one of the
ew in the public life of the Lord where we find our-

selves in a condition to follow Him almost from step

to step—was visibly hurrying towards evening, but
still Jesus beholds around Him numerous throngs
desiring instruction and help. If, therefore. He is to

enjoy the rest which at last has become absolutely

necessary. He must withdraw Himself from the
throng and give the multitude opportunity to reflect

upon the parables they have heard. Accordingly He
gives immediate command to His disciples as to the

departure, after He had previously left behind on tht

shore the scribe who had desired to follow Him, and
another whom He called in vain. His disciples took
Him with them in their vessel, according to the
graphic expression of Mark : is ^v, that is, without
any further preparation for the journey. As to the
rest, the Synoptics give essentially the same account.
If Mark communicates particulars which confirm the
surmise that the personal remembrances of Peter
have not been without some influence upon the form
of his account, he nevertheless agrees perfectly with
Luke. From the two, Matthew deviates in this two-
fold respect ; namely, that he, in the first place, has
given the address of the Saviour to His disciples aa
if preceding His word of might to the tempest ; and
secondly, that he has put the exclamation of aston-
ishment at the very end, not exclusively in the dis-

ciples' mouths, but in those of the men {&vepuiKoi) who
were in the ship. But as respects the last, we do
not see what improbability there is in the view, that
besides the Twelve some other persons also, attendants
and the like, may have been pi-esent in the ship, and
may have joined with the disciples in the tone of
wonder to which the disciples (Mark and Luke)
undoubtedly give louder and stronger expression
than all the rest. With regard to the first mentioned
point, the representation of Matthew, it appears, has
the most probability in its favor, for we know that
the Saviour was wont first to awaken faith, before He
performed a miracle ; and on a later occasion also
the wind did not sink until He had asked the sinking
Peter: " Oh, thou of little faith, wherefore dost thou
doubt?" The address to the disciples and the
mighty word of deliverance followed one another so
quickly, that Mark and Luke might easily reverse
the order without making themselves guilty of a
censurable inaccuracy.

Vs. 22. That He went into a ship Accord-
ing to Mark iv. 36, there were other vessels also ac-
companying the Saviour near by, which is least of
all to be wondered at, at the end of such a day. If
one is not disposed, therefore, to seek the &:,epwwoi
of Matthew (vs. 27) upon the vessel of the apostles
the conjecture then that the companions of the
voyage on the &\Xois irAoiapcois had been, at somt
distance, witnesses of the miracle, and, therefore,
made manifest their astonishment without reserve
such a conjecture certamly will not be too hazardo'u*
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Unto the other side.—The eastern shore is

here meant. According to Mark, the Saviour seats

Himself in the vpifipa, hinder part of the ship, comp.
Acts xxvii. 29, 41, and falls fast asleep upon a irpos-

K€<paKai(fi. Now awaltes the storm,—according to

Matthew and Marli, a o-f irr^ds (by which also an earth-

quake is signified, Matt, xxviii. 2) ; according to Luke,
more precisely, a \ai\a^ avefiov, which precipitates

bself from abore upon the sea.

"Vs. 24. Master, Master.—If we assume that
Luke has most accurately communicated the words
of the troubled disciples, we should then notice in

the expression itself the trace of the anxious fear

that was in them. They call the Lord, we may
note, with a double i-KmrdTa to help, while Mark
puts in their mouths a SiSd(rKci\f, and Matthew even a
Kvpte. But more than the expression, the exclama-
tion itself bears witness of utter faintness of heart.

So oXijoinrrToi (Matthew) are they, that really it may
be said of them, they have no faith (Mark and Luke),
yet now as ever their faith manifests itself in this,

that in their distress they flee to none but Jesus.

Without doubt the storm must have been very un-

expected and violent, for experienced sailors like

these to be attacked by so violent a terror. But the

malady of unbelief also has an epidemic character,

and undoubtedly the unwonted view of the sleeping

Saviour did not a little augment their distress.

¥s. 24. A cahn, yaXijvrt = naia'n ,
Psalm cvii.

29 in Symmachus.—An additional sign of a miracle,

since otherwise, even when the storm has subsid-

ed, a disturbed movement of the air and the water

always continues for a time. According to Mark, the

Saviour gives His rebuke with the words :
" a-idira,

desisie a soniiu^ and Tretptfj-ccao^ ohmufesce, desiste im-

peiu." Bengel. First of all the Lord rebukes the

Btorm in the heart, afterwards the storm in nature.

Vs. 26. What manner of man is this?—
No question, we may believe, of doubt, but of the

deepest astonishment, which is heightened by the un-

expectedness and unexampled character of the mir-

acle. Here also, as in Luke v. 8, the astonishment

is so great because the miracle is wrought in a sphere

familiar to them. It is as if they bad never yet con-

ceded to the greatness of the miraculous worker its

full rights. It is true, they knew Him previously,

and yet their feeling is like that of the Baptist when
ne exclaimed :

" I knew Hun not." John i. 31.

DOCTEINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. A miracle such as this we have not yet met with

in the Gospel of Luke. We have, in miracles of na-

ture like thi.s, as well as at Cana and elsewhere, to

meet the objection that wholly inanimate nature ap-

pears to offer no point of attachment whatever to the

mighty will of the miracle-worker ; but that this dif-

ficulty gives us no warrant whatever for the fallacies

of the naturahstic interpretation, needs hardly be

mentioned. The vindicators of this show that they

have as little knowledge of nature, as true knowledge

of the human heart. As little can we accede to the

view of those (Neander) who, by sharply distinguish-

ng the objective and the subjective side of the ac-

count, suppose that the Saviour actually only quieted

His disciples ; so that now before the eyes of their

enlightened failh the raging of nature displayed itself

in another form, and their ear, as it were, no longer

heard the raging of the storm, while later, when the

Btomi had actually subsided, that was ascribed to the

working of Jesus upon nature, which was only th«

f/Onsequence of His influence upon their mitLcl.—
[This of Neander may fairly be called as flat and
vapid a rationalizing away of a simple nirrative

as Paulus himself was ever guilty of.—C. C. S.] Thil

error, moreover, could hardly remain concealed fiouc

the Saviour, and at least could have exercised no in

fluence on the less susceptible shipmen, who did nol

belong to the Apostolic circle, and least of all coul

it have been favored by the Saviour Himself. Who
ever leaves it undecided (Ha^e) whether the Savioui

professed or wrought the miracle, contradicts in facl

the sacred record. No, that they here mean to re-

late a miracle is plain to the eye, and the question

can only be simply this : did it take place or did it

not take place ? Have we here history or myth ?

2. The mythical explanation stumbles not only

against these general obstacles, but has here, more-
over, the particular difficulty to solve that not a single

Old Testament narrative has so much agreement with

the Evangelical as to allow of the assumption that the

latter arose from the former. It is undoubtedly not

hard with lofty air to explain this whole miracle aa
" an anecdote of the kind that have been related of

every century and of the miracle-workers of all times,

and whose origin may be explamed in a thousand

ways " (Weisse). Such arbitrariness, however, con-

demns itself, so long as the genuineness of one of the

Synoptical gospels is still admitted. Nothing else,

accordingly, is left but to acknowledge the reality of

the miracle, and if one wishes to seek a medium of

it, to say with Lange; "The Saviour rebukes the

storm in the inner world of His disciples, in order to

find a medium of rebuking the storm in nature. He
removes the sin of the microcosm, in order to remove
the evils of the macrocosm." We have here the con-

currence of the will of the Father with that of the

Son, which belongs to the deepest mysteries of Hia

Theanthropio being. In His whole fulness Christ

stands here before us as an image of Him who " sit-

teth upon the waters and drinketh up the sea by Hia

rebuke." Pss. xxix., xciii. What Moses performed in

the might of Jehovah when he opened with his staff

the way through the waters for himself, that the Son
of the Father does through the efficacy of His will

alone. Here also we meet with that union of the

Divine and human nature and operation which we so

often discover in the Gospel. He who wearied with

His day's work lays Himself a while to sleep, because

He needs bodily rest, and remains quiet in the most
threatening danger, rises at once in Divine fulness

of might and commands the tempestuous wind and
bridles the sea. As sinful man can work mechanically

upon the creation, so does the God-Man work dy-

namically, and thus does this whole activity become
a prophecy of the future in which the spirit of re-

deemed mankind will govern matter, and the hopo
of Paul, Rom. viii. 19-23, will be fully realized.

3. The purpose of this miracle soon strikes the

eye. It was to make the companions of the apostles

in the voyage for the first time or renewedly attentive

to the Lord ; it was to exercise and strengthen tha

disciples in faith, but above all it was to hold up be
fore them a sensible image of that which afterwards,

when they were entered upon the apostolical career,

would befall them. As their little ship was new
thrown around, so should also the young church, at

whose head they stood, appear often given over t«

the might of the waves and billows. But then also they

should become aware at the right time of the Lord,

who would arouse Himself to change the darknesi
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jnto light. This ia the deep sense of the symbolical

explanation of the miracle, which deserves censure

only when it ia put in opposition to the purely histor-

ical, instead of being grounded upon it. No wonder
if many have essayed it, if not always so beau-

tifully as, for example, Erasmus, when he writes,

Frcefat. in Evang. Maith. in fine : " hinc nimirum
ilia periculosa tempestas, quia Chrishis dormit in

nobis.—Dijfisi prcesidlis 7iostris^ inclamemus Jesum^

puhemtis aures illius, vellicemus^ donpx expergiscatur.

lOicamus illi fiebiti voce: Domi-ne^ tua nan refert,

ri pereamus ? llle, ut est exorabilis, audiet siws, mo-
que spiritu repents sedabit tempestaiem mundano spi-

ritu agifatam. Dicet vento : qziiesce^''^ &c. Oomp.
the Hymn of Fabricius :

" Silf, lieber Q-ott, was
Schmach und Spoti" &o., and the spiritual inter-

pretation of this narrative in Luther's Kirchen-

Postille, ad he. The homage which was offered to

Christ after He had performed the miracle, is an echo

of the Old Testament Choral: Ps. cvii. 23-30.

HOMILETICAI, AlTD PRACTICAL.

Wherever Jesus goes, thither must His disciples

accompany Him.—The duty of the disciples of the

Lord : 1. To follow Him upon every way ; 2. to call

on Him in every distress ; 3. to glorify Him after every

deliverance.—The calm is followed by a tempest, the

tempest by greater calm.— Jesus sleeping in the

storm; by this one feature of the narrative, 1. The
greatness of the Lord is manifested ; 2. the perplex-

ity of the disciples explained; 3. the rest of the

Christian prophesied.—The distress of the disciples

of Jesus: 1. Its causes; 2. its culmination; 3. its

limits.—Whoever, even in distress, can call on Jesus,

has no destruotion to fear.—No storm so vehement
but the Lord can still it: 1. In the world; 2. in the

Church ; S. in the house ; 4. in the heart.— The
question, " Where is your faith ? " now as of old : 1.

A question for the life ; 2. a question for the con-

science ; 3. a question for the times.—What manner of

man is this that he commandeth even the wind and
the water ?—Jesus' greatness revealed in the obscure

night of tempest. On the little ship He exhibits

Himself as : 1. The true and holy Man ; 2. the wise

and gracious Master ; 3. the almighty and adorable

Son of God.—The storm on the sea an image of the

Christian life: 1. The threatening danger; 2. the

growing anxiety ; 3. the delivering might ; 4. the

rising thanks.—If the storms within us are still, thos«

without us then also subside.—Trial and deliveranc*

work together: 1. To reveal the Lord; 2. to trail

His people ; 3. to advance the coming of His king
dom.

Starke :

—

Quesnel :—The present life is, ao to

speak, only a passage from one side to the other, and
finally from time into eternity.

—

Canstein :—Sleeping

and rest has even in the ministry its season. Enough
that the Keeper of Israel neither slumbers nor sleeps

Ps. cxxi. 4.—Where Christ is there is danger, and
sometimes even greater than where He is not

; yel

not for destruction, but for trial.

—

Majus :—Dangei
at sea is a mighty arouser to prayer.

—

Osiander :

—

Christ is the Lord of the sea and of the winds, and
to Him, even after His human nature, all things art

subject. Ps. viii. 2 seq.—So oft as we receive a bene-

fit from the dear God, our faith should becomfl
stronger.

Heubnek : — Nil desperandum, Ohristo duce.—
Christian fearlessness in danger: 1. Its necessity,

2. its nature, 3. the means of attaining it,—Dr. J. J.

DoEDES, Prof, in Utrecht, a homily :— 1. The com-
mencement of the voyage ; 2. the raging of the
tempest ; 3. the fear of the disciples ; 4. the rest of
the Lord; 6. the rebuke of the weak in faith; 6.

the power of the word of might.

—

Rautenbekg:—
The heavier the cross, the more earnest the prayers.—Gerdessen :—The appearance of Christ in earthly

tumult; 1. He lets it rage, a. as if without measure,
b. without concern, c. without remedy ; 2. He stills

it, a. the stormy world, b. the stormy hfe, c. the
stormy heart.— Lisoo : — Concerning trust in the
Lord: 1. Wherein it reveals itself; 2. what its

nature is ; 3. how it is rewarded.

—

Floket :—The
Avords in the ship at the storming of the sea: 1. The
word of terror ; 2. the word of censure ; 3. the word
of might ; 4. the word of astonishment.

—

Hopener :—The disciples of Christ according to this Gospel

:

1. A¥illingly following, 2. anxious, 3. praying, 4.

ashamed disciples.— Denningee :— The wondrous
ways of the Lord : Wonderfully does He bring Hia
own : 1. Down into the deep, 2. up out of the deep.
—FucBS : — Why sleeps the Lord so often in the
tempests of this life ? He will lead us : 1. To the
knowledge of our powerlessness ; 2. to faith in His
almightiness ; 3. to prayer for His help ; 4. to praise
of His name.

b. THE DEMONIAC AT QADARA (Vss. 26-39).

(Parallels : Matt. viii. 28-34 ; Mark v. 1-20.)

26 And they arrived at the country of the Gadarenes,' which is over against Galilee.

27 And when he went forth [had gone out] to land, there met him out of the city a certain
man [a certain man of the city met himj, which had devils [was possessed by demons]
long time, and ware [wore] no clothes, neither abode in any house, but in the tombs.

28 When he saw Jesus, he cried out, and fell down before him, and with a loud voice said
What have I to do with thee, Jesus, thou Son of God most high ? I beseech thee,

2S torment me not. (For he had [om., had] commanded the unclean spirit to come out
of the man. For oftentimes [for a long time] it had caught [seized upon] him : and he
was kept bound with chains and in fetters ; and he brake the bands, and was driven of

30 [by] the devil [demon] into the wilderness [desert places].) And Jesus asked him,
saying, What ia thy name ? An. he said, Legion : because [for] many devik [demon^
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31 were entered into him. And they [or, he'] besought him that he would not command
32 them to go out into the deep [abyss]. And there was there a herd of many swine

feeding on the mountain : and they besought him that he would suffer them to enter into

33 them. And he suffered them. Then went the devils [demons] out of the man. ana
entered into the swine : and the herd ran violently down a steep place [the cliff] mt<i

34 the lake, and were choked [drowned]. When they that fed them [the keepers saw
'55 what was done [had happened], they fled, and went and told it in the city and in the

country. Then they went out to see what was done [had happened] ; and came to

Jesus, and found the man, out of whom the devils [demons] were departed, sitting at

36 the feet of Jesus, clothed, and in his right mind : and they were afraid. They also

which saw it told them by what means he that was possessed of the devils [by the

37 demons] was healed. Then the whole multitude of the country of the Gadarenes round

about besought him to depart from them; for they were taken with great fear: and

38 he went up [om., up] into the ship, and returned back again. Now the man, out of

whom the devils [demons] were departed, besought him that he might be with him

;

39 but Jesus [he, V. 0.'] sent him away, saying, Return to thine own house, and shew
how great things God hath done unto thee. And he went his way, and published

throughout the whole city how great things Jesus had done unto him.

' Vs. 26.—^Respecting; the different readings : Gadarenes, Gergesenes, Gerasenes, &c., see below in Critical and EtsegeU
ical lemarks.

[* Vs. 31.—Van Oosterzee has " Tie hesought him," &c. llapeKaAei might have as its subject either at^c or the neuter
fidijucCM. The fact that irapeKoXtirav in the next verse is used, where Saifxovia is the subject, may incline us to prefer tha
singular subject here.—C. 0. S.]

' Vs. 38.—^ec; 6 "Iijo-ovs. [Dm., B., D., L., Cod. Sin.—C. C. S.]

difliision of the incorrect reading is perhaps best

explained.

Vs. 27. A certain man of the city.—S& also

Mark. According to Matt, there were two. This

plural in Matt, which several times recurs when the

other Synoptics have a singular, belongs to the pecu-

liarities of his gospel, for whose explanation a gene
ral law must be sought for. There is no want of

conjecture in favor of there having been two (Strauss,

De Wette, Lange), and it is no doubt possible that

Luke and Mark mention only one, namely, the most
malignant ; but on the other hand we cannot regard

it as probable that the original two should thus have
been reduced to a unity, and we find moreover in the

whole account no one proof that the Saviour here

had really two demoniacs to deal with. Nor may we
forget that the whole account of Mark and Luke as to

this event is much more precise and complete than

that of Matthew. We therefore give to them, here

also, the preference, and have only to inquire now, from
whence the second demoniac has come into the nar-

rative of Matthew. The conjecture (Ebrard, Olshau-

sen) that he joins in mind the demoniac in the

synagogue at Capernaum with this one (Mark i. 23)
is wholly without proof. Here happy appears to us

the opinion (Da Costa) that the raging demoniac
precisely at the moment when the Lord arrived was
involved in strife with one of the passers by (Comp.
Matt. viii. 28 b), so that Matt, relates kot' uij/iv, with'

out diplomatic exactness. Or should we assume (Ne-

ander, Hase, De Wette) that the plurality of the here-

mentioned demons led to the inexact mention of a

pluraMty of demoniacs ? Perhaps if we assume thai

Matthew originally wrote in Hebrew, this differenci

might possibly be laid to the account of the Greek
translator. But if none of these conjectures is ao
ceptable there is nothing left then but to aeknowledgt
here one of the minute differences, for whose expla-

nation we are wanting in the requisite data, and
which can give offence only from the point of view

of a one-sided and mechanical theory of inspiration.

More ancient attempts at explanation, see in Kuinoei
ad loe. Inuo case is it admissible with Yon Ammoi;

EXEGETICAl AND CBITICAl.

Ys. 26. The Gadarenes.—That in Matt. viii.

28, the reading raSap-qyap deserves the preference

appears hardly to admit of a doubt. See Lange ad
loc. But in Luke also we find no sufScient ground

to read with Lachmann and Tischeudorf, on the au-

thority particularly of B., D., V^paafivHiiv^ and still less

again to read with L., A. [Cod. Sin.'\ and a few others,

Tepy((rriv(iiv. The very distinction between these two

latter readings shows how much hesitation there

has been, and how soon the old and true reading

Ta^aprivSiv was supphmted. We cannot possibly

understand Gerasa, one of the ten cities of the De-

capolis, the present Djerasch, since it lay more than

ten [German, fifty English] mUes distant from the

sea, and as respects Gergesa, we find, it is true, men-

tion made of Gergesitea, Deut. vii. 1 ; Josh. xxiv. 11

[E. Y., Girgashites] ; but I do not from that alone

venture to affirm the existence of a city of this name

at the time of Jesus. The authority of Origen is not

a suflScient support for the reading Vepyea-nvav, since

he chose this only on geographical and not on

critical grounds, and besides, he assures us that

even at his time, in some manuscripts, the reading

VaSapT\vSiv was found, which he only rejects because

this city was too far distant from the shore. In

respect to this last objection, there is nothing in the

way of the conjecture that Jesus had proceeded a

certain distance inland when He saw the demoniac,

and that, according to the very accurate calculation

of Ebraed, ad loc. S. 381, the city was at least a

league distant from, the sea. We for our part are of

the opinion that the region of the shore of the sea

is likely in the mouth of the people to have still

retained the name of "the land of the Gergesenes "

after the Gergesites of Joshua's day, and that a

copyist, for more exact definition of the original

expression, "land of the Gadarenes," first wrote on

the margin the words, " of the Gergesenes," which

afterwards in many manuscripts supplanted the ori-

ginal reading. In this way the comparatively wide
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to explain the variation in this subordinate point by
assuming that none of the apostles were personally

present, iaasmuch as they, when the Saviour disem-

barked, probably remained on the ship in order to

fish ; and at the same time also, not improbably to

cell some lish in Gadara while the Master preached

or performed miracles !

!

Vs. 21. In the tombs.—There are still found in

the T-eighborhood of the ancient Gadara (the present

Omkeis) many caves and chalk ranges which served as

places of burial, and from other accounts also we know
that the inhabitants carried on an active traffic in

cattle and especially in swine. No wonder, for they
consisted of a mixture of Jews, Greeks, and Syrians,

of whom the former stood in very low esteem with

their countrymen in Judea and GaUlee, because they

had assimilated themselves more than the latter to

other nations. Only seldom did the Saviou'' visit

these regions, in which He found but few lost sheep
of the house of Israel. The first time that we meet
Him here. He performed a miracle which more per-

haps than any other has been to many expositors a
Ai^os TrpoaKQfj./j.aTos. What the ass of Balaam is in

the Old Testament that are the swine of Gadara in

the New Testament, foolishness and a stumbling-

block to the wisdom of this world.

Possessed by demons.—See remarks on eh.

It. 33.

Vs. 28. Jesus, Thou Son of God.—Perhaps the
demoniac was a Jew not wholly unacquainted with
the Messianic hope ; but certainly it is in the spirit

of the Evangelists if we believe that the knowledge
of the Lord which the demons usually exhibited had
been attained in a supernatural way.

Ts. 29. For He conunanded, T!api]-fy€i\fv.—
" Not in the sense of the pluperfect, but like i\fyfv,

Mark v. 8." Meyer. According to Luke the Saviour
had therefore commanded the spirit to come out
before the latter had begged for forbearance, but we
do not therefore need to assume that He had uttered

this command to the unfortunate man from some
distance, even before the latter had come to Him.
Perhaps the words of the demoniac in the extreme
tension of his mental condition had only been ejacu-

lated interruptedly. First the question :
" What

have I to do with thee Jesus thou Son of God ?
"

Afterwards the answer of the Saviour, who never
accepted public acknowledgment from demoniacs,
f{6A:&6, K.T.x. Mark v. 8. Afterwards the abrupt
entreaty :

" I beseech thee torment me not," and then
the inquiry after the name.

For for a long time.—A more particular ex-

planation of Luke, wliich throws into more relief on
the one hand the misery of his condition, on the
other the miraculousness of the deliverance ; comp.
Marl; v. 2-4.

—

Seized upon.—So that he hurried him
along unresistingly with himself.

—

He was kept
bound with chains and fetters.—Whenever his
relauves or keepers had succeeded in bringing him
back home for a while, out of the wilderness.

Vs. 80. What is thy name ?—The answer to
the question whether the Saviour here speaks to the
demoniac himself, or to the demon tormenting him,
depends entirely on the conception which we form of
such unfortunates. In the first case it is an attempt
to bring the demoniac in a psychological way to reflec-

tion and to help him to distinguish his own concep-
tions from those of the unclean spirit. In the other
case it is an inquiry of the King of the personi)!
world of spirits, which He addresses to the auth T
of BO much misery, and we must say with Stiei i

" We interpreters will here modestly remain withon
when the Son of God speaks with one from hell,

only with the just conviction that the two have weli

understood one another."

—

Legion.—The demoniac
is in feeling entirely identified with the evil powers
that control and torment him. Kespecting the _aiDc
" Legio," see Lange on Matt. xxvi. 53.

For many demons.—Less accurately this rea-

son stated for the name given, is in Mark put in th

mouth of the demons themselves.

Vs. 31. And he besought Him.—The demon,
that is ; who in this instance was still working with

unlimited power upon the unhappy man, and at the

same time uttered himself in the name of the whole
Legion. Why the demons desire to go into the

swine is a question which we, so far as we are concern-

ed, can answer only with a confession of the entire

incompetence of our intelligence on this mysterious

ground. Only one folly would be yet greater than

that of a presumptuous decision : the folly, namely,
of those who are as little acquainted with the nature
of demons as of swine, and yet at once utter, ex ca-

thedra, the word "absurd; impossible." Much better:
" Fotestas (JhrisH etiam super animalia, dcemones,

abysmim porrigitur. Idqtie agnovere deemones."

Bengel.

Into the abyss.—That is, into hell ; comp. Rev.
ix. 11; XX. 3. "The evil spirits also have their

wishes and understand their interest as well as man.
As they therefore in this ever-intensifying conflict

between themselves and the Messiah, become aware
that they must in some way yield before Him, they
entreat at least to be handled in the mildest way
and to be permitted to go into a tolerably near
herd of swine (and only too fully does their man
concur in this wish, because otherwise he fears that
he must die) : against this wish Christ has nothing to

object. But so powerful is yet, from fear before the
Messiah (?), the momentum of the evil spirits in

going out, that they enter into a corresponding num-
ber of swine and drive these again into wild flight

;

nay more, precipitate them down the cliff into tht
water, and so against their will must, nevertheless,

go out of the dying man (rather the sick man) into

beU, while the man, liberated from them, comes
to his long sighed-for repose." Von Ewald. The
terror and the precipitation of the herd into the sea,

we should, however, rather explain, with Lange and
many others, as resulting from the last terrible par-
oxysm which, as usual, preceded the healing. The
number of the swine (Mark v. 13) may moreover be
stated in a round number, either according to the
reckoning of the spectators or according to the state-

ment of the embittered possessors.

Vs. S3. And entered into the swine.—It is

of course understood that we here have not to under-
stand individual indwelling, but dynamic influence,
of the demoniacal powers upon the defenceless herd.
But if philosophy declares that such an influence is en-
tirely impossible, we demand the proof for the right
of deciding in so lofty a tone upon a matter which
lies entirely outside of the limits of experience, and
are, therefore, on the contrary, fully in our right when
we, after the credibility of Luke is once established,
conclude aft esse ad posse. If the psychologist ac-

counts it impossible that irrational beings should ex-

perience the influence of spiritual forces, we will wait
till he gives us a little more assurance with regard
to the souls of beasts than we have hitherto possessed
And if the critic wishes to know for what end the
demoniacal power caused the swine to rush so quickl;
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into the lake, we will acknowledge our ignorance,
but simply desire that one should not declare incom-
prehensible and ridiculous to be synonymous. It is

indeed possible that the swine were precipitated
against the will of the demons into the lake, because
the organism of these animals proved too weak to

resist their overmastering influence. In this case it

plainly appears from the result that thp entreaty had
been an unintelUgent one ; but then, dons not mental
confusion belong to the nature of evil ? Enough

;

one thing stands fast, that it was by no means wholly
unexpected or agamst the intention of Jesus that
the swine were controlled by demoniacal influence
(against Paulus, Hase, Von Amrnon). The Saviour
must have known what He conceded with the word
of might uirayere

; moreover He afterwards does not
excuse Himself for an instant to the owners of the
herd by saying that He had not been able to foresee

their loss. He simply goes His way and listens to the
entreaty of the demons, unconcerned whether the herd
shall be able to endure this terror or not. With His
special concurrence does it take place, that the pos-

session of the rational man passes over upon the
irrational herd. We believe, if we may compare the
supernatural with a mysterious natural fact, that

here something similar took place to what even now
often takes place by magnetic forces, when some
bodily evil is transferred from one object to another,

even from man to animals. UndoubtecUy Jesus
found such a miraculous diversion of the malady
necessary for the restoration of the sick man, and
the possibility that demoniacal conditions may pass

over upon others, even upon beasts, appears not to

admit of denial. Gomp. Kieser, System des Telluris-

mus, ii. p. Y2.

Finally, as respects the question how far a
permission of the Saviour is to be justified which
occasioned so considerable a loss, see Lange on
Matt. viii. 31. Some answers to this questim have
certainly turned out rather unlucky, e. f that of

Hug, that the flesh might have been still fished

up and salted and used. Without entirely excluding

the thought that here there is a just retribution for

the defilement of the Jewish population (Olshausen),

the answer suffices us that Jesus' word :
" not come

to destroy, but to save," applies indeed to men, but

not to beasts. At any price He will pluck this soul

from the powers of darkness. He exerts His miracu-

lous might, not with the immediate purpose of de-

stroying the herd ; but if the loss of these is the

Inevitable consequence of His beneficent activity,

this loss can be made good, while the opportunity to

save this man is not likely ever to return. He who
afterwards gave Himself up for a pure sacrifice does

not here account the life of unclean beasts at a

higher rate than it deserves. The imputation that

He in this way infringed upon the property-rights of

strangers, made by Woolston and others, was not once

brought forward by the Gadarenes themselves, and

the attempt to vindicate their rights more strongly

than they themselves in this case thought necessary,

mav be dismissed with a ne quid nimh. Finally it

must not be overlooked that the heaUng was a bene-

fit not only for the demoniac, but also for the whole

reg'on. Comp. Matt. viii. 28 b.

Vs. 35. Clothed.— The Evangelist says not

from whence or by whom. Perhaps we may here

understand the intervention of the Saviour's disci-

ples, who here also accompanied Him. The healed

one moreover now sits irapa Toifs wdSos tov 'iTjtrovy

8 a disclx)le at the feet of his Master.

Vs. 36. They alao which saw it.—Matthen
also speaks, v. 33, of keepers, who had been witnesset

of the miracle.

Vs. 37. To depart from them.—A longer stay

of the Saviour could have had little attraction foi

men who, above all, calculated the material losa

and were seized with superstitious and half heathfit

fear. The abode of the dangerous demoniac in the

midst of them is less burdensome to them than tho

longer sojourn of such a worker of miracles. A sail

contrast to the entreaty of the Samaritans, John iv.

40. But the Saviour here and there alike yields tc

the desire expressed.

Vs. 38. Now the man.—Comp. Mark v. 18-20
The prayer with which the recovered demoniac fol

lows the departing Saviour may serve as an unequivo.

cal proof of the completeness of his heaUng, aa

well as of the warmth of his thankfulness. Tho
Saviour does not grant the request, partly perhaps
for the reason that for the perfectness and duration

of his recovery somewhat more of rest was required.

But that He here encourages the one whom He had
delivered to a proclamation of the benefit bestowed
upon him, while on those who were healed elsewhere

silence is imposed, is a proof the more that He had
not the intention to return into the land of the Gada-
renes ; there must, therefore, at least one Uving and
speaking memorial of His miraculous power abide

there. Moreover, in Peraea the diffusion of such
accounts was less critical than in Galilee, which was
so inclined to insurrection. In the directing of the

man back to his home, it is at the same time
implied that the Saviour remembers his perhaps
distressed or anxious relatives, for whom now his

untroubled domestic life is to be the theatre of his

gratitude and obedience. Yet not only to his own
friends, but throughout the whole of Decapolis, does
the man proclaim what had been done, so that tlie

astonishment which he at all events awakens, with-

out doubt became a beneficent preparation for the

later preaching of the gospel in these dark re-

gions.

Vs. 39. How great things. "Oira.—In a re-

markable manner are the great works of God and
Jesus at the conclusion of the narrative co-ordinated.

Without doubt it is the intention of the EvangeUet
here to indicate that it was God Himself who in and
through the miraculous power of the Messiah dis

played in extraordinary wise His workings.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAl.

1. There is no revelation of Christ as the King
of the world of spirits which contains so much that

is obscure as that which took place at Gadara. In

relation to such miracles also does the Saviour's own
word hold good, ch. vii. 23, and this Macariem can
only be fulfilled in him who with Paul continues

mindful of the ipfiov^tv us rb (roi(ppove7i/.

2. The miracle here narrated conflicts in no way
with the well-known summing up of the biography
of the Saviour, Sifi\bei' fuepjfrdf, Acts x. 38. It is

no miracle of punishment, any more than the drying

up of the fig-tree was one, and that for the reason that

swine and fig-tree are irrational creatures, to which
therefore as a class the conception of punishment ia

only very loosely applicable. Moreover, the Saviour

acts here as representative of the Father on earth,

who daily destroys the lesser that the higher may b«

nourished and preserved, and has never yet forbidden
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His lightnings to purify the atmosphere for fear they

might perchance strike the trunks of some trees.

Had the herd of swine been driven by a tempest

mto the sea, who would accuse God of the wicked-

ness of having infringed upon the property-i'ights of

legal possessors ? How many a murrain has taken oif

,1 far ni ore than 2,000 victims !

3. " That the diseased hfe of the soul falls into

the djality of a so-to-speak subjective and an objec-

tive, of a dominant and a suppressed, Ego, can be a

matter of surprise oidy to him who does not know or

does not clearly keep in mind that the Ego even in

itself and in a healthy condition is this duplicity of

a subject-object." Strauss, in a review of Justin

Kemer's Essay on Demoniacs of Modern Times.

4. The heahng of the demoniac of Gadara is a

striking symbol on the one hand of the conflict which
the kingdom of God continually carries on against

the realm of darkness ; on the other hand of the

triumph which it finally, although after heavy sacri-

fices, attains ; at the same time a proof how much
in earnest the Saviour was in His own declaration,

Matt. rvi. 26.

B. In the command with which the Saviour parts

from the recovered man, there lies an honor put

upon devout domestic life, which is the less to be

overlooked, inasmuch as it is a striking revelation

of Christianity as the principle of the purest Hu-
manity.

6. Peter, too, had once begged that the Lord
would depart from Him, Luke v. 8, and yet the Lord
had turned into his house more than ever before

;

but the prayer of the Gadarenes He accepts in fear-

ful earnestness, because He penetrates their unbelief,

their sin. This mournful result of the miracle at

Gadara, moreover, is a stiiking proof how even the

most astounding miracles cannot constrain to faith

wlien the requisite disposition of heart and conscience

is lacking.

HOMILETICAl AUD PRACTICAL.

To the storm on the sea succeeds the contest

with the world of spirits.—When Israel amalgamates
with the heathen, the demons find a roomy dwelling

prepared for themselves.—The deep wretchedness of

the man who is ruled by demoniacal powers.—Do-
mestic life most direfuUy desolated by the might of

darkness.—The Lord of Heaven known to the dwell-

ers of hell.—The Evil One feels that his Vanquisher
draws nigh.—Evil also is fruitful and multiplies.

—

Even where the Lord leaves the might of darkness
free, its own destruction is the wretched end of this

freedom.—Beasts, men, and demons alike subject to

the Son of Man.—The worth of the soul : 1. No
harm so great as when harm occurs to the soul

;

2. no price too dear, if only the soul is redeemed

;

3. no thankfulness so heartfelt as when the soul feels

itself delivered.—The miracle at Gadaia a revelation
of the glory of the Saviour : 1. As the Son of the
living God ; 2. as the King of the world of spirits

;

3. as the Deliverer of the wretched
; 4. as the Holy

One, who does not suffer Himself to be entreated in

xmn to depart.—Whoever is saved by tk ; Lord must,

as a disciple, sit at His feet.—The great things whici

Jesus did by this miracle : 1. In the world ; 2. is

the house ; 3. in the land of the Gadarenes.—The
enmity of the flesh is to be changed by no benefit,

however great it be.— The redeemed of the

Lord wishes nothing more ardently than to abide

with Him.—Domestic life the worthy theatre Oi

active gratitude.—Through the redeemed of Christ

must the Father be glorified.—Even when Jesus do-

parts He leaves yet witnesses of His grace behind.—
The might of darkness runs ever into its own de-

struction.—Presumptuous transgression of the law ia

ever sooner or later visited.

Stakke :—Christ neglects no land in the world
with His grace.—The angels rejoice over a sinner's

conversion, but the devil is sorely disgusted when a

soul is freed from his tyranny.—J. Hall :—Those are

no true Christians who deny the Godhead of Christ,

since the devil nevertheless acknowledges it, 1 John
iv. 15.—God sets the devil also his bounds and saya

finally :
" It is enough," Job xxxviii. 11.

—

Osiandek :

—There must an astonishing number of the angels

have fallen away from God. — Satan has not even
power over irrational creatures except as it is per-

mitted him of God.— Beentius:—God often lets

outward possessions escape from us that we may re-

ceive spiritual good.—i\'o«a Bibl. Tub.

:

—That is the

way of the godless world ; they love swine more
than Christ.

—

Beentius :—Christendom is full of
Gergesenes.—Qdesnel :—It is a fearful judgment of
God upon sinners when He hears their prayer to their

hurt, as He does the demons' prayer,—Teachers and
preachers must at their expulsion be resigned and
content.—New converts are wont to fall into all

manner of self-devised ways, therefore they need
faithful admonition and direction.—Obedience is

better than sacrifice.

—

Cakstkin :—To glorify the
grace of conversion helps much to the edifying of
our neighbor.

On the whole, the treatment of this narrative
offers to the preacher peculiar difficulties not less
great than that of the Temptation in the Wilderness.
It is therefore, unless one is obliged to it by ecclesi-

astical ordinances, not to be commended to any one
at least, who in reference to the Biblical demonology
occupies a sceptical or negative position. But even
if one in this respect takes the Lord at His word, we
have here especially to take heed of being wiser
than the Scripture and, in an ill-applied apologetieal
zeal, of vindicating the conduct of the Saviour in
such a way as involuntarily to remind those who
think differently of the maxim, "Qui excmat, accu-
sat." Perhaps it is best to leave the metaphysical
question wholly or mainly untouched, and to give
especial prominence to the practical side of the
deliverance of the soul from the powers of darkness,
as to its gi'eatness, its worth, and the like. As an
example of an admirable sermon upon this Sxi(n>6nToi>

we may adduce les Bemoniaques, m the sermons par
Adolph Monod. 2 Recueil, Moniauban, Paris, 1867.
So also, Er. Arndt, who in his Sermons upon the
Life of Jesus, iii. p. 89-52, found in tliis narrativ*
occasion to preach with wholly practical aim rcspeo
ting: 1. The character ; 2. the causes; 8. the heal
ing of the malady of the demoniac.
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0. THE RAISING OP JAIRUS' DArGHTEE CVba. 40-56).

(Faiallels : Hatt. is. 18-26 ; Mark t. 21-43. Gospel for the 24th Sunday after Trinity.)

to And it came to pass, that, -when Jesus was returned, the people gladly received

41 him : for they were all waiting for him. And, behold, there came a mau named
Jairus, and he was a ruler [the president] of the synagogue ; and he fell down at Jesu^

42 foet, and besought him that he would come into his house : For he had one only

daughter, about twelve years of age, and she lay a dying. But [And it came to pass,

43 V. O.'] as he went the people thronged him. And a woman having [who had had]

an issue of blood twelve years, which had spent all her living upon [for] physicifJis,

44 neither could be healed of [by] any, Came [Approached] behind him, and touched ihe

border [fringe, Num. xv. 38] of his garment : and immediately her issue of blood

45 stanched. And Jesus said, Who touched me ? When all denied, Peter and they that

were with him said, Master, the multitude throng thee and press thee, and sayest thou,

46 Who touched me ? And Jesus said, Somebody hath touched me : for I perceive that

47 virtue is gone out [perceived virtue to have gone out] of me. And when the woman
saw that she was not hid, she came trembling, and falling down before him, she

declared unto him'' before all the people for what cause she had touched 'him, and how
48 she was healed immediately. And he said unto her, Daughter, be of good comfort

[om., be of good comfort, V. 0.^] : thy faith hath made thee whole
;
go in peace.

49 While he yet spake [is yet speaking], there cometh one from the ruler of the syna-

50 gogue's house, saying to him,* Thy daughter is dead ; trouble not the Master. But

when Jesus heard it, he answered him, saying. Fear not : believe only, and she shall

51 be made whole [lit., saved]. And when he came into the house, he suffered no man to

go in [with him'], save Peter, and James, and John [John and James, V. 0.°], and

52 the father and the mother of the maiden. And all wept, and bewailed her : but he

53 said. Weep not
;

[for, V. 0.'] she is not dead, but sleepeth. And they laughed him to

54 scorn, knowing that she was dead. And he put them all out [omit this clause, V. O.*],

55 and took her by the hand, and called, saying. Maid, arise. And her spirit came again,

and she arose straightway : and he commanded to give her meat [something to eat].

56 And her parents were astonished: but he charged them that they should tell no man

what was done.

1 Ys, 42. Kal eyev£TO ev Tw TropetJeaflat aVTov, Sec. : 'Ek 6e T<3 UTrayeii' aVTOv. [Former reading accepted by llbCu

endorf, Alfo'rd, Meyer, Liohmain with C.>, D., P. Cod. Sin. agrees with Becepia.—C. C. S.]

" Vs. 47.

—

Rcc: aiiTw, which, however, is to be expunged. [Cm., Cod. Sin.]

a Yg 48. -Kec. : Qaoirei., which the Saviour undoubtedly said according to Matt. ix. 22, and perhaps also according to

Uarli V 34 but certainly not according to the original text of Luke. See Meter and Tischendobp ad loc. [Cm., Tisch-

endorf, Laehmann, Meyer, TregeUes, Alford with B., D., L., a., Cod. Sin.—C. C. S.]
, . . - .,v . „

4 Yg^ 49_ jjgc. ; AeytDF avrt^. Not sufficiently attested. [Tischendorf, Alford, Lachmann retain avTM with A., O.,

D., E., 11 other uncials ; om., B.,' God. Sin., X., 3.—C. C. SO
. ^ -^^

ft Ys 51 The words avv avriZ have sufficient authority for themselves, to be received with a good conscience into

(he text altiiough they are wanting in the Becepta. [The Cod. Sin. agrees substantiaUy with this, but has oTJuio-eXSew

auio) instead of e«reA8eii/ irvi' nvTu.—C.C. S.l
., ,_ , _ijv/ijc.- atov. r.r.oi

« Vs bl.—Bec. : James and John. From Mark v. 37. [Becepta supported by Cod. Sm., A., 1., S., X., A.—0. C. S.]

7 Yg' 52 jiec omits yap. The number of witnesses for yap in Luke is too great to allow us to regard it as merely a

cooulative borrowed from Matt. ix. 24. [Lachmann, Tregelles, Alford insert yap with Cod. Sin., B., C, D., L., X., A.

MeverandTischondorfomititwithA., E., and9otheruncials.-C. C. S.]
,, .,^ ^ jt t v

s Vs. 64.—jBec. ; Autos Se e/t/SoAii' efu irivTM. These words appear to have been with good reason expunged by Lach-

a£oW°d°es not^read {fi,Vd'sOTeralMSS. and versionB place it after TOvras) appears to strengthen the probability ot

interpolation.

adapt one narrative to another, than a diplomatically

exact indication of the actual state of the case. Matt,

viii. 9 and ix. bear rather a chrestomathic than a

strictly chronological character, while the arrange-

ment in Mark and Luke is much more natural j,nd

simple. The opposite view is represented by 01s-

hausen, Lanfj, Stier. We believe that one must loss

himself in e lea of insurmountable difficulties, if he

makes Mat" ix. 18-26 follow immediately upon

vss. I-IY.

Vs. 40. The people gladly received Him.

—

According to the concurrent accounts of Mark and

Luke, the people wait upon the shore for the Savioui

EXEaETIOAL AND CEITICAU

Harmont.—According to Mark and Luke, the

raising of Jairus' daughter follows immediately after

the return of Jesus from the land of the Gadarenes.

According to Matthew, on the other hand, this rais-

ing Immediately preceded the healing of the paralytic

and the calling of Matthew to the apostleship. It

appears to us that the former arrangement deserves

the preference (similarly "Wieseler, a. o.). The words

of Matthew, vs. 18, radra avTOV \a\ouvTos avTois,

leem occasionally to be rather a staading formula to
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while He was returning from the land of the Gada-

renea. It appears as if the throngs that had

streamed together, also interested themselves for the

fate of Jairus. Respecting his ofBce as president of

the synagogue, see Lange on Matt. ix. 18.

Vs. 41. And he fell down at Jesus' feet.—
A revelation of the life of fiuth in the president of

a synagogue certainly not too friendly to Jesus, of

no mean significance. By distress he also was im-

pelled to Jesus, although it could not previously be

observed that the healing in the synagogue at Caper-

liaum (ch. iv. 31-44), the miracle upon the paralytic

(ch. V. 12-26), or that on the servant of the centu-

rion at Capernaum (ch. vii. 1-10) had made upon
this ruler a decisive impression. But now when
he is himself in need he without doubt calls to mind
all this, and derives therefrom boldness to come
with his own sorrow to Jesus.

Vs. 42. One only daughter, about twelve
years of age.—The statement of the age Luke
alone has ; it interested him doubtless as physician

also. That the woman with an issue of blood had
also been ailing twelve years is a coincidence such

as real life affords thousands of. An inventor would

without doubt have taken care that these two num-
bers should not have agreed with one another.

She lay a dying.—'A.TT(6vn<riiiv, imperfect, not
" ohierat, absente mortuamgue ignoranUpatre " (rritz-

liche). According to Matt. &pTi inXivrrjafv. From
vs. 49 it appears, however, that Jairus at this mo-
ment did not yet regard her as dead. The different

accounts admit of easy combination, if we only con-

sider the excited state of the speaker, who certainly

did not weigh his words in a gold-balance. " He left

her as one who was dying, and might therefore express

himself waveringly." Lange. As to the rest, the prayer

of Jairus shows a singular mixture of faith and weak-

ness of faith ; he stands below the heathen centu-

rion and almost on a level with the ;8oinAiK<is, John
iv. 46-54. He desires not only healing, but stipu-

lates moreover expressly that the Saviour must,

above all, Himself come and lay His hands on his

little daughter. He conceives the miracle only under
one, and that the most ordinary, form, instead of

entreating," Speak in a word." But just this brings

him also into perplexity, since the Saviour allows

Himself to be detained on the way.
As He went.^The Saviour therefore does not

allow Himself to be kept back by the exceedingly

Imperfect form of Jairus' faith, since He is persuaded
•jf its sincerity. Comp. Matt. xii. 20.

'larpois, " for physicians." With his psychologi-

cal tact Luke brings into relief how much the weari-

some suffering of this woman had been aggravated

by the fact that with all her suffering she had in

addition made so many fruitless essays to be relieved

{Kponai'aKdaaaa). Mark expresses himself less fa-

vorably for the faculty :
" woWa iraBovaa iirh iroA-

Aaif larpuv Kal ^xq5(v utpe\7jB€7aa^ a\Ka, piciWoi/ ets

rh x^'^P^^ iKdoutra."

Vs. 44. The fringe of His garment.—The
Kpaaweoof, ns^s comp. Numb. xv. 38, and Winer,

Bealworierbuch, Art. Saum.

Vs. 45. Peter and they that wet with him.
—Peculiar to Luke, since Mark only speaks of the
disciples in general. Entirely in agreement with
the precipitate character of Peter, who thinks merely
of an accidental, and not in the least of a beUev-
Ing, touch.

Vs. 46. Somebody hath touched Me.—" Roc

abaurdum videtur, quod gratiam tuam effuderit

Christus nesciem, cui benefaceret. Cerie minime
dubium est, quin sciens ac volens mulierem sanaverit,

sed earn reguirit, ut sponte in medium prodeat. Si

testis miraculi swi fuisset Christus, forte non fuissel

ejus verbis creditum, nunc vera, quum mtdier, meiu

perenlsa, quod sibi accidit, narrat, plus ponderis ha-

bet ejus confessio." Calvin.

I perceived virtue to have gone out ol Me.
—It is and remains a difficult question how we are

to conceive this going forth of virtue. Certainly not

in any such way as if His healing power resembled

an electric battery, which was obUged to discharge

itself involuntarily at the least touch. There proceeds

nothing from Him unless He will, but He has ever

the wiU to help when and so soon as He only meets

with believing confidence. It is therefore not uncon-

sciously, but with full consciousness, that He permitii

healing power to stream forth when the hand of

faith lays hold upon Him. The people press Him
on all sides, but experience nothing of the ever-ready

healing power, even though one or another might

have had a concealed disease, simply because this

confidence is lacking in them. And that this virtue

proceeds from the Lord need occasion as little per-

plexity as that the Holy Spirit proceeds from the

Father, John xv. 26. Of this going forth of His

miraculous power now, the Saviour has no sensuous

feeling, but an intellectual knowledge ; He knows it

within Himself (eyvcev). Into what definite individual

the virtue had passed the Saviour did not know
directly. The miraculous knowledge of the God
man was no magical clairvoyance, and His question,
" Who is the one (Masc. b, not r/) who has touched

me ? " was by no means a mere feigning. He looks

around that the concealed believer might come for-

ward, for this He knows, that without faith the benefi-

cent power would in no case have been elicited from
Him. In the spirit He has already heard the cry of
distress of a suffering and trusting soul. That Hia

garment was the cause of the healing, the mechanical

conductor of the healing power, of this the Evange-
list says nothing ; but by the touch of His garment
faith might be as well tested as by the grasping of

His mighty hand. Designedly, therefore, does He
cause the woman to come forward from obscurity to

the full light, that she may be brought back from the

fancy of a magical, to the apprehension of a freely

intended working of the Saviour. Not Jesus' gar-

ment, but her own faith, has saved her, even though
this faith in the beginning was by no means wholly

free from superstition.

Vs. 47. And how she -was healed jmmedl>
ately.—According to tradition, Eusebius, H. E. vii.

18 ; Sozomenus v. 21, the woman erected at Paneas,

her birthplace, a memorial of this benefit, which the

Emperor Julian is said afterwards to have removed
and to have erected his own statue in the place of it.

Elsewhere, as in the Gospel of Nicodemus, ch. vii., and
in Thilo i. 561, this woman appears under the name of
Veronica, who, in the presence of Pilate, proclaimed
Jesus' innocence in loud voice, and on the way to

Golgotha wiped His face with the handkerchief that

is still preserved. Without being obliged to criti-

cise the genuineness and value of these accounts,

they may, however, serve as proofs how, even iu

Christian antiquity, the faith and the hope of this

sufferer were esteemed. Compare, moreover, the
similar miracles Matt. xiv. 36 ; Acts v. 16 ; xix. 11.

In Sepp, X«6e» Jesm, ii. § 399, we find important par«

tioulars iu reference to the manner of healing tie
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hiirts alij-aros by Jewish physicians. The complete-
ness of the miraculons healing is admirably express-
ed by Luke the physician in the TrapaxpiJMa eiTTr; ri

bOtris T. a'iu.

Vs. 49. While He is yet speaking.—By the
use of the present in the narrative the viridness
and dramatic power of Luke's representation is not
a little heightened. It appears, moreover, from this

message, that Jairus had come forth with the knowl-
edge and approbation of his family to call the Mas-
ter. Perhaps, however, this resolution had produced
a reaction with some ; at least these messengers,
probably sent by the distressed mother to the sorrow-
ing father, show now plainly enough that they ex-

pect no further benefit from the Teacher.

Vs. 50. Fear not,—The whole delay with the
woman had been for Jairus a trial of fire. His just

awakened faith had been most intensely shaken ; but

now, when about to succumb, he is strengthened by
the Saviour.—Kal o-wflr/o-eTai. Still more accurately,

as it appears, this word is omitted by Mark, although,

of course, the event showed that this indirect promise
bod been comprehended in the " Only believe." In

that the Saviour at such an instant forbids all fear

and demands only faith. He causes Jairus already to

expect something great, but does not as yet tell him
definitely what.

Vs. 51. He suffered no man to go in.—As
the Saviour did not bring with Him all His disciples,

it appears to have been His intention to keep the

miracle as much as possible concealed. That He
causes Himself to be accompanied by the three

disciples, who also upon Tabor, and in Gethsemane,
entered into the innermost sanctuary, is a proof of

the high significance which He Himself attributes

to this raising of the dead.

Vs. 62. And all wept and beixrailed her.—
Comp. Matt. ix. 23 and De Wette, ArchmoXogy,

§ 263, who makes mention of this expression, among
others, from the Talmud :

" Etiam, pauperrimus inter

Israelitas^ uxore mo7'tua, prtebebif ei non minus quam
duos tibias et urtam lamentatricem." We can easily

imagine how great a din, in the house of an Israelite

of distinction, after the loss of his only daughter,

there must have been.

She is not dead,—Against the explanation of

It as a swoon, Lange justly declares: Matt, ad loc.

It is true. Von Ammon concludes, from the small

number of witnesses that Jesus takes with Him, that

the awakening maiden above all things had need of

rest and quiet, and therefore was not really dead

;

but just as well might he, from the command given

to the bearers at Nain to stand still, have been able

to conclude that the motion of the bier might have

been injurious to the only seemingly dead man.

The explanation of Olshausen and others is in con-

flict with the ethical character of the Lord, who was

never wont to surround His deeds with an illusory

glitter, with the consciousness of the parents and

family, vs. 53, and with the express account of

Luke: "her spirit returned," vs. 56, comp. 1 Kings

xvii. 22. It is not to be doubted, moreover, that the

fifurative speech taken from sleep serves still more

to veil the miracle. A vaunter would have said of

one apparently dead :
" She sleeps not, but she is

dead. " The Prince of life says of one dead, " She is

not dead, but sleepeth. " In the eyes of the Saviour

she was at this moment already living, although she

as yet lay there fettered corporeally by the power of

leath.

Vs. 55. To givp her something to eat,—

Here also there appears in the miracle of the Sa
viour a trait of benevolence and provident care
which forgets nothing, for which nothing is too tnvial.

Thus does He elsewhere take care that the crumbi
should be gathered ; that Lazarus should be freed

from the grave-clothes,—at once a proof of the truth

of the account, and of the completeness of th«

miracle.

Vs. 56. That ^-.hey should tell no man,—Tbi
opinion that the co. imand to keep silence is here in-

terpolated in the wrcig place, and was given, not al

this miracle, but at a former one (Hase), is destitute

of all proof. The command, on the other hand, ia

occasioned by the intense expectation of the people
at the time, who might easily have given themselves
up to insurrectionary commotions. Besides, it was
a training school for Jairus and his family, v/ho, after

they had now beheld the miraculous power of the
Saviour, had to be guided to further faith and obedi-

ence. And as respects the little daughter, awakened
by Jesus to new life, who does not feel how injuri-

ously the continual questions and expressions of
astonishment and curiosity would have worked upon
the higher and inward life in her case.

DOCTEINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. It is important to note the different forms in

which faith reveals itself in Jairus and in the woman
with the issue of blood. The former comes cour-

ageously forward, but is secretly anxious, and ap-

pears stronger tiiau he really is. The other ap-

proaches timorously, but is secretly strong in faith,

and is really far more than she appeared. Both
types have in the Christian world many spiritually

related to them.
2. This double narrative of miracle bears in al-

most every trait the stamp of truth, simplicity, and
quiet sublimity. This anxiety of the father and this

timidity of the woman ; this restlessness of the peo-

ple and this composure of the Saviour ; this surprise

of the disciples and His own decisively repeated
'' Some one hath touched me !

" this laugh of unbe-

lief over against the outbreak of sorrow ; this ma-
jesty in revealing, and this care in concealing. His
miraculous power ; all this forms a so inimitable

whole that one may grasp the truth almost with his

hands. Matthew, according to his custom, relates

concisely and objectively ; with Mark the influence

of the eye-witness Peter is unmistakable ; the par-

ticulars of Luke reveal the physician, and his state-

ment of the age of the. child is in some measure sup-

ported by Mark, inasmuch as the latter says that

she walked. All the accounts admit of combination

in a most unforced manner, and if any one could

take them merely for artfully interwoven threads of

a pious invention, we should with reason have to

doubt not only his religious sense, but also his natu-

ral sense of beauty and truth.

3. A striking similarity appears between the rais-

ing of Jairus' daughter and that of Lazarus. Both
times does the Lord delay before He brings the help,

and permits the sick one to whom He is called, to

die. Both times He gives a mysterious promise of

deliverance. Both times finally does He declare the

death a sleep. Here also the Synoptic agrees with

the Johannean Christ. [It may be questioned whe-

ther in either case the death had not occurred when
the message of entreaty reached Him. It seems, at

least, hard to believe that the Savijur would have
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permitted any mortal to pass through the agonies of

Ueath, merely for the purpose of displaying His mi-

raculous power more fuily. On either interpretation,

however, the similarity between the present miracle

and the raising of Lazarus remains.—C. C. S.]

4. " The journey to this miracle is a remarkable

type of many an inward leading. When Jesus has al-

ready arrived with the man almost at the goal of his

conversion and perfection, just then comes often the

hardest shock ; by which even what of faith has been

gained, appears to fall again completely in ruins.

Yet it is only meant to serve for the complete over-

coming of all misgiving in the man, for the perfecting

of faith and for the glory of the divine Benefactor."

Von Gerlach. Comp. moreover the remarks on the

raising of the young man of Nain, ch. vii. 11-17.

HOMILETICAL AND PBACTICAL.

When Jesus has been missed for a time. He is re-

ceived with the greater joy.—How life's distress

drives to Jesus.—Jesus the best refuge for the

troubled parent's heart.—No youth or strength se

cures from death.—Jesua looks not mainly at the

completeness, but at the sincerity of the faith that

calls upon Him.—Jesus the Physician of our hidden
infirmities.—The hopeless essays to heal one's self.

—

The world a physician under whom the sick man
grows continually worse and worse.—The bold grasp

ot faith : 1. What it ventures ; 2. what it wins.

—

How many surround Jesus outwardly, but how few
touch Him believingly !—Hidden faith must finally

come to liglit : 1. For the glory of the Lord ; 2. for its

own attestation ; 3. for the encouragement and for the
comfort of others.—The tranquillity of the Saviour in

opposition: 1. To the thronging of the people ; 2. to

the contradiction of the disciples ; 3. to the per-

plexity of the woman ; 4. to the auidety of Jairus.

—

The faith of the woman with the issue of blood: 1.

Secretly nourished ; 2. courageously shown ; 3. im-

mediately discovered ; 4. humbly acknowledged ; 5.

nobly crowned.—Even the hidden benefits of the
Lord come at their time to light.

—" Fear not,

only believe ! " 1. An astounding, 2. a legitimate,

3. a possible, 4. a most salutary requirement.

—

Jesus the best guide on the way of faith. (Jairus.)

We see, 1. Supplicating faith heard by Jesus ; 2.

eager faith tried by Jesus ; 3. sinking faith strength-

ened by Jesus ; 4. steadfa.it faith crowned by
Jesus ; 5. thankful faith perfected by Jesus.—The
way of the Saviour between mourners on the one
hand, and laughers on the other.—A hopeless sad-

ness, once for all, proscribed by Jesus when H«
called death a sleep.—Sleep the image of death

;

both are, 1. Preceded by weariness; 2. accompanied

by a rest; 3. followed by a wakening.—The raising

of the spiritually dead also is performed by the Ss/-

viour for the most part in holy stillness.—Unbelief

which will be wiser than Jesus, is ever put to shame.

—The spiritually awakened also need, and at once,

nourishment.—Self-denial the best proof of the grati-

tude of faith.—Even in reference to the Saviour's

deed's, there is time for sUence as well as for speech.

Starke :—If Jesus with His Gospel is repulsed in

one place. He is bidden welcome in another.—God
often permits men to wait a while before He comes,

that they may be the more eager and the more fitted

to receive Him.

—

Beentitjs :—Great thp man, great

the cross.—In coming to the help of sufferers,

there should not be long delay.—The miracles thai

in our day are said to be wrought by touching the

bones of saints, are mere cheatery.—God heals also

our secret infirmities, of wliich we are ashamed.—

•

Cramer:—Christ is a Searcher of hearts, and one
can undertake nothing so secret that He does not
see it.—OsiANDER :—God lets His children sometimes
be put to shame, that He may afterwards honor them
the more.—The Saviour knows how to speak a word
in season to the weary.—Christ Lord of both dead
and living.—Eomans xiv. 9.—Learn thou to accom-
modate thyself to the horas and moras of our God.—
J. Hall :—It is better to go to the house of mourn-
ing than to the house of feasting.—Christ and Hia
own are by the unbelieving world continually laughed
to scorn.—The scoffing of the world must not keep
the Christian back from good works.

Heubner:—When a spiritual father calls on
Jesus for a soul entrusted to Him, he may hope of
Jesus not to entreat in vain.—The folly of men ap.
peared of old also as now, partly even in excessive
funeral pomp.—The trust which Jesus knew how to
inspire in Himself—Lisoo :—How faith is assaulted
and strengthened.—The mighty help of the Lord
Jesus.

—

Palmer (The Pericope) :—As there, the Sa-
viour's eye sees ever in secret ; as there, the Saviour's
hand helps ever in secret.—The Lord's dealings with
a believer here amid the tumult of the world, yonder
in the eternal Sabbath-stillness.—KncHS :—The exam-
ple of the two sufferers in the Gospel teaches us, what
Paul says, Rom. v. 3 : 1. Tribulation worketh patience

;

2. patience worketh experience ; 3. experience
worketh hope ; 4. hope maketh not ashamed.

—

SonOHON :—The Lord's leadings for our salvation.—

•

CouARD :—We have a God that helps, a Lord God
that delivers from death.

*. The Son of Man proclaimed by the Twelve, feared by Herod, honored by the Company which He hid
fed.

Chapter IX. I-IT.

(Parallels : Matt. x. 5-15 j xiv. 1 j xiv. 13-21 j Mark vi. 7-16 ; vi. 31-46 ; John vi. 1-14.)

s. THE SENDING EORTH OF THE TWEIVE APOSTLES (Vss. 1-6).

1 Thea he called his twelve disciples [the twelve ; cm., disciples] together, and gave
2 them power and authority over all devils [the demons], and to cure diseases. And he
.1 sent them tc preach [proclaim] the kingdom of God, and to heal the sick.' And he
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said unto them, Take r.othing for your journey, neither staves, nor scrip [wallet], neither

4 bread, neither money ; neither have two coats [tunics] apiece. And whatsoever house

5 ye enter into, there abide, and thence depart. And whosoever will not receive you,

when ye go out of that city, shake off the very dust from your feet for a testimony

6 against them. And they departed, and went through the towns, preaching the gospel,

and healing every where.

[* Ys. 2.—Tischendorf, supported by Meyer, has simply lao-dai, without a following accusative. The variations : iwt
turBevovvTa^, Tovs aa&ev€K, tous voitouvtos, irai^as tov? aadevovvra^, and ornne* inJirmiUlies (Brix.), are so numerouB.
that it is almost certain that they were introduced by diiierent transcribers as natural complements of iaadat. Tregelleft

brackets the accusative. B. is the only uncial, however, which omits it.—0. C. S.]

EXEQETICAIi AND CRITICAL.

Harmony.—The raising of Jairus' daughter is

immediately followed by two other miracles, which
Matthew alone relates, eh. ix. 2*7-34. Hereupon
the Saviour appears to have undertaken a new jour-

ney through Galilee, and to have convinced Himself

repeatedly of the exceeding spiritual necessity of the

people. {Ibid. vss. 36, 36.) He therefore exhorts

His disciples to entreat the Lord of the harvest for

laborers (vss. Z1, 38), and gives them finally oppor-

tunity with this praying to unite working, and them-

selves to lay their hand to the plough.

In the narrative of the sending out of the twelve

apostles, also, the briefer account of Luke must

be Complemented by that of Matthew and Mark.

It then appears that the Saviour sent them out two

and two, and in their instructions, according to the

statement of all the Synoptics, adduces the expulsion

of the demons as a special and main part of their

activity, clearly distinguished from the healing of or-

dinary illnesses. The discourse given on this occa-

sion is communicated by Matthew far more in detail

and more precisely than by the two others. Luke
merely, vss. 3-6, communicates somewhat of the first

part of it (Matt. x. 5-15), while we find again some
elements of the continuation in the tenth and twelfth

chapters.

Vs. 1. Tne Twelve.—Although weighty testi-

monies declare for the reading tout SdideKa fiaO-qras

avTov, it must not be overlooked that Luke usually

uses 01 SdiSeKa as a standing formula, and that other

manuscripts use the word cnroffTSKou^, which appears

to be an interpolation by a later hand, as weU as the

former, which is borrowed from a parallel passage in

Matt. X. 1. At the same time, Matthew here gives

the names of the twelve apostles, which Luke had

earlier communicated in another connection (ch. vi.

12-16). Luke, on the other hand, is more particu-

lar in stating the substance of their instruction, and

mentions also the K-np. ttiv Pa(T. tou 8., while the

two others speak only of miraculous acts. As to

the manner in which the Sivafm xal i^ouala may
have been imparted to them, comp. Lange on

Matthem, x. 1.

Vs. 3. Take nothing.—There is some difference

among the Synoptics in reference to the instruction

given to the Twelve as to their preparations for the

oumey. According to all three, they were to take

no money in their purses, no change of coats, and no

provision of food. According to Mark and Luke,

the taking of bread with them is also not permitted,

as to which Matthew is silent. But while according

to Matthew and Mark, vs. 8, they might take a staff

alone, we find according to Matthew and Mark, this

also forbidden them (for the reading fniffSovs is

apparently not genuine). We believe that Mark,

who here alone gives the narration in an oratio

obliqua, expresses himself more freely than the tw«i

others. The spirit of the command is, however,

according to all, the same. The Saviour speaks of

that which they must procure for the journey. If

they already had a staff they were permitted to take

it with them (Mark), but if they possessed none,

they were not to buy one (Matthew and Luke).

Nothing were they to take with them, nothing were
they to take to them in requital of their benefits.

Their history instructs us how the apostles understood

these commands: the last literally, as the curse of

Peter upon Simon Magus shows, Acts viii. 20, the

former in the spirit of wisdom, e. g. 2 Corintluans

xi. 12 ; 2 Timothy iv. 13.

Vs. 4. There abide.—Comp. ch. x. 7. Wan-
der not from house to house.—Thence depart.

—

From thence continue your journey without having

capriciously chosen another abode.

Vs. 5. Add whosoever will not receive
you.—Comp. Matt. x. 14. With Lachmann and
Tischendorf, it seems that we must unquestionably

read SEfoivrai, since Sf'x<»i'Tai is borrowed from paral-

lel passages. The shaking off of the dust, a sym-
boheal action, as a testimony against them, aa

Theophylact says ; eis ix^yxov avTwv koX KaraKpiaty,

From Acts xiii. 61, we see how the apostles casu quo
followed this command of the Saviour literally.

DOOTMNAI, AITD ETHICAL.

1. In investigating the purpose of this missionary

journey of the Twelve, too little notice perhaps has

been taken of the word of the Saviour, Matt. Ix. 38.

With no warrant whatever has this journey been
often con.sidered as a kuid of praclidng for the fu-

ture work of the Twelve. The Saviour at least gives

not a single hint that He will have it so understood.

Nor was the practice of having probationary sermons
by destined preachers of the gospel at His time as

yet in use. As little did this mission serve to pre-

pare for the personal arrival of Jesus in soine towns
and villages of Galilee. It is at least not to be
proved that the apostles came into towns where He
was wholly unknown ; moreover, it would have little

accorded with His wisdom to have let the gospel

even during His life to be brought into places, and
that by inexperienced men, where as yet they did

not know Himself. No. The Twelve were not to go
before, but here and there to return upon Hii
track ; not in order to sow but in order first to reap

does He bid them to go forth : not to begin wha
He will continue, but rather to continue what H
Himself has already begun. Tl:us does all become
clear. Thus does it appear why they had at each

time to inquire who was worthy to receive them ; in

other words, who was favorably disposed in refer-

ence to the Saviour and the cause of His kingdom.
Thus does their right to shake off the dust become
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manifest, which for the rejection of a first preaching

was almost too stern, but for the spurning of a re-

newed essay, was fully justified. Thus first do we get

a true light as to the prohibition of extensive prep-

arations for journeying. For they were not going

as strangers among enemies, but as friends unto a

region where the Saviour Himself had already pre-

pared a way for them. And thus does it at the

same time become plain why He let them just now
undertake this journey. Already had He denounced

against the impenitent cities of Galilee the judgment
threatened them. Matt. xi. 20-24, but now He will

through His apostles make a last attempt to win the

apostates to Himself The more He beholds in the

spirit the unfolding of the great drama of His life,

the more does He proceed with the thundering tread

of decision. Ever more threateningly do the parties

begin to stand over against one another ; in order

that now the thoughts of hearts may become more
manifest does He now send forth His apostles. They
are to water the seed already sown by Him for the

Kingdom of heaven : to tend with care what promises

fruit : and what shows itself as tares to make known
,0 Him as such : in a word, to be workers for the

harvest.

2. As respects the duration of this journey, it

can be as little determined as the names of the

jOwns and villages visited. But surely it endured
longer than a day (against Wieseler, I. c. p. 291), as

cprtainly some time is always required to go from
town to town, to seek out the worthy, and abide

there, &c. But if we consider that they, divided

into six pairs, traversed only one part of Galilee, and
were as yet in no way adapted to get on independ-

ently, it is not then probable that the Saviour was
many days or weeks separated from the Twelve,

^.pparently He waited for them meanwhile at Caper-

naum, and when, after their return, the miracle of

tne Loaves took place, the second passover was no
'onger far distant, John vi. 4. As we bold the view

that the sermon at Nazareth only took place once,

>id that at the time indicated by Luke, ch. iv. 16-

80, it is therefore not necessary for us to intercalate

'mmediately after this mission of the Twelve the nar-

rative Matt. xiii. 54-58 ; Mark vi. 1-6.

8. Although the exercising of the apostles was
not here the main matter, yet even on our view
there is displayed in this mission, in a lovely light,

as well the wisdom of the Saviour in the training of

His witnesses, as also His love to the lost sheep of

the house of Israel. The healing activity for whicli

power is bestowed upon them, is at the same time a

strildng symbol of that which evangelization and

missionary labor must even now everywhere accom-

plish wherever it directs its steps. And tlie spirit

which the Saviour, even according to the brief re-

daction of Luke, has here commended to His wit-

nesses, unconcern about earthly matters, freedom

from pretension, but also holy zeal where their word

is obstinately disdained, must even now not be miss-

ing in any one who will bear His name with honor

among baptized or unbaptized heathen.

4. " Love to a convenient life is a great hin-

derance to the work of God in an evangehst,

for it is with the poor who cannot afford it him

that he has most to do, ch. vii. 22, and the rich are

far more apt to draw him into such a life than he

to draw them from it. The world mu* know that

one does not seek it for its goods, and that he has

no communion with it but for its salvation. If it

will not hear of that, then we must go forth from it."

0. Von Gerlach.

HOMILETICAIi AKD PKACTICAIi.

The apostolic authority : 1. Its extent, 2. its

grounds, 3. its purpose, 4. its limits.—The mission-

ary of the gospel at the same time the physician of

souls.—The evangelizing journey of the witnesses of

the Lord, their equipment, aim, fruit.—Wlio first

seeks the kingdom of God and its righteousness may
trust that all other things shall be added to him.

—

Freely ye have received, freely give.—The testimony

for the believing and against the unbelieving world.

—How the faithful servant cares for the honor of the

Lord, the Lord for the necessity of His faithful servant.

—The gospel of the kingdom must everywhere be
preached.—The preaching of the gospel an act of the

obedience of iaith.—The spirit of domestic missions.

SiARKE :

—

Ceamkr :—The sacred ministry still

delivers man from the power of Satan.—To the min-
istry pertains a regular call, both internal and ex-

ternal.

—

Heoinger :—Whoever serves the gospel is

to live therefrom, 1 Corinthians ix. 14.

—

Canstein :

—If the disciples of Christ, for the sake of con-

venience, were not to go from one house to another,

much less should preachers, for greater accommoda-
tion, seek after better parishes - -The ministry not
an otiunif but a aravijtitimuni negotium.

\>. THE AliAEM OF HEEOD (Vs8. 7-9).

7 Now Herod the tetrarch heard of all that was done by him [om., by him, V. 0.']

:

and he was perplexed, because that it was said of [by] some, that John was risen from
8 the dead ; And of [by] some, that Elias [Elijah] had appeared ; and of [by] others,

9 that one of the old prophets was risen again. And Herod said, John have I behead-
ed

;
but who is this, of whom I hear such things ? And he desired to see him.

' Vs. l.—Ra:. : iir" avroi. Om. B., C, D., L., [Cod. Sin.].

EXEOETICAI, AND CRITICAL.

Vs. 1. Now Herod the tetrarch.—Comp. Matt.
xiv. 1-12; Mark vl 16-29. Matthew and Mark
have united the account of Herod's trouble of coa-

science with that of the beheading of John. Luke,
who had already, ch. iii. 19, 20, related the iroprisoii-

ment of the Baptist, intimates here, with only a
word, its end ; on the other hand, his Gospel is, in
its turn, particularly rich in traits of importance for
the psychology if Herod, which at the same time
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depict to us the ever-deepening degeneracy of the

tyrant in a moral respect. Comp. ch. xiil. 31-33

;

sxiii. 6-12.

All that was done.—As well by the Lord
Himself as by His messengers, who in these very

days were in His name casting out devils. The ter-

ror of Herod becomes more comprehensible if we
consider that the beheading of the Baptist had taken
place in the same period, and that therefore his con-

science had had as yet no time to go to sleep. Al-

though John, during his life, did no miracles, John
X. 41, yet it might be very easily imagined that he,

if after his death he had once again returned to life,

was equipped with miraculous powers. Elijah might
be thought of, as he had not died ; one of the old

prophets finally, since the return of some of them in

the days of the Messiah was expected.

Vs. 9. John have I beheaded.—Not so much
the language of a terrified conscience (Meyer) as

rather a painful uncertainty. Scarcely has he known
how to relieve himself of John, than he already hears

of another, to whom they now again ascribe in addi-

tion a so astonishing and miraculous energy. What
must he now think of this one, or fear from him ?

Just because he does not know, he desires to see

Him himself, as also afterwards to kill Him, ch. xiii.

81. In Luke it is the expression of uneasy uncer-

tainty, in Matthew and Mark the fixed idea of an

awakened conscience, that comes especially into view.

One moment the one, another the other, feeling

might be the predominant one.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The terror of Herod at the report of Jesus is

an indirect argument for the reality and multiplicity

of His miracles, and has so far an apologetical

worth. A Herod is not a man to allow himself s«

quickly to be perplexed by an insignificant or un-

grounded rumor.

2. In the person and activity of the Saviour there

is this peculiarity, that those with whom the moral
and religious perceptions are wholly blunted and
choked, do not know what to make of Him. They ar«

terrified by the very sound of His footsteps, but thej

themselves scarcely know why.
3. Conceptions whose reality the understanding

cannot earnestly believe may yet be terrifying to the

conscience. Herod undoubtedly scoffs at the Phari-

sees' ideas of immortality, and yet he trembles ai

spectres.

HOMHETICAL AND PEACTICAL.

The fame of the Saviour makes its way every-

where.—The gospel a savor of death unto death.

—The might and the impotency of the conscience.

The might : 1. It faithfully reminds of the evil com-
mitted, 2. judges it righteously, 3. chastises it rigor-

ously. Its impotency ; it is not in condition : 1. To
undo the past, 2. to make the present endurable, 8.

to make the future hopeful.—The influence of the

awakened conscience on the conceptions of the un-

derstanding.—The unworthy desire to see Jesus.

(For the opposite, see John xii. 20-22.)

Starke :—Truth makes its way more easily tu

ordinary hearers than to great lords.—There hiive

been many mistaken opinions concerning Christ

spread abroad, but faithful teachers must be skDled

to refute the same.—The evil conscience is fearful,

and takes fright at a shaken leaf. Job xv. 20.—Comp.
two admirable sermons of A. Monod, upon the be-

heading of John the Baptist, in the second collection

of his Sermoni.

c. THE MIRACLE OF THE LOAVES (Vss. 10-17).

10 And the apostles, when they were returned, told him all that they had done. And
he took them, and went aside privately into a desert place belonging to the city called

11 Bethsaida.' And the people, when they knew it, followed him : and he received theni,

and spake unto them of the kingdom of God, and healed them that had need of healing.

12 And when the day began to wear away, then came the twelve, and said unto him,'

Send the multitude away, that they may go into the towns [villages] and country

13 round about, and lodge, and get victuals : for we are here in a desert place. But he

said unto them. Give ye them to eat. And they said. We have no more but [than]

five loaves and two fishes ; except we [ourselves, -^/Atis expressed] should go and buy
14 meat [food] for all this people. For they were about five thousand men. And he

15 said to his disciples, Make them sit down by fifties in a company. And they did so,

16 and made them all sit down. Then he took the five loaves and the two fishes, and

looking up to heaven, he blessed them, and brake, and gave to the disciples to set before

IV the multitude. And they did eat, and were all filled [satisfied] : and there was [were]

taken up of fragments that remained to them twelve baskets.

1 Vs. 10.—In view of tlie great diversity of readings in this passage, it seems to us that the reading of Tischeodori^

which Meyor also has adopted, et? iroKcv KoKovfievriv Be0ffal'5a, has, especially on internal grounds, the greatest probabili-

ty in its favor. Lectio di^cilior prseferenda. " Et? ttoKiv must have occasioned difficulty, since what follows tool: plaos

not in a city, but in a wilderness (comp. vs. 12, and also Mark vi. 31)." (Tischendorf, supported by B., L., X., B., Cod.
Sin., has simply ronov eprnxov. Alford says : " the text not appearing to meet the requirements of the narrative followiup,

was amended from the parallels in Matthew and Mark."—C. C. S.]

[" Vs. 12.—More exactly : " And the day began to wear away, and the twelve coming said to him." &c.—0. 0. S.l

10
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EXEGETICAI. AND CEIllCAL.

Va. 10. And the Apostles, when they were
returned.—In order to get a right conception of

the whole connection of the occurrences, we must

eapecially compare Mark yi. 30, 31. The Saviour re-

ceives almost simultaneously the account of the re-

tun; of the Twelve and of the death of the Baptist.

To this is added the rumor that Herod desires to see

Him, which occasions Him to pass over from the

province of Antipas to that of Philip. He will afford

His disciples and Himself a quiet hour, which, how-
ever, becomes impossible on account of the thronging

of the people. We may here make the general re-

mark, that, above all, a comparison of the different

accounts is requisite in order to come to a correct

understanding of the miracle of the Loaves. We
shall then find confirmed the remark of Lie. S. Rau,
in an admirable essay upon John vi. found in the

Deutsche Zeltschrift fur christliche Wissensehaft

und christlichen Leben, 1850, p. 263: " That as well

by the point of time which the representations of

the Synoptics and of John assign to this history, as

by the significance which they ascribe to it, they

equ;dly place this miraculous act of the Saviour in

the clearest light, and, as it were, upon that highest

summit of the life of Christ up to which the fateful

way to the sacrificial death leads to higher and higher

self-unfolding, in order from now on to lead on to

the fate necessarily following this self-unfolding, and
lurking in the depth." Especially for the examina-
tion of the Tubingen views respecting the Gospel
of John, does the whole essay deserve to be com-
pared.

Bijeo-aiSa.—Not the western (Winer, De Wette),
but another town of this name on the northeastern

shore of the lake, belonging to the province of

Philip, who had given it the name Julias, and had
considerably embellished it. Built near the shore at

the place where the Jordan pours itself into the lake

of Tiberias, it was surrounded by a desolate region

which now, however, in the spring, was covered with

a carpet of grass, large enough to receive a numer-
ous throng. Thither does the Saviour proceed with

the disciples, according to Matthew and Mark, in a

ehip, while Luke does not say that He goes by land
(Meyer), but leaves the mode of the journey entirely

undetermined. Apparently Capernaum was the place

where the Saviour and the Twelve had, after the re-

turn of the latter, met one another again.

Vs. 11. Followed Him.—As appears from Mat-

thew and Mark, on foot by the land-way after they had
seen Him depart, taking also sick persons with them,
who were healed by Jesus. Von Ammon draws from
the statement that these sick people also had come
on foot, the conclusion that they could not, after all,

have been so very sick ; as though blind or deaf peo-

ple, who could travel very well, might not have been
among them ; and as though the others who were
not capable of walking, might not have been car-

ried.

Vs. 12. And when the day.—Here we must
insert especially from Mo,rk and John the preceding
circumstances and deliberations which Luke, in his

more summary account, passes over for the sake of
brevity.

That they may go.—This demand of the dis-

ciples to send the multitude away, does not speak
favorably for the view that the people had brought a
tolerably larpe provision of their own with them, to

the common distribution of which they were aoonl
to be prompted.

Vs. 13. Give ye.—"With emphasis, for pre-

viously they had counselled to let the people get food
for themselves." Meyer.

Should go and buy.—It is self-evident that

this whole language of the disciples is only the ex-

pression of the most pitiable pei-plexity, which had no
other means at command. Whoever can assert in

earnest that the disciples now actually did buy food

with two hundred denarii, and then distributed it

(Von Ammon), appears to expect that men are going
to believe his rationalistic triflings at his word, with-

out demanding any further proofs therefor.

Vs. 14. By fifties.—We find no sufficient rea-

son to insert load (Lachmann). " Numerus commodiu
propter quinarium panum.'''' Bengel.

Vs. 16. Blessed, fvKo-yqaiv.—According to Jew-
ish usage before the beginning of a meal. Here it be-

comes in the fullest sense of the word a miraculous

blessing, whereby the deed of Almighty love is

brought to pass. Between Matthew and Mark there

exists no actual difference. It is noticeable that all

four Evangelists take note of the act of prayer.

The Miracle Itself.—The miracle of the Loaves
is certainly one of those whose possibility is quite as
hai-d to bring within the sphere of our comprehen-
sion as its form within the sphere of our conception.

See statement and criticism of the different views in

Lange on Matt. xiv. 20. So much the less can we
overlook the fact that the external proofs of the re-

ality of the miracle are so unanimous and decisive

that concerning them scarcely a doubt is possible.

It cannot be denied that the relative diversities of the
individual accounts are less essential (Strauss). In
the main points all the Evangelists give the same ac-
count, and the difficulties of tiie mythical explanation
are here in fact insuperable. Or is perchance the
whole historical narration to be taken as a mere sym-
bol of the evangelical idea that Christ is the bread of
eternal life ? (Von Baur). As if this idea could not
have been expressed and stated as well in a fact

!

How, then, would the enthusiasm of the people be
explicable, and the mutual discourse, John vi., which
is connected with this miracle, and, moreover, the
great schism which hi consequence of it took place
among the tiaSriTai, John vi. ? No, this very point is

the great proof for the reality of the miracle, that it

is indispensably necessary in order satisfactorily to
explain the decrease then beginning in the following
of Jesus. So far something had here taken place
similar to that at the Lord's resurrection ; and this,

at least, becomes immediately obvious, that here
something must have taken place by which the gre^t
revolution in so many minds is sufficiently explained.
Up to this day we see the following of Jesus increas-
ing: He stands before us, as it were, on the steps
of the throne, Jphn vi. 15 ; a few hours later, the
enthusiasm has cooled and the throng of His follow-
ers noticeably diminished. Only a miracle like this
could have roused so intense an expectation, and,
when this expectation on the following day was not
fulfilled, so great a bitterness as we have account of,

especially in the fourth Gospel.

With this, however, we do not mean that we »re
blind to the difiRculties which offer themselves here
even from a believing point of view. We can as lit-

tle represent to ourselves that the fragments of bread
had multiplied themselves in the hands -of the people
as in those of the disciples j and even if we make the
miracle to have taken place immediately by the Sir
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Tionr's own hands, we can as little conceive continu-
Mly growing loaves as continually reappearing fish

;

and althougli one should speak of a quickened pro-
cess of nature (Olshauaen ; a representation, more-
over, of which there is found an indication even in
Luther), yet there is little gained by this, since, in-

deed, it appears no process of nature, but a process
of art, to multiply in a miraculous way baked bread
and cooked fisli. Here one feels, more than ever,

how difficult it is to enter in any way into transac-
tion with the inconceivi\ble, since, after all, every-
thing finally depends upon our conception of God,
upon our Christology, and upon the credibility of the
evangelical history. Yet, on the other hand, we must
not pass over the fact that the Saviour here by no
means makes something out of nothing, but out of
that already existing makes something more, and
does not, therefore, pass the limits which the Incar-

nate Word has fixed for Himself, and that it could
not be for Him too miraculous to raise Himself, if

need were, over the artificial processes of preparing
bread and fish for human use. We may call to

mind, at the same time, that the ethical receptivity

for tliia miracle must have existed in the people in

conaecyience of all which they had this day already

Been and heard of the Lord, and by which their faith

had been first awakened, or their already awakened
faith had been strengthened. And inasmuch as we
DOW believe ourselves obliged to follow the example
of the Evangelists, who do not more particularly de-

ecribe the form of th« miracle, we at the same time

rejoice that the sublimity and the purpose of this sign

are beyond all doubt. But if Christian science be-

lieves itself obliged to go a step further, and to ven-

Jure an attempt to seek a modal, or perhaps a mystic,

medium of bringing into effect what here took place,

then certainly the profoundly-conceived attempt of

LiNGE, L. J. ii., S. ."!09, deserves a careful examina-

tion. Comp. his remarks upon it in the Gospel of

John.

DOOTEIlfAl AlO) ETHICAL.

1. The deep Impression which the death of the

Baptist produces upon the Saviour, is a striking

proof, on the one hand, of His genuine human nature

and feehng ; on the other hand, of His clear insight

into the connection of the martyr-death of the Baptist

with His own approaching Passion. He shows at

the same time His tender care for the training of

His disciples, when He, after some days of unusual

exercise of body and soul, considers some hours of

rest and solitude as absolutely necessary. Comp.

the beautiful essay by A; Tinet : La soUhide recom-

mwvUe au pasteur.

2. The miracle of the Loaves is one of the most

Btrilting proofs of the truth of the word of the Lord

to PhiKp, John xiv. 9. We admire here in the Sa-

viour a veritably Divine might which speaks and it is

done ; in virtue of which He, in higher measure and

from His own fulness of might, can repeat what in

the Old Testament had already, in smaller meas-

ure been brought to pass by prophets and at Divine

command. (Comp. the manna-rain of Moses, and

the multiplication of food by Elijah and Elisha.)

Besides deep wisdom, which helps at the right time

and by the simplest means, we see here, at the

game time, in Jesus, the image of the God of peace

(1 Cor. xiv. 33), inasmuch as He takes care for the

orderly division of the multitude and for the prea-

ervation of the fragments remaining. More than
all, however, does His compassion attract us, which
has at heart the fate of the unfortunate, which,
with tenderest attention, chooses even the softest

place for couch and table, and with ungrudging
wealth bestows not only what is absolutely necessa-

ry, but also more than what is necessary. This whole
miracle must serve as proof how He, Uke the Father,

can out of little make much, and bless what is of lit-

tle account. Above all, however, it is an image of
the great truth which He the following day so pow
erfully develops (John vi.), that He is the bread of
eternal life.

3. The miracle of the Loaves is the faithful mir-

acle of the way in which the Saviour satisfies the

spiritual necessities of His own ; but at the same time

with all that is extraordinary, the concurrence of this

miracle with the continuous ;are of Providence for

the bodily support of its human children, is unmis-
takable. The whole narrative of the miracle is a
practical commentary on the declaration. Psalm cxlv.

15, 16.

HOMILETICAl AND PBACTICAIi.

The first report in the Gospel of labor accom-
plished.—Mournful accounts shake as little as joyful

ones the holy rest of the Lord.—The Lord grants

His faithful laborers rest.—Even unto our places

of rest not seldom does earth's disquiet follow us.

—

The unwearied Saviour never indisposed to bene-

ficence.—Jesus the Physician of body and soul.

—

Human perplexity over against Divine knowledge

;

human sympathy over against Divine compassion
;

human counsel over against Divine action ; human
poverty over against Divine wealth.—Jesus refers

the hungry multitude to His apostles.—Let all things

be done with order.—Daily bread hallowed by
thanksgiving and prayer.—" That nothing be lost :

"

a fundamental law in the kingdom of God in the

use of all that which the Lord has bestowed.—The
miracle of the Loaves a proof of the truth of Matt,

vi. 33.—The Saviour keeps in the wilderness a feast

with the poor, while He is awaited with longing at

the court of Herod.—The Lord makes of little much.
—The Lord never gives only so much that there is

nothing left over.—They that seek the Lord shall

not want any good thing.—The satisfying of earthly,

the type of the satisfying of heavenly, necessities.

—

The conditions under which the Christian even now
may expect the satisfying of his earthly necessities

:

1. BeUeving trust ; 2. befitting activity ; 3. well-

regulated order ; 4. wise frugality, joined with,

5. thanksgiving and prayer.—" Open thy mouth
wide, that I may fill it." Psalm Ixxxi. 10 b.—The
Lord permits us to suffer hunger only, in His own
time, the more richly to relieve it.—He hath filled

the hungry with good things.'—The miracle of the

Loaves a revelation of the glory of the Son of God and
the Son of Man.—He dismisses no one empty but
him who came full.

Starke ;

—

JVova BiU. Tvh.

:

—Who loves Jesus
follows Him even through rough ways.

—

Quesnel :

—God lets us first recognize our human impotence
before He displays His omnipotence.—Spiritual shep-

herds should feed their sheep.—By gold one can ob-

tain all perishable goods, but the rich God can throw

to us all that we need, even when we have little oi

no money.—^It is to the Almighty Saviour all one to

help by little or by much. Upon that, faith can
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venture all. 1 Samuel xiv. 6.

—

Nova Bill. Tub.:

—No one should imagine bimself too good or

too high to serve the needy.—BRENTirs:—In dis-

tress of hunger, the best refuge is to Christ.

—

God's blessing one must not lavish away at once,

but lay up for future need. Proverbs xi. 27.

—

Hecbner:— To be agents in the distribution of

Divine gifts, like the disciples here, is a high honor

and grace.—The' requirement of that which man
ought to do, according to God's will, appears often

very surprising, surpassing all capacity, for God hal

beforehand already taken care for all, md Himself

concurs. His is properly the main act.—The feeling

of compassion in Christ much mightier than the

need of rest.

—

Van Oosterzee :—Jesus the bread ol

life. Intimation how He even now : 1. Meets with

the same necessity ; 2. exhibits the same majesty

;

3. prepares the same refreshment ; 4. deserves the

same homage ; 5. provokes the same schism ai at

the miracle of the Loaves.

S. The Glory of the Son of Man confessed on Earth and ratified from Heaven. The Scene on the Summit

and at the Foot of Tabor.

Chapter IX. 18-50.

a. THE JOURNEY TO THE TRANSFIOmiATION' (Tss. 18-27).

(Vss. 18-21, parallel to Gospel for Sts. Peter and Paul's Day ; Matt. xri. 1J-20.)

18 And it came to pass, as he was alone praying, his disciples were with him ; and ha

19 asked them, saying, Whom [Who] say the people that I am? They answering said,

John the Baptist ; but some say, Elias [Elijah] ; and others say, that one of the old pro-

20 phets is risen again. He said unto them, But whom [who] say ye that I am ? Peter

21 answering said, The Christ of God. And he straitly [strictly] charged them, and com-

22 manded them to tell no man that thing [this]
;

Saying, The Son of man must suffer

many things, and he rejected of the elders and chief priests and scribes, and be slain, and

23 be raised [rise again, V. 0.'] the third day. And he said to them all, If any man will

24 come after me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross daily, and follow me. For
whosoever will save his hfe shall lose it : but whosoever will lose his life for my sake,

25 the same shall save it. For wliat is a man advantaged, if he gain the whole world,

26 and lose himself, or be cast av^ay ? For whosoever shall be [have been] ashamed of

me and of my words, of him shall the Son of man be ashamed, when he shall come in

27 his own glory, and in his Father's, and [that] of the holy angels. But I tell you of a

truth, there be some standing here, which shall not taste of death, till they see [have

seen] the kingdom of God.

1 Vs. 22.—According to the reading of Lachmann and Tischendorf kvainrivaj. instead of eyepfl^vai. r'AvtwrT., A., C.|

D., 2 other uncials ; eyep^., Cod. Sin,, B., B., S., al. longe. pi. 'At-acrr. approved by Tischendorf, Lachmann, Meyer,
Alford.-C. C. 8.]

Nam argumentmn premm .Jesu colligi potest ex ser-

monihns actionibusgue insecutis.^^ Comp. vi. 12, 13.

Apparently we must understand the matter thus

—

that the disciples had found the Saviour praying iu

solitude, as in ch. xi. 1, while from vs. 23 it appears
to be the case that besides the Twelve, other listenera

had soon approached, so that He, in a few moments,
found a wider circle gathered around Him to which
He could add-ess His words.

And He asked them.—From the preceding
prayer we murit conclufle that the Saviour Himself
considered the conversation now following as in the
highest degree momentous, and this will not surprise

us if we only transport ourselves into His circun
stances during this period of time. The more un
equivocally He had lately experienced the irrecon.

cilable enmity of His adversaries, the more clearlj

did the end of His course, now drawing nearer, ris«

before His soul. The time had now come when He
must speak more openly than hitherto to His dis-

ciples of His approaching suffering and death. The
prayer which the Saviour offered afterwards foi

Simon, ch. xxii. 32, can hardly have been excluded

EXEGETICAI AND CRITICAL.

Vs. 18. And it came to pass By comparison
with Matthew and Mark, it appears at once that

Luke, after the mention of the miracle of the

Loaves, passes over all the words and deeds of the

Lord which are related Matt. xiv. 22 ; xvi. 12

;

Mark vi. 46 ; viii. 26. Harmonistics must take

note of this, and Isagogies give the grounds of this.

The best explanation is given perhaps by the conjec-

ture that the written sources {Diegesen) of which
Luke made use were in i elation to this period of

die public life of the Saviour less complete, less rich

in comparison with what follows. At least no cause
can be discovered for an intentional omission.

As He was alone praying According to

Matthew and Mark the Saviour was now in the re-

gion of CiEsarea Philippi, (See., respecting this place,

Lange on Matthew xvi. 18.) Here also, as we have
eeveral times remarked, Luke brings into view the
praying of ihe Saviour. Justly does Bengel say :

"•/mim Patrem rogarat, ut discipulis se revelaret.
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hero. But before He now grants to the Twelve a
deeper riew into the nature of His work. He will

convince Himself of their manner of thought respect-

ing His Person and His character.

Who say the people that I am 1—He wishes
to know for what the [common] people, this interpre-

ter of public opinion, took Him, Him who commonly
designated Himself by the somewhat mysterious name
of the Son of Man. Other views see in Lange, ad loo.

The inquiry after the views of men, in which one
only heard the voice of flesh and blood, might justly

surprise us if we forgot that it only constituted the

transition to a far more momentous one.

Vs. 19. John the Baptist.—The opinions are

different, yet fully explicable. That John the Baptist

had risen, was perhaps an echo of that which was
talked of at Herod's court, perhaps also an inference

drawn by high esteem, to which it appeared impossible

that such a man of God should have been actually and
forever taken away from the world.—Elijah.—Comp.
Malachi iv. 5.—One of the old prophets Men
believed, from Micah v. 6 and other passages, that

they were warranted to conclude that at the time of

the Messiah different prophets would again appear.

(See LiGHTFOOT on John i. 21.) In brief, for some-
thing ordinary and iusignificant no one took the

Nazareue : a messenger of God they could not fail

to recognize in Him
;
perhaps He was the Forerunner.

For the Messiah public opinion did not now take Him
to be. It was divided, and moreover had not in the

main become more favorable to the Saviour. If

there had formerly existed among the people a dispo-

sition to believe in His Messianic dignity, now there

is no more talk of this. After the great schism,

John vi. 66 leq., the sun of popular favor is set.

Carefully considered, therefore, the popular voice is

now no longer a homage, but only a denying of the

Lord.

Vs. 20. But who say ye that I am 1—
Plainly the emphasis falls upon iixets, in opposition

to the ox^oi. First the Lord will hear the echo of

the peopte's views ; He will hear now His powerful

witnesses' own voice, the expression of their living,

personal, and independent faith. It appears how
highly the Lord esteemed the confession of faith of

His disciples, and how He is the farthest possible

from reckoning their Christology among the Adia-

phora.

The Christ of God.—The complete form of the

answer, see Matt. xri. 16. It is wholly impossible to

prove that it was only the theoeradcal and not the su-

pernatural dignity of the Saviour which here hovered

before the mind of Peter. If before this even rough

shipmen had recognized something superhuman in

Jesus, Matt. xiv. 33, the Saviour would certainly not

have pronounced His disciple blessed for his confes-

sion, had this side of His being yet remained wholly

hidden to him, although, of course, it is evident that

this faith of the heart in Peter had not for that as

yet become in his mind a fully rounded dogma. As

to the rest, we must very decidedly declare ourselves

against the view that takes this confession of Peter

for the same which is related John vi. 69 (Wieseler,

Kau). This last is much less decided and powerful,

(t least according to the true reading in Tischen-

dorf. Besides, the two are in their historical connec-

tion heaven-wide apart, and the two confessions can-

not be identified without most arbitrarily accusing

John of inaccuracy.

Vs. 21. To tell no man.—The more detailed

Wiswer of the Saviour, and His praise bestowed upon
I

Peter, see Matt. xvi. 1'7-19. Comp. Lai<oe, ad lot

That the Saviour was almost, as it were, " terrified'

at the confession of Peter (Fritzsche, Schnecken
burger, Strauss), is as little implied in the letter at

in the spirit of the narrative. As to the ground
on which especially He commanded silence, thia

is at once evident. For the first time it has

now become manifest that His self-consciousness

agrees in substance with the confession of faith of

the Twelve. He Himself has impressed upon the

language of faith the seal of His attestation, and
therefore, in fact, from this moment there already

existed a little congregation in which the faith on
Jesus as the Christ was the centre of union. If thia

community, with its manner of thinking, manifested

itself externally, it would here have found premature
adherents, and there have roused renewed opposi-

tion. Therefore the Saviour will have them keep
silence respecting His person so long as His high-

priestly work was not yet accomplished, but at the

same time now declares His apostles capable of re-

ceiving more particular instructions respecting the

nature of this work.

Vs. 22. The Son of Man must suffer many
things.—In antithesis to the figurative and covert

allusions to His approaching death, which they had
already heard, comp. Matt. ix. 15; John ii. 19 ; iv.

37, 38, the Saviour now begins to speak in a literal

manner. He makes known, 1. who the accomplish-

ers of this suffering shall be, 2. in what form it is to

be prepared for Him, 3. the necessity of this suffer-

ing, 4. the issue of this suffering, niimely. His resur-

rection. The view (De Wette, a. o.) that the last is

here added only ex eventu, is with right denied and
refuted by Lange, Gospel of Matthew, p. 302. The
offence taken by Peter at this word and the rebuke
suffered by him are related only by Matthew and
Mark.

Vs. 23. If any man will come after Me.

—

Here, as in John vi. 67, the Lord gives His apostles

the choice whether they will follow Him even now,
when the way goes for a time into the depth. If

they do it, they shall know beforehand what it will

cost them. Whoever follows Him, let him take
up his cross daily, a symbol of self-denial which
the Saviour would certainly not have adopted by
preference if He had not Himself, even already in

the distance, beheld this instrument of His own
pain and ignominy. There exists no ground for

declaring the remarkable KaB' injiipav, which Luke
alone has, an interpolation a seriore manu. From
Jesus Himself does it proceed, and places the ex-

tent and the difiieulty of this requirement of self-

denial in the clearest light. Worthy of notice is it

that it is no other than Peter who afterwards so

deeply apprehended and so powerfully reechoed

this requirement. [See 1 Peter iv. 1-3
; and comp.

Rom. vi. ; Col. iii. 1-4, &c.)

Vs. 24. Whosoever will save his life.—In

order to make evident the indispensable necessity of

self-denial, the Saviour uses a double motive. The
first is taken from the present, vss. 24-26, the other

from the future, vs. 27. Only by self-denial, lie says,

can a man become partaker even here of the higher

life of the Spirit, so that he has therefore the choica

between temporary gain and eternal loss. Here also

is a proof of the higher unity between the Synoptical

and the Johannean Christ. Comp. John xii. 25,

The life, which the man will commonly preserve at

any price, is the natural, selfish life, whose centre ia

the i/'i'x^) considered out of its relation to tli«
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rvdiia. Whoever will preserve this life, and there-

fore walk in accordance with his natural inclinations,

may reckon upon it that he loses his true, his

proper life: but those who, for the sake of Christ

and His cause, set at stake the possession of life

and the enjoyment of life in the common sense

of the word, will through this very temporary perish-

jig become partakers in perpetually richer measure

of the true and higher life of the Spirit. A
word of infinitely deep significance for the first

apostles of the Lord, who for His sake left all, yet

not less significant for the history of the develop-

ment of the Christian life of each one. QSee the

profound remarks of Lange, Lehen Jesu, ii. p. 899.)

In the most striking manner has Luke, vs. 25, ex-

pressed the antithesis, the gaining of the whole

world, and the airoAeVas Se eauT(Jr, the loss of the

personahty, to whose preservation the man had
brought such sacrifices. " As if thou in a general con-

flagration hadst saved and preserved around thee thy

great and full palace, but hadst thyself to be consumed,

what wouldst thou then have gained in comparison

with him who out of the conflagration of his goods had
rescued his life ? Therefore, also, on the contrary

:

what does it harm a man to set at stake the whole
world, which after all shall one day pass away, and
bum up, if only the soul is delivered ? A human
soul's true, everlasting salvation is more worth than

the whole world. Thus must one reckon gain and
loss over against one another, and whoever has not

BO reckoned will at the end experience, to his

everlasting loss, how enormously he misreckons !

Then will the bankrupt break out with his ti Zdxra

HfOpanro!, whereto the Psalm has already answered

:

It ceaseth forever ! " Stier.

Vs. 26. Whosoever shall have been
aEhamed.—A word of the Lord which reminds us

of the sublimest declarations of the fourth Gospel.

The 'loi/Saioi there appearing (ch. xii. 42, 43), show
us by their example wliat it is to be ashamed of the

Saviour, as Paul, Romans i. 16, is an example of the
opposite. It is noticeable that the Saviour does not
«ay : Whoever has been ashamed of the Son of
Man, but : Whoever has been ashamed of Me and
of My words—a manifest proof that here the dis-

course is of a being ashamed which is possible even
with outward intellectual knowledge of Him and of
His Messianic dignity.—Of him shall also the Son
of Man be ashamed.—A milder form of the
threatening, Matt. vii. 21 ; xxv. 41, and therefore so

much the more impressive, since the Saviour here
represents Himself as surrounded with a threefold

glory: 1. His own, 2. ttie Father's, 3. that of the
holy angels, who now become witnesses of the well-

deserved shame that is prepared for the unfaithful

disciple. It is scarcely to be doubted that the Sa-

viour directs His eye towards His last irapovcrla, at

the iTVfT€\€ia. Toi" u'lufo^. But before the thought
of its possibly great distance could weaken the im-
pression of the warning, He concludes with a nearer
revelation of His kingly glory.

Vs. 27. But I tell you of a truth.—Even this

solemn exordium, which the parallel passages in

Matthew and Mark also give, causes us to expect
that it will appear that the Lord Himself attributes
especial importance to the assurance which He is

sow about to give. More plainly can He hardly
intimate that His disciples shall outlive Him, that
His cause shall triumph over all hostility, and that
He, by the name of the Son of Man, means to des-

ignate Himself as the Messiah, for He speaks now

of a kingdom in which the Son of Maa gires law

Nay, scarcely can we avoid the belief that this verj

saying, which the first three Evangelists have with

so great unanimity preserved in the same connec

tion, was one of the strongest supports for the hope

of the apostohc age, that there would be a speedy

and visible return of Christ. The longing for its

fulfilment contributed also to preserve the lettd

of the promises, and the love of the heart sharpe!ie4

understanding and memory. However, it cannot

be diflScult to decide which coming of the Saviour

He wished to be immediately understood by this say-

ing. He has here in mind, as in Matt. xxvi. 64, the

revelation of His Messianic digm*" at the desolation

of the Jewish state, which shoula take place within

a human generation. (For a statement and criticism

of other views, see Lange, on Matthew, xvi. 28.)

Thus, also, the beginning of this whole conversation

is beautifully congruous with the end. For as the Sa-

viour in the beginning had alluded to the humihation

which was about to be prepared for Him by the Jew-
ish magnates, vs. 22, He now ends, vs. 27, by making
mention of the triumph which He should win ovei

the Jewish magnates, when the ruins of the city

and of the temple should proclaim His exaltation.

This His coming in His kingdom, which at least

John (ch. xxi. 22) beheld, and apparently also others

of his fellow-disciples, is at the same time a type and
symbol of His last Trapovaia, that mentioned vs. 26.

The shorter form in Luke: ISiip ttjc 0aiT r. 9eoi; must
be more particularly explained from the fuller one in

Matthew and Mark, in the parallel passages. Comp,
moreover Matt. x. 23, as a proof how not alone the

Johannean but also the Synoptical Christ speaks of a
continuous coming of the Messiah in dift'erent phases.

In view of the intimate connection which, according

to the Synoptics, exists between this saying of the
Lord and the Transfiguration which is soon after re-

lated, it may be justly supposed that the disciples,

even in this event, beheld the actual, even thongh
only preliminary, fulfilment of this prophecy of the
Lord.

DOCTB.INAL AKD ETHICAI,.

1. Although the discourse here given opens no
new period in the Ufe of our Saviour, it may yet be
said that in the region of Caesarea Philippi, thert began
a new period of the intercourse of our Lord with the
Twelve. After He had persuaded Himself of theii

independent and living faith, He now opens to them
the sanctuary of His Passion, in order to guard them
against apostasy when hereafter the critical period
should dawn. Comp. John xiii. 19. With deep
wisdom He nevertheless connects the first unequiv-
ocal declaration of His Passion with the setting
forth of His future Glory, into which He was to enter
in this very way. Comp. Luke xxiv. 26.

2. Mark indicates very happily tlie distinction be-
tween the Saviour's earlier and present intimations
of His sufferings by the word irap^rjo-iij, viii. 32.
Instead of covert there come now express, instead
of general more particular, intimations. Without
doubt this higher truth was closely connected
with the development of Jesus' own conscious-
ness in reference to His approaching fate, which
consciousness became continually clearer the longer
He looked upon the prophetic image of the Mes-
siah and observed the course of circumstances.
But quite as certain is it that there is no ground tn
deny the possibili'y of such a foreknowledge aprUm
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(Te Wette, Von Ammon, Strausa,) and that the criti-

ciNin which will explain such prophecies merely ex
everdu is no way purely historical, but is an entirely
arbitrary dogmatism. Further on we hear from Jesus
Himself, Luke xxiv. 44-46, from the angels, ibid.

(vsa. '7, 8), nay, even from His foes, Matt, xxvii. 62, 63,
that He prophesied not only His dying, but also His
resurrection. As respects the stiff-necked doubting
and afterwards tlie unbeheving sadness of His disci-

ples, which there has often been a disposition to use
against the genuineness of the prophecy of the Resur-
rection, this was certainly not the first and only time
that the Saviour was better understood by crafty

enemies than by friends full of prejudice. Very often
the disciples took a figuratire expression as literal

(«. g. Matt. xvi. 11, 12) ; why can they not, on the
other hand, have viewed a literal expression as figu-

rative? From their point of view they could not
possibly conceive that the Messiah should die, and
could not therefore accommodate themselves to the
prophecy of the Resurrection, and still less could they
imprint it deeply iu their souls. And when our Lord,
according to Matthew and Mark, said that He would
return definitely rp rfj'nri y^ixipa into life, this is only
the repetition of that which He had earlier intimated
in another form, Matt. xii. 40 ; John ii. 19. Comp.
Hasert, Ueber die Yorhersagungen Jesu von sei-

nem Tode und von seiner Auferstehung. Berlin

1839.

3. As to the (}uestion by what means the Saviour,

in the way of His theanthropio development, came to

the clear insight of the certainty and necessity of
His death, we are warranted by His own declaration

to give the answer that He viewed the image of His
Passion iu the mirror of the prophetic Scriptures.

Assertions that He would then have understood
the Old Testament incorrectly, as this, rightly ex-

plained, says nothing whatever of a suifering or dying
Messiah (De Wette, Strauss), make only then some
show when one places the hermeneutics of modem
science higher than those of the Lord Jesus and of

His apostles enlightened by the Holy Spirit. Comp.
Stettdel, Theol. dea A. B. p. 402, and Hoffmann, I. e.

ii. p. 121. Drawn from these sources, the foresight of

the Saviour was much less the fruit of a grammatical

exegesis of particular Vaticinia than of a typico-sym-

bolio apprehension of the whole Ancient Covenant.

In the fate of the Servant of the Lord in Isaiah, He
saw His own, and in all which former men of God had

experienced and suffered. He beheld the image of His

own future [or as some one has excellently said. He
looked into the Old Testament and found it full of

Himself.—C. C. S.]. Comp. Mark ix. 13 ; Luke xiii. 33.

Once familiarized with thoughts of death, the Saviour

could, even by looking at the political condition of

His people, come in a simple and natural way to the

conception that heathens, and those heathens Romans,

would be the accomplishers of the sentence of death,

executioners, therefore, by whom the punishment of

the cross had been introduced among conquered na-

tions. And who would consider it as impossible that

the God-man should come in still other ways than

those of natural reflection to such a thought ? In

the moat intimate communion with the Father, the

Father's wiU had without doubt become so clear to

Him that He could with full certainty speak of a

Divine 5e7.

4. The first prediction of His Passion is of so

high an importance because it gives us to view

this Passion not only from the human but especially

(rrnn the Divine side. In that which shall come upon

Him the Saviour recognizes not ody the abuse of

the freedom of men, but also the fulfilment of th«

eternal counsel of God, who not only foresaw and
permitted, but expressly willed that Christ should

suffer all this. Through the voluntary obedienca
with which the Sou submits Himself to the plainly

recognized counsels of the Father, He, at the sam
time, converts the fate awaiting Him into the highest

deed of His love.

5. The necessity of the way of suffering in order

to arrive at glory is so great that this way has been
ordained not only for the Master, but also for all Hii
disciples without distinction. Here also does the word
of J. Amd hold true; "Christ has many servants,

but few followers." Only he will gradually attain to

bear kuB' Tfixepav what the Lord had to take upon Him-
self, who can as thoroughly deny and abjure the old

man in himself as Peter once denied the Lord.

HOMIIiETICAIi KSB PEACTICAl.

No specially important turning-point of life but

must be hallowed with soUtary prayer.—To the Sav-

iour it is not indifferent what men say of Him. Neither

can it be indifferent to His disciples.—Public opinion

we must be as far from slavishly following as from
haughtily despising.—The affinities and the difference

between the Saviour on the one hand, John, Elijah,

and the prophets on the other hand.—The spirit of

the faithful prophets reappearing in Jesus far more
gloriously.—The disciple of the Saviour called, 1. To
hear the vox populi respecting Him, but, 2. to raise

himself above it—But who say ye that I am? 1. A
question of conscience ; 2. a question of controversy

;

3. a question of fife ; 4. a question of the times.

—

Jesus will have His disciples, 1. Independently recog-

nize Him as the Christ ; 2. voluntarily confess Him as

the Christ.—No sincere faith without confession, no
genuine confession without faith.—The confession of

,

Peter the first of the million voices of the Christian

confession.—What then had to be kept sUent is now
loudly proclauned.—Silence and speech have each

their time.—The first prediction of the Passion: 1.

Its remarkable contents ; 2. its high significance.—

•

Expectation of suffering and expectation of glory in

the consciousness of our Lord most intimately joined

together.—The way of suffering : 1. How far it must
be trodden by Him alone ; 2. how far it must be
trodden by all His disciples after Him.—The disciple

of the Saviour a cross-bearer day by day, willingly

coming after Christ.—The Christian calculation of

profit and loss.—To win the highest the highest must
be staked.— The all-surpassing worth of a soul.

—

The spiritual bankniptcy of him that gains the

whole world but loses himself.—Even the gain of

the whole world is only vain show and harm so long

as a man has not won Christ.—The Saviour's say-

ing concerning the gain and loss of life compared
with Paul's experience, Philipp. iii. 6-9.— How a

confessor of the Gospel may even to-day be ashamed
of the Master : 1. In his heart ; 2. iu his words ; 3.

in his deeds.—The Christian, 1. Needs not to be
ashamed of his Lord ; 2. may not, and, 3 ; will not, il

he is a Christian in truth.—The seeking of honor with
men, the way to ahame before God.—He who wil-

lingly humbled Himself, shall come again in glory.

—

No disciple of the Lord shall die till he has in greatei

or less measure seen the coming of the kingdom of

God.—The coming of the Lord, 1. A bodily, afterwards,

2. a spiritual, and finally, 8. a spiritual tad bodily
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(geist-leibliches) coming.—The history of the world, the

judgment of the world, but not the final judgment.

—

The way of suffering, 1. Clearly foreseen by Jesus
;

2. plainly pointed out to His disciples to be walked

in ; 3. for Him and His disciples issuing in glory.

—

The requirement of self-denial for Jesus' sake : 1. A
difficult, 2. a necessary, 3. a wholesome, 4. a reason-

able requirement.— The Saviour in relation to His

faithful disciples : 1. How much He requires ; 2. how
Infmitely more He promises.

Starke :

—

Canstein :—The truth is only one, but

errors and lies are many.

—

Brentius :—That Christ's

kingdom is a kingdom of the cross must not be con-

cealed, that no one may take offence thereat.—True

Belf-denial distinguishes the genuine Christian from

every one else.—It requires much to become a Chris-

tian, still more to remain one.— So blind is our

fleshly heart that it seeks life in that which brings

it death.—In religion nothing comes according to

our plans, but all according to God's.—The jm
ialionis holds good with Christ in both directions.—

Nova Bibl. Tub. ;-It is an unhappy dying when on*

tastes death before he has seen the kingdom of God.

—Salvation is certainly very often nearer to us than

we think. Romans xiii. 11.

Heubner : — The Christian's independence ol

popular opinions.— Gerlach:—The bearing of the

Cross is not something that is reserved_ for cei-tain

extraordinary occasions ; whoever feels his own and

the world's sin deeply, bears it daily.—J. Saurin :

—

Discourse on the soul, drawn, 1. From the excellence

of its nature ; 2. from the infiniteness of its duration

;

3. from the price of its redemption.

—

Dietrich :

—

Sermon on the day of St. Peter and St. Paul upon

the partially parallel Gospel, Matt. xvi. 13-20.—

Tholuck :—The daily crossbearing of the Christian

:

1. In what it consists ; 2. why to the very end of

life it should be a daily one.

b. THE TEANSFIGUEATION (Vas. 28-36).

28 And it came to pass about an eight days after these sayings, he took Peter and

John and James [James and John, V. 0.'], and went up into a [the] mountain to pray.

29 And as he prayed, the fashion of his countenance was altered, and his raiment was

30 white and ghstering [efao-TpaTTTuv, lit., flashing fortli light]. And, behold, there talked

31 with him two men, which were Moses and Blias [Elijah] : Who appeared in glory, and

spake of his decease [or, departure] which he should [was about to] accomplish at

32 Jerusalem. But Peter and they that were with him were heavy [weighed down] with

sleep: and when they were awake,'' they saw his glory, and the two men that stood

33 with him. And it came to pass, as they departed from him, Peter said unto Jesus,

Master, it is good for us to be here : and let us make three tabernacles ; one for thee,

34 and one for Moses, and one for Elias [Elijah] : not knowing what he said. While he

thus spake, there came a cloud, and overshadowed them : and they feared as they

35 \i- «., Jesus, Moses, and Eiijaii] entered into the cloud. And there came a voice out of the

36 cloud, saying, This is my beloved [elect, V. 0.'] Son: hear him. And when the

voice was past, Jesus was found alone. And they kept it close, and told no man in

those days any of those things which they had seen.

[* Vs. 28.—The Rec. is approved by Tiscbendorf, Laohmann, Tregelles, Alford, with Cod. Sin., A., B,, C.i, 12 other
uncials. Van Oosterzee's order only by C.^, D., 2 other uncials.—C. C. S.]

[* Vs. 32.—"Some difficulty is here occasioned by Siaypn-yop^o-oin-tT. The verb StaypTiyopelv signifies elsewhere: to

watch through ; so Herodian, III. iv. 8 : n-afnjs . . . t^s vvktos BtaYpTjvopiJo-owey. Accordingly Meyer wishes it to be so

taken here : Since they, however^ remained awake, did not actually fall asleep. But according to the connection with the
preceding it is altogether improbable that such is the meaning : ' since they, notwithstanding their disposition to sleep, yet
remained awake,' but rather that Luke meant this word, in any case an unusual one, in the sense : After tbey as it were
had passed through their slumber to awaking again, ha^ again waked : as the Vulgate had already rendered it by eviffi'

lanles (Luther : da sie aher ai^fwacfiten).*' Block. Van Oosterzee takes Meyer's interpretation against the preferable one,
Bs it seems to me, of Bleek.—C. C. S.]

" Vs. 35.—According to the reading of B., L., [Cod. Sin.,] eKAeXeyjaeVoj, approved by Griesbach, Schulz, TischcndorA
and Meyer. The Recepla a-yo7n}T«i?, although strongly attested, appears to be taken from the parallels -n Matthew and
Uark.

Matthew and Mark, who only mention an Spos vrpriXop.

The tradition which has pointed to Tabor has been
often contradicted, yet tlie objections raised against

this are, according to our opinion, not well tenable.

That this tradition existed even in the time of Je-

rome, and that the empress Helena for this reason

erected a church on Tabor, proves of itself not

much, it is true. Yet it may still be called re-

markable, that tradition designates a place so far

distant from Ctesarea Philippi, where our Savioui

had just before been found (Matt xvi. 13). Without
sufficient ground in the apostolic tradition, it appears
probable that they would not have assumed the

theatre of the one event to be so far removed from

EXEGETlCAl AND CRITICAI.

Vs. 28. Eight days.—According to Matthew and
Uark, six days after the just-mentioned conversation.

If we assume that Luke has reckoned in the day of

JUe discourse and a second day for the Transfigu-

ration, which had perhaps already taken place in the
morning, the dilference is then almost reconciled,

tnd it does not even need the assumption of some,
mat the Saviour spent one or two whole days on the
mountain, the Transfiguration taking place after their

•ipiration.

Into the mountain, rii Spos.—More definite than
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that of the other. For the other mountains which
have been thought of instead of Tabor, namely,
Hermon or Paneas, there ia ahnost less yet to be
Baid. Yet it must not be forgotten that about a week
intervened between the Transfiguration and the first

predistion of the Passion, in which time the Saviour
may very well have traversed the distance from Caesa-

rea to Tabor, which, it ia true, is somewhat consider-

able. Comp. Matt. xvii. 22. If the Saviour, more-
over, shortly after He left the mountain, returned to

Capernaum, Matt. xvii. 24-27, this town was scarce-

ly a day's journey distant from Tabor. The single

important dilfioult/ is that raised by De Wette, fol-

lowing Robinson, that at this time there was a forti-

fication on the summit of Tabor. But although

Antiochua the Great fortified the mountain 219 B.C.,

it is not by any means proved that in the time of

Jesus this fortification was yet standing, and though,

according to Josephus, this mountain, in the Jewish

war, was fortified against the Romans, this, at all

events, took place forty years later. Traces of these

fortifications are found apparently in the ruins which
have since been discovered especially on the south-

western declivity ; but in no case is it proved that the

whole mountain was buUt over at the time of Jesus.

Moreover, it must not be overlooked how exceedingly

well adapted the far-famed beauty of this place was

for its becoming a theatre of the earthly glorifica-

tion of the Lord.—According to a Dutch theologian

(Meyboom), we are to understand the southern sum-

mit of the Anti-Lebanon, a snowy peak, which now
bears the name Dschebel Escheik.

Peter, James and John.—Already previously

witnesses of the raising of Jairus' daughter, and

later than this of the agony in Gethsemane, the

most intimate of His friends, those who were initi-

ated into the most mysterious and sublime scenes.

The influence of the autopsy of Peter is, in Mark ix.

3, 6, 8, 10, unmistakable.

Vs. 29. The fashion of His countenance
vras altered.—We have here the first feature in

the narrative which requires special attention ; the

alteration of the outward appearance of the Saviour.

We cannot possibly assume (Olshausen) that the

body of the Saviour, even during His earthly life,

underwent a gradual process of glorification, which

here entered into a new stadium. This view leads

us to a Docetic conception, and moreover explains,

it is true, the shining of His countenance, but not the

gleaming of His garments, on which account even

Olshausen sees himself necessitated to conceive the

Saviour not only as gUttering, but also as shined

upon. Justly does Lange call attention to the ful-

ness of the Spirit which, from within, overstrearaed

His whole being. Even with this, however, the bril-

liancy of His garments is not yet sufficiently explain-

ed, so that there is occasion to connect with the

inward outstreaming of glory an external illumina-

tion. But why might not this latter have arisen from

the brilliancy with which undoubtedly we must con-

ceive the appearance of the two heavenly messengers

as attended ? For we nowhere read that the Saviour

shone so miraculously before they had appeared to

Hun. Even in tl.e case of Moses, Ex. xxxiv. 29, the

briUiancy of his countenance is occasioned by an

external heavenly light. [With all deference to the

author, this anxious analysis of the Transfiguration

appears to us artificial and puerile.—0. C. S.]

Vs. 30. Two men.—How the apostles learned

that it was Moses and Elijah no one of the narrators

>eUs us. They may have become aware of i*. either by

intuition, or by some outward token have under
stood it from the nature of the discourse, or have
l.eard it afterwards from Jesus. In no case does the

uncertainty as to the manner how they learned it

give us authority for the assertion that they could

not have known it at all, and still less for the ration

alizing conjecture that it was two human strangers,

secret disciples, confederates with Jesus, and the like

Which were Moses and Slijah.—That these

words were meant to be only the subjective judgment
of the relator, but in no way the objective expression

of the fact, has, it is true, been often said, but never

yet been proved.

Vs. 31. Spake of Has decease.—Luke alone

has this intimation as to the subject and the pur-

pose of the interview, by which the true light is first

thrown upon this whole manifestation. That Luke's

account has arisen "from the later tradition, which

very naturally came to this reflexion," we cannot pos-

sibly believe with Meyer ad loc. The witnesses who
saw the rest may also have heard this and remem-
bered it afterwards.—It is noticeable that Peter,

2 Peter i. 15, calls bis own death also, to which he is

looking forward, an e|o5os.

—

When they were
awake, Siayp7}yop7)(rayTes.— Lange: " Sleeplessly

watching." De Wette ;
" When they had waked

up."—At all events it is an antithesis to the preced-

ing Sirr^ 0ePapi)iiiyot, by which we are forbidden to

draw from this last expression the inference that

they had been hindered by sleep from being compe-
tent witnesses. However drunken with sleep they

may have been, they had not, however, at all gone
to sleep, but remained so far awake that they could

become aware of all that here took place with

the bodily eye and with the ecstatic sense of the

inward man alike. Even had we no other proof, yet

this very feature in the narrative would show us that

we have here before us no dream of the three sleep-

ing disciples, or phantasm of their own heated imagi-

nation. That Luke, more than the other two Synop-

tics, would warrant us to assume something here

merely subjective (Neander), is at least wholly un-

proved.

Vs. 83. And it came to pass.—The first feeling

which animated the disciples in the view of the

heavenly spectacle was naturally fear, Mark ix. 6.

But scarcely have they recovered from that when an

indescribable feeling of felicity fills them, to which
Peter, almost with child-like transport, lends words.

The heavenly temper of the spiritual world communi-
cates itself to the dwellers of earth, and as it were

with their hands will they hold fast to the heavenly

presence before it vanishes from their eyes.

—

Three
tabernacles.—From the fact that Peter does not

propose to build six, but three booths, it may be
assuredly concluded that by V"' he means only

himself and his fellow-disciples,—^not aU who were
there present (De Wette). Sepp, ii. p. 408, takes

the liberty of finding in the tabernacles a symbol
"of the threefold ministry in the Church."

Not knowing what he said.—Not because he
was yet entirely overcome with sleep, but brcause

he was wholly taken captive by the extraori inari-

ness of the whole scene. Else he would not have
expressed himself with so little suitableness, a sub-

jective reflection which manifestly proceeds from
Peter himself.

Vs. 34. A cloud.—The Shekinah, the symool of

the glory of God. " Hcec, ut ex sequeniibus patet, ad
ima se demisit." Bengel. The cloud of hght whicl

formerly filled the sanctuary of the Lord now r&
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ceivcs the three as into a tabernacle of glory, and

ravishes the end of the manifestation from the eyes

of the disciples, as its beginning also had remained

hidden from them.

Vs. 35. A voice.—The same which was heard

before on the Jordan and afterwards in the Temple.

As the Saviour, by the Divine voice on the Jor-

dan, had alieady been consecrated as the King of

the Ivingdom of heaven, and afterwards, John xii. 28,

ae the High-priest of the New Testament ; so here,

on the part of the Father, His Prophetic dignity is in

its elevation above that of the two greatest messen-

gers of the Lord in the Old Testament proclaimed

to His disciples. -Hear Him.—At the same time

an echo of an utterance of Moses, Dent, xviii. 15.

Comp. Ps. ii. 7 ; Isaiah xlii. 1.

Vs. 36. And they kept it close.—According

to Matt. xvii. 9, at the express command of our

Lord. The whole conversation respecting Elijah,

which Matthew and Marie now give, Luke passes

over, perhaps because he considered it for his Gentile

Christian readers partly as little intelligible and
partly as less important.

DOCTHINAl AND ETHICAL.

1

.

For the statement and criticism of the different

interpretations, see Lange on Matt. xvii. 1.

2. As well those who interpret the Transfigura-

tion on the mountain as a purely objective mani-

festation from the spiritual world without any sub-

jective mediation, as also those who derive all from
tlie quickened receptivity of the disciples, supported

by some outward circumstances, such as the morning
light, the gleaming of snow, and the like, misappre-

hend both the letter and the spirit of the narrative.

The point of view from which what here took place

must be considered, is presented to us by the Saviour

Himself when He speaks of a Bpafxa, a word which in

the New Testament is often used of an objectively real

phenomenon (Acts vii. 81 ; xii. P). It is, as Lange
very justly names it, "a manifestation of spirits in the

midst of the present state." But he who ascribes the

whole miracle to the subjectivity of the apostles will

scarcely be able to explain how the so simple, and as

yet so earthly-minded, disciples, should all at once

have been transported out of themselves into such

an ecstasy that they could believe that they saw
heaven opened above the very head of the Messiah.

No, the language of the three Synoptics warrants de-

cidedly the opinion that the disciples, fully awake, per-

ceived with their eye and ear an objective appearance.

For even if Peter did not know what he said, he yet

knew very well what he saw ; but had they been
misled by their heated imagination, and had he or

his companions afterwards shown it, the Saviour

would certainly not have neglected to instruct them
more perfectly thereupon. But on the other hand,

this also must be maintained with as much decision

—

that they by that which they outwardly saw were
transported into the condition of an exalted [intensi-

fied, potenzirten] life of the soul, and thereby became
rec(^ptive for the hearing of the heavenly voice.

Whoever, like Peter, finds in dwelling together with

citizens of the spiritual world nothing terrifying, but
on the contrary, wishes that this might endure as

long as possible, shows by that very fact that he is

completely exalted aboic himself Here, apparently,

'here took place a similar union of sensuous and
tual intuition, of a miraculous fact with an exalted

inward life, to that which we can also perceive in Ihi

miracle at the Baptism.

S. When philosophy, a priori, doubts the possi-

bility of such a revelation of the spiritual world

perceivable by mortals, we shaU simply answer he."

that she is incompetent from her own resources tc

decide anything in reference to an order of thingi

which is known to us as little by conclusions ol

reason as by intuition. If, however, historical criticism

inquires whether there is sufficient ground to assure

to the narrative of the Transfiguration its place Id

the series of the facts in the public Ufe of our Lord,

we would recall that the grounds which elsewherf

speak for the credibleness of the Synoptics when
ever they relate the most astonishing miracles, hold

good here also in undiminished force. Some have

it is true, asserted that such enigmatical and iso

lated events did not belong to the original apos-

tolic Kerygma ; but this is mere rationalistic caprice.

The command of the Lord to keep silence uvtil His

resurrection, implied not only the permission, but in

a certain measure the command, to speak of what

took place here afler His resurrection ; and it would

have been psychologically inconceivable if His disci-

ples had neglected to do so. If is suflSciently evi-

dent how high a place this narrative occupies in the

Synoptics ; higher even than the miracle at the Bap-

tism. The difference of the several accounts in

respect of some points is in fact insignificant It is

true John says not a word of what here took pla ce

:

his silence, however, cannot by any means throw any

reasonable suspicion on the testimony of his prede-

cessors in narration. On the other hand it is entirely

in the spirit of his Gospel, that he gives us to see the

glory of the Only-begotten Son of the Father less in

such single details than in the grand unity of His

manifestation. Only a simple spiritualism, which,

moreover, forgets that the fourth Gospel also speaks

of voices from heaven, John xii. 28, can from this

silence deduce anything against the objectivity of the

history of the miracle. And, what above all may not

be overlooked, the testimony of the Synoptics is in a

striking manner supported by the second epistle of

Peter, ch. i. 16-18, n hose spuriousness, it is true, has
often been asserted, but, in our eyes at least, has been
as yet by no means proved. Comp. Die'ixein, Der
2te Brief Petri, p. 1-71 ; Gueeicke, Neutestarnentl

Isagogik, p. 472 ; Stier, BriefJuda, p. 11 ; Thieksoh,
Apost. Zeilalter, p. 209 ; et al. plur.

4. The inquiry as to the purpose of the heavenly
manifestation is not difficult to answer. The repre-

sentatives of the Ancient Covenant come in order to

consecrate the Messiah for death. The Lord must
have longed to speak of that which now lay so deeply
at His heart, and yet could find no one on earth who
could fully comprehend Him, to whom He could with
confidence have unbosomed Himself. His subsequent
agony in Gethsemane would certainly have been still

more overpowering and deep had the hour of Tabor
not preceded. If we read elsewhere that even the

angels desire to look into the work of redemption
(1 Peter i. 12), we here become aware how it awakens
not less the inmost interest of tlie blessed departed.

For our Lord, this manifestation and interview was a

new proof that His plan of suffering was in truth com-
prehended in the counsel of the Father, and to the

disciples the remembrance of this night might after-

wards become a counterpoise against the scandal and
the shame of the cross. Finally, as respects the heav-
enly voice, the exaltation of Jesus even over th«
greatest men of God in the Ancient Covenant was
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thereby establishud, the testimony at the Jordan was
repeated, and therefore a new proof of His sinlesa-

neS3 aod of His being well pleasing to God was
given, whereby the sooffinga which He should after-

wards hear were more than lavishly even beforehand
compensated to Him. As respects the further pur-

po'je of the manifestation in its whole, and in its

diiferent pai-ts, see Lange ad loc.

5. The Christological importance of this whole
event for all following centuries is self-evident. A
new light from heaven rises upon Jesus' Person. On
the one hand it rises upon His true Humanity, which
needed the communication and strength from above.

On the other hand. His Divine dignity, as well in rela-

tion to the Father, as also in comparison with the

prophets, is here made linown to earth and heaven.

Considered from a typico-symboUc point of view, it is

significant that the appearance of the prophets is re-

presented as a vanishing one, Jesus, on the other

hand, as alone remaining with His disciples. Their

light goes down. His sun shines continuously.

6. Not less light here falls upon the Work of the

Saviour. The inner unity of the Old and the New
Covenant becomes by this manifestation evident, and

it is shown that in Christ the highest expectations of

the law and tlie prophets are fulfilled. His death,

far from being accidental or insignificant, appears

here as the carrying out of the eternal counsel of

God, and is of so high significance that messengers

of heaven come to speak concerning it on earth.

The severity of the sacrifice to be brought by
Him is manifest from the very fact that He is in

an altogether extraordinary manner equipped for this

conflict. And the great purpose of His suffering,

union of heaven and earth, Coloss. i. 20, how vividly

is it here presented before our souls when we on
Tabor, although only for a few moments, see heaven

descending upon earth, and dwellers of the dust

taken up into the communion of the heavenly

ones.

7. The manifestation on Tabor deserves, more-

over, to be called a striking revelation of the future

state in this. We see here : the spirits of just men
made perfect live unto God, even though centuries

have already flown over their dust. In a glorified

body they are active for the concerns of the kingdom

of God, in which they take the holiest interest. Al-

though separated by wide distances of time and space

beneath, Sloses and Elijah have met and recognized

one another m higher regions. The centre of their

fellowship is the suffering and glorified Jesus, and so

blessed is their state, that even their transient appear-

ance causes the light of the most glorious joy to beam

into the heart of the child of earth. Earthly sorrow

is compensated and forgotten; the Canaan which

Moses might not tread in his life, he sees unclosed to

him centuries after his death. Thus do they appear

before us as types of that which the pious departed are

even now, in their condition of separation from the

body, and as prophets of that which the redeemed of

the Lord shall be in yet higher measure at His

coming.
8. The inseparable connection of suffering and

glory, as well for the Lord as for His disciples, is

here in the most striking manner placed before our

eyes. Tabor is the consecration for Calvary, but

at the same time gives us a foretaste of the Mount

of Olives. At the same time the carnal longing for

the joy of Ascension without the smart of Good Fri-

day, is here for all time condemned. The hours of

Taboi in the Christian life are still as ever hke those

of Peter and his companions. "Even witn th«

purest feeling of the joy of faith there mingles here

on earth much that is sensual and self-seeking ; such

exaltations of the spirit wrought by God Himself, are

not bestowed on us in order for us to revel here in

the intoxication of unspeakable emotions ; there fol-

lows upon them the cloud, which withdraws from us

all sensible sweetness of the enjoyment given us, and
in our poverty and sinfulness causes us to feel the

terrors of God, that we may over learn to serve Him
the more in the Spirit." Yon Gerlach.

9. There are admirable paintings of the Trans-

figuration, especially by Raphael. See Stauden-
MAYER, Der Geist des Christenthums, dargestellt in

den heiligen Zeiten^ Handlurtgen und Kunst, ii. p.

430-43'?, and the chief histories of art. Comp. the

Essay on the History of the Transfiguration by Dr,

0. B. Moll in Pipek's Mvang. Kalender, 1859, p,

60 seq.

HOMILBTICAL AND PEACTICAIi.

The mountain-heights in the life of the Saviour.

—Prayer the night-rest of Jesus.—The inward glory

of the nature of our Lord revealed without.—

The eye of the fathers of the Ancient Covenant
directed full of interest upon the Mediator of the

New.—The oonfiict which is carried on on Earth, ia

known to the dwellers of Heaven.—Jesus consecrated

to His suffering and dying by a visit from the dwellers

of heaven. This consecration was : 1. Necessary, on
account of the true Humanity of the Saviour ; 2. fit-

ting, on account of the high momentousness of the

event; 3. of great value for the disciples, as well

then as afterwards ; 4. continually important for the

Christian world of following centuries.—Servants of

God on earth separated from one another, in heaven
united with one another.— The high importance

which heaven ascribes to the work of redemption on
earth.—The gleaming heaven in contrast with the

sleeping earth.—The blessed view of the unveiled

world of spirits.
—" Master, it is good for us to be

here." 1. That we are here; 2. that we are here;

3. that we are here with Thee and heaven.—Tabor
delights endure only for instants.—Even in commu-
nion with the dwellers of heaven, Peter cannot deny
his individuaMty.—-When I was a child, I spake as

a child.—Alternation of rapture and fear in the

consecrated hour of the Christian life.—The voice

of God from the cloud contains even yet important

significance: 1. For the Saviour, 2. for the disciples,

3. for the world.—God wills that aU men should hear

the Son of His love. 1. This the Father requires;

2. this the Son deserves ; 3. this the Holy Spirit

teaches us.— The prophets vanish, Jesus remains

alone.—Jesus alone: 1. So appears He even now to

His own in the holiest hours of life ; 2. so will it also

be hereafter. Even heaven vanishes to the eye which

may behold the Lord of heaven face to face.—
Christian silence.—Even to his fellow-disciples the

disciple of the Saviour cannot relate all which the

Saviour has often let him taste.—[How some Chi-ia-

tian people are perpetually tormented with a Udtion

that they must testify to whatever manifestation of

God is granted to themselves, at the risk of bringing

shallowness and weakness upon their own eiv*''!

ence!— C. C. S.] — How well it is with the fiimd

of the Saviour on Tabor: 1. How well it was tb&'d

for His first disciples; they saw there a mani
feetation: a. most sublime in itself, 6. most mo
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mentous for the Master, e. most pregnant of in-

struction for themselves. 2. How well it is contin-

ually with the Christian there ; he finds, a. support

for his faith, b. a school of instruction for his Ufe,

c. a living image of his highest hope.—The light

Thich Tabor throws : 1. Upon the majesty of the

person of Jesus; 2. upon the fitness of His suffering;

3. upon the sublimity of His kingdom.—Hear ye Him

:

1. With deep homage ; 2. with unconditional obedi-

ence ; 3. with joyful trust.—The near connection of

Old and New Covenant.—Tabor the boundary : 1. Be-
tween the letter and the Spirit ; 2. between the minis-

tration of condemnation, and the ministration of

righteousness ; 3. between that which vanishes away,
and that which abides. 2 Cor. iii. 6-11.— Jesus'

Transfiguration coniiderid in connection with His
Passion : On Tabor, I . The prediction of His Passion
is repeated ; 2. the lecessity of His Passion is con-
finned ; 3. the con'^ict of His Passion is softened

;

4. the fruit of His Passion is prophesied.—The ascent
[Aufgang] to Txbor, and the decease [Ausffang] at

Jerusalem. We receive here light upon : 1. The ex-

alted character j( the Person who accomplishes this

decease ; 2, tar, worth of the work which is ac-

compMshe'^ ji this decease ; 3. the glory of heaven
which throdijh this decease is disclosed.— Jesus the
centre oi anion of the Church mihtant and the
Oh'-.r^.li triumphant.—From the depth into the height,
froFij the height again towards the depth.

Bijlrke :—The prayer of believing souls brings a

foretaste of eternal life with it.—Oh, Saviour, if Thoti

wert so glorious on the Mount, what must Thou no*
be in heaven !— Christ, Moses, and aJl the prophets

speak with one voice concerning our redemption. Bs
not then unbelieving, but believing. — Nova Bibl.

Tub.

:

—When Jesus shall waken us to His glory, wa
shall be as those that dream.^ Qcesnel :—Whoever
will enjoy rest and glory before labor and suffering,

has never yet become acquainted with true rehgion.

—The saying, " It is good to be here," may be spared

till we are in heaven.— Nova Bibl. Tub.:— Our
future blessedness is yet encompassed with a cloud

;

" It doth not yet appear what we shall be." 1 John
iii. 2.—My Eedeemer, it is notliing to me who aban-

dons me, if ordy Thou remain. Ps. Ixxiii. 25.

Wallin :— Desire no heaven upon earth.—
Aendt:—Jesus' Transfiguration the opening scene

of His passion. 1. The connection in which it stands

with the Passion ; 2. the significance which it has

especially for the Passion..— FucHs:— The Trans-

figuration of Christ : 1. Where did it happen ? 2. how
did it happen ? 3. whereto did it happen ?

—

Couakd :

—The importance of this narrative : 1. For our faith,

2. for our Ufe, 3. for our hope.—In Kkummacher's
Elijah the Tishbite, the concluding discourse upon

:

Jesus Alone.— Sohleiermacher : — 4th vol. of ser-

mons, p. 338.

—

Palmer :
—" Lord, it is good to be

here." An admirable text for occasional sermons,

remarks at communions, weddings, at the grave, &c.,

useful also at dedications.

0. THE EETTIRN (Tss. 37-50).

(Parallels : Matt. xvii. 14-23 ; Mark ix. 14r-21 ; Matt, xviii. 1-5.)

87 And it came to pass, that on the next day, when they were come down from the
38 hill [mountain], much people met him. And, behold, a man of the company cried out,

saying, Master [Teacher], I heseech thee, look upon my son; for he is mine only child.

39 And, lo, a spirit taketh him. and he suddenly crieth out; and it teareth him that he
40 foameth again, and bruising him, hardly departeth from him. And I besought thy
41 disciples to cast him out; and they could not. And Jesus answering said, faithless

[unbelieving] and perverse generation, how long shall I be with you, and suffer you ?

42 Bring thy son hither._ And as he was yet a coming, the devil [demon] threw him
down, and tare [convulsed] him. And [But] Jesus rebuked the unclean spirit, and

43 healed the child, and delivered him again to his father. And they were all amazed
at the mighty power [/xcyaXetoTijri, majesty] of God. But while they wondered every

44 one at all things which Jesus [om., Jesus, V. 0.'] did, he said unto his disciples, Let
these sayings sink down into your ears : for the Son of man shall be [or, is about to

45 be] delivered into the hands of men. But they understood not this saying, and it

was hid from them, that they perceived [comprehended] it not : and they feared to ask
4(i him of that [concerning this] saying. Then there arose [There arose also] a reasoning

among them, [as to] which of them should be greatest [was the greatest ; lit., greater].
47 And Jesus, perceiving the thought [reasoning, htaXoyurixov, as in vs. 46] of their heart,
48 took a child, and set him by him, And said unto them, Whosoever shall receive thia

child in my name reoeiveth me ; and whosoever shall receive me, receiveth him that
sent me

:
for he that is least [lit., less] among you all, the same shall be [is. V. 0.'

49 great. And John answered and said, Master, we saw one casting out devils [demons'
60 in thy name

;
and we forbade him, because he followeth not with us. And Jesus sai<

unto hmi, Forbid him not : for he that is not against us is for us.

t. i' 'h^—C li^s"]
*^°^*''™"'^ omission of i, •Itjo-ou! is according to Tisohendorf, TregeUss, Alford with Cod. Sin,, B., D..

.^1 !Zt *^C\ vf •*,!'',^'"S' ^°'. '"'" ^^ ''?™ *''<> authority of B., C, L., X., Cur-'./es, [Vulgate,] Origen, CTprian, &o.
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EXEGETrOAL AND OEITICAL.

Harmony.—Luke continues hia narrative with an
aeeount of tiiat which took place on the morning
after the Transfiguration of the Saviour, and by this

moreover gives a proof that we must regard ttiis last

event as having taken place in the night (otherwise
LlOHTENSTEiN, L. J., See p. 309). The conversation in

descending from the mountam he passes over, not
from an anti-Judaistic tendency (Baur), but as indif-

ferent for Theophilus. With Matthew and Mark he
relates the healing of the demoniac lad, and the pre-

diction of the Passion following thereupon. After
this the account of the return to Capernaum and of

the stater in the fish's mouth must be inserted,

which we find only in Matt. xvii. 24-2Y. The dispu-

tation of the disciples as to their rank, communicated
by Luke (vs. 46-48), proceeds parallel with Matt.

xviii. 1-5, and what he adds in relation to John and
the exorcist, vss. 49, 50 (comp. Mark ix. 38—41), ap-

pears actually to stand in the correct historical con-

nection, and must immediately follow Matt, xviii. 5.

Vs. 37. Much people met Him.—Somewhat
more in detail and with more vividness does Mark
portray this meeting (ix. 14, 15), in whose whole
account the influence of the autopsy of Peter cannot

be mistaken. But we find in comparing the accounts

of the three Evangelists no artificial climax therein,

arising from a certain desire of glorifying the Saviour

(Strauss). In a very unforced maimer, on the other

hand, they may be united by supposing that a part

of the throng had hurried to the Saviour, while an-

other part waited for Him. Besides, the e(eAafi$ij-

Si-naaii of Mark affords an unequivocal proof of the

deep impression which His sudden appearance made.

If we, however, consider that the people, as it

appears, had not expected Him, and in their con-

science were convinced of an unrighteous temper to-

wards Him and His disciples at this instant, then

His unexpected appearance must have caused them

a so much stronger shock of surprise the more His

composure and majesty in the descent from the

mountain contrasted with the restless tumult of the

people.

Vs. 38. liOok upon my son, iTn0\e<f/at.—Not

Imp. lst~Aor. Mid., but Inf. Act. depending on Seofiai.

It is therefore not necessary with Lachmann to give

the preference to the reading iiri0Af\poi/. The prayer

that the Saviour would regard and help the unhappy

demoniac is made more urgent by the mention that

he is the only child, a trait which Luke alone pre-

serves, but which is not therefore the less historical.

Vs. 39. And, lo, a spirit.—According to Matthew

the sick child was at the same time a lunatic. The

epileptic attacks, interrupted only by short intervals,

by which the youthful sufferer was tortured, were ag-

gravated periodically, as it appears, with the waxing

of the moon. That lunacy and demoniacal suffering

do not at all exclude one another, has been with

the best right remarked by Lange ad he.—He crieth

out.—Not the boy (Meyer, De Wette) but the spirit,

which so soon as he has possessed himself of the

boy, suddenly {i^a.-<t>vri<;), by working upon the bodily

organs of the possessed, causes the most hideous

tones to be heard, and inflicts upon him moreover the

further mischief described in the sequel of the verse.

There is nothing which intunates or requires a sudden

change of subjects.

Thy disciples.—Doubtless the unhappy father

bad come with the purpose that Jesus should help

him, and found himself not a little disappointed wher
he learned that the Saviour with His three intimat*

disciples was absent. But when he was told that thi

demons had often been subjected to the disciples also

(Matt. X. 8), he had appealed to them for compassion,

and apparently expected that they should be able at

least to do that which, as was said, the disciples of

the Pharisees accomplished (Matt. xii. 27). The sight

of the fearful condition of the boy had, however,
filled them with mistrust as to their own powers

j

perhaps they had also become lately weary in

fasting and prayer (Matt. xvii. 4) ; at all events

the attempt had failed, the evil spirit had not yield

ed at their word, and the consequence of this had

been shame before the suppliant, displeasure with

themselves, and shame before the Master. Mistrust

had been sown, discwd awakened, perhaps already

scoffing speeches thrown out ; it was high time that

the Saviour should intervene when it appeared in so

striking a manner that His disciples even yet were
very Ettle suited to work independently even for so

short a time.

Vs. 41. O unbelieving and perverse genera-
tion.—To whom the Saviour so speaks Matthew and
Mark do not tell us, and the true reading, aurois, in

Mark, admits of many conjectures. See the principal

views stated in Lanse on Matt. xvii. 17. That we
have here by no means to exclude the apostles ap-

pears even from Matt. xvii. 20, and if we in some
measure place ourselves in the frame of mind in

which to-day the Saviour found Hunself, and think

once again on the great contrast which, for His feel-

ing, existed between the scene on the summit and

that at the foot of the mountain, we then understand

how He could in this moment name all that sur-

rounded Him, although in different measure, a yevA
Sirio-Tos : a single word, which, however, betrays a

world of melancholy. All the conflict, the self-de-

nial, the tension of His powers which it cost His love

to tarry continuously in an environment which in

everything was the opposite of His inner life and

effort, resounds overwhelmingly therein. How much
harder this strife had become to Him, after that

which He had just heard, seen, and enjoyed in the

same night, we only venture in silence to conjecture.

But we ask boldly whether this lamentation also may
not be considered s^ a psychological proof of the

fact that the Transfiguration on the mount was
really an objective fact.

Bring thy son hither.—As to the more par-

ticular circumstances, the graphic account of Mark
is especially worthy of comparison with this. The
command is intended to contribute towards awaken-

ing the believing expectation of the father and mak-
ing him thus receptive for the hearing of his prayer.

Just at the approach to the Saviour the last paroxysm
supervenes in all its might. " Quod atroeiut solito in

hominem scevit diaholus, ubi ad Christum adducitur,

mirum non es', quum quo proprior affulget Ohristi

gratia et e^^icadus agit^ eo impotentius furit 8aian,^

Calvin.

Vs. 43. At the majesty.—Here also, as often

in Luke, the glory redounding to God by the heahng
is the crown of the Saviour's miracle. Comp. ch. t.

26 ; vii. 16.

Vs. 44. Let these sayings sink down into

your ears.—We see (hat the Saviour is to be mis-

led by no false appearances ; on the other hand, H«
will draw His disciples' attention to the close connec-

tion between the " Hosannas I " and the " Cnicifj

Him! Crucify Himl" They are to give heed t(
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those worda, that is, to those eulogies of the people.

"In your ears," pHmus gradus capiendi. Bengel.—

-

For the Son of Man, -yip, not in the sense of

"'namely," as if the words referred to were those

that now followed, but as Meyer takes it :
" The dis-

ciples are to bear in memory these admiring speeches

on account of the contrast in which His own fate

would now soon appear with the same. They are,

therefore, to build no hopes upon them, but only to

recognize in them the mobile vulgiis."

Vs 45. But they understood not.—A descrip-

tion of the ignorance and uncertainty'of the disciples,

which gives us to recognize in Luke the admirable

psychologist. The word of the Saviour is not under-

stood by the disciples : this chief fact stands at the

beginning. The ground of it : fiv TrapwceKaK: there

lies a KaAuju/ia upon the eye of their spirit, in conse-

quence of which they cannot comprehend the meaning
of the Lord, and because this perceptio is lacking,

neither can there be any cognitio. The only one who
uould have cleared up the obscurity for them would
have been the Master Himself, but Him they do not
venture to interrogate personally, and remain therefore

in the dark. The natural consequence of these ob-

scure anticipations, which do not come to clearness

in their minds, can only be sadness, which Matthew
(xvii. 23) gives as their prevailing mood after the pre-

diction of the Passion has been renewed.

Vs. 46. A reasoning . . . -OThich of them was
the greatest.—That just in this period of time
such a strife could arise, shows most plainly how
little the Saviour's repeated prediction of His suffer-

ing had yet taken root in the mind of His disciples.

In their thoughts they had already distributed

Crowns, while the Master had the Cross in His eye.

Occasion for such a strife they had been able to find

a sufficiency of in the days last preceding, even if the

germ of rivalry had not been already existent in their

hearts. The declaration to Simon that he should be
the rock of the church ; the singhng out of the three

intimate disciples in the night of the Transfiguration,

in whose demeanor it was easy to see that they had
Bometliing great to keep silence concerning ; the mi-
raculous payment which the Saviour had but just be-

fore discharged for Himself and Simon (Matt. xvii.

24-27) ; finally, the awakened enthusiasm of the peo-
ple subsequently to the healing of the lunatic boy,
all these might easily cooperate' to quicken their

rivalry and earthly-mindedness. According to Luke
the Saviour saw the thoughts of their hearts. Ac-
cording to the more exact and vivid account of
Mark (ix. 33, 34), He Hunself first asks after the
cause of their dispute, which they scarcely venture
to name to Him.

Vs. 47. Took a child.—Just as in the Gospel
of John (ch. xiii. 1-11), so does the Saviour in the
Synoptics also give force to His instruction by a sym-
bolic act. The tradition of the Greek church that

the here-mentioned child was no other than the after-

wards so renowned Ignatius (Christophoros ; see Edse-
BiDS, H. E. iii. SO. ; Niceph. ii. 3) rests probably on
his own declaration in his Spist. ad Smyni. ch. iii.

:

iyd} ')ap Kal fj.eTa r^v avaffraaiv eV (rapnl aurhv olSa.

Even assuming that the Epistle is genuine and that

eUa is to be understood of a meeting in the body, yet

that which this father here states of the time after

Jesus' resurrection does not of itself give any ground
for the assumption that he had even earlier come into

personal intercourse with the Saviour.

Vb. 48. Whosoever shall receive this child.
"-No reminiscence from Matt. x. 40, the reception of

which in this passage takes from the Saviour's wholt

discourse in Luke all continuity (De Wette), but one

of the utterances which the Saviour might fittingly

repeat more than once. By the fact that Jesua

shows how high He places the child. He commends
to them the childUke mind ; and in what this con-

sists, appears from Matt, xviii. 4. The point of com-

parison therefore is formed, not by the receptivity,

the striving after perfection, the absence of preten-

sion in the child (De Wette), but most decidedly by

its humility, which was so entirely lacking in them.

By this humility, the child's understanding was yet free

from vain imagmation, the child's heart from rivalry,

the child's will from stubbornness. That the Saviour,

however, does not by this teach any perfect moral

purity of children, or deny their share of the general

corruption brought by sin, is very justly remarked

by Olshausen, ad loc.

In My name, eVl t^ hv^^xari ^ou, that is, be-

cause he confesses My name. It is here self-evident

that the expression :
" Whosoever receives one such

child, receives Me," is applicable not to the child in

itself, but to the child as a type of childlike minds.

Such an one is not oidy the true subject, but even the

legitimate representative of the humble Christ, even

as He is the image of the Father, who is greatest

when He humbles Hunself the lowest. Erasmus:
Quisquis igitur deniiserit semet ipsum, hie est ille maxi-

mus in regno ccelorum. Subjective lowliness is here

designated as the way to objective greatness.

Vs. 49. And John answered and said.

—

Comp. Mark ix. 38-40. It gives us a favorable view

of the spirit and temper of the apostohcal circle in

this moment, that the word of the Lord commending
humihty, instead of wounding their self-love, awakens
their conscience. John at least calls to mind a pre-

vious case, in which he feels that he dealt against the

principle here uttered by the Lord, inasmuch aa he
had not received one of the little ones who had con-

fessed His name. Although he already conjectures

that the Master cannot approve of this behavior, he
modestly discloses it to Him.
We saw one.—Even as in Acts xix. 18, here

also had the name " Jesus " served as a weapon in

the hand of one of the exorcists. An admirable

proof of the authority which even a stranger attrib-

uted to the name of the Saviour. The man had actu-

ally more than once succeeded in its use, but the dis-

ciples out of ill-concealed rivalry and ambition had
forbidden it him, inasmuch as the command ;

" Cast

out devils," had been by the Master exclusively given

to them. Perhaps this prohibition had been given

to the exorcist only lately, when the nine disciples

had failed in the healing of the lunatic boy, and were
therefore still less able to bear that another should

succeed in this respect better than they. Undoubt-
edly the Saviour would have reprehended tliis arbi-

trary conduct of His disciples more sharply if they

had not thus voluntarily and humbly acknowledged
to Him their perverse behavior.

Vs. 50. He that is not against us.—It is not

to be denied that many manuscripts here read iixwv

for TiuHv, see Lachmann, ad loc. According to Stier

this passage belongs to those where the correction

of the Lutheran translation appears urgently import-

ant ; since the "m«" here in the mouth of the Sa
viour destroys almost the whole sense of His Ian

guage. Olshausen, De Wette, and others also read

6)iaiv. Two reasons however exist, which move us to

give the preference to the liecepta. In the fii-st place,

ihe reading njiuv is the most difficult, and it is cauu
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to ezphin how iinSv could be changed into vftwy, than
llie reverse. Besides, the preceding yap appears to
favor the common reading, since they had just been
speaking of casting out devils in the name of the
Saviour. But, however this may be, the difference
of the sense, even with the reading changed, is far
less than, superficially considered, it might appear

;

for, even if the Lord said, " He that is not against
you is," etc., yet He still means the cause of the dis-

ciples only so far as this might be at the same time
called His own cause, and therefore indirectly He in-

cludes Himself also. The fuUer form of the answer
is found in Mark ; see the remarks there. Suffice it,

the Saviour considers the doing of miracles in His
name as an unconscious homage to His person ; this

homage as a proof of well-wishing, and this well-wish-

ing as a pledge that He, in the first instance at least

(raxii), had no assault to fear on tliis side, as, for

example, the charge of a covenant with Beelzebub.
It appears here, at the same time, how painfully this

blasphemy, to which He had lately been exposed,

aifected Him.

DOOTKINAL AND ETHICAI.

1. The going dowa from the mount of Transfigu-

ration, where He had been consecrated for His Pas-

sion, may, in the wider sense of the word, be called

for the Saviour already a treading of the way of the

Passion. The might of hell grins with hidden rage

upon the future Conqueror of the realm of darkness,

over whom heaven had just unclosed. The bitter-

ness of the Pharisees had during this absence not

diminished but increased, and the discomfiture which

His disciples suffered is only the presage of greater

ignominy which awaits them when the hour of dark-

ness shall have come in with power. In the midst of

all discords of sin and unbeUef wliich become loud at

the foot of the mountain, the word of the Saviour is

so much the more affecting ;
" How long," etc. It

is the expression of homesickness, and of the sorrow

with which the Son longs after His Father's house,

which, on the summit of the mountain, had disclosed

itself to His view. Comp. Luke xii. 50. How many
secret complaints to the Father does this one utter-

ance of audible complamt presuppose.

2. The childlike mind which the Saviour demands

from His disciples is so far from standing in contrast

with the doctrine of a general corruption through sin,

that on the other hand there is required for the at-

taining of this mind an entire transformation of the

inner man. In truth. Matt, xviii. 3 says nothing else

than John iii. 3. And here also the agreement of the

Synoptical with the Johannean Christ comes strikingly

into view.

3. The answer of the Saviour to John in reply to

his inquiry respecting the exorcist, is an admira-

ble proof of the holy mildness of our Lord. It

breathes a similar spirit to the expression of Moses,

respecting the prophesying of Eldad and Medad,

Num. xi. 26-29, and that of Paul respecting those

who preach Christ through envy and strife, Philipp.

i. 18, and gives at the same time a standard, accord-

ing to which in every case the philanthropic and

Christian activity even of those must be judged

respecting whose personal life of faith we may be

Uncertain. It is true the Saviour had declared, in the

Sermon on the Mount, that it is possible to cast out

devils m His name and yet be dami.ed (Matt. vii. 22,

23), but even if this should hereafter come to light

on that day before His judgment-seat, still it wa«
something which His disciples could not as yet de-

cide. They were continually to hope the best, and
the more so as he who with hostile intentions, and
without any faith at heart should attempt exop
cism in His name would certainly not succeed in it

The favorable result of such an endeavor was a proof
that, for the moment, they had to do with no enemy
of the cause of the Saviour. The rule given here
by Jesus is not in the least in conflict with His 8ay<

ing given Matt. xii. 30. The rule :
" He that is not

for Me is against Me," is applicable in judging of our
own temper ; the other :

'

' He that is not against Me,"
etc., must guide us in our judgment respecting othei-s.

The first saying gives us to understand that entire

neutrality in the Saviour's cause is impossible, the

other warns us against bigoted exclusiveness. Eead
the two admirable discourses of A. Vinet upon these

two apparently contradictory sayings under the title

:

La tolerance et ^intolerance de VEvangile^ found in

his Discours sur guelques sujets reli(/., p. 268-314,
and the essay of TJllmann in the JDeutscJwn Zeit-

achrift, by H. F. A. Sohneidee, 1851, p. 21 teq.

HOMILETICAL AND PEACTICAL.

The passage from the summit to the foot of the

mountain.—In order to be glorified with Christ, we
must first suffer with Him.—Jesus the best refuge

for the suffering parental heart.—The best disciples

cannot replace the Master Himself.—Conflict without

triumph against the kingdom of darkness, 1. Possi-

ble ; 2. explicable ; 3. ruinous.—The name of the

Saviour blasphemed on account of His people's

weakness of faith.—Every failure of the disciple of

the Lord is the Master's shame.—The happiness of

childhood and youth destroyed by the might of the

devil.—The strife between faith and unbelief in the

suffering father's heart, comp. Mark ix. 24. 1.

Jesus knows ; 2. reUeves ; 3. ends this strife.

—

Over against the Saviour, the whole world stands as

a perverse and unbeUeving generation.
—

" Bring thy

son hither," the best counsel to suffering parents.

—

A last, vehement conflict often immediately precedes

triumph.—Jesus the Conqueror of the might of heU.

—The glory rendered to the Father the best thanks

for the Son.—No outward praise can deceive the ear

of the Saviour.—When the world testifies honor, the

Christian has, above all, to consider how quickly its

opinion changes.—Misunderstanding of the plainest

words of the Saviour: 1. How it reveals itself; 2.

from what it arises ; 3. whereby it is best avoided.—

The dispute as to rank among the disciples of the

Saviour ; 1. An old ; 2. a dangerous ; 3. a curable

evil.—Without genuine childlikeness, no citizenship

in the kingdom of God. 1. In what this childlike-

ness consists : in humility, by which a. the child's

understanding is yet free from vain imagination;

b. the child's heart is yet free from ignoble jealousy

;

c. the child's will is yet free from inflexible stubborn

ness ; d. the child's hfe is yet free frem the domin
ion of unrighteousness. 2. Why one, without thi

disposition, can be no genuine disciple of the Saviour

Without this disposition, it is impossible, a. to recog

nize the King of the kingdom of God ; b. to fulfil th,

fundamental law of the kingdom of God ; c. to enjoy

the blessedness of the kingdom of God.—The world

makes its servants great, the Saviour makes His dis-

ciples Uttle.—The high value which the Savioui

ascribes to the receiving of one of His own.

—

Tot
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erance and intolerance in the true disciple of the Sa-

viour.—Narrow-minded exclusiveness, 1. Not strange

even in distinguished disciples ; 2. in direct conflict

with the word and the example of the Master.—The
allies whom the cause of the Saviour finds even out-

side of His immediate circle of disciples.—Christian

labor on independent account : 1. How often even
now it is met with ; 2. how it is to be rightly judged.

—How the church, collectively, may rightly judge
the free activity of Christian individuals.

SiAKKE :

—

Zanffii Op.

:

—Oh, how many parents

experience the extremest grief of heart on account
of their children

; but how few there appear to be of

them, who permit themselves thereby to be drawn
unto Christ.

—

Brenhus :—The devil is a fierce ene-

my of man, if he gets any leave of God.

—

Cramer :

—Christ is far mightier than all the saints ; there-

fore in distress flee not to these, but to Christ Him-
self.—When man's help disappears, God's help ap-

pears.— Brentius :— The wise and long-suffering

Saviour knows still how to bring in again and to

make good that which His servants have neglected
and delayed ; excellent consolation !—Christ and
Belial agree nottogether, 2 Cor. vi. IE.

—

Osiander ;

—

When it is well with us, let us think that it might also

be ill with us, that we fall not into carnal security.

—

Hedingee :—The flesh does not like to hear of suffer-

ing, and will not understand it.—If there is even yet
BO much ignorance in spiritual matters in the regen-
erate, how must it be with the unregenerate ?—Jesus
a thinking of suffering, the disciples of worldly dig-

1

nity ; how wide apart is the n-.ind of the Lord JeatM

and of man !

—

Nova Bibl. Tub.

:

—How needful t«

watch over one's heart, since, even in enlightenecl

souls, such haughty thoughts arise.—In children ther«

is often more good to be found than any look for in

them.—True humility of heart an infaUible sign of
grace.—QuESNEL :—God is in Christ, and Christ in

His members.—True elevation is in humility.

—

He-
DiNGER :—Let Christ only be preached in any way,
Phil. i. 18.—Blind zeal for religion is the greatest

error in rehgion, Rom. x. 2.—True love approves
the good, let it be done where and by whom it will,

1 Thess. V. 21.

—

Cramer :—When servants and chil.

dren of God agree in the main matter, it is no harm
though they be somewhat different in words or cere-

monies.

Lisco :—Defective faith.—The might of sin over
man; 1. How it reveals itself; 2. how it is over-
come by Jesus.

—

Heubnee:—John (vs. 49), an exam-
ple of well-meant but unwise zeal and sectarianism.—The spirit of Christ is not bound.—There is a dis-

pleasure at good when found in others, to which
even the good are tempted.—The boundary between
true liberality and indifference.

—

Palmer :—1. What
do our children bring us ? 2. What have we pre-
pared for them ?

—

Marezoll :—The noble simplicity
of the Lord : 1. Where and how it displays itself;

2. what profit it brings.'

—

Beck :—Zeal for the honot
of the Saviour may be, 1. Well-meant, and yet, 2,

un-Christian.

—

Aendi :— The true dignity of tht
Christian.

THIRD SECTIOlsr.

THE JOURNEY TOWARDS DEATH.

Ohaps. IX. 51—XIX. 27.

A. The Divine Harmony in the Son of Man and the Four Temperaments of the Children of Men.
Ch. IX. 51-62.

(Parallel to Ves. 67-60. Matt. viii. 19-22.)

51 And ;t came to pass, when the time was come [when the days were fulfilhnD-] that
52 he should be received up, lie steadfastly set his face to go to Jerusalem And sent mes-

sengers before his face : and they went, and entered into a village of the Samaritans
53 to make ready for him. And they did not receive him, because his face was as thou</ti
54 he would go to Jerusalem. And [But] when his disciples James and John saw tlm

they said, Lord, wilt thou that we command fire to come down from heaven, and con-
sume them, even as Elias [Elijah] did? But he turned, and rebuked them, 'and said
Ye know not what manner of spirit ye are of [Know ye not of what spirit ye are chil-
dren? V. 0.']. For the Son of man is not come to destroy men's lives but to save
them [om. this sentence]. And they went to another village. And it came to pass,
that, as they went in the way, a certain man said unto him, Lord, I will follow thee

68 whithersoever thou goest. And Jesus said unto him, [The] Foxes have holes, and [thel
birds of the air have nests [habitations, KaTao-KijvaJo-ets]

; but the Son of man hath not
where to lay his head. And he said unto another, Follow me. But he said Lord
suffer me first to go and bury my father. Jesus said unto him. Let the dead bury their
dead

:
but go thou and preach the kingdom of God. And another also said Lord I

will follow thee ; but let me first go bid them farewell, which are at home at my ho^se

55

56

57

59

60

61
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62 And Jesus said unto him [om., unto him, V. 0."], No man, having put his liand to th«

plough, and looking back, is fit for the kingdom of God.

p Vs. 55.—Tisehcndorf omits all between eTrerijiLTjo-ei' aitroU and koX eirop. according to A., B., C, H., Cod. Sin. AM
to tnis, Alford says, " It is haxdly conceivable that tbe shorter text, as edited by Tischendorf, should have been th«
original, and all the rest insertion." " The words have such a weight of authority against them, that they would ba
worthy of rejection, if it were explicable how they came into the test. How easily, on the other hand, out of regard to
Elijah, could an intentional omission take place I Moreover, the brief, simple, and pregnant word of rebuke is so unlike a
copyist's intcrpola'ion, and as worthy of Jesus Himself, as it is, on the other hand, hard to conceive that Luke, on an
Occasion so unique, limited himself to the bare cweTt/iijcrer avToU." Meyer. "It is in itself something very improbable,
hat the original nari-ative should have been expressed with such boldness as according to this text :

* He turned and
ebuked them,' without the communication of the Redeemer's own expressions, and, on the other hand, it is not less im*
robable, that if the text had originally read barely [as proposed], it should have been already in the ancient church sup-

Elemented as it now appears in the Received Text. For it is already so found in the Vulgate, four manuscripts of the
tala, and in most of the other ancient versions, as well as in Marcion, Clemens Alexandi-inus, Cyprian, Augustine, Am-

brosius, and others. The early omission of the words was perhaps originally occasioned by an accidental error in copying,
the eye of tlie copyist being misled from koI eiTrei/ to koX eirop., as Meyer supposes, and then this shorter text being retained

in the church from dogmatical considerations also, namely, because the words of Christ were used by Marcion, who already

read them, as we see from TertuU. adv. Marc. iv. 23, and other anti-Jewish Gnostics, to justify their rejection of the Old
Testament and the Jewish economy." Bleek. The spm-iousness of the words : **Por the Son of Man is not come," &c.,

is not much contested. It appears to be "the interpolation of a sentence customary" with our Lord, from Matt, xviii.

11, or Luke xix. 10.—C. C. S.]

[!* Vs. 62.—Om., n-pbs auToi'. The variations show this to be an interpolated supplement to the verb : some insert it

before, some after 6 'Ii]<r., some giving aiiTw. Alford. Cod. Sin. has it.—C. 0. S.]

(Ritzschl). It appears, on the other hand, that here

one of the last journeys is designated which the

Saviour, on the approach of the end of His life; had
entered upon with His view directed to His exalta-

tion, and at the same time that in this whole narra-

tive of journeying, ch. Ix. 51 to ch. xviii. 14, diiierent

details do not appear in their strict historical se-

quence. This was fuUy permitted to the Evangehst,

since on his pragmatical position the whole public

life of the Lord might properly be called a jour

ney to death, as Bengel strikingly explains it :
" In-

stahat adhuc passiOj crux^ mors, sepulcrum, sed per

hcBc omnia ad metam prospexit Jesus, cujus sensum

imitatur stilus Evangelistce." Moreover, it clearly

appears that this whole account of this journey

in Luke is drawn from one or several distinct writ-

ten sources {inriyiiaii%)
;
yet respecting their nature

and origin it is impossible to determine anything

certain, and for the credibiUty of this part also we
must be contented with the declaration which Luke
has made respecting his whole Gospel in the intro-

duction, ch. i. 1-4.

He steadfastly set His face, farfipi^e rh

irpoaoiirov.—We cannot agree with the opinion (Von

Baur) that nothing is here meant to be intimated

than that Jesus, in all of the journeys which He was

now making, never lost the final goal out of His

mind, but made them with the continual, unshaken

consciousness that they, wherever they led, were

properly a TropeCrffdai els 'lepoucr. True, there lies

in the word etrrripile the conception of a steadfast,

undaunted beholding of the final goal of the journey,

but that nevertheless an immediate commencement

and continuance of the journey itself was connected

therewith is sufficiently apparent from vs. 63-56.

Vs. 53. And they did not receive Him.

—

It is true that the caravans for Jerusalem often joiuv

neyed this way {see Josephus, Ant. Jud. xx. 6. 1

;

and LiGHTFOOT, on John iv. 4), but for all that,

hospitality might very well have been refused to a

company travelling separately, and, above all,- to the

Saviour ; if the report of the increasmg hatred against

Him had already made its way even to Samaria, and

obtained there some influence. [The fact that the

company were Jews is quite sufficient to account for

the refusal, without the wholly superfluous and un-

gi-ounded supposition that they were influenced by

any condition of parties among the Jews. If Jewish

hatred against the Saviour had had any influenot

among the Samaritans, it would have been in Hia

favor.—C. C. S.] Kespecting the hatred between

EXEGETICAl AND CRITICAL.

Chronological.—We believe that the here-men-

tioned journey must be coordinated with John vii.

1 (Friedlieb, KrafFt, Hug, Liicke, Wieseler, a. o.).

The grammatical expression of Luke ix. 51 admits

of this, and the remark, John vii. 10, that the Saviour

went up secretly, agrees admirably with Luke's ac-

count that He "
travelled through Samaria. The

arrangement of the events in Stier, who places John

vlL 1 immediately after Matt xvi. 12, and makes the

Saviour remain three whole months at Jerusalem,

appears to us supported by no sufficient reasons, and

to offer internal difficulties. We consider it, on the

other hand, entirely probable that the Saviour, be-

tween the feast of Tabernacles, John vii., and the

feast of the Dedication, John x., spent yet some time

n Galilee.

Vs. 51. When the days were fulfilling that

He should be received up—With these words

Luke begins a new particular naiTative of travel, and

for Harmonistios the question is naturally of great

importance what we are to understand by the ex-

pression 7111. TTji ai-oA. We should be relieved of

great difficulties if we found ourselves allowed to

understand by it the coming to an end of the days

in which the Saviour found a favorable reception in

Galilee (Wieseler, Lange), but even if the grammati-

cal possibility of this interpretation was sufficiently

proved, yet the whole way of conceiving the first

period of the pubho life of the Saviour, as a tune

of favorable reception in contrast with the conflict

afterwards arising, appears to be hardly in the

spirit of Luke. The translation of o-ufurXijpoC-

o-eai in the sense of: "To come to an end," is at

least not favored by Acts il 1, and moreover the

whole Pauline usage of our Evangelist is decidedly

in favor of interpreting the a>/aA.Tn(<is in the eccle-

Biaatical sense of Assumtio. Gomp. Acts i. 2; 11.

22 • 1 Tun. iii. 16. We believe, therefore, that this is

h*-e indicated as the final term of the earthly mani-

festation of the Saviour, to which even His death was

only a natural transition. But we are not obUged,

therefore, as vet to assume that here the journey

to the last Passover is meant; on the other hand,

the opposite seems to be deducible from xhi. 22

;

xvii. 11. Quite as little can we assume that here

two journeys to feasts have been confounded (Schlei-

ermacher), and least of all that it is not even an

account of any particular journey which begms here

11
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Bamaritans and Jews, comp. Lange, on the Gospel

of John.
Vs. 54. James and John.—There is just as

little ground for assuming (Euth. Zigab.) as for deny-

ing (Meyer) that the sons of Zebedee themselves

were the messengers. The exasperation that filled

them is as easily comprehensible as the entreaty for

Tengeance which they uttered. 1. They had seen

the Lord upon Tabor, where Moses and Ehjah did

Him homage ; shortly after, a conversation of high
moment had directed their attention to Elijah and his

relation to the kingdom of God. Is it a wonder that

an image from the history of this prophet came up
before their souls, and a spark of his fiery zeal set

their hearts into a flaming glow ? Comp. 2 Kings
six. 12. That the name Boanerges was given them
for a humiliating reminder of what here took place,

is, as alrfiady remarked, without any ground.
As Elijah did, iis Kal 'H. iTrol-riaiv.—Upon the

authority of B., L., and some cursives and variations,

these words have been often suspected (Mill, Gries-

bach), and finally omitted by Tischendorf. We be-
.ieve, however, that their early omission must be ex-

plained on the ground that " in the answer of Jesus
an indirect censure of this example was discovered "

(De Wette). On the other hand, it is probable that
the words proceeded from the disciples themselves,
since such an apparently unreasonable inquiry could
be best justified by an express appeal to the man
who had also performed such a miracle of punish-
ment.

Vs. .55. Know ye not of what Spirit ye are 7—The Saviour does not disapprove this Elijah-hke
zeal unconditionally. He knows that this, on the
plane of the old Theocracy, was not seldom neces-
sary ; but this does He seriously censure : that His dis-

ciples so entiiely overlooked the distinction between
the Old and the New Testament, that they, in the
service of the mildest Master, still continued to be-
lieve that they could act as was permitted the stern
reformer of Israel on his rigoristic position. They
ought far rather to have considered that they, in His
society, had, from the very beginning, become par-
takers of another Spirit, which knew no pleasure in
vengeance. Not only of this does the Master power-
fully admonish them, that they should be the bearers
of this Spirit, but also that they in His society were
already the dwelling-places of this Spirit. We iind no
ground for removing these words as spurious from the
text, notwithstanding that they had been quite early
suspected and expunged by many. {See Tischen-
DOEP, ad loc.) Their rejection, however, is suffl-

eiently explained by the fact that they seemed to
contain an indirect censure of Elijah's way of deal-
ing, and therefore gave offence to the copyists, al-

though from a mistaken understanding of them.
Perhaps it was feared also that by retaining these
words the ancient Christian zeal in the persecution
of heretics would be seen to be condemned, and they
were therefore discreetly left out. In both cases the
omission is at least fully intelligible, but not in what
way they had come into the other manuscriijts if the
Saviour had not uttered them. And would Luke
have written only eVeTinTXTf^ outo?! without adding
anything more

; precisely as he had previously, vs.

42, said in reference to an evil spirit ? On the con-
trary, as respects the last word's in the lieeepta

:

" The Son of Man is not come," &c., the number as
well as the weight of the authorities for their spuri-
ousness is in our eyes decisive. They are in all prob-
ability, as a fitting conclusion of an ecclesiastical

lesson, transferred either from Matt, xviii. 18, Of

Luke xix. 10. The grounds, at least, on which, for

example, Stier, iii. p. 96, will still vindicate them.

appear to us rather subjective and unsatisfactory.

Vs. 51. And it came to pass.—The correct

historical sequence of thL= occurrence appears to

have been observed by Matthew, ch. viii. 19, 20.

The second may have taken place almost contem-

poraneously with it, the third probably on an-

other occasion ; but it is related by Luke here, on
account of the similarity of the case, in one connec-

tion with the others. Our Evangelist apparently

gives them at the beginning of this last narrative of

travel, for the reason that they have all relation to

one most momentous subject, the following of the

Saviour in the way of self-denial, of toil, and of con-

flict.

A certain man According to Matthew, a

scribe. If we proceed upon the presupposition that

the Evangelist, in the case of very special callings

of disciples, had in mind only the calling of apostles,

and that therefore the here-mentioned person must
necessarily have be?n one of the Twelve, the conjec-

ture of Lange is then in the highest degree happy.
that we here in the two following accounts have the

history of the calling of Judas Iscariot, Thomas, and
Matthew. On the other hand, we do not know
whether the first was a scribe : we believe, more-
over, that we must assume, on chronological grounds,

that the caUing of Matthew had already taken place.

The first of these three men is moreover not called

by Jesus, but, unrequested, offers himself to Him as

companion of His journey. He utters the language
of excited enthusiasm, follows the impression of the
moment, and is the type of a sanguine nature.

Vs. 58. The foxes.—The answer of the Saviour

does not of itself entitle us to accuse the scribe who
offers himself as a disciple, of an interested end

;

but it only presupposes that his resolution had been
taken too hastily to be well matured and well con-

sidered. The Saviour therefore desires that he
sliould first consider how little rest and comfort he
had to expect in this journey. He Himself had less

than even the wildest beasts possess, and can there-

fore call His followers also only to daily self-denial.

The Saviour here does not primarily refer to the hum-
bleness and poverty of His life, but to His restless

and wandering life, although the first of these

thoughts need not be whoUy excluded. Does, per-

chance, the presentiment also express itself in these
words that even dying He should lay His head to

rest in a place which was not even His own prop-

erty ? At all events, we have to admire the deep
wisdom of the Saviour in this, that on this occa-

sion He calls himself the Son of Man, as if He
would intimate that He who requires so much self-

denial, also fully deserves it. As far as we from
other passages are acquainted with even the bet-

ter-minded scribes, we shall be very well able to
assume that this one, at such a word, went from
thence with a disturbed mind. The interpretation,

moreover, that the Saviour with this pregnant ait
swer only meant to say, " But I know not as yet fo?
the coming night where I shall sleep " (Herder), or
that " The Divuie Spirit which restlessly worked in
Him, suffered itself to be hemmed in under no roof,

within no four walls '" (Weisse), belongs fitly in a
collection of exegetical curiosities. The view of
Schleiermacher, that the scribe wished to follow th«
Saviour to Jerusalem on whichever of the mant
roads to Jerusalem He might travel, we cannot aa
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prove, since it rests upon an improbability, in pre-
Buppusing that not Mattliew but Luke has given
this occurrence in the right historical connection.
To better purpose may we, in order to understand
this man's meaning, compare the language which
Ittai used towards David, 2 Sam. xv. 21.

Vs. 59. And He said unto another, PoUow
Me.—According to Matthew's intimation also ; -n-ptu-

Toc, Jesus first called this man to follow Him, and
encouraged him, therefore, while He rather deterred
the former. The melancholy temperament is treated

by the Lord very differently from the sanguine.
According to Matthew, he is one of the /jLad-qTai, be-
longing to the wider circle which is alluded to also

in John vi. 66. If the scribe was too inconsiderate,

this man is too melancholy, and even in the most im-
mediate neighborhood of the Prince of life, he sees

himself pursued by gloomy images of death. The
Lord knows that this man must choose at once or
without doubt he will never choose, and deals with
him, therefore, with all the strictness, but at the same
time with all the wisdom, of love.

First to go and bury my father.—The sense

is not that the father was already old, and that he
wished to wait for his death (so, among others, Hase,
Leben Jesu, second edition), for then he would have
demanded an indefinite, perhaps a long postpone-
ment, and would have deserved a sharper answer.

No, without doubt his father had died, and he had
perhaps only quite lately received the intelligence of

his death. It is not, however, probable that he
would have mingled among the people and ap-

proached the Saviour, immediately from the house
of death, after he had become Levitically unclean.

He wishes, on the other hand, to go to his dead
father, and cherishes the hope that the Saviour, for

his sake, will postpone His departure or else permit
him to follow afterwards.

Vs. 60. Let the dead.—See Lange, ad toe. in

Matthew. With a man of such a character the Sa-

viour considers it absolutely necessary to insist on
the exact fulfilment of the high principle, that for

His sake, one must unconditionally leave all. If even

the Nazarites were not permitted to defile themselves

by touching the mortal remains of their kindred

(Num. vi. 6, Y), without this prohibition having been
viewed as too strict, the Saviour also does not re-

quire too much when He here demanded the leaving

of the dead father; the more so since He made
good a thousandfold that which was given up for His

sake, by the joyful calUng to preach the Gospel of

the kingdom of God. Duty to a handful of dust

must now give way before duty towards mankind.

It is of course understood, that the Saviour here by
the first mentioned veKpoi means the spiritually dead,

and it at once appears how much, by the double sense

in which the word veicpoi is here used, the expression

gains in beauty and power. Here also, in the use

of language by the Synoptic and the Johannean

Christ, there is discernible an admirable agreement.

Comp. John v. 24, 25.

Vs. 61. Lord, I will follow Thee.—Luke does

pot state definitely whether the initiative proceeded

from the Saviour or the disciple. It may be that Jesus

had first called him, yet it is also possible that he

here offers himself. This history has a remarkable

concurrence with the prophetical caUing of Elisha,

1 Kings xix. 19, 21, and the form of the Saviour's

answer also appears borrowed from what took place

with Elisha, who was called when ploughing. Here

the Raviour insisted upon undivided devotion, as He

in the first case insisted upon ripe consideration, it
the second upon courageous decision. The inquirei
is either not to follow, or to follow wholly and per
feotly.

Vs. 62. No man.—Before all things the Saviour
will give the man to feel that in the kingdom of
God a severe labor must be aocomphshed,—a laboi
which will be doubly severe and certainly unfruit-
ful, if the whole man does not take part in it. He
portrays to us from life the plougher whose hand il

on the plough, whose eye is turned back, and whose
work must thereby become toilsome, ill regulated
and insignificant. [The light, easily overturned plough
of the East lends force to the image.—G. 0. S.]
What should He have to do with such laborers in

His kingdom ? To be compared with this, although
not to be identified with it, is the example of Lot's
wife, Luke xvii. 32, and the apostoUc saying, 2
Peter ii. 22.

Remarks on the whole Section.—It has often been
remarked that Luke, without observing a strict chro-
nological sequence, brings together here four different

characters: vss. 61-66 the Choleric, vss. 67, 58 the
Sanguine, vss. 59, 60 the Melancholic, vss. 61, 62 the

Phlegmatic. Without precisely asserting that the
Evangelist had the definite purpose to portray the
Saviour's manner of deaUng with men of the most
different temperaments, we yet cannot deny that ha
is much more concerned for the union of similar facts

than for strict chronological arrangement. It is not
probable that in the last period of the public life of
the Saviour, when enmity against Him had already

so considerably increased, a scribe would have fol-

lowed Him even then ; on the contrary, it is much
more credible that this, as Matthew relates, took
place at an earlier period of time. That this last

case occurred twice (Stier), appears to us on internal

grounds hardly admissible.

DOCTMNAl AND ETHICAL.

1. It has more than once been inquired wbit
temperament is to be ascribed to the Son of Man,
and the decision has been made in favor of some
one of the four, e. g. the choleric (Winkler). But
the comparison of our Saviour's temper of soul and
manner of dealing with that of the four different

men coming here into view, gives us plainly to per-

ceive that every strongly pronounced temperament
necessarily represents something one-sided, while it is

precisely in the perfect hai-mony of His predisposi-

tions, powers, and movements of soul, that the

characteristics of the entirely unique personality of

Jesus must be sought.

2. The insult which the Saviour received from the

Samaritans must have been the greater, the more
widely the fame of His Messianic dignity had pene-

trated even among them. To a Messiah who was
going up to Jerusalem instead of restoring the

temple-service on Gerizim, they could not possibly

extend hospitality. But at the same time, this hatred

is also a striking symbol of the reception which is

now as ever prepared for the Christian in the midst

of an unbeheving world, as soon as this becomes

aware, or conjectures, that his countenance also is di-

rected towards the heavenly Jerusalem.

3. The heavenly mildness of the Saviour over

against reUgious hatred on the one hand and the d&
sire of vengeance on the other, only becomes rightly

apparent, if we not only compare Him with Elijah, but
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above all consider who He was, and what reception

He was entitled to demand. His vengeance on Sa-

maria for the refusal of recognition here, we read in

Acts viii. 14-17.

4. It is quite as incorrect to overlook the special

necessity of the requirements, vss. 60-62, for those

times, as to suppose that they were exclusively suit-

able for those times. On the contrary, there is here

expressed in a peculiar form. the high principle which
binds all His disciples immutably, without respect to

time or place, and with which we have already be-

come acquainted, ch. ix. 23-26.

6. The very strictness of the requirements which
the Saviour imposes on His followers, is an incontro-

vertible proof of the exalted self-consciousness which
He continually bore within Himself. Who has ever

demanded more, but who also has promised more
and rendered a greater reward than He ? And in

that which He here demands of others. He Hunself
has gone before in accomplishing the will of His
Father at every time without rebuke.

HOMILETICAI, AOT) PBACTICAI,.

Vss. 51-56. The steady step with which the

Saviour goes towards His Passion and His Glory.

—

The distinction between this village of the Samari-

tans and Syohar, John iv. 40.—The power of deep-

rooted religious hatred.—The strife between exag-

gerated reUgiosity and genuine humanity. — The
hatred in Samaria the presage of the conflict in

Jerusalem.—The fiery zeal of the sons of Zebedee

:

1. Flaming out, 2. rebuked, 3. purified.—The Saviour

over against: 1. Bigoted enemies, 2. unintelligent

friends.—Jesus the meek Servant of the Father.

—

True and false religious zeal. Comp. Romans x. 2.

—

Religious hatred, false zeal, and meekness.—The dis-

tinction between the spirit of the Old and that of

the New Covenant.

Yss. 57-62. The following of Jesus ; a threefold

precept: 1. No very hasty step; the Master requires

earnest consideration ; 2. no melancholy resolution

;

the Master requires a courageous walk ; 3. no unre-

solved wavering: the Master requires entire devotion.

—Well-meaning but ill-considered steps, Jesus dis-

suades from.—The restless life of the Lord.—Whoever
will follow the Son of Man, must count on self-denial.

—What is heaviest, must weigh heaviest.—The dead
father and the living Gospel.—To the spiritually dead
commit the care of the lifeless dust.—Forgetting

what is behind, reaching on to what is before.—The
eve of tho Saviour in an apparently arbitrary re-

fusal.—The undecided man between the Saviour and
them of his house.—The useless plougher on the field

of the kingdom of God: 1. His type; 2. his work;
3. his sentence.—Three stones of stumbling on the

way of following Jesus: 1. Overhastiness, 2. heavy-

heartcdness, 3. indecision.

The whole Section, The Divine harmony in the

Son of Man, and the different temperaments of the

children of men.— The wisdom of the Saviour in

converse with and in guiding men of the most dif-

ferent kinds.—How: 1. Different temperaments are

related to the Saviour ; 2. how the Saviour is related

to different temperaments.—Severity and love, holi-

ness and grace, in the Son of Man united in noblest

wise.—Comp. especially the admirable sermons of

Fr. Arndt on Luke ix. 62-62.

Starke :—The consideration of death must not

depress us, since we know that we are travelling

towards the heavenly Jerusalem.— J. Hall:— Oh,
deep humiliation, that He whose is the heaven and
all the habitations therein, entreats for a lodging, and
does not even find it.

—

Quesnel :—When one has once
begun in good earnest the journey to heaven, he has
Uttle credit thereafter in the world.—Not to be hos-

pitable, especially towards those who follow Christ,

is unrighteous. Hebr. xiii. 2.

—

Zeisitjs :—How thirsty

for vengeance after all is flesh and blood !—Against
sin we must be zealous, but not against the persona
of the sinners.—Although one may indeed follow the
saints, yet herein considerateness is to be used.

—

Can-
stein :—To the church of Christ there has no might
and power for the destruction of men been given.

—

N^ova Bibl. Tub. .-—Whoever with Christ seeks only

easy days, let him stay away from Him.

—

Beentics :—A Divine call must be accepted without conferring

with flesh and blood, let it cost what it may. Gal.

i. 16.—Parents one must honor, but for the sake
of the kingdom of heaven let them also go. Matt.

xix. 29.—The ministry demands the whole man.

—

Zeisius :—It is easy and hard to be a Christian.

Heubnes :—How many profitless and superfluous
drones there are in the ministry. Such workers are

corpses that will all yet be buried.—Jesus commonly
comes even to us not unannounced.

—

Augustine :

—

Opiis efit rrtitescere pietate.—Palmer :—Earthly desire,

earthly love, earthly sorrow—these are the three
powers that scare men away from Christ.

—

Beck (on
vss. 51-56):—Know ye not what Spirit ye are chil-

dren of? 1. What Spirit we are children of; 2. what
Spirit we oufffit to be children of.

—

Gerok :—The four
tempeiaments under training of Jesus Christ, the
Searcher of hearts.

—

Schaueler (on vss. 6], 62):

—

Anything but a conditional following of Jesus I

B. The Seventt/ Disciples. Ch. X. 1-24.

(Partial parallel to Matt. xi. 20-30.)

After these things the Lord appointed other seventy [seventy others'] also, and
sent them two and two before his face into every city and place, whither he himself
would [was about to] come. Therefore said he [And said, V. 0.''] unto them, The
harvest truly is great, but the labourers are few : pray ye therefore the Lord of the
har-?est, that he would send forth labourers into hi.s harvest. Go your ways: behold,
I seal you forth as lambs among wolves. Carry neither purse, nor scrip [wallet], noi
shoes , and salute no man by the way. And into whatsoever house ye enter, first say
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6 Peace be to this house. And if the [a] son of peace be there, your peace shall rest

7 upon It,: if not, it shall turn [return] to you again. And in the same house remain
eating and drinking such things as they give: for the labourer is worthy of his hire!

8 Go not from house to house. And into whatsoever city ye enter, and they receive

9 you, eat such things as are set before you: And heal the sick that are therein, and say
10 unto them. The kingdom of God is come nigh unto you. But into whatsoever city ya

enter, and they receive you not, go your ways out into the streets of the same, and say,

1

1

Even the very dust of your city, which cleaveth [from your city, transferred from last

clause] on us [to us upon our feet*], we do wipe off against you: notwithstanding, be
ye sure of this, that the kingdom of God is come nigh unto you [om., unto you, V. 0.*].

12 But [om.. But, V. 0.*] I say unto you, that it shall be more tolerable in that day foi

13 Sodom, than for that city. Woe unto thee, Chorazin ! woe unto thee, Bethsaida 1 for

if the mighty works [at 8wa/x£ts, Krdfte, V. 0.] had been done in Tyre and Sidon,

which have been done in you, they had [would have] a great while ago repented,

14 sitting in sackcloth and ashes. But it shall be more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon at

15 the judgment, than for you. And thou, Capernaum, which art [who hast been'] exalt-

16 ed to heaven, shalt be thrust down to hell. He that heareth you heareth me; and he

that despiseth you despiseth me ; and he that despiseth me despiseth [despiseth—in all

17 four places—d^cTolv, lit., sets at nought] him that sent me. And the seventy returned

again with joy, saying, Lord, even the devils [demons] are subject [subjected] unto ua

18 through [lit., in] thy name. And he said unto them, I beheld' Satan as lightning fall

19 [fallen, Trecrdvra] from heaven. Behold, I give [I have given, Se'Scoxa'] unto you power

[elovcTiav] to tread on serpents and scorpions, and over all the power [Swa/xtv] of the

20 enemy; and nothing shall by any means hurt you. Notwithstanding, in this rejoice

not, that the spirits are subject [subjected] unto you; but rather [om., rather*] rejoice,

21 because your names are written in heaven [the heavens]. In that hour Jesus rejoiced

in spirit, and said, I thank thee, Father, Lord of heaven and earth, that thou hast hid

these things from the wise and prudent, and hast revealed them unto babes : even so,

22 Father; for so it seemed good in thy sight. [And turning himself to his disciples, he

said, V. 0."] All things are delivered to me of [by] my Father : and no man [one]

knoweth who the Son is, but the Father ; and who the Father is, but the Son, and he

23 to whom the Son will reveal Mm. And he turned him unto his disciples, and said [turn-

ing himself . . ., he said] privately, Blessed are the eyes which see the things that ye

24 see : For I tell you, that many prophets and kings have desired to see those things

which ye see, and have not seen them; aud to hear those things which ye hear, and

have not heard them.

1 Vs. 1.—The Svo added here and in vs. 17, which the "Vulgate has received and Lachmann bracketed, is too slenderly

attested to be received into the text, and is, therefore, correctly rejected by most critics. [Om., Cod. Sin., A., C, L., H.—
C. C. S.]

3 Vb. 2.—According to the better reading Se instead of oCc. See TtscHBNDoaF ad locum. [XiBCbendorf, Lachmann,
Tregelies read Se, Alford otiv, regarding Se as substituted, because the more common copulative. For ovi^ are A., E., 11

other uncials ; Cod. Sin., B., C, D., L. have Se'.—C. C. S.]

3 Vs. 11.—With Griesbach and Tischendorf Tve believe that we may receive the words et? tous iroSa? ijfil^v without

scruple into the text. They have been omitted from many manuscripts only because they appeared to be superiiiious [ins.

A., B., C, D., B,., B., Cod. Sin.—C. 0. S.J

* Vs. 11.—The reading of the Becepta l<i>' v[jLas is only a repetition from vs. 9, by which the force of the word of leave-

tnking, which is here put into the mouth of the Seventy, is without reason weakened. [Om., e«^' iifias, B., D., L., Cod. Sin.

—C. C. S.)

[» Vs. 12.—Cod. Sin. retains S{ with D., M., V.—C. C. S.]

• Vs. 15.—The reading of Tischendorf: fiij eus tou ovpavov vipiaBi^trj}, finds, it is true, in B., D., L., [Cod. Sin., B.,] and
in the Ethiopic and Coptic versions, and in the Itala, important support, and, superficially considered, it may appear as if

the pathos of the address is heightened by the interrogative form. On the other hand, however, such a reflection appears

less congruous, indeed has even more or less a sarcastic and ironical character, which accords as little with the solemnity

of the occasion as with the frame of mind of the Saviour. [As Bleek and Meyer remark, this reading, so weakening to the

Bense and real solemnity of the denunciation, has arisen from an inadvertent doubling of the last letter of Ka^apvaou/i,

thus changing the following tj into /i?j, and involving afterwards the necessity of changing ui^to^eto-a into v\ffio9r]erj] to

make sense. This change was supported by the fact that the original reading in the parallel passage, Matt. xi. 24, waa
probably tj . . . vt//td(b)?, which passage both acted upon this and was acted upon by it.—C. C. S.]

[' Ys. 18.

—

'ESeiapovv. Imp., I [already] beheld [when you went forth]. Meyer.]

[* Vs. 19.—Ae'SuKa is the reading approved by the author, following Tischendorf, and agreeing with Meyer and Alford

I see that Cod. Sin. also gives the Perftect.—0. 0. S.]

» Vs. 20.—The word fiaWov^ which Elzevir here receives into the text in addition to the other adversatives [with S.,

K.], and which from his Greek text has passed over into several translations, is critically worthless and logically a hin-

drance, since it weakens the force of the exquisite antithesis.

»• Ts. 22.—There is no ground whatever for omitting this beginning of vs. 22, as has been done, infer oL, by Luther and
ftlso by Grie-sbach. The words have but few authorities against them (D., L., cursives, versions), and appear to have been

neglected on account of the similar commencement of vs. 23. That, however, they have not been transferred from this

latter verse, appears from the fact that here Kar' ISiav is wanting. JThe uncials omitting the words are, however, mor«
numerous and weighty than he states, being in addition to D. and L., M., S., and especially the two important Codd^
Cod. Sin. ftnd, according to Alford and Tischendorf B., although the latter hesitates, as in woide's and Mai's editions ; m
iBOst, they are omittea.—C. C. S.]
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EXEGETICAL AND CEITICIAL.

General Remarks.—From different quarters the

credibility of the account of Luke respecting the

Seventy has beeu disputed (gtrauss, De Wette,

Theile, Weisse, Von Ammon, Baur, Kcisthn, Schweg-

ler, a.' o.)- Inner improbability appeared to cast

doubt on this account, while the silence of the other

Synoptics was also suspicious. Commonly, however,

the attacks have been directed against a manner of

viewing the fact, which is demanded neither by the

'letter n°or the spirit of the evangelical narrative. The

Seventy, namely, have been too much regarded as a

fixed number, as a continually active circle of the

Saviour's servants besides the Twelve, and exclusive of

them, and were supposed to have preached the king-

dom of God afterwards also. In this case, it cer-

tainly would have been extremely surprising that

there is no other trace to be found of this circle of

disciples, nay, that even Eusebius was no longer

able [K E. i. 12) to give the catalogue of the names

of these disciples. But on attentive consideration it

Boon appears that the Seventy received no other

commission than at this particular time to prepare for

the coming of the Saviour in some towns and villages,

and that they, after the accomplishment of their

charge, were absorbed in the wider ciicle of His

followers. Thu.s are they a remarkable luminary in

the public life of the Saviour, whose brilliancy, how-

ever, endured only a brief time, and Luke therefore

cannot be justly charged with having here, for the

first time, not " precisely investigated " everything.

That Jesus, besides the Twelve, had yet a wider

circle of disciples, appears also from John vi. 66
;

Acts i. 15-26 ; 1 Cor. xv. 6. But if we had here to

understand an intentional invention, then, without

doubt, many more particulars respecting the great

deeds of these men would have appeared both here

and in the Acts. The number Seventy also occasions

not the least actual difficulty. Perhaps it is an in-

definite round number (comp. Matt, xviii. 22), or

the Saviour may have had His reasons for sending

out neither more nor less than thirty-five pairs of

such ambassadors in different directions. But even

if we assume that we have here a symbolical num-
ber before us, which referred to the elders of Israel

(Exodus xxiv. 9), or to the members of the Sanhe-

drim with the exclusion of their president, or finally

to the seventy heathen nations, according to the an-

cient Israelitish reckoning, the symbolism is not,

therefore, by any means unhistoric (Schwegler).

The number of the apostles also was a symbolical

one, and if we assume that this number Seventy is

to indicate the universal direction of the gospel, it

then becomes doubly intelligible that Luke, the
Paulinist, brings forward this circumstance so dis-

tinctly. Matthew and Mark might the more readily

pass over these, as they had already communicated
more in detail the discourse of the Saviour in the send-

ing out of the Twelve, which in many points coincided

with this one.

Vs. 1. Seventy others.—If this circle existed

only a few days or weeks, it is the less surprising

that it soon became uncertain who had belonged to

it. Fancy had then free play, and very soon men
used this company as a charitable foundation in order

to provide for men who did not belong to the
Twelve, but who were of soi le account [in the

church], such as Mark, Luke, Matthias. (Strauss).

A peculiar list of candidates is found in Sepp, iii. 26,

who here, at the same time, finds prefigured tht

number of the cardinals of the papal see.

And sent them.—The chief purpose of this

sending was not to fashion and train these messen-

gers for a later independent activity (Hase, and

after him Krabbe, who appeals, N. B., for proof of

it to vs. 20), but it was a new attempt, in order to

influence to decision at least a part of the people,

and by word and deed to prepare the coming of the

kingdom of God in the midst of them. " This whole

journey of Jesus was intended, before the departure

of the Lord from His previous theatre >f activity, to

present to the people the last decision, to be every,

where the Messianic entrance, which, in connection

with the final entry into Jerusalem, was to culminate

in the latter." Meyer.

Into every city and place whither He
Himself was about to come.—According to

Lange, Lehen Jem, ii. p. 1057, we are to understand

exclusively towns in Samaria, and to consider this

whole mission as a noble vengeance for His rejection,

Luke ix. 51-56. It is, however, a question whether

the Saviour really had the intention of visiting so

many as thirty-five towns and villages of the Samari-

tans. If we keep in mind the direction of His own
journey, we should undoubtedly rather have to as-

sume that the Seventy preceded Him to Judsea. In

this whole investigation, however, we must not over-

look the fact that it is as yet very much in question

whether Luke communicates this whole sending

forth of the Seventy in its exact historical connec-

tion. The expression puTh ravra, vs. 1, is at least

very indefinite, and since he in vs. 1*7 relates also

the return of these messengers immediately after

their departure, it brings us almost to the conjec-

ture that he here as frequently follows rather the or-

der of subject than that of time. If we are obliged to

assume that our Saviour afterwards actually visited

all the places whither these messengers had gone
before Him, this probably would have happened
shortly after the feast of Tabernacles, John vii. But in

no case are we obliged to conceive the matter as VoN
Ammon, ad he., does, who, from very peculiar sources,

seems to know that the Saviour on this journey sent

forth a great number of His disciples, and selected

them to give special probationary instructions in the

nearest synagogues ! ! Better Riggenbach :
" The

seventy disciples are to be regarded as a net of love

which the Lord threw out in Israel."

Vs. 2. And said As the Seventy are distinct

from the Twelve, so is the instruction which is com-
municated to both distinct. The difference between
the two inauguration addresses is great enough to

refute the conjecture that transferences and transpo-

sitions of single expressions have taken place from one
discourse into the other. It is noticeable how these

admonitions of the Saviour to the Seventy agree
with the precepts which He, according to Luke, ch.

ix. 1-6, gave to the Twelve in sending them forth.

If the Evangelist is not to be charged with vei7 great
inconsistency, we shall be forced to assume that the
words of Jesus on the second occasion were at least

partially the same. But the distmetion comes much
more strongly into view in comparing this with Matt.
X. The gift bestowed on the Twelve of working
miracles is far more extended than that which is here
bestowed in vs. 9 on the Seventy. Of the persecu-
tions which He foretells the Twelve, and of the extra-
ordinary help of the Holy Spirit which He promises
them. Matt. x. 17-24, and of which there was to be
further speech only after the day of Pentecost, th(
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Berenty in entering upon their only momentary and
soon accomplished work, have communicated to them
not a word. The earlier command not to go into a
town of the Samaritans is this time omitted, as the
journey perhaps went through a part of Samaria.
On the other hand, the remarkable injunction given

to the Seventy alone, to salute no man on the way,
appears doubly congruous, as the Saviour sees His
public life hurrying to an end. Such differences are

as far fr»m being unimportant as accidental, but
have sprung rather from the different nature of the
persons and facts. The Twelve had to return upon
the traces of Jesus, in order to gather in the harvest

of that which He had sown. The Seventy must go
before His face, in order to prepare a way for Him.

The harvest truly is great.—According to

Matt. ix. 37, 38, the Saviour uttered this word before

the sending of the Twelve, and it is very possible

that He now repeated it. But if we assume that it

was only spoken once, then undoubtedly its position

in Matthew is the most exact.

Vs. 3. As Lambs.—^According to Matthew x.

16, the Twelve are sent out as irp^^ara. It is un-

doubtedly possible that this distinction is to be ex-

plained merely from a different form of the tradition

(Meyer) ; on the other hand, however, it is quite as

conceivable that the Saviour, for this case, intention-

ally modified the figurative language. But if He did,

it was certainly not to attribute to the Seventy a

lower place than to the Twelve (Euth. and Zigab.),

but " in order this time to lay emphasis on sim-

plicity together with defencelessness (Matthew has

'doves')." Stier.

Vs. 4. Salute no man.—It is well known that

salutations in the Orient were much more essential

than with us, and that, e. g., inferiors remained

standing until their superiors had passed by. Comp.
2 Kings iv. 29. Respecting the different formulas

of salutation among the Jews, see Lishtfoot, ad loc.

Vs. 6. And into whatsoever house.—-The

preliminary investigation enjoined in Matthew, ch. x.

11, is here omitted. From everything it appears

that the Saviour's affairs demanded haste. His

whole instruction may be comprehended in the say-

ing, John xiii. 276.

Vs. 6. A son of peace.—Not pace dignus

(Bengel), but one for whom peace is prepared, be-

cause the needful receptivity for the word of peace

is found in his heart. Upon this one is the saluta-

tion of peace to rest, for peace shall fill his heart,

Phil. iv. 1. In the opposite case it was only an

empty soimd in his ear, and returned without delay

to him from whom it had proceeded.

Vs. 1. And in the same house.—In the one,

that is, where they are received by children of peace.

They must thus avoid even the appearance of seeking

from the inhabitants theirs instead of them, and are

not permitted, therefore, even in a meagre entertain-

ment to fimd any cause of speedy departure. Comp.

Matt. X. 11 ; Luke Lx. 4.

Vs. 9. Heal the sick.—The brevity of this com-

mission in comparison with the detailed instruction

to the Twelve (Matt. x. 8) is not to be overlooked.

It is remarkable, however, that the Seventy, on their

return, speak of no other healing of the sick than

the casting out of the demons. The connection of

healing and preaching here gives the former a sym-

bolical character.

Vs. 11. Even the very dust.—See the remarks

on ch. ix. 6, and Lange on MaUhem x. 14. What
tliere was not yet enjoined on the Twelve is here pre-

scribed to the Seventy : to follow even this last ad
of displeasure with the repetition of the word of love,

that the kingdom of God was come near. But now
no longer :

" To you " (spurious), but quite generally.
" It is and remains true that it is come near, even
though you contemn it."

Vs. 12. I say unto you that it shall be mora
tolerable in that day for Sodom.—Accordmg to
the common conception, the judgment of retribution

has already smitten Sodom and Gomorrah. Accord-
ing to the steady teaching of the New Testament, on
the other hand, this judgment, terrific though it wiiB,

is only a foretaste of that which is to be expected at
the end of days. Comp., for instance, Jude vs. 7.

The terrible judgment, moreover, with which the
Lord here threatens those who reject His servants,
is an unequivocal proof of the high rank which He
ascribes to Ihem, compared with the most eminent
men of God, and indirectly, at the same time, a
striking revelation of His own entirely unique sell-

consciousness.

Vs. 13. Woe unto thee, Chorazin!—Comp..
Matt. xi. 20-24. Here again it is as before ; who-
ever assumes that the Saviour uttered this Woe only
once, will, at the same time, have to concede that it

is commtmicated by Matthew in the most naturid

connection. Luke then introduces this saying on
this occasion apparently because he had just given
the exclamation over Sodom, and also communicates
it with less fulness and particularity. On the other

hand, no one can dispute our right to assume here

too that the judgment of these Galilean towns lay so

heavily on the heart of Jesus that He more than

once uttered forth the exclamation of woe (Meyer).

Something subjectivistio in remarks of this kind is

indeed hardly to be wholly avoided. Respecting the

locality of the here-mentioned places, see Langb on
Matthew, xi. 20-24. It is noticeable, and at the

same time wise, that the Saviour, among the towns
whose judgment He denounces, does not speak ex-

pressly of Nazareth. This might have had the ap-

pearance of a personal revenge.

They would have . . . repented.—" These
words are remarkable inasmuch as the Saviour, even

as respects the past, speaks of nothing as absolute-

ly necessary. He here plainly recognizes the freedom
of self-determination and possibiUty of the contrary

event." Olshausen.—Undoubtedly, there must have
been so many miracles performed as well at Cho-

razin as at Bethsaida, that this judgment was fully

deserved. And yet the Evangelists relate nothing

whatever of them. A proof certainly that they

have been rather frugal than lavish in the writ-

ing of their accounts of miracles. Comp. John xxi.

24, 25.

Vs. 16. Hethathearethyou.—As the Seventy,

although they were not invested with the apostolic

oflSce, nevertheless saw themselves called for a

tune to an apostolic activity so weighty, we cannot

be surprised that the Saviour gives also to them an
assurance similar to that with which He had formerly

sent forth the Twelve, Matt. x. 40.

Vs. 17. Returned again with joy.—Although
it is of course evident that the return of the different

messengers could not have takim place at the same
time, Luke, however, so represents the matter as if

they had simultaneously rendered account to th«

Lord of the result of their journey, and had received

His approbation and indeed His eulogy. Not a soli-

tary trace of the permanent gain which they broughl

to the kingdom of God has been preserved to usj
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yet a single hint ia given of the momentary im-

pression which they elicited.—" Even the de-

mons."—To their eye every other fruit of their

labors recedes before this recollection. If we con-

sider that a command to cast out demons had not

been expres.^ly given them, and that this attempt a

little before had failed even when made by nine

apostles, ch. ix. 37 seq., we can still better under-

stand this joy of the Seventy, and must at the same
time entertain the most favorable ideas of their

courage and of their strength of faith. Their right-

eous joy is in the answer of the Saviour confirmed,

augmented, and sanctified.

Vs. 18. I beheld Satan.—That in this figurative

speech the whole fall of the kingdom of darkness in

and with its personal head is portrayed, can as little

De contested as that here it is a beliolding with the

eye of the spirit that is spoken of. The answer to

the question, when or how long previously the Sa-

viour had seen this spectacle, is determined entirely

by the connection of the discourse. If this saying

stood entirely alone there would not be the least

diffi''.ulty in understanding an earlier period iu the

public life of our Lord (Lange), or even in going

back before His Incarnation (Hofman). In a very

sound sense of the word we may call the whole
inner hie of Jesus a continuous spiritual beholding

of the discomfiture of the kingdom of darkness ; one
which is to be restricted to no particular time. But
when the Saviour utters this word in answer to the

Seventy, He can scarcely mean to say anything else

to them than that they have by no means deceiv-

ed themselves, since He, accompanying them in

spirit, had seen the sudden downfall of Satan, whose
servants the demons were. It is not an isolated

vision which is here spoken of, but a spiritual intui-

tion of the God-man, before whom even the secrets

of the world of spirits are discovered and lie open.

Vs. 19. I have given unto you power.

—

Thus does the Saviour, by a new assurance, aug-

ment the joy which He had just confirmed. Aedaifca^

according to the corrected reading of Tischendorf.

The Preterite is not merely a reminiscence of the

previously given plenitude of power, but also a
confirmation and renewal of the same.—" To tread
on serpents and scorpions."—Undoubtedly here

also similar miracles are indicated to those related

in Mark xvi. 17, 18 ; Acts xxviii. 5 ; Ps, xci. 13,

yet only so far as they were revelations of the
higher spiritual ability which Christ had bestowed
upon them. Not only to shake off poisonous ser-

pents and adders, which, comparable to inter-

twining Ughtning-streams, are types of the fallen

Evil One, but to cast down all might iu the spirit-

ual world which exalted itself in hatred against

Christ—tills was their holy function. Through the

Spirit of truth they had to make subject to them-
selves the spirits of hes ; but in this noble task there
lurks also a dark danger. The Lord knows how the
nets of temptation are first stretched for the favored
among His own, and therefore does He sanctify their

righteous and augmented joy by a word of most ear-

nest warning.

Vs. 20. Notwithstanding, in this r^oice not
. . . are written in heaven.—The word ixaWov
appears here added to the text only to bring more
dearly into view that the Saviour disapproves their joy
at the subjection of the spirits not unconditionally,

but only relatively. This, however, even without
guch an addition, is sufficiently obvious from the
whole spirit and connection of this admonition. The

Saviour wishes them not to rejoice too much owl
anything which they may accomplish for the king

dom of God. For this joy might easily and unoon.

sciously be joined with sehf-seeking and pride, and

besides, would not always dwell in their hearts, an(^

might perhaps be followed by conflict and disap-

pointment ; and it must moreover at last lead then;

to keep their eye directed more without than within

and above. Besides, what any one does is a very

deceiving standard for the judgment of his inner

worth. One may cast out devils and yet himself be

still a child of darkness (Matt. vii. 22) ; therefore

our Lord gives to their joy a better direction. Evea
the greatest talents and gifts cannot be compared with

the prerogative of liim who obtains in heaven a

place of honor.— " That your names."— The
Seventy knew undoubtedly, as we also do, the beauti-

ful figure of the Old Testament which depicts to U3

the Eternal One with a book before His face, wherein
He notes down the names and deeds of His faithful

servants. Exodus xxxii. 32, 33 ; Malachi iii. 16.

Comp. Rev. iii. 6. Our Lord now rejoices them with

the transporting assurance that their names also

shone there, and directs their attention in this way t^

the truth that their own deliverance from the power of
the devil ought to dispose them far more to thankful

joy than their most glorious triumph over his dis-

armed servants. This prerogative should remain to

them even though Satan should again exalt himself,

even though their name should not be renowned
upon earth, even though it should be there forgotten
" Co7itrarium de prfevaricatorihus^ in terra scriben-

tur, Jer. xvu. 13." Bengel. Comp. also Psalm Ixix

28 ; Phil. iv. 3.

Vs. 21. In that hour.—Comp. Matt. xi. 25, 26.

That the here-follomng words of the Saviour are

given by Matthew in a far more significant connection
is admirably proved by Lange, ad he. That, however,
Luke states correctly the definite occasion on which
the Saviour gave utterance to this God-glorifying

declaration, appears not only from the iv mTi} rfi

iiptf, but also from the whole connection, unless one
should also wish to reckon this saying among the bis

repetiia, which undoubtedly has its difficulties if too
often resorted to.

Jesus rejoiced—If from the preceding words,
vs. 20, it might appear as though the Saviour did not
wholly share the transport of His disciples, and
regarded the joy which they reaped iu their work
with less satisfaction than they themselves, we see
here the contrary, and by the one word v-ya.\KidaaTo,
Luke offers to our heart and our imagmation the
most delightful conception : the hour of joy in the
life of Jesus.

That Thou hast hid—That by the wise and
prudent here only fancied wise men, and by the
Wjirioi not ignorant persons in themselves, but simply
childlike souls, are understood, is evident. It is also

evident that as well in the time of the Saviour as in
the following ages, it has been commonly rejected by
the former and received by the latter. But what are
we to understand by this, that God has hidden
these things from the wise and prudent ? To eay
that God has permitted it, but in no wise ordamed it,

is a confession that testifies of perplexity ; wM it

then only permission that God revealed it to the
simple? To maintain that God has arbitrarily so
ordamed it, would sound like a blasphemy of God

;

can God Hhnself l/lmd me, and at the same time
make my bUndness the ground of my condemnation ?

Without doubt we have here to understand a direct
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yet at t)je same time a holy, wise, and loving disposi-

tion of things by the Father, one which is thoroughly
grounded in the nature of things. To the haughty
man it is morally impossible to bow before Christ,

and the connection between his inner corruption and
his great destitution is effected by God Himself. God
has connected the participation in His kingdom with
a condition which lay within the reach even of the

most simple : namely, lowliness and humility if

heart ; wise and prudent men wantonly made them-
selves unreceptive of this blessing, and became in

consequence of this obnoxious to this judgment, that

God hid these things from them. And if our Lord
gives thanks therefor, it is not for this hiding in and
of itself, however deserved it may be, but for this, that

even if these things were hidden to the wise, they at

least did not remain concealed for all. An example
of .similar construction we find, among others, Rom.
vi. 17. This Divine ordinance, by which so many
Stood outside of His kingdom, was at the same time

the source of manifold conflict in His life, and yet

the Saviour is not only perfectly at one with the will

of the Father, but rejoices thereat, and declares: vai, i

var-hp^ K.T.K,—In the idea of a ivhoKia of course

everything arbitrary must be avoided, which really

indeed appears also from what follows, ijxTrpoijSiiv aov.

The counsel of the Father may be sovereign, but

never tyrannical.

Vs. 22. All tilings are delivered to Me by
My Father.—Again, one of those passages where
the Christology of the Synoptics and that of John
surprisingly concur. Comp. John xvii. 2. By the

limitation of the irai-Ta to the teaching of Jesus,

Grotius has prepared the way for the rationalistic in-

terpretation of this saying, an interpretation which

may be named arbitrariuess and superficialness itself.

It appears, moreover, that the most original form of

this saying is found in Matt. ch. xi. 27. Comp.
Lange ad loc. and that the form in Luke : ouSei! yivti-

OKiL, Ti's Eo-Tir b uW! must be considered as an (undoubt-

edly correct) interpretmnentum. The peculiar pheno-

menon that this saying of the Lord is, in the writings

of Justin Martyr, even three times, as also in the Clem-

entines, and in Maroion and TertuUiau, read in exactly

the reverse order :
" No one knows the Father but the

Son," is sufBciently explained by that with which

Irenjeus, adv. Hcer. iv. 14, prefaces the mention of

this deviiitiou: " Si autem, qui peritiores Apostolis

esse voluni, sic scribunt" &c. See Olshausen, " Genu-

ineness of the Four Gospels," p. 295.—" No one
kuoweth."—The Saviour declares therefore that a

man can be guided only by the knowledge of the Son

to that of the Father, but also conversely that a man
can be guided only by the Father to the knowledge of

the Son. And that the complete form of the expres-

Bion would also require the addition, " No one knoweth

the Son but the Father and he to whom the Father

will reveal Him," appears evident from vs. 216, and

from Matt. xvi. 17. Respecting the conception of

Revelation here presented. Dr. Von Bell, Diss. Theol.

de vocihus cpavfpovv et airoKaKvirTeiv, h. B. 1849, p.

61, deserves to be compared. Of the Seventy and

of all who had believed through their word, it could

without doubt be said that the Father had revealed

Himself through the Son in their souls. This whole

expression of the most exalted self-consciousness

might at the same time serve to counteract the scan-

dal which one or another might take at the rejection

of the Gospel by the wise and prudent.

[The exact correspondence, in substance, spirit,

•nd form, o£ this passage, Luke x. 21, 22, and the

parallel passage, Matt. xL 25-27, with the Grospel of

John, has always attracted attention. Yet its iso-

lated character in the two Synoptical Gospels it

equally apparent. It is not in the least discordan

with their contents, and in Luke especially is seen to

be in thorough harmony with the context. Never-
theless, it is in an essentially different vein from the

general tone of our Lord's discourses as given by the

Synoptics. Yet that our Lord only once in Hi
public life broke forth into a distinct declaration of

His inner relation to the Fathi-.r, lo which, neverthe-

less, in the Synoptics, He so frequently alludes, ii

hard to believe. This passage lies embedded in the

Synoptical discourses as a vein of rich ore, which
by a sudden " fault " breaks oif, showing us that a

continuous mass of it exists somewhere, and at the

same time that it is at a considerable remove from
this isolated fragment. This original matrix we find

in the Gospel of John.—C. C. S.J
Vs. 23. Unto His disciples . . . privately.

—Already here and there one {see vs. 25) presses

more closely to the circle of the Seventy who gather

around Jesus and receive His exalted eulogy. The
Saviour unites the highest wisdom with the holiest

transport of soul, and therefore addresses the words
now following to them apart. In Matt. xiii. 16, 17
also this saying is found : yet surely it appears on
this occasion doubly congruous. Whether the Sa-

viour originally named kings or righteous men along

with the prop/lets, is on internal grounds exceed-

ingly difficult, and on external grounds not at all, to

be determined.

Vs. 24. Many prophets and kings.—One of

the sublimest utterances of our Lord which appear
in the Synoptical Gospels. He proclaims Himself as

Him in whom alone not only the expectation of the

earlier time is fulfilled, but in whom also the Oma^
ment and Crown of mankind has appeared. The im-

age of a Da\id and Hezekiah, of an Isaiah and Micah,

rises clearly before His soul, and their inner life stands

before His spirit as a life of expectation, as whose
centre and fulfilment He recognized Himself Over
against all these He looks upon the scanty circle of

His disciples, who are infinitely higher privileged,

and as if He feared even the appearance of self-ex-

altation when He testifies of Himself, He says unto

them in the ear what soon is to be proclaimed upon the

housetops :
" More than Solomon, more than Jonah

is here." At the same time this felicitation for the

Seventy is an indirect admonition not only to look

with continual faith upon Him, but also moreover to

listen to Him with all the devotion of which kings

and prophets would certainly have counted Him
worthy. Doubly fitting is this intimation, since the

messengers now receded again into the circle of His

ordinary hearers, and the placing of such a saying

at the conclusion of the interview with the Seventy

appears therefore on internal grounds exact.

DOCTRINAL AUD ETHICAIi.

1. See Exegetical and Critical remarks.

2. The sending forth of the Seventy is a new revc

lation of the glory of the King of the kingdom of

Heaven. It is a repetition of that which had already

begun in smaller measure in the jounieyings of tho

Twelve through Galilean towns and villages ; an evan

gelization in a field that is yet strange or hostile, a Home
Mission upon a continually enlarging scale. Here also

do the messengers of Chnst go two and two, as it weM
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in remembrance of the word of the Preacher, Eccl. iv.

9, 10. According to the Lord's own word, ts. 18,

their journey at the same time bears the character

of a vigorous assault upon the powers of darkness

;

there is someihing moreover indescribably naive and

touching in the manner in which they reveal their

joy ov^j^r the success of their momentous undertaking.

But especially is this new preaching a powerful voice

awakening for the lost sheep of the house of Israel

come to the Good Shepherd, and the Woe over

towns in which such works were done was certainly

doubly deserved.

3. The image of the genuine mmister of the Gos-

pel is, in the address of the Saviour to the Seventy,

placed rividly before our eyes. The substance of

His preaching is a message of peace, comp. Isa. lii. 7,

which finds echo in the heart of the sou of peace,

and in his heart alone. The demeanor which be-

comes him is meekness, contentment, self-denial, on
the one hand—see as an example of the manner in

which the precepts here given were applied by Paul,

// 1 Cor. ix. 9'; 2 Cor. x. 16 ; Rom. xv. 20—on the other

hand a demeanor of dignity when despised and op-

posed. The authority which is bestowed upon him
is, since he stands in the service of the truth, in a

certain sense like that of the apostles, nay, like that

of the Lord Himself, notwithstanding all other differ-

ences in office and sphere of activity. And his honor,
which is continually unacknowledged by the world,

will be brilliantly estabhshed by Him that hath sent

him, when once the judgment upon the rejector of
the Gospel shall be revealed.

4. The enduring might \ihich the Saviour has be-

stowed on His witnesses in the spiritual sphere is at

the same time an indirect argument against the cor-

rectness of the limited view of those who would re-

strict the gift of miracles almost exclusively to the
circle and the age of the Apostles, instead of behev-
ingly receiving the Saviour's word, John xiv. 12.

Comp. the weighty dissertation of Tholuck upon the

miracles of the Catholic Church, in the first part of
his miscellaneous writings.

5. In the well-known letter of Publius Lentulus
to the Roman Senate, which is alleged to contain a
description of the person of the Saviour, there is

contained among other things the testimony : qui
nunquam visus est ridei-e, flere autem smpius. To
this rigoristic and ascetic view, what Luke here re-

lates of the Saviour's joy of soul is strikingly opposed.
Here at least His countenance is refulgent with in-

most joy. His head He raises triumphantly towards
Heaven, and from His whole being shines forth a
glow of blessedness. The sublimity of this joy we
feel the more, when we compare with it that of the
Seventy. They rejoice in the great things, He in the
good brought to pass ; they have their joy directed
to the outer, Jesus His to the moral, world ; they re-

joice alone in the present, Jesus also in the past and
the future

; they are disposed to self-praise, Jesus to
thankful adoration. Only once besides do we hear
Him with such complete publicity glorify the name
of the Father. It is just before the raising of Lazarus
(John xi. 42), both tunes, therefore, when spiritually
dead awake to higher life. The subject and the
character of His joy is, therefore, a proof of the saying,
John xiv. 9.

6. The utterance, " No one knows the Son save
the Father," is one of the most convincing testimonies
for the true Godhead of Christ. One who was only
a. created spirit or an immaculate man could not
possibly without blasphemy against God testify

this of Himself. If only the Father knows perfcctlj

who the Son is, we must then give up aU hope ofsearch

ing out, on this side of the grave, so much of this depth

that the object of faith shall have become wholly

the object of the Christian Gnosis. Touching the

Almighty, we cannot find Hun out. Job xxxvii. 23,

On the other hand, we must be careful to make a di&

cinction between cognitio vera et adwquc^a, and doubt
ordy of the latter and not of the former. It is there-

fore as over-precipitate as superficial when this saying

of the Saviour has not seldom been used as a catch-

word in order to repress as impossible or unproflt"

able a more than superficial investigation of the

person and work of the Saviour. The saying, " No
one knows the Son but the Father," can at most be a

result but never a hindrance of a renewed Christolog-

ical investigation, and least of all a cloak for indiffer-

entism or ignorantism. The remark of Otto Von
Gerlach on Matt. xi. 27 is well worthy of being com-
pared here.

1. The Gospel stands not below but above the

understanding of the wise and prudent in their own
eyes. One misuses the word of the Lord concerning

babes and the simple if he reads therein an authori-

zation of stupidity and narrowness, and a sentence of

condemnation against science and a true Christian

depth of apprehension. True wisdom, however, can
only be that which is joined with child-like simphcity,

and as true knowledge leads to faith, so can faith

alone bring us to true science. It is, however, no
shame but an honor to the Gospel that it can be
nothing for those who will not learn but judge, will

not humble themselves but bear rule, comp. 1 Cor.

i. and ii.

8. " Rejoice that your names are written in hea-

ven," a dictum probans for the doctrine of the Evan-
gelical Church that a believer even in this life may be
assured of his eternal salvation. When Mohler [the

eminent Roman Cathohc Symbolist] asserts that he
" in the neighborhood of a man who without any re-

striction declared himself sure of his salvation should

be in a high degree uneasy," nay, "that he could not

repel the thought that there was something diabolical

beneath this," he thereby affords us a deep glance into

the comfortlessness of a heart which seeks the ulti-

mate ground of its hope in self-righteousness [as

many Protestants do, who agree with the Roman
Cathohc church in making their own assurance of

salvation depend upon their attainments in holiness,

instead of resting in simple faith in the consciousness
that they have committed themselves to Christ.—0.
C. S.], but he shows at the same time that he has not
comprehended the word of the Lord to the Seventy
in its whole depth. It is well known that this, " Re-
joice that your names are written in heaven," was
the worthy answer of the dying Haller to the frienda

who congratulated him on the honor of a visit in hia

last hours from the Emperor Joseph II.

HOMILETICAL AND PBACTIOAL.

The Saviour's work of love an unwearied and con-
tinual work of love.—The preaching of the word of
the kingdom of Heaven must be continued in ever
increasing measure.—Even yet the Lord often sends
forth His servants two and two.—Value and diflBculty

of collegial relations among the ministers of the Gos-
pel.—The husbandry of God: 1. Great is the harvest
2. few are the laborers ; 3. God alone can restore th«
just i-elation between harvest and laborers. Qoi
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the Lord of the harvest, who 1. Determines the time
of the harvest ; 2. appoints the laborers for the har-
vest; 3. guards the success of the harvest ; 4. deserves
the thank-offering of the harvest.—Prayer to the Lord
of the harvest ; 1. Its contents ; 2. its ground ; 3. its

blessing.—The vocation of the messengers of the
Gospel on its bright and dark side ; 1. Christ Him-
eelf sends them out, but, 2. as lambs in the midst of
wolves.—The Christian freedom from care of those
ho serve the kingdom of Heaven.—The preaching
f the Gospel at the same time a salutation of peace
and a declaration of war.—Only the son of peace
can receive and appropriate the salutation of peace.—The coming of the Gospel into the circle of do-
mestic life.

—" We seek not yours but you."—The
fimdamental features of a future Halieutics and Poi-
menics [or, in other words, of a theory of the two
branches of the minister's work, the conversion of
men as a fisher of souls, and the training of converts
as a shepherd of souls.—C. C. S.] comprised in the
instructions given to the Seventy.—The laborer is

worthy of his hire: 1. However imperfect he be he
certainly deserves it ; 2. however late it may come
he always receives it.

—

'larphs yap avrip ttoWuv avrd-

^Mi (i.\Ku!v.—Even the severest utterance of the re-

jected witnesses of Christ may never bear the char-

acter of a personal vengeance.—Holy wrath and in-

exhaustible love united in the ambassadors of Christ.

—The greater the privileges the greater the responsi-

biUty.—The wrath of the Lamb, Rev. vi. 16.

—

What the desolated cities of antiquity testify to un-
beUeviug posterity.—A future judgment awaits even
sinners already condemned.—Capernaum the image
of unbeheving Christendom : 1. The darkness resting

upon Capernaum ; 2. the light rising upon Caper-

naum ; 3. the enmity reigning in Capernaum ; 4. the

'udgment passed upon Capernaum.—The Saviour re-

gards the cause of His ambassadors as His own.

—

Wlioever rejects the Gospel rejects not man but God.
—Whoever as the servant of Christ seeks not his own
honor, him, sooner or later, shall his Master bring to

honor.

Whoever has gone forth into the service of the

Lord owes Him first of all an account thereof.—Be-

fore the name of Jesus all the powers of darkness

must bow.—Satan's fall: 1. Perceived by Jesus ; 2.

effected by Jesus ; 3. celebrated by Jesus.—The fall-

ing of Satan and the falling of lightning: 1. The height

of both ; 2. the quickness of both ; 3. the depth of

both.
—

"The greatest triumphs over the might of dark-

ness are known to the King alone, not to the servants.

—Jesua, treading on serpents, gives the same power
also to His church, Rom. xvi. 20.—Naught can harm
him who harms not himself—^Dominion over the

frorld of spirits, however desirable it may be, is yet

not the deepest ground for the joy of the disciples of

Jesus.—The highest eulogy :
" Tour names are written

in Heaven:" 1. How it is to be understood ; 2. how-

desirable it is ; 3. how alone it is to be obtained.

—

The certainty of salvation : 1. Its only ground ; 2.

its all-surpassing worth.—Can even a name written

in the book of life be blotted out of it again ? Eev.

iu. 6.

" In the same hour Jesus rejoiced in spirit; " 1.

4n example of the joy which the Lord sometimes ex-

periences upon earth ; 2. an image of thejoy which He
now experiences in Heaven ; 3. a presage of the bless-

edness which He shall hereafter taste when the king-

dom of God shall be fully perfected.—The joy of the

Saviuni' and thejoy ofHis people.—How true Christian

joy elevates itself to praise and flianks.—The sove
reigntyofthe Father ofUght: 1. The Father in Heaven
at the same time Lord of Heaven and earth ; 2. thi,

Lord of Heaven and earth at the same time a heavenly
Father.—The kingdom of God, now as ever, hidden
from the wise and prudent, and revealed unto babes •

1. This is not different, a. in the days of the Saviour.
b. in later ages, c. in our time ; 2. this cannot be dif
ferent, a. objective cause in the nature of the Gospel,
b. subjective in the human heart, c. supernatural in

the counsel of God ; 3. this may not be different, for
even in this way, a. the divinity of the Gospel is con-
firmed, b. the requirements of the Gospel are satisfied,

c. the trial of the Gospel is assured.—God's good
pleasure in concealing and revealing the truth of sal-

vation: 1. An uncensurable, 2. an unalterable, 3.

an adorable good pleasure.—Even though it appear
enigmatical, yet must faith approve the good pleasure
of the Father.—It is possible to be wise and prudent
and at the same time to be a child and simple, 1 Cor.
xiv. 2.—-Not the developed understanding but the
soul longing for salvation is the first point of attach-

ment for the things of the kingdom of God.—The
power bestowed on the Lord Christ by the Father

:

1. An unlimited; 2. a legitimate; 3. a beneficent;

4. an ever-enduring power.—The whole uuique rela-

tion between the Son and the Father: 1, How far it

is the object of our faith : 2. how far it can be the
object of our knowledge.—How: 1. The Sou reveals

to us the Father, but also, 2. the Father reveals to

us the Son.—The relation between the Father and
the Son : 1. The highest mystery ; 2. a revealed mys-
tery ; 3. even after the revelation yet continually a
partially concealed mystery.—The blessed lot of the
sincere disciples of the Lord.—In Christ: 1. The
highest expectation of antiquity fulfilled ; 2. the liigh-

est ideal of mankind realized ; 3. the highest reve-

lation of the Godhead bestowed.—No prophet or
king of the Ancient Covenant so blessed as the heir

of the new.—In order to see that which is highest on
earth, there is no need to be prophet or kmg, but
only a disciple of Jesus.

'

Stakke :

—

Hemngee :—For faithful teachers God
must be entreated.—Faitlifttl laborers in church and
school grow not of themselves, nor are they taken
from the trees ; God gives and sends them.—Those
who are sent of God must possess the quahties of sheep
and lambs, 1 Tim. iii. 3.—OsiANnER:— Preachers

should be content with little, and remain mindful of

this, that the kingdom of God is not meat and drink,

Rom. xiv. 17.—When the common usages of the

country have nothing sinful in them, they are un-

doubtedly by all means to be observed.

—

JS^ova Bibl.

Tub.

:

—Happy are they who are sons of peace, on
whom rests the peace of the children of God, GaL
vi. 1 6.—Woe to the houses where the blessing brought

turns back again.
—" If we have sown spiritual

things for you, is it a great matter if we shall reap

your carnal things ? " 1 Cor. ix. 11.

—

Cramer:—-In
hell there will doubtless be grades of damnation,

Luke xii. 47, 48.

—

Qcesnel :—This is a holy abysg

of the judgment of God, that the Gospel is preached

even to those who reject it, and that it has not been

preached for those who would have repented, Rom.
xi. 33.

—

Nova Bibl. Tub.

:

—By repentance one can

avert from himself temporal and eternal destruction,

1 Kings xxi. 29 ; Jer. xxvi. 3 ; Jon. iii. 10.—Th«
condition of very great exaltation is dangerous, for

it is exposed to very heavy falls, Obadiah iv.

—

Bren-
Tius :—Joy from divine blessings bestowed must

keep within bounds, and lead to the watchword, FsaliB
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cxv. 1.*

—

^Majus :—The holy ministry has the de-

struction of the kingdom of Satan as its design.

Canstein :—That God's children often rejoice more

OTer lesser than greater heavenly benefits is a sign

of their imperfection.—Hedingee :—Not gifts but

faith saves.—In the kingdom of God one has not only

occasion to weep, but also heartily to rejoice over the

goodness of God and the marvellous things which He
does for the children of men.

—

Osiandee :—Not all

the wise are rejected, and not all the simple enlight-

ened ; they who lay off their wisdom and go to Christ

to school shall be instructed unto the kingdom of

Heaven.

—

Canstein :—The natural knowledge of

God is not enough to salvation, else had we needed

no special revelation.

—

Zeisius :—Oh, what an admi-

rable preeminence of the New Testament above the

Old, but also much heavier condemnation of unthank-

fol Christians than of the Jews, Heb. ii. 2.

—

Been-

Tius :—The fathers of the Old Testament were saved

as much by the cross of Jesus Christ as we, only that

for us the hght shines clearer than for them. Acts

XV. 11.

Heubnee :—With Christ man can do more than

he believes ; our faintheartedness is often put to shame.

How many simple missionaries accomplish by faith

what the profoundest theologians without faith would

not lay hand to.—Christ plainly took the kingdom
of evU spirits for something real.—If we are purely

bound to Christ no enemy is dangerous to us.—How
different worldly and heavenly praise.

—

Bengel ;

—

How can one know whether his name is written in

the book of Life ? With this point one must not

[* The German here has Wsung^ which appears to he a
mieprint for " losung."—0 C. S.]

make the beginning of the salutary doctrine, which

first brings forward repentance and faith, but make
a conclusion thereunto, as the epistle of Paul to the

Eomans in particular exhibits. Only look to it that

thou ever hold faithful to the name of the Lord Jesm
Christ, for the rest let Him take care. If thy name
/ippears with renown in human registers, that helps

thee nothing, but hurts thee rather.

—

Schleiek-

maoher :—Rejoice not over what you accompliah

(Sermon 3, page 24), for the reason: 1. That it cannot

be the standard of our own value ; 2. that it conflicts

with love to judge any one according to this ; 3. that

we cannot always hold fast this joy.

Von Gerlach :—There comes the hour of fulfil-

ment of all longings and hopes, as it has come for the

world in Jesus Christ. What the prophets had por-

trayed in individual, ever-clearer traits of His image
in their prophecies, this appeared in Him Himself in

full glory. Thus could no prophet have conceived Him,
and still less have portrayed Him. Although there

is no doctrine of the New Testament, of which the
beginnings were not already to be found in the Old,

although everything concerning Christ has been said,

scattered here and there
;
yet who, before His appear-

ance, could have had even a presentiment of this union

ofthe highest, holiest. Divine majesty and the deepest

lowliness of humility, of the most powerful might
and the fieriest zeal with the stUlest meekness and
patience. Of the inestimable privileges of the true

Christian, the word of Saint Bernard holds good

:

Qtweumque locofuero^
Jesum Tneuin desidero,
Quam Ixtus, quum invenerot
Quam felix, quum ienuerol

C. A School of Love, of Faith, and of Prayer. Ch. X. 25—XI. 13.

1. The Good Samaritan (Ch. X. 25-3'?).

(Yss. 33-27, Gospel for the 13th Sunday after Trinity.)

25 And, behold, a certain lawyer stood up, and tempted him [putting him to the

26 proof], saying, Master [Teaclier], what shall I do to inherit eternal life ? He said unto
27 him. What is written in the law? how readest thou? And he answering said, Thou

shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy
strength, and with all thy mind ; and thy neighbour aa thyself [Deut. vi. 5 ; Lev. xix.

28 18j. And he said unto him. Thou hast answered right: this do, and thou shalt live.

29 But he, willing to justify himself, said unto Jesus, And who is my neighbour?
30 And Jesus answering said, A certain man went down from Jerusalem to Jericho and

fell among thieves [robbers], which stripped him of his raiment, and wounded him and
31 departed, leaving him half dead. And by chance there came down a certain priest that

32 way; and when he saw him, he passed by on the other side. And likewise a Levite
[also], when he was at [having come to] the place, came and looked on him, and [and

33 seeing him] passed by on the other side. But a certain Samaritan, as he journeyed,
3,4 came where he was ; and when he saw him, he had compassion on him. And wen

to him, and bound up his wounds, pouring in [on] oil and wine, and set him on his owi
J5 beast, and brought him to an inn, and took care of him. And on the morrow wlien he

departed,' he took out two pence [denarii], and gave them to the host, and said uuto
him, Take care of him : and whatsoever thou spendest more, [I] when I come again

36 I [oni., I] will repay thee. Which now of these three, thinkest thou, was neighboui
37 unto him that fell among the thieves [robbers] ? And he said, He that shewftd inercT
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[to e\€os, the merciful act] on him.
thoa likewise.

Then [And"] said Jesus unto him, Go, and dc

n, V :~ ^i''^*""' (""^ molestissima, Sohulte). It is possitle that it was omitted in account of the foUowuig e/i/3oiAoi«
(Meyer), but more probable that it is an explicative addition, since the mention of the aipioi' would of itself direct attea
tion 10 the oontmuance of the journey. [Om. B., D., L., Bin. ; Tischendorf, Meyer, Alford retain it.—0. C. S.)

* Vs. 37.

—

lice. : eiirey oiv. The reasons for Bi preponderate.

Vs. 30. From Jerusalem to Jericho.—Ac
cording to Lange, the journeying of the Saviour U
Samaria, and the sending of the Seventy mto the

towns and villages of the Samaritans, had possibly

offended this scribe, and our Lord, by the delinea-

tion here following, wishes indirectly to shame this

narroiv-heartedneas. It may also be conjectured that
our Lord on Hia own journey through Samaria to-

wards Jerusalem was at this very moment on the
way between Jericho and the capital, and bad there-

fore chosen the scene of the parable precisely in
loco. If we now add to this that the village, vs. 38,
was Bethany, whither He must come before He en-

tered the city, we then obtain at least some incep-
tion of the course of this journey of our Saviour.

And fell among robbers.— The wilderness
between Jericho and Jerusalem was known as in-

secure. See JosEPHUS, De Hello Judaieo, iv. 8, 3, and
HiEEONTMUS, ad Jerem. iii. 2. Wholly encircled by
robbers (TT^pifTretrfy), he addresses himself fruitlessly

to defence, and remains lying wounded on the road,

while they, with his garments and the remaining
booty, take themselves oif. Already half dead, he
must infalUbly expire if help does not with all speed
appear for him.

Vs. 31. By chance.—" Multce occadones bona
latent sub iis, quce fortuUa videantur. Set'iptura nit

deseribit temere^ ut fortuitum ; hoc loco opponitur

necessittidini." Bengel.

—

A priest—a Levite.—
It is well known that at Jericho many priests had
their abode, who, when their turn came, discharged

the service of the sanctuary at Jerusalem. Com-
monly they appear to have chosen the longer but
safer road by Bethlehem, so that it was an exception

when they travelled through the wilderness. It here

brings into so much the more striking light their want
of feeling, that the two do not pass on without first

having come nearer and, more or less exactly, taken

note of the state of the case. This inspection, how-
ever, merely persuades them of the greatness of the

danger that awaits them also if they delay even for

an instant, and therefore they make haste to quit the

way of blood as quickly as possible. Neither the

voice of humanity, nor that of nationality, nor that

of religion, speaks so loudly to their heart as the

desire of self-preservation.

Vs. 33. A certain Samaritan, as he jour-
neyed.—From the very choice of this example, it is

evident that the injured man was certainly no hea-

then (Olshausen), but a Jew, in whom, however, his

benefactor views, before all, an unhappy man.—OH
and vrine.—Customary remedies, see Isa. i. 6 and
Wetstein, ad loc.—He had compassion on him.—" Animi motus tincerus prcecedit, quern sequuntur

facta, animo conffruentia." Grotius. Mark the

beautiful climax. First the compassionate heart,

then the helping hand, next the ready foot, finally

the true-hearted charge.

Vs. 35. He took out tw'o denarii.—'Eic^aAici'

" graphic : out of a girdle," Meyer. He leaves the

unhappy man in rest, but takes care also that no
difficulty shall arise to him after his departure on the

score of payment. From his promise to make good

what may be lacking on his return, we may perhapl

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAl,.

Vs. 25. A certain lawyer.— According to
Btrauss we have here only a different tradition of the
occurrence which is related by Matthew, xxii. 3'7-40,

and Mark, xii. 28-34. But whoever compares the two
accounts attentively will probably come with us to

the conclusion, that Luke relates something entirely

different. Although almost superfluous, compare
moreover Lanqe, Leben Jesu, ii. p. 1242.

Putting Him to the proof.—It is as if Luke
would by the very commencement : xal ISoi, draw our
attention to the contrast between the joyful emotions
of the circle of friends which had but just heard from
Jesus' mouth words of approbation and joy, and the

cold stranger who bestirs himself to prepare for the

Master new snares. It is a j/ofii/cdj, who is perhaps
distinguished from the Pharisees in this (comp.

Luke xi. 44, 46), that he, more than these, holds to

the letter of the law of Moses ; but in no case a

Sadducee, or a Herodian, since his highest striv-

ing appears directed towards eternal life. He ap-

pears as an EKireipaftuc, and as this word is always

used in an unfavorable sense, we are at least to as-

sume that he wished to find out whether the Saviour

also would teach anything which was in conflict with

the law of Moses. His question springs therefore

from a very different source from that of the rich

young man. Matt. xix. 16, and without doubt he ex-

pects a very different answer from this one, which, on

the position of the law, was the only possible one.

He is first put to shame by the very fact that the

Saviour gives him to hear nothing strange, but sim-

ply that which was perfectly familiar.

Vs. 21. Thou shalt love.—It speaks perhaps

favorably for this vo^lkos that he does not name one

or several special precepts, but immediately brings

forward the spirit and main substance of the law,

which the Saviour, in a case not wholly dissimilar,

was obliged first to remind the inquirer of, Matt. xxii.

38, 39. So much the sadder was it here that with so

clear a knowledge of the law, there was joined an

utter lack of self-knowledge.

Vs. 29. Willing to justify himself.—Perhaps

the scribe took the reply, "this do," as an indirect

reproach that he, to his own amazement, had not yet

done it, and now apparently his conscience begins to

apeak. But he will justify himself, inasmuch as he

intimates that he, in this respect at least, had already

fulfilled the requirement of the law, unless it were

that Jesus perhaps by the words "thy neighbor"

might have some different meaning from himself.

But better still, we are perhaps to conceive the matter

thus : if the answer was so simple as it appeared to

be from the words of our Saviour, there might un-

doubtedly be need of an excuse that he had ap-

proached Jesus with so trifling a question. He
wishes, therefore, by this more particular statement

to give the Saviour to feel that precisely this is the

great question, namely, whom he is to regard as his

neighbor and whom not ; and as to this, our Lord

now, in the immediately following parable, giver him

% definite exposition.
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draw the inference that the 6bev(jtv expresses not

only the conditio, but also the habitus, of the Sa-

maritan.

Vs. ST. The merciful act, tI iKcoi.—The defi-

nite species of compassion, that is, which was de-

scribed in the parable. It has been often remarlced

that the scribe by this circumlocutory answer wished

to avoid mentioning the name of Samaritan. See,

e. g., Bengel, ad loc. So has Luther also written iu

his Eirchenpostille, ad loc. : " Will not name the Sa-

nai'itan by name, the haughty hypocrite."

DOCTBINAL AJS^D ETHICAL.

1. By the question, "How readest thou?" the

Saviour ascribes to the law absolute authority in

Jhe answer of the question proposed by the scribe.

Here also the same principle as in John x. .S4-36,

and elsewhere. After such declarations from the
Saviour, the answer to the inquiry hardly continues
difficult, what authority must be ascribed to the
Scripture in the decision of the highest question of
life for mankind.

2. The answer given by the scribe stood, at least

as far as concerns Deut. vi. 5, upon the broad phylac-
tery which was worn by the Jews, and so far it may
be said that this toOto ttoici is to be taken as hav-
ing been uttered by Jesus 5eiKTiKS>s. As to the rest,

it need not surprise us that the Saviour here gives
another answer than, e. g., John vi. 29. From the
point of view of the scribe, the requirement of faith,

if made to him would have been unintelligible. It is

moreover literally true, that if any one indeed so
fulfilled the law that his act in God's eyes really bore
the stamp of perfection, he would certainly enter
into life. It is only if the scribe had answered that
it was impossible to him to fulfil the law as God re-

quires on account of his sin and weakness ; it is only
then that he would have been receptive of further
instruction. The Saviour places first precisely the
duty requhed by the law, in its full emphasis, in
order to bring him to a knowledge of himself, and
to give him a dear insight into his own imperfection
in contrast with the supreme ideal. This conversa-
tion is, therefore, a striking proof of the deep didactic
wisdom of the Saviour.

3. The parable of the Good Samaritan is certainly
one of the most beautiful, considered from an iesthet-

ic point of view. The antithesis of the Samaritan
on the one hand, of the Jew, the priest, and the Levite
on the other ; the extended description of his work
of love in its full and entire compass ; the perfect
completion of the picture by the trait at the end,

—

all this contributes to exalt the graphic vigor of the
portraiture. No wonder that this parable has become
one of the most popular, and that it has been serious-
ly inquired whether here also an occurrence from ac-
tual life may not have been related, of which the
Saviour in some way or other had obtained knowl-
edge. This view, however (Grotius a. o.), natural as
It is, appears nevertheless hardly admissible, for the
reason that the Satiour was not wont to bring up
Without necessity, and in their aljsence, the chronique
scandakuse of the priests and Levites.

4. The purpose of the parable would be under-
Btood amiss, if we thought it was intended to serve
directly to commend the duty of love to enemies.
The Saviour does not once say that the object of the
;ove here exhibited was a Jew, but only that it was
a man, and will give th inquirer to feol that the

word " neighbor " must be applied in a far widet

sense than oidy that of Friend, Companion, or CouD-

tryman. It is the more beautiful that the Savioui

makes no other than a Samaritan the type of th€

genuine love of man, if we consider that it was very

shortly before that He had experienced the intole

ranee of the Samaritans in its full strength. Ch,

ix. 51, 56.

5. Here, however, there is a special distinction tc

be made between Christian love of the brethren,

which is commended in John xiii. 34, and the general

love of our neighbor, which is commended in thia

passage. The first has for its object the fellow-

believer, the love of Christ for its standard, and faith

on Him as its condition. The second embraces
all men, loves them as one's self, and is grounded in

the natural relation in which all the sons and daugh-

ters of Adam stand to each other as members of one
great family here on earth. It is not uncommon that

those in the right way, zealous for that which ia

specifically Christian, give themselves less concern
regarding this general human duty. It is, therefore,

well worth the trouble to consider somewhat more
particularly the portrait here drawn by the Lord.
We see then at the same time, also, why this parable
is found in the Pauline and broadly human Gospel
of Luke.

6. The element of the general love of man is

that most pure feeling which does not ask, " Who ia

my neighbor ? " but in every man beholds a brother,

and in the unhappy man first of all (eawXayxvicrdTi).

Its extent, therefore, is entirely unlimited; it does
not ask whether it has to do with a Jew, Samaritan,
or heathen, but only whether it has to do with a
man, as such. Its tokens reveal themselves in un-
restricted helpfulness (oil and wine), self-denial (giv-

ing up of his own beast), heartiness (the commenda-
tion to the host), and continuance (afterwards as well

as now he will pay all). And its reward is, besides
the approving voice of conscience and the involun-
tary praise even of those far differently minded,
above all, the testimony of the Lord, who sets such
a deed of love before others as their example. A
whole chapter of Christian ethics is, therefore, here
written down in a few words.

[6a. There ia one thing to be taken note of in

connection with the parable of the Good Samaritan,
which we are apt to neglect, and thereby to lose

much of its force. We are so much accustomed to
look upon the Good Samaritan as a model of excel-

lence, as to forget that he was a heretic, not in the
Jewish notion merely, but in reality ; and that our
Lord, in His conversation with the Samaritan woman,
John iv. 22, distinctly and severely condemns hia
heresy. This parable, therefore, teaches us not only
that true love to man knows no distinction of na-
tionality or creed, but that this genuine philanthropy
may be exhibited by one involved in grave specula^
tive errors, and neglected by those whose speculative
behef is sound. We have here Heterodoxy with
Humanity, and Orthodoxy without Humanity. Our
Lord has shown elsewhere, abundantly, that He baa
no thought of conniving at Heterodoxy, or of di8«

paraging Orthodoxy. Only, He teaches that Hu
manity is better than Orthodoxy, if only one may b
had, and that Inhumanity is worse than Heterodox;',
if one must be endured.—C. C. S.]

1. If we inquire who has pert'ectly set forth tne
character of the Good Samaritan, and perfectly ai/-

complished his work, then we know of only one^
our Lord. So far we may say that He has depicted th«
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portrait of perfect philanthropy with traits from Hia
own immediate self-consoiousness.

8. What has been hitherto said, already prepares
the way for an answer to the question, how far the
Christian homilete is at liberty to view in the Samari-
tan the image of the Saviour. As is well known,
this was done very early by many of the ancient fa-

thers, and by Luther and Melanchthon, and among
the modems by Stier and others [AUbrd]. This has
been, on the one hand, powerfully defended, and it

has been asserted that if we stop at the common con-

ception, " it is hard to find a Christian theme " in

this whole Pericope (CI. Harms). On the other side,

it has been wholly condemned as pious fantasy, and
certainly not with injustice, if we remember how
every particular of the parable has been expounded
even to trifling, so that, for instance, Jerusalem must
denote Paradise,—Jericho, the world,—the lodging,

the Church,—the two denarii, the two sacraments.

This can only be reconciled when one knows how
to make a distinction between historical exposi-

tion and practical application, of the instruction here

given. From the position of the former it is entirely

inadmissible to say that the Saviour had here the in-

tention to designate Himself as the Redeemer of man
from sin and misery. No, the purpose is no other

than to portray actual love of man in the sphere of

actual life ; this must, therefore, be and remain the

chief point. But if now it is asked, in conclusion, in

whom the ideal of the highest love of man is per-

fectly realized, then it is almost impossible to over-

look here the image of the Saviour, and to pass

over in silence what He, the Heavenly Samaritan,

has become for Humanity sick unto death, already

given up by priest and Levite, &c. For the love of

Christ is not only the type, but is also no less the

most powerful impulse to such an active love of our

neighbor as is here required. A distinguished ex-

ample of the treatment of this parable, in which the

ethical and the Chriatological element alike receive full

consideration, has been given by A. Vinet in the dis-

sertation: Le Samantain, tu his Nouveaux discours

sur quelques svjeia religieux. Thus does this parable

become in a certain sense the sublimest allegory of

Sin on the one hand, and Grace on the other. Comp.

Tholuck, Die walire Weihe des Zweiflers, p. 63, and

Jjisco, ad loc., p. 239. It is, however, self-evident,

that we are not therefore permitted to buUd on indi-

vidual details a doubtful dogmatic view (e. g., Semi-

pelagianism on the expression that the man lay half

dead on the way), and that in a tropical use of it the

great central thought must be adhered to, without

pressing the particulars overstrongly. A certain

spiritual tact will here show the way better than

could be done by definite rules, and this of itself al-

ready introduces the

MOJaHJETICAIi AND PEACTIfJAU

The way to life the highest question of life.

—

lesua the best guide on the way to eternal life.—-A

lUst question proposed from a perverted motive.—Ne-

cessary and unnecessary questions in the sphere of re-

Bgion and of life.—The highest questions of life satis-

factorily resolved in God'a word.—Not " What thinkest

thou ? " but " How readest thou ? "—To the Law and

to the Testimony, Isa. viii. 20.—The requirement of

love to God : 1. The extent, 2. the justice, 3. the

revard of this requirement.—Whoever actually ful-

filled God's commandment, would actually also live.—Hopeless eftbrts to justify one's self against the
Lord.—The question: "Who is my neighbor ?" 1

Its high moment ; 2. its only answer ; 3. its manifold
application.—A man plunged by men into wretched
ness.—Stand we not every hour injeopardy? 1 Cor.xv.
30.—The value of apparently fortuitous occurrences.—A priest without love.—The might of selfishness

:

it is stronger than the voice a. of humanity, 6. of
patriotism, c. of religion.—Faithful Samaritan service.—There is more evil, but also more good than W6
know.—The attentive look, the compassionate heart,
the helpful hand, the willing foot, the open purse.

—

Service of love ; 1. Willingly begun, 2. unweariedly
continued, 8. never completed.—The debt of love,

Horn. xiii. 8 : 1. A measureless debt, 2. an undeniable
debt, 3. a blessed debt.—True love gives not only
its own, but itself wholly.—Love not in word, neither
in tongue, but in deed and in truth, 1 John iii. 18.

—

True love of our neighbor : 1. Its motive ; 2. its charac-
ter: open-handednesa, seU-denial, heartiness, stead-

faatneas ; 3. its reward.—The Good Samaritan service
of the disciples of the Saviour.—The Good Samar
ritan the image of the Saviour.—How He, the Sa-
viour of sinners, stiU, 1. Lights upon the same misery,
2. expresses the same compassion ; 3. prepares the
same redemption ; 4. demands the same temper of
mind as is set forth in thia parable.—Who, then, is

our neighbor?—Not knowing, but doing, the first

requirement of the Lord.—As this scribe, so are,

sooner or later, all put to shame who will take Jesus
in their snares.

Staeee :—As the question, so the answer.

—

Cra-
mer :—The law aims high and demands the whole
heart, &c.

—

Quesnel :—Piety consists not in having,

but in doing.

—

Mova Bibl. Tub. .'—Oh ! the shameful
priests, who pass by the poor.—Ecclesiaatics that

have not the Spirit, are bare, fruitless trees, Judges
ix. 14.—T"ue love takes on itself with much danger
the necesSkV of the saints.— Compassion has so

bright a brillitmcy tliat it shines even in the eyes of

enemies.

—

Majus :—No one must be ashamed to fol-

low even simple and mean people in good.—Lisco

:

—Christian love of our neighbor should be: 1. Uni-

versal ; 2. self-sacrificing.—The active compassion of

the citizens of the kingdom : 1. Its sphere of activity

;

2. its nature ; 3. its portion.

—

Heubner :—Man does

not lack so much the knowledge of his duty as the

will for it.—How little is close contact with, and ad-

ministration of, that which is holy often wont to sanc-

tify the heart. How deep has the priesthood often

sunk !

—

How often have the followers of the true re-

hgion been excelled by professors of false religions I

—Love seeks, where its means are not sufScieut, to

win others also to its ends.

On the Pericope

:

— Heubner :—How Jesus de-

mands true love of man: 1. By His example; 2. by
the most perfect doctrine.—The peculiarity of Chris-

tian love of our neighbor : 1. Sources, 2. manifesta-

tions.—The double eye of the Christian : 1. The eye

of faith, vss. 23, 24 ; 2. the eye of love, vss. 25-36.

The Christian is not to be one-eyed.—Love, the true

proof of faith.— Palmer :—How love agam make»
good what sin has ruined.—FuOHS :—Who is counte

blessed by the Lord, is truly blessed.

—

Schdltz:—
How we in this world can become partakers of eter-

nal life : 1 . If we see that which Christ has revealed, i

vss. 23, 24 ; 2. if we so love as Christ requires, vss,

25-35 ; 3. if we so work as Christ has enjoined, vss.

36, 3*7.—Happy he, 1. Who is a Samaritan ; 2. happy

he who finds one 1

—

Von Harless :—Good Samaritas
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love: 1. Whom it profits ; 2. how it manifests itself;

3. whence it comes.— Florey :—The glory of true

love : 1. It inquires not, vss. 25, 29 ; 2. it hesitates

uot, vs. 33 ; 3. it is not afraid ; 4. it tarries not, vs.

84 ; 6. it willingly sacrifices, and leaves nothing on-

fiuished, vs. 35.— F. Abvdt :—Active, hcipful lora

—Bhek :—How wii without the Lord Jesus nowhere

but with Him everywhere, may see our way.

The Pericope is admirably adapted for missionaxj

sermons also.

2. Mary and Martha (Vss. 38-42).

33 Now it came to pass, as they went [were journeying], that he entered into a certain

39 village: and a certain woman named llartha received him into her house. And she

40 had a sister called Mary, which also sat at Jesus' feet, and heard his word. But Martha

was cumbered about much serving, and carae to him, and said, Lord, dost thou not earn

41 that my sister hath left me to serve alone? bid her therefore that she help me. And
[But] Jesus [the Lord

'J
answered and said unto her, Martha, Martha, thou art careful and

42 troubled [or, anxious and perplexed] about many things : But one thing is needful ;

' and

Mary hath chosen tliat good part, which shall not be taken away from her.

^ Vs. 41.—The reading 6 Kiiptos has not only the authority of B., L., [Cod. Sin.,] in its favor, but also the connection*

and the usus loquendi of Luke in many other passages. [Sec. supported by Lachmann, Tregelles, Alford. The other by
Tischendorf.—C. C. S.]

' Vs. 42.—"The reading oKiyiov Se eo-rir xfi"« 1 '"os (B., C.>, L., 1, 33, Oopt., iEth., some fathers, [Cod. Sin.,] haa

arisen out of understanding the answer as referring to a dish " [! 1 1].

Into her house.—The care of the entertain,

ment appears to have been assumed by Martha,

perhaps tlie elder of the two sisters, while it is

wholly unproved that she was a widow (Grotius), and
had been formerly married to Simon the leper

(Paulus). That Jesus now appeared for the first

time in this family, and that therefore the lovely

beginning of the friendship of the Saviour with this

domestic circle is portrayed, Luke does not tell ue.

So active a hostess, so deeply interested a friend, as

Martha, would certainly have received Him as joy-

fully, even if His arrival had no longer had the sur-

prise of novelty. In hearty and affectionate zeal, the

best that the house can afford is brought forth in

order right worthily to receive the beloved Guest.

Martha knows not how to make her entertainment

choice enough ; she lacks hands for it; she wants to

give the meal a thoroughly festal air. Is it a won-
der that she took offence at Mary's inactivity ?

Vs. 39. Mary ... at Jesus' feet There is not

yet a reference to reclining at table (Paulus and Von
Ammon), for the meal is not yet prepared, but a
sitting like that of the disciples at the feet of the
Master, as Paul afterwards—[Was it uot at this very
time?—C. C. S.]—sat at the feet of GamaUel. In
John xi. 20 also, Mary is represented as seated, in

contrast with the unquiet, busy Martha.
Vs. 40. Lord, dost Thou not care.—What is

censurable in Martha's behavior consists especially

in this, that she, in a difference with her sister, seeks
to win tlie Saviour as her confederate.—Hath left

me to serve alone, KaTe\nrsv.—Perhaps Mary
had at the beginiiiiig, before the Saviour's arrival,

also assisted in the domestic labors, but soon after*

wards had seen that she could now use the preciou*
time more profitably, aud therefore left her sifter.

Martha demands that the Saviour shall send Warj
back again to her post, which she has left too eariy,

since she can no longer be spared there.

Vs. 41. Martha, Martha.—"Jesus' reply is not
to be taken in the earnest tone of preaching, but in
the half jest [a hardly appropriate term.—t!. 0, S.

of friendly humanity." The double utterance of

EXEQETICAL AJUD CEITICAl.

Vs. 38. Now it came to pass.—In view ot

the indeSniteness of this beginning, there is as little

reason for the assertion that this event took place

immediately after the discourse with the scribe as

for assuming that it did not take place for some
time after. Here ulso it appears plainly enough that

Luke does not arrange the event with a strict chro-

nology.

Into a certain village If we assume that all

related by Luke from chap. ix. 51 to xix. 27, occurred
during one and that the last journey to Jerusalem,

then unquestionably there is room for doubt whether

the here-named K<ifxi) is Bethany, and we must rather

suppose (Meyer) that Luke speaks here of one of the

villages of Galilee. But we know not what should

hinder us from distributing the historical matter of

this narrative of travel between two or three jour-

neys to feasts, so that the present one should be
about to end very soon with the feast of Tabernacles,
which was near at hand, John vii. And if this is so,

we can then very well imagine that the Saviour had
now behind Him the boundary between Samaria
and Judaja, and had tarried yet a day at Beth-
any before He went up ir ip /cpuirTiji to the feaat,

John vii. 10. So taken, therefore, Luke transports
us on to the same ground which we, guided by John
in his 11th chapter, afterwards tread, and it at once
appears that the brief portraiture of character in the
text is an indirect, psychological, but powerful argu-
ment for the truth of the Johanneau representation.
This proof is by no means weakened by the fact that
Luke makes no mention whatever ofLazarus (Strauss),

for having in view only the difference between the two
sisters, he had not the least occasion to speak of the
brother also. It still remains remarkable that Luke
describes the character of Martha and Mary wholly in

the same manner as John ; nor is it at all proved
that Lazarus inhabited the same house with his sis-

ters. As to the locality of Bethany itself, comp.
W:yER m voce.
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the name, as also afterwards, "Simon, Simon,"
"Saul, Saul," is, however, meant to express the
quiet dissatisfaction of the Saviour, not so much with
the act as rather with the disposition and temper of

Martha.—About many things.—It is not at all

necessary to insert here any word having reference

to food or to the meal.

Ts. 42. But one thing is needful, kvhs 5c 4<rTi

Xpfia.—The explanations of this expression would
have been far less divergent if the distinct Laquiry

had been proposed : Needful—for what ? The an-

swer can, according to the connection, only be this

:

" To receive the Lord aright ;" for this was after

all the main thing in Martha's feelings, and even

Mary also, little occupied as she appeared, must have
been anything but indifferent. But for that, said

Jie Saviour, "Not much," but "one thing is need-

fuL"—All explanations must be rejected which by the

iv6s will have us understand only one dish, or any-

thing else than that which the Saviour Himself, a mo-
ment afterwards, names the good part, kot' i^oxvf-

The eV 18 plainly= ^ 1x7067) i^tpU. And what, accord-

ing to that, is the one thing that is needful in order

rightly to receive the Saviour? The disposition

which Mary was manifesting at this moment, the

sitting at the feet of Jesus, the receptivity for hear-

ing and laying up the words of eternal Ufe. Where
Jesus comes. He comes to give, and where, there-

fore, there is a receptivity of faith for the spiritual

good which He bestows, there is He at the same

time received according to His own wUl, in the best

manner. The Saviour does not say that Martha was

whoUy lacking in this disposition ; she also was a dis-

ciple and friend ; but He gives her to feel that she

might incur the danger, amid all the bustle and

tumult of Ufe, of losing this temper of mind. In

contrast with this stands the prerogative of Mary,

whose part shall not be taken away from her. Her

Bister is not to call it in question, and if she remains

of the same mind, as now, her good part wiU also

remain for her an imperishable one. "By r/Tii,

which does not= ij, what follows is marked as be-

longing to the essence of the 070^7; ixepis, qulppe

quoe." Meyer.

One must certainly view this narrative with very

singular eyes, ifhe is disposed, with Schweglee, Nach-

apost ZeitaUer, ii. p. 52, to remark here an empha-

sized contrast between the Jewish and the PauMne

Christianity, which are here, accordhig to bun, both

presented, and of which, according to this, the latter

was praised by Jesus. If the little narrative had

been invented with such an mtention, then without

doubt the censure which Martha has to hear, would

have turned out much stronger. For such an arbi-

trary fancy, we can merely give our opponent a

" Duly received." Tholuck.

DOCTEINAl AND ETHICAL.

1. It is a view as incorrect as superficial to wish

to regard Martha as the type of an earthly-minded

woman, and Mary as the type of a heavenly-minded

disciple of the Saviour. It is, therefore, also amiss

to understand by that one thing which is needful,

the care for eternal things in an entirely general

sense, as if this was to be found in Mary alone, and

was wholly neglected by Martha. Both—this must

always be first held fast—are friends and disciples of

Christ, whose heartfelt pleasure it is to serve Him

12

according to their best ability, only that in relation

to the manner how this must be done, each has her
own idea. Martha is of the opinion that the Saviour
would be best served by a carefully prepared ente»
tainmeut ; Mary, longing for salvation, hears th«
words of His mouth. With Martha the pleasure of
giving Him much is preeminent; Mary feels th«
necessity of receiving much. With Martha, produo-
tivity, with Mary, receptivity, stands in the fore-

ground. Martha is the Peter, Mary the John, amoi'^
the female disciples of Christ. Both have, therefops,

their peculiar calling and special Charisma. In Ma^
tha, the fact is not in itself censured that she will

approve her love by a carefully prepared entertain-

ment, if she only take care that the higher things also

do not take harm by this. What is amiss in her con-

sists rather in this, that she demands that Mary siiall

become like her, instead of recognizing that her sister

in a certain relation is right, nay more, is in the

enjoyment of a stiU higher privilege ; for with all her
attachment to the S.aviour, Mnvtha yet lacks that

composed calmness of soul which can alone make
her receptive for intimate and abiding communion
with Jesus, which hitherto had only become Maiy'a

inestimable portion.

2. Martha is not the type of earthly-mii.ded

friends of the world, but the type of numerous Chris-

tians, who work restlessly for the cause of the Saviour

and their own salvation, but forget the personal

possession and enjoyment of Christ for and in them-

selves. Mary stands before us, on the other hand, as

a lovely symbol of those blessed ones who have found

rest with Him, and therein possess as well the ground
of the highest blessedness, as also the activity most
pleasing to Him. Tlie heart of the former is often

as a sea which the storms have too greatly agi-

tated for it to be able clearly to reflect the imaga

of the Sun, while with the second the light of heaven

shines upon a still, clear, watery mirror. Here also

does Tersteegen's word hold good :
" Thou must not

bind thyself so much to form and manner. One is

not continually seeking God. One must forsooth

also find Him. Whoever is not in the search, ha

runs and works much ; who hath found Him, enjoys

and works quietly." [i)« musst dieh nicht so sehr

an Form und Weisen binden. Man sucliet Gnlt nichi

stets, man musx ihn ja auch finden. Wer noch im

Suchen ist, der lauft und wirket viel. Wer ihn gefvM-

den hat, geniesxt und wirket still] The first character

predominates in the Roman Catholic, the other in the

Evangehcal, Church. In its degeneracy, the Martha

character becomes proud work-hohness, the Mary

nature, on the other hand, slothful quietism. But

if they are sanctified by faith both have their right

;

although without doubt the latter stands higher, yet

both have in the kingdom of God their value, and

may develop themselves independently beside each

other, without any necessity that the one individuality

should be suppressed or absorbed by the other. Tha

more intimately the zealous Martha's hand is united

with the composed, quiet Mary's heart, so much tha

nearer does one come to the ideal of a harmonioiu

Christian life.

3. Mary also would have something one-sided, if

she regarded every work of Martha without restrio

tion as below her dignity. The two sides of character

represented by the two, activity and passivity, direc'ion

towards the external and towards the internal, the

practical and the more contemplative temper, spon-

taneity and receptivity, love and faith, unweaiied

activity and unmovable rest, we find them in the
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most perfect manner united in the perfect Son of

Man, the GoD-man.

HOMILETIOAIi AND PEAOTICAl.

Jesus the beat friend of the family : 1. He height-

ens its joy ; 2. He softens its sorrow ; 3. He sanctifies

the duty of the calling; 4. He strengthens its union
;

C. He conducts towards the most exalted destmy m
the domertic life of His people.—The right receiving

of the Saviour.—The true service of the Lord consists

in this, that we allow ourselves to be served by Him.

—Mary and Martha, two grand forms of the Christian

life, in their different relation to Him.—Great differ-

ence of character often with unity of principle and

endeavor.

—

A'on multa sed multum.—.Much is not

enough, but enough is much.—How sad it is when

Christians reciprocally accuse each other instead of

being helpers of their mutual joy.—How the Saviour,

1. Compassionately hears ; 2. seriously an.^ivers the

complaints of Hi.^ people ; 8. makes them service-

able for their own amendment.—One thing is need-

ful : 1. In order rightly to employ the tune of hfe;

2. in order rightly to enjoy the joy of life ; 3. in order

rightly to endure the burdens of life ; 4. in order

tightly to await the end of hfe.—The good part:

1. Which cannot, 2. may not, 3. will not be taken

away.—Jesus the defender of His misunderstood

friends.

Starke :—J. Hall :—The female sex also does

Christ esteem, and He will gladly enter into the

house of their heart if they will only receive Him.

—

Blessed is the family when all with one accord arc

knit together in entertaining the Lo'd Chriet.^

Christians must be hospitable, Heb. xiii. 2.

—

Majub ,

—A soul eager to learn the heavenly truth must

have rest from earthly business and be humble,

especially if it will learn.

—

Langii Op.:—^If oui

mode of life brings much distraction with it, we havt

the more cause often to collect ourselves therefrom,

in order to enter into a Sabbalismum sacrum, into

secret converse with God.

Heubnee :—Two different kinds of love towards

Jesus, a more natural and a more holy one.—The
preeminence of the vUa contemplativa above the

activa.—How many learned, subtle theologians arf

like Martha—take care and trouble for the meres-

trifles, while the substance escapes their attention.—

DEiESEKE: a Sermon, 1824. Jesus and the Sisters of

Bethany (one-sided apology for Martha).

—

Theremin :

—The brother and sisters whom Jesus loved.

—

SoiiMiDi:—One thing is needful: 1. What the many
things are, about which man strives in vain ; 2. what

the one thing is which is needful, and how with

this one thing all things fall to our lot.—J.

Mullek:—The true relation to our earthly occur

pations of the care for celestial things.

—

Arndt:
—Jesus the family friend without compare, because

He, 1. feels Hhnself happy in this domestic circle;

2. makes it happy.

—

Geeok :—The good part which,

our Evangelical Church has chosen.—Comp. also the

beautiful hymn Mins ist Noth, ach Herr dies eine,

and the Essay of F. W. Krummacher upon Mary
and Martha, in Piper's Evang. Kalender, 1861, p.

14: seq.

3. Lord, Teach us to Pray (Ch. XI. 1-13).

(In part parallel to Matt. vi. ^13 ; vii 7-11.)

1 And it came to pass, that, as he was praying in a certain place, when he ceased,

one of his disciples said unto him. Lord, teach us to pray, as John also taught his dis-

2 ciples. And he said unto them. When ye pray, say, Our [om., Our'] Father vfhich

art in heaven [om., which art in heaven]. Hallowed be thy name. Thy kingdom come.

3 Thy will be done, as in heaven, so in earth [omit this sentence^]. Give us day by day

4 our daily bread. And forgive us our sins ; for we [ourselves, avToX\ also forgive every

one that is indebted to us. And lead us not into temptation
;
but deliver us from evil

5 [omit this clause'].—And he said unto them. Which of you shall have a friend, and

6 shall go unto him at midnight, and say unto him, Friend, lend me three loaves ; For a

friend of mine in his journey [from a journey, transf after is come] is come to me, and

7 I have nothing to set before him ? And he from within shall answer and say, Trouble

me not: the door is now shut, and my children are with me in bed; I cannot rise and

8 give thee.* I say unto you, Though he will not rise and give him, because he is his

friend, yet because of his importunity [lit., shamelessness, di/atSaav] he will rise and
9 give him as many [/oai;es] as he needeth. And I say unto you, Ask, and it shall be

10 given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be opened unto you. For
every one that asketh receiveth ; and he that seeketh findeth ; and to him that knock-

1

1

eth it shall be opened. If a son shall ask bread of any of you that is a father, will he
12 give him a stone? or if he ask a fish, will he for a fish give him a serpent? Or if he
13 shall ask an egg, will he offer him a scorpion? If ye then, being evil, know how to

give good gifts unto your children; how much more shall your heavenly Father gi've'

the Holy Spirit to them that ask him ?

1 Vs. 2.

—

Rec. : HaTep rj fjLoiv o ev Tots ovpavolt. ['H^uy o e^ Tois oupat'ois omitted tiy Tisoliendorf, Meyer, Bleek.
Tw^elles, Alford, as lormerly by Mill, Bengel, Wetstein, &c. ; supported by B., Cod. Sin. (and L. aiter qfiwi'), sevora
wisives, the Vii'.gate, some MSS. of the Itsila, and Origen once.—0. 0. S.i
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(» Vs. 2.—The same critics approve this omission, supported by B., L. (Cod. Sin. inserts the sentence), 2 cursives, eii
me manuscripts of livke compared hy Origen, the Yulgate, the Armenian version, the Corheian Itala, and Tertollianj
Jerome, and Augustine. Lachmann, who otherwise has the Eeceived Text, hrackets the words m ev oipavu (lal ijti y^s.
.—C. C. S.]

* Vs. 4.

—

Sec. : dAAa pptrat ijfias aiTo Tov TTovjjpov. All three additions are, as it appears, taken from the perfect redac-
tion of the Lord's Prayer in Matthew, while there are no arguments of sufBcient weight to estahlish their genuineness a
Luke. Kesptcting the state of the question, see Tischendorp ad locum. [The same critics support this omission wka
approve the two former ones. It has also the authority of B., L., 10 cursives, Vulgate, Coptic, and Armenian versions,
lertuUi m or Maroion, Jerome, Augustine. It is easy to seo how, it these clauses were originally wanting in L\ike, they
might have been supplied afterwards from Matthew, to reduce to uniformity the two forms of the Lord's Prayer, but if
they had been original with Luke, no motive could be assigned for their omission. According to the overwhelming weigh
of critical opinion, therefore, the Lord's Prayer, as given in Luke, should read thus : Father, Hallowed be Thy name. : Th%
leitigdam come: Give us day by day our daily bread: And forgive us our sins, far we also forgive every one that ii I'm
deblsd to us : And lead us not into temptaiion.—C. C. S.]

[< Vs. 7.—Van Oosterzee renders this verse as a question : " Would he then!" &c., in which, however, he is not sup.
ported by critical authority. The sentence, as Meyer remarks, begins as if to end thus: Would he not he answi^red:
Trouble me notf &o. Nevertheless, I say, &o., but the length of the intervening sentence interrupts the construction —C.
C. ft.]

[* Vs. 13.—^"O IlaTTjp 6 l^Qvpavov Siaaei. The language of this passage is very closely moulded on that of Matthew
and, as Bleek remarks, 6 ef oitpavov Swiret is to be regarded as a contraction of 6 ev ovpavi^ 6i6cret e( ovpavov.—C. C. S.]

Thy name . . . Thy kingdom.

—

See Langi
on Matt. vi. 9.

Vs. 3. Our daily bread.

—

"Eirtoiatos ia that

which we need for our outr.'a, our existence, and
therefore not daily bread, for this is ah?eady implied

in the c-h^iepov of Matthew, as also in the Kokr' imepav
of Luke ; and tautologies in such a prayer ought cer-

tainly not to be presupposed ; but it signifies, sufficient

bread for the sustenance of our life, panis mjjicwns.

The most one-sided spiritualism alone can take offence

that here at least one prayer ascends for temporal

necessities. Jesus designed His precept not for angcla

but for men, and were the view of Stier and others

true, that here we are to understand spiritual bread

aho, it might then be doubted whether in this case a

limiting aiiixepov would stand with it. The Jews, at

least, had scarcely heard of heavenly bread when they

immediately pray :
" Lord, evermore give us this

bread," John vi. 34.—The precept, Matt. vi. 34, is

alone applicable to temporal but not to eternal

affairs, and this whole petition contains, even when it

is exclusively used of earthly necessities, a striking

reminder of the saying, Matt. vi. 33. Other views

see given in Lanoe, ad loc.

The words which according to Gregory of Nysea

(vs. 2) must have been read instead of the iXSiiru f/

^ua: aov, namely, eK^^Tui rb ayiof 7rz/e?^a aov itp'

rit^m Kill KoSsapwara -^fiSs, appear to be nothing more
than an old gloss arising from vs. 13. The external

authority of this reading is at least too insignificant

to allow it to be regarded with Volkman, Hilgenfeld,

Zeller, as the original.

Vs. 4. For we ourselves also forgive—In

Matthew cos. By no means is the wUlingness of the

suppliant a ground upon which God can bestow

on him forgiveness, but rather a subjective condi-

tion without which he has no boldness to entreat

the forgiveness of his own sins. Comp. 1 John iv.

18, 19.

Lead us not into temptation.—As the prayer

for daily bread raises us above care for to-day, and

the prayer for the forgiveness of sins is meant to

quiet us concerning the past, so is the prayer against

temptation a weapon for the uncertain fuiwe. The

sense of the difiicult expression can only be deter-

mined ex opposite in Matthew : aA.\a jiSa-ai, k.t.K.

We pray, therefore, that God would not lead U8 into

such temptation as would certainly occasion us to

fall under the might of evil, as it is that from which

we wish to be redeemed. God leads us into such

EXEGETICAL AND CEITICAL.

Vs. 1. In a certain place.—The place is not
more particularly designated by Luke, but if we may
allow play to conjecture, the school of prayer was
opened in the neighborhood of the same place in

which the school of faith had lately been opened,

namely, Bethany; for Luke attaches this account

immediately to the domestic scene in the house of

Mary and Martha, and since from other pass^es it is

known that the Saviour was especially accustomed

to pray on the summits of mountains, we are almost

spontaneously brought to think here of the Mount
of Olives, the subsequent theatre of His conflict and

of His coronation (comp. ch. xxi. 37). That the

historical trait, Luke xi. 1, has been invented by the

Evangelists merely in order to find a suitable occa-

sion for the communication of the Lord's Prayer

(Strauss), is an unsupported conjecture. Do we not

know from other passages that our Saviour was often

accustomed to seclude Himself for soUtary prayer,

that John had actually taught his disciples to pray

(Luke v. 33), and that some of these disciples had

passed over to Jesus, and might yet very well re-

member this fact ?

Vs. 2. Father.—First of all the question is whe-

ther the Saviour gave the precept of the most perfect

prayer twice or only once. From internal grounds,

the latter appears to us more probable, and we there-

fore believe that not Matthew but Luke has com-

municated the same in its original historical connec-

tion. If the Saviour had already communicated the

Lord's Prayer in the Sermon on the Mount to His

auditors as a model of prayer. He would then have

hardly omitted, at the question, " Teach us to pray,"

to have referred them to His former instruction. At

the .same time it appears to us less congruous that

the Saviour should for the first time have uttered

this precept as a portion of a longer discourse

before thousands of hearers; far more probable

is it that it was first imparted to a smaller cir-

cle of disciples on a different occasion, and from this

centre was more generally diffiised. The view (Stier,

Tholuck) that what was uttered in the Sermon on

the Mount was not till afterwards given as a fixed

precept, ia a way of relieving the difficulty that testi-

fies of perplexity. The words in Matthew, oStois oSj/

wpoa-eix- "f ^'^i certainly do not properly convey any

other sense than the commencement here in Luke,

HTav Tpooeix. Ki-y^TC, k.t.K. Matthew does not

i^ve the Iiord's Prayer in the Sermon on the Mount

because it was there for the first time uttered, but be-

cause the preceding instruction of our Lord respecting

prayer in secret offerea ^lim a fir.'ng occasion for it.

temptation when He gives ua over to the evil desire!

of our heart. (See e. g. 2 Samuel xxiv. 1.) " Th«

temptation is here the more critical probation occa-

sioned by the previously-named guilt, and the ' Lead

ua not into it' the consequence of the 'Forg've ug.
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Let us not experience the consequences of our guilt

In intenser piobationary trials." Lange.

As respects, moreover, this precept in general,

nothing hinders us from complementing the imper-

fect account of Luke from that of Matthew ; and if

we do this we obtain six—or according to the more

apparently correct enumeration, seven—petitions, in

which all is expressed which the disciple of the Sa-

viour has to pray for, as well for the glory of God
as also for the advancement of his own temporal and

spiritual well-being. " All the tones of the human
breast which go from earth to heaven sound here in

their key-notes." Stier. Although it cannot be

that the Saviour meant to estabhsh here a formula

that was to be repeated every time ad liieram, He
however answers here the question of His disciples,

vs. 1, in so far as He plainly shows them what and

how they must p^ay. With the exception of one pe-

tition—the fifth^^the Lord's Prayer expresses all that

the Saviour in the days of His flesh could beg from

the Father, and also all which according to His will

His own should entreat for themselves in His name. As
respects, 1. the contents of the prayer, He teaches

them a. to pray as well for temporal as also for

Bpiritual necessities, but, b. still more for spiritual

than for temporal: one petition is only for daily

bread ; five, on the other band, are devoted to higher

concerns; c. that the glorifying of the name of God
must stand yet more in the foreground than the ful-

filment of our necessities : we first hear a threefold

T!iy before we hear a threefold us. And as respects

2. our frame of mind in this prayer, the Saviour

here teaches us to pray, a. in deep reverence, b. in

child-like confidence, c. in a spirit of love for others.

As respects the value of this precept, the singular

fancy of Herder in his explications of the New Tes-

tament, that the Fater Noster could be derived from
an oriental source, from the Zend Avesia, has been
weighed by later science and found wanting, and
even so does the assurance of Wetstein: 'Hi.ta hac
oraiio ex formulis Hcbraicis concinnata est^''^ at all

events afiirm too much. For the fourth and fifth

petitions there are no parallels whatever extant;

"or the third and sixth only imperfect ones. For the
first two there are the most, yet by no means
literal ones ; and here also, with reference to the
Saviour, we are not to overlook the truth: "Even
when the populai' culture offered Him what was noble
and true, it worked ever only as a stimulus for His
own inner development, and even that whi<'h He has
received He reproduces renovated from His creative
power of life." Olshausen. In no case can this

partial agreement with others take from this model
anything of its high worth. Not so much in par-
ticular expressions, as rather in the tenor and spirit,

in the arrangement and climax of the whole, lies its

peculiar worth, and those who can assert of the
Paier Noster that it is only a joining together of Rab-
binic expressions, might assure us with the same
right that from a suitable number of single arms,
legs, and members, one eould compose an animated
human body. We honor much more the wisdom of
the Saviour in this, that He would teach His disciples
no chords which would have been entirely strange to
their unpractised lips, and in vain do we seek here for
the traces of a limited Judaistic spirit. So brief is it,

Hiat it does not even weary the simplest spirit, and
yet so perfect that nothing is therein wholly for-
gotten: so shnple m words that even a child compre-
hends its and yet so rich in matter that the principal
truths and promises and duties are herr presupposed,

confirmed, or impressed, and that Tertullian with right

named it a breviarium totius evangelii. How oftea

soever it may have been misused, especially where

it has been turned into a spiritless formula of prayer

while men have forgotten that it only expresses th?

lofty fundamental ideas which must prevail in the

exercise of prayer, it remains yet continually a gold'

mine for Christian faith, a standard for Christiaa

prayer, a prop for Christian hope. Respecting the

history and use of this prayer, comp. Tholuck, Berg'

predigt. Respecting its value, Stiee, Reden Jeaxi.,

vol. i. pp. 194-224; Lange, L. J. ii. pp. 609-618,

Lanqk on Matthew, ad loc.

Vs. 6. Which of you.—A parabolic represen-

tation which is only found in Luke, and is attached

so loosely to the preceding instruction, that possibly

the Master delivered it at another time, and it is

given here only on account of the connection of

thought. The purpose is, as also in the parable of

the Unrighteous Judge (ch. xviii. 1-8), to encourage

to perseverance in prayer. The example is taken

entirely from daily life, and shows anew with what
sharp penetration our Lord observed the common
occurrences and experiences of the same.

—

Three
loaves.—"t/nwm ^ro hospite, unum pro me, unum
supernumerarium, honoris caiisa. Mire popularitt

h. I. est sermo." Bengel. It is striking how much
more friendly the request is than the first answer,

which does not begin with <pi\e, and very plainly

betrays ill-humor.

Vs. 8, Because of his importunity, aualS^ia

here in direct reference to prayer as unweariedness,

perseverance in its highest energy. God wishes a

faith which is not ashamed of endurance, and which
therewith entertains the highest expectations.

Vs. 9. Ask, and it shall be given you.—A def
inite assurance of a special hearing of prayer, from
which it results that prayer has not only a subjeciivt

influence for our tranquillizing, our comfort, etc., but

also an objective, procuring us from God what He
without the prayer would certainly not have bestowed
upon us. Here also, as so often throughout the Old

Testament, we have a God who permits Himself to

be entreated, and in the conflict with praying faith to

be voluntarily overcome. " The inexorableness of a

stone and the exorableness of a free being are things

which can he proved or refuted by experience alone,

which can make an end of all philosophical contra-

diction even in spite of or rather for the bettering

of our Sophia, yet certainly always to the contentment
of our Philosophia." Plenninger. Respecting the

climax in this saying of our Saviour, see Lange on
the parallel passage.

Vs. 10. For every one that asketh.—As the

Saviour has just urged perseverance in prayer, H«
now speaks of the certainty of being heard, and gives

His disciples to understand that prayer is in no case

in vain, and that an \ittered wish is surely fulfilled,

that is, if it belongs to those good gifts which arc

now represented under the image ol bread, fish, and
egg. But if any one should in his foohshness beg a
scorpion or a snake, the father would be no fathei

If he could fulfil such a wish.

Vs. 12. Or if he shall ask an egg This thiri

example is found only in Luke, the two others alsc

in Matthew, ch. vii. 9, 10. From that which the

friend will do, the discourse of the Saviour risei

even to that which one could expect of a fathei- ;

from that which an imperfect earthly father does,

even to that which the perfect Father in liearea
bestows.
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Ye. 13. If ye then, being evil Not a com-
parison of tlie morally corrupt man with God (Mever),
but rather a contrast. How should it be possible
ihat a holy God should not do that which even .sinful

man does

'

The Holy Spirit= a-)aSid in Matthew. A re-
markable interpretamenium, which teaches us with
the beat right to consider the Holy Spirit as the
esseneo of all good gifts which the Father in Heaven
can boBtow on His praying child. 'O e| ovpavou Scuirei,

ibbteviated form for 6 iraTjip eV oipmcfi Sdirei 4

DOCTHnSTAL AND ETHICAl.

1. When we meet the Saviour in this period of
Hii life praying in a solitary place, we behold at the
same time in what a holy frame of soul He has
traversed the last steps on the way to the Feast of
Tabernacles, the theatre of His thickening conflict.

Before His praying eye, the earth with its wicked-
ness has for a short time sunk away. Heaven listens

to His words, the disciples hold their peace while
they regard Him at a reverent distance. What is

more natural than that the view of their praying
Master should awaken the desire of the disciples

also to pray, and that they go to Him with this wish,

who was as much more than John as the Son stands

above the servant ?

2. The instruction as to prayer which the Saviour

gives on this occasion, answers all main questions

which are to be solved with reference to secret con-

verse with God. As to the question lohai and how
we have to pray, the Lord's Prayer gives a satisfac-

tory answer. As to the not less natural question,

as to the ground on which we can expect to be heard,

the Saviour restricts Himself to an appeal to the

parental feeling of even sinful men. In reality, the

difficult question as to the possibility and conceivable-

ness of special hearing of prayer is best decided

before this forum. With a fatalistic and sti-ictly

deterministic conception of God, the hearing of

prayer becomes an impossibility, and nothing more
than merely the psychological effect of prayer con-

ceivable. But whoever believes in a living, freely-

working God, who projects and executes His counsel

not without but with reference to the praying man,

will cleave fast to prayer, even if, in relation to the

connection of the prayer with the receiving, ques-

tions were to be asked which He could not fully

answer.

3. The Lord's Prayer is a short compendium of

the principal truths of the Christian faith, of the

highest demands of the Christian life. Theology

finds here the idea of a personal, living, freely-work-

ing God, distinct from the creature and yet standing

to the same in direct relation (Immanence). For

Anthropology we gain here the conception of man

»i a dependent, sinful, easily misleadable being ; of

gin as being debt towards God ; of the destiny of

man, that it consists in this, to be united in a King-

dom of God. Pneumatology may appeal for a

doctrine of angels as well as of the personal evil

spirit to the Lord's Prayer ; and the highest benefits

which Soteriology gives us to hope for, Forgiveness

and Sanctification, they stand here by right in the

foreground. That the special Christological element

B not here so sharply emphasized as might be ex-

pected, must be conceded ; but, on the other hand.

It ia selfevident that this prayer is intended exclu-

sively for disciples of the Saviour, who know that i,

is through the Son that they go to the Father, an«
can expect to be heard only when they thus pray ii

His name, John rv\. 24. The chief requirements of
the Christian lift, as well in and of itself as in rela
tion to the Father, and even to the brethren on earth
can with equal ease be derived from this model.

4. The perseverance in prayer which the Saviou;
commands on this occasion must be well distin

guished from the praying without ceasing of whicn
Paul speaks, 1 Thess. v. 17. The lattar is a con-
tinual prayerfulness and living of the soul in connec
tion with God, even when it has nothing definite to

entreat. The former, on the other hand, is per-

severing prayer for something which one does not
immediately receive, but as to which, nevertheless,

we may expect that God will give it to us in His
own time and way, Luke xviii. 1-8.

B. Although the Saviour in the well-known say-

ing. Ye who are evil, opposes His hearers not to Him-
self but to the pure and holy Father, it is, however,
none the less true that He here, inasmuch as He
speaks of iixsh, not of ^/ueis irovripoi, renders an in-

direct but unequivocal testimony to His own apafjiap-

TTicia. No teacher would, excluding himself, be able

to speak of his hearers as evil, without bringing on
himself the appearance of presumption, unless he
were himself without sin.

6. Inasmuch as the Saviour at the end of this

instruction comprehends all which God gives to

prayer in the single iryeDfict ajLov, He gives us at

the same time to know to what prayers we may
expect unconditional, to what, on the other ba.nd,

only condUional, answers. Prayer for spiritual gifts

is always heard; the desire after special temporal

blessings only when one has really prayed for bread,

not for stone, a fish, or a snake. [The author has

here omitted to mention, what without doubt he
would readily admit, that a selfish prayer for par-

ticular spiritual gifts is no more secure of being

heard than a selfish prayer for temporal gifts. By
spiritual gifts he here means, probably, those graces

which serve for the more perfectly doing God's will,

and which are desired for that end. The prayer for

such, of course, cannot remain unheard.—C. C. S.]

7. "Where a Christian is, there is really the

Holy Spirit, who does nothing there than continually

pray; for although He does not continually move
the mouth or make words, yet the heart goes and

beats, even as the pulses of the veins and the heart

in the body, without cessation or ceasing ; so that

one can find no Christian without prayer, as little as

a living man without the pulse, which stands never

still, but stirs and beats ever on, although the man
sleeps or does other things, so that he does not be-

come aware of it." Luther.

HOMIlETICAl AND PEACTICAi.

The solitary prayer of the Saviour, " Lord, teach

us to pray : " 1. The disciple of the Saviour must
pray ; 2. must learn to pray ; 3. must learn to praj

of Je^us; 4. must go to Jesus with the entreaty,

" Lord, teach us to pray."—How the Saviour teaches

His disciples to pray; 1. By His word; 2, by Hit

example; 3. by His Spirit; 4. by His ways and

dealings with them.—The wish to learn to pray mos
pleasing to the Lord. It is : 1. The joyful token of

life ; 2. a means to farther development of life.—

God, oui Father who is in heaven: 1. Father; i,
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heavenlu Father; 3. our heavenly Father. These

three words a doctrine for faith, love, and hope.

—

Hallowed be Thy name : 1. The first prayer ; 2. the

dearest prayer ; 8. the last prayer of the disciple of

the Saviour. It is yet continued in heaven and even

ffhen the kingdom is already come, sin forgiven, &c.

—Thy kingdom come: 1. Whither? into heart,

house, church, world ; 2. why ? then only is the

Father's name glorified, the purpose of the Son
attained, the fellowship of the Spirit complete ; 3.

how are we to pray for this? With thankfulness,

with zeal, with steadfast hope.—Give us to-day

our daily bread. Every word a doctrine; 1. Give,

the doctrine of dependence ; 2. bread, the doctrine

of contentment ; 3. our hread, the doctrine of indus-

triousness ; 4. to-day, the doctrine of freedom from
care ; 5. daily bread, panis ftufficiens, the doctrine of

trust; 6. give it to us, the doctrine of love.—The
noticeable relation in which this part of the Lord's

Prayer stands to the great whole: 1. The Saviour
teaches us, it is true, to pray also for daily bread,

but, 2. over against one prayer for earthly things

stand six for heavenly, Matt. vi. S3 ; 3. this one
prayer is preceded by three for the glory of God,
and, 4. is followed immediately by three others
which respect something infinitely higher than its

own object. All is most pregnant with instruction

and significance.—Forgive us our debts: 1. Even the
disciple of the Saviour sins continually ; 2. these sius

also are debts before God ; 3. for these debts also is

daily forgiveness ready ; 4. this forgiveness becomes
our portion only when we for our part are disposed
to forgiveness towards others.—For also we forgive

:

1. No ground of our hope; 2. no means of compel-
ling an answer to prayer ; 3. no intimation of the
measure accordmg to which we expect forgiveness,

but a sign : 1. Of humihty, which is conscious of its

own debt ; 2. of love, to which the " Forgive us " is

more than an idle sound ; 3. ofuprightness before God,
which cannot possibly have a controversy with our
brother, since the Father has remitted so infinitely

more. Matt, xviii. 23-35.—Lead us not into tempta-
tion: 1. Thy way is often so dark ; 2. the temptation
is so great ; 3. our heart is so weak ; 4. the conse-
quences of an eternally repeated fall are so lament-
able.—The Lord's Prayer: 1. A prayer for the
closet ; 2. a prayer for the church.—The circle of the
Saviour's disciples an association of prayer.—Prayer
the pulse-beat of the Christian life.—The Heavenly
Father bestows more upon prayer than does the best

friend here on earth.—The importunity of faiih

1. How hard it is; 2. how richly it rewards.—Tru«

perseverance in prayer.—The certainty of the hearing

of prayer : 1. Its limits : the prayer must be befitting,

the prayer must be believi)ig, the will mudt be
united with God's w ill ; 2. its grounds : God's attri-

butes, God's promises, God's deeds manifest from
history and experience.—The question. Is there an
actual hearing of prayer ? answered successively with

:

1. The No of doubt ; 2. the Yea of faith ; 3. the Hal-
lelujah of thankfulness.—How often we in our short-

sightedness beg stones instead of bread, snakes
instead of fishes and the like.—The " I say to you "

of the Saviour maintains its prerogative against all

rebuffs and doubts of the darkened understanding.

—

The commendation of prayer for the Holy Spirit:

1. The Holy Spirit the Christian's first necessity;
2. the Holy Spirit the Father's holy gift; 3. the
Holy Spirit in the heart the fruit of believing prayer.

Stabke :—Teaching in the ministry has its time,

but praying also. One coal kindles the other.—Beentios : To pray a believing Pater Noster ig

a weighty and grave matter ; there is a child-like

spirit required thereto, Eom. viii. 16.

—

Nova Bill.

Tub. .-—God is much kinder towards His frienda

than men towards theirs.—If God instantaneously
heard our sighing, it would be a harm to us, for faith,

love, and hope would have no room for exercise.

—

OsiANDEK :—If God holds still at thy prayer, con-
tinue thou on valiantly, vigorously, and joyfully : He
will indeed soon answer : Thy faith hath saved thee.—

•

Canstein :—Parents are under obligation to provide
for their children in bodily respects also, and to give
them, according to ability, what they need.

To the Sermons on the Lord's Prayer mentioned by
Langeou Maiihew,p. 180,add : 1. Glaus Harms' eleven
Sermons, Kiel, 1838; John Zimmerman and othere,

Tholuck, four Sermons in the second volume of hia

Sermons.—The sasie :—How one in such times as the
present should use the Lord's Prayer, in his Sermons
for the Times, 1848.—2. On the Parable, Lisco:—Con-
cerning the persevering entreaty of oppressed citizens
of the kingdom: 1. Ground; 2. occasion; 3. power
of the same.—The Christian boldness in prayer.

—

Arndt :—Of the converse of the Christian with his
God: 1. That we should pray; 2. what we have to
entreat; 3. how our prayer must be fashioned.

—

The Lord's Prayer the model prayer of all Christiana.—W. HoFACKER :—Concerning prayer as the inner
pulse of the spiritual life.

D, The Son ofMan in Ms relation to hypocritical Enemies and Friends weak in Faiih.

Chapters XI. 14—XII. 59.

1. The Kingdom of Satan and the Kingdom of Christ (Ch. XL 14-28).

(Parallel to Matt. xii. 22-30 j 43-45 ; Mark iii. 22-30.)

14 And he was casting out a devil [demon], and it was dumb. And it came to paM
wlien the devil [demon] w.as gone out, the dumb spake; and the per pie' wondered!

15 But some of them said, He casteth out devils [the demons] through Beelzebub the
16 chief of the devils [demons]. And others, tempting him, sought of him a sign fro-n
17 heaven.

^
But he, knowing their thoughts, said unto them, Every kingdom divided

against itself is brouglit to desolation; and a house divided against a hot^e falleth [W
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18

19

20

il

22

house is precipitated against house']. If Satan also be divided against himself, how
shall his kingdom stand? because [for] ye say that I cast out devils [the demons]
through Beelzebub. And if I by Beelzebub cast out devils [the demons], by whom do
your sons cast them out ? therefore shall they be your judges. But if I with the fingel

of God cast out devils [the demons], no doubt the kingdom of God is come upon [unto]
you. When a [the] strong man [one] armed keepeth his palace, his goods are in

peace : But when a stronger than he shall come upon him, and overcome him, he tak-

eth from him all his armour wherein he trusted, and divideth [distributeth] his spoils.

23 Ho that is not with me is against me ; and he that gathereth not with me scattereth.

24 When the unclean spirit is gone out of a [the] man, he walketh through dry places,

seeking rest ; and finding none, he saith, I will return unto my house whence I came
25, 26 out. And when he cometh, he findeth it swept and garnished. Then goeth he,

and taketh to Mm seven other spirits more wicked than himself; and they enter in, and
dwell there : and the last state of that man is [becomes] worse than the first.

27 And it came to pass, as he spake these things, a certain woman of the company
[multitude] lifted up her voice, and said unto him, Blessed is the womb that bare tliee,

28 and the paps which thou hast sucked. But he said, Yea, rather, blessed are they that

hear the word of God, and keep it.

[} Vs. 17.—Olicos em oIkov mVTet. This appears to be a continuation of the figure. When a kingdom comes to ruin
everything in it shares that ruin, and house is dashed against house. Ol«o5 irri oIkov may, indeed, be taken as a pregnant
expression for oIkos o)v en-t oIkov, But, as Bleok remarks, in this case, instead of ewl oIkov we should at least expect i^'

eauTov. It is better, therefore, with the Vulgate and various distinguished critics, to take it as a variation of the idea m
Mattiiew and Mark, rather than as an exact equivalent of it.—C. C. S.]

EXEGETICAL AlfD CEITTJAL.

Vs. 14. And He was casting out.—This miracle

is not to be parallelized with Matt. ix. 32-34 (Neauder,

Tiacheudorf), but with Matt. xii. 22 seq. The de-

mon here driven out was, according to the more pre-

cise account of Matthew, also blind. As to the rest,

we must carefully distinguish this sufferer from the

ordinary infirm man who suffers under organic de-

fects of sight and hearing. He is by no means called

demoniac because he was blind and deaf, but he

was blind and deaf because he was in a high degree

demoniac. " He was dumb through psychical influ-

ence. Undoubtedly this manifested itself as a kind

of insanity, only this insanity is not to be considered

as merely one of imagination, but as the consequence

of the real work of hostile potencies. Its overcom-

ing through the light and might of the Redeemer re-

stores again the normal psychical and physical rela^

tion, in the sufferer." Olshausen.

And the people -wondered.—According to the

parallel passage in Matthew, they are even on the

point of publicly proclaiming Jesus as the Messiah.

It is this very culmination of enthusiasm which

awakened the strongest reaction of the Pharisees,

who now declare our Lord not the Elect of God, but

the instrument of Satan. " U6i ad extremum mci-

talU venii impietas, nullum est tarn manifestum Dei

opus, quod non pervertat." Calvin.

Vs. 13 Through Beelzebub or Beelzebul.—
The name Beelzebub signifies properly; Fly-god,

2 Kings i. 2, 3, 16; Beelzebul signifies: god of

dung. See Lightfoot, ad loc. That by this name

another spirit is signified than the one that in other

places is called Satan, or the head of the fallen an-

gels, is without proof. Except in the gospels, Beel-

zebul appears nowhere as a name of the devil. As

to the rest, not Beelzebub but Beelzebul appears to

lie the more correct reading.

Va. 17. And house is precipitated against

house.— Graphic representation of the desolation of

a city divided within itself, in which the one falling

house ne.ces8arily draws down the other with it m its

fatal fall. It is quite as arbitrary to take oIko^ here

in the sense of family (Bornemann) as to understand

here merely a falling of the separated house ecf eav-

Tov (Faulus, Quesnel, De Wette).

Vs. 18. If Satan also.—The Saviour places Him-
self entirely on the position of His opponents. If He
actually cast out the demons through their Chief, then

it would follow that Satan was now busy in destroy-

ing his own work. Every kingdom, every town,

eveiy family stands in itself a complete whole ; so

soon as it breaks this unity, it breaks up with its

own hand the foundation of its independent exis^

ence. So was also the kingdom of darkness a whole,

which had risen against the kingdom of truth and

of light. Satan could not, therefore, possibly drive

out evU spirits without doing injury to his own
realm. Perhaps the Pharisees might here have made
the objection that Satan, for the accomplishment of

a higher purpose, might admit a lesser hurt, and

might drive out one of his satellites in Uke manner

as Caiaphas (John xi. 50) wished to have one man die

that the whole people might perish not. As they,

however, in this passage, betray no acquaintance

with these higher tactics of the kingdom of darkness,

it was not necessary for our Lord to remove this

objection or anticipate it. Respecting this whole

polemics against the blasphemy of the Pharisees,

comp. Neandee, ad loc.

Vs. 19. By whom do your sons cast them
out 7—To the argumentum ex absurdo, the Saviom

adds here an argument e concessis. By the sons of

the Pharisees we have doubtless to understand none

other than their spiritual sons, their disciples, the

exorcists. Comp. Acts xix. 13. From the lack of

adequate information respecting these, it is diffiiult

to form a perfectly correct judgment respecting the

driving out of devils by the disciples of the Phari-

sees. Without doubt charlatanism was connected

therewith, and many a healing would be found to be

only temporary and apparent, although they must,

nevertheless, more than once have succeeded, by ad

juration in the name of the Lord, in expelling a con-

dition of possession that would not yield to othei

means See the very remarkable paswgcs oi
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[renffius and TertuUian, which Gkotius, ad loc, cites.

A.nd why might not individual better-minded Phari-

sees accomplish such an act in faith and the Spirit

of- God, and see their weak endeavors crowned with

hu-avenly blessing ?

Vs. 20. By the finger of God.—According to

Matthew, eV Tri/tvu. 06oC, comp. Exodus viii. 19.

Vs. 21. When the strong one.—Our Lord now
passes over to a third counter-argument—this time

of an entirely empirical nature. He first gives us

,to see in what light He views the prince of this

world, whom the Pharisees had here so unbeseem-

ingly mentioned, and the opposing of whom they re-

garded as a comparatively unimportant matter. He
was a strong man who, well accoutred, relied upon
his equipment and his secure rocky castle. Who-
ever can fall upon, bind, and despoil such an one,

must not stand below but above him, and be stronger

than he. How could the victor stand in a covenant

of peace and friendship with the vanquished, and
how would it be possible to overmaster the Strong

One, except only eV SaKriAcfi &£oS ? Comp. Isaiah

xlix. 2+, 25. With right Bengel : '^Gloriodor vic-

toria Christi, posiquam vicii ScdOMam tot scbcuIU

grassatum. et conjtsum,''^ If any one thinks that he

19 obliged to explain all the particular features of the
figurative language, he can, with Stier, by the house
of the strong man = Satan, understand the world ; by
UKfvii understand men, whom he uses as his instru-

ments, after he has previously robbed them them-'
selves, and in the preceding blind man see a con-
cealed allusion to the death of Christ, and His de-

scent into hell. But it is more natural to have
regard here simply to the tertium comparaiionis, and
to stop with the chief thought : Only the stronger

. can overcome the strong.

Vs. 23. He that is not with Me Respecting
the connection of this saying with an apparently op-
posite decbiration, see before on Luke ix. 60. The
discoui-se advances regularly : after the triple refu-

tation of the blasphemers, follows now a word of
warning. It is this time addressed especially to such
as on the one hand seized with astonishment at the
miracle, on the other hand struck by the blasphe-
mous allegation of the Pharisees, did not know what
they should think of Jesus, and were secretly inchued,
at least for the moment, to remain neutral "in respect
to the two parties. These He gives to understand
that in the case of so intense a conflict of principles
such a neutrality was impossible, and at bottom
was no better than open enmity. It was not sufB-
cient that they did not join in with the blasphemy of.
the Pharisees ; they must decidedly take a stand.
The so-called justt milieu between friendship and
enmity could not possibly be longer maintained;
indiH'erenee would of itself be injury. But how
much more worthy still of puniahmen,t were those
who openly opposed themselves to Him ! For them
is meant the saying that now follows.

Vs. 24. When the unclean spirit.—Luke gives
this parabolic discourse before, Matthew, on the
contrary, after the discourse of Jesus concerning the
aign of the prophet Jonas. Comp. Matt. xii. 43-45.
A.ppArently this latter arrangement is to be taken
is the original. Luke moreover again places what is
liuiilar together and gives this declaration as early as
this because it Debugs to the sphere of demouology,
with which the preceding accusation and vindication
also stood in relation, and perhaps for this cause
also omits the words with which, according to Mat-
thew, vs. 45, the Saviour concluded the whole ad-

dress :
" Even so shall it be also unto this wicked

generation." The sense and the intention of the

imagery here is, moreover, in and of itself not hard

to understand. Not He was possessed or in cove-

nant with Beelzebub, as His enemies blasphemously

alleged, but Israel itself, which stood under the influ-

ence of its blind leaders, was now. the possessed

party. A demon had been driven out after the

Babylonian captivity, the demon of idolatry: but

that the unhappy nation was now in so much bettei

case, was by no means true ; as a sevenfold worse
scourge had blasting Pharisaism taken the place of

the first demon. No wonder ! his former house he,

the demon, finds empty, trxoXaiofTa (Matthew).

Forsaken indeed by him, it is yet by no means in.

habited by a better,—by the Holy Spirit He finds

therefore abundant room for return ; finds the house
as if in festal adornment already prepared for liim, as

it were demoniacally "tricked out by the ruling spirit

of lies. He now takes seven other spirits with him
worse than he, that is, in not a moral respect, for the

Scripture does not teach us to know any degrees of
demoniacal wickedness, but worse, inasmuch as they

can accomplish yet more than he. Witli these he
takes possession of his former dwelUng-place, so that

the temporary redemption of the poor possessed is

followed by a sevenfold greater misery. " Reperil

doinum vacantem : eos procul dubio designai C'hristus^

qui vacui Dei spiriiu ad recipiendum diabolum parati
sunt, nam Jideles, in quihits solide habitat Spiritaa

Dei, undique muniti surd, n£ qua rima Satana
pateaty Calvin.

How shaming this representation was for the

Pharisees, strikes the eye quite as quickly as in what
a striking manner it was fulfilled, in the continually

deeper fall of this whole generation. At the same time,

however, it must not be overlooked that this whole
instruction contained a weighty intimation for the

man who had just been healed by the Saviour (vs.

14). It was to remind him of this truth, that it did not
suffice for this instant to be redeemed from the evil

spirit, if his heart was not at once united in sin-

cerity with Jesus, and if he did not by thiit alone

remain in security against renewed demoniacal influ-

ence
; nay, for the whole multitude the. portraiture

of a man was instructive, who, after he had been, in

the first instance, purified from sin, gives himself
ag^iin into its service, and now sinks deeper than
ever before. Nor does it indeed admit of any doubt
that this word found an echo in the consciences of

many. A trace we find in the enthusiiism which
it awakened, according to Luke's account alone, in

one of the female hearers.

Vs. 21. A certain woman of the multitude.
—That it was a mother (according to tradition. Mar-
cella, a maid-sevvant of Martha) appears from the

nature of her fehcitation. Her enthusiasm is by no
means incomprehensible after such a severe discourse

(Strauss), for without doubt she admired more the

how than the what of the words of the Saviour.
" The whole anecdote betrays a fresh and living re-

membrance, which appears to have inserted it on the

very spot where it occurred." Schleiermacher. The
unnamed woman listened to the words as only a

mother can listen who, perhaps herself childless, or

it may be unhappy in her children, in silence envies
Mary. Her words form a striking contrast with
those which the Saviour Himself, on the way to tlie

cross, utters over the daughters of Jerusalem, Luk<
xxiii. 28, 29. He does not gainsay her utterance,
but He rectifies it (jxeyovyye, immo iiero, as in Uom
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li. 20; X. 18). "Very true, blessed," &c. An intima-

tion for the woman not to let herself be borne along

too much by transient impressions, but rather to hear

61111 farther ; an eulogy of Mary, whom He already

perhaps discovered among the throng (comp. Luke
ii. 19-61); a transition to further instruciion of

the people, which however was now interrupted by
the intelligence that His mother and His brethren

were calling Him. Comp. Matt. xii. 45, 46 ; Luke
viii. 19-21. "It may not be impossible that even

during Jesus' discourse in vindication of Himself,

the rumor of the arrival of His relatives had made
its way, and had given this woman occasion for the

exclamation which she made, but it is more probable

that Jesus addressed two separate answers, one to the

woman, the other to those who gave Him notice of

the arrival of His mother, because Luke distinguishes

altogether too definitely the two utterances from

each other for us to suppose them to have been one.

Therefore, we shall be able to conclude that the

actual information of His mother's arrival did not

itself reach Jesus until after this exclamation of the

woman, and that it then gave Him occasion to that

Baying respecting Hi? disciples." Lichtenstein.

DOCTKINAl AND ETHICAL.

1. Not unjustly has there often been found in

this whole discourse of our Lord one of the strongest

proofs of the objective truth of the New Testament

Satanology. How much of its force does the whole

argument of this discourse lose if we should assume

that our' Lord here accommodated Himself to a

popular belief, above which He Himself was infinitely

elevated ! If it is not true that He cast out actual

demons and that by the Spirit of God, then the conclu-

sion derived from it that the kingdom of God there-

fore had come to them, is in this passage an asser-

tion without proof That the Saviour, in the form of

His representation, attaches Himself to the prevaiUng

ideas, especially in vss. 25, 26, must be conceded
;

but He would never have permitted Himself such an

accommodation had He not, in the substance of these

conceptions, recognized the elements of highfer

truth. There exists a remarkable contrast between

His portrayal of the strong man who keeps bis palace

and can only be overcome by a stronger one, and the

Blight importance which many rationahstic theolo-

gians attribute to the loais de Diabolo.

2. The energetic manner in which the Saviour on

this occasion insists upon a decided position, for or

against Him, proves sufficiently how intensely the

opposition of parties had then increased ;
but at the

same time this declaration gives indirectly a poweriul

testimony to the entirely unique value of His person

and His work, towards which it is impossible per-

manently to maintain a strict neutrahty, and which

lay claim to so undivided an interest, that indifter-

ence is itself a kind of covert enmity. ,

3. The parable of an evil spirit who returns with

seven others, was strikingly fulfilled, first upon the

Jewish people, not only in the days of our Lord, but

also in the> apostolic age. The first impression

which was made upon some, after the death of the

Saviour, passes away again, and shortly before the

destruction of Jerusalem, it may be especially said

that the nation was possessed not only by seven, but

DT seventy times seven devils. Moreover, this phe-

Bomenou recurs perpetuaUy in the Christian church,

when, after a time of commencing growth, a period
of moumfid retrogression, and when, after short
awakening, a time of spiritual stiffening into dea4
forms, begins. So was it when, after the Reformation,
the letter-worship of ecclesiastical orthodoxy estab
lished itself; so does it now perhaps threaten to be ii

some regions after that religious awakening of tin

first half of this century has cooled off; ani
finally, there is here portrayed the image of ever_

one who has made the first step on the way to con
version, but afterwards has fallen from this height

into the most unhappy depth (2 Tim. iv. 10 ; Heb.
vi. 4-6 ; 2 Peter ii. 20-22). How far this remains
possible even after genuine conversion, is a question

which cannot here be answered. In no case can one,

in the dwelling out of which only one demon had been
driven, and which is only empty, swept, and garnish-

ed, recognize the imnge of one truly regenerate.

4. The woman that lifts up her voice to blesE

Jesus, is the prototype of all those who have lion

ored the mother of the Saviour more than they

have her Son, and have incurred the guilt of Mari
olatryr If the Saviour does not favor this honoring
of His mother, even here, where it moves within

modest bounds, what judgment will He then pass

upon the new dogma of Pio Nono, upon which an

entirely new Mariology is built ?

HOMILETICAl AND PEACTICAL.

The threefold temper towards the miraele-workiiig

Saviour : 1. Enthusiasm and its right ; 2. hatred

and its bUndness ; 3. neutrality and its impossibility.

—The Son of God was maiiifested that He might de-

stroy the works of the devii, 1 John iii. 8.—He hath,

done all things well : the dumb speaking, Mark vii.

37.—No sign great enough to overcome the repug-

nance of unbeUef—The might of Satan a fearful,

well-ordered, but yet vincible might.—The enemies

of the Lord condemned, 1. By their conscieuce; 2.

by (hose holding their own views ; 3. by the Saviour.

—Satan's defeat a sign that the kingdom of God has

come near.—The strife of the Strong with the Strong-

er : 1. The Strong One, a. his palace, b. his booty,

c. his false rest ; 2. The Stronger, a. His courageous

assault, b. His complete triumph, c. His brilliant

crown.—Neutrality in the Christian sphere no vir-

tue, but a chimera.—The Saviour would rather have

to do with open foes than with half-friends.—Who-

ever begins to stand apparently neutral towards

truth becomes, for the most part, at last an opposer

of the same.—The dangerousness of hall-conversion.

—Not easily does the Evil One give up his rights

over the heart which he has for a while had domin-

ion over.—The Spirit of Evil finds nowhere abiding

rest.—What matters it that one is in a measure free

from the Evil Spirit, if he is not filled with the Holy

Spirit ?-^The wretched reentrance upon the hardly

forsaken way of sin: 1. Undoubtedly possible, 2. in

the last degree ruinous.—Hypocrisy the worst kind

of possession.—All the seven deadly sins come up al

once in the heart that is sold under sin.
—"It had

been better for them not to have knoivn the waj

of righteousness," &c., 2 Peter ii. 22,—The lemale

mind more receptive than many a masculine one ol

the greatness of the Saviour.—The first Mary-wor

ghjp.—The woman that blesses Jesus' mother the

type of superficial religious feeling : 1. Nature of

this feeling, a. it is easily aroused, b. promptly r»
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veiiled, c. soon evaporated ; 2. ralue of the same, a.

the Saviour does not disapprove it wholly, b. still less

does He approve it unconditionally, c. He will have

it pass over to something better—the hearing and

keeping of His word.—Blessed are they that hear the

word of God and keep it. Their blessedness has, 1.

A higher character; 2. a firmer ground ; 3. a longer

duration than any other.

Stakke :

—

Hedingee :—The mockers blaspheme

TOd's work ; they that are better doubt.

—

Brkn-

jug ;—It is the way of perverse people to count

devils' works for God's works, and God's works, for

devils' works.—Christ is also Judge of the word and

the thoughts. Comp. Ps. cxxxix. 1, 2.—It is un-

doubtedly permitted to defend ourselves against all

those who blaspheme our function, which we dis-

charge to God's honor.—Here on earth even children

are often the judges of their parents, 1 Sam. xix. 5.

—Nothing but the finger of God—no human power

—

is capable of driving Satan out of the heart.—Christ

and Belial agree not together.—Qcesxel :—The con-

verted sinner is a palace which the devil has lost,

but of which he knows all the weak quarters and

entrances, and where he often even yet has secret

confederates. [Diabolonianx in Mansmd.]—With
children of Satan it fares as with their wicked father,

Isaiah Ivii. 20, 21.—All presumptuous sins are gar-

nishings of the heart for the habitation of many
devils.

—

Zeisips :—Spiritual relationship with Christ

is more excellent than all natural connection of

blood.—Beentics :—True Christianity consists nol

in word but in deed and in truth, 1 Cor. iv. 20.

Starke :—One must be free if he wiU make

others free.—Moral relapses risk the soul's salvation

. Massillon :

—

Sur I'inconstance dans leg voics dt

saint, sermim, sur Luc. xi. 26, pour le troisiane di

manche de la careme.—Mabiikineke:—How ingen

ions the human heart is when the question is of clos.

ing itself against the imprescions of manifest truth

—Ulber :—The many enetnies of Jesus, who yet ij

all men's Friend.—FccHS :—Enmity against Christ

:

1. It testifies of unthankfr.lness ; 2. betrays foUy : 3.

prepares wretchedness.

—

Ahlfeld:—How Btanaest

thou with reference to Christ ? 1. Art thou Hia

enemy? 2. Art thou indifferent? 3. Makest thou

half work ? 4. BeMevest thou on Him ?

—

Palmer :—

The kingdom of the world and the kingdom of

Christ : 1. Nature ; 2. relation of these two king-

doms.—Vo-N Gerlach :—How Christ overcomes the

kingdom of the devil, 1. Without us; 2. in us.

—

Eau-

TBNBERG :—The reproach of Christ our honor. A
reproach: 1. For us; 2. from us; 3. upon us.

—

Wankel—The fearful power of the Evil One : 1.

Fearful by its unnoticed commencement ; 2. rapid

progress ; 3. wretched issue.

—

Alt :
—

" Who is not

with Me," &c. : 1. Who does not believe with Me, he

speaks against Me ; 2. who does not walk with Me,

he strives against Me ; 3. who does not work with

Me, he labors against Me ; 4. who does not combat

and sacrifice with Me, he betrays Me.

2. A Sign for the Eye and an Eye for the Sign (Vss. 29-36).

(Oomp. Matt. xii. 38-43 ; vi. 22, 23.)

29 And when the people were gathered [gathering] thick together, he began to say,

This [generation '] is an evil generation : they seek [it seeks] a sign ; and there shall

no sign be given it, but the sign of Jonas [Jonah] the prophet [om., the prophet^].

30 For as Jonas [Jonah] was [became] a sign tnito the Ninevites, so shall also the Son of

31 man be to this generation. The queen of the south shall rise up in the judgment with

the men of thLs generation, and condemn them : for she came from the utmost parts of

the earth to hear the wisdom of Solomon ; and, behold, a greater [irXelor, neuter ; lit., some-

32 thing more] than Solouion is here. The men of Nineveh shall rise up in the judgment

with this generation, and shall condemn it : for they repented at the preaching of Jonaa

33 [Jonah] ;
and, behold, a greater than Jonas [TrAttov 'Iwva] is here. [And] No man,

when he hath lighted a candle, putteth it in a secret place, neither under a [the] bushel,

34 but on a [tlie] candlestick, that they which come in may see the light. The hght of

the bod)^ is the [thine ^] eye: therefore when thine eye is single [sound], thy whole

body also is full of hght; but when thine eye is evil [diseased], thy body also is full of

35 darkness. Take heed therefore, that the light which is in thee be not darkness

36 If thy whole body therefore he full of hght, having no part dark, the whole shall be full

of light, as when the bright shining of a [the] candle [with its brilliancy, ry aarpair^l

om., the bright-shining] doth give thee light.

' Va. 29.—According to the reading approved by Tischendorf on preponderating grounds : ^ yeved. avnj yevei jroyrjpA

urrtv, [Supported also by Cod. Sin.]
'^ Vs. 29. —Eec. : toG jrpo^^Tou, taken fi-om the parallel passage in Matthew. [Omitted also by Cod. Sin.

j

= Vs. 34.

—

Rec. ; o of^^aAjAot—Matt. vi. 22

—

aov is, however, decidedly supported and already approved by Griesbacll.
Supporter; also by Cod. Sin.]

I

has already, vs. 16, communicated at the same time

with the judgment of the Pharisees. Matthew keeps

I the two elements, ch. xii. 24 and 38, more exactly apart,

Vs. 29. He began to say.—The occasion for this
j

arranging them chronologically. According to hi»

discourse of rebuke on the part of the Saviour Luke
|
account it is p:'incipally Pharisees and Scribes who

EXEGETICAL AND CEITICAL.
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desire to see the sign from heaven, in whom, how-
ever, the Saviour, with the most perfect right, views

the legitimate representatives of the whole evil and
adulterous generation of His contemporaries. Ac-
cording to Luke they are indeed Saaoi than those

who had before spoken, yet by no means animated

with a better spirit. They will tempt Jesus (ireipa-

fojT6s) in that they laid for Him a snare, indirectly

support their humihated and castigated friends, and

desire something of Him which He could not refuse

them without exciting much remark. If we are

not disposed by the sign from heaven to understand

an actual revelation of the Shekinah, they have at

all events some kujd of cosmic phenomenon in mind,

either an eclipse of the sun or moon, or a meteor, or

something of the sort, which, however, must be so

far diflerent from the other miracles of our Lord as

this, that it was to be performed, not on men who
surrounded Him, but on objects which were ap-

parently elevated above Him, and was therefore to

strike the eye so much the more strongly. Perhaps they

find occasion for this inquiry in the definite assu-

rance of the Saviour that He cast out demons tV

SuKTvKip Qiov, at which they in a hypocritical tone

declared themselves ready to acknowledge Him as

soon as He should have given them an incontestable

proof of His heavenly mission. It is in this case

much easier to understand that the Saviour, agree-

ably to His principle, performed no sign before them,

since He found in them not the sUghtest receptivity

for the moral impression of His miracles : comp.

Matt. xiii. 68.

There shall no sign be given it.—This whole

answer of the Saviour breathes, besides righteous dis-

pleasure, a heavenly composure and wisdom : for it

gave all to whom the truth was dear, plainly to

understand that His refusal to give a sign was per-

fectly just, and besides that only conditional, and

finally, that it was only temporary.

The sign of Jonah.—The briefer expression of

Luke must be explained by the more developed

statement of the language of our Lord in Matt. eh.

xii. 40, of whose geuumeness and exactness there is

no occasion whatever to doubt " The reference of

the sign of Jonah merely to the preaching and mani-

festation of the Saviour in Paulus, Schleiermacher,

Neander, a. o., needs no refutation." Lange. Had

the Saviour wished to refer to that alone, He would

then have had to express Himself more exactly, and

to say : As Jonas was a sign to the Ninevites, so is

also the Son of man for this generation. The Itrrai

it«filf points to the future. As Jonah from the belly

of Tuti fish had come forth, to appear to the Nine-

vites, so should the risen Jesus be for His contempo-

raries a sign, but not from heaven ; from the depth

of the earth shall this sign be given, but yet it should

serve for their condemnation. The parallel consists

m this, that Jonah goes down into the fish's belly,

and after three days' abode therein, comes agam out

of the same, while Christ descends into the heart of

the earth, Sheol (Meyer), and also after the same

time again gloriously appears. And if we must also,

according to Jonah ii., conceive the prophet as liv-

ing in the belly of the fish, this takes nothing from

the general correctness of the comparison. As re-

spects, however, the difficulty as to the designation

of time, a wx^vf^epof does not need always to endure

just twenty-four full hours. See 1 Sam. xxx. 12, IS,

and in the Talmud Hieros. it is expressly stated

:

« Day and night make together a period (nsis)) ^^

the part of such an one is as the whole." Como.
Stieb, M. J. II., p. 53.

Vs. 31. The Queen of the South.—Comp
Lange on Matt. xii. 42. Less precisely has Luk«
placed the comparison with Solomon before thai

with Jonah and the Ninevites, because then the

beautiful climax of the discourse is lost. The Queen
of Sheba had given yet greater proofs of faith and
exhibited yet more interest than the Ninevites, who
believed on the word spoken in their immediate

vicinity ; for out of distant lands had she come to

hear the wisdom of Solomon, while the Jews con-

temned what they could find in their unmediata

neighborhood, and yet there was more here than

Solomon

!

More than Solomon In order to feel the

power of this comparison, in which the wisdom of

Solomon is to be kept carefully in mind as the terliwm

comparationts, we must not only realize to ourselves

what is written in the Old Testament regarding Solo-

mon, but also especially what tradition had added to

this, in reference to bis magic words, his ring, his

knowledge of the secrets of the spiritual world, &c.,

in consequence of which Solomon stood in almos*

unearthly glory before the eyes of the contempora-

ries of Jesus. [The simple reference to the scrip-

tural account of Solomon appears quite sufficient,

without supposing our Saviour to have taken any

account of the superstitious fables respectmg Him.

—C. C. S.]

Vs. 32. The men of Nineveh.—It cannot be

stated with certainty whether Jonah made to the

Ninevites any intimation of the miracle that had

happened to him or not. But even supposing he did

not, the contrast is then so much the stronger.
_
The

Ninevites believed Jonah upon his word, without

knowing anything of the miracle. The Jews, on tho

other hand, had not only heard the preaching ol

Jesus, but also afterwards an account of His resurrec

tion, and yet they believed not. In no case, there-

fore, is the judgment here uttered by Jesus too

hard.

Vs. 33. And no man.—Course of thought : I am
more than Jonah (vs. 32) ; but in order to know this

one does not (as you do) put the fight under a

bushel. Unquestionably Jesus, according to Luke,

appears to wish to denounce the insincerity of His

adversaries (De Wette). Comp. Matt. v. 15; Luke

vui. 16.— ei) icpvirr-liv, that is, in a vault, a cellar, the

familiar crypta of ancient buildings and churches.

See Metek, ad loc.

Vs. 34. When thine eye is sound.—Comp.

Matt. vi. 22, 23. If the fight is to be permitted to

shine brightly before the eyes of others upon the

candlestick, then it is above all things necessary to

preserve to one's self the light of his own power ol

perception undarkened and bright. Kespecting the in-

ner eye, see Lange on the parallel passage m Mailhem.

There appears to be indicated by this an immediate

origh^al consciousness of God, to which also Paul, Acts

xvu. 27, alludes. It appears, therefore, that according

to the doctrine of the Saviour, the organ exists even

in fallen man by which revealed trut» can be viewed,

and it may be said that here, as also m Matt. xiii. 12,

the general law is stated accorduig to which an

increase of the inner light and of the spiritual Ufe

takes place in man. K we assume that Luke com-

municates this saying of the Saviour in its exact his-

torica connection, then especially must we not leave

out of view that Jesus here speaks of the people

(vs. 29), but not exclusively of His disciples, so thai
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by the eye and the light of which here He speaks,

we must understand, not anything specifically Chris-

tian, but something generically human.

Vs. 36. Take heed, therefore.—Only in Luke

does the admonition appear in this definite form.

The same thought is uttered in the tJi aKSros iriaov in

Matthew. The Saviour fears that the here-indicated

darkening is already found in part m His hearers,

and warns them therefore to look to it that it do not

become a total darkening.

Vs. 36. If thy whole body therefore—This

gaying also only Luke has preserved. The appear-

ance of a weak tautology, of which expositors com-

plain, is best avoided if in the protasis we let the

emphasis fall upon oAof, in the apodosis upon (pajrei-

vov, ais oTM', K.T.A. The sense is then this : Only

when thy body is wholly illumined, without having

even an obscure corner left thereiu, wiU it become so

bright and clear as if the full brilliancy of a bright

lamp illumined thee ; in other words, thou wilt be

placed in a normal condition of hght.

DOCTKINAL AHD ETHICAI..

1. It is from a Christologico-psychological point

of view noticeable how it is the repelling of the

charge of diabolical agency, which disposes and occa-

sions the Lord to give forth one of the most elevated

expressions of His self-consciousness, in that He
places Himself far above Jonah and Solomon. As
this comparison gives proof of His true humanity, it

at the same time places the superhuman in His
activity in the brightest light.

2. The sign of the prophet Jonah is essentially

the great sign which the Saviour, even in the begin-
ning of His ministry, had intimated to the hostile

'louSaiois, John ii. 19-21. Thus, therefore, does the
Saviour in Jerusalem and Galilee, over against similar

opposers, and now, after the lapse of a year, remain
fully consistent with Himself.

3. The craving for wonders is a diseased condi-
tion of soul, which can never be satisfied, and which,
therefore, is combated by the Saviour with all His
might. Comp. John iv. 48. And so much the stronger
opposition did He present to this temptation since it

was in its deepest ground a Satanic one, and really a
repetition of the request that He should perform a
miracle of display. Comp. Luke iv. 9, 10. The
Saviour could so much the less satisfy the demand
of His contemporaries, as these were wholly wanting
in the holy sense of light [/.ichtsinn] which had ani-
mated the Ninevites in reference to Jonah and the
Queen of the South in reference to Solomon.

4. It is manifestly here expressed tliat the truth
revealed to man in the Gospel stands, not as some-
thing entirely foreign, over against and outside of
him, l)ut as related to the inmost constitution and
the highest receptivity of his nature, as the eye and
the light are, as it were, made for one another. Here
hojds good the beautiful expression of Goethe:
War nicht das Auge sonnenkaft, wie kSnnttn wir
i:t: lAchl erUicken, &e. [Were not the eye akin to
Iht sun, how could we behold the light?] And the
Christian hymn, HdVge Einfodt. Onadenwundcr.
[Holy simplicity, miracle of grace.]

5. " So can and should the rfeceptivity of light in
the spiritual sense (reason, feeling, and conscience)
De cherished and kindled to the hght of Ufe and
of the body. The essence of the care of the same is
the simplicity, thit is, the completeness, concentra-

tion, and consistency of the inner life. For this light-

sense the word of God now necessarily becomea

the inner hght of life, which gradually drives out

even from the corporal and sensual sphere of life

all elements of obscuration, all fragments of the old

night, till the whole being of the man, even bis exte-

rior, is not only illumined, but also diffuses ight, a

clear, beautiful, and consecrated beam of God."
Lange.

[*' And in clear dream and solemn vision

Tell her of things that no gross car may hear.
Till oft converse with Heavenly liahitant

Begins io cast a beam on ih' outward shape.

The unpolluted temple of tlie mind.
And turns it by degrees to the souCs essence.

Till all be made immortal." Comut,]

HOMILETICAI, AND PEACTICAl.

Outward hearing of the word joined with inward
enmity and perverted designs.—The unappeasable
greediness for ever greater and greater wonders.—

•

The request for a sign fi-om Heaven an indirect proof
of the reality of the other signs on earth.—The res-

urrection of the Lord the highest sign of His Messi-

anic dignity.—Jonah and the Son of man : 1. What
advantage the former appear.? to have over the latter

;

2. wherein both stand on a level ; 3. wherein the

latter infinitely excels the former.—More than Solo-

mon is here. We consider in reference to this say-

ing : 1. How strange it sounds; 2. how true it is;

3. of what moment it continues to be.—The wisdom
of the Saviour and the wisdom of Solomon : tho

first had : 1. A higher originality (John vi. 46) ; 2.

a wider extent (John vi. 68) ; 3. a more salutary

purpose (Matt. v. 48) than the latter.—The different

grades of the damnableuess of sin: 1. Penitent
heathen rise up against unbeUeving Jews ; 2. Jews
longing for salvation against hypooriticiil nominal
Christians.—The greater the privilege the heavier the

responsibility.—The brightest light is lost when it is

either : 1. Set under a bushel, or 2. viewed with
diseased eyes.—As the light for the eye and the eye
for the light, so are Christ and man made for one
another.—The hopeless condition of the man in

whom the inner light is wholly darkened; it is dark-
ness: 1. In him ; 2. around him; 3. above hun.

—

The single eye and the illumined iDody, the diseased

eye and the darkened body.—What must there be
in man if he will rightly understand and esteem
revealed truth? Comp. John vii. 17.—Between truth

and man there exists the same inner relation aa

between the hght and the eye.

Stakke :—Brentius :—In the work of salvation

God does nothing new for any man : the matter pro-

ceeds in the way once shown in the Holy Scriptures.—Cramer :—The Old and the New Testament ex-

plain one another clearly.

—

Hedlnjcjeb:—Terrible ia

it that the poor yet right-minded heathen, the blind

people who yet have striven after virtue, shall herein

condemn many Christians.—The doctrine of the last

judgment is a fundamental article of the Christian

religion, and must therefore be often urged with
great earnestness.

—

Bibl. Wirt

:

—Christian preach
ers should be in an exceptional manner a light m the

Lord.—Man needs that his soul should be filled with
the divine light if he will do the works of light,—Enter diligently into thine heart and be for its en
lightenment and amendment uuweariedly concerned.
Ps. cxxxix. 23 24. The condition of a man befot^
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in, and after, conversion may be well compared
with the night, with the break of day, and with
Jay Itself.

HE0BNER :—Christ must hare accounted the his-
tory of Jonah a true history, for, a. He would not
hare compared Himself with a fabulous hero ; 6. nor
could the Ninevites, if their repentance after Jonah's

189

preachmg is a mere fable, judge the Jews of tha',

time.—Every converted man is for the unconvertec
that know him a judging, condemning example.—.
How often do people run and study for the sake of
earthly wisdom, while Christ's wisdom, so near at
hand, is despised; men have a disgust at it, and
deify the wisdom of the dust.

12

43

3. Two Manner of Enemies (Vss. 37-54).

oo vA"*^
^^ he spake, a certain Pharisee besought him to dine [breakfast, 6.puTr^cTri\

38 with him: and hs went m, and sat down to meat [redined]. And when the PharisI:*
39 saw It he marve.^ed tliat he had not first washed before dinner. And the Lord said

unto him, Now do ye Pharisees make clean the outside of the cup and the platter- but
40 your inward part is full of ravening [rapacity] and wickedness. Ye fools, did not he,
41 that made that which is without, make that which is within also? But rather [om.,

rather] give alms of such things as ye have [the contents, ra IvSvra]
; and, behold, all

things are clean unto you. But woe unto you, Pharisees ! for ye tithe mint and rw
and all manner of herbs, and pass over judgment and the love of God : these ought ye.

to have done, and not to leave the other undone. Woe unto you, Pharisees ! for ye
44 love the uppermost seats in the synagogues, and' greetings in the markets. Woe unto

you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites [om., scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ! V. 0.*]

!

for ye are as graves which appear not, and the men that walk over [men in walking
45 over] them are not aware of them. Then answered one of the lawyers [or, men learned

in the law], and said unto him, Master [Teacher], thus saying thou reproachest [art
46 reviling] us also. And he said, Woe unto you also, ye lawyers ! for ye lade men

with burdens grievous to be borne, and ye yourselves touch not the burdens with one
47 of your fingers. Woe unto you ! for ye build the sepulchres of the prophets, and your
48 fathers killed them. Truly [So then] ye bear witness that ye allow [are witnesses and

consent to] the deeds of your fathers : for they indeed killed them, and [but] ye build'
49 their sepulchres. Therefore also said the wisdom of God, I will send them prophets
50 and apostles, and some of them they shall slay and persecute : That the blood of all the

prophets, which was shed from the foundation of the world, may be required of this gen-
51 eration; From the blood of Abel unto the blood of Zacharias, which perished between

the altar and the temple [lit., the house] : verily [yea] I say imto you. It shall be re-

52 quired of this generation. Woe unto you, lawyers ! for ye have taken away the key
of knowledge : ye entered not in yourselves, and them tliat were entering in ye hinder-

53 ed. And as he said these things unto them [And when he had gone out from thence''],

the scribes and the Pharisees began to urge him vehemently [to be intensely embittered
54 against him~\, and to provoke him to speak of many [various, TrA.eioVwi'] things : Laying

wait for him, and seeking [om., and seeking*] to catch something out of his mouth,
that they might accuse him.

I * Vs. 43.—Tou9 d<77raa-juous. Those to which they were accustomed, from the reverence of the people.—C. C. S.]
^ Vs. 44.—The Rec. has here vpaj[i|iaTei9 «at t^apitraXoi^ vironpnai ; in all probability taken from the similar passage In

Matthew. (Om., I'ischendorf, Tregelles, Meyer, Bleek, Alford with ]!., C, L., Cod. Sin.—C. C. S.)
" Vs. 48.—The following words of the /2ec. : auTwj' Ta ^i^^eta, are wanting in B., L., [Cod. Sin.,] Copt., Cantabrig.,

and other authorities, and are therefore bracketed by Lachmann. and rejected by Griesbach, Tischendorf, [Meyer, Tre-
gelles, Alford. But Bleek vindicates their genuineness and necesi ty.—C. C. S.] It is supposed with reason that they
contain an intei-polated supplement, as otKoSo^etre can stand very well alone.

• Vs. 53.—The reading Kan^lB^v efeA^dcTo? ovtov, approved by Tischendorf, [Meyer, Tregelles,] on the authority of B.,
C, L., [Cod. Sin.,] has intem.al probability. The Recepta varies, and it is mucn easier to assume that this complot tooh
pla/» after the Saviour'.s departure than in HL? presence.

• Vs. 54.—The additional words of the Recepto,, ^rjTovvTe^ 'iva /caTrjyopijffoxric auroD, are in all probability spurious.
See Meyeji, ad locum. [The test, as Van Oosterzee accepts it, is Tischendorfs. Supported by B., L., Cod. Sin,—C. C. S.j

speaking. It is therefore not impossible that this

event belongs to a later period of the Saviour's so-

journ and activity in Galilee, when the hostility

against Him had risen to a still higher pitch. On
the other hand, the invitation of the Pharisee just al

the moment becomes doubly intelligible if we con>
pare Mark iii. 20. Perhaps this breakfast was of

EXEGETICAl AUD CBITICAl.

Vs. 37. 'Ef 5f Tif ha\.—That the Pharisee's invi-

jation came to Jesus while He was uttering what im-

mediately precedes, Luke does not tell us, but only

tbAt it was given while the Saviour was engaged in
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fered the SaTlour by a Pharisee dwelUng in the

Deighboihood, who might fear that Jesus through

tha press of the people could not reach the dwelling

of his host.

Breakfast, apiffrriffri.—We are here not to under-

stand the chief meal, biit a lighter prandium, which

was taken earlier and required less time. That the

disposition of the entertainer towards the Saviour

was not on that account by any means a friendly

one, sufBciently appears from the connection.

Vs. 88.—Had not first washed.—Respecting
the washhigs and purifications of the Pharisees be-

fore a meal, see the" detailed statements of Lightfoot

on Matthew xv. 2 ; Sepp, Z. J- ii. p. 348.—We have

no ground for supposing that the Saviour did not

commonly wash Himself before a meal. Now, per-

haps. He omitted it because He had just accepted

the invitation, or because He was wearied by the

day's work which He had hitherto accomplished.

Vs. 39. And the Lord said unto Him.—
Against the charge that the Saviour in the here-

foUowmg conversation at table iu some measure lost

out of mind the requirement of courtesy towards His

host, we have simply to bring to mind that " such a

divine rudeness is everywhere in place " (Ebrard).

If we consider that the host by his surprise had at

the very beginning violated the duty of hospitality

and benevolence ; that they had scarcely even sat

down when this injurious remark was made to the

Saviour ; that the Saviour had respect not merely to

the matter but especially to the principle and the in-

tention of the charge, we cannot then be in the least

surprised that He emphatically vindicates Himself,

and combats the hypocrisy of those who had cen-

sured Him. Every-day decorum gives place here to

an infinitely higher duty. We must, however, doubt-

less assume that the Pharisee had expressed his

astonishment in some way or other, since the Saviour

would otherwise have taken a different occasion for

uttering such a Philippic.

Now do ye Pharisees.—It is known how
remarkable an agreement there is between this re-

buke of the Saviour's and that which Matthew, ch.

xxiii., has given much more in detail. The question

which of the two Evangehsts has communicated this

rebuke in the most exact connection has been alter-

nately answered in favor of Matthew and Luke. See,

e.g. the view in Meyer on Matt, xxiii. 1. It is, how-
ever, to be remarked, 1, that the first reproach

which, according to Luke, the Saviour addresses

to the Pharisees, vss. 39, 40, bears internal traces

of having been uttered at a meal, and that also the

coming forward of the scribe, vss. 45, 46, by which
a new rebuke is called forth, has internal probability.

On the ground of this it appears not to admit of

doubt that the Saviour really directed against a Phar-
isee in Galilee, on occasion of a breakfast, several

similar rebukes to [hose which we find in Matthew,
"h. xxiiL, directed in yet greater number against the

scribes and Pharisees at Jerusalem. 2. On the other

side, however, the denunciatory discourse in Matthew
affords so many proofs of an internal connection and
a living totahty, that the originality and exactness of
Its redaction cannot possibly be denied. It is, 3, un-
doubtedly possible that the Saviour, as occasion of-

fered, repeated several rebukes against the Pharisees

b Galilee and those of like mind in Judaea, but less

probable that a whole series of rebukes, with citation

of the same passage of Scripture and the same denun-
ciation at the end, was twice delivered. It is more
limple, theref:)re. 4. to assume that Luke is indeed

right in representing the Saviour during a meal M
uttering a discourse of rebuke against the Phansee*

and scribes, but that in this he has taken the Iibertj

of inserting at the same time per anticipationem sev-

eral similar expressions, which, as appears from Mat-

thew, the Saviour actually uttered only in the last days

of Hi's Ufe, which Luke, however, on account of their

similar character, communicates here, while in con

sequence of this he does not recur to the last denun

ciatory discourse. As to the whole malter, the opin

ion that " the Evangelists have taken up elements

of earlier discourses of Jesus in later ones and the

reverse " (Lange) can only be rejected in principle

by those whose harmonistics are controlled by a

somewhat mechanical theory of inspiration.

Ni'c, K.T.A.—Not an antithesis merely of now in

opposition to an understood iraAai (Meyer) ; for we
have not a single proof that the Saviour considers

the former generation of Pharisees as better than

the present, but rather in the sense of eo jam per-

ventum est, which, perhaps, in view of the charactei

of holy irony borne by the whole discourse, is best

translated by " full well," equivalent to " thi"! is the

way, they are on the right way to," &c.

Vs. 39. But your inward part.—Not a con-

traction for " the inside of your cup," to which Matt,

xxiii. 25 appears to point, but the interior of the

persons in contrast with the exterior of the cup. In

Matthew the opposition between outer and inner side

of the enjoyment of life appears more prominent.

In the foi-m given by Luke the outwardly purified

cup is opposed to the inwardly corrupted heart of

the drinker.

Vs. 40. Te fools.—Since God has created the

inside as well as the outside, one as much as the

other must be held holy ; and it is not only evil but

foohsh to wish to separate, even in thought—to say

nothing of act—that which in the nature of things

is absolutely inseparable.

Vs. 41. But rather give alms.—It appears to

us entirely against the spirit and intent of this dis-

course of the Lord, to wish to find here an actual

precept how alone they could bring about genuine

purity. In this case certainly there would have had

to follow in the future as the motive -nduTa Ko^apa

u^Tj/ e (T e T a [ ; and what now stands : kuSi. v^jl. i ut iv

appears to be meant to indicate to us how soon any-

thing in their eyes was purified,—so soon, that is,

as only they had lavished to ivovrafor an osten

tatious almsgiving. The Saviour said date not datis^

since they already actually did it, but He will urge

them in the Imperative only to continue this. We
thus come spontaneously to the ironical interpreta-

tion (Erasmus, Kuinoel, a. o.) in this way :
" What

more would be yet necessary than to designate, set

apart, the contents for alms ; for thereby the whole
inward impurity has at once disappeared." That
there is also a holy irony appears from Proverbs i.

26, and elsewhere. All attempts to find here a def

inite moral commandment which is meant in earnest,

appear to us forced in the extreme, nor may we for-

get that the Saviour ends with : -wai,Ta Kahapa vix'tti

4aTLv, that is, e vestro [perverso) judicio. Had He
hero wished to speak of actual objective purity, this

addition would have been entirely superfluous.

[This is a very doubtful interpretation. There seems
no sufficient reason for doubting that our Lord means
to commend practical benevolence as better tlian any
scrupulosity about ceremonial purity. "Instead of
any excessive anxiety," He says, "about having th«
outside of your vessels duly purified, it would be bet
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ter to ^ve their contents to the poor. Such a spirit

of beneficeneo will render any merely ceremonial de-

fects of small account."—C. C. S.]

Ts. 42. Te tithe.—Moses had aforetime re-

quired that they shot'.d bring the tenth of all their

possessions, as an offering to the sanctuary. Num
bers xviii. 21 ; Deut xiv. 23. The perverseneas of

Uie Pharisees consisted in this, that they appUed the

command to the most insignificant trifles, e. g. mint
and rue, and on the other hand neglected inviolable

requirements of the Divine law. They forgot judg-

ment respecting themselves first of all, in the sense,

that is, in which the Saviour had required it, John
vii. 24 ; and at the same time the love of God, consid-

ered as the genitive ofobject, and according to Matthew,

moreover, faithfulness, r^v Trla-Tiv (vs. 23). Thus
did they violate the noblest duties towards God, their

neighbor, and themselves.

These ought ye to have done.—It is an ad-

mirable proof of the heavenly composure and impar-

tiality of our Lord, that instead of abrogating the

fulfilment of the minor duties, or declaring it unim-

portant. He on the other hand permits and commands
it, but then also insists with the best right that the

higher duties should at least be fulfilled not less con-

scientiously than the rest. Comp. Matt, xxiii. 23.

Vs. 43. The uppermost seats . . . greetings.

—Comp. Matt, xxiii. 6, Y, and see Lange, ad loo.

Vs. 44. Graves 'which appear not.—In a

somewhat different form the same rebulie is ex-

pressed m Matt, xxiii. 27. There the Saviour con-

demns especially the ornamenting and decking out

of a thing that was inwardly abominable ; here the

consequence of it is brought forward: the white-

washed grave as such is scarcely to be recognized

any longer, and one can therefore go over it without

knowing it ; so may one come in contact with the

Pharisees, without at onee receiving an impression

of their inward moral corruption. [I should here

suppose that in the two passages two different class-

es of graves are referred to. Here the humbler

grave of the common people, which in time might

einli into the earth and be Walked over without no-

tice, thereby defiling the passers-by ; and in the

passage in Matthew, on the other hand, the more

pompous sepulchres of the rich, whose magnificent

decorations were so poorly in agreement with the

corruption which they concealed within. The appli-

cation of the two images is not essentially different.

—C. C. S.].

Vs. 45. One of the lawyers.—There is no

ground for thinking that this i^ofj^mis belonged him-

self to the sect of the Sadducees (Paulus). On the

other hand, it seems that we must assume that the

learned caste of the pofimoi mamtained a somewhat

aristocratic position with reference to the great mass

ofthe Pharisees, and that this man wished to remmd

our Lord : " If thou speakest thus, thou wilt not only

raise against thee the plebs, but also the men of science

;

not only, so to speak, the laid, but also the clenci.

He wishes to conjure down the tempest of denuncia-

tion, and to overawe the Saviour ; with what poor

success will uumediately appear.

Vs. 46. Woe unto you also, ye lawyers.—

Comp. Matt, xxiii. 4. " Gh-adws : digito itno attm-

gere, digitis lariqere, digito movere, manu ioUere,

\umero imponere. Hoc cojebant populum, illud ipsi

refuaiebant." Bengel.

fg il. Ve build the sepulchres.—Comp.

Matthew xxiii. 29-31.—Not the building of the sep-

ilchres in and of itself, but the connection which

they thereby proved themselves to have with thi

prophet-murdering race of old, is condemned by out

Lord. Fathers and children together did only one
work,—the former killed the messengers of God, the

latter buried them ; the former incurred, the latter

perpetuated, the damnable guiit of blood ; and while

they apparently honored the prophets, they hart to-

wards God, v/ho had sent them, the same enmity at

heart as the murderers of the prophets. For other

views, nee Lange, ad loc.

Vs. 48. But ye build.—It is of course understood

that it is still the graves of the prophets which are

meant. If they had been of a better sort than their

fathers, they would have erected no monuments of a

damnable deed, which ought rather to he buried in the

dust of oblivion. Now, however, when they spoke

with so much ado of their fathers, they with their

urniJ-eia apparently honored the prophets, but in effect

their murderers, and—themselves.

Vs. 49. Therefore also said the wisdom of

God.-—" Therefore, that is, because you have part

of the guilt and are ripe for the punishment of

your fathers ; the wisdom of God has also said,"

&c. The Lord appears hereby to mean that through

Him the wisdom of God speaks personally to the

children of men. Tlie view that the Saviour here

cites an ancient declaration of God, lost to us (Pau-

lus, Von Hengel), is inadmissible, as " contrary to

the analogy of all other citations of Jesus, as well as

to the evangelical tradition itself, which attributed

these words, with Matt, xxiii. 34, to Jesus." Meyer

Perhaps we have here to understand a former dec

laration of the Saviour Himself, and to compare Matt.

xi. 19. As the Son of the Father, who spoke what

He had formerly seen and heard with the Father,

the Saviour could with the best right name Himself

ri trocpta. tov eeov, and perhaps it is the recollection of

similar declarations which has given John occasion

to designate Him decidedly as the \6yos rod 0eov

That here only a liarepai' nporfpov of form occurs

(Neander, Twesten, Meyer), has no proof. It was

certainly not unworthy of the Saviour to cite His own

formerly-uttered word as that of the Incarnate Wisdom
of God, and if He did this we cannot then assume

th.at He understood by the prophets and apostles any

one else than those of the New Covenant now soon

to appear in His place, and by whose rejection the

measure of wickedness should be fulfilled, and the

murder of the prophets reach its culmination. The col-

ors in which here the fate of His witnesses is depicted

are probably all taken from their subsequent life.

Even crucifixion is in Matthew not mentioned with-

out ground, if the famihar tradition contains truth

that Peter suffered the martyr's death in this form,

not, it is true, at the hands of the Jews, but yet after

he had been condemned by the Jews and deUvered

to the heathen world. Persecute, e/tSKol, so that it

was no longer granted to them to remam quiet in

the land. Comp., e. g., Acts xiii. 50.

Vs. 50. The blood of all the prophets.

—

See

Lange on the parallel in Matthew. The view of Hug,

Sepp, and others, that the Saviour here predicted the

murder of Zacharias, the son of Baruch, shortly

before the destruction of the temple (comp. Josefhus

De Bell. Jud. iv. 6, 4,) belongs already to the history of

exegesis. We too cannot see anything else in it than

that the Saviour has in mind 2 Chron. xxiv. 21, and
^

in this way brings together the murder of the proph-

'

ets from the first to the last book of the Old Testa-

ment canon. He mentions therefore the ancient, ai

yet unatoned-for blood-guiltiness, which soon, aug-
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mented by new, will reach its fearful culmination.

As respects finally the well-known difficulty that

Zacharias was not the son of Barachias, but of Jehoi-

ada, we prefer on the whole the view (Ebrard, pp. 5,

6,) that Zacharias uccording to the Old Testament

also was a grandson of Jehoiiida, and that the Saviour

here correctly states Baracliias, who is not mentioned

in the Old Testament, as his father. Respecting this

whole passage the Essay of Miiller deserves to be

compared, Stud. u. Krit, 1841, 3.

Vs. 51. Yea, I say unto you.—It belongs to

the fearful earnestness of the Divine retributive right-

tousness, that when a generation concurs iu heart

withthewickednessofanearliergeneration, it receives.

In the final retribution of the accumulated guilt, as

well the punishment for its own, as also for the for-

mer sins which it had inwardly made its own.
Vs. 62. Woe unto you, lawyers!—Comp. Mat-

vhew xxiii, 14. Here is said definitely to the vofxiKoi

what had there been said to the scribes and Pharisees

in general. The position of this saying in Luke, after

the fearful denunciation of the previous verse, brenks
m ore or less the climax of the discourse, and may per-

haps with other things serve as a proof that he on
this occasion has inserted single sayings which were
actually not uttered till afterwards. By the key of

knowledge we can, as to the rest, understand nothing
else than the way of the knowledge of Divine truth

which had been revealed and manifested in Christ.

By their hierarchical influence upon the people they
barred them from access thereto, and by their dispo-

sition towards the Saviour, they closed the access to

it against themselves.

Vs. 53. And when He had gone out from
thence.

—

See the note on the text. It may be plainly

noticed that either anger or conscience made imme-
diate answer impossible to the host and the scribes.

In silence therefore did they permit the Saviour to de-
part from the prandium, but remained together in

order to consult what attempts were now further
to be made. They soon seek Him again, in order
to interrogate Him about all manner of things (iTro-

uTo/imTi'ffii'), apparently trifling sophistical questions
which Luke does not even account worthy the honor of
mention. In ease of necessity they are even ready
to suifer even new castigations, by the answer which
the Saviour certainly is not to be supposed to have
forborne giving them, if only they could at last suc-
ceed in drawing something from Him whicli should in
some way give them the right of denouncing Him
either before the secular or before the spiritual au-
thorities.

DOCTBINAL AND ETHICAI,.

1. The holy anger of the Saviour at the breakfast
of tlie Pharisee (Mark iii. 5, comp. Ephesians iv. 26),
far from being below His dignity, or standing at all
m conflict with His character, is on the other hand
a striking revelation of Bis heavenly greatness. It
is well known that He towards all that had deeply
fallen was affcotionate and forbearing, and only to-
wards hypocrites was inexorably severe. The cause
of this lies in His character as King of truth, with
which no sin stands in so direct opposition as hypoc-
risy, because it vaunts itself of the guise of a virtue, of
the essence of which it is entirely destitute. [So' far
have we, in our mawkish theories of universal good-
nature, sunk below the understanding of this divine
Beva V. ofour Lord agauist unworthy tefl,chera of reliff-.

Ion, that I have actually seen the declaration atttibuted

to a leading religious journal, that '' no man who re-

spects religion will speak iH of a clergyman. ' Such
an impudent identifying of religion with its teachers

is hardly credible. How does it consist with the tre-

mendous rebukes of our passage, directed against

clergymen ?—C. C. S.]

2. Pharisaism, far from being a merely accident-

al form of the Judaism of that time, is on the othei
hand the natural revelation of the sinful condition

of the heart when men will not give up the hope of
becoming righteous before God by their virtue and
merits. They are proud of that which they imagine
themselves to possess, and continually inclined to as-

sume the guise of that which they well know they
do not possess. The enmity of the flesh towards tha
immutable declarations and contents of the law (Ro-
mans viii. V), they seek to conceal behind respect for
outward forms, and in each case they make a compro-
mise with themselves, in order to conceal the trans-
gression of the great commandment by exact fulfilment
of the less. But this whole web of self-deceit is

penetrated by the sun-like glance of the King of truth,
and whoever, hke the scribe, vs. 45, takes part with
the cause of unrighteousness, receives his righteous
proporiion of the sharp chastisement.

3. When the Saviour combats the temptations oftha
Pharisaical hierarchy, it is by no means His intention
entirely to forbid all distinctions of offices of honor
in His kingdom. The same one who wills not that
one of His people should be called Rabbi, has placed
some as apostles, &c. Ephesians iv. 11. But this
He censures, that the office is desired for the title's

sake, mstead of the title for the office's sake ; that
men take honor one of another instead of seekmg
the honor which is of God alone, John v. 44. How
sadly is the Catholic Church, following the Pharisees,
gone astray both as to the letter and the spirit of this
word of the Lord !

4. Men judge the heart according to the deed

;

the Saviour judges the deed according to the heart.
Therefore He adduces the building of the sepulchres
of the prophets, that in and of itself might be per-
mitted and laudable, as anew ground of accusation,
inasmuch as He discovers the same temper of mind
in the buiiers of the dead, as had once dwelt iu the
murderers. What they undertake against earlier and
later messengers of God, is to Him so far from being
surprising and unexpected that He, as the personal
Wisdom of God, has already seen it belbrehand and
predicted it, and yet He has not permitted Himself
to be held back by this mournful prospect an instant
from His uninterrupted labor of love.

6. That the judgment ofthe Lord, severe as it was,
was not at all too hard, appears at once from this
fact alone, that the Pharisees have not the most dis-
tant thought of humbling themselves under the rod
of this word, but only forge new attacks, and there-
fore fall out of one sin into another and yet worse
sin.

6. There is one wisdom which shuts up the kingdom
of God from one's self and others, and another which
shows and helps to find the entrance. The former
IS revealed in the Pharisees and scribes, the latter in
the Saviour. The appellation ao.pia rod OeoC is one
of those pomts of contact which occur in so manifold
ways between the Synoptical and the Johannean Chris-
tology. Comp. also Proverbs viii. 23. An Ebionitic
or Socinianistic Christ could not possibly have spoket
in such a way.

7. Inasmuch ns the Saviour takes the two exiun
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pleB of unrighteously-shed blood from the first and
last book of the Old Testament canon, He gives tes-

timony for the Scriptures of the Old Testament as

being a whole.

nOMILETIOAIi AND PRACTICAL.

The Saviour's pleasure at table embittered by the

malice of man. Prov. xvii. 1. The free Humanity

of the Saviour in contrast with the restrictions of a

dry Legalism.—The severity of love.—Outward puri-

fying without inward purity.—The mournful opposi-

tion between seemiug and being, in the religious

sphere: 1. The seeming an anxious copy of the

being ; 2. the being, the mournful contrast of the

seeming.—The compromise between conscientious-

ness and the lust of sin.—Beneficence not seldom a

cloak for the exercise of gross sins.—Faithfulness in

much and little. There are men who are, 1. Neither

the one nor the other ; 2. who are jonscientious in

little and not in much ; 3. conscientious in much and

on the contrary neglectful in little ; 4. who unite

both qualities.—The Saviour Himself a noble type

of faithfulness as well in the highest as in the lowest

duty in His calling.—The striving after vain honor a

genuinely Pharisaic vice.—How little do men often

conjecture how it is with our hearts !—The principle

of solidarity.—^Whoever perpetuates the mention of

damnable deeds which might better fall into forget-

fulness, renders thereby a testimony against himself

—

No rejection of the word of God which had not been

already predicted.—The blood-stream in Israel's his-

tory, the length, the breadth, the depth, the height.

The wisdom of God over against the foUy of man.

Vs. 49. Comp. vs. 40.—The blood-guiltiness of

Israel: 1. An ancient guUt; 2. an accumulated

guilt- 3. a righteously visited guUt.—This whole

discourse a proof of the truth of the prophetical

word: The Lord is patient, yet of great might,

Nahum i. 3.—Hostility against the truth even where

it is clearly recognized.— Vo-Uas odium parii, Acts

ix. 56. . i J
Sta»ke :—Osiander :—It is not a sm to eat and

converse with people of another religion, if only we do

nothing that is contrary to our profession.—Majos :

—We should give offence to no one, but if he will

without it take offence, he does it on his own respon-

sibility.—Often do men make side-work the main
work and the reverse.

—

Bibl. Wirt.

:

—To please men,

one must not conceal the truth, but, when time .and

place require, confess it, wiihout regard to private

gain or loss.

—

Qcesnkl :—Sometimes to address th«

sinner severely is very necessary in order that he b«

roused and brought to the knowledge of sin.

—

Bren.

IIDS :—Without faith it is impossible to please God,

let one give as many alms as he will.—Hypocrisy tad

avarice, where they coexist, are almost incurable.—

Everything in its due order and measure.

—

Qoesnel ;

To be first or chief is not pride, but to strive after it

is a sign of haughtiness.—The discovery of hypocrisy

a hard work.

—

Canstein :—The evil conscience ac-

cuses itself when sin and vices are only rebuked in

general terms.—It is the greatest hypocrisy to wish

to honor departed teachers with monuments, but

persecute living ones, Acts vii. 62.

—

Anton:—Evan-

gelical preachers are appointed for this that they

suffer tribulation—why do we wonder at that ?—The
Lord regards and inquires after His servants' blood,

Ps. ix. 12.

—

Canstein :—From one sin into another,

from hypocrisy to murder of prophets.

—

Hedinger :

—It is one thing to think we understand the Scrip-

tures, another thing to be certain of it.—Though

children of the world are otherwise at variance, yet

they join together when Christ's truth is to be op-

posed.—The longer, the worse, they mislead and ara

misled. Isaiah xxvi. 10.

Heubner :—If there is a heavenly nobility, thia

has another character than the earthly.—How dan-

gerous the position of the teacher of reUgion is I
—

•

The easy conscience is none.—The human heart may

be a temple and a grave, the best and the worst may
conceal itself therein.—There is for every man a

measure of sin, he cannot stand half-way, comp. Kev.

xxii. 11.—There is a degree of corruption when man
cannot escape destruction, but we can never deter-

mine that in the concrete.

—

Rieger:—A sermon

upon the imputation of others' sms in his Henena-

Pastille, p. 91. Comp. Pldtarchus, De sera nummia

viudicta, ed. Eeichii, vui. p. 213-217.—Saurin :—

Les grands et les peiits devoirs dans la Religion, Ser-

mon sur Math, xxiii. 23 (parallel to Luke xi. 42),

torn. X.—A Sermon by Arndt upon Jesus' denuncia-

tion of woe in the temple, Matt, xxiii., in his sermons

on the Life of Jesus, iv., deserves also to be com-

pared here.

4. For what the Disciple of the Saviour has, and for what he has not, to take care (Ch. XIL 1-34).

In the mean time, when there were gathered together an innninerable multitude

riit the myriads! of people, insomuch that they trode one upon another, he began to

=4v,,ro^idiscii,las first of all. Beware ye of the leaven of the Pharisees, which la

r/poTrsyFoBu"'] there is nothing covered, that shall not be revealed
;
neither hi^

Smt shS not be known. Tlierefore, whatsoever ye have spoken m darkness shall be

heard in tlfeight; and that which ye have spoken in the ear m closets sha 1 be pro

clabid uptr hoase-tops. And I say unto you my friends. Be not afraid of U.em

that kill the body, and after that have no more that they can do But I will forewarn
that kill ttie OOQJ, "

j
.

j^
j. j^ ^^^^^ j^mg^ ^^th power to cast into

6 C^teT/ ay unto you, F^ar hfrn [this one, .oCrov]. Are not five sparrows sold for

? J:;'fa^S/grLd no/on ol^them i

^.0^2^:-;^^: /IralSX^mX'
8 :;r;s%rwTnt;ou, mos^^^^^ - [have confesseal befor,

13
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9 men, liim sIirII the Son of man also confess before the angels of God: But he that dc
10 nieth [hath denied] me before men shall be denied before the angels of God. And

whosoever shall speak a word against the Son of man, it shall be forgiven him : but

unto him that blasphemeth [hath blasphemed] against the Holy Ghost it shall not be

11 forgiven. And when they bring you unto [before] the synagogues, and unto \hefore\

magistrates, and powers, take ye no thought how or what thing ye shall answer [in yoni

12 defence], or what ye shall say:'' For the Holy Ghost shall teach you in the same hour

what ye ought to say.

13 And one of the company said unto him. Master [Teacher], speak to my brother,

14 that he divide the inheritance with me. And he said unto him, Man, who made [ap-

15 pointed] me a judge or a divider over you? And he said unto them. Take heed, and

beware of [all'] covetousness : for a man's life consisteth not in the abundance of the

16 things which he possesseth. And he spake a parable unto them, saying, The ground

17 [estate; lit., place, x<^P«] of a certain rich man [had] brought forth plentifully: And
he thought within himself, saying, What shall 1 do, because I have no room where to

18 bestow [deposit] my fruits [or, crops] ? And he said, This will I do: I will pull down
19 my barns, and build greater

; and there will I bestow all my fruits and my goods. And
I will say to my soul, Soul, thou hast much goods laid up for many years ; take thine

20 ease, eat, drink, and be merry. But God said unto him, Thou fool, this night thy soul

shall be required [lit., they require] of thee : then whose shall those things be, which
21 thou hast provided? So is he that layeth up treasure for himself, and is not rich

toward God.

22 And he said unto his disciples, Therefore I say unto you, Take no thought [Be not
anxious] for your [the^] life, what ye shall eat; neither for tlie body, what ye shall pnt

23 on. The life is more than meat [food], and the body is more than raiment [apparel],

24 Consider the ravens : for tiiey neither sow nor reap
;
which neither have storehouse

nor barn ; and God feedeth them : how much more are ye better than the fowls
25 [birds] ? And which of you with taking thought can add to his stature [length of life,

26 ijXtKiW] one cubit?' If ye then be not able to do [even] that thing which is least,

27 why take ye thought [are ye anxious] for the rest? Consider the lilies how they
grow: they toil not, they spin not [how they neither toil nor spin, V. 0.'']

; and yet I
28 say unto you, that Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these. If then

God so clothe the grass, which is to-day in the field,' and to-morrow is cast into the
29 oven ; how much more ivill he clothe you, ye of little faith ? And seek not ye what
30 ye shall eat, or [and'] what ye shall drink, neither be ye of doubtful mind." For all

these things do the nations of the world seek after : and [or, but] your Father knoweth
31 that ye have need of these things. But rather seek ye the kingdom of God [seek ye
32 his kingdom"]; and all [om., all] these things shall be added unto you. Fear not,

33 little fiock ; for it is your Father's good pleasure to give you the kingdom. Sell that
ye have, and give alms; provide yourselves bags [purses] which wax not old, a treas-

ure in the heavens that faileth not, where no thief approacheth, neither moth corruptetl:

34 [destroyeth]. For where your treasure is, there will your heart be also.

[1 Vs. 2.—rap rests only on the authority of D. Cod. Sin. omits even he.—C. C. S.]
5 Vs. 11.—We find no sufficient grounds for the opinion that the words ^ n eltrriTt are taken from the parallel passOM

in Matthew. i- -6

[3 Vs. 15.—The insertion of Trotnjs instead of r^s is supported by convincing agreement of critics and manuscripts in-
cluding: A., B., D., and Cod. Sin.—C. C. S.] ^ *

f • Vs. 22.—The decided weight of authority (including A„ B., D., Cod. Sin.) is for the omission of inii/,—C. C. S.]
" Vs. 25.—The words liepi^i-wc and irrixw eva are not sufficiently well attested critically, to avoid the suppo'^itioii that

they are borrowed from Matthew. [UcpiiivCiy is read by Lachmann, Meyer, Tregelles with A., B., Cod. Sin , witi 17 other
uncials, and ^ti\vv by Tischondorf also, with all the manuscripts. Van Oosterzee must have meant to sav that eW wa.i
weaklv supported, as itis omitted by B., D., Cod. Sin.—C. C. 8.]

« Vs. 27.—Rec.: vrwy av^dvei- oil KOTria ovSe i^flet. D., on the other hand, as also Versions and Clem ttwc ovt«
Kiiflei OUTS vipaiyti.. So Tischendorf. [Also Meyer, Alford.] Although the reading has no preponderance of external
guthontics, it is nevertheless internally more probable, as the Recepta, on the other hand, is taion from the nai-allel nas-
eage in Matthew. ^ ^

[' Vs. 38.—Lit.
: ff Grid so dolhe. in the field the grass which is to-day, and to-morrow, &c. Ei Si ev iyoiZ rbv vdoToa

ii-ra irniicpoy, K.T.\. B., L., Sm. The field is represented as the theatre of God's activity.—C. 0. S 1

*c '

[8 Vs. 29.-Kci;, B., L., Cod. Sin., 2otheruncial8.-C. C. S.)
(» Vs. 29.—Van Oosterzee translates this : Eriicbl [yerjliegl] euch nicht in eurev WTwschen. "Bo not too hiirb-raiseil

In your expectations." Vulgate : A'alile in sublime lolU. This meaning is defended by Do Wette and Meyer nirrees will
ti.e more usual meaning oi ^cTewpi(eaea.i., but, as Bleeli remarks, and Alford also, is much less congruous with the eontMl
than the signification :

" to./iuc(i(a(e m doiid;," which is also an undisputed ."cnse of the word.—C C S] ^ ^^••^-^i

iv
", Vs. ai.-AiToC has the authority of B., D., (Cod. Sin.,] Copt., Sahid., iEth., and others, for itself, while on thiothci hand, the Eecr.pta, rov ®eou, has against it the suspicion of being transferred from Matt. vi. 33, as pJao nrnhihli> nH

fuperfluoua iriw^a after Tai/ra.
* * pi.uuauijf, u»
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GENEEAI, EEMABKS.

1. Although there is no lack of able .attempts so to unite the different elements of discourse in Luke xil

that therein a logical connection shall become possible (Olshausen, Stier, Lange, a. o.), yet in our eyes th«

view is more probable that this whole chapter exhibits a chrestomathie character; in other words, that

Luke here places together different admonitions and warnings of the Saviour which actually, according to

the other Evangelists, were at least in part delivered on very different occasions Without doubt the

Saviour in this period of His life delivered a detailed discourse before the ears of a numerous multitudBf

in which He expressly warned against the Pharisaical leaven, vs. 1. Yet even vss. 3-9 remind us, as

respects contents and course of thought, too strongly of Matt. x. 26-33 for us to be able to find here any-

thing else than a modifiied redaction of the sayings given by Matthew in the right place. Vs. 10 stands

here much less congruously than Matt. xii. 31, 32. The promise, vss. 11, 12, appears also in Luke, oh.

xxi. 14, 15, while we have met with it in a very fitting connection in Matt. x. 19, 20. If we, therefore,

will not assume that the Saviour uttered it three times, we shall be obliged to suppose that it does not

stand here, ch. xii. 11, 12, in its right place. We come thus almost to the view of De Wette, in reference

to the words of Jesus, contained in this chapter, when he, with it is true not wholly fitting expression, de-

clares: " mostly compiled, only vss. 13-21 peculiar." The parable of the Rich Fool belongs exclusively

to Luke, and since he does not give an intimation that it was originally delivered in another historical

connection, we are at full liberty to coimect it with this course of thought. In reference to vss. 22-24, on

the other hand^ we cannot regard it as very probable that the Saviour should have twice adduced the very

same example from the realm of nature, in warning His disciples against unprofitable care (comp. Matt. n.

22-84), while besides this it appears that the thoughts in Matthew are rendered much more naturally and

correctly than in Luke. Much more simple is the view that of such words of the Saviour more than one

redaction has been preserved by the Evangelists, who certainly in the statement and transcription of Hia

utterances were no more destitute of the guidance of the Holy Spirit than in the delineation of His deeds

and destiny. Vs. 32 again is to be found only in Luke, as well as also—to speak here of the contents of

the second half of this chapter—vss. 35-38 ; 47, 48, in this form is only communicated by him. VsB.

39-46 have again so manifest a coincidence with Matt. xxiv. 42-61 that in all probability it belongs

originally to the last eschatological discourse of the Saviour. To a similar result do we come if we com-

pare Luke xii. 49-53 with Matt. x. S4-36 (comp. ch. xx., xxii.), vss. 54-56 with Matt. xvi. 2, 3, and vss.

58, 59 with Matt. v. 25, 26. It is certainly conceivable that the Saviour uttered all this twice or oftener

before different hearers, and not impossible, if one places this hypothesis in the foreground, to jind then

the leading thread also which more or less closely joins together all these heterogeneous elements of dis-

course: but is it not much more simple to assume that the same saying of the Lord has been given by

each of the different Evangelists under higher guidance in his own way, in which case it must be left to

a discerning criticism in particular cases to investigate which form is most original ? In each particular

case so to decide the matter that not the least uncertainty shall remain, will perhaps, and probably, always

remain impossible. In the lack of trustworthy historical data, subjective opinion always has more or

less play, and dogmatics exercises even unconsciously its influence upon harmonistics. Commonly, how-

ever at least as respects this our chief point, a consideration free of prejudice will lead to the con.

elusion that the most of the here-cited sayings are given by Matthew in a connection which has the

greater probability for itself This, however, does not hinder us from acknowledging that the way in

which they are communicated and arranged by Luke, gives us sometimes a deeper view into the unspeakable

riches of the words of the Eternal Word. Therefore, without every time inquiring as to the connection in

Vhich they have been preserved elsewhere, we take them up simply as Luke communicates them to us.

2. As respects now vss. 1-34 in particular, we will, in order to be able better to survey the rich

matter contained in this portion of the discourse, divide it into three parts. In the first, vss. 1-12, the

tone of warning predominates; in the second, vss. 13-21, we perceive a tone of instruction, while in th«

third, vss. 22-34, a tone of encouragement and comfort becomes evident.

WAENINQ AaAINST THE TEMPER OF THE PHAEISEES, AND COMMENDATION OF THE
OPPOSITE CHAEACTER (TsB. 1-12).

KXEGETICAX AND CEITICAL.

Vs. 1. In the mean time, eV oXs.—Manifestly

ire oave so to conceive the matter that while the Pha-

risees were occupying themselves with ensnaring

questions and plotting, the throng around the Saviour

was increasing with every moment. There is no ac-

tual ground to consider even the mention of the myr.

iads as hyperbohcal (Meyer), although undoubtedlj
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't was still farther from being a strictly arithmetical

computation. Comp. Matt. iv. 23-25; Mark iii. 20;

W. 1. We have here manifestly arrived at a point

of the '.li.story in which the extremes of love and

hatred towards the Saviour extensively and inten-

sively '.ave reached the highest pitch.

F)/rst of all.—Thus does the Saviour begin to

speak to His disciples, and exhibits hereby His for-

bearance and self-control, in that He at this moment,

when the Pharisees are inflamed with blind rage

against Him, does not turn Hhnself directly to the

masses with His warning. Tlpanov not to be join-

ed with Toh fineriT. (Luther, Bengel, Knapp, a. o.),

which would be partly obscure, partly purposeless,

partly also without example ; but with Trpotre'xfre =^

Luke ix. 61. After that which had just taken place,

the Saviour has no warning so much at heart as just

this.

Of the leaven.—Comp. Matt. xvi. 6. As ap-

pears from the conversation after the second miracle

of the Loaves, the Saviour designated by the leaven of

the Pharisees their doctrine, and this not in general,

for then it would have contained also pure Mosaic
elements, but so far as it had been disfigured by the

spirit of their sect. It is thus probable, even a priori,

that He, inasmuch as He was at a former time zeal-

ous against this ^umt?, now also has this doctrine in

mind. On this ground we must fully subscribe to the

penetrating remark of Meyer :
" Here also it is not

hypocrisy ihat is meant (as commonly explained), be-

cause otherwise afterward t? vwoKpints (with an ar-

ticle) would have to stand, but the pernicious doc-

trines and ordinances of the Pharisees upon which
Jesus but just before had been debating at table.

Of this He says :
' Their essence is hypocrisy,' which

gives an element of the warning with the ground on
which it rests."

Vs. 2. There is nothing covered.—Comp.
Matt. X. 26. Aa hypocrisy in itself is not permitted,

vs. ], so is it besides fruitless, since the truth sooner
or later comes to light.—Concealed—hidden (with
entire generality of meaning), both from God and
man. Nothing,—Good as well as Evil ; that which
is greatest as well as that which is least.

Vs. 3. Therefore, whatsoever ye have
spoken in darkness.—A singular statement, if we
bring it exclusively into connection with the apos-
tolic KTipuy/ia, for we read indeed of the Saviour that

He preached to His disciples in the ear (Matt. x. 27),
but t.ieir preaching was from the beginning destined
to the greatest publicity. Therefore the opinions
(De Wette: "an incongruous expression." Bengel;
cum limore aliquo. Meyer :

" All that ye—on ac-
count of persecutions—shall have taught in secret,
will—at the victory of My cause—be proclaimed with
the greatest publicity."). This whole iintithesis of
persecution and victory is, however, plainly gratui-
tous. But why, moreover, is it necessary to under-
stand here so decidedly the apostolic Kvi>vyij.a ? It is

much more simple if we understand in general all

which,wliethei' by the apostles or by the people, vs. 1,
has been spoken in secret and is hereafter to be
brought to the light. Vs. 2, it is said of everijthing hid-
den that it shall come to the light ; vs. 8, more defi-
nitely of the liidden wonh of each one. By this re-
minder hypocrisy is opposed in its deepest grounds,
and even before the apostles could come into the
temptation of concealing truth from the fear of
man, it is indicated to them in vss. 4, 5, whom they
must not fear, and whom they must beyond question
fear.

Vs. 4. Be not afraid.—Comp. Matt. x. 28. W*
have here the question, wlio is meant by the name;

rhv—^oua-tau ^xovra ^^^a\e7v £19 T^f y€€vvav, God
or Satan? The majority of commentators have, in

agreement with the exegetieal tradition, decided in

favor of the former tIcw; some voices have been

raised for the latter (Olshausen, Stier, Lange, X. J
ad loc, Besser, Arndt, Riechel, Van Oosterzee, L.

J.). After the retractation of Lange, also, on Mat
thew ad loc, we cannot but assume that the troth \3

on the side of the minority. Grounds : 1. Fear can

only be here mterpreted in one sense, in that of

being afraid of, being on one's guard ; for this cer-

tainly the word denotes in the first part of the admo-

nition, and he whom man has to fear, 5f ii.aK\ov,

cannot be the Supreme Love, but must necessarily

be Satan. It is true, there is a distinction in the

const ruction. We have first : /x^ ipofi'qBvre awh rwv
K.T.A., then ; (^ojQrj^Tjre 5e rhv ^x°^'^°^^ k.t.A. Benge.

already remarked : Plus est, timeo ilium, guam timea

ah illo. But the Saviour uses in the connection of

the parallel passage. Matt. x. 26, tpoB'nS-nre with the

accusative also in the sense of being afraid, and the

Se /xaWov (in Matthew) plainly intimates that here

an increase of fear (of being afraid) unto yet much
greater fear takes place ; that the Saviour, therefore

does not give His disciples the admonition in order,

instead of the first named feeling, to awaken anothei

within them, but on the other hand to cherish ..V

same fear in yet much higher degree.

2. Besides, Satan is the proper soul-murderer,

even as men are murderers of the body : but of God
it is never said that He destroys the soul. To the ob-

jection that the devil nowhere appears in Scripture as

the one who damns to hell (Olshausen), we must
answer that he appears here not as judge, but as exe-

cutor of the retributive judgment of God, under His

special permission. [Where in the New Testament
is the mediaeval notion of the devil as God's bailiff,

or executioner, countenanced ?—C. C. S.] The body
he kills through men who are his instruments, John
viii. 40, 41 ; the soul he destroys through the deadly
destruction of sin. From among the many foes who
could do them great harm, the Saviour brings one
forward who was capable of inflicting the greatest

of all upon them, and whom they accordingly must
fear much more. Therefore He adds, according to

Luke, with visible intensity :
" Tea, I say unto you,

fear him." " Whoever can think of the Heavenly
Father, we understand not how his ear can hear."

Stier.

3. Least of all does such a designation of the

Father belong to a discourse in which the Saviour
speaks to His friends, for their encouragement, of a
special Providence, which has numbered even the
hairs of their head. On all these grounds we her«
understand "the fearfnl uimamed and yet well-known
One, whose kingdom is hell, who here already be-

guiles the soul and there forever tortures body and
soul." B.isser. [Hell is described as the place of
Satan's punishment ; where is it described as the
place of his dominion? — C. C. S.] The Saviour
wishes to fill His disciples with holy fear : " That ths
evil enemy may not beyond deliverance devour theil
soul to destruction." Lange, JBihl. Gedichte. Or,
if any one, perchance, finds a difiioulty in this that
He addresses such a warning to His disciples, thcB
may we remark with Chrysostom: ti yfivpti'^ x<'>^f
n-iliTepov i a\\' ov^li/ rod Tavrrii xp'f)<n^ainepoif (po^a'^'

'O yap rfis yeewn! (p60os riip t7)s ffMiAfias tii-h

KOfii^ei (TTeipuvov. 'Erflo ip6Pos i(rTiv,oiic ia-i (jiSivat
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tyOa <p6Pos iiTTi, xfrn^ii-T-'v eput otiK enoxf^ft ti/Sa

^o^os ^i7Tli/, €a-;8effTai evfi.6s, fwiBu/iia Ka.ri<rra\rai
vai/ripd, Sirai' ti.\6yi<rToi' i^iiptaraL Traflos. IIomU.YI.
ad popul. Aiaioch., torn, vi., p. 560. Yet enough
already to justify our doubt that here the friends of
Jesus are required to fear God, who in the Immediately
following verse is, on the other hand, represented as
the object of their child-like trust, Ab utraque parte
tcdtem disputari potest.

[The following remarks on the parallel passage in
Matthew iippear to me to present in a clear light
the inadmiasibleness of the author's interpretation.
~C. C. S.

" Stier designates it as 'the only passage of Scrip-
ture whoge words may equally apply to God aud the
enemy of souls.' He himself is strongly in favor of
the latter interpretation, and defends it at much
length ; but I am quite unable to assent to his opin-
ion. It seems to me at variance with the connection
of the discourse, and with the universal tone of
Scripture regarding Satan. If such a phrase as
fpo&ilaQa.t rhv 5ia0o\ov could be instanced as = (pv-

Aa|ii(r9ai rbi' 5., Or if it could be shown that anywhere
power is attributed to Satan analogous to that in-

dicated by A Suifa/xepo^ k, ;//. k. cr. aTroAeVai iv 7., I

should then be open to the doubt whether he might
not here be intended ; but seeing that (jio/Sero-flm airii,

indicating terror, is changed into ipoBelaeai, so usually
followed by rhv deov in a higher and holier sense
(there is no such contrast in vs. 26, and therefore

that verse cannot be cited as ruling the meaning of
this), and that God Alone is throughout the Scripture

the Almighty dupenser of life arid deaths both tempo-
ral and eternal, seeing also that Satan is ever repre-

sented as the condemned of God, not 6 Svp. kiroKicrm,

I must hold by the general interpretation, and be-

lieve that, both here and in Luke xii. 3-7, our
Heavenly Father is intended as the right object of

our fear. As to this being inconsistent with the

character in which He is brought before us in the

next verse, the very change of construction in cfo-

/Seiirflai would lead the mind on out of the terror be-

fore spoken of, into that better kind of fear always in-

dicated by that expression when appMed to God, and

so prepare the way for the next verse. Besides, this

sense is excellently in keeping with vs. 29 in another

way. . . The parallel passage, James iv. 12, even in

the absence of other consideiatious, would be deci-

sive. Full as his epistle is of our Lord's words from

this Gospel, it is hardly to be doubted that in ch
rtrriv & voixoS^T-qs 6 Zuv dfjiGV os aiii(Ta.t tcai a-woXi-

crai, he has this very verse before him. This Stier

endeavors to escape by saying that d-roKiaai, barely,

as the opposite to o-uirm, is far from being =— il'ux^"

airo\e(raL in a Context like this. But as connected

with votioBeTTjs, what meaning can a.iro\ea-m bear ex-

cept that of eternal destruction ? "—Alford.]

Vs. 6. Five sparrows.—A beautiful version

of the same saying, Matt. x. 29. So insignificant is

the worth of sparrows in daily life, that whoever buys

them for twopence gets one into the bargain, and

yet what is regarded among men as almost worthless

is with God in heaven not forgotten. To the dis-

ciples it is left to calculate how far they excel such

sparrows in value.

Vs. 8. Also I say unto you.—The repetition

several times of this announcement is also to the

attcutive hearer a proof that here different sayings

of the Saviour, originally belonging in an entirely dif-

ferent connection, are chrestomathically put together.

tion between this and the immediately ptecedmg ad.
monition falls away. Respecting the matter itself, th«
courageous confession of Christ, see the remark oa
Matt. X. 32, and on Luke ix. 26. Here it is especially
the reward of a confession coram angelis ; in the p»
rallel passage in Matthew, on the other hand, that of
a confession coram Patre.

Vs. 10. But unto him that hath blasphemed
against the Holy Ghost Respecting the sin

against the Holy Spirit, comp. Lange on Matt. xii. 31,
32, and the authors there stated. As entirely inade-
quate we may consider the view that this sin is nothinfj
else than "the ascribing those miracles to the power
of the devil which Christ wrought by the power of the
Holy Spirit." Wesley. It must be placed entirely

in one line with the sin which cannot be forgiven,
and of which the Scriptures speak also in other
places, Heb. x. 26 ; 1 John v. 16. Only then, how-
ever, can we speak of the sin against the Holy Spirit

where a high measure of religious enhghtenment and
development exists ; and in opposition to the not
knowing of that which one does, Luke xxiii. 34,
we havt here to understand fully conscious and
stubborn hatred against God and that which is

Divine as it exists in its highest development. The
highest grace alone makes the deepest apostasy pos-

sible, and only he who has reached an important
height can plunge into such a depth. Before his

conversion Paul blasphemed the Son of Man and it

was forgiven him ; had he kicked against the pricks,

suppressed with all his might the impression received,

then would he have committed the sin which cannot
be forgiven. Of Judas we might perhaps say that he
committed this sin, n.nd refer to the judgment which,

Matt. xxvi. 24, is uttered concerning him.—As re-

spects the punishment for this sin, we have to bear in

mind the word of Augustine (lie Oivit. Dei. xxi. 24)

:

^^ neque enim de quibitsdam veraciter diceretur, quod
eis non remittetur, neque in hoc scBculo, neque in

futuro, nisi essent, quibus, etsi non in isto, tamen
remitlatur in futuro." A brief but good description

of the nature of this sin is given by Stier, ii. p. 44.

Respecting the distinction between the Reformed and
Lutheran expositors, of whom the former beUeve

that no regenerate person, the latter that such alone,

can fall into this sin, we cannot "here speak. The
grounds for the opinion of the latter are foimd in

Stier and Olshausen ; those of the opposite views in

J. Mdller, Christ. Lehre von der Siinde, ii. p. 566.

Vs. 11. Before the synagogues—One may
not unjustly doubt whether the former warning

against the sin against the Holy Spirit was wholly

congruous for the faithful, deTOted disciples of the

Saviour; this promise, on the other hand, is very

definitely given with reference to their future call-

ing as preachers of the Gospel. The accumula-

tion of expressions is especially adapted to indicate

to them that they would be cited not only before

Jewish but also before heathen tribunals, and the

here-given promise of the Holy Spirit is of such

a kind that it promises to them a direct immediate

help from above for all cases in which they could

need it. Although, howeve', this help is here

limited to that which they shouid say in their defence,

it is understood without doubt that this defence

of the apostles was at the same time a testimony.

KTtpvyij.a, in the most exalted sense of the word, and

that the assistance already promised them for the

lesser should be far less still withheld for the higher.

.^•^.u- ™ .. 1 u The Book of Acts is an uninterrupted and contin-

Witii ttis also the anxious inquiry after the connec- 1 nous exposition of the significance and force of thU
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laying. Comp. especially the apologetic discourses

of Peter and Paul. Therefore, with right, Bengel

:

" aiU quid dicatis etiam prceter apologia neccssitatem.^''

DOCTRIN-Al AND ETHICAI.

1. It is by no means accidental that in one of the

discourses of the Lord the warning against the sTi'A")

»rojv (papicraiuv^ ^rts icrr'tv uTV(iKpifns stands in the

foreground. Hypocrisy is only one of the many sins

which He rebukes and opposes in those called to

His Ivingdom ; but it is the sin which exceeds all

others in meanness, and is in the most irreconcilable

conflict W'ith the fundamental law of the kingdom of

truth. In the Christian sphere also the Old Testa-

ment declaration holds good, Deut. xviii. 13 ; Psalm

li. 10.

2. It is well known how high a rank the mys-

teries occupy in the heathen religions of antiquity.

Those initiated into them believed themselves to

have attained a higher degree of piety ; from the

famihar they mounted up into the region of the un-

familiar, which no uninitiated foot ever dared tread,

no indiscreet tongue betray. But in the Cliristian

sphere precisely the opposite is the case. Here

the icfKa\v)xp.ivov is not the higher but the lower

degree, and not into the chambers but upon the

housetops are His followers directed ; a proof at the

same time of the fact that the restoration of the

heathen mysteries in the bosom of the CathoUc

Church is in principle against the original spirit of

Christianity, and that secret orders, tliat do not ven-

ture to come to the light with that which they

actually profess or do, have to fear His veto who
demanded publicity in the noblest sense of the word,

and whose cause more than any other is worthy to

face the brightest light.

3. There are words of the Saviour which are best

understood and estimated when they are read in the

light of a clear starry heaven. To this belongs also

the saying of the sparrows and the hairs of the head,
*' When I consider Thy heavens the work of Thy fin-

gers, the moon and stars which Thou hast ordained

:

what is man that Thou art mindful of him, and the

son of man that' Thou hast numbered the hairs of

his head?" In order, however, rightly to estimate

the whole comfort of this doctrine of a providentia

specialissima, we must never forget that the Saviour

here speaks to His friends, who precisely as such

were the objects of the special providence of God.

4. The immortality of tlie sonl in the philo-

sophical sense of the word is as far from being
expressly taught and proved by the Saviour as the

being and the unity of God ; ordinarily He presup-

poses what indeed cannot be doubted. Not the
purely negative conception of immortality, but the

positive conception of resurrection and eternal life,

stands in the Scriptures of the New Covenant in the
foreground. But for this reason we may ihe less

fail to notice that He at least once has in so many
words declared that the soul, which is definitely

distinguished from the body, can in no case be de-

stroyed. The New Testament Demonology also re-

ceives by this saying an important degree of light,

and the admonition which He gives to His disciples,

that they should be perpetually on their guard
against Satan's craft and might, they in their turn
add up before their fellow-believers, Ephes. vi. 10;
1 Peter v. 8 ; James iv. 7, el alibi.

6 The sin against the Holy Spirit may in no

wise (as e. g. Colani does) be made equivalent to th«

sin against one's own conscience. Conscience speaks

even in the breast of the rudest heathen ; against

the Holy Spirit, however, no one can sin w-ho does

not already possess more than usual knowledge and

experience of the power of Christian truth.

6. Not unjustly is the Saviour's promise of the

assistance of the Holy Spirit regarded as one of th«

strongest grounds of the high authority in which the

word and writings of the apostles stand. Especially

according to the parallel in Matt. x. 19, 20, is that

which this Spirit speaks in them definitely distinguish-

ed from the utterances of their own individual con-

sciousness. The manner of the Spirit's working may
be incomprehensible ; but so much we see at once,

that we have here to understand an entirely extra-

ordinary immediate influence ; for it was to be given

them iv aiiTij t?/ lipa. The promise of this assistance

extended as well to the substance as to the form of

their language (Trit Jj ti), and this help was to sup-

port them so mightily (comp. Luke xxi. 14, 15) thai

it would be morally impossible for their enemies to

persevere in offering them resistance. At the same
time this help is promised them for everything which
they had to say, not alone respecting their owb per-

sons, but also concerning the cause of their Lord.

Their writings also, in which this apology of their

faith is stated according to the varying necessities of

the time, are entirely the faithful expression of that

which the Spirit gave them in such moments to pon-
der, to speak, to write; and this whole promise,

communicated by all the Synoptics, is only the brief

summary of all that which the Saviour in His parting

discourse in John has brought into view in greatei

detail in reference to the Paraclete.

HOMILETICAl AND PEACTIOAIi.

The opposition in principle between Pharisaism
and Christianity.—How the hypocrite stands related

to the Saviour and the Saviour to the hypocrite.—

•

Mysteries whose distinction it is to remain concealed
to eternity, the kingdom of heaven does not contain.

—Secret speaking and acting must be an exception

;

sincerity and publicity must be the rule with the dis-

ciples of the Saviour.—No fear before many enemies,
but only before an adversary fearful beyond mea-
sure.—The might of Satan: 1. Its extent; 2. its

ground ; 3. its limits.—Watchfulness against the
enemy of souls united with child-like confidence in

the Father of spirits.—The rule of God in little

things.—The arithmetic of the Saviour's disciple—
The least is great, the greatest is little before God.

—

The life of the Christian is invaluable.—The comfort
which a look at sparrows and at the hp.ir of the head
can give to the disciple of Christ. How much higher
do we stand as : 1. Rational beings ; 2. as immorta.
beings ; 3. as purchased by the blood of the Son of
God ; 4. as called to likeness with God. Therefore
is it impossible that He who numbers the sparrows
should forget the man, the Cliristian.—The holy
function of the Christian to confe.xs his Lord. This
function has; 1. A broad extent; 2. unquestion-
able right; 3. incomparable importance.—According
to that which we are here before the Lord cam we
already judge what hereafter to expect from Him.
How far does even the disciple of t'le 'Kviour still

need a warning like the Pharisees (H tif, sii, 31 S2^
against the sin against the Holy S '-

,
.^_ The tie

which cannot be forgiven : 1. Then onlj one sin;
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which absolutely cannot be forgiven ; 2. it is now aj

ever possible to commit this sin ; 3. the judgment
upon it is perfectly righteous ; 4. the mention of it is

now as ever fitting : a. in order to give a salutary

disquiet to individuals ; 6. in order to give a settled

composure to troubled souls.—^The Holy Spirit the

best apologist of the threatened cause of the Saviour

:

1. How far this promise regards exclusively the

apostles and has been fulfilled in them ; 2. how far it

holds good of all believers and may be used also for

their advantage.

Stakke :—Who does not teach aright, he also

lives not aright; and who does not live aright, he

also does not teach aright.

—

Quesnel :—The saints

avoid not the light, and do nothing of which they

must be ashamed before God's judgment.

—

Hed-
INGER :—God's proclamation of grace is no secret of

alchemy, but every one is to know and understand

it.—The marvellous simplicity which is found in the

Gospel, Psahn xix. 9.

—

Brentics :—If servants and

children of God have much of the suffering of Christ,

they are also richly comforted through Christ.—The

soul has its own individual existence; therefore it

may fare well or ill with it when it is separated from

I

the body.

—

Nova Bill. Tub.

:

—It is impossible that

God should leave tho.se that trust in Him.—Every
thing, even the least of things, that happens to man
is God's ruling.—It is not enough to believe with tin-

heart on Jesus, but we must also resolutely and joy
fully confess Him with the mouth before the world.

—There is a sin greater than others, and also worthy
of heavier punishment.

—

Majus :—Every Christian

must be ready to give account of his hope, 1 Peter
iii. 15.—The great ones of the earth have been from
the beginning for the most part great enemies to Christ

and His Gospel.—The inner ministry of the Holy
Ghost is very closely connected with the outer, and
must not remain separated from it, 1 Tim. vi. 3-5.

Palmer (on the parallel. Matt. x. 26-33) :—The
Lord's might and men's impotency : 1. His work He
accomplishes, and man cannot hinder it; 2. His
faithful ones He protects, and man cannot hinder it

;

3. the unfaithful He overthrows, and man cannot

hinder it.

—

Van Oosterzee ;—The government of

God takes note of trifles. This is truth : 1. Too
sure for doubt ; 2. too glorious to be slighted ; 3. too

instructive to be forgotten.

—

^Beck :—Whence comes
true courage ?

b. THE PABABLE OF THE EICH FOOL (Vss. 13-21).

EXEGETICAL AUTI CEITICAl.

Vs. 14. And He said.—Entirely without reason

has the historicahiess of the occasion for this parable

of the Rich Fool been brought in doubt by De Wette

;

to us, on the other hand, this trait appears to be

probable, and to have been taken from life. But

certainly the speaker here appearing is no famihar

friend of Jesus (Kuinoel), but a stranger, who per-

haps among the myriads, vs. 1, had heard the

Saviour for the first time, and while He was speaking

of heavenly things had been brooding over earthly.

Struck by the might of the personality of the Naza^

rene, he had considered witliin himself whether His

influence might not perhaps best brmg to a happy con-

clusion the existing family strife. At the same tirne,

this instance shows in a peculiar manner how parties

were continually defining themselves more and more

sharply for and agamst the Saviour, inasmuch as in

the very place where they had embittered even His

meal (ch. xi. 37), there is given Him a special proof,

undoubtedly of strong cleaving to earthly things, but

quite as much of personal confidence. From the

warning against avarice which the Saviour, vs. 15,

subjoins, we have not necessarily to draw the con-

clusion that the petitioner had in mind a thmg m
and of itself unrighteous.

Man.—The answer exhibits no personal dis-

pleasure of the Saviour against the bearer of the

unseemly request, but only shows that the Saviour

was by no means minded to enter upon a sphere

vhich could not possibly be His own. His answer

mvoluntarily reminds us of the language which once

8,1 E<Tptian uttered to Moses, Exodus ii. 14.

Vs. 15. Take heed and beware of covetous-

ness.—Not only of covetousness which has just

before appeared in the definite form of cleaving to

a disputed inheritance, but of all exaggerated love of

earthly possession. If the petitioner (vs. 13) stdl

remained in the circle of the hearers, the Saviour

here renders him a better service than if He had

made him rich ; He will heal him of his chief malady.

To this end serves the parable of the Rich Fool,

which Luke alone has preserved, and of which it ia

not unjustly affirmed, " It is scarcely to be called

a parable, so distinctly does it of itself and without

any diversion of thought set forth the relation to

God " (Riggenbach).

For a man's life . . . which he possesseth

A difficult sentence, in which however the reading

of Tischendorf, ai'iToi, appears to deserve the prefer-

ence above that of Lachmann, airov. The best con-

struction, on the whole, appears to be this :
" on ^

(^wT) avTt^ ovK eo"T:c rivi iv r^ irepKTaevetv (infinitive

for the substantive) eK tqiv vtrapx^vTiav ahrov.—Zo)-^

is not here to be taken in the sense of the happiness

of life but= >/'i'x^i 3.S Schott paraphrases :
" siquidem

quando quis bonis abundaf, tamen vita ejus a bonis

minime pendet." Not from the possession of many
goods, but from the will of God, who lengthens or

shortens the thread of Ufe, does it depend whether

one remains long and quietly here in life or not.

One may be preserved in life without possessing

goods, and also remain in the possession of goods

and unexpectedly lose life. That riches in and of

themselves do not give happiness is undoubtedly

true, yet not the chief thought of this parable.

Vs. 17. The estate of a certain rich man.—
Probably a quite considerable space of ground, not

X'^P'o", but x""?"- N°t without intention does the

Saviour choose as His example a man who gathers

his riches in a customary, legitimate, apparently

innocent way. " Modus hicditescendi innocentissimus

et tamen pericMlosits." Bengel. The first thing which

is lacking to this fortunate rich man is complete con-

tentment.

What shall I do ?—With discontent is joined

anxiety and perplexity, since he does not know how he

shall manage with his treasures. A similar perplexity

to that which is related, Mark xvi. 3, in which, how.

ever, God does not come into the midst and give help.

That his increased prosperity offers him opportunity

to do something for his poor brethren, does not even

come into his mind ; selfishness strikes the key-note,

even in the four times recurring nov. tovs xapTToit

pLOV^ fC.T.A.

Vs. 18. I will pull down my bams.—Bj
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a forcible tearing down, therefore, he believes he

shall open the way to his happiness. The avroa^icai

«rere for the most part subterraneous dry vaults.

It is possible that the Rich Fool is thinking of en-

larging them, but also that he is of a mind to build

up greater pnobiiKai from the foundation. Here also

there is not the least mention of the poor, but, on

the other hand, an emphatic exaltation of his yefpii-

fiara as his highest earthly ayaSia.

Vs. 19. Soul.—To the continuing discontent and

rising care of the rich man is added now the self-

deceit of the falsest hope. Unconsciously he con-

fesses that he has hitherto not yet found the long

Fighed-for rest, but expects it, and that for a long

time, when the intended work shall have been en-

tirely completed. Very finely, Meyer :
" to my soul,

not exactly mihi, but to my soul, the seat of the

sensibilities, here of the desire of enjoyment." Not

only idleness, no, revelling, is the ideal that this fool

mirrors to himself. The reference to the passage,

Sirach xi. 17-19, is in this whole representation

almost impossible to mistake.

Vs. 20. Thou fool.—The searching contrast be-

tween the soliloquy of the fool and the judgment of

God, belongs to the greatest beauties of the parable.

This beauty, however, is lost if we think here merely

of a decretum Dei (Kuinoel) instead of the invisible

King of Heaven appearing in speech and action, and
suddenly causing him to feel that not even so many
hours are allotted hun as he liad been dreaming

of years

—

a.TcuToi<np. Who now is to fulfil this sen-

tence ? God Himself (Meyer) ; the death-angels to

whom I have committed the power (Von Gerlach)

;

robbers and murderers (Bornemann, Paulus) ? The
latter is perhaps the most agreeable to the concrete

character of the parable ; neither is there any ground
whatever for understanding the verb impersonally.

If we understand burglars demanding his life of him,

the requirement has then double emphasis. There

is thereby the image of terror held up before the

rich man, to him especially in the highest degree

crightfui ; and the question immediately following

thereon, " Whose shall those things be which thou
hast provided?" acquires still higher significance if

we assume that the murderers, unknown to him and
already ap{>roaching, shall be at the same time the

robbers of nis goods. Nor does vs. 21 offer any
dif&culty to this explanation if we only keep the

tertiicm compa? atioTm in mind.

Vs. 21. So Ja he that.—He dreams as illusively

as this fool, in order sooner or later to awake in a

similarly terrible manner. Qj^aavpi^tov ^avru, in

suum coinmodum, so that in his enjoyment consists

the chief end whioh he in the augmentation of his

treasures has in ruind. To this restless and fruitless

Sn]iTaufj'i(€tv is opposed the still and abiding irAouTeic

€15 ©eiii/iihich is directed towards God and Divine

things, and in another passage is called " laying up
treasures m heaven," Matt. vi. 20.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAl.

1. That the Saviour does not meditate even an
nstant the composing of the controversy respecting

the inheritance in any way whatever, is worthy of
Bote, Had such a strife arisen among His own. He
would then without doubt have composed it, so that
nndouljtedly the later precept of His apostle (1 Cor.

»1. 1-6) was entirely in the spirit of the Master. But
kere, where it concerned a matter entirely foreign,

standing in no relation to the kingdom of God, Hii

answer could only be one of refusal, and accordingly

He decidedly repels the temptation to enter upon a

sphere which lay so far from that which the Father

had appointed Him. Although he had appeared a3

Israel's King, He mingles as little with the contro-

versies of the Jews as with the political affairs of the

Romans, but on the other hand remains faithful to

His subsequently uttered principle (John xviii. 36).

And as He gives in this relation also an example to

all His disciples, who are to be no aK^oTpioeniaKOTroi

(1 Peter iv. 15), so is His conduct also of importance

for the regulation of the principle of the relation of

the Church to the State. Not without reason, at

least, has the Augsburg Confession, in its 28th article,

adduced this declaration of the Saviour (vs. 14) aa

a proof that the two jurisdictions, the spiritual and

the secular, should not be confounded with one

another.

2. Not as a judge concerning inheritances, but ag

a Redeemer from sins, and from avarice among them,

not less than from hypocrisy, will the Saviour exhibit

Himself on this occasion. Such a consideration is

wholly in the spirit of the third, the PauUue Gospel

(comp. 1 Tim. vi. 6-10), and deserves the more to be

laid to heart, inasmuch as avarice is not seldom espe-

cially the sin of the saints, who have already died to the

lusts of the flesh, and are made free from the natural

pride of the heart. As to the rest, the parable of

the Rich Fool is also fiiU of allusions to Old Testa-

ment utterances. See, e. g.. Job xxii. 25 ; Ps. xxxix.

7 ; xlix. 12 seq. ; Jer. xvii. 11 ; Ps. Ixxii. 10, 11.

3. If we consider that the parable of the Rich

Fool was uttered in the presence of the disciples of

Jesus, and also, therefore, of Judas, we find new
occasion to admire the Saviour's wisdom in teaching

which so indirectly but powerfully attacks the dar-

ling sin of the future traitor.

HOMIUETICAL AND PEACTICAL.

Even under the preaching of Jesus there are uis

receptive and inattentive hsteners,—Care for the

earthly inheritance instead of the longing for the

heavenly.—The Saviour will not work with force, but

renbwingly and regenerathigly upon earthly relations.

—Avarice the root of all evil.—Let every one abide in

that whereunto he is called.—How poor a rich man
and how rich a poor man may be.—If riches fall to

any one, let him not set his heart thereon.—Even
earthly blessing may become a snare.—Cares of

earthly riches opposed to the holy unanxiousness of

ttie children of God.—The rich man's self-enjoyment

of life in its full beggarliness.—Augmenting disquiet

with augmenting wealth.—Delusive hope of rest in

later years.—God's thoughts other than the thoughts

of men.—The unlooked-for death of the child of th«

world.—The mournful fate of the man who gathers

treasures to himself and is not rich toward God:
1. Painful discontent ; 2. increasing anxiety ; S. delu-

sive hope ; 4. irreparable loss.—Riches in God : 1.

The only true ; 2. the inalienable ; 3. the universally

accessible riches.

For homiletical treatment, either the 15th verse
or the 21st verse offers the point of departure. Foi
a harvestrsermon also this parable is especiallj

adapted.

Starkb:—Qdesnel:—The goods of this world
give often occasion for discord, disquiet, and offence.—Canstein :—It ia not great wealth that preserve*
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the temporal life of man, but God's power and bless-

ing.—God's blessing reaches even over the fields of
the ungodly. Matt. v. 45.—They who receive the
richest blessing are wont often to forget their bene-
factor.

—

Nova Bibl. Tub.

:

—Earthly souls have ever
earthly thoughts and purposes.

—

Majus :—Epicurean
men soon have their everlasting reward.—The Lord
knoweth the thoughts of men that they are vain.

—

Bib!. Wirt.

:

—The avaricious are unhappy in this

world and that to come.

—

Majcs :—Whoever is rich
In God, like Abraham, David, ar.d Solomon, whom
earthly riches hurt not, he uses them according to

the Lord's wilL [Grave exception may be taken
to the last-named of these three examples.—C. C.

S.]

Heubner:—^Even the strictest bands of consan-
guinity do not protect selfish hearts against discord.

—How great is the self-love of the vain-minded ?—
Cleaving to earthly good a folly.—The poor Rich

Fool comes before God's judgment with a loel

name, with a lost soul, with a lost world, with
a lost heaven (Rieger).—The true wealth of man.—
Comp. two homihes of Basil, 0pp. ii. p. 43, Edit
Gamer.

—

Aenot :—Fleshly security; 1. Its form;
2. God's judgment upon it.—Lisco :—Concerning
the misleading of many citizens of the kingdom by
earthly wealth.—Avarice considered as the destroyer
of all the harvest-blessing.

—

Kkcmmaoher :^now
faith keeps harvest-home and how unbelief The
two classes of men diverge essentially: 1. In the!

view of the Divine blessing received;' 2. in the ust
that they make of the same ; 3. in the relation of
dependence in which they place themselves to the
blessing.

—

Gerok :—The rich man—a poor man ; see
how one can miscalculate.

—

Couaro:—What is re-

quisite if our earthly care is not to be a sinful one.

—

Kliefoth :—What shall we take with us through the
gates of the grave ?

c. THE FREEDOM FROM ANXIETY OF THE DISCIPLES OF THE SAVIOTJE (Tss. 22-34).

EXE&ETICAJ AND CEITICAl.

Vs. 22. Therefore I say unto you.—If we
presuppose that this admonition to tranquil freedom

from care was delivered on the same occasion {see

however above, and comp. Matt. vi. 22-34), then it

is not difficult to give the connection of this part of

the Saviour's discourse with the former one. The
source of the avarice which He has just been com-

bating is nothing else than the excessive anxiety and

fear that we might in some way suffer lack, and this

fear certainly becomes no one less than the disciple

of the Saviour. Earthly care now is directed first of

bU to nourishment and clothing. Both forms the

Saviour opposes, inasmuch as He points those that

are anxious to what they see in the realm of nature,

but above all to the truth that He who has already

given the higher, will coHainly not let them lack the

Vs. 23. The life is more than food.— " Tou turn

it exactly round ; food is meant to serve life, but life

forsooth serves food ; clothes are to serve the body,

but the body forsooth must serve the clothing, and

so blind is the world that it sees not this." Luther.

If God bestows the higher. He by that very fact

already gives a pledge that He will not withhold the

lesser. Rom. viii. 32.

Vs. 24. Consider the ravens.—Ps. cxlvii. 9.

Perhaps also an indirect reminiscence ofthe miraculous

history of Elijah, 1 Kings xvii. 6. By K-aTaKotjo-are

there is more meant than a superficial view, rather

an observing and studying, of the ravens. Matthew,

Dsing more general terms, has only iriTeiyd. Per-

haps at this particular moment birds or Ulies bad in

His immediate vicinity drawn the attention of the

Saviour to this, and given Him occasion to this figu-

rative mode of speech.

Vs. 25. To his length of life.—See Lange on

Matthew, vi. 27.

Vs. 27. Consider the lilies.—The plural desig-

»ates the npiVa not necessarily as a mass but also as

individuals.—niij out( i^-hefc, k.t.a., an indirect ques-

Uon, whose more complete form is found in Matthew.

See the notes on the text.

In all his glory.—When he showed himself in

his full royal magnificence. See 2 Chron. ix. 15.

Vs. 29. Neither be ye of <louhtful mind, or,

do not exalt yourselves, i^ /teTewpifeffSe.—The

usage of this word is familiar, which echoes also m
our " Meteor." See the rich collection of examples
in KuiNOEL, ad loc. Merewpi^ea^aL can signify

nothing else than : To lift one's self so far on higli

that one shines Uke an aerial phenomenon, but must
also share the fate of so many wandering lights.

Comp. the familiar :
" ToLluntur in altum, ut lapsu

graviore ruant." Especially does the high flight of

fancy appear here to be meant, when one creates im
agmed necessities for himself, and for this reason ia

doubly ill-content with reality, and for this very

reason allows himself so much the more lo be se^

duced into unbelieving anxiety. The more modest
the wishes, the more easily is the heart contented.

Vs. 31. Seek ye His kingdom.—There is no
sufficient ground for transferring hither from Matt
vi. 38, the adverb irpaTov. According to Luke it is

the Saviour's will that we should seek absolutely

after God's kingdom ; in which case the precept is

only apparently different from that given in Matt. vi.

33. The TtpiiTav fTjTfiTe which is there enjoined ia

also a seeking that excludes every further anxiety.

In the sense in which they are to seek the kingdom
of God, the Saviour's disciples have nothing more
to strive after. See Lange on the passage in Alat-

theiu.

Vs. 32. Pear not, little flock.—In the first place,

here, without doubt, allusion is made to the fear com-

bated in the foregoing verses, but then also further,

fear which might hinder them in the seeking of the

kingdom of God. This seeking should in no case be

fruitless : for it was the Father's good pleasure to

give them what they desired above everything.

Little flock.—Perhaps the intentional contrast

of the little circle of disciples with the myriads of

the people, vs. 1. At the same time a word of the

Good Shepherd. Comp. Matt. xxvi. 31 ; John x. 11.

—

Your Father's good pleasure.—Eph. i. 4-6. Not

only a divinum arbitHurn, cui Stat pro raiicne volun-

tas, but also a beneplacUum amoris divini.

Vs. 33. Sell that ye have.—A strengthening of

the admonition which in Matt. vi. 19-21 appears in

another form. Undoubtedly this precept may be

applied in a very sound sense as addressed to every

Christian : comp. Matt. xix. 21. Here, however, it

is a definite command to the apostles, who, in oidei

to live entirely for the kingdom of God, were to be

fettered by no earthly care.

And give alms.—This commandment al&o must,
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'ike several precepts of the Sermon on the Mount,

not be interpreted Kara Intrdy, but in the spirit of wis-

dom, which is quite as far from egoistic limitations

as from communistic extravagances. In caring in

this way for others they would make to themselves

(UvToTs) puises that wax not old. To take

with them this kind of jiaKivTia was not forbidden,

as it was to take the other sort, Luke xxii. 35 ;
and

in those purses they laid up for themselves a treas-

ure that faileth not. This treasure in heaven, of

which the Synoptics speak, is already laid up in this

life, as also ftui; alwi/ioi, according to John, begins

even before death. Even because the treasure in

heaven is of spiritual origin, of heavenly kind, it is also

of absolutely imperishable duration.

Vs. 34. For where your treasure is.—A word

j)f tbe deepest knowledge of men, and capable of

the most manifold explication. The human heart

little by little appropriates to itself the style and na-

ture of the treasure to which its whole thought is

directed. Whoever constitutes his god of gold, his

heart becomes as cold and hard as metal ; whoever

takes flesh for his arm or makes it his idol, becomes

more and more sensual, and takes on the properties

of that which he loves above everything ; but who-

ever has invisible treasures keeps spontaneously eye

and heart directed upon the invisible world, and who-

ever has no higher good than God, accords to Him
in his love also the first place. This is the key to

the unspeakably rich patristic word :
" Doniine, quia

noa fecisti ad te, cor nostrum inquietum nt nobis,

donee reguieseat in te^

DOCTEINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. See JSxegetical and Critical.

2. In order to feel the high value of this instruc-

tion of the Saviour, we have only to place ourselves

m tbe condition of tbe apostles, who for His sake left

all. Not only were the Eleven by the force of this

beyond doubt often preserved from discouragement

and anxiety, but also in the soul of a Paul, who did

Dot as yet sit here at the feet of the Saviour, echoes

the tone of this encouraging word, which he without

doubt afterwards heard. See Phil. iv. 6, 7, and
comp. 1 Peter v. 7.

3. The holy freedom from care which the Saviour

here commends to His disciples has nothing in com-
mon with the light-minded carelessness of those who
do not think of the morrow ; for there is also Chris-

tian care, which impels to prayer and also at the

same time to labor. Only that anxiety docs the Sa-

viour censure which acts as if all in the last resort

was dependent on this care alone, instead of thinking

6n the admirable rule :
" Mit Sorgen und mii Gra-

num, Lasst Gott sick gar nichU nehmen, es will erbe-

ten nein." [Anxiety procures nothing from God, but
only prayer]. Very justly does Luther distinguish;
" The oare that comes from love is bidden, but that

which is separate from faith is forbidden."

4. This part also of the Saviour's discourse af-

fords the complete proof how He, the Friend of man,
was at the same time the friend of glorious nature.

Ravens and liUes does He make for His disciples

preachers of the most consolatory truth. But if we
will feel the whole power and beauty of this imagery,
we must regard Him who used it with the eye of a
John, and recognize in Him the Eternal Word with-

.
t which nothing was made that is made—that has

id also the ravens and lilies of the field. The

symbols of the fatherly care of God to which H«

points are not only His own discovery, but what ie

more, are also His own creation.

6. The encouraging word to the little flock coiv

tains the rich germs of the Evangelical and especiallj

of the Pauline doctrine of Predestination. At thd

same time we obtain here an important intimation ii

reference to the point of view from which this doc-

trine must, according to the will of the Saviour, h«

considered and represented, namely, as a consolation

to troubled believers and not as an occasion of idl«

questions. The comfort here given remains more-

over the same, although the number of the disciples

of Christ has enlarged itself to many millions. Still,

as ever, contrasted with the majority of the unbeliev

ing world, this number is a very small one, and of

the friends of the Savioui' it may still as ever be said,

"Behold I send you as sheep in the midst of wolves "

(Matt. X. 16). But these httle and defenceless ones

have for themselves so much the surer ground of

reckoning on the defence and help of the Heavenly

Father.

HOMILETICAI, AND PEACTICAL.

How far the disciple of the Saviour has to care

for his temporal support and how far not.—The dis-

tinction between the care of the blind heathen, the

God-fearing Israelite, and the behoving Christian.

—

The preaching of the ravens and lilies.-—Excessive

anxiety for earthly things is : 1. In part needless ; 2.

in part fruitless ; 3. in part injurious to higher in-

terests.—If thou wilt be raised above the oare for

the lesser good that is yet wanting to thee, look up-

on the higher that has already been bestowed upon
thee.—The impotency of all our caring to alter any-

thing against the will of God in our outward fate.

^God clothes : 1. Solomon with glory ; 2. the lilies

far more gloriously than Solomon ; 3. the believer

far more richly than Solomon and the lihes together.

—Seek not for high things, but condescend to the
humble, Romans xii. 16.—"In quietness and confi-

dence shall be your strength," Isaiah xxx. IB.—You)
Father knows that ye have need of all these things

.

1. There is One who knows what we need ; 2. this

One is our Father ; 8. to this Father Jesus leads us.

—

Fear not, little flock, a word of comfort : 1. For the

circle of apostles over against the unbelieving world

;

2. for the evangelical church in the midst of her nu-
merous enemies ; 3. for every believing ecdesiola

over agiiinst a degenerate hierarchical church.

—

Those that buy, that they be as though they possess-

ed not, 1 Cor. vii. 29-31.—Christian communism in

opposition to its caricature in our century.—The
art of so giving that we become not poorer but
richer.—The secuiity of the treasure that is laid up
in heaven.— Where the treasure there the heart,

either, 1 . On earth, or 2. in heaven.
Stakke :—Between anxious care and over-negli-

gence Christians must keep the middle path.

—

Aendt :—Let us by all means study diligently the book of
nature together with the Holy Scripture.

—

Quesnel:
—The experience of our impotency even in lesser
matters should serve to this, that we surrender our.
selves wholly to God in the weightier.

—

Canst kin;—Beautiful attire and boastful glory of ether thinofl

are wholly vain and come not once near the beauty
of a field-flower.^Christ forbids not the labor of the
body, but the ilisquiet and mistrustfulness of the
soul.—Children of princes and kings need not tc
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torment themselves with anxious ciire, and Christians

even much less.

—

Canstein :—As Uod means to give

us Heaven, why plague we ourselves then anxiously ou
account of sustenance on earth?—True beUevers
have been at all times few compared with the great

mass of the ungodly, Psalm xii. 1.

Cramer :— To do good to the poor is every

Christian's duty, Isaiah Iviii. 7.—Whoever will be be-

nevolent, let it be from his own means, not from other

people's.

—

Nova Bibl. Tvh.

:

—No funds are better

Knd more safely invested than ahue.—Examine

thyself, Soul, where is thy treasure atd thj

heart ?

Hkubner :—The right precedence among cares.—

The miserable folly of earthly cares.—The chief care

of the Christian.—Care not how long, but how thou

livest.—CoHARD :—Concerning earthly care, how it

1. Is unworthy of us ; 2. most dangerous ; 3. he>

yond measure foolish ; 4. utterly profitless.

—

West
ERMETKR :—The care forbidden by God : 1. How fa.

forbidden ; 2. why.

—

Clacs Harms :—A Harvest

sermon in the Sommerpottille, 6th ed. p. 349.

6. The Vigilance and the Conflict of the Genuine Disciple of the Lord (Vss. 35-89).

(Parallel to Matt. xxiv. 43-51.)

a. Yss. 35^8.

35,36 Let your loins be girded about, and your lights burning; And ye yourselves like

,g , that, when
are

43

44

45

unto men that wait for their lord, when he will return from the weddm^

,

37 he cometh and knocketh, they may open unto him immeuiaieiy. Blessed are those

servants, whom the lord when he cometh shall find watching : verily I say unto you,

that he shall gird himself, and make them to sit down to meat [recline at table], and

38 will come forth [approach] and serve them [wait on them]. And if he shall come in

the second watch, or come in the third watch, and find them so, blessed are those ser-

39 vants [they']. And this know, that if the goodman [master] of the house had known

what hour the thief would come, he would have watched, and not have sufi'ered his

40 house to be broken through. Be ye therefore ready also :
for the Son of man cometh

41 at an liour when ye think not. Then Peter said unto him,^ Lord, speakest thou this

42 parable unto [for] us, or even to [also for] all? And the Lord said, Wlio then is that

faithful and' wise steward, whom his lord shall make rider over his household [body of

servants ^epaTretas], to give them their portion of meat [allowance of food] m due sea-

son ? Blessed is that servant, whom his lord when he cometh shall find so doing

Of a truth I say unto you, that he will make him ruler over all that he hath [he will

set him over all his possessions]. But and [om., and] if that servant say m his heart,

Mv lord delayeth his coming : and shall begin to beat the menservants and maidens,

46 and to eat and drink, and to be drunken; The lord of that servant will come ma day

when he looketh not for him, and at an hour when he is not aware, and will cut him m

47 sunder, and will appoint him his portion with the unbelievers [the unfaith ulj. And

that servant, which knew his lord's will, and prepared not himself, neither did according

48 to his will, shall be beaten with many stripes. But he that knew not, and did commit

things wo thy of stripes, shall be beaten with few stripes. For [And] unto whomsoever

mach is given, of him shall be much required; and to whom men [they] have com-

mitted much, of him they will ask the more.

n J -!,„, ,r„w»T,tiTi;r in B D . fCod. Sill.,] L., Cant. Corl>., £tnd othcrs, It IS cMy to sup-

pose'.Si t^^^To SLTntrtedrrsZTsr w/lia?e'tLerefore oUd tiem, with Tisohe.dorf a.d La^h^ann.

'"'T^'s^^i'ws^n S?^SoMoB,TrC aiso-Uine, l>ut omitted by B., D., [inB., Cod. Sin.,] L., [R.,] X., .s it

migllt appear superfluous.
3 Vs. 42.-Kai: before *P°>''''.°' '? "•

~f' ?,"?jf ' ;,i„T,iflrotion civen it in our text, is regarded by most critics as used
[. Ts. «.-A.xoTo^w«,.which ba^ iteraUy the si^^^^^^^ «

Oosterzee takes it so. But the assuming of

here in a tropical sense, equivalent to 'he
3'.'=™'Kinferred from the supposition that the servant is represented aa

SiraSL%SSifnt!^n°«:ftr;e^^ir«'^A"B«^ - si^p,y epexegetical of the preceding,

ndicatiiig what the punishment is meant to express.—C. O. a.J

EXEGETICAL AND CEITICAl.
could be free from anxiety as to whether it was the

Father's good pleasure to give them His kingdom (vs.

32), but they could only inherit if they expected,

. . 1 --i v~„t Voi-TT watVhino- and workiu!;, the coming of the Lord. It

Vs. 35. Let y°'«l.°i"^^'«^^^^^°,f;-y^^^ admonition alludes to

fittingly does the admomtion to watchfulness jom m
'^l'^ , . ^^^ rp yirgjng (De Wette), but it

^itu'tlle admonition given in the P-"9- -^^^^^
i ^^^SLfnevertheless a nu^ber^ of pecuUa^r traita,

CQofidence and freedom from care. It is true iney
|

i.um.<uu=, ,
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which cause the method, as well as the blessing, of

Christian watchfulness, to appear in an entirely new
light. As well the form as the substance of the now-
following parable in Luke is far more complete than

the manner in which Matthew, ch. xxiv. 42-51, has

rendered it.

Your lights burning Two qualities of the

servant who is to receive his returning Lord in fitting

wise, The long garments of the Orientals had to be

girt up if they were not to hinder them in walking

and waiting. See Wetstein, ad loc. Comp. 1 Pet.

L ]?, perhaps a reminiscence of this saying. Even
BO must the light be kindled when the Lord was about
to return in the middle of the night. By the first

image it is the activity, by the second the watchful-

ness, of the faithful servant which is especially

indicated.

Vs. 36. When He shall return from the
xiredding.—A trait of the parable somewhat de-

viating from the common form of the conception, ac-

cording to which the heavenly yiijioi begin only after

the Parusia of the Son of Man. See, e. g., Matt.

XXV. 1-13. Here the Messiah is represented as He,
surrounded of course by guests and friends, celebrates

His wedding in heaven, and now, after the wedding
banquet is ended, returns to His dwelling, and crowns
His faithful servants with honor and joy. That the?e

after His return continue -to celebrate the wedding
with Him, is here not said. It is now, perhaps, con-

sidered as ended. (Otherwise Bengel, Stier.) The
servants, however, who have faithfully awaited their

Lord when celebrating the wedding, are now refresh-

ed by Him with another feast, prepared in their honor,
at which He appears, not as Bridegroom, but as ser-

vant. It is, of course, understood that it would be
exceedingly forced to press dogmatically every trait

of the parabolic representation, and that we must
only have respect to the tert-iium comparationis.

Open immediately.—Because they have noth-

ing to hide, and have not fallen asleep. " VuU suos

esse expeditosy Bengel.

Vs. 37. Blessed are those servants.—By dif-

ferent images the blessedness of the faithful is now
portrayed. First stage : The Lord will cause the
momentary separation, which had hitherto been be-

tween them, to close, and will kindly approach nearer
[napiK^tiv). Second stage ; He girds His garment on,

ji order now, on His side also, to serve them. How
uterally the Saviour has fulfilled this feature of His
picture appears from John xiii. 4. Third stage: He
causes them to take their place at table, and sets

before them His most exquisite viands. It is need-
less here to undei'stand the viands which bad been
brought from the wedding-feast, or had been sent to

His dwelling. (Kuinoel.) To tliis is added again,

as a fourth feature, vs. 44, that the servants, to whom
hitherto only a part of the estate had been com-
mitted, are now entrusted with the administration of
aU the possessions of their Lord. It is, however,
not necessary to have in mind the Saturnalia of the
Romans (Grotius), among whom it is well known
Ihat good and bad seiTants alike were served by
ieir masters. We might rather call to mind the
isage of the ancient Hebrews, of giving their ser-

'ants a share in sacred feasts (Deut. xii. 18 ; xvi. 11).
Vs. 38. In the second watch ... in the third

sratoh.—The Romans divided the night into four
night-watches, diei inclinaiio, galUdnium, canticini-

um, ailuculum, a division which the Jews had accepted
from them. See particulars among others in Feied-
LIEB, ArcMologie der Lddensgeschichte, on Luke xxii.

60-62. The opinion is entirely tvithout ground (Lis-

CO, Olshausen), that the Saviour jere followed anothe*

division into only three night-watches. He saya

nothing of the fourth, simply for the reason that the

disciples, from that, should note that His return was,

by no means, to be expected as late as possible, even

as He does not name the first ; because it would

weaken the whole representation of the watchful

servants. The Parusia does not come so quickly aa

impatience, nor yet so late as carelessness supposes,

but in the very middle of the night, when the tempt-

ation to fall asleep is greatest, and therefore must be

most vigorously combated. It may even tarry longer

than the servants thought ; but, grant that it should

take place not till the third, or should come even in

the second, watch of the night, wlioever perseveres

faithfully at his post shall in no wise lose his reward.

Vs. 39. If the master of the house.—A mod-
ification of the figurative language, in which those

who had hitherto been represented as servants, now,
during the presupposed absence of their Lord, are

compared with the master of the house, who has

to take care that his goods be not stolen.

The thief.—Not the Spx"a>' toC Koafiov (Olshaustn)

but the Son of Man, vs. 40, wh6 will come quite as

unexpectedly to His disciples. It is noticeable how
this comparison of the Parusia with the coming of

the thief has passed over, in all manner of forms, into

the apostolic writings, and is afterwards heard from
the mouth of the glorified Saviour. 1 Thess. v. 2, 6-8

;

2 Pet. iii. 10; Rev. iii. 3; xvi. 15. Of course the

similitude of the thief is taken entirely from the point

of view of those who are sunken in earthly enjoy-

ment and inactive rest, and to whom therefore the
Parusia of the Son of Man is no joyful but a terrible

event.

Vs. 40. Be ye therefore ready also.—See
Lange on Matt. xxiv. 43, 44.

Vs. 41. Then Peter.—The doubt as to the orig-

inality of this question is without any ground. And
just as httle can it be regarded as an interpolation

of Luke (agamst De Wette). It is, on the contrary,

precisely accordant with the character of the apostle,

and it is, from a psychological point of view, worthy
of remark that this question is proposed by that very
apostle who afterwards, Matt. xxvi. 41, most of all

needed the admonition, and in so sad a manner for-

got it. In view of the well-known earthly-mindedness
of the disciples, it is much to be feared that this

question was elicited even more by the first than the
second part of the parable ; by the holding up of the
reward even more than by the exhortation to watch-
fulness, and that Peter wishes to know whether tliis

high distinction (ts. 37) was only intended for him
and his fellow-disciples, or also, besides these (^ icai),

for others.

Vs. 42. And the Lord said.—The Saviour is

as far from affirming that the parable respects all

(FriedUeb), as that it has a special reference to the
apostles (Ewald) ; but He continues in a general
sense His figurative discourse, and that in such a
way, that Peter, by some reflection, can give himself
the answer. This answer amounts to this, that ac
cording as a more extended circle of operation i

entrusted to a servant of the Lord, his obligation t
watchfulness increases, and if he forgets his vocation,
he has so much the sharper chastisement to fear
An exceedmgly weighty teaching for all the apos'Jes
hut, most, for the very Peter who had elicited il^

Comp. Matt. xvi. 18.

Who then is that faithful and wise stev^
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9xd.—Tbe oi/coxo^iot, comp. 1 Cor. iv. 2, was a mid-

dle person, between the lord and the slave, and, as

Eleazer with Abraham and Joseph with Potiphar, was
burdened with the care of tbe whole domestic estab-

lishment. It was in the fullest sense of the word a

post of confidence, in which, therefore, faithfulness in

every respect was required. As the oIkovoixoi to the

rest of the servants, so should also the apostles stand

with reference to other believers, and be called to

distribute them food. The reward of faithfulness

consisted in this, that the circle of operation received

important enlargement.

Vs. 45. But if that servant, e/teivoi. With
emphasis the Saviour thereby alludes very definitely

to the oiKoyoiioi just portrayed. He represents him

as misled by negligence to two great sins, to hard-

ness and caprice towards others, to slothfulness and

wantonness as respects himself StUl more strikingly

is this last thought expressed in Matthew, vs. 49, by

eating and drinking with the drunken. Precisely this

is the peculiarity of the caprice of the unfaithful oIku-

v6uo%, that he oppresses his faithful but defenceless

fellow-servants, and withholds from them that which is

their right, but, on the other hand, peoples the dwell-

ing committed to his administration with a vUe rab-

ble, and makes it a scene of dissolutene!=s. While

we here behold the image of the unfaithful apostle,

shepherd, and teacher, we may, at the same time, com-

pare the admirable portraiture of the shepherds in

Ezekiel, ch. xxxiv., who, instead of the sheep, feed

themselves. The whole history of the church shows

us the image of such unworthy ones.

[Blind mouths, that scarce themselves Icnow to hold

A sheep-hook, or aught else the least have learned

That to the faithful herdman's art belongs.

"WTiat lists it them » what reck they ? they are fed

;

And when they list, their lean and flashy songs

Grate on their scrannel pipes of wretched straw.

The hungry sheep look up and are not fed.

But, swollen with mist and the rank wind they draw,

Eot inwardly, and font contagion spread.

Milton, Ly(^das.]

It is remarkable how the spirit of this whole

warning pervades the epistles of Peter. See, e.
ff.,

1 Pet. V. 3; 2 Pet. iii. 3.

Vs. 46. AixoTo/iTjo-ei aMy.—For different views

respecting this, see Lange on Matt. xxiv. 50. Un-

doubtedly there is much to be said for the view tliat

we are not to understand the word in a milder sense,

, but that we must translate it literally :
" He will split

him into two pieces." On the other hand, it must not

be overlooked that it is after this punishment of the

condemned that his part is appointed with the hypo-

crites, and he represented consequently as yetliving.

The word occurs only here and in Matt. xxiv. 51

;

comp. 2 Sam. v. 20 ; vi. 7, 8 ; 1 Chron. xiv. 10, 11.

This image is so much the more fittmgly choseu il

we consider that this punishment is threatened against

a villain who first appeared to be faithful but after-

wards manifested himself as unfaithful, and therefore

was most miserably divided in heart. Qui cor Di-

VISUM habet, Dividetce. Bengel.

With the unfaithful.—According to Matthew,

among the hypocrites. Here the thought comes espe-

ciaUy into prominence, that the Lord wiU judge His

servants according to the condition in which He finds

Oiem and that do earlier manifested faithfuhiess can

deliver them if they afterwards, in view of the delay

of the Parusia, shall faU into negUgence and unfaith-

tuhiess. In another form we find the same thought

sxpressed, Ezekiel xviiL 24.

Vs. 47. That servant.—The Saviour justified the

judgment just passed against the possible suspicion

of too great severity, by placing a general principle in

the foreground, namely, that the more fight there

beams upon us the greater wiU be the punishableness

of sin, and precisely in the difference of punishment

is the impartiality and righteousness of the judg«

made known. All evil servants are punished, evec

those of whom it may be said in a certain sense that

they have not known the will of their Lord, since in

no case is the ignorance absolute, and entirely without

their own fault. Some knowledge, how imperfect sO'

ever it might be, could be presupposed in them all,

because on men there is bestowed not only the Ugh'

of a special revelation, but also the light of col.

science. Comp. the words of Calvin ; Tenendum me
moria est, qui regenda JScclesice prcefecti sunt, eos

non ignoraniia peccare, sed perverse et impie fraudart

Dominum suum. Sine tamen genercdis doctrina col-

ligi debet, frustra ad ignoranticepairoeinium confugere

homines, ul se a reatu liberent.—Comp. James iv. 17.

—Many stripes.—Although the fixed number of

stripes, according to the Mosaic jurisprudence,

amounted to forty, Deut. xxv. 2, 3, it is of course

understood that such determining of the number in

this case would be in conflict with the spirit of the

parable. But the same prmciple which is expressed,

Deut. xxv. 2, namely, that a righteous relation must

exist between the greatness of the offence and the

punishment, is also emphasized here by the Saviour.

Vs. 48. To whom much is given—In tem-

poral things as well as also in spiritual. The greatest

prerogatives bring also the greatest responsibiUty

with them. 'ESoStj iroXv, not to be restricted precisely

to the magna et accurata religionis scientia, but in

general to be understood of the commission which il

given to the high-placed oIkovo/xo!, and so far also of

the confidence reposed in him.

—

TloAv foTTja^jireTai,

in official activity (Meyer), of which strict account

shall be required. Although irapedevro and oXrhaovaiv

are expressed impersonally, it is nevertheless in this

connection scarcely possible to exclude the thought

of the Lord of the" servant, who has bestowed confi-

dence on him, and will immediately judge his work,

—The more, Trepio-o-oTepoi'.—According to Meyer

:

" More than was deposited with him, he is therewitk

to win a surplus." But where, in the foregoing par-

able, is the thought expressed that the faithful ser-

vant is to get interest with the property of his Lord ?

The connection appears in this passage much more

to favor the interpretation of: plus quam ab aliis,

which can appear weak and without meaning only

in case it is forgotten that this whole expression bears

a proverbial character ; the parallelism moreover of

the two sentences on this interpretation is better pre-

served.

DOCTEISTAl AND ETHICAl.

1. It must not surprise us that the Saviour repre-

sents His disciples so decidedly from the point of view

of dependent servants, for only in the latter period

of His intercourse with them does He address them

as Friends and Children, and the high honor which

He here promises the faithful servant shows plainly

how high a rank His servants possessed in His eyes,

and what love He had for His disciples. With the

exception of perhaps the promise. Rev. iii. 21, w<

know no utterance of the Saviour which holds up be-

fore the life of the faithful so rich and ravishing f

reward as this, vs. 37.
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2. It is manifest that the parable of the Faithful

and Unfaithful owoi'ri^os is for no one of so high im-

portance as for the preachers of the gospel, who. be-

cause they stand upon a higher position than others,

are also exposed to greater dangers. After such de-

clarations of the Saviour we comprehend the better

the holy fear of the apostle, 1 Cor. ix. 21b.

3. We weaken the force of the parable if by the

Unfaithful Servant we understand any particular per-

son (Vitringa, e. g., understood the Pope). In the

firm of a concrete personality, on the other hand,
there is a type delineated which is easily found again
in all ecclesiastical despots and hierarchs, and verily

not at Rome alone. In order to make manifest the

inward unfaithfulness of all those who outwardly
range themselves among His servants, and perhaps
began with a guise of faithfulness and obedience,

the Saviour needs to do nothing more than to make
some delay. Then the old Adam, who for a while
was covered and bedecked, comes spontaneously into

manifestation again, and that not seldom in the moat
hideous forms. Even after the Middle Ages, bound-
less haughtiness and arrogance towards " the people
that know not the law," have often gone hand in

hand with equal wantonness and sensuality. But the
Saviour treasures up in His memory as much what
is committed by an unholy clericalism in His name
as what is practised by the spirit of anti-christianity

against His defenceless servants.

4. The whole delineation of the terrific punish-
ment just prepared for the unfaithful servant bears
the character of the jusiiiia retribuliva. Those
who believe that from the evangehcal position one
cannot properly speak of any punishment in the ju-

ridical sense, but only affectionate chastisements for

the moral amendment of the misled, can hardly mea-
sure aright the fearful earnestness of declarations

such as those of vss. 48-48. It is noteworthy also

that the Saviour makes indeed a distinction in the
grades, but not in the duration, of the decisive retri-

bution of the future. That those also are threatened
with this retributive judgment to whom the Lord's
will is less known than to others, admits of entire

justification. For if even the heathen, according to

Rom. li. 15, have an epyav rod v^ixov ypawTbt/ ev Ta7s

KapSiats auraiVj so that they are not to be excused,
how much less can the servant of Christ reckon upon
entire exemption from punishment if he in some
particular case did not know the will of the Lord.

HOMILETICAl AND PEACTICAl.

The life of the disciples of the Saviour must be
a life of watchfulness.—The nature of Christian watch-
fulness : 1. Alertness, 2. activity, 3. circumspection.
—The motive of Christian watchfulness : 1. Certainty,

2. suddenness, 3. decisiveness of the coming of the
Lord.—What does the Lord demand of Ilis faithful

servants ? 1. An eye that is open for His light, 2. a
hand that carries on His work, 8. a foot that is every
instant ready to go to meet Him and to open to Him.—What doe.-i the Lord promise to His faithful ser-

vants? 1. Honorable distinction, 2. perfect content-
ment, 8. beseeming elevation.—The connection be-
tween this representation and Luke xvii. 7-10.—Not
m the long duration, bat on the faithfulness of their
Torking, depends the gracious reward of the servants
of the kingdom of God.—According to the state in
which the Lord finds us will He judge us.—The thief
In the night 1. How unexpectedly he comes, 2. how

carefully his coming must be awaited.—Increasing

negligence a sign that the coming of the Son of Man
is no longer distant, but near by, even at the door.

—

The minister of the gospel an olnovinos. By this

image there is expressed : 1 . His high rank, 2. hia

holy vocation, 8. his heavy responsibility :
" Moreover

it is required in stew ards that a man be found faith-

ful," 1 Cor. iv. 2.—The omovoij-os in the kingdom of

God no ruler over the men-servants and maidens, bu
just as little their slave.-—Great temptation to neg
ligence is connected with the tarrying of the coming
ol' the Lord.—Injustice towards the least of His people

which is committed by one of His messengers, is to

the King of the kingdom of God utterly intolerable.

—Excessive severity towards others and excessive

laxness towards one's seli' are not seldom united in

hirelings without the shepherd's heart.—The J^l*

Talionis in the theocratic sphere.—Different grades

:

1. Of the pardonableness, 2. of the retribution of

sin.—Even ignorance in relation to the will of the

Lord may be a self-caused ignorance.—For the un-

faithful oiKov6nos it would be better on that day to

have been the least of the servants.—He that is

privileged above others may only rejoice with trem
bling, comp. Heb. ii. 3.—The higher one stands the

deeper can he fall.

Staeke :—When God knocks we are at once to

open to Him the door of our hearts and receive Him
as willingly as joyfuUy, Revelation iii. 20.

—

Brkntius :

—Masters must requite their servants' love and faith-

fulness with love and faithfulness.—To be always
found in the doing of good works is the best prep-
aration for eternity, Rom. xiv. 8.—With a blessed
death the blessedness of believers begins, Rev. xiv,

13.

—

Majus :—There is an instant on which eternity

hangs ; in an instant all may be squandered and
lost ; therefore must we ever watch.—All should
watch, especially ministers, whose business it is

to quicken others to watchfulness.

—

Ckamee :—

A

true steward of God must be at once faithful and
prudent.—It is the business of all the family to direct

themselves according to the beck and will of such
stewards.—The unthankful world esteems in general
the faithfulness and the diligence of the stewards of
God not suiBciently, but God will reward such the
more richly.

—

Qdesnel ;—Two vices are common
among ungodly preachers : to rule over their hearers
with violence, and to live in idleness and voluptuous-
ness.

—

IIedinger:—Unfaithfulness smites its own
Lord.

—

Cramer :—When the people are the securest
their destruction is the nearest.—Terrible sins are
followed by terrible punishments.—Knowing and
doing must never be separated in true religion.

—

Nov. Bibl. Tub.

:

—Let no one count him happy who
has many gifts and acts not accordingly.—God's grace
and righteousness detract not from each other, but
each e.'^tablishes His holiness.

Lisco :—The different servants.—Of the readiness
of the true citizens of the kingdom for the coming
of Christ

: 1. Watchfulness, 2. faithi'ulness.

—

Arndt :—Watchfulness in its true character: 1. Its inner
essence, 2. its blessed consequences, 8. its indispensa-
ble universality.—The glory of the devout and the
ignominy of the unfaithful servant.

Hedbner:—God's judgment takes acco int of al
that can lessen or augment guilt.—All is given by
God on credit ; we arc only stewards.

—

Krdmmacher;—The watching servant in our time, a missionary
sermon. (Sabbath-Glocke, v. p. 17 .icj.)— Sodchon;
—Folly in the care for our eternal salvation : 1,

Wherein this folly consists ; 2. what can move us t«
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tcmore from us and to keep far from us this folly.

—

Kliefoth :—The coming of the Lord.

—

Gerok :—The
excellent day's wjrk of the laborer .f God.

—

Thou*-
sirs :—KeadiuesE for the day of the Lord

b. Yss. 49-59

49 I am come to send fire on the earth ; and what will I, if it be already kindled [hoT

50 much do I wish that it were already kindled !

'] ? But I have a baptism to be baptized

51 with; and how am I straitened'' till it be accomplished! Suppose ye that I am come

52 to give peace on earth? I tell you, Nay; but rather [only] division: For from

henceforth there shall be five in one house divided, three against two, and two against

5,3 three. [They shall be divided, father against son'] The father shall be divided agains*-

the son, and the [om., the] son against the [om., the] father ; the [om., the] mother

against the [om., the] daughter, and the [om., the] daughter against the mother;

the [om., the] mother-in-law against her daughter-in-law, and the [om., the] daughter-

54 in law against her mother-in-law. And he said also to the people. When ye see a

[the*] cloud rise out of the west, straightway ye say. There cometh a shower; and so

55 it is. And when ye see the south wind blow [blowing], ye say. There will be heat

;

56 and it cometh to pass. Ye hypocrites, ye can discern the face of the sky and of the

57 earth; but how is it that ye do not discern this time? Yea, and why even of your-

68 selves judge ye not what is right? When [For as] thou goest [proceedest] with thino

adversary to the magistrate, as thou art in the way, give diligence that thou mayest be

delivered from him ; lest he hale [drag] thee to the judge, and the judge dehver thee

50 to the officer, and the officer cast thee into prison. I tell thee, thou shalt not depart

thence, till thou hast paid the very last [even the last] mite [XeTrrdi/].

ri Ys 49—T6 eiKui el ^St| ii^^Sij; Van Oosterzee fakes it thus: Whatdolmishr Would that it were already kin-

dled) This iives essentia-Uy the same sense as the rendering proposed above, but, as Bleek and Meyer remark, it is a less

natui-al turn of expression. The use of el for ote, when the object of the wish is less confidently expected, or known not to

exist, is sufficiently well established. I will cite one example, adduced by Meyer from Sirach xxiii. 14
:

eeAijo-eit ei jii)

'y'"^
Ysl 50.—Norton translates this : " What a weight is on me till it be accomplished ! " ; which, though paraphrastic,

appears to express the sense very exactly.—0. 0. S.]
, ^ ^^ ^ n m 1. 3 ^ ^ a- „itv, -n n

3 Ve 63 —Accordrng to the most probable readmg, that of Lachmann and Tischendorf, SmixepttrSTiaovTai, with a., u.,

rCod Sin i T U cursives, Schid., Vulgate, Copt., Itala, and several fathers. The singular of the Secepta was sponta-

neously suggested' by the immediately following substantives. Symmetry, however, requires the verb. (In aUusion to

Tisohendoifs and Lachmann'sjoiniagSia;iiepi(re.)cro>'Tai with the previous clause.—C.C. S.] _„„,„, .. , ,

r« Vs 54 —That is, the usual cloud brought by the prevailmg west or northwest wmd.—C. 0. S.] The ongmal rijp

appears to have been inadvertently omitted in A., B., [Cod. Sin.,] L., X., A., aud cursives, on account of the preceding

MijTE. (Meyer.)

have unconditionally wished the kindling of such a

fire. On the other hand, there is not the least rea-

son for here, with many of the fathers and some

modem expositors, immediately understanding the

fire of the Holy Spirit, for which ^a.\e7v would cer-

tainly have been no very fitting expression. It is

best, without doubt, to proceed from the general sig-

nification of the metaphorical expression, and to un-

derstand the extraordinary movement of mind which

Christ should bring to pass when His Gospel should

everywhere be proclaimed, comp. Luke xxiv. 32. Aa
fire has on the one hand a warming and purifying,

but on the other a dissolving and destroying, force,

not otherwise is it with the manifestation of Christ,

of which the Gospel bears testimony. It is, how-

ever, by no means to be denied that the Saviour has

in mind the latter rather than the former side of the

fact. It does not, however, come into the fullest

prominence until vs. 51. Division had alreaay been

effected by the Saviour's advent, but the fire was

not to blaze up in its full power until after His death

and His exaltation.

Ka! Ti S)i\oi El ijSn i.i/r\(ph-n s The general inter-

pretation (Kuinoel, Bretschneider, De Wette, who
appeal to Matt. vii. 14) :

" How much I could wish

that it were already kindled," has the signification oi

EXBGETICAl AST) 0E.ITICA1.

Vs. 49. I am come.—To the question in what

connection this part of the Saviour's discourse stands

with what immediately precedes, the neutiquam co-

hcereiit (Kuinoel) is certainly, it seems to me, the sim-

plest possible answer. At least the method in which

Olshausen and others give the connection of the

ideas, is in our eyes excessively forced. But if we

insist on having some connection, then the view of

Meyer, " that the greatness of the responsibility, vs.

48 as well as the whole moraentousness of the pre-

viously demanded faithfulness, is still more strength-

ened by the difficulty of the state of things, vs. 49,

and so is meant to be made the more palpable to the

disciples," is perhaps the most simple.

Vs. 49. Send fire on the earth.—The question

is what fire the Saviour here means. The answer

that we have here to understand a fire of controversy,

appears indeed to be the most admissible, but has,

however, this difficulty, that then vs. 51 is really only

a weak repetition of that which has been already

Baid 111 vs. 49. If Trip is entirely the same with

udvaipa, Matt. X. 34, and Staii^pirr/xS:!, vs. 51, it can-

DOt then be weU conceived that the Saviour could
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cl against it. Better Sohleiermacher :
" And what

more do I wish if it is even already kindled ? " But it

will best agree with the cnaracter of the discourse if

we with Grotius and Meyer translate :
" And what

will I ? Would that it were already kindled ! " This
wish, however, the Saviour does not cherish only be-

cause between now and the kindling of this iire lay

His near and bitter Passion in the midst, which
must first be endured (Meyer), but rather because,

besides the harmful and ruinous, the salutary force

of the fire also stands before His view, and because
He knows that only through these flames can all

impurity be purged away from the earth.

Vs. 50. A baptism to be baptized with.

—

Over against the heavenly fire which He sends, stands
the earthly water of the suffering which previously
to that must roll entirely over Him.—To be bap-
tized.—An image of the depth and intensity of this

Buffering, like a baptism performed by immersion.
Comp. Matt. xx. 22 ; John i. 33.'—How am I strait-
ened, TTus (rvv4xo/j.aL.—As far from being only a
pressure of longing and desire (Euth. Zigab., De
Wette) as from meaning mei-ely, " oppressed by
anxiety and fear " (Meyer and others) ; on the other
hand the one must be joined with the other. With-
out doubt there is here a avrnxil xapSias, not less

than John xii. 27 ; 2 Cor. ii. 4, and whoever in this

human reluctation of the Lord against His suffering

finds any cause of offence, places himself in a Docetic
position. But in the heart of the holy Son of Man
such a shrinking back from suffering, and the wish
that it might already have been overcome, could not
arise without His feeling at the same time the pres-
sure of a love which must be baptized with this bap-
tism, only because it itself has willed it. A similar
union of anxiety and longing we see in the woman,
John xvi. 21, who when her hour comes is seized
with fear and anguish, and yet in the midst of this

fear feels love and inward louguig soon to press her
child to her heart.

Vs. 51. Suppose ye.—Comp. Matt. x. 34-86.
It was only perplexity on the part of some exposi-
tors when they believed that here the language
respecting the consequence of the Saviour's manifes-
tation was used exclusively iK^ciTixais, not reAi/coi!.

On the other hand, we may say that the Saviour here
speaks not of the highest and ultimate, but yet of a
very essential purpose of His manifestation on earth,
which, however, was in its turn to be a means
for the attainment of a higher end, of a peace,
namely, which could be attained through this strife

alone. The division which the Saviour brought on
earth was and is so general, that He in a certain
sense could say of Himself that He establishes
nothing less than (aAA' ^) discord. This phenom-
enon is so far from being surprising and fortuitous,
that, on the contrary, it has been foreseen and will
be met, not as something good and desirable in
itself, but as the only way in which He could erect
His kingdom of peace here below upon an immov-
able foundation. An analogous representation, see
Luke ii. 34; John ix. 39. Even because Christ is

the Sun of Righteousness, it cannot but be that
torches of strife and funeral pyres should be kindled
by its fiery glow. When the Holy One of God comes
into personal contact with an unholy worid, a shock
and strife is inevitable, and that not only against
Him personally, but also among men themselves.
Inasmuch as these begin to distinguish themselves
Jito adversaries and subjects of His kingdom.

Vs. fi2. Five in one house.—Here also is the

mention of the uneven number five peculiar to Luke,
as in the statement of the number of sparrows, vs. 6,

When three stand against two and two against thre^
it is so much the more difficult to bring them toge« \

ther again. The holiest bonds are torn asunder '

and as well in the male as also in the female sei

does our Lord count friends and enemies, who on
account of Him oppose one another. " JV^on additur

gener, nam hie aliam consiituit familiam." BengeL
For the whole representation, compare the propheti-

cal utterance, Micah vii. 6. Only when the Saviour
appears as the Prince of Peace can the disharmony
between the three on the one hand and the two on
the other hand be lastingly over.

Vs. 64. And He said also to the people.—
Luke justly remarks that here the address of the
Saviour to the disciples breaks off. What now fol-

lows is more adapted to the mixed throng of His
hsteners, among whom there were found also ene-

mies and those of Pharisaical views. According tc

Matt. xvi. 1 seq., the Saviour directed the next fol-

lowing censure very particularly against the Phari-
sees and Sadducees ; the expressions, however, in the
two Evangelists are more or less different. If we
are disposed to demonstrate the connection with the
previous section, we may find it in this, that the
Saviour now proceeds to the statement of the source
from which so much discord and misunderstanding
flow as He had just described ; namely, the failure to
recognize the signs of the times, which unequivocally
enough pointed to the Messianic kingdom.
A cloud.—The cloud which rose out of the

west, on the side of the sea, was regarded as the sign
of approacliing rain, see 1 Kings xviii. 44, whUe the
south wind was considered as a sign of heat to be ex-
pected, Job xxxvii. 17. The here-mentioned Kauo-cuyia

undoubtedly that glowing heat which was produced in
Palestine by the south wind. In the LXX^Qi-ip

_

In most mournful contrast with the sound intelli-

gence of these weather-prophets, which in daily life

at once decides {eiSiim), and whose propliecies also
commonly are fulfilled, stands the general blindness
in reference to that wliich was infinitely more mo-
mentous and quite as easy to discover.

Vs. 56. Ye hypocrites.—We cannot mistake
the fact tliat here towards the end, the discourse
agaiu visibly inclines towards its point of departure.
Very fittingly could the Saviour address the people
in a muss thus, if we consider how deeply the leaven
of the Pharisees had already penetrated into their
minds. Since they were capable of distinguishing the
face of the sky as well as that of the earth (John iv. 35),
it could only be from a lack of good-will that they
left wholly unnoticed the rain and the vital warmth
which in these days had been imparted, ua the kino'.

dom of God. What lies nearest to the heart of niM
his understanding judges best ; but since the advent
of a spiritual kingdom of God was to them essen-
tially indifferent, they do not account it even worth
the trouble of giving heed to these signs in the
moral world, which so convincingly afforded proof
that the fulness of the time had arrived. The Saviour,
on the other hand, will have His contemporaries be-
come meteorologists in the spiritual sphere, and
therefore He afterwards also rebukes them that they
did not know the time of their visitation, Luke
xix. 44.

Vs. 57. Of your own selves, a(f,' kavriir.
Luke xxi. 30. There was lacking to them, as appeal*
from what precedes, the gift necessary for clearly
distinguishing in the spiritual sphere what was rigb
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[Kpivfiv, eecernere). When they discerned the face
of the sky a;jd the earth (vs. 56), they did this

indeed acp' kavruv, independently, without any ne-
cessity that it should first have been told them by
another. So did it beseem them in other relations

also to apply the standard of a natural science of
truth and duty, without always first awaiting the
inspiration of their spiritual guides.—Vss. 58, 59 the
Saviour makes a special case in which they could

,
apply such a KpiVis aap' eui/twi', while He leaves it to

their own understanding and conscience themselves
to make a profitable application of the here-given
rules to much higher and weightier concerns.

Vs. 68. For as.—rap here introduces the state-

ment of the special case, by the dehneation of which
the Saviour more particularly explains His meaning.
Comp. Matt. v. 25, 26. He presupposes that they
are with their adversary (di/riSiKos) on the way to

their legitimate ruler (Sfix"")) *s appears from vs. 59,

because a controversy had arisen about an unpaid
debt ; and if they now should persevere even to the
end in the way of litigation, the consequences were
very easy to be foreseen. The adversary with whom
one cannot reconcile himself drags {xaTnaipri) the
debtor before the righteous judge (npiT/js), and he,

after he has ascertained the claim of debt to be well

established, delivers the accused to the bailiff, who
throws him into prison {irpaKrwp, exactor, executor^

a legally appointed functionary of the Roman tribu-

nals, whom Matthew has designated only in general

as inrripeTris). And there must one remain, until

even the very last and least portion of the debt in its

last item is paid. Matthew mentions rbv taxarov
KoSpdvTrif, Luke still more strongly Thi/ eax. MmSy.
Ttie last farthing equals half a quadrant.—How much
mischief, therefore, does one prevent, and how fully

he acts in his own interest, when he comes to terms

with such an ai/riSi/fos, enters into a satisfactory com-
promise before the last decisive step is taken ! Abi
4pyacriav, a Latinism, perhaps as a Roman formula

of law suiEcieiitly familiar to Theophilus.

The Saviour, therefore, here urges His hearers in

their own interest to plaoableness, and will have

them by such a conduct show that they are in a con-

dition a(/>* eauTiii' to Kpivetv rh hiKaiof. Considered by
itself alone the admonition has, therefore, the same
intention as in the parallel passage in Matthew, only

with the distinction that with Luke the juridical

form of the process is brought out somewhat more
in detail. If one inquires now in what connection

this exhortation, vss. 57-59, stands with the previous

verses, vss. 54-56, we acknowledge that we have not

found in one of the interpreters an answer perfectly

satisfactory to us. The thread connecting the dif-

ferent parts of Luke xii. becomes looser in proportion

as the chapter hastens towards its end. In general,

we may say that the Saviour here urges His hearers

no longer to allow themselves to be so much led in

their judgment by others as they had hitherto done,

in consequence of which they also did not recognize

the signs of the times, v.=is. 54-56, but to see

more with their own eyes. This His meaning He
elucidates by an example, vss. 58-59 ; but neither in

the letter nor the spirit of His words is a single

proof contained that this example must be inter-

preted as a parable, and that He wishes thereby to

admonish them to repent betimes, " because the

Messianic decision i= so near, that they may not be

exposed tc the judgment of Gehenna." (Meyer.)

It is wholly arbitrary to see in the avriSiKos an allu-

lion to the devil (Euth. Zigab.), to the poor (Mi-

chaelis), God (Meyer), or even to the law (Olshaa
sen), and in the (pvKanit to see a representation of

Gehenna. Nothing but the craving to find in vss.

57-69 a congruous conclusion to a well-connected

discourse has here put the expositors on a falsa

track. The Saviour, however, presents not a single

proof for the opinion that He here is urging them on
allegorieally to repentance, and according to the

representation of Matt. v. 25, this saying has an
entirely diiferent sense. It is, without doubt, better,

in case of necessity, to give up making out the

connection which undoubtedly exists (Kuinoel, De
Wette), which we, moreover, have by no means done,

than to find under the simple sense of the words a
deeper significance which no one amongst tie first

hearers, without a more particular intimation of the

Saviour, could have found therein.

DOCTEnSTAI, AND ETHIC Ai.

1. As the Saviour has first admonished His disciplei

to watctifulness and faithfulness, the remaining part

of His discourse, so far in particular as it is addressed

to the Apostles, has such a direction as to prepare

them for many kinds of strife and troubles, and to

take away the scandal which they might otherwise

have found when His cause, instead of overcoming,

should be suppressed and opposed. The cause of

this strife lay at least in part in the unreceptiveneea

and earthly-mindedness of the people, who neglectad

to give heed to the signs of the times, and, like blind

men, slavishly followed their spiritual guides, instead

of seeing with their own eyes.

2. In this whole utterance of our Lord, as far a3

it stands in direct relation to His own personality and
kingdom, we see a striking revelation on the one
hand of His truly human, on the other hand His

truly Divine, nature. With a genuinely human feel-

ing He shrinks back from His suffering and longs for

the beginning of the conflict. But with Divine know-
ledge He calculates at the same time the conse-

quences of the combat, and utters forth the indis-

pensable necessity of His baptism of suffering, if the

fire were really to be kindled upon earth.

3. Already more than once have we heard th«

Saviour speak v/ith heavy-heartedness and deep feel-

ing of His approaching Passion, but here is the first

revelation of this genuinely human reluctance to en-

ter upon the approaching confiict, which afterwarda

returns in heightened measure, John xii. 27 ; Matt,

xxvi. 38. This inner sorrow and pressure of love

also constitutes a part of His hidden history of suf-

fering.

4. It is one of the strongest arguments for the

entirely unique significance of the personal manifes-

tation of our Lord, that He calls forth such a disconi!

in the sphere of humanity. The strongest sympathy
or antipathy does He arouse, but in no case apathy.

So much strife and blood the Gospel could never

have caused, had not men been deeply persuaded oB
both sides that here there was to do with the Highest

and Holiest.

5. The recognition of the signs of the times ii

one of the most sacred obligations which our Saviour

imposes on all those who wish to be capable of pas*
ing an independent judgment on the concerns of

His kingdom. However, the blindness of His con-

temporaries still shows itself continually under all

manner of forms. Men who in the sphere of the

natural life display a Emgular measure of sound

14
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Dndcrstanding, are, and that in large numbers, dul-

ness and unreceptiveness itself, when it comes to

the distinguishing of light and darkness, truth and
illusion, from one another in the spiritual sphere. A
sad proof of the power which ihe corruption of the

sinful heart exercises upon the darliened under-

Btanding. See Rom. i. 18 ; Ej hes. iv. 18.

HOMILETIOAi AST) PEACTIOAL.

The fire which Christ kindles on earth : 1. A fire

which warms what is cold ; 2. purifies what is im-

pure; 3. consumes what is evil.—Suffering, a bap-

tism.—For the Christian a threefold baptism neces-

sary : 1. The water-baptism of sprinkling ; 2. the

spiritual baptism of renewal ; 3. the fire-baptism of

trial.—The intensity of anguish and love with which

the Saviour foresees His approaching Passion.—The
discord which Christ has brought upon earth: 1. A
surprising phenomenon, if we look, a. at the King,

Ps. Ixxii., b. at the fundamental law of the kingdom
of God, John xiii. 35 ; 2. an explicable phenomenon
if we direct our eye, a. to the severity of the Gospel,

h, to the sinfulness of the human heart ; 3. a momen-
tous phenomenon, a. this strife is a proof of the high

significance, b. and means for the establishment, the

purification, and the victory of Christianity.—The
proclamation of the conflict excited by His appear-

ance a proof: 1. Of the infallible omniscience; 2. of

the holy earnestness; 3. of the infinite love of our

Lord.—Of all false peace the King of the kingdom
of truth makes an end.—The fire kindled in the old

earth no curse but a blessing.—Even our nearest

earthly kindred we must, in case of need, deny for

Christ's sake.—The spiritual world also, like the

kingdom of nature, has its signs.—The noticing of

the signs of the times a duty; 1. Commended by
heavenly wisdom ; 2. forgotten by sinful blindness.

—

The Saviour will have one judge independently what
is true and good.—How our own interest urges us

to the duty of placableness.—There comes a time in

which the law is left to run its course, and every hope
of grace is cut (&

Starke ;— Canstein ; — When the Gospel i(

preached in right earnest, it ie as if a conflagration

breaks out, which every one runs to quench, and

thereby is faith proved.

—

Quesnel :—Jesus had erer

His suffering before His eyes ; His love to the crosa

shames the effeminacy and delicacy of Christiana,

who are so unwilling to suffer.—Three against two

;

so was it in Abraham's house : Abraham, Sarah, and

Isaac against Hagar and Ishmael.—There is hardly a

house in which the evil are not mingled with the

good and the good with the evil.

—

Brentius :—Be-

tween the kingdom of Christ and of Satan no peace

exists, not even in eternity; let no one, therefore,

give himself any fruitless trouble to bring it about.

—

Bibl. Wirt.

:

—Man, discern the time of grace, which

to discern is indeed not difiioult.—The proving of

spiritual things is a duty even of the simple.

—

Cramer :—It is better to compose matters of contro-

versy by friendly dealing and brotherly reconciliation,

than by the sharp law and sentence of the judge,

1 Cor. vi. 7.—In hell there is no payment possible,

therefore the plague of the same will have no end.

Heub.ver :—If all reforming and heating of peo-

ple's heads is wrong and illegal, then Christianity

would be the most illegal of anything ; but every-

thing depends upon whether the revolutionizing and
incendiarism comes from selfishness or from God.

—

Even he who is already resolved to duty feels, never-

theless, shrinking of heart till the conflict is fought

out.—When tempests approach thee, strengthen thy-

self in Jesus.—What is great and noble requires

severe conflict.—The false judging of Jesus is our

own fault.

—

Ehrenberg:—Fire as the power: 1. Of
separating ; 2. of consuming ; 3. of warming.

—

Tho-
LUCK ;

—" Of what fire does Christ speak here ? la

it that which has just now been kindled in the Evan-
gelical Church ? " With reference to the separatioa

of the Lutheran from the United Church (in the

second volume of his Sermons, p. 412 seg.).—Schen-
KEL :—The controversy which Christ has brought
upon earth, how we have : 1. To vrish for it ; 2. to

fear it ; 3. to endure it.—T. Muller :—The destroy-

ing might of Christianity: 1. In the outer ; 2. in the

inner, world.

E. The Son of Man in relation to the Sin of One and the IMisery of Another. Ch. XIII. 1-1 Y.

1 There were present at that season some that told him of the Galileans, whose blood

2 Pilate had mingled with their sacrifices. And Jesus [he] answering said unto then..

Suppose ye that these Galileans were sinners above all the Galileans, because they

3 [have] suffered such things? I tell you, Nay: but, except ye repent, ye siiall all like-

4 wise perish. Or those eighteen, upon whom the tower in Siloam fell, and slew them,
5 think ye that they were sinners above all men that dwelt in Jerusalem? I tell you,

Nay : but, except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish.

6 He spake also this parable ; A certain man had a fig tree planted in his vineyard

;

7 and he came and sought fruit thereon, and found none. Then said he unto the dresser

of liis vineyard. Behold, these three years I come seeking fruit on this fig tree, and find

8 none : cut it down ; why cumbereth it the ground [makes the ground useless] ? And
he answering said unto him, Lord, let it alone this year also, till I shall dig about it,

S and dung it : And if it bp^r fruit, well : and if not, then after that thou shalt cut it

^ i) 11 down. And he was teaching in one of the synagogues on the sabbath. And, be-

hold, there was' a woman which had a spirit of infirmity eighteen years, and was
ii bowed together, and could in no wise lift up herself. And when Jesus saw her, hf
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called her to him, and said unto her, Woman, thou art loosed from thine infirmity
13 And be laid his hands on her : and immediately she was made straight, and glorifie<J

U God. And the ruler of the synagogue answered with indignation, because that Jeauf
had healed on the sabbath day, and said unto the people, Tliere are six days in whioh
men ought to work : in them therefore come and be healed, and not on the sabbath

15 day. The Lord then answered him, and said. Thou hypocrite [Ye hypocrites'], doth
not each one of you on the sabbath loose his ox or his ass from the stall, and lead him

16 away to watering? And ought not this woman, being a daughter of Abraham, whom
Satan hath bound, lo, these eighteen years, be loosed from this bond on the sabbath

17 day? And when he had said [while he said] these things, all his adversaries wore
asliamed : and all the people rejoiced for all the glorious things that were done by him.

' Vs. 11.—'Hv, a \Mual interpolation, by whose omission with B., [Cod. Sin.,] L., X., Lachmann, Tisohendorf, [Meyer,
Tregelles,] and others, the liveliness of the narrative is heightened.

2 Vs. 15.—The plural, iiroitpiToii, has externally and internally preponderating authority. The singular of the Eecepta
has only arisen from the fact that the copyist had the preceding aiiTw in his eye. But the Saviour addresses Himself, in
the person of the ruler of the synagogue, to the whole genus of hypocrites represented by him. I'YiroitpiTai is supported by
A., B., Cod. Sin., 13 other uncials, against 3.—0. C. S.]

EXEGETICAI AST) CRITICAi.

Vg. 1. At that season.—According to Luke
this intelligence comes to the Saviour while He is

in Galilee, where he had just (oh. xi., xii.) repelled

the imputations of His enemies, and warned the

people against the leaven of the Pharisees. Probably

we are to conceive the matter thus, that among the

listeners to His last discourse there were some who
had just received the mournful tidings in respect to

the Galileans, and now hastened to communicate them
to the Saviour, in order to hear His judgment upon
the matter. In all probability the cruel deed had

been perpetrated very shortly before, and had excited

general exasperation.

Of the Galileans.—Many things here con-

curred to heighten the hideousness of this deed.

Pilate, Procurator of Judaea, had, contrary to law, at-

tacked subjects of Herod. Pilate, the heathen, had

not even held sacred holy things, but had perpetrated

a massacre in the temple. It is as if the exaspera-

tion at this act yet echoed in Luke in the very form

of the expression,—Whose blood Pilate had
mingled.—A tragically graphic delineation, which

justifies the conjecture that these unfortunate ones

had been wholly on a sudden fallen upon and slain by

the Koman soldiers. What the provocation to this

deed was cannot be stated with certainty, nor is there

any ground to understand here (Euthym. Zigab.,

Theophyl., Grotius, a. o.) particularly followers of

Judas Gaulonites. But it is certain that the Galileans

at that time were exceedingly inclined to popular

commotions (JosEPHUS, Ant.Jvd. 17, 9, 3); that even

at the feast in Jerusalem tumult not unfrequently

arose; and that Pilate was not the man to desist, from

regard to the sanctity of a locality, from executing

a punishment recognized as necessary. If we call to

mind the atrocities which the Romans, particularly

afterwards, committed against the Jews, the murder

of these Galileans will then appear to us only as

a single drop in an unfathomable sea ; and we must

not be surprised if we find this deed, although

it was generally known in the days of Jesus (t<o;<

Vu.\i\.), only noted down by Luke. An indirect

argument for its credibility we find in the enmity

iubsequently alluded to between Pilate and Herod,

chap, xxiii. 12, whioh perhaps originated from this

illegal act. It is, however, not apparent that this in-

telligence was communicated to the Saviour in any

pai-*icularly hostile intent, and as Luke moreover

gives no intimation in reference to the time when or
the feast at which this massacre was committed by
Pilate, be take3 from us all possibility of drawing any
chronological deduction whatever from this isolated

historical datum.
Vs. 2. Suppose ye.—In all probability those

who brought this intelligence to our Lord were in-

volved in the common error that so sudden a death

in the midst of so sacred an employment must with-

out doubt be regarded as a special proof of the

terrible wrath of God upon those so slain. Were
they perchance thinking of that which the Saviour

had just said, ch. xii. 47, 48, upon exait correspon-

dence in the future of retribution with sin, and did

they wish over against this to draw His attention to

the connection between sin and punishment even in

this life ? The Saviour at least considers it necessary

to contradict the erroneous fancy that these Gali-

leans were in any way stamped as greater sinners

than all others by the judgment which had befallen

them [tyiyovTo declarative). He by no means denies

the intimate connection between natural and moral

evil, but He disputes the infallible certainty of the

assumption that every individual visitation is a retri-

bution for individual transgressions, and does not

concede to those who are witnesses of a judgment
the right, from the calamity which strikes some be-

fore others, to permit .themselves a conclusion as

to their moral reprobacy. But we abuse the declara-

tion of the Saviour if we understand it in such s>

sense as that these GaUleans did not deserve at aL
to be called auapra'Aoi, but rather martyrs.

Vs. 3. I tell you, Na.y.—"Dominushocprofert
ex thesauris sapientice diviTue.'''' Bengel.

—

Our Lord
knows and sets Himself against the perverseness of

so many who, when they hear of public calamities,

are much more inclined to direct their look without

than within. In opposition to this He gives tlis

earnest intimation that the fate of individuals ought

to be the mirror for all.—Unless ye repent.

—

This declaration is the more apposite if we assume

that the momentous intelligence had been brought

to the Saviour with the intent to awaken in Him
thereby the apprehension that a similar fate might

also perchance threaten Him and His followers. No I

not He, He declares: they themselves had an ap-

proaching Divine judgment to fear. Before Jesus'

eyes all Galilee stood forth to view as already ripe t«

future judgment, and in order to show that Judaea

was in no respect securer. He subjoins the remiuU
cence, vss. 4, 5, of a similar casualty.
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Likewise perish The reading icrauTios (Ti-

Bcbendorf) appears to deserve the preference above

the weaker i/xolus (Lachmann). The Saviour does

not mean to say that they shall perish in a similar,

V)ut that they shall perish in the same manner, name-
ly, through the eruelty of the Romans, who were
destined (u avenge in terrible wise the evil deed of

rejecting the Messiah. What streams of blood were
afterwards shed in the 6ame temple, and how many
at the same time were buried under the rubbish and
the ruins of the city and of the temple

!

Vs. 4. Those eighteen Again the Lord al-

lades to a similar event, which was yet fresh in every

one's memory. From a cause to us unknown, one
of the towers standing not far from the brook Siloam
had fallen in, and had buried eighteen corpses in its

ruins. That it was a tower of the city-wall (Meyer)
is not proved.—Here also was the rule and applica-

tion the same as in the foregoing example, only that

to the Saviour now not only the fate of impenitent

individuals, but at the same time that of the whole
Jewish state, stands before His soul ; in spirit He
sees much more than a single tower, He sees City

and Temple fallen. The question possibly arising, to

what circumstances so many who yet were quite as

great sinners as those eighteen owed hitherto their

preservation from such a lot, the Saviour now an-

swers with the parable of the Unfruitful Fig-tree.

Siloam, comp. John ix. 1, in all probability the

same piece of water which in Neheraiah iii. 15

appears under the name Shelah [Siloa in B. V.], a

pool in the neighborhood of the fountain-gate, out-

side of Jerusalem, in the valley of Kedron, which
perhaps David or one of his successors had dug
(comp. Isaiali viii. 6), and in whose vicinity there

was also a village or place of like name. Apparently
it received this name (the Sent), because the water
with wliich this pool was supplied was conducted
artificially through the rocks. Although Josephus
often speaks of Siloah, the archaeologists are never-

theless still as ever more or less at variance about
the locality in which this pool must be actually

sought. The principal views can be seen stated in

Winer, ad loc, and as to the question whether Si-

loah and Gihon must be identified with one another,

comp. Hamelsveld, Bibl. Geog. ii. p. 187. As to the

rest, nothing more in detail is known about the

trvpyos tv T(f 2iA. The visw of Stier, however, that

the eighteen unfortunate men were prisoners who
wore confined in the tower, in whose case therefore

it might so much the more easily appear as if a

Divine judgment had overtaken them, is quite as

much without proof as the opinion of Sepp that they

were laborers, among whom also was the mason
whom, according to the statement of Jerome, our
Lord had formerly healed. Bee above on Luke vi. 6.

Vs. 6. A fig-tree ... in his vineyard Al-

though the mention of a fig-tree in a vineyard sounds
somewhat singular, it is yet by no means incongruous
or in conflict with Deut. xxii. 9, which undoubtedly
speaks of seed but not of trees. If we assume the

fig-tree as the symbol of Israel (Hosea ix. 10 ; Matt.

xxi. 19), the vineyard could then only designate the
whole world, in which these people had been planted

us an entirely peculiar phenomenon. " Ficus arbor,

cut per se 7ul loci est in vinea. lAherrime Israelem

tums't Deus." Bengel.

Vs. 7. Then said he If God is the Lord of

the vineyard, the gardener can only be Christ. This

view deserves at least the preference above the some-

wlwt arbitrary assumption of Stier that by the fine-

yard the rulers and leaders of Israel collectively ari

understood, as in Matt. xxi. 33. It is by no means
proved that the expression: "Behold I come," vs. 7,

applies to Christ alone. The Father Himself is here

represented as the comer, because He, since the da}

of the New Covenant had dawned, might witl: the

fullest right expect peculiar fruits from th<t fig-tree

of Israel. It is undoubtedly certain that everything

that is said of the fig-tree is still applicable to each

particular individual, and that every one entnisted

with the care of souls may recognize his type in the

gardener; but quite as manifest is it also, according

to the connection of vss. 1-5, that the Saviour here

before all has the Jewish state in mind, and that the

indirect setting forth of His own person as a gar-

dener agrees perfectly with the care which He had
so long expended on this fig-tree, as well as with His

character as the Intercessor who prays for the

guilty.

These three years I come.—The three years

indicated not the previous duration of the ministry

of Jesus among Israel (Bengel), and as little the

whole ante-christian period (Grotius), and least of
all the Tp(h Tro\iT(ia! of the judges, the kings, and
the high-priests (Euthym. Zigab.); but denote in

general a definite brief time, which here is limited to

this particular number three, because the tree when
planted brought forth as a rule its fruits within

three years. But if one insists on having a definite

time for God's work of grace on Israel, we may
reckon the time from the public appearance of John
the Baptist—a half year before the entrance of
Jesus on His office—up to the present moment,
which altogether does not make up much less than
three years. To this labor of grace, however, Israel

had hitherto in no way given answering results. Not
only did the fig-tree bear no fruit, but it also with-
drew from other trees, by shade, absorption, &c., th«
warmth and the sap which they might have received
if this had not stood in the way {Karapyei, see Metek,
ad loc).

Vs. 8. This year also.^A sufficient but brief
time is still given to the fig-tree to bring forth better
fruits.—Dig about it and diing it.—Intimation
of the condition and augmented labor of grace with
which the Saviour in the last weeks and days of Hia
life requited the growmg hatred of His enemies. To
intercession He now joins strenuous activity, and only
if this also is in vain will He forbear to make interces-
sion for the unfruitful fig-tree. Yet He does not say
that He Himself will hew it down, but only He
no longer holds back the Lord of the vineyard, and
entreats no longer for something that remains incor-
rigible. He yet counts it as possible that in the fourth
year fruits may become apparent which the three first

years had not brought, but He also assumes it as
certain that in the opposite case the fig-tree must be
removed out of the vineyard.

Vs. 10. And He was teaching The narrative
of the healing of the infirm woman is pecuhar to
Luke. The time when this miracle took place is not
more particularly stated ; but tlie shanielessness with
which the Archisynagogus expresses his displeasure
against Jesus, allows the conjecture that we have to
assign to this event a place in the last period of tht
public life of our Lord. The reception of the nar-
rative into this connection may at the same time
serve as a proof how the Saviour, according to His
own declaration, even amid increasing opposition, yel
continued to dig about and to dung the unfru'itfn
fig-tree. As to the rest, this Sabbath-miracle ha.
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much agreement with others already related, and
apparently it is to be attributed to this circumstance

also that Matthew and Mark pass it over in silence.

Against the credibility of the fact this silence proves

nothing, except with those who deny the possibility

or profitableness of miracles of this sort a priori.

ni/tC/ja aaBeueias.—We may plainly recognize that

(jiike here understands a species of possession ; she

was plagued by a iri/eC/ia, which caused an kirBivaa.

Her nervous energies were so weakened that she

could not raise herself up. " Ex nervorum contrac-

ttone incurvum erat corpus.''^ Calvin. With the

words: "Woman, thou art loosed from thine in-

firmity," the Saviour calls her unexpectedly to

Uimseif, and therefore works psychically upon her,

in order to make her receptive for the benefit which

He is about to bestow upon her physically. Finally

He lays His hands upon her, and now too the ordi-

nary result does not fail to follow.

Vs. 14. The ruler of the synagogue.—In

this man anger at the supposed Sabbath desecration

is visibly in conflict with a kind of fear which

the miracle just performed has aroused in him.

What he does not venture to say to the Saviour

Himself he says to the people, with so loud a voice

that the Saviour also should hear it. But that the

miracle can make no other impression whatever

upon him, is a strong testimony against him. How-
ever, it appears also from vs. 17, that besides him
there were yet other hvriKii^ivoi present in the

synagogue, which at the same time is an internal

proof of the coiTectness of the reading uiroKpiTai,

vs. 15.

Vs. 15. The Iiord, cum emphasi.—The Son of

Man makes Himselfnow heard as Lord ofthe Sabbath,

and that in figurative language similar to that which

He had aheady more than once used in a case of

this kind. Take note however of the distinction be-

tween the argumenium ad liominem which is made
use of here, and tiiat which is made use of ch. xiv.

5 (comp. Matt. xii. 11, 12). That it wiis really per-

mitted on the Sabbath to take out one's beast to

drink, is proved by Lightfoot and Wetstein, ad loc.

How was it possible that that which for a beast was

regarded as a desirable benefit, should be condemned

as a misdeed, so soon as it was performed on a human
being?

Vs. 16. Being a daughter of Abraham.—Not

merely a general antithesis between man and beast,

end far less a conception of the human personal-

ity deserving of sympathy, restricted according to

Jewish popular notions (De Wette), but an em-

phatic designation of the spiritual relation which

existed between father Abraham ,g,nd this his daugh-

ter, comp. xix. 9. That we are entitled to regard this

woman as a daugliter of Abraham in the spiritual

sense, appears even from this, that the Saviour does

not once ask as to her faith, doubtless because He
had already read this in her heart, while besides, her

glorifying of God immediately after the miracle,

TS. 13, testifies of her devout disposition of soul;

nor is the declaration: " Thy sins are forgiven thee,"

here made. Where now such a daughter of Abraham

was bound by Satan, the Saviour could not forbear to

inatch from him this booty.

Whom Satan hath bound.—More plainly

than by this otherwise superfluous expression the

Baviour could not give it to be understood that He
regarded the demoniacal condition of this suflerer as

the effect of a direct Satanical influence. Since pos-

session can never be merely corporeal, it may be as-

sumed that along with the spirit of discouragement

and privation of power, the spark of faith had main-

tained or developed itself in the woman.
Vs. 11. And all the people rcsjoioed, comp>

ch. V. 26 ; ix. 43.—The Saviour's words roused the

conscience, as His deed roused the sensibility. The
view of this miracle renews again the recollection of

the former ones, and the continuity {ywoixevois) of this

beneficent activity disposes heart and mouth to the

glorifying of God. This accord of praise to the

honor of the Father was to the Son a proof that H»
this time also had not tarried in Galilee in vain, and

accompanied Him as it were on His way, now when
He, as it appears, is leaving this land, in order to re

pair to the feast of the Dedication, John x.

DOCTEINAL AlfJ) ETHICAIi.

1

.

Vss. 1-9, we see the Saviour over against hu-

man sin ; vss. lO-lT, over against human misery

:

both times in the fuU glory of His love and holiness.

This for justification of the inscription chosen for

this division.

2. The Saviour declares Himself on the one hand

against the light-mindedness of those who entirely

deny the intimate connection between natural an.-

moral evil ; on the other hand against the narrownes,.

of those who consider individual misfortune and in-

dividual punishment as words of one and the same
signification. The true pouit of view from which

national calamities are to be regarded as voices

calling to a general conversion, is here brought

forward.

3. This parable of the Unfruitful Fig-tree contains

not only the brief summary of the history of Israel,

but also of the gracious dealing of God with every

sinner. For ah who live under the light of the Gospel

there comes earlier or later a xatphs ttji i-wmKOTrri^,

Luke xix. 44, which when it has passed by unused,

makes them ripe for the righteous judgment of

God. But the Mediator of the New Covenant is at

the same time their Intercessor, as long as deliver-

ance is yet possible. So far then from the long-suffer-

ing of God affording any ground for the expectation

of a final escape from punislunent, it is, on the other

hand, a pledge that the contemning of it is finally re-

quited in the most terrific manner. Thus do we find

here also the representation of a final judgment

followed by no subsequent recovery whatever.

4. As this parable brings before our mind the

image of the people of Israel, it permits us at the

same time to cast a glance into the holy soul of the

Mediator, for to His intercession was it owing that

the Jewish state yet stood. The lengthening out of

the time of grace for this Unfruitful Fig-tree had also

been the object of His still nightly prayers. Un-

doubtedly if in the words :
" Hew it down^" the

words and spirit of the Baptist reSoho (Matt. iii. 10),

there is heard in these words :
" Lord, let it alone

this year also," the compassionateuess of the Son

of Man, who was not come to destroy men's souIb,

but to save them.

5. Parallels to the parable of the Unfruitf U Fig-

tree : Isaiah v. 1-1 ; Hosea ix. 10 ; Jeremiah xxiv.

3 ; Psalm Ixxx. 9-11 ; Mark xi. 12-14. Eespecting

the Sabbath miracles of our Lord, see on Luke

vi. 1-11.

6. The suffering of the woman in the synagogue

is the faithful image of the misery into which Satan

plunges man as to his soul ; her healin^f 'i the imag«
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of redemption, The reality of this miracle is in-

directly testified even by the president of the syna-

gogue, who is indeed mean enough Indirectly to

censure the woman because she has allowed herself

to be healed, but does not yet possess shamelessness

enough to deny that here a sudden healing took place.

HOMILETICAL AND PEACTICAL.

Jesus, 1. Over against the sin of mankind, vss. 1-9

:

a. with inexorable severity does He rebuke sin, vss.

1-5
; b. with inexhaustible patience does He wish to

preserve the sinner, vss. 6-9 ; 2. over against the
wretchedness of' mankind, vss. 9-17 : a. where
Jesus comes He finds wretchedness ; b. where Jesus
6nds wretchedness He brings healing.

Many men find satisfaction in being the first

bringers of evil tidings.—The Lord often answers us
rery differently from what we could wish and expect.

—Unexpected death.—All who are overtaken by
heavy and deserved calamities are siimers, but not
for that greater sinners than others.—What befalls

others should serve us as a warning, 1 Cor. x. 11.—The riches of the patience and long-suffering of
God, Rom. ii. i.—The parable of the Unfruitful Fig-

tree the image of the dealing of God with the sinner

:

1. The careful labor, 2. the righteous investigation, 8.

the unhappy result, 4. the righteous judgment, 5. the
entreating Intercessor, 6. the last delay.—The good-
ness and severity of God, Rom. xi. 22.—In the
heavenly counsel of grace there are days which may
outweigh whole years, and years which may out-

weigh whole centuries.—The acceptable year of the
Lord, Isaiah Ixi. 2.—All gracious leadings of God
have the one purpose that we may really bring forth

fruit.—Whoever brings forth no fruit is at the same
time injurious to others.—The Lord is patient, but
of great power, Nah. i. 3.—The true Sabbath-keep-
ing fixed by the example of the Saviour, vss. 10-17,
1. Indicated, 2. justified.—The house of the Lord
the best refuge for sufferers.—No suffering so tedious
that the Saviour cannot yet give deliverance.—The
Lord understands even unuttered sighs.—The terrible

might of Satan over body and soul.—Whom the Son
hath made free, he should praise the Father.—Even
the most glorious revelations of love are lost for

him who has a mind at enmity with God.—Hypoc-
risy and cowardice not seldom intimately connected.
—Even where the Saviour is only indirectly blamed
He does not permit it to pass without an answer.

—

Hypocrisy condemned before the tribunal of the
human, 1. Understanding, 2. sensibility, 3. con-
Bcience.—Ashamed must sdl be who rise up against
Jesus.—How the Saviour vanquishes His enemies :

1. By the deed, 2. by the word of His love.—Jesus
brtaks asunder the bonds of Satan.—The shaming
power of truth.—Glorifying of God the fruit of the
work of redemption.

Staeke ;—Ever something new, and seldom any-
fti'ng good.—God's open enemies must often be the

instruments of His judgment on those who wer«

wont to be called His people.

—

Canstein :—Men are

in no place and in no employment iure that this ot

that calamity may not befall them.

—

Cramer :—Fait'n

ful preachers should direct all that they hear to the

end of edifying and improving the church.

—

Bren-
Tius :—The judgments of God are incomprehensible;

it befits us thereat to lay our hands on our mouths
and to admire them in holy humihty.

—

Qoesnel :

—

We ought ourselves to seek the fruit in our lives ha.

fore God comes to seek it.—Public and private in-

tercessions avail much with God when they are

fervent.—When the time of grace is passed Christ

intercedes no longer.—The sinner is he^vn down
when God gives him over to the judgment of repro-

bacy.

—

Cramer :—Examples of tedious sicknesses

are necessary, and wholesome for us to know, Rom.
V. 8-5.—Jesus looks upon the bowed down, the

lowly, and the meek, that He may hft them up and
elevate them.—Public assemblies have a promise of
blessing

; let no one forsake them.—In churches and
schools there have undoubtedly been many blind

zealots that have more hurt than profited the king-

dom of God.— QuESNEL :•—Religion must often serve

as a pretext to avarice and envy ; be watchfu'
against this.—Necessity and love know no law.—Canstein :—Nothing suits better with the day o/
the Lord than the work of the Lord and the destruc-

tion of the works of Satan.—The high value of the
souls redeemed through Christ can never be urged
and impressed enough.—Although faithful shepherds
and teachers must everywhere here go through the
valley of misery, yet they obtain one victory aftei

another.

Heubner :—Purpose of God in special judgments
of calamity.—God sends harbingers before heavy
tempests.—The false comfort which men draw from
others' calamities.—To perish in the ruin of a city
is a small matter compared with the misery of find-

ing one's destruction in the future ruin of the
world..—God also counts the years.—The sinner
everywhere derogates from the good of earth.—

.

Envy against God even takes on the guise of piety.—Without Christ the spirit is bowed down and not
capable of praise.

The Parable.—Aendt:—The greatness and the
duration of the Divine forbearance.

—

Zimmermann :—How the Divine long-suffering leads the sinner to
amendment.—Lisco :—The righteousness of God as
it has been made manifest in Christ.—The whole
parable admits also of an admirable application for
a sermon on New Year's morning.

I'he Miracle.—Picbler :—The Lord Jesus such
a Saviour as we need : 1. For deliverance out of sc
manifold need', 2. for the revelation of our inmost
heart, 3. for advancement in the life of faith and
humility.

—

Palmer :—Wherever the Saviour comes
there does He meet wretchedness and sin.

—

Schmidt :—Opposition to the Saviour, a. how it arises, b. how
it is dissolved (through truth and grace).—^LiBOO :—
The true Sabbath-keeping.
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F. The Nature, the ErUrance, the Conflict of the Kingdom of Qod. Ch. Xm. 18-85.

1, Parables (Vss. 18-21).

18 Then said he, Unto what is the kingdom of God like? and whereunto shall I re-

19 eemble [compare] it? It is like a grain of mustard seed, which a man took, and cast

into his garden; and it grew, and waxed [became] a great tree; and the fowls [birds]

20 of the air lodged in the branches of it. And' again he said, Whereunto shall I liken
2'. the kingdom of God? It is like leaven, which a woman took and hid in three measures

of meal [flour], till the whole was leavened.

> Vs. 20,—Tlie Kod of the Recepta, expunged by Scholz and Tischendorf, but defended again by Meyer, appears to ui
T«r7 suspicious.

lions of this kind, however, do not entitle us to

assume that the Saviour uttered this parable twice.

We find, at least here in Luke, rather an express
reference back to what has been previously uttered
than, so soon again, a repetition of it. In Mark the
beautiful conclusion of the parable is elaborated in a

most graphic manner.
Vs. 20. TlaXiv, Again.—Now follows the parable

of the Leaven, which Mark has passed over, and
which only Matthew in addition, chap. xiii. 33, com-
municates, with whose account that of Luke agrees
ad literam. See Lange, ctd loc. The view of Stier,

who here by the three measures of meal understands,
with other things, the three sons of Noah, whose pos-

terity must be thoroughly leavened with Christianity,

and afterwards the three parts of the world according
to ancient geography (so that Columbus, in 1492,
would, in this respect, have destroyed the correct-

ness of this parable), shows, perhaps, much genius,

but yet is also tolerably arbitrary. Quite as ground-

less and untenable is it to find here an allusion to

the trichotomy of man, as of a microcosm according

to body, soul, and spirit. How much more simple,

on the other hand, is Bengel's remark as to this

number three, " quantum wno tempore ab homine
portarif vel ad ^nsendum sum,i soleret.^^ Comp.
Genesis xviii. 6.

EXEGETICAI, AND CBITICAL.

General Remarks.—Comp. the remarks on the

parallel passage in Matthew and Mark. The man-
ner in which Luke connects these two parables

with the preceding {^Keyef oln) is so loose that

nothing constrains us to assume that the Saviour

delivered them immediately after the previously

mentioned miracle. The true historical connection

in which they originally belong is found exclusively

in Matthew and Mark ; and on what ground Luke
communicates them precisely here, is hard to deter-

mine otherwise than conjeciurally. Accordmg to

Meyer, Jesus, after the conclusion of the previous

scene, vs. 17, sees Himself warranted in entertaining

the most glorious hopes for the Messianic kingdom,

which He then expresses in these parables. Accord-

ing to Lange, both parables in the sense of the

Evangelist serve to explain the last narrative of heal-

ng, each one a particular side of it. According to

Bchleiermacher, these parables contain a reference

to that which the Saviour had just been teaching in

the synagogue. It is, however, hard to deny that

vs. 17 makes the impression of a formula of conclu-

sion (Strauss), and that with vs. 18 a new Pericope

in Luke's account of the journey begins.

Vs. 18. Unto what is the kingdom of God
like ?—According to Mark iv. 30 also, the parable

of the Mustard-Seed begins with such a subjective

and familiar exclamation; more objective is the

representation in Matthew. That, moreover, the

question of the Saviour does not give witness to

actual uncertainty and perplexity, but rather belongs

to the familiar and dramatic form of His address, is,

of course, understood.

Vs. 19. A grain of mustard seed.

—

See Matt.

xiii. 82. The scientific objection that the mustard-

seed is by no means the smallest of all the species

of seeds on earth, is doubtless most simply refuted

by the observation that here it is by no means little-

ness in and of itself, but littleness in relation to the

great plant which came forth from this seed, and

which, especially in Palestine, reached often a con-

siderable height. At the time of Jesus, also, the

mustard-seed was sometimes used by the scribes as

an image to indicate the extreme of littleness. So,

for example, was the earth in comparison with the

universe compared with a mustard-seed, and this was

named " hardly a seed." See Liohtfoot, ad loc.

Into his garden.—In Matthew only " his field,"

in Mark "the earth," is mentioned. Moreover, the

mustard-seed in Luke simply becomes eU Sivtipav

u4ya. while the compariscji with other plants men-

aonwl in Mark and Luke is here omitted. Varia-

DOCTEnSTAL AHD ETHICAI/.

1. Both parables, that of the Mustard-Seed and
that of the Leaven, refer to the same fundamental
thought, to the blessed spreading abroad of the king-

dom of God, first in the extensive, afterwards, also,

in the intensive, sense. They belong very especially

to those parables of the Saviour which bear the pro-

phetic character, and in every century of Christianity

find in greater or less degree their fulfilment. With
the first parable this was especially the case in the

time of Constantiae the Great ; with the second, in

the middle ages, on the diffusion of Christianity in

different European states through the influence of

the Catholic Church. Every interpretation, however,

which assumes that these parables have been realized

not only a parte potiori, but exclusively, in a single

period of the Christian Church, is to be uncondi^

tionally rejected.

2. The intention with which the Saviour refers

by a double image to the blessed extension of His

kingdom could be no other than this, to take awaj

scandal at the poor, weak, first beginnings of the

same, and to encourage His disciples, when the)

should afterwards have to begin their work with a

scarcely perceptible commencement.
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8. The here-expressed principle: maximum e

minino, is unquestionably the fundamental idea of

the kingdom of God, and presents a specific distinc-

tion between this and the kingdoms of the world, in

whose history commonly the reverse, minimum e

maxima, is contained.

4. It is from a Christological point of view re-

markable how the Saviour here not only expresses

m obscure expectation of a quiet faith, but the

utmost possible certainty of the triumph of His
kingdom, notwithstanding the most manifold opposi-

tion. Before the eye of His spirit the Future has

become To-day, and the history of the development

of many centuries is concentrated into a moment of

time. If He now begins to inquire with what He
shall best compare this kingdom, we cannot suppress

the inquiry, with what shall we compare the King
Himself? Compare Isaiah xl. 25.

HOMIIETICAI, AND PEACTICAI.

The history of the development of the kingdom
of God : 1. From small beginnings ; 2. with visible

blessing ; 3. to an astounding greatness.—The parable

of the Mustard-Seed the image of the history: 1. Of
the.Founder of the kingdom of God ; 2. of the Church
generally ; 3. of every Christian life in particular.

—

The Leaven : 1. Leaven leavens only meal (inward

affinity of the Gospel to the heart) ; 2. the whole meal
(harmonious development of all the powers of man
and of mankind through Christianity) ; but, 3. only

gradually, comp. 2 Cor. iii. 18, and 1 John ii. 12-14;
4. in secret (1 Peter iii. 4), yet so, 6. that it does not

rest so long as yet a part of the mass of meal has not

been leavened.—Does the parable of the Leaven give

ft good ground for the doctrine of an dTroKarciffTatns

iravTav ?—The distinction between the working of the

leaven in the mere mass of meal, and of the working
of the Spirit of God in the heart ; the sphere of phy-

sical necessity and of moral freedom to be carefully

held separate.—The kneading woman the image of

the restless activity which is required in the kingdom
of God, and for the same.—Labor for the kingdom of

God : 1. Apparently insignificant ; 2. continually un-

wearying ; 3. and finally, blessed labor.—If the meal
has once been worked through, we must then leave

the leaven time and quiet for its effect.—Resemblance
of the Gospel and the leaven.—The leaven a minute,

powerful, wholesome, penetrating substmce.—Th«

Word of God must be carefully mingled with every-

thing human :
" nil humcmi a se alieniim putat."—>

The kingdom of God follows, in the whole of man
kind, no other course of development than in every

individual.—The past, the present, and the future,

considered in the light of these two parables.—Th?

development of the kingdom of God from small

begiimings a revelation of the glory of God. Even

by this the kingdom of God stands above us : 1. As
a creation of God's own omnipotence ; 2. an instruc-

tive theatre of the wisdom of God ; 3. an inestimable

benefit of the love of God.— The de%'elopment of the

kingdom of God from small beginnings an awakening

voice : 1. To thankful faith ; 2. to spiritual growth

;

3. to enduring zeal.-—These parables the image of

Israel, the glory of Christendom, the hope of the

heathen world.— The distinction between human
philanthropy and the delivering love of the Lord.

The first turns itself as much as possible to the

collective mass, and seeks in this way to work
upon the individual ; the second turns to the single

individual, in order to press through to the collective

mass.

Staeke : — Hedinger :— Christianity infects by
word, example, and conversation. Happy he who
stands in the fellowship of the saints in ligU*-

—

Skentius :—There are neither words nor similituaes

enough to depict the beauty of the kingdom of God.—£ibl. Wirt.

:

—The Gospel changes and renews the

man the more, the longer it works upon him.~We
must guard well against this, that we be not like such

a leavened dough which quickly rises and quickly

falls again, and so our conversion and godliness

be more a puffing-up than of a firm, abiding chai>

aoter.

Etleet :—The course of the development of the

Divine kingdom on earth: 1. Little is the beginning

;

2. gradual the progress ; 3. great and glorious the

issue.

—

Arndt :—The inward activity of the kingdom
of heaven : 1. Where ; 2. how ; 3. what it works.

—

A. Schweizer:—From the least there comes the
greatest.—The penetrating nature of the kingdom of

God: 1. Because its aun is to lay hold of everything

human; 2. because its power as Divine is victorious;

3. because the whole heart of its ministers is engaged
for it (a sermon upon the kingdom of God, Zurich,

1851).^For other ideas see on the parallels in Mat-
thew and Mark.

2. A Serious Answer to an Idle Question (Vss. 22-30).

22 And he went through the cities and villages, teaching, and journeying toward Jeru-
23 salem. Then said one unto him. Lord, are there few that be saved? And [But] he
24 said unto them, Strive [*Aycoi/i^Eo-^e] to enter in at the strait gate [through the narrow
25 door'] : for many, I say unto you, will seek to enter in, and shall not be able. When

once the master of the /ouse is risen up, and hath shut to the door, and ye begin to
stand without, and to knock at the door, saying, Lord, Lord, open unto us; and ha

36 shall answer and say unto you, I know you not whence ye are : Then shall ye begin to
say, We have eaten and drunk in thy presence, and thou hast taught in our streets.

37 But [And] he sliall say, I tell you, I know you not whence ye are ; depart from me,
28 all ye workers of iniquity. There shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth, when ye

shall see Abraham, and Isaac, vnd Jacob, and all the prophets, in the kingdonv of God,
29 and you yourselves thrust oiz And they shall come frcm the east, and Jivm the yresi,
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and from the north, and from the south, and shall sit down [recline at table, di/aKAi^^

30 o-ovTat] in the kingdom of God. And, behold, there are last which shall be first; anS
there are first which shall be last.

' Vs. 24.—0i)p<«, according to B., D., L., [Cod. Sin., T.] The Rk. miXTjs is token from Matt. vii. 18.

EXEGETICAl AND CRITICAL.

Vs. 22. And He went.—According to our view
the historical matter which Luke gives in ch. xiii.

22-xvii. 10, should follow immediately after the

Saviour's presence at the feast of the Purification of
the Temple, John x. 22-39. From Jerusalem the
Saviour repaired to the land beyond Jordan, and
the region "where John at first baptized," vs. 40.

There He remained until the account of the sickness

of Lazarus called Him to Bethany, John xi. 6.

About this time, therefore, there took place the

journey from Persea to Judsea, which lasted about
three days, and nothing hinders us in Luke's nar-

rative of travel, vs. 22 s«y., from understanding par-

ticularly this journey. See Wieseler, I. c, p. 322.

With ch. 17, then, the account of the Saviour's last

journey to the feast of Purification properly first

begins. That we are at liberty to understand the

words 6IS '\ipovaa.K., ch. xiii. 22, quite as well of

the direction as of the purpose of the journey, will

hardly be disputed ; but that it here rmmt be taken

in the former signification, results from the compari-

son with John ii. 54. Jesus' answer also to the

Pharisees, which He, according to ch. xiii. 31, gave

them on the very day of the departure, agrees in

respect to the chronological datum, contained therein

in a remarkable manner with John xi. 6 ; and even

the conjecture of the above-named chronologist

appears to us by no means without reason, that the

name Lazarus in the parable, ch. xvi. 19-31, was

also chosen by the Saviour intentionally, in the

thought of His just-deceased friend.

Vs. 23. Then said one.—Time and place are

jjot particularly stated. Even the matter of the

question would not give us any right to pass a less

favorable judgme) it upon the inquirer, if the Saviour's

answer did not of itself induce the conjecture that

the man hitherto had not been rightly in earnest to

procure his own salvation. In any case he was only

an external follower of Jesus, vs. 24, who did not

Buppose that there could be any ground for him to

be seriously concerned about the deliverance of his

own soul. Apparently the question had been elicited

by what he had, either himself or from others, come

to know of the lofty strictness of the requirements

of Jesus, to which, however, only few gave ear.

Are there few tjiat be saved ?—Respecting

the peculiar significance of ei in such questions see

Meyer, ad loc. " Dubitanter interrogat, ita ut in-

terrogatio videalur directa esse." Saved by reception

into the Messianic kingdom under the conditions

fixed therefor.

Vs. 24. Strive, ayavlCf^ee, " Ce/tofe."—From

the way in which the Saviour answers, it sufficiently

appears how He judges the question and the ques-

tioner. I-; appears from this that the man had

not asked mis question from inward interest, nor

even from compassion upon so many who might

perhaps be lost, and least of all out of concern for

the salvation of his own soul. It had rather been

1 question from pure curiosity, which was joined

with frivolity and pride. "Without giving a distinct

^ecis.on, the Saviour jrings the question immedi-

ately from the sphere of abstract theory to that o)

pure Praxis, and does not even address His words to

the questioner alone, with whom He does not further

converse, but to all who were to-day Ustening to

Him. i'hat, however, the Saviour's instruction

contains an answer—'t is true indirect, but yet satis-

factory and powerful—to the question addressed
Him, strikes us at once on comparing the two, and
we cannot, therefore, find any ground for the conjec-

ture that such questior ? are only employed by Luke,
as well here as in ch. xii. 41, as elsewhere, in order

to continue the discourse (De Wette). On the other

hand, precisely such traits appear to us to bear the

stamp of life and movement, freshness and simpli-

city. We may with safety assume that the ques-

tioner was more or less surprised at the small num-
ber of the followers of Jesus, but quite as certainly

did he hold himself assured, above many, of the in-

heritance of eternal life, according to the popular faith

of the Jews :
" Omni Israelitce eritportio in, mundo

fiduro." See Lightfoot, ad loc.

The narrow? door.—Comp. Lange on Matt, vii

13. We can find nothing improbable in supposing

that the Saviour used so simple and speaking an
image in His public instructions more than, once,

and the less as it is here brought up in a peculiar

way.

Many shall seek.—We have doubtless here

to understand such a seeking as does not yet de-

serve the name ayciivi^ea^ai,—a seeking, there-

fore, without true earnestness, and without the firm

purpose to obtain entrance at any price. Even when
one knows more than a superficial longing to be

saved, he often seeks its satisfaction in his own way,

and therefore misses the true goal. It is worthy of

notice that those who are here represented as

f>)T7)(roj'T6s desire it is true the entrance, but not de-

finitely Sta TTJs o-T€j'77S ^vpaf. One may do much
for his own salvation, and without success, if he

omits the one thing that is needful.

ShaUnot be able.—Understand principally the

moral impossibility of entering into God's kingdom

in another way than that of the narrov/ gate

{=:/ieTdiioia). When this shall come to light the Sa^

viour shows, vss. 25-27.

Vs. 25. When (namely).—The vss. 25-27 contam

two examples of fruitless and vain seeking to enter.

First, they knock, and call, but too late ; then, vs.

27, they appeal, but without reason, to their acquain-

tance with the master of the house. The similitude

is not borrowed from a wedding to which single

guests come too late (Matt. xxv. 10-12), but from

a family whose head has waited as long as possible

for a return of the members of the family wander-

ing about outside ; who now, when the time of wait-

ing has expired, inexorably refuses to admit them.

Observe the striking climax : first, standing somf

time without, then knocking, then calling, finally re

minding of former acquaintance, but all in vain,

I know ye not whence ye are.—With tbest

words the Lord in the most decided way denies iha.

they, let them be otherwise what they would, ars

members olMis family. This declaration is immedi-

ately after repeated, yet with still greater emphasis,

which sufficiently shows that the judgment is inexiv
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rable, and that a stem awocrrriTe follows it. " How
can He call them workers of iniquity if He is so

wholly ignorant of them? For this very reason:

bacause they outwardly stood so very near to Him,
and have become inwardly so very strange to Him

;

have become, in the figurative sense, barbarians,

whose origin is so wholly from a remote distance, so

deeply back in the darkness, that the Lord of worlds,

so to say, cannot know their descent : and because

they, by the fact that they have for the Saviour of

the world so darkened their being, betray that they

must have come by great evil deeds to this terrible

self-marring." Lange.

Vs. 26. We have eaten and drunk.

—

See

on Matt. vii. 22 Here we are especially to empha-

size the fact that it is an eating and drinking before

the Lord (eudTrtav) that is spoken of, without inward

communion with Him ; while what follows, " in our

streets," is meant to signify that He had previously,

at all events, known them well, and that it was al-

most impossible that they should now be so en-

tirely strange to Him. The attempt to bring the ap-

parently so forgetful master of the house in this

way to recollection is taken from the very life. The
reminder of His teaching and preachmg on the streets

indicates at the same time that it is no one else that

is here spoken of than the very Christ who appeared

in the flesh.

Vs. 28. There shall be.—In a certain sense a

third ip^etrBf, and that the most terrible of all. The
eipellea are now represented as those who find

themselves in the midst of night (hell), but at this

remove are yet witnesses of the joy which awaits the

members of the family. As participants of this joy

the patriarchs and prophets of the Old Testament

come here into the foreground, the spiritual ances-

tors of the same children who now, through their

own fault, have become so wretched. The Mar-

cionitic reading, -jravras tovs SiKalovs, designedly

withdraws from the representation this Israelitish

element which the connection necessarily requires,

and is, therefore, on this internal ground to be re-

jected (against Volkmar).

Vs. 29. And they shall come.

—

See on Matt.

viii. 11, 12.—Itis worthy of note that here the mention

of the TToWol is omitted, which we find in the parallel

passage. For the Saviour would, by the repetition of

this word, even here, have given a decided answer to

the question (vs. 23), which, however, was not in His

intention, and was in conflict with His wisdom in teach-

ing. Yet, from the image of a company at table, we
may perhaps infer that we are not to understand in-

didduals only. As respects, moreover, the signifi-

cance of the judgment here passed by the Saviour,

we must undoubtedly concede that by it, according

to the coimection, not eternal damnation, but the

temporal exclusion of the Jews from the blessings

of the Messianic kingdom is meant (Stier), while

on the other hand nothing hinders us either

from referring the here-applied Biblical method of

speech in its whole force to the eternal fate of those

who persevere in unbelief and impenitence even to

the end.

Vs. 30. There are last.
—" Respecting the

originality of these gnomes, uttered in various

places and in different connections, we cannot in any
one passage decide." Meyer. The sense is, how-
ever, in the different passages, different. Matt. xix.

JO the TTf iroi are it is true eirxcroi, but not for that

entirely excluded from the kingdom of God; here

they decidedly are. '''here it is only a putting

back, here it is an entire rejection, that takei

place. There the Saviour had in mind servants

craving reward, here unbelieving rejectors of Him
self Besides, He here speaks (without article) in a

wholly general manner of some irpairoi and of some

eaxaroi, and thereby leads the questioner (vs. 221

back into his own heart, that he may matui-ely

weigh on which side he stands.

What impression this whole instruction of the

Saviour made upon this unnamed man the Seripturf

does not inention. Apparently it was too superfi-

cial to enable him to fathom in its whole fulness

the deep sense of the word—the decided announce-

ment of the rejection of Israel. It, however, r^
mains remarkable, and also serves as a proof that

these chapters in Luke have reference to the last

period in the public Mfe of our Lord, that it is pre-

cisely here and in the three parables of the follow-

ing chapter, that this thought of the calling of the

Last before the unthankful First, comes so strongly

into the foreground. It is shown in this that the

fruitless labor of Jesus on the house of Israel is now
soon to come to an end.

DOCTEINAIi AJST) ETHICAI,.

1. This whole discourse affords a weighty con-

tribution to the right estimation of the kingdom ot

God. On the one hand this appears before us as

something in the highest degree desirable. He who
enters therein is blessed (vs. 23); he finds himself
in the most desirable company of the blessed (vss.

28, 29), and has received a place among the first

(vs. 30) ; but on the other hand it is impossible to

inherit this kingdom without personal confiict, and
although not a few sit there at table (vs. 29), yet
many seek access in vain (vs. 24). Without doubt
the Saviour has here in the mention of these fruitless

seekers, not only the unrighteous, but also the self-

righteous in mind. Accordingly, the here pro-
posed question is not hard to answer. The entrance
to the kingdom of God is not so difficult as many
have believed, for the narrow door stands open to
all ; but this entrance, again, is not so easy as many
imagine, for only with hard conflict does one enter
therein, and many seek i; in vain.

2. As upon the nature of this kingdom, so is there
here thrown upon the character of its King a bright
light. On the one hand we are seized with a sense
of His holy severity

; on the other, of His love stoop-
ing to the dust. But above all we admire His in-

comparable wisdom in teaching, by which He knows
how to bring back the questioner from the unfruit-
ful domain of speculation to that of Praxis. In this
view the Saviour is a never-equalled example, espe-
cially for spiritual converse with such members of
the Church as direct their eye rather to the dark
than to the bright side of the Gospel; who sub-
tilize upon the 3a6?j toB &eov ; who would rathet
dispute about predestination than listen to the pei^
Bonal requirements of faith and conversion; in a
word, who continually are beginning, where on the
other hand they ought to stand still and conclude.
Comp. Deut. xxix. 29. Unnecessary questions the
Gospel answers only to a certain degree ; but to the
one thing that is needful the answer is to be read
Acts xv?. SO, SI.

8. Here also, as in vss. 34, 36, the Saviour giTei
for the failure of so many to be saved, an ethioaU
no metaphysical ground. He considers the inattM
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entirely from the anthropological side. Very espe-
cially is this method a fitting and profitable one for
popular instruction.

4. What the Saviour here says in relation to the
rejection of Israel must be complemented from that
which His apostle teaches respecting this (Rom. xi.

25, 26) ; the gifts and calling of God are without
repentance. What, however, gives to this instruc-

tion the highest significance for all following times
and races, is the earnest declaration that no outer
participation in the blessings of the Messianic king-
dom can give claim to future blessedness, unless
one has really taken in earnest the requirement of

5. The inexorable sternness with which the
householder, even after the repeated calling and
begging, unconditionally refuses entrance, contrasts

remarkably with the great laxity with which many
preachers and theologians continually bring for-

ward the a.TTOKa.T(x(Tra.(Tis wolvtqiv as an infallible ex-

pectation. Without the solemn conception of an
" everlastingly too late," the preaching of the Gospel
is robbed of its most salutary salt.

6. Even if we do not venture with Bengel to

maintain that in the order of the four regions of

Heaven (East, West, North, South), the course of

the history of missions, which began in the Orient,

and now stand in the South, is given, yet unques-

tionably the here-uttered principle :

'

' There are

last," &c., has its great significance, even for Chris-

tian mission labor. Many nations that might be called

first, compared with other participants of the faith,

and heirs of the kingdom, have retrograded, be-

cause they have become sluggish and cold. Others,

who were originally poor, unknown, and in the back-

ground, come forward in the ranks of Christian na-

tions with honor. And what is here said of first and

last has found its literal fulfilment in Israel and the

heathen world. Christian Europe may well pray that

this may not become true in respect of itself, and
that the rain of the Spirit which bedews America
Bnd the remote heathen lands, may not continue

withheld from its own soU.

HOMHuETICAl AND P}iACTICAl.

The question : What shall I do to be saved ? the

most urgent question of life.—The question whether

few are saved, may be put from different motives :

]. From idle curiosity ; 2. from concealed concern;

f.. from secret pride ; 4. from true love of man.

—

Salvation no matter of abstract speculation, but of

persevering personal conflict.—Strive to enter in

:

1. A weighty requirement ; 2. a just requirement

;

3. a beneficent requirement; 4. a practicable re-

quirement.—Many seek to enter in but are not able

:

1. When they will enter in through another door

than the narrow one; 2. when they will enter in

through the narrow door indeed, but only if they

have made it somewhat wider ; 3. when they will

ait«r in through the narrow door indeed, but without

leaving behind what cannot be taken along.—Salv*
tion as far from being easy as from being impossi.

ble.—The solemn significance of the " everlastinglj

too late." First are able, but will not; afterwards
will, but are not able.—The narrow door : 1. Sought
too slothfully ; 2. found too late.—The door it

closed: 1. When? 2. for whom? 3. for how long?—
We must be born of God, or else the Lord HimseL
does not know whence we are.—No excuses will

help when the day of grace has gone by.—Knocking
at the door of grace helps on this side, but not on
the other side, of the grave.—The increased anger
of the Jews when they saw that others were called to

the participation of the salvation by themselves re-

fused, revealed itself even in their bitterness to-

wards the first behoving Gentiles. Acts xv. 46, 46..—

The fathers called out of pure grace, the children

thrust out by their own fault.—The kingdom of God
is like to a feast: 1. The entertainment; 2. the

entertainer ; 3. the guests ; 4. the spectators.—

A

too-late repentance is in vain. Many first shall be
last ; many last shall be first. 1. The truth of this

saying : a. in the days of the Saviour, b. in the Chris-

tian world of all following days, c. in the sphere of

missions ; 2. Causes of this phenomenon : a. pride

and slothfulness of many first, b. the earnestness and
eagerness for salvation of many last, c. the holy love

of God which regards all according to their works

;

3. Value of this observation : it preaches a. to the

last courage, b. to the first humility, c. to both faith

on the Lord, who will be the centre of union between

first and last.
—" This saying should terrify the

greatest saints." Luther.

Starke :—It is indeed of moment to know the

character of those who are saved, but not the nunK
ber of the saved.

—

Canstein :—Men have indeed the

desire for future blessedness, but it is the smallest

number who value it so highly that for it fhey are

willing to give up the present and visible.

—

Qdes-

NEL :—God has His hours, which man must not let

sUp by in vain.

—

Zeisius :— Late repentance seldom

true repentance.

—

Osiander :—Hypocrites are be-

fore God, with all their outward holiness, but workers

of iniquity.

—

Brentius :—Who here in the kingdom

of grace will not be a citizen, and member of God's

family, cannot be such in the kingdom of glory ; one

has relation to the other.—They who are farthest

from the kingdom of God often receive it most ea-

gerly.—Lord, everlasting thanks to Thee that Thou
hast also called the heathen !

—

Canstein :—God has

at all times the Church on earth ; He is not bound to

any nation.—Boast not of thy prerogatives above

others ; it may before evening turn out otherwise

than it was at early morning.

—

Heubsee :—There

was here a question of curiosity. Many such there

are ; so was also the question concerning the salva-

tion of the heathen, and concerning evU angels,

among theologians, often more a curious one than

otherwise.—The idle expectations of those who im-

agine themselves to have a right to salvxtion.—^Nol

rank or nation, or the like, makes wortby of siIt*

tion, but doing accorJing to Jesus' will.
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8. The Menace of Herod. The Woe uttered over Jerusalem (Vss. 31-3B).

CVss. 34 and 35 parallel to Matt, xxiii. 37-39.)

81 The same day' there came certain of the Pharisees, saying unto him, Get thee out,

32 and depart hence ; for Herod will [means to, 6cXet] kill thee. And he said nuto them,

Go ye, and tell that fox, Behold, I cast out devils [demons], and I do cures to-day and

to-rnorrow, and the third day I shall be perfected [or, I shall end my work here],

33 Nevertheless I must walk to-day, and to-morrow, and the day following : for it cannot

34 be that a prophet perish out of Jerusalem. Jerusalem, Jerusalem, which killest the

prophets, and stonest them that are sent unto thee ; how often would I have gathered

thy children together, as a hen doth gather her brood under her wings, and ye would
35 not ! Behold, your house is left unto you desolate :

' and verily I say unto you, Ye
shall not see me, until the time come when ye shall say, Blessed is he that cometh in

the name of the Lord.

' Ts. 31.—After the Rec. ^ju^P?) whicli appears to deserve the preference over tlie reading wpo, accepted by Scholz and
Qrieshach, [Tischendorf, Cod. Sin.]

s Ys. 35.—'EpTj^os is omitted by a preponderating number of authorities, and is probably borrowed from Matt. x:sin. 38.

EXEGETIOAl AND CEITICAl.

Vs. 81. The same day.—This whole narratiTe

ia peculiar to Luke, but bears an internal character

of probability and consistency, and constitutes un-

questionably an essential Unk in the series of his

accounts respecting Herod, with reference to his

relation to John and Jesus. Remember that not

only Galilee, but also Perjea and the boundary dis-

trict in which Jesus now was (vs. 22), belonged
to the jurisdiction of Herod. If the Saviour, ac-

cording to ix. 51, was not in that province, this is a
proof that here another journey than the just-named
district is designated (against De Wette).

Get thee out.—The question arises, whether
these Pharisees actually spoke in the name of Herod,
or whether they only made use of that name in order
to expel the Saviour, by the scattering abroad of a
false report. The latter view (Olshausen, Stier,

Ebrard) appears at first sight not improbable, since

such a piece of craft agrees very well with their

character, as this is manifested everywhere, and it

could hardly be assumed that Herod, who already
previously and afterwards again (ch. ix. 9 ; xxiii. 8)
manifested so much curiosity in relation to Jesus,

should this time have sent such a message to Him.
And yet this difficulty, if it is closely considered, is

not much more than a mere appearance. Self-con-

tradiction belongs to the character of those whose
conscience is ill at ease, and it is therefore psycho-
logically very easily conceivable that Herod, some-
times filled with desire and sometimes with fear,

wished at the one time to remove our Lord from him,
and at another time to attract Him to him. So
had he also trembled before the shade of John
the Baptist, although he did not in his heart believe
In immortality or eternal life ; and so might he just
as well sometimes wish the Nazarene at his court,
Bonietimcs, again, beyond the boundaries of his
province. But that he desired the latter just now,
had its ground perhaps in the whisperings of the
Pharisees and Sadducees, as well as in anger at the
fact that the company of Jesus' followers extended
even to families of the court-party, ch. viii. 8. And
as now wickedness is most disposed to creep in
crooked ways, and is ever of cowardly nature, it is

quite agreeable tc liis disposition that' he should use

the Pharisees, who in turns flattered and feared him,
as messengers to the Nazarene, against whom he did
not venture to fight with open visor. These were
underhandedly to threaten Him with possible dan-
gers

;
perhaps, he may have thought. He will then vol-

untarily withdraw.—On this interpretation the answer
of the Saviour is justified, and we do not see ourselveH
necessitated to discover by a forced interpretation in
the iAiuTijI the Pharisees themselves, and in this

image the fact that the Saviour saw through the
craft and the Ue. On all these grounds, we believe
that the message really proceeded from Herod, and
that the answer was directed to this Tetrarch.

Ts. 82. Tell that fox.—Intimating craft and sly-

ness. Proofs of this significance (proofs super-
fluous, as the matter is self-evident), are found in
Wetstein, a. o. Against the objection, that such an
answer to Herod on the part of Jesus would have
been hardly seemly, it must be remarked, that
antiquity, in this respect, was not so excessively
courtly as modern times ; that the man who wasted
the vineyard of the Lord (Canticles ii. 15), fully de-
served this name, and that surely no one in this re-
spect deserved less to be spared than this tyrant,
who had shortly before stained his hands with a
prophet's blood. Moreover, the Saviour has here
yet more the man than the prince in mind (Lange),
and the fear of drawing upon Himself the displeasure
of such a man, did not in the least measure arise in
Him, as appears from the message which Ho im-
mediately adds. There is not therefore any need of
assuming that this whole message of the Pharisees
was only the consequence of an uncertain report, or
of a cabal which these had formed with the cour
tiers of Herod (Kiggcnbach). In this very thing
Herod already showed himself worthy of the name
of " Fox," that he availed himself for once of such
go-betweens, who at all events wished the removal
of the Lord as ardently as he.

Behold I cast out demons Intentionally the
Saviour speaks not of His words but of His miracu
lous deeds ; because these had most strongly excited
the uneasiness of Herod (chap. ix. 9). We havo
already seen before, that To-Day, To-Morrow, and the
Third Day, are no proverbial intimation of a brief
but ascertained period of time, but are the exact
statement of the tune which the Saviour needed fot
travel from Peraea to Bethany, in the hnmediat*
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Deighborhood of Jerusalem.—Te\eioC|Uoi,Present Mid-
dle, not in the sense of " I die," which is in conflict

as well with the connection as with the v«us loquen-
di ; but in the sense of " I accomplish." Not My
work in general, but this part of My work, the casting
out of demons, &c. Not an instant earlier will He
leave the domain of the Tetrarch, than the mission
to be accomplished by Him is discharged. Herod
might therefore have spared himself the trouble of
such an embassy. " This is one of the deepest
words in the mouth of Jesus, which opens a view
into the innermost essence of His history." Baum-
garten.

Vs. 33. Nevertheless I must "No obscure
and apparently inaccurately reported utterance " (De
Wette), but a very mteUigible intimation that He
has nothing to fear from Herod, as long as His day
of life endures, and that He united the fullest repose

in the present with the clearest consciousness of His
impending departure. Very well does Meyer give the

nexus of the thoughts :
" Nevertheless (although I do

not allow Myself to be disturbed in that three days'

activity by your devices), yet the necessity Ues before

Me that I to-day, to-morrow, and the next day,

should follow your iropeiov eVTetecj', since it is not

admissible that a prophet perish out of Jerusalem."

—

That definite time therefore He still continues to

work in GaJilee, but at the same time, while He so

works, proceeds towards Judaea ; not because Herod
chases Him away, but because He must foUow a

higher decree, since it would conflict with all rule

that a prophet should be slain out of the capital,

which, so to express it, possessed in this respect a

sad monopoly. It appears at once that the three

days in V3. 33 can denote no other space of time

than in vs. 32.

It cannot be.—Holy irony united with deep

melancholy. On the third day will the Saviour be

at Jerusalem, which is destined afterwards to become
the theatre of His bloody death. The view of Sepp

(I. c. ii. p. 424), that the three days here were

meant to be a symbolical intimation of the three

years of the public hfe of the Lord, is arbitrariness

itself, and in direct conflict with the connection. The
common objection against this saying of the Saviour,

that all the prophets nevertheless were not killed at

Jerusalem,—among others John was not,—is best

rei'uted by the remark that the latter had not fallen

as a victim of the unbeUef of the Jews, and that the

Saviour here does not mean to give statistics, but a

general rule. Besides this, it is less the local situation

that is here in view, than the symboUcal significance

of Jerusalem as the capital of the Theocratic State.

Every murder of a prophet committed by the Jews,

proceeded mediately or immediately from the elders

of the people, who had there their seat ; as for ex-

ample, the horrors of the reign of terror at the end

of the last century, in the south of France, proceeded

from Paris as the centre. As to the rest, the

Pharisees themselves might now judge how insignifi-

cant in the eyes of the Lord, after such a Sc? ordered

by a higher hand, a casual and passing threat Uke

that of Herod must be.

Vs. 34. O Jerusalem, Jerusalem.—Comp. xxiii.

87-39, Lanoe, ad loe. li we will not assume that

this expression also was used twice by the Saviour

'Stier), we have then to choose between its arrange-

ment in Luke or m Matthew. The former is assumed

by Olshausu; , the other by De Wette, Ebrard, Lange,

Meyer, and many others. The lamentation over

Jerusalem is unquestionably much more plainly ex-

plicable at the end of the public Ufe of Jesus, at Hi.
last leaving of the temple, than here, when He wa«
yet far from Jerusalem. This lamentation appean
to have been taken up by Luke in this place, only on
account of its logical connection with vs. 32, and so
far not incongruously.

Vs. 35. Blessed is He that cometh.—The view
(Wieseler, Paulus) that the Saviour here means the
customary Easter greeting of the inhabitants of the
city to the arriving pilgrims, and therefore, ir other
words, means to give notice that He would not b«
seen before this feast any more in the capital, appears
to us unnaturalness itself, and to be only grounded
on harmonlstic predilections. Why should the
Saviour have expressed Himself so indirectly, if He
th.-reby would state nothing else than the term of
His impending arrival in the capital ? The true ex-
phcation see in Lange, on the parallel passage.

DOCTEINAL AND ETHICAI,.

1. Already here, as also farther on in the history ot
the Passion, we see that secular and spiritual might
conspire against the Saviour. In a certain measure,
the fulfilment of the prophetic word. Psalm ii., Herod
appears here aUied with the Pharisees, as afterwards
(chap, xxiii. 12) with Pilate, both times in opposition
to Jesus.

2. In a striking manner, over against the craft

and cowardice of the tyrant, does the undisturbed
clearness of vision and the steady courage of the
Son of man come into view ; to this moment also in

His history is the declaration John xi. 9, applicable.

Over against the fox, the Saviour appears in lamb-
Uke patience, but also in Uon-hke courage.

3. These words of the Saviour belong to the
prophecies of His suffering and dying, in the wider
sense of the word. They show that He is plainly

conscious to what an end His earthly course wiU
come, where this end awaits Him, and by whom it

was to be prepared for Him. Such a departure out

of Herod's province is certainly to be regarded as a
victory. No one takes His life from Him ; He alone

has power to lay it down (John x. 18).

4. The heart-thrilling lamentation of the Saviour

over Jerusalem, affords a powerful testimony against

the fatalistic view, as if Jerusalem must have fallen

at all events and absolutely. Either the tears of our
Lord over His land and people are an illusive sem-
blance, or we must on the strength of such expres-

sions assume not only an abstract, but a very

essential possibihty that the chosen people, if it really

had kuown the time of its visitation, would yet have
been spared and preserved. " The might of the

Almighty appears as powerlessness before the stiff-

neckedness of the creature, and has only tears to

overcome it with. Whose heart will venture to

answer here with a system of the head; Thy ivill-

ing and drawing was now no truly earnest one, Thy
lamentation was only a scofiing and sport, for Thy
irresistible grace was not present to give them the

will ?" Stier.

0. Now as ever is the threat fulfilled upon Israel
" Te shall no longer see Me." Their senses ara

blinded, and the veil of the Talmud, which hang!

over their eyea, is twice as heavy as the veil of Moses
But the last promise also :

" until the time come," &c.,

points to a happier future, which, e. g. Zechariah xii.

Kom. xi., and in other places of the Scripture, is y«l

more precisely designated.
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HOMILETICAI AND PBACTICAL.

Jesus over against false friends and irreconcilable

enemies.—The dangerous counsel which seeming
friendship gives to leave the appointed post.—What
the one Herod had begun, the other after thirty

years continues. Now that the Saviour will not let

Himself be lured to the court of the Tetrarch, He is

expelled from His jurisdiction.—How restlessly and
yet how restfuUy does the Saviour strive towards the

goal set before Him.—The Fox over against the Hen,
Matt, xxiii. 37.—The Christian also is in a certain

sense inviolable, so long as he is necessary upon the

earth.—The triumphant return from Galilee.—The
mournful prerogative of Jerusalem.—Jesus over
against Herod. There stand over against one an-

other: 1. Steady courage and wretched cowardice;

2. heavenly simplicity and creeping craft ; 3. un-

ehalcen fixedness and anxious indecision ; 4, certain

expectation of departure and powerless threats.—Oh,
Jerusalem, Jerusalem !—How Jerusalem stands re-

lated to the Lord and the Lord to Jerusalem.—The re-

jection of Christ the culminating point of the wicked-

ness of Jerusalem.—Whoever wiU not seek refuge

under the wings of the Hen, falls as a booty into the

talons of the Eagle.—House left desolate.—Night and
morning in Israel's state.—The arousing voice of
the Saviour to Jerusalem is addressed to every sinner

:

1. The loving care which waits for Jerusalem ; 2.

the iniquity which reigns in Jerusalem ; 3. the com-
passion which laments for Jerusalem ; 4. the retribu-

tion which comes upon Jerusalem ; 5. the gleam of

light which breaks through for Jerusalem.

Starke:—Zeisius:—Satan's way in his childrei

is to draw the saints from good partly through craft,

partly through terror, but a Christian must take n»
account of this.

—

Osiandee :—When therefore coun

sels are brought before us, we should measure then

according to the word and our own vocation. If

they are contrary thereto, despise them.—The busi-

ness of true teachers requires that they should call

things by their names ; who shall take oifence with

them for that ?—God's work can no man, how
mighty soever he be, hinder or set back.—In great

cities great sins are committed.—Shame on thee,

thou enemy, who often dost not venture to call by
name thy real or supposed injurer, while Jesus did

it !

—

Zeisius :—Not the loving God, but men's own
wickedness, has the fault of their temporal and
eternal destruction.

—

Osiandek :—The persecution of

the Gospel is the principal one of the causes why
cities, lands, &c., are laid desolate.

—

Quesnel :—

•

What a fearful wilderness is in the heart when God
departs from it; what a darkness when the eternal

light no longer shines therein !

—

Bibl. Wirt. :—The
greater the grace God shows to a people, the greater

punishment follows if this grace is unthankfully re-

pelled.

NiTzscH :

—

Fred. v. p. 98 : Christ at Jerusalem

:

— 1. Calling love and obstinate repugnance; 2.

deadly hatred and self-sacrificing faithfulness.

—

Tholuck:—Pred. i. p. 1Y3 :—So many of them as
are lost, are lost not through God, but through their

own will (0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem !)
:—1. What ap.

pears opposed to this declaration ; 2. what confirms
it ; 3. to what it summons us.

G. The Son of Man Eating and Di-inking. Ch. XTV. 1-24,

i The Heahng of the Dropsical Man and the Beginning of the Discourses at Table (Vss. 1-14).

(Vs8. 1-11, Gospel for the 6tli Sunday after Trinity.)

1 .diid it came to pass, as he went into tlie house of one of the chief Pharisees to eat
2 bread on the sabbath day, that they watched [were watching] him. And behold
3 tttere w&,.s ^^ certain man before him which had the dropsy. And Jesus answering

spake unto tl-e lawyers and Pharisees, saying, Is it lawful to heal on tlie sabbath day
4 [or not']? Ar>d they held their peace. And he took him, and healed him, and let
5 him go; And .^uewerei them, saying,^ Which of you shall have an ass* or an ox fallen
6 into a pit, and will not straightway pull him out on the sabbath day ? And they could
7 not answer him ' aj.'a:n to these things. And he put forth a parable to those which
were bidden [inviti^d],. vhen he marked how they chose out the chief rooms [places] •

8 saying unto them, Whb.i tuou art bidden [invited] of [by] any man to a weddino- sit
not down in the highes. rco.i [place]

;
lest a more honourable man than thou be bidden

9 of [invited by] him
; Aua h« that bade [invited] thee and him come and say to thee

Give this man place; and thou begin with shame to take the lowest room [placel'
10 But when thou art bidden [invited], go and sit down in the lowest room [place] that

when he that bade [invited] thee cometh, he may say unto thee. Friend, go up higher
then ahalt thou have worship [honour] in the presence of them that 'sit at meat [a

11 table] with thee. For whosoever exalteth himself shall be abased; and he that' hum
12 Wsth himself shall be exatted. Then said he also to him that bade him, When thou

:aakest a dinner or a supper, call not thy friends, nor thy brethren, neither thy kinsmen.
3ir thy rich neighbours; lest they also bid [invite] thee again, and a recompense b«

13 made thee. Bat when tiio i makest a feast, call the poor, the maimed, the l&me the
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14 blind ; And thou shalt be blessed ; for they cannot [have not wherewith to] recompense
thee : for thou shalt be recompensed at tie resurrection of the just.

\ Vs. 3.—According to the reading Aepaueua-at ^ ov, iccepted by Tischendorf on considerations not without weighb
insome meaBme already supported by Laohmaim. Tne Bee is taken from Matt, xit 10.

s " ~if 1

'^°^^^' '''^°''''''' ''''^' ''"'^' '^''^''' '^ ''"''°°'^'y ^"^P'™"^" iS" Laotaaann and Meyer. [B. omit^

\^/' *^~""'?^ widely-diffused reading uidt appears to us, often as it has been vindicated, on internal grounds to b«
rejected. See below m the Exegetical and Crilical remarks. (YW! supported by A., B., 10 other uncials ; ofw by Cod,
Bm., 3 other uncials. Yidt accepted by Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer, Bleek, Alfred, Tregelles. It appears to me tha
to read it clunaotically " his son, or even his ox," is the only way in which this reading becomea tolerable, notwithstand
Ing its weight of external authority.—0. 0. S.]

* Vs. 6.—The auT^ of the Becepta, is untenable.

EXEGETICAl AND CEITICAX.

Vs. 1. And it came to pass.—The narrative

of the healing of the dropsical man, peculiar to Luke,
belongs without doubt to the journey communicated
ch. xiii. 22, and the here-mentioned meal therefore

took pliice apparently on one of the there-mentioned
three days. As in the answer of the Saviour to the

Pharisees (ch. xiii. 31-33) a kind of melancholy joy
appears, which can be better felt than described, so

was it uudoubtedly the same frame of mind which
impelled Him even in this critical period of His life

to accept a dangerous expression of honor, and sit

down at the table of a Pharisee.

One of the chief Pharisees.—According to

Grotius and Kuiiioel, it was a Sanhedrist belong-

ing to the Pharisees, and according to De Wette
a president of the synagogue, one of the heads of

the Pharisees. They, however, had as a sect no
chiefs in the common sense of the word, and we
shall hardly be able to understand anything else here

than a Phnrisee who, by his rank, learning, or in-

fluence, had obtained a moral predominance over

these of his sect, like Nicodemus, GamaUel, Hillel,

Shammai, or others.

To eat bread.—The Jews were accustomed on
their Sabbath days to make visits and give enter-

tainments, Nehemiah viii. 10. It, however, could be
done the more easily, without actual desecration of

the Sabbath, as they did not need to make a fire for

cooking their food, as they had already prepared

this the day before ; so that the members of their

family had to perform no special work on the Sab-

bath, Exodus XXXV. 3. We are not here to under-

stand, however, a public banquet (Paulus). Our

Lord was, on the other hand, as had several times

already been the case, invited in with the family,

vs. 12. It belongs to the pecuUarities of Luke, that

he loves to represent to us the Saviour as sitting at

a social table, where He most beautifully reveals His

pure humanity. This time He glorifies the meal

through table-talk which, more than that of any other,

was " seasoned with salt," Col. iv. 6, and, according to

the exceedingly vivid and internally credible account

of Luke, was addressed first to the guests (vss. 7-10),

then to the host (vss. 11-14), finally, on occasion

being given (vs. 15), to both (vss. 16-24). A Sab-

bath miracle takes place immediately previously.

Vs. 2. Which had the dropsy.— The com-

mencement KoX iSoi evidently emphasizes the unex-

pectedness of the appearance of the man, who had by

DO means been invited as a guest, since Jesus, after

his healing, sends him away. Since now in this

place we read nothing of a great throng of the peo-

ple, such as appears to have been founc at other

gimilar meals, in consequence of which this man
might have boldly come in, it is highly probable that

the Pharisee had placed him there with a malicious

iateution. This view is not arbitrary (Meyer), for,

vs. 1, we read that the Pharisees were watdung
Jesus, and although vs. 2 does not begin with -yap, yet

it appears plainly enough that here the very crisis it

related which gave occasion to such a lying in wait

a case entirely similar to that in Luke vi. 6, 7
Therefore, also, we find the patient just entrpocrSitr

avT. in a place where he must meet the eye of the

Saviour. The same treacherous disposition lay at

the bottom of the hospitality of the Pharisees, as

previously at the bottom of their friendly warning,

ch. xiii. 31. The sick man, however, probably did

not know to what end he had been led there,

nay, perhaps they had already, by large promises,

awakened in him the spark of faith and hope which
the 'Saviour always made the condition of His mira-

culous power, of which, however, nothing comes to

be mentioned, unless it be that before the healing

more had taken place between Jesus and the sick

man than the narrative informs us. Perhaps they

thought, in view of the helpless condition of the

dropsical man, that the healing this time would not

succeed, and that their craftiness, therefore, would

bring the powerlessness of the Saviour to light. And
in the worst case, yet even by a healing on the Bab-

bath, would they not have again new matter for an
accusation ? Grounds enough which might occasion

them to grant to this unhappy, perhaps also poor,

man, for some moments the honor of their presence

in the neighborhood of the festive table.

Vs. 3. And Jesus ansTO'ering.—These words

of the Saviour are an answer to this act of His

enemies, and to the secret evil thoughts which He
had therewith read in their hearts. He will not per-

form the miracle without first showing them that He
sees through their plan. Therefore He begins of His

own accord to speak, while the sick man, out of

timidity before so distinguished a company, or, per-

haps, in the expectation of a friendly word, stands

there in silence.

Is it lawful.—In a certain sense we can say

that the Saviour shows them His superiority by this,

that He lays for them with so categorical a question

a snare. For had they answered unconditionally.

Yea, they would thereby have sanctioned His mira/-

cle ; while then: answering No, would, in this par-

ticular case, have betrayed their own want of lova

On this account they held their peace as before, ch.

vi. 9. Only after this triumph does the Saviour go

on to speak by deeds : He lays hold of the dropsical

man with mighty hand (67ri\a^o/i€vos) and lets him

go from Him healed. In this, however, it is worthy

of note how He still spares the enemies at whos«

table He sits, inasmuch as He castigates them not n
the presence, but only after the departure, of tl«

recovered man.
Vs. 6. Which of you.—Here also, as before,

the act is vindicated with a reference to daily life,

yet this time again in a pecuUar form, with relation

to the nature of the miracle. At the healing of thi

woman whom Satan had bound eigliteen years, d^
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riii. 16, our Saviour apeaka of the loosing of the

ox and ass. Here, where a dropsical man has been
made sound, He speaks of a well in which the cattle

ran the danger of drowning (a minor proof, we may
cursorily remark, for the accuracy of the Evangelist

in the communication of the sayings of the Saviour).

In general, the Sabbath miracles of our Lord, even
with inevitable coincidences, present so many fine

•hades of difference, that the opinion (Strauss) as if

aH were only mythical variations upon the same
monotonous theme, is, by a more exact comparison
of them, best shown to be a lie.

An ass or an ox.—The reading vi6s has, it is

true, a great number of external testimonies for it

(see the enumeration in Lachmann and Tischendorf),

and has been acutely defended by Rettig {Stud, und
Krit., 1838), but brings a disturbing element into

the discussion. There is here, at all events, plainly

a conclusion a minori ad majus, which by the com-
bination of Son and Ox in great part falls away. The
appeal to the paternal sensibility of the Pharisees
would here, where it was the healing of a stranger
that was in question, have entirely failed of its end.

The various reading mentioned appears, on the other
hand, to require an explanation in this way, that an
ignorant copyi.st wished to put a still stronger ex-

pression into the Saviour's mouth than that which
He had, according to the common reading, made use
of, but for this very reason weakened involuntarily

the force of His argument. That the Saviour wished
here to express the ethical principle, that what we do
in relation to our own on the Sabbath we are also

bound to do for others (Meyer), is certainly possible,

but, when compared with similar apologetical dicta, is

vet by no means probable. Had the Saviour wished
,0 impress the rule, Matt. vii. 12, in this manner, the

mention of the ox, at all events, would have been
superfluous. Moreover, the son in the well appears,

at all events, in a somewhat singular case. On all

these grounds, we do not venture to apply here the

elsewhere so trustworthy rule, lectio diffieilior prce-

ferenda. The various reading TrpofiaTov (D.) also

points already to an uncertainty of the reading, in

which case it is, perhaps, safest to keep to the Re-
cepta.

Vs. 7. He put forth a parable to those
which were invited.—The word " parable " is

here to be taken in the wider sense, not in that of
an invented narrative, but in that of a parabolic ad-

dress. Against the imputation of the indecorum of
this table-talk (Gfrorer, De Wette), see the remark
on oh. xi. 37. Meyer, "Here, moreover, the occur-
rence with the dropsical man had prepared another
point of view than that of urbanity ; " and if we
«8sume, moreover (Lange), that the two brief para-
bles also, vss. 7-14, bear a symbolic character, by
which the relation of the guests to the kingdom of
God is intimated, there vanishes the lightest sem-
blance of indecorum. But even apart from this, we
are not to forget how much here depended on the
tone of the speaker, and we may here well remind
the reader of the familiar expression, " Quod licet

Jbvi, non licet hom."
When He marked.—The unseemly demeanor

of the guests gives of itself the occasion for the first

parable. It is hard to suppose that the Saviour here
wished to instruct them what demeanor became them
in reference to the feast in the kingdom of God,
once He does not regard the unbelieving Jews as
tkoee who really sit at the head of the festal board,
twt, on the contrary (vs. 18 sej.), as those who have,

indeed, been invited thureto, but have not made thdl

appearance. No, as yet the instruction is framed

entirely according to the circumstances of the mo-
ment: "Go and sit down in the lowest place."

We might almost suppose that the Saviour Himself,

with His disciples, belonged to those who sat below,

and with right, but in vain, waited for a higher place,

but would, however, in no way appropriate this to

themselves. In this case, the noblest sense of dig.

nity and His highest hope for the future also ex-

pressed itself in the utterance: "He that humbleth

himself shall be exalted," as, on the other hand, a

sharp threatening for the Jews lay in the warning,

which He for this particular case utters as a general

truth :
" He that exalteth himself shall be humbled."

That this saying was one of those which the Saviour

on different occasions could very fittingly repeat,

strikes the eye at once, comp. Matt, xxiii. 12 ; Luke
xviii. 14. As to the rest, the whole picture is taken

from life, and shows anew with what observant look

the Saviour often noticed the most habitual usages

of daily life. The feast which is here spoken of is

no common Si'nrvov, but a wedding, in which deco-

rum as to the place is yet more important than on
other occasions. Where a strife arises about places,

it must naturally not be one of the guests but the
impartial host who decides, who has invited the one
and the other (ae koX avrovy te et ilium, Vulg.). To
the one pressing forward with so little modesty he
says briefly, " Give this man room ; " thus put back,
he begins then (ap^rj, the fingering beginning of reced-

ing, with a feeling of shame, Meyer) to take not only
one of the lower but the lowest place (tJ»/ ecrx. T6-!r.),

" Qui semel cedere jubetur, longe reniovetury Ben-
gel. The humble one, on the other hand, who has
gone bhthely and joyfully to the feast (iropfuAeis),

and contents himself there with the Iciwest place,
receives a friendly (p'Ai, that urges him to come up,
if not in every case to the highest seat of all, at least

higher, av^Tipov, and the honor which is herewith con-
nected even in and of itself gains yet double worth by
the fact that it falls to him ivdmov his fellow-guests,

comp. Prov. xxv. 6, 7.

Vs. 12. Then said He also The second para-
ble is not a eulogy on the host because he had
invited the Saviour, although He did not belong to
the high in rank, and to his friends (Ebrard), but is,

on the other hand, a sharp rebuke on account of a
fault which is almost always committed in the choice
of guests at splendid banquets. It is, of course,
apparent that the precept of the Saviour must not
be understood absolutely, but a parte potiori. The
Mosaic law had already allotted to the poor and
needy a place at the feast-table, Deut. xiv. 28, 29

;

xvi. 11 ; xxvi. 11-13, and the Saviour also wills that
one should henceforth show his kindness not exclu-
sively or prunarily to those who can most richly
requite the same. The thought that the origin of the
Christian Agapae must be derived from this precept
(Van Hengel) is purely arbitrary.

Lest they also invite thee again.—The com-
mon understanding with which one gives a feast to «
man of consequence, namely, that he shall be invited
in turn, the Saviour here represents as somethiag
that is far more to be avoided than anxiously i'j b«
sought. It is of Uke character with the aTrixeii/ rot
u.todii', Matt. vi. 5. " Metu.1, mundo i^^notus." BengeL
Only where one does something, not out of an every-
day craving for advantage, but out of disinterested
love, does the Saviour promise the richest reward.

Vs. 14. At the resurteotion of the just,--
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The last phrase, tuv Si/tafMi/, would have been entirely

porpoaeless if the Saviour had here had in mind
the general resurrection which He describes, e. g.,

John T. 28, 29. He distinguishes like Paul (1 Thess.

iv. 16 ; 1 Cor. xv. 23) and John (Rev. xx. 5, 6) be-

tween a first and a second resurrection, comp. also

Luke XX. 34-36, and impresses thereby on this oft-

controverted doctrine the stamp of His unerring

alirhs e<t>a. At all events, this word contains a germ
which is further developed in the later apostolic

writings. Comp. Bertholdt, Ghrisiol. Judmorum,

§ 38. That which according to Paul and John inter-

venes between the first and second resurrection, the

Saviour here leaves untouched, without, however, in

any respect contradicting it. That He does not

speak of SiKaiav in the Pharisaical, but in the ethical,

Bense, is, of course, understood. Nor is He here con-

cerned to praise His host, who had invited Him,

vs. 1, apparently with a perverse intent, but only to

lay down the general principle which in social inter-

course may never be lost out of mind, and to allude

to the joyful prospect at which every one may re-

joice who obediently conforms himself to this pre-

cept.

DOOTEINAI. AND ETHICAL

). See Exegetical and Critical remarks, and the

remarks on Luke vi. 1-11.

2. Here also the Saviour does not reject the

offered feast of the Pharisee, and shows thereby the

human kindliness of His character. In the mirac-

ulous deed which He performs on the occasion, in

the humihating words which He thereby utters, He
reveals His Divine greatness. He shows even in

social intercourse a free-spokenness, but at the sai.e

time a conscientiousness and dignity, according to

which His disciple can direct himself in all cases

with safety.

3. The warning of the Saviour against seeking

after vain honor may be appUed also in a wider sense

to the seekmg after high placet, and offices of honor

in the kingdom of God, when it offends us to see

another before us, in which, however, the high-

aiming ones draw upon themselves very many

a humiliation. So far this admonition coincides

with tne general principles stated more m detail.

Matt, xxiii. 6-8; John xiii. 1-17, and elsewhere.

Comp. 1 Peter v. 5 ; James iv. 6. Here the Saviour

represents self-humihation as an act of holy pru-

dence. Other motives, however powerful, could m
this connection not well be touched upon. But cer-

tainly he acts most aceordmg to the spirit even of

this admonition who names himself, with Paul, the

chief of sinners, 1 Tim i 15.

4. The eternal rule In God's government aceordmg

to whicn the humble is raised and the lofty is hum-

,bled, was not unknown even to God-fearmg heathen.

Comp. the admirable answer of ^sop to the ques-

tion What God does? "elata depnmere, humilia

extobere." Yet we may afBi-m with certamty that

humility such as the Saviour here and m other places

required, remained unknown to the heathen, and

nust be called a pecuUar Christian virtue.

ti. Not ungrounded is the complamt (Newton)

that the Saviour's precept in respect to those whom

one must prmcipally invite to a feast is on y all too

often forgotten by His disciples. On the other

hand, however, it must not be overlooked that ad-

monitions of this kind are not possible to be inter-

preted Kari ^i)T<ii, but rather like Matt. v. 39-42,

15

and similar passages. Upon the disinterested temp«
which is here emphatically commanded, all at last

depends in the case of His disciples. As to the rest,

even heathen antiquity was not wholly without simi

lar precepts. Call to mind Martial's poscis munera,
Sexte, non amicos, and especially the remarkable

words of Plato in the Phwdrus, Edit. Bipont. X. 293,

a proof the more that in this saying of the Lord k

purely human feeling, but not a breach against deco-

rum, expresses itself. To the Saviour alone did il

belong to bring the here-commended principle into

direct connection with the future and everlasting

happiness of His people.

6. What the Saviour here commends to otheri

He has Himself fulfilled in the most illustrious

manner. To the feast in the kingdom of God
He has principally invited not such as were re-

lated to Him after the flesh, and from whom He
might hope for recompense again, but the poor,

bUnd, etc., in the spiritual sense of the word. But

for that reason, also. He has now joy to the full ia

the kingdom of the Father, and a name that is above

every name.

HOMILETICAL AND PRAOTICAIi.

Even in the thickenmg conflict of His life, the

Saviour is not unreceptive of social enjoyment.—The

Sunday meals, Sunday dangers, Sunday duties of the

Christian.—Even where we should not expect it,

hostile looks are often directed against us.—Human
misery in the midst of the house of joy.—The house

of mourning aud the house of feasting (Eccles. vii. 3)

here united under one roof; in both the Lord is

perfectly in His place.—Jesus understands even the

unuttered sighs.—Where Jesus stretches forth Hi»

hand there follows heaUng.—Humanity even towards

beasts is also promoted by the Saviour.—Humanity

towards beasts not seldom united with mhumanity

towards men. [Eminently exemplified among the

Hmdoos.—C. C. S.]—Powerless silence over against

the great deeds of the Lord : 1. From rancor ; 2. from

perplexity ; 3. from inflexible disdain.—The seeking

after vain honor : 1. In daily life ; 2. in Christian Ufe.

The shame prepared for unrestrained craving after

honor even on this side of the grave.—" Take the

lowest place" (Address at the Communion): 1. Even

there dost thou as guesl most fittingly belong; 2.

there does the Host love best to see thee; 3. there

does the feast most refresh thee ; 4. there dost thou

most quickly attain to the place ofhoiwr.—" Whoso-

ever exalteth himself," etc.: 1. The result of the

world's history ; 2. the fundamental law of the kmg-

dom of God ; 3. the chosen motto of every Christian,

Selfish profit the ground of most of the exhibitions

of love of the natural man.—The giving of feasts is

by no means forbidden to Christians, but not every

feast is alike good in the eyes of the Lord.—Recom-

pense from man and reward from God go seldom

hand m hand.—The blessedness of Him who receives

no earthly recompense for his love.—True love does

not only help the needy, but it quickens and gladdens

liiiii also.—He that giveth to the poor lendeth to the

Lord. The resurrection of the just a time of the

noblest recompense.

Stakke:—BRENTitis:—Although learned malito

is the worst of all, yet one has not to be too greatly

in fear of it.—Canstein :—People of repute and

preachers should consider, wherever they are, that

notice is taken of them, 2 Cor. vi. 3.—Our entertain.
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menta should be only feasts of love, but falsehood is

the first dish that is served up.—Although we find

ourselves among evil people, yet we shall not lack

opportunity to do good. — Ckamer :— Silence is

sometimes good, but malicious silence, when one

'hmM speak, is sin.—Canstein :—Them that need

nelp we should willingly assist, and not allow ourselves

to be begged out and moved with long entreaties,

but rather anticipate them out of compassion.—Ac-

eording to circumstances, it is fitting and profitable

to give account to people of one's doing.

—

]fova Bihl.

Tub.

:

—Falsehood is put to shame by sincerity,

craftuiess by wisdom, mahce by the light of truth,

and must be dumb.—It is good at a meal, even

where a number are present, to hold edifying dis-

course, 1 Tim. iv. 5.

—

Zeisius :—Among the proud

there is ever strife, Prov. xiii. 10.

—

Osiander:—
Dear Christian, thou must concern thyself not only

for godliness, but also for courteousness and good

manners, Phil. iv. 8.

—

NovaBibl. Tub.

:

—In lowliness

of mind, let each esteem other better than himself,

Phil. ii. 3.

—

Brentius :—Between seeking power, and
accepting beseeming honor in humility, there is a

great distinction, which one has occasion to take

good note of, 1 Thess. ii. 5, 6.—Biblical hospitality

belongs especially to the poor and distressed.

—

Hedinger :—Love is not covetous ; God's children

share as long as they have.—To entertain the poor

and needy is the same as to receive Oirist, and has

the promise of this life and that which is to come,

Isaiah Iviii. 1.—Qoesnel :—Happy indeed does he

esteem himself who in case of need advances some-

thing to a royal prince who is expecting the crown

;

(pious) poor people are nothing but needy princes

;

the kingdom of heaven is theirs ; we without douW
make our fortune if we lend to them in need.

Heubner :—The dangers in high society.—Jesua

brings the man into his heart; he is himself to fed

the right and declare it to himself. — Against its

will the evil heart must secretly acknowledge the

truth.—The discourse of Christ is earnest, convincing,

but never satirical against His enemies.—To save a

man from danger of Ufe every one accounts a duty,

why then not also to save his soul ?—Demeanor of

Christians in reference to rank.—The power of dis-

pensing with worldly honor makes worthy of honor.

—Examples of exact fulfilment of the precept, vss,

12-14, vol ii. pp. 108-110.

On the Fencope :—Jesus as Guest in the Phari

see's hou.se.—The dangers of Sunday.—The right

employment of Sunday. — Lisco : — Occasion for

thought in the history of the miracle; Thou shalt

sanctify the solemn day.

—

Ulber :—The bounds^ of

Christian freedom : 1. In reference to Divine service,

vss. 1-6 ; 2. to intercourse with one's neighbor, vss.

7-11 ; 3. to temporal recreation, vss. 12-14.—FuCHs:

—Divine service on Sunday : 1. The Divine service

of the temple ; 2. Divine service of the house ; 3.

Divine service of the heart.—Self-exaltation and self-

humiliation: 1. Their nature; 2. their expression;

3. their consequences.

—

Ahlfeld :—How celebrates

the living Christian Church her Sunday ? 1. She has

the Lord in the midst of her ; 2. exercises love

;

3. is humble before the Lord her God.

—

Wester-

meter.—Jesus at the table of a Pharisee ; how He
reveals Himself : 1. In His great-hearted love ; 2. in

His unsurpassable wisdom ; 3. in His humble serious-

2. The Parable of the Great Supper (Vss. 15-34).

(Tss. 16-24, Gospel for the 2d Sunday after li-inity.)

15 And when one of them that sat [reclined] at meat [at table] with him heard thesa

things, he said unto him, Blessed is he that shall eat bread in the kingdom of God.

16 Then said he unto him, A certain man made a great supper, and bade [invited] many:
17 And sent his servant at supper time to say to them that were bidden [invited], Come;
18 for all things are now ready. And they all with one consent began to make excuse.

The first said unto him, I have bought a piece of ground, and I must needs go and see

19 it: I pray thee have me excused. And another said, I have bought five yoke of oxen,

20 and I go to prove them : I pray thee have me excused. And another said, I have
21 married a wife, and therefore I cannot come. So that servant came, and shewed his

lord these things. Then the master of the house being angry said to his servant, Go
out quickly into the streets and lanes of the city, and bring in hither the poor, and the

22 maimed, and the halt, and the blind. And the servant said. Lord [or. Sir], it is done
23 as thou hast commanded, and yet there is room. And the lord said unto the servant,

Go out into the highways and hedges, and compel them to come in, that my house may
24 be filled. For I say unto you. That none of those men which were bidden [invited]

shall taste of my supper.

Parable of the Great Supper. "The peculiar ex-
clamation, and the exact connection of the following
Parable with it, and with all that precedes, speiik

for the originality of the whole representation in the
most decided manner." (Olshausen.) That the
form of the exclamation in and of itself " does not
allow an inference of Pharisaical and carnal con-
fidence in referei ce to future participation in th«

EXEGETICAIi AJSTD CRITICAL.

Vs. 15. One of them that reclined at table
with Him.—Since, besides Jesus and His apostles,

ao poor had been invited, this was without doubt
sne of the rich friends of the Pharisaic host, whose
remark gave the Saviour occasion for delivering tha
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kingdom of God" (Lange), must unquestionably be

conceded. The exclamation is intelligible enough.

'ApToj/ (pay. is, 2 Sam. ix. 7-10, used of entertaining

at a royal table. The various reading S.piaTov for

ipTov is certainly spurious, see De Wette, ad loc,

and (;)ii7eToi is to be taken as Future. But the

question is still difficult respecting the disposition in

which, and the purpose for which, this remark was
uttered on this occasion. If we had met this man iu

another circle, and if the Saviour had answered him
ill another way, we could then suppose that here the

holy temper of Jesus had communicated itself to

this guest, and, with Bengel, explain, "Audiens
eoque tactus." But in the way in which the remark

appears in this connection, the exclamation seems

to sound more pious than it really was, and not even

to have an equal value with the enthusiasm of the

Macarizing woman, Luke xi. 27. We find therein a

somewhat unlucky attempt, by an edifying turn, to

make an end to a discourse which contained nothing

flattering for the host, and might perhaps soon pass

over to yet sharper rebuke of the guests. With
worldly oourteousness he seeks, therefore, to go

to the help of the Pharisee who had invited

him, and to draw off the threatening storm.

The parable, however, shows that the Saviour

did not by any means let Himself be brought off

His course by an interjectional utterance; since

He, in other words, answers him to this effect

:

" What advantage can it be that thou, with all thy

seeming enthusiasm, praisest the happiness of them

that sit at table in the kingdom of God, if thou,

and those Uke thee, although you are mvited, yet

actually refuse to come !

"

"Vs. 16. A certain man.—Upon the distmction

in connection of this parable with that of the Royal

Wedding, see Lange on Matt. xxii. 2-14. On the

comparison it appears that the latter, which is por-

trayed in much stronger colors, belongs to a later

period of the public life of the Saviour, when the

opposition between Him and His enemies had de-

clared itself yet much more strongly.

A great supper.—The occasion for the repre-

Bentation of the kingdom of Heaven under this un-

age, was given the Saviour spontaneously by the re-

mark of His fellow-guest, and by the feast of the

Pharisee. In other places also, e. g., Matt. viii. 11,

12, He makes use of the same imagery. Great

this Setirmv may be named, as well on account of

the abundance of the refreshing viands, as on account

of its being mtended to be celebrated by many.

The first invitation here designated was that through

the prophets of the Old Testament generally ;
while

oy the TToWoi we can understand no others than the

Jewish nation iu general. Although the Saviour

does not expressly add this, yet it results from the

nature of the ease that we have to understand this

first preliminary invitation as unconditionally ac-

cepted by those invited.

Vs. 17. And sent his servant.—AoCXof stands

here by no means collectively for all the servants

Heubner), but has reference very definitely to one

servant, the vocator (Grotius), who, accordmg to

Oriental usage, repeats the invitation so soon as

the feast is prepared, not m order to inquire agam

whether the guests will come, but in order to make

known to them when they should appear. The here-

indicated tune coincides with the fulness of time,

GaL iT. 4, while the servant can be no other than

the Messiah, the njn'i 1=S of Isaiah. He makes

known to Israel that the blessings of the kingdon
of Heaven, from this instant on, are attainable foi

them, and that in such wise, that they have nothing

else to do than to come, to take, and to eat.

Vs. 18. 'Airh fuas, some supply 'yy<inris, Others,

l^paSf (puiVTiSj ^vxv^t atrias. The first, doubtless, de-

serves the preference, although m any case what
is meant is self-evident. The motives which they

adduce are indeed different ; but in this they all

agi'ee, that they take back again the word that they

have given.

—

Make excuse.—Beg off, deprecari

Those invited acknowledge themselves the necessity

of an excuse in some manner plausible, and thereby

indirectly estabhsh the fact that they were under obli-

gation to appear.

Bought a piece of ground.—Whoever finds

it unreasonable that the yet unviewed field was al-

ready bought, need not hesitate to conceive the mat-

ter thus : that the purchase was not yet uncondition-

ally concluded, and that at this very moment it de-

pended on the viewing whether he should become
definitive possessor of it.

—

Must needs.—In courte-

ous-wise the invited guest will give the servant to

understand that to his great sorrow it is entirely im-

possible for him to do otherwise. He begs that h*

may be held excused, that is, " That he may stana

to him in the relation of a person released from his

promise."

Vs. 19. Five yoke of ozen To this invited

guest, as to the first, earthly possession stands in the

way of becoming a participant of the saving benefits

of the kingdom of Heaven. We regard it as some-

what forced to view in this invited guest the love ol

dominion as intimated, typified in the swinging oi

the whip over his team of oxen. No, the first and

second are so far in Une with one another as this,

that with both, earthly possession, as with the third

sensual pleasure, becomes the stone of stumbling.

But if there yet exists a distinction between the first

and second, it is probably this, that the man with

the field is yet seeking to acquire the earthly

good, while the man with the oxen is thinking of

still increasing that which is already gained.

The first is the man of business,* whose only

concern is to bring what he has just bought

into good order; the other is the independent

man, who wiU see himself hindered by nobody ; who
says to one, " Go, and he goeth," and to the other,

" Come, and he cometh," into whom something ol

the refractory nature of his oxen has passed over, an(?

who has no mind to be incommoded by anybody

His tone is less urbane than that of the first ; h«

does not beg permission to go, is not merely minded

to do this, but is already at that moment actually go-

ing. riopeiJo^uai
—"I am going CTen now." So says

he, already on the point to start, and has only just

time to add: "I beg thee," while he already desires

to be with his oxen.

Vs. 20. I have married a wife.—The third ex-

cuse appears to be the most legitimate, on which ac-

count, therefore, it is dehvered in the tone of self-

confidence which does not even account an excuse aa

necessary. According to the Mosaic Law, Deut,

xxiv. 6, the newly-married man was free for a year

from military service, and it therefore appeared that

it could not be demanded fron- this man that he

should leave his young wife. If, however, one would

* (Dr. Van Oosterzee has added this English phrase to

the Gemmn original ; and as our language affords the bent

term for this character, it would seem that our race is most

exposed to the temptation here described.—C. C. 3.1
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believe on this ground that his excuse was vadd,

then holds gool the cutting remark, than which

nothing can be better :
" Very often do exegetical

pedants weary themselves to make reasonablethat

which in the' Gospels is designated as foolish."

(Lange.) At all events the invitation to the feast

had been already accepted before the celebration of

the marriage, and so the maniage set him free, it is

true, from the burden of military service, but not from

the enjoyment of social intercourse. In case of need

he might have brought his young wife also with him

;

and if she did not wish this, then here, also, the say-

ing, Matt. X. 37, held good. Very rightly says Stier

:

"Of hindering by the state of marriage generally (I

have married !) there is no mention, but of the first

heated wedding delight, as the type of all carnal

pleasure." No wonder that the vocator accuses to

his Lord this self-excuser no less than the two others.

Vs. 21. Into the streets and lanes.—The second

class of the invited must still be sought out within

the city. From this appears, that we have here to

understand Jews, not proselytes from among the

heathen (Lisco). The Saviour has the publicans

and sinners in His mind, comp. Luke vii. 29 ;
Matt.

ixi. 32, the poorest part of the nation, the same

whom the Pharisee, vss. 12-14, should have invited

to his festal board. From this it becomes at the

game time evident that by the first invited, vs. 17,

who begin to excuse themselves inrh /jiSs, not tlie

people of Israel, but the representatives of the The-

ocracy, the Pharisees and scribes, the 'lov^aloi of

John were spoken of, to whom, by Divine order, and

of right, the invitation had been ofiBcially given, and

who for their very office' sake were under obligation

to take due notice thereof. From these who were

now invited in their place, no excuses, as from the

first, were to be feared ; the blind had no field to

view, the lame could not go along behind his oxen,

the maimed had no wife who would have hindered

him from coming ; only the feeling of poverty could

have held them back ; but this feeling also vanishes,

since they must be in a friendly way led in by the

servant.

Vs. 22. Sir, it is done.—"We must agree with

Meyer when he draws attention to the fact that the

servant had by no means, according to the ordinary

explanations, again gone subsequently to the second

command, and now had again returned. " No, the

servant, rejected by the former invited guests, has, of

himself, done what the lord here bids him, so that he

can at once reply to this command ;
^ It is done^^ &c.

Strikingly does this also apply to Jesus, who, before

His return to the Father, has already fulfilled this

counsel of God known to Him." According to this

explanation the parable is then also the faithful re-

flection of the reality, and says in other words the

same which ch. vii. 29, 30 expresses. Very delicate

is the trait that not the lord the servant, but en the
other banc the servant brings the lord to take note
of the room yet remaining. So great was the feast

that, although many had excused themselves, and
not a few had been brought in, there was still abun-
dant room for others. Even so in striking manner a
strong impulse of delivering love for the salvation of
publicans ind sinners is brought to manifestation in

the " Go it qnickly" which raxf'ius is omitted with

the following command, vs. 23, because the labor of

grac^ among the X'"'^"') &c., of Israel was limited to

a very brief time ; while on the other hand the voca-

tion of the Gentiles waa to extend itself over many
ecuturies.

Vs. 23. Into the highways and hedges.—

Here indeed the longers for salvation and th«

wretched among the heathen, are indicated ; Matt,

xxii. 9; Eph. ii. 12. '' Scepes mendicorum parietes.'"

Bengel.
Compel them to come in.—The use is wel

known which has been made of this expression, tc

justify the compulsion of heretics. There is scarcely

however any need of remark that none other than

the moral compulsion of love is justified. So did

Jesus also compel His disciples to go into the ship,

Matt. xiv. 22 ; Mark vi. 46, certainly not with

physical force; Peter also compelled the Gentiles,

Gal. ii. 14, to iovSaiCfiv, exclusively by the power of

his example. Not the way and method in which

Saul was zealous for Judaism, but that in which

Paul was zealous for Christianity, must be the typr

for the servant of God who will accomplish thi

" compelle intrare " in His spirit. The house must Se

filled, with such as are not dragged or carried in, but

such as are by the power of love moved voluntarily

to enter in.

Vs. 24. For I say unto you.—It is a question

whether we have here to understand the words of the

lord of the servant (Bengel, Grotius, Olshausen, De
Wette, Meyer), or whether we have before us the words

of the Lord Jesus Himself (Kuinoel, Paulus, Stier,

&o.). For the first view this speaks, that Jesus in the

parable is not represented as Lord, but as servant,

vs. 17, and that the Se7irv6v no" in His mouth sounds

somewhat hard ; but in favor of the other there are,

the solemn tone of the assurance and the u/zi'i', since

in the parable itself there is not found the slightest

intimation of the presence of several servants, to

whom this word could be addressed. We, for our

part, choose the latter ; and, lar from regarding the

form of the parable as having in the slightest degree

lost anything by this transition from the image to

that which it denotes, since the parable undoubtedly

can without difficulty be regarded as concluded in

vs. 23, this change of the speaker is to us a beauty

the more. Suddenly, we might almost say involun-

tarily, the Saviour betrays His design, and expresses

without concealment His self-consciousness, as it

lay at the bottom of the parable. In view of the

calling of the Gentiles, there opens before His spirit

the noblest prospect ; so much the more painfully, on
the other hand, does Israel's reprobacy touch Him,
so that He suddenly lets fall the veil which hitherto

concealed the truth in the words of the parable.
" Unfaithful ones," will He say, " My supper it is

whereto ye are invited ; I, who invited you, was at

the same time He in honor of whom it has been
given ; but ye will through your own folly receive no
place thereat !

" It is as though the truth had be-

come to the Saviour too mighty for Him to con-
ceal it longer in figurative speech. Thus at the
same time is the whole discourse at the table con-
cluded in worlhy-wise, with a self-testimony of Je-
sus

; and in view of the slight echo which this must
have found in a circle like this, it may not surprise
us if we meet Him immediately after again OM Hia
journey.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAl.

1. The comparison ol the Kingdom of God with
a SeiTTi/oj' is very especially fitted to set forth the
peculiar nature of this kingdom, on its most attraotir*
side. It is a kingdom of the most perfect satisfaction^
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of the most b](|8aed joy, of the moat noble society.

Bo much more impanionable and senseless, therefore,

the behavioi of the first invited.

2. In a striking way there is depicted to us, m
the image of the householder, the reciprocal relation

which exists between the Divine wrath and the Divine
love. The freer, more unrestricted and more urgent
the invitation was, to bo much the more vehement
anger is the love from which it sprung moved ; but
this anger leads again to new and yet more intensified

revelation of love, which at any price will see its

glorious goal attained. " He has therefore so made
proi ision that He must have people that eat, drink,

and are merry, though He should make them out of

stones." Luther.

3. The representation of the Saviour as a servant

who invites to the feast of the kingdom of Heaven,

IS at the same time, considered in the light of the Old
Testament, one of the most beautiful testimonies of

'^esus to Himself, comp. Prov. ix. 1-5 ; Isaiah Iv.

',2-
4. The vocation to the Kingdom of God appears

here as one meant in earnest; the anger of the

householder would otherwise be incomprehensible

:

as an urgent one ; no means must be left untried

that the house may be filled : but for that reason,

at the same time, as one, the inexcusable rejection

of which prepares for the .stubborn refusers unutter-

able misery. It remains a decretum irrevocabile,

that such shall not taste of the Supper.

6. This parable contains an important instruction

for all messengers of the Gospel. They have, with all

the urgency oflove, to invite, without excluding a single

one who does not exclude himself They have to

prepare themselves for manifold opposition ; but also

in all to direct themselves after the commandment
of their Lord. If they are repelled, they can with

confidence complain of it to Him, and never are they

to give themselves over to the thought that there

is for any one no more room ; and if they are only

conscious that in the urgency of their love they avail

themselves of no impure means, they have little oc-

casion to fear going too far in this, comp. Luke xxiv.

29 ; Acts xvi. 5 ; 2 Tim. iv. 2.

HOMILETICAI. ABD PEACTICAIy.

To declare blessed and to be blessed are two very

different things.—One can scarcely utter a great

truth, without himself being of the truth.—Happy is

he that eats bread in the Kingdom of God ; he finds,

1. Full satisfaction ; 2. joy ; 3. society.—The great

feast in the kingdom of Heaven : 1. Hospitably pre-

pared ; 2. urgently offered ; 3. unthankfuUy rejected
;

4. now as ever standing open.—Many are called but

few are chosen.—The course of the history of the

Kmgdom of God, 1. Before ; 2. during ; 3. after, the

appearance of Jesus.—Many that are first shall be last,

and many that are last shall be first.—The vocation

to the Kingdom of Heaven : 1. A comprehensive ; 2.

an actual ; 3. an urgent ; 4. a strongly-binding, vo-

cation.—The sweet message of the New Covenant

:

1. Already all things are prepared; 2. already all

things are prepared; 3. all thmgs are now prepared

;

4. already all things are prepared for him that will

only come.—The art of exouamg one's self: 1. An old

art, Gen. iii. 7-13 ; 2. a universal art ; 3. a good-for-

nothing art.—The excuses: 1. Their outward dif-

ferences ; 2. their inward agreement.—The excuses

:

1. Abundant m number; 2. nothing in value; 8.

pernicious in results.—The more or less co'.irteom

foiTn, in which we withdraw ourselves from the fulfil-

ment of our vocation, changes nothing whatever ui

the essence of the matter.—" I cannot," an euphe-
mism for, " To teU the truth, I will not."—The angei
of love, love in anger, comp. Kev. vi. ] 6.—Yet then
is room! This saying: 1. A judgment upon those

who should have come but would not come ; 2. an at-

tractive voice for those who indeed long, but do not
venture, to come ; 3. a rousing voice for the servants

never to give up their invitation, but rather to extend
it as widely as possible.—Yet there is room : 1. In

the visible church ; 2. m the invisible fellowship of

the saints in the many mansions of the Father, John
xiv. 2.—The prerogative of the servant who can ever

say :
" Lord, it is done as Thou hast commanded."

—

The vengeance of the householder who sees his first

invitation rejected : 1. The guests whom he calls; 2.

the entertainment which he offers ; 3. the number
which he will see brought together.—The mournful
consequences of not accepting the joyful message:

1

.

One robs himself of the most glorious privilege

;

2. draws on himself the anger of the Lord ; 3. sees

others go in his place.—The command of the house-

holder, the ground of all domestic and foreign

missions.—Whoever has once stubbornly shut him-

self out, remains shut out,

—

Compelle intrare ; use

and abuse of this word, degree and limit of the con-

straint of love.

Starke :

—

Hedingee :—Wishing and commanding
accomplish nothing in rehgion ; doing and fulfilling

is the will of God, Matt. vii. 21.

—

Canstein :—The
vocation of God is so general, that as well the re-

probate as the elect are included therein.—God's

Supper has its fixed hour ; at that hour must
those invited come.

—

Quesnel :—Too much leisure

and too much business are both dangerous to

the attainment of salvation.—The holy bond of

marriage, which should be a help to salvation, is

often a hindrance to the same.—Servants of God and

Jesus always go on in their office with God for a

counsellor.—What is despised, fooHsh, and vulgar

before men, on that God confers the greatest honor.—

Nova Bihl. Tub. .-—From the apostasy of the Jews,

Hfe has come to the Gentiles, Rom. xi.

—

Canstein :

—

God will finally in His turn despise those that have

despised Him.
Heubneb :—The immeasurable love of God, and

the scornful ingratitude of the world.—The loss of

the time of grace brings everlasting loss.—Man has

no one to accuse but himself, if he is not saved.

—

The Divine call to salvation.—The truth: God
earnestly wills our salvation.—Lisco :—Love of th«

world a hindrance to salvation for many that are

called to the kingdom of God.

—

^Arndt :—Earthly-

mindedness: 1. As to its nature ; 2. as to its relation

to the kingdom of God ; 3. as to its blinchiess
;_
4.

as to its punishment.

—

Zimmermann :—Christianity,

the religion of the poor, for : 1. It makes the poor

rich ; 2. the spiritually sick well ; 3. the spiritually

blind to see.

—

DrjESeke :—Yet there Is room. This

is a summons, a. to the poor that they take comfort

;

b. to the faithful that they gather themselves

together ; c. to the sinners, that they be converted

;

d. to the good, that they distinguish themselves (!!!)

;

e. to the despised, that they rise up
; /. for the late

bom, that they believe themselves not neglected.

—

Ahlfeld :—The Great Supper ofthe Lord : 1. Wherein

it consists ; 2. how the Lord invites thereto ; 3. the

excuses ; 4. the bitter fruit of the excuses.— Burk :—
The straightforward behavior of a faithful and
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honest servant of God, who invites to the kingdom

of heaven.

—

Fuchs :—Oome, for all things are ready !

1. The entertainment; 2. the enteriainer; 3. the

entertained.

—

Petei;—What should move us to

come when God calls : 1. The greatness of His grace

;

S. tiie earnestness of His invitation.

—

Uhle ;—The

cheerful and the stern side of Christianity.

—

Kkum-

MAOHER :—Why not to Christ ? (Sabb. Gkche, Y
2.)

This Pericope is exceedingly well adapted alae

for preparation for the celebration of the Holy Com
munion, in particular,—also for ordination and in-

stallation sermons of Ministers of the Gospel.—

Finally also for missionary occasions.

H. The Son of Man opening His Mouth in Parables. Chs. XIV. 26—XVII. 10.

1. The Address to the People (Ch. XIT. 26-35).

25 And there went great multitudes with him : and he turned, and said unto them,

26 If any man come to me, and hate not his father, and mother, and wife, and children,

27 and brethren, and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be my disciple. And
28 whosoever doth not bear his cross, and come after me, cannot be my disciple. Foi

which of you, intending to build a tower, sitteth not down first, and counteth the cost,

29 whether he have sufficient to finish it? Lest haply [perhaps], after he hath laid the

30 foundation, and is not able to finish it, all that behold it begin to mock him, Saying,

31 This man began to build, and was not able to finish. Or what king, going to make
war against [marching to a hostile encounter with] another king, sitteth not down first,

and consulteth whether he be able with ten thousand to meet him that cometh against

32 him with twenty thousand ? Or else, while the other is yet a great way oflF, he sendeth

33 an amhassage, and desireth conditions of peace. So likewise, whosoever he be of you

34 that forsaketh not all that he hath, he cannot be my disciple. Salt [therefore'] is

good : but if [even''] the salt have lost his savour [become insipid], wherewith shall it

35 be seasoned ? It is neither fit for the land, nor yet for the dunghill ; hut men [they]

cast it out. He that hatli ears to hear, let him hear.

1 Vs. 34.—On the authority of B., [Cod. Sin,,) L., X., &c., we receive ouv, with Tischendorf, [Tregelles (hraoketa it>
Alford,] into the test.

* Vs. 34.—According to the testimony of B., D., [Cod. Sin.,1 X., &c., Kai must be here inserted, by which the force of
the language is not a little heightened. "If even the salt itself becomes insipid, which least of all might be expected to
lose its taste," &c. Kat appears to have been omitted hero only because it is not found in Matt. v. 13 ; Mark ix. 50.

EXEGETIGAIi AND CEITICAL.

Vs. 25. And there went great multitudes
with Him.—This whole Pericope is also peculiar to

Luke, and although expressions Uke vss. 26, 34,

appear elsewhere, yet nothing hinders us from be-

lieving that the Saviour repeated, from time to time,

pregnant sayings of this kind, not to mention that

the form of these varies in different passages. The
parables of the Building of the Tower and of the

Warring King appear to have been delivered at the

same time, and are very well suited for the greater

number of those who came after the Lord on this

occasion. In order to see the suitableness of this

method of teaching, it is above all things necessary
that we realize to ourselves the point of time in

which we here meet the Saviour. He is about to

depart from Galilee, see ch. xiii. 32, 83, but at this

very time He sees Himself surrounded by a con-
tinually increasing multitude. Are they impelled by
a presentiment that they shall not see the Master
again in this region, or by Messianic chiliastic ex-

pectations, or by the desire, over against the aug-
menting hatred of His enemies, to give to the
Saviour an unequivocal proof of continued adher-
ence ? However this may be, the Searcher of hearts

allows Himself as little as before to be deceived by
an illusive semblance. He has compassion on the

people, since He knows how hard it will soon be-

come for well-meaning but superficial friendship

to manifest for Him steadfast faithfulness. From
love, therefore, He is stern enough to portray to
them in the darkest colors the conditions of being
His disciples, that they may be held back from
foolish fancy, and led to self-examination. Earlier

requirements which He had addressed exclusively to
the Twelve, He now extends in yet severer form to

all without distinction. Whoever, after such seem-
ingly terrifying, but, in fact, attractive, words, did
not yet recede, but persevered in the resolution to
follow Him in this way of decision, he was to the
best of Masters doubly, yea tenfold, welcome.

Vs. 26. If any man Come to Me The com-
ing to (irptfs) Jesus is not the same as the coming
after {M(Ta>) Him, Matt. xvi. 24. The latter pre-
supposes that one is already His disciple, the other
that one desires to become such. At the very firsl^

it speaks for the Saviour's deep knowledge of man,
that the people who, in the literal sense of the word,
are coming along behind Him, so that He must turn
Himself around in order to address them, are treated
by Him as people who have as yet by no means
made the first decisive step to Him, but, in the most
favorable case, are in the way now for the first time
to take this step.

And hate not.—Comp. Matt. x. SY. "Th«
nearer He is to His end, the more decided and id«a
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do His requirements show themselves to the people
that are inconstantly and undecidedly accompanying
Him." The lax interpretation of luaiiv= minus
amare (Kuinoel, De Wette, and many others), di-

lutes unnecessarily the powerful sense of this decla-
ration, and finds in Matt. vi. 24 no support ; rather
must we compare what is written, in Dent, xxxiii. 9,

of Levi. Not in and of itself is hatred anything anti-

christian, but only when it is in conflict with the
commandment of supreme love, as the Lord, Matt.
zx. 87-40 ; John xiii. 34, 35, has given it. Even to

the Grod of love hatred is ascribed, Rom. ix. 13; our
Lord, who loves what is human in Peter, hates and re-

bukes what is Satanic in Simon Bar-Jonah, Matt. xvi.

21-23, and we may even assert that he who is not capa-
ble of hating has never known love in its full power.
This is the deep sense of the famous sentiment of
tragedy : Va, je faimais trap, pour ne pas ie hair
[Go, I loved thee too much not to hate thee now].
That the Saviour here means no hatred towards one's

nearest relatives in itself, needs no explanation, comp.
Ephes. V. 29. He has only that in them in mind
which intervenes irreconcilably between the heart

and His kingdom, and defines plainly enough His
meaning still more specifically by the concluding

clause, €Ti 6e koI t^v eavrov tl/vx'iiv. All, therefore,

which stands in relation with the sphere of the

^vxh, instead of that of the irj/ev^a, must be hated

and given up. Leave must be taken thereof when
It comes into conscious conflict with the require-

ments of the kingdom of heaven. Certain as it is

that one may hold his kindred dear in Christ, and
rhat faith does not dissolve family ties, but knits

tnem closer, and sanctifies them, it is at the same
time indubitable that not only at the time of our

Saviour, but even now, circumstances may occur in

which the union of the duties of faith and of merely

natural love is impossible, in which, on the contrary,

a conflict is absolutely inevitable. Comp. Matt. x.

84-36.

Ys. 27. And whosoever doth not bear his

cross.

—

See remarks on Luke ix. 23, and the par-

allel passages in Matthew and Mark. We scarcely

need remind the reader that here it is by no means
all suffering on earth, but exclusively suffering for

Christ's sake, that is spoken of.

Vs. 28. Intending to build a tower, iripyoi/.

—We are not so particularly to understand a tower

in the strict sense of the word, but rather a lofty

palace, a sumptuous buUding, in short, a material

erection which requires a more than ordinary devel-

opment of resources. Here we have the image of

seeking after the kingdom of God and of entrance into

its discipleship, to which one cannot come without

the most strenuous exertion and the most earnest

consideration. In a graphic way the Lord sketches

the project of the tower-builder. This one has,

namely, in the first place, a great plan, which is steadily

present to his mind (be\a:v). He considers next,

not only slightly, but at the fullest leisure, what is

required for the carrying out of this plan (Kodicrai

yfl0if<'- Bengel. " Sedena data mM spatio ad fa-

eiendam xmrnnam rerrnn imarum"). Thirdly, he

does not pass to the carrying out of the plan before

ne has on the ground of this calculation well per-

suaded himself that he has really tci wphs aTrapria/iiv,

that is, that which is necessary for completmg it

without and within. Thus does he escape scoffing,

which does not befall hiii if he does not begin at all,

but certainly will if he begins without consideration.

Vs. 29. Lest perhaps.—As in the following

parable it is especially the danger and ruinousnesa,

so in this it is the folly and ridiculousness, of at
inconsiderate project which is brought to view. Wt
can scarcely avoid the thought that the recoUectior
of the building of the Babylonian Tower, Gen. li.

1-9, floated before the Saviour's mind. While tli«

decidedly Christian life constrains the world to in-

voluntary respect, half Christianity provokes it to

not unnatural scoffing. Not a httle is the force of
the representation heightened by this, that the Sa-

viour represents the scoffers themselves as saying

^iiKTiKm to one another, ovro^ 6 &v^p{i>Tro^, k.t.A,

In the third person the mockery is yet more delicate

than if it were addressed, in the second person,

directly to the imprudent tower-builder, comp. Matt,

xxvii. 40-42.

Vs. 31. Or what king.—Plainly the Saviour ia

concerned to impress on the hearts of His hearers

the same thing again, although the representation

this time is a somewhat different one. The words
themselves are not hard to understand. 'Sv/i^aKein

belongs together with ei's Tr6\eixov: the numbers
ten thousand and twenty thousand are designedly

chosen to denote a comparatively important, and yel

entirely unequal, military power, and the ra irphs

eipiiirrji'= to the previous to els anapTttrfiivj desig-

nates, not peace itself, but that which he must
entreat from the too powerful enemy, in order to

come into the enjoyment of a lasting peace. [It ap-

pears to me that the author has not brought out the

point of the particular disproportion. Many a battU

has been gained by a force only half as large as thai

of the enemy. Yet, unquestionably, the probabilitieji

are very greatly against this. The numbers, there-

fore, appear to be chosen to indicate a disproportion

so great as to make success improbable, but not so

great as to make it impossible.—C. C. S.] As re-

spects the subject itself, we may, perhaps, distinguish

thus, that the building of the tower is the image of

the internal, the war, that of the external, develop-

ment of the Christian life. So far, Bengel is right

in saying that the first image is taken designedly

from a res pnvata, the other from a res publico.

Entirely arbitrary is it, on the other hand, to see

in the ten thousand soldiers an allusion to the

Ten Commandments, and yet more forced to see

in the king with twenty thousand a designation of

God the Lord Himself (Stier, Lisco). How it can

be said of God, in this connection, that He marches

against any one to battle, while yet the ten thousand

of His adversaries are to be the type of spiritual

forces bestowed by Himself, we do not comprehend.

The symmetry of the discourse requires imperatively

that we should coordinate the thoughts ; not to follow

Jesus inconsiderately, not to begin the building of

the tower without reckoning of the cost, and to beg

for peace (that is, not to give up, but to postpone

the strife). Comp. Lange, L. J. ii. p. 1041.

Vs. 33. So likewise, whosoever he be.—Ac-

cording to De Wette, this application is not exact.

It is, however, at once obvious that the consideration

commanded by the Saviour, vss. 28-31, must neces-

sarily lead to self-renunciation, and that the building

of the tower remains unfinished, the strife undecided,

precisely when one is disinclined in his heart to such

a renunciation. Precisely because self-denial is r&

quired is earnest consideration absolutely unavoid-

able. {See the yip, vs. 28.)

Vs. 34. Salt, therefore, is good—" Nil sale a
sole utUius." Plin. H. Nat. xxxi 9. According tc

the oiv {see the notes on the text) this sentence doei
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not atiind here independently, but is in some mea-

Bure tlio apnlicaliOQ of the previous remarks, comp.

Matt. V. 13 ; Mark ix. 50. "Adagium hoc scepimmle

Christus vsurpavit, ut et alia ejus sosculi." Grotius.

The saying would here be hardly congruous (De

Wette) only in ease it were addressed to the people

in just the same sense now as formerly it was to the

Apostles. This is, howerer, by no means necessary

to be assumed ; nothing hinders us from supposing

that the sense of the declaration is modified by a

look at the hearers. As the di.^ciples were a purify-

ing salt with reference to the unbeheving world, so

was Israel (here represented in the people foUowmg)

called to be such a salt for the heathen nations. The

Saviour, by the pregnant concluding remark, will

lead the throng following Him to deeper reflection

as to whether, and how far, they have satisfied this

high vocation, and show them that they, persevering

in unbelieving and unfaithfulness, run the danger of

being condemned as sallless salt, of being cast out

upon the highways of the heathen world, and trodden

down by unclean feet. On this interpretation the

figurative mode of speech is applicable even to a

mixed throng, and expresses thus the thought which,

as is visible from the parable of the Great Supper, nay,

from more than one expression in the foregoing

chapter, hovered continually, just in these days, be-

fore the Saviour's soul—the thought, namely, that

Israel, in consequence of rejecting the Messiah,

should itself be rejected. Such a warning was,

more than any other, worth being crowned with the

concluding admonition; "Who hath ears to hear, let

him hear." Compare, moreover, the remarks on

the parallel passages.

Vs. 35. Not fit for the land, nor yet for the
dunghill.—By this addition the figurative expression

of the salt in this connection acquires peculiar force.

It belongs to the nature of salt that it can only be

used for the purpose peculiar to it, and is good for

nothing else. It is as little used for manure, as it is

necessary to sow upon salt, Ps. evil. 34. The people

of God, as well as each individual who fails of his

original high destination, has, therefore, become not

merely in a manner less usable, but wholly unusable.

The end of the whole address, such a reminder must
make the hearers sensible that it helps nothing, even

ifone originally might have had some ground to expect

something of them, so far as they did not advance to

victory in the strife begun, and to the completion of

the tower already commenced. Whoever is like the

inconsiderate builder, and resembles the presump-
tuous warrior, he deserves no better name than
" Salt that has lost its savor." Neither directly nor
indirectly is he good for anything, who has failed of

his high destination.

DOOTRINAL AND ETHIOAI,.

1. The whole Pericope presents before our eyes
the lofty earnestness and the severe requirements of
the Christian life. The word here spoken has the
purpose of deterring the inconsiderate and leading
the lightminded to self-examination. What the
Baviour here holds up before His contemporaries, is

now, as ever, of high significance for all impelled to

come to Him by a superficial feeling. There exists a
remarkable coincidence between the instruction here
given, and the answer which the Saviour once gave a
well-meaning scribe. Matt. viii. 19, 20.

2. As thig instruction has high significance for

the beginning, so has it not leas for the amfinuanct

and completion, of the Christian life. How ms.ny a

one accounts all as accomplished when he finds a

beginning of the new life, a pietistic awakening in

his heart, and believes that therewith all is won.

The Saviour gives such to consider that it is of tha

least possible value if one even comes to Him once,

but does not go along steadily behind Him, and thai

a genuine disciple must be recognized at least by two

traits of character: by not beginning before all is

maturely weighed, and also, after such a beginning,

by not ceasing before all is completely accomplished.

Thus is the saying justified: "It is easier to throw

away the life, than to live it Christianly." Nitzsch.

The beginning signifies nothing unless it leads to the

end ; a good ending is impossible without careful

calculation and continually renewed exertion of all

inward powers. Only then is the lofty destination

of the Christian life, which is compiised hi two

words, " Building and Warring," happily attained.

3. The scoffing of the world at so much that calU

itself Christian loses much of its surprising character

if we consider how much half-Christianity there is,

showing itself in all manner of forms, and coming

forward with the pretension of being already com-

plete Christianity. So long as the City of God shows

so many incomplete towers and heaps of ruins, it

cannot possibly make upon its enemies the impres-

sion of an impregnable fortress. The world is fully

justified in laughing aloud or in secret at so many
who have indeed a desire to distinguish themselves

from it, but show no power to vanquish it.

4. But what if, even after careful calculation of

forces, it should appear that one is not in a condition

to build a tower, not in a condition to overcome the

enemy ? To this question the parable gives no an-

swer, and we should certainly completely misunder-

stand the Saviour, ifwe from His words should conclude

that in this case it is better not to think at all of

building or warring. The tower miist be built ; the

strife 7mist be striven ; the kingdom of heaven rmuit

at any price and above all be sought. But when the

severe requirement of self-denial and of conflict has

brought the sinner to the consciousness of his own
unpotency, then the Gospel composes our distress by
assuring us that all wliich the Lord requires He
Himself can give, and that what is impossible with

men is now as ever possible with God, John i. 17

;

Matt. xix. 26. This whole instruction, therefore, ia

admirably fitted to bring home to us the prayer of

the old father : X>a guodjubes, etjube quod vis.

5. Three times the Saviour warns His followers

against the fate of the salt that has lost its savor, aa

He elsewhere speaks of the vine that is cut down and
cast into the fire, John xv. 6. To view such
warnings as ideal threatenings, because they do not
admit of being reconciled with the ecclesiastical

dogma of the Perseveratitia Sanctorum, is as arbi-

trary as to emphasize them at the cost of other de-

clarations which appear to intimate exactly the
opposite, e. g., John x. 28-30. It is obvious enough
that the same sub'ect in the Gospel is sometimes
regarded from the theological, sometimes from the
anthropological side ; but that the warnings of the
Saviour are quite as earnestly meant as His promises
are true and faithful. It belongs to the hardest, but
also to the noblest, problems of beheving science, to

investigate with continually greater profoundness the
connection between freedom and the election of
grace ; to recognize -with continually greater impar
tiality thi connection of the Divine and the humai
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factor in the work of salvation, and -when the solu-

tion of every difficulty in this relation presents itself,

perhaps, as impossible on this side the grave, to ac-

cord equally its due to the one truth on hoth sides,

and to hope for the full explanation of the problem
from the world where our knowledge shall no more
be in part, 1 Cor. xiii. 9. In no case can a differ-

ence of opinion in respect to this mystery justify a

lasting separation of really believing EvangeUcal
Christians.

6. What is true of every individual and of Israel,

is still true also of the Church of the New Testament,
which is planted in the midst of the unbelieving

world, in order as a purifying salt to preserve it from
destruction. If it fails of this destination, it is wholly

unprofitable, and deserves, therefore, to be rejected

:

comp. Rev. ii. 5 ; iii. 3-16. This word of the Sa-

viour gives, therefore, into our hands the key to the

answer of the question why so many a candlestick,

whose flame burned lower and lower, has been finally

taken away from its place. In the denunciation of

this judgment, love speaks ; in the carrying out of

it, the most inexorable severity reveals itseW.

HOMILETICAI AND PEAOTICAI,.

The Saviour is as far from being misled by a

great number of followers, as from being discouraged

by the decrease of their number, John vi. 67.—The
preacher of the Gospel also must propose severer

requirements when a varied mixed throng follows

him.—["Large demands are often more attractive

than large concessions "—a thought worthy of being

well considered by the minister.—C. C. S.]—The
hatred and the love of the genuine disciple of the

Saviour.—Not all who outwardly follow Jesus come

in truth to Him ; not all who in the beginning come

ta Him persevere in following Him.—The bard and

the easy side of the discipleship of the Saviour.—The
disinterestedness of the Saviour over against the brief

enthusiasm of the people.—The requirement of self-

denying love to Jesus : 1. A seemingly preposterous

and yet extremely simple ; 2. a seemingly arbitrary

and yet perfectly warranted ; 3. a seemmgly exag-

gerated and yet absolutely indispensalile ; 4. a seem-

ingly harmful and yet infinitely blessed ; 6. a seem-

ingly superhuman and yet certainly practicable, re-

quirement.—How the Saviour calls His disciples:

1. To earnest consideration before ; 2. unconditional

mrrendery in; 3. to enduring watchfulness after,

the resolution to follow Hun.—The disciple of the

Saviour called to build, and at the same time ti

war, Neh. iv. 17.—Better never begun than only half'

ended.—The discipleship of the Saviour a matter of
special and earnest consideration.—We have to see

to it: 1. What; 2. how; 3. why, we choose.—Th«
Christian a builder : 1. Plan of building ; 2. the cost

of building; 3. the completion of building.—Tht
scoffing of the world at half-religion: 1. Its fully

warranted jest ; 2. its terrible earnestness.—Th«
Christian a vaUant warrior : 1. The enemy ; 2. the

armor; 3. the conflict; 4. the event.—Even Christ

left all to be our Saviour.—It is precisely the noblest

things that are exposed to the greatest corruption.

—

The cast-away salt : 1. What it once was ; 2. what it

now is ; 3. what it necessarily becomes.

Starke :

—

Canstein :—Christ is not concerned

about the great number of hearers, but about the

honest heart.

—

Nma Bibl. Tub.

:

—Self-love is death,

and the suicide of the old man is life.—Believing,

doing, and suffering, admit of no separation in reli-

gion.— Beentics : — God is served with no great

Babylonian tower.—Christians must at the commence-
ment of all things ever look at the end.—There is no
lack of scoffers at true rehgion, but let us look to it

that we give not cause and occasion for scoffing, comp.
1 Peter iii. 16; Titus ii. 7, 8.—Satan and the world

leave here no peace to true Christians.—It is not

always true that a Christian must forsake his own for

Jesus' sake, but a heart prepared thereto is required

of all. Acts xxi. 13.—Whoever in and with Christ

finds all, such a one can very easily for Christ's sake

lose all.

—

Canstein :—True Christians are profitable

to themselves and the world, in words and works.

Col. iv. 6, but hypocritical Christians are the most
unprofitable men on earth, Mke spoiled salt.

—

Bren-

Tins:—That a backsfiding or apostasy from Chris-

tianity may not be accounted a small thing, for this

reason has the Lord Jesus added so strong and

powerful an awakening voice : Oh that they were wise.

ZiMMERMANN :—Weighty questions for every one

that will enter into the kingdom of God: 1. What
shouldst and wilt thou build ? 2. against what hast

thou to combat ? 3. hast thou also means and ener-

gies for the carrying through of this strife?—The

whole Pericope admirably adapted for a confirmation

discourse. In the sphere of missions also advan-

tageous for the answer of the question whether one

can continue the building and conflict begun or not.

The pro and contra admit of being weighed succes-

sively ; the result of the consideration cannot be

doubtful, but gives then new excitement to arouse

to increased zeal.

2. The Lost Sheep and the Lost Piece of Money (Ch. XV. 1-10).

(Gospel for the Sd Sunday after Trinity.—In part parallel with Matt, xviii. 12-14.)

1 2 Then drew near unto him all the publicans and sinners for to hear him. And the
*

Pharisees and scribes murmured, saying, This man receiveth sinners, and eateth with

3, 4 them. And he spake this parable unto them, saying, "What man of you, having a

'

hundred sheep, if he lose one of them, doth not leave the ninety and nine in the wilder-

5 ness, and go after that which is lost, until he find it ? And when he hath found it, he

6 laye'th it on his shoulders, rejoicing. And when he cometh home, he caileth together

his friends and neighbours, saying unto them, Eejoice with me ; for I have found my

V sheep which wm lost. I say unto you, that likewise joy shall be in heaven over one
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sinner that repenteth, more than over ninety and nine just [righteous] persons, whici:

need no [have no need of] repentance. 3 .-u ,

Either [Or] what woman having ten pieces of silver, if she lose one piece, dotH not

light a candle, and sweep the house, and seek diligently till she find it? And^when

she hath found it, she calleth her friends and her neighbours [ras <^iAas xat ycirovas,

fem.i together, saying, Eejoice with me ; for I have found the piece which I had !osf,

Liliewise, T say unto you, there is joy in the presence of the angels of God over on

sinner that repenteth.

EXEGETICAL AND CEITICAli

Vi 1. All the publicans and sinners.

—

nacres, not in the sense of all manner of (Heubner,

a. 0.), but a popular way of speaking, with which

the collectiTB mass of all the there present publicans

and sinners is designated. Comp. ch. ir. 40.—Drew
near unto Him.—The common explanation: wei-e

wont to draw near unto Him (De Wette), is gramma-
tically not necessary, and has this disadvantage,

that thereby the connection with that which precedes

is unnecessarily given up. Better: They were at

this moment oecupied with this matter of coming to

Him, and that with the distinct intention of hearing

Him. We have therefore to represent to ourselves

an audience which, at the time of the Saviour's de-

parture from Galilee, had apparently streamed to-

gether in a public place, and the majority of which

consisted of publicans and sinners, who, at the

moment, had pressed before the Pharisees, and by
that fact excited their bitterness.

Vs. 2, Murmured, SieyoyyvCoi'. Aid indicates

the murmuring of a number among themselves,

which for that reason became also plainly audible

to others. The cause of this dissatisfaction is, in

general, that the Saviour benevolently receives and
accepts men of evil name and repute (a/iapTioXous

without article). {Upo^dex^trBai in the sense of eomi-

ter excipere. Comp. Rom. xvi. 2 ; Phil. ii. 29.)

This is the general accusation, while the following

ffweo-fliei aiiToh States a special grievance. He re-

ceives not only, but permits Himself also to be re-

ceived. We need not assume that the Saviour on
this very day bad taken part in a feast of publicans,

»8, e. g., Sepp will have it, who, without any ground,
I. e. ii. 169, asserts that the parables here following

were delivered immediately after the calling of

Matthew, at the feast given by him on that occasion.

The Pharisees are now thinking of what the Saviour
was often wont to do, and utter their dissatisfaction

with it publicly. By such a course of conduct they
believed the Master lowered Himself, inasmuch as
He showed to the worst part of the nation an unde-
served honor, and at the same time injured the
Pharisees, who pireviously had, indeed, now and then,

allowed Him the distinction of being received at their

table, but who now would have to be ashamed of
such a guest.

Vs. 8. And He spake this parable.—When
we consider that the chief parable, vss. 11-32, is in-

troduced only by a simple ehei> S4, and that the two
examples from daily life, vss. 3-7 and vss. 8-10,
bear less than the narrative of the Prodigal Son the
character of a thoroughly elaborated parable, we
are then disposed to assume that vss. 3-10 consti-

tute only the introduction to the actual parable,

irapafioXv, which is announced in vs. 3, but not begun
until vs. 11. On the other hand, however, it is not
to be denied that Luke uses the wprd irapa^oArj in a

wider sense also, and that to designate not only an

invented narrative, but also a parabolic expression,

or an example from daily life ; .tec, e. ff.,
ch. iv. 2.3

V. 36; vi. 39; xiv. 7-11. It will therefore proba-

bly be simplest to assume that the -rapa&oKii afr

nounced in vs. 3 is actually uttered, vss. 4-7 ; that

the Saviour immediately after that expresses the

same thought, vss. 8-10, in a second Trapa$o\7i, and

finally, vs. 11, after a brief interval, takes up the

word again in order once more to present this car-

dinal truth in more perfect parabolic form.

Vs. i. What man of you.—From this com-

mencement, as also from vs. 8, it immediately ap-

pears that the Saviour appeals to that universal hu-

man feeling which impels, as well the man as the

woman, to seek what is lost, and to rejoice with

others over what is found again. With this He in-

troduces thefirst ofthe three parables contained in this

chapter—that of the Lost Sheep. It cannot well be

doubted that this triplet belongs together, and that

we have, therefore, here no chrestomathic combina-

tion of parabolic discourses of the Saviour, but a well-

connected didactic dehverance, which has as its pur-

pose to express the same main thought in different

ways. As to the question whether the first of the

here-given parables and that communicated by Mat-

thew, ch. xviii. 12-14, are one and the same, see

Lange, ad toe. We do not know what there could

be against the opinion that the Saviour may have

repeatedly availed Himself of the same image, once

for the instruction of His Apostles, another time for

the shaming of His enemies. The two parables are

different: \. Inform. In Matthew the ninety-nine

remain on the mountains ; in Luke, in the wilder-

ness. Luke XV, 6-7 also is very different from the

parallel passage in Matthew, and serves as a proof

that Luke communicates the more elaborated and
later developed—Matthew, on the other hand, the

originally simpler, form of the parable. 2. In pur-

pose and meaning. With Luke it is God's infinite

love for yet lost sinners ; but with Matthew, Christ's

labor of grace on wandering believers, that is the

main thing. According to the connection then, the

purpose of the discourse is a different one in Matthew
and Luke. Besides this, the image itself is so na-

tural, so taken from life, that it cannot surprise U9

to learn that even in later Rabbins an analogon of

this parable is found. Sec Sepp, ii. p. 169.

Having a hundred sheep.—'EKaT(i>' not only

used as a round number, but also to bring into view
the comparative smallness of the' loss in opposition

to what yet remams to Him. In the most striking

way the Saviour now portrays the faithful love that

seeks the lost, so that ever on account of the fresh-

ness of the portraiture, this parable belongs, with

very good right, in the Gospel of Luke. The Good
Shepherd at once leaves the ninety-nine h rp ^pTJ/uu,

the accustomed pasturing-place of the sheep, and
leaves them for the moment with entire unconcern
as to the great danger to which he exposes the
majority. He goes after the lost one (iTti\

with a definite intenticn to fetch it back. No
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•peedily does he give up his efforts. His love is

therefore a persevering and continually renewed ef-
fort for the deliverance of the lost one ; and when
it is finally again within His reach, he does not chase
the wearied sheep unmercifully back, nor commit it

even to the most trusted of his hirelings, but lays it

on his own shoulders (iavroi). He bears it joyfully
home, and now calls as well his neighbors as also
his more distant friends together. Having heard of
his loss, the well-known lost sheep, rh aTroAwAdr, they
must now also share his joy, which even exceeds his
thankfulness for the undisturbed possession of that
which is not lost.

Vs. 1. Likewise joy shall be in Heaven.—
Here as yet quite general. Afterwards, vs. 10, with
more special mention of the angels. It is noticeable
how here the Saviour designates the joy in Heaven
as something yet future (eo-rai), while He afterwards,
vs. 10, speaks of it as of something already actually
beginning (yhfTm). We can scarcely avoid the
thought that here the prospect of that joy hovered
before His soul which He, the Good Shepherd, was
especially to taste when He, after finishing His con-
flict, should return into the celestial mansion of His
Father, and should taste the joy prepared for Him.
John xiv. 2 ; Heb. xii. 2.

More than over ninety and nine.—The
question whom we have now to understand by these
Si'/caioi, has been at all times differently answered.
Luther, Spener, Bengel, interpret it of those already
become righteous through faith, since they have
already repented, and stand in a state of grace with
(jod, such as Manasseh, a. o.—De Wette: The ac-

tually righteous, that is, more righteous than publi-

cans, and the like.—Meyer : Si/caioi chai-acterized

from the legal point of view, not from that of inward
ethical character.— Grotius : Only an anthropo-

pathic element of the picture, quia insperata et prope
desperata rnagis nos a£icmrU. According to our
opinion, passages like Matt. ix. 18 ; Luke xviii. 14,

are particularly to be brought into the comparison.

If we consider, moreover, that the hearers of the

Saviour consisted partially of Pharisees, and in what
way these had, a little before, manifested their in-

ward spite (vs. 12), we can then no longer doubt

that we have to understand fancied righteous ones of

a legal type, who, however, if one apphed a higher

standard, must appear yet more sinful than others.

Comp. Matt. xxi. 81, 32. We know not what should

hinder us here also, as often already, to assume a holy

irony in the words of the Saviour, nor why He should

oidy in the third parable have indirectly attacked

the Pharisaical pride of virtue. The comparison of

the greater joy over one, with that over the ninety-

nine, over whom, strictly speaking, there can be no

joy at all, is then to be taken just as the declara-

tion Luke xviii. 14.

Vs. 8. Either what woman.—In order tomdi-

cate that not the material worth of what is lost, in

itself, but the worth which it has in the eyes of the

possessor, is the cause of the carefulness of the love

which seeks it, the Saviour takes a second example

from daily life, but not now from something so valu-

able as a sheep, but from a Spax/J-v, in itselfrather insig-

nificant. For the woman, however, this loss is of

great importance, since her whole treasure consists

of ten such drachmae.—ApaxM, the common Greek

coin which, at that time, was in circulation among

the .Tews also. The Attic drachma was= i stater,

[11 6 cents] ; the Alexandrian twice as heavy. It ap-

pears that we have here to understand the first,

which, not seldom even somewhat lighter, was in
circulation at the time of the Saviour. The ten
drachmae are then about equal to $1 16* See Winek,
in voce.

Doth not light a candle.—In the most practi
cal manner the labor of the woman to come again in
possession of the lost drachma is now sketched aftet

the life. It is as though one saw the dust of the
broom flying around hi sweeping, until she succeeds
in discovering in a dark corner the lost piece, and
immediately picks it up. The coin, which was origi-

nally stamped with the image of the Emperor, but
had been thrown into the dust and become almost
unrecognizable, is the faithful image of the sinner.
" Sum nummus Dei, thesauro aberrmii, miserere
mei." Augustine. As to the rest, the Ughting o:

the lamp, the sweeping, and the seeking, belong, in
our eyes, so entirely to the pictorial form of the re-

presentation, that it appears to us almost arbitrary
to see therein (Stier) the indication of the threefold
activity of the preacher, the eldership, and the whole
Church for the saving ofthe lost one. " If we would
attribute to every single word a deeper significance

than appears, we should not seldom incur the dan-
ger of bringing much into the Scripture which is not
at all contained in it ; for as the artist, for the beau-
tifying of his picture, does much that is not indis-

pensably necessary, so has Christ also spoken many
words which stand to the main matter which is to

be imaged forth by the figure in only a remote, of-

ten, indeed, in no relation at all." Zimmermann.
Vs. 10. Likewise . . . there is joy, yiyeTai,

—Here the Saviour speaks not comparatively, but ab-
solutely ; not only in general of joy in Heaven, but
iviiTTiuf tSiv dyy. t. ©. It is, however, not entirely

correct, if this word is used as a direct proof of the
opinion that the angels rejoice over the conversion
of a sinner, for the Saviour is not speaking directly

of the gaudium angelorum. but coram angelis. As
the Shepherd and the Woman rejoiced before and imth

their friends, so does God rejoice before the eyes of

the angels over the conversion of the sinner ; but as

the friends and neighbors rejoice with the Woman
and the Shepherd, so can we also conceive the an-

gels as taking part in this Divine joy. But if it is

God, in the whole fulness of His being, who is re-

presented, it is then inadmissible to understand it ex-

clusively, either of the Holy Ghost (Stier, Bengel),

or of the Church of the Lord (Luther, Lisco). The
applicability of the parable to both is willingly ao-

knowleged by us, but that the Saviour's intention was
here to refer to the muMus, either of the spiritm

sancti, or of the ecelesue, peccatores guosrenii^, can
hardly be proved. Equally rash does it appear when
Bengel, in the friends and neighbors of the Shepherd

and of the Woman, finds an intimation of the differ-

ent ranks and classes of the angels, vel domi, vd
foris agentes.

DOCTIONAIi AITD ETHICAL.

1. Not without reason does the eye rest with

continually new interest on the picture: Jesu*

among the publicans and sinners. It is the Gospel

within the Gospel, like John iii. 16 ; Romans i. 17,

and some other passages. This of itself is remarka-

ble, that the greatest sinners feel themselves drawn,

as it were, with a secret attraction to Jesus ; what an

* [Of course then worth at least tea times ite presenl

value.—C. C. 8.]
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entirely unique impreaalon must His personality have

produced upon these troubled and smitten hearts !

Thus does He reveal Himself at the same time as the

Prince of Peace, of whom Psalm Ixxii. 1 2-14, and

BO many other passages of the prophetic Scriptures,

spealc; and what the Pharisees impute to Him as a

trespass, becomes for faith an occasion the rather for

praise and thanks. The feast which He keeps with

pi'.blicans is a striking symbol of the feast in the

kingdom of God, Luke xiv. 21-23, and at the same
time the happy prophecy of the heavenly feast

triiich He will hereafter share with His redeemed in

the fulness of bhss.

2. The parable of the Good Shepherd sets forth

for U3, in a striking manner, the image of the pas-

toral faithfulness of God's searching for the sinner.

Israel had already been compared, even under the

Old Testament, to a strayed sheep, Isaiah liii. 6
;

Ezekiel xxxiv. 5 ; Psalm cxix. 176, etc., and Jeho-
vah also was, even from ancient time, represented

under the amiable figure of a shepherd, Ezekiel

xxxiv., and Psalm xxiii. ; Isaiah xl. 1 1 ; as in Ho-
mer also, the best kings are designated as iroiniva

Kadv. But inasmuch as this pastoral faithfulness of

God reveals itself most admirably in the redeeming
activity of Christ (comp. John x.), we may at the

same time, in the first parable, see an image of the

earthly activity and of the heavenly joy of the lov-

ing Son of Man. But certainly it is going too far to

find even the atoning death of the Saviour (Melanch-
thon) indicated in the shepherd with his sheep on
his shoulder : ^''Ovem inveniam ponit in humeros suoSy

i. e., Twstrum onus transfert in se ipimm^fitvictima pro
nobis." Such an allusion would then at least have
Deen as yet understood by no one of the hearers of

our Lord, and yet they had no farther to look than
upon Him in order to convince themselves that the
Good Shepherd in the parable was no ideal, but a re-

ality; and surprised we cannot be that even the
most ancient Christian art laid hold of this symbol
with visible affection. See the examples, e. g., in

AnonSTi's Beitriige zur christlichen Kunsige-
schicJite und Jjiturgik^ ii. Even the present mo-
ment proved how much the Saviour had at heart the
seeking of the lost, ''/rfeo Jesiis Christns secuiusest

peccatores ii^gue ad victuni quotidianuni, usque ad
mensam^ ubi maxime peccatur." Bengel.

3. What the Saviour relates of the Woman and
the Shepherd was at the same time an admirable
model of pastoral prudence and Haheutics for His
first apostles. Only when they should care for the
wandering and lost with so much pleasure and love
would they be fitted for the work of their calling.

That they did not forget the teaching appears, among
other things, from the beautiful nftrrative of the aged
John and the young man Theagenes, which Clem-
ens Alexandrinus communicates to us in his Quis
Dives Saliietur, cap. 42,—the best practical commen-
tary on the parable of the Good Shepherd.

4. These two parables, as in particular the third,

that of the Prodigal Son, are a palpable proof of the
falsity of a one-sided fatahstic deterministic view of
the world, according to which the lost coin and the
lost sheep must absolutely be found again, and there-
fore we can scarcely speak of any trouble in seeking,
or of a joy in finding.

6. What the Saviour declares of the joy in
heaven over that which is found again on earth, de-
Berves to be named one of the most striking revela-
tions of the mysteries of the life to come. To the
Saviour the angel-world is more than a poetic dream

—more than an sesthetic form ; it is to Him a com
munity of self-conscious, rational, and holy beluga.

These are acquainted with that which goes on in tha

moral world on earth ; they take lively interest iu

the saving of the sinner ; they rejoice as often as in

this respect the work of love succeeds : this joy

springs from their knowing how, even through tha

conversion of one sinner, the honor of God is ex-

alted, the kingdom of Christ is advanced, the bless-

edness of mankind is increased, the future reunion

of heaven and earth is brought nearer. The Sa-

viour in this leaves to our faith the reckoning how
high their joy, since the foundation of the kingdom
of God on earth must have already risen, and what
a height it shall hereafter reach when all converted

sinners shall have been fully prepared and sanctified.

Comp. Ephes. iii. 10 ; 1 Peter i. 12 ; and the whole
imagery of the Apocalypse.

6. Were anything more necessary for the removal
of any doubt in so glorious a revelation, it would be
the remembrance that, according to this parable, tha

joy over the finding of the lost is, in God and Hia
angels, quite as natural as in the Woman and the

Shepterd. Even in an extra-ecclesiastical sphere,

the striking character of this thought has been al-

ready recognized and uttered with emphasis, e. g., by
Goethe, when he in the ballad, The God and tha

Bayadere, says

:

*' Esfreut sicU die GoUJieit der rcuiffen Sunder

^

Unsterbliche hehen verlorene Kinder
Mitfeurigen Arvien zuni Simniel emp(yr."

[The Godhead rejoices over repentant sinners

;

the immortals raise lost children with fiery arms up-
ward to heaven.]

1. See below on the following parable.

HOMrLETICAl AND PRACTIOAI..

How much attractiveness Jesus has for publicans
and sinners. In Him they see, 1. The highest ideal

of mankind reaUzed
; 2. the highest revelation of the

Godhead manifested.—Jesus, even as Friend of the
publicans and sinners, is sent for the fall of some
and the rising of others.—The joyful message of sal-

vation proclaimed by the blasphemers of the Sa-
viour. See further the ideas in Luke vii. 34.

The Good Shepherd, the image of the love of
God in Christ for sinners : 1. Its unexampled com-
passion ; 2. its persevering patience ; 3. its forbear-
ing tenderness ; 4. its blessed joy.— " Till he find it,"

the highest goal of Divine love: 1. How much is

requisite before it is reached ; 2. how heartfelt its

joy when it is reached.—Rejoice with them that do
rejoice !—Human feeUngthe best pledge of the riches
of the Divine compassion.—The sinner's salvation
the angels' joy.—The worth of a single soul.—
Grounds for the joy of heaven when the lost sheep is

found.—The angels rejoice then, 1. For God's sake

;

2. for Jesus' sake
; 3. for the sinner's sake ; 4. for

their own sake.—The joy of the angels on its prac-
tical side : the Saviour's declaration hereupon con-
tains, 1. A striking revelation of the blessed love in
heaven ; 2. a powerfully rousing voice to conversion
3. a strong impulse to the work of seeking love ; 4
a ground for quickening the longing of the Christian
for the life in heaven.—How much the greatest un-
righteousness has, on the platform of the Gospel, the
advantage above self-righteousness.—The Lost Com.
1. What the loss of it has to surprice us ; it is lost,
a. out of a well-guarded treasure, 6. lost in the house,
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e. lost, almost without hope of finding again; 2.
W-iat this loss haa to quicken ub. It impels a. to
kindle a light, b. to sweep, c. to seek till it is found.—The Lost Coin the striking image of the sinner : 1.

Ita_ original brilliancy; 2. its present deterioration;
3. its worth when it shall hereafter be found again.
—The soul of the sinner the object of the greatest
sorrow, labor, and joy. 1. No loss so great as when
the soul is lost ; 2. no trouble too great if only the
Boul is preserved ; but 3. no joy so blessed as when
the soul is saved.—The human heart needs the sym-
pathy of others in its own joy.—No siimer so mean
but that he may become an object of the joy ha hea^
ven.—Jesus' love of sinners: 1. The objects (vs. 1);
2. the adversaries (vs. 2) ; 3. the ground (vss. 3-9)

;

4. thfc preciousness of the same (vss. 7-10).
Staeke :—Quesnel :—The main thing thai we have

to do in this life is to draw near to Jesus.—The com-
pany of bad people one does weU to avoid, yet he must
not wholly withdraw himself from them.—Hypocrites
aire harder to convert than open sinners.—What a
blessing it is for an evangeUcal preacher when even
the greatest siimers Uke to hear him.

—

Osiandek:
—The world puts the worst interpretation on every-

thing in faithful preachers.—Christ's whole discharge

of His office is a good summary of pastoral theology

;

—let us therein diligently study and imitate it.

—

Beentios :—Ketuming sinners are to be received

with much love and friendship, and all previous evil of

theirs to be thrown into forgetfulness.—Philemon vs.

10 ; Ezek. xxxiv. 16. — Quesnel :—The church

triumphant and the church mihtant are one heart

and one soul.

—

]fova Bibl. Tub.

:

—A lost sinner can-

not be found again so easily but that there needs a

heavy besom of law and discipline thereto.

—

JPeccato-

fum lachrymx sunt angeUyi'um delicke.

Heubner:—The living intercourse of a pastor

with his church is more than literary activity, at

which the world is agape.—The beginning of con-

version is : to hear Christ's word.—The holier thou

art, so much the mUder art thou too.—Even yet the

world delights to mock at the conversion of the sin-

ner.—Everywhere does Jesus show the inconsistent

self-contradictions of man in earthly and in spiritual

things.—As the shepherd knows his sheep and tells

them. 80 does God His children.—God waits not tUl

the lost one returns of himself, He seeks him.—

«

Never has God shown Himself as love more than
when He redeemed man.—"Nothing weighs too
heavy for love ; he is willing to take all costs whe
for God's sake loves souls, and knows what Christ
has done for them."

—

Quesnel :—The business of
men in the search of temporal, stands in contrast
with their negligence m the search of spiritual, things.

—By the amendment of a single sinner others agaiD
may be saved.

On the Fericope :
—Heobnek :—Christian cart

for the dehverance of lost souls.—Lisco :—How im-
portant to Jesus the saving of every sinDer is.—Th«
saving love of the Christian a copy of the pastoral

faithfulness of Christ : 1. A copy which is like the
model ; 2. but which never equals the model.

—

Palmer :—1. Jesus receives sinners wji^n they come
to Him ; 2. Jesus seeks sinners even before they
come to Him.—FucHS :—The different hearts of those
who are mentioned in this Gospel : 1. The repentant
heart of the sinners ; 2. the envious heart of the
Pharisees ; 3. the loving heart of the Lord.

—

Ahl-
eeld :—The Son of man comes to seek what is lost

:

1

.

His toil ; 2. His success ; 3. His joy.^EEiCHHELM

:

—Seeking love : 1. Whom it seeks ; 2. how ; 3. why it

seeks.

—

Sodchon :—Jesus will make the righteous sin-

ners, the sinners righteous.

—

Von Kapjf:—The joj

over a sinner that repents : 1. The joy of the repent-

ant sinner himself; 2. the joy of the saints ; and 3,

the joy of God over him.—W. Thiess :—Jesus re-

ceives sinners : this word is 1. The one centre of the
Bible ; 2. the true centre of Christian preaching ; S.

the chiefest jewel in life.

—

Eautenbeeg:—Who is

found ? 1. Whoever is drawn back from wandering
;

2. carried by Christ ; 3. and brought into the fellow-

ship of His people.

—

Hopfhee :—How great is the

compassion of the Lord! 1. He seeks the lost; 2.

brings again the straying ; 3. binds up the wounded

;

4. tends the weak ; 5. guards what is strong. (Num-
bers 3 and 5 are, however, hardly to be deduced
from the text.)

—

Buek :—The blessed experience in

spiritual things ; 1. I am lost; 2. God seeks me; 3.

God has found me.
The whole Fericope is, either as a whole or in part,

admirably fitted to be the foundation of a conunu-
nion sermon.

3. The Prodigal Son (Vss. 11-32).

11, 12 And he said, A certain man had two sons: And the younger of them said to /»»

father, Father, give me the portion of goods that falleth to me. And he divided unto

13 them his hving. And not many days after the younger son gathered all together, and

took his journey into a far country, and there wasted his substance with riotous living.

14 And when he had spent alL there arose a mighty famine in that land; and he began to

15 be in want. And he went and joined himself to a citizen of that country; and he sent

16 him into his fields to feed swine. And he would fain have filled his belly with the husks

17 [pods] that the swine did eat: and no man gave unto him [therefrom]. And when he

came to himself, he said, How many hired servants of my father's have bread enough

18 and to spare, and I perish [am perishing here'] with hunger! I will arise and go to

my father, and will say unto him, Father, I have sinned against heaven, and before

19 thee And [for "And" read '•!"*] am no more worthy to be called thy son: make me

20 as one of thy hired servants. And he arose, and came to his father. But when ha

was yet a great way off, his father saw him, and had [or, was moved with] compassion
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21 and ran, and fell on his neck, and kissed him. And the son said unto him, Fattier, 1

have sinned against heaven, and in thy siglit, and am' no more worthy to be called thy

22 son. But the father said to his servants, Bring forth the best robe [a robe, the best*],

23 and put it on him ; and put a ring on his hand, .".ud shoes on his feet : And bring hithei

24 the fatted calf, and kill it; and let us eat, and be merry: For this my son was dead,

ar-d is alive again; he was lost, and is found. And they began to be merry.

25 Now his elder son was in the field : and as he came and drew nigh to the house, he

26 heard music and dancing. And he called one of the servants, and asked what these

27 things meant. And he said unto him. Thy brother is come ; and thy father hath killed

28 the fatted calf, because he hath received him safe and sound. And he was angry, and

29 would not go in : therefore [and] came his father out, and entreated him. And he

answering said to his^ father, Lo, these many years do I serve [so many years have ]

served] thee, neither transgressed I [have I transgressed], at any time thy command
ment; and yet thou never gavest me a kid, that I might make merry with my friends:

30 But as soon as this thy son was come, which hath devoured thy living with harlots,

31 thou hast killed for him the fatted calf And he said unto him. Son, thou art ever

32 with me, and all that I liave is thine. It [But it] was meet that we should make
merry, and be glad : for this thy brother was dead, and is alive again ; and was lost,

and is found.

1 Vs. 17.—With Griesbacli, Scholz, and Meyer, [Lachiuaim, Bleek, Tregelles, Alford, Cod, Sin.,] we bolieve that we
must receive iSe into the text, but place it before \tfj.ta.

!> Yb. 19.

—

Eec. : kcu oWti elfil, k.t.\., without siiiJicient grounds ; Kai may be omitted, and then the broken cbaractei
of the soliloquy forms a beauty the more.

' Vs. 21.—See note 2.

* Vs. 22.—TV before aroKriv should be expunged, see Tischendorp ; this makes the first mention of (ttoXtji' quite inde-
finite, with TT)v irpoJTTjv afterwards added as apposition ; see Winer, Orammatik, §204. Although raxv (B., raxewO haa
iome authorities of weight for it, B., [Cod. Sin.,3 L,, X., &c., yet it is probable that this word was interpolated later, in
order to heighten yet more the force of the father's word. [Lachmann, Meyer, Alford retain raxv ; Tregelles brackets it.

Found in B., D., Cod. Sin., L., X.—C. C. S.]
* Vs. 29.—AiiTou ought, on the authority of A., B., D., P., and others, to be received in the test, as by Lachmanu and

Tischendorf, [Meyer, Tregelles, Alford.]

EXBGBTICAl AND OBITICAI,.

Vs. 11. A certain man.—The simple, unpre-

tentious beginning of the most beautiful of all the

parables, is even in and of itself a beauty. The man
is here the image of God ; the Son anthropomorphizes

the Father in a very unique manner. The two sons

denote not exactly the Jews and the Heathen,

(Augustine, Bede, and the Tiibingen school), nor yet

angels and men (Herberger), but the mass of men, as

divided at this moment before the Saviour, into Pub-
licans and Pharisees. Strictly spealiing, both the

Bons here slcetched are lost,—the one through the

unrighteousness that degrades him, the other through

the self-righteousness which blinds him.

Vs. 12. The younger.—The most lightrminded,

and as such the most easily led astray. The goods
which come to him only after the death of the father,

he wishes to possess already in his father's lifetime,

in order to be entirely free and his own master.—Tip

firi$a,\\ov ixipos, somewhat singular, but yet a gen-

uinely Greek expression (see Grotius), to indicate

what he of right can demand as his property out of

his father's possessions.—And he divided unto
them, auToTs.—Therefore not only to the younger,

but also to the elder, with the distinction however
that tV.e younger now received in hand his own portion,

while tlie elder could regard his as his property,

although the father yet administered it, and he stUl

remained as the child in his father's house.

Vs. 13. Gathered together,—It very soon ap-

pears what the youngest one really meant to do. The
false craving ibr freedom, which the father does not

suppress by violence, drives him to seelt his fortune

abroad. All that he has received he gathers together,

partly, probably, ip natura (De Wette), and journeys

as far as possible away. The far-distant land, an image
of the sinner's deep apostasy from God. The beauty of
the parable is heightened still more by this fact, that
with forbearing tenderness, the depth of his degrada-
tion is not depicted in many stroites, but afterw.ards,

vs. 30, is for the first time learned somewhat more
in detail from the mouth of the elder son. His mode
of Ufe is plainly enough characterized, as affdrois, a
word which is found only here, but which is suf-

ficiently explained by the use of the substantive,
Eph. V. 18 ; Titus i. 6 ; 1 Peter iv. 4. Then does
the inward separation from the father become quite
as great as the outward was. " Qui se a Chi-isto

separai, exul eat patrice, civis ext mundi." Ambrosius.
Vs. 14. And when ... a mighty famine.—The

natural consequences of such a mode of life are
only hastened by the famine that arises {l{Txvpct

Aiiudr, here feminine according to the Doric dialect
and the latter usage ; Luke iv. 25, it still appears as
mascuhne, and the reading of the Recepta, iVxupcis, ia

only an emendation, according to the customary
usage). The external want which he now begins to
suffer, becomes a transition to the turning-point of
his inner life. But he does not yet come to thia
turning-point without a last desperate endeavor to
remedy his own distress from his own meana.

Vs. 15. Joined himself, enoW-q^, attached
himself, as it were, to him by force, that he might
assist hun in his necessity. He has therefore re-
mained a stranger in the land in which be has con
sumed all. " Quern reditus ad frugeti, manet, it
saipe eliam in medio errore suo quiddam a propriis
mundi civibus disiinctum retina" Bengel. But the
tender mercies of the wicked are cruel. The citizen
of the strange land sends him (eir6m(/£j/, change of
the subject of discourse) to his fields, (d7/ioi}s m the
plural), in order there to keep swine, where he should
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by no means lack the necessary sustenance : perhaps
an intentional insult which the rich lieathen put
upon the suffermg, necessitous Jew, but certainly a
strildng image of the inconceivable wretchedness
into which sin drags man down. And yet this very
deep leads up to the height, and among the x^'P""
it will soon fare better with the unhappy man than
with the nopvais.

Vs. 16. Have 611ed hia belly.—An uncomely
expression in itself, but entirely agreeable to the un-
comeliness of the fact, and so far an additional
beauty of the parable. Somewhat of (aTrd) the
swine's fodder is now his highest desire, without how-
ever his being able even to obtain a part of that.

—

With the pods, (cepario, a wild fruit, found in
Syria and Egypt, which was used for swine's fodder.

Perhaps the sweetish fruit of the Caratonia sUiqua
(Linnaeus), which, on account of the great abundance
of them, was of the least possible value, and although
they tasted sweet were not wholesome. " The huU
of the marrowy pod, one foot in length (Kepana),
was thrown to the swine ; but the kernel (Gerah,
grain) passed for the smallest weight among the
Hebrews."

—

And no one gave unto him (there-

from).—" Either because the feeding of the swiue was
committed to others than him that pastured them,
or because he saw the access to the swine-trough
ilosed to him

;
perhaps because the steward under

whom'he served was avaricious and malicious." De
Wette. At all events, the only thing that could

have reconciled him to his degrading employment,
the satisfaction of his raging hunger, he saw still

withheld from him in this way.
Vs. lY. And 'when he came to himself.—

An admirable expression for the inward change in

the heart of the man who had been hitherto beside

himself, but now awakes from the dream. Eis imrhv
Si ih^div, Luther : da scldug er in sich. The sinner

must first return unto himself, if he will be truly

converted to God. He first compares his external

condition with that of the more highly privileged.

The fi'mSiio, have bread, and indeed -repitraevouoiy

&pTav. He, the son of the family, has not even

Keparia. By the fxiaStioi, we have to understand

laborers that are engaged from day to day. Among
the tralSes, vs. 26, we have to understand the meanest

of the permanent domestic servants, who stand with-

out, without taking part in the feast ; among the

SovKot, vs. 22, on the other hand, servants of higher

rank, overseers of farms, vineyards, and the like, who
personally took part in thejoy of the feast. It appears

therefore, that the Prodigal Son actually envies

the good fortune of those who stood on the last step.

Now, when the pride of his heart is broken, no false

shame holds him longer back from considering his con-

dition in its true light.

Vs. 18. I will arise.—Not precisely the pri-

mordia pceniienticB (Bengel), for these are already in-

dicated in the els eavrhf ^\^tiv, but the transition

from the inward to the now also outward change. In

this especially is shown the sincerity of his re-

pentance, that it is joined with the not yet ex-

tinguished trust in the love of his father, that he

seeks not a single excuse, and without delay arises to

carry out the resolution taken.

—

Against heaven
and before thee ; evwinov troD, that is, " in relation to

thee." Since however this relation is ordained by

heaven (general indication of the dwelling-place of

the higher spiritual world), he feels at the same time

how this holy, heavenly world is injured by the feet,

(bat be on earth has infringed in such a way upon

the inalienable rights of his father. It is ever a
token of the sincerity of repentance, when ore views
even the sins committed against others, as trans-

gressions against the Heavenly Father.

—

^Mahe me
as one.—He wishes not only tractari tanquam nier-

cenariua, but to be accounted on a level with such
in every respect ; on is an emphasis is to be laid.

He wishes that there may be no distinction between
him and the least of the day-laborers, and promises
thereby that he will diUgeutly serve, and be obedient
as a day-laborer. That he however hopes in this

way once more to deserve the name of a son, he does
not say a word of, and it is therefore perhaps much
too refined (Stier) to remark in this entreaty a trace

of self-righteousness. He wishes simply to be re-

leased at any price from his wretched condition, and
with deeds to prove the sincerity of his confession

of sin.

Vs. 20. But when . . . his father saw him.—
The father is represented as daily expecting the return

of the strayed one, with longing desire ; he is moved
with compassion for the unfortunate one, at the view
of the wretched garment, and the pitiable condition

in which he sees him coming at a distance. The
kiss which he impresses on his Hps, comp. Gen. xxxiii.

4 ; Matt. xxvi. 48, is the token of the prevenient leva

which is shown even before the confession of sin,

which the father reads in the heart of the returned

son, has had time to pass over his lips. The con-

clusion of the previously meditated address : " Make
me," &e., is in fact kept back " by the demeanor of

fatherly love ; the agitated son cannot bring these

words out in view of such paternal love ; a psycho-

logically tender and delicate representation." Meyer.

Vs. 22. But the father.—Taxii^s may certainly

be added in thought, even though it should not be in-

serted in the text.

—

See notes on the Greek text.

—

The father assures the son of his forgiveness, not by
replying to his address, but by giving in his presence

a definite command to the servants standing by.

First, there must a garment, and that the best {tee

notes on the text), be brought out ; the father caimot
look on these hateful beggar's rags. Thus is he again

brought into his former position of honor ; for the

Tatar was the long and white upper garment of the

principal Jews, see Mark xii. 38. The seal-ring and
the shoes are to show that he was recognized as a

free man (slaves went commonly barefoot). The
(to) fatted calf, which stands in the stall already

prepared for slaughter, can be destined for no more
joyful occasion than this. Without delay must all

the members of the family assemble at the feast-table,

and it is as if now the inventiveness of love ex-

hausted itself to prove to the returned wanderer how
welcome he is to the happy father's heart. The
ground for all this is indicated in the assurance : Por
this my son, &c. Death and life is in the usage of

the Scripture the designation of sin and conversion,

see Eph. ii. 1 ; 1 Tim. v. 6, and other passages. The
father means not only that the son has been dead /or
him (Paulus, De Wette), but that he in himself has
risen in a moral respect from the condition of deatli

to a new and higher Ufe. What he has been and
now is in the view of the father^once lost, no*.'

found,—is expressed in the second antithesis. Tl
parallelism of the expression is therefore not to be
taken tautologically.

Vs. 24. And they began to be merry.—Of
course at the feast, although, in itself, fixppaiveabai

is not to be taken in the sense of epulari (Kuinoel).

The parable has here reached the point which U
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designated in the first parable in vs. 7, and in the

second in vs. 10 ; for the joy in the father's house

corresponds perfectly to that in heaven and before

the angels of God. Not impossible is it, however,

that it was especially this third intimation of the

same chief thought, which awakened a visible dis-

pleasure among the Pharisaic hearers, and that the

Saviour therefore felt impelled so much the more

to set forth yet more in detail, in the person of the

second son, an intimation already given, vs. 1,

by portraying his unloving selfishness. Here also we
owe to human opposition and malice one of the most
beautiful pages of the Gospel.

Vs. 25. His elder son The less the Phar-

isees could recognize in the description of the

younger son their own image, so much the more
must their conscience hold up before them a mirror

in the image of the eldest son. Even at the very be-

ginning, the vividness and beauty of the representa-

tion is heightened by the fact, that the eldest son at

the return of the youngest brother is not in the

house, but has spent the day in hard, self-chosen,

slavish service, and now first returns home at even-

time, when the feast was already in progress.—Music
and dancing Without the article. As to the

customariness of this at the feasts of the ancients,

comp. Matt. xiv. 6. Even this fact, that such a thing

had taken place in the dwelling entirely without his

knowledge, secretly angers him, and with an astonish-

ment wliich betrays displeasure, he calls one of the

servants to him.

Vs. 21. Thy brother is come.—Entirely with-

out reason have some found (Berl. Bibl.) in the an-

swer of the servant something secretly malicious.

He gives to the returned son, after the example of his

master, the rank befitting him ; he does not relate

in what condition the brother had come home,
but only that he had returned in good health.

—

The slave speaks of uyiaipai' undoubtedly in the
physical sense, as the father had before spoken of
death and life in the moral sense ; and at the same
time mentions the fatted calf, which he had perhaps
slaughtered with his own hand, and which was for

him, as a servant, very likely the chief matter. In
so good-natured an answer there lies nothing at all,

in and of itself, which could have given the elder

brother just ground for bitterness. It is rather the
state of the case itself that is sufficient (in his temper
of mind) to fill him with anger. This last stroke of
the pencil also proves satisfactorily the unreason-
ableness of the singular interpretation, that by the
elder brother we are to imderstand unfallen angels.

Vs. 28. His father . . . entreated liim, irapcKaKei.

Luther : Begged him. Kuinoel : Called him to him.
Meyer ; Summoned him to come in. Only the last

is somewhat too strong, since then the refusal of the
son would have been, in contradiction to his own de-
claration, vs. 29, a direct disobedience. We prefer
explaining it in the sense that the father with soft
words sought to move him to judge otherwise, and
then also to act otherwise, comp. Acts xvi. 39. So
much the more strikingly does the not-to-be wearied
and long-suffering love of the father, who for Ills

sake even leaves for a moment the feast of joy, con-
trast with the refractory and selfish disposition of
the elder son.

Vs. 29. These many years.—He addresses the
father, yet the youngest son's tender ndrep does not
pass his lips. On the other hand, he brings up to
him his external obedience and service for reward,
with as little modesty as possible. Reward for it he

has, according to his own opinion, never yet received

and indeed has not yet enjoyed the only true re

ward in his heart. It is noticeable (see the notes on

the text) that his highest wish appears to have con-

centrated itself in a kid, ipi<piov, (the he-goat, the

image of lewdness) [There is not the sUghtest rea-

son to suppose that any such reference is implied in

ipiipwv.—G. C. S.], while he looks down with con

tempt upon the immoral conduct of his brother,

'O vi6s 0-01/ oEtos. He visibly avoids giving him the

brother's name, which, however, the father does,

vs. 32, but he tears the veil which was spread over

his sinful life. For him the paternal love also con-

centrates itself in the fatted calf, that had far

higher value than the vainly wished for €pi(ptov.

Vs. 31. Son, thou curt.—Although self-right-

eousness has already condemned itself by its own
words, it is now even to redundance rebuked by the

mild answer of the father. With an affectionate

TeKiov, he seeks once again to bring him to a kinder

disposition, and show him that his uninterrupted

dwelling with his father and his prospect of the

whole paternal inheritance, vs. 12, should have raised

him above so unloving a judgment. An entirely

different disposition was now the natural one, and
required by the course of events. To make merry
and be glad was what one must now do, instead of

bringing bitter imputations. The father does not

say definitely that the eldest son also should now do
this. The n4 is now omitted ; but he speaks in

general of the ethical necessity that it now must be
just thus, and not otherwise. In no event, there-

fore, win the feast of joy be for his sake interrupted,

but he himself must judge whether he, after the ex-

planation received, will yet longer stand without in

displeasure. The father has the last word, and it is

as if the Saviour asked therewith His Pharisaical

listeners: Decide yourselves how the parable shall

end ; will you still refuse to take part in the joy of
heaven over the conversion of sinners ?

In relation to the parable as a wliole, we must
remark, in addition, that it belongs perfectly in the
Pauline Gospel of Luke. " The PauUne representa-

tion of the incapacity of the voiios to confer the true

btiiaiorrvDri, and of the necessity of another way of
salvation through the iriarts and x°V'^i constitutes

the best commentary on these parables." Olshausen.

But in a pitiable way has the Paulinistic and liberal

character of this teaching of the Saviour been mis-
used by the Tiibingen school, to the support of their

undei-standing of original Christianity, and of the
peculiarity of the third Gospel. Ritzschl (formerly),

Zeller, Schwegler, nor least. Von Baur, have, with
different modifications, insisted on finding here a
symbohcal representation of the distinct relation in
which Jews and Gentiles stood to the Messianic
kingdom. The Prodigal Son then represents hea.
thenism in its d generacy, return, and restoration;
the eldest son, on the other hand, represents the
proud and hostile disposition of the Jewish Chris-
tians against these later-called and highly privi-

leged. "Who does not here see the behavior
of the Jewish Christians towards the Gentile Chris-
tians and the Pauline Christianity which we know
from the Epistle to the Romans ? " It is impos-
sible to read this whole construction of the oldest
church history without doing justice to the extra
ordinary talent and the briUiant gift of combination
of which it is the undeniable fruit. But even th«
noblest building must fall in ruin when it lacks tha
firm foundation. The latter is here the case, and it
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has, therefore, been justly remarked that Hilgenfeld
and others confound the applicaUlily of the parable
to their darling theme, with its original occasion and
intention. That a noticeable agreement exists be-
tween the Jewish Christians and the eldest son, be-
tween the Gentile Christians and the youngest, is

plain, and should be willingly conceded; but that
the Saviour's design was to direct attention to this is

n direct conflict with tss. 1, 2, Y, 10. With the
^me right we might be able to find the antitype of
he two sous, in the Catholic and in the EvangeUcal
Church in their mutual relations. As to the rest,

we already find a trace of the Tiibingen idea in Vi-
tringa and others.

DOCTRINAL AST) ETHIOAl.

1. There is no parable of the Saviour whose
beauty and high value has been so generally and
optrnly acknowledged as that of the Prodigal Son.
Nothing would be easier than to collect a Chresto-

mathy of enthusiastic eulogies on this paraWe, even
from rationalists and unbelievers. " In the style of
Lavater, whoever loves this style might speak long

and much ; might exclaim and wonder : How simple

and how deep, how unforgettably retainable in its

words, unfathomable and inexhaustible in its sense

;

related with what dramatic life, this parable of the

Saviour, the crown and pearl of all His parables, is !

"

Stier. But mindful that the Divine, least of anything,

needs our human praise, we will rather direct the

eye to that which is here portrayed, and to the some-
what more particular consideration of the great an-

tithesis of Sin and Grace, which appears in this so

popular and yet so profound instruction.

2. Sin appears here before us not only in one but

in a twofold form, as it develops itself not only in

the widely wandering but also in the self-righteous

man, who remains outwardly within the limits of

obedience required by God. Against every theory

which explains sin from the metaphysical imperfec-

tion of human nature, or interprets the fall as a kind

of moral progress (Schiller), this parable utters the

sentence of condemnation.

3. The essence of sin presents itself to us in the

younger son as Self-seeking. This awakens in him
discontent with the good that he enjoys in the house

of his father, impels him to seek independent free-

dom, sensual enjoyment and honor, and makes him

a wretched slave of his unfettered passions. From
the root of self-seeking grow two different branches,

the sins of sensuality on the one hand and those of

pHde on the other. The former we see coming to

mournful development principally in the younger,

the latter in the elder, son. Sensuality degrades

man, blinds him and leads him finally to the brink

of the abyss, but God is fav from abridging the sin-

ner's use of his freedom; He permits him, on the

other hand, to walk his own ways, and makes even

the bitter fruits of evil serviceable to his healing and

recovery. Through false craving for freedom the

Prodigal Son falls mto unhappy wandering ; through

wandering into wretched slavery; through slavery

into an unspeakable depth of misery.

4. Quite otherwise does moral corruption reveal

itself in the elder son. Outwardly he remains in the

house of his father and serves him, yet he is guided

only by a mechanical obedience, to which the im-

pelling power of love is wanting. He seeks his

reward not in his father's recognition, but in the kid

16

for which he longs and for which he vainly hope*.
He vaunts in his vara pride of his fancied fulfilment

of duty, although to this there was lacking the heart,

and with this everything, and betrays his inner ohai>

acter by his anger at the gracious reception of hii

deeply-fallen brother. He beUeves himself, in his

blindness, never to have transgressed a command-
ment, and yet forgets precisely that which ia

weightiest in the law, mercy and love. Neither hia

father nor his brother does ne love, and yet behevea
that he may demand all for himself. How self-

righteousness stands related to God and mankind is

here drawn from life. On the other side, the Saviou*
shows also how God demeans Himself towards such
fools and bhnd. He endures them in His long-suf-

fering ; He addresses them kindly ; He excludes them
not at once from the enjoyment of His fatherly favor,

but yet lets them feel that they are on the way to

exclude themselves therefrom, and that if they per-

sist in their error, the joy of heaven over the con-
version of the lost sinner can, on their account, be
by no means disturbed or postponed.

5. The nature of the conversion of which no one
repents, is in the image of the younger son sketched
for all following ages. Its beginning is to be found
where the sinner comes to himself, and becomes
acquainted, not only with his deep wretchedness,
but, above all, with his inexcusable guilt. The con-

sciousness of guilt is, according to this parable, by
no means a subjective illusion of the sinner, but the

exjiression of an everlasting truth of the voice of

God which is heard in the conscience, and which the

father in no wise contradicts, which he, on the other

hand, answers with the overwhelming revelation of
his forgiving love. The knowledge of the nature of

sin—^that it is not a weakness but an infinite debt

—

brings about an inward sorrow, 2 Cor. vii. 10; thla

sorrow impels to the confession of sin ; this confes-

sion is joined with longing after immediate return.

It is precisely in this that the nature of true repent-
'

ance is here revealed; that it joins the deepest

humility with not yet extinguished faith in the love

of the Father ; that the good resolution, how much
soever it may cost, is without delay put into execu-

tion, and that the son will rather, if it is possible,

take the last place in the house of his Father than

even for a moment longer look around for a better

lot outside of the Father's house. With undoubted
'

justice, it is true, the remark could be made that in

this parable it is especially " human activity in the

work of conversion that is portrayed." (Olshausen.

However, it is also true, on the other side, that
" the Divine activity also is not lacking in this para-

ble." Lange.

6. The grace of God for the Prodigal Son comea

in this parable in its compassionate and all-restorinff

side before our eyes. The father does not this time

seek for the lost son as the shepherd had sought for

the sheep and the woman for the coin. For neither

is it here an irrational being but a rational man, who
must be brought himself to choose the way of con-

version. Mediately the father has labored for his de-

Uvery, for while he has permitted him to bear all the

consequences of the evil committed, he has, more-

over, patiently waited and kept his house and heart

open to him. Scarcely does the son take the first

step homeward, when the father regards him with

compassionate look, goes kindly towards him (preve-

nient grace), and refuses not, it is true, the confessioa

of sin, but remits to him whatever it has of pain and

humiliation. He not only testifies hia joy over the
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returned wanderer, but he ^ves it active expression,

and not only pardons the wanderer, but restores him

again to the full possession and enjoyment of his

forfeited filial rights. It is not, however, necessary

to see in every feature of the parable, on this point,

the intimation of a definite saving truth of the

Gospel Whoever (Olsbausen) finds signified in

the ring the seal of the Holy Spirit ; in the sandals,

the being shod as in Ephes. vi. 15 ; in the Talar, the

garment of the perfect righteousness of Christ, easily

loses out of mind the distinction between parable

and allegory—a point of view where nothing could

reasonably withhold us from going a step farther,

ai)d, with Jerome, Augustine, and Melanchthon, see-

ing in the fatted calf the image of Christ. For other

examples of arbitrary interpretation, xee Lisco, ad loc.

Here also we are carefully to distinguish between the

practical apphcability and the historical intention of

the parable.

7. It is well known what consequences have been

drawn from the fact that in this parable the Prodigal

Son is received by the father without the interven-

tion of any mediator. " All dogmatical imaginations

of tlie supralapsarians and infralapsarians, nay, even

of the demanders of bloody satisfaction, who have no

sense of the heaven-wide distinction between Divine

and human righteousness, vanish hke oppressive

nightmares before this single parable, in wliich

Jesus reveals the heavenly secret of human redemp-

tion, not according to a mystical or criminal theory

of punishment, but anthropologically, psychologically,

and theologically to every pure eye that looks into

the law of perfect liberty." Von Ammon, L. J.,

iii. p. 60. But, with the same right, one from this

parable might have been able to deduce a proof against

the biblical Sataiiology, since, forsooth, the young
man is allured and misled by sin alone ; or against

the doctrine of sanctification, since the parable adds

nothing cimceruing the new life of the grateful son

in. his father's house. Quod nimium, nihil probat.

Silence is not necessarily contradiction, and it is

entirely natural that the Saviour, months before His

atoning death, before an audience of Pharisees and
publicans, should have left this wholly a mystery.

It is well known how little He, especially according

to the Synoptical Gospels, spoke of the highest goal

of His suffering and death even to His familiar dis-

ciples ; it belonged to the things which He described,

John xvi. 12, concerning which the Paraclete should
afterwards instruct His church. Whoever uses this

parable as a weapon against the Pauline doctrine of

atonement, acts as foolishly as he who, pointing to

the friendly morning light, would prove thereby the
uselessness of the full mid-day sun. The demand
that the Saviour must in a single parable have de-

Bcribed the whole way of salvation, is excessively

arbitrary ; nor does the Gospel teach anywhere that

the Father had to be, by the death of His Son, first

mooed to be gracious to sinners. " One parable
cannot exhaust the whole truth ; but in the parable
of the Prodigal Son we may say that the Saviour
and Mediator is concealed in the kiss which the
father gives the son." Riggenbaoh.

If we now, in conclusion, direct once again our
Tiew to this triad of parables, we find a rich variety,

and yet an admirable agreement. The first para-

ble depicts to us the sinner in his pitiable folly: the

iheep exchanges voluntarily the green meadow for

the barren waste. The second portrays to us the

sinner in his wretched self-degradation: the coin

falls down upon the earth, and ies, although the

stamp is not erased, yet buried under the d>Mt, from

which it comes, only after much seeking and sweep.

ing, again to the fight of day. The third teaches U9

to know the sinner especially in his unthankfulness_.

the free love of the father is requited by the Prodi-

gal Son with the squandering of his inheritance ;—the

sheep m the wUderness, the coin in the dust, the son

at the swine-trough, aU show us the image of the

sinner's deep wretchedness. But since that which la

lost is a man only in the third parable, it is implied

in the nature of the case that only here can a wan.

dering soul's conversion be placed before us m dif-

ferent gradations and transitions. The Divine love

of sinners, on the other hand, is vividly portrayed tc

us in all three parables, although each time under a

somewhat diflerent character. In all it is God, the

Father of our Lord Jesus Christ (who, even in the

Old Testament, is compared with a Shepherd and e

Woman, Ezekiel xxxiv. 28 ; Ps. xxiii. ; Isaiah xl

11), from whom the revelation of this love proceeds.

But the shepherd is yet especially the image of

seeking love, the woman that of restlessly laboring

and careful love, while In the father this love comes

before us as a prevenient, compassionate, and all-

restoring love. In the representation of the value

of what is lost there is an unmistakable climax : first,

one of a hundred, then one of ten, finally one of

two : first a beast, then a coin, finally a man. [But

the coin, according to the author's own showing, ia

worth much less than a sheep. In the relative pro-

portion of each to the wealth of the possessor,

however, there is undoubtedly a cUmax.—C. C. S.]

Even so there is found a beautiful harmony in

the representation of the persons who rejoice

with the finder : the neighbors who rejoice with the

shepherd, the female friends who rejoice with the

woman, the servants of the house who rejoice with

the father, are necessary figures of the picture, and

all represent the angels who take part in the joy of

God in the conversion of even one that is lost. In

the first and second parable all that the Divine love

adventures and effects in order to find the lost ia

represented as on its own plane entirely natural. But

on the other hand again the benignity, the bene-

ficence, the subhmity of the Divine love to sinners

strike the eye most strongly in the third, as it is

here a man, whom love can adorn with robe and ring

and sandals : features which in the two other

parables could find no place. While, finally, coin and

sheep are only passive towards the grace that seeks

and recovers them, in the image of the Prodigal

Son, on the other hand, the spontaneity of the sinner

in his return to God comes into the foreground;

yet so that it is by no means in a Pelagian sense the

fruit of an isolated act of will, but in the sense that

this resolution to return is occasioned by the course

of circumstances into which he has come entirely

against his own will under higher guidance, and in

which he feels the bitterness of sin. The con-

clusion of the third parable not only adds to this

a coHiponernt part of admirable value over and above
the first and second, but by it at the same time the
whole triad of parables is appUed to the shaming
and rebuking of the Pharisaical hearers.

HOMILETIOAIi AND PEAOTIOAIi.

The parable of the Prodigal Son as it represent!
to .13 the history : 1. Of each man ; 2. of all iaa»
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kind.—The parable of the two lost sons, or the two
main forms of the essence of sin.^ The younger son: 1. The descending way of
destruction : a. pride, 6. wandering, c. servile bond-
age, d. wretchedness. 2. the ascending way of re-
demption : a. humihty, J. return, c. freedom, d. life.

—The younger son : 1. In his father's house ; 2. in a
far country

; 3. among the swine ; 4. on the home-
ward way ; 5. at the feast.—Self-seeking as it reveals
itself: 1. In false craving for freedom ; 2. in shame-
less covetouaness : 3. in unbounded craving for en-
joyment.—The Prodigal Son first inwardly, soon
outwardly abo, separated from his father.—Selfish-

' ness desires only God's gifts, true love God Himself.
A —The enjoyment of sin is short, remorse for it long.—The associates of sinful joy remain no longer than

the soon-squandered goods.—Often external calam-
ities have the work of hastening the revelation of
the Inward wretchedness of sin.—The child of the
house constrained : 1. To attach himself to one of
the citizens of the far country ; 2. to keep the swine

;

8. to crave their fodder; 4. to find that he cannot
even get this.—To " come to himself" : 1. The end
of the old sinful, 2. the beginning of the new peni-
tent, life.—The awakening: l.Of the conscience; 2.

of the understanding ; 3. of the sensibility ; 4. of
the will.—How infinitely better it fares with the
meanest day-laborer of the Father than with the
sinner at the swine-trough, and even at tlie riotous

banquet.—He " began to be in want," the last word
of the wretched history of every sinner. He suffers

lack : 1. Of that which he once enjoyed ; 2. of that

which the world enjoys ; 3. of that which the meanest
hirelings of his Father enjoy.—The decisive resolve

:

" I will arise " : 1. How much it says ; 2. how hard it

is to carry out ; 3. how richly it rewards.—The con-

sciousness of guilt no fancy, but the expression of a
terrible truth ; happy he who has learned at the right

time to impute to himself his sins as so many debts

to God.—^Even sin against others is still as ever

sin against God.—The confession of sin before God
a necessity of the repentant child.—The first step on
the way to conversion.—Even when we are yet far

from Him the Father sees us.—God's love to sinners :

1. A compassionate ; 2. a prevenient ; 3. a forgiving

;

4. an all-restoring, love.—God Himself longs not less

for the wandering sinner than the sinner for Him,
and tears down all the walls of division.—Many a

humiliation which the sinner deserves, and which the

penitent will impose upon himself, is remitted to him
by God's love.—The Prodigal Son reinstated: 1. In

the former possession ; 2. in the old rank ; 3. in the

lost happiness.—The best m the father's house is for

the lost son not too good.—The children of God and

members of His family must rejoice with the Father

over the return of the sinner.—The service of sin,

death ; conversion, a birth unto life.—The joy in the

Father's house over the returned son is perfect, even

though the self-righteous take no part therein.

^ The elder son : 1. How much better he appears

than the younger: a. the younger forsook the father,

he remains ; 6. the younger squandered the father's

goods, he adnunistered and increased them; c. the

younger sought the company of harlots, he contents

himself with his friends even without a kid
;
d. the

younger comes even now from the swine, he from

the field. 2. How wretchedly lost he is: a. he

serves the father with a selfish, not with a childlike,

mind ; J. he has enjoyed the father's love, and com-

plains of having received no reward ; c. he asserts

nimself never to have transgressed a cmmandment,

and has never yet fulfilled one ; d. he vaunts him
self of his virtue, and in the same moment \a»

transgression has increased. 3. How immeasurably
wretched he becomes : he is on the way to lose, a.

the love of his father, h. the heart of his brother, c.

the joy in the parental dwelling, d. nay even th«
repute of his seeming virtue.—Did he also forgak*""

his father's house, and how have we then to repre^

sent to ourselves the end of his history ? Michaelij
thinks that we might continue the image so : he foiw

sook his father with indignation, went into a strange
land, became there much more imhappy, more de-

spised, more vicious than ever his brother had been

;

he was held as a slave, and finally captured io

company with bands of robbers. [If the Saviour
meant us to understand all this, we have a right to

believe that He would have expressed it. It is quite

as fair to suppose that the son might have been
brought to a better mind by this tender admonition.

But what He leaves ambiguous here. He probably
meant to remain uncertain.—0. C. S.]—How the
self-righteous man stands related to God, and how
God stands related to the self-righteous man.—" My
child, what is mine is thine, and what is thine is

mine."—There exists a moral necessity of rejoicing

over the conversion of the sinner, which the proud
Pharisee despises.—Whom, therefore, does the image
of the elder son represent, and which is better, to be
like him or hke the youngest ?

Stakke :—Dissimilar brothers.

—

Quesnel :—How
dangerous when one will live for himself on his own
account, to be subject to no one and rule himself

—

If the soul has departed from God, it departs more
and more from Him.

—

Nova Bibl. Tub.

:

—Many a

young man goes adventurously into strange lands to

make his fortune, but let him look well to it that he

does not come to harm.—Let one learn to manage
frugally ; times change ; how good is it then to have
a penny in need !—Voluptuous swine belong among
the swine.—How holy are God's judgments !—Who-
ever will not be called God's child may become a

swine-herd and slave of the world.

Hedingee :—Distress furthers self-knowledge, mis-

fortune sharpens the wits. Jeremiah ii. 19.—Bren-
Tius :—God disciplines through love and sorrow. If

love cannot help, distress and all manner of plagues

must come.—To true repentance belongs especially a

spirit in which there is no falsehood ; tempt God not.

—A penitent man holds himself unworthy of the

grace of the Heavenly Father.

—

Bibl. Wirt.

:

—The
door of grace stands ever open, and God is much
more disposed to forgive us our sins than we to pray

for grace.

—

Cramer :—God's gi-ace is great, but not

so great that a sinner can be partaker of the same
without repentance.

—

Canstein:—Joy in the Lord

should be common to all true Christians when they

hear of true conversions.—^Whoever repents becomes

living again and dies never, but Uves unto eternity

—^Anger makes enmity and finally separation.

—

Nova Bibl. Tub.

:

—Hypocrites are ever imagining

that wrong is done them.—To those that are penitent

one must not be bringing up their former sins or

troubling them anew.—Quesnel :—Let us have a

brother's heart towards our brother, as God has a

Father's heart towards His children.

Hedbner :—The original relation of man to God
is that of a son to the father.—God lets men try to

live without God, that it may be for them a memo-
rial to eternity.

—" Omnia loeus, quern patre ineoli-

mus absenU, /amis, penuriee et egestaii» est."—Out

of God everythmg is husks, tho'Jgh it is tendered the4
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in gold and silver vessels, and even though it were

poundcake.—The sinner finds from the world and

its lords no compassion.—No repentance is nobler,

even though bitterer, than repentance for having

contemned love.—The son, from shame and fear,

went timidly ; the father ran.—The conversion of

the sinner a high feast of joy.—Pride of virtue is

hard towards the fallen.—Even in long service for

the kingdom of God there may creep in a lukewarm,
reward-craving temper.—God's grace is never ex-

hausted or diminished.

We may compare the explanations and the homi-

letical expositions of the parable by Ewald, Aendt,
Etlert, Lisco, as also an excellent Dutch one by
M. Cohen Stoart, Utrecht, 1859.

—

Massillon, an

excellent sermon upon Unchastity in his Lent ser-

mons.

—

Palmer:—The parable contains, a. the his-

tory of us all, b. an admonition for us all, c. a con-

gelation for us all.—The miracle of grace wrought
on the sinner.

—

Beck :—The sinner's way to life.

—

Maier:—That light hearts must become heavy

heavy light.

—

Ahlpeld :—The Prodigal Son : Sevei

Sermons for the season between Easter and Whit
suntide, 1849, Halle, 1850.—HEnBNER :—Three Sen

mons upon the parable of the Prodigal Son, Halle.

1840.—CouARD :— Sermons.

—

Carl Zimmebmann
—Four Special Sermons.

—

Van Oosterzee :—(upon

the three parables together) The worth of a single

soul : 1. The harm that is wrought on a single soul

;

2. the compassion that is felt on account of a single

soul ; 3. the care that is expended on a single soul ; 4.

the grace that is glorified in one soul ; 5. the joy

that is experienced on account of one soul.—From
this follows : 1. That carelessness of our soul is thf

most terrible transgression ; 2. care for the good ot

others' souls the highest duty; 3. glorifying of th€

Shepherd and Bishop of our souls the most fitting

thank-offering.

—

N. B. vs. 18 an excellent text pre-

paratory for the communion, or for New Year's

Eve.

4. The Parable of the Unjust Steward and its Application (Ch. XVL 1-13),

1 And he said also unto his [the'] disciples, There was a certain rich man, which had

a steward ; and the same was accused unto him that he had [of having] wasted hi^

2 goods. And he called him, and said unto him, How is it that I hear this of thee? give

3 an account of thy stewardship ; for thou mayest be no longer steward. Then the stew-

ard said within himself, What shall I do? for my lord taketh away from me the stew-

4 ardship : I cannot dig ; to beg I am ashamed. I am resolved what to do, that, when I

5 am put out of the stewardship, they may receive me into their houses. So he called

every one of his lord's debtors unto him, and said unto the first, How much owest thou

6 unto my lord? And he said, A hundred measures of oil. And he said unto him,

7 Take thy bill, and sit down quickly, and write fifty. Then said he to another, And
how much owest thou? And he said, A hundred measures of wheat. And" he said

8 unto him, Take thy bill, and write fourscore. And the [his^] lord commended the un-

just steward, because he had done wisely : for the children of this world are in [in ref-

9 erence to, ets] their generation wiser than the children of light. And I say unto you,
Make to yourselves friends of the mammon of unrighteousness; that, when ye fail [it

fails, V. 0.*], they may receive you into [the] everlasting liabitations [lit., tabernacles,

<rK'qva.%\.

10 He that is faithful in that which is least is faithful also in much : and he that is un-
11 just in the least is unjust also in much. If therefore ye have not been faithful in the
12 unrighteous mammon, who will commit to your trust the true riches? And if ye have

not been faithful in that wliioh is another man's, who shall give you that which is your
13 own ? No servant can serve two masters : for either he will hate the one, and love the

other ; or else he will hold to the [om., the] one, and despise the other. Ye cannot
serve God and mammon.

^ Vs. 1.—On the authority of B., D., [God. Sin.,] L., (lvtov should be expunged.
Vs. 7.—The Kat of the JRecepta should be omitted, as by Tischendorf.

i} Vs. 8.—The article before «vpios having its continually recurring possessive sense.—C, €• S.]
* Vs. 9.

—

See Exegetical and Critical remarks.

EXEGETICAl AND CEITICAl.

Vs. 1. And He said also.—The opinion that

the Saviour uttered this parable on another occasion,

and not in connection with the three former parables,

is without any ground.—On the other hand, the well-

known crux iaterpretum, the parable of the Unjust
Bteirard, has the right light thrown upon it only when

we assume that it was uttered before the same mtxeO"
audience of publicans and Pharisees, for whom also
the parables of the Lost Sheep, of the Lost Coin, and
of the Prodigal Son, were intended. A tolerably
full catalogue of the latest theological literature
upon Luke xvi. 1-9, is found ui Meyer, ad loe.,

to which we add the Interpretation de la paraboh
de Veconome infidele, par M. Ensfelder, in the .S*
vue Theol. de Colani, 1852 iii. and Stolbk, Versucf
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tiner Srhlarung der Paralel vom ungerechteti. Haus-
halter, Stud, und Krit. 1858, iii., and among the
Dutch exegetes, an important dissertation by the late

Dr. B. Van Willes, 1842.—Here, also, in particular,

we prefer to give, instead of a criticism of the va-
rious and exceedingly divergent views, a simple state-

ment of our own opinion.

To the disciples.—Not to be understood of the
apostolic circle, although this is by no means to be
excluded, but of the followers and hearers of the

Saviour, in a wider sense of the word. See chap,

xiv. 26, 27, 33 ; John vi. 66, and other passages, and
comp. also Luke xvii. 1 with xvii. 5. We have, there-

fore, to conceive the Saviour as surrounded by
publicans, whom He had just been comforting, and
by Pharisees, whom He had just put to shame. The
former He wishes to remind of their high duty now,

as His disciples, to make good as much as possible

the guilt which they had formerly incurred by extor-

tion and dishonesty; the others He wishes to bring

back from their love to earthly good, by drawing

their attention to the truth that they are only stew-

ards, for whom a day of reckoning will come. Both,

therefore. He desires to lead to that prudent fore-

Bight, the image of which He depicts in the narrative

of the Unjust Steward.

A certain rich man.—Neither the Romans
(Schleiermacher), nor the Roman Emperor (Gross-

mann), and as little the devil (Olshausen), and, on

the other hand, not Mammon (Meyer)—the fia/itiwvas

TTJs aSiK. is, on the other hand, equivalent to the iirap-

Xovra of the rich man, vs. 1—but God, who here is

represented as the paramount owner of all which

has been given to man only as a fief, and for use. By
the olKov6fios we have to understand not exclusively

the iiaSrriTai of the Saviour, but every man to whom
the paramount owner has entrusted part of His

goods.

A steward.—The wealth of the lord in the par-

able is visible from the circumstance that he needs an

oi/coi/ofioj.—The property which this steward man-

aged consists, however, not in ready money, but in

allotments of land, which he has farmed out for such

a price as he has thought fit, without every particu-

lar 'in the farm-contracts having been necessarily

known to his lord. For we have here to represent to

ourselves no modem steward, who every time gives

a complete account, and has to decide nothing by

bis own full powers : on the other hand, it appears

that his lord, who bestowed on hun his full confidence,

had not previously required any reckoning of him at

all, until he, persuaded of the man's dishonesty, had

resolved to displace him. If the oikoi/oVos was

clothed with so extensive powers, it is then also un-

necessary to assume that he falsified the farm-con-

tracts ; in earlier times it was probably not at all

necessary to lay these before the lord of the manor.

But how had he squandered the imdpxoiTa ? He had

made the farmers pay more than he had stated and

paid in to his lord as the rent : he demanded of

them an excessive, aod paid to him only the fair,

amount, so that th» difference between what he re-

ceived and what he rendered constituted a clear gain

to himself. He had, however, not enriched himself;

for, with his deposition from his post, he sees himself

brought at once to the beggar's staff—be had lived

sumptuously and wantonly on that which he had

from time to time gained in this way, untQ his lord,

we know not how, came on the track of his villainous

transactions. His lord now summons him to the

lendering of the definite account, to which he, as

well known to him, is obliged ( rJu- Kiyov), and speak*
at once of displacement. In the giving of this aa
count, therefore, the papers, the farm-contracts, must
for the first time be produced, and the displacement
must naturally follow if the comparison of the rent
with the sum accounted for reveals the cheat ; it will,

on the other hand, not be necessary, if from a

thoroughly consistent account it appears that the sus-

picion conceived has been an ungrounded one. This
must be kept distinctly in mind : the displacement
is not yet irrevocably uttered, but only threatened
it does not precede the account, however this maj
turn out, but will only follow if the steward cannot
justify himself. This appears, first, from the nature
of the case, since his lord, by such a condemnation,
without hearing him, and on a loose report, would
have dealt quite as unjustly as the steward, which
undoubtedly Jesus did not mean to represent ; and,

secondly, from the expression of the steward liira-

self, who sought a secure maintenance only in case
(oTaf) he should lose his post, and who, it is true,

foresees a displacement as being as good as certain,

but yet ventures one more attempt to smooth over hia

accounts a little.

Vs. 3. What shall I do ?—Striking ia the
monologue in which the Saviour depicts to us the
perplexity of the steward, especially striking, if we
conceive these words as spoken in broken sentencei—" What shall I do f for my lord takes away my
stewardship from me :—I cannot dig ; to beg I am
ashamed.—ESpTj/ta— I know—I have discovered

{eyvttii/) what I will do." And what now does one
expect of a man who is proposed for imitation with

very particular reference to his prudence ? he will

seek a means either, if possible, to avert even yet the

dreaded blow and to keep his place, or, in case he
should not succeed in this, to provide for himself a

comfortable old age.

Vs. 4. They may receive me into their
houses.—Not precisely into their families (Schultz),

but yet oiKos, regarded as the seat of the family-life

into which he, out of thankfulness, hoped to be re-

ceived. The whole monologue shows us the steward

as a man of mature reflection. " For explanation

these reflections are not intended, but for portrayal

of the crisis."

Vs. 5. So he called.—Not (Brauns, a. o.) in the

presence, but, of course, in the absence, of his exas-

perated lord ; for the steward must certainly, if he

were to give the required account, have time for it,

and his lord has, therefore, gone away again. Neither

can the speaking kavrif, vs. 3, be easily explained

otherwise than as taking place in solitude, and the

phrase, vs. 5, Ko^ftras raxea's ypd^ov, is plainly the

language of a man who wishes to dispose of some-

thing quickly before his lord observes it. The
opinion also that the steward makes up the fifty

measures of oil and the twenty measures of wheat

from his own means, is incompatible with his own
assertion, vs. 3, that he must beg if he did not find a

remedy. If the Saviour had here intended to depict

a repentant Zaccheus, who with his dishonestly ac-

quired treasures will even yet do some good (D.

Schultz), he would without doubt have put in some
way into the steward's mouth an acknowledgment

of his guilt.

How much owest thou 7—We must conceive

the matter thus : that he has all the farmers come at

the same time to hun, but that he taiks with every

one of them apart. His dealing with two of them

is communicated, as an example, from which one cas
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easily conclude how he dealt with the others also.

He does not, as is commonly beUeved, hare the

farmers WTite a new bond with a smaller amount;

this would have cost too long a detention, but simply

Bet a smaller number instead of the former, either

oy the altering of a single letter in the old agree-

ment, which the Hebrew numerals easily admit, or

by the mere filling up of a new agreement already

prepared. The numbers fifty and eighty, which he

causes to be set down instead of the previous hun-

dred, express the just amount which he had already

given account of to his lord, and he gains by this

alteration the advantage that the leases agree with

the Bums previously stated to his lord, who had never

yet had a sight of the authentic papers. But the

farmers, who, as they suppose, had been required to

pav an exorbitant sum to the lord, can by this mod-

erating of the price only feel themselves personally

obliged to the steward, from whose hands this deduc-

tion is made to them, and who has perhaps repre-

sented this unexpected favor as a consequence of his

intercession and of his influence with the lord of the

manor.—One hundred baths.—The Hebrew na

ia equivalent to the old ^erpTiTiJ!, the tenth part of a

Homer ; therefore for liquids, the same as the Ep-

hah for dry substances.—A hundred Kor, the

Hebrew 13 , according to Josephus, ^. /. 1 5. 9, 2=
10 ii4SLfj.vot, about ^ -fj of the Berlin bushel [Hi
English bush.]. See Winer, ad loc.

Vs. 7. Write fourscore.—By the just-mentioned

measure the steward has actually done all which in

so critical a case could have been expected from a

J)rudent man : for in the first place he makes good

his former dishonesty, although only out of selfish-

ness ; in the second place, he makes it possible to

give a con'ect account, so far as the leases are laid

before the lord and compared with his ledger, and

finally, in case the dreaded dismissal follows, never-

theless, he, by his kindness shown to the farmers,

purchases for himself a comfortable maintenance for

his old age. That he, after he had protected himself

in this way, really remained in his office (Baum-
garten-Crusius), the Saviour, it is true, does not say,

but He is as far from saying also that he was actually

removed (common view). This point, on the other

hand, remains entirely conjectural, since it does not

lie in the purpose of the Saviour to bring the narra-

tive in and of itself to an end, but only to commend
a very judicious course of refiection and mode of

dealing, in a critical moment, for imitation in a cer-

tain respect.

Vs. 8. And the lord commended the un-
just steward.—It is, of course, understood that

this lord was not the Lord Jesus (Erasmus), but the

rich lord in the parable, who had soon learned in what
way the olKov6fio! had helped himself out of the

trouble. We have here to place ourselves entirely on
the stand-point of worldly wisdom, and conceive the

matter thus : that his lord does not commend the

motive or the act of the steward in itself, but com-
mends the cleverness of his way of dealing, with

which he had, while there was yet time, diverted

from himself the threatening storm.

—

The unjust
iteward.—That this designation does not need ab-

solutely to be brought into connection with his last-

mentioned conduct, but may be referred as well to

bh earlier and now abandoned dishonesty, appears

from similar usage. Matt, xxvi. 6 ; comp. Luke vii.

87
Foi the obildren of this world.—There is

asUttle room to doubt that the Saviour desipis t«

have represented tie oIkov6ij.os as a child of th«

world, as that He means him for imitation merelj

and solely in respect of his prudence. The grounds

of the here-mentioned phenomenon are plam enough

to be seen, "because the means which prudence

manages are worldly, and are, therefore, foreign to

the aims of the children of light, and because pru-

dence belongs to the understandmg and theexp*

rience of the world, while the children of .ight live

in the Spirit." De Wette.—Ei's rriv yev. ehi/t.— that

is, when they come into contact with such as, like

themselves, are children of the present world. The

children of the world are, therefore, happily desig-

nated as yevfi, a family of similar characters. In

their mutual intercourse these are wont to go to

work with as well-considered plans as the Unjust

Steward, and in this respect commonly far surpass

the children of fight when these have intercourse

with one another or with others. Children of light

the disciples of the Saviour are named, being those

that are enlightened with the light of truth, _and are

accustomed to walk therein. Bee John lii 36 ; 1

Thess. V. 6 • Eph. v. 8. As to the rest, the expres-

sion yivA kamusv is not to be referred to both»

named classes of men (each_ in its own sphere), but

exclusively to the m'o! tov aXiivo^ Toinov, in contrast

with whom the Saviour, vs. 9, addresses His dis-

ciples.

Vs. 9. And I say unto you.—It is well known

mto what perplexity this precept has brought early

and later expositors,—a perplexity which went so far

that some have ventured the bold critical conjecture

of causing the Saviour, by the insertion of a single

little word, ou, to say ex.actly the opposite. What,

however. He means by the phrase : Make to your-

selves friends, is, if we only recollect the conduct

of the steward, intelhgible enough. The steward

had made the farmers subordinated to him, his

friends ; even so, the Saviour means, should one make

those who need help his friends, by bestowing on

them benefits with and out of the same money which

is so often acquired in an unrighteous manner and

applied to shameful purposes. It is entirely arbitrary

and against the spirit of the parable to understand

here (Ambrosius, Ewald, Meyer) angeh, who receive

the pious man into heaven. The Saviour, on the

other hand, represents the matter thus : that those

to whom benefits have been shown, precede their

benefactors to heaven, welcome them there, and thus

exalt their joy. That the form of this promise is

borrowed from the expression of the steward, vs. 4,

is, of course, obvious. By the everlasting taber

nacles, we may understand either heaven, or also

(Meyer), according to the analogy, 4 Esdras ii. 11,

the future Messianic kingdom, in which, however, we
meet with the difficulty that then all the </)iAoi whom
one has gained with the mammon of unrighteousnesH

are represented eo ipso as citizens of the Messianic

kingdom. [Doubtless our Lord does not mean that

any but such friends as do belong to His kingdom
are to receive us into the eternal abodes.—C. C. S.]

It is safest to understand, in general, a blessed local-

ity where one can abide, in opposition to an earthly

locality which one soon leaves.

Of the mammon of unrighteousness, ^k tou

liaixfi. T7)j aSi/r.
—

"En, the means by which one pro-

cures himself friends. Comp. Acts i. 18. The ap-

plication of the Mammon must have the consequence

indicated by Jesus. Respecting the Mammon, ««<

Lange on Matt. vi. 24.—Ma|U, rij! o8ik.—^Notbecauaa
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it is comcjonly acquired in an unlawful manner
(Enthym. Zigab.), or because it ia itself perishable
and delusive (Kuinoel, Wieseler), or because the dis-

ciples of the Saviour were in an unrighteous degree
very parsimonious therewith (Paulus); but m the
same sense in which before an oUov. ttis 45i/c!ai, vs.

8, was spoken of. The aSixla is the inherent charac-
ter of the Mammon, which is here represented as a
personal being, and called unrighteous because
money, as with the Steward, commonly becomes the
occasion and the means of an unrighteous course of
conduct; "the ethical character of its use is repre-
sented as cleaving to itself." Meyer.

When it fails.

—

"O-rav eK^dirri, so we believe
that we must read with Tischendorf.'on the authority
of A., B., X. The Recepta iicK'nrnTe has probably
arisen from the fact that by the mention of the
Everlasting Tabernacles it seemed almost a matter of
course to take the verb in the plural and to under-
stand it of departure from this earthly place of
abode. Therefore, also, the translation : cum defe-

eeritis, with the accompanying thought of dying.

With the reading defended by us, the sense becomes
much simpler, as the Saviour now speaks of the Mam-
mon t^s aSmlas: cum Mammon defecerit, yihen the
Mammon is exhausted. So did it fare with the Stew-

ard ; so might it fare sooner or later with every one
who places his confidence in his goods. We have,

therefore, not to understand exactly the moment
when Mammon leaves us in the lurch in death
(Wieseler), but the day when it comes to an end,

as with the Steward, vs. 4.

They may receive you, Se'laiyrai.—Not to

be taken impersonally (Starke), or to be referred ex-

clusively to God and Jesus (Schultz, Olshausen), and
quite as little (Grotius) to be understood as if the

ipiKoi recipientes were here the means of effecting

the reception into the o-KTjcal aiiivioi (efficiant, ut re-

cipiamini), which would necessarily lead either to

the doctrine of the meritoriousness of good works

or of the intercession of the saints ; but it is to be
understood of a reception on the part of the friends

acquired with our money, as joyful as that upon
which the Unjust Steward in the parable had supposed

himself entitled to reckon. -These friends are con-

ceived as already present in the everlasting aicrivai,

and as there coming to meet their benefactors, as it

were, at the entrance, with the purpose of admitting

them into their future abode (ei's). ^Kijwr, " sic ap-

pellantw propter securiiatem, ammnitatem et contu-

bernii tanquam honpiiii communicaii eommoditatem.

Nonadditur: sua, ut, vs. 4, domus suas, quia taher-

nacula sunt Dd.^' Bengel. Comp. John xiv. 2.

The expressions thus explained must, in conclu-

sion, be briefly vindicated from two perverted inter-

pretations. The first is the Pelagian, as if the Sa-

viour had meant to say that one might by beneficence,

from whatever motives, buy himself a place in heaven,

and that, therefore, those on whom benefits had been

bestowed opened to their benefactors the everlasting

tabernacles. For with the unrighteous mammon
one may indeed make himself friends, yet these

friends only receive their benefactors ; they can assure

them no place in the everlasting abodes, and to give

even this reception they have no right in themselves,

but only according to God's will, if their benefactors

have entered the way of faith and conversion, and

this faith has borne fruits of love. [If Christ Himself

could give no place of honor in His kingdom, except

according to His Father's will, much less may the

saints assign any place whatever therein, except

as God may will. Nevertheless, the truly beuefi
cent use of wealth is a powerful means of grace, scai

so of salvation ; and this our Saviour doubtlesi
means to teach.—C. C. S.] We find thus no other
moral here than Matt. xxv. 34—40. And as respecti

the other interpretation, the Ebionitie coloring which
has been found in this parable, the Tubingen
school has, it is true, imagined itself to find in tha

fiafifuavas ttjs dSiKias a new proof for its darling

theme, that the Gospel of Luke vindicates an Ebioni-

tie contempt of riches and favoring of poverty (set

ScBWEGLER, I. c. ii. p. 59) ; but it strikes the eye at

once that the Saviour so designates not the use and
possession of earthly good in itself, as the source of

unrighteousness, but only its prevalent misuse. If

an Ebionitie spirit had here prevailed, we doubt very

much whether Luke would have put in the Saviour's

mouth an admonition also to faithful administration

of earthly treasures, and the assurance that thi"

stands in connection with the eternal destiny of men
Had the Saviour really thought that earthly good, in

and of itself, is something to be reprobated. He
would at all events have withheld the admonition, vs.

9. Among the weapons which an impartial criti-

cism has to avail itself of for the controverting of

the Ebionitie interpretation of Luke xvi. 19-31, vss.

1-9 certainly do not occupy the least important

place.

As respects, moreover, our interpretation of the

parable itself, it offers, as we think, undeniable ad-

vantages ;—it removes many otherwise obvious dif-

ficulties. In the first place, it sees in the Steward

even greater prudence than those who assume that

he sought nothing more than to secure betimes a

good support; according to us, his piece hit the

mark on two sides. Secondly, on this interpretation,

the Saviour's address is far more adapted for the

two classes of His hearers ; for the pubhcans now
hear the making good of previous dishonesty com
mended as a work of true wisdom and prudence,

while the avaricious Pharisees are shamed by the

portraiture of a man who, although in no respect

holy, yet stands far above them. In the third place,

the objection is thus immediately set aside, which

even the emperor Julian and others afterwards have,

on the strength of this teaching, brought up against the

character of our Lord, as if Christ had, at least to a

certain extent, advocated the Jesuitical principle,

that the end sanctifies the means. For although it

is a thousand times repeated, that it is not the

measure taken by the Steward in itself, but only his

prudence in laying hold of a measure (in itself evil),

which is proposed to the children of light for imita-

tion, yet even in this there will something offensive

remain as long as (common view) it is asserted that

the Steward made good his former dishonesty by a

new trick, and not (as we believe) by the com-

pensation of the damage. How would it then be ex-

plicable, that even the Pharisees find in this no oc-

casion for a new imputation ? But if we assume, on

the other hand, that the Steward out of self-interest

abandoned his former crooked ways, we must, it is

true, suppose that he acted only as a genuine child

of the world (for of self-humiliation or confession of

sin we read nothing) ; but then we can at all eventi

comprehend that not only from his craftiness, but

also from his mode of dealing itself, a weighty lesson

was to be deduced for the publicans; for in how

many respects cou d the Steward thus serve them aa

an example, by that which he had done from a

purely worldly point of view ! Finally, we leam on
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only this interpretation to understand the full force

of the declarations, vse. 10-13.

Vs. 10. He that is faithful in the least.—
[t is as if the Saviour foresaw the objection, that He
put too high a value on the faithful application and
administration of so worthless and superficial a good
as earthly good. To cut off this objection, He ad-

duces a general principle, which He in the following

Terse immediately applies. It is impossible at the

same time to be really faithful in the greater things,

and to be unfaithful in the lesser things. For true

faithfulness has its ground not in the greatness of

the matter in which it is displayed, but in the con-

scientious feeling of duty of him that exercises it.

He therefore that lacks it in the lesser, will not show
it even in weightier relations ; he to whom it is

really a pleasure to be faithful, such an one will ac-

count nothing, whether great or small, trifling or un-

worthy of his attention. Comp. Sirach v. 18. "All
faithfulness in great tilings, without being accom-
panied with faithfulness in lesser things, is only a
semblance ; all micrology, which in straining at

gnats can swallow camels; such is indeed no true

heart-faithfulness. Consequently also the reverse

;

whoever will abide or become faithful in that which
is great, let him be so principally and continually in

the little circumstances which continually come up in

the details that are everywhere occurrent ; here is an
indissoluble connection." Stier.

Vs. 11. If therefore ye What the faithfulness

is which the Saviour in the application of the &SiKos

tiaixuoivus requires (see vs. 9), has appeared from the
parable itself It is exhibited when one, obedient to

the precept of our Lord, makes friends with it, who
receive us into the everlasting tabernacles. If His
disciples were wanting in this faithfulness, if they
were, in other words, like the Unjust Steward in his
former dishonest course, but not in the prudence
with which he, while there was yet time, made good
again the evil he had committed, who should entrust
to them the higher good, the true good ? To kkri^ivav
is here a general designation of the benefits of the
Spirit of truth and light, which in the Messianic
kirgdom are attainable for every one ; benefits
whose administration was first of all entrusted to the
apostles, but then also to every believer in his sphere.
They are called here by antithesis the true, because
they are not, like the Unrighteous Mammon, untrust-
worthy and deceitful, but fully deserve the name of
genuine and true good, whereby the highest ideal is

realized. Comp. John i. 9 ; Heb. ix. 24.
Vs. 12. And if ye have not been faithful in

that which is another man's A repetition of
the same thought, only in another form. The
Mammon is here called the iiKKorpiav, since it is not
the property of man, who can only be the oiVoi/ofios

of earthly treasures, but belongs to the paramount
owner, who can at any moment demand it back.
Money, as such, has then only a relative worth, and
the a.\\6Tpiov is entirely equivalent to the ixixicTov,
vs. 11. In opposition to this stand the spiritual
benefits which the Saviour, with reference to His
disciples, calls rh vixi-r^pov, because they, once at-

tained through faith, are destined in time and eternity
to.constitute their inalienable property. " That which
belongs to your true nature, which was your own
originally (in the Creator's purpose), and shall in the
ademption again become yours." Von Meyer. In
this sense, the Mammon can never be called our
property, because it with every generation changes
owners, and often unexpectedly takes to itself wings.

Vs. 13. No servant.—Comp. Matt. vi. 24 anc

Lanoe, ad he. A proverbial expression like thil

the Saviour could properly use repentedly ; and hert

also there is a psychological connection plain be-

tween this utterance and what precedes. Whoeyer
was not faithful in the least, and did not ajjply the

kWuTfiiov to the purpose stated in vs. 9, showeJ

thereby that he was yet a wretched slave of Mammon,
and by that very fact could not po.ssibly be a servani

of God, who will have us use money in His service,

and thereby promote our reception into the ever-

lasting tabernacles. It is precisely this service of

Mammon which stands most in the way of its truo

me, that use which redounds to the glory of God.
If perchance one of the Saviour's hearers had in

wardly thought that it was, for all this, possible to be in

truth His disciple, even though one did not so literally

follow His doctrine given in the foregoing parable,

He here declares the union of that which is essentially

incompatible to be impossible. It is obvious that

the faithfulness praised in vss. 10-13, is at once the

be.«t manifestation of the prudence to which He, vss.

1-9, has admonished His hearers, and that therefore

the whole instruction deserves the name of a well-

rounded whole.

DOCTBIITAI- AND ETHICAL.

1. If theparable of the Unjust Steward, considered
entirely by itself, has been a Ai'Sos irpo(rK6nix.aTos for

many interpreters, it is rightly considered, taken in

its true historical connection, as one of the most
striking examples of the elevated didactic wisdom
of our Lord. This appears particularly if we consider
that this instruction also was given in the presence
of Judas, who carried the purse, and for whom in

particular the admonition iv aWoT/iiai was of high
importance. Indirect, yet intelligible enough, are the
threatening and warning which he here hears, that
persistence in the way of dishonesty must end with the
utter loss of the apostleship, nay of his own soul. At
the same lime it deserves consideration, how re-

markably adapted this whole delineation was for the
case of the pubhcans and sinners, whom the Saviour
had by the three previous parables been encouraging,
and whom He now by this wished to lead to sanctil-

cation. Where He takes them under His protection.

He is gentle in His consolations, but where He ad-
monishes them, strict in His requirements. He
shows, as it were, to the lost but now recovered sions

of the house, how the father, it is true, at their return
gives a feast, but how they now also, after having
been refreshed and strengthened at the table, must
return to an immediate and faithful fulfilment of the
obligations imposed upon them. If they formerly
had been only hirelings of the Romans, the Saviour
will now have them consider themselves as stewards
of God, to administer faithfully in their earthlv
treasure, Bis property. That He places before them
an unrighteous steward as a model for imitation, can,
after all that we have said, appear a matter of offence
only if we, in opposition to the Saviour's intention,
press the comparison beyond the iertium com-
parationis. The parable is in this respect entirely
equivalent to that of the Importunate Friend, ch. xi.

5, and that of the Unjust Judge, ch. xviii. 1, and
this also belongs to the SingUaria Jmcce, that with
Him alone a triad of parables appears, in which the
cum grano salts more than elsewhere must be ken
in mind, if one will not fall into absurdity.
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2. The penelrating light which iUuminea the
darkness of the whole parable, is to be found in the
remark, vs. 8: "The children of this world," &c.
It is visibly the Saviour's intention that His disciples
Bhall learn something of the children of the world,
which for the most part is altogether too much lack-
ing to them ; and in fact this parable affords rich
matter for antitheses which are very shaming for
the children of light. The Steward, type of a genuine
child of the world, does not for an instant conceal
from himself the greatness of the danger threatening
him. Without delay he thinks upon means and
ways to assure to himself his future lot. The means
that appear unsuitable he rejects, in order at once to

consider better ones. He is inventive, and knows
with great distinctness what he desires, namely, to

gain his daily support in an easy and secure way.
He does not stop with projects and plans, but all

that he has resolved he carries out upon the spot, and
chooses, in speaking and dealing, the form which
promises the richest fruits for liis own advantage.

He so disposes himself that he in any case will be
protected, whether he remain yet longer steward or

not. What a distinction between the sluggislmess,

irresolution, want of tact, &c., shown by so many
better-minded persons, who have infinitely higher

interests to lay to heart ! However, it scarcely needs
an explanation that the Saviour here speaks of children

of light, not in the ideal but in the empirical sense, and
that the censure herein indirectly expressed, is ap-

plicable, as a rule, mote to His incipient, than to His
established, disciples.

3. It is a striking proof of the practical tendency

of the Evangelical morality, that the Saviour has

regarded the use and possession of earthly riches as

a subject of sufficient weight to be particularly

handled by Him in a triad of parables (ch. xii. 15-

21 ; xvi. 1-9 ; xvi. 19-31), not to reckon in a

number of hints upon this, occurring here and there

in His discourses. So much immediately appears

from the comparison of the different passages : the

Saviour does not disapprove the possession of

wealth in itself, and is far from the one-sided spirit-

ualism which denies the temporal, as such, almost

any worth. But earnestly does He warn, and re-

peatedly does He draw attention to the truth, how
greatly covetousness, no less than ambition and sen-

suahty, renders difficult and hinders entrance into the

kingdom of (lod. He does not repel the rich from

Him, any more than He pronounces the poor blessed

for the sake of their poverty, but only insists that

earthly good, in comparison with something higher

and better, should be viewed as the fkix''^'^'"' ^'i''

a\\6Tptoi>. Compare the beautiful homily of Basil,

C07dra ditescenten. As to the rest, it is not capable

of proof that in the apostolic writings, e. g. 1 Tim.

vi., James v., and elsewhere, we find a view oi earthly

riches different from that in the teachingt of the

Saviour Himself.

4. The parity of the faithfulness which the

Saviour demands of His disciples is not in the least

injured by the fact that He points them to the

reward which is connected with the exercise of

general philanthropy. The gospel is as far from

favoring an impure craving for reward, as from the

perhaps very philosophical, but certainly very uu-

psychologioal, . hypothesis, that man must practise

virtue purely for virtue's sake. Only as a stimulus,

not as a motive of action, does He propose that which

Ic re may hope is a gracious recompense in the future

hfe, and thus the prospect which He here opens tc

the penitent publicans, is essentially no other thai

that which He, e. g.. Matt. x. 41, 42, held up before

His faithful apostles. Besides this, there exists also

a natural connection between love and blessedness

in the future world, which must by no means bi

overlooked. The thought of the eternal love of

heavenly spirits, into whose_ fellowship we hope to

enter, has also more attractions for the loving than
for the selfish heart ; and whoever really makes him-

self friends of the Unrighteous Mammon, shows
thereby that he finds his highest joy, not in the attain-

ment of selfish purposes, but in the happiness of

others. Taking all this together, we should hardly

be able to contradict Luther when he says on the

following parable :
" It is not works that win to us

Heaven, but Christ bestows eternal blessedness out

of grace, on those who beheve and have proved
their faith in works of love and right use of earthly

good ; since now all this is not the case with the rich

man, faith was lacking to him, and the whole para-

ble, cb. xvi, 19-31, is therefore directed against un-

belief, in order to warn against it by its terrible con-

sequences." Here also the sayuig of the old father

holds good : Amicce sunt scripiurarum lites^ and the

evangelical doctrines of grace and of reward con
tradict one another in no respect. It was, therefore, a

miserable error, when they woulo in any way draw
from this parable the conclusion, that one need only

apply property gained in an unrighteous manner to

beneficent and pious purposes, in order thereby to

see one's guilt removed, and that one, by a pious

foundation at the approach of death, could buy his

salvation. Upon this error, which crept very early

into the Christian Church, there deserves to be com-

pared AnoosT. Horn. 113, Opera v. pp. 396-398.

5. Upon nothing does the Saviour insist with

more right, than unity and harmony in the inner life

of His people. True prudence is inconceivable, if

genuine faithfulness is lacking, but on the other hand

genuine faithfulness is also inconceivable, if inward

discord and division yet dwell in the soul. If the

will of two masters is hostile to one another, obedience

to one must necessarily lead to unfaithfulness towards

the other. To Mammon also the admonition of the

Apostle is especially applicable, 1 John v. 21, When
he who should serve rules, he who should command
soon becomes a slave. There is scarcely a sin which

so shrewdly and obstinately disputes with God the

first place in the heart, as love to temporal good.

Comp. the admirable discourse of Adolph Monod,

Vami de Cargent, found m the second part of his

"Sermons."
6. Whoever has comprehended in its whole depth

the requirement of faithfulness in that which is least,

which the Saviour places first with so much emphasis,

has at the same time comprehended the hard and

easy side of the Christian hfe, the simplicity and the

infiniteness of the requirement of Christian perfection.

The requirement of faithfulness in that which is

least, is essentially no other than the requirement to

be perfect with the Lord our God. Deut. xviil 13;

Ps. U. 6.

1. The right use of earthly treasures, as it is here

commanded, leads of itself to the Christian com-

munism, whose ideal we see reaUzed most beautifully

in the first Christian church. Acts iv. 32 ; v. 4. The

distinction between this free manifestation of benev-

olence and the communistic fantasies of our century

is as great as that between selfishness and love.
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HOMrLETIOAL AND PEAOTICAL.

God, the Paramount Owner even of earthly

treasure.—Man is called on earth to be the steward

of God. As such he is : 1. Placed in a dependent

position ; 2, pledged to conscientious faithfulness ; 8.

to the rendering of a complete account.—"Give ac-

count of thy stewardship^' (very excellent text for

sermon at the close of the year) : 1. Account of the

blessings recen ed, children of prosperity ! 2. account

of the fruit of trial, members of the school of suf-

fering ! 3. account of the time measured out to you,

sous of mortality ! 4. account of the message of

salvation received, ye that are shined upon by that

light which is most cheering!— Against God's stew-

ards on earth there are severe accusations preferred,

and He who hears them all, will examine them all

carefully to the very last one.—Life, a time of grace

which precedes the day of reckoning : it is, 1. Short

;

2. uncertain ; 3. decisive.
—" What shall I do ? " the

question : 1. Of painful uncertainty ; 2. of well-con-

sidered reflection.—He who cannot dig, must not be

ashamed to appear as a beggar before God.—" How
much owest thou to my lord ? " a fitting question also

for the minister of the word to address to every

member of his congregation individually.
—

" If the

falsifying of human bonds is evil, how much more
the presumptuous falsifying of God's written word !"

—

Not all have an equally great debt to account for to

the heavenly Owner.—Prudent people are praised by
their like.—Be wise as serpents and harmless as

doves.—The phenomenon that the children of the

world not seldom excel the children of light in

prudence : 1. A continually recurring ; 2. a seemingly

surprising; 3. a fully explicable ; 4. a justly shaming;
6. a powerfully awakening, phenomenon.—What the

Christian can learn from the child of the world;

compare : 1. The carefulness of the child of the

world over against the carelessness of the children

of light :
" What shall I do ? " 2. the clear rec-

ognizing of danger by tlie one, over against the

self-deceiving of the others : "My lord taketh away
the stewardship from me ; " 3. the inventiveness in

the choice of remedies with the one over against the

spiritual sluggishness of the others ; 4. the resolute-

ness and versatility of the Steward over against the

continual loitering and procrastination of so many
Christians.

—" The children of this world are wiser,"

&c. ; 1. This is so ; 2. but it must be made different.

—

Earthly treasure, well apphed, is a means to heighten
the joy of heaven.—With gold we can buy no place

in heaven, but we may prepare ourselves a good re-

ception in the heaven already open to faith.—Even
when earthly treasure fails, the rents of it may be
saved.—Faithfulness in that which is great and in

that which is small inseparably coupled.—The in-

finite excellence of heavenly treasure above earthly

:

1. The earthly small, the hea\enly great; 2. the
earthly illusive, the heavenly genuine ; 3. the earthly

another man's capital, the heavenly an inaUenable
property of the disciples of the Lord.—Faithfulness

in the earthly and zeal for the heavenly calling most
intimately united in the Christian.—The indispensable

necessity of unity in principle and action.—" H ow long
halt ye between two opinions V" 1 Kings xviii. 21.

—

The intimate connection of the various requirements
»f the Lord : 1. No true prudence without faithful-

ness ; 2. no faithfulness without steadfastness in

resolve; 3. no steadfastness in resolve without
eecrifici? ; 4. no sacrifice without rich compensation.

Stakke :—QtJESNEL :—If wo do not apply th«

gifts of God to His honor, to our neighbor's good,

and to our own necessity, this is the same as to

destroy and dissipate them. — Beentids : — The

heathen held it unjust to condemn any one when hi?

cause was unheard ; much less should that be done ir.

Christendom.—J. Hall:—Let no one deal wifh

entrusted goods as his own property.—The great daj

of reckoning and examination impends over everj

one, 2 Cor. v. 10.

—

Nova Bibl. Tub.

:

—Upon unfaith

fulness there follows inevitable punishment, deposi.

tion, and condemnation.—Laziness and pride are the

two evil sources of the so-common craftiness.— One

is oft ashamed when he should not be ashamed and

on the other hand, he is often not ashamed, when he

ought to be ashamed before God.—There is a sad

fact even in the Christian world,—the most of

worldly people are wise enough to do evil, but how
to do good they will not learn.—For ungodly men it

is not enough that they sin for themselves, but they

draw others also into their sinful net.—What one owes

the lord belongs not to the servant.

—

Canstein :—It

would not be easy for one child of the world to ask

any evil of another, that the latter would not be

ready to do.—One may praise even In a bad man
what is good in him.

—

Brentius :—-A broad fertile in-

telUgence is a precious gift of God, and so far

laudable.—ZEisirs ;—Be wise to that which is good,

and simple concerning evil, Rom. xvi. 19 ; 1 Cor. xiv.

20.—The children of light have indeed the light in

them, but. they have also their natural darkness,

which makes them slothful.—J. Hall :—Whoever
does good soweth to the Spirit, Gal. vi. 8.

—

Canstein :

—Whoever will do good, must do it especially to those

who will come into the eternal tabernacles, and are

therefore true members of Christ.—Let no one say

:

I can do with mine what I will, 1 Cor. iv. 1—God all

or nothing.

Heobner :—The man who does wrong has always

his accuser before God.—Without rehgion, riches are

a very ruinous instrument.—Three things make death

frightful to the earthly-minded : their evil conscience,

the Divine judgment, and the loss of everything

earthly. — Earnest consideration always finds a

way.—Heavenly blessedness is the true, the eternal

property.

The Pericope.—Heubner :—The Christian ordei

of salvation: 1. Repentance for our stewardship

(vss. 1-3); 2. belief in God's judgment (vss. 3-4); 3

sanctification—holy use of all (vss. 5-9).—The eames;
reminders which Christianity gives the rich man.

—

The threefold prudence : 1. Of the lord of the manor
2. of the steward ; 3. of the Christian.—The obscu-

rities or apparent difiBculties in the parable of the

Unjust Steward.—Lisco:—Of the prudence of the

citizens of the kingdom.

—

Aendt :—Wisdom unto the

kingdom of God.

—

Zimmermann :—The children of

the world, our teachers in this, that they : 1. Consider
the future ; 2. use the pasi ; 3. control the present.

—

The Christian a servant of God, a lord over Mammon.
—F. W. KRUMMiCHER :—A sermon in the Sabbath-
Glocke, i. pp. 140-151

—

Ahlfeld :— 1. What in the

Unjust Steward have we to shun ? 2. what to learn

from him ?

—

Couard :—What belongs to Christian

prudence, in the care for our everlasting salvation ?

—

Rautenberg :—How do we secure to ourselves a re«

ception into th<! everlasting tabernacles ?

—

Tholtick :

—What is true of a faithful steward ?

—

.Wolf :—The
Unjust Steward about to pass the border of his

earthly fortune.—Our refuge when we fail.

—

Stein-
BOFER :—The connection of prudence and faithfulnesi
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In a steward of God; there is a character: 1. Where
I here is neither prudence nor faithfulness; 2. where
there is prudence without faithfulness; 3. where
there la faithfulness without prudence; i. where

prudence and failiifulness are united.

—

Buks :—Tl i

great faithfuh.ess of God, even with man's gre t

unfaithfulness. — Fiokey : — The prudence «f * i

steward in the kuigdom of God, ts. 8.

5. The Parable of Lazarus and the Rich Man (Vss. 14-31).

]t -, f-^'^.*®
Pharisees also, who were covetous, heard all these things: and they de

15 nded [e^c/xuKTr/pi^ov] him. And he said unto them. Ye are thev which justify your
selves before men

;
but God knoweth your hearts : for that which is highly esteemed

16 [lolty, v<Pt]Xov] among men is abomination in the sight of God. The law and the pro-
phets were until John

: since that time the kingdom of God is preached, and every man
17 presseth into it. And it is easier for heaven and earth to pass [away], than [for] ona
18 tittle of the law to fail [fall]. Whosoever putteth away his wife, and marrieth another,

committeth adultery : and whosoever [he that''] marrieth her that is put away fl-om her
husband committeth adultery.

19 There was a certain rich man, which was clothed [and he was wont to array him-
20 self] in purple and fine linen, and fared sumptuously every day : And there was a cer-
21 tain beggar named Lazarus, which' was laid at his gate, full of sores, And desiring to

be fed with the crumbs which fell from the rich man's table : moreover [nay, even] the
22 dogs came and licked his sores. And it came to pass, that the beggar died, and was

carried by the angels into Abraham's bosom : the rich man also died, and was buried
23 [entombed]

;
And in hell [hades] he lifted up his eyes, being in torments, and seeth

24 Abraham afar off, and Lazarus in his bosom. And he cried and said, Father Abraham,
have mercy on me, and send Lazarus, that he may dip the tip of his finger in water,

25 and cool my tongue ; for I am tormented in this iiame. But Abraham said, Son, re-

member that thou in thy lifetime receivedst thy good things, and likewise Lazarus evil

26 things: but now he is [here*] comforted, and thou art tormented. And beside all this,

between us and you there is a great gulf [chasm] fixed : so that tliey wliich would pass

from hence to you cannot; neither can they pass to us, that would come from thence.

27 Then he said, I pray thee therefore, father, that thou wouldest send him to my father's

28 house : For I have five brethren ; that he may testify unto them, lest they also come
29 into this place of torment. Abraham saith unto him, They have Moses and the pro-

30 phets; let them hear them. And he said, Nay, father Abraham: but if one went
31 [should go] unto them from the dead, they will repent. And he said unto him. If they

hear not Moses and the prophets, neither will they be persuaded [or, won over, V. 0.],

though one rose from the dead.

[1 Vs. 16.—Eis auTTji' Pid^eToi. Van Oosterzee translates this ; iJiut Gewalt davHdery "uses violence against ifc." Pol
Ms vindication of this rendeiing, see Exegetical and Critical remarks.—C. C. S.]

^ Vs. 18.—The second ira? of tlie Recepia is merely a mechanical repetition of the first, and therefore properly omitted
by Grieshach, Lachmann, Tischendorf, [Meyer, 'riegelles.]

* Vs. 20.—The words ot the Recepta, %v . , . o?, are wanting in B., D., [Cod. Sin.,] L., X., and on this ground were
already suspected by Griesbach and Lachinann. With IHschendorf [Tregelles] we believe we should omit them and give

the preference to the shorter reading. [Meyer contends for the Recepta.—C C. S.]

* Vs. 25.—*iMe, which is wanting in the Reccptaj is supported by a preponderance of external authority. [All tho
Uacials.]

Vs. 15. Ye are they.—An expression almost

like the well-kno>vn one of the prophet Nathan,

2 Sam. xii. 7: "Thou art the man!"— Justify
yourselves.—Comp. Luke xi. 39 keq. and oh. xviii.

10, where the image of a Pharisee is delineated who
will justify himself even in the eyes of God.—But
God knoweth your hearts.—Comp. 1 Sam. xvi. 1 ;

Ps. vii. 10.

For xrhat is lofty.—The Saviour, of course,

speaks not of that which actually in a moral respect

stands high and may stand high, but only that which

in men's eyes is prominent above other things, of

which is high (car i^w.—^^i\vy^La, in general, a

thing which in the eyes of the holy God is abborrenl

and danmable ; in a special sense, also, impurity

EXEQETICAI/ AKB CBITICAL.

Vs. 14. Derided Him, i^eiivxriipiCov [lit., turned

up the nose at], 2 Sam. xix. 21 ; Ps. ii. 4. An un-

equivocal, and at the same time hateful, token of

deep contempt, whose cause is easy to give, espe-

cially in this case. The rich Pharisees looked down
on the poor Nazarene with contempt, as if they

would say : " Tou have spoken very trippingly about

the use or misuse of riches, but we have no mind

whatever to trouble ourselves about your counse.
."

The answer of the Saviour, vs. 15, gives us to see

how He views this hypocritical pride as the deepest

source cf this contempt.
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which waa often connected with idolatry ; therefore

rh ;33eAu7Ma Tfjt cpri/j-^crea,^, Matt. xxir. 15 ;
Mark

xiii. 14, and the union of /SSeAuy/in and \f/evSos, Rev.

ixi. 27. Here the word is chosen with the more

striking force, because the Pharisees considered

SiemselTes as very especial favorites of God.

Vs. 16. The law and the prophets.—Even

from old time the expositors of vss. 16-18 have been

divided into two classes. Some give up all connec-

tion ; so, e. g., De Wette :
" Vss. 16-18 stand isolated

;

every attempt made to demonstrate a connection has

been a failure." Among the Dutch theologians, Van
Der Palm beheved that Luke, before beginning on a

new page a new parable, in order to make use of the

yet vacant space of his almost fully occupied former

leaf, noted down some disconnected sayings of the

Lord, without any historical connection. Others, on

the other hand, have, with more or less success,

sought to state the connection, as well of these

sayings with the rebuke in vs. 15, as also with

the parable, vss. 19-31. According to Stier, e. ff.,

" AU the single sayings fit exactly into most intimate

unity." According to Meyer, the actual centre

of gravity falls upon vs. 17, while vs. 16 is merely

introductory, and vs. 18 is an example which is in-

tended to explain more particularly the previous

declaration of the continuing validity of the law.

According to Lange, L. J., iii. p. 464, the Saviour

will give the Pharisees to feel that their time is over,

and that without their own notice a new period has

dawned. The whole exposition of the latter deserves

to be compared in its connection. Even the very

great diversity of these attempts proves how difficult

the question itself is. We, for our part, are acquainted

with no statement of the course of thought of these

three verses, whose simphcity and naturalness satis-

fy us in every respect, and we therefore regard it as

easier to explain each of these three verses for itself

than to state in a satisfactory manner how they are

connected with one another, and why the Saviour on
this occasion held up precisely these recollections

before the avaricious Pharisees.

Were until John.—Not ^o-af is to be supplied

(Ewald, De Wette), but iKTjpvtrtroi/ro, or something
of the kind. In any case, the Saviour will intimate,

not that the Old Testament Dispensation was now
abrogated (Olshausen), but that the Old Testament
up to John constitutes a whole fully complete within

itself, which, as the period of preparation, now gives

place to the word of fulfilment—the preaching of the
kingdom of God.

And every man presseth into it, or, Every
man useth violence against it.—Comp. Matt. xi.

12, 18. We cannot agree with the common view
that here the impulse of enthusiastic interest and the
knpetuous longing to press into the kingdom of God
is indicated. The connection, vss. 14, 15, appears
to lead us ratlier to the thought that it is here a
hostile assault that is spoken of, in which the inward
malice of the heart reveals itself. In view of the
augmenting opposition which the Saviour found in
Israel, He could hardly have meant to say that so
general an eagerness for entrance into His kingdom
existed. But especially does the necessity of an
explanation in an unfavorable sense strike the mind
when we compare the parallel passage in Matthew in

its whole connection. The ^laarai, the powerful of
the earth, were in Jesus' days, at all events, not in
fact very much devoted to the cause of the kingdom
of God, comp. Matt. xi. 16-19 ; Luke vii. 29, 30,
»nd what ground could the Saviour have had to

speak here of an impulse of heart on the part of

many, which, at all events, was wanting to the PUap

isees ? By our explanation, on the other hand, ii

is, perhaps possible to show some connection with.

vs. 14. The Saviour will then say: How hostilelj

soever ye are disposed towards a kingdom of God,

which (vs. 16) was announced by the law and the

prophets, yet the law's demands and threatening*

hold continually good (vs. 17) in undiminished force

(an example, vs. 1 8), and ye will, therefore, not escape

the judgment of the God who knows your hearts,

vs. 15. [I cannot accede to the author's view of

til is passage In the first place, his arguments

drawn from the connection do not appear to have

great weight, for the original connection is evidently

that given in the parallel passage. Matt. xi. IB.

Then his identification of the 0io<rrai in Matt. xi. 12

with the powerful of the earth, who were opposed to

Christ, is quite gratuitous. Persecution against the

kingdom of God, to any considerable extent, be-

tween the first preaching of John and the period

here mentioned, there had not been ; while there had

been from that period on, a widespread and enthu-

siastic pressing forward to hear the preaching con-

cerning the kingdom of God, and, on the part of

many, a pressing into it. The " every man" of Luke,

besides that it is hardly so exact as the terms used

by Matthew, need no more be taken with absolute

literalness than Paul's mention of the Gospel aa

being preached "to every creature under heaven."

Besides, the whole complexion of both passages

shows that, although our Lord, as Alford remarks,

here contrasts the actual existence of the kingdom
of heaven, as a present and powerful fact, with the

bare prophesying of it by John and the prophets,

yet He is aware how much that is ill-considered and
external there is in this present enthusiasm. Nor do

I see any reason why the Presents apTrd^uvcnv and

/Sictfcrai, in Matthew and Luke, may not have the

tentative sense so frequently found in the Present

and Imperfect, and be nearly equivalent to " essay

to press into it," or " with vehement exertion to

appropriate it," with the impUcation that the future

will show how far this eagerness will accomplish its

end.—C. C. S.]

Vs. 17. And it is easier Comp. Matt. v.

18-20, and Lanoe, ad loc. The Saviour, it is true,

teaches here no external validity of the law; for,

according to his own teaching, heaven and earth will

one day pass away. Matt. xxiv. 35, but till the dawn
of the new economy the moral obligation of the law

remains in inviolable force. " In the world of perfec-

tion there is no longer need of a law, since every

one purposes the right to himself. As, therefore, for

God there is no law, so is there also for the perfected

world no law. For, like God, so is also tins a law
unto itself"

Vs. 1 8. Whosoever putteth away his wife.—
According to the most, a special example by which
the principle expressed in vs. 17 is further estab-

lished. The singularity of this example misled Olshau-

sen to the curious view that here we have to under-

stand spiritual idolatry of the Pharisees, who honored
Mammon more than Jehovah, and has brought Stier

to the conjecture that here there is an uidirect allu

sion to the scandal which Herod had given, Mark
vi. 18. Possibly it is tiue, but, in our apprehension
at least, not probable. Is it not much simpler to

assume that Luke, who nowhere else in his gospel
has a place to take in the doctrine of the Saviour
respecting the inviolableness of marriage (comp
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Matt. xix. 3-12), here, on the mention of the invio-
lablenesa of the law, without observing the original
historical connection, adds the statement of a par-
ticular from which it may appear how strictly the
Saviour regarded its moral precepts? In a more
complete form we find this precept respecting mar-
riage and divorce noted down. Matt. v. 31, 32. But
if our Lord really uttered this the second time on
this occasion, we may then confidently suppose that
He paused in His discourse a moment or so before
He proceeded to deliver the parable of Lazarus and
the Rich Man.

Oeneral Remarks on the parable of the Rich Man
ind Lazai-us.—Manifestly this parable was uttered
ay reason of that which took place vss. 14, 15, with
I look at the Pharisees. It stands in this place very
.jongruously, for it has the unmistakable purpose of
teaching these people to see of how little value it is

to show one's self pious before men when one is

reprobate before God ; to give them to feel the base-

ness of an unloving temper, of which they had
already made themselves guilty in their judgment of

the publicans, ch. xv. 2 ; but especially to draw their

atteution to the terrible consequences of the misuse
of earthly good, to which their hearts clave so closely.

The intention of the parable, therefore, is not to give

a special instruction about future re .ribution—al-

though we thankfully accept the rays of light that

fall upon this also, yet it is immediately obvious that

the whole parable is veiled in the costume of the

Jewish eschatology—but to proclaim the great truth,

that if one neglects the appUcation of wealth to bene-

ficent purposes, this becomes the source of eternal

calamity. So far, this parable is the obverse of the

foregoing, and stands in a natural connection with it.

Whoever, like the Steward, makes himself friends

of the unrighteous Mammon, is received into the

eternal tabernacles ; whoever, out of pride and selfish-

ness, does not expend his treasure to this end, is

appointed to everlasting torment

!

In particular, the first part of the parable, vss.

19-26, has this definite purpose, while vss. 27-31

must be regarded more as an appendix, which in a

parabolical form occupies the place of an application

of the whole dehneation. In this representation,

also, some (De Wette, Strauss, the Tubingen school)

have been disposed to see a proof that the Saviour

found in earthly riches something to be reprobated,

and in poverty itself something meritorious, and have

appealed for the truth of this to the fact that here

there is no more mention of the moral demerit of the

rich man than of the piety of the poor man, and that

Abraham only refers to the different lot of the

two here below (vs. 25), which is now reversed.

Tet the onesidedness and superficiality of this infer-

ence is obvious of itself. Faults of the rich man in

act, definite examples of his want of love, it is true,

do not appear in the parable
;
yet from this very fact

appears the beauty of the representation, tiie deep

earnestness of the moral: not the good which the

rich man does, but the good which he omits, is sufii-

oient to condemn him before God. Could the

Saviour make His teaching, vs. 9, more impressive

than by a representation which shows how a man

who omitted this, and gave ear not to love but to

selfishness, became everiastingly unhappy ? In order

to be banished into eternal torment, it was not

even necessary that one should have maltreated

a poor Lazarus upon earth ; even those who allowed

nim to pine helplessly away and left him to the care

of the dogs would have to give a heavy teekonmg of

it! Just such an apparently blameless gormandizei
was the one to be held up as a mirror to the Phari
sees who appeared pious before men ; in the rich

man too there was nothing, so the common opinion

was, to blame, and yet—he came to the place of

torment. Besides, there are not wanting indirect

proofs of the moral condemnableness of the rich

man ; in Gehenna he still desires bodily refreshment

;

he repeatedly imagines himself capable of directing

Lazarus, as if the latter were in his service ; nay, in

the entreaty that one might go from the dead to hi*

brothers (vs. 30), there is implied the indirect con-

fession that he himself had not been converted. As
respects Lazarus now, he is in this delineation no<

the chief but a subordinate character, who appears

more as suffering than as acting. But hardly would
the Saviour have represented him as carried by the

angels into Abraham's bosom if he could have shown
to his ancestor no other letter of recommendation
than his former poverty. And have we here Uberty

so entirely to overlook the high significance which
is implied in his humble silence ?

It is, finally, entirely unnecessary, with some ex-

positors, to assume that the Saviour here wished t<

give a true history of a living or deceased man.
Even if it is true, according to tradition, that at that

time there had been a well-known beggar at Jeru-

salem who bore the name of Lazarus, yet it ia

entirely accidental that the poor man in the parable

had the same name with him. The conjecture, in-

deed, is obvious that the Saviour in naming him so

was thinking especially of His but just deceased

friend at Bethany, whither His own journey was now
directed; but this does not admit of proof. But
least of all have we here to find allusion to Annas,

with his five sons and his son-in-law, Caiaphas, whose

Sadducean frivolity the Saviour in such a way is sup-

posed to have held up to view. Such a thing, cer-

tainly, was not according to His spirit, and might

also have had the appearance of a personal feud. Had
this set at that moment risen before the Saviour's

mind, He would, perhaps, have chosen other num-

bers, in order to avoid even the appearance of so

unseemly an allusion. But that here something

higher than an isolated historical truth, that the

highest ideal really lies at the basis of this whole

parabolic discourse, we hope we need not now for

the first time remind our readers.

Vs. 19. A certain rich man.—The omission

of the name is no sign of reprobaoy (Buthjm. Zigab.

and others), but a means of generalizing the repre-

sentation. That the Saviour undertook to draw

from life one of Sadducean sentiments ia entirely

without proof. "Nullum adest vestigium vel mentio

transitus ullius a Phariswis ad Sadducceos" says Ben-

gel with justice ; and it can scarcely be doubted that

among the Pharisees also there were not a few to

whom the description of the rich man's sumptuous

manner of life was fully applicable, comp. Ps. Ixxiii.

4-9. As entirely without proof is it that our Lord

had the history of historical characters of earher

times, Saul, Laban, or others, in mind.—In purple

and fine linen.—The first the designation of the

Syrian upper garments ; the other of the Egyptian

upper garments. Fine hnen, byssus, au Egyptian

linen that was sold for twice its weight in gold, men-

tioned also in Rev. xviii. 12, in association with silk,

comp. Plint, If. iv. 19, 1, and many other passages

gathered by Wetstein, ad loc. That the rich man
was accordingly clothed above his position (Starke)^

we do not for this reason alone need to assuma
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But that under the byssus garment no heart full of

loTe and sympathy beat, appears sufficiently from the

sequel of the parable.

Vs. 20. Named Lazarus.— Perhaps a sym-

bolical name, ITS sb , the Helpless, Forsaken (01s-

hausen, Baumgarten, Cramer, Lange). According

to Lightfoot and Meyer, a contracted name, which

denotes Bms auxilmm (Eleazar, Godhelp). If we
dssume that the Saviour was in His thoughts with

the dyinf, friend at Bethany (see above), then the

giving of the name is sufficiently explained. In no
event is there here (De Wette) a traditional confu-

sion with John xi.

Laid at his gate, e0t$\-i}To.—He had been laid

there by others, who either wished to rid themselves

of him^ or to secure to him what fell from the rich

man's table (Stier, Meyer), and he remained lying

there helpless, as if for a daily silent reproach to the

unloving temper of the rich man.

—

Full of sorei

(entirely covered therewith, ^Awto^eros).

—

Desiring
to be fed.—Comp. Matt. xv. 27. Whether this

wish was fulfilled or not the Saviour does not directly

bay
;
yet quite early the gloss crept into the text,

Kol aiiSe'i! eSiSou aliT^. See the Vulgate and Luke
XV. 16. Critically untenable, yet as an explanation

correct, so far as this, that the wish of Lazarus, as a

rule, was not fulfilled, as appears from what follows.

Vs. 21. Nay, even the dogs came and licked
his sores.—The enigmatical 4\A.a Kal oi k. appears
to be best understood in such a sense that thereby
not a diminution but an augmentation of his misery
is stated. That the poor man got no crumbs at all

from the rich man's table, the parable, it is true,

does not say ; how could he indeed have then re-

mained lying at the gate without famishing? But
although he now and then got onlij the crumbs and
scarcely the crumbs, he yet saw even this meagre
fare partially disputed him by the dogs. Under-
stand masterless dogs which ran around on the
streets of the capital [as everywhere in Western
Asia, comp. Ps. lix. 6.—C. C. S.], and allured by so
rich a fall of crumbs as that from the table of the
rich man, now robbed even the poor beggar of a
part of that which perhaps had now and then fallen

to his share. [The crumbs are, of course, not the
trifling fragments which would fall from one of our
tables, but the soft part of the thin cakes of bread
in use in the East, which the wealthy, it appears, are
sometimes accustomed to wipe their fingers with, and
throw it under the table, themselves eating only the
crust.—C. C. S.] These wild and unclean brutes,
moreover, licked his sores, and thereby increased the
pain of the helpless Lazarus. To describe his suffering

as mitigated through the compassion of the brutes,

would be directly opposite to the intention of our
Lord. The antithesis of kwi and iiridufiiiv gives us
occasion here to suppose a climax in the mournful
scene, rather than an anti-climax. Neither is the
Buffering of the rich man in Sheol mitigated by any-
thing

; and even though we assume that it was the
Saviour's intention to oppose the compassion of the
brutes for the fate of Lazarus to that of the rich

' man, a sympathy of this kind, if it stopped there,
must have heightened his misery the more. Comp.
Meyer, ad loc. [It is undoubtedly true that the
mention of the dogs licking the sores of Lazarus is

meant to heighten our conception of his misery.
There are two ways now of heightening this: one
is to represent the dogs hcking Ids sores as a new
infliction, the other is to represent his misery as so

great that the very dogs had pity on him. Th«

latter, which is the common view, appears at once

more forcible and more natural, to say nothmg of irt

agreement with the effects of the touch of a _dog'«

tongue, whose grateful smoothness every one is ac

quainted with. The view of the author, therefore,

though supported by Meyer, is justly rejected b;

Bleek, De Wette, and Alford.—C. C. S.]

Vs. 22. And it came to pass.—With this tran

sition the theatre of the history is at once transferred

into another world. " En subita mutatio: qui modo
non hominum tantum, sed et canum ludibrium fuerat,

repente Anifelorum, 'ministerio honoratur." Grotius

—Carried by the angels.—^As, of course, is un-

derstood, as to his soul. That Lazarus is not buried

at all, but carried, soul and body, into Abraham's

bosom, where he now lives again and is happy

(Meyer), is an explanation incapable of proof Be-

specting other Israelites, concerning whom it is said

that they have come into Abraham's bosom, no one

doubts that nevertheless their bodies, as usual, were

committed to the earth. Why then should it have

been otherwise with Lazarus ? No, his burial was

(Euthymius) so mean, that in comparison with that

of the rich man it deserves no mention, and the con-

trast lies rather in the honor that was shown to the

two, to the rich man here, to the poor man yonder

—

to the rich man by pall-bearers, to the poor man by
angels—to the rich man as to his body, to the poor

man as to his soul.

—

Into Abraham's bosom.—A
metaphorical expression of the blessedness which

immediately after death was prepared for pious

Israelites in common with their blessed ancestor

(John viii. 56). In all probability the expression ia

synonymous with Paradise, Luke xxiii. 43 (Light-

foot). In Sheol, the general appellation for the

abode of departed spirits, the Jews, as is known,

distinguish, on the one hand, a place of punishment,

Geheima ; on the other hand, Paradise, for the pious.

We have to understand the rich man as being in the

former ; Lazarus as being in the other. The two are

so iiear one another that the inhabitants can see

each other and hold converse. See De Wette, Bibl.

Dogm. §§ 1'78-182.

Vs. 23. And in Hades, iv t^ |5j;.—General

designation of the abode of departed spirits, while

from the immediately following ev ^acdfon it appears

that he found himself in that special place which ia

named the place of punishment, the 7€e;'i'a t. vup6s.

As this was conceived as being in the deepest part

of Hades, one would have had to look up (Lange)

in order to be able to discover the condition of the

blessed. The rich man is now represented as

awakening from a condition of momentary uncon
sciousness to full consciousness, and one of the ob-

jects which he first discovers in Abraham's bosom
(iciiATroi?, the customary plural of the Greeks also)

is the familiar Lazarus reposing there.

Vs. 24. Father Abraham—He knows Abra-
ham, therefore, and recognizes hiin as his ancestor;

as Abraham also afterwards does not refuse to address

him as TeKvov, without, however, this merely outward
relationship availing him anything. He desires that

Lazarus may be sent to him to cool with a single wateih

drop his burning tongue. The gastronome feels him
self now so severely punished, precisely in that part

of his frame with which he had so long sinned, and
desires only a brief refreshment, " perhaps only so

slight a one because he had seen the man in the un-
cleanness of his sores " (Lange). It in noticeabls

that he still imagines himself able to direct Lazaiu*
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whore he had all his life lightly esteemed. Even so
does he afterwards despise Moses also (vs. 30).

Only his external condition, what surrounds him, is

altered, but not his individuality.

Vs. 25. Son, remember.—^It looks very much
as if, according to Abraham's declaration, Lazarus is

only comforted for the reason that he has suffered

on earth, and the rich man only tormented for the
reason that he on earth had received only good.
But in order to be fair, this answer must be comple-
mented with all which the parable gives us on good
grounds to conjecture of the moral condition of both,

while at the same time the antithesis between t6l

ayabd aov and to Kaica without a pronoun, is not to

be overlooked. What the rich man had enjoyed was
really his good, had been in his eyes the highest

good ; the kuko., on the other hand, which came upon
Lazarus, were not actually his, but as providences of

God he had borne them with meekness.—Now he
ia here comforted.—The SSe received into the

text strengthens the local character of the repre-

Bentation, but the vii' by no means warrants us in

assuming that it is not an irrevocable and final term

that is spoken of (Stier). One may sui ely, in a place

of torment, still have room for reflections, without,

for that, a better future being disclosed along with

this possibility. Or was, forsooth, the rrapaitATjcris of

Lazarus also merely something provisional ?

Vs. 26. And besides all this.—Statement of

the ground why it is hterally impossible to him to

fulfil the rich man's wish, even if he desired it.

XaffM'^i hterally a cleft when "two places are so

parted from one another by a torrent or fall of

earth, that an unfathomable depth or immeasurable

breadth is between," 2 Sam. xviii. 17; Zech. xiv. 4.

The here-indicated thought of an irrevocable separa^

tion is in Itself intelligible enough, but the form in

which the Saviour here expresses it is entirely pecu-

Kar. The Greeks, it is true, know of a x'^'^i^" m
Tartarus; this, however, is not regarded as a space

separating two regions; but the Rubbins speak only

of a dividing wall between the two parts of Hades,

or of an intervening space of an hand-breadth, nay,

even only of a hair's breadth. Then also the hope

of, perhaps, even yet getting over this x^"/^'' is very

much weakened by the statement of the particular

purpose for which this cleft is estaWished, namely,

for the very purpose (airas) of rendering the transi-

tion from one to the other side impossible. For the

explanation of the imagery, compare the well-known

passage of Virgil, .JSneid, vi. 126

:

"Fadlis descensus Avemi,
Nodes aique diespatet atrijanua Ditis:

Sed rsvocare gradus^ superasque evadere ad auras.

Hoc opus, hie labor es£."

Vs. 27. I pray thee, therefore.—It appears

-almost as if the unhappy man sought some mitiga-

tion of this toi-ment in continuing the conversation,

although he could scarcely have hoped for the grant-

ing of his petition. For the second time he addresses

faimself to Abraham, that he may send Lazarus to

his brethren. Perhaps he remembers that he by

word and example had encouraged them m their

'sinful hfe, and feels himself, therefore, the more con-

strained to adventure an attempt for their delivery.—

''Otto.? Sia^KpTupijTai aiiroh, here without definite ob-

iect (otherwise, Acts xx. 21, and elsewhere). Aia/iap-

Tipoi^at, Wahl
;
per deum hominumque fidem tester

vdaffirmo; de adhortantibus : gravUer moneo. An

Mtual statement that sin is so terribly punished, he

does not consider as any longer necessary for hi»

brothers, but so much the more ardently does he long
that by irrefragable testimony that may be confirmed
to them, which they know indeed, but in their hearts
do not believe.

Vs. 29. They have Moses and the prophets.
—This time the compassionate Tfxvov is omitted, and
the tone becomes sterner, in order in the last an-

swer of Abraham, vs. 31, to pass over into a distinct

and inexorable refusal. Moses and the prophets
here appear as the summary of a Divine revelation

of all that which was needful for Israel in order to

find the way to hfe. To hear these means, of course,

not simply to listen to them externally, but desig

nates also at the same time an actual obedience and
following of their precepts. That the Hagiographa
are included in this mere summary of the Old Testa-

ment is, of course, understood.

Vs. 30. Nay, Father Abraham.— The un-
happy one now pretends to know his brothers better

than Abraham himself, but acknowledges at the same
time thereby that he had not repented, and therefore

his condemnation was a righteous one.

Vs. 31. If they hear not Moses and the pro-
phets.—Comp. Isaiah viii. 19; xxxiv. 16; John v.

46. A reference to Elijah's appearance (Baum-
garten-Crusiua) ia by no means contained here.

But the resurrection of Jesus, which was announced
to the Jews without moving them to faith, may in a

certain measure serve as an indirect confirmation of

this declaration of our Lord. The enmity against

Lazarus also, who had risen from the dead, John
xii. 10, although he, it is true, had brought them no
positive intelligence from Hades, affords the proof

that no extraordinary signs can constrain the im-

penitent man to faith when he once refuses to give

heed to the word of God and His ambassadors extra-

ordinary. As to the rest, this conclusion of the para-

ble must have shamed the Pharisees the more deeply

the less it gave them ground to hope that their un-

appeasable thirst for miracles (John iv. 48) would

afterwards find yet more satisfaction. Quite natural,

therefore, that they now again give unmistakable

signs of how deeply they are offended with the word

of the Saviour, which gave Him then occasion for

the immediately succeeding warning in reference to

t7Ka»/5aAa.

DOCTEINAIi AND ETHICAL.

1. The distinction which appears to exist between

the Saviour and Paul, when the former brings for-

ward with emphasis the perfect inviolableness and

eternal validity of the law, the other proclaims the

abrogation of the law through the New Testament,

by no means warrants the hypothesis that the Mas-

ter thought differently, respecting this question of

controversy, from His highly enhghtened Apos-

tle, and that, therefore, Christianity in Panl took a

step beyond Jesus. On the contrary, here also

the well-known rule is apphcable :
" distingue lem-

pora, et concordabit scriptura." The Saviour, who
was speaking to His contemporaries in Israel, could

not do otherwise than emphasize the relative truth

that the law and the prophets remain in force ; but

Paul, who appi'ared in the midst of heathenism, must
|

immediately proclaim that the ministry which preach-

es condemnation, the ministration of the letter, wai

abrogated. The word of the Saviour aims exclusive-

ly at the spirit, the heart, the eternal substance ; the
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word of the Apostle, on the other hand, at the form,

the letter, the external constraining authority of the

Old Testament. How far Paul was in piinciple from
Antinomisra appears from Eom. iii. 31.

2. " Whosoever piitteth away his wife commltteth

adultery." According to this saying literally inter-

preted, it certainly appears as if our Lord declared

Himself unconditionally against all divorce, and as if

the Roman Catholic Church were fully right when
she permits at the most a separatio quoad torum el

fieiisam, but never quoad oinculum. We must, how-
ever, complement this declaration of the Saviour
from Matt. V. 32 ; six. 9, and assume that the trans-

gression by which marriage is dishonored by the one
party gives to the other party also liberty—we by no
means say obligation—to regard it on his or her side

also as broken. Whether it is more Christian to

make use of this permission or not, this is not to be
deduced from the letter of the Saviour's words, al-

though we believe that it is in His spirit if the ques-
tion is answered negatively. But, certainly, he who
in the case stated avails himself of his liberty for a
divorce, is not on this account alone to be condemned,
and the innocent party, therefore, of two married peo-
ple separated on this legitimate ground, need not be
forbidden to conclude a new connection. The limi-

tation ij.1] eVi iropveia is therefore here also by no
means to be left out of consideration, for in the case
of nopveia an actual divorce has already taken place,

so that the legal one is only the normal continuation
af it, and the injured spouse in this case does not
abandon " his wife," but an adulteress, who hps
ceased to conduct herself as his wife. In short

:

" Jesus negatives the question whether the man
oould arbitrarily divorce the woman, and declares
Himself against every one-sided and arbitrary di-

vorce." De Wette.

3. The parable of Lazarus and the Rich Man is

the sublinjest dehneation of this side and of that side
of the grave in its astounding antitheses. What is

the trilogy of a Dante, in which he sings Hell, Purga-
tory, and Heaven, compared with the trilogy of this
parable, which places with few but speaking strokes
the great whole of Earth, Gehenna, and Paradise at
once before our eyes ? In the vesture of a figurative
discourse which is taken from the eschatology of His
time, the Saviour gives here the most astonishing
disclosures, and hfts the veil which covers the secrets
of the future.

4. The antithesis which in the parable takes
place between the rich man and the poor man on
earth, exhibits to us the picture of the most mournful
reality. Comp. Prov. xxii, 2. The Saviour, Uke
Moses, is far from wishing to annihilate the distinc-
tion between the rich and the poor as if by a stroke
of magic, Deut. xv. 7-11 ; Mark xiv. 1. He permits
the antithesis here on earth to exist, and therein one
of the greatest riddles of the righteous administration
of Providence. But at the same time He removes
the stumbling-block, inasmuch as He depicts to us
this life not as the hfe, but only as the first half of
our being, and inasmuch as He causes the light of
eternity to rise over the dark night of this earth.

_
5. Although it is not the immediate purpose of

this parable (see above), to give a special instruction
about future things, yet many a question about the
other world is here answered in a satisfactory man-
ner.

_
So much is shown to us at once : after death

the life of the pious continues uninterruptedly, as well
as that of the ungodly. Far from teaching a sleep
of soiUs. the Saviou- declares on the other hand that

consciousness continues beyond the grave. The
rich man sees, it is true, his external condition alter-

ed, but in his inner man he has remained the same.

He knows who and where he is ; he recognizes La»
arus ; can speak of his father's house, and his fiva

brothers, and their moral condition is to him not un-

known. Quite as puffed up as before, he looks down
upon Lazarus, and his character yonder, therefore,

still shows the same shadows as here. The pain
which he suffers consists in a righteous retribution

of the evil which be has done here; to Lazarus the

crumb was refused, to him a drop is forbidden. [A
refinement hardly borne out by the text.—C. C. S.]

Traces of true repentance he does not show, but he
does of suffering and despair. He calls not on God
but on father Abraham, and is not grieved at his sina

but only at their consequences. Natural feeling for
his brethren makes him tremble at the thought that
they also may come to the place of torment, but in-

directly he still excuses himself as if he had been in
this life not sufficiently warned. No wonder thai
when such an inward difference exists between hini

and the blessed, an outward cleft also exists which
can no more be filled up than passed over. Althougn
the Saviour here speaks of the condition immediately
after death, not of that after the Farusia, it appears,
however, that according to His conception the sharp
separation beyond the grave, between the children
of hght and those of darkness, becomes in any event
a cleft and abyss. As well the doctrine of purga-
tory, as that of the Apocatastasis, is opposed by thia
parable, and according to the last word of Abraham
to the rich man, we can on this side expect nothing
more for the unbeUever than an irrevocable silence.

6. The happiness of the life to come consists, ac-
cording to this parable, in this, that the redeemed of
the Lord is comforted (irapa/caAfiTai, vs. 25). The
soul, freed from the earthly probationary suffer-
ing, is carried by angels to a happier place. What
the Savioui' here teaches of the minulerium angelorum
is indirectly confirmed by such passages as Luke xv.
10 ; Hebrews i. 14, a. o. Paradise, which is here
spoken of as the destined place of the blessed, must
be carefully distinguished from the thud heaven, 2
Cor. xii. 4, the dwelling-place of the perfected right-
eous. The Paradise is, on the other hand, in the in-
termediate state a place of incipient, although very
refreshing, rest, in which the Jews conceived all the
saints of the Old Testament as united in joy. By
the bosom of Abraham, we are to understand the
most swelling part of the garment, which is made by
easting it around upon the breast. Here also, as in
Matt. viii. 11, 12; Luke xUi. 25-29, and other pas-
sages, future blessedness is designated under the
image of a feast, where the favorite of the father of
the family, in this case Abraham, so lies upon hia
'jouch that he can rest upon his bosom. The ideas
of refreshment and fellowship are therefore here
most intimately united. The poor Lazarus rests in
the bosom of the rich Abraham, as if to show that
not poverty or riches in itself, but faith and obedi-
ence, constitute the ground of their blessedness.
This blessedness is experienced in union with others
of the same character, as is also true of the state ol
perdition (comp. the ^erafi. TjAiii' /tal 6f.,i,-) ; but
the thought of the fate of the damned does not dia-
turb the rest of the blessed. With full composure
Abraham can address the rich man, Lazarus can
hear him without rejoicing, but also without giving
him hope. How much more sublime is this repr>
sentation than that m the Koran, e. g where tlia
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Messed scoff at the damned, and gloat over the con-
templation of their torments

!

1. In our predilection for the first and chief end
of the parable, we must not overlook the dogmatic
and Christologieal importance of its second purpose.
It is noticeable how the Saviour here also in unequi-
vocal tone gives testimony for the mffidentia scrip-
Uirce V. T. A fortim-i may this testimony be ex-
tended also to the Scriptures of the New Testament.
United, these means of grace are, for the enligliten-
ment, for the renewal and sanctitication, of the sinner,
so perfectly adequate, that it is as inconceivable as
fruitless to expect even yet more powerful voices of
instruction. That, moreover, if the word is to ac-
complish this purpose, the operation of the Holy
Spirit is absolutely necessary, is by no means denied
by our Lord. The word is the seed for the new
birth, yet sunshine and rain from above must malve
the seed fruitful upon the field. But there is no
operation of the Spirit to be expected where the
power of the word is lightly esteemed ; the narrative
shows sufficiently, that any extraordinary awakening,
which any one believes himself able to bring to pass
in any other way than that of the hviug Ki\piiyna, is

of brief duration and doubtful significance. No suf-

ferer can, therefore, reckon upon being saved by
God in extraordinary ways, if he has despised the
common way described in God's word ; and could
even the sign of Jonah be again repeated, it would
be in vain for him who despises the preaching of

Jonah.

8. In the conclusion of this parable the Saviour
utters at the same time a condemnation of all extra-

ordinary attempts which are made in our time also

by knooking-spirits, table-tippings, appearances of

ghosts, somnambulism, &c., to come upon the trace

of the secrets of the future world. Such a supersti-

tion is the less to be excused, because it is common-
ly united with secret unbelief in God's word and tes-

timony. It appears in this, moreover, only too plain-

ly, that even those who fancy themselves in posses-

sion of such extraordinary energies and revelations,

yet are often not converted, and therefore their ob-

stinacy itself confirms the last word which Abraham
haa here uttered.

HOMIIiETICAI, AND PEACTICAL.

The truth, recognized by the conscience, opposed

by the sinful heart.—The enmity of the Pharisees

against the preaching of the law of love.—The
Pharisaical temper exists in every natural man ; they

wish to appear righteous before God.—" God Jinow-

eth your hearts ; " this truth may be considered : 1.

As a certain ; 2. as a terrifying ; 3. as a comforting,

truth.—The heaven-wide distinction between the

judgment of God and the judgment of man, 1 Sam.

xvi. 7.—The Old Testament period, a period of pre-

paration.—So soon as the kingdom of God is pro-

claimed with power it is vehemently opposed.—The

jnviolableness of the law : 1. In what sense? 2. with

what right ? 3. for what purpose, does the Saviour pro-

claim the inviolableness of the law?—Married life

transfigured by the Spirit of Christ.—Divorce not

something relatively good, but a necessary evil.

The rich and the poor meet together ; the Lord

is the maker of them both.—How poor a rich man,

how rich a poor man, may be : 1. In the present ; 2.

in the future, world.—The rich man, a. poor in true

joy ; b in sympath'^aing love ; c. in well-grounded

17

hope ; d. in eternal happiness.—The poor man, a.
rich in calamities ; b. rich in pain ; c. rich in eve>
lasting consolation.—The comedy and the tragedy of
earthly life only a few steps removed from one
another.—How the good living of the earth does not
soften, but hardens, the heart.—The inexcusableness
of an unloving temper exhibited in the person of th«
rich man : 1. The poor man is alone ; 2. hard by the
door ; S. well known ; 4. daily before his eyes ; 6. in-

capable of labor; 6. modest enough not to coic-
plain ; 7. content even with crumbs ; 8. an object of
the attention of the dogs, and yet is he contemned
by the rich man,—Death the end of the inequality of
life. Comp. Job ill. 17-19.—Death to one the great
est gain, to the other the most terrible loss.—Th9
care of angels for the dying saint, on its undoubtedly
certain, on its indescribably consoling, side.—What
avails the last honor shown the dying sinner, if it ia

immediately after death followed by eternal igno-
miny ?—The awakening in the morning of eternity

:

1

.

'PVhat there continues of that which we here pos-
sess at every awakening: a. our consciousness, b.

our personality, c. our memory ; 2. what there falls

away of that which we here recover at every awaken-
ing: a. the illusive joy of the sinner, b. the perplex-
ing trial of the saint, c. the work of the grace of
God on both ; 8. what there begins of that which
we here at every awakening see approaching some-
what nearer: a. a surprising meeting again, b. a
righteous retribution, c. an eternal separation.—The
mutual beholding of each other by the blessed and
the damned.—The carnal relationship with Abraham
is in the spiritual world not denied, but it avails

nought.—The Jus talionis in the future Ufe.-—The
sorrow of the damned : 1. Over that which they lack

;

2. behold ; 3. endure ; 4. expect.—Woe to the man
who knows no higher good tlian that which he has
received in this life !—The great cleft : 1 . Its depth
2. its duration ; 3. its two opposing sides.—Not earthly

suffering opens the way to heaven, but the manner
in which it is borne.—The terrible recollection, in the

place of torment, of relatives whom one has left be-

hind on earth.—If natural relatiouship does not be-

come a spiritual one, it becomes at last only a
source of suffering the more.—If sinners reaUy be-

Ueved how terrible hell is, they would without doubt
be converted.—God's word the only and adequate

means for the conversion of the sinner. Whoever
contemns this means, has no other to expect.—One
risen from the dead even would not be able to bring

the sinner to true faith.—Whoever expects another

means of grace, outside of those ordained by God

:

1. Such an one miscalculates fearfully ; 2. such an

one sins deeply.

Starke :

—

Quesnel :—There comes a time when
God, in turn, scoff's at those who have scoffed at His

truth.—The avaricious man hkes to deck himself

with feathers of hypocrisy.

—

Cramer :—There are

two kinds of pride—spiritual and worldly ; neither

pleases God, both are an abomination to Him.

—

Brentius :—The New Testament age requires New
Testament people. Heathen sumptuousness of hving

prophesies for Christendom nothing . good.

—

Hedif-

ger:—Piety goes often a-begging, but is rich in God.

—QuESNEL :—Sickness of body serves often for heal-

ing of the soul ; happy he whom the Chief Physician

counts worthy to be thus cured,

—

Nooa Bill. Tub. :—
Shame on you, ye uncompassionate rich I The ra-

tional man is sham-^d by irrational beasto '—Those

who become ev<>ri»5tinglv glorious, must beiVt"! hava

been wretched.—Ah, how is the leaf tuin<i bA«i
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death !

—

Canstein :—False trust in the outward fel-

lowship of the covenant with God is found even in

the damned.

—

Hedinger :—In cruel eternity all

grace and comfort has an end. Prov. xi. T.—The
condemned have in their pain longing for mitigation,

but obtain it not, and the vain longing will increase

their pain.—They who, through a bad example, give

others too occasion to sin, will, in hell, on this

account, be tormented by their consciences.

—

Majus :

—Each one must indeed have concern for the salva-

tion of his friends, but early and betimes. James v.

20.

—

Canstein :—Evil men will not accommodate
themselves to God's dispensation, but despise and
censure it, and will, according to their own fancy,

manage yet more conveniently for themselves.

—

Hedingek:— Out of love to atheists and those

who do not like the Scriptures, God will do no
miracles.—Ungodly men do not change, and fear not
God, even in hell ; let no one wonder at this.

—

Nova. Bihl. Tub. .'—Faith is content with the word of
God, which is full of miracle and proof ; but unbe-
lief nothing will suit.—HEnBNEii :—God will here-

after destroy all seeming.—The more lofty one's

schemes have been, the deeper will he fall.—Riches
easily mislead to living well without doing well.—To

i

be voluptuous and without love is quite enough to be
i

damned for.—Of rich men like Dives, there are
I

enough ; of poor men like Lazarus, few.—Death for
the pious sufferer a wished-for friend, who brings
him redemption.—How various is the entering of
men into the other world !—Short pleasure followed
by eternal torment.—God punishes not with vehe-
ment indignation, but with composed righteousness.—Whoever seeks heaven in earthly things will here-
after lose the true heaven.—One need not be poor
and full of sores, and yet may be like Lazarus.

—

'Take hoed against building the foundation of salva-
tion on natural kindness of heart.—The damned
torment one another.—It may be that the dead thmk
oftener of the living than the living of them.—Faith

is content with the proofs which God gives, but i'H"

belief has never enough of them.—Man has no right

to prescribe to God how He will lead him to salva*

tion.—Here have we also the ground why Christy

after His resurrection, did not appear to the unb^
lieving.

On the Pericope, comp. four sennons of Chry*
Bostom on this section. Ed. Montfaijcon, tom. i.

—

The sermon of Massillon, Sur le Mauvais Riche.—
Lisco :—Of the unbelief of false citizens of tha
kingdom.—How we have to judge the complaint of
the inaccessibleness of the Christian means of salva-

tion.—ScHULTZ :—Our soul retains in the future life

its consciousness and its memory.

—

Flohey :—Four
declarations in the New Testament, which this Gospel
proclaims and confirms to us : 1 . Matt. xix. 23 ; 2,

1 John ii. 17 ; 3. James i. 12 ; 4. 2 Tim. iii. 14, 15,—Wolf :—That death alters the fate of earthly-

minded men, but not their temper.

—

Deitinoek:—
Eternity—how it judges, how it parts, how it bringg
together.

—

Ruling:—The gulf between the child of
the world and the child of God is not filled up by
death, but only fixed in reverse order.—FucHS:

—

1. The poor Lazarus, a. a poor man, but also a rich
man, 6. a sick man, but also a well man, e. a sojourner,
but also a citizen

; 2. the rich man, a. a rich man and
yet a poor man, b. a well man and yet a sick man, c.

a citizen and yet a vagrant.—L. A. Petri :—The
worldly man's wretched life and fate : 1. Poor in life

;

2. wretched in death ; 3. lost in eternity.

—

Radten-
BERG :—Death on two sides : 1. Oh death, how bitter
art thou ! 2. oh death, how beneficent art thou I

VoN Kapff :—What Jesus here teaches of the con-
dition of souls after death : 1. Of those that live
without God; 2. of those that live in God.

—

TJhle:
—Some glimpses over the grave out into the still

realm of the dead.

—

Couard :—Voluptuousness : 1. Its
nature ; 2. its source ; 3. its consequences.

—

Sauein:—The sermon Sur le suffimnce de la Revilation,
Serm., tom. i. p. 404.

». Parabolic Address to the Disciples concerning Genume Faith, which overcomes Ofi'ences (Ch. XVH.
1-10).

1 Then said he unto the [his'] disciples, It is impossible but that offences will come-
1 but woe unto him, through whom they come ! It were better for him that a milletond

were hanged about his neclc, and he cast into the sea, than that he should offend Tor
3 cause to offend] one of these little ones. Take heed to yourselves: If thy brother tres-
4 pass against thee, rebuke him; and if he repent, forgive him. And if he trespass

agamst thee seven times in a day, and seven times in a day turn again to thee » sayine
5 I repent

;
t^ou shalt forgive him. And the apostles said unto the Lord, Increase our

b tai h. And the Lord said. If ye had faith as a grain of mustard seed, ye might say
unto this sycamine tree, Be thou plucked up by the root, and be thou planted in the
sea ; and it should obey you.

7 But which of yon, having a servant ploughing or feeding cattle, will say unto himby and by immediately] when he is come from the field. Go and sit down to meat
g Lrecline at table]? And will not rather say unto him, Make ready wherewith I mavsup and gird thyself, and serve me, till I have eaten and drunken; and afterward thou
9 Shalt eat and drink/ Doth he thank that [the'] servant because he did the things that
10 were commanded hun^? I trow not.' So likewise ye, when ye shall have done aUthose things which aio commanded you, say. We are unprofitable servants- we hav«done that which was our duty to do. '
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' Vs. 1.

—

\6toO has a decided weight of authority. See Tischendokf, ad loevm,
• Vs. 4.—The niore this iU vi is required by the connection, the more prohuble is the conjecture that, strongly os il i*

Attested, it is an interpolation a seriore manu.
' Vs. 9.—The iKtiv(f of the Becepta is lacking in A., B., D., [Cod. Sin.,] I/., X,, &c., and appears to be only an explioa<

ti 7e addition.
* Vs. 9.—Avrw. The spuriousncss of this ^ord is pretty certain [only found in I)., X. of the uncials], and is conceded

by most of the modem critics.

[• Vs. 9.—Oil SokSi. This sentence is not found in B., Cod. Sin., L., X., although it has 11 other uncials for it, -with

most of the cursives, the Vulgate, most copies of the Itala, both the Syriac versions, &c. Tischendorf retains it, I.t.,ii-

mann brackets it ; Tregelles, Alford omit it. Meyer vindicates it, and Bleek is doubtful. Alford meets Meyer's allega-

tion that it might have been inadvertently left out on account of its resemblance to the following outu, by remarking thai

this is always wi-itten outus in the ancient MSS. If we suppose it an interpolation, it must be the marginal ejaculation of

lome ancient scribe at the hypothetical presentation of so preposterouB an inversion of relations. But it appears mon
natuisA to take them as oui Lord's own words.—C. C. S.]

EXEGETICAI, AND CEITICAIi.

Vs. 1. Then said He.—It remains a difficult

question whetlier we, in Luke xvii. l-IO, meet with a

connected discourse of tlie Saviour or a collection of

sayings which are here communicated without his-

torical connection, and are arranged together chres-

tomathically by a somewhat loose thread. We might

be almost tempted to see here not much more than a

brief summary of the teachings which the Saviour,

according to Matt, xviii. 6 seq., gave more in detail

on another occasion. But if we consider that the

parable of the Ploughing Servant, vss. 7-10, is entirely

peculiar to Luke ; that the parabohc expression of

the sycamine tree may have been in a modified form

repeatedly used by the Saviour (comp. Matt. xvii.

20 ; xxi. 21) ; that moreover the precept, vss. 3, 4, is

not exactly equivalent in substance with Matt, xviii.

21, 22, and that the probable temper of the Phar-

isees after that which they had heard, ch. xv. 1 seq.,

afforded a natural occasion for the warning against

o-KivSaKa, we then see the scruples against the in-

ternal unity of ch. xvii. 1-10, vanish more and

more. Several attempts to explain the connection

of the different parts of the discourse in an internally

probable manner are found in Stiee, H. J. iii. p. 390.

Comp. Lange, Z. /. iii. p. 466.

Unto His disciples.—Comp. xvi. 1. Doubtless

to be distinguished from the airSaToKoi, vs. 5, since

now it is rather in part publicans only lately eon-

verted, ch. XV. 1, who for this reason are named, as

being yet weak in faith, liixpoi, vs. 2.

Offences.—Perhaps with definite reference to

what had just taken place, ch. xvi. 14. 2icci.'5a\o^,

In the sense here meant, is that which the smcere

disciple of the Lord with reason stumbles at, because

it is dishonorable to the Lord and harmful to the

church The non-occurrence of these scandals

is avivtiKTov, disadvantageous or impossible, ob^

hSev^Tcu, non usu venii, ch. xm. 33. It is ot

course understood that the Saviour speaks not ot

an absolute but of a relative necessity, proceeding

from the sinful state of the world. But although the

case is now by no means to be altered, yet this

lessens not the responsibility of him who induces the

coming and increase of the anaviaKa.

Vs 2 It were better for him.—The Perfects

indicate that the Saviour will describe the condition

of a man, around whose neck the millstone has been

already hung, and who has been already drowned.

He finds this fate, terrible as it is, yet still more

desirable than if he were yet in life, in order (&a) to

give offence.—A miUstone, Kid. mi-^^os, so must

\a doubtless read with Lachmann, Tischendorf, a o.,

instead of iiiKot 1>vlk6s, which appears to be taken

from the Becepta, Matt, xviii. 6. The signification

of the imagery is in both cases the same, only it

must be remarked that here not only a simple

drorming, but at the same time a sinking mto the

deepest abyss of hell, whose image the sea is, is meanL
Comp. further Lange on Matt, xviii. 6.

Vs. 3. Take heed to yourselves.—According

to the connection, " Take heed especially of the

giving scandals, against which such heavy punish-

ments are threatened." Just such scandals they

would give, if they were lacking in forgiving love.

The Saviour foresees that, notwithstanding His en-

deavors to speak a word for the publicans, the

chasm between these and the proud Pharisees will still

continue. Therefore His new di.iciples must exhibit

more than common love, if the friction with the

others is not to be renewed every moment, and for

this reason He now gives to them also the precept

which He, according to Matt, xviii. 21, i2, had

previously already given in another form to Peter.

If they were of one accord among themselves, and

willing to forgive, then it could not be hard for them

to take many a stone of stumbling out of the way

even of their enemies.

Vs. 3. If thy brother.—From the whole con-

nection it appears that the Saviour is not speaking

of sins in general, but particularly of such as one

brother commits in intercourse with another. For

this case He ordains no judicial rebuke, but a milder

brotherly admonition (iTniiJ.r,iTov\ a helping him to

come right and to amend him:elf, in all long-suf

feriug of love. Comp. 1 Thess. v. 14. If such cor

rection brings him to humble acknowledgment of

fault, forgiveness must not then be withheld, ever,

if the trespass had already been six times repeated.

If the Saviour here speaks only of a sevenfold

trespass. He means essentially nothing else than

when He spoke at another time of seventy times

seven, and expresses therefore here also the quali-

tative infinity of forgiving love, in a symbolical

number. But there prevails here greater moderation

in the form of His saying, because He will not, by a

seemingly overstrained requirement, repel and offend

the ^l.iKpoi, to whom He speaks. It is moreover

worth while to compare the precept which He here

o-ivcs for private intercourse, with that which He

ordained for the exercise of discipline in the church.

Matt, xviii. 16-18. To the individual brother, there is

not permitted what at last may be allowed to the

church, namely, to put one out as a publican and

heathen. The forgiveness must be repeated as often

as even the least trace of repentance is shown.

Vs. 6. And the Apostles.—No wonder that in

hearing such requirements of the Saviour, which

really first of all concern themselves, the apostles

feel a pressing necessity of mward strengthening,

and with shame acknowledge how much they were

yet lackmg in that higher principle which could

alone enable them in the severe conflict with flesh

and blood really to gain the victory. As one maB

they utter the prayer for increase of faith ;
and it 13

noticeable how those who at other times could bo so

wretchedly divided by pride and emulation, now

agree iu so amiable a manner in this humble sup
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plication, " really the sole example of such common

io designated address in the Gospels, " Stier. As

often, Luke here names Jesus emphatically The

Lord, comp. eh. vii. 31 ; xxii. 61, et alic. in order to

bring into view in what light He stood before the

eyes of His apostles, when they felt themselves con-

etrained to address themselves to Him with this sup-

plication.

Increase our faith.—Literally, ' 'Add faith to us,"

n-poff^Es i]ij.~iv viaTLv. With thankfulness they feel

*at they are not wholly lacking iu faith, but at the

same time they humbly consider that the intensive

power of their faith is not yet great enough to enable

them for such a work as was proposed to them, vss.

S, 4. To understand here especially the faith of

miracles (Kuinoel, a. o.), is entirely arbitrary. The
Saviour's answer also by no means requires this. It

was something higher than external wonders ; it was

a victory over themselves that had just been spoken

of, a triumph of love that could only be the fruit of

an augmented faith. Whether they with this prayer

desire a direct immediate strengthening of faith, is

hard to state, but certain it is that the Saviour grants

immediately a direct hearing to their prayer, and
strengthens their faith, inasmuch as He gives them
to hear first the word of encouragement (vs. 6),

then afterwards also a word of humiUation (vas.

7-10).

Vs. 6. If ye had faith.—The Saviour does not

deny that they had any faith, but only gives them to

feel how far they are removed from faith in the

highest ideal sense, which alone can make them
capable of fulfilling His own so strict requirement.

How much faith accomplishes in the spiritual world,

He indicates to them by pointing them to what
alterations faith, when it is really necessary, brings
forth in the natural world.

—

To this sycamine tree,

Set/cTiKws. Perhaps a proof that this address was
deUvered in the open air, while the Saviour was con-
tinuing His journey. By a strong personification,

the fig-tree is represented as a rational being which
is capable of understanding such a command of
faith, and obeying i t. The iruicii^iros, a tree frequently
met with in Palestine. Comp. De Wette, ArchaoL,

§ 83. Perhaps, however, here the avuoti-opia, ch. xix.

4, is meant, which, like our oak, has a sturdy trunk
and strong branches, deep and powerful roots, so
that it is in a certain sense something as great to
command such a tree, as to command a mountain :

fKpifiuS-jjTi. Nay, the Saviour here expresses Him-
Bclf still more strongly than in the parallel passage.
Matt. xvii. 20, smce the tree is not to sink itself,

but actually to plant itself in the sea, where an
ordinaiy tree can neither take root nor grow ; and
there is therefore a plain intimation, that often
that which according to the ordinary laws of nature
is entirely impossible, may inahigher order of things,
in which faith has the dominion, come immediately to
pass. As to the question how far we may expect a
literal fulfilment of such promises, without falling
into absurdities, Stier deserves to be compared on
Matt. xvii. 20.

Vs. 7. But which of you The old complaint
of lack of connection with what precedes (De
VVette), is, with an attentive psychological exegesis,
>ufficiently disposed of. The Saviour could not have
known His disciples, if He had not at once considered
that even tlie bare prospect of the accomplishment
of so great deeds was capable of making them im-
mediately again selfish and haughty. He therefore.
Without delay, calls their attention to the truth, that

even if faith strengthened them to the highest deeda

they on their part could never talk of a speciaj

merit. The parable of the Ploughing Servant, also,

may have been occasioned by the view of on»

laboring at the plough, under the eyes of the Savioui

and the Twelve, and the question : which of ycii

is the less incongruous, since at least the sons of

Zebedee belonged to a class above the lowest, and

might therefore well have SoTAoi, comp. Mark i. 20.

A servant ploughing or feeding cattle.—

Two kinds jf work are mentioned, in order definitely

to designate the apostoMcal labor to which they

should afterwards be called, and that on its more

difiScult as well as on its easier side. By the servant,

iovXos, we are not to understand a n'laSno^, but a

serf, who was entirely dependent on His lord, and

was most strictly bound to do in blind obedience

what was imposed upon him. " Quid magnifadt ad

arandum positus, si arat ; adpascendum, si pascU f
"

Grotius.

When he is come.—Ei'/Seois is not to be con-

nected with 4pe7 (De Wette, a. o.), but with Trape\S)!ii

(Stier, Meyer), as appears evident from the antithesis

ixerk TCLina in the following verse. The work must be

indefadgably accomplished. Rest follows afterwards,

and there is no need of hurrying for that. When the

work on the field is accomplished the domestic labor

must then be performed, before one can be seated,

and the master's meal of course precedes that of the

servant. The slave must be content to remain

girded till the lord has at his leisure finished eating

and drinking.—Tlepi^wo-a^ei^os, a figurative mode of

speech taken from the long garments of tlie Orientals,

which they had to lay aside or gird up, if they wished

to journey or to do any work.

Vs. 9. Doth he thank that servant?—A
question of holy irony, by wliich the Saviour does

not precisely mean to approve the fact, that so many
acts of service in "daily life are performed without

even a word of thanks, but simply reminds of what
is continually wont to happen. On the added ov Soku,

the stamp of originality is in our eyes too strongly

impressed for us, with Lachmann and Tischendorf, to

doubt its genuineness. For the interpolation there

is no reason, but the omission is easy to explain.

Meyer, ad loc.

Vs. 10. So likewise ye The Saviour will

have His disciples, even after their work is faithfully

accomplished, not esteem themselves higher than such
servants.

—

^Whioh are commanded you.—As well

in the held as in the house. Everything, even the

hardest not excepted. They have even in this case,

instead of expecting special thanks, to say in deep
humility : we are unprofitable servants, axpfloi,

not " poor, insignificant " (Rosenmiiller), and as little

in the unfavorable sense in wliich this word is used,

Matt. XXV. 30, but simply such as have done nothing
more than might be expected from SoDAoi. If they
had accomplished less they would have been even
the cause of loss ; had they accomplished more than
what they were charged with, they would then have
been xp^loi \ but now they could, as axpfi"', expect,
it is true, the food and drink which was the servant's

portion after his day's work was done, but no reward
such as was conceded only to an extraordinary
service. The Saviour does not demand that Hia
people shall despise and reprobate themselves ; He
says still less that He Himself is disposed to view
them as unprofitable servants ; He disputes least of
all that a rich reward awaits them, such as He had
promised, ch. xii. 81 ; but here only every meriiiam
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eoiidigno is denied, and they are expressly reminded
that whatever reward they may at any time receive,
it Is always a reward of grace, which they are in no
case to demand. How very especially this instrue-
jon was adapted to the case of the Twelve, and how
their faith would increase in the measure in which
humility grew in their hearts, they have perhaps
even at once felt, and certainly afterwards expe-
rienced.

DOOTBINAI/ AND ETHICAl.

1. What the Saviour says about the necessity of
iTKciySaXa., shows us what a living consciousness
He had of the antithesis which exists between the
holy kingdom of God and the sinful world of man.
An ordinary moral teacher would have said :

" It is

not fit that scandals should come; " the King of the

kingdom of God on the other hand :
" It is not fit that

offences should fail to come : even the stone of
stumbling will be the means of effecting My exalted

aim ; " comp. 1 Cor. xi. 19. Yet although He here
out of evil causes good to proceed, the moral respon-

sibiUty of him who occasions the o-Ktii'SaAoi' re-

mains terribly great, and^is by far too little con-

sidered. We must, however, take good heed not

to apply arbitrarily to offences tafcen, the Saviour's

threatening respecting offences given.

2. It is remarkable how, in this didactic discourse

of the Saviour, the direction to exercise forgiving

love and that to practise unfeigned humiUty are con-

nected with one another by the prayer for increase

of faith. In order to be able to exhibit love, faith

must first exist, but in order for us to have faith,

humility must first be deeper and more grounded.

It appears here, at the same time, how the Saviour

strengthens the faith of His people, not in a magical

but in an ethical way. He leads them towards the

mountain heights of a more developed life of faith,

through the obscure depths of self-knowledge. " Out

of the narrow place into the broad, out of the depth

unto the height."

3. The Saviour's declaration about the trans-

planting of the sycamine-tree, must not be over-

looked when the question, so variously answered, in

respect to the possibility of a continuous gift of

miracles in the church of the Lord, is discussed.

Without any limitation whatever. He connects the

gift of miracles with faith, and the assertion that this

promise is exclusively appUcable to the Twelve and

their immediate successors, is purely arbitrary. The

hyperbolical form of the imagery does not entitle us

to deny the essence of the fact. And if history offers

no perfectly attested proofs of the literal fulfilment

of the promise, this comes from the fact that the

greatest hindrances which faith must overcome, do

not commonly show themselves in the physical, but

in the ethical, sphere. It is true, so high a develop-

ment of the force of faith will ever belong to the

rarer facts, so long as there is yet so great lack of

that humility wliich the Saviour here so emphatically

commends.
4. The saying respecting the unprofitable servant

remains a locus classicus for the main doctrine of the

gospelj and of Protestantism,—the doctrine of the

justification of the sinner by grace alone ; and it is

therefore for this reason fully in its place in the

Pauline gospel of Luke. If the existence of a

thesaurus supereroffcUionis were possible, then the

language which the SavJour here will put in His dis-

ciples' mouths would only be the expression of a

hypocritical humiUty. We may, on the other hand,
evidently see that whoever refuses to call himself, in

the here-indicated sense, a SodKas axpeloj, makef
Christ Himself a SovXus axp*""• Comp. Galatians iL

21. With the assertion (J. Mdller, CAr. Lehre von
der Sunde, i. p. 48) that here at least tlie possi

bility of a virtue is presupposed by which one can do
more than what is commanded, since otherwise evei
Christ would have had to bring His holy life under
the category of SoDAor axpe''os, we cannot agree.

For Christ stood to the Father in an entirely different

relation from that of servant, with whom He here
puts His people on a level. Nor is there a proof for

the view that here it is a limited Jewish obedience
that is spoken of, which, on an evangehcal position,

one could raise himself far above. On the othei

hand it is plainly shown, that he who beUeves him-
self to be able to do more thiin he is under obligation

to do, must have very singular notions of the ideal

perfection which the law demands. As to the rest,

"this commendation of humility contradicts the

passage ch. xii. 37 only in appearance, inasmuch
as Christ at that time wished to encourage, at this

time to humble." De Wette.

6. The parable of the Ploughing Servant is even
yet of special significance for the pastoral ofiice.

The Saviour here shows plainly that His disciples are

to be used for different labors in His service ; the

one for hard ploughing—the other for quiet pasturing

;

that they must never be disgusted if their work in a

certain sense is never ended ; that all which they

really need and can justly expect, even for their

temporal life, will be provided for them at the

suitable time; but that they, even after the most
faithful labor, must forever give up the hope of their

receiving a recompense as their right, which they

have represented to others as a gift of grace. How
much fewer would have been the desolations caused

by the cancer of the spiritual pride of hierarchs and

clergy, if no minister of the church had ever desired

or assumed for himself another point of view than

that of the Ploughing Servant.

6. This whole instruction of the Saviour is justly

used to controvert the doctrine of the holiness of

works in the Ap. Augsb. Oonf. iii : "Jlcec verba clan

dicunt. quod Deus salvet ppi' misericordiam et proptei

auam promisdonetn^ non quod debeat propter digni

tatein operum nostrorum. Christus damnat fidudan.
nostrorum operum, arguU opera nostra, tanquam

indigna. Et prceclare hie inguit Ambrosius : agnos-

cenda est gratia, sed ignoranda natura, promissioni

gratim confidendum est, non naturce nostra. Servi

inutiles signijieajit insufficientes, quia nemo tantum

timet, tantum diligii Betim, tantum credit Deo, quantum

oportuit. Nemo non videt, fiditdam nostrorum operum

improbari."

HOMItETICAL AND PEACTIOAI.

A religion without scandals is in this sinful world

impossible.—The woe uttered upon the man through

whom scandals come : 1. Terrible ; 2. righteous ; 3.

salutary.—There is a punishment which is infinitely

heavier than harm to body and loss of life.—The high

value which the Saviour attributes to the Uttle ones

in the kingdou of heaven.—The greatest man who

gives scandals, stands below the lowest who suffers

them.—The requirement of willingness to forgive oui

brother, in its length, breadth, depth, and height, Eph.
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ju. 18.—TIndft the Old Covenant, sCTenfold ven-

geance, Gen. h 28, 24 ; under the New Covenant,

sevenfold forgiveness.—Kebuke of sin must be united

With compassion for the sinner.—No wealth in love

without growth of faith.—In the prayer for increase

of faith all Christians must join, like tlieapostles.—How
far this prayer is necessary: 1. In particular for the

Twelve ; 2. how far it remains necessary in general

for all believers,-What this prayer, 1. Presupposes;

a. that one already has faith, b. but has yet too

little, and c. that the Saviour is the only one from

whom we can receive more. What tliis prayer,

2. demands : a. more light, b. more power, r.. more

fellowship of faith. What the prayer, 3. effects : a.

the disciple becomes through the hearing of it per-

fect, b. the kingdom of God is advanced, c. the Lord

is glorified.—Fitting text for a communion sermon:

this prayer the best communion prayer, because it

was faith which, a. before the communion was most

lacking to us, b. because it at the communion is first

demanded, c. after the communion may be put to

many severe tests.—The all-overcoming power of

faith: 1. From what it ia visible; 2. why it is not

more seen.—A faith like a mustard-seed has power

enough to transplant a whole tree.—The relation of

labor to recompense in the kingdom of God.—The

minister of the kingdom of God like a ploughing

servant, one who 1. Is called to various, often wearying

labor ; 2. can never regard his work as entirely ac-

complished; 3. in his service receives and enjoys

what is needful ; 4. but even after the faithfully ac-

complished task, can never establish any claim to

well-deserved reward.—The unprofit.able servant very

profitable, the most profitable servant unprofitable.

—

How true recompense for labor in the kingdom of

God only begins when one has given up all prospect i

of reward.—The Saviour esteems His servants more
'

in proportion as they have learned to esteem them-
Belves less.

Stakke :—QuESNEL :—God, with whom all things

are possible, could easily prevent all scandals, but

He admits them for holy reasons.

—

£ibl. Wirt:—

Take care that thou to no one, but especially to young

children, give the least scandal.—Love never grows

weary in forgiving.

—

Brentius :—Christians may welj

be elevated above all prosecutions for trespass, be-

cause God the Lord has in such holy wise reserved

to Himself all vengeance.—Faith grows not like

tares ; because it has its root in God, it must also

grow through God.

—

Zeisius :—Even ^eak faith is

a Divine power, does miracles, saves, lud is not re

jected, Mark ix. 24, 25.—Let one examine himself

whether he be in the faith, that he may not account

his unbelief for a weak faith.—iVowa Bibl. Tub

:

—
It is not enough for us to begin our spiritual labor and

service of God well,—we must also continue it un-

interruptedly till the Lord Himself gives us our

holiday.

—

Canstein:—A devoted and faithful servant

gives his lord the honor, and concedes to him in all

things of good right the preeminence.—First the

work, after that the reward. The first we owe, the

latter follows from grace. — Hedingek : — Away
spiritual pride : where is perfection ? Genuine ser-

vants of God never in their own view do enough

;

they would ever be glad to have done yet something

more, so great is their desire to sei-ve God and to

win souls.

Hecbner :—Faith is the power as for all good,

so also for invincible placableness.—Prayer the

means of strengthening faith, and therefore daily

necessary.—It is not the chief concern that faith

should be at the very beginning strong, if it is only

fresh, sound, impelling.—To uproot even that which

is deeply rooted and appears impossible to move, ia

through faith in Christ possible.—Witliout labor no
repose, without conflict no enjoyment.—He is the

worthiest who esteems himself unworthiest.—Faith
bids : Ever at rest ; love, faith's daughter : Never at

rest.

—

Arndt ;—The utterance of humility in refer>

ence to the good that we have done: 1. It confesses

that all good which we do is only our duty ; 2. that

we succeed in it only through God's grace ; 3. that

it ever remains imperfect.—Lisco :—How necessary

for every citizen of the kingdom humility is.

L TTie Jmtrneyings through, the Boundaries between Samaria and Galilee, and the noticeable EverUt

during the same. Chs. XVII. 11—XVIII. 14.

1. The Ten Lepers (Ch. XVH. 11-19).

1 1 And it came to pass, as he went to Jerusalem, that he passed through the midst of
12 Samaria and Gahlee. And as he entered into a certain village, there met him ten men
13 that were lepers, which stood afar off: And they lifted up their voices [the voice, or, a

14 cry], and said, Jesus, Master, have mercy on us. And when he saw them, he said unto
them, Go shew yourselves unto the priests. And it came to pass, that, as they went,

15 they were cleansed. And one of them, when he saw that he was healed, turned back,
16 and with a loud voice glorified God, And fell down on his face at his feet, giving him
17 thanks: and he was a Samaritan. And Jesus answering said, Were there not ten

18 cleansed? [Have not the ten (oi StVa) been cleansed?] but where are the nine? Ther«
are not found that returned to give glory to God [Are there none found returning,

19 &c. ?], save this stranger [foreigner, aA\oyevj;s]. And he said unto him. Arise, go thy
way: thy faith hath made thee whole [lit., saved thee].
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KXEGETICAI, AITO CRITICAI,.

Vs. n. And it came to pass.—An exact har-
monistiea would have, after Luke xvii. 10, to insert
the account of the raising of Lazarus, and the delib-
eration jf the hostile Sanhedrim held in conse-
quence of this, John xi. 1-53. After these events
the Saviour tarries some time in the small town of
Ephraim, till the approaching Passover calls Him
again to Jerusalem, John xi. 54, 55. In the begin-
ning of this last journey to the feast follow the oc-
currences related by Luke, xvii. 11 seq. The heal-
ing of the ten lepers did not, therefore, take place
during an excursion of our Lord from Ephraim (Ols-
hausen, Von Gerlach), but at the very beginning of
the journey to the feast, which Luke alone gives an
account of. Once more before He takes leave of
His pubhc life, the Saviour wiU in part wander
through the regions which had been the theatre of
His earlier activity, and so by words and deeds show
that He docs not avoid His mighty enemies.

Aia iiiaoL -There is no ground for altering the
reading either into fiiaov, Bm ixiaov, or am fierrov.

See Meter, ad loc. The expression intimates, not that
He was travelling through the midst of the two here-
named lands—for in this case not Samaria but Gali-

lee would have to be first named—but that He was
travelling in the midst between these two lands, so
that He kept on the borders without penetratiug

into the interior of the country, in conjinio, Bengel.

So also Lange, X. /. ii. p. 1065. The opinion that

the mention of Samaria took place only in conse-

quence of the appearance of a Samaritan in this nar-

rative, vs. 16 (Strauss), is one of the frivolities of

the negative criticism, which contribute not a little

to throw suspicion upon its moral character.

Vs. 12. Ten lepers Upon the leprosy see on
Luke V. 12-16, and Lightpoot on Matt. viii. 2. In

2 Kings vii. 3 we find an example of leprous men,
driven by need, having united themselves with one
another in a company. As unclean, they were

obliged to remain at least 4 ells distant from the un-

tainted. See Lev. xiii. 46 ; Num. v. 2. That even

to them in their isolation the report of Jesus had

made its way, is a striking proof of the greatness of

His fame.

Vs. 13. Jesus, Master, eTrio-TaTa, not Kvpie.—
Although they do not yet know the Saviour's Messi-

anic dignity, yet they account Him a prophet, mighty

In deed and word ; their faith is sincere without be-

ing perfect, on which account also the Saviour does

not repel them. But in order to show to the dis-

ciples that He in the manner in which He accom-

plishes His benefits is bound to no form whatever, as

well as ,at the same time to try the faith of the lepers.

He this time effects the cure in an entirely peculiar

way. FuU of leprosy as they yet are, they must go

to the priests, in order to have themselves decliired

clean by these. In this, it is true, there is implied

the indirect promise that tliey would actually become

clean even before they came to their priests, but yet

it was no easy requirement that they should, yet un-

healed, begin their journey thither. It appears that

the Saviour in this way would not only try them, but

also avoid any occasion whaiever for scandal, and

give the representatives of the Theocracy their due

honor, comp. Lev. xiii. 2 ; xiv. 2. Probably the

Israelitish lepers now go towards the village lymg in

the vicinity (the whole scene we have to conceive as

yet outside of the K<ifiv), while the Samaritan went

probably to his own priests, who, without doubt, ob
served the same laws of purification. In the midst
of their believing journey the healing at once comoj
to pass.

Vs. 15. Turned back Not after he had reallf

been declared clean by the Samiiritan priests (Cal
vin, Luther, Lange) ; for in this case the Saviout
would not have been able to wonder that the nine
others had not returned, since these certainly had to
make a much longer journey to their priests. No,
ec T^ iwd-yeiv all were healed, and all ought to have
returned at once, in order to thank their Deliverer.

That the nine had allowed themselves to be kepi
back by the influence of hostilely disposed priests

{Berl. Bibl.), is an entirely arbitrary conjecture.

Not hours, but only moments had intervened be-
tween the command and the heaUng, between the
healing and the thanksgiving. Or are we to sup-
pose our Lord to have tariied inactive a half day
at the entrance of the Kiifxii, in order to see whether
one would perchance return ?

A Samaritan.—The other lepers, without doubt,

after the priest had declared them clean, returned
joyfully to their dwelling; but the Samaritan does
not content himself with having received the bene-

fit, he will also praise the Benefactor. His thankful-

ness is of the right kind, for it displays itself as a

glorifymg of God, vs. 15, and that is well-pleasing

to the Saviour, vs. 1 8. But the praise of Him who
was the first cause of the benefit brings no prejudice

to the honor to which the Mediator of this healing

may make claim. With loud voice he praises God,
and falls down at Jesus' feet, ready, as is of course

understood, after that to obey His command, and
now to go to the priests.

Vs. 11. Where are the nine?—^In order to

understand the full melancholy earnestness of this

inquiry, we must consider this event in its historical

cormection. The Saviour here also is not concerned
for honor from man, but He who knows well what
is in man knows also that gratitude towards God
conld not be very heartfelt, where one did not feel

himself obliged even to a word of thanks towards his

human benefactor. His complamt, in and of itself a

just one, if we regard the extraordinariiiess, the undo-

servedness, and the magnitude of the benefit bestow-

ed, becomes the more affecting, if we consider thetime

in which it was uttered. Well acquainted with the

plans which had already been forged in Judsea for

His destruction, the Saviour yet once again makes
this boundary-tract of Galilee the theatre of His sav-

ing love, and even at the first miracle on this journey

it is manifested how very much the prevailing tone

of feeling is now altered. For formerly a miracle

performed on one, animated many hundred tongues

to His praise ; now, on the other hand, the healing

of ten unhappy ones does not even eUoit from the

majority of the healed, still less from the inhabitants

of the village, even a single word of thanks. He has

this time rather concealed tnan made conspicuous

the brilliant character of the miracle by its form, but

He experiences at the same time how the Doer of

the miracles is at once forgotten, and while He on

His part, even in this last period, displays Eia vfy

spect for the law and the priesthood. He is rewai-ded

therefor with a mean slight. The observation of

this fact goes to the Saviour's heart ; and as He had

just shown Himself the compassionate High-priest, H«
feels Himself now the deeply contemned Messiah,

Yet the complaint to which His sadness gives utter

ance, is at the same time a eulogy for the one thank
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fU one who had appeared before Him, and with the

words: "Rise up, go tliy way, thy faith hath saved

thee
; " the benefit is for this one heightened, con-

firmed, sanctified.

It was perhaps the learning of this distinction

between the Samaritan and the Jews, which oooa-

Bioned Luke, from his broad Pauline point of view, to

note down this occurrence, which, we know not from

what special reasons, the other Synoptics pass over.

Not unprobable is the view that he here by a speak-

ing example wished to place in a clear light the un-

thankfulness of the Jews towards the Saviour, wliich

Bhowed itself throughout His course. Comp. Sohlei-

ERSiAOHEK, I. c. 215. But that Luke does not for all

this show any unwarranted, unhistorical preference

for the Samaritans (Schwegler, a. o.) appears suflS-

ciently from chap. ix. 63.

DOCTRINAl AND ETHICAl.

1. The essence of faith manifests itself in the ten

lepers. Faith recognizes in Jesus the only willing

and all-sulEcient Helper, and allows itself to be im-

pelled by life's necessity to take refuge in Him. It

ifi observed by the Saviour with pleasure, exercised

by trial, and never put to shame, so far as the heart

is upright before Him, even when the conceptions

of tlie understanding, respecting the Redeemer, are

as yet extremely defective. It is the only way to

Balvation, not only in a natural, but also in a spiritual,

respect, and must, if it is of the right kind, reveal

itself in siacere thankfulness towards God and to-

wards the Saviour.

2. No less appears here the nature of true thank-
fulness. It can only be required and attested when
one knows himself to be healed and redeemed by
Christ ; but then it can and may not possibly fail to

appear. Like love, so also is thankfulness towards
God most intimately connected with thankfulness
towards man, comp. 1 John iv. 20. " Deo inffraius,

non erit hoynmibus gratus^ Melanchthon. It reveals

itself with irresistible force, as in the case of this

Samaritan, who, after he had first with hoarse voice
[i. «., husky with leprosy.—C. C. S.] called on the
Redeemer, returns again immediately after his heal-

ing, in order with loud voice to give God the glory.
And as unthankt'ulness does not only deny the Sa-
viour, but also perturbs Him, so, on the other hand,
genuine gratitude is rewarded by augmented gifts of
grace, vs. 19, so that the declaration : " He that has,
to him shall be given," finds here also its full Hppli-

eation.

S. The ingratitude of the nine, in contrast with
the one Samaritan, bears so far as tliis a symbolical
character, that it gives an example of the unfavor-
Bble reception which the Saviour ever found in Is-
rael, in opposition to the higher esteem which was
•ccorded Him in the heathen world.

4. The love which the Saviour here also, as often,
exhibits for the Samaritans, was for the apostles a
piEdagogic lesson, which, as appeared from the extend-
ed commission that was given them. Acts i. 8, was
doubly necessary, and afterwards also bore its fruits

In *.he zeal with which they preached the Gospel to
Bbzaaria too. Acts viii.

HOMILETICAL AND PBACTICAL.

Augmenting hostility hinders not the Saviour

from working so long as it is day.—Leprosy, thi

image of the defilement and the misery of sin.—How
life's necessity brings together and unites men.—

.

Misery's cry of distress : 1. Unanimously raised ; 2.

graciously answered.—Jesus, a Master who tstkea

compassion on those who call on Him in distress.

—

Jesus, in the healing of the ten lepers, revealing

Himself as the image of the invisible God, comp.

Ps. 1. 15.—Perplexing requirements and ways of the

Lord have no other purpose than to strengthen the

yet weak faith.—The Divine institutions of the Old

Testament are by the Saviour in the days of His

flesh honored and practised.—What is adventured

in faith on Jesus' word is never resultless.

—

Not always are good and evil found just where we
should expect them a priori.—The great contrasts

which present themselves in the history of the ten

lepers : 1. Great misery on the one hand, great grace
on the other hand; 2. great unthankfulness from
many, thankful recognition from one; 3. Israel

blessed with benefits, but rejected by its own fault

—

the stranger praised and accepted.—Human thank-
fulness and unthankfulness in relation to the Lord,
and the I;Ord in relation to them.—How true thank-
fulness towards God reveals itself in the glorifying

of Jesus.—The sad inquiry. Where are the nine?
1. What were they once ? 2. where are they now ?

3. What do they afterwards become ?—The thankful
stranger a true citizen of the kingdom of God.—He
that honors grace received is worthy of greater
grace !—-What is the faith that has any true savmg
power? A faith which is: 1. Humble in entreaty;
2. courageous in approaching ; 3. joyful in thanks-
giving.

Starke :

—

Nova Bibl. Tub.

:

—The world is a
hospital full of infirm and sick.—J. Hall :—Like
and like agree well

;
pure to pure, impure to im-

pure.— Jesus, give us grace to seek Thee and
strength to wait on Thee.

—

Mova Bibl. Tub.

:

—From
the leprosy of sin there can no one heal us but He
that is called Jesus, Matt. i. 21.—Nothing agrees
better together than human misery and Christ's

compassion.

—

Hedingek :—Whoever will spiritually

recover, let him show himself to experienced people
and Christians.—Christ is indeed a Physician of all

men, but He does not heal all in one way.— man,
if God hath graciously heard thy Eleison, forget not
then to bring Him thy Hallelujah.

—

Quesnkl :

—

With genuine thanksgiving there is true humility.
Bibl. Wirt.

:

—Shameful is unthankfulness towards
our neighbor, but much shamefuller towards God
and His many benefits.—Learn to suffer and shun
ingratitude.—Follow not the multitude; better be
with the one than with the nine.

—

JVova Bibl. Tub.

:

—On humiliation follows exaltation, on repentance
departure m peace.

—

Canstein :—So great and glo-
rious is faith, that that is attributed to it which yet
is only God's grace and benefit.

Lavatee :—Even the thanks that are most Hia
due, Christ rewards with new manifestations of
grace.—HEnsNER :—The true penitent goes towards
Christ indeed, but remains in humility, nevertheless,
standing afar oif.—The spiritually sick also, when
he needs comfort, should show himself to the priest.—The priests cannot make clean but declare clean.
Those of erroneous befof put to shame very often
the confessors of the true religion.—The multitude
of evil and the rareness of good examples m human
society.—Christ now, as then, experiences the un-
thankfulness of men.—Unthankfulness so frequent a
phenomenon because humility Is lacking.—He that
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prays without giving {hanks, closes to himefilf the
door of acceptance of his prayer.

Oil (he Pericope.—Codaed :—Our life must be a
continued praying and giving thanks : 1. Praying in

relation to our necessities ; 2. giving thanks in relar

tion to the Divine benefits of grace.

—

Ahlfeld :

—

Where are the nine ?—How is it as to thy thanksgiving
prayers towards God ?—RAniENBEEG ;—The intent of

the Divme help : ] . That we may recognize the Di-

vine help ; 2. receive it with thanksgiving ; 3. through
* zrow in holiness.

—

Wbsteemeyer :—Comp. Ps.

1. 16 : 1. The commended call ; 2. the promised help
3. the owing thanks.—W. Otto :—Unthankfulnes!
is the world's reward; this is- 1. An experienet

gained in the world ; 2. an accusation preferre*

against the world ; 3. a sliame lying upon the world
4. a harm arising for the world.—Fuons:—Chrib

makes us clean: 1. From what? 2. whereby? 3,

whereto ?—SoncHON :—Insincere and sincere faith.

—

Stiee :—How the Lord here to our shame complain!
of the unthankfulness of men,—J. J. Mitillb
Compelled piety.

2. Discourses of Jesus concerning the Kingdom of God (Vss. 20-37).

20 Asd when he was demanded of [inquired of by] the Pharisees, when the kingdom
of God should come, he answered them and said, The kingdom of God conieth not with

?,1 observation [«'. e., i?o that it can be gazed at] : Neither shall they say, Lo here ! or, lo

there ! for, behold, the kingdom of God is within you [rather, in the midst of you].

22 And he said unto the disciples. The [om.. The] days will come, when ye shall desire

23 to see one of the days of the Son of man, and ye shall not see it. And they shall say

24 to you. See here ; or,' see there : go not after them, nor follow them. For as the light-

ning, that lighteneth out of the one part under heaven, shineth unto the other pari

25 under heaven; so shall also^ the Son of man be in his day. But first must he suffer

26 many things, and be rejected of [by] this generation. And as it was in the days of

27 Noe [Noah], so shall it be also in the. days of the Son of man. They did eat, they

drank, they married wives, they were given in marriage, until the day that Noe [Noah]

28 entered into the ark, and the flood came, and destroyed them all. Likewise also as it

was in the days of Lot ; they did eat, they drank, they bought, they sold, they planted,

29 they builded;" But the same day that Lot went out of Sodom it rained fire and brim-

30 stone from heaven, and destroyed them all. Even thus shall it be in the day when the

31 Son of man is revealed. In that day, he which shall be upon the housetop, and his

stuff [goods] in the house, let him not come down to take it away :
and he that is in

32, 83 the field, let him likewise not return back. Eemember Lot's wife. Whosoever
'

shall seek to save his life shall lose it ; and whosoever shall lose his life shall preserve

34 it. I tell you, in that night there shall be two men in one bed ;
the one shall be taken,

35 and the other shall be left. Two women shall be giinding together
;
the one shall be

36 taken, and the other left. Two men shall be in the field; the one shall be taken, and

37 the other left.' And they answered and said [say] unto him, Where, Lord? And he

said unto them, Wheresoever [Where] the body is, thither will [also^] the eagles be

gathered together.

1 Ve 23 -Rec. IM aSe * ISoii iwl. The ? before the second iSov, although Lachmami defends it, appears to be

»»rrowed from Matt. xxiv. 23, and is properly rejected by Tischendorf, [Meyer, TreRellcs,A^^^^^^
DorrowBu

although dubious, as it s wanting in many manuscripts, is found, however, in B., D., [om., tod. hin.,1

Bnd his bin on'this g?o"und,as it' appears, properly retained by Xisehendori and at least bracketed by Lachmami.

t'^^fl-f^?i"ln lu protrmy'^n^ntS^^^^ rejected bj almost all later critic^

with ihl'eltpfSn of Klzl Se Wette^esitates. [Om., A., B., Cod. Sm., 14 other uncials, ani much the larger part of

the cur8ives.-C, C. S.]^^^^^
^^^,^^_^ ^^ Ti^chendorf into the text, on the authority of B., [Cod. Sin.,] L., [U., A.]

the kingdom of God, of which John and Jesus had

already so long testiiied, still remained invisible,

and that our Lord, after long labor in Galilee, had

acquired no gi-eater following, as had just before

appeared. But as often good comes out of evil, so

have we here also to thank a concealed ermiity for

an instruction of the Saviour which assails an error

of His adversaries at its root, and possesses abiding

worth for all future ages.

With observation, nera TrapuTi^pvceai, literally,

with or under observation, so that it can be recog-

nized and observed by outward tokens, and that oni

' Vs. 37.—Kai is rig:

BXEGETICAL AND CRITICAI^

Vs. 20. Inquired of by the Pharisees.—The

eround, occasion, and purpose of this inquiry can

only be cot«ecturally determined. To understand it

as put by sympathizing inquirers desirous of salva-

tion, is forbidden by the partiaUy rebuking and par-

tially earnestly warning answer of our Lord. Ap-

parently these Pharisees were not unacquainted with

ttie growing hatred of the Jewish magnates agarast

Jesus and had in secret their sport at the fact that
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oould exclaim yrith assurance, Lo here, lo there !

We are not primarily to understand this of external

pomp and brilliancy (meto; ttoXa^s cf.cu'Tao-ia?, Grotius),

but in general everything external that can be seen

(rith the eyes and grasped with the hand. By this

answer, the Pharisees are at the same time instructed

that it is a fruitless trouble to inquire after a defi-

nitely fixed pomt of time, when it shall suddenly

come. Of this unnoticed coming of the kingdom of

God, the Saviour could not well give any more strik-

ing proof than this, that the kingdom of heaven had

already in its incipienoy appeared among them, with-

out their havmg even yet in their earthly-mindedness

observed it.

Vs. 21. In the midst of you, eVris ufitSi'.

—

From the future to which they were looking, tlie

Saviour directs their eyes back upon to-day. Inas-

much as the King of the kingdom of God was

already hving and working in the midst of them,

this kmgdom had already come potentially into their

nearest neighborhood. The explanation, in animis

ventris (Chrysostom, Luther, Olshausen, Heubner,

Hilgenfeld, and others, and also the deceased Am-
sterdam Professor A. des Amorie van der Hoeven),

is indeed capable of being philologically defended,

and finds also some weak analogies in individual

PauUne expressions (1 Cor. iv. 20; Eom. xiv. 17;

Col. i. IS), but is not favored by the connection.

For the translation, " in the midst of you," there are

the following grounds : 1. That in this way the anti-

thesis between the external coming and the being

already actually present is kept mose sharply de-

fined; 2. that the kingdom of God h;id not been
truly set up in the hearts of these Pharisees ; 3. that

in John i. 26; xii. 85; Luke vii. 16; xi. 20, the

same thought which is expressed in our translation

is expressed in another way, while, on the other

hand, for the apparently profound but really not
very intelligible statement, that the kingdom of God
is found in the man, no other proofs are to be found
in our Lord's own words. It would be better, witliout

doubt, to connect with one another the two signifi-

cations of eVro's (Stier, Lange), although there is

nothing contained in the connection that decidedly
requires us to interpret ivTiit otherwise than as the

simple antithesis of f|a>, intra vos. Not with entire

injustice, apparently, Meyer calls the idea of the
kingdom of God as an ethical condition in the soul,

modern, not historieo-biblieal.

Vs. 22. And He said unto the disciples.—
The Pharisees have been suiBciently disposed of
with the above answer, which Luke has alone pre-

served to us. But the Saviour does not on this occa-
sion give up the subject which they had brought
into discussion, but continues, perhaps in their pres-
ence, to instruct His disciples still further about the
approaching coming of the kingdom of God. In the
escliatological discourse, vss. 22-37, which now lies

before us, the same phenomenon is repeated which
we have already several times met with. Here also
Luke communicates sayings which Matthew has pre-
sented in an entirely different connection, and again
the inquiry cannot be avoided, which of the two has
maintained the most exact chronological sequence.
If we compare the first and the third Gospels
with one another, it appears that Luke xvii. 28, 24,
and Matt. xxiv. 23-27

; moreover Luke xvii. 26, 27,
Mid Matt. xxiv. 37-89, as well as Luke xvii. 36-37,
and Matt. xxiv. 40, 41, coincide almost verbally.
Now, it is true the possibility cannot be doubted
that our Lord utwred several of these sayings on

several occasions, but, on the other hand, it cas

hardly be denied that many of the words here given

by Luke appear in Matthew in a much more happj

and natural connection ; that it is much more prob

able that our Saviour, towards the end of His life,

spoke to His intimate disciples alone concerning

these secrets of the future, and not some weeks be-

fore to a circle of hearers so mixed as that in the

midst of which Luke here places us; and that finally

it is almost inconceivable that the long eschatologi-

cal discourse. Matt, xxiv., should have consisted in a

great measure only of reminiscences of a previous

instruction, Luke xvii. From all these grounds we
beheve that Luke xvii. 22-37 stands in about the

same relation to Matt. xxiv. as Luke vi. 17-49 and

ch. xii. 22 seq., to Matt. v. 7. In opposition to

Schleiermiicher and Olshausen, who concede to

Luke the preference, we think, with Ebrard, Lange,

and others, tliat we see in the redaction of the third

gospel in this place heterogeneous elements, that is,

such as, although in themselves undoubtedly genuine,

have yet been here inserted only because of the op-

portunity, and outside of their original historic con-

nection ; but we prefer to assume that the Saviour

on this occasion did communicate a certain eschato-

logical instruction, without, however, already, as after-

wards, speaking of the destruction of Jerusalem, but

that individual striking expressions from a later dis-

course have been by Luke woven proleptically into

this one. How much has been transferred from one
discourse to the other, it is probable will never admit

of any other than an approximate determination.

Days will come.—The psychological connec-

tion of this first word to the disciples, and of the

last to the Pharisees, strikes the eye at once.

Scarcely has the Saviour uttered the assurance thai

the kingdom of God already exists in the midst of

them, when He thinks also of the prerog;itive of His
disciples, who had been already received into the

saTne, but at the same time—and how could it at

such a time be otherwise ?—on the pain of impending
separation. It is as if He feared that His friends,

from tlie assurance that the kingdom of God had
already really come, wonld now also draw the conclu-

sion that the King would forever abide in the midst
of them. As He is far from blowing up again even
the weakest spark of an earthly hope which He had
previously controverted with so much emphasis. He
now makes haste to prepare them for grievous times.

Under the pressure of manifold tribulations, they
were for the moment to wish in vain to see even one
of the victorious blessed days of the revelation of the

Messiah. The Saviour is thinking of one of tliose

days of happiness such as only the aliip fieWaiv could
and should bring. He does not mean that they
would long for one of the days which they were
now experiencing in converse with the yet humil-
iated Ch rist, but that they would sigh after the reve-

lation of the Glorified One, who should bring an end
to all their wretchedness and satisfaction to their

longing. We must not, therefore, explain with

Bengel, *' cupiditatem illara posiea sedavit Para-
delus,'''' but rather, " hanc cupiditatem taniummodo
sedare potest Panisia." Impelled by this natural

but impatient longing, they might easily incur the

danger of allowing themselves to be misled by false

Messiahs, against which the Saviour warns them in

the following verse.

Vs. 23. Go not after them.— Comp. Matt
xxiv. 23-27, and Lange, ad loc. It is without
ground that Schleiermacher here ".Isputea that w«
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»re to understand false Messiaha. Let the reader
eall to mind also the Goetae, who shortly before the

destruction of the Jewish state led so many thou-

sands by the promise of miracles iuto the wilderness

and into destruction. Bee Josephus, Ant. Jud. xx.

8, 6. Comp. De Bell. Jud. ii. 13, 4 ; Acts v. 36, 37

;

xxi. 38, and Homily 76 of Chrysostom
Vs. 24. The lightning that lighteneth.—The

tertium comparaiionh between the Parusia and the

swiftness of the lightning which shows itself on the

dark sky, is not its unexpected appearance, but its

indubitable visibleness ; even as one, when the light-

ning flashes from one region of heaven to the other

(ek t7)«, sc. x'i'P^'Oi "^"^^ '^"^ need to inquire whither

and where the flash shows itself. If the day of the

Son of Man is once present, this will no more be a

matter of doubt than it is a matter of uncertainty

whether ^ ao-Tpairrj 7) dcTTpan-Toucra has darted through

the air or not. 'Hfj.4pa signifies here the ira/jouo-ia,

which the days designated in ts. 22, riix4pcti, do not

precede, but follow.

Vs. 25. First . . . suffer many things.—The
prediction of suffering and liying which often returns

in this last period is here, too, not wanting. " In vs.

25 He gives the great deciding announcement against

all false irapaTrip-qin!, that the Messiah previously,

in a first manifestation, must suffer and be rejected.

See on Matt. xvi. 21 ; xvii. 12." Stier. One must,

therefore, not by any means, as the Pharisees do,

«xpect the promised Parusia too eai'ly, since this

must in any case be preceded by a mournful event.

Our Lord cannot with sufficient earnestness impress

it on the minds of His disciples that His way goes

down into the depth, while they are secretly dream-

ing of high places of honor.

Vs. 26. In tho days of Noah.—Comp. on Matt,

xxiv. 37-89. Although the coming of our Lord will

be the perfect redemption of His disciples out of all

tribulations (comp. vs. 22), it is here represented espe-

cially as a judgment upon the godless and unbeUev-

ing world, aud this judgment is typified in the fate

of the contemporaries of Noah. The Asyndeton be-

tween the different verbs heightens the living and

graphic force of the portrayal of their careless Ufe in

the midst of the most powerful voices of awakening.

We may, perhaps, from the fact that the terrible

side of the event is made especially conspicuous,

while the delivery of Noah is not mentioned, con-

clude with some probability that the Saviour ad-

dressed these words originally to a v/ider circle than

that of His believing disciples.

Vs. 28. In the days of Lot.—The second ex-

ample, which Luke alone relates, is especially re-

markable, not only on account of the peculiar coin-

cidence in character between the here-mentioned

time and the antediluvian period, but also on account

of the striking application which in vs. 32 is made

of the history of Lot's wife. Here also there is no

other conception of the destruction of Sodom imphed

than that in Genesis xix. aud elsewhere.

Vs. 31. He which shall be upon the house-

top. The Saviour gives the counsel to immediate

flight with the abandonment, in case of need, of all

that is possessed on earth. It is true, He has not m
this connection, as in Matt. xxiv. 17, as yet spoken

of the destruction of Jerusalem ; but the admomtion

is in this place not on that account by any means

incongruous, as DeWette precipitately asserts ^or

have we, with Meyer, to understand a flight tor de-

Uverauce to the coming Messiah. This last explana-

tion has visibly arisen from perplexity, and is only

seemingly favored by the example of Lot's wife. W
may here, in general, understand a city taken by ia
vading enemies, from which it is only possible to savt
one's life, if he hurries away at the instant, without,
at the danger of life, dragging anything with him.
The same is the case with him who is fallen upon in

the field, which is here conceived quite as generally

as the city. The main thought is evidently this : that

no temporal possession ought to engage the interest

when eternal good must be won at any price. Comp.
Matt. xvi. 25. [I do not see how any one can regar?
vss. 31-37 as anything else than a fragment of ouf
Saviour's subsequent prediction of the destruction ol

Jerusalem. It fits perfectly into that, while it is

impossible to see any immediate applicableness here.

It is doubtless inserted here as an element of the

eschatological discourse of our Lord, and so far con-

nected with the preceding context.—C. C. S.]

Vs. 32. Remember Lot's wife.—It would be
inferring too much from this remark of our Lord to

wish to conclude from it that He assumes that Lot's

wife was, on account of her momentary transgression,

given over to endless misery. Much more temper-

ately has Luther judged concerning it :
" For het

disobedience' sake. Lot's wife must bear a temporal

punishment, but her soul is saved. 1 Cor. v. 5." As
to the rest, in what her trespass consisted is sulB-

cieutly well known from Genesis xix. 26. Through
her unlawful looking back, she has become the type

of that earthly-mindedness and self-seeking which

wishes to preserve the lesser at any cost, and thereby

loses the greater. It is worthy of note, that in tha

book of the Wisdom of Solomon, also, chap. x. 7,

the same warning image is held up before us, so thai

this passage in the Gospel is one of the very few in

which we may, perliaps, find an indirect allusion to

one of the Apocryphal books. Respecting the exact

manner of the death of Lot's wife, and the legend

concerning the pillar of salt, nee the Commentaries

on Genesis xix., especially the remarks of T. W. I.

SoHBOEnEE, Das erste Buch Mosia ausgeler/t, Berhn,

1844, p. 378.

Vs. 33. Whosoever shall seek to save his

life.—See on chap. ix. 24, and comp. Matt. x. 39 ; John

xii. 26.

—

ZwuyonT]ijei, preserve aJive, as in Acts vii.

19, namely, m the last decisive moment at the Paru-

sia. The Saviour's discourse here goes yet deeper,

inasmuch as He here speaks not merely, as before,

vss. 26-30, of the danger which threatens those en-

tirely careless, but also of that which threatens such

disciples as, Uke Lot's wife, had indeed made the

first step towards escaping the future destruction,

but, alas ! afterwards remained standing midway in

the way of salvation.

Vs. 34. I tell you.—Comp. on Matt. xxiv. 40

seg. The Saviour strengthens His admonition stil'

more by allusion to the definitive terrible dimsion

which will coincide with the great decision. At His

coming, that is torn asunder which outwardly, as

well as inwardly, appeared to be as closely as pos-

sible joined together. Two examples thereof Luke

gives, while the third, vs. 36, appears to be tran*

ferred from Matt. xxiv. 40. See notes on the text.

The first is talsen from companionship at night ; th«

other from companionship by day. Tainri ti) mcrl

is not in the sense of tempm-e illo calarnitoso (Grotius,

Kuinoel), but is a simple designation of the time

which one is wont to spend upon his bed, perhaps

with the secondary thought of the uncertainty of the

Parusia, which comes as a thief in the night, Matt,

ssiv. 44. At the beginning of the second example^
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vs. 35, we might, on the other hand, supply : raurp

Ty riufpa. Unexpectedly does the Parusia come

;

whether by day or by night is all one ; dissimilar,

only outwardly united things are then forever sev-

ered. By the kXiVi? ^^a we have not necessarily to

understand conjugal companionship—at all events

both pronouns are masculine—but every connection

which is intimate enough to entitle to a common bed,

as was the case in the following example with the

common labor by day. On the other hand, there ap-

pear in the other example two women (nia, eripa),

who, according to the Oriental custom, are grinding

upon the hand-mill there in use, Exodus xi. 5, and
are, therefore, occupied with one and the same
appointed work. No matter now whether the Parusia

come by day or by night, one of the two is taken
away, the other left ;—in which, of course, it is un-

derstood that our Lord is not thereby giving any fixed

rule. Two may be on one bed and both taken ; two,

on the other hand, may be laboring in one field

and both be left ; but it may be that even the most
intimate companionship will be interrupted by the
Parusia. The one is taken, comp. John xii. 26

;

xiv. 3, the other surrendered, without respect of per-

sons, to the certain catastrophe.

Vs. 36. Where, Lord 7—Not an expression of
terror {guomodo, Kuinoel), but a definite inquiry
after the locality in which all this should take place

;

even as the Pharisees, vs. 20, had inquired definitely

after the time of the revelation of the kingdom of
God. Although now the Saviour, in this connection,
according to Luke, has not been speaking particu-

larly of the destruction of Jerusalem, it seems, how-
ever, as if the disciples had a presentiment that the
predicted scenes of terror might, perhaps, come to

pass even in their neigliborhood, in the Holy Land,
and wished now that the Saviour would compose
their feara about this. He, however, gives them
neither an evasive nor an entirely definite answer

;

but only recites a proverb, respecting which, comp.
on Matt. xxiv. 28.—Ti crwfj.a, in Matt. t)i Tr-riina, to
be understood especially of the animal body, which
as soon as it lies lifeless becomes the welcome spoil
of birds of prey. If one does not incline to see here
any allusion to the Roman eagles which swept down
upon the unhappy Jerusalem, as upon their prey, we
can then, in general, paraphrase this answer thus
(Stier) :

" Everything in its time and order, accord-
ing to what belongs to it ! Ask not with importu-
nate curiosity after Where, How, or When, but be-
hold : Where the corruption of death is, there must
the eagles come ! When it has become night, then will
the Mghtning bring an awful hght! Only do you
-ake care to be found as the hving and as children
of the hght !

" In no case have we occasion, with
De Wette, to complain that the enigmatical proverb
haa, by the redaction of Luke, lost in perspicuity.

DOCTEINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The answer of our Lord to the question of the
Pharisees, when the kingdom of God shall come, is
of the utmost moment for controverting all grossly
•ensuous chiHastic expectations and notions which in
the course of the ages have ever and anon come up
in the bosom of the Chriatiar. cnuroh. The longing
»f the Pharisees to be able to state : Zo here, lo there,
has remamed ahve in the hearts of thousands who
bear the Saviour's name. It is the natural conse-
quence of earthly-mindednesa ind pride, which even

in the regenerate is indeed kept down, but not yeB

eradicated. From such eyes the secret power and
the spiritual form of the kingdom of God is even tOi

day hidden. It is easier, moreover, to comprehend
in their full force the parable of the Treasure and
that of the Pearl, than that of the Mustard-Seed and
that of the Leaven. Very often, also, there is found,

even in Christians, the craving for heathen display

of signs, which at bottom bears witness, not to a
strong, but to nothing else than a weak, faith. Ovef
against this coarser or more refined Chiliasm, there

stands a more or less one-sided Spirituahsm, which,

perhaps, has found acceptance in yet more extended
circles. Not seldom has the saying, that the king'

dom of God comes oij tx^ra Trap^.TT}p7j(rGo:s, been mis*

used and exaggerated, in the sense that this kingdonj
will never on earth display itself in a glorious form
worthy of itself. No ; the kingdom of God comes
not with observation, but when it has once come, we
shall nevertheless be well able to say : Lo here 1

For here, too, holds good Oetinger's word :
" Cor-

poreaUty is the end of God's ways." ChiUasm, how-
ever, for the most part, in view of the body, over-

looks the spirit ; Spiritualism, in view of the spirit,

the body ; both forget that man in this sphere also

may not arbitrarily sunder what according to God's
ordinance is meant to be forever most intimately
united. To grossly sensual Chihasts we are to hold
up the utterance :

" The kingdom of God is already
in the midst of us," while one-sided Spirituahsts must
be reminded of the Saviour's declaration to His dis-

ciples ; " For as the lightning, &c.—so shall also

the Son of man be .in His day." The kingdom of
God comes with gentle, scarcely noticeable step, but
not to remain invisible.

2. A threefold coming of the kingdom of God is

to be distinguished : First, the Saviour appeared in hu-
mility, in an humble servant's form; after that He
comes in the Spirit invisible, but with heightened
power ; finally, in majesty and glory in the clouds of
heaven. The first phase endured thirty-three years, the
second has endured already more than eigliteen centu-
ries, and the last makes of the present economy a deci-

sive end. The first period was concluded by the Pas-
sion and Death of our Lord ; tiie second will not end
without a sorrowful Passion of His dearly-purchased
church ; the last reveals the perfect glory which shall

come in the place of sulfering and striving, for the
Head as for the members.

3. It is a great error and gives occasion to many
misunderstandings, when that which our Lord here
says of the kingdom of God is applied without any
limitation to the Christian church. So long as the
kingdom of God is not fuUy come, it becomes no one
to say decisively and exclusively :

" Lo here ! or, lo
there !

" By this, however, it is by no means
intended that there are no definite signs by which
the true Church of the Saviour can be known aa
such, and distinguished from false, apostate churches.
Word and sa(!raments remain the tokens of the true
outwardly visible Church, to which every believer
must attach himself; and therefore the Evangelical
Ch urch of our days is to strive not less against a
one-sided Clericalism than against a sickly Darbism,
which does not allow the church constitution estab
lished by the Saviour and His apostles to assert ita

rights.

4. The Donatistic striving which has revealed
itself in the course of the centuries in aU manner of
forms among heUevers, is here condemned by ou»
Lord in its uunost essence. Men are beat upoq
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making even now an external distinction upon one
Ded, upon one field, at one mill, between believers
and unbelievers; the Saviour, on the other hand,
will not have the external union of that which is dis-

similar, if it already exists, destroyed by force until
He Himself appear with His fan in His band. Sepa-
ratism is an anticipation of the great day of deci-
sion.

5. There is a heaven-wide distinction between
the eschatological expectations which the friends of
modern liberalism cherish, and those which are called

forth by this teaching of our Lord. It is commonly
supposed that in the proportion in which the prin-
ciples of humanitarianism, culture, free thouf;ht, and
the like, are more and more widely diffused, the world
will become ever increasingly wiser, better, and hap-
pier. The Saviour here opens to us a very different

view of the times immediately before the end. Of cul-

ture and false semblance of external secular enlighten-

ment, there will then undoubtedly be as little laclc as

in the days of Noah and Lot. But instead now of

the great mass becoming continually better and more
earnest, we have to expect, on the other hand, ac-

cording to the Saviour's words, a time of carelessness,

hardening, and carnal security, just like that which
preceded the destruction of the ancient world and
the ruin of Sodom. These are the perilous times in

the last days, of which Paul also speaks, 2 Tim. iii. 1

;

and all which in the Apocalypse is prophesied of the

great apostasy of the last period of the world, is only

a wider expansion of the theme here given.

6. The Saviour emphatically teaches us how the

human race remains at all times ever alike in the

midst of continually growing judgments of God.

The contemporaries of Noah and of Lot, the Anti-

christ who shall arise before the last Parusia, are

men of one sort. On these grounds the here-men-

tioned earlier judgments may also be regarded as

types and symbols of the yet following ones, and of

the last of all. Beoanse in the neighborhood of

Noah and of Lot carelessness had reached the highest

grade, these generations are especially fitted to be

the type of the last generation which shall see the

coming of the Lord. No wonder, therefore, that in

the epistles of Peter and Jude the history of the

flood and of the destruction of Sodom have attributed

to them so great a significance and so high a value.

See 1 Peter iii. 19-21 ; 2 Peter ii. 5-9 ; Jude 1.

1. There exists a sublime parallelism in the way

in which the Saviour, vss. 26-29, has described the

days of Noah and Lot. This uniformity and this

rhythm of the words acquires, however, a higher

significance if we find therein an exact expression of

the wonderful agreement which exists between men

and things in earlier and later times. The careless

worldly life reveals itself from century to century,

every time in the same stereotyped phases and

forms. But just as unexpected as were the flood and

fiery rain, will also the last coming of the Lord be—

a

day which begins like other days, and finds the one

on his bed, another in the field, and a third at the

Mill ; but it will not end like other days.

HOMILETICAL AND PEACTICAL.

The permitted and the unpermitted longing after

tne revelation of the kingdom of God.—Agreement

and difference between the inquiry of the Pharisees,

liUke xvii. 20, and that of the disciples, Acts i. '6.—

The tokens of the coming of the kingdom of God

are
: 1. Not so palpable ; 2. not so dubious ; 3. not U

restricted, as human short-sightedness imagines; a
not with observation; 6. it is in the midst of you
c. and one shall not say it is (exclusively) here oi

there.—The still and hidden coming of the kingdom
of God in hearts and in the world • 1. The Pharisees
forget it ; 2. it is explicable from the nature of tha
kingdom of God ; 3. it is confirmed by history ; 4. t\

is assured for the future.—The kingdom of God is in

the midst of you : 1. What an inestimable matter of
thanksgiving ; 2. what a heavy accountability.—The
kingdom of God in the midst of us avails us not, so
long as it is not come into our heart.—The presages
of the last coming of the Lord : 1. Painful longing
(vs. 22); 2. dangerous misleading (vsa. 23-26); 3.

growing carelessness (vss. 26-30).—When the Sai»

viour is missed with sorrow and expected with long,

ing desire, He no longer makes long delay.—Even
the best disciple of the Saviour is exposed to the
danger of being misled by false seeming.—The vox
popuU in the kingdom of God by no means the vox
jDei.—The lightning fiash which illumines the dark
heavens, the image of the appearance of the Son of
Man, who makes an end of the dark night of the
world.—The Divine necessity of the suffering which
precedes the glorifying of the Saviour.—The history

of the past a prophecy of the yet hidden future.—

•

What is it that has come to pass? Even that that

shall come to pass hereafter, Eccles. i. 9.—The daya
of Noah an image of the days of the Son of Man.
In both we see : 1. A decisive judgment pronounced

;

2. a long delay occurring ; 3. a careless unconcern
maintained ; 4. a righteous retribution descending

;

5. a sure refuge open.—The unaltered character of

careless indifference : 1. In the days of Lot ; 2. at the

destruction of Jerusalem ; 3. at the last coming of

our Lord.—Careless unconcern in view of threatening

judgment: 1. An ancient evil; 2. a dangerous evil;

3. a curable evil.—The day of the Son of Man a day
of terror and glory.—The warranted and the de-

plorable impulse of self-preservation.—Lot's wife a

monument of warning for earthly-minded disciples

of the Lord ; we see her : 1. Graciously spared ; 2. at

the beginning delivered ; 3. presumptuously dis-

obedient; 4. wretchedly perishing.—Whoever will

arrive in Zoar must no longer look back towards

Sodom. — No earthly gain can make good harm
to the soul.—The unexpected separation of that

which was externally united, on its: 1. Terrible;

2. beneficent; 3. powerfully awakening and comfort-

ing, side.—True fellowship is that which outlives the

last day.—The coming of the Lord the end of:

1. Slothful rest; 2. slavish labor ; 3. constrained com-

panionship.—Where the carcass is, thither do the

eagles gather ; a proverb confirmed in the history

:

1. Of the heathen; 2. of the Jewish; 3. of the Chris-

tian, world.

Staeke: — Canstein: — Whoever conceives

Christ's kingdom as fieshly and earthly, will never

learn to know it, much less attain thereto.

—

^ova

Bibl. Tub.

:

—Whoever seeks the idngdom of God

without himself, loses it within himself

—

Hedinger :

Christ's comfort, presence, and light often hide

themselves in temptation.

—

Quesnel :—Let us not

follow that which men tell us, but that which Jesus

Christ first told us in the Scriptures and confirmed

by miracles. — What takes place little by little

through faith will take place in one instapt when

Jesus Christ shall show Himself visibly to all men to

judge the world. Now is the day of man, then will

it be the day of God.—Canstein :—The securer tht
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world, the nearer Jesus Christ with His kingdom,

1 Thess. V. 8.

—

Brentics:—It is an evil plague that

men, when God's judgments break in, become tlie

jrorse the longer they threaten; this should of right

bring us to consideration.—Like sins occasion Uke

punishments, God in His nature unchangeable.—

The end of a thing is better than the beginning
;

yet

let us seek to persevere in the way that we have

begun even to the end, that we may not tempt God,

Kev. iii. 5.—When people are diverse, so is also the

end of the world diverse.—When proverbs have a

good Biblical sense, and express a matter briefly, we

may very profitably and becomingly avail ourselves

of them.
Heubner :—The fleshly man esteems all according

to the outward pomp and glitter.—It is suspicious

for a preacher to create & furore, which is often onlj

a fire of straw.—The salvation of the church cornea

not through intervention of the power of the state,

but from within.—Knapp:—Live thyself continually

deeper and more intimately into the kingdom of God.

—Che. Palmer :—How differently our Lord answeri

the question, When does the kingdom of God ap-

pear? in the case of different questioners : a. to thoS€

who as yet knew nothing thereof He says. It is

already here ; h. those who already bear it in their

hearts He points to the future, for wliich they should

watch, wait, and hold themselves ready.—Whereby

we may try ourselves as to whether our hope in the

coming of the kingdom of God is not a delusive one.

—Neander :—The kingdom of God cometh not with

observation.

3. The Judge and the Widow (Ch. XVm. 1-8).

1 And lie spake a parable unto them to this end, tliat men [they'] ought always to

2 pray, and not to faint [become discouraged] ;
Saying, There was in a [certain] city a

3 [certain] judge, which feared not God, neither regarded man : And there was a widow

4 in that city ; and she came unto him, saying, Avenge me of mine adversary. And he

would not for a while : but afterward he said within himself, Though I fear not God,

5 nor regard man ; Yet because this widow troubleth me, I will avenge her, lest by her

6 continual coming [coming forever, £is reAos] she weary [stun, or, distract] me.
^

And
Y the Lord said, Hear what the unjust judge saith. And shall not God avenge his own

8 elect, which cry day and night unto him, though he bear long with them? 1 tell you

that he will avenge them speedily. Nevertheless, when the Son of man cometh, shall

he [indeed, apa] find faith on the earth ?

' Vs. 1.—AwTouff. Sm Lacb.ma»h and Tischekdobp, ad locum.

EXBGETICAIi AND CJRITICAl.

Ts. 1. And He spake.—Although it is possible

that between this and the immediately preceding

discourse of the Saviour some intervening discourses

were delivered (Olshausen, Schleiermacher), yet this

hypothesis is not indispensably necessary, as the con-

nection of the parable of the Unjust Judge with the

foregoing discourse about the Parusia, strikes the eye

at once. The Saviour had already long before an-

nounced that heavy times were coming, in which con-

flicts and oppression would by no means be wanting

to His people ; what could He now do better than to

admonish them to persevering prayer, that, at last,

the long-sighed-for eKSiV-T/o-is, vs. 1, might become
their happy lot ? The parable, according to this, is

principally addressed to His disciples (aiirous, comp.
ch. xvii. 22), and the not becoming discouraged
against which a warning is here given with so much
earnestness, is not the neglect of the Christian voca-

tion generally, but especially of prayer, as sufficiently

ppears from the example of the Widow.
Ts. 2. A certain judge.—According to Deut.

ivi. 18, Israel must have in all the gates of the city

'ndges, who in cases that occurred had to deliver

Bentence, and were under obligation to administer

justice, without respect of persons. 8ee Exodus
xjiii. 6-9

; Lev. xix. 15. In the days of our Lord,
alM), such municipal tribunals existed. Matt. v. 21-
22 ; and it is not impossible that the narrative before

08 (fas taken from life The character of the judge

here delineated is of such a kind that he allows him-

self, with perfect recklessness, to be controlled by
the most shameless selfishness. Of the two impulses

which often restrain men from evil—the fear of God
and respect to men—neither one is able to move
him to strict righteousness. He is destitute of the

character of genuine Old Testament piety, <f (i^os t.

Qeoi, as well as of respect for the judgment of others.

Thus does he stand even below the ungodly, who, at

least, still have the latter, and what is the worst, he
is not even ashamed of this his reckless temper in

his soliloquizing.

Vs. 3. Avenge me.—The widow desires not only

that he will at last make an end of her tedious suit

(Schleiermacher), but that he will deliver her forever

from the hand of a mighty adversary, who is obsti-

nately persecuting the helpless woman. Although now
every soul that finds itself in similar distress may, m
a certain sense, be compared to such a woman, yet

the connection of the discourse gives us occasion to

find here in particular an intimation of the Ohurch
of the Lord, which before His irapoixrm is in appar-

ent defencelessness exposed to the obstinately assail-

ing might of the world and sin, while it a thousand
times appears as if she called on God entirely In vain

for deliverance and victory.

Vs. 4. A while, fVl xp''""") aliquamdiit, Eras-

mus. Indefinite indication of the companitively long
time during which all entreaty might appear in vain.^
In the days of the great tribulations. Matt. xxiv. 21

22. They must be spent in prayer, these days, but

reach an end as surely as the widow's time of *Tial
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The justice which the Unjuat Judge executes by con-
straint, the Righteous One bestows at its due time will-

ingly.

Vs. 5. Yet because.—Comp. chap. xi. 8. The
judge gives ear to the widow, because her endless

complaining becomes unendurable to him. How
greatly the beauty of the parable is heightened by
the fact that he communicates his resolution in the

form of a soliloquy, strilies the eye at once. The
tragical fortune of the widow is related in dramatic

form.—Eis Tf'Xos, not tandem but incessantly^ LXX=
ns:^ ,—uiroiTTitiCeii', properly to beat one black and

blue under the eyes, but then also proverbial for

the designation of any possible torment, comp. 1

Cor. ix. 27. According to Meyer, tlie judge is to be
understood as having really become afraid, or at least

having scoffingly presented the case to himself that

the woman might become desperate, :ind undertake to

make an attack upon him and strike him in ihe face.

Possible, undoubtedly ; but surely this was no feature

that would have suited well to the image of a de-

fenceless and supplicating widow, since she in this

way would have been transformed into a fury. As
to the rest, it appears from the whole monologue that

it is only selfishness that determines the judge now
to yield, as it had before impelled him to unright-

eousness. The Vulgate, Ne sugillet me. Luther's

marginal gloss :
" That she may not plague and tor-

ture me, as they say of impetuous and wanton people

:

How much the man plagues me." Well expressed

is the proverbial character of the style of speaking

in the Dutch translation : Opdat zy niet kome en my
iist hoofd breke. [That she may not come and break

my head for me.]

Vs. 6. Hear vrhat.—In surprising wise the Sa-

viour holds the man of power to the word which He
has Himself put in his mouth. Here, also, rising from

the humanly imperfect to the Divinely perfect as be-

fore, ch. xi. 5 ; xvi. 8 : in which, of course, we have

to take careful note of the tertium comparationis.

The force of the antithesis in the question : and
shall not God, &o., may be better felt than ren-

dered in a paraphrase. As to the rest, here also the

Elect are not conceived so much as individuals, but

rather as a collective body, although, of course, what

is here said is appUcable also to every individual in

his measure.

Vs. 1. Though He bear long with them,

Kai ij.a.Kpobvfj.e'i iw' aiiroh.—In the reading preferred

by us it is not necessary to take xai in the sense of

Kairep, quamois, comp. Acts vii. 6 ; Heb. iii. 9, and

elsewhere. With iiaKpoduiJul it is not the idea of

forbearance in general, but delaying of help that is

to be adhered to, and the second half of the ques-

tion, vs. 1, is, with Meyer, therefore, to be para-

phrased :
" and is it His way in reference to them to

delay His help ? " It appears from this that the first

member of the question requires an affirmative,

the second, on the other hand, a negative, answer

;

and that the here-designated ^cwpoAuMia stands^ di-

rectly in contrast with the ^kSi'k. iroitiv 4v rdx^i which,

vs. 8, is promised in the most certain manner.
^

'Eiri

designates the exXeKroi as objects of a delay, in re-

spect to which, according to the Saviour's word, it

cannot be thought that it should endure endlessly.

Ue gives here, therefore, not the assurance that God

is forbearing towards His own, which here would not

be at all' m place, nor yet that He for their sake

postpones the punishment of His enemies, which is

Meed taught in other places, but not here ;
but He

denies that God can to the last withhold a help which
His elect so ardently entreat from Him.

Vs. 8. I tell you.—The fixed assurance of th«

opposite of the negative fiaKpuSr. iir ainol^. God ig

so far from being more inexorable than the Unjust
.ludge, that, on the contrary. He will hasten, after

shorter or longer delay, to assure the victory to the

cause of right. The 4icSUTi<ns runs here parallel with
the Parusia of our Lord, at which His enemies are

most deeply humbled. While this Trapouo-iii was in tha
last chapter represented as the terror of the careless,

it is here described as the deliverance of the op-

pressed, and as the hearing of the prayers wliicL

have day and night ascended from the hearts of the
elect towards heaven.

Nevertheless, when the Son of Man Com-
eth.—After the Saviour has assured His own that

God will in no case leave their complaints unheard,
He emphatically proposes to them the question,

whether they would indeed exhibit so much patience

and perseverance in prayer as the Widow had dis-

played, and shows thereby that He, at least in rela^

tion to some of them, doubts thereof. There is not
the least ground to understand here any other than
the last coming of the Son of Man, which, it Is true,

presupposes an uninterrupted, continually ascending
cUmax of revelations of His glory. The Saviour

transports Himself in spirit to the time of the aui>-

r4\€ici rod ulmvus, which shall be preceded by the

last conflict and the deepest tribulation of His church,

and which His disciples on earth are to endure in

faith, prayer, patient waiting. Will their faith, even
after the long time of trial, be yet gTeat and perse-

vering enough to be able to reckon on such a deliv-

erance as this widow obtained ? 'Apa contains a

certain intimation of doubt, which must stimulate Hia

ovra so much the more strongly to remain, along with

their praying, watchful also.

—

Ttiv TriaTiv designates,

not saving faith in general, which recognizes Jesus

as the Messiah (Meyer), nor yet the faithfulness of

the disciples, which elsewhere, ch. xii. 35-48, is de-

manded of them (De Wette) ; but faith in God as a

Righteous Judge, which alone enables to so persever-

ing prayer, and which in His disciples is most inti-

mately connected with personal faith on the Sa-

viour, comp. John xiv. 1. Plainly our Lord pre-

supposes that this faith will have to sustain a severs

conflict, on account of the delay of the hearing of

prayer and the delay of the Parusia. There is, how-

ever, no need whatever on this account to assume

(De Wette), that the present redaction of this par-

able belongs to a later period, comp. 2 Peter iii. 8.

In other places also it gleams, not obscurely, through

the words of the Saviour, that the irapovcriii wiU not

come so quickly as some suppose, comp. Matt. xxv.

5, 19.

DOCTMNAl AND ETHICAl.

1. In the doctrine of Christian prayer, the pai

able of the Unjust Judge, preserved to us by Luke

alone, may with right be named a locus classicus. In

parabolic form the promise is here repeated which in

John, ch. xiv.—xvi., is given without a parable. It is,

however, to be observed, in addition, that "to pray

ever" is not exactly "to pray without ceasing," of

which there is mention, 1 Thess. v. 17. By tl e latter, tha

uninterrupted living and breathing of the boulin com-

munion with God is designated ;
here, on the other

hand, the unwearied praying and caUing for the sama
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thing is meant, as to which one has attained the per-

suasbn that it coincideb with God's will. Paul

speaks of the prevailing frame of mmd of the be-

liever ; the Saviour, on the other hand, of the con-

flic'; of prayer of the distressed and suffering disciple.

2. In a striking war is the relation of the Church

militant to the hostile ' world placed before our eyes

in the image of the Widow.—" Here we see the

Church, which in her nature and her destiny is the

bride of Christ, and waits for His festal appearance,

in the form of a widow. Matters have the look as

if her betrothed Spouse were dead at a distance.

Meanwhile, she lives in a city, where she is continually

opp''essed by a grievous adversary, the Prince of this

world. But since she continually calls on God for

help, it may, in a weak hour, appear to her as if He
had become the Unjust Judge over her—as if He
were deahng entirely without Divine righteousness,

and without love to man. But she perseveres in

prayer for His redeeming coming. And although this

is long delayed, because God has a celestially broad

tnind and view, and accordingly trains His children

for Himself to the gi'cat spiritual Mfe of eternity, yet

it comes at lasi with surprising quickness." Lange.

Only we must guard ourselves against the inclina-

tion to find here a definite period in the history of

the church militant, as, for instance, Vitringa does,

who interpreted this parable of the relation of the

Roman Emperors to the Christian church, through
whom the cnurch was first oppressed, but afterwards

protected. The image has, in a greater or less

measure, found its fulfilment in all ages, and will in

particular be realized in the yet impending grievous
times of which Paul speaks, 2 Tim. iii. 1, and else-

where.

3. This parable deserves so well its place in the
Pauline Gospel of Luke for the reason also that the
disciples of the Saviour are here very especially re-

presented as iKXiKToi. As such they are, entirely

without their own merits, the objects of the gracious
complacency of God, and may even regard their cause
as His. Persevering prayer is at once the sign and
the piilse of their spiritual life, and all their prayers
meet in the epx"", which the Spirit and the Bride un-
ceasingly repeat, looking towai Is the heavenly Bride-
groom. Rev. xxii. 17.

4. Before one extols excessively the righteousness
and the love of the natural man, it is well worth the
trouble for once carefully to distinguish how much
of it, iui with the Unjust Judge, is begotten of ne-
cessity and selfishness. This is precisely the charac-
ter of that external good which man accompUshes
outside of union with God ; namely, that it is entirely
accidental, springs from caprice—not from a fixed
principle—and remams a fruit of carnal calculation,
but not of spontaneous obedience.

HOMILETICAL XHTD PEACTICAL.

Th» coming of the Saviour must not only be
tw«it«u with watching, but also with praying.—

Christian perseverance in prayer : 1. A holy ; 2. a

difiBcult ; 3. a blessed duty.—Injustice here below ij

not seldom practised under the form of law, and by
those who should administer justice.—The image of

the church militant : 1. The Widow, Isaiah liv. 1

2 ; 2. the Adversary, 1 Peter v. 8 ; 3. the Judge, Ps.

xliii. 1.—God, a Husband of widows and a Judge of

orphans.—^From His elect God cannot possibly with-

hold what an unjust judge grants a complaining

widow.—God delays long, but only to make haste at

last.—^All the prayers of the church militant con-

verge at last in longing for the coming of the

Lord.—The Lord comes : 1. In order to humble His
enemies ; 2. in order to redeem His friends ; 3. in

order on both to reveal His glory.—How small com-
paratively will the number of those be whose faith

ind prayer endures to the end.—The Son of Man
will, at His coming, find not only careless enemies,

but also faint-hearted disciples.—The long postponed
deliverance comes certainly, and at last often unex-
pectedly besides.—The persevering prayer of faith:

1. A widely comprehensive duty of faith ; 2. an in-

dispensable support of faith, ts. 2 ; 3. a painful con-

flict of faith, vs. 4 a. ; 4. a triumphant might of
faith, vs. 4 i. ; 5. a rare fruit of faith, vs. 8.

Starke ; Quesnel :—Prayer is a property of the
poor, and sighing the salvation of the wretched.

—

Canstein :—Power in the world often misleads men,
so that they concern themselves neither about God
nor man.—Where there is no fear of God, there is also

no true respect nor regard for man.—Rulers should,

according to God's commandment, take especial care
of widows and orphans, Isaiah i. 17 ; Jer. vii. 6.

—

Complaints are torments, even in the most righteous
cause.—God brings to pass justice and righteousnesa
when it pleases Him, even through an unrighteous
judge.—CiNSiEiN :—One can draw profit even from
the worst examples.

—

Hedingke :—Beware of impa-
tience : God does not what we prescribe to Him, but
what He finds good for us, 1 John v. 14.

—

Zeisiue :—
When often before believers' eyes all appears to be
lost, help is often nearest at hand, Ps. xii. 6.

—

Heub-
NER ;—The question whether prayer is a duty, is as
sensible as that whether it is a duty to breathe.

—

Continuous prayer to God the best help of widows.—The prayer of the elect must at last be heard, for
the redemption of the saints is God's eternal will.—Without faith in God's father's heart, prayer is

grimace.—^Taith is the main thing on which all de-
pends.—Lisco :—Motives for the citizens of the king-
dom to persevering in prayer.

—

Zimmermann :—Per-
severe in prayer ; to that should impel us : 1. The
consciousness of our dependence on God; 2. the
greatness of our need ; 3. the so oft delaying help

;

4. the certainty of a final answer.

—

Gerok:—The
course of Christians through the school of prayer

:

1. The need which brings before God's door ; 2. the
faith that knocks at God's door

; 3. the patience
that waits before God's door; 4. the experience that
goes in at God's door.—P. Aendt :—Why should we
persevere in prayer? 1. Grounds in us; 2. groundl
in God.
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4. The Pharisee and the Publican (Vss. 9-14).

9 And he spake this parable unto certain [men] which trusted in themselves that they
10 were righteous, and despised others: Two men went up into tlie temple to pray; tha
11 one a Pharisee, and the other a publican [taxgatherer]. The Pharisee stood' anq

prayed thus with himself, God, I thank thee, that I am not as other men [the rest of
12 men] are, extortioners, unjust, adulterers, or even as this pubHcan [taxgatherer]. I
'.3 fast twice in the week, I give tithes of all that I possess [acquire]. And the publican

[taxgatherer], standing afar off, would not lift up so much aa his eyes unto heaven, butU smote upon his breast, saying, God be merciful to me a [the] sinner. I tell you, this
man went down to his house justified rather than the other:' for every one that exalteth
himself shall be abased ; and he that humbleth himself shall be exalted.

.
' '^s. 14.—Tho reading of Elzevir, ij liceli-os, has here no adequate critical authority. That of Tischendorf, ft yap liceiyat,

IB strongly supported, but gives a scarcely intclliRihle sense. That of Lachmann, Trap' eKelvov, which Grotius already de-
fended, and which is favored by B., [Cod. Sin.,1 L., Cursives, deserves on internal grounds the preference, at the same
time that it must be supposed that by an ancient and quite generally diffused error in copying (vdip instead of irap'), tfii
true reading was very soon lost.

In themselves, ^(p' iavroU, they believed that they
had the righteousness required by the law, comp. Phil,
iii. 4 ; 2 Cor. i. 9. Of others they believed exactly
the opposite.

Vs. 10. Two men.—Here also two persons are
types of two different essential tendencies. Never
does our Lord represent any virtue or vice in the
abstract, but always in the concrete, as it shows
itself in reality. 'Aya.^aineiv, a hterally exact expres-

sion for the visiting of the more elevated temple-
mountain.—To pray The main element and com-
pendium of the whole public worship of God. Comp.
Isaiah Ivi. 1.

Vs. 11. Stood.— ^TaAeis can either be taken
by itself or be connected with the remark following,

irphs £aur6v in the sense of stabat seorsim (Grotius,

Paulus). It would then indicate that he chose ft

position entirely apart, in order not to be Levitically

defiled by the too great nearness of men whom he
regarded as unclean. It is, however, more simple to

connect the words irphs iavr. with the immediately

following TauTtt Trpoa-nvxeTo (Lisco, Meyer). The
expression eiTrcTj' irphs havr. is usual. 8ce ch. xx. 5,

14. Comp. ch. xii. lY ; Luke iii. 16 ; Mai'k xi. 31

;

xii. 7, &c. The simple aToStn^ already contains a

genuinely graphic touch, which vividly brings out the

confident feeling of the Pharisee, and especially by
the contrast with the ixaKpn^if etrrwy, vs. IS.

Prayed thus with himself.—Yet so loud that

others also hear him. His praying is a thanking,

his thanking a boasting, not of God but alone of him-

self. In unbounded presumption he contrasts him-

self not only with many or with the most, but with

the whole body of other men, ol KonroX twv av'

dpiivwv. " Duan classes Pharisarus facit, in alteram

conjicit totum genus humanum, altera, melior, ipse

sibi solus esse videtur.^'' Bengel. Yet soon he be-

gins to distinguish the great mass of sinners into

particular groups. There are the SSikoi in the more
restricted sense, the apTrayes, like a Zacchsus, for

instance, the fioixoi, not in the Old Testament scrip-

tural sense, but in the literal sense of the word, and

finally the man who stands behind him as the incar-

nation of all possible moral faults, oBtos 6 Te\<iuT)^,

whom he had probably seen entering also into the

temple, but of whom he knows beforehand that hia

prayer cannot possibly be acceptable to God. Thus

does he vaunt his own person in order now in one

breath to pass over to the heralding of his good

works.

Vs. ' 2. I fast twice in the week.- -The iai*

EXEGETICAl AND CEITICAl.

Vs. 9. And He spake this parable.—That
the parable of the Pharisee and the Publican was
delivered on the same occasion as the previous one
(Meyer), we do not believe. In this case we should

have to conceive the Pharisees, ch. xvii. 20, as yet

present ; and, moreover, it can scarcely be assumed
that our Lord in their presence would have chosen

the Pharisee as the chief personage of His parable.

It appears, therefore, that some time afterwards,

among the wider circle of the auditors of Jesus, an
occasion offered itself for contrasting with one ano-

ther these portraits of haughtiness and humihty.

Perhaps Luke gives the parable in this connection

because it also stands in relation to prayer, while its

conclusion constitutes a very proper transition to the

immediately following narrative, vss. 15-17. That

it, however, was actually uttered during this period

in the public life of Jesus, appears to be deducible

fi-om the fact that both men are described to us as

going up to the temple in order to pray there, which

certainly is doubly congruous when we consider that

just during this time many caravans of pilgrims to

the feast were travelhng up towards the temple, and

that Jesus Himself was making His last journey to

the feast.

To certain men.

—

Tlp6s is here not, as in vs. 1,

to be understood of the bare intention of the parable

(De Wette, Stier, Amdt), but as a designation of the

persons who were addressed. Among whom we

have to seek these rwes is not stated particularly,

any more than in what way they had made their self-

righteous temper manifest. Pharisees proper they

certainly were not, but we know how much our Saviour

had to warn even His disciples agamst the Pharisaic

leaven, and how self-righteousness was not only the

ruling evil of the Jews of His time, but is also even

yet the common evil of every natural man. We need

not even assume (Stier) that these proud fxaAriTai

expressed themselves in some such way as this be-

fore the previous parable: " Pray? Oh, that we can

do already better than others; nor are we lacking in

faith," and the like. We may, however, reasonably

conceive that the Saviour read this proud imagina-

tion in their hearts, or that He had already remarked

In actual Ufo a similar contrast to that which He

acre places before their eyes. As to the rest, Luke

describes the disposition which the Saviour here

attacks more precisely than the here-named persons.

—

18
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(Ley. xvi. 29-31 ; Num. xxix. 7) had only prescribed

an annual fastday ; but he in addition keeps twice a

weeli a private fast day, according to the custom of

that time, Monday and Thursday. Here also, as in

Mark xvi. 9, tov (7a00. is the designation of the

week, which was concluded with the Sabbath.—

I

give tithes of all.—Therefore much more even than

was demanded in the law, according to which only

the fruits of the field and of the cattle were tithed

(Lev. xx™. 30 ; Num. xviii. 21 ; Deut. xiv. 22).

Oira KTuiitu, not " what I possess," which would have

to be KiKTTiij.cu, but " what 1 take in," "what comes

in to me." He is not speaking of fixed property in

itself, but of the natural profits of that foi- which he

has to thank his own insight and keenness, as to which

he therefore from his point of view might easily be-

lieve that he could properly keep it for himself

Thus do his thanks in a certain manner become an

intimation that God really has to thank him for all

which he has the goodness to give up of his legiti-

mate property, and as his soliloquy ends with this

enumeration, we may conceive the Pharisee as now
continuing in silence to please himself with the

thought of the great and good things which he has

done or is still doiug and will do in the future.

Vs. 13. The tax-gatherer.—In everything the

direct opposite of the proud fool, whose image has

inspired almost even more compassion than disgust.

The unfeigned humility of the tax-gatherer reveals

itself first in the standing-place which he chooses.

—

Standing afar ofij iJ.aKpiSifp, not in the court of

the Gentiles, 1 Kings viii. 41, 42 (Starke), for he is a

Jew ; not at a distance from the Pharisee (Meyer),

for we do not read that he had observed the latter,

as on the other hand the latter had noticed him, but

far from the sanctuary, which the Pharisee, o-ra^ei's,

has without doubt approached as nearly as possible,

while on the other hand the publican's courage to

do this vanished even as he first ascended towards

the temple-mountain. In tlie second place, his de-

meanor indicates his humility. It was usually the

custom to pray with uplifted hands, 1 Tim. ii. 8,

and with look turned towards heaven, Ps. cxxiii. 1, 2

;

but he is as far from venturing on the one as on the

other, comp. Ezra ix. 6, because he in the temple

actually thinks of God and His spiritual holiness.

Finally, his humility expresses itself in his words,

6 ©effi, K.r.x. Certainly he is far from comparing
himself with the Pharisee or with other men ; he sees

only himself in the clear mirror of the law, and feela

that he has the worst to fear if God will enter with

him into judgment. It is possible, undoubtedly

(Stier), that we have here to understand an impulse

oi first repentance, if we only, above all, do not for-

get that the publican's prayer continually repeats

itself out of the depth of the contiimally renewed
contrition of the publican's heart. It is right to lay

emphasis on the tw aiiapTuXif. He accounts him-
self a sinner, kut' i^oxv", as Paul names himself,

1 Tim. i. 15, the chief of sinners, and all fo-r which
he prays is comprehended in the single word " Grace."

It is entirely unnecessary to press the word iKaaKe-

tr^ai in such a way as to see intimated in it the dog-

matic conception of atonement. See Stier, ad he.

Vs. 14. I tell you.—In view of the high impor-

tance of the contrast, the Saviour does not once
leave His hearers to judge respecting the two sup-

pliants, but Himself passes the irrevocable judgment,
in which it is silently presupposed that no suppliant

can become participant of a higher prerogative thai/

to go down again from the temple 5e5i/(aiai;aeVos.

Therefore, in the eyes of our Lord also, intalaiirif^ U
the summary of all good which the praying sin

ner can entreat of the holy God. The question onlj

is, Who has good ground to hope for this privilege,

he who prays like the Pharisee or he who prays like

the puWican ? The Saviour expresses Himself, as ia

often the case, more mildly than abstract logical

necessity requires. Although He could, considering

the case in itself, have well said that the Pharisee

did not go down justified at all, He, however, con-

tents Hunself with placing the benefit of the pub.

lican far above that of the Pharisee, nap" ixiivov,

see notes on the text ; comp. Luke xv. 7 ; Malt. xxi.

81. The translation of the reading ^ eKeTfos in the

sense of a question, " Or did he perchance, the Phari-

see, go home justified ? " appears to us even of itself

hard, and, besides that, by no means to be recom-

mended by the immediately following on. It is,

however, at all events, arbitrary from the forbearing

judgment which here the Saviour passes upon the

Pharisee, to draw the conclusion (Stier) that the con-

sciousness of the possession of justification maygrad.

ually begin to give way again, if a SeSi/faio'/xeVos

begins again secretly to trust in his righteousness.

For every one that exalteth himself.

—

See

Luke xiv. 11. The repetition of such a maxim will

cause us the less surprise if we consider that it ex-

presses the unalterable fundamental law of the king-

dom of heaven, according to which all men are

judged, and at the same time gives the deepest

ground why the justification of the Pharisee and the

rejection of the pubUcan were each entirely im
possible.

DOCTEINAL KSTD ETHICAl.

1

.

The two parables of the Judge and the Widow,
and the Pharisee and the Publican, although they

perhaps were not delivered immediately after one an-

other, constitute, however, together a complete whole.

Both have reference to prayer, yet so that in the first,

believing perseverance before, in the second, hum-
ble approach to, the throne of grace, is commended.
In order to end like the Widow, one must have begun
hke the Publican, and in order to act as recklessly of

conscience as the Judge, one must have the heart of

a Pharisee in his bosom. Comp. ch. xx. 47.

2. The parable of the Pharisee and the Publican
shows a remarkable coincidence with that of the

Prodigal Son and his brother—the same contrast of

unrighteousness and self-righteousness, of humility

and pride, in the one as in the other. As there the
two sons represent not only the Pharisees and the

publicans, but essentially all mankind, so here the
two suppliants give us to recognize the fundamental
and chief distinction in the relation of man to God.
Every natural man is more or less hke the Pharisee;
whoever learns to know himFclf as a sinner is, on
the other hand, like the Publican. Here, however,
it is by no means denied that in the microcosm of a
human heart often something of the Pharisee may be
found along with the character of the Publican, even
though we ourselves do not take note of it. The
question, however, remains simply this, Which dis-

position in our hearts is the ruling one ? According
to this God will judge us.

3. As in the previous parable the Pauline idea
of iKXoyTt, so in this that of SiKulaa-is, comes dis-

tinctly into the foreground. " Hie locus perspicm
docet, quid proprie sit juslifican, nempe stare coram
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Deo, aenjiisii essemus; negite enim publicanus idea
Justus dicUur, quod novam qualilatem siii repente,
adqmsteril, sed quia inducio reatu et abolitis peccaiif
grattam adeptus est, unde seguitur, jusiificationem in
veccatorum remissione esse positam." Calvin. It is
however, of course, understood that In this definition
she idea of the forgiveness of sins must be inter-
preted not only negatively, as acquittal from the de-
served punishment, but also positively, as reiustate-
ineiit m the forfeited favor of God, including aU the
blessed consequences connected therewith.

4. The Epistle to the Romans is the consistent
development of the cardinal evangelical idea which
18 laid down in this parable, and the Reformation is
the triumph of the publican's humility over the Pha-
risaic self-righteousness, which m the Pclagiauism of
the Roman Catholic Church had acquired the char-
acter of a formal system.

5. This parable is important also as a new proof
how strongly and continually the Saviour, in all
Zi^nner of forms, continued that conflict with the
Pharisaical principle which He had already begun
in the Sermon on the Mount, and which He w.as
about to crown with an eightfold Woe, Matt, xxiii.
Pharisaism and Christianity stand not only relatively
but diametrically opposed. It is worthy of remark,
however, that the Saviour views this instruction as
necessary, not only for Pharisees but also for His
disciples.

6. The prayer of the Publican is a short compen-
dium of Theology, Hamartology, Sot.eriology, and a
striking proof that true repentance and living faith
are absolutely inseparable from one another. In
another form we find here the same temper of mind
as in the Prodigal Son, ch. xv. 18. It cannot sur-
prise us that this utterance has become for so many
& motto in life and death. It was (to pass over other
instances) the answer of the famous Hugo Grotius,
when he lay dying at Rostock, and an unknown
minister of the gospel referred him to this parable

:

This pubhcan am I

!

the Hallelujah of redemption.—The publican's heart
the publican's prayer, the publican's lot.—One mat
give the tenth, yea, aU his goods, to God, and yel
withhold from Him his heart, that is, all.—The pub
Ucan's prayer

: 1. A prayer as comprehensive as rare

;

2. a prayer as fitting as indispensable; 3. a prayer
as rich in sorrow as in blessing.-Happy he whose
transgressions are forgiven, &c., Ps. xxxii. I.—Tha
way of justification under the Old Covenant.—The
true penance.—The whole parable admirably adapted
to fast-day and communion sermons.

Starke :—A teacher of the right kind seeks thoi^
oughly to uncover even to the concealed hypocrites
among his hearers their evil heart.—QuESNEt :—
If wretched men knew themselves aright, they would
not thus so easily despise others, Rev. iii. 17.- -Ckamick :—The whole worid is full of those that pray, and yet
not all by far are pleasing to God ; therefore must
we not only pray, but see to it how we pray.—When
man deals with God, he must never remember what
he is before others.

—

Quesnel :—Let not one com-
pare himself with infamous evil-doers, but with per-
fect saints.—A self-elected worship of God, without
the foundation of the Holy Scripture, avails nothing,
Matt. XV. 9.—OsiANDER :— man, hast thou sinned ?
deny it not, &c. How many have the "God be
merciful to me a sinner" in their mouths but not in
their hearts !

—

Nova Bibl. Tub.

:

—Penitent and be-
lieving humility brings light and salvation ; humiUty
belongs in heaven, high-mindedness belongs in hell,
Isaiah Ivii. \5.~Bibt. Wirt.:—Man cannot by hia
own works or piety stand or become righteous before
God.

HOMXLETICAI, AI^D PRACTICAI,.

The continual danger of the disciples of the Sa-
riour, of being defiled by the Pharisaical leaven.

—

Pride and contempt of others are commonly most
intimately united with one another.— Duo, cum
fadunt ideTn, non eat idem.—A man sees what is be-

fore his eyes, but the Lord looks on the heart,

1 Sam. xvi. 7.—Pride and humiUty before God :

1. The diversity of their nature, vss. 10-13; 2. the

diversity of their destinies, vs. 14.—How one may
Bin even with his praying.—Many a virtue which is

great in men's eyes is damnable before God.—The
Phaiisee and the Pubhcan: 1. The one so gives

thanks that he forgets prayer ; the other so prays

that he can afterwards give thanks ; 2. the one com-
pares himself with other men ; the other considers

himself in the mirror of the law ; 3. the one recounts

bis virtues ; the other cannot reckon up his sins

;

4. the one keeps with all his virtues his evil oon-

Bcience at the bottom ; the other receives with all his

lins the full assurance of justification.—The fasting

*hich God chooses, and the fasting of the holiness

of worJis.—The Miserere of the soul which precedes

Lisco:—Rehgiosity and rehgion in their most
striking contrasts. — Arndi :— How humility ex-
presses itself in reference to the evil we have done

:

1. It acknowledges its sin; 2. and that in all its mag-
nitude; 3. and as its own guilt; 4. and prays for
grace to God.—H. MBller :—2Xe Gh-aves of the
Saints, Frankfort, 1700 : Whoever will diehappymust
die as a sinner and yet without sin.

—

Schmid :—The
gospel way of salvation, how it leads, a. down into
the depths; b. up to the heights Hedbner:
Prayer a touchstone of the heart.—Tremble to have
only the guise of virtue and yet to be proud.—

A

strict, continent way of living is often joined with
inflexible selfishness.—Let us prove ourselves as we
go from the church home, whether we go as new
men or not.—A. Monod, Sermons, ler Remeil,
p. 201, La peccadille d'Adam et Us verius des Fhari-
siens.

On the Pericope.—Hedbner:—False and true
devotion: I. Nature; 2. appearance.—Justification
before God : 1. How it comes not to pass ; 2. how it

always comes to pass.—CotTAED :—The true church-
goer.

—

Jaspis :—Your prayers yourjudges.

—

Uleek :—The confession of man that he is a sinner: 1. It is

hard even for the mouth to utter it ; 2. still harder
if it is to come from the heart ; 3. and yet easy if one
knows himself aright.

—

Rautenbero :—A look into
the heart of the justified sinner.—That we ought ta

come to God not on the ground of our righteousness,
but on the ground of God's compassion Ahleeld :—Of grace is man justified before God; this is:

1. A true saying; 2. a worthy saying.

—

Steinmeteb;—As the devotion, so the reward.

—

^Popp :—There il

a division and decision.
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K. Towards Jericho, at Jericho, out of Jericho towards Jerusalem. Chaps. XVIII, 16—XIX. 21,

1. Jesus and the Children (Ch. XVIII. 15-17).

15 And they brought unto him also infants [their babes, to. /3pe.<j)rj], that he would

16 touch them : but when his disciples saw it, they rebuked them. But Jesus called

them [i. e., the children, avra] unto him, and said, Suffer [the] little children to come
unto me, and forbid them not: for of such is [to such belongs'] the kingdom of God,

17 Verily I say unto you. Whosoever shall not receive the kingdom of God as a little

child shall in no wise enter therein.

£' Vs. 16.—Eevised Version of the American Bible Trnion.—C. C. S.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vs. IS. And they brought.—From here on
the narrative of Lulie proceeds parallel with that of

Matthew and Mark ; he leaves the source from which
he had drawn bis narratives ofjourneying, ch. ix. 51-

cb. xviii. 4, in order thenceforth to take his material

again from the common evangelical tradition. There
is, therefore, not the least ground for extending,

with Schleiermacher, the special narrative of journey-

ing of v/hich Luke before availed himself, as far as

ch. xix. 48. The ground why he precisely at this

point coincides again with the otiier Sjiioptics,

especially with Mark, can hardly be given otherwise
than conjecturally. The conversation of our Saviour
with the apostles about divorce, Mark x. 2-12; Matt.

xix. 1-12, he passes over in silence, perhaps because
he has already on another occasion noted down an
important utterance on this subject, ch. xvi. 18.

Neither does he define particularly the locahty in

which the Saviour met with the children, while how-
ever it i» plainly to be seen, from Matt. xix. 1, that
we have here to understand it as taking place on our
Lord's last journey to Jerusalem, and at His definite

departure from Galilee.

Vs. 15. Their babes, tci ;3fi€>T), little children,

therefore sucklings, ch. ii. 16 ; while Matthew and
Mark only speak in general of iraiSia. They are in

any case children of the Saviour's auditors, who, not
content with having received a blessing for them-
selvea, entreat tbis now for their little ones also.

This scene is the more touching, since it was at the
same time a scene of farewell, and this act of the
parents appears to have had its ground in the obscure
presentiment that they should not again see the
Saviour in Galilee. The mothers desire that He
might leave for these young souls a parting blessing
behind. It was, it is true, quite customary in Israel

to entreat Rnbbins and rulers of synagogues for
such a benefit ; but that tbis was desired from Jesus
even yet in the last period of His pubUo life, in spite
of the continually increasing opposition to Him, is

an unequivocal evidence of the deep and favorable
impression which His activity had left behind in these
regions.

Vs. 16. Called them Aura, the children them-
Belves. Comi voce et nulu, Bengel. The opposition
between the friendly countenance of the Master, and
tlie contracted brow of the disciples, is indescribably
beautiful. The disciples rebuked the mothers, in
the serious belief that it was incongruous to molest
the Great Prophet with such trifling affairs, while
they now especially desire that He may continue
the iat*>resting elucidation respecting marriage and
divoro; But scarcely has Jesui learned who it

is that wished to approach Him, and who it is that

wished to keep these back, than He takes it very ill,

and rebukes His disciples therefor ; while they had
thought that children belonged less than any one in

His vicinity, He gives them on the contrary to know
that He wishes to have, inore than many others,

precisely these around Him. If the Twelve thought
that these children must first become like them, in

order to attract the interest of the Saviour to them,
our Lord, on the other hand, gives them the assurance
that they must first become like children, if they
would become the participants of His complacent
regard.

Vs. 11. Whosoever shall not receive the
kingdom of God as a little child.—Comp. Matt,
xviii. 3, and Lange, ad loc. Mark also speaks, ch. x.

15, of this utterance of the Saviour on this occasion

;

while Luke, ch. ix. 47, 48, had passed it over, and
therefore brings it in afterwards here. With the re-

quirement to receive the kingdom of God as a little

child (Sexeir&ai), the Saviour directs attention to the
receptivity for the Gospel which is found in the child's
disposition. This temper of mind the disciples would
soon lose, if they gave ear to the voice of pride and
self-seeking, by which they had just before allowed
themselves to be influenced to repel these little ones.
In this Wiiy they might even incur the danger of
forfeiting the blessing of the kingdom of heaven,
whose subjects they had already begun to be. As to
the rest, we are not to overlook the fact that, at
least according to Luke, the warning ou jn?; elaeS^,
K.T.\., can be interpreted as addressed to the wider
circle of the auditors, parents, &c., who with the
disciples at this moment surrounded the Saviour.

DOCTRINAI, AUD ETHICAL.

1. The desire of the mothers to see their children
blessed by Jesus, sprang from a similar feeling of
need from which afterwards the baptism of children
proceeded. The Siiviour, who approved the first-

named wish, would, if asked about it, undoubtedly not
stand in the way of the latter. [The connection be-
tween the two is admirably expressed in the exhorta
tion contained m the office of the Episcopal Church
for the Public Baptism of Infants.—C. C. S.]

2. Precisely when Christ appears surrounded by
the little ones, and moves in the world of children
is He the image of the invisible God, whose majesty
never shines more gloriously than when He con
descends to that which is least and last, Ps. cxiii.

5, 6. Such a High-priest we needed, who bears a
whole world on His loving heart, and yet also pressei
children to His heart and blesses them. In the Prose-
pographj of the Redeemer, the trait must not remaia
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anconBidered, that the only thing of which we read
that He took it ill, was precisely this repelling of the
children. After all which had just before been
uttered about the sins and the wretchedness in
wedded life (see in Matthew and Marie), this whole
scene makes the impression of a friendly sunbeam
which breaks through on a thickly-clouded sky.

3. As for the subjects, so also for the King" of the
kingdom of God, did the way to true greatness lie

precisely in this His deep humiliation. He who
requires the cMldlike temper, has shown Himself also
the most perfect Son, Heb. t. 8.

4. The becoming like children, and the &i>a>^ev

yevyit^iimi, John iii. 3, are correlative ideas. How
completely indispensable the requirement of humility
and the childlike temper was, could not appear more
evidently than on this occasion. Scarcely do the
children retire from the hallowed scene, when a rich

young man enters, who, only for the reason that he
is lacking in this childlike humility, does not find

the entrance to the kingdom of heaven.
5. See the parallels in Matthew and Mark, and

observe the intimate connection of this occurrence
with the immediately preceding parable.

EOMILETICAIi AND PKAOTICAIi.

The blessing of children : 1. Ardently desired ; 2.

precipitately forbidden ; 8. graciously granted ; 4.

lastingly confirmed.—From that which we desire fo)

our children, is made manifest what we ourselvei
thmk of Jesus.—Christ and the world of children.—
The misguided zeal of the disciples is not seldom in
direct conflict with the intention of the Master.—
What found the Saviour in the little children that
was much more welcome to Him than the sight of
many adults?—How the true childhke temper
teaches us, 1. To find ; 2. to receive ; 3. to esteem
aright, the kingdom of heaven.—The disciple of the
Lord is called to be in malice a child, but in under-
standing full grown, 1 Cor. xiv. 20.

Starke ;—The hasty and precipitate character
even yet cleaves strongly to beginners in religion.

—

Hedingee :—The child's state a blessed state !—Ah
few become like children, therefore we may well
suppose more children than grown people enter into

the kingdom of heaven.

—

Beentius :—The children,

as it were, constitute the heart and the noblest part
of the kingdom of Christ on earth. Who would not
count them dear and precious, and gladly be con-
versant with them ? Mark this, ye parents and
schoolmasters !

—

Heubnee ;—Even love can out of
love become indignant; but this is no selfish dis-

pleasure, but a holy one.—Love of children a trait in

the character of every Chriatianly religious man.

—

Whomsoever Jesus presses to His heart, such an one
will certainly be wanned by love.

—

Aendt's sermons
upon the life of Jesus. Jesus, the children's Friend
without compare. See farther on Luke ix. 46-48.

2. Jesus and the Rich Young Man (Vss. 18-30).

(Parallels : Matt. lix. 16-30 ; Mark x. 17-31.)

18 And a certain ruler asked him, saying, Good Master [Teacher], what shall I do to

1 9 inherit eternal life ? And Jesus said unto him, Why callest thou me good ? none is

20 good, save one, that is, God. Thou knowest the commandments. Do not commit adul-

tery. Do not kill, Do not steal, Do not bear false witness, Honour thy father and thy

21, 22 mother. And he said. All these have I kept from my youth up. Now when
Jesus heard these things, he said unto him. Yet laokest thou one thing : sell all that

thou hast, and distribute' unto the poor, and thou shalt have [a] treasure in heaven [the

23 heavens"] : and come, follow me. And when he heard this, he was [became] very

24 sorrowful : for he was very rich. And when Jesus saw that he was very sorrowful

[saw him^] : he said, How hardly shall [do*] they that have riches enter into the king-

25 dora of God ! For it is easier for a camel to go through a needle's eye, than for a rich

26 man to enter into the kingdom of God. And they that heard it said, Who then can be

27 saved? And he said. The things which are impossible with men are possible with

28 God. Then Peter said, Lo, we have left all [what was ours'], and followed thee.

29 And he said unto them, Verily I say unto you. There is no man that hath left house,

30 or parents, or brethren, or wife, or children, for the kingdom of God's sake, Who shall

not receive [back] manifold more [many times as much] in this present time, and in the

world to come life everlasting.

> Vs. 22.—AuMot. The simple I6t, which A., D., L., M., A., and some others have, and alfo Lachmann, U taken

^> Ys. 22.—According to B., D., ev Toit ovpavoU. [Cod. Sin., h ovpavots.) The singular of the Becepta is from Matthew

a Vs. 24.—E. V. : " saw that !ie was very sorrawfal." ['ISii' W airov 6 'I. elirtv, according to B., Cod. Sin., L. A*
eepted hy Tisoheiidorf, Tregelles, Alford.—C. C. 8.]

r. n o i

< Vs 24 —Eisn-opciioi-Toi [according to B., L. Cod. Sm. has eueAevo-oiToi.—0. C. S.]

» Vs." 28.' Ti iSto (without iravrd), according to Griesbaoh, Lachmann, [Tischendc-^ Tregellee, Alford,] on tha m
Iboiity of B., L , 1S7. nivTa. is taken from the parallels.
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EXEGETICAl AND CEITICAl.

Vs. 18. A certain ruler.

—

"Apx^y, more par-

Jcular specification of the indefiaite ffs in Matthew
md Mark

;
perhaps the president of a neighboring

synagogue, who, concealed among the people, had
heard the instruction of the Saviour, be'iU present at

the blessing of the children, and excited by both to

address himself with a weighty question to Jesus.

According to no one of the Synoptics does he come
ireipd^wv, like so many before and after him, but on

the contrary with a good intention. Noticeable is

the comparatively great fulness with which the three

Synoptics communicate this occurrence ; it has, as is

evident, left a deep impression in the circle of the

disciples.

Good Teacher,—It is not hard to sketch a

somewhat vivid portrait of the youthful speaker.

He is as little lacking in emotion and enthusiasm, as

in fluency of speech and demonstration of honor
before Jesus. He is better than the common de-

penders on works [ Werkheiligen^ lit., work-saints]

of that time, under whose self-righteousness there

flowed not seldom a current of hypocrisy, but he
stands far below the God-fearing men of the Old
Testament, in whose hearts, along with the strictest

conscientiousness, there ever remained alive the

feeling of the necessity of atonement. What he
seeks is not grace but reward ;—the eternal life in

which he, probably a member of the sect of the

Pharisees, believes, he will earn by his own vir-

tue. Yet still an obscure feeling is ever saying to

him that the treasure of his good works is not

yet great enough ; to his righteousness he wishes to

add something more, altogether extraordinary, in

order then to be able to be sure of the perfect

certainty of his salvation. Before the Saviour de-

parts, lie wishes for once to hear from Him the

answer to this great question of hfe. Thus does he
stand before us as a man full of good intentions, but
without deep self-knowledge ; who takes pleasure in

the law of God, but at the same time also has com-
placency in himself, whose words not only express
his thoughts, but in a certain sense anticipate them

;

more worthy of love than of envy,—a curious mixture
of honesty and of pitiable self-deceit. Not until he
is considered from this point of view, is it possible

wholly to understand the wisdom and love with
which the Saviour treats him. He is in a certain

sense the Nicodemus character of the Synoptics,

comp. John iii. 2, although his history, alas, ends less

satisfactorily than that of this teacher in Israel.

Vs. 19. Why oallestthou me good?—Luke
simply follows Marie, in giving this answer of our
Lord. Respecting the famous various reading in

Matt, ad loc. see Lange. We for our part are of the

opinion that in Matthew the Becepta must be re-

tained, and that the reading of Lachmann and Tisch-

endorf has no higher value than that of an old

interprciamentuTYi, The grounds for this persuasion

do not belong here, but as respects the Marcioiiitic

reading of the second part of the answer in Luke : 6

yap a7a^is eh 4ariVj it 0etj? (i irar^p, it is nothing
but a gloss, which does not even bear a strongly

Marcionitic character.—As to the rest, we scarcely

need to remark that the Saviour by this answer:
otSeis 0170^., K.T.\., is as far from indirectly ex-

pressing His own Godhead (the old Dogmalici),

as He is from decidedly denying it (the later

BationtLlists). He contents Himself with declining

an epithet which in this mouth would have had ni

meaning whatever, even as He previously also did

not wish from every one to be greeted as the Messiah.

Thus does He here give on the one hand an exampl*

of modest humiUty, which contrasts not a little wiii

the self-praise of the young man, and on the othet

hand He points him, if he will really do what is

good, to the highest ideal of perfection.

Vs. 20. The commandments.—The Saviour

names the commandments of the second table, be-

cause when the rich man had once seen his lack of

love to his neighbor, the conclusion as to his lack of

love to God could not be difficult. According to

Mark and Luke, the mj; lioix^varis stands first, with

internal probability, if we direct our regard to the

youth of the questioner. According to the state-

ment of Luke, the Saviour names only five command-
ments, the |U7; c(7rocrT€p7)(T7)s of Mark and the tiyaTr.

rhv T\Tj<r. ao'j is o-fai/r. of Matthew, being wanting.

Vs. 21. All these.—In vain hitherto has the

Saviour endeavored to draw the attention of the

young man to the contrast between his duty and his

own ability. The youth is still so taken up with his

own virtue, that he thinks that he is able to point

courageously to his whole past life, although at the

same time, in the obscure foreboding that he may ye^

perhaps come short, he adds (Matthew) : ri i-ri

yijTfpw. The answer of the Saviour does not con-

firm tlie truth of his declaration, but only tells him
what he, in case it is really so with him, has yet to

do.

Vs. 22. Distribute.—AmSor, .«« the notes on the

text. By the peculiar form of the injunction, the salu-

tary strictness of the command becomes evident. He
must not only sell his treasure, never to see it again ;

—

even that perhaps in an heroic and high-wrought
moment might have been possible ;—but to dis-

tribute the precious wealth with his own hand, piece

by piece, among the poor, and thus see the source of

his earthly joy, pride, hope, as it were, drop by drop
dry up. " j)istribne, ipse id magnam Icetitiam

ajferre solet piis. " Bengel. Only when he has in

this way killed his selfishness even to the root, may
he view himself as perfect in love. Then is the
Master ready to give him his recompense and highest

good, the place of a disciple. His cross. His heavenly
treasure.

Vs. 23. Very sorrowful.

—

TlepiXvno^ : Matthew,
XvTTovfj.evo's \ Mark, arvyvoiaas^ Kvnovfx^vos. These
are all expressions which show that the answer of
Jesus produces an intense impression upon the
young man. No wonder, it was also very fitting to

cure him forever of his foolish self-conceit. Up to

this moment, he had thought that the external ob-
servance of the manifold commandments might open
for him the way to heaven, while he yet had left the
commune vinculum, the highest principle of all the
requirements of God, until now unconsidered. And
now it appears that his selfishness is mightier than
his seemingly noble love, and that he his life through
had already transgressed the first commandment, in-

asmuch as he offered base worship to Mammon. He
becomes aware that to his fabric of virtue even the
foundation is yet wanting, and still he had already
been hoping to be able to put the capstone on hia
perfected work. The chasm which lies between
knowing and willing, and between willing and doing,
becomes to him now plain ; he goes away, and it ia

not impossible that he afterwards returns again ; but
even though he saw Jesus no more, he has received
an instruction which he his whole life long can n«
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more forget. He knows now what is lacking to him,

»nd even though the look of sadness which the

Saviour let fall upon the departing one had been a

look of irrevocable farewell, yet the lasting loss of

this young man would still have been to the rest a

gain, on account of the heart-searching instructions

and warnings which Jesus connected with this oc-

currence.

Vs. 24. How hardly.

—

See on Matt. xix. 11-
29 ; Mark x. 17-30. That the Saviour here teaches.

It is true, a relative but by no means absolute im-

possibility that the rich man should be saved, shows

again how far He, in the gospel of Luke, is removed
from all Ebionitic contempt of riches. Only when
money lias us, instead of our possessing the money,

does it close against us the entrance to the kingdom of

heaven. Comp. besides the well-known golden tractate

of Clemens Alexandrinus, Quis dives salvetur, also

Padagogus, lib. iii. ch. vi. The double form in

which Mark (ch. x. 23, 24) communicates the saying

of our Lord, is especially adapted to explain more

exactly His actual meaning.

"Vs. 26. A camel.

—

See Lange on Matt. xix. 24,

and LiGHTFOOT, ad he. Beyond doubt there here

hovers before the Saviour's soul, in particular, the

image of the many rich and mighty in His day, whose

earthly temper hindered them from receiving Him,

while He in the rich young man saw a type of

thousands, to whom the disciples in their ChiUastic

dreams had already conceded a place of honor in the

kingdom of heaven, but with reference to whom it

was soon to appear that they, on account of their

love to earthly goods, were not fit for the kingdom

of God.
Vs. 26. Who then can be saved?—As well

this scene with the ruler, as also this earnest utter-

ance of the Saviour, has taught the disciples to cast

a deeper look into their own heart. They feel now

that not earthly good in itself closes the entrance

into the kingdom of heaven, but that it does so only

when one hangs his heart upon it, and that one there-

fore, even without being in possession of riches, may
yet be shut out as a rich man. In the living cpn-

soiousneas that even the poorest may have something

of this earthly-mindedness which causes the Spx"""

to go sorrowful away, they now all, instead of surprise

at others, feel concern about themselves, and venture

the great question, which the Saviour answers with

His compassionate look and a comforting word.

Comp. Job xlii. 2 ; Jer. xxxii. 17; Zech. viii. 6.

Vs. 18. Peter said.—According to all three

Evangelists, it is Peter with whom first, m the place

of concern, there follows not only recovered com-

posure, but even self-complacency. Very character-

istic is it, but at the same time amiable, that he here

does not place himself exclusively first, but utters it

as the collective consciousness of the apostolic circle,

that all more or less had done what had proved too

hard for the &px<^''-
The pecuUar form of his utter-

ance in Luke, " we have left ra XSia, that which is

ours," brings the greater difficulty of the Bacrifice

made still more strongly into view. Instead of the

fear of not being able to be saved, there now springs

up within them the hope of extraordinary reward
;

and it is entirely unmistakable that in this whole

utterance, an egoistic love of reward expresses itself,

of which it is even more easily conceivable how it

tould arise in the heart of Feter, than how it could be

approved by Jesus. Before, however, we find dif-

ficulty in this latter fact, let us notice first that the

UBertion of Peter was no idle vaunt, but pure truth;

that the Saviour Himself had just before attached to

the renunciation of earthly good the possession of

the heavenly treasure, and that with Peter th«

craving of reward did not exclude love, but was mosf

intimately connected therewith ; and secondly, tha»

our Lord not only approves the hope of recompense,

inasmuch as He promises to it the richest satisfactioa

but also tempers it and sanctifies it, by the immediately

following parable, Matt. xxi. 1—16.

Vs. 29. Verily I say unto you.—Luke ^vei
the answer of the Saviour less precisely and less in

detail than Matthew and Mark, yet with all, the chief

thoughts are the same, in which, however, we have to

consider that the strictly Israelitish form in which

the hope of hundredfold reward is uttered in Matt,

ch. xix. 28, is less prominent in the Hellenistic

gospel of Luke.
Vs. 30. Receive back, awoK<i$ri.—See notes on

the text. A BtUl stronger form than in Matthew, and

a fitting expression to intimate that he receives what

belongs to him as a reward. Afterwards the Saviour

expressed the same thought in another form, Luke
xxii. 25-30. The clause :

" Many last shall be first,"

which Matthew and Mark subjom here, Luke had
already given, ch. xiii. 30. As a proverb, its frequent

repetition is easily tntelUgible.

In this time, and in the world to come life

everlasting.—This passage is one of those in which

the distinction between the common Synoptic and

the Johannean signification of the word fcu^ aidnos

appears most strongly marked. Here, also, as, e. g.,

Matt. xix. 29 ; xxv.46, and elsewhere, it is something

absolutely of the other world.

DOCTEINAIi AND ETHICAI,.

1. See on the parallel passages in Matthew and

Mark.
2. In the Pauline gospel of Luke also, the history

of the rich young man occupies a prominent place,

inasmuch as this word serves as a palpable proof of

the absolute impossibihty of being justified by the

works of the law. When the Saviour says to a sinner,

in view of the requirements of the law : Do this and

thou shalt live, this is done for the very purpose of

awakening, by the despair of fulfiUmg such a re-

quirement, the consciousness of deep sinfulness, and

the slumbering longing for grace. In this respect

also, the history of the rich young man is a rarely

equalled type of the psedagogic wisdom of our Lord,

and at the same time a key to the Pauline declara-

tion, Kom. vii. 7-24.

3. For the apologetics of the EvangeUcal history,

it is of moment to compare the form in which this oo-

currence is related in the gospel of the Hebrews.

Comp. on this the happy remark of Neander, L. J.

ad he., and respecting this whole narrative, the dis-

sertation of K. WiMMER, Siud. u. Krit. 1845, i. p.

115.

4. The evangeUcal idea of the sinlessness of our

Lord is in no way endangered by the negative : ti /it

\fyeis 470^^1'.
"" The declaration is the expression

of the same humble subordination to God, penetrated

by which Jesus also, although knowing Himself one

with the Father, yet designates the Father as tha

One sending Him, teaching Him, sanctifying Him,

glorifying Him,—in one word, as the greater. Ever,

indeed, is the Father the original source, as of all

being, so of all goodness ; the absolutely Good, iu Hii

holiness ever the same, while in contrast with Hin
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even the Son, as Man, is one developing in goodness

and holiness, pafecting Himself through prayers, con-

flicts, sorrows, and suffering, unto Divine glory."

TJUmann.
0. The whole history of the rich young man is a

powerful testimony to the spirit of the first command-

ment in the Decalogue. Evidently the Saviour was

not concerned with the wealth of the Spx""" 'H itself,

• for some misfortune or other might then have easily

feeed him from his possessions ; but He wished to

detach him from the idol to which his heart was

bound. If his idol had been something else, e. ff.,

«mbition, th« Saviour would not have given him this

commandment i
he would have fulfilled it without

trouble, nay, perhaps would even have boasted of his

beneficence ; but since his weak aide is the love of

money, the commandment of self-denial approaches

him precisely in this relatively accidental form, that

it may become evident to him how only he who can

renounce that which is highest, is on the way to gain

that which is best. Hard was the requirement, but

it was the severity of love.

[After all, our Lord only required of thi? young

man what the apostles, as Peter decUres, had already

done; and even worldly wisdom does not now
venture to dispute that the preeminent honor which

they have gained to all ages of the world thereby,

has of itself been a hundred times over worth the

sacrifice. What emperor in Christendom would dare

for a moment to compare his dignity with that of an

apostle, or an evangelist, or even the helper of an

apostle ? And certainly we may believe that the

young ruler, who could have made a still greater

sacrifice, and whom Jesus, even at His first and only

meeting with him, came to regard with so peculiar an

affection, was fitted to occupy uo mean place in the

kingdom of God. So true is it, that even as respects

this world, he missed the opportunity of placing him-

self on such an eminence, as no potentate of his age

ever came within sight of.—C. C!. S.]

6. The promise of m.-vnifold reward for the sacri-

fice made for the kingdom of heaven, had already

been given to the disciples in another form, ch. vi.

23 ; xii. 85-37. Here, in particular, must be con-

sidered how the Saviour, after He had promised

them more than the most glowing imagination could

expect, makes haste to oppose every narrow self-

seeking and false rest in their soul. He takes from
them therewith at once the fancy of their being the

only ones so highly distinguished. In an entirely

Igeneral way He promises for all following times to

ill a hundredfold recompense who should renounce
anything for the kingdom of heaven's sake. They
should not lack companions of the high fortune

which they desired above all things. But that they

might not now too early rest upon their laurels, they
ire on the other hand disquieted by the thought

:

Those who are now the first, may afterwards very
possibly become the last. How thoroughly in ear-

nest, moreover, the Saviour was as to this promise
Df the hundredfold recompense even in this life, ap-

pears from the history of the kingdom of God in all

limes, comp, e. g., what Paul offered for its sake and
ifterwards gained. Or consider the French refugees

who for the cause of truth and reformation left

their native country, and even yet in their posterity

are visibly and wonderfully blest! [What blood
more honorable in our country than the blood of the
Huguenots?—C. C. S.]

7. The whole instruction of out Lord, as well

•onceming the dangers of riches as concerning the

rich recompense of that which is offered up for Hua,

acquires an additional and peculiar importance if wi

consider that this was uttered in the presence of

Judas, only a few days before the germmatmg m
him of the dark plan of betrayal.

[8. We must bear in mind that while as yet the

might of Christian love had scarcely begun to be felt

in the world, riches were to their possessors a temp-

tation to hard-hearted voluptuousness in a degree

scarcely possible now. In Christendom, imperfect aa

it is, even a worldly man, in spite of himself, is forced

in some measure to take a Christian view of his

wealth. This does not, by any means, remove the

danger of riches, but it increases the probability, in

each particular case, that those dangers will be sur-

mounted.—C. C. S.]

HOMILETICAL AIO) PKACTICAT,.

Sacrifices for the kingdom of heaven are : 1. Re-

quired, vss. 18-22; 2. refused, vss. 23-2'; 3. made,

vs. 28 ; i. rewarded, vj^s. 29, 30.—The ruler of the

synagogue at the feet of Him who is the Lord of the

temple.—Jesus, over against the rich young man,

truly the Good Master, although He declines this

honorable appellation.— The rich young man the

type of the man who has much that is needed for

his salvation, but not all: 1. His portrait; 2. his

fate.—How httle even the knowing of the conunand-

ments helps us. — The strictness of the Saviour

towards the virtuous, His mildness towards the

deeply-fallen sinner, and in both cases His heavenly

love. — The advantage of an untroubled retrospect

upon a well-spent and unspotted youth : 1. A rare;

2. an inestimable ; 3. a dangerous, advantage.—One
thing thou yet lackest : 1. A kindly intended felicita-

tion, because only one thiTig ; 2. an earnest warning,

because in the one all is lacking to him.—What the

rich young man really lacks is love to God above aL

things.— Whoever will teach others to recognize

their own sins against God, does best when he be-

gins with their duties towards their neighbor, 1 John
iv. 20.—The treasure in heaven: 1. Its high value-

2. its dear price.—True care for the poor must be a

personal one.—The rich young man: 1. Trebly rich,

a. in treasures, 6. in virtues, c. in self-conceit; 2.

trebly poor, a. in self-knowledge, 6. in love, c. in

heavenly possessions.—The ruinous power of a sin-

gle darling sin, Eccles. x. 1 ; Matt. v. 29, 80.—Hon
earthly-mindedness : I. Contemns the King of the

kingdom of God ; 2. despises the fundamental law of

the kingdom of God ; 3. forfeits the blessedness of the

kingdom of God.—How the Saviour will cure man
of his earthly-mindedness by leading him to the way:
1 . Of self-knowledge ; 2. of seltdenial ; 3. of self-su^

render to Him.—The love of Christ over against the

might of the ego : 1. How deep it looks ; 2. how
much it requires ; 3. how richly it rewards.—Why is

it harder for the rich than for so many others to entei

into the kingdom of heaven ?—" How hardly," &c.

1. A word of terror for the earthly-minded wealthy

2. a word of comfort for the heavenly-minded poor
3. a word of thanksgiving for rich and poor whc
have really overcome the difliculty and have enterec

into the kingdom of heaven.—The being saved : 1

On its humanly impossible ; 2. on its Divinely possi

ble and easy, side.—How far the question, " Wha
shall we have therefore?" from the Christian j,oin

of view is permitted or censurable.— The recom
pense in the kingdom of heaven : 1. Its exteni
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a. in tliis, 6. in the future, life ; 2. its conditions : one
must, a. reaDy have left all, and this then, b. not out

of mercenariness, but out of love.

Starke :— Canstein :— Our first and chiefest

question should be concerning everlasting life.

—

Brentius :—The law is spiritual, and requires inter-

nal and external obedience.—In religion nature and
grace must be well distinguished.—Let man be taught

to distinguish well the general and the special calMng

oi God.

—

Hedinger :—Woe to you, ye rich, Luke
vi. 24; 1 Tim. vi. 9 ; James v. 1.

—

Bibl. Wirt:—Let

not thy mouth water too much after worldly goods,

because they are more a hindrance than a help to

salvation, Prov. xxx. 8.—Rising concern for salva-

tion must be regarded and welcomed as a messenger

of grace.

—

Hedingeb :—All lost, all gained.

—

Bren-

Tius :—The lust of reward here cleaves even, 1

seems, to the best dispositions.—To the childr«n and

servants of God belongs all the good which the king

dom of grace and glory possesses ; what would tliej

more ? 1 Cor. iii. 21-23.

Palmer:—What lack I yet? 1. What answei

our own heart would be glad to give ; 2. what thi

Lord answers thereto.—Of the unhappy contradio

tion in which so many men are involved with them,

selves.—W. HoFACKER :—Good labor brings noblt

recompense.—C. J. Nitzsoh :—No one is good sav-

ing God alone : 1 . In what sense the expression it

meant ; 2. how in the hght of it Jesus Himself ap-

pears to us ; 3. whether, then, where it holds good,

there yet can be any well-grounded confidence in out

neighbor.

3. Jesus and the Blind Man (Vss. 31-43).

(PaiaUel to Matt. xx. 17-19, 29-34 ; Mark x. 32-34, 46-52.)

31 Then [And] lie took unto him the twelve, and said unto them. Behold, we go up to

Jerusalem, and all things that are written by the prophets concerning [lit., for, tm vim,

32 K.T.X.] the Son of man shall be accomplished. For he shall be delivered unto the Gen-

tiles, and shall be mocked, and spitefully entreated [outrageously handled], and spitted

33 on: And they shall scourge him, and put him to death; and the third day he shall rise

34 again. And they understood none of these things : and this saying was hid from thent.

neither knew [comprehended] they the things which were spoken.

35 And it can 5 to pass, that as he was come nigh unto Jericho, a certain blind man

36 sat by the way side begging: And hearing the multitude pass by [a multitude passing

37 by], he asked wliat it meant. And tliey told him, that Jesus of Nazareth passeth by.

38, 39 And he cried, saying, Jesus, thou Son of David, have mercy on me. And they

which went before rebuked him, that he should hold his peace : but he cried so much

40 the more. Thou Son of David, have mercy on me. And Jesus stood, and commanded

41 him to be brought unto him: and when he was come near, he asked him, Saymg,'

What wilt thou that I shall do unto thee? And he said, Lord [or, Sir], that I may

12 receive my sight. And Jesus said unto him, Receive thy sight :
thy faith hath savec

43 thee [or, caused thy recovery] And immediately he received his sight, and followec

him, glorifying God : and all the people, when they saw it, gave praise unto God.

1 Vb. il.-Myo,r (Origen : eMv^ at the beginning of *M, verse is omitted by Tiscbendorf, [Meyer, Alford,] according

to B., D., [Cod. Sin.,] L., X. It is at least doubtful.

It is as if the feeling of Thomas, which he so strongly

uttered, John xi. 16, had now possessed itself of all

the disciples Perhaps Jesus considers just this dis-

couraged state of theirs best fitted for the commuuiea-

tion to them for the third time of a prophecy which

He had already delivered twice to ahnost deaf eiirs.

The greater the vividness which had been given by

the just-reported conversation to the prospect of

hundredfold reward, the more necessary does it ap-

pear to our Lord to obviate the earthly-minded

expectation with which they follow Him, even on

the fatal way ; and of s-"* ourpouc He severs them

from the circle of the others, :,i order, by the very

mystery in the manner of His communication, to

prepare them the better for the weightiness of id

matter.

Tf^ecrariffETai, k.t.a.—The reference to the pro-

phetic declarations on this occasion is peculiar to

Luke. The Saviour speaks with emphasis of TrovTa

ra yeyp., comp. ch. xxii. 37. The Messianic pro-

phecies of suffering stand before His eyes as a gieil

EXEOETICAI, AND CEITICAl.

Vs. 31. And He took Comp. Lange on the

parallels m Matthew and Mark. The parable of the

Laborers in the Vineyard, which in Matt. xx. 1-16

precedes the repeated announcement of the Passion,

and the request, of the sons of Zebedee which follows

it, and which is given by Matthew as well as Mark,

Luke passes over. According to the Synoptics, the

journey to the Passover is now continued steadily in

the direction of Jericho. That, however, the Twelve

were not the Saviour's only companions in travel

appears from the fact that He calls them to Himself,

Kct-r' Ibtav, Matt. XX. 17-19, in order to impart to

them a weighty utterance. Perhaps the women,

Luke viii. 2, 3, were also with him, and Salome

lomes forth from their circle with her petition. The

visible distinction between the temper of our Lord

and tJiat of the disciples is brought mto view by

Mark in particular, x. 32, with much graphic force.
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whole put in wriling nj; vtw t. apAp. for the Son of

Man, a dativvs cowimodi by which the proper destina-

tion of the word of Scripture, that of being realized in

Him, is intimated ; an indirect proof that for evei'y

detail of the picture of His Passion which is now
Bketched, vss. 32, 88, there must also be at least an
intimation to be found in the prophetic record.

Vs. 32. Delivered unto the Gentiles Luke
in his more summary report passes over the first de-

jvery to the high-priests and scribes, and the con-

demnation to death by the Sanhedrim. On the

other hand he, hke Matthew and Mark, mentions the
prediction of the mocking, scourging, and maltreat-

ment of our Lord, and has, in common with Mark,
the special mention of the spitting on Him. The
more than usual agreement of the Synoptics in the

comrauuication of these details is a strong proof for

the credibility of this prediction, which can be weak-
eijiu in no maimer by any dogmatic doubt (De
Wette and others). According to the Synoptics, the
Saviour on this occasion speaks of His resurrection

or, the third day expressly. The gradual climax
(cai, Kaiy Kaij disappears therefore at once in an over-

whelming antithesis.

Vs. 84. And they understood none of these
things, &c.—" An emphatic diffuseness." Meyer.
It is, of course, understood that this ignorance of the
apostles was no wanton, but was yet in a certain

sense a self-caused, ignorance ; and that it had not
reference to the sound of the words, but to the thing
itself. Comp. ch. ix. 45. How little, moreover, they
understood our Lord, appeared immediately from the
petition of the sons of Zebedee. Strikingly does
Luke bring into view the totality of the misunder-
Btanding, oiSei' avmiKay, and its ground, fjp rb lirina

KtKpviip.., K.T.A., and the natural consequence, ovk
iyipuiGKov. Because their heart stubbornly repels
the only intelligiljle sense o! the words, their under-
standing seeks in vain for a more endurable sense
which, perhaps, might be given to these words.
Tketj are spirituaUi/ as blind as tlie Bartimaus who
now eomes iTito view ifi in body.

Vs. 35. As He was come nigh unto Jericho.
—Respecting the localiiy of the City of Palms, and
respecting the difference among the Synoptics in

reference to the number of the blind men, and the
question whether the miracle took place at the en-
trance or the leaving of the city, see Lange, ad he.
For the various attempts to remove this difficulty,

and their advocates, see Meyer, De Wette, and
others. If one believes that the accounts must
d tout prix be brought into agreement with one an-
other, then without doubt the conjecture of Lange
that the Saviour went in and out at the same gate
of the city, and that the miiacle falls into two parts,
seems to deserve the preference before the view
that a second blind man associated himself with Bar-
timaeus, and, at all events, deserves the preference
above the unlucky harmonistic expedient which
makes this miracle take place twice. We believe,
however, that a spiritually free view of the Evan-
gelical reports must frankly allow such little dis-

crepancies, and, no doubt, institute attempts to
reconcile them, but by no means force them. Comp.
the admirable remark of Olshaosen, Comm. i. p. 28,
and that of Cheysostom, Fraif. in jValt., in respect
to the difference of the Evangehsts in minor matters

:

aurh fihp TovTO fi.iyiaT{,v 5fi7pa tjjs aAij3ei'tts t'lTTiV'

flyhp wdpTa aui/etpiipifTap fierh axpi^eias, aiideU ir
jV(o-Teuo-€l' Txp ^x^P'^l'i Sti fiii ffi/i'EA.do(/T6S airb crvp-

9«Ki(is TiiSis iv^puiriyr)i eypa\\iay, Hittp eyparliav, ic.t,\.

[This itself is the greatest evidence of truth, for il

all things h.id accurately agreed, no one of oui

enemies would have believed that they had not corns

together by a human agreement and written what

they have written, &c.] Taking all together, we
account it probable: 1. That here only one blind

man was healed, and that when Matthew u?es tha

pluriil, he, as is more his way, is less intent on giving

the number than the description of the healed
, md,

2. that the miracle did not take place before (Luke)

but after the entrance of Jesus into Jericho (Mat-

thew and Mark). Two narrators, of whom the one

is an apostolic eye-witness, stand here over against

one another, and it is not probable that the perverse

temper of the people, ch. xix. 7, would so soon and
publicly have found expression if only a few mo-
ments before enthusiasm had been so powerfully

awakened by the healing of the blind man, as we
read ch. xviii. 43. Far more probable is it that the

Saviour performed this miracle on His departure

from Jericho, with the design also of leaving behind
there an abiding impression. Only on the platform

of a mechanical theory of inspiration can offence be
taken at this want of diplomatic exactness in the

statement of Luke. Whoever, on the other hand.
regards his gospel with impartial view, will hardly

be able to deny that, especially in the last period of
the public life of our Saviour and in the history of
the Passion, the exact chronological arrangement
of the events is not to be expected, particularly

from Luke, and that he in this respect often re-

mains behind Matthew and Mark. The investiga-

tion of the cause of this phenomenon does not belong
here.

Vs. 37. That Jesus of Nazareth passeth by,—The people name our Lord according to the cus-
tomary style. The blind man, who greets Him as
Sou of David, however, shows even by this that his
faith has reached a higher grade.

Vs. 40. Commanded him to be brought unto
Him.—Luke relates, it is true, that the Saviour gave
this commani!, but not that the blind man, upon this

command being given, was led by others to Him.
His account does not, therefore, conflict with that of
Mai'k, who mentions Bartimseus' throwing away hia
garment and coming to Jesus. Apparently we have
to conceive the matter thus : that the blind man left

none of the standers-by time to carry out the exact
command of our Lord. As little do the accounts of
the manner of the healuig contradict one another, for
the circumstance that Matthew alone mentions that
Jesus here also, as often before, touched his eyes, is

by Mark as well as by Luke neither directly nor
indirectly controverted.

Vs. 41. What wilt thou—" Merrogat Ohristia,
non tarn cced privathn causa, quam totius populi.
Scimus enim, ut mundus Dei benejicia sine sensw de-
voref, nisi stimulis exciteiur. Ergo Chrislus voce sva
tnrbam adstaniem ad observandum miraculum erigit."
Calvin.

Vs. 43. AU the people—This statement of the
impression which the miracle produced upon tha
whole people has been preserved to us by Luke
alone. It is as if he would cause us to hear at the
gate of Jericho the prelude to the Hosannas which
were soon to resound far more mightily at the gate!
of Jerusalem, comp. ch. xix. 37. That the Saviour
Himself no longer desires to check this triumphant
praise, appears even from the fact that He no longer
imposes on the blind man any silence about what had
been done, nor yet requires that he, like the demo^Uiio
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Mark v. 19, shall go home, but willingly allows Barti-
m88\is to swell the enthusiastic throng and go before it.

As to the rest, the mention of the doxology, to which
the miracles of the Saviour several times give occa-
sion, is peculiar to Luke, comp. ch. v. 26 ; vii. 16

;

it. 43 ; xiii. 11, and is wholly in the Pauline spirit.

Comp. Eom. xi. 33-36.

DOCTEINAL AND ETHICAl.

1. The Saviour's third prediction to His disciples
ot His Passion is richer in details than the two for-

mer ones. We may conclude from this that His own
consciousness of His approaching fate gained con-
tinually in clearness, and that even the so-called

Catdingentia of the future

—

e. g., the spitting on Him—stood before His soul already as present. This
can the less surprise us if we consider that eveu
these here-mentioned particulars were not foreign to

the prophetic image of the Messiah and His Passion,
see, e. g., Isaiah 1. 6 ; Ps. xxii. 8. Phenomena of tliis

Idud create difficulty for those who know no higher
basis for the prophetic viewing of the future than
human presentiment alone, and will explain all phe-
nomena in this sphere exclusively from within out-

ward, instead of from above downward. On the
other hand, we have simply to remind the reader,
" After all human mediation and substratum is pro-

vided for, still the proper innermost nature of pro-

phecy remains an every-time-renewed discovery of
hidden things through the omniscient Spirit, an
anticipating of the future beyond the preformations

and germs of the present ; in short, a speaking of

God, out of which in its turn the prophesying history

can alone form and comprehend itself. We have,

therefore, no right to forbid every prediction, and
although it stands there to explain it away out of

principle, merely for the reason that we do not know
how to make way for it in our understanding of his-

tory, because it appears to stand forth to us as a

soothsaying prediction " Stier. If this principle holds

good even of predictions of the Old Testament, in

how much higher measure must it then hold good
of Him who is conscious of Himself being the end
of the law and the centre of all prophecy, and whose
capacity certainly no one will in any case be able

successfully to dispute of knowing all, even to the

minute details, which He had to know, in order, as

the Pounder of the kingdom of God, to accomplish

His mission on earth.

2. Attention cannot be too often directed to the

closeness with which the Saviour's consciousness of

His Passion attaches itself to the prophetical Scrip-

ture. He, the Son of the House, sees in the law and

the prophets the Magna Charta of the kingdom of

God, to which He, not less than its least subject, is

bound. As if He had foreseen that hereafter the

days would come in which it should be denied, in the

name of science, that Israel's prophets have ever

decisively pointed to a suflfering and dying Messiah,

He points us to their testimony as to the clear mirror

of His suffering as well as of His glory. For him

who will really penetrate deeply into the sanctuary

of the history of the Passion, it is of the greatest

importance that he do not let the key of the pro-

phetic Scripture be taken from Him. Here also

plainly appears the truth of the maxim: litubante

weriptura, aimul titubat Jidea.

3. In the inquiry, what gave the Saviour courage

•nd energy to go forward with so unterrified a step

towards the way of suffering, we undoubtedly mur
not overlook the truth that He continually beyond
His Passion foresaw the Resurrection on the third
day. For him who really believes in the Humanity
of our Lord, even His lofty courage unto death
is a proof that the prediction of the resurrection
in the gospel was by no means a bare vaticimun
post eventum. On the other hand, it is entirely nattt
ral that in the degree in which the Passion pressed
more vehemently in upon Him, the heart-exalting
prospect of the Resurrection was not, it is true, ii
any wise shaken, but yet temporarily in His cott
sciousness thrown into the background.

4. The incapacity of the disciples to understand
our Lord's announcement of His suffering, is a new
proof of the truth that in the Christian sphere true
spiritual understanding comes to pass through the
organ of the heart. If the soul turns itself from a
clearly uttered truth, then is also the understanding
incapable of recognizing its substance and impor-
tance. Here also the well-known saying of Pascal
holds good, that one must know human things in

order to love them, but, on the other hand, must
love Divine things if he would rightly understand
them. Comp. the beautiful essay of Vinet, D^van,-
gile compris par le caur.—At the same time, how-
ever, this incapacity of the disciples is an unequivo-
cal proof of the indispensable necessity, as well ag
of the salutary influence, of their enlightenment
through the Holy Spirit, in consequence of which
they afterwards learned to regard that same Passion
as absolutely necessary and worthy of God, which at
first was so offensive to them, and for that very rea-

son so incomprehensible.

5. Every healing of the blind related to us m the
gospel shows in a strildng symbol how the Saviour
opens the eye of the soul also for the heavenly hght

;

but in particular may the history of Bartimaus, in

its beautiful gradualness of development, be called a
type of this spiritual benefit pregnant with instruc-

tion. First there makes its way to him merely the
report of Jesus, awakening slumbering remem-
brances, longings, and presagings ; then it becomes
evident to the people following Jesus that he has a
longing for higher benefit than the multitude which
only outwardly encircles the Saviour. As commonly,
so here also, they do not want the sufferer to enjoy

anything from Jesus apart from them, and seek to

suppress his tone of lamentation, as a discord in

the jubilant acclaim of joy. But this very reaction

excites his longing faith to higher courage, and soon
the sufferer cannot any longer rest tiU every hin-

drance yet separating him from Jesus is overcome

;

faith triumphs, and the first thing that he now sees

is Christ Himself, before whose face he stands, and
in whose hght he now beholds the whole creation

surrounding him as in the glory of the resurrection,
" the image of the truth that in spiritual enlighten-

ment Christ is the first, loveliest, and best of every-

thing that one learns to recognize, upon whom,
moreover, the simple eye of the spirit with good
reason remains through the whole of life directed."

In conclusion, the following of Jesus, the preceding

others, the united praise of God, the whole order of
salvation, as well on the side of God as on that of
man, lies here in mice visibly before us, that is, if

our eyes are opened.

6. " 0, what power has the prayer of believers t

There prayed Joshua, and the sun in the heaven
stood still that he might fully beat down the enemies
Now Jesus, the Sun of Righteousness, which in mU
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course was soon to descend, also stood here still."

Bogatzky.

7. The last miracle again—the last performed on

a man which is made known to us from the pubhc life

of oui Lord (Matt. xxi. 14 contains only a general

uotice)—preisents before our eyes the high end of

His manifestation in a striking manner, eomp.

Isaiah xxxv. 5 ; Ps. cxM. 8 ; and the homage which

is here brought to Him at Jericho's gate is a pro-

phecy of the universal homage of the redeemed

which hereafter shall be brought to Him, espe-

cially in His exalted character as the Light of the

world.

8. It is an element of the ptedagogic wisdom of

our Lord, that He, the more His public life hastens

to its end, rather seeks than avoids the opportunity

to do miracles, and unconditionally accepts the hom-
age of the healed. This also was soon to serve His

wei>idy believing disciples as a counterpoise against

the iTKdvSa\ov crueis.

HOMILETICAL AND PEACTICAl.

Jesus the Light of the world, as well for the

Bpiritually (the Twelve) as for the corporeally bhnd
(Bartimsus) : 1. He creates the light for the eye

(vss. 81-34); 2. He opens the eye to the light (vss.

35-42).—How the Saviour labors to make His ser-

vants friends and intimate companions, John xv. 15.

—Jesus contrasted with His disciples : 1. His clear

knowledge in contrast with their ignorance ; 2. His

lofty courage in contrast with their faint-hearted

fear ; 3. His wilUng precedence on the way of humi-

liation in contrast with their constrained following

[" He longs to be baptized with blood. He pants to

reach the crosp." Cowper.j.—The Passion of our

Lord the fulfilment of a Divine prophecy.—The rela-

tion of suffering to glory.—The courage of Christ

imto death, aiid the shrinking from suffering of so

many Christians.—Sluggishness of heart the deepest

ground of the not understanding so many a word of

the Lord.—Jesus and Joshua before the gates of

Jericho: 1. What both find; 2. what both bring.

—

Whoever feels that he is spiritually blind can do

nothing better than to beg.—Where the eye of the

soul is yet closed, there must the ear of the body be-

come so much more keenly alive to the report which
ever flies before our Lord where He comes with His

salvation : 1. Into a land ; 2. into a home ; 3. into a

heart.—Happy for him who does not keep from the

bhnd the knowledge that Jesus of Nazareth passeth

oy.—How differently the Lord appears to diverse

eyes : 1. To the superficial multitude He is Jesus of

Nazareth ; 2. to the eagerly longing Bai timaius He is

the Son of David ; 3. to the believing disciples He is

the Son of the living God.—The Kyrie Eleison of the

eoul, which precedes its Hosanna. [Kiipie, ix^naov ixe

•—Miserere mei Domine. In some of the German
litanies, as well as in the Latin mass, this formula of

Bupphcation remains in the original Greek, being

afterwards interpreted in the Latin or German.

—

C. C. S.]—On His way to death the Saviour permits

Himself to be detained not a moment by the dissua-

sions of His friends, but gladly by tlie cry of a bhnd
man's distress.—" What wilt thou that I should do
unto thee?" One must earnestly wish to be made
whole by Jesus.—What a faith is it, that reaUy heals

the spiritually blind ?—In order to be able to follow

Jesus one must see Ilim ; iu order to follow Him
jight, one must praise God.—The good example of a

sinner healed finds imitation on the part of othera.—

Blind Bartimffius a guide to a truly Christian celebra

tion of the communion ; his history shows us : 1. Th(

right temper for the communion, a. steady sense o\

wretchedness, b. eager longing for deliverance, c

courageous coming to Jesus ; 2. the highest ccnnfor,

of the communion, that the Saviour, a. knows ua

b. calls us, c. hears us ; 3. the fruit of the commu
nion most to be desired : a. that our eyes may se«

Him, b. our feet follow Him, c. our tongues praise

Hun.
Stakke :—QuESNEL :—We know not, like Jesus

Christ, the tune of our sacrifice and death, but we know
well that we are ever coming nearer to the moment,

and we therefore greatly need to think thereon and

prepare ourselves therefor, 2 Tim. iv. 6.—Jews and

Gentiles have alike shamefully laid hands on Jesus,

why then blame we each the other?

—

Nova Bibl.

Tub.

:

—As God dealt with His child Jesus, so does

He deal with all believers : suffering must precede,

afterwards follows joy.

—

JSibl. Wirt.:— To judge

with fleshly thoughts concerning the kingdom of

Christ is not well.

—

Nova Bibl. Tub.

:

—The blind

man a poor man.

—

Hedingee :—Would God we were

blind, then should we see.—The Lord is iu time of

distress nearer to us than we think.

—

Cansiein :

—

Is til ere indeed anything pleasanter for a sinner to

hear than when he learns that tlie Fount of Light,

the Chief Physician, Jesus, is coming towards Him ?

—Whoever lets Jesus pass by and detains Him not

with his prayer is left helpless.—Many times do we
experience from those that go before and have a
guise of piety, the preatest temptation and the most
numerous hindrances in our Christian life.—Faith

cannot hold its peace; whoever beheves, he speaks.

—

Canstein ;—How often does a God-fearing soul dwell
in a wretched body.—God leads one man not like

another.—The friendliness of Jesus in converse with
all manner of men, especially the poor and needy,
calls us to imitation.

—

Osiander :—We will rejoice

from our hearts when to our neighbors also salvation
is brought from God.—J. MiiLLER :—The history of
the bhnd man at Jericho a mirror of the spiritual

recovery of man. [John Newton's "Mercy, thou
Son of David," gives the very soul of this scene.—
C. C. S.]—Lisco;—Pray, and it shall be given
you.

On the Fencope.—Schefi'er:—The last journey
of the Redeemer to Jerusalem.—F. W. Keummachek :—The stages on the journey to the cross.—FucHs:—The Saviour on His last sorrowful journey to Jeru-
salem: 1. Submissive as to His own sullering; 2.

compassionate towards the sorrow of others.

—

Ahl-
FELD :—The true evangelical fast-keeping : 1. Con-
cerning the fasting mood ; 2. concerning the fasting
prayers. — Codaed :—How we may celebrate the
approaching Passion-week to the blessing of our
heart and life.—Stiee :—The present blindness of
many Christians to the right understanding of the
suffering and death of Jesus Christ; 1. How it is

with the bhndness
; 2. whereby it is healed ; 3. what

we then see and experience.

—

Braune :—The light
that breaks forth from the Passion of Christ. In the
Passion of Christ we Ica.'-n to esteem aright: 1. The
sin of the world ; 2. the woe of the time.—Burk
hardt:—How it comes that even to well-disposed
iimocent souls the word of the cross is yet hidden
for a while.—The happy blind beggar.—Bomhaedt :

—What the passing of Christ to His sutfering say«
to us.—Staudt :—The prayer, " JesuB, Son of David,
have meicy on me "

: 1. Its necessity ; 2. its power
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8. its nature.

—

Steinhadsee:—What is it that we
see when through Christ the eyes of our spirit are
opened ?

Van Oostekzee (from a missionary sermon) :

—

" The sighmg creation shows itself to our eyes like
Bartimffius at Jericho's gate. Not yet were bis eyes
lucloaed, but already from afar the footsteps of the

coming Saviour sound in his ears ; already it is told
him who approaches ; already does he throw tha
mantle off that hinders him from making haste
towards the Deliverer. Yet a little while and he ha?
received his sight and follows the Lord, ani heaven
and earth sing praises at the sight to God and Ifii

Only-begotten."

4. Jesus and Zaccheua (Oh. XIX. 1-10).

1, 2 And Jesus entered and passed through Jericho. And, behold, there was a man
named Zaccheus, which was the chief among the publicans [and he was a chief tax-

3 gatherer], and he [this man] was rich. And he sought to see Jesus who he was; and
4 could not for the press, because he was little of stature. And he ran before, aur
5 climbed up into a sycamore tree to see him ; for he was to pass that way. And when

Jesus came to the place, he looked up, and saw him, and said unto him, Zaccheus,
6 make haste, and come down ; for to-day I must abide at thy house. And he made
V haste, and came down, and received him joyfully. And when they saw it, they al]

8 murmured, saying, That he was gone to be guest with a man that is a sinner. And
Zaccheus stood [or, came forward], and said unto the Lord

; Behold, Lord, the half of
my goods I give to the poor ; and if I have taken any thing from any man by false

9 accusation, I restore him fourfold. And Jesus said unto him, This day is salvation

10 come to this house, forasmuch as he also is a son of Abraham. For the Son of man ia

come to seek and to save that which was lost.

EXEaETTCAL AND CRITICAL.

Vs. 2. Zaccheus.—Hebrew "'3?, "Pure," Ezra

ii. 9 ; Nehem. vii. 14. This Hebrew name with Greek
ending of itself denotes him as a man of Jewish

origin ; comp. va. 9. According to the Clementines,

he afterwards became a disciple of Peter, and Bishop

of Caesarea. See Romil. iii. 63, and Recogn. iii. 65.

Later Jewish traditions in reference to his descent

are found in Sepp, L. J. iii. p. 166. He is apx'TeXii-

i/ijj, an administrator of the taxes, to whom the over-

sight over the common publicans was committed

;

perhaps plenipotentiary of one of the Roman knights,

who often sustained the dignity of Publicani. At
Jericho, wherein this time a large amount of balsam

was produced and exported, the office of tax-gatherer

was doubtless an important post. That Zaccheua

ivas rich, appears not only from the place which he

had farmed, but also from the liberal way in which he

sought to make good previously committed injustice.

But that this wealth did not yet satisfy his heart, is

made evident by his eager longing after Jesus.

Vs. 3. He sought to see Jesus.—Without

doubt, the fame of Jesus had come to his ears, but

he did not yet know Him by sight. Herod also had

displayed the same longing, ch. ix. 7-9
;
but is there

any need of intimating that the curiosity of Zac-

cheus sprang from a nobler source ? In him we are

entitled to presuppose a state of mind like that of

the Greeks, John xii. 21. After he has heard the

wonderful and in part contradictory reports that were

In circulation respecting Jesus, an obscure longing

for higher treasures has been awakened in his heart,

a longing of which, however, he cannot as yet

give any precise account to himself. A very favor-

able testimony for him is even the fact that he leaves

his dwelling, and places himself on the way where

the caravan going to the feast must pass by
;
yet in I

vain does he strive to discover a spot that will secure
him a comfortable standing-place and an unobstructed
view

;
great as is his interest, his stature is proper-

tionably diminutive, so that at last he climbs a tree, on
which he finds both rest and an unobstructed view
along the road; and he also feels himself now, in the
hope of at last obtaining his wish, so happy that ha
takes no account of the mockeries to which he, the
smallest, and yet in a certain sense a great, man, was
doubtless exposed in the midst of the jubilant throng,

on account of his singular proceeding.

Vs. 4. A sycamore tree, (rmofiopea.—See Lach-
mann and Tischendorf : the Mcus ^gyptia of Pliny.

Arbor mora similis folio, magnifuditte, adspecfu.

See Winer, in voce. The fruit is, according to the ac-

counts of travellers, pleasant and sweet-tasting. But
here the sycamore bears a fruit of the noblest and
rarest kind, which is to ripen for the refreshment of

Jesus.

Vs. 5. Jesus . . . saw him.—It is not neces-

sary to explain the acquaintance of Jesus with Zac.

cheus as supernatural (Olshausen) ; nor have we any
more need of taking refuge in the assumption of a
relation unknown to us between the two (Meyer), or

conjecturing that some one had designedly mentioned
him to our Lord (Paulus). The difficulty disappears

if we only transfer ourselves fairly to the scene of
the event. By the very exceptionalness of his po-

sition, Zaccheus strikes the eye of all. His name
goes from mouth to mouth. One shows him to

another. Here and there dishke manifests itself

against the doubtless not universally beloved chiefpub-

lican, comp. vs. 1, and, therefore, in an entirely natu
ral way the Saviour's look is directed upou Zaccheiiei

But what is truly Divine consists in this ; that oui

Lord at once fathoms the heart of the man with the

same look which once followed Nathanael into soli-

tude, John i. 48, and that He fulfils his longiig for a

better good in a way which causes Zaccheus to find
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more than he had at the moment sought. " Nomine

le appellari, Zacchmus rum potuit non et admirari et

latari." Bengel.

To-day I must abide at thy house.—Stop

a while to rest. Comp. vs. 1, and Matt. x. 11.

* Aei is uttered from the consciousness of the Divine

disposition of events, vs. 10." Meyer. If this ut-

terance, on the one hand, indicates the haste which

well knows that it has no time to lose and will never

:ome again to Jericho, it also beyond doubt ex-

presses, on the other hand, the joy of the Redeemer,

who finds the sinner, as the sinner had sought his

Redeemer. For the Saviour there exists here an in-

ward necessity to turn in at no other dwelling than

that of the publican; His heart commands it, the

constraint of compassion tells Him so. " As now in

Zaccheus the longing to see Jesu.^ came from the

prevenient grace of God, and was the beginning of

faiih, so was this spark of faith by Christ's address

might'ly strengthened."

Vs. 1. When they saw it they all mur-
mured.—It is, of course, understood that we have

not to ui\derstand this of the disciples (Calvin), but

of the Jews, who had been witnesses of the joy

with which Zaccheus received the Lord at the en-

trance of his dwelUng. With greater haste than he

had ever used for the taking in of the most consider-

able gain, Zaccheus has opened his house for the Ex-

alted Traveller, to whom his heart already feels itself

drawn. Yet what prepares for him the most de-

Ughtful sui prise is to others a scandal, and soon the

smothered murmur of censure gains distinctness

:

" He is gone to be guest with a man that is a sinner."

Hapd must in the construction not be connected with

ela-TjKdep but with K(iTaAiCo-ai,since the latter has no

other signiticance than ^tvi^ecrdai. We do not, how-

ever, from these words alone need to draw the con-

clusion that Zaccheus was a sinner above many
others—for publican and sinner were, in the mouths

of many, words of one and the same meaning—and
quite as little that Jesus really spent the whole night

in the dwelling of Zaccheus, and did not continue His

journey till the following day. KaraKvaaij it is true,

is commonly taken in this sense, e.g., by Meyer and

De Wette, as also by Schleiermacher, I. e. p. 174.

But the example John i. 39 does not prove tliis,

and our Lord's concluding declaration :
'' To-day is

salvation come to this house," would be deprived of

its natural relation to the other: "To-day must I

abide at thy house," if both sayings had not been

uttered in one day. Apparently, therefore, we have

to assume that our Lord, who was manifestly hasten-

ing to Jerusalem, spent only some hours, the remnant

of the day, with Zaccheus, and this of itself was suf-

ficient to make Him with many an object of offence.

While every publican, even as such, was odious to

the people, who wished to be tributary to Jehovah
alone, they had undoubtedly learned of the numer-
ous piiests who dwelt at Jericho to look down upon an

apx'TeXiii/i)! with double contempt. It also bears

witness to the unfavorable feeung against our Lord
which had so greatly increased ii Juduea, that He
could scarcely advance a step without drawing on
Himself new censure. But if any think that we must
assume that the Saviour really spent the night also with

Zaccheus, we must at all events conceive that which

is related vss. 8, 9, as not taking place on the fol-

lowing morning, but soon after the arrival of our

Lord, under the first fresh impression of His per-

sonal appearance.

Vs. 8. And Zaccheus oame forward and

said.—Not as though the admonitions of his Gnesi

had now for the first time exercised such an influence

upon this puWican (Kmnoel), and still less because

he was persuaded that no one would be able to

charge upon him the least deceit, because he__waf

honesty itself (F. R. Schneider, Gesch. J. Chr. ii. p

84), but because he in this way wished to give an un-

equivocal proof of his thankfuhiess for the unde-

served honor that had fallen to his lot. Strikingly

does the Uberahty of the chief publican contrast

with the mean-spiritedness of the multitude,^ vs. 1.

And if ever the saying proved true, that it is indeed

difficult yet not impossible for a rich man to enter

into the kingdom of God, this now came to pass in the

words of Zaccheus. He wUl requite the honor be-

stowed on his house by some special act ; and al-

ready does he know his Guest so intimately as this,

that he is well persuaded as to what kind of offeiing

will be to Him even far more acceptable than the

most splendid feast. Deeply did he feel his accumu-

lated ill-desert over against the immaculately Holy

One ; but this compassion shown him encouraged

him to rise out of the depth into which he had

sunk. With entire spontaneousness he begins to speak

of the moral obliquity which had earlier misled him,

consciously or uuconsciously, to defraud any one of

anything, and more than the letter of the law makes
his duty will he restore. The hypothetical form of

his vow, ei-Tt, is not merely a milder expression

of confession (Meyer) ; it is, on the other hand, en-

tirely natural in the mouth of a man who has so

long and so often offended through the common dis-

honesty of his calling, that he at the moment does

not even call to mind when in particular he had
gained anything by chicanery. Enough, the restitu-

tion which Moses had required only in a special case

of theft (Ex. xxii. 1), he will make in the case of

everything that he has gained in a dishonest way,

and while, according to the later Jewish writers,

even he was distinguished as an eminent IsraeUte,

who destined the fifth part of his property to be-

nevolence, Zaccheus gives not less than the half of

his goods to the poor. In truth :
" h(ec est sapieTis

ilia siuliitia, quam de syeomoro, tanquam fructum
viice, legerat, rapta reddere, propria relinquere, visi-

bilia coatemnxre." Beza. Zaccheus evidently shows
that the principle is not strange to hiin which is ex-

pressed in the old maxim :
" Peccaium non remittitur,

nisi ahlaium resiiiuatur,^^ Whether even previously

the requirement addressed by John the Baptist to

the publicans had come to his ears :
" Exact no mora

than is appointed," we know not ; at aU events, he
had hitherto not acted agreeably to it. But now it

is as if not only a new light had risen to his eyes, .

but also a new life to his heart. The day when Jesua
entered his house is the birth-day of his new better

man, and while he of his own free choice becomes
poorer in earthly goods, his wealth in heavenly trea-

sures augments, so that To-day in his consciousness

draws a sharp dividing Une between Yesterday and
To-morrow. This consciousness he expresses in a
surprising manner : the ingenua confessio and the
volurdaria restitutio complement one another admira-
bly.

Vs. 9, This day is salvation come to this
house.—^Our Lord addresses these words directly to

Zaccheu?.(7rpoi), not merely in relation to him (Da
Wette, and others) ; that He does it in the third per-

son arises from the fact, that this declaration is meant
to comprise at the same time a vindication of His
own coming to this house, and a well-deserved eulogj
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for Zaecheus himeelf. He says that salvation has
come to the house of the publican, not because that

house had received one of His visits, but because its

inhabitant really showed himself another man from
what he appeared to be in the eyes of the multitude.

While they had even just before named him an a.p^i>

aiJ,apTa\6s, the Saviour now names him a uiiis 'A;8pa-

a/i, not because he had before been a heathen, but

now showed the character of a true Israelite (Mal-

donatus and others), nor yet merely because he by
his conversion had become a true Israelite (ia-rt in

the sense of ijiuero, Kuinoel), but because it was
. manifest that he, how much soever the people re-

viled him, yet belonged to the people of God's choice.

The unloving censurers had overlooked the fact that

he, as a son of Abraham, was nevertheless still re-

lated to them according to the flesh ; Jesus bestowed

upon him the eulogy that he also belonged, accord-

ing to the Spirit, to the posterity of the friend of

God ; comp. Luke xiii. 16.

Vs. 10. For the Son of Man.—Statement of the

ground of the previous declaration. Where a son of

Abraham, according to the flesh, is a lost one,

just there is My appearance necessary ; where a lost

one is renewed unto a spiritual son of Abraham,
there is the purpose of My appearance attained.

—

'H\Sie signifies not entirely the same as the cpxfSmt

<is rhf Kotrixov of John, where the secondary idea of

preexistence is not to be mistaken ; absolutely used,

it appears to designate the publie manifestation and

coming forth of the Son of Man.—To seek, hke

the Shepherd, ch. xv. 4. Comp. Matt. ix. 13 ; xviii.

11.—To save, not in the sense of to make blessed,

but in the sense of to rescue. The aair-npia of the

New Testament is the preservation of that which

wo'Ud otherwise have become the certain prey

of an irrevocable destruction, as Zaecheus would

have become if this hour had not dawned for him.

—

What afterwards became of him we know not. In

all probability he remained in his ofiBce of tax-gath-

erer ; at least the Saviour, who sees the end of His

own career approaching, does not call him away from

it, as he formerly called Matthew and others. He
knows that such a man will afterwards be an orna-

ment to the calling of the publican, and prove him-

self continually a son of Abraham. Yet enough, at

all events, when Jesus now soon afterwards left

Jericho, He knew that in this city at least one house

was found in which He had already bestowed that

which He, dying, was soon to procure for a whole

lost world

—

aurnpia !

DOCTaiNAL AND ETHICAL.

1. In thci days of Joshua there was a terrible

curse uttered upon Jericho, Josh. vi. 26, and in the

time of Ahab this curse was fulfilled in a not less

terrible manner, 1 Kings xvi. 34. With the entry of

the Saviour into Jericho there dawns at least for one

bouse in Jericho a day of inestimable blessing, and

more yet would have become partakers of this bless-

ing along with Zaecheus, had they only known the

time of their visitation.

2 The coming of our Saviour to the tity of

Palms in the mid'st of the tumult of an innumerable

throng ; the silent inquiry of a longing soul after Hun,

and the sweet answer of prevenient grace ;
the en-

trance of Jesus into the favored house with all His

peace, and the sacrifice rendered by the thanksgiv-

bg of the surprised inhabitant thereof:—all this has

a beautiful symbolical sense, which makes this gos-

pel above any other fitted for the dedication of i

church, especially when it is brought into conneclioa

with the inexhaustibly rich epistle. Rev, xxi. 1-5.

3. " Little soul, thinkest thou then that for thee n«

tree has grown on whicli thou mightest climb, thai

thy eyes might behold Him that bringcth salvation

to thy heart ? " Gossner.

4. The very great diversity of the ways in which

God leads sinners to conversion becomes manifest

when we compare the history of Zaecheus with so

many others ; for instance, with that of the Penitent

Thief, of Saul, Cornelius, of the Jailer, &c. The
history of this chief of the publicans reminds us of the

parable of the Treasure in the Field, and still mor*
of that of the Pearl of Great Price. At the same
time the reception which Jesus makes ready for the

publican is an admirable commentary on His own
word. Rev. iii. 20.

5. The connection of TTtiTTis with fi^Tavoia is vividly

presented in the history of Zaecheus. On the one

hand, no receptivity for faith on the Saviour, unless .

already in his soul an incipient, secret but powerful

change had taken place ; on the other hand, no true

faith that did not of itself lead to a thorough alter-

ation of the life and the method of business. It ia

foolish to suppose that Zaecheus, by the restoratiot

of extorted gain, could have compensated his guilt

before God, but just as little would his repentance

have been a sincere one if he had felt no necessity

of setting right his trespasses in this way. The con-

solatory consciousness that the guilt of sin is blotted

out cannot possibly refresh us, if it is not at the same

time our highest wish to be relieved from the ruin-

ous dominion of the same.

6. The Pauline doctrine of Justification by Faith

is by this narrative both explained and confirmed,

Zaecheus ia the precursor of the many heathens

who have not sought for righteousness and yet have

obtained righteousness, Rom. ix. 30-33. The Jews,

on the other hand, who iii their holiness of works

murmured against the bestowal of free grace, re-

mained then and remain yet—shut out.

1. In conclusion, the circumstance deserves well

to be brought into use in behalf of future Apologetics,

that the whole history of Zaecheus bears a character

of freshness, truth, and absence of invention, on

which every doubt is broken, as even Strauss, i. J. i.

p. 613, has conceded. But with this its historical

truth is united its ideal and eternal truth, according

to which this journey of the Saviour may be called

the symbol of His continuous journey through the

world's history, in which He now, as ever, reveala

Himself to the individual in His saving power, while

the greater part, even yet, continually misanderstanJ

Him or mock Him.

HOMILETICAl AND PEACTICAL.

The hour of blessing for the once accursed City

of Palms.—Where Jesus passes by He cannot remain

hidden.—The rich Zaecheus in all his poverty ; the

subsequently impoverished Zaecheus in all his wealth

The longing to see Jesus: 1. How it arises; 2

wherein it reveals itself; 3. in what way it is satisfied.

How the tumult of the world often hinders us still

from seeing and hearmg our Lord at hand.—In ordei

to see Jesus well, one must climb ; in order to receive

Him rightly, one must come down.—He hath filled

the hungry with good things, but the rich He batb
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gent empty away.—The courage of the poor sinner.

—The looking of Jesus up to Zaccheua no less proof

of grace than His looking down towards many others.

—Where the concern is to save a sinner, there to the

SaTiour a stopping on His way to death is no loss of

time.—It is not by the beauty of nature, but by a

work of grace, that our Lord allows Himself to be de-

tained at Jericho.—" Make haste and come down, for

to-day I must abide at thy house," text for a com-
muuion address. This assurance ; 1. For whom does

it hold true ? 2. what does it prove ? 3. what does it

promise ? 4. what does it require ?—Jesus a Saviour

who : 1. Must come into our house ; 2. and can come
even to-day ; 3. and comes for our salvation.—Jesus

invites Himself, if one should not venture to invite

Him.—The Good Shepherd calls His sheep by name,

John X. 3.—Even to-day does the world take offence

when the Saviour turns in at the house of the sinner.

— Parallel between this event and Luke vii. 36-50.

Here also the displeasure of Simon on the one hand,

the penitence of the sinning woman on the other

band.—Zaccheus, the longer for salvation, is : 1.

Courageously bold ; 2. inwardly rejoiced ; 3. by many
contemned ; 4. highly honored,—The little Zaccheus

a great hero of faith : 1. How longingly he waits ; 2.

how frankly he comes : 3. how bountifully he thanks.

—The making good of former trespasses : 1 . A neces-

sity natuially felt; 2. a sure token ; 3. a blessed fruit,

of upright faith.
—" To-day is salvation come unto

this house," a text for baptismal and marriage ad-

dresses.—The day of true conversion the most mem-
orable day of life, 2 Cor. v. 17.— Where Jesus

gains disciples, there has Abraham also acquired genu-

ine sons.—Jesus is come to seek, etc. : 1. A most
humiliating ; 2. an indescribably comforting ; 3. a

powerfully sanctifying, saying.

Starke :—J. Hall :—From a great sinner there

may come a great saint. — Osiander :—God has

chosen some souls of the rich as well as of the poor to

eternal life.—Many a man does something that in his

calling appears to him to be unimpeachable, but faith

judges very differently; 2 Sam. vi. 16.—Christ will-

ingly directs His eyes upon penitent sinners ; Luke
ixiL 61.—QnESNEL :—God gives the longing to know

Hun, and if that is not despised He then gives more,

—The Lord Jesus wishes to come spiritually to ub;

John xiv. 23.—Majus :—We may well be convex

sant with sinners if we only do not mean to practis«

sin with them.—Compassion towards the poor avail*

not for salvation, yet must it be practised for those

that will be saved; Dent. xxiv. 17.—Langii Op.:—
How many are like Zaccheus in riches and unright-

eousness, but how few in true conversion and resti-

tution.—iVotia Bibl. Tub. .-—Happy the house where

Jesus becomes a Guest !—With true conversion there

come to pass great alterations in houses, cities, and

countries.—The farther from the world, the nearer to

God.

—

Heubner :—Jesus is accessible to all classes.

—Even yet He finds necessity to abide with those

that desire Him.—What an honor to entertain Jesus 1

—The days of salvation in our life when Jesus comes
especially near to us.—Through faith we come into

communion with all the saints of the early time.—

•

The visible church leads into the invisible.—Our
churches as dwelling-places of Jesus ; they are : 1. Re-

minders of Him, vss. 1-4
; 2. sources of His gracious

visitation, vss. 5—7 ; 3. summonses on the part of Je-

sus to conscientious fulfilment of duty, vs. 8 ; 4. awa-

kenings to the care of our own and others' souls, vss.

9-10.

—

Palmee:—The gracious hour of the Lord:
1. How it comes (unexpected, but not unprepared

for) ; 2. what it brings (Christ, and in Him salvation)

;

S. what traces it leaves behind (a heart disposed to

repentance and love).

—

Akndt :—Jesus the Friend of

man: 1. Towards whom He reveals His love; 2.

what moves Him thereto; S. how He proceeds; 4.

what effects he produces ; 5. by what means he ac-

complishes and crowns His work.—J. Diedeich :

—

How men's souls, truly for their salvation, meet with
Christ.—W. Hofacker ;—The beautiful process of
development which the noble plant of faith, under
the influence of Divine grace, passes through : 1. Tha
tender germs ; 2. the beautiful iJower ; S. the whole-
some fruits of the plant.

—

Gerok :—The concurrence
of human will and Divine grace.

—

Knapp :— Concern-
ing the ever-abounding blessing of a true personal
acquaintance with Christ.

—

Harless :—Jesus receives
sinners \_Jesus nimmt die Sunder an].

5. Jesus in relation to the Sanguine Hopes of His Disciples (Vss. 1 1-27).

tl And as they heard these things, he added and spake a parable, because he was nigh

to Jerusalem, and because they thought [or, imagined] that the kingdom of God should

[was about] immediately appear [to be manifested immediately]. He said therefore, A
certain nobleman [rfyci'rjs] went into a far country to receive for himself a kingdom,
and to return, (^nd he called his ten servants, and delivered them ten pounds, and

14 said unto them, Occupy [Do business therewith'] till I come.' But his citizens [or, those
of his city] hated him, and sent a message [embassy] after him, saying. We will not
have [we do not wish] this man to reign over us. And it came to pass, that when he
was returned, having received the kingdom, then he commanded these servants to be
called unto him, to whom he had given the money, that he might know how much
every man had gained by trading. Then came the first, saying. Lord, thy pound hath

17 gained ten pounds. And he said unto him. Well [Excellent], thou good servant: be-
18 cause thou hast been faithful in a very little, have thou authority over ten cities. And
19 the second came, saying, Lord, thy pound hath gained five pounds. And he said like-

20 wise to him. Be thou also over five cities. And another* came, saying, I.^'-rd, behold,

'2

13

15

16
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?1 here is thy pound, which I have kept laid up in a napkin [handkerchief] : For I feared
thee, because thou art an austere man: thou takest up that [which] thou layedst not

22 down [didst not deposit], and reapest that [which] thou didst not sow. And [om..
And, V. 0.'] he saith unto him, Out of thine own mouth will 1 judge thee, thou wicked
servant. Thou knewest that I was an austere man, taking up that I laid not down

23 [which I did not deposit], and reaping that [which] I did not 'sow: Wherefore thea
[And wherefore, koX Sta rt] gavest not thou mj money into the bank, that at my com-

24 ing I might have required mine own with usury [collected it with interest] ? And he
said unto them that stood by, Take from him the pound, and give it to him that hath

25, 26 ten pounds. (And they said unto him, Lord, he hath ten pounds.) For [om.. For
V. O.*] I say unto you, That unto every one which hath shall be given; and from him

27 that hath not, even that [which] he hath shall be taken away from him. But those
mine enemies, which would not that I should reign over them, bring hither, and slay
them" before me.

• < '' ^^" ^',""^5'' Oosterzee translates
:
" while I am on the journey," on the strength of the reading iv <! for eiut. 'Ev u

IB lound m A., B., D., Cod. Sin., K., L., E., and is accepted by Grieshach, Lachmann, llschendorf, Meyer, Tregelles;
Alford. Bleek, however, objects to it as not giving a good sense, as ipyoniu cannot well have any other meaning than
"come" m the connection.—C. C. S.]

' "

" Vs. 20.—'O wpos should be read, according to B., D., [Cod. Sin.,] L., [E.,] cursives, Lachmann, Tisohendort [Tre-
geUes, Alford. Meyer regards the article as a mechanical repetition of those in vs». 16, 18.—C. C. S.]

' Vs. 22.—Ae is not sufficiently attested.
< Vs. 26.—The yia of the Secepta is apparently borrowed from Matt. xxv. 29. [Omitted by Meyer, Alford ; bracketed

by Lachmann, Tregelles ; retained by Tischendort. Not found in B., Cod. Sin., L. More reason for adding it, than for
omitting It if genuine —C. C. S.]

[' Vs. 27.—" Them " being in italics in E. V. indicates the absence of the pronoun in the Greek. Tischendorf, Trfr-
gelles, and Alford, however, read ainoiis on the authority of B., [Cod. Sin.,] F., L., R.—C. C. S.l

I respects with that of the Talents (Matt. xxt. 14-30^,
and yet is in do way identical -with that, but is mora
or less modified In the redaction, Lange has, Mat-
thew, p. 441, convincingly demonstrated. So also the
assertion is destitute of any ground (Strauss) that
this parable has arisen from an only hiilf-successful

amalgamation of two others, namely, that of the
Talents and that of the Unfaithful Husbandmen.
Undoubtedly the representation of a liing who, in-

stead of arms, rather entrusts his money to bis ser-

vants, has at the first look something strange, but
if this admits of sufficient explanation from the pur-
pose of the parable, it can by no means prove any-
thing against the originality and exactness of the
rendering of Luke. Precisely in this way would our
Lord teach His disciples that His true subjects were
not, like those of other kingdoms, to strive with arms
in their hands, but that they were to carry on busi-

ness with the entrusted pound, while not till after

His return (vs. 27) should they be called to take part

in His victory over His irreconcilable foes. In view
of the relative coincidence which exists between
this parable and that of the Talents in Matthew,
the question can hardly be avoided which of them
was first delivered, and may consequently be con-

sidered as the foundation of the other. Directly

in opposition to the common views (Sohleiermacher,

Neander), we believe that the parable of the Talents
must be regarded as a further explanation of the
parable before us, not the reverse ; in other words,
that the first delivered parable (in Luke) is also the
simplest ; that the one subsequently uttered (in Mat-
thew) bears, on the other hand, a more complicated
character. For here the work for all the servants Is

alike ; there there exists a diversity in the number of
the talents. Here there is bestowed on the servant

only recompense ; there with the recompense an ex-

tended eulogy. Here it is only an ignominious loss

;

there also a terrible judgment, which is the punish"

ment of the slothful servant—grounds enough for

the opinion that in reaUty the parable of the Pounds
must have preceded that of the Talents. It ia

true, there are smgle features in the last-named

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vs. 11. And as they heard these things
The instruction communicated by Luke in the next
following parable, our Lord may have delivered while

yet in the house of Zaccheus, but we doubt whether
it was uttered just at the entrance of this dwelling

before the ears of the murmuring throng, vs. 7

(Meyer). With better right, perhaps, we might con-

clude from vs. 28 that the Saviour delivered this

parable immediately before His departure from Jeri-

cho. But, however this may be, it stands in direct

connection with His declaration, vs. 10. It may be
that the mention of the Son of Man having come,

threw a new spark into the tinder of their earthly

expectations, although it is difficult to state more
exactly what precise connection there could be be-

tween this declaration a^d the thought that the

kingdom of God shouldybecome Trapaxprj/J-" manifest.

We know, however, how many looks were directed

with the hveliest interest upon the approaching Pass-

over, where it appeared that the intense opposition

between Jesus and His enemies was about to come
to a public decision. Besides this, they were already

in the neighborhood of the capital ; and might there

not there, even by the least word, be kindled anew
the expectation of that which had been most long-

ingly desired ? In no case do we need to deny that

the now-following parable was addressed to the dis-

ciples of the Saviour also. From ch. xviii. 34 it

appears that they were as yet by no means cured of

their earthly Messianic hopes, and here also, as often,

there lay a certain truth at the basis of their error.

That the kingdom of God should become manifest,

am<paiv€(rSrai, was in and of itself subject to no doubt,

but that it would come into view at this very point,

and that in a palpable, sensuous form—in other

words, that Christ would be glorified without a pre-

vious separation from His own ; in that lay the error

of which they must be immediately cured, and to

controvert it the following parable is designed.

A parable.—That the parable coincides in many

19
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parable which are less elaborated than in the former

:

but this phenomenon is sufficiently explained if we
only consider that one was, at all events, delivered

shortly after the other, and that the parable of the

Taionta can be only so far called a variation—or, if

we will, a short summary of the one before us—as

this, that in it the chief thought is modified accord-

ing t) the necessity of the disciples, and set forth

yet um-e clearly. Because the parable, Matt, xxv.,

was driivered exclusively for the faithful disciples, and
not, like this, in the presence also of secret enemies,

it was there unnecessary again to depict the fate of

the retf.Uious citizens, without, however, the parable

of the 'JWents having suffered the least loss in com-
pletenes," by the falling away of this feature; on the

other hi}?d, it has even gained in unity thereby.

Thus ma? the two stand very well independently

by one airether; and, moreover, the parable of the

Pounds hi s this peculiar character, that it sets forth

the King ( f the kingdom of God on the one hand in

contrast v ith His servants, on the other with His
enemies. In the prospect of righteous retribution

which is 1 repared for both at His coming, is the
inner unitj of the representation grounded.

Vs. 12. A certain nobleman. — An indirect

intimation of the kingly descent and dignity of our

Lord; at the same time a prophecy of His going
away from the earth, and a comforting representation

of His departure to the Father, as of the means
ordained for the obtaining of the kingly dignity and
glory. Finally, the definite assurance that the inter-

val between the departure and the return of the

Lord is only an hUerim.

Vs. 13. Ten pounds.—Ae'ytuMi'ii!. It is not prob-
able that we have here to understand a Hebrew mina
of 100 shekels ; rather an Attic mina of 100 drachmas
=21 thalers ($14),* about one-sixtieth of the talent,

Uatt. xxv. 16. The distinction is sufficiently ex-
plained from the consideration that the lord in

the latter parable leaves behind his whole property
in the hands of his servants. Here, on the other

hand, be only commits to them a slight gift, by which
their faithfulness in the least is to be proved, comp.
ch. xvi. 10. In comparison with the gi'eat reward
which is hereafter bestowed above upon the faithful,

even five talents are an oAiyoy, in comparison with
which ten pounds deserved to be culled an eAiix'""r<"',

vs. 17.

—

Upayixareieadai is used by the Rabbins
also in the sense of epyd(e(rStai, Matt. xxv. 26=

' negoti.ari. This must they do, not till the King re-

turns, but while he is on the journey. "Ei/ ii, see

notes on the text. General indication of the period
of time which remains allotted them for trading.

He spends the time in travelUng, they the same time
in business.

Vs. 14. Embassy.—A peculiar designation,

taken from the political history of this period, of the
Btubborn enmity of the Jews {see below), especially

as this should exhibit itself after our Lord's depar-
ture from the earth. The capriciousness of the
enmity appears from this, that the ambassadors do
not give even a word of reason for their dislike, and
the degree in which they despise the king finds ex-
pression in the contemptuous toutuu. That this

essay has no success, since the king nevertheless re-

ceives the kingdom, and returns as judge, appears
from the sequel of the parable. Before, however,
he punishes his enemies, his servants must give ac-

oouut for themselves.

* [Equal, of course, to manv tur.cs the present value of
that sum.-C. C. S.i

Vs. 15. How much every man, t/s tI, cod>

tracted form for two different questions. It must b«

sho wn what form of business each one had carried on,

and with what success. By the pounds we are to un-

derstand in general that which the Lord bestows on

His servants that they may labor therewith for the

kingdom of God and make profit : as well the exter

nal possessions as the inward endowment and energy

In deep humility all the servants acknowledge tha

this gain is not their own, but the lord's, therefor

with emphasis. Thy pound.
Vs. 16. Gained ten pounds.—Here the thought

comes into the foreground that faithfulness, even

with the smallest x^cn^Mo, may become a source of

inexhaustible blessing. In Matthew the emphasis la

laid more upon the proportionableness of the capital,

the profit, and the reward. In this the faithfulness

is rewarded simply with a more extended circle of

operation ("I will place thee over many things"),

and with the enjoyment of the joy of their Lord.
Finally, the praise here bestowed on the first servant

is withheld from the second, who with the same
pound had only gained the half of what the first had
gained, in order thereby to intimate that the reward
should be different in just that proportion in which
the profit of the labor is greater or less. As to the
rest, the government over five cities is of itself dis-

tinction enough, especially when we consider that

the cities lie in the midst of the land of the rebels,

that is now become the king's kingdom, and from
which the enemies are now soon to be extenni-
nated.

Vs. 20. In a handkerchief.—The conduct of
the third had been, therefore, in direct conflict with
his calling ; without personal faithfulness or love he
had in secret calculated that if he had gained much,
his lord would pluck the fruit thereof; if he, on the
other hand, lost, that the responsibility and the
damage would be on his side, since he, at all events,
would have to give back the amount entrusted.
Thus had he given ear to the voice of Belf-seeking,

suffered himself to be strengthened in his natural
slothfulness, and instead of laboring in the sweat of
his brow for the interest of his lord, he had hidden
the entrusted money in the now entirely superfluous
handkerchief [Greek, iv aouSap'Kf, Uterally, sweat-
clotli]. To excuse his words and his character (01s-
hausen) appears to us to conflict as well with the
letter as with the spirit of the parable. We see evi-
dently that our Suviour will describe the slothful
egoist, who allows himself to be held back by carnal
considerations from that which in any event would
have been his duty, and who believes that he can
excuse his mean conduct by the appeal to the austere
character of liis lord. So much greater, therefore,
must his consternation be, when the very ground
made the pretext by him for his vindication prepares
the way for his condemnation. See further on Matt,
xxv. 25, 26.

Vs. 22. Out of thine own mouth will I
judge thee—" A wonderfully happy argument ex
concessis " (Lange). Comp. Matt. xii. 37„ His own
word is retorted upon the slothful one, and thereon a
question is grounded, beginning with koI Sia ti,

which brings him into contradiction with himsclt
The lord does not concede to him that he is actually
a hard man, but only refutes the shameless one on
the position he had most arbitrarily taken. "Jft
dicas, te invenire non potuisse, guibus pecunia esstt
opus. Argentarii ab omnibus pecuniam sumurUfw.
nore. Sensus est : non est eiiam, quod in colloeanda
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peeunia periculum obtendas ; mea erai ; ego jam
txegusem non too, sed meo periculo." Grotius.

Ts. 24. Unto them that stood by.—Not the
other SovXoi (Kuinoel), who had already rendered
account, but the halberdiers, who surround him
when he appears in his majesty, comp. Matt. xxv.
31. The astonishment which these testify (vs. 26
may be put in a parenthesis, Lachmann and Ewald),
giyes the king occasion now more particularly to
gire the reason for his severe determination. With-
uut giving heed to the remonstrance, he repeats the
great principle, " Unto every one which hath," &o.
See ch. viii. 18, and the admirable remarks of Nean-
PER, L. J., ad loc. The positive retribution. Matt.
XXV. 30, which is threatened against the unprofiiable

servant is omitted here, probably because the judg-
ment upon the enemies is yet to be declared. Yet
by the loss itself decreed against him his unfaithful-

ness is sufficiently punished ; while he that gained
the ten pounds has now, besides the gracious recom-
pense, received a happy surprise in addition.

Vs. 27. But those mine enemies.—The com-
mand is given to the same guards to whom that in

vs. 24 was addressed. Contemptuously the enemies
are named toutous {see Tischendoef, ad loc), as they
previously had named their lawful king, Toirov.—
Slay them.—A strong expression of the severity

and hopelessness of the Messianic retribution. The
sudden breaking off of the parable heightens not a

little its beauty.

DOOTEINAI, ANT) ETHIOAl.

1. Far more than any other parable of our Lord,

the parable of the Ten Pounds is a picture which, as

it were, is framed into the poUtical history of that un-

quiet period. Native princes of minor territories were

then sometimes obhged to repair to Rome, in order

there to be elevated to their legitimate rank. This

had been the case in the Jewish land also with Herod

the First, and with Archelaus, and It belongs to the

yet too little considered traits of the deep humility

of the Son of Man, that He can compare His Ascen-

sion, even though only remotely, with the journey of

a Herod to Kome ; a /teiiumr, and yet, at the same

time, an accommodation beyond compare.—But also

a second trait of the parable was taken from life,

namely, the embassy of the hostile citizens, who
sought to work against the dreaded enthronement.

We are to understand the fifty Jews, who had fol-

lowed Archelaus with this very intention, and the

eight thousand who afterwards followed these, and

earnestly besought Augustus, in the temple of Apollo,

that he would free them from the Idumsean prince,

and in case of necessity rather even unite them with

Syria. In Jericho, where, perhaps not far from the

dwelling of Zaccheus, the kingly palace stood which

Archelaus had built with princely splendor {see Jo-

SEPH0S, A. J. xvii. 13, 1), such an allusion was

doubly fitting, and at the same time easily intelligi-

ble. The bloody vengeance, with the mention of

which the parable ends, was in those days often ex-

ercised, if at Kome the intrigues of the prmce had

triumphed orer his opponents. It was, moreover,

well remembered by the hearers of our Lord how

Archelaus, after he had returned as Ethnarch over

Judsea and Samaria, had bestowed on his faithful ad-

herents cities for a reward, and had on the other

hand, out of vengeance, deprived his enemies of life.

(See A. J. xiv, 14, 3 ; xv. 6, 7 ; xvii. 9, 3, a. o.) It

scarcely needs an intimation how much freshness and
life such an historical background imparts to this par-
abolical instruction, and Uow spontaneously the ques-

tion must have arisen : Who is the king—who hia

servants—who are the enemies that are liere spoken
of?

2. The parable of the Ten Pounds was thoroughly

fitted to serve as a wholesome antidote against a four

fold error. It might be fancied that the Messianij

kingdom would very soon appear ; that it would b«
at once visible on earth ; that every one would will-

ingly and with joy submit himself to the same ; and
finally, that there could be for its subjects no higher

calling than that of an inactive enjoyment. In op-

position to the first opinion, there is this feature of
the parable, that first, the far journey must be made,
and therefore a comparatively long interval spent

before everythiag could come to the desired issue
;

in contrasf with the second expectation stands the

remark, that not here but elsewhere must the native

prince receive the reins of legitimate dominion, before

he could vindicate His high rank on His own soil

Over against the third error, our Lord counts it need-

ful to sketch the image of an enmity which would
shamelessly, groundlessly, stubbornly, but at the

same time also unsuccessfully, lift its head against

the King. In opposition to the fourth opinion, He
sets forth the image of the calhng of the ten ser-

vants,—the type of the collective body of all Hia

servants—to the carrying on of business and obtain-

ing of gp.in. Not as proud warriors, but rather as

humble dealers with a very small capital, does He
leave them at His going away, and so must all ideal

Utopias of their fantasy recede momentarily, at least,

before the requirements of the soberest reality.

3. The whole parable is a strong testimony for

the elevated self-consciousness of our Lord in refei^

ence to His heavenly origin and His high destiny.

At the same time it gives a proof of the lofty cour-

age and the still dignity with which He approaches

Jerusalem. It is as if once more were heard the

roaring of the Lion of the tribe of Judah, before the

lamb gives itself to be led to the slaughter. On the

one hand the whole Christology of this parable is an

echo of many a royal psalm of the Old Testament,

especially of Pss. ii. and ex. ; on the other hand, we
have here the intimation of the more extended es-

chatological revelations which are afterwards to be

given in the Apocalypse.

4. The promise of a future extension and eleva^

tion of their activity as the proper reward for the dis-

ciples of our Lord, is wholly in the spirit of the Hel-

lenistic Pauhne Gospel of Luke, comp. 1 Cor. xiii.

9-12. With this, however, it deserves consideration,

that the promise of a personal return of our Lord to

earth, vs. 15, comp. Acts iii. 21, is not only made in

the Gospel of Matthew, or in the discourses and

Epistles of Peter, but also in Luke. Certainly a

proof that this doctrine is something more than the

mere offspring of a narrow Judaistic theology, and,

therefore, at the same time, for all who reject every

hope of a personal Parusia as gross Chiliasm, as

important intimation that at all events they are not

to throw away husk and kernel together.

5. The parable of the Pounds places visibly be
fore our eyes not only the hfe-calling of the apostles,

but also that of all believers. From the fact thai

here ten servants appear who all receive the same,

the diversity recedes before the unity. As bond-

servants of their Lord they are called to wait for His

return, and that not in inactive rest, but in zealou*
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•ctivity. They have not to contend with carnal

weapons against His enemies, but in the naidst of all

opposition quietly to proceed with their labor. Tn
thf; humble position of witnesses to the faith, they
must seek with word and deed to spread abroad God's
kingdom, and expect their share in the government
of the world, not before, but only after, the personal

return of the Lord. The success of their endeavors
Is differently modified according to the diversity of
time, talents, and energies ; but the reward is suited

to the different deserts. In every case it is in pro-

portion to that which was demanded and accom-
plished. For the ten pounds which the best one
gained, he would scarcely have been able to buy a house,

and he is placed over ten cities ; but never does a re-

ward fall to the portion of the slothful one, who has
contented himself merely with this, that he did no
positive harm. To gain nothing is the way to lose all,

and the injury which one prepares for himself by his

own unfaithfulness appears as irrevocable. Certainly

here also agrees the word: yivea^e 5(i/ti^oi Tpaire(iTtu,

which our Lord, according to some, really uttered on
this occasion. (According to Dionysius Alexandri-
nus, Cyril, and others, the admonition, 1 Thess. v.

21, is also to be taken as proceeding from our Lord,
and as belonging to the same connection. See Laed-
NEB, Probab. ii. p. 38.)

6. In the concluding word of the parable there
stands before the eyes of our Lord, without doubt,
the terrible fate of Jerusalem, which He soon so
sadly weeps over, vss. 41, 42. It is the greater for

this, that He immediately after these discourses sets

forth, in order, for enemies from whom He foresees
Buch hatred, and who are to be condemned to such a
punishment, to die the death of a slave.

HOMILETICAL AND PKACTICAL.

Earthly-minded Messianic expectations a weed

:

1. Deeply rooted ; 2. hard to eradicate ; 3. soon shoot-
ing up again.—On the point of accomplishing His
Priestly ottering, our Lord speaks as a Prophet of His
future Kingly dignity.—The opinion that the Lord
wiU never come again is, in its kind, not less to be
reprobated than the fancy of His apostles that He
would never go away.—The parable of the Ten
Pounds sketches torus an image : 1. Of the King of
the kingdom of God, a. His origin, 6. His destiny, c.

His departure and return
;

2. of His servants, a. their
calling, b. their giving account, c. their reward; 3.

of His enemies, a. their hatred, b. their impotency, c.

their punishment.—The Christian life, that of the
merchant; 1. The capital; 2. the income; 3. the
profit.—The absolute refusal to acknowledge the
kingly authority of our Lord : 1. The height which
it reaches ; 2. the depth in which it ends.—We must
b11 be manifested ; 2 Cor. v. 10.—On what depends the
various profit for the kingdom of God, and accord-
ing (0 what standard is the diverse recompense cal-

culated?—They who suffer with Christ shall alsa

reign with Him ; 2 Tim. ii. 12.—Faithfulness in thf

least the Saviour esteems not slightly.—The slothful

servant condemned from his own words.—If wc have

presumptuously neglected good, it helps us little if

we believe that we have avoided greater evil.—The
sins of omission are not less worthy of punishment

than the sins of commission ; James iv. 17.—Th«
little pound put into a napkin, the greater talent

buried in the earth.—Even the angels do not at once

comprehend the -jroKv-jraiKiKo^ aotpia in the sentence

of the Lord.—No earthly nor heavenly might can

alter the judgment once pronounced.—The greater

the Lord's forbearance to His enemies has been, so

much the more terrible will their judgment be.—The
crime of treason is punished under the eyes of the

King.—By the extirpation of the enemies of the king

dom of God, the blessedness of the redeemed is per-

fected.

Starke :—This parable, as it were the Testament
of Christ, in which He shows the nature of His king-

dom, &c.—QuESNEL :—Jesus truly of a high descent.

—There is no one that has not received from the hand
of the Lord gifts wherewith to get usury.

—

Bren-
Tius :—Even the very wisest rulers never satisfy tht

rabble.—Their humihty of heart is the main char-

acter of all true servants and children of God.—The
growth of grace in us draws the growth of glory

after it.

—

Canstein :—As to worldly business there

appertains not only diligence and laboriousness, but
also understanding and prudence, so also in spiritual

husbandry; Eph. v. 15.—The eternal glory has its

fixed d»grees.

—

JS^ova Bibl. Tub. .•—Terrible is it

that sinners undertake to divert from themselves the
guilt of their wickedness, and to push it upon God.

—

For unreasonable excuses the ungodly are never at a
loss.—God is righteous in His judgments ; let man
only lay his hand upon his mouth.—God will avenge
and punish ungodliness not in secret, but before the
tribunal of the whole world.—The Almighty God
hath committed all judgment to the Son.—Whoever
will not let himself be pastured by the lamb, him
shall the lion devour.—Up ! Christians that die in the
Lord—they are setting out towards Jerusalem.

Heubner :—Not the abundance and magnitude of
what is done, but faithfulness, makes worthy of re-

ward.—Thou needest be no eminent character.—The
selfish hciirt continually hostile to God.—All that
originates from God has an inner fructifying power
if it is only used aright.—Divine love knows no
Umits; it gives ad infinitum.—Lisco:—The great
responsibility of the Christian, which is imposed upon
him through the possession of Divine gifts.—The
rule according to which the King of the kingdom of
heaven will hereafter judge His subjects.

—

Palmer :—
" Him that hath, to him shall be given," &c. ; text

for communion sermon.—P. W. Krdmmacher:—
" Out of thine own mouth will I judge thee :

" the
stinging rebuke of apostasy.--Beck:—How we in
the light of eternity have to regard this time below
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PART THIRD.
The Final Conflict and the Culmination of tlie Glory of the Son of Man.

FIKST SECTION.

THE FINAL CONFLICT.

Ohaptees XIX. 28—XXIII. 56.

A, Tlie Eniry into JemsaXem, with its attending Circumstances. Ch. XIX. 28-48.

1. The Entry Itself (Vss. 28-40).

CParallels : Matt. xxi. 1-9 ; Mark xi. 1-10 ; Join xii. ia-19.)

28 And when he had thus spoken, he went before, ascending up to Jerusalem.
29 And it came to pass, when he was come nigh to Bethphage and Bethany, at the mount
30 called the mount of Olives, he sent two of his [the'] disciples, Saying, Go ye into the

village over against you; in the which at your entering ye shall find a colt tied, where-
31 on yet never man sat: loose him, and bring [and loosing him bring'] hivi hither. And

if any man ask you. Why do ye loose him? thus shall ye say unto him, Because the

32 Lord hath need of him. And they that were sent went their way, and found even as

33 he had said unto them. And as they were loosing the colt, the owners thereof said

34 unto them. Why loose ye the colt? And they said, [Because, V. 0.'] The Lord hath
35 need of him. And they brought him to Jesus : and they cast their [own] garments
36 upon the colt, and they set Jesus thereon. And as he went, they spread their clothes

37 in the way. And when he was come nigh, even now at the descent of the mount of

Olives, the whole multitude of the disciples began to rejoice and praise God with a lou^

38 voice for all the mighty works that they had seen ; Saying, Blessed he the King that

39 cometh in the name of the Lord : peace in heaven, and glory in the highest. And
some of the Pharisees from among the multitude said unto him, Master [Teacher],

40 rebuke thy disciples. And he answered and said unto them, I tell you that, if these

should [shall] hold their peace, the stones would [will] immediately cry out.

[> Vs. 29.—AJtoD omitted by Tischendorf, Alford; bracketed by Tregelles -mXh B., Cod. Sin., L.—C. C. S.]
a Vs. 30.—Accordinff to the reading of B. , D., L., whicb here place a <ai before AiiffacTes.

3 Vs. 34.—'On should be read, as by Lachmann and Tischendorf, [Tretrelles ; omitted by Tischendorf in his 7th ed.J

The witnesses for it are too preponderating: to allow the supposition, with Meyer [and AJford], that it has crept in from vs.

31. ['On found in A., B., D., Cod. Sin., K,, L., M. Yet the fact of manuscripts fluctuating here, while none omit ort lq

vs. 81, favors the supposition that it has crept in from there.—C. C. S.]

Stopping-place of the journey, it then becomes ex-

tremely probable that He entered before the Sabbath,

and therefore on Friday, into the village of Lazarus,
After the ending of the weekly Divine service, the
feast was held at which Mary anointed the Lord,

but which Luke passes over in silence. And if now
the entry into Jerusalem, John xii. 1 2, took place on
the day after this feast, there is then no ground to

transfer this day to any other than Palm-Sunday.
The view of those who, on account of some little di*"

ference in the four Evangelists, maintain that two
entries took place, may well be legarded as already

antiquated ; ex abundanti, comp. Yon Bauk, Kano-
nische Evang. p. 196.

Vs. 29. Bethphage and Bethany The
designation of locality does not proceed from the

position of the travellers from Jericho, in which ca^i

BXEGETICAL AND CBITIOAI,.

Chronology.—At the entry into the Passion-

week, it becomes possible to us to follow our Lord

from day to day, and at last almost hour by hour.

Accordmg to John xii. 1, He came six days before

the Passover to Bethany. Since now this began

with the 14th Nisan, our Lord must already on the

8th have come into the circle of His friends in

Bethany, and therefore on the Friday or Saturday

before His death. If we consider, however, that our

Lord on His last Sabbath certainly made no extended

,oumey, that we read nothing of any village before or

in the neighborhood of Bethany where He could have

spent the day of rest, that on the other hand the last-

named village appears to have been also the last
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Bethany must have been named first, since Bethphage
was almost a suburb of Jerusalem. But since the

two places were so nearly contiguous that they were
Bcarcely distinct, the account of the approach begins

here in a popular manner with the more distant

locality lying nearest to Jerusalem. In brief, at the
moment when the two disciples are despatched, our

Lord has Bethany behind Him, Bethphage before

Him, and points to the latter when He says 5€iktikm! :

Go ye into the village over against you.
Two of the disciples.—From the graphic trait

of Mark xi. 4, that they find the colt tied " by a door
without, in a place where two ways met," we should
almost conjecture that his original authority, Peter,

was eye-witness, and therefore one of the two. But
that John here also, as in the preparation for the

Passover, accompanied, is, on account of the tone of
his narrative of the entry, less probable. In vivid-

ness, at least, his representation is inferior to that of
the Synoptics.

Vs. 80. Whereon yet never man sat.—"A
creatively fresh new time, a new prince, a new beast."

Lange. We may compare the new grave in which
no one was ever yet laid, ch. xxiii. 53, and, from the
Old Testament, the young heifers on which never yet

a yoke had come, which upon a new wagon drew the

Ark of the Covenant, 1 Sam. vi. 7.

Vs. 3 1 . And if any one ask you.—There is noth-

ing in and of itself improbable in supposing that our
Lord had friends in Bethphage, and may have made
arrangements with them which He did not think
necessary to communicate to His disciples. If, how-
ever, we consider the mysterious form of the command

;

if we consider how little it was in the spirit of our
Saviour to give to something very ordinary a guise
of singularity ; if we compare the preparation of the

Passover, and if we keep the very unique significance

of this entry with its attendant circumstances well in

mind,—it is then undoubtedly most natural to see

here also a manifestation of that foreknowledge which,
Bo soon as it was necessary, could penetrate even
that which lay beyond the sphere of the senses and
of common calculation. Without doubt, however, tlie

owners of the beast of carriage belonged to the
many concealed friends of our Lord, and He had in

spirit foreseen that a command addressed in His
name to these men would not be in vain.

Vs. 32. They that were sent vrent their
way.—The purpose of this whole command was
not so much to come into possession of a beast
of carriage, as rather to exercise the disciples in

unconditional obedience, even there where some-
thing remained inexplicable to them, and at the same
time to strengthen them in their faith in the super-
human foreknowledge and the Messianic character
of the Lord

; for ibreknowledge of hidden things
belonged undoubtedly to the traits which were
especially expected in the perfect Servant of God,
comp. John xvi. 30 ; and with wisdom does the Lord
reveal this trait of His Messianic character, in that
very hour in which He permits homage to be offered
to Him, in His dignity as the Messiah.

Vs. 33. The owners thereof.— In Mark:
"Certain of them that stood tliere." What the
Saviour foresaw, takes place actually

; objections are
raised ; but at the appointed watchword (Sti, the
definite answer to the question Sm tQ every objection
is let fall.

" Non poluere. Domino huie obseqtentes,
/rustrari." Bengel.

Vs. 86. Their own garments.—" 'Eauroii' colors
this act of honor. " Meyer. A shnilar hearty

homage appears in this, that they, according to Luke,

set our Lord upon the colt {iwf^lBairai'), while the

others only speak in general of His sitting thcreor

{Ko^lCfii'). Besides the disciples, who in this waj
displayed their reverence for Him, there are, vs.

36, others named who spread out their {jarmenta

as a carpet before His feet, while, vs. 37, the jubilant

exclamations of the multitude, which here is to be

carefully distinguished from the disciples, are jpoken

of
Vs. 37. At the descent of the mount of

OliveSj trphs rri KaTapd<r€i rov opovsj k,t.\,—Ac-
cording to Luke, who distinguishes the diiferent

elements of the act of homage, even somewhat more
accurately than Matthew and Mark, the enthusiasm

begins there to reach its culmination precisely when
ihe final goal of the peaceful train is in sight. When
they have come near to the point of descent of the

mount of OUves, to the height from which the whole
city spreads itself out like a great panorama before

the view of the beholders, the jubilant joy rises higher

and higher, while the way begins to descend.

The mighty works.—Matter for praise is least

of all lacking ; Bartimasus is found in person among
the multitude, ch. xix. 48 ; the view of the capital

city awakens again remembrance of similar miracles,

and the name Lazarus is upon the lips of all ; comp.
John xii. 17. The notice of Luke, vs. 37, although he
keeps silence otherwise as to the miracle at Bethany,
contains however so far an indirect proof of the
truth of the narrative, John xi., as this, that it appears
from it that our Lord, without doubt, in the time
immediately preceding, must have performed some
great aT}p.uov, which was yet entirely fresh in memory,
and raises enthusiasm even to such a height. What
particular miracle this however was, we learn only
from John.

Vs. 38. Blessed be the King It is noticeable
that the report of the hymn in Luke shows a less
specifically Old Testament character than in Matthew
and Mark. In this respect the Paulinist does not
belie himself. The parallelism requires us to under-
stand fipfiPTj here not in the literal sense of " peace,"
pax, since this reigns in heaven evermore, and is

never troubled, never disturbed ; but in the significa-
tion of laus or gloria. In heaven, therefore, is given
to God the Lord honor, in the highest [regions]
glory. See ch. ii. 14.

Vs. 39. Some of the Pharisees This feature
also is pecuhar to Luke, and has the highest internal
probability. In their eyes our Lord is nothing but a
Rabbi in Israel, who is riding on an ass to the city,
and who has it at any moment in his power to repress
the enthusiasm of the disciples within the bounds of
the rnost unsympathizing composure. [" Their spirit
was just that of modern Socinianism: the prophetic
expressions used, the lofty epithets applied to Hun,
who was simply in their view a 5i5a.TKaA.or, offended
them.]' Alford.] He himself is more or less re^
sponsible for it, if they in their pious zeal go too far,
and he will do well to give the fathers of the people
no just cause of oifence. We recognize here quit*
the same men who before also had often attempteo
to make our Lord responsible for that which dia
pleased them in His friends, who, besides, despised
the people, that knew not the law. It was permitted
to no one to strike a higher key ofjoy than Pharisaism
found consistent with decorum.

Vs. 40. If these should hold their peace,
Proverbial expression, to indicate that it is m in-
dividual cases harder to impose silence on men, U'aa
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;o cause that which itself is speechless to speak,
comp. Hab. ii. 11. A covert intunation of the de-
struction of Jerusalem, in which the stones of the city
and the temple should proclaim the majesty of our
Lord. An intimation which is the more striking, if we
ima^ne to ourselves that at this very moment
perhaps the echo of the Hosannas was heard against
the marble temple, and the acclamations of the
people were thus given back from the heights of
Zion. "With these words our Lord at the same
time expresses a great law of the life of the kingdom
of God. When men hold their peace from praising
God, and very especially when a dark despotism im-
poses silence on the better-minded, when the gospel is

suppressed, then the stones begin to cry out : they
proclaim the judgments of tie Lord, whose glory can
hare no end." Lange.

DOCTEINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. See the parallels on Matthew, Mark, and John.
2. In His entry into Jerusalem, the Lord has

been sent to some for a fall, and to others for a
rising again. At all times this event in His history

has called forth scandal and gainsaying. We may
remember the unbelieving heathen who at the time
of TertulUan {see Apol. advers. Oeixtec, ch. 10)
scoffed at the Christians as asinarii ; the scoffing Jew
who asked them : If thy Christ is a God, why has He
then ridden upon an unclean beast ? (Lipmannus in

his now almost forgotten Ninachon), and especially

the English atheists, the Wolfenbiittel fragmentists,

and many younger heroes in the domain of the

negative criticism. Here also holds good the saying

:

Luke vii. 35.

3. The whole entry of our Lord has no lesser

purpose than this, to reveal Himself as King in the
spiritual kingdom of God. Before His death He will

by an unequivocal act proclaim the great truth which
He, as the holy secret of His life, had hidden from
most of the uninitiated, and only as it were whispered

in the ear of receptive individuals. Once in His life

He grants to His own publicly to proclaim what Ues

80 deeply at their heart, and He fulfils intentionally a

prophecy which at His time was unanimously in-

terpreted of the Messiah. If He has previously con-

sidered the declaration of His dignity as dangerous,

He now counts silence inconceivable. It is the day
on which He who came to His own and His own re-

ceived Him not, commits Himself to the love of those

who so deeply honored Him, and reveals himself to

the gaze of those who look with devotion upon Him.
This was for His cause, yea, for the whole Israelitish

nation, necessary. It was hereafter never possible to

Bay that He had never declared Himself in a wholly

unequivocal manner. When Jerusalem afterwards

was accused of the murder of the Messiah, it should

no t be able to say that the Messiah had omitted to give

a iiign intelligible for all alike. Our Lord will prove

that He is more than a prophet mighty in word and

deed ; that He is King in the full force of the word.

4. But His kingdom is not of this world; can

He show it more evidently ? His attire, the beast

He sits on. His train. His whole demeanor proclaims

it. No wonder that afterwards Herod no more than

Pilate founded on this entry any imputation what-

ever. The Koraan ganison may remain composedly

in the tower Antonia, when this peaceful festal throng

enters in at the gate^s of Jerusalem.

5. The deepest jgnificance of this act of our

Lord will be understood only when it is brough,
into direct connection with the history of His Passion,
Voluntarily does the Lamb approach His murderers
now that the time of slaughter has arrived. By sucll

a public step He guards on the one hand against an
assassination, and on the other hand brings on mora
rapidly His suffering and dying, for by this very act
the hate of His enemies increases ; Judas sees him-
self agam deceived, when the Lord suffers even this

opportunity of mounting an earthly throne to pass by
unused ; and while Jesus does nothing more to keep
the enthusiasm of the multitude aUve by brilliant

miracles, the whole enthusiasm of the multitude at
the end is nothing more than the last upstreaming
brilliancy of an evening sun, before it vanishes be-
neath the horizon.

6. In connection with the fate of all Israel, this

hour may be named the decisive and irrevocable

turning-point. Assuredly we may, if we look at the
same time at Jesus' words and tears, vss. 41, 42,
regard this entry as a carefully prepared last attempt
to preserve Israel as a people. Because Jerusalem
contents itself to-day with the fleeting Hosannas, it

has drawn upon itself the fulfilment of the judgment
that its stones hereafter shall yet cry out : for the entry

now gave to all opportunity to show their temper with-

out disguise ; the people now did not stand under
the influence of the priests ; no one's tongue was bound
to silence by a command ; it was the day which
decided whether Jerusalem would become the blessed

centre of all nations, or the terrible monument of
retributive justice. What would have happened if

Jerusalem had considered on this day the things

which belonged unto her peace,—this is a question

not capable of solution, and therefore also an idle

one. Suffice it, since they now remained hidden from
her eyes, the die was cast, and after the hen had
vainly essayed to gather her brood together, the
eagles, forty years after, stretch out not in vain their

talons upon the carcass.

7. In this way the event itself becomes of
moment for all following times. While it prepared

the way for Jesus' death and Jerusalem's destruc-

tion, it has at the same time prepared the way for

the reconciUation of the whole world, and for the

bringing in of the Gentiles. At the same time it

serves as proof, that although the kingdom of God
comes not with observation, yet where it comes it

cannot forever remained concealed. What here took
place is in no way in conflict with the parables of

the Mustard-Seed and of the Leaven. " When the

kingdom of God in its mustard-seed and leaven state

has in a hidden way worked for a time, the working
thereof must make itself known in great results, aa

facts which press themselves upon the attention of

every one, and it is the great historical epochs of

the world which are formed therefrom. What grad
ually goes on must also come to special view in in-

dividually great effects. We should misunderstand

the force of the Leaven and of the Mustard-Seed, if

we suppose that everything must always remain in

this hidden gradual development. It would be just

such an error as if we shoifld suppose that the great

results striking the eye were to be the first. Only in

connection with that inner secretly working power,

which comes therein to manifestation, can they be
rightly understood. The kingdom of God is indeed

abo the city that hes upon the hill, and the hght that

must lighten all." Neander, Der glorreiche Mmuj
Oliristi in Jerusalem, eine PalmsonniagsbeiraclUunff

Berlin, 1848, p. 10,
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8. The entry of our Lord into Jerusalem ia the

ftilfilment of the Old Testament propheoyj Zech. ix.

9 On the other hand, the entry itself is in turn the

prophecy of His return in glory, when He, surrounded

by His many thousands of saints, whose Hosanna has

then become a Hallelujah, shall descend from heaven

upon earth. 1 Thess. iv. 16 ; comp. Zech. xiv. 4.

9. There is a striking contrast between the honor

and esteem with which the Pharisees and Sanhedrists

received an earthly conqueror, Alexander the Great, and

the coldness with which they received the King ofPeace

three centuries after, when He also will make His entry

into Jerusalem. Then no expressions of homage ap-

peared to them strong enough ; now even the least

is too strong. To a contrast not less striking than

that is which is to be noticed between the reception

of Jesus and that of an earthly king, Erasmus alludes

in his Paraphr. N. T. ad h. I. Opera, Edit. Basil.

vii. p. 1 86 : to the contrast between the entry of the

high-priest of the New and of the Old Testament.

Externally considered, Erasmus speaks of the high-

priest of Israel, but he means thereby without doubt

the Pope of Rome, the so-called Vicar of Christ,

whose outward pomp stands in such glaring contrast

with this humble entry of the Sovereign of the king-

dom of God.

10. The stones of the temple of Jerusalem have

not been the only ones which in the most literal

sense of the word proclaim the glory of God and His

Anointed. More and more does the testimonmm
lapidum become for Christian Apologetics of ines-

timable worth, and the inscription on the Salzburg

rock-gate : te saxa loqumdur, proves itself true in the

historical sphere also before our eyes and ears. Call

to mind for instance the latest excavations ofNineveh,

Babylon, &c., and compare the interesting writing of

Otto Strauss, "Nineveh, and the Word of God,"

Berhn, 1856.

HOMILETICAl AND PEACTICAL.

As often, so also here, when there is anything of

moment to be done, there the Lord sends His dis-

ciples two and two.—The obedience of faith : 1. Not
easy ; 2. never put to shame.—-Whoever carries out

the command of the Lord, must often reckon on op-

position.
—" The Lord hath need of him," an answer

before which aU opposition must be dumb.—In the

service of the Lord, even the unclean may be purified,

the despised invaluable, that which stands idle be

used.—Even earthly good must be applied to the

service of the Heavenly King.—Even for the friends

of the Lord there comes a time for speaking, which
terminates the time of silence.—Even an humble yet

upright homage is well pleasing to the Saviour.—
" Prepare the way of the Lord, make straight in the

desert a highway for our God." Isaiah xl. 3 ; Ps.

xxiv. "7, 8 ; Ps, Ixviii. 4.—The wonderful works of our

Lord the glory and joy of His disciples.—Joy in Jesua

must terminate in glory rendered unto God.—The
Hosanna of the people : 1. The echo of the accord

of many a psalm in the Old Testament ; 2. the begin-

ning of the 1 !y ;? praise in the New Testament ; 3.

the prophecy of he perfect festal lay in Heaven.

—

The enmity of the flesh against the revelation of the

life of the Spirit.—The voice of the stones in honor

of Chriiit: 1. How loud it calls; 2. how powerfully

It preaches.—The entry into Jerusalem a revelation

of the threefold character of our Lord; 1. Of His
propHetlc dignity ; since He a. knows hidden things,

b. accomplishes marvellous things, c. foretells futUM

thmgs ; 2. of His high-priestly dignity : He is a. _th«

immaculate, b. the compassionate, c. the willing High-

priest of the New Covenant ; 3. of His kingly dignity

:

He reveals Himself at this entry a. as the promised

Messiah, b. as the Kmg of the spiritual kingdom, c.

as the future Vanquisher of the world.—The question :

Who is this ? answered out of the history of the

Entry into Jerusalem, Matt. xxi. 10.—At the entry

into Jerusalem there is a threefold example given us

:

1. By the people ; 2. by the disciples ; 3. by our Lord.

The first we have to follow to a certain point, the

second exactly, the third only from afar.—Our Ho-

sanna and Hallelujah must be : 1. Of higher mood
;

2. as freely rendered ; 3. less transient than that be-

fore the gate of Jerusalem.—At the entry into Jeru-

salem, tio one maintains neutraUty towards our

Lord; only enthusiasm on the one, and hatred

on the other, side.—The vanity of the praise of a

world in which the Hosanna and the " Crucify

"

follow so quickly on one another. Acts xiv. 8-20.

—

Behold I come to do Thy will, my God ! Ps. xl.

Starke :—Christ avails Himself of His Divine

right as the Lord and Heir of all things, and causes

to come to Him what is Hie own.

—

Brentius :—The
kingdom of Christ brings along with humility the

greatest glory with it : Lord, open our eyes ; 2 Kings

vi. 17.—Jesus has chosen to have nothing His own.

—If things often turn out very differently from what
men have thought, yet they always come to pass as

God has said.—Without great commotion and mani-

fold speeches of men, there is no making progress in

the cause of religion.—Servants of Christ in all

emergencies appeal to their Lord's command.—The
Lord has in all places hidden friends, who reveal

themselves at the right time.—Heaven and earth

have been again united through Christ.

—

Quesnel :

—

God's praise is to the ears of the world troublesome.

—Zealots without understanding must be answered
with forbearance and mildness.—Even to lifeless crea-

tures does God give a tongue when it pleases Him.

—

Heitbner :—The might of Jesus over human hearts.

—

Obedience is better than scrupulosity.—The kingdom
of the Messiah brings on a spiritual spring.-—Lifeless

creatures testify against the blindness and unthank-
fulness of men.

Advent Sermon:—Harless :— 1. The character

of the King ; 2. His coming ; 3. those to whom He
comes ; 4. those with whom He abides.

—

Tholuck :

—

The Advent call : Thy King cometh.—W. Hopacker :—How Jesus, who comes in the flesh, comes yet con-
tinually in the Spirit : 1. To whom He comes ; 2. with
wliat intent ; 3. with what result.—F. Arndt :—The
entry of the King of aU kings into the city of all

cities : 1. Unimposing to the outward sense ; 2.

majestic to the eye of faith ; 3. intensely desired by
help-imploring hearts.

—

F. W. Krummacher :

—

Pas-
sions-buch, p. 49 : How this gospel strengthens us in
faith : 1. In the Divine Messianic dignity of our
Lord ; 2. In the blessed coming of His kingdom.

—

CotjARD :—Thy King cometh : 1. He is come ; 2. He
is ever commg ; 3. He will come.

—

Stier :—1. To
whom comes He? 2. how comes He? 3. how shall
we receive Him ?—How in the life of Jesus contin-
ual loftiness and lowliness are found conjoined.

—

FocHS :—The Palm-Sunday acclamation, a salutation
of the youthful Christian throng on their confiimation
day.—Niemann :—Blessed be, &c. : 1. How this ac-
claim then resounded ; 2. and should yet resound ; 3.

shall hereafter resound aloud.

—

Rautenbero ; The
diverse reception of our Lord.

—

Krausbold :—BeboM
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thy King Cometh to thee.

—

Dittmar :—The Advent
of Jesus, and the necessity of the present time.

—

Thomasius :—The preparation of the church for the

coming of our Lord : 1. Purpose ; 2. conditions.

—

Hacschilu:—Blessed be He that cometh: 1. To

suffer ; 2. to rule ; 3. to give eTerlasting salvation.—

Floret :—What malies the entry of our Lord inU

Jerusalem so heart-cheering ?

—

Brandt :

—
^The fina'

entry of Jesus into Jerusalem olessed specta

cle.

2. The Manifestation of the Glory of the King in Word and Deed (Vss. 41-48).

41, 42 And when he was come near, he beheld the city, and wept over it, Saying, If thou

[also] hadst known, even' thou [om., even thou], at least in this thy day, tlie thinga

43 which belong unto thy peace ! but now they are hid from thine eyes. For the [om., the]

days shall come upon thee, that thine enemies shall cast a trench [embankment] about

44 thee, and compass thee round and keep thee in on every side, And shall lay thee even

with the ground, and thy children within thee ;
and they shall not lea^e in thee one

45 stone upon another ; because thou knewest not the time of thy visitation. And he went

into the temple, and began to cast out them that sold [the sellers] therein, and them

46 that bought [omit these 5 words'] ;
Saying unto them, It is written, [And'] My house

is [shall be] the [a] house of prayer (Is. Ivi. 7) ; but ye have made it a den of thieves

47 [robbers]. And he taught [was teaching] daily in the temple. But the chief priests

48 and the scribes and [also*] the chief of the people sought to destroy him, And could

not find what they might do : for all the people were very attentive to hear him [hung,

listening, upon him,' e^eKpe/xaro avroxi aKovwv].

> Vs 42 —We consider omselves as obliged to retain both icaiyt and o-ov, held as doubtful by Lachmann.

2 Vs' 45'—The lonser reading of the Secepta: Toi.; wiuAoSi-Tas iv ovru nai tovs ayopofoi-Ta!, appears to be borrowea

from the parallels. [Tl.e briefer reading found in B., C, Cod. Sin., L. ; accepted by Tisohendori, Meyer, Iregelles, Al-

'"'^'^i'lP; 46 -Lt TisCHENDOBF, od locum. [The reading, «ai eirrai, k.t.X., at the beginnnig of the citation, for =<rT.v, at

the eud^'iffouid ki B., L., K. Cod. Sin. omits both the copulative and the verb. The readmg of Van Oosterzee is that

of
^i^\^^^°l^YilZ'iS!^^i"\f^^^^^^^ brirfest way of conveying the force of the separation of the third nominative

from the first tn-o.—C. C. S.]
. r. r. a i

r' Vs. 48.—Revised Version of the American Bible Umon.—C. O. S.J

EXEGETICAIi AMD CEITICAl.

Vs. 41. And virept.—Not only eSaKpuaei/, as in

John xi. 35, but eicKavire^, with loud voice and words

of lamentation. What the cause of these tears is, ap-

pears from eV aiiT-iiu and the immediately foUowmf;

words. Again, it is Luke alone who has preserved

to us this affecting trait, and it scarcely needs to be

mentioned how exactly such a trait fits into the gos-

pel which teaches us hi our Lord to know the true

and holy Son of Man. And yet we cannot be sur-

prised that precisely this genuinely and purely human

trait, even from of old, has been to many a stum-

bling-block and scandal. In relation to this, it is

noticeable (see Grotws, ad loc.) that the words esAau-

trev iiv' aiiT. in individual ancient manuscripts do not

appear: eV to.s &SwpS„iraiS avnypi-po's, says ho^-

erer, Epiphanius, the words are read.
J^

Muiarunt

homines temerarii et delicati, quibus fiere Ghruto

indiqnum videbatur."

Ts 42 Ifthou also hadst known.—" Pathetic

aposiopesis, and thereby the expression of a fruit-

less wish." Meyer. The thou also places the un-

beUeving inhabitants of Jerusalem m opposition to

the disciples of our Lord, who had really considered

Ti -.ph. €ip^.7,v, perhaps a delicate alh^ion to what

the name of Jemsalem as City of Peace (fealem) s gni-

Bc8 The here-designated mipa can be no other than

tthat our Lord, vs. 44, calls rhv /c^t-pi^ t^j i-^i^jconvs.

Comp. ch. i. 68. The whole time of the public ac-

tivity of our Lord in Jerusalem was a respite ot two

years, which had been prepared for more than

twenty centuries, and now, as it were, concentrated

itself in the one day on which the Lord entered as

King into Jerusalem. This Jerusalem would have

known (eyvais), if it had unanimously rendered hom-

age to its Messiah ; but although the Lord here also

had found individual believing hearts, yet Jerusalem

as a city rejected its King ; the 'loi/Saioi recognized

Him not. It was hidden from their eyes who He wan,

and what a salvation He would bestow. 'E/tpi^D

according to the righteous counsel of God, Matt. xi.

25, 26, but not without their own personal guilt.

Vs. 43. Days shall come.—Vss. 43, 44 is the

text of the powerful discourse respecting the de-

struction of Jerusalem which our Lord, ch. xxi.
_
6

seq., two days afterwards deUvered before His dis-

ciples. The fjfiepm which are now threatened are

the terrible consequences of the fact that the Tj/iJpo,

vs. 43, has hastened by in vain. "On does not de-

pend on eVpu/Si), so that thereby the thing that is

hidden is indicated (Theophylact), neither is it any

strengthening word, in the sense of profecto utiqut

(Starke), but the oommou signification "for " must

be here retained, in the sense that the wish, vs. 42,

has thereby a reason given for it, as if the Saviour

would say, " I might indeed wish that, &c., for now

the things that belong to thy peace remain hidden

from thine eyes. Now impends," &c.

An embankment, x''P'""^> masculine.— It ia

remarkable how our Lord not only in general fore-

tells the destruction of Jerusalem, but also in par

ticular describes the way and method in which thij

judgment should be accomphshed. He announces

formal siege, in which they should avail themselvei
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of all the then ueual auxiliaries and should permit

themselves all the atrocities which victors ha,ve at

any time exercised against the vanquished. First

He mentions the x^P^fi * camp strengthened with

palijades and line of circumvallation, in short, a wall

such as we actually read in Josephus (De Bell. Jud.

Y. vi. 2 ; V. xii. 2) was thrown up around Jeru-

salem, but burned by the Jews. Afterwards, in

"consequence of this structure, ir^piKuK^diaovaiv tre

a! a-und^ovirii' tre iravToSifv. We may here under-

tand the wall thirty stadia long, which Titus in

three days caused to be erected around the city, in

place of the burnt x^P'^^' Ii consequence of this

measure the desolation now breaking in upon her and

upon her children (eScKfjioSiri) becomes general. This

word occurs in a twofold signification :
" to level with

the earth " and " to dash to the ground " (Ps. cxxxvii.

9) ; the first prophesies the fate of the city, the other

that of her inhabitants, both being here zeugmati-

cally connected. Finally, the conclusion of all this,

no stone remains upon another, so that now, vs. 40,

the stones begin to cry out. This last part of the

prophecy was first completely fulfilled after the in-

surrection of Bar-Coehba in the days of the Emperor
Adrian, and this is the terrible result, continuing

unto the present day, of this one blinding, because
thou knewest not the time of thy visitation

!

In this conclusion, and especially in this continually

ascending «raf, Kai^ Kai, lies a Seii/tirT^s oraiionis^

which can be better felt than described.

Vs. 45. And He went into the temple.

—

Comp. the parallels in Matthew and Mark. Luke,
who entirely passes over the cursing of the fig-tree,

relates also the temple-cleansing only briefly. In

fact, he only states the beginning of this symbolical

transaction (^pfaro), while Matthew also notices the

successful end (((€$a\ey). To him it is especially

remarkable that the Saviour begins His last sojourn

and converse in the sanctuary with so strong a mea-
sure. Respecting the manner of the expulsion also,

and for the precise description of the persons expelled,

compare Matthew and Mark. The citation from Isaiah

hfi. Y, Luke has in common with them, while he with
Matthew omits the iraa-ii' ruh e^v%(nr, apparently

only for the sake of brevity. As to the question whe-
ther the temple-cleansing took place once or twice,

comp. Lange, Matthew, p. 876. We also decide for a
repetition of the transaction, since the opposite opin-

ion falls into far more difficulties, inasmuch as it

must either impeach John or the Synoptics of the

greatest inexactness. It agrees entirely with the
typical and symbolical character of this transaction,

that our Lord began as well as concluded His life

therewith. Besides, the circumstances also are so
very difierent that they make identity improbable. As
respects now particularly this second temple-cleansing,

those who find difficulty in supposing that our Lord,

a few days before Hia death, should have repeated an
act which might prepossess or embitter the secular

power against Him, may for the same reason account
the denunciatory discourse (Matt, xxiii.) as entirely

fictitious. That our Saviour did not perform this

act at the second Passover, too, is simply to be as-

cribed to the circumstance that at that Passover He
was not at Jerusalem, John vi. 1-4. Who knows
whether, perhaps, after the first temple-cleansing, the
abuse thus animadverted upon did not diminish or
entirely cease; and on the contrary, the priestly

party, out of spite against our Lord and at the same
time in order to elicit new opposition, restore it

anew on the last feast? Then it would at the same

time be explained why His words of rebuke at th»

second cleansing sound even sharper than at the first

In view.of tte brevity of the Synoptical relation, wd

cannot be surprised that neither in the language of

our Lord nor in the conduct of those expelled, do

we meet with a reminiscence of the previous temple

cleansing. Perhaps, however, the still recollection of

the first contributed to weaken opposition at lit

second.

Vs. il. And He was teaching daily.—Strik

ing and vivid representation of the state of things in

this critical point of time. On the side of our Lord, un-

shaken courage, composure, and energy of spirit, with

which He every day shows Himself pubUcly, joined

with beseeming care for His own security, which

moves Him not to pass the night in Jerusalem so long

as His hour has not yet come. On the side of Hia

enemies, irreconcilable hatred and thoughts of mur-

der, especially on the part of the worldly aristocracy,

which counts itself mortally endangered by Him. On
the side of the people, undiminished delight in hearing

Him, on which account His enemies, with their base

designs, can as yet obtain no handle against the

Saviour. The people hang on His lips. The more
they hear the more they wish to hear {i^eKp^fxarOf

mm gen.). " As bees on the flowers on which

they seek honey, or as young birds on the mouth of

the old ones from whom they would have food."

Meanwhile His enemies are visibly perplexed. They
find not what they shall do to Him. The Saviour

and the people alike are for the moment an obstacle

to them. Thus is displayed on the one side the

might of unarmed innocence, on the other the im-

potency of armed and resolved malice.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. " Never man spake like this man " (John vii.

46). This word proved true not only in Jerusalem's
temple, but also at Jerusalem's gate. The eloquence
of the words of Jesus is great, that of His silence,

perchance, yet greater, but that of His tears passes
all description. The tears of the Lord at the grave
of Lazarus and those at the entry into Jerusalem
have so much analogy, and yet again so much diver-

sity, that the consideration of these relations fur-

nishes admirable contributions towards the know-
ledge of the person and the character of our Lord.
The contrast between this jubilant multitude and the
weeping Saviour, between the deepest blindness on
the one and the most infallible knowledge on the
other side, is so speaking, and moreover so taken
from the life, that here also the declaration can be
applied :

" This trait could not have been invented."
With right says Augustine, Lacrymcs Domini, gaudia
mundi.

2. Not without reason has there been found at
all times in this prophecy of the destruction of Jeru-
salem, on the very place where afterwards the Bo-
mans pitched their first camp, one of the strongest
proofs of the infallible and Divine foreknowledge of
Jesus. The comparison of this declaration with the
account of Josephus is the work of the apologist.
Thereby, at the same time, must not be forgotten
what an unhappy result the godless attempt for the
rebuilding of Jerusalem under Julian the Apostate
had. See Chrtsosi'., Oratio 3 adv. Judmos. [Chry-
sostom says, in substance, that under the inipioui
emperor the Jews were permitted to attempt the
rebuilding of the temple, "that it might not be sold
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tbat they could have rebuilt it if they would ; but
that flames bursting out from the foundations droTe
them away; while yet the foundations which they
had begun remained eren in his day as witnesses at
once of their purpose and of their impotency to ac-

compllBh it. The truth of this account of Chrysos-
tom is, as we know, supported by the testimony of
the impartial Ammianus Mareellinus; and all the
sneers of Gibbon at this " specious and splendid mirar
cle " do not render it less certain that Divine Provi-
dence, in a wonderful way, took care that the pro-
phecy of the Son of God should not be frustrated.

Whether this were a miracle in the sphere of nature
or not is a matter of little moment ; it is, at all events,

an illustrious miracle of Providence.—C. C. S.]

3. "The holy tears of Jesus show how God's
heart is disposed towards men when they fall into

Bin and destruction. Even in God we may conceive

a compassionate sorrow, only that it is ever at the

same time removed again by His eternal love, wis-

dom, and holiness. In Jesus, these tears over Jeru-

salem are at the same time tears of high-priestly inter-

cession and mediation, and belong, in so far, to all

men. Comp. Heb. v. "7." Von Gerlach.

4. Our admiration of the majesty of our Lord
increases yet more when we see how He, who cer-

tainly knows that He must give up Jerusalem for lost,

continues yet, even in the last days of His life, with

unwearied and holy zeal to be active in Jerusalem.

Even when He knows that the mass will not let

itself be saved. He continues to have compassion on
the individuals. Precisely for this reason is His love

so adorable, that it becomes at no moment weak

;

and while it weeps the fate of sinners, vehemently

burns against sin, but this wrath seelis not itself,

but the Father's honor. At His entry Jesus weeps

over the lot of Jerusalem. At His going out He says,

Weep not, Luke xxiii. 28.

6. The temple-cleansing is one of the acts of our

Lord which have sometimes been elevated too high,

sometimes depreciated too low. The former has

been the case when men have believed themselves

to see here a miracle in the ordinary sense of the

word, nay, esteemed it as even greater than, for in-

otance, the miracle of Cana. See Okigen, ad h. I.

;

Jerome, ad Matt. xxi. 16; Lampe in Comnient.

Against this we have to remember the moral pre-

dominance which a personality like that of the Sa-

viour must have had over souls which were so mean

and weak as these, and to remember the many
examples of similar triumphs of truth and right over

the servants of deceit and unrighteousness which we

meet with even in profane history. On the other

hand, some have in this act, without reason, found

occasion to throw suspicion on the moral purity of

our Lord, and as it were turned the scourge of small

cords against Himself. We have here to call to

mind not only the right of the Zealots, but very

especially the right of the Son in the house of His

Father, and especially to take note of the union of a

holy wrath with compassionate love which beams

through this act of the Saviour. Shortly after He

has wielded the scourge, He stretches out the helpmg

hand, which has but just expelled the rabble, to-

wards cripples and wretched ones; these wretched

(nes, whom compassion had brought into the temple,

the omnipotence" of love has healed. Comp. Matt.

xxl 14, and m reference to the first temple-cleansing

the interesting section : Th£ Banner on the Mown,-

tain, in Baumgabten's Geschichte Jem, Brunswick,

1869, pp. 99-111.

6. The iemple-cleansing the symbol of Jie whoU
life of our Lord, as also of the purpose of His mani-
festation on earth. See Cyeil. Alex. ii. 1 ; Okigen,
torn. X. p. 16; Augustine, Tract, in Evangel. Joh.,

and others. Comp. Mai. iii. 1, and Luke iii. 16. Ao
admirable work of art representing the temple-clean?
ing by Jouvenet.

HOMILETlCAl AND PBACTICAL.

" Behold thy King cometh to thee."—How tht
Lord at His entry into Jerusalem reveals His kingly
character : 1. By His tears ; 2. by His word ; 3. by -

His deed in the temple.—Jesus' tears the most beau-
tiful pearls in His crown of glory.—Jesus' love to an
unthankful people and to a native country destined

to destruction. — Anger at sin and compassion foi

the sinners united in the Saviour.—The King of

Israel at the same time the compassionate Higt
priest.—The acceptable time, the day of salvatioa

(2 Cor. vi. 2).—Whoever despises the one day of

salvation has many evil days to expect.—The Ro-

mans at the siege of Jerusalem the witnesses for the

truth of the word of Jesus.—Great grace, great

blindness, great retribution.—The contrast between
the last entry of our Lord into Jerusalem and His last

departure.—The Son in the desecrated house of Hia

Father: 1. How vehement is His wrath; 2. with
what dignity He speaks ; 3. how graciously He
blesses.—The Scripture the rule according to which
everything in Divine service also must be guided.^
Yet again will the Lord clear His temple : 1. In the

heart ; 2. in the house ; 3. in the church ; 4. in the

whole creation.—" My house is a house of prayer,"

how this word points us: 1. To inestimable privi-

leges ; 2. to holy obUgations ; 3. to high expectationa

—The temple of the Lord : 1. Its original destina-

tion ; 2. its later perversion ; 3. its final perfection.

—

It is the best, which through human wickedness is

most shamefully corrupted (Rom. vii. 13).— The
Passion-week a striking proof of the faithfulness of

our Lord to the once uttered principle (John ix, 4).

—The remarkable drama which the temple after the

entry and the cleansing presents : 1. A throng of

hearers eager for salvation; 2. an impotent throng

of enemies ; 3. over against both the Lord, immacu-
late, unwearied, fearless.—Jesus already triumphant

even before His apparent overthrow ; His enemies

already defeated even before their seeming tri-

unnph.

Stakke :

—

Langii Op.

:

—The nearer and greater

the grace is, the nearer and greater the judgments

if it is not received. — Zeisius : — Consider,

man, what the tears of Jesus have in them, and
let them melt thy heart to repentance.— There

is nothing more to be wept over than the spiritual

bUndness of man.

—

Hedinger :—Blindness comes
before destruction.—Canstein :—Even the time or

grace has with God its limitation. — Osiandeii : -

When the wrath of God blazes forth, it rages verv

terribly against the impenitent.

—

Luther:— The
contemning of the gospel brings lauds and cities to

destruction.—HoUness is the ornament of the house

of God (Ps. xciii. 6).—Against open abominatioui

there suits a thorough earnestness.

—

]!/ova Bibl.

Tub.

:

—How many in the temple who have mur
dered their souls by presumptuous sins.

—

Quesnel;

—The Church is not only a house of prayer, but also

a house of instrucUom—Hardened men will rathel

inflict mischief on pious preachers than amend
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themselves.

—

Zeisius :—Without God's will no harm
can happen to His faithful servants. — Jesus has

among the common people more friends than among
the chief ones.—To hang on Jesus' lips and hear

Him is good, but not enough.

Heubnee :—The diverse value of many tears.

—

To every blinded sinner we can exclaim, If thou hadst

known !—To every one is his time of grace allotted.

— The sinner has a bandage before his eyes.—The
fato of our posterity should urge us to repentance.

—

The invincibleness of love. — Guard thee against

everything which can disturb devotion in others and

destroy the soul.—The churches the asylums of the

uuth.—Some friends the truth finds ever.

On the Fei-icope.—The sorrow of Jesus at the

ast view of Jerusalem : 1. Sources ; 2. effects.—How
the tears of Jesus yet speak to us.—Great cities as

the seat of great corruption.—The value of the tears

of the Christian.— Couaed;— Jerusalem and the

Jewish people: 1. Jerusalem's time of grace; 2.

Jerusalem's hardening; 3. Jerusalem's fall.— The
tears of Christians here below: 1. Tears of joy; 2.

tears of repentance; 3. tears of sorrow.—SonCHON:
—The knowing of the tune of visitation.

—

Palmek :

—Jerusalem's bUndness : 1. Near to it is destruction,

but no one forebodes it ; 2. near to it is salvation,

but no one wUl recognize it.—The Saviour : 1. Li

His tears ; 2. in His zeal of fire ; 3. how He by both

calls us to repentance.

—

Rautenbebo : —Jesus' tear*

over Jerusalem, tears to awaken: 1 Compassion;

2. terror; 3. affection; 4. consolation,

—

Tholuck:—•

1. These tears a shame to our cold hearts ; 2. a re-

buke to our light-mindedness ; 3. a shaking of our

security. — Ton Kapff : — The judgments of tht

Lord ; 1. The judgment of grace ; 2. the judgment of

wrath ; 3. the judgment of cleansing ; 4. the judgment
of hardening ; 6. the judgment of condemnation.^
Arndt ;—Jesus the Friend of His country..

—

Van
OosTEEZEE :—Jesus' tears over Jerusalem : 1. Jeru-

salem's shame ; 2. Jesus' honor ; 3. our joy.

—

The
SAME :—The temple-cleansing a type of the Eeforma-

tion of the sixteenth century ; it reminds us : 1. 01

the history of the Reformation ; 2. of the glory of

the Reformation ; 3. of the admonitions of the Ke-

formation.—On 1. The abuses which the Reformation

assailed; the principle to which it did homage;
the spirit which it revealed; the reception which
it found. On 2. Like the temple-cleansing, so was
also the Reformation a restoration of the spirit-

ual worship of God, the revelation of the glory of

Christ, the beginning of a new development in the

kingdom of God on earth. On 3. the Reformation

admonishes those who desecrate the temple to re-

pentance, those who honor the temple to zeal, tho8«

who know the Lord of the temple to continual re-

membrance of His deeds. Comp. John ii 22.

B. Controversial Discourses against His Enemies. Ch. XX.

1. The Closing Controversy with the Pharisees and the Chief of the People concerning the Authority of

Jesus (Ch. XX. 1-19).

(In part parallel with Matt. xxi. 23-27 ; 33-46 ; Mark xi. 27-33 ; mi. 1-12.)

And it came to pass, that on one of those' days, as he taught the people in the

temple, and preached the gospel, the chief priests [the priests'] and the scribes came
upon him with the elders, And spake unto him, saying. Tell us, by what authority doest

thou these things? or who is he that gave thee this authority? And he answered and
said unto them, I will also ask you one^ thing, and answer me : The baptism of John,
was it from heaven, or of men ? And they reasoned with themselves, saying, If we

6 shall say. From heaven, he will say, Why then believed ye him not ? But and [om.,

and] if we say. Of men; all the people will stone us; for they be persuaded [are con-

7 vinced] that John was a prophet. And they answered, that they could not tell whence
8 it was. And Jesus said unto them, Neither tell I you by what authority I do these

9 things. Then began he to speak to the people this parable; A certain [om., certain'']

man planted a vineyard, and let it forth to husbandmen, and went into a far country
10 [went abroad] for a long time. And at the season he sent a servant to the husband'

men. that they should give him of the fruit of the vineyard : but the husbandmen beat
11 him, and sent him away empty. And again he sent [lit., he added to send'] another

servant : and they beat him also, and entreated [treated] him shamefully, and sent him
12 away empty. And again he sent a third: and they wounded him also, and cast him
13 out. Then said the lord of the vineyard. What shall I do? I will send mv beloved
14 son : it may be they will reverence him when they see him. But when the" husband

men saw him, they reasoned among themselves, saying, This is the heir : come [om,
15 come"], let ua kill him, that the inheritance may be ours. So they cast him out of the

vineyard, and killed him. What therefore shall the lord of the vineyard do unto them?
16 He shall come and destroy these husbandmen, and shall give the vineyard to others.
17 And when they heard it, they said, God forbid [Let it not be, ju,^ ykvoiTo], And he be-

held [looked upon] them, and said, What is this then that is written, The stone which
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the builders rejected, the same [this] is become the bead of the corner? (Ps. cxviii. 22.)
18 Whosoever shall fall upon that stone shall be broken [dashed to jieoes]

; but [and] on
19 whomsoever it shall fall, it will grind him to powder. And the chief priests and the

scribes' the same hour sought to lay hands on him; and they feared the people: foi

they perceived that he had spoken this parable against them.

' Vb. 1.—"EmiVioi', whioli is wanting in B., D., [Cod. Sin.,] L., Q., and some CursivcB, and has been rejected by Ladk
mann, Tiscbendorf, [Meyer, TrCKellos, Alford,] is perhaps only a spurious addition for the sake of precision.

3 Vs. I.
—

'lepeis. The Itccepta, apxt-epeU, appears to be fi'om the parallel fiii Mark].
' Vs. 3.—The era before >i.6yov of the Recepta is wanting in B., [Cod. Sin.,) L., [R.,] some Cursives, and is rejected tf

Griesbaoh, Lachmmn, Tischeudort,
f
Meyer, Tregellos, Alford. The fact that in some MSS. it is found before and in sonk

after Koyov, adds to the suspicion of its spuriousness.—C. C. S.]
* Vs. 9.—The Tts of the Hecepia after avBpitiTTo^ is decidedly spuriouB.

[» Vs. 11.—The Hebrew: b P^bm .—C. C. S.]

• Vs. 14.

—

Rec. ; Seure, ajro«T. from Matthew and Mark.
T Vs. 19.—More correctly :

" the scribes and the chief priests." The Recepta has tte ordinary arrangement, accord!zi|
to rank, which, however, has not sufficient manuscript support. See Lachmann and Tischendorf.

EXEaETICAl AND CEITICAl.

Ta. 1. On one of those days.—General desig-

nation of the point of time, as about tlie same at

wliich tlie entry of Jesus into Jerusalem and the

temple-cleansing had taken place. From the compari-

Bon with Matthew and Mark, it appears that we have
particularly to understand the last Tuesday. The
cursing of the fig-tree is passed over by Luke, but
the image of the fig-tree of Israel itself, with beauti-

ful leaves but without any fruit, and already in pro-

cess of decay, is represented by him in a striking

maimer in the delineation of the last controversy of

our Lord with the Israelitish fathers. Although
Luke in this connection entirely passes over two
chief elements : the parable of the Two Sons, Matt.

xxi. 28-32, and that of the Royal Wedding, Matt.

xxii. 1-14 (the last-named parable he apparently does

not give, because he had already, ch. xiv. 16-24, noted

down a similar one), yet we can with his help very

easily sketch a vivid image of the history of this most

remarkable day. Like Matthew and Mark, he also

makes us acquainted with the external intercourse

of our Lord with His enemies during the last days

of His life, while John, who passes over the contro-

versial discourses, relates the history of the inner life

of the Master in the circle of His apostles in these

last days. All which is related Luke xx. took place

within the walls of the temple, while the Saviour was

teaching the people there, and (a peculiar, genuinely

Pauline addition of Luke) was preaching the. Gospel.

Came upon Him, eireaTTjirav, comp. ch. ii. 38
;

Actsiv. 1.—S"ot the suddenness and unexpectedness,

but the deliberateness and greater or less solemnity,

in the appearance of these men is hereby indicated.

It is a well-organized deputation, and one chosen,

undoubtedly not without reflection, from the Sanhe-

drim, whose different elements are therein carefully

represented.—Although they do not say that they

Bpeak in the name of the whole council, yet In view

of the well-known hostile disposition of the great

majority of this towards our Lord, we may confi-

dently presuppose this, and so far compare this em-

bassy with a similar one which at the beginning of

the public life of Jesus had been sent to John
;
John

i. 19-28. Perhaps the observation of this agreement

In form had even some influence on the answer of

our Lord. The chief authority in Israel was un-

doubtedly fully entitled to institute a careful investi-

gation respecting the authority of all teachers pub-

Ucly appearing, and our Lord, inasmuch as He sub-

mits to be questioned, shows that He recognizes the

theocratic dignity of the speakers, and is not disin-

clined to answer, at least under certain reasonable con-

ditions, to the fulfilment of which, however, they, as

soon appears, have not made up their minds. The
very fact that now for the first time do they come
with such a question to Jesus, after He had performed
so many Indubitable miracles, and after a truth-lov-

ing Nicodemus had already, two years earher, in faith

on our Lord's divine mission, come to Him,—even this

testifies against them, and makes an almost comical

impression.

Vs. 2. Tell us.—Therewith do they open the

series of ensnaring questions which are laid before

the Lord on this day. " These controversial dis-

courses are very especially genuine portions, because
they are held so entirely in the spirit and tone of the

contemporaneous Rabbinical dialectics." (Strauss.)

Already, previously to this, more than one attempt had
been made to take our Lord in His own words ; but

now it takes place in an intensified degree, with

yet more deliberation, in a more refined way, and
with united force. The work of enmity was at the

same time a trial, since it was expected of the Mes-
siah that He should know all things (John iv. 25

;

xvl. 30). It was natural, therefore, that they should

surround Him who appeared in this exalted charac-

ter with a net of fine-spun questions. In the firm

hope that they should leave the field victorious, the

Pharisees do not lose an instant publicly to interpel-

late the Lord.

By what authority.—The two questions do
not express the same thing in different words (De
Wette), but are rather to be thus distinguished

:

that the first member of the interrogation is de-

signed to ehcit an explanation as to the heavenly

mission ; the other, f; n's, k.t.x., the statement

what messenger of God has mediately consecrated

Him to this activity. Tai^ra refers here not only to

a single transaction of the Lord, the temple-cleansing

(Meyer), but to the whole unfolding of His superior-

ity and authority in the temple during the days last

preceding this, something which, according to their

opinion, could in no wise be legitimate.

Vs. 4. The baptism of John.—Here specially

set forth as the centre and summary of His whole
activity. Our Lord by no means declines the strife,

and this very fact, that He answers with a counter-

question, testifies of His heavenly wisdom. It must
now be made manifest whether they, with their com
potency for questioning, were also capable of hearing

the right answer, and this He could only assume of

them if they showed themselves in a truth-lovmg

character. It is not arbitrary that He answers then?

precisely with this counter-question ; He, who had

never separated His activity from that of His fore
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runner, could not tell them who had bestowed on Him
His authority so long as they, as representatiTea of

the people, had not definitely declared their opinion

respecting John. If they recognize the divine mis-

sion of the Baptist, who had not even done miracles,

they will be obliged to esteem His own even much
more. If they reject the first mission, they deserve

the reproach of not being competent to judge re-

specting the authority of Jesus. If they keep silence,

then the incontestable right will belong to Him to

send them also away unsatisfied. At all events, He
can now wait with the utmost composure to observe
what position they will take.

Vs. 5. And they reasoned.—They retire an
instant, and make the matter an object not of an in-

dividual but of a common deliberation {avp^Xo-yi-

aavTo). It is plainly to be seen in them that they
have never made the question proposed an object of
earnest consideration, and now, too, are only con-

cerned about withdrawing themselves with honor
from the strife. All the Synoptics direct our atten-

tion to their deliberation, which took place in the

midst of the temple, amid visible suspense, and must
inevitably have soon come to the ears of many. No-
ticeable with this is the testimony wrung from them,
that among the people the belief in the prophetic
character of the Baptist was spread abroad on all

sides. According to Luke and Mark, they still speak
of Aaos, yet undoubtedly in the sense of oxAo?, as

Mark writes it. Comp. John vii. 49.—Stone, Ka.ra-

Xia-airei, peculiar to Luke. Perhaps a later form of
the tradition (Meyer), but yet quite as probably the
original pregnant form in which they express the
fear of which Matthew and Mark speak. " Non erat

populi^ sacerdoles et scribal, prophetam quamlibet
verwn rejicmiteSy lapidare : sed scepe etiam perver-

sum muliiiudiiiis studium per accidens subservit bo7ice

cauace.'" Bengel.

Vs. 7. That they could not tell whence.

—

Doubly painful to them is this declaration, if we com-
pare it with the endless oiSa.)x(v, which they else-

where, e. g., John ix. 24-34, caused to be heard.
Luke has only the indirect form of the answer, which
they, without doubt, gave as briefly and indefinitely

as was at all possible. But the most terrible for

them is that the Lord has by this answer gained the
right to the decided counter-declaration : Neither
tell I you, &o.—Now, both are silent : but He, be-

cause He on good grounds will not speak ; they, be-

cause they through their own fault cannot speak ; and
among the people present as witnesses, there is no one
who could seriously doubt which of the two parties

leaves the field victorious.

Vs. 9. To the people.—According to Matthew and
Mark, this parable is addressed to the Pharisees and
ciders themselves, to whom, at all events, it maintains
a very definite reference, while Luke makes the Saviour
speak Trphs Tin Xixov. The two statements, however,
do not contradict each other ; for according to Luke,
also, vs. 19, the scribes and Pharisees are chief per-
sons among the hearers of our Saviour, and accord-
ing to Matthew and Mark, also. He speaks in a place
and in a circle which makes it a prion probable that

j
He is heard not only by them, but also by the people.

I The jur; yivoiTo, also, which Luke alone has, fits only
in the mouth of the chief priests, who certainly per-

ceived more quickly than many others the intention
of the parable. The course of the facts appears to

have been this : our Lord, after the answer, vs. 8,

leaves the Pharisees to themselves, and turns Himself
to the more receptive people, yet so that the first inter-

rogators, who had not immediately departed, heal

His instruction also, and are forced to make the ap-

phcatiou to themselves. It is not enough for our

Lord to have repelled the attack. He pursues the

retreating enemy, and will have them mark how it

stands with all their pretended ignorance (Matt. xxL

28-32). When He has in this way unmasked their

hypocrisy, He now brings also their guilt to light

;

and after He has put them below the most despised

of the Jews (Matt. xxi. 31), He now gives them tc

see how their rejection of the Messiah will lead tc

the bringing in of the Gentiles.

A vineyard.—A favorite figure for the Israel-

itish people. See Isaiah v. 1-6 ; Ps. Ixxx., and else-

where. Comp. Lange on the parallels in Matthew and

Mark, and the dissertation of Euprecht and Ste-

PHENSEN in the Stvd. u. Krit. 1847-1848.

Vs. 10. At the season.—Intimation of the

period in which the proper prophetic activity began
in Israel, which, as is known, was a considerable time

after the founding of the Theocratic state, so that,

using still the image of the parable, we may say
that the fruits had had abundant time to come to

maturity. The wine-press and the tower, Luke
omits. That it is untenable by these two objects to

understand the Mosaic law and the temple (Eu-

thym., Theophylact, Calvin, Melanchthon, and others),

appears from this : that afterwards the vineyard, un-
doubtedly inclnding the wine-press and the tower, ia

given to the Gentiles.

A servant Here, also, the different Evangelists

do not belie their peculiarity. Matthew speaks, ac-

cording to his custom, of servants and other servants,

Mark and Luke individualize ; the former mentions,
besides the three whom Luke also has, many others,

ch, xii. 5 ; the second has none of the three servants,

however severely otherwise they are maltreated, suf-

fer death, apparently to preserve so much better the
climax in the delineation of the wickedness which
at last destroys the lawful heir. According to all

three, the liusbandmen began at once with evil, but
end with acts of deeper wickedness, without oui
having, at the mention of any particular maltreat-
ment, to think exclusively also of some one definite

person.

Vs. 13. What shall I do 7—Matthew and Mark
relate the act of the supreme love ; Luke brings be-
fore us the lord of the vineyard in soliloquy, in
order to place the act of love in yet clearer Hght.
His son, the beloved, will he send to the unthankful
ones, not in the silent hope that they would perhaps
yet reverence him, but in the well-warranted expec-
tation that their wickedness at least would not go so
far as to assail him also. " Perchance, with which,
even in our language, one does not of necessity ex-
press a doubt, but may express his expectation."
Meyer.

Vs. 14. When the husbandmen saw him.—An evident allusion to the Tomou ISovra of the
lord of the vmeyard, vs. 13. The sight which ac-
cording to his expectation was to fill them with
reverence, is precisely that which awakens in theit
heart the most hideous plans of murder. The last
touch, that the inheritance may be ours, is by
no means added merely for ornament, but intimateg
that in the murder of the Messiah, the most shame-
less self-seeking revealed itself. Almost m the sama
way did it express itself through the mouth of Caia.
phas, in the familiar vottim, John xi. 50 ; moreover
the coincidence with Gen. xxxvil 19 20 is strifc
ing.
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Vb. 16. Out of the vineyard.—A striking pro-
phecy of the crucifixion outside of the city. Comp.
Heb. xiii. 12, lij.

Vs. 16. He ahall come.—According to Mat-
thew, they are themselves forced to pronounce the
judgment, which, according to Marls and Luke, is

uttered by .Tesus. Perhaps the matter may be thus
reconciled: that some are in this way their own
judges, while others, terrified at this utterance, which
was viewed as a malum omen, let the ^i^ yivono
escape their lips. Even if one should assume here a
little variation in the tradition, the fact would not suffer

in the least thereby. The common result of all the
accounts is this : that the Pharisees were confounded,
and comprehended very well the meaning of our
Lord.

Vs. lY. E/i;3\6i|/a!.—Here also, as often, e. g., ch.

xxii. 61, an intimation of the piercing and eloquent
look of our Lord.

—

^What is this, then 7—He will

thereby give them to understand that if they were
right in their deprecation, the prophecy of the Scrip-

ture would not be fulfilled, which yet is an absolute
impossibiUty. Comp. Matt. xxvi. 54.

The stone.—Comp. Ps. cxviii. 22, 23. This
psalm, which Luther esteemed so highly above many
others, was probably composed in the later period of

the Old Testament, when, after hinderances for long
years, the temple-service in the purified sanctuary
was again erected. To attribute to this jubilant hymn
a direct Messianic signification is forbidden, as well

by the connection as by the context ; but the humili-

ation or exaltation, whether of Israel or of the sanc-

tuary, which is celebrated in this passage, serves the

Saviour for a type and symbol of His own. What
was there originally said in another sense is fulfilled

in its highest power* at the rejection of the Messiah.

Vs. 18. Whosoever.-—Instead of the continua-

tion of the citation, "This is the Lord's doing," Luke
has this threatening warning of our Lord, which is

omitted by Tischendorf, Matt. xxi. 44. Comp. Lange
ad loo. " Cadere super Ohriatum dicuntur, qui ad
eum opprimendum ruunt, non quod ipso altius con-

gcenduni, sed quia eo usque abripit eos sua insania, ut

Christum quasi e sublimi impetere conentur." Calvin.

Vs. 19. The chief priests and the scribes

. . . sought.—Comp. Matt. xxi. 45, 46. A statement

which is here the more remarkable since it serves as

a proof that the increasing bitterness of His enemies

did not proceed from misunderstanding in reference

to the discourses of our Lord, but on the contrary

from the fact that they understood them only too

well, and felt themselves thereby mortally wounded

and outraged. The more light there was before their

eyes, so much the more hatred in their hearts. We
see they are in the way which at last leads to the

commission of the sin against the Holy Ghost. Fear

associates itself with hatred (/cai not oppositive, but

purely copulative), but at the same time is the reason

why they cannot yet immediately do all that they

^ish.

—

Tiphs avT. Comp. vs. 9. They see now them-

selves that the people were indeed the auditors, but

not the chief characters of the parable. Their con-

Bcience admonishes them that " mutate nomine, de te

fabtda narratur.''

DOCraiNAL AND ETHICAI,.

1. Compare t'le parallel in Matthew and Mark.

[• An ai'thmetical referenoe to the powers of roots.—

C .0. 8.1

2. The hard-heartedness of thj enemies of Jesiu
is quite as conspicuously visible from their own be-
havior as from the parable of our Lord. Even tha
holiness of the temple does not withhold them from
laying for Him their fatal snares. And yet more
.hideous does their behavior become by assuming
the disguise of a deep earnestness, while they have
beforehand resolved not to allow themselves to be
persuaded at any price. Yet there is something
tragical in the terrible blindness with which they, in

the same moment at which they prove that ihey un-
derstand only too well the parable of the Wickei
Husbandmen, prepare themselves to fulfil this pro-

phecy also, and reject the stone that shall soon crush
them.

3. This whole hour in the last week of the public
life of Jesus may be called a continuous temple-
cleansing, in fact. What He had first done with the
scourge of small cords. He now continues to do with
the sword of His mouth ; He sweeps the enemy
away from before His face, thus also cleansing the

sanctuary. The method in which He here constrains

His enemies first to pass judgment on themselves

and then to be dumb, is at the same time a prophecy
of that which at the day of His coming shall be re-

peated in yet greater measure.

4. While in the parable Matt. xiii. the idea of the

kingdom of God stands in the foreground, on the

other hand, in this, with which our Lord closes Hia

work as Prophet and Teacher, the image of the King
Himself be^ns to come forward ever more clearly

and plainly. The manner in which He here at the

same time testifies of Himself as of the Only and
Beloved Son of the Father, who is distinguished from
all former messengers of God by descent and rank,

draws our attention to one of the points of contact

between the Synoptical and the Johannean Christol-

ogy-

5. Only by an entire misunderstanding in reference

to the design of our Lord, would it be possible from

the words :
" Perhaps they will reverence my son,"

to draw such a conclusion as that God sent His Son
not with the distinct purpose that He should sufier

and die, but that He on the contrary seriously ex-

pected that His Son would find a better reception

than His former servants. Our Lord simply intimates

what God might have been able and entitled to ex-

pect, if the Omniscient One had really been in every

thing hke the human lord of the vineyard. Kar' &v
Stpaiiroi' therefore the terrible and almost inconceivable

character of the rejection of the Messiah is yet more
strongly thrown into the foreground. Calvin has

already hit the mark in' writing on this passage
" Hcec quidem cogitatio proprie in Deum non convenit,

sciebat enim, quid futurum esset, nee spe melioria

eventus deceptus fuit, sed usitatum est, prcesertim in

parabolis, ad eum transferri humunos affectua. JVe-

que tamen hoc ajbs re additum est, quia voluit C/iristut

tanquam in specido repraserdare, quam deplorata es-

set illorum impielas, cujus hoc nimis certumfuit ea*

men, contra Deifilium,, qui ipsos ad sanam mentem
revocaturus venerat, diaholico furore insurgere. Me
seelerum omnium cumulusfuit, filium hderficere, u|

regnarent quasi in orbata domo, etc. conf, A.^. 4

21, 28."

6. The work of grace performed on Israel, tha

enmity shown by it, and the punishment threatened

against it, that the kingdom of God should be given

to other nations,—all this is repeated in continually

greater measure again in the days of the New Cove

nant, since the Theocracy has become a Christocnw^
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We may call to mind, for instance, some of the

churches of Asia Minor, whose light of old stood so

high upon the candlestick.

1. " Whoever shall fall upon this stone," &c.

The two members of this threatening sentence con-

tain by no means, as might indeed appear at first

glance, a weak tautology, but a portrayal of the dif-

ferent fates which the enemies of the Lord have to

expect ; first from the rejected and after that from the

elevated corner-stone. Whoever falls upon this stone,

that is the one who takes offence at the yet humilia-

ted Saviour, to whom the rejected building-stone is

a Ateoj Trpoff/coV/iaTos. Thereupon falls the judgment
of retribution: ffi/j'SAao-a^uETtii ; for instance, as

with Judas, the impenitent thief on the cross, and
others. In spite of the offence taken, the Lord is

elevated aloft— Ufted to be the corner-stone ; but he
now upon whom the elevated stone falls is crushed

to pieces like chaff (Gr. Aitriu-riafi ai'ToV). In other

words, when the glorified Christ comes again to judg-

ment, the most terrible judgment comes upon His
enemies. In order to understand the pregnant say-

ing in its whole force, we must compare not only

Psalm cxriii. 22, 23, but also Isaiah viii. 14, 15
;

ixviii. 16 ; Daniel ii. 44, 45. From the visible pre-

dilection with which the same image is often brought
lip and carried out by the Apostle Peter, in his dis-

courses and epistles, we may perhaps draw an infer-

ence as to the deep personal impression which this

declaration of our Lord, In particular, made upon
the faithful disciple.

8. The hatred, the intensifying of which we have
become aware of among the Pharisees, after their hav-

ing understood and known the truth, discovers to us

one of the depths of Satan in sinful hearts, and is sure-

ly fitted to open the eyes even of such as in well-mean-

ing Pelagian superficiality view sin only as a weak-
ness, exaggerated sensuality, and the like. If it has

ever become plain that no faith of the heart is con-

ceivable without the will being bowed, and that at

the same time for the bowing of this will a power
from above is indispensable, if even the Lord's own
word is to make its way to the soul ; this was true

with these first enemies of the truth, who are at once
the type and forerunners of so many later ones.

HOMILETICAl AKD PRAOTICAl.

After the accomplishment of the temple-cleansing

the Lord remained behind as Victor upon the field.

—

After He has administered the law. He continues with
the preaching of the Gospel.—The apparently very

necessary and yet, in truth, entirely superfluous ques-
tion of the Pharisees.—The use and misuse of the
tongue.—How in the enemies of David deUneated
Psalm xi. and elsewhere, the portrait of the enemies
of our Lord is vividly drawn.—The ever-continuing
disquiet of the wicked.—If the Lord's enemies cannot
even answer one question, how will it be when He
lays a thousand questions before them ? Job ix. 3.

—

The Divine mission of John is acknowledged and vin-

dicated by our Lord, even to the end.—Even yet he
who does not beheve and understan.. John, is un-
authorized and incompetent to judge fittingly con-
cerning our Lord.—The untenableness of the position
of those who will remain disciples of John brought
to Uglit by our Lord.—Where calculations come into
play, no grounds of reason can help.—The insecurity

of the position a tutiori.—The people not seldom
nearer the truth than their spiritual guides.—The si-

lence of the Lord already a beginning of the judp

ment.—Eight must after all remaui right, and thai

will all pious hearts follow ; Psahn xuiv.—The ene-

mies wish to have the people see Jesur, defeated, our

Lord makes them the witnesses of His victory and

of His retribution.—The parable of the Unthankful

Husbandmen an echo of the song of the vineyard,

Isaiah v. 1-7.—The history of centuries told in a few

minutes.—God's way and counsel with Israel misun-

derstood and contemned by Israel : 1. The gracioug

election, vs. 9 ; 2. the long work of grace, vss. 10-11

;

3. the fulness of the tune, vs. 13 ; 4. the most hid-

eons crime, vss. 14, 15 ; 6. the righteous punishment,

vss. 16-18; 6. the curse turned into blessing (the

other husbandmen), vs. 15.—The manifoldness of

form, in which hatred against Divine things has of

old revealed itself, and even yet continually reveals

itself—The fearful clunax of sin.—The riches of the

compassion and long suffering of God despised

;

Eom. ii. 4.—The sending of the Son of God : 1. The
highest ; 2. the last revelation of His grace.—Only
when grace has reached the highest degree, can sin

reveal itself in its fuU strength.—God remits nothing

of His requirements, even though His messengers

are treated with augmenting unthankfulness.—^The

Son is to be revered ! Psalm ii.
—" God forbid !

"

—What is least expected often happens first.—False

rest over against threatening judgments.^When the

hght is not heeded, then may the candlestick be
pushed from its place ; Rev. ii. 5.—The greater the

privilege, so much the heavier the responsibihty ; the

more defiant the madness, the deeper the fall.—From
our Lord the church may leam with what eye she

must view the prophetic Scriptures of the Old Testa-

ment.—The history of the Corner-stone : 1. A most
ancient; 2. an ever-young history.—The fully-con-

scious hatred against the truth.—How httle unbelief

understood the Lord, even where it understood the

meaning of His words with perfect correctness

—Behold the goodness and severity of God ; Kom.
xi. 22.

Starke :

—

Nova Bibl. Tub.

:

—The devil cannot
endure the preaching of the Gospel,—How danger-
ous to be in ofiices, if one misuses them.

—

Brentius:
—The ungodly are snared at last, by the righteous

appointment of God, in the works of their own
hands.—Whoever opposes himself to the truth

out of wickedness, falls from one lie into another.-?—

Hypocrites suppress the truth by unrighteousness
Rom. i. 18.—OsiANnER :—They who do not give place
to the truth, but are only skilled to blaspheme,
are not worth disputing with,

—

Hedinger :—God
uses many people and many means to correct men.

—

QuESNEL :—The world may be ever very ill-disposed

to hear of the punishment of the ungodly ; but it

comes for aU that, and will be so much the more ter-
rible.—It is a fearful thing to fail into the hands of
the living God.

—

Brentius :—Truth breeds hatred, it

is true ; but it has God for its protector.

—

Hehbiier :—The world is against abstract truth not so hostile
and full of hatred as against the concrete witnesses of
the same.—God's judgments grow ever heavier.—The
Jewish people a monument of Divine goodness and
of human unthankfulness.—Christ and His enemies:
1. Typified in the Old Testament ; 2. fulfilled m the
New.

—

Eylert :—God's goodness, long-suffering and
severity, in the treatment of unthankful and disobe-
dient men.

—

Zimmermann ;—God and Israel.—Lisco

:

•—The relation in which sin and error stand to one
another.

—

Arndi :—The history of Israel the his-

tory of mankind in miniature.

—

Al. Schweizer-
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^The rebellious husbandmen more particularly con-

Bidered: 1. In their outrageous conduct; 2. in the

judgment which they suffer.—W. Hopackeb :—The
institution of God's kingdom in the Old Testament a

tvpe worthy to be taken to heart bv the jhildren of

the New Covenant.—We enter : 1. Upon the theatre

of rich Divine blessings ; 2. upon a theatre of Til*

perverseness and blindness ; 3. upon the judgmpni-

place of unsparingly punishing righteousness and
holiness.

2. Controversy with the Pharisees and Herodians respectiug the Tribute (Yss. 20-26).

(ParallelB : Matt. xxii. IS-22 ; Mark xii. 13-17.)

20 And they watched Aim, and sent forth spies, which should feign themselves just

men," that they might take hold of his words [of some word of his'], that so they might

21 deliver liim unto the power and authority^ of the governor. And they asked him,

saying, Master [Teacher], we know that thou sayest and teachest rightly, neither ac-

ceptest thou the person of any [or, showest no partiality], but teachest the way of God
22, 23 truly : Is it lawful for us to give tribute unto Cesar, or no [not] ? But he perceived

24 their craftiness, and said unto them, Why tempt ye me?'' Shew me a penny [a dena-

rius]. Whose image and superscription hath it? They answered and said, Cesar's.

25 And he said unto them, Eender therefore [Then render] unto Cesar the things which

26 be [are] Cesar's, and unto God the things which be [are] God's. And they could not

take hold of his words [saying] before the people : and they marvelled at his answer,

and held their peace.

(1 Vb, 20.—Van Ooeterzee translates 5tKG;ous, gesetzesstrenge Leute^ "strict observers of the law," which is doubtless iti

meaning in this place. They professed an anxious desire to know just how they could reconcile their duty to the law with
their actual subjection to the Romans.—C. C. S.]

ra Ys. 20.—According to the most approved reading : eirtXa^wi/Tat avTov ^6yov. It appears better, with Bleek, to mako
the first genitive depend on the second, than to regard both as depending directly on the verb, although, it is true. Da
Wette, Meyer, Van Oosterzee, and Alford adopt the latter construction.—C. C. S.]

[3 Vs. 20.

—

Tji apxfi /cat ttJ efou<j-ia T. 17. Van Oosterzee translates : "to the authorities, and especially to the power
of the procurator," taking tlie two nouns as Indicating respectively the Jewish and the Roman power. In this Meyer
agrees Ivith him, hut it seems to be straining a point. It is enough to regard it as a formula for Pilate's jurisdiction, ren-

dered pleonastically full by the solemnity of the events which it introduces.—C. C. S.]

* Va. 23.—In B., L., [Cod. Sin.,] and some Cursives, these words [Why tempt ye Mel] do not appear. Perhaps thsy

have crept in here from the parallel passage in Matt. xsii. 18.

they were by no means set on by others to come to

Him, and who must seek to accomplish their object

through flattering speeches.

To the power and authority of the gover-
nor.—A statement of the purpose peculiar to Luke,
which, however, is probable on ititerual grounds
also. They wish to bring matters to this pass, that

the civil power shall lend them its hand to remove
this man out of the way, against whom the spirituEl

authority has in vain armed itself. Upon this sup-

port they reckon delinitely in case He gives to the

question proposed, as is expected, a negative answer,

in order to please the people, with whom He now
appears to be making common cause against their

own rulers, vs. 9. If He, on the other hand, espousea

the party of the foreign oppressors. He would thereby

lose all His credit with this same people. Aftei

such a mature deliberation they came forward, like

Satan, as angels of light, 2 Cor, xi. 14.

Vs. 21. Teacher, we know.—There is some-
thing naive and at the same time a proof of the in-

corrigible self-conceit of the Pharisaical party in this

that they even now, after the elders of the peoplt

had just before, vs. 7, seen themselves constraintm

to a public confession of their ignorance, begin with

a presumptuous " We know." The purpose of thia

eulogy is, as to the rest, intelligible enough. " In

thee," do they mean, "we beUeve we meet with ex-

actly that independent man, from whose position oui
question can be answered with entire impartiaUty."

That they could scarcely have uttered sharper satirs

EXBGETICAIi AND ORITICAIi.

Vs. 20. And they -watched Him.—^After the

defeat just suifered, nothing is more natural than

that the Pharisees should look around partly for

other confederates and partly for other weapons.

While they before sought in vain to make their

authority weigh, they now take refuge in craft, and

after old combatants for the law have been put to

shame and obliged to leave the field vanquished, now

new and, m great part, vigorous picked troops are

despatched. While, after what has just taken place,

the Pharisees remain standing on the watch [irapaTri-

p-h<rai/Tfs), they send the Herodians to Jesus {see

Lange on Matt. xxii. 16), together with some of

their disciples (Matt. xxii. 16). Even earlier we

have met with a similar temporary coahtion of hete-

rogeneous forces (Mark ii. 18; Luke xxui. 6-17); later

en, we shall find the same in yet greater measure.

Moreover, it is easily comprehensible that two ene-

mies should give up then- mutual hatred for a while,

when the concern is to strive against a dangerous

third. E(iually expUcable is the change m the choice

of the weapons. After the open defeat they pass

over to a more concealed manner of waging war.

A new disappointment will then be less ignommious,

the ardently desired triumph not less advantageous.

They choose, therefore, ambassadors who, as people

itrict in the law, must put on the guise of bemg con-

cerned with a personal question of conscience, as if

20
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on themselves than by this eulogy on the Saviour

does not even remotely occur to them. As to the

rest, the question how far they themselves really

believed anything of the favorable testimony which

they here publicly depose in reference to our Lord,

can only be answered conjecturally.—Showest no
partiality.—Literally, "Acceptest not the person

(the countenance)," ou Xa^ifiiffts Trpoaanov, comp.

Gal. ii. 6, yet stronger than the oii ^Kiireii (U

wp6crwTToi/ in the parallel, and a definite designation

ot '(fidit'ifd impartiality.

Vs. 22, Is it lawful for us.—For the emphat-

ical and most categorical form of the question, see

Mark. Luke uses the Greek word (popov Sovvai,

while the others make use of the Latin Kvmrov :
" Poll

and ground taxes, to be distiuguished from te'Aos,

the indirect taxes (on goods)." Meyer. The ques-

tion has its peculiar difficulty. It appeared to be

forbidden, Deut. xvii. 15, for a stranger to rule over

Israel, as was now the case. The malcontents, with

Judas Galileeus at their head, who would have no

other taxes paid than the temple-taxes, stood, there-

fore, apparently upon the ground of the Scripture.

But if Jesus declared their principle vaUd, He would

oppose Himself to the order of things that had now
been induced under higher guidance, and would

come into personal conffict with the civil power,

with that of the Procurator.

Vs. 23. Perceived their craftiness, Kaxai/oTj-

o-as.—Still more strongly does Matthew say 71/ous,

and Mark elSiit, by which the immediateness of His

knowledge is made prominent, which was by no
means the result of a long deliberate reflection.

Not to gain time, does He desire that a denarius

should be shown Him. With the inquiry. Whose
image and superscription hath it ? the question

is in effect already decided. A number of Rabbini-

cal deolaiations, for more particular explanation of

the immutable principle, " He whose coin is current

is lord of the land," we find in Lightfoot and Wet-
stein, ad loc.

Vs. 25. Then render.—The wisdom in the an-

swer becomes first fairly visible if we give heed to

the tacit presupposition from which the question had
proceeded. "The silly question," as the Wands-
becfcer Bote names it not unjustly, could not have

arisen in their heart if they had not proceeded from
the principle that such a civil transaction was in con-

flict with a higher religious duty. Our Lord resolves

this antagonism in a higher unity, and already distin-

guishes the political from the rehgious sphere, while

they confound the two jurisdictions. By the receiv-

ing of the coin of the Emperor—not the name of

I'iberius, out the official title Cassar, is given, be-

cause it is here not a person but a principle that is

in question—they had shown that they regarded
themselves as his subjects, and they now, therefore,

would be inconsistent with themselves if tliey refused

to fulfil the first civil duty towards him. Without
expressing the least preference for the Roman domi-
nion, our Lord was yet too well acquainted with the

condition and the views of the Jewish nation not to

have at once regarded every external essay for the

restoration of civil freedom, which as such could

not at that time have proceeded from a purely Theo-
craiical, but only from an earthly temper, as mis-

chievous and superfluous. He combated at the same
time the opinion that such an obedience was in con-

flict with reUgious duties. The denarii were not

even received as temple-taxes; the shekel of the

sanctuary could therefore, as ever, be paid iu addi-

tion. Here, therefore, the mum cuique holds good

in the higher sense of the word, and tier had only

to see to it that they fulfilled each part vf their

double obligation with equal conscientiousness. The

admirableness of the answer of our I,ord consists,

therefore, in this, that He : 1. Shows how the whole

alternative m the present condition of things was

entirely untenable ; that He, 2. puts to shame before

the judgment-seat of their conscience those who had

come forward with the pretence of knowledge, since

this must have given them plainly enough to know-

that they had fulfilled befittingly neither the one no.-

the other half of His double requirement ; while He,

3. utters a principle for all following centuries, by

which, on the one hand, the independence, on the

other hand, the practically social direction, of the

religious life is sufficiently secured. See below.

Vs. 26. And they could not take hold.—All

the Synoptics are careful to speak of the astonish-

ment"of the questioners, which, therefore, must have

revealed itself in a very visible maimer. Luke d©.

notes particularly the completeness of their defeat

by this, that they themselves oinc ^vtia ivavriov toO

AaoC iTrtKa^iaSmi Ux^aav. The cidtical character

that this moment would have had for the reputation

of our Lord with the people, if He had not succeeded

in rending the snare laid, is brought by this intima-

tion to light.

—

"E.aiyr)cra.v.—Not only these speakers,

but also in and with them the Pharisees, who now

venture no further attack. Before their departure

they stand there for a moment holding their peace.

—

A well-known painting of the whole event by Die-

trici.

DOCTRINAL KSXD ETHICAl.

1. See on the pai-allel passages in Matthew and

Mark, as also above.

2. The principle uttered by our Lord on this oc-

casion, is not in conflict with the way in which Ha
previously expresses Himself to Peter respecting the

payment of the temple-tax, Matt. xvii. 24-2Y. Here
it is a civil, there it is a religious tax that is spoken
of; here the rule is estabUshed according to which
subjects have to conduct themselves with reference

to earthly authority ; there, on the other hand, the

freedom vindicated which the Son may assert for

Himself in reference to the house of His Royal
Father.

3. The answer of the text has been on one hand
judged with considerable disfavor (Gfrorer) ; on the

other hand greeted with warm praise, e. g., by the
Wandxbecker Bote: '"What a sense there is in' all

that comes out of His mouth ! It seems to me
therewith as it does with those boxes where there is

one inside of another and another inside of that, &c."
That this praise is not pitched too high, appears
plain if we consider how our Lord has here said no
word too much, nor yet a word too little, and how
His utterance is peculiarly adapted not only to re^

move for Himself every perplexity and difficulty,

but also to hurl back the arrow which they had
directed upon Him into their own conscience. Had
they at all times given to God the things that were
God's, they would now have had no tribute to pay
to a foreign ruler. Therefore, even assuming that
there prevailed here a conflict of duties, this had
arisen from their own folly. If they give truly to
the emperor his own—ri roii Koia. denotes first

the coin, but then also, Uttiori Mnsu, the civil £utb
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ftilnesa and submission whicli, as it were, concen-
trated themselves in the tribute—they would then
not BO eagerly long to withdraw themselves from the
imperial yoke, nor yet to make common cause with
its enemies. Thus does our Lord coordinate and
subordinate tUe different duties which in their opin-
ion stood in irreconcilable opposition,

4. To Cceaar the things which are Caesar's. By
fce answer of our Lord the fulfilment of the civil

duty actually imposed is partly allowed, partly com-
manded, partly restrained within sacred limits. It

Bhows plainly that it was not His business to en-

croach arbitrarily upon social life, comp. ch. sii. 14

;

that even from reverence to God we are to honor
the authority appointed by Him; that the duty to

the earthly lawgiver may be refused only in the one
ease when it comes into irreconcilable conflict with

the requirements of the heavenly one. The prin-

ciple here expressed is developed fully in the spirit

of our Lord, Acts iv. 20; v. 29; Rom. xiii. 1-7;
1 Peter ii. 13, and elsewhere ; comp. also the writ-

ings of the elder apologists, and Calvin's Preface to

his Institutes, &c. The Divine right to govern is,

therefore, taken by our Lord and His first witnesses

under their protection as definitely as the freedom
of conscience, and political absolutism is as far from
finding a support in His word as radicalism or the

diseased craving for revolution. The independence

of the church and of the state within the sphere ap-

pointed to each, is assured by the principle here ut-

tered, and every essay towards the untimely absorp-

tion of the one in the other condemned, as in conflict

with the spirit of the gospel.

6. To God the things which are God's.—The
general rule, of which the preceding is only the ap-

plication to a particular sphere. To Caesar what is

his, so far as it is required, but to God thyself, since

•thou art created after His image. Only if we assume

that this thought hovered before the soul of our

Lord, do we learn to understand the depth and beauty

of His answer. The soul of man is to Him the coin

which originally bore God's image and superscription

(the new birth cannot come here into view), and for

this reason belongs wholly to the Heavenly Owner.

Not only repentance, therefore (Ebrard), but faith,

obedience unconditionally rendered, and faithfulness

to God, is here demanded by our Lord. Comp. Prov.

xxiii. 26. 'Whoever understands this, will even for

God and conscience' sake render to Csesar also his

own, and be thoroughly free, to what earthly lord

soever he may owe service and obedience. The ra

Tov 0eoD T<f @erp may be called a short summary of

all the commandments of the first table, and affords

at the same time a new proof how the Son even to

the end at every opportunity sought not His own

but the Father's glory.

6. QuESNEL : — The image of princes that is

Stamped upon coins, signifies that temporal things

belong to their province. The image of God that is

Stamped in our soul, teaches that our heart belongs

(o Him.

HOMILETICAI/ AND PHACTICAI,.

The controversy of the lie against the truth ; the

triumph of the truth over the lie.—The unnatural

coalitions of ecclesiastical and political parties which

are in principle opposed.—Craft over against our

tioid is as powerless as force.—The end sanctifies the

ieanB a rule that was not first discovered by Igna-

tius de Loyola.—^Even His enemies are constramefl
to proclaim the praise of our Lord.—The ideal of a

perfect teacher, as the Pharisees portrayed it, is to b«
taken to heart by every servant of the Lord : 1. He
teaches the way of God truly ; 2. he takes account
of no man's authority ; 8. he is in himself true, with
out depending on any one.—The masters in Israd
not the only ones who have remained far below their

own ideal.—What in each sphere is permitted and
what not, must be made out by Jesus.—The crafty

heart lies naked and open in its depths before the

Omniscient, Jer. xvii. 10, 11.—" Render to Cfflsar,'

&c., the fundamental law of the kingdom of God,
whereby: 1. On the one hand the relation of the

Christian to the earth ; 2. on the other hand his

vocation for heaven, is defined.—Our obligation to-

wards God the natural consequence of our relation

to God.—Kender to God what is God's : 1. A simple
but very comprehensive requirement; 2. a natural

but necessary requirement ; 3. a difficult but blessed

requirement.—How many are put to shame and con-

demned by this word of our Lord : 1. There are

those who give neither to Csesar nor to God ; 2. to

Caesar indeed, but not to God; !!. to God indeed,

but not to Csesar; 4. as well to God as to Ciesar

what is His own, but still too weakly, too slothfully,

and too little.—How the impotency of sin is every
time revealed anew.—The best tribute have His
foes stubbornly refused the Messiah, and there-

fore with the fullest right paid forced tribute to

Cassar.

Starke :—When an ungodly man makes himself

devout, he is worse than bad.

—

Bibl. Wirt.

:

—The
ungodly continually torment themselves.

—

Brentics :

—To be able to settle their position and unsettle it

is a troublesome evil, but the righteous marks it and
abominates it.

—

Jfova Bibl. Tub.:—Even the un-

godly can tell the truth, and God may use them as

instruments for His glory.—The children of the devil

have great likeness to their father.—Take time in

everything, and answer considerately.—It is a sin-

gular wisdom to convict the enemies of the truth

by their own words.

—

Luxhek:—Fear of God and
honor due the king are two fundamental partic-

ulars of the Christian religion, which are inseparably

united.

—

Hedinoer:—To every one his own, to God
obedience, to our neighbor love, to the government
its dues, to the devil sin (? rejection).—The spirit-

ual and the secular realm must neither abrogate nor
hinder one another.

—

Brentius:—The Divine truth

imposes at the last on all witlings an eternal silence.—Heubner :—The true Christian is to be hfted above
political parties.—The true saint inspires a reverence

even in his enemies.—The saints are not fools.—The
best Christian the best subject.—Of the three sys-

tems, the hierarchical, the territorial, and the col-

legia! system, the latter appears to admit best of

agreement with this passage.—FuoHS;—Render to

God what is God's : 1. A penitent; 2. believing; 3.

patient; 4. obedient heart.

—

Couard;—The confes-

sion of His enemies that Christ teaches the way of

God aright obliges us : 1. To receive His doctrine

believingly ; 2. to follow His doctrine willingly ; 8.

to work for His doctrine with joyful courage.

—

Wes-
termetek :—The right hand of the Lord getteth the

victory.

On the Pericope.—^Ahlfeld :—The world's craft

shattered against the simplicity of the humble Chris-

tian.

—

Gabler :—What assures us best against th«

falsehood of the world ?—Stier :—Why and how
are we as Christians subject to every earthly authoi
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rity ?

—

Seubeet ;—The true Christian is also the

freest citizen.—SxEiNjiETER:— In all uncertainties

Bay only : Show me the coin ! Look upon it care-

fully, whose its image and superscription is, and then

render *o every one his own. If you are wavering

on the Lord's day, whether you should use it for

earth! ( activity or for participation in the sweet ser-

vices of the Lord's house, only look upon the coin

;

the image and superscription of this day is God's : He
hath hallowed it ; therefore must we give Him what

is His own, &o.

—

Asndt :—The repulse of the Pkar

isees : 1. The rich intelligence ; 2. the widely lom
prehensive application of the pregnant answer ol oui

Lord.—By this requirement to give every one noi

what we please, but what belongs to him, the mighl

of selfishness is broken, from which the whole attaci

and coalition of the Pharisees and Herodians hat

proceeded.—The Lord addresses Himself with thi

His principle to the natural feeling of right, whid
even in fallen man is yet extant.

3. Controversy with the Sadducees concerning the Resurrection (Vss. 27-40).

(Parallels : Matt. xxii. 23-33 ; Mark xii. 18-27.)

27 Then came to him certain of the Sadducees, which deny that there is any resurrec

28 tion ; and they asked him. Saying, Master [Teacher], Moses wrote unto us, If any

man's brother die, having a wife, and he die without children, that his brother should

29 take his wife, and raise up seed [posterity] unto his brother. There were therefore

30 seven brethren: and the first took a wife, and died without children. And the second'

31 took her to wife, and he died childless. And the tliird took her; and in like manner
32 the seven [omit 3 words following] also: and they left no children, and died. Last

33 [Finally] of all [om., of all] the woman died also. Therefore in the resurrection whose
34 wife of them is she?'' for [the] seven had her to wife. And Jesus answering^ said

unto them. The children [uiot ] of this world [aicuFos] marry, and are given in marriage

:

35 But they which shall be [have been, KaTaliw^ejrfs] accounted worthy to obtain that

world, and the resurrection from the dead, neither marry, nor are given in marriage:

36 Neither [For neither] can they die anymore: for they are equal unto the angela

[lo-ayyeXoi] ; and are the children [vioi] of God, being the children [wot] of the resur-

37 rection. Now that the dead are raised, even Moses shewed [has disclosed] at the bush
(Ex. iii. 6*), when [or, since, is] he calleth the Lord the God of Abraham, and the

38 God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob. For [Now, St] he is not a God of the dead [of

dead men*], but of the living [of living ones] : for all live unto him [or, for him all are

39 living]. Then [And] certain of the scribes answering said. Master [Teacher], thou
40 hast well said. And [For*] after that they durst not ask him any question at all.

^ Vs. 30.—[Omit all after the figure,] according to the reading of B., [Cod. Sin.,] Jj., 157. The greater fulness of the
Secepfa appears to have arisen from old glosses and from a certain impulse of completion. See details in Tiechendorf.

2 Vs. 33.—The most exact arrangement of words appears to be that of B., L. : 17 yvvri ovv ev rj} avao-rao-ct, k.t.X.,
** The woman, therefore, in the resurrection, whose wife does she becoTne 0/ the seven?** [Cod. Sin. has simply : e. t. a. tlvov
etrrai, yvvrj.—C. C. S.]

^ Vs. 31.—The ajTotfpiOei's of the Recepta is apparently only an interpolation from the parallel.
[* Vs. 37,

—
*En-t T^5 ^arov, i. e., ia the division of Exodus which takes its name from the account of tic humiiig hush.

As is known, the division of verses not being used anciently, the only way of referring to a particular passage was to
designate it by the name of some remarkable person, or object, or circumstance mentioned in it. Comp. E,oni. si. 2,—C. C. S.]

[^ Vs. 38.—©eb? 6e ouk Icttii' veKfii^v aXXa ^dtvTtjiv. It is hard to translate this so as to make it both perspicuous and
concise. " A God of the dead ... of the living," implies that the dead and the living are regarded as two actually exists
iDg_ classes, in which sense it would be, of course, impious to afdrm that God was not the God of both. The absence of tha
article before veKpojv and ^utvTtoi' of course indicates that they are conceived indefinitely, as two possible classes, of which
it is_denied that the fonner can have any covenant relations with God. As God afBrnis, nevertheless, that the' departed
patriarchs still stand in covenant rehation to Him, the inference is necessary, that they cannot be veKpoi in any true sense.
They (and all their spiritual posterity) are destined to immortal life.—0. C. S.]

J8
Ye. 40.—Van Oosterzee rightly roads yap, with Tischendorf, Meyer, Tregelles, Alford, on the authority of B. L.

(Cod. Sin.,) 5 cursives, and the Coptic version. As Meyer remarks, yap was not understood. It was not perceived'that
the subsequent silence of the scribes was foretokened in the unwonted modesty into which they had been awed, and which
»ppcars in their concluding remark.—C. C. S.]

came forward with their well-known interroga-
tion Teipi^ouTfs, on which account it is peihapa
not absolutely necessary to assume that they really
undertook to bring the Saviour, however He might
answer, into some sort of personal inconvenience.
But undoubtedly they mean, in the persuasion that
He agreed with the Pharisees in believing the re-
surrection of the dead, to expose the unreasonable-
ness of this faith, and secondly also of His doctrine
and in case they succeeded m "snatching a word fronj
Hun which contradicted this hope, they would havi

EXEGETIOAL AND CMTICAIi.

Vs. 27. Then came to Him The attempt to

entice our Saviour within the sphere of the con-
troversy between poUtics and religion, had entirely

miscarried ; now they seek to allure Him upon
another not less dangerous territory, to entangle Him
in the strife between the purely sensual and the
strictly religious view of the world. In none of
the Synoptics do we learn that the Sadducees
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riewed it and used it as an advantage obtained over
their Pharisaic opponents, and one not to be de-
spised. Perhaps also the position which our Saviour
had taken in respect to the Pharisees, gave them oc-
casion to ascertain for once whether He who had ex-
pressed Himself so anti-Pharisaically, would prove of
in equalli' anti-Sadducean temper.

Sadducees.—In order to judge aright their con-
duct, as also to judge aright Jesus' way of acting
with reference to it, we must first remark that they,
when they speak of the resurrection, mean thereby
not merely the continuance of the soul after death,

but also the bodily revivification of the dead, which
the popular faith expected at the napoutria of the
Messiah. They conceived the seven brothers, not as

successively reanimated one after another sub-

sequently to death, but as awakened contempora-
neously with the last deceased woman eV iax^tri

iliiepif, and cannot now Imagine with whom she must
then anew connect herself. Secondly, that they knew
this doctrine only in the travestied, grossly sensuous

form, in which the pride and the earthly-mindedness

of their days had clothed it, and with this form reject

therefore the idea that lies at its basis. The case

feigned by them had been perhaps often used by
themselves, or by those of their sentiments, in order

vividly to set forth the unreasonableness of this

popular faith. Finally, that they had hitherto ap-

peared less publicly and less hostilely than the Phar-

isees against our Lord, on which account also He
does not deal with them so severely as with the

others. As frivolous friends of the world, they had
hitherto moreover felt themselves less than the proud

Pharisees offended and injured by our Lord. But
before the end of His public Ufe it was to appear, as

it actually does in this interview, that unbelief and

earthly-mindedness hate and assail the King of truth,

not less than the hypocrisy of the Pharisees.

Vs. 28. Moses wrote unto us See Deut. xxv.

6-10. " Thus do they commence, purposing to prove

irrefutably (although they, scarcely suppressing de-

risive laughter, only propose a question as to this),

that this Moses in this, as in all his laws, cannot

possibly have presupposed a resurrection." Stier.

By the representation of the palpable unreasonable-

ness of the belief in it, they wish to furnish an in-

direct apology for their own unbehef. Since the

whole emphasis, in the case here presupposed, must

be laid upon the fact that children are not left be-

hind, we cannot be surprised that this, vs. 31, is

mentioned even before the areiavoi/.

Vs. 34. And Jesus answering.—The very fact

that our Lord accounts so unreasonable a question, and

one proposed with so dubious an intent, yet worth

the honor of an answer, may be regarded as a sign

of His condescending grace ; but in particular the

contents and tone of His words are a striking revela-

tion of His wisdom and love. He answers this time

not as in the former case with a cutting stroke, but

with a more extended development of thought.

Matthew communicates it sunply and definitely

;

Mark gives a hvelier dramatic representation thereof

icomp., e.ff., Mark xii. 24 with Matt. xxii. 29); Luke

roes a freer way, and has here also some singvlaria

if the utmost importance, vss. 34-36. Comp. with

Matt. xxii. 30 ; Mark xii. 25. On the other hand he

passes over the beautiful commencement of the dis-

course of our Lord : Matt, xxii 29 ; Mark xii. 24, in

which Jesus discloses the twofold source of their

teusurable error.

The children of this world.—Xo*. an intima-

tion of the moral character of the men who are here

described (De Wette), as in ch. xvi. 8, but in general

all who live in the pre-Messianic period of the world,

—They marry and are given in marriage.—This

is not here, as in ch. xvii. 27, stated as a proof of

carelessness and worldly-mindedness, but on the

other hand as a consequence of their present con-

dition, which however shall cease with the beginning of

the new period of the world.—Karaflaiaei/Tcr.—Those
who are accounted worthy to inherit the future world

(comp. 2 Thess. i. 5) are those in whom the moral
conditions for the attainment of future blessedness

are found.

Vs. 35. To obtain that world.—The Messianla

aldv is conceived as coinciding with the resurrection

of the rigTUeotis, ch. xiv. 14, which is here exclusively

spoken of It is a privilege which is not communi-
cated to all, but only to the i/tAeKToTt, while those

who at the moment of the iropoi/iric have not died but

are found yet living, are here not farther spoken of.

But of those who have become participants of the

highest privilege and have been awakened to the

new life, our Lord now declares that they then never

marry nor are given in marriage. In other words,

the whole question of the Sadducees rests upon an

incorrect conception of the future life. Marriage is

here represented simply by occasion of the case

feigned as the summary of all merely sensual, sexual

relations ; essentially the same thing is taught which
Paul announces, 1 Cor. xv. 50.

Vs. 36. For neither can they die any more.

—

The cause, why there is then no longer any need of

any marriage or any need of sexual propagation,

smce death has now ceased to reign, nay, has become
a physical impossibility, while previously it might
have been called a law of nature.—For they are
equal unto the angels, lady-yeKot. In Matthew and
Mark : dis 4775X01 01 h toIs ovpav. With masterly

tact our Lord here, by the way, vindicates against

the Sadducees the beUef in the existence of angels as

personal beings. Acts xxiii. 8. At the same time it

appears from this that the holy angels are raised no*,

only above the danger, but also above the possibiUty

of dying. Finally : They are the children ol

God, being the children of the resurrection

(sharers in the resurrection). This last statement

brings us here to the idea of a Divine sonship, not

in the ethical, as in Matt. v. 9, but in the physical,

sense, as in Luke iii. 38. God is the ground of a

new life imparted to them, and they may therefore

be called His children ; other children and therefore

other marriages have no longer a place. By a so

purely spiritual representation of the life of the re-

surrection, Pharisaism is at the same time opposed,

which continually loved most to dream of a feast in

the bosom of the patriarchs :
" Jesus shows that

both parties, the Pharisaical and the Sadducean, were

involved in Uke error, and that neither had grasped

the higher sense of the Scripture nor a just idea of

God." Von Ammon, Lehen Jesu, iii. p. 216.

Vs. 87. 'ZyilpovTai.—So firm stands this hope be-

fore the eye of our Lord, that He speaks not in the

future but in the present, without this, however,

entitUng us to assume that He taught a resurrection

ensuing immediately after death.

Even Moses has disclosed.—" Note the care-

fully chosen ifiiiwafv, which denotes the proclaiming

of something hidden. Kal MwBir^s. Even Moses,
to whom ye appeal for the proof of the direct op
posite." Meyer. As to the question how far thii

appeal of our Saviour to the Pentateuch affords •
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proof that the Sadducees acknowledged only this part

of the Old Testament canon, see Lange on Matt. xxii.

81 ; and as to the force of the argument which our

Lord here uses for the doctrine of personal im-

mortality, see Stiee, ad loc. If here nothing but a

dialectical dexterity and Rabbinical hermeneutica

had been displayed, our Saviour's answer would then

hardly have made so deep and mighty an impression.

It ia true, in the words :
" The God of Abr.iham,

Isaac, and Jacob," the primary sense is :
" The God

who during their life was the protecting God of these

men," and it would of itself, from the fact that God
had once protected them, not necessarily follow that

this protection still endured centuries later. But

the protecting God had been at the same time the

covenant God ; at the estabhshment of the Covenant,

there had a personal communion between Creator

and creature come into existence, and since He
therein named Himself their God, He had therewith

assured to them the full enjoyment of His favor and

fellowship. And should this enjoyment restrict itself

only to the limits of this life ? Of a being that had

lived in fellowship with God, should there soon be

nothing more extant than a handful of dust and

ashes? Would not God be asliamed to name Him-
self centuries after their decease a God of wasting

corpses ? Impossible ! Then He would at all events

have had to say :
'* I have been the God of Abraham,

Isaac, and Jacob." God as the Personal One con-

tracts a covenant with men, and calls Himself after

them. They must therefore be eternal, because they

are the children of the Covenant of the everlasting God.

Vs. 38. For Him all are living.—This sentence

Luke adds to the declaration which he has in common
with Matthew and Mark, " God is not a God of the

dead, but of the living." A subhme declaration,

especially if we do not limit the -mivTfs to the viKpoi

alone, but refer it to all creatures, which we com-
monly distinguish into living and dead. This dis-

tinction is in the Divine view entirely removed : for

Him, aiiT^, there are only living ones, whether they

may have breathed out their breath or not. This is

a proof, therefore, that even the death of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob could be for God no hindrance to

be called enduringly their God. The visible world

of men and the invisible world of spirits both stand

before God's eye as one communion of hving ones.

Into the question of the connection between the un-

interrupted life of souls after death, and the future

resurrection of the body, our Lord does not here

particularly enter.

Vs. 39. And certain of the Scribes.—Perhaps

Bome of the Sadducees belonged to these, and there-

fore gave utterance to a better fceling than the

wonted one, but more probably we have here to

understand them as being Pharisees, who it is likely

had not all left the field, and who certainly could

never have been more inclined to forget their recent

defeat, and frankly and openly to praise our Lord,

than just now, after He had thus publicly humbled
their deadly enemies. Luke expressly points us

(vs. 10) to the fact that this extorted praise came in

the place of farther questions, which no one ventured

longer to address to the Saviour. In order not to

be entirely superfluous, they render homage to the

Victor, while they do not venture any longer to

challenge the enemy again. From Matt. xxii. 34-40
and Mark xii. 28-34, it appears however that after

the Sadducees, there still came forward s scribe with

the question respecting the chief commandment. See

Lahge, ad loc.

DOCTEINAIi AND ETHICAL.

1. See on the parallels in Matthew and Mark.

2. In order to do full justice to the argument hert

used by our Lord for the resun-ection, we must re-

cognize that this rests not upon the abn*ract gram-

matical signification of the words in themfielves, but

upon the rich sense of the whole declaration, and that

our Saviour does not assert that in this utterance the

resurrection is taught, but only tliat it is thereby

silently presupposed. By a just deduction. He derives

the hope of eternal life from a declaration in which

certainly no one without this index would have dis-

covered it. What He finds therein is, however,

primarily nothing more than the germ of a faith-

against which they scoffingly come forward, but a

germ which, for His celestially clear view, was per

fectly and necessarily contained therein. He shows

therefore here in a striking manner how, even in the

oldest documents, declarations appear which, if they

are maturely weighed, must have necessarily led to

faith in immortality, although thereby it is not meant

that He could not have cited any stronger and more
unequivocal declarations concerning these from the

Prophets and Psahns. No wonder that even in later

Rabbins, the proof here brought by Jesus is often

repeated in a different way, and therefore at the

same time an indirect confirmation of its usefulness

has been afforded. See Sghottgen, HorcB hebr. ad

h. I.

3. A very special attention is deserved by the ex-

ceedingly peculiar manner in which our Lord here

establishes the doctrine of the resurrection. Far
removed from the position of philosophers, who 6eek

to deduce their ideas of immortality from the nature

of the human soul, and therefore will demonstrate

the doubted by the unknown. He finds on the other

hand the firmest ground of eternal life in the per-

sonal fellowship of man with God. But herewith He
gives us also indirectly to know that man, for the full

persuasion of His own immortality, must first have
become assured of personal fellowship with God, and
have become conscious of it. He thereby points the

Sadducees to the inmost ground of their doubts,

which lies nowhere else than in the sundering of
their inner life from Him, and designates at the same
time the true ground of hope for the future, and the
sole way to perfect certainty thereof The religious

philosophy and apologetics of earlier and later times,

would certainly have lost nothing if they had
followed this example more faithfully, and had
not adventured the attempt to demonstrate the
immortality of the soul to those who do not as yet
beheve m the living God, and have not even a faint

conception of personal fellowship with Him. The
deepest experience of our own heart teaches us that

without these premises the faith in immortality ia

partly uncertain, partly unrefreshing, and that man,
so long as he has not found God, loses also himself.
This way moreover all the believers of the Old, nay,
even those of the New Testament have walked ; only
after they knew themselves assured of God and His
favor, did they gain certainty also of eternal life.

See Ps. xvi. 10, 11 ; Ixxiii. 25, 26; Ixxxiv. 12; Rom.
viii. 88, 39. But this inmost ground of divine hope
is absolutely unpregnable, so long at least as all

the nerves of the inward religious life are not d&
stroyed.

4. The question whether and how far the im
mortality of the soul is taught in the Old TestamenS
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ta by this utterance of oit Saviour sufficiently an-,

iwered. Certainly, as a dogma that could be dog-
matically proved by a number of loci claesici, this
doctrine in the Old Testament is not present in a
developed form. The reference to reward and punish-
ment in the future life, would have been in the whole
Mosaic economy no profitable, but rather a hetero-
geneous, disturbing element. Only through the gospel,
*nd not through the law, could life and immortaUty
be brought to light, 2 Tim. i. 10. Immortality was
therefore no such dogma of the Old Testament
as, for instance, the unity and holiness of Jehovah.
Comp. Haveeniok, Vorlesungen uber die Theologie des
A. T. pp. 105-111. This however does not exclude
the fact, that for the individual expectation of be-
lievers, there existed a firm ground and wide field.

If any one was conscious that God was his God, then
he knew also that He would everlastingly remain so,

and that whoever had experienced His fellowship
might fall asleep in the hope of hereafter beholding
His face in righteousness, Ps. xvii. 15. Taking all

together, we may say that the hope of a Jacob, a
David, an Asaph, and others, was quite as firm but not
quite as clear as that of the sons of the New Covenant
is. " Moreover we have here to consider what doc-
trine of immortality is understood.—The rationalistic

doctiineis nothing better than the doctrine of Sheol.

Everything depends upon gaining the conception

of life after death, not that of bare existence. The
latter has no religious interest whatever."

5. The conception of God, from which our Saviour
here proceeds ; God, no dead unit but the living God,
ia not only that of the Old but also that of the New
Covenant, and the metaphysical foundation of the

Christian doctrine of the Trinity. A similar relation

to that between God and the creature exists also

between our Lord and His people, since His life in

them is the inmost ground of their immortal life, see

John xiv. 19.

6. From this didactic discourse of our Lord, it

results that the Christian conception of angels has

not only an sesthetical and ontological, but also a very

decided practical significance. As the angels stand

in personal relation to man {see ch. ii. 14 ; xv. 10), so

are we also called hereafter to take part in their joy

;

and whoever now affirms that there are no angels

whatever, converts thereby the prospect opened to us

by our Lord, of becoming hereafter ladyy^KoL^ into a

vain illusion.

T. The declaration that those who have risen

again do not marry, but are like the angels, has often

been used as an indirect argument against the angelic

hypothesis of Kurtz a. o. on Gen. vi. 2. On the other

hand, we must not fail to note that our Saviour speaks

undoubtedly of that which the angels do not do, but

not of that which they never could do, and that the

present purely spiritual life of the angels may very

well have been preceded by a previou.i catastrophe

or fall of some of them.

8. With utter injustice some have seen in that

which our Lord says about marrying and giving in

marriage, an indirect disparagement of marriage.

The history of celibacy proves, in opposition to these,

what consequences the anticipation of the angelic

state here portrayed has for public and private

morality. " Grace and the Holy Ghost do not remove

the propensities of nature, nor destroy them, as the

monks dreamed, but where nature is distorted the

Holy Ghost heals it and puts it exultingly on its feet,

brings it again to its true condition." Luther. It

•Ten appears indirectly from the LeviraU lav, that a

second marriage cannot possibly have in itself any
thing immoral. But this doctrine does indeed Implj
an earnest warning against such matrimonial con-

nections as establish no higher than a merely sensua.'

fellowship. Not as man and wife, but liri-yyfKoi, shall

the redeemed see one another again, and only that in

married love is eternal which in its ground is spiritual.

From this position we learn to understand the counsel

of the Apostle, 1 Cor. vii. 29-31.

9. In the example of our Lord an important
intimation is given to Apologists, how they also may
best vindicate against the Sadducees of our day
the revealed truth ; in such wise, that is, that they

place themselves on the impregnable ground of the

Scriptures ; that they show how the imperfect foiiD

in which the truth is represented, does not of itself

entitle as to reject its substance also as unreason-

able ; that they lay bare the innermost grounds of
the ignorance which conceals itself behind the es-

cutcheon of all so-called, highly vaunted science. In

this way even the simplest Christian gains the right

of exclaiming to the apostles of unbelief: noKi

HOMILETICAI, AKD PEACTICAl.

The leaven of the Sadducees not less destructive

than the leaven of the Pharisees, Matt. xvi. 6.—The
difference and agreement between the Jewish Sad-
ducees and the heathen Epicureans.—The denial of
the resurrection in its different forms ; 1. Thorough
materialism, 1 Cor. xv. 32 ; 2. one-sided spiritualism,

2 Tim. ii. 1 8.—The authority of the law even for

those who occupy an unbelieving position.—The
eternal substance in the temporal form of the Levi-

rate law.—Childless marriage.—The long and re-

peated condition of widowhood.—The dangerousness
of an excessively sensuous conception of the future

life.—The future life : 1. A continuance of the present,

but also ; 2. an antithesis to the same.—Marriage
should be counted honorable in all, Heb. xiii. 4.

—

The supreme inheritance ; 1. Wherein it consists ; 2.

who becomes worthy of it.—In heaven there is no other

marriage than the marriage of the Lamb, Rev. xix.

1.—Propagation and mortality in their inseparable

connection.—In what respect the blessedness of the

redeemed may even exceed that of the angels.—The
angels: 1. Purely spiritual; 2. perfectly pure; 3.

eternally immortal ; 4. supremely blessed beings.

—

God's Son became a little less than the angels,

that He might make His redeemed equal to the

angels.—The children of the resurrection the broth-

ers of the inhabitants of heaven.^The resurrection

of the dead a mystery, beginnmg to be unfolded even

by Moses.—The burning bush itself a proof that by
God's omnipotence that may be preserved and r"

newed which by nature is destroyed.—The blessed-

ness of a soul to which the Lord has said : I God am
thy God.—God's covenant faithfulness the highest

pledge foi the everlasting life of His people.—God the

God of the living: 1. The majesty which He as such

reveals ; 2. the blessedness which He as such bestows

;

3. the glory which He as such should receive.—The
absolute opposition of life and death, the natural

fruit of our limited view of the world.—In God's

eyes, death has no reality.—The great chasm be-

tween the position of the Sadducees and that of oui

Lord ;—they see nothing but death ; He sees nothing

but life.—The involuntary homage which even hos-

tility offered to the Saviour's Divine superiority.—
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He that is reduced to silence, ia not yet thereby by
iny means won for the truth.

Starke:^ CKiMEK: — God's word becomes to

many the savor of death unto death, 2 Cor. ii. 16.

—

BRENTins :—The posterity of the Pharisees and Sad-

ducees have ever wrought great harm to Christendom,

and there is in the last days even something worse to

be feared, 2 Tim. iii. 1.—The devil is a singular

enemy of marriage.

—

Bibl, Wirt:—Human reason
learchea out in matters of religion unreasonable
things wherewith to subvert the truth of the Divine

irord.—Let men content themselves with what Christ

has revealed to us of the future world.

—

Quesnel :

—

The remembrance and recompense of the righteous

cannot be lost.—When a man's ways please the

Lord, He maketh even his enemies to be at peace
with him.—The silence of enemies not always a sign

of conversion.

Heuehee :—Insipid as this objection of the Saddu-
cees is, quite as insipid are all others against the
facts in the life of Christ.—The darkening or sup-
pression of the Scriptures has either despotism in

the faith, or anarchy in the faith, as its result.—

•

Belief in the angels pervades the most intimate and
highest relations of man.—It is very comprehensible
why the Scripture even here reveals to us many
things concerning the angels.—Christ's argument no
empty, delusive argument kut' ivSipunov, as the heroes
of accommodation say.

—

Arndt :—The repulse of the
Sadducees : 1. The assault ; 2. the defence ; 8. the

consequences resulting therefrom.—W. Hofacker :

—

Christ over against the Sadducees of His and our

day. We direct our eyes : 1. To the Sadducees ; and 2

to the position which Christ has taken in reference

to them.—C. Palmer :—God, a God not of the dead

but of the living.—On this rests a. the hope of eterna.

life to those whose God He is, b. but whoever will

have such hope must become spiritually living.

—

Tholuck :—On the feast of the dead : Before

God the dead live {Fred. ii. p. 264 seq.).—Another

in the six sermons upon Religious Questions of the

Time, 1845, 1846, p. 60 seq., and at the feast of the

dead : Whereby may a man become firm in his faith

in an eternal life?

—

Dr. B. ter Haar, Theological

Professor in Utrecht:—For Him all are living: 1.

They live ; 2. they live to God ; 3. they all live to

Him. Therefore an imperishable, a holy, a blessed,

a social Ufe.

—

Van Oosterzee :—They are equal to

the angels of God in heaven : 1. What there will fall

away? What is incompatible with angelic perfec-

tion. Our Lord says the angels marry not, sin not,

die not ; we shall therefore cease to be a. sensuous,

h. sinful, c. mortal, beings ; 2. What wiU there re-

main ? what is kindred to angelic perfection : a. the

angelic purity that was here striven after, h. the

angelic love that was here cherished, c. the angelic

joy that was here tasted ; 3. What will there begin ?

what arises from angelic perfection : a. higher de-

velopment, b. more perfect communion, c. more un-

limited complacency of God, than the soul here upon
earth enjoys.—In conclusion, the momentousness of
this teaching of our Saviour : 1. For the frivolous

Sadducees; 2. the high-minded Pharisees; 3. the

sincere but weak disciples even of the present day.

4. Direct Controversy with the Pharisees on the part of Jesus (Vss. 41-47).

(Paiallel to Matt. xxji. 41-46 ; xriii. 14 ; Mark xii. 85-40.)

tl, 42 And he said unto them, How say they that [the] Christ is David's son? And \yet\

David himself saith in the book of Psalms, The Lord said nnto my Lord, Sit thou on
43 my right hand, Till I make thine enemies thy footstool [lit, Till I place thine enemies
44 as a footstool of thy feet]. David therefore calleth him Lord, how is he then [and how
45 is he] his son? Then in the audience of all the people [while all the people were hs-

46 tening] he said unto his disciples,' Beware of the scribes, which desire [or, like] to walk
m long robes, and love greetings in the markets, and the highest seats in the syna-

47 gogues, and the chief rooms [places] at feasts; Which devour widows' houses, and" for

a shew make long prayers : the same shall receive greater damnation [condemnation].

' Vs, 45.—npbi aiTTou!, to which Tischendort gives the preference, [also Alford,] has no other authorities for it than ft
,As an coclesi.ast.ioal lection bepms here, Alford explains the Reccpta as having arisen very early ft-om the wish to sneclf?
tuTovs. But it is strange that only a single anthority should have retained the true reading.—C. C. S ]

i" J

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vs. 41. And He sziid unto them.—The con-

flict between our Lord and His antagonists has here
visibly reached a turning-point. Long enough has
He answered their questions ; now He on His part

takes the initiative, in order that the continued si-

lence which He also maintained might not wear the
guise of perplexity. From Matthew we perceive that

the question was addressed to the collective body of
the Pharisee? here present (Matt. xxii. 46) ; from Mark
(Mark xii. 35), that He therewith answers de facto
all their former invectives against Him ; from Luke

(comp. vs. 45), that our Lord handles the point it
question with the greatest possible publicity. First
did He put the enemy to flight : now He also on His
part passes on to the pursuit.

How say they—Not in the sense of " How is

it possible that they so speak ? " but, " In what sense
is this name given to the Messiah ? " There is a dis-
tmction between the question which. Matt. xvi. IS,
is addressed to the disciples and that which is here
addressed to the Pharisees. There our Lord mqnires
after their view as to His own person; here He
speaks in general, entirely objectively, respecting thf
Christ, the object of their expectation. Luke, whc
gives the account with the utmost possible condena*
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fion, passes over the ajiswer, " David's Son," in order
to let the second question : (cal airas, &c., follow im-
mediately upon the first.

Vs. 42. And yet David himself saith.—That
the Messiah was to be David's Son was, it is true, not
the universal (comp. John vii. 27), but yet the most
current, conception. It would be an entire perver-
sion, however, of our Saviour's intention in making
the citation from David, to suppose (Weisse, Evang.
Ocfch. i. p. 168) that He wished thereby to coutro-

vei t the conception in itself as an ungrounded or in-

different one, and to point to the truth that the Christ

was rather to be called David's Lord. No : He pro-

ceeds the rather with His enemies e concessis : the

Messiah u David's Son, an homage which we linow

that He often received without gainsaying.- But now
He proposes to them for solution the enigma, how
David could yet speak of his Son at the same time

as his Lord. To a generally acknowledged truth He
attaches the conception of a higher, almost forgotten

one.

In the Book of Psalms.—We seek in vain also

in Luke for the very pregnant hint found in Matthew
and Mark, that David spoke iv irviiij.oLTi. Yet even

according to his statement the Lord designates the

110th Psalm as a Messianic and Davidic one. In

reference to the last point, critical investigation need

not, it is true, be bound by this form of the citation,

since our Saviour was evidently here not concerned

with rendering critical judgment ; but, on the other

hand, a considerate criticism will certainly only ven-

ture upon sure grounds to deny the Davidic origin-

ality of this Psalm. But as respects the first point,

we willingly acknowledge that it requires more cour-

age than we possess in order, after so decided a

declaration, to dispute the Messianic import of this

psalm, wliicli, moreover, is sufficiently estabUshed by
Stier, Hoffman, tlengstenberg, and others. The
question of the conception wliich the poet himself

connected with the Schehlimini, does not lie within

the spliere of our investigation ; but that the poet

in the element of the Spirit has greeted the Messiah as

his Lord, can only be disputed by such expositors as,

like those of the Jews, would place their author-

ity above that of our Lord.

Vs. 44. How is He his Son ?—The question,

how David in his Son—that is, one standing below

himself—could at the same time honor his Lord, and

therewith one who stood above him, ia for us Chris-

tians scarcely a question any longer, sinus we have

been initiated into the secret of the Divine nature of

he Messiah. To the Jews, on the other hand, who

expected a Messiah endowed with heavenly gifts and

energies, and that as an earthly king, who was to be

in a Theocratic and not in a metaphysical sense God's

Son, the matter was not so evident. It appears that

the dead monotheism to which they surrendered

themselves, especially after the exile, closed the eyes

of most to the pregnant intimations which even in

the Old Testament were here and there given respect-

ing the supernatural descent and Divine dignity of

the Messiah. The Lord will therefore show them

that their whole Christology is imperfect and contra-

dicta itself, so long as this integral element is want-

ing to It. He brings them to silence by pomting them

to a sanctuary whose key they had lost. He wishes

to stir them up to profounder reflection upon the

fcnith which they had either never yet understood

or had looked upon as blasphemy against God, and

greeted with stones. In -this way He will cure them

jnce for all of their carnal expectations, and show

them that He is in no wise minded to direct Himself

according to their egoistic wishes. Even to-day tht

Jews are not in condition to answer satisfactorily the

enigma proposed to them by the Great Master. Cojnp

the Ebionitic conception of the Messiah as <pi\oi

Sj/ftpcuTTos, and the Christological confession whicl:

the Jew Trypho, in Justin Martyr, has given.

Vs. 45. While all the people were listening

—Matthew (xxii. 4B) and Mark (xii. 37) communi-
cate especially the impression which this last ques-

tion of our Lord made; Luke visibly hurries on and

communicates only a little of the extended warning

which our Lord before leaving the temple uttered in

reference to the Pharisees and scribes. Comp. Matt.

xxiii. 1-36. In the little that he mentions of it he faith-

fully follows Mark, while he himselfhas already (ch. xi.

37-64), preserved many a terrific " Woe to you " of

the Lord in another connection. Respecting the his-

torical accuracy of this arrangement see above (on

ch. xvii. 20-37). Yet even from his compendious

account (ch. xx. 41-47), there appears so much aa

this : that our Lord, after He had proposed that ques-

tion to the Pharisees upon which they are not even

to tills day clear, turns forever away from them, in

order to address Himself to the more receptive

people, and to warn them yet once again before His

departure, against the bhnd leaders of the blind.

Luke mentions particularly in addition (vs. 45) that

our Lord addressed these warnings to His disciples

(not exclusively the apostles, but a wider circle of

His followers), yet coram populo.

Vs. 46. Beware of the scribes.—The scribes,

as the worst corrupters of the people among all the

Pharisees, are here particularly brought forward and

drawn from life
;
yet not according to their inward

character, but according to their external guise. The
Lord depicts their behavior : 1. In social life—the

self-complacency with which they go about, tV aro^ms,

by which we have especially to understand the wide

TalUth reaching down even to the feet ; the value

which they lay upon being universally greeted in tha

market, as well as upon extended titles ; 2. in the

Synagogues, where they lay claim to the irpwrow-a^e-

Spias, which are allotted according to office and law

;

3. in the house, where they transfer the controversy

of rank for the place of honor from the Synagogue

to the feast, and seek to dispute with others the first

place ; 4. in the sphere of philanthropy, where they

devour widows' houses while they pretend to advance

their interests. Thus are hypocrisy, pride, and covet-

ousness the three chief traits of which their por-

trait is composed. The last reproach " has reference

primarily to the parasitism of the saints, who in long

exercises of devotion sought to acquire influence

with wealthy women and widows. The suseeptibihty

of the weaker sex has been ever an object of the at-

tention of devout friends of the world, and has never

yet lost anything of its attractive power."

Vs. 47. Greater damnation.—This expression

also appears to be an indirect proof that our Savioui

on this occasion brought up more than only this little

against the corrupters of the nation. It lay, how
ever, in the character of the Hellenistic, Pauline

Gospel of Luke, that He speaks with less partioulai-.

ily and detail than Matthew of the terrific judg-

ment with which our Lord, on leaving rhe temple,

shakes the dust from His feet. Here also holds good

what has been observed of Mark :
" For young Gen-

tile Christians the great sermon of denunciation

would have been in part unintelligible and in part too

strong a food."
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DOCTBINAIi AND ETHICAL.

1. The last question which our Lord proposes to

His enemies, is on His part the first step to an ir-

revocable farewell. He closes therewith for these

His work as Teacher, by proposing to them yet once

again to be pondered the great problem of His The-

anthropic personality ; what He will now hereafter

address to them will no more be uttered to instruct

them as Prophet, but in order to answer them as

High-Priest and King.

2. The last question with which Jesus parts from

His enemies affords the convincing proof that for

true Christianity everything depends on a correct

judgment of His glorious person. If conceptions of

fiaii.h [Glauhenshegriffe) were really a matter of quite

subordinate importance, and the assertion of ration-

alism were well founded—namely, that not the person

but the doctrine and example of our Lord are the

chief concern. He would scarcely have given Him-

self the trouble of encouraging the Pharisees to an

investigation which in this case would have con-

cerned a dry, exegetical, and abstract dogmatical

question.

3. On this occasion it plainly appears that our

Lord finds direct Messianic prophecies even in the

book of Psalms ; that He conceives David as with

his vision into the future taken up into a region of

the Spirit ; that to Him the prophetic Scripture, as

an inspired, was also a perfectly infallible, Scripture.

So long as one regards the Old Testament with His

eyes, neither the Nomistic over-valuation nor the

Gnostic contempt for the first and largest half of the

Scripture has a satisfactory prospect of finding great

acceptance in His church.

4. There is no book in which our Lord in His

last week has so lived as in the book of Psalms ; an

intimation which should not be neglected, particularly

by suifering and striving Christians.

5. There exists a palpable similarity between the

image which our Lord has here sketched of the

Pharisees and scribes, and Clericalism, especially

that of the middle ages. Altogether spontaneously,

one in reading the expression, vs. 47, thinks of the

presents which the church and the monkish orders

knew how to get for themselves, of the traffic in

masses for the dead, of the unhappy influence of the

confessional. The value also which they laid upon
sumptuous garments and places of honor, the predi-

lection for circumstantial titles, and the system of

reciprocal deification and homage has all revived

in many a form, and even to-day has not yet died

out. But it would betray a very short-sighted view,

if one knew how to find the traces of these perver-

sions nowhere else than merely within the jurisdic-

tion of Rome.
G. Severe, yet not too severe, is the tone where-

with our Lord prepares Himself to leave the sanctu-

ary. Perhaps we may even rather wonder that He
has not said more, than that He has not said less.

Nor may it be overlooked that He does not attack

the persons of His enemies in themselves, but their

principles, whose working was so utterly ruinous

;

that He by no means denies the existence of individ-

uals of a better mind among the scribes, but directs

His eye principally to the spirit ruling among them

;

that the salt of His speech must here often more
than elsewhere bite, if it was as yet even in any mea-
sure to stay the corruption. And may we not add
that our Lord felt even for Himself the necessity of

holding up to Himself the whole wickedness of Hil

enemies once more in an overwhelming picture (Matt,

xxiii.) ; that He might be able to rise up with sa

much the more power and dignity, and take of the

temple a leave which was to Him so indescribablj

melancholy ?

7. Immeasurable is the contrast between the first

and the last visit of our Lord to the temple. The

less may we leave unnoticed that the boy Jesus, who

once by His questions threw the teachers in Israel

into astonishment, and by His answers often made
them suddenly dumb, and the Messiah, who often on

the final day, both with questions and with answers,

nobly maintains the field, exhibit really one and the

same' character. The Divine Sonship then presaged

is now distinctly known.

HOMILETICAL AWD PEACTICAI,.

Even on the last day of His sojourn In the temple

our Lord, as once at the wedding in Cana, has kept

the best wine until the last.—The mystery of the

Divinely human dignity of our Lord : 1. Revealed to

David ; 2. concealed from the Pharisees ; 3. confirmed

by Jesus ; 4. brought for us to light.—The apparent

discrepancies in the Scripture can be resolved for us

only by Jesus Himself.—Sit Thou at My right hand

:

1. The power of this word ; 2. the right of this

word ; 3. the fruit of this word.—The devil in the

garment of a scribe.—The holy duty of calling evil

by its true name. Comp. Is. v. 20. —j?ss« quam vi-

deri.—How hypocrisy poisons: 1. Social; 2. mar-
ried ; 3. church, life.—The danger of a spiritless

formalism in the ministers of religion.—Hypocrisy

the sin which is always punished the hardest.

Starkb :—Let him whom the people like to hear

take note of the opportunity to do good.

—

Quesnel:
—Proud, ambitious, avaricious teachers are more
dangerous than the greatest sinners among the

people.

—

Hedinger;—Pride a sign of hypocrisy, be-

lieve it certainly ; if an angel came and were proud,

believe he were a devil. Psalm cxxxi. 1.—^Widows
can very easily be talked over and misled : they
should therefore take good heed to themselves ; but
woe to him that misleads them. 3 Tim. iii. &.

—

Bkentius :—It is an abomination above all abomi-
nations to deceive people and deprive them of their

property under the guise of godliness.

Heubnee :—Jesus here proposes no school-ques-
tion, but the highest, weightiest question hi fife.

—

It is a serious duty to become clear as to the person
of Jesus.—Christ is Lord absolutely of the whole
human race, even David's Lord ; His Lordship is the
highest and most blessed one ; Christocracy would
be the best constitution for us.—Arndt, Predigkn
ilber das Leben Jesu, iv. p. 261 :—The weightiest
article of faith in the Gospel. The Pharisees, with
their ' David's Son,' yet only expressed in substance
that Jesus was a man Uke all other men, only of
royal race. It was only the half, not the whole truth.
Even as our contemporaries, who also will let Christ
pass for a remarkably gifted and virtuous character,
and yet for a man such as they and all are. If Jesua
had been really only that and nothing higher, Ha
would have had to praise the answer of the Phari-
sees, and to say something like this : Ye are right:
and I see that ye are very much at home in Moset
and in the prophets. But our Lord is in uowisf
content with the answer

;. He demands, when th«
discourse is about the Messiah, a deeper penetia
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tion into the declarations of the Scripture, and into
the character of His person. Must He, therefore, if

God ah'eady calls Him Lord, even before He was
bom, not be infinitely more than David's Son—than
a mere man?

—

Palmek:—There is, according to this
inquiry, only one truth for our faith ; for a living
faith in God, in a providence, immortality, &c., is

impossible without a knowledge of Christ.

—

^Fcohs :

What think ye of Christ 1 In that name there is

implied that He is : 1. The greatest Prophet ; 2. the
true High-Priest ; 3. the eternal King.

—

Otto :—
Christ, David's Lord and Son.

—

Moll :—What think

ye of Christ, whose Son is He ? 1. A question of
life, which stands in the centre of all moral prob-

lems ; 2. a question of conscience, which lays hold
of the personal life in its deepest root ; 3. a question

of faith, which finds its solution only upon the soil ol
revelation.

C. Eevdations concerning the Paruaia, and Leave-takings in the midst of Hie Friends.

Chs. XXI.—XXII. 36.

The Leaving of the Temple. Prophecy of the Destruction of Jerusalem and the Fulnea*

of the Time.

1. The Widow's Mite (Ch. XXI. 1-4).

(Parallel to Mark xii. 41-44.)

1 And he looked up, and [Looking up, he], saw the [oni., thej rich men casting tlievr

2 gifts into the treasury. And he saw also a certain [some one and that a, rtva xai for

.3 /cai Tiva'] poor widow casting in thither two mites. And he said, Of a truth I say unto
4 yon, that this poor widow hath cast in more than they all : For all these have of their

abundance cast in unto the offerings of God :

' but she of her penury hath cast in all the
living that she had.

> Vs. 2.—Kat mtist not be expunged, nor with Lachmaim bracketed, but witb Tiscbendorf be placed after Ttca, as a
more particular description of the woman.

2 Vs. 4.—Tou i&iovt suspicious, as an explicative addition, which is wanting in B., [Cod. Sin.,] It., X., Cursives, Coptio
version, &c.

account that He designedly made such honorable
mention of this particular widow in order to make
the contrast yet stronger with the haughty and un-
loving Pharisees. He is now through with them. The
contrast was not made, but born of the reality of life.—Two mites, dio AewTa.—As to the pecuniary

value, see on the parallel in Mark. It is a question

of little account whether the Rabbinic rule, r,^mo

ponat \fin6v in cistatn eleemosynaruyn^ is reaUy ap-

plicable here, which Meyer disputes, and whether,

therefore, it was true that in no case could less than

two mites be cast into the ya(o<pv\dKiov. It cer-

tainly cannot be proved that this rule was applicable

also to the Sa>pa tov @eov. At all events, necessity

knows no law, and Bengel's remark, quormn unum
vidua relinet-e poterat, remains therefore true.

Vs. 3. UKelov ^tt^'Tall'.—It deserves to be noted
that our Lord does not at all censure or lightly

esteem the gifts of the rich. Not once again does

EXEaETIOAL AND CEITICAL.

Vs. 1. And looking up, amSAexlia!.—Here also

we must unite the accounts of Mark and Luke, in

order to be able to form to ourselves a correct con-

ception of the true course of this miniature but
lovely narrative. Evim this deserves to be noted,

that we see our Lord sitting so tranquilly in the

temple (KoSriaas, Mark) shortly after His terrific

" Woe to you ! " had resounded. He will avoid even

the slightest appearance of having gone away in any
excitement, or from any sort of fear of further at-

tacks. The place where we have to seek Him, over

against God's chest, is known to us also from John
viii. 20. We may understand the thirteen offering

chests (Shofaroth) which were marked with letters

of the Hebrew alphabet, and stood open there in

order to receive gifts for different sacred and benev-

olent purposes, about whose destination and ar-

rangement we find much that is interesting gathered

in LiGHTFOOT, Decas Chorograph. in Marmm, ch.

3. Perhaps, however, a particular treasure-chest is

meant, of which also Josephus speaks, Anl. Jvd.

3UX. 6, 1. Comp. 2 Kings xii. 9. Iti view of the

uncertainty of the matter, it is at least precipitate to

be so ready with the imputation that the Evangelists

have been inexact in their statement, like, for in-

stance, De Wette.

Vs 2. Some one, and that a poor -widow,

Tiva Kal x'i/""'-

—

1^^ notes on the text. Perhaps one

»fthose whose unhappy fate Jesus had just portrayed,

cb. IX. 47. We need not, however, assert on this

there resound a " Woe to you, ye hypocrites I " in

rebuke He will, after what has just been said in the

temple, not again open Hie mouth. Only He extola

far above the beneficence of these, the gift of the poor
widow. For the rich have of their abundance cast in

fis Tct 8wpa, that is, not ad monumenia preciosa^ ibi in

perpetuum dedicata (Bengel), but ad dona, in the-

sauro asservata. The woman, on the other hand,

gave of her poverty, atzavTa rbc ^iov hj/ elx^, comp,
ch. viii. 43 ; xv. 12 (yet more strongly and briefly,

Mark : irivTa oaa. etx^")- The value of her gift is,

therefore, reckoned not according to the pecuniary

amount, but accordmg to the sacrifice connected

therewith. How our Lord became acquainted witi
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the widow's necessity we do not know
;
perhaps she

belonged to those known as poor ; nothing binders

us, however, to refer it to the Divine knowledge
which penetrated the life of Nathanael and the Sama^
ritan woman. Enough, He shows that He has atten-

tively observed the work of love, and praises it be-

cause He knows out of what source it flowed. He
does not, it is true, directly compare the disposition,

but only the abiUty, of the different givers with each
other; but certaiuly He would not have so highly

valued the material worth of the little gift, if He had
not at the same time calculated also the moral worth.
In no case would He have praised the widow if she
had brought her offering, hke most of the Pharisees,

from ignoble impulses. Now, He will not withhold
from her His approbation, since her heart in His
eyes passes for richer than her gift. He does not
ask whether this gift will be a vain one ; whether it

is well to support with such offerings the temple-
chest and its misuse ; whether a worship ought to be
yet supported by widows, which a few years after-

wards is to fall before the sword of the enemy. He
looks alone at the ground, the character and purpose
of her act, and the poor woman who has given up
all in good faith, but has kept her faith, gains now
with her two pieces of copper an income of imperish-
able honor.

How the judgment of our Lord respecting this

widow finds at the same time an echo in every hu-
man heart, appears to us if we direct our look to

particular parallel expressions from profane litera-

ture. According to the Jewish legend [see Wet-
stein on Mark xii. 43), a high-priest who had de-

spised a handful of meal which a poor woman brought
to a sacrifice, is said to have received a revelation
not to contemn this small gO't, because she had
therewith, as it were, given her whole soul. Ac-
cording to Seneca, De Bene/, i. 8, the poor Jilschines,

who, instead of an offering of money, dedicated him-
self to Socrates, brought a greater offering than
Aleibiades and others with their rich gifts. An act
similar to that of the poor widow we find stated in

HoFMANN, Missionsstunden, i. 5. Vorlcsung.

DOCTRINAl AUD ETHIOAl.

1. The narrative of the Widow's Mite makes in

this coimection a similar impression to that of a
friendly sunbeam on a dark tempestuous heaven, or
a single rose upon a heath full of thistles and thorns.

Just in this appears the Divine in our Lord, that He,
in a moment when the fate of Jerusalem, and with
this the comuig of the kingdom of God into the
whole world, so completely fills His mind, has yet
eyes and heart for the most insignificant individual,

and is disposed to adorn even so lowly a head with
the crown of honor. We need no other proof for
the celestially pure temper in which He left the ac-
cursed temple after such words of wrath. It is as if

He cannot so part, as if at least His last word must
be a word of' blessing and of peace, so that we
Bcarcely know in what character in this hour of sun-
dering we shall most admire the King of the kingdom
of God, whether more as Punisher of hidden evil, or
ks Rewarder of hidden good.

2. In the judgment also which He passes, the
Son is the unage of the invisible Father. Comp.
1 Sam. xvi, 1-13. Men .judge the heart according
to the deeds ; the Lord judges the deed according to
the heart. Therewith is connected, moreover, the

phenomenon that the sacred history relates very
much which profane history gives over to oblivloD,

and the reverse. Heroic deeds and great events ol

the world are passed over here in silence, but no'

the cup of cold water, the widow's mite, the oint-

ment of Mary, and the like.

3. The history of the two mites is a new prool

of the power of little things, and of the gracious favoi

with which the Lord looks upon the least oSering

which only bears the stamp of a sancia simplicitas.

With right, therefore, has this text been regarded aj

an admirable mission-text, since the mission-chest re-

ceives no insignificant increment from widows' mites,

over which an " Increase and multiply " has been
uttered. By the example of this woman the penny
clubs for the mission cause, the Ketten-vereine of the

Gustavus Adolphus Society, [the weekly penny offer-

ings of our Sunday scholars,] &c., are sanctioned.

Even in a material respect the word, 2 Cor. xii. 10,
becomes true for the church of our Lord.

HOMILETICAl AJTD PBACTICAIi.

The last look of the Lord at those surrounding
Him in the temple.—The rich and the poor meet
together ; the Lord is the Maker of them all, Prov.
XX. 2.—The beneficence of the rich and of the poof
compared with one another.—-How one can be bene-
ficent even without giving much. Acts ui. 6.—The
true art of reckoning: 1. For love no offering is too
great ; 2. in God's eyes no offering of love is too
little.—The judgment of the Lord : 1. Other than the
judgment of man; 2. better than the judgment of
man.—How little really a rich man does when he
does nothing but give.—The heart is the standard of
the deeds.—The need of bringing something as a
sacrifice, inseparable from the inwardly religious life,

2 Sam. xxiv. 24.—How the history of the poor widow
teaches us : 1. Carefuhiess in our judgment upon
others ; 2. strictness in our judgment upon ourselves

;

3. watchfulness in respect to the approaching judg-
ment of the Lord.

Starke :—The eyes of the Lord are directed upon
God's chest ; keepers of it, look well to what ye do !—Oanstein:—It is something comforting and re-
freshing to the poor, that they can give more than
the rich.

—

Cramer:—As God does not regard the
person, so does He not regard the gifts and offerings,
but the heart aud the shnphcity of faitli.—Let no
one despise true widows ; there are heroines of faith
among them, 1 Tun. v. 3.—Heubner :—All gifts
should be a sacrifice.—What once was done too
much, now is done too httle.—Even small gifts are
of importance for the general cause ; the Lord can
add His blessing thereto.—ReUgion raises the value
of all gifts.—Liberality, honor and love to the tem-
ple, contempt of earthly things, trust in God, are the
mam traits in the portrait of the widow.

—

Cakl
Beck:—The measure of the Heavenly Judge for our
good works : 1. A staff to support the lowly ; 2. a
staff to beat down the lofty.—W. Hofacker:—Jesus'
look of pleasure and acknowledgment which rested
upon the gift of the widow: 1. A look full of
strengthening, comforting favor; 2. a look full of th«
earnestness of lofty and holy inquiry upon us all.—

i

Knapp:—The standard with which the Lord out
Saviour determmes the worth or unworthineas of our
benevolent gifts and works.

—

Kapfe :—The practic*
of beneficent compassion.—N. Beets :—The work of
love and its Witness.
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2. The Secrets of the Future (Vss. 6-36).

First Part (Vss. 6-24).

(Parallel to Matt. xxiv. 1-21 j Mark xiii. 1-19.)

& And as some spake of the temple, how [or, that] it was adorned with goodly stonei

6 and gifts [offerings, avadi/xaa-Lv], he said, As for these things which ye behold, the days

will come, in the which there shall not be left one stone upon another that shall not ba

7 thrown down [/<aTa\ii^ij(r€Tat]. And they asked him, saying, Master [Teacher], but

when shall these things be ? and what sign will there be when these things shall [are

8 about to] come to pass? And he said, Take heed that ye be not deceived: for many
shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ; and the time draweth near: go ye not

9 therefore [om., therefore'] after them. But when ye shall hear of wars and commo-
tions, be not terrified : for these things must first come to pass ; but the end is not by

10 and by [but not immediately is the end].—Then said he unto them. Nation shall rise

.1 1 against nation, and kingdom against kingdom : And great earthquakes shall [there] be

in divers places, and [put "and" after "be'"'] famines, and pestilences; and fearful

1

2

sights and great signs shall there be from heaven. But before all these, they shall lay

their hands on you, and persecute you, delivering you up to the synagogues, and into

13 prisons, being brought before kings and rulers for ray name's sake. And it shall turn

14 [result] to you for a testimony. Settle it therefore in your hearts, not to meditate be-

15 fore what ye shall answer: For I will give you a mouth and wisdom, which all your

16 adversaries shall not be able to gainsay [oppose^] nor resist. And ye shall be betrayed

[delivered up] both [or, even] by parents, and brethren, and kinsfolks, and friends;

and some of you shall they cause to be nut to death [shall they put to death, 9a.va.Ta)-

17, 18 (Toucrtv]. And ye shall be hated of [by] all men for my name's sake. But [Kat]

19 there shall not a hair of [ek] your head perish. In your patience possess ye your

2C souls [By your endurance shall ye gain your souls (or, lives, i//i);)(ds*)]. And when ye

shall see Jerusalem compassed with armies, then know that the desolation thereof is

21 nigh. Then let them which are in Judea flee to the mountains ; and let them which

are in the midst of it [i. e., Jerusalem] depart out; and let not them that are in the

22 countries [country parts] enter thereinto. For these be [are] the [om., the] days of

23 vengeance, that all things which are written may be fulfilled. But [om.. But] woe
unto them that are with child, and to them that give suck, in those days ! for there shall

24 be great distress in the land [or, upon the earth], and wrath upon this people. And
they shall fall by the edge of the sword, and shall be led away captive into all [the]

nations : and Jerusalem shall be trodden down of the Gentiles [shall be a city trodden

down by Gentiles], until the times [xatpot] of the Gentiles be [are] fiilfilled.

1 Ys. 8.—The oZv of tlie Eecepta should be expunged, as by Lachniann and Tiscliendorf, [Me;^er, Tregelles, Alford.)

^ Vs. 11.—According to the arrangement of Xiscbendorf, [Tregelles, Alford] : <re«rju.ot re ^eyoAot «ai kclto. toitovs Aoi-

'
ra" Vs. 15.—Tischendorf, Tregelles, Alford, Van Oosterzee put djrujT^vat before avTenrelv.—C. C. S.]

* Vs. 19.—With Griesbach, Binck, Lachniann, Tischendorf, [Meyer, Tregelles, Alford,] we give to the reading of A.,

B., &o., the preference. See Exegetical and Critical remarks. [Cod. Sin. here agrees with the Recepta.—C C. S.]

the critical Comm. on the Eschatological Discourse,

Matt. xxiv. 25, by J. C. Meyer, Franf. a. d. 0. 1857, and
an exegetical exposition by H. Cremeb, Ueber die Es-
chatol. Rede J. Chr., Matt. xxiv. 25, Stuttg. 1860. So
much we may well assume, as indeed almost all are

now agreed, that as well the view ofthose who here un-

derstand exclusively (Michaelis, Bahrdt, Eckermann,
Henke, and others), as also the opinion of those who
here will allow no reference to Jerusalem's destructioi

(Baue, Kan. Ev., p. 605), is entirely untenable. It

is therefore established that here the discourse is of

the destruction of Jerusalem, and at the same time of

the end of the world, and it can only be the question

in what connection these two events stand to one

another in the prophetic portraiture of our text.

For the solution of this enigma it is, above all, ne-

cessary that we well understand the (question which

EXEOETICAIi AND CEITICAL.

The eschatological discourse with which our Sa-

viour, according to aU the Synoptics, closes His

public work as Teacher, has been at all times and

justly reckoned among the greatest of the cruces

inierpretum. It is easier to propose a greater or

>ess nun ber of objections against any explanation of

it than ourselves to give an mterpretation thereof

which should leave no diSBculties remaining. Tlie

principal hterature on this question we find given in

Lange on Maltliew and Mark, to which may yet be

added an unquestionably interesting dissertation by

E Soberer, upon Jesus' prophecies of the end, in

She Beitroiie zu den Oieologischen Wissenscha/ten von

g«MS imd Cunitz, ii. pp. 63-83, Jena, 1851. Comp.
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the disciples addressed to the Mister, and which in

its original form Matthew has most faithfully com-

municated to us. They ask when these things

(raDra) shall be. and can on psychological grounds be

thinking of nothing else than of the destruction of

the city and the temple, the prophecy of which had
just before shaken them to their inmost soul. They
inquire besides after the sign of the coming of the

Lord and the end of the world. By no means have

they here two different events, but only two sides of

one and the same event in their mind. Yet mindful

of the declaration. Matt, xxiii. SI-SQ, they coordi-

nate the fall of the temple, His ira/jouir(o, and the con-

clusion of the present world-period {aid}'). They
had, that is, as genuine Jews, hitherto ever conceived

that the temple would stand eternally, and Jerusalem
be the centre whither all the nations should stream to-

gether, in order to enjoy with the Jews the blessings of

the Messianic reign (the assertion of Ebraed, Ev. Kril.
,

p. 611, that the Jews had expected even in the Mes-
sianic time a severe conflict and with it the destruc-

tion of the temple, is at least unproved ; better has
De Wette, on Matt. xxiv. 3, elucidated the subject)

;

but now they have in the days and houi-s immediately
preceding heard something by which this conception
of theirs has been disturbed. They had believed

that the Christ would remain eternally here below,

and that the temple would outlast time; but now
they hear that the Christ shall die, and the temple
become a heap of ruins. How could they, as born
Israelites, after this last fact, imagine any further

continuance of the earthly economy ? And yet they
stiU expect as ever a glorious Trapouo-m of the Mes-
siah, which in everything shall be the opposite of
His present humble manifestation. Naturally they
conceived this as occurring not after, but contem-
poraneously with, the fall of the temple, and desire

therefore to know by what previous tokens they
might recognize the approach of the decisive catas-

trophe, in which the gi-eat double event shall break
in.

What now shall our Lord do in order to speak to

them according to their receptivity and their need ?

Shall He say to them that the one fact shall be sepa-

rated from the other by an interval of so many cen-
turies ? Then He would have had to give entirely

up His own principle, John xvi. 12. With deep wis-

dom He places Himself, therefore, upon the position

of the inquirers, and starts, it is true, from the de-

struction of Jerusalem, but in order at the same
time to attach to this a dehneation of the awTiKeta
Tov aioivos. However, we must from our point of
view hold the different attempts to indicate a definite

point in this discourse, when our Lord leaves the
first object and afterwards speaks exclusively of
the second, as rather doubtful It has, for instance,

been believed that we find such in Matt. xxiv. 29,
but vs. 34, impartially explained, gives us plainly

to see that even after this He yet speaks of events
which the generation then living should behold. If
we, therefore, will not assume that our Lord Himself
erred in so important a case, or that the Evangehsts
have not at all understood His esehatological dis-

course, or have inaccurately reported it—assump-
tions which, from a believing point of view, the Chris-
clan consciousness condemns in the strongest manner,—there then is nothing left for us but to assume that
our Lord speaks mdeed of the destruction of Jeru-
Balem, but all this regarded as a type of the last judg-
ment of the world. In other words, that He speaks
prophetically of the earlier as a type of the latei

Jerusalem's destruction, but apprehended in its ideal

significance, is and remains, therefore, the them?

of the discourse, yet so that He from this point of

view at the same time beholds and prophesies the

destruction of the earthly economy in general that

follows afterwards. Here also the peculiarity of

prophetic vision is to be borne in mind, in which tht

conception of time recedes before that of space, am?

what is successive appears as coordinate. " Pro
phetia est ut pictnra regionis eujusdam, quae in

proximo tecta et miles et pontes notat distincte, pro-

cul valles et monies latissime patentes in angustum

cogit : sic enim debet etiam esse em-um, qui prophetiam

legunty prospectus in futurum.^ cui se prophetia aceonu

modatP Bengel. Both events flow in His repre-

sentation so together, that the interval almost wholly

recedes, and the tokens of His coming, which already

begin to reveal themselves before the destruction of

the City and of the Temple, are repeated in ever-

increasing measure, the nearer the last judgment
draws on. Therefore the interpreter must content

himself if he is able to point out that all the here-

threatened tribulations have already had a beginning

of fulfilment in the period which immediately pre-

ceded the destruction of Jerusalem,—a beginning

which then again bears the germ of subsequent ful-

filments in itself, even as the fruit lies hidden in the
bud.

On this interpretation, therefore, the esehatological

discourse contains the exact answer to the question
of the disciples, and It is from this sufficiently ex-

plained why in the apostolic epistles the expectation

of a speedy return of our Lord arose, so that, for

instance, Paul could entertain the thought of a pos-

sibiUty of himself even hving to see it (1 Thess. iv.

15 ; 2 Cor. v. 4, and elsewhere). They saw the
signs foretokening the destruction of Jerusalem
come nearer and nearer, and had not yet learned
from the Lord that even after this event the present
economy should endure, yea, for centuries. The
attentive reader will, however, not overlook the inti-

mations which are plainly given here and there in

this discourse, that the coming of the Lord should,

nevertheless, not take place so soon as many believed,

and that with Jerusalem's destruction the last word
of the world's history would not by any means be
yet uttered (comp. Matt. xxiv. 48 ; xxv. 5, 19 ; Luke
xxi. 24). As concerns, finally, the relation of the
different Synoptics to one another, in reference to
the setting forth of this discourse of Jesus, we can-
not agree with the expositors who think that the
praise of greater originality or exactness belongs to
Mark or Luke. Unquestionably, in this respect,
Matthew deserves the preference, while we, on the
other hand, meet, especially in Luke, with a freer,

more fragmentary redaction of the whole discourse.
Many utterances of special importance are preserved
more complete by Matthew and Mark; on the other
hand, we meet in Luke with particular singularia,
which in and of themselves deserve the highest atten
tion, and assist the view over the great whole of thia
discourse in many relations. For the locality of tha
discourse, Matthew and Mark must be compared
An admirable picture by Begas seizes the moment
when our Lord is sitting with His four friends at
evenmg-time upon the Mount of Olives, and is dis.

closing to them the secrets of the future.

Vs. 5. And as some spake of the temple.—-
Manifestly these words were not uttered after bm
during the leaving of the temple. It is as though
the disciples, most deeply mjved oy the farewell t<
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the temple (Matt, xxiii. 37-39), now seek to become
the iccercessors for the heaTily-dooined sanctuary.
They show Him the building (Matthew), which yet, far
from being completed, appears to promise to the sanc-
tuary a longer duration; the masses of stone (Mark),
which may yet defy many centuries ; the votive oifer-

ings with which (Luke) munificence and ostentation
had adorned the house of the Lord. These i.vaSiiji^a.Ta

had been for the greatest part offered by heathens

;

for instance, the holy vessels by the Emperor Augus-
tus, other vessels again by the Egyptian Philadelphus,
especially the magnificent golden vine which Herod
the Great had presented, as Josephus relates, De Bell.

Jud. vi. 6, 2, A. J. XV. 11, 8. If we now consider

that according to the prophetic declarations, for in-

stance, Ps. Ixxii. ; Isaiiih Ix., the heathen also should
bring their gifts and offerings to Zion, it is then
doubly intelligible that the Apostles found in these
very objects one ground the more for their hope of
the continuance of the sanctuary.

Vs. 6. As for these things which ye hehold.—^Nominative absolute, to indicate the subject, which
now in our Saviour's discourse is to be made suffi-

ciently plain. By this very construction the anti-

thesis becomes the stronger, which prevails between
the light in which that which is seen there yet displays

itself, and the fate that impended over.it. " It is very
remarkable that the Hellenic Gospel, which, accord-

ing to the words of Christ, has especially kept in

mind the relation between beauty of manifestation in

its truth and beauty of manifestation in empty guise,

has attached His prophecies of the destruction of

Jerusalem and of the judgment of the world, imme-
diately to an allusion to the beauty and rich splendor

of the temple."

There shall not be left one stone upon
another.—Comp. oh. xix. 43, 44. In order riglitly

to comprehend the full force of the antithesis, we
must represent to ourselves the whole magnificence

of the sanctuary, over which later Jewish scholars

exclaimed with wonder, " He that has not seen the

temple of Herod has never beheld anything glorious."

Bee the notes on the parallels in Matthew and Mark.

Vs. "7. When . . . and Tsrhat sign Their

question is, therefore, a double one ; they wish to

know precisely the point of time, and to recognize

the tokens of this approaching catastrophe. Our
Lord answers only the last question, while He in re-

ference to the first gives to them only general intima-

tions (comp. Matt. xxiv. 34-36). The signs which

He gives are at the same time of such a nature that

they, in fact, are only to be seen precursorily at the

destruction of Jerusalem, but will appear decisively

and in their full force only at the end of the world.

It is here as with the boxes containing one within

the other [Chinese boxes].

Vs. 8. Take heed.—In Luke, as in Matthew

and Mark, the warning against being seduced by

false Messiahs stands first. It is not to be denied

that before the destruction of Jerusalem, so far aa

we know, no deceivers appeared to play a strictly

Messianic part ; Bar Cochba, the first of these more

than sixty deceivers, did not come up till afterwards.

See EcsEBius, H. E., iv. 6. But, certainly, there

already lay in the misleading influence of a Jonathan,

Theudas, Dositheus, Simon, Menander, and others,

the germs of the same delusion which afterwards ap-

peared more decidedly in the form of a false Mes-

siahship. Bear m mind how the GoetiE, by promises

of miracles, allured many thousands into the wilder-

Iie>i8, and thereby into destruction. Comp. Acts v.

86, 37; xxi. 88; Homily 76 of Cheysostom oi
Matthew. Thus did the general signs of the world'i

end begin really to go into fulfilment with the de
struction of Jerusalem.

Vs. 10. Then said He unto them.—According
to the representation of Luke the warning against

misleaders was only something prehminary, an intro-

duction, as it were, after which our Lord goes on to

handle the question proposed, particularly and regu-
larly.

Nation shall rise against nation.—The insur-

rections, earthquakes, famines, and other plagues,

which are here adduced, were before the destruction
of Jerusalem by no means so insignificant as, for in-

stance, De Wette asserts. Bear in mind the massa-
cres at Csesarea, between Syrians and Jews, in which
20,000 of the latter fell, while in Syria ahnost every
city was divided into two armies, which stood op-

posed to one another as deadly enemies ; the quick
succession of the five emperors in Kome within

a few years, Nero, Galba, Otho, Vitellius, Vespasian,
and the tumults connected therewith in wider and
narrower circles ; the famine under Claudius, Acts xi.

30 ; the earthquakes at the time of Nero in Cam-
pania and Asia, in which whole cities perished ; the

singular and terrifying signs in Judaea of which Jo-
sephus and Tacitus speak, and we have historical

cases enough for the explanation of this mysterious
declaration of our Lord. Yet, above all, we should
lay the emphasis on His declaration in Matthew and
Mark, that all these things are only ipxi^' iihivieit, so

that we have by no means to understand exclusively

the wars, &c., which were to take place in the inter

val of forty years ; but all the calamities of this kind

which in continually increasing measure should pre-

cede the end of the world, of which the destruction

of Jerusalem was only the type. In another form
the same thought is still more intimated than ex-

pressed in that which immediately follows, vs. 12.

Vs. 12. But before all these The assertion

of Meyer, ad loc., that this statement of time is, per-

haps, a later modification of the tradition, ex eventu,

rests upon the dogmatic preconception that our Lord
could not have predicted to His disciples that their

personal persecution should precede these last ca^

iamities. But the farther the last words of vs. 11

extend beyond the great catastrophe of Jerusalem's

destruction, so much the more natural is it also that

our Lord points His disciples to that which awaits

them even before.—Shall lay their hands on you,
eTTifldWeiy.—Of Course, with a hostile intent. A no-

ticeable climax is found in the here-indicated perse-

cutions. The lightest form is in a certain sense the

delivery over to tlie synagogues, namely, in order to

be there scourged, comp. Matt. x. 17. A severe con-

flict impends over them when they are brought be-

fore kings and governors to give a testimony to the

faith, comp. Matt. x. 18. The worst awaits them
when they (vs. 16) shall be delivered up by their pa-

rents, relatives, and friends. However, they have in

the midst of this distress a threefold 'consolation : 1.

All this is done for the sake of the Lord's name
(eVckk), comp. Acts V. 41 ; 2. it shall turn to them
for a testimony ; airoySrjireTai, here, as in PhiL L 19,

the intimation of a salutary re.<ult ; the perseeutioca

mentioned shall serve as opportunity to the apostlei

to give a witness concerning their Loi'd, which here,

as in Acts xvlii. 11, is represented as sometliing

great and glorious. Finally, they shall in such mo.

ments be least wanting in the sense of the neamesi
of then- Lord.
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Vs. 14. Settle it therefore in your hearts

See on ch. xii. 11; Matt. x. 19, 20. A promise of

so high significance might be fittingly repeated.

What they, according to our Lord's wiU, are to

eettle in their hearts is, as it were, an antidote

to the care which should afterwards fill their hearts.

"Id unum laborale, ne laboretis." Bengel. The
ground of the encouragement is the fyii> Suiirw of

our Lord, that involuntarily reminds us of the Divine

word which Moses received at his calling at the

burning bush, Ex. iv. 12.

—

Mouth and wisdom.—
Mouth, concrete expression for the words themselves

which they were to utter ; wisdom, the gift of deliver-

ing these words befittingly, according to time, place,

and the like. Thus is everything needful promised

them as well for the material as for the formal part

of their defence, so that continued opposition should

become extremely hard for their antagonists. It is,

of course, understood that here it is not an absolute

but a relative impossibility that is spoken of, and
that, therefore, not only Acts vi. 10, but also vii. .51

;

xiii. 8-10, and other passages, must be compared.
Vs. 16. And ye shall be delivered up.—The

notices of the Acts and of the Epistles are too brief

to admit of the mention of special examples of the

fulfilment of this prophecy. This declaration, more-
over, is not addressed to the Apostles as such, but
so far as they were the representatives of the first

beUevers generally.

—

Some of you shall they put
to death.—More definitely expressed than the gen-
eral airoKT^vodiTiv v^as in Matthew. Among the four

auditors of our Lord was found James, who was to

be the first martyr [among the Apostles.—C. C. S.],

and Peter, upon whom the subsequent prophecy
(John xxi. IS, 19) was fulfilled. But these were to

be only the first fruits of an incalculable harvest of
martyrs, who in the course of the centuries should
fall for the cause of the Saviour, and the Apocalypse
gives us only a vague foreboding of what outbreaks
of iniquity, even in this respect, are hidden in the
bosom of the mysterious future.

Vs. 17. Hated by all men.—In the apostolic
epistles, e. g., Rom. viii. 35-37 ; 1 Cor. iv. 9, 10

;

2 Cor. xi. 23-29 ; Heb. x. 32-34, we find a rich

array of proofs for the exact fulfilment of this word,
even in the first period of the church. Bear in
mind also the dangers which the flight of the first

Christians to the Trans-Jordanic Pella gave occasion
to, and, above all, do not overlook how this hatred
also in its different phases becomes more and more
intense the more rapidly the history and development
of God's kingdom hastens to its end.

Vs. 18. But there shall not a hair.—Comp.
ch. xii. 7 ; Matt. x. SO. Of course no assurance that
they should in no case be slain, but only that they
should be inviolable upon earth so long as they were
necessary for the service of the Lord, as also that even
their death should redound eU (rur-qpiai/ and to the
glory of Christ ; PhU. i. 19. And with this promise of
absolute security in a negative respect, they are at
the same time also assured of their absolute security
on the positive side : By your endurance, &o.

Vs. 19. Gain your souls. KTiiaardi.—Al-
though the KT-haaaSre of the Recepta is strongly sup-
ported by external authority, yet the internal argu-
ments in favor of the reading of A., B. [not Cod.
Sin.] are in our eyes of prevailing weight. " The Re-
cepta is an interprelamentum of the future understood
imperatively." Meyer. We have here, therefore,
the obverse of the promise, vs. 18; so far from a
toir of heir head being hurt (comp. Acts xxvii. 34),

they should on the other hand, by their perseverano

in the midst of all these persecutions, preserve thei

souls, their life. By vwo/j.ovri we are not to understau'

patience, but, as in Romans v. 4 ; James i. 3, 4, en

durance ; and to explain Kraad^i not (De Wette) ii

the sense of evpiaKnv, Matt. xvi. 25 ; but rather ii

that of " maintain, preserve." (1 Thess. iv. 4.) It i

moreover of course understood, that we are by thi

preservation of the soul not to understand the natura

life, in itself, but the true life, whose loss or mainte

nance is for the disciple of the Saviour the greates

question of life. [It is difficult to indicate in Eng.

lish the double meaning of ^vx'h, which denotes botl

soul and Ufe.—0. C. S.] By endurance they were t(

preserve this true life, even if they for it should los(

the life of the body. We find here therefore, ir

other words, the same promise which is given Matt
xxiv. 13 ; Rev. ii. 10, and elsewhere, while, on th<

other hand, the admonition which, according to the

common explanation, is found in this verse : Maintain

the soul in patience (comp. Heb. x. 36), rests upon an

incorrect reading, and without doubt would have had
to be oth-erwise expressed.

Vs. 20. And when ye shaU see Jerusalem.
—Comp. Lange on Matt. xxiv. 15. The mention of

the armies stands in Luke in the place of the abomina'
tion of desolation mentioned by Matthew and Mark,
and the prophecy of Daniel, which is very especially

important for the Jewish Christians of Matthew,
Luke leaves out in his representation. The very un-

certainty of so many expositors in reference to the

proper signification of the (ih^Kvytia rrts eprifirjlxreai^,

is a proof the more how much has been done for the
desecration of the holy ground, so that we scarcely

know anv longer what we have principally to under-
stand. According to the redaction of Lnke, even
the appearance of the hostile hosts before Jerusalem
is an ominous sign, and the disciples are to know
that even with the most valiant defence, there is no
deUveriincc any longer to be hoped for.

Vs. 21. Then let them which are in Judaea.
—Commendation of a hasty fliglit as the only means
of deliverance. In Judaea one finds himself in the
heart of the population, and therefore he must seek
to reach the lonesome mountains ; at any cost he
must leave the city, and if he is happy enough to get
out of it at the right time he shall under no pretext
return.

—

'Ev TaU x^P°-^^r Jiot in regioydbus (Bret-

schneider, De Wette), but in agris, where the prin-
cipal Jews often inhabited country houses. For more
particular directions as to their flight, see Matthew.

Vs. 22. Days cf vengeance.—That is, not
days in which the one people takes vengeance on
the disobedience and refractoriness of the other
people, but in which God the Lord accomplishes His
judgments upon His enemies. Here the declaration
of Moses (Ps. xc. 11), finds its application.

—

^May
be fulfilled.—According to the express declaration
of our Lord, therefore, the fall of the city and the
temple also is already prophesied in the Old Testa-
ment. We may call to mind Deut. xxviii., which in
a certain sense may be named the ground-theme which
was afterwards further carried out in the prophetical
Scriptures. Daniel also may be included, yet ho is

by no means especially and exclusively meant. In-
stead of a citation of the prophetic word, we find in
Luke only a general statement, which however evi
dently shows that this whole prophesying of our Lord
is nothing else than the prolongation and continu-
ance of the line which had been drawn centuries
before. It is moreover noticeable how recognizably
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the stamp of Divine retribution was impressed upon
the fate of Jerusalem and the temple, even for

heathen eyes. We may call to mind the expression

even of a Titus :
" That God was ao angry with this

people that even he feared His wrath if he should

suffer grace to be shown to the Jews," and how he
•efused every mark of honor on account of the vic-

tory obtained, with the attestation that he had been

only an insti-ument in God's hands to punish this stiff-

lecked nation. Comp. the well-known expressions

of Josephus, as to the height which the wickedness

of his contemporaries had reached.

Vs. 23. Woe unto them that are with child.

—An ouo( not of imprecation, but of bitter lament,

in which the compassion aud sympathy of the Sa-

viour expresses itself. [Equivalent to : Alas, for

them !—0. C. S.] Comp. ch. xxiii. 29. Such women
would be less fitted for rapid flight, without, however,

on account of their condition finding compassion.

The ground of this fact is a double one : great dii-

tress upon earth (entirely general), and especially

great wraih upon this people. Thus nowhere does a

refuge present itself, neither in nor out of Judsea.

Comp. Is. xxvi. 20 ; Rev. vi. 16, lY.

Vs. 24. And they shall fall.—^A more particu-

lar setting forth of the fate of the Jews, which the

result confirmed most terrifically. According to

Josephus, the number of the slain amounted to

1,100,000; 97,000 were dragged as prisoners mostly

to Egypt and the provinces. Comp. Deut. xxviii. 64.—'Eo-Tai iraTouixevri, Jerusalem shall be a city trod-

den down by the heathen ; not aloue an intimation

of her desecration by a heathen garrison (De Wette),

but a designation of all the scornful outrages to which

the capital should be given over. Comp. Lam. iv.

Nor is there any more reason here by the entirely

general mention of e^vri to understand the Romans
exdmimly. On the other hand, we may here find

the announcement of the interval of centuries in

which the most diSereut nations, in almost uninter-

rupted succession, have trodden down Jerusalem :

—

Titus, Hadrian, Chosroes, the Mussulmen, the Cru-

saders, and the later dominion of Islam,—an interval

that yet endures, and whose end shall be appointed

only when the times of the Gentiles shall be ful-

filled.

The times of the Gentiles, Kaipo! eSrvm.—
Not the times of the calUng of the Gentiles (Stier),

by which au entirely foreign thought would be inter-

polated ; but the times which are predestined to the

Gentiles for the fulfilment of these Divine judgments.

That by Koipoi a long interval is intimated (Dorner),

appears, it is true, not from this plural in itself, but

from the whole connection, according to which these

Kaipoi shall endure even to the final term, and (comp.

Matt. xxiv. 29) shall finally be cut short by the last

act of the drama of the history of the world. Re-

markable is this expression in the first place, because

ui evident intimation lies hidden therein, that, after

the fall of Jerusalem, there is yet a period of indefi-

nite duration to be awaited ; and secondly, because

a thought of the restoration of Jerusalem gleams

through, which is elsewhere expressed even more

plainly.

DOOTBINAIi AOT) ETHIGAL.

1. Without ground have some taken offence at

Uie manner in which our Lord b re speaks of His

Puusia, and pished to discover herein an irrecou-

21

cUable antagonism between the Synoptics and thi
fourth Gospel. John also knows an iaxi-r-n W'f'pi and
a personal -rcapovcria of the Lord, although this in
His spiritual Gospel comes forward with less promi-
nence into the foreground

; on the other hand, the
Synoptical representation has nothing that would
favor a grossly sensuous conception in refei ence to
the secrets of the future. We should have good
right to wonder at the eschatological conception*
whicn are found, for instance, in Paul's Epistles to

the Corinthians and Thessalonians, if they had not
the least Christian historical foundation in just such
sayings of our Lord as we meet with in this discourse.

The narrative of the Synoi.tics must in the nature of
the case be offensive to ,11 .hose who from dogmatical
grounds find it increc ble that the Lord should so

long beforehand have with entire exactness foreseen

and foretold the destruction of Jerusalem ; but never
will a purely historical criticism allow itself to be
guided or intimidated by such a purely arbitrary con-

clusion a non posse ad non esse. And whoever atten

tively compares the prophecy with the result, will

soon discover that it is entirely impossible to think

here of a vaiidnium post eventum. A so intimate

amalgamation of two so heterogeneous events as the

destruction of Jerusalem and the end of the world,

was in the nature of the case only possible before,

but no longer after the former event had taken place

;

besides that it would have been psychologically im-

possible for the Inventor who, after the fall of Jerusa-

lem, had composed this discourse and put it in the

mouth of our Lord, to give so simple, so general, ao

brief and incomplete, a portrayal of the destruction

of Jerusalem, since certainly the result offered him
abundant material, and therewith an irresistible

temptation, to embellish his picture with richer colors,

and to malje his prophecy more exciting. Had the

Synoptics not written until after the destruction of

Jerusalem, it would have been easier for them, like

John, to be entirely silent about the event, than to

place it in such a light that the very event seemingly

convicted the prophecy of falsehood.

2. It is by no means arbitrary that our Lord joins

the destruction of the temple and the end of the

world so intimately together. For on the one hand

it is historically proved that the fall of the Jewish

state was the indispensably necessary condition to

free the youthful Christendom from the limits of a

confined nationality, to elevate it into the religion of

the world, and therefore mightily to prepare the

revelation of the glory of the Lord, and the triumph

of His kingdom over the heathen world. On the

other hand, Jerusalem and the temple, even in the

prophetic Scriptures of the Old Testament, bear a

typical and symbolical character. Zion stands there

not alone as the local seat, but also as the visible

image of the whole theocracy in its settled strength

and beauty, and the whole Christianized world mav

in a certain sense be called a new spiritual Jerusalem,

Is it, therefore, a wonder if the judgment upon Jeru

salem serves at the same time as a mirror for the last

judgment of the world ? The destruction of the city

and the temple was the first of those great world-

events which forwarded the brilUant, triumphant

continually more powerful coming of the Lord, Here-

with the series of events is opened which in th«

course of centuries was destined to cooperate power,

fully for the coming of God's kingdom on earth

Ever more glorious does Christ appear on the ruins of

annihilated temples and thrones ; in continually greatei

measure do the here-indicated tokens of His coming
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mppeai ; misleadings, persecutions, insurrections, &c.

Finally, the kingdom of light celebrates its highest

triumph, after the might of darkness has immediately

before concentrated its highest energy, and the de-

struction of the whole earthly economy is only the

continuance and completion of the fall of the original

seat of the IsraeUtish Theocracy. Whoever shall

hereafter at the end of the world look back as the

Lord here looked forward, be will discover that the

long course of time between the destruction of the

Temple and the destruction of the World, was nothing

else than a great interval of continually richer mani-

festations of grace, and of continually severer judg-

ments.

3. " Die Wdtgeschichte, das Weltgericht." " The
history of the world is the world's judgment."

SchiUer. The eschatological discourse of our Lord

is especially adapted to bring into view as well the

relative truth as also the superficial one-S'idedness of

this famous word of the poet. That facts like the

fall of Jerusalem are Divine judgments, and that,

therefore, the historj of the world may be called

the striking revelation of an inexorable i^femesis,

our Lord said centuries ago. But that all these

Divine judgments are only preliminary, only typi-

cal, only prophecies of that which hereafter shall

take place before the eyes of heaven and earth

at the expiration of the earthly economy, must
be just as httle forgotten. The Johanneau idea of

tcpiaii finds its complement precisely in the Synopti-

cal delineation of the cVxcitt) rj/n-epa^ and it remains
therefore true, that the poet's utterance of the world-

judgment of hi.5tory must be complemented in this

manner : that it is not yet for that the Jlnal judg-

ment.

4. The fall of Jerusalem and the destruction of

the Jews stands forth here not only as a destiny

tragical beyond compare, but as a Divine judgment,
whose ultimate cause can be obscure to no believing

Christian. The present condition of Israel is the
grand argument for the authority of the Prophet who
proclaimed aU this eighteen centuries ago, and whom
they therefore unthankfuUy rejected. For that very
re.ason we clearly se« the decided unchristianness of

such an emancipation of the Jews as is wont to be
urged in our days, under the motto of freedom and
culture. The right of hospitality for the banished
ones of Judah cannot be ardently enough enjoined,

nor too large-heartedly practised ; but it becomes an
actual injustice when Christians suffer themselves to

be by these very Jews, only temporarily abiding
among them, in any way hindered in the enjoyment
of their Cliristiau privileges and in the practice of
their Christian duties. But this modern denial of
Christ, therefore, avenges itself not less than the

Jewish rejection of the Messiah; when Christians

bring the Jews their Christ as a sacrifice, the Jews
begiu with material and moral power to control the
Christian state, and liberalism, which is especially

upheld, moreover, by Jewish Deistic influence, pre-

pares the way for indifferentism, which finally—of
course always under the excellent motto of enhght-
ernnent and right—leads to Atheism. Here also

holds good our Saviour's word : /SA-eVert, /ht; irKau-

[Without pretending to concur unqualifiedly in

all these remarks of our author, which in part rest

upou Millenarian views that I do not share, it appears
to me that there is great force, nevertheless, in his

wcrds: " When Christians bring the Jews their Christ

M a sacrifice, the Jews begin with material and

moral power to control the Christian state." Ta

as an instance, the assumption of the Jews-

insignificant fraction of our population—to diet

the forms of the fast and thanksgiving proclamatii

issued by our civil authorities, and to insist on evi

distinctively Christian feature—except the date-—

ing expunged from them. How longwUl the Christii

of our country tolerate tliis studious omi.'ision of i

name of Christ in documents inviting the people

a worsliip which, for nine-tenths of them, can oi

be a Christian worship ?—C. C. S.]

HOMILETICAL AND PBACTICAIi.

Appearances deceive.—The temple in the ds

of Jesus, a beautiful form without life.—^Eartl

pomp : 1. In its outward brilliancy ; 2. in its iiiwa

perishableness.—With the disciple of the Lord t

sensuous perception must become a viewing with t

spiritual eye.—The Apocalyptical tendency in t

Christian life of faith not condemned or opposed

our Lord, but satisfied and sanctified.—The peculi

dangers to which the disciple of the Lord is expoe

by the view into the future.—The false Christs w
precede the coming of the true : 1. The judgme
that precedes them ; 2. the brilliancy that acco:

panics them ; 3. the shame that follows them.

—

D\

bolus simia Dei.—How the disciple of the Lord

:

Must tremble when every one goes carelessly alon;

2. must not be terrified when every one is seized wi

horror.—The end is not yet : 1 . A word of righteo

joy ; 2. a word of holy earnestness.—New perio

of development in the kingdom of Christ joined wi

mighty convulsions in the kingdom of nature : 1. 1

was it ever ; 2. so is it yet ; 8. so will it hereafter

in the highest measure.—The persecution of the d

ciples a sign of the coming of the Lord which

:

Will be given first of all ; 2. longest of all.—He
the loss of the servants of the Lord becomes a ga
to His cause and to the kingdom of God.—"Pers
cuted but not forsaken," the fate of the discip

of Christ.—" I will give you a mouth and w
dom,"—how this word has been fulfilled ; 1.

the apostles ; 2. in the first apologists ; 3. in t'

martyrs
; 4. in the reformers ; 6. in the heroes of fai

and witnesses of every time, even the present.—T^

conflict between the ties of blood and the requiremer
of the Spirit.—The security of the Christian, even in i.

most threatening danger.—How endurance preserv
the life of the soul.—No striving to preserve exterr
things helps when God has resolved to destroy.-

The destruction of Jerusalem : 1. The ftdfilment

the Old Testament prophesying; 2. the touchsto
of the New Testament prophesying.—Jerusalem cc

sidered in its different periods : 1. The city of M.'

chisedek ; 2. the capital of David ; 3. the dwellin

place of God ; 4. the murderess of the prophets ai

of the Messiah ; 5. the city defiled by the abomii
tion of desolation ; 6. the city trodden down by t

heathen
; 7. hereafter the Salem of another Melchii

dek.—Jerusalem's past, present, and future.—

T

destruction of Jerusalem an event which proclaim
1. The shame of Israel ; 2. the greatness of o

Lord ; 3. the glory of the kingdom of God ; 4. t

vocation of the Christian ; 5. the judgment of t

future.

Staeke :— Hedinger :— Great sin, great ju(
ments.—Look not so much at the visible and perii

able, as at the invisible and eternal.

—

Nova Bi
Tub.

:

—To put Christ's name forward, to come
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Ohrist'B name, to be called Christian, is not alL

All this deceiTera also can do.—Convulsions in church

and state, but especially persecution of the truth, is

an omen of destruction.—One ungodly man must ever

punish another; how holy, righteous, and terrible

are God's judgments.—It Ls, in truth, something ter-

rible that when the judgments of God break in, men
do not become better, but much worse.—If the

righteous man has a righteous cause he need fear

nothing.— Osiandee :— Although in persecutions

many a confessor of Jesus has left his life behind,

yet the Gospel cannot be blotted out.

—

Cramer :

—

Let no one be surprised that he must suffer inno-

cently.

—

Brentius :—A patient spirit is better than

a lofty spirit.
—

"Woe to the land, the people, the city,

from which God hath departed,—there is nothing

more left than : haste to deliver thy soul. Gen. xix.

22.

—

Luther :—Upon the days of grace follow the

days of vengeance.—The married state also some-

times a state of woe.

—

Bihl. Wirt.

:

—So often as we
behold the dispersed Jews, we should be terrified at

God's wrath, sigh over them and pray ; Kom. xi. 20.

Heubner :—God solemnly proclaimed the abro-

gation of the Mosaic institute when He destroyed the
temple.—Let not the true Christ betaken from thee;

there is only one.—God decrees gradually heavier

and heavier trials
;
yet the time of suffering is de-

fined by Him.—Perseverance and faith under all

afflictions is the condition of the deliverance of the

soul.- -There is a holy vengeance of God, and Jerusa-

lem's fall is a manifest monimaent of His retributive

rigliteousness.

—

Ajrndt :—The future of Jerusalem
and the world,—the inquiry as to the future : 1,

When is it permitted us ? 2. How is it answered by
the Lord? 3. Whereto should the answer serve us?

—

YiNET :

—

Etudes evangUiqueSy p. 265. Leu jnerres du
temple.—Schleiermacher :—Sermon, Jan. 24, 1808,
upon Matt. xxiv. 1, 2. The right honoring of native

greatness of an earlier time.—J. J. L. ten Kate :

—

The Wandering Jew:—1. An unexampled wondei
in the annals of the world ; 2. a Uving testimony of

the truth of Christianity ; 3. a future revelation of

the glory of God ; 4. a legitimate creditor of everi

beUever.

Second Part (Vss. 25-36).

(Parallel to Matt. xxiv. 29-41 ; Mark xili. 24-37.)

25 And there shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and in the stars [in sun and

moon and stars]; and upon the earth distress [anxiety] of nations, with perplexity;

the sea and the waves roaring [nations in perplexity concerning a roaring of sea and

26 waves'] ; Men's hearts failing them for fear, and for looking after those things which

are coming on the earth : for the powers of heaven [the heavens] shall be shaken.

27 And then shall they see the Son of man coming in a cloud with power and great glory

28 [great power and glory]. And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up,

29 and hft up your heads ; for your redemption draweth nigh. And he spake to them a

30 parable ; Behold the fig tree, and all the trees ; When they now shoot forth [have put

forth], ye see and know [seeing it ye know] of your ovrn selves that summer is now

31 nigh at hand. So hkewise ye, when ye see these things come [coming] to pass, know

32 ye that the kingdom of God is nigh at hand. Verily I say unto you, This generation

33 shall not pass away, till all be fulfilled. Heaven and earth shall pass away
;
but my

34 words shall not pass away. And take heed to yourselves, lest at any time your hearts

be overcharged with surfeiting [or, revelling], and drunkenness, and cares of this hf-,

35 and so that day come upon you unawares. For as a snare shall it come on aU them

36 that dwell on the face of the whole earth. Watch ye therefore,^ and pray always [h

Travrl Katpw], that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all these things that shall come

to pass [are coming], and to stand before the Son of man.

1 Vs 25 -AccordinE to tlie reading of Tischendorf, (Lachmaim, Meyer, TregeUe8,Alford,]l^i»-opia to""! [instead

of «;toT^, iSe^^Sr^bichis suffloieltly supported b/ A., B., [Cod. Sin.,1 C, L., M., [E.,] X., Cuxaivea, [Vulgate.

SynacO^&o.
_^.^^ Lachmaim, Tischendorf, [Tregelles, Alford,] we read hi instead of the olv of the RectpUi, according to

B., D., (Cod. Sin.,] Itala.

BXEGETICAL AND CEITICAL.

Vs. 25. And there shall be signs.—The Sa-

viour does not now turn back again to the point of

time of the destruction of Jerusalem, but He states

what shall take place after the icaipol iByuu shall have

been fulfilled. The oonsecutiveness of this delinea-

tion is plainly enough indicated by the xal of Luke,

end It is purely arbitrary to assert (De Wette) that

the Evangelist avoids the eirfttajs of Matthew because

he wrote after the destruction of Jerusalem. The

variation is simply connected with the freer form of

the redaction of this discourse of our Lord in Luke,

to which it is at the same time to be ascribed that he,

since he writes for the Gentile Christians, does not

speak of the flight on the Sabbath, of the shortening

of these days, and of the false Jewish prophets, while

he also does not so particularly speciaUze further

o-7)jifia, as is done by Matthew and Mark. As respects,

moreover, the signs themselves, there is as little rea-

son (Starke) to understand by the sun Antichrist, by

the moon and the stars antichristian teachers, as (Be»

ser and others) wit! out any proof to understand tiM
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Btara metaphorically of mifchty princes, and the roar-

ing sea of the tumult of nations. Other views we find

given by Lange on the parallel in Matthew. Why do
(pe not rather simply believe our Lord at His word,

that His Trapouijia will be accompanied with cosmic
revolutions, whose actual course can be as little cal-

culated as their possibility can be denied a priori ?

It was kno\\Ti even from the Old Testament that fear-

ful signs in the realm of nature would herald the day
of the Lord, see, e. g., Jer. iv. 23 ; Joel ii. 30, &c.

Commonly such delineations are ascribed to the

poetry of prophecy, and certainly it would betray
little taste and little intimacy with the style of the
Holy Scriptures if one upon such dicta would build a
definite theory as to the future destiny of the heav-
enly bodies. But, on the other hand, we learn even
by the extension which natural science has gained in

our days to recognize the limitation of human
science even in this sphere, and the genuine cosmo-
logian and theologian will be modest enough not
here too rashly to take the word " impossible " upon
his lips. We are wanting in any fixed hermeneutic
rule to determine propria marte what is here to be
understood literally and what tropically; only the
event will determine where in this case Ue the boun-
daries between imagination and reality.

On the earth anxiety of nations.—This allu-

sion to the profound anxiety which shall fill the
human world, is peculiar to Luke. The same thought
is further developed. Rev. vi. 12-15, and has in
itself psychological probability, without here suppos-
ing beUevers to be entirely excluded. As in the
animal world important alterations in the atmos-
phere are instinctively perceived, as often an inex-
pUciible presentiment of a terrible culamitv, whose
bri'Mking in is feared, makes even the most courage-
ous pale with terror ; so does our Lord give us to
expect that an obscure presentiment of great events
shortly before His Parusia will weigh like heavy
Alps on many a heart. Luke speaks of airopia Vixom
{see notes on the text) as an indication of that to
which the anxiety and perplexity of the nations has
relation. The roaring of the sea and waves, that is,

reminds even those who do not live in expectation
of the coming of the Son of Man, of terrible things,
nevertheless, which are about to come upon the
earth, while their evil conscience testifies to them
that they have the worst to expect therefrom. The
allegorical expositors of Scripture here only under-
stand again the sea of nations, apparently 'because
they find it a httle apocryphal that the ocean, at the
approach of the mortal hour of this visible creation,
should roar somewhat more heavily than wont. We]
for our part, find the physical signs in the sea not
more improbable than those in the moon and the
stars

Vs. 26. Men's hearts failing them for fear,
i.-no^ix^iy, that is, not only grow rigid (DeWette) or
fall into svvooning, but, as Hesychius interprets =
oTroTTi'sunaTi^fff^iii, spiriiu destitui. What even now
not unfrequently happens by a very high degree of
heat, anxiety, or sorrow, that the tension of the mo-
ment has the loss of life as a consequence, will then
especially no longer be classed among the rare casual-
ties

;
no wonder, since even the po\ners of heaven

BhaU be shaken, "perhaps the sustaining and
working torees of the heavenly system, with their
influences for the earth, so that the Lord finally com-
prehending aU together, means to say, ' Everything
lotetber shall give way and finally fall to pieces,
B Peter m. 10-12.' " Stier. According to De Wette

this phrase from Matthew, forsooth, limps hehin

but an exegesis which does not feel that just by th

terrible word the suflicient explanation of the jus

portrayed anxiety is given, appears itself not to star

upon a wholly good footing.

Vs. 2*7. And then.—Here also, as in Matthe
and Mark, the personal coming of the Messiah at tl

very time when the whole visible creation threatei

to sink into a chaos. According to Matthew, thei

is finally seen first the sign of the coming of the So
of Man, afterwards Himself According to Mar
and Luke, on the other hand, the appearance of th

Messiah upon the clouds—Mark in the plural, Luk
in the singular—is immediately beheld, while thes

two are silent as to the a-qixfiov. For the principt

views as to the latter, see Langk on Matt. xxiv. 3C

It may be very well supposed that the cloud of ligh

itself which bears Him and the glory which surround
Him might be this atiixe7ov. Compare the aasuranc
of the angels at the Ascension, which Lu\e alone ha
preserved to us. Acts i. 11, that the Lord shall com
again even so (oBtois) as {ov rpo-nov, i. e., en i>e<t>e\Ti

vs. 9) they had seen Him go towards heaven
The mention of the appearance and activity of th
angels at the last day, we find only in Matthew ani

Mark ad loc. [and in almost all the passages In th-

first three Gospels in which our Lord refers to thi

day of judgment.—C. C. S.] On the other hand
Luke lays emphasis on the practical side of the mat
ter, the expectation and joy with which the disciple
of our Lord, who are conceived as then still livinj

upon the earth, shall behold the approach of thes<
things. This again is genuinely PauUne, comp. Rom
viii. 19-23.

Vs. 28. And when these things begin tc

come to pass.—There is not the least reason foj

understanding by toutcui/ exclusively what is lasi

named, the coming of the Son of Man in His S<ifo
This manifestation is in a certain sense the work of
a moment, and when this shall have come to pass
then is the redemption of His own not only neai
(iyyl(ei), but really present. Rather are we to un.
derstaud thereby all previous tokens, which arc
named vss. 25, 26, and which must necessarily en-
dure for some time (therefore also iipxaiiivaiv). These
same events which the world shall gaze on with help'
less terror, must be for believers an awakening
voice to joyful hope and expectation, smce thest
very oiSrces prove that the birth-hour of their salva
tion comes with every moment nearer and nearer.
The heads which hitherto had often been bowed
under all manner of misery and persecution, must
then be Ufted up, comp. Rom. viii. 19 ; James v. 8.

Vs. 29. And He spake to them a parable.—
Here also, as m vs. 10, Luke appears as nan-ator,
while with Matthew and Mark the tone of discourse
continues undisturbed. The latter is internally more
probable. The former is a new proof of the greater
freedom of Luke's redaction. Moreover, the men-
tion of all the trees, with and beside the fig-tree is

peculiar to him. Perhaps our Lord speaks 'Sere
especially of a fig-tree, because this had served Him
so frequently as a type of the Israelitish people,
Mark xi. 12-14; Luke xiii. 6-9. But that He here
also speaks of that symbolical fig-tree, in other
words, that He designates the reviving Israel a.s a
prophet of His near approach (Stier), appears to us
quite as unproved as that the Lord means to allude
to the amarum and venenatum qiiiddam In the sac
of the fig-leaves, and adduces the incremenla maliq-
mtatu, as presages of His coming (Ebrard). In bofil
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eases the mention at least of all the trees would be
quite incongruous, and we tlierefore consider it as

better to assume that He spoke so especially of the

fig-tree because He wished to designate it as a spe-

tial Mnd of tree, in distinction from the others.

Vs. 30. When they now put forth.—Design-
edly Luke expresses himself here somewhat less

definitely than Matthew and Mark, because he does
not intend to bring into prominence the specific

peculiarity of the fig-tree, whose leaves develop
themselves at the same time with the setting of the
fruit, but only has in mind that which is common to

all trees. With the various kinds of trees the put>

ting forth of leaves is the token of approaching sum-
mer ; whoever sees the one knows then of himself
that the other is at hand.

—
"Aij)' eauTcSi/, "etiamsi

nemo vos doceat." Bengel.

—

The kingdom of God.
—Here, of course, agreeably to the whole text, defi-

nitely apprehended as regnrnn, glonce.

Vs. 32. This generation shall not pass away.
.^For a statement of the different views with refer-

ence to the signification of n yeyek aSxr), see Lange,
<id loc. The explanation that our Lord had in mind
the generation then hving is certainly the least arti-

ficial, while every other gives immediate occasion to

the conjecture that it has arisen from the perplexity

as to how to bring the prophecy into agreement with

the fulfilment. It may be asked, however, whether
the words eais hv navra yevrirut cannot be under-

stood in such a sense that they make the explanation

of yevd as designation of that generation at all

events possible. By -navTa we have no longer to

understand the destruction of Jerusalem in itself,

which now already lies behind our Lord's view, nor
yet His Trapouaia. itself, for in the following verse

there is again mention of a passing away of heaven
and earth, but we have to understand the presages
of His coming which He had just indicated sym-
bolically, as, for instance, in the image of the putting

forth of the leaves of the trees. These presages now
occupy necessarily a certain period of time (apxo-

aivav, VS. 28, and yiveaStai, used of things of this

sort, is an elastic idea, by which not only that which
s momentary, but also that which is successive, is

expressed). So must, therefore, the explanation be
permitted, "until aU things shaU have begun to come
to pass," all things, that is, which are to serve as

the previous signs of His coming ; and this was really

the case during the life of the contemporaries of our

Lord, who in the destruction of Jerusalem saw the

type of the approaching end of the world. He will

therefore say : This generation shall not pass away
without the beginning of the end of the world here

foretold you having come to pass in the actual de-

struction of Jerusalem. Our Lord by no means says

that everything which was to take place before the

Te'Xos will be omnibus numeris absolvium atque ad

finem, perductum before a generation of men will

have passed. The question cannot be merely what
yivitrhai, signifies in itself, but what it is to signify in

this connection. An explanation of this verse, it is

true, in which no difficulty at all remains, and every

appearance of arbitrariness is avoided, we, alas, even

at this day, are not acquainted with.

Vs. 33. Heaven and earth shall pass away.
-^After the discourse has risen to this height, there

would ensue a dreary anti-climax, if we would recog-

nize in these words only a figurative designation of

i;he destruction of the Jewish state. Our Lord
points evidently to the destruction of the earthly

economy, which shall be followed by the appearance

of a new heaven and a new earth, 2 j'eter iii. 8-14,
and gives assurance therewith that even then, whei
an entirely new order of things shall have come in,

His words, in particulir the promises of His com
ing, then first fully understood and fulfilled, would
not cease to remain words of life for all His own.
" They will approve themselves as eternal in an eter-

nal church, and that one of eschatological charac-
ter." Lange.

Vs. 34. And take heed to yourselves.—The
eschatological discourse in Matthew and Mark is

concluded with a description of the unexpected com-
ing of the Parusia, and a parabolic allusion to
watchfulness, which we have already met with in
Luke in a somewhat different form, chs. xii. and xvi^

Instead of this he has another conclusion, which, in-

deed, entitles us to inquire whether the Evangelist, in
a freer form, has condensed the main substance of
the admonitions given Matt. xxiv. 43-51, or whether
our Lord on this occasion used these very words.
However this may be, his rendering has so much the
more value, as it in some measure takes the place of
the missing parable of the Ten Virgins, which, ac-

cording to Matthew, was delivered this same evening
by our Lord, but has been passed over by Luke.
With deep wisdom our Lord ends His eschatological

discourse by leading His disciples back into their

own hearts, since their view had involuntarily lost

itself in the far future, and in thinking upon the uni-
versal historical character of the events here foretold,

they might very easily lose out of mind in how strict

a connection this Parusia stood with their personal
salvation. With a faithful and earnest irpoo-e'xeTf,

He begins to use the expectation of His coming for

their sanctification, as He had just before, vs. 28,
applied it to their consolation. He warns them that

their hearts be not burdened as by a spirit of deep
sleep. This might come to pass through three

things: /rprnvraAj), heaviness and dizziness, such as

drunkenness of yesterday gives, /xe'^, drunkenness,
which makes them for to-day unfit to reflect ma-
turely upon their highest interests, and yuepiVvais

PiioTiKa^s, which would plague them for to-mort-ow,

and impel them too strongly to labor for the meat
that perisheth. The one, as well as the other, would
be able to rob them of the clearness and sobriety of

mind with which they should await the coming of

their Lord. Not only should that which is entirely

unlawful be avoided, but also that which is relatively

lawful used with wisdom, in the consciousness that

they in no case could reckon upon it for a long time

;

for the great day was to be, even for them, the ser-

vants of the Lord, an unexpected one, alipMiOs

iiniTTii, comp. 1 Thess. v. 3, while it would come
upon other inhabitants of the earth, especially those

who were living on in careless quiet, without fellow-

ship with Christ, as a snare. The tertium com-

parationis lies iis well in the unexpectedness as in

the ruinousness of such snares as are commonly
used for ravening beasts. 'Eir\ irtfcras tovs koS'tj-

fifvous, here emphatic for a designation of quiet and
comfortable sitting, comp. Amos vi. 1-6, in which

they, therefore, are taken at once, as soon as only

the snare is thrown out upon them. See also Jer

XXV. 29 ; Rev. xviii. 7, 8.

Vs. 36. Watch ye . . . always.—Comp. Mark
xiii. 37 : fv irafrl xaipif may be referred quite as well

to aypuwrnre as to SeSn^voi. The former is prob-

able, on account of the antithesis, and the uncer-

tainty of the Parusia in vs. 35, wMeh requires an

unremitting watch. Watching and praying are hcM
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iiiso, as in Matt. xxvi. 41 ; 1 Peter ir. 1, 8, joined

together. Aeii^iEroi, 'li/a, K.T.A. indicates the frame of

mind in which they must be found watching and

waiting ; Kara^Lw^'n-re, comp. Liilce xx. 85 ; 2 Thess.

i. 5, not "become worthy," serum morali, but to be

accounted worthy, sensv. forend, digni haUtl atque

declarati, sc. a Deo. The word appears in the same

sense Acts v. 41.

To escape all these things, -wirra raira, here,

as in vs. 32, especially of the premonitions of the

Parusia considered exclusively on their terrifying

Bide ; for to escape the Parusia itself (which is

fiiNt alluded to in the immediately following expres-

sion) is indeed for friend and foe impossible. He
escapes ra fiiWovra, who is not carried away by per-

secutions, brought to apostasy by misleaders, or

robbed of courage by trial. (The genuineness of

Ta'uTa is doubtful; it is rejected by Tischendorf and

accepted by De Wette ; it has little influence on the

sense, since, at all events, our Lord means no other

future things than these of which He had just spoken.)

On the other hand, they must desire above all things

to appear before the Son of Man, araSirivai ei^.Ttpoa^ei',

K.T.\. It may, indeed, signify, "to pass the trial,"

as in Rom. xiv. 4, but at the end of this discourse it

b very probable that our Lord will designate there-

with something higher : the fearless appearance, the

composed standing before His throne, in order to

view Him, to serve Him, and to glorify Him. " The
^m(ru:'a7W7r) of believers is meant, and this, as it ap-

pears, of the living, because as a condition the escap-

ing of all the tribulations is named, 1 Thess. iv. 17

;

2 Thess. ii. 1 ; Matt. xxiv. 31." De Wette. This

araATtvai is, therefore, not only the beginning, but

also the substance, of the highest happiness, the op-

posite of which is portrayed, Ps. i. 5 ; Nahum i. 6

;

Rev. vi. 16, 17.

DOCTaiNAL AND ETHICAL.

1. It is of high significance that our Lord ends

His prophetical office, immediately before His last

Buffering, with such an eschatological discourse. The
course which our Saviour's teaching has taken during

His public life, shows the type of the natural course

of development of Christian dogmatics. As He had
appeared with the preaching of faith and conversion,

so ought at all times the practical questions to come
first. But as He did not leave the earth without

having also disclosed the secrets of the future, so

a Dogmatics which, in reference to the eirxnTa,

takes an indifferent or sceptical position, is in itself

imperfect, and like a mutilated torso. It lies in the

nature of the case that Christian eschatology, the

more the course of time advances, must become less

and less an unimportant appendix, and more and
more a locus primarius of Christian doctrine.

2. Whoever asserts that the expectation of a per-

sonal, visible, glorious return, which shall put a deci-

sive end to the present condition of things, belongs
only to Jewish dreamings, which one from a Christian

Bpiiitualistic position may look down upon with a
certain lofty disparagement, is here contradicted by
our Lord in the most decided manner.

S. What our Lord here announces in reference

to the termination of the history of the world is only
drawn in strong and broad lines. It is no picture

that already contains all the traits of the image of
the future complete, but a sketch with which the

more detailed paintmg is outlined, which afterwards

could be elaborated by the hand of the apostle*

He who believes in the unity of the Spirit in our Lora

and His first witnesses, cannot be hindered from

seeking in the Apostolic Epistles, or in the Revela-

tion, for the answer to many questions which this

eschatological discourse leaves yet reiraining for us.

Not easily will any one be able to show in this last

a conception for which the fundamental thoughtif

not more or less contained in this eschatological dis-

course, and which, therefore, miglit not be name'i,

with entire justice, a further explanation and com-

pletion of the same. So is the Pauline doctrine

of the restoration of Israel only the development of

the germ which we find here, Luke xxi. 24 ; so is

the Apocalyptical image of the convulsions of the

realm of nature which shall accompany the coming

of the Lord, only the development of the eschato-

logical foundation thoughts already given here. The
eschatology of the apostles is related to that of our

Lord as the nobly unfolding plant to the bud swell-

ing with sap ; not as the subsequently clouded sun

to its earlier briUiancy.

4. " The soul works on the body, and there is no

member or part of the body that does not feel with

the soul. So shall the Lord that shall come work
upon all creatures, and they shall not be able to

withdraw themselves from His working. Even before

His visible appearance will the creatures become
aware that the time of His coming is at hand. The
hfeless creation, that bends itself without opposition

to His almighty will, and men, who can oppose them-

selves with their impotent will to His almighty will,

—both shall be seized with the terrors that hasten

on before His appearance. The heaven and the sea,

and on earth men, shall have forebodings of that

which is to come. There rests upon the prophesy-

ings of our Lord concerning the end,—threatening

as they are, terrible as they sound,—^nevertheless an
obscurity by which their terrible impression is aug-

mented. They wait for their literal and most strik-

ing interpretation, for their fulfilment. Before this

comes, God's hand itself has veiled them in a twilight

which yields to no human endeavor ; but when the
fulfilment comes, man shall not only clearly know
how fully it fits the prophecy, but also how the pro-

phecy fits the fulfilment,—how they shall, as it were,

exactly cover one another." Lohe.

5. Although our Lord in this eschatological dis-

course does not speak expressly of His Divine nature
and dignity, it contains so powerful and incomparable
a self-testimony of Christ, that it is utterly impossible

not to ascribe to Him who so speaks a superhuman
character. Nothing is to be compared with the quiet

majesty of that word :
" Heaven and earth shall pass

aw:iy, but My words shall not pass away." Scoifera

think exactly the opposite—namely, that heaven and
earth shall remain ; the words of our Lord, on the
other hand, be forgotten and exposed as lies, 2 Peter
iii. 3 seg.—Yet our Lord, who apparently delays the

promise, will not rest until it is all fulfilled. Faiiem
quia cetenius.

6. The eschatological discourse is also remarkable
on this account, that it shows that a connection ac-

cording to the intent of our Lord exists and mus
exist between ttJittis and yvHais. The example ot

the apostles and the teaching of the Master show
anew : there cannot possibly be any talk of jii5i<ris ss

long as no ttiVtis precedes it. Non intelUgere ut cr&
das, sed credere ut intelligas. Where faith howeve:
is living, it feels to a certain extent the necessity of
also knowing the secrets of the future. Our Lord
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satisfies this need, so far as the receptivity of Hia
people permits Him, and while the iniixeTu of His com-
ing are only images of terror and riddles to the un-
believing, believers are at the same time the yvtairri-

Kol, who know what these things denote, and whither
they tend. Their faith has, therefore, become a
knowing ; but, on the other hand also, thV, knowing,
which is still very limited and only in part, leads

again to faith, and must end in ever firmer faith,

hope, and waiting. JPer fidem ad intdleclum, per
inteUectwn adjtmniorem jidem.

1. The eschatological discourse of our Lord may
be considered as a type of a fitting and edifying

treatment of future things for all preachers. Let us
consider well how closely this doctrine of His coheres
also with the prophetic words of Scripture ; how the
chief strokes of the picture are placed in a clear

light, while points of a subordinate importance re-

main veiled in an unprejudicial obscurity ; how He,
above all, delivers this teaching not for the satisfac-

tion of an idle curiosity, but uses it directly for the

admonition, for the consolation, and for the sanctifi-

cation of His own. It admits of no doubt that had
the impending end of the history of the world been
always written of and spoken of in this way, much
less offence would have been taken, and also much
less offence would have been given.

8. It is not impossible that our Lord on this

occasion uttered the so-called unwritten expression

of which Justin Martyr, in Tryph. ch. xlvii., makes
mention with the simple words : iih koI d riuerepo^

KipLos 'I. Xp. (hev, and which has all the internal

traces of genuineness : "In that in which I shall find

you, therein will I judge you."

9. Compare on this Pericope the Dies irce.

HOMTLETICAl AND PEACTIOAIi.

The visible creation must perish before the heaven
and the new earth appear.—The joy of the world
perishes often before the end of the world.—If the

righteous scarcely be saved, where shall the ungodly
and the sinner appear ?—The day of Christ at once

a day of terror and of glory.—The different temper
in which men go towards and look towards this day

:

1. While unbelief yet mocks, faith mourns ; 2. while

unbelief fears, faith hopes ; 3. while unbelief de-

spairs, faith triumphs.—The ordinary laws of nature

are abolished when the kingdom of Christ celebrates

its highest triumphs.—The coming of the Son of

Man: 1. Seen by all eyes ; 2. surrounded by heavenly

glory ; 3. greeted by the redeemed with joy.^Even
nature prophesies of the approaching summer of the

iingdom of God.—How much the Christian, by
ittentive observation of the kingdom of nature and
jf grace, can know of himself.—The knowledge of

the hour which has struck in God's kingdom : 1. Its

grounds; 2. its degree; 3. its limits.—The contem-

poraries of our Lord, even in their lifetime, witness-

es : 1. Of the most glorious event ; 2. of the most

terrible event, that ever the earth has seen.—What
is perishable and what remains.—Heaven and earth

shall pass away, but My words shall not pass away :

1 . The sublimity ; 2. the truth ; 3. the comfort ; 4.

the serious depth, of this utterance.—What the word
of our Lord shall continue for His people, even after

the end of the world.—What is the greatest danger

to which the disciple of the Lord is exposed at the

approach of the day of His commg ?—He that is fiiU

irf wine cannot be full of the Holy Spir t, Eph. v. 18.

—The day of the Lord comes unawares ;—wo£ to th«
man whom it finds wholly unprepared !—How tht
best preparation for the coming of the Lord co&
sists

: 1. In watchfulness ; 2. m activity ; 3. in thought
fulness.—They who sit down in selfisiiness and care-
lessness, will be not less surprised by the end than
they that pass the night at their wine.—Watching
and praying must we await the Lord',s coming.

—

Nothing higher can the praying Christian vlesire than

:

1. To escape the destruction that lights upon others;
and 2. to stand with all His people before the Son
of Man.

Stakke :—They that have not feared God in then
life, shall melt away for terror in the end.—Many
weighty things have already come to pass on eartl^

but the weightiest is yet to be looked for.

—

Quesnel :—Wlioever has despised Jesus in His humility, will

see Him against his will In His majesty.—There
comes at last a time when we shall be redeemed from
all that is a burden to us, 2 Tim. iv. 18.—The
earthly-minded regard the spring as the most conve-
nient time for their lust and desire, but true Chris-
tians as a type of the glory and resurrection of tha
children of God.—The summer a beautiful image of
eternal blessedness.—God does not let the race of
the ungodly perish till all is come to pass, which
serves as the proof of His righteousness, and for

their punishment.—True Christians who seek that

which is above in heaven are as the birds of the
heaven who, because they are not on earth, have noth-
ing to fear from the nets of the fowler.

—

Beentids :

—

Because man does not know his time, he must learn

wisely to accommodate himself to the time.—It is

God alone that can make us worthy and ready for the

enjoyment of His everlasting glory.—Watching and
praying men ever keep together.

On the Pericope

:

—Fuohs :—Conceming the re-

turn of Christ and the hour of death : 1. For the

ungodly, terrible; 2. for believers, joyful.—Lift up
your heads : 1. In good days, and thank the Lord

;

2. in evil days, and trust the Lord ; 3. in the last

days, and be joyful in hope.—Heebeegee :—Con-
ceming the last Advent of Jesus and the flower-

buds of the last day.—Otho :—The last judgment.—Feesenius :—The redemption of Jesus Christ in

its different asspects : 1. The procuring of salvation
;

2. the preparation of salvation ; 3. the complete rev-

elation of salvation.

—

Ahlfelo :—Behold the King
Cometh to thee in might and glory.

—

Couard;—
Christian-mindedness in evil times.

—

Souchon ;—The
comfort and admonition of Christ's prophecy of His

coming.

—

Stiee :—The day of the Lord's return : 1.

How; and 2. whereto it is placed before our eyes—
Ranke :—How we have to receive our Lord's prophecy

of His coming again : 1. With deep reverence ; 2.

with great joy ; 3. with holy seriousness.

—

Rauten-
beeg :—The course of the gospel among the terrors

of the tune.^GAUPP :—The coming again of our

Lord a strong incitement to a godly life, for ; 1. It

awakens the spirit to a living hope ; 2. it inspires in

all believing hearts sweet comfort even in the dreari-

est condition of the kingdom of God ; 3. it admon-

ishes most deeply to become worthy, by prayer and

watchfulness, to stand before the Son of Man.

—

Cl.

Harms :—The setting forth of the coming of our

Lord is seasonably done even in the Advent season

:

1. It awakens sleepers ; 2. shakes the presumptu-

ous ; 3. helps the wavering to a decision ; 4. strength?

ens the weak in faith.

—

Kraossold :—The coming of

our Lord at the end of days: 1. A coming tojudg

ment and moreover ; 2. a terrible and glorious ; 3. ar
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undoubtedly certain, coming, and therefore ; 4. a com-

ing for which we should perseveringly wait in joyful

faith.—SiAncT :—How believera demean themselves

at the coming of Christ ; 1. As attentive observers

»f the tokens of this coming ; 2. as joyful spectators

of these mutations in the world ; 3. as those deFireri

out of all judgments.—Dr. A. Bomhaed :—The esta

lished heart of the believing Christian.—B. Stesei

—Of the joyful and blessed freedom of the perfect!

righteous.

General Conclusion (Vss. 37, 38).

37 And in tlie daytime [ras rjfjiipas] he was teaching [or, was wont to teach] in tli

temple: and at night he went out, and abode [lodged] in the mount that is called th

38 mount of Olives. And all the people came early in the morning to him in the temple

for to hear him.'

^ Ys. 38.—After vs. 38 some cursive manuscripts have the Pericope de aduUera^ John vii. 53—viii. H. On intema
grounds the reception of this event into this connection is vindicated by Lange (.Leben JesUf ad locum). Comp. Lange ol

Matthew. In his work on the GorpeJ of John, ad locum, the author has modified this view.

EXEaETICAIi AND CRITICAL.

Vs. 37. And in the da3rtime He was wont
to teach.—Luke does not at all mean that our

Saviour eveu after the eschatological discourse con-

tinued to teach in the temple, but he simply sums up
what had been wont to take place in the days im-

mediately preceding ; looking back therewith to ch.

XX. 1. This appears as well from the expression

:

?iv SiSdffKdjv, as from ra? ?;/x6pas, which in general

refers to the Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday of the

Passion-Week. The purpose is not therefore to state

that our Lord delivered the eschatological discourse

»Iso in the temple, but only to indicate that so long

•s He continued in the temple He spoke there as a

Teacher, and was listened to by the people with un-

diminished interest, so that He by no means saw
Himself constrained to leave the sanctuary for want
of hearers. However, the account of Luke must be
complemented by that of the other Evangehsts. In

this way we know what Luke has already (vs. 5) caused
us to conjecture, namely, that the prophecy of the

destruction of Jerusalem was not delivered till after the

leaving of the temple, while we become aware from
John xii. a6 that He after the departure from the

temple hid Himself from the Jews {(Kpi^n), which
undoubtedly appears to point to a seclusion of some
hours, or very possibly of a whole day, before the

beginning of the last conflict. If everything does not
deceive us, then all took place in the Tuesday of the

Passion-Week, which is stated Matt. xxi. 20 ; xxvi.

B ; Mark xi. 20—xiv. 2 ; Luke xx. 1—xxi. 36 ; so

that we find no other day in the whole public life of our
Lord, of which the Synoptics give us so rich an his-

torical survey. The occurrence with the Greeks in

the temple, John xii. 20-86, may have taken place
on the Monday. Over the Wednesday, the whole of
which our Lord, as it appears, spent in Bethany, there
is spread an impenetrable veil. We may suppose
(with Lange) that He on this day made the wider
circle of His followers acquainted with His approach-
ing suffering. [The extreme difficulty which the
apostles themselves, up to the v«ry hour of our Lord's
arrest, had in admitting the idea of any such thing
eefalling Him, appears to render it exceedingly im-
probable tha'-, the wider circle of His disciples had
any inthnatitu of it beforehand, or at least any but
the most general intimation

; there is certainly not
lie least hint in any of the Gospels that they had.

—

C. C. S.] The conjecture (Wieseler) that John xii

44-50, is also to be considered as a part of an addres;

which our Lord at this very time delivered as a fina

address to the people, appears tons less probable. Thesi

concluding phrases after the general account, Johi

xii. 37-43, appear rather to bear a chrestomathica

character, and to contain a freely-condensed summary
of that which at all times, and especially in the lasi

days, had been the main substance of the preachinf

of our Lord.

Vs. 38. And all the people casne early ii

the morning, &pApi(e irpij a\ir6v. De Wette
"Sought Him out eagerly." According to LXX.
Ps. Ixxviii. 34 ; Ixiii. 2 et alib Better in the sense

of mane veniehat, see Luther, Vulgate, Meyer, anc

Ewald. Designation of the undimini.shed desire of

the people, who could scarcely wait for the day ii

order to go again to Him, and who therewith, so long

as they had not yet been wholly misled and bhnded
by the Pharisees, continually proved that they knew
how to appreciate their Prophet. A few days after-

wards we see all changed, see ch. xxiii. 18. This

statement of Luke is worthy of note on this account

also, that it shows that the few last days which oui

Lord abode in the temple must have been very lon^

days, on which therefore there could not have wanted
time for so much as took place, for instance on the

Tuesday. TertuUian's translation therefore holds

good, be luculo conveniebard ; although it was a

not very happy thought of Grotius, when he from

this early hastening of so many hearers, drew the

conclusion ; apparet, non carnisse fructu monitum
illud Chrish : aypvTnuTf. This pregnant admonition

was certainly not fulfilled merely by so inadequate a

proof of interest ; besides, it had not even been ad-

dressed to the people, but specially to the Twelve.

BOCTsrcrAL axb ethical.

1. See on the Exegetical and Critical.

2. The imperturbable composure with which our
Lord, BO long as it pleased Him, held to the end the

post assigned Him, and continued His daily usage of
teaching, presents a striking contrast to the restless-

ness and perplexity of His enemies, which increases
every moment. Here also the wisdom of the old

word of Scripture, Prov. xxviii. 1 ; Is. Ivii. 21, was
revealed.

8. The undiminished result of the preaching o(
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anr Lord, in which He was able to rejoice even to

the very last day, is a new argument for the volun-

tariness and unoonstrainedness of His surrender to

the might of His foes.

4. The secret of the unbroken energy which our
Lord revealed even unto the last hour of His public

life, is to be sought in the holy hours upon the Mount
of Olives.

6. It is worthy of note that our Lord, so far as we
know, on the last Tuesday and Wednesday of His
public life, performs no more miracles ; the time for

that had already passed.

HOMrLETICAl AND PBACTICAI,.

"As long as I am in tlie world, 1 am the light

of the world," John ix. 5.—Our Lord does not leave

the temple till it has become plain before aU men's
eyes that He leaves it as Victor.—The hen does not

become weary of calling her brood, even when she

sees the eagles coming from afar.—The Mount of

Olives, the sanctuary of the soUtary prayer of our

Lord.—The holy consecration to the agony of Geth-

Bemane.—The high signiflcance which the principal

mountains of the Holy Land had in the history of the

Life and Passion of the Lord. Behind Him there

already lie the Mount of Temptation, where He over-

came the Evil One ; the Mount of the Beatitudes, where
He as Teacher proclaimed the constitution of His

kingdom; the Mount of the Transfiguration, where

He in the distance beheld His suffering and His glory.

Before Him yet lies the Mount of the Cross, where
the most agonizing strife was to be striven ; the

Mount of the Manifestation (Matt, xxviii. 16), where

the most glorious triumph was to be celebrated ; the

Mount of the Ascension, where the noblest crown was

to be attained.—The final stillness before the final

trife.—How remarkable, and yet how indecisive, the

last undiminished interest of the people in the in
struction of our Lord is.- -The early and week-daj
preaching of the Lord.

—

Ora et labora.

Staeke :—When the end of their life draws mani-
festly near, then especially must servants oi God
faithfully administer their function, and seek thus to

conclude it worthily, 2 Peter i. 13, 14.—Christ's
servants must early and late serve the Lord, even
to the end of their life, Acts xiii. 36 ; Is. xl. 31.—
Labor for our neighbor's salvation must be joined
with prayer. — Quesnel : — Oh, how happy and
bloommg is the Church when a people hungering for

God's word has a faithful minister, who is even aa

hungry and eager to feed them therewith, 1 Thess.
iii. 6, 10 ; Rom. i. 11.—To neglect God's worship and
preaching for the sake of comfort and convenience,
is not capable of being answered before God, Ps. xliL

4.—The love and the thronging of a people after

God's word encourage the zeal of the pastor ; the zea]

and diligence of the pastor encourage the people, 1

Thess. ii. 8-13; Prov. xxvii. 17.

—

Aknot:—Jesus'

threefold elevation: 1. Tlie elevation of His body; 2.

of His soul ; 3. of His spirit. " If Jesus had need, in

order to preserve to Himself freshness and vigor for

His day's work, now and then to collect Himself in

stillness and prayer, we need it yet much more, and
the unhappy ones who know no still hours in their

life, know not at all how much they lack. Not in

vain does the old proverb join labor and praying, to

intimate thereby that prayer, though it is a labor, is

at the same time an enjoyment, yea, an enjoyment of

all enjoyments and the chief refreshment from labor,

the chief consecration for labor. Verily, they have
done most in their life that have prayed most, and
very rich matter is therefore contained in the Uttle

rhyme :
" Halt dich rein^ acM dich klein^ sei gern

allein, mit O-ott gemein I " [Keep thyself pure ; esteem

thyself of small account ; love to be alone, together

with God].

The History of the Passion.

T%e mwe particular and intimate Leavetaking of the Saviour with Sis Disciples at the Approach of Ou

Final Confiiet.

1. The Last Conspiracy of His Enemies, assisted by Judas (Ch. XXH. 1-6).

(Parallel to Matt. xxri. 3-5 j 14-16 ; Mark xiv. 1, 3, 10, 11.)

1 Now the feast of unleavened bread drew nigh, which is called the pasaover [Trao-xa].

2 And the chief priests and scribes sought how they might kill him ; for they feared the

3 people. Then entered Satan into Judas surnaraed Iscariot, being [or, who was] of the

4 number of the twelve. And he went his way, and communed [consulted'] with the

chief priests and captains, how he might betray him [deliver him up, TrapaSw'] unto

5, 6 them. And they were glad, and covenanted to give him money. Ard he promised,

and sought opportunity to betray him [deliver him up] unto them in the absence of th

multitude [or, without attracting a multitude fo^eiAer].

f ' Vs. 4.—Eevised Vereion of the American Bible Union.—C. C. S.] ^ , , ^r. i •
['Vs. 4.—IIpoSi8o)fii, whicli properly means "to ielray," is only used in tie Gospels once of Judas, m the form of

,£ derivative ir/joSoTiji, Luke vi. 16. Elsewhere the Evangelists speak of him as " deUyering up " the Saviour, leanng thf

duuactei of the act to speak for itseU.--C. C. S.]
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EXEGEITCAL AND CEITICAl.

For the history of the Passion in general, and
respecting the literature belonging to it, see Lange on
Matt. xxvi.

As respects the form of the relation of the history

of the Passion in Luke, he has on the one hand
much in common with the other Evangelists, but on

the other hand, also, not a little peculiar to himself.

I/ike Matthew and Mark and John, he also, in this

part of the history of the life of Jesus, is unquestion-

ably most detailed, and while he, in the beginning of

his gospel, upon the events of many years gives only

a few lines, he enables us at the end of it to accom-
pany our Lord almost step by step upon His way of

sorrow. Like his predecessors, he also brings into

a strong light, on the one hand, the innocence and
greatness of our Lord over against His enemies, on
the other hand, the adorable providence of God over
against the free acts of men. In the choice of that

which he relates or passes over, he agrees much more
with Matthew and Mark than with John, who, in the
history of the Passion also, has taken a way pecu-
liarly his own. And yet we find in Luke by no
means a spiritless repetition and supplementing of
that which the first two Synoptics have already com-
municated, much as in many respects his narrative is

undeniably inferior to the narratives of these. The
sequence of the events is with him less chronologically

exact, as Btnjeus, De morie Jem Chrisii. ii. pp. 12,

13, has remarked, comp. e. r/., his account of the
celebration in the passover-chamber with that of
Matthew and Mark. How much less complete and
well arranged is his narrative of the agony in Getb-
semane than that of the others, and again how brief
and general are his notices of that whioh took place
in the judgmeut-house of Pilate! But, on the other
hand, it is to no other than Luke that we owe a num-
ber of notices and intimations by which our histori-

cal knowledge of the last hours of our Lord is partly
cleared up, partly enlarged. He alone gives the names
of the disciples who prepared the Pussover—Petei' and
John, ch. xxii. 8, and communicates to us, vs. 1.5, the
affecting words with which our Lord opens the meal.
Besides him, no one of the Synoptics mentions the
disciples' dispute as to rank, vs. 24 seq., which in all

probability was the occasion for the foot-washing, as
well as also the remarkable utterance, vss. 2S-30.
At the agony in Gethsemane he alone mentions the
strengthening angel, as well as the sweat of blood,
vss. 4.3, 44 ; he has also, at the same time, in this

preserved for us some remarkable words of our Lord.
All the Evangelists relate the denial of Peter : Luke
alone speaks, vs. 61, of the look of the Lord. All
relate the night-session : Luke alone gives account
of the official session of the Sanhedrim, in the mor-
ning, vss. 66-71, which is not to be confounded with
the former. Without him we should have remained
in ignorance of the first special accusation which the
Jews had preferred to Pilate against Jesus, ch. xxiii.

2, and also of what our Lord suffiired before Herod,
ch. xxiii. 5-16 ; of His address to tlie weeping wo-
men, Tss. 27-31 ; of His first word on the cross, vs.

84 ; of the absolution of the Penitent Thief, vss,
39-43; of the last exclamation of the Dying One,
TS. 46 ; of the part taken by Joseph of Arimathaja
in the Jewish senate, vs. 51, and many other minor
traits besides. The special mention of the women
who came into relation to the suffering Saviour is

peculiar to Luke, ch. xxiii. 27-81, and also vss.

55, 56, as indeeu even previously, ch. f'm. 2, 3,

had given a special statement of the service rt

dered by the Galilean female friends. Taking i

together, we see that Luke, in the history of the Pi

sion also, does not at all belie his character as pli

sician, as Hellem'st, as Paulinist ; and for the ve

freshness and originality of his deUneation he ri

serves that we, even after that which has been r

lated respecting the history of the Passion by Mi
thew and Mark, should devote to his narrative

particular investigation. As respects general topii

which he has in common with the two before name
in particular all that is of a chronological, archse

logical, and topographical character, as, forinstanc
Passover and Gethsemane, Golgotha, &o., we mus
as a rule, in order to avoid too great a prolixity, reft

the reader to the admirable expositions of Lange i

the Gospel of Matthew, at the passages in question.

Vs. 1. Now . . . drew nigh.—In the beginnin
of the history of the Passion, Luke agrees most wit
Mark, although he is chronologically less exac
The decisive transition, in Matt. ch. xxvi. 1, from th
accomplished prophetical to the now beginning higl:

priestly work of the Lord, does not appear eo cor
spicuously in Luke, although it is plain enougi
that he also now begins to give account of a ne^
period.

—

The feast of unleavened bread, whicl
is called the Passover.—An exact periphrastii
designation of the approaching feast in its whole ex
tent (not of the first evening alone), as was requisiti

for readers who were not acquainted from their owi
observation and experience with the Israelitish Pass
over.

Vs. 2. Sought how they might kiU Him.—
Here, especially, Luke must be complemented fron
Matt. xxvi. 3-5. It appears, then, that we have noi
to understand an indefinite and planless (-nre'Lv, bui
a definite assembling of a part of the Sanhedrun, ap
parently the first one, ml hoc, after that which is

mentioned John xi. 47-53. This gathering, held in

the palace of the high -priest, had probably a more
confidential character, and was, we may suppose, in

chief part composed of those of like mind. The
theme of their deUbcration was in general ttHi aiii\a>-

aiu ai'Toj'. That their will is, at any cost, to remove
Him out of the way, is already tacitly understood •

but now they must yet further become agreed upon
the manner in which to c:irry out their purpose, and
that this costs deliberation as well as effort, Luke
brings to view by : for they feared the people.—
Comp. Mark xiv. 2 ; Matt. xxvi. 5. It is by no means
their intention to remove our Lord out of the way,
even before the feast (Neander), but they mean to
let the time of the feast go by, in order immediately
afterwards to seize the favorable opportunity. Yet
unexpectedly the carrying out of the murderous plan
is hastened, and the fulfilment of the prophecy of
our Lord, Matt. xxvi. 1, 2, prepared by the base offer
of Judas.

Vs. 3. Then entered Satan Not an expres-
sion for the completed, fully confirmed resolution of
the traitor (De Wette), but for a preparatory in-
fluence of Satan upon him, whereby a later decisive
possession (John xiii. 27) is by no means excluded.
Not all at once does Satan possess himself of the
soul of the unhappy traitor. Not till after several
assaults does he fully succeed in this. His plat
itself was devilish, but not less the carrying out.
For more particular details upon this transaction, set
Matt. xxvi. 14-16. The anomting at Bethanv which
Matthew and Mark narrate previously, Luxe 'pass«
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over, because he had already, ch. Tii. 36-50, related

something similar. Apparently the offer of Judas
was made on Wednesday, after the Jewish council

had separated on Tuesday evening with the pre-

liminary conclusion, "Not on the feast."

Of the number of the Twelve.—It is worthy
of note that this particular circumstance is mentioned

by nil the Evangelists with so much emphasis. So
much the more natural is the question how precisely

one of the Twelve could have come to commit such a

crime. That Judas was a man of peculiar talents,

who, however, more than even the other disciples,

had been filled with earthly-minded expectations,

cannot be seriously doubted. Only he can become a

devil, who has possessed the possibility of becoming
an angel. In his expectations he now saw himself

more and more deceived, when he became aware that

our Lord did not at all make the desired use of the

enthusiasm of the people ; nay, that He suffered the

Hosannas of the people to decline into a jubilee of

children. This disappointed hope must have made
him doubly receptive for the feeling of injured self-

love, when he at Bethany was humbled before the

eyes of all, and his covetousness unmasked. From a

Nazarene, who would be no Messiah, who would be
only a Rabbi, a Judas could naturally endure no
hard words. Perhaps also the prediction of the

ffTavpcibrji'm, Matt. xxvi. 2, had given to his revenge-

ful thoughts more form and fixedness, while his

avarice had at the same time impelled Mm to in-

demnify himself by treachery for the damage which

he believed himself to have suffered by Mary's

anointing. On the consequences of his act he ap-

pears in truth scarcely to have thought, but, like

a drunken man, to have stumbled along on the dark

way of destruction, until afterwards his eyes were

opened in the most terrible manner upon his guilt.

By no means is the opinion well grounded that he

wished to constrain the Lord to free Himself by
force or by a miracle from the hands of His enemies,

and so to reveal His majesty. " What a common
comedian nature he must needs have been to let his

holy Master pass unharmed, as profitable capital,

through a danger as through a speculation. Ac-

cording to this opinion Judas does not become bet-

ter, but instead of a devilishly revengeful man, we gain

only a rascally soul, of which it is inconceivable how
Jesus could have chosen it among His disciples."

Ebrard. On the contrary, two of the Evangehsts give

us a very pregnant intimation that the treason to-

wards Jesus, psychologically considered, CMnnot be

fully comprehended unless we assume a direct Satanic

influence, of course not without the guilt of the traitor,

who had voluntarily and stubbornly opened his heart

to this influence.

Vs. 4. The captains.—These had a very impor-

tant part in the matter, since they constituted the

clerical police of the temple, who, in any case, would

have to appoint and despatch the necessary force for

the arrest of the Saviour. They were the subordi-

nate executive board for discharging the commands
of the high-priest, a Levitical corps of officers that

stood under the command of a (Trpcnnyos, while by

he name aTparnyoi commanders of the individual

watches are denoted.

Vs. 6. And they were glad.—Not only be-

cause there now opens to them the prospect of the

fiilfilment of their intended wishes, but also (Euthy-

mius) because among Jesus' disciples themselves a

spirit of unfaithfulness and natred begins to reveal

Itself. In this joy they assume the obhgation {auyt-

ftei/To) of giving him money, and Judas, who con
eludes the bargain with them {i^ofioKoynafp), seeki
now, on his side, without delay, a good opportunity
therefor. Like Mark, Luke also speaks only of
money in general, without a more precise statement
of the sum, which is mentioned by Matthew alone
It is entirely without ground (De Wette, Strauss,
Scholten) to consider the number of the thirty pieces
of silver as the fruit of a construction of the history
accordmg to the prophecy of Zechariah, least of all

if we assume that this sum was only intended for a
prehminary payment, wliich subsequently, perhaps,
if the plan should have been carried out success-
fully, was to be followed by a more considerable
one.

Vs. 6. Without attracting a multitude, &Tfp
ux^w, without having a popular tumult arise. The
opposite, see in Acts xxiv. 18. The poetical word
aTfp used only here and in vs. 36. Without doubt,
a quiet execution of the plan appears quite as desir-

able to Judas for himself, as the chief-priests consider
it necessary in the general interest. Wickedness ia

always cowardly.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. With the last Passover the hatred of the prin-

cipal Jews towards Jesus has reached iis highest

point. The reascra of the augmentation of this hatred
with every feist which the Lord celebrated at Jeru-

salem, becomes especially visible from the fourth

gospel. His enemies destroy for themselves the joy
in the Passover of the Old Covenant, and rise -vith-

out knowing it to slaughter the Passover of the New
Covenant. So fear before God, only fear before men,
dwells in their hearts ; withal their iinpotency is so

great that they are not able to carry out their plans

unless they find an accomplice from Jesus' own circle

of disciples.

2. By the mention of the treachery of Judas the

veil of the spiritual world is Hfted, and the folly

of those becomes manifest who wiU not believe in a

personal influence of Satan. After the Evil One has

vainly sought (Matt. iv. 1-11) to bring our Lord in

person to apostatize, he now seeks to destroy His

work, and to inflict upon Him through one of His

own disciples a deadly wound. The manner in which
he now possesses himself of Judas, after the latter

had belonged for a while to the disciples of our Lord,

serves as a new proof of the deeply earnest utter-

ance, ch. xi. 24-27. " Dicitur in reprobos intrare

Saian, cum^ reverso Dei nietu^ extincta rationis lucCf

piidore eiiain excussOj sensus omnes occupaV Calvin.

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

The approaching of the last Passover of the Old

Covenant.—The very different manner in which our

Lord and in which His enemies prepare themselves

to celebrate the feast.—Spite and despondency united

in the enemies of our Lord.—Two gatherings, that

of our Lord with His disciples and that of the chief-

priests and scribes: 1. Here the composure of iimo-

cence, there the suspense of wickedness; 2. hera

certainty as to that which is to be suffered, there un-

certainty as to that which is to be done ; 3. here

courageous awaiting of danger, there unquiet fear of

the people.—The Divine and the human plan of suf

fering.—The first steps in the way of treason: 1
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Their preparation; 2. their carrying out; 3. their

aim.—^The uncommonly deep signiiicancy of a first

Btep—Satan in the way to cast down : 1. Judas ; 2.

our Lord ; 3. himself.—The hellish joy of the con-

federates of sin.—The fearful might of money.—The

e-ril covenant of Judas with the enemies over against

the unsuspiciousness of the faithful disciples, a new

proof for the truth of the saying, Luke xvi. 8*.

—

Craft and covetousness in covenant against the Ee-

deemer of the world : 1. The terrific character of this

covenant ; 2. the impotency of this covenant ; 3. the

instructiveness of this covenant.—The greatest crime

that was ever committed, the way to the greatest

blessmg of the world.—The might and the impotency

of sin: 1. The might, a. it has mighty servants, b.

strong weapons, c. ready confederates ; 2. the impo-

tency, it is not capable, a. of covering its own shame,

4. of shalcing the composure of Jesus, c. of frustrating

the counsel of God.—Judas a warning example of

the iusufiiciency of a merely outward fellowship with

Christ.—Nothing is casualty, nothing without pur-

pose.—Even the mode of death, like the time of

death, predetermined.

Staeke :

—

Nova Bibl. Tub.

:

—One may from fear

of men omit or postpone the sin, and yet have a

plan of murder against Jesus in the heart.—Like and

like join together.—Sin has its degrees.—Woe t

covetous priests ! — Ckamer : — Unfaithfulness i

widely extended upon earth, and a man's foes an

often they of his own house.—Qcesnel ;-—He tha

has once made room for Satan in his heart iscapabli

of the greatest sins.—He that loves sin easily findi

opportunity to commit it.—Whoever sins pres-imp

tuously seeks opportunity thereto, but who OLt of

weaknes.s, is overcome by the opportunity.—To pro

mise evil ii- a great sin, but to keep the evil promisf

is even greater.

—

Hecbner:— Christ addresses Him-

self to bring Himself as a sacrifice, and His enemies

to sacrifice Him to their hate.—Judas a type of

those who value all religion, Christianity, and th«

virtue of men according to their profitableness.

—

Jesus, for Judas, had His price.—Interrogate thyself

whether thou wouldst not have been ready, had

enough been offered thee for it, to give up Jesus,

therefore whether thy faith, thy virtue have a price

for which it may be bought.—F. K. Arnut :—The

sudden appearing of Judas in the great council : 1,

His coming : 2. his going.

—

Tboldck :—The Passion-

Week makes plain in Judas to what degree even the

human heart is capable of being hardened that has

already known the way of righteousness, 2 Petei

ii. 2, 21.

2. The Preparation of the Passover (Vss. 7-13).

(Parallel to Matt. xxvi. 17-19; Mark xiv. 12-16.)

7 Then came the day of unleavened bread, when the passover must be [h»d to bej

8 killed. And he sent Peter and John, saying, Go and prepare us the passover, that we

9, 10 may eat. And they said unto him, Where wilt thou that we prepare? And he

said unto them. Behold, when ye are entered into the city, there shall a man meet you,

11 liearing a pitcher of water; follow him into the house where he entereth in. And ye

shall say unto the goodman [master] of the house, The Master [Teacher] saith unto

thee. Where is the guestchamber [KaraAu^a], where I shall [may] eat the passovei

12 with my disciples? And lie shall shew you a large upper room furnished: there make
13 ready [prepare the j^assover]. And they went, and found as he had said unto them •

and they made ready the passover.

the Synoptics as according to John, our Lord, on the

] 4th Nisan, at the same time with the other Jews,
and at the time appointed by the law, ate the

Passover, and on the 15th suffered the death on the

Cross. We believe that the grounds for this view
in Wieseler's Chronolog. Sj/nopse, p. 339 seg., have
been, it is true, controverted by Bleek, Tiscbendorf,

and others, but not refuted ; and that, moreover,
there is just as little reason for placing the meal,
John xiii., on Wednesday evening (Wichelhaus), as

(Kraeft, Chronologie uTidHmmonie der 4 Evangelien^
Erlangen, 1848, p. 125) to speak of two meals, and
to transfer this evening to the 12th and 13th Nisan.
The objections, which even after the powerful de-

monstration of Wieseler, may be raised from an en-

tirely different stand-point against the view accepted
by us, are not unknown to us ; but we beUeve thai

tliese, at all events, are of infinitely less importanct
than the difficulties in which one involves himself if h(
assumes in this particular an irreconcilable disore
pancy between John and the Synoptics. Respecting
the Passover controversy of the ancient church, anC
its relation to the chronology of the Passion Week

EXEQETICAI AKD OEITICAL.

Vs. 1. When the Passover had to be killed,

Kei S:veaSiai.—It is really an enigma how one could

ever have found in this chronological datura of Luke,
and in the words of our Lord, Matt. xxvi. 1 8, a ground
for the entirely unprovable conjecture that our Sa-

vior ate the Passover a day earlier than other Israel-

ites. Upon every impartial person the beginning of
this Pericope makes far more the impression that

Luke speaks here of the definite day on which, ac-

cording to the appointment of the law, the Passover
lamb had to be slaughtered. Only on this day was
the question of the disciples. Matt. xxvi. 17, perfectly

natural ; moreover, the beginning of the discourse at

table, preserved by Luke alone, vs. 15, shows that

our Lord attributes to this very Passover an especi-

ally high significance. As to the rest, it is not here
the place to enter into detailed discussion as to the
actual day of our Lord's death. Be it only gi-anted

to ua to express our conviction—the result of special

ted repsated investigation—that as well according to
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3omp. RiGOENBACH, I. c, p. 636 seq., where at the

Bame time the most recent literature on this question

is given. See also : Der Tag des leizten PasclMmah-
les Jexu, ChrUti, ein harmonistischer Versuch, by
Sekno, Berlin, 1859.

Ys. 8. And He sent Peter and John.—Ac-
cording to the more detailed account of Matthew
and Mark, the disciples themselves first began to

speak to our Lord of the Passover meal, apparently

on Thursday morning, at Bethany. Perhaps the

Master was now more silent than of old ; of the feast,

without doubt. He did not speak, and this mysterious
fact, as well as also the sight of numerous pilgrims

to the feast, very naturally occasioned the disciples

to ask the question: iroC SeXeis, k.t.x. That our
Lord would eat the Passover on that day on which
it must be slaughtered they tacitly presuppose, and
perhaps had not spoken even earlier of it only because
the prophecy of death. Matt. xxvi. 2, has filled their

hearts more than the thoughts of the feast, or be-

cause they already have a dark presentiment that

this Passover would be something entirely different

for them from what any earlier one had ever been

;

or because they were expecting a direct intimation

from Jesus Himself before they betook themselves

to the capital, whither He Himself yesterday, for the

first time, had no longer gone. K we compare
Luke with the other Synoptics, we may then unite

the accounts thus : that at a preliminary inquiry of the

uoStjtoi as to the iroi, our Lord gives Peter and John
a definite command to go away to prepare the Pass-

over; whereupon then they now repeat with more
definiteness the natural inquiry as to the ttoP, and
now receive the mysterious direction in reference

to the man with the pitcher of water, which Mat-

thew does not give account of. It is still simpler, if

we, with Tischeudorf, and others, read eirraj', and
explain the fact thus : that, vs. 9, the question is

really brought up afterwards, which, strictly speak-

ing, ought to have been stated before the command,
vs. 8.

Vs. 10. There shall a man meet you.—In

Mark and Luke we have the more special account of

the condition in which they would find the furnished

upper room, without however their statement being

in conflict with the general one of Matthew. Our
Saviour gives His disciples a similar token to that

which Samuel once gave Saul, 1 Sam. x. 2-5.—

A

man.—^Although he is here represented as occupied

in a menial service, comp. Deut. xxix. 11 ; Josh.

ix. 21, we have not necessarily to understand a slave

(Sepp even knows that it was a slave of Nicodemus),

but in general only a person of the lower classes

;

the pitcher, the carrying of water, point possibly to

domestic preparation for the coming Piissover, and

would in this case in a certain measure concur as a

proof that we have here to do with the ordinary Pass-

over day. Luke has avvavTnafi more exactly for the

i.navTi)aft of Mark : He will so meet you, so come
together with you, that you will go one way with

him.

Vs. 11. Ye shall say to the master of the
house.—Not a prophetic but an imperative future.

—

OiKoSeo-iroTTis TTJs OIK. & plconastic expression not un-

usual with the Greeks, especially in the more familiar

style.

—

TheTeaohersaith.—The remarkable words.
Matt. xxvi. 18 : "My time is at hand," are omitted

in Mark and Luke, while they on the other band

render the address to the master of the house in the

form of a question.—To KaraKv/ia, diversorium (Luke

X 7], then also ccenacidn/m. See the LXX, in 1 Sam.

ix. 22. Mo'j is here, at all events, spurious, and
might also be very well dispensed with in the parai
lei passage in Matthew.

Vs. 12. And he, (kuvos, according to Mark aur^s—The man with the pitcher of water has now accom
plished his service, and the master of the house now
comes in his place. The direction which the disciples

receive is so precise that it does not leave them on»
uncertainty remaining. They will find an upper room,
a;'d7aioi' (which reading appears to deserve the pre-

ference above that of the Recepta, ircuYeoj/, and even
above that commended by Tischeudorf after B., M., S.,

aviiiyaiov)^uirep!foy, an upper chamber, used often as

a place of prayer and assembling. Comp. Acts i. 13,

This great hall (jueya) is moreover iaTpieiiivov, fur

nished with pillows, stratis tricliniis, and so, accord-

ing to Mark, already 'irotpLov, so that there would need
no further loss of time for the purpose of putting the

h.all in good order.

Vs. 13. And theywent—We may assume that

the way of the apostles led through the water-gate

(Nehemiah viii. 1), past the Pool of Siloam, which

as is known furnished almost the whole city with

water, and that they there also met the man with the

pitcher of water. Yet there was a spring .also in the

neighborhood of Cedron ; therefore it is remarkable

that our Lord does not give them the least specifica-

tion as to the way which they had to take, but only

tells them what should meet them on the way. From
Mark xiv. 17, it seems to be the fact that the two,

after having punctually fulfilled the duty enjoined on
them, returned back to the Master, and that He en-

tered the Passover haU with all the Twelve.

DOCTEINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. It belongs to the Divine decorum of the history

of the Passion, that our Lord celebrates the Passover

at Jerusalem, at the time appointed by the law. Had
not to-day been the legally-appointed evening of the

feast, on which every Israelite was under obhgatiou

to eat the Passover lamb, there would have been pro-

perly no ground for at this particular time entering the

capital, in which, as was well known to Him, His

enemies were watching for Him. But now Uterally

the way of obedience has led Him to death, and the

last Passover celebration of the Old Covenant coa-

lesces with the institution of the Holy Communion.

Inasmuch as He celebrates it in this way. He does

away forever with the old Passover, as He did away

with circumcision, when it was accompUshed on Him-

self on the eighth day, eh. ii. 21.

2. As to the question, how we have to understand

the prediction concerning the man who should meet

them with the water-pitcher, we have the choice be-

tween five possible opinions :— Invention, accident,

previous concert, revelation, supernatural knowledge.

That it is an invention (De Wette, Strauss, Meyer), is

wholly unproved. The analogy with Samuel proves

nothing. It would, moreover, have been incompre-

hensible to what purpose a trait apparently so insig-

nificant should have been invented for the history of

the Passion. To understand accident is forbidden,

as well by the precision of the prediction as by ita

exact accomplishment. Previous concert (not only

Paulus, but also Olshausen, Kern, Krabbe, Neander,

Braune, in a certain measure, also Lange) is certainly

in itself not impossible. It is unquestionably con-

ceivable that our Lord had already arranged this

matter with a aeoret friend m the city. However. th«
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tone of the command, the analogy with 1 Sam. x. 2-

6, and the similarity to what happened at His pubHc
entry with respect to the ass-colt, appear to indicate

that we have here rather to understand something

eupernatural. With the ordinary prophet we should

be able here to assume a momentary revelation, by
means of which before his enlightened view the

limits of time and space vanished ; with the Lord,

however, we can here see nothing less than the

activity of the same Divinely human knowledge by
which He was rendered capable of discovering all

which He must fathom for the accomplishment of

His holy intent. To find even in this case a mani-

festation of such knowledge can have nothing strange,

if we bear in mind the entirely unique importance
which just this Passover celebration had for our
Lord as well as for His disciples. Without doubt,

our Lord made the acquaintance of the designated
host in a natural way, but by His Divine knowledge
He is assured that this friend will be immediately
ready and m a condition to receive Him, and that his

servant has just now to-day gone out to the spring
before the city in order to bring water. Thus, in the
manner in which our Lord, as the Good Shepherd,
prepares for His own a table in the presence of their

enemies, there is displayed an admirable knowledge
of the human heart, of a definite locality, of an ap-
parently casual arrangement.

The view that our Saviour designedly gave this

command in so mysterious a form, that the place of
the celebration might remam unknown to Judas, and
that Ue might therefore be able to spend the eve-
ning entirely unobserved with His own (Theophylact,
Neander), cannot indeed be mathematically proved,
but yet is by all means probable on internal grounds

;

the result, moreover, showed that hi consequence of
this arrangement the traitor was not able to carry
out his plan until later in the night. At all events,
this embassy was for John and Peter an exercise in
faith and in obedience ; they had to learn therefrom
to follow our Lord even blindly, even when they did
not see the purpose of His command, and in the fu-
ture also to leave the care of their earthly interests
unconditionally to Him, under whose high guidance
they should never lack for anything, Luke xxii. 35.
At the same time, such revelations of the hidden
greatness of our Lord might be for them a counter-
poise against the depth of humiliation into which He
was soon to sink. Without doubt they, afterwards,
in dark hours of life, may sometimes have still
thought upon this mysterious errand, and looked
back to its satisfactory issue.

3. This whole occurrence is a speaking proof of
the greatness of our Lord, even in that which is
small and seemingly insignificant. This preparatory
measure shows us His immovable composure, which
He preserved even in spite of the most certain pros-
pect of death

;
His holy presence of mind over against

the secret plotting of the traitors ; but, above all
His wisdom, love, and faithfuhiess, with which He
cares, even to the end, for the training of His dis-
ciples, and gives them, even in a shglit command a
great lesson for the future. Thus does He remain
even to ihe end in silence, and in speech, in temper
«iid action, nerfectly consistent with Hunself and
foes midauuied and quiet as a lamb to the slaughter

at about the same hour in which the Pasc kal lambe

were bough- and slaughtered.

4. Allegorical interpretation of thL« narrativt

among the ancients : The water-pitcher, an image of

the insipid and burdensome law which the Jews bore;

the roomy upper chamber, an image of the abundant

room for all whom the Saviour has invited to Hit

spiritual supper, Luke xiv. 21-23 ; Ptev. ill. 2(J, &e.

Juster is the remark of John Gerhard ; Christushac

sua prcBdiciione fidetn discipuloruni confirmare et ccm-

tra crucia scandalum eos munire voluit^ ut magis ac

magis intelligerent, nihil temere in urbe magistro even-

turum. Even because our Lord, like any common
Israelite, observes the Passover and voluntarily

humbles Himself, does He wUl that His glory shaU
shine out in the manner in which He makes ready
for this meal.

HOMILETIOAL AND PEACTICAl.

The worth of trifles in general and in sacred
history, particularly in the history of the Passion.
—We men are often little in great things, the
Saviour is great in httle things. Even by His
greatness in little things. He shows Himself: 1. The
image of the invisible God ; 2. the perfect Redeemer
of the world ; 3. the best Guide of His people ; 4.
the noblest example for imitation.—Our Lord is, even
on His last day of earth, faithful to the high principle
which He uttered at His first appearance. Matt. iii.

15.—Peter and John here also, as often, united. John
XX. 1 ; Acts iii. 1 ; iv. 19.—In every perplexity the
disciple may turn to Jesus.—Even the man with a
pitcher of water must have his place in the history
of the Passion.—The significance of apparently in-

significant and subordinate persons for the carrying
out of the counsel of God, for example, 2 Kings v. 2

;

Acts xii. 13 ; xxiii. 16.—There exists more evil but
also more good than shows itself to the superficial
view.—Even in the most corrupted city, Jesus finds
hidden friends and knows them.—" I will come
unto him and sup with him."—The best in the house
of His friends is for the Lord not too good.—The
obedience of faith is never put to shame.—The true
disciple of Jesus is faithful not only in the great, but
also in the small.—He loved His own even to the
end, John xiii. 1.

Stakke -.—Nova Bibl Tub. .-—How shall we pre-
pare and address ourselves to worthy enjoyment of
the Paschal lamb of the New Covenant in His feast
of love ? 1 Cor. xi. 28.—Not our will but Thine,
Lord, be done. Acts xxi. 14.—God provides His
own with habitation and shelter, even though they
have nothing of their own in the world. 1 Kings
xvii. 9.—That we find everything in the world as
God's word has said, is an irrefutable proof of the
truth and divinity of the Scriptures.

—

Heubner:
Notwithstanding His high vocation, Jesus thinks also
Dn the little concerns of love.—The disciples obey
willingly, without making objections that were very
obvious.—Besser -—In wonderfully beautiful suupli-
city they did as the Lord had commanded them-
that was a true communion temper.

—

Fe. Akndt :—
1. The signification of the Paschal laab ; 2. the pre.
paration for the same.
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8. The Passover and the Celebration of the Lord's Supper (Vss. 14-23).

(Parallel to Matt. xxrl. 20-29 ; Mart xiv. 17-25 j John xiii. 21-35.)

And when the hour was come, he sat down [redined at table], and the twelv«

Q., twelve'] apostles with him. And he said unto thera, With desire I have desired

14

15 [om.,

16 to eat this passover with you before I suffer: For I say unto you, I will not any mora
17 eat thereof,'' until it be fulfilled in the kingdom of God. And he took the^ cup, and
18 gave thanks, and said, Take this, and divide it among yourselves: For I say unto you,

I will not drink of the fruit of the vine, until the kingdom of God shall [have] come.
19 And he took bread, and gave thanks, and brake it, and gave unto them, saying, This ia

20 my body which is given for you : this do in remembrance of me. Likewise also the

cup after supper, saying, This cup is the new testament in my blood, which is shed for

21 you. But, behold, the hand of him that betrayeth me [delivereth me up] is with me
22 on the table. And [For*] truly the Son of man goeth, as it was determined [Kara to

2.^ a)ptcr/A€i/oi'] : but woe unto that man by whom he is betrayed [delivered up] ! And
they began to inquire among themselves, which of them it was [might be] that should

[was about to] do this thing.

1 Vb. 14.—Tiie SbjfieKa of the RKepta is, with Lachmaim, Tischendorf, [Meyer, Tregelles, Alford,] omitted, according

toB., I)., [Cod. Sin.,] 167, Sahid, Itala, &o.
[3 Vs. 16.—Van Oosterzee translates : " eat it," reading axno instead of tho Mecepla, ef ainov, with Lachmann, Tre-

gelles, Altord, according to B., L., and various Cursives and Versions, including the Vulgate. Cod. Sin. also reads avrrf.

Van Oosterzee adduces Tischendorf*s authority, but Tischendorf in his 7th ed. has reverted to the Eecbjo'a, which Meyer
also defends.—0. 0. S.]

8 Vs. 17.—The TO, which A., D., K., M., X},, and some Cursives read, and which is also received by Lachmaim, appearfl

to have crept quite early into many manuscripts, from the liturgical foi-m, but not to be genuine.
* Vs. 22.—The Recepia has Kot ; Tischendorf, according to B., D., [Cod. Sin.,] L,, &c., ort. [Meyer remarks that the

OTI was overlooked on account of the following OYI, and then the lack of a coimective being felt, Koi was subsequently

interpolated.—C. C. S.]

an hour of undisturbed society, composed farewell,

and prayer with His own.

Reclined at table.—Although originally, Ex.

xii. 11, a celebration of the Passover standing was
prescribed, it afterwards became usual to recline at

table during it as at any other meal, apparently a,

symbol of the freedom which Israel had ot)tained by
the Exodus from Egypt, since only slaves were ao-

customed to stand during eating. In respect to the

arrangement of the places for tlie company at the

table, little can be determined with certainty. From
John xiii. 23 it only appears that John has the first

place, nearest the Saviour, while Peter must not be

looked for immediately next to him, but only near

him, since he does not speak to him, but only beckons

to him (ch. xiii. 24), about that which he wished to

inquire about of him. The place of the father of the

house, who presided at the paschal celebration, our

Lord here occupies, and by Luke the very moment is

brought before us, vss. 15-18, in which He opens the

celebration. Perhaps He uttered the words vss. 15,

16, instead of the customary thanksgiving to God,

who had made this day for His people.

Vs. 16. With desire I have desired.—He-

braism : fTri&K/ui'o! iireSnii^ticra, compare the LXX on

Numbers xi. 4;'Ps. cvi. 14. This very first word

gives us to know our Lord's frame of mind, which in

this whole evening remained the prevailing one. His

suffering stands so clearly before His soul, that He
no longer even expressly announces it, but presup-

poses the nearness of it as something sufflcientl,

known. He has already, for a considerable time

desired to eat this Passover, and is thinking thereby

not of the meal of the New Testament (TertuUian

and other fathers), but of the Israelitish feast, which
'

for one and twenty years had gained continually

deeper significance and higher value for His heart

He has very peculiarly desired to eat it with Hii

EXEGETICAIi AND CEITICAL.

Ifwe attentively compare the narrative of Luke res-

pecting the Passover and the celebration of the Lord's

Supper with the accounts of the other Evangehsts,

we shall on one hand be strengthened in the conviction

ihat aU give account of the same festal meal and the

eame discovery of the traitor, but we must, on the

other hand, at the same time concede that Luke's

chronological sequence is not wholly exact. Only

when we complement his narrative by that of the

others, does it become to us in any measure possible

to place the whole course of facts vividly before our

eyes. Not the arrangement of the different elements

of the celebration, but the sharp contrast between

the state of mind of the Apostles and the words of

the Saviour, comes in his representation decidedly

into the foreground, and Luke is here also, where he

introduces us into the upper chamber, more a painter

than a diplomatically exact historian.

Ys. 14. The hour.—The S>pa of the law, Mat-

thew and Mark oxj/ias. Respecting the manner of

celebrating the Passover, see Lange on Matt. xxvi.

20, and Frcedlieb, ArcMologie der Zeidemgeschichte,

§ 18 seg. Comp. Lightfoot, Wetstein, Sepp, a. o.,

although it is yet very much a question whether all

the usages and acts there adduced were already

prtictised precisely in the same way in the time of

Jesus ; besides, we ought to consider that the Evan-

gelical account by no means makes the impression

,ks if our Lord had celebrated the P.issover even to

the minutest particulars according to the existing

usages. "We might rather suppose the opposite, if

we consider how He, with all obedience towards the

law, observed in respect to the ritual tradition a be-

aming freedom, and how He was here less concerned

for a duly arranged celebration of the feast than for
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own, ixib' iixSiv ; He feels that He is not only Re-

deemer but also Friend of His disciples, and He has

especially longed after such a reunion, on account of

the institution of the Supper, whioli is even now to

be entered upon. It Ls as if He forgot the presence

of Judas, as if He knew Himself to be in a circle of

none but sincere, faithful friends, out of whom He
however was soon to depart. In the very beginning

therefore He gives to the festal celebration the char-

acter of a feast of farewell, and therewiih prepares

His disciples for the institution of the Supper that

commemorates His death.

Vs. 16. For I say unto you.—It is of course

understood that our Lord, before or in the utterance

of these words, must have eaten at least something

of the meal, as He indeed Himself, vs. 15, indicates.

He declares here only that after the present one, He
will no longer celebrate the Israelitish Passover, etus

OTOu TvKT]pu>d?i eV TT) jia(Ti\. rov Seot'/; that is, "not
until all be fulfilled which must be fulfilled in My
kingdom ofgrace " (Starke) ; nor is 5 Katpos or any such
thing to be supplied, but simply rh Traaxa- To wish to

conclude now from this that our Lord expects a
literal Passover at the revelation of His Divine
kingdom in glory, is purely arbitrary, since it is plain

enough that He here, as often, describes the joy of the
perfected Messianic kingdom under the hnage of a
feast. The Passover is only fulfilled when the outer
form, the Passover celebration, is entirely broken down,
and the eternal idea, a perfect feast of deliverance, is

fuHy reaUzed. The Lord points " to the eternal
coronation-feast of His glorified Church, the shining
image of the eternal supper, the anticipatory celebra-
tion of which m the Now Testament covenant meal.
He is now about to establish." Lange.

In the kingdom of God^ ev irapovaia i.ov. As
our Saviour in the paschal lamb sees the type of His
own immaculate sacrifice, so does He see in the
pa-chal celebration a symboUeal setting forth of the
perfect joy of heaven.

Vs. 17. The cup—There is no other meant by
khis than the first, with which the festal celebration
'X officio had begun. The word fiixap'o-rria-a's ap-
pears to indicate that our Lord uttered the customary
blessusg :

" Blessed be thou, Lord our God, the
King of the world, who hast created the fruit of the
vine ;

" perhaps we hear the echo thereof in the
words, vs. 18, cnrh Tov y^uvhixaros ttjs a^irikov. The
address : Take this and divide it among your-
elves (kavTo'iA, appears, it is true, to indicate that
our Lord puts from Himself the enjoyment of the
paschal wine. However, we may yet conclude from
the following words, vs. 18, that our Lord says
this after He has previously drank, even as He had
in vss. 15, 16 previously eaten, but in no case does
there exist, even on the first interpretation, a ground
for considering this expression of our Saviour, even
at the first cup, as improbable (Meyer). The drinking
of the paschal wine was at all events not prescribed
by the law, like the eating of the paschal lamb, on
which account our Lord might place Himself com-
posedly above the common forms, without His act
therifore having become illegal, irrchgious, or of-
fensive.—Until the kingdom of God shall have
come.—That is, of course, in glory, as in vs.l6. That
our Lord repeated the same expression in a somewhat
altered form after the institution of the Supper, as
is related in Matt. xxvi. 29 and Mark xiv. 25, cannot
possibly in itself be incredible.

Vb. 19. And He took bread The institution
of the Supper, to the description of which Luke now

already passes over, was undoubtedly preceded bj

the dispute about rank, vs. 24-27, and the foot

washing, John xiii. Luke visiljly makes not th«

Passover but the Lord's Supper the centre of hu
whole delineation, and communicates the dispute

about rank, vs. 24, apparently only by occasion of

the dispute which, vs. 23, had arisen through the un-

certainty in reference to the person of the traitor.

By attentive comparison of the Evangelical accounts,

we can decide only for the following arrangement of

the different events in the Passover-hall : 1. Opening
of the meal (Luke xxii. 15-18). 2. Almost con-

temporaneously, or even before this, the dispute about
rank, vss. 24-27 (comp. John xiii. 1-11). 3. Further
remarks of the Saviour (John xiii. 18-20; Luke xxii,

28-30). Meanwhile the continuation of the celebra-

tion, undoubtedly more on the part of the disciples

than on the part of our Lord, and participation of
the second cup, which is not expressly mentioned in

the gospels. 4. The discovery of the traitor (Matt,

xxvi. 21-25; Mark xiv. 18-21; Luke xxii. 21-23;
John xiii. 21-30). 5. After his going out, the in-

stitution of the Lord's Supper,, in all probability to

be inserted John xiii. 34, 35. Although in and of
itself it may be concluded, from the account of Luke
Uterally taken, that Judas was yet present at the in-

stitution of the Lord's Supper, yet from the com-
parison of all the other accounts, the opposite be-
comes evident, so that all dogmatic debates about
the enjoyment of the communion by the unworthy
Judas, together with all deductions th<refrom, ara
without any firm historical basis.

Vs. 19. This is My body.—The institution of
the Lord's Supper took place therefore just before
the third cup, which in consequence of it was hallow-
ed as the cup of the New Covenant. The Lord takes
up one of the remaining cakes of bread, and now
speaks the words of institution. As respects the
form of the words themselves, it appears at once that
Matthew here agrees most closely with Mark, Luke
most closely with Paul, 1 Cor. ii. 23 seq., so that the
genuinely Pauline character of his gospel in this
place, also, does not belie itself Before we quite
make up our minds to the opinion that our Lord re-
peated the words of institution several times, more
or less modified, we prefer to consider, as being
thoroughly authentic, those words which He accord-
ing to all the narrators uses, while that which each
Evangelist gives in particular can only be judged on
grounds of internal probability. With the words.
This is My body, Luke has tJ uirtp tiixim SiSofiemy
These words are on internal grounds probable, even
on account of the parallelism with the subsequent
"which is shed for you," and are by no means in
conflict with 1 Cor. xi. 24, since K\:itifmD is de-
cidedly spurious. Agreeably to the connection, 8i-

S6fi.ei'oi' can be understood only of a surrender to
death, while iirip here does not of necessity express
the idea of representation, but may be translated
generally : in conimodum vestrwm.

This do in remembrance of Me These
words, at the distribution of the bread, are also given
by Luke and Paul alone, but they have internal
probability, as well on account of what immediately
follows at the giving of the cup, as also of the char-
acter of the celebration, which is to be a permanent
memorial institution. If we could assume (Stier,
Nitzsch, a. 0.) that the Pauline words: 4yih ykp
jrapeKapou kirh toP. Kupiov point to a direct revelation,
in which the glorified Saviour gave to a letter the
formula of institution communicated by Him thfl«
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undoubtedly the exactness of the rendering of Luke
with its Pauline coloring, would be raised above all

doubt. There is however nothing in the words of
the Apostle to necessitate us to understand such an
extraordinary revelation, since he may have also

meant thereby the evangelical tradition that had
come to his knowledge.

Vs. 20. Metb rh Sfmvfiaai.—The third cup com-
monly went round for the first time after the meal
was finished, and we do not therefore need, from this

expression of itself, to draw the inference that now
the paschal celebration for this evening had been
entirely ended; on the other hand, there belong
thereto a fourth and fifth cup, as well as the singing

of the hymn of praise. Matt. xxvi. SO. The institu-

tion of the Supper is therefore taken up as a special

act into the course of the paschal celebration, although
it is not probable that tliis last, at least as concerns
the eating, was yet continued after the reception of
the communion bread. Our Lord (Matthew and
Mark) now names this cup rh aTiid fiov t^s Siad^iojr,

while He according to Luke and Paul speaks of ri

KaivT} Sia^rJKT] ^v Ttw alfiari ^ov. But whichever ex-

pression may have been the most original, yet the
signification of it is not hard to understand. As the Old
Covenant was not established without blood (Exodus
xxiv. 8, comp. Heb. ix. 16), so through the blood of

Christ was the New Covenant, which God now con-

cluded with man, Jer. xxxi. 81-34, confirmed and
sealed. Of this blood it is said (Matthew and
Mark), that it was shed invep or inpi tto\\u)v, accord-

ing to Luke, rh utrep v^iaiy iKxwo^^vov. We might
almost suppose that the latter was the original, the

former, on the other hand, a later ecclesiastically

established formula. But in no case is the appUca-

tion of the blood limited by the iroAXdj/, as if it liad

taken place for many and not for all, but on the

Other hand the purpose is thereby as much as possible

extended, as embracing not only the Apostles, but

in addition many with them.

If we consider the whole formula of the distribu-

tion of the bread and wine, we believe that we must
understand it so as to explain the toCto as referring

to the broken piece of bread, and to the wine poured

into the cup which He reaches to His disciples. That

our Lord did not in His language once use the much
controverted eari'i/, is as certain as that it must
necessarily be understood to complete the sense. He
means that the broken bread which He hands to

them in this instant represents His body, and that that

(toGto TToisiTc) which they were just about to do,

—

the eating of the bread handed to them, namely,—they

should do for the remembrance of Him. The same

is the case with the cup, &c. From the statements of

Luke and Paul it appears yet far more plainly than

from those of Matthew and Mark, that our Lord here

ordains a permanent meal of remembrance for those

that confess Him, even in following ages. How fit-

ting, finally, this whole symboUcal act already was

for the necessities of the disciples at that moment,

appears at once so soon as we even in some measure

transport ourselves into their state of mind, and con-

sider what hard trials they were to experience even

in the s'une night.

Vs. 21. But behold the hand.—" This allusion

to the traitor (according to Luke, in distinction from

the rest without any more particular specification),

Luke has in the wrong place." Meyer. Evidently

he is merely concerned to give a condensed reference

to a particular which he will neither pass over en-

tirely nor yet communicate m greater detail. That,

22

in Matt. xxvi. 21-25, only a first preliminary designa-
tion of the traitor appears, which took place evea
before the institution of the Supper, supposed to liave
subsequently taken place in the presence of Judas,
and which was finally succeeded by yet a second
more particular designation, which Luke alone, vs.

22, communicates (Stier), we cannot possibly assume.
The consternation and the whispering of the Eleven,
vs. 23, is only comprehensible if they now for the
first time hear anything of it. Least of all can wo
understand a double designation of the traitor uttered
on two different evenings, or a repetition of the in-

timation on one and the same evening. There re-

mains, therefore, no other choice than to assume that
Luke has communicated our Lord's declaration con-
cerning Judas more /cara Siavoiav than Karh. 1>tit6v,

as indeed appears even from the incomplete form ia
which he, vs. 22, has noted down the Woe uttered
upon Judas (comp. Matt. xxvi. 24 ; Mark xiv. 21).
It is especially the beyinning of the discovery of the
traitor, as previously the beginning of the paschal
celebration, which Luke places in the foreground.

With Me on the table.—Very fine is the re-

mark of Bengel ;
" mecurriy nan vobisaim aiK Pro-

ditorem igltur a reliquh diseipulis segregans^ sibi UTii

jam cum isto, ianguam hoste quidem.^ rem esse docet."

If, however, we assume that Luke relates merely the
main fact, then it will hardly be necessary to para-

phrase with Bengel a "manus quae saeram ccenam
sumpsit." Quite as well may we here insert in

thought : The hand which but just now, as an in-

strument in the eating of the Passover, was stretched

out upon the table. As well the deep affliction aa

the displeasure of our Lord exhibits itself in these

words ; but very peculiarly does His long-suffering

reveal itself in this, that He yet endures in Hia
presence the traitor whose shameful plan He pen-

etrates. As to the rest, the formula of commence-
ment that now follows : nKrip ISoi, which plainly

shows that the discourse passes over to somethmg
else, of itself entitles us to give up any direct con-

nection of vs. 21 with vs. 20. According to our

view, this expression utters in a freer form the same
thing which we read Matt. xxvi. 21 ; Mark xiv. 18

;

John xiii. 21, while vs. 22 {see parallel) appears again

to have been spoken some moments after.

Vs. 22. For truly the Son of Man goeth.—
°Oti states the ground why the Lord could again, as

already previously. Matt. xxvi. 2, speak of a iropaSiSS-

i/ai. " The Son of Man," that is, " goes, it is true, /carii

TO ojpia/x^fov" (Mattliew and Mark, Ko^i)^ yeypaTrracy

and that irepl aiTou). According to the counsel of

God predicted in the prophetical Scriptures, the Son
of Man must necessarily die, but by no means does

this take away the responsibility of him who threatens

voluntarily to become the instrument of His death

(irA.))!' ovai). A word of warning for Judas before ho
took the decisive step, in order even on the verge of

the abyss to open his eyes. With a fearful mixture

of compassion and intense displeasure, our Lord ig

absorbed in the fate which impends over the traitor.

Perfectly conscious of His own dignity, He feels that

no other crime can be placed by the side of this

;

fully acquainted with the secrets of eternity, He sees

that no restoration from this terrible wretchedneos ia

to be expected. Too strong would the expression

have been which our Lord (according to Matthew

and Mark alone) yet adds, " it had been better for

that man if he had never been bom," if He had seen

ghmmering even in the extremest distance one single

ray of light, in the night of the eternal doom oro
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dounced upon Judas. " It is the immeasurable fall

ind the immeasurable curse which He so designates;

the Woe which He pronounces upon Judas is a deep

Woe of His soul ; He profoundly pities that man even

back unto bis birth. He is troubled so much about

the time and eternity of this man, that thereat He
can forget His own woe which that man is preparing

for Him." Lange. [Tliis declaration of our Lord

;

" Good were it for that man if he had never been

born," is in reality the strongest argument in the

whole Bible against the doctrine of a final restora-

tion of all men, an argument which it appears to me
that we hare a right to regard as perfectly conclu-

sive.*—C. C. S.]

Vs. 23. And they began.—Comp. Matt. xxvi.

22 ; Marli xiv. 19 ; John xiii. 22 seq. A vivid re-

presentation of the disputation which soon arose

among them. That Luke does not bring the tragic

scene completely to a close, is a new proof that he is

by no means here concerned for the connpleteness of

his account. Comp. further the Exegetical and Criti-

cal remarks on the parallel passages in Matthew and
Mark.

DOCTEINAl AND ETHICAl.

1. tSee on the parallel passages in Matthew, Mark,
and John. Worthy of consideration also are the

representations of the Last Supper of our Lord
given by Christian art, not only the world-renowned
one of Leonardo da Vinci, but also of Giotto, Ghir-

landajo, Signorelli, Gorgione, Raphael, Juan de
Juanes, Carlo Dolce, Poussiu, Thorwaldsen, and
others.

2. Our Lord's longing for the eating of this Pass-
over v/ith His disciples, is one of the most affecting

revelations of His all-surpassing love of sinners,

which are preserved to us in the Gospel. It is as if

He longs for the death which is to give life to the
world. But, furthermore, the prospect given on this

occasion of a perfect festal celebration in the king-
dom of God, encourages us also to the assertion that
His own blessedness, capable of infinite increase,

will only then be fully perfected when the kingdom
of God shall have fully come, and that He does not
less long to see His people with Him than they can
ever long to be with Him.

3. Not sufficiently can we admire our Lord's
wisdom and greatness which become visible in the
institution of the Lord's Supper. This is meant to

assure the disciples, who had never been able to
beheve in His dying, of His impending death ; it is

to place before them this death, which was so offen-
sive to them, in the most comforting light, eU Stpfinj/

a/j-apT. It is finally to obUge them to a continual
remembrance of this death, and thus to bind them
most intimately together with one another, as well
as with the Lord, and with the believers of all fol-

lowing times. The institution of the Lord's Suppei
is no fruit of a momentary inspiration, or of a sud-
den cteitement of feeling, but is evidently the result
of a previously carefully developed plan.' With the
Bure knowledge of His approaching suffering our Lord
unites the clear consciousness of the blessed effect of
His deatli ; with His love for His disciples, which
causes Him entirely to forget Himself, a wisdom
which determines Him even duruig this meal, and at

(Dr. Schaff, in his took on the Sin against the Rnhj Qltnst,
SPEsiders this passage conclusive against the apokatastasis
tmce an endless happiness even attoi- millions of years of pain
" would he preferable to non-existence."]

the right hour of the same, to prepare a strengthen

ing cordial for their faith, their love and hope ; witt

His care for them a salutary institution for the main.

taining, uniting, and training of His Church for ali

following time. Never can His Church be thankful

enough to Him for the rich treasures which He he-

queathed to her in this institution.

4. That the Holy Communion, which is intended

for the union of all believers in Jesus Christ, hal

been the very cause of the most intense contioverey

is certainly one of the most mournful phenomena
which the history of Chris-tendom and the Reforma-

tion has to show. Nowhere does the apple of discord

make a more mournful impression than when it ia

thrown upon the table of love. So much the more
fortunate is it that the blessmg of the celebration of

the Lord's Supper is not necessarily dependent on
the interpretation of the words of institution. In
reference to this last we have only to place ourselves

in the position of the disciples, and to inquire how
they, it is hkely, understood the Master, in order

immediately to recognize the full preposterousnesa

of the doctrine of Transubstantiation. Therewith,

however, we do not mean that the strictly Lutheran
or the old Reformed interpretation does not yet

leave many difficulties unsettled. Strauss was not
wrong when he, in this respect, more unpartially

than many a dogmatic author, wrote : " To the

writers of our gospels the bread in the Lord's Supper
was the body of Christ ; but had any one, therefore,

asked them whether the bread was changed, they
would have denied it ; had any one spoken to them
of a receiving the body with and under the speciea

of bread, they would not have understood this ; had
one concluded that therefore the bread merely sig-

nified the body, they would not have found them-
selves satisfied with that." It could be wished that

all Christians would unite in this proposition, that in

the Lord's Supper there takes place not only a sym-
boHcal celebration of the death of Christ, but a real

communication of Christ Himself to believers, so
that He at this table gives Himself to them to be
beheld and to be enjoyed in the whole fulness of Hia
saving love. That in John vi. the idea of the Lord's
Supper stands in the background, although the in-

struction there given does not refer immediately to
the Communion, hardly admits of doubt, 1 Cor. x.

16, 1*7. If only the mystery of the real personal
communion with Christ is believingly acknowledged as
the mystery of the Holy Supper, then the subordinate
question whether this stlf-communication of our Lord
to His people takes place in a corporeal or exclusively

in a spiritual way, need not really divide the mem-
bers of tlie Evangelical Church forever from each
other. [Compare here the doctrinal and ethical re-

flections of Dr. Langk and Dr. Schapf in the Com-
mentary on Matthew, pp. iTi-AK.—G. C. S.] That
the decidedly Zuinglian interpietation has its truth,

but not the/wW truth, is recognized more and mora
generally by believing theology in the Reformed
Church. Compare the admirable monograph of
Ebrard, 1845, and on the Lutheran side that of
Kahnis, 1851, to say nothing of the manifold obser
vations on this subject in Rudelbaoii and Gderieb's
Zeilschcrift fUr Lullierische Tlieologie. In a critical

way, the doctrine of the Supper has been in the mosf
recent period investigated witli a rather negative
result by L. J. Riickert at Jena. A very weighty
article has been furnished by JuLitrs Mullei in Her'
zog^s Real-Encyclopddie. As to the rest, ife must
refer the reader to the history of doctrines.
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6. Tliat the discovery of the traitor belongs to
'Jie most affecting and extraordinary moments in the
nfe of our Lord, we should believe even if this did not
clearly appear in the Evangelical accounts, nay, even in

the brief statement of Luke. So much the more ador-
able is His composure, long-suffering, and self-control

on the one hand. His grave eamestnes.s. His displea-

sure, and His wrath on the other hand. The first

separation which here goes on in this circle of the
disciples between liglit and darkness, is the beginning
of a continuous process of purification, and the pro-
phecy of the Kpiffit of the great day.

6. " He hath heartily desired to die for us—who
•would not heartily desire to live in Him ? Christ is

more eager to make us partakers of His benefits than
we to receive them from Eim." Tauler.

HOMILETICAli AND PKACTICAl.

The last assembling of the Lord with His dis-

ciples.—The longing oC our Lord for the last Pass-
over: 1. How it exhibits itself; 2. from what it

springs ; 3. to what it quickens.—The paschal cup
the last bodily refreshment of our Lord before His
Buffering.—The feast of the redeemed in the per-

fected kingdom of God, the fulfilment and glorifica-

tion of the Israelitish Passover.—We also have the

Paschal Lamb, that is, Christ, sacrificed for us, 1

Cor. V. 1.—The coincidence and the diversity, the

agreement and the difference between the Passover
of the Old and the Supper of the New Covenant,
Through both : 1. A perfect redemption is sealed

;

2. a blessed fellowship founded ; S. a glorious pros-

pect opened : the Passover points to the Communion,
the Communion to the marriage-supper of the Lamb,
Rev. xix. 9.—The noblest gifts of nature sanctified

into symbols of grace.—The atonement of love.

—

The institution of the Lord's Supper in its high sig-

aificance : 1. For our Lord ; 2. for His Apostles ; 3.

for all following times.—The fellowship in the Com-
munion : 1. Of our Lord with His people ; 2. of be-

lievers with one another ; 3. of earth with heaven.

—

" This do in remembrance of Me "
: 1. A pregnant

command; 2. a holy command; 3. a salutary com-
mand.—The feast of the New Covenant: 1. The ful-

fihnent of that which is only intimated in the Old

Covenant ; 2. the prophecy of that which shall here-

after be enjoyed at the heavenly feast.—The institu-

tion of the Lord's Supper a revelation of the Pro-

phetical, the Priestly, and the Kingly character of

our Lord.—The high significance which our Lord,

In distinction from every other stage of His earthly

manifestation, attributes to His suffering and death.

—

The institution of the Lord's Supper essentially inex-

plicable to him who in the death of our Lord sees

only a confirmation of His teaching, an exalted ex-

ample, a striking revelation of the forgiving love

of God, but no actual expiatory sacrifice.—The Lord's

Supper: 1. A memorial supper ; 2. a covenant sup-

per ; 3. a supper of love.—How our Lord in the

Communion gives Himself to His own : 1. To be be-

held ; 2. to be enjoyed ; 3. to be adored.—The devil

among the disciples, John vi. "70.—Jesus over against

Judas : 1 . His immaculate purity over against the

enormous guilt; 2. His infallible knowledge over

against the deep blindness ; 3. His unshakable com-

posure over against the painful disquiet ; 4. His

measureless love over against the burning hatred of

th3 traitor.—Jeaus the Searcher of all hearts.—The
|

discovery of the traitor ; it shows us : 1. What out
Lord once suffered here on earth ; 2. what He now
IS in heaven

; 3. what He shall hereafter do at the
end of the world.—Jesus glorified by the way in
which He discovers the traitor, corap. John xiii. 30,
31. He reveals in this way ; 1. A knowledge deceived
by no Ulusive guise ; 2. an affliction marred by no
petty weakness ; 3. a love cooled by no wickedness;
4. an anger accompanied with no ignoble passion.

—

The night of the betrayal: 1 From its dark; 2. fron
its bright, side.—Even on the Communion-table, as on
the Paschal board, our Lord sees the hand of Hia
betrayer stretched out.—Here is more than David,
Ps. xli. 10.—When our Lord utters a general warn-
ing, no one of His disciples may remain wholly indif-

ferent, but each one is under obligation to enter
into himself.

Starke :

—

Bibl. Wirt.

:

—Oh, how great a longing
hath Jeans had for man's salvation !

—

Quesnel :

—

One communion prepares the way for another ; they
that have here received Christ sacramentally shall

there be celestially united with Him,

—

Nova Bibl.
Tub.

:

—All our food we should, after Jesus' example,
hallow by prayer and thanksgiving, 1 Cor. x. 31.—The
foretaste of Divine goodness is even here so sweet
and pleasant, what will the perfect enjoyment of
blessedness he ?—The Holy Communion must, in

danger of life, and in the pains of death, be our best
cordial and refreshment.—The Lord's Supper without
the cup a maimed one.—Everything, it is true, takes
place according to the providence of God, but not
always according to the will of God.—Genuine test

of a true Christian, to do his enemies good and let

them eat with him, even at his table, out of his dish,

Rom. xii. 20.

—

Nova Bibl. Tub.

:

—Nothing more
necessary than self-examination.—We cannot answer
for our own hearts without the grace of God.—Many
a one thinks not that that shall come to pass with

him which yet does come to pass.

—

Heubner:—
When separated, let it be the spirit of Jesus that

unites our hearts.—The hope of eternal communion
in the presence of Jesus lightens separation to the

Christian.—The righteous are ever concerned lest

there should be anything evil hidden in them.

—

Christ Himself ascribes to His death atoning power.

—Christ's love would gather His own around Him.

—

F. Arens:—The Communion of our Lord: 1. The
blessed mystery; 2. the rich springs of blessings;

S. the requisite condition of soul.

—

^Floret :—The
Holy Supper and feast of love : 1. Love has founded

it ; 2. of love does it remind us ; 3. love celebrates it

;

4. love blesses it.—The communion of our Lord the

most admirable hour of solemnity in the house of

God : 1. An hour of holy remembrance : 2. of blessed

communion ; 3. of loving brotherly union.

—

Harless :

—The tree of the new creation of Christ.

—

Arndt :

—The discovery of the traitor a revelation: 1. Of
Divine omniscience ; 2. of holy love ; 3. of fixed re-

solution. — Kr0MMAoher :— Passions-buch : the de-

nunciation of woe : 1. The awfiilness of this denun

ciation ; 2. the Ihnits of its applicability.—J. Saukin,

Nouv. Serm. i. p. 45 : — Sur la sentence de notrt

Seigneur contr. Judas.—Van der Palm :- -The great-

ness of our Lord visible in the institution of the Holy

Communion.—W. Hofaoker ;—Where does the holy

meal of the Lord place us ?

—

Thomasius :—(Judas);

The steps to the abyss: 1. The evil lust in the

heart ; 2. the sin against the conscience ; 3. the judg-

ment of reprobacy,—BoOKEL :—Jesus over againsl

His betrayers.
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24

4. Familiar and Farewell Discourses (Vss. 24-38).

an part parallel with Matt. xxvi. 30-35 , Mark xJT. 27-31 ; John xiii. 36-38.)

And there was also a strife [there arose also a contention'] among them, which o

25 them should be accounted [appears to be, Sok^I'] the greatest. And he said unto then

The kings of the Gentiles exercise lordship over them
;
and they that exercise authorit;

26 upon them are called benefactors. But ye shall not he so: but he that is greates

among you, let him be as the younger ; and he that is chief, as he that doth servt

27 For whether [which] is greater, he that sitteth at meat [reclineth at table], or he tha

serveth? is not he that sitteth at meat [reclineth at table] ? but I am among you as h

28 that serveth. [But] Ye are they which have continued [steadfastly] with me in m;

29 temptations. And I appoint uiito you a kingdom, as my Father hath appointed unt

30 me; That ye may eat and drink at my table in my kingdom, and [ye shall] sit oi

thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel.

31 And the Lord said,^ Simon, Simon, behold, Satan hath desired to have you, that h
32 may sift you as wheat: But I have prayed for thee, that thy faith fail not: and whei

thou art converted [or, hast hereafter returned to thyself], strengthen [crT7?pto-ov] thi

33 brethren. And he said unto him, Lord, I am ready to go with thee, both [or, even

34 into prison and to death. And he said, I tell thee, Peter, the cock shall not crow thi

day, before [until^] that thou shalt [have] thrice deny [denied] that thou knowest me
35 And he said unto them, When I sent you without purse, and scrip [wallet], and shoes

36 lacked ye any thing? And they said, Nothing. Then [Therefore] said he unto them

But now, he that hath a purse, let him take it, and likewise his scrip [wallet] : and h(

that hath no sword, let him sell his garment, and buy one [and he that hath not, le

37 him sell his garment, and buy a sword].' For I say unto you, that this tliat is writtei

must yet" be accomplished in me, And he was reckoned among the transgressors (Is

38 liii. 12): for the things concerning me have an end [or, are fulfilling]. And they said

Lord, behold, here are two swords. And he said unto them, It is enough.

[^ Vs. 24.—Hevised Version of the American Bible Union.—C. C. S.l

[2 Vs. 24.—That is, as Blcek explains it, which of them was so conepicuous above the rest, that he appeared, conld b
recopTiizcd, as greatest—a question hardly consistent wilh Peter's supremacy.—C, C. S.]

3 Vs. 31.—This abruptly introduced formula of commencement appe.irs, as in oh. vii. 31, somewhat suspicious. St
Tischendorf. [B., L. omit it, but Cod. Sin., which so commonly agrees with B., here has it.—C. C. S.]

* Vs. 34.—According to the reading of B., [Cod. Sin.,] L., Cursives, liachmann, Tischendorf, [Meyer, Tregellee, Al'

ford,] eti)?, which appears to deserve the preference above the liecepta, Trptc ij.

t*
Vs. 36.

—
'O IJ.T/) €\ii}V, TriiiKr]aa.Tiii TO i^aTioi' aVTOv Kat ayopaiTaTtiy [laxaipav.—C. C. S.]

Vs. 37.—"Eti is omitted by Lachmann, (Trcgelles,! according to A., B., D., [Cod. Sin.,] H., L., [Q.,] X., &c. Per
haps it was quite early interpolated for the purpose of giving this prophecy more prominence in reference to what precede;
and follows. On the other hand, it may be conceived that it was quite early and unconsciously omitted on account of thi

immediately preceding on. [The latter appears much the more probable.—C. C. S.]

EXEGETICAI, AND CRITICAL.

Vss. 24-30. Entirely peculiar to Luke.—Quite

correctly explained by Ewald, p. 348. " Luke here
puts together (vss. 21-38) a number of expressions

of Jesus which, according to Matthew and Mark, are

spoken partly earlier and partly later, as if this

sublime point of the history were peculiarly adapted
for attaching to the words of institution of the Holy
Supper, similar thoughts respecting the faithfulness

of the disciples towards Him." That the dispute
with the disciples about rank took place even after

the institution of the Communion, and discovery of
the traitor, cannot be at all ima^ned. It must,
therefore, together -vvith the admonitions belonging
to it, necessarily be placed before both events.
Perhaps the thought on the Impending departure of
the Master brought the disciples entirely spontane-
otisly to the inquiry, who then above all others was
worthy to stand at the head of the company ; or that
some were ill content with their place at the feast-

table.—This appears to us, at least, yet more prob-
»b'e than that the i'spute arose about the question,

who of them should discharge for their other breth

ren the business of foot-washing before the meal, no
yet begun. For although this controversy, in al

probability, had given occasion to the foot-washing

—before or at which the words, vss. 25-2Y, wen
probably spoken,—this act, and therefore also thi

discourse of our Lord, appears not to fall before thi

meal, but at the beginning of it. But however tha

may be, the dispute of the disciples gives our Lor(

not only occasion for a symbolical act, but also

moreover, for a special admonition.

Vs. 25. The kings of the Gentiles.—^A com
mencement exactly adapted to make them at one
feel that the temper which now came into view amon|
them was essentially an ethnic one, and in this wa
deeply to shame them. It is known how often th
name of Energetes was given to Roman Emperon
and also to other princes, for instance, Ptolemssu
Energetes, and others. The Apostles give only to

plain a note of being animated by the same spirit o
pride with those who listen to such a flattery wit
complacency.

Vs. 26. But ye shall not be so.—Our Loi
recognizes that Eis own disoip'es m a certain seal
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»re kings, but he will have them in the establishment

of their kingly rights distinguish themselves in a very

important point from the princes of earth. To be-

come more humble they should regard as an eleva-

tion, and serviceable love as the sum of their greatness.

OiJy then would they submit themselves to the im-

mutable constitution of the kingdom of God ; only

then would they bear the King's image. Whoever
indeed was the greatest among them, he must become
as the younger, vedrfpo^, whose business it naturalJy

was, as a rule, to serve the others (Acts v. 6-10), and
even so the dux gregia must prove his superiority by
showing himself the most zealous diaconus. Far
from levelling down all distinction of rank and office

in the circle of His disciples, our Lord here recog-

nizes a real aristocracy in the Christian sphere, but
an aristocracy of humility, which He, indeed, does

not merely demand, but which He also in His own
example sets forth.

Vs. 27. For which is greater.—Although it

remains true that the reference to the foot-washing

is not directly necessary, since our Lord, even besides

this, might on account of what He does during the

meal, as well as on account of the whole of His self-sur-

render, well call Himself the iiaxovos of His people,

yet it is true, on the other hand, that under the Jo-

hannean picture of the foot-washing, one could set no
more congruous and beautiful motto than the utter-

ance wliioh Luke alone has here preserved to us

:

" I am amoug you as he that serveth." He appeals

to the position which He at this moment occupies

among them,—a position in which every guise of a

superiority falls away. In words our Saviour had
already previously expressed the same thought (Matt.

XX. 26-28), but now He adds to the word the

deed.

Vs. 28. But ye are they.—If we assume that

Tss. 28-30 were spoken ««o tenore with vss. 25-27,

then certainly the most natural connection of thought

(Meyer) is this : that our Lord, upon this humiliation

of His disciples, now also causes their true elevation

to follow, by assuring them of their future glory in

His Messianic kingdom. We know not, however,

what should hinder us from assuming that these

'words were uttered somewhat later on this evening.

Entirely arbitrary is the assertion (De Wette, Strauss),

that these words here stand out of all historical con-

nection, and contain only a modified repetition of the

promise given Matt. xix. 28. It appears to us far

more probable that they belong in the portion of the

discourse after the foot-washing and before the dis-

covery of the traitor, of which also John (ch. xiii.

12-20) has communicated to us some portion. Not
incongruously may they be attached to John xiii. 20,

and that in this way : that our Lord now praises and
encourages His faithful disciples, after He had just

thrown upon the traitor a look of warning, vs. 21

seq. It is with Him, in His increasing agitation of

spirit, a necessity to turn His eyes from the unfaith-

ful one to the faithful ones, and to show to them how
dear to Him the Apostolic circle yet remains, in spite

of the sorrow which the unfaithful apostle has caused

Him.
Continued steadfastly ... in My tempta-

tions, irfipaff/ioTi fjLov.—Just the word for Luke, ac-

cording to whom Satan, ch. iv. 13, even after the forty

days' temptation in the wilderness, had only departed

from the Lord &xp' "aipov, so that according to him,

the whole earthly life of Jesus is represented as a con-

tinuous temptation. In the mouth of Jesus this word
points decJedly to this painful and tempting expe-

rience of life, through which His obedience to the
Father had to be exercised and perfected. In the
midst of all 'hese conditions, it redounded to the nc
small praise of His disciples that they had so faith-

fully continued with Him (5iau«M6J'i)i£((T€!). WithouJ
adding a word upon their manifold weaknesses, H<
does justice with manifest pleasure to their sincerity

and their steadfastness,—the direct opposite, it is

true, to the temper of mind which He expresses, ch.

ix. 41, and yet the one utterance is as natural as the
other,— each in its own peculiar connection.

Vs. 29. And I appoint unto you a king-
dom, as My Father hath appointed unto
Me.—To the mention of that which the disciples

have been for Him, our Lord now adds an intimation
of what He has purposed for them. Aiari^efiai sig-

nifies not only a bestowal or assurance, but a disposi-

tion such as a dying man forms when he makes his

will for those left behind. That our Lord bequeaths
to them the kingdom by a particular institution

—

namely, by the Communion, is not directly said;
even without such a reference to the Supper, the
promise preserves its full truth and force. It is in

tliis of course understood that the verb, when our
Lord uses it of the Father, who can never see death,

Ka^iis 5ie'd€T(f ^ot, must be understood (mm grano
salis. The sublimity of such an expression can be
better felt than described. The poor Nazarene, who
bequeaths to His disciples not one penny, and whose
garments after a few hours are to be parted under
His eyes on the Cross, here bequeaths to His friends,

as tlie reward of their immovable fideUty, a more
than royal inheritance, and therewith even removes
the disparity that yet lay between Him and them.
There exists a noteworthy, as yet too little noted,

coincidence between this utterance and that of the

Intercessory Prayer (John xvii. 22), which serves for

a new proof of the higher unity of the Synoptical

and the Joliannean Christ.

Vs. SO. That ye may eat.—An allusion to the

purpose, and secondly, to the inestimable fruit of

this bequest, by which there is prepared for them as

well a rich enjoyment as also an imperishable honor.

The enjoyment is this : that our Lord in the Messianic

kingdom entertains them at His table ; the familiar

Biblical imagery is here also chosen with preference,

not only in view of the already instituted Holy Sup-

per, but also by occasion of the present Paschal cele-

bration; the honor is, that they are appointed as

judges over the twelve tribes of Israel. It is com-

monly beUeved that the mention in particular of the

twelve thrones which appears Matt. xix. 28, was

omitted here on account of the apostasy of Judas.

It may, however, also be that this altered form Is

connected with the freer character of our Lord's dis-

course in Luke. Almost too refined is the questior

which Bengel adjoins to the mention of the (pvXni:

" Singuline singular ? We know, moreover, how our

glorified Lord opens this same prospect, only some-

what modified, for all His friends, Rev. ii. iii., and how
also the Apostle Paul states the judging of the world

at the Parusia of the Lord as a prerogative which is

intended for all His saints, 1 Cor. vl. 2.

Vs. 3 1 . Simon, Simon.—We agree with those

who believe that a double intimation of Peter's de-

nial took place ; the one even in the Paschal hall,

the other on the way to Gethsemane, whicli latter is

exclusively mentioned by Matthew and Mark. Of the

former John gives us an account (ch. xiii. 36-38)

;

vss. 31, 32 of Luke appear to run parallel therewith.

It took place, therefore, shortly after the mstitutiOT
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of the Lord's Supper, immediately following the new
commandment of brotherly loTe (John xiii. 34, 35).

Very well may our Lord to the earnest warning (John

xiii. 36-38) have yet added the words which Luke
alone has preserved for us, and which as well by
jheir form as by their character were fitted to make
on the Apostle's heart the deepest impression. Even
the double Simon, Simon, comp. Luke x. 41 ; Acts

ix. 4, must have given him deeply to feel that he soon

would not be like a rock, but like an unsteady reed.

The Biblical mode of speech :
" Satan hath desired

you, ardently entreated for you," points back to the

prologue of the book of Job. Note the distinc-

tion between the plural, i5|Cias (vs. 31), and the singu-

lar (vs. 32), TTfpl iToD. Without any one having
known it, there had to-day the most fearful danger
threatened oil the disciples ; but no one more than
Peter, who had least fi^ared it, and yet had been the

object of the very special personal intercession of

his faithful Lord.

—

Tou mviiaai. " The word has not
been preserved to us elsewhere, but the signification

is not doubtful. The tertium comparationis is the
testing TapatTffeii/ ; as the wheat is shaken in the sieve

that the chaff may thereby separate itself from the
wheat and fall out, so will Satan also disquiet and
terrify you through persecutions, dangers, tribula-

tions, in order to bring your faithfulness towards Me
to apostasy." Meyer.

Vs. 32. But X.—In this discourse of our Lord
also, His person forms the immovable centre. His
majestic 4yi> S4, on the one hand plants itself in the
way of Satan's threatening, and on the other hand
stands in opposition to the direct ical ali, which im-
mediately follows thereon. First has our Lord
granted His disciple a look into the crafty plottings

of hell ; now does He grant him to look up into the
heaven of his loving Saviour's heart. But for whom,
hath the Lord prayed ? This time especially for Peter

:

" Totus sane hie sermn Domini prasupponit, Peirum
esse primum apostolorum., quo stante aid cacUnte eeteri

aut minus aut maffis periditarentur. " Bengel.
When? After He had penetrated Satan's crafty
plotting in all its depth. For what ? Our Lord does
not express Himself with many words thereabout.
By no means that Peter might entirely escape the
sifting, comp. John xvii. IS. With what purpose?
In order that (iVa) his faith may not cease ((KAfUri),
since, indeed, his whole energy for resistance would
be lost if the faith which he had so often confessed
should no longer remain in him, comp. 2 Tim. iv. 7.

With what result ? The prayer is heard ; Peter
will indeed fall, but he will also rise again : kk! tru

iroTe eTTKTTpe'i^as.

When thou art converted.—There is, there-
fore, predicted for Peter an sina-Tpoip-fi visible to others,
which was to be the consequence of an inward ^nexa-
iio:a. Through what depths of sorrow and contrition
the way should lead to this height is as yet wisely
concealed from him, but in this very night he ex-
periences it.—Strengthen thy brethren.—" Mi/ "

brethren, our Lord does not here say, as in John xx.
17 ;

nor yet " ours,^' but thy brethren, since He here
conceives them as afflicted with the same weak-
ness which should bring Peter to so deep a fall.

Thus does the address return again obliquely to the
viitts, vs. 31. How Peter afterwards strengthened
his fellow-apostles by his word and example, appears
plainly from the Acts. How he strengthened his
fellow-believers, is manifest in his Epistles ; but how
little he was as yet on the way to this conversion, and
how little he was fitted for this strengthening of

others, appears in the words with which he 8t t

same instant answers this address.

Vs. 33. Lord) I am ready to go with Thee,
Mera trod he places emphatically first, to desjgna

the source from which his exultant feeling of streng

proceeds ; he conceives the threatening danger in

twofold form, as death or imprisonment ; but loi

will surely give him strength to def) both. It is i

if he would thereby intimate that the Lord's inte

cession for him had not been so especially necessar;

Vs. 34. I tell thee, Peter.—Now not Simm
though he might have doubly deserved it, but, Peter

inasmuch as our Lord places Himself in the positia

of the man who, in his own eyes, stands there fl

rock-fast. In language free of all ambiguity, H
now announces to him what He had just made know
to him in Biblical allusions, in order that the poss:

bility of a misunderstanding may no longer remaii
Peter will even deny that he knows the Mastei

a.Trapvrj(rr} ^7} ciSeVai /xe, properly a double pleonasti

negation, as in ch. xx. 27, on which account alsi

some MSS., although without sufBcient critica

grounds, have omitted fj.^. Respecting the predic

tion of Peter's denial itself, comp. moreover Lang:
on Matt. xxvi. 34.

Vs. 35. And He said unto them.—Prom Pete
the address of our Lord now turns, after a shori

pause, again to the whole circle of disciples. Tha
our Lord uttered the words, vss. 36-38, when al

were outside of the Paschal hall, immediately befon
the entrance into Gethsemane, we consider as lesi

probable. For these words are not preceded by th(

second but the first announcement of Peter's denial
moreover, they bear so familiar a character, that thej

appear to belong as yet to the feast table. We be
lievo that we ought to assign them a place even imme
diately after vss. 3 1-34—namely, so that our Lord now,
to the description of the inward danger which threat-

ens His disciples, joins the description of the ouiwaro
distress that impends over them.—As friends in the
parting hour like to while away yet a season with
their thoughts in the sweet days of the past, so does
our Lord now lead back the Eleven into the period
which then perhaps appeared to them to be a very
tiresome one, but which, in comparison with this

night, might yet be called a peaceful and happy one.
He points them back to the time when they first

preached the Gospel in Galilee, and on the part of
many had found open ears and hearts, ch. ix. 1-6.
Then they had in no respect had want, no care had
oppressed them ; but now it was another time. So
unacquainted are they as yet with that which to-night
impends, that the Saviour can bring to them in no
other way a presentiment of it than by holding up to
them the sharp contrast of tJien and now. He enjoins
on them the direct opposite of that which He had
then commanded them. Once the least care was
superfluous, now the most anxious care was not too
much.

Vs. 36. Therefore He said Oii/ subjoins the
opposite of their acknowledgment, that at that time
they did not lack the least thing. He that hath a
purse, let him take it, ipdri^ : Let him not leave it

at home, but take it with him on the journey, in order
by so careful a preparation to assure himself against
any possibility of a lack. Even so let him who pos-
sesses a wallet, hasten to avail himself of it. And he
that hath not, neither purse nor wallet, let hin,
sell his garment, which he otherwise would at last
expose to robbery, and buy—not a purse or a wallet
but what is now more indispensable Aan clothing Mia
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food—a sword. Self-defence is now not only an
argent necessity, but the first necessity of all. This
last word we have to understand, not in an allegori-

cal, but in a parabolical sense. If one understands
(Olshausen) the spiritual sword (Eph. Ti. IV), he is

then also obliged to give to the garment, the wallet,

and the shoes a spiritual signification. Our Lord will

simply, in a concrete pictorial form, represent to ESs
disciples the right and the duty of necessary defence,

m order that they may, by the very opposition to the

former command (vs. 35), finally come to the con-

sciousness that an entirely peculiar danger shall break
in upon them.

Vs. 87. For I say unto you.—The rendering
uf an immediate and sufBicient reason for the pre-

viously apparently so enigmatical command. If mat-
ters go even so far with the Master that He is reck-

oned with the malefactors, then His disciples also

may well have occasion to fear the worst. Here
again we find an allusion to the truth, that the im-
pending fulfilment of the prophecy is grounded in an
irrevocable Must ; at the same time also a proof in

what hght our Lord regarded the well-known pro-

phecy (Is. liii). He numbers it among the irepl iuLov

se. yeypafi/Meva (not " The circumstances surrounding
Me." Meyer), in respect to which He gives the assur-

ance that they Te\os exsi. Excessively feeble would
this expression be, if He meant to say nothing else

than: "With Me, as with that subject of Isaiah's

prophecy, matters are coming to an end." Our Lord
feels and knows that He is Himself truly the Subject
of the prophecy of Isaiah, and, therefore, it cannot
here be the end, in the common sense of the word,
but only the accomplishment, in the sense of the
TereKetTTai (John xix. 80), that is spoken of. Our
Lord therewith undoubtedly states the ground (yap),

why He expects for Himself nothing less than the

fiilfilraent also of Isaiah hii. 12. Everything that is

written of the Messiah must go into complete fulfil-

ment, and that can only be done when this declara-

tion also, in a certain sense the crown of the whole
prophetic announcement of the Passion, is accom-
plished in and on Him. " If this tuvto yet comes to

pass, because all must come to pass, then the fulfil-

ment and coming to pass has with this undoubtedly
an end." Stier.

Ys. 88. Iiord, behold here are two swords.
—It is unquestionably surprising that the disciples

have come at once in possession of these swords,

and not probable that they were found in the Pass-

over hall itself. BengeL It is, however, known that

the Galileans were wont to travel armed; perhaps
Peter and another disciple had taken their swords
with them in the journey towards the capital, in the

presentiment of a danger on this very evening. Cer-

tain it is that they have them at all events now lying

ready, and at the word of our Lord, vs. 36, they think

that they can use them very well. To understand

large butcher-knives for the Paschal lamb (Chrysos-

tom) sounds singular.

It is enough, 'mai/6i/ ian.—If it were possible

for us to imagine our Lord for a moment in the Pas-

cljal night with a melancholy smile on His heavenly

countenance, it would be at the affair of the two
gwords. Two swords over against the whole might
of the world, of hell, and of death, which were to

engage in the assault upon Him ! He accounts it

impossible to make the whole preposterousness of

this thought as visible to them as it is to Himself,

and, therefore, breaks off the conversation on the

(ubjoct, in the tone of one who is conscious that

others would not yet understand Hun, and who
therefore, holds all further speech unprofitable. A
double sense (Olshausen, De Wette), we do not fine
here, but we may, a melancholy irony.

We apprehend that after this conversation : 1.

The great Hallel was sung; 2. the farewell dis
course (John, ch. xiv. 17) held; 3. the Paschal
hall left; 4. that on the way to Gethsemane the se-

cond prediction of the unfaithfulness of Peter and of
his fellow-disciples took place, which was with ons
voice repelled. All this Luke passes over in silence,

in order to lead us without further detention imme-
diately to Gethsemane. See Lex Eva-ag. Harm
p. 93.

DOCTEINAL AND BTHICAL.

1. While on the one hand the renewed dispat*

among the disciples as to rank on this very evening i?

a mournful proof of how deeply pride and self-seek

ing remain rooted even in the soul that has the be
ginnings of faith and renewal ; so, on the other hand,
is the peculiar way in which our Lord at the Paschal
table opposes this perversity, a new revelation of

His wisdom, love, and faithfulness. The almost

Uteral repetition of an earher, yet already forgotten

admonition, must of itself have doubly shamed Hii

discordant friends. Therewith He recalls to their

memory an hour in which the same perverse dispo-

sition had become visible in them, and had been by
Him combated powerfully, indeed, yet, as now ap-

peared, in vain. It is the fundamental law of His

kingdom, which He now will, as it were, in the style

of a lapidary and in a stereotyped form, engrave

anew in the fleshy tables of the hearts of His own

;

and in order to impress it on them the more deeply,

He represents it to their sight by an act, which must
have remained eternally unforgotten by them.

2. " But I am among you as he that serveth."

This word is first of all the brief summary of the

whole now almost completed earthly life of Jesus in

humiUation. Comp. Matt. xx. 28 ; Phil. ii. 5-11

;

2 Cor. viii. 9. It is, secondly, the worthy initiation

of a Passion in which He was again to serve His

own in a manner entirely different from hitherto, by

this, that He humiliated Himself now more deeply

than ever ; and finally, it is even the watchword of

His heavenly life, now that He is enthroned at the

right hand of God ; for even there upon the throne

He rules by serving, and never reveals His glory

more brilliantly than in His condescending lovj.

8. Not enough can we here in the autecjamber

of the Passion admire the sublune, entirely unique

self-consciousness of our Lord. While Ho certainly

knows that He is at the very point of being reckoned

with the transgressors. He yet claims for His dis-

ciples no lesser rank than that which earthly poten-

tates and kings possess (vss. 26, 26). Nowhere has

He on earth to lay His head, and yet He bequeaths

to them, as if by testament, the highest place of

honor in the kingdom of God, and inaugurates them

as future judges of the twelve tribes of Israel

With every moment He is going down deeper into

the night of suffering, and yet He shows even now

especially that the secrets of the heart, of the future,

and of the spiritual world, lie naked and uncovered

before Him. He feels that He is in the fullest sense

of the word the Son in whom the Father is weli

pleased (vs. 29), the centre of the prophetic Scri]>

ture (vs. 37), yea, the Vanquisher of Sai«in (vss. HI
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32), and yet all this hinders Him not from wallting in

the midst of His own as their servant, and bearing

their unreceptiveness with a patience which can never

be sufficientlv praised with human tongues.

4. From this utterance of our Lord it appears

ihat the Isingdom of darliness was in more than

common activity and intense exertion when the

night of the betrayal had fallen. Not Judas alone

(vs. 32), the circle of the faithfid disciples also was
the target of the Satanic arrows. To understand

Buch expressions only figuratively, and in view of them
to deny the existence and the influence of Satan, is

pure rationalistic caprice. On the contrary, there

appears veiy evidently from this that the existence

of a kingdom of darkness peopled by personal evil

spirits is nothing less than a terrible reality. And it

is certaiuly a permitted conclusion a minori ad majus
that if Satan desired to sift the disciples as wheat,

he can, least of all, have left our Lord untouched,
either in Gethsemaue or on Golgotha.

5. The assurance of our Lord that He had prayed
for Peter, is the solid basis for the evangelical doc-
trine of the intercession of the Saviour for His peo-
ple in heaven, Rom. viii. 34 ; Heb. vii. 25 ; ix. 24

;

1 John iL 1. Thereby He shows us at the same
time the supreme and final goal which the Christian,

in his prayer for himself, must also keep before his

eyes, namely, that his faith fail not. Whoever suf-

fers shipwreck of his faith (1 Tim. i. 19), suffers loss

not only of his goods but also of his life.

6. The decided prediction of Peter's denial be-
longs to the sublimest self-revelations of the humi-
liated Saviour. Gloriously does there shine out from
this His wisdom, His love. His faithfuhiess, but far
more gloriously yet does there beam forth from these
words upon us. His Divine knowledge. For He an-
nouncea not only in a general way that Peter espe-
cially will succumb to the impending trial—to any
one acquainted with men, that looked somewhat
more deeply than common, that wonld not have been
BO very difficult—but He gives beforehand every
particular: the threefold denial, the cock-eroiuing,

Vaeform of the denial

—

airapviio-r] /xii elShai ^€—not
only as possible but as certainly occurring, and
shows theieby that He views with perfectly clear
vision not only the hidden but also the seemingly
casual. The assertions that the expression " before
the cock crow" is only meant to denote: "before the
morning shall break;" moreover, that the "three
times" (vs. 34) signifies only an indefinite round
number, and that the prophecy only took this exactly
definite form afterwards from the event (Strauss and
others), rest upon presuppositions which are destitute
of every exegetical proof, as well as of all historical
ground. No example can be brought of three sig-
nifying anything else than what it expresses, and it is

forgotten that the cock-crowing is so far from being
anything unessential that, according to Mark, it mus"
even take place twice. So far, however, from an un-
avoidable fate being here foretold to Peter, there is,

on the other hand, at the basis of this admonition
the intent of guarding hhu against the danger. Peter
did not deny mir Lord because it was previously fore-
told, but it was foretold to him that he might not
do It. While Satan's design was so to sift the wheat
that it should be found only as chaflf, our Lord, on
the other hand, will so sift it that it may be cleansed
from the chaff, may come forth from' the trial as
good wheat. Had the disciple but comprehended
the intimation of his Master, and reconciled himself
to the thought that his Master was to endure the

hard struggle without him ! But, alas, the very on

who fancies himself to be stronger than ten othe

men, very soon gives the proof that he is even Weake

than a single woman.
1. The Lord would certainly have avoided tbi

expression as to buying a sword for threatening danger

if He had willed that His disciples in no case shouh

think of self-defence with outwiird weapons. Theii

error lies only in this, that they in this moment^

and over against the more than earthly mighl

which now threatens them, will have recourse tc

ordinary weapons. Judge then how thoroughly i1

must conflict with the spirit and mission of our Lord

when the Roman Curia vaunts itself of the possession

of the two swords of Peter, and a Boniface the Vlllth,

for example, from this very passage, believed himself

to be able to prove that the papal chair possesses ae

well the right of spiritual as of secular jurisdiction

By the iKavSp eVn of our Lord, this lolly is con
demned in its very principle. "It is a sigh of

the God-man which breathes like a sound of com-
plaint over the Roman swords and stakes, over the

ai-med camps of the Paulicians and Hussites, over

all the violent measures of the New Testament time

that are meant to further His cause."

HOMTLETICAl AND PRACTICAL.

How little the disciples, even in the Pa.schal hall,

are yet in a condition to comprehend the gravity of

the moment and the temper of the Lord.—How
much the disciples yet contribute to embitter to

their Master even the still enjoyment of the last quiet

evening.—The old Adam is not so quick to die.

—

The royal dignity of the disciples of our Lord : 1.

Its high rank ; 2. its holy requirements.—The heaven-
wide distinction between the flattering titles and the

ruling character of many an earthly monarch.

—

Msst
quam videri.—The way of wUling humiliation the
way of true greatness in the kingdom of God : 1. The
ancient way ; 2. the difficult way ; 3. the safe way

;

4. the blessed way.—Christ in the midst of His peo-
ple as one that serves : 1. The character which as

such an one He reveals, a. condescendhig, b. active,

e. persevering love ; 2. the requirement wliich He as

such repeats, a. adore in this very thing His great
ness, b. let yourself be served by Hira, c. serve now
others also for His sake.—Immutable faithfulness in

the midst of severe temptation, is by our Lord : 1

Well borne in mind ; 2. graciously praised ; 3. a thou
sandfold rewarded.—The bequest of the dying Tes
tator to His chosen friends.—The judicial functiot
which our Lord above in heaven commits to those
that suffer with Him on earth, 2 Tim. ii. 12.—The
heavenly feast in the yet future kingdom of God : 1.

The blessed Host ; 2. the completed number of guests

;

3. the infinite refreshment.—Simon Peter : 1. Dan-
gerously threatened ; 2. invisibly defended ; 3. tho-

roughly converted ; 4. in rich measure active for the
strengthening of his brethren.—Satan intent on the
destruction, the Lord on the dehverance, of Peter,
Simon alone careless.—Jesus the Intercessor for Hia
weak but sincere disciples.—How many a danger ia

averted from us unnoticed, even before we ourselves
become aware of its approach.—The holy vocation
of the converted one to strengthen his brethren:
1. That only he can do who is himself converted

;

2. but this one should, would, and will then do it-
Even over against our Lord, unbeUef will still be in

the rignt.—He that trusteth ia his own heart is i
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fool.—The dangerousness of a superficial excitement

of feeling, instead of a deeply-rooted life of faith.

—

Let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he
fall, 1 Cor. X. 12.—Even in the guidance of His most
intimate disciples, our Lord not seldom strikes into

an entirely different way afterwards from that which
He followed earlier.—Rest once enjoyed no pledge

of future security.—"Did ye ever lack anything?
Lord, never anything." Admirable text for New
Year's Eve.—On superfluity the disciple of our
Lord must never reckon, 1 Tim. vi. 6-8.—Against
extraordinary dangers the Cliristian must arm him-

self in extraordinary wise.—The prophetic word the

light of our Lord upon His gloomy way to death.

—

On the Christian also must all be aocomphshed that is

written, both concerning his suffering and concerning

his glory.—The persevering incapability of the dis-

ciples to comprehend our Lord, one of the deepest

sources of His hidden suffering.—Patience with un-

teachable friends a difficult ai t, yet sanctified by our
Lord's example.

Stajrke :— Cramer:— Great people also come
short.—Intestine wars have done the kingdom of

God more hai-m than foreign ones.—Nothing can
move us more powerfully to humility than the ex-

ample of Christ.—Where the mind of Christ is, there

is also the following of Him.

—

Nova Bibl. Tub.

:

—
The cross suits Christ's servants better than lordship.

-^Whoever will be Christ's property must make
himself ready for temptation. — Whom the Lord
praises, he Ls praiseworthy, 2 Cor. x. 18.

—

Quesnel:
—Who can comprehend the dignities and advan-

tages of a genuine disciple of Jesus?—The Lord
Jesus' faithful servants shall be in heaven His fellow-

rulers and fellow-kings. — Canstein :— Ignorance,

security, and presumption prepare Satan a way for

his temptations.—The devil can do nothing without

Divine permission.—Without Jesus' intercession oni
little ship of faith must suffer shipwreck.

—

Osiandeb.
—-The flesh before danger comes is courageous, and
is only thoroughly convinced by an afflictive expe
rience of its impotency.—To mean well is not everv'

thing in religion.

—

Nova Mil. 'Ihtb.

:

—The sins thai

we shall commit the Lord Jesus knows beforehand—It is edifying often to call to mind how God has led

us.

—

Brentius:—Faithful servants of God have a
rich and mighty Lord.—One must accommodate
himself to the time, be it good or bad.—Servants of
God have not ever sunshine in their office.—See well

to it how thou understandest Christ's word.—To th«

magistrate the secular sword is entrusted, to tht

minister the spiritual, Rom. xiii. 4 ; Ephes. vi. 11.

Heubner :—The attacks of the wicked must turn

out for the best good of the saints.—Interceding

prayer availeth much.—How many a wandering son
has been saved by a pious mother's prayers ! (Au
gustine and Monica).—Sins are as dangerous as they
are because they may bring about the loss of our
faith.—Unanxious service of the Lord makes life

glad.—God always helps through.

—

Palmer (vss. 36,

36):—What there in the Mfe of the disciples appears

as a succession, must with us exist as simultaneous,

joined by faith : 1. The admirable child-like trust

that supports itself on experience ; 2. the manly valor

that bears a sword, indeed, but the sword of the

Holy Ghost.—Arndt (vss. 31-38) :—The words of

the loving providence of Jesus : 1 . The words of His
warning providence to Peter ; 2. the words of His

upholding providence to the other disciples.—P. W.
Krummacher, Pasdoiw-bwch, p. 1'73 seq.: — The
night conversation, how it unfolds to us the Media-

tor's heart of the great Friend of sinners : 1 . In His

conversation with Simon Peter ; 2. in His utteranoo

to the disciples altogether.

A. The Deepening of the Conflict. (Chs. XXII. 39—XXIII. 46.)

1. Gethsemane.

a. THE CONPLICT OP PRATER (Ch. XXII. 39-46).

(Parallel with Matt. xivi. 36-46 ; Mari xiv. 32-42.)

J9 And he came out, and went, as he was wont, to the mount of Olives; and Lis

40 [the'] disciples also followed him. And when he was at the place, he said unto tliem,

41 Pray that ye enter not into temptation. And he [himself] was withdrawn [withdrew]

42 from them about a stone's cast, and kneeled down, and prayed. Saying, Father, if thou

be willing, [to] remove this cup from me :—nevertheless, not my will, but thine, be

43 done. And there appeared an angel unto him from heaven, strengthening him.

44 And being in an agony he prayed more earnestly : and his sweat was as it were great

45 drops of blood falling down to the ground.* And when he rose up from prayer and

46 was come to his [the] disciples, he found them sleeping for sorrow, And said unto tliem,

Why sleep ye? rise and pray, lest ye enter into temptation.

• Vs. 39.—Without adequate authority the Recepta. has na9i)Tai air a v.

» Vs. 44.—Eespeoting the state of the case critically with respect to vss. 43, 44, see Bxegetical and Cnhcal remarks.

thew and Mark respecting the agony of our Lord in

EXEGBTICAL AND CRITICAL. Gethsemane is much more detailed and complete

than his, and only from the union of the three ac-

Vs. 89. And He came out.—Here also Luke counts does it become possible to represent to our-

do«3 not fail of hia peculiarity. The account of Mat- selves distinctly the course of the event. Evidently
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Lulfe condenses all, neither mentions the selection

which our Lord made from among the disciples, nor

the threefold repetition of the prayer, and passes

over also the warning words of our Lord to Peter.

On the otlier hand, we owe to him the mention of

the bloodj sweat and of the strengthening angel, as

well as also his dehcate psychological intimation, rs.

46, that the disciples were sleeping airh t^? \vtn]^.

He alone defines the distance between the pi'aying

Saviour and the disciples, wfrel \iSruv ^oKi^v^ vs. 41,

and communicates the remark that the Mount of

Olives was the place in which our Lord was commonly
wont to pray, vs. 39. From all this it becomes evi-

dent that his account is invaluable for the comple-
menting of the representation of Matthew and Mark,
which, it is true, is more detailed and also more per-

fectly arranged.

As He was wont Comp. eh. xxi. 37. That
our Lord goes straight thither is a new proof that

the time is now past when He still sought to go out
of the way of His enemies, for according to John
xviu. 2, this place is known also to Judas, who will,

therefore, undoubtedly seek Him there with the
band, if he no longer finds Hun in the paschal hall.

At the same time it is a proof of the heavenly com-
posure and clearness of mind which our Lord con-
tinually maintained. Not in the city, in the midst
of the joyful acclamations of the paschal night, but
without it, in the bosom of open nature, after He
had previously strengthened Himself in solitary
prayer to His Father, will He surrender Himself over
to the hands of His enemies.

—

At the place.—The
before-mentioned place where He would be; perhaps
Luke does not mention the name Gethsemane be-
catise this was already sufficiently known through
the evangelical tradition.

Vs. 40. He said unto them, Pray.—Accord-
ing to Luke it appears as if our Lord said this to all

His disciples. From Matthew and Mark, however,
we know that He took three of them with Himself
deeper into the garden, and addiessed them in about
this manner. As is to be recognized by the infinitive,
the ^<.f) ilm\S)iiv 61! Triipaafiov is to be the substance
of their prayer. The weipa.a-fj.ds can here, agreeably
to the connection, be no other than the threatening
danger of suffering shipwreck of their most holy faith
by all that they were soon to experience.

Vs. 41. And He Himself withdrew, i,r£-
diraaSiTj air' avriiu, Vulgate :

" He was withdrawn from
them.'|_ Correctly Schottgen: " Eleganter dimntur
a.Tro(riraa-Srai vel airotrtraaSiTii'ai, giii ah amickmnoi-um
mnplexu vix divelli possimt ac disccdere." Of course
we have not to understand the word as if our Lord
almost against His will, as it were, impelled on by
secret might, separated Himself from the circle of
His disciples, but simply thus, that He, following
the constraint of His agitation of soul, with visible
intensity of feeling and rapid steps, sought the stUl
solitude.

—

'aael KiSiov $o\7iv, the accusative of dis-
tance

: since our Lord was not further removed than
a stone's throw from His three friends, He was still
near enough to them to be seen and heard bv them
especially m the bright moonlight.

" '

Kneeled down.—Stronger yet in Matthew and
Mark

:
He fell down on His face on the earth. He

cannot now pray standing with head erect, as so
lately m the paschal hall. Luke evidently condenses
the substance of the three prayers into one, although
he also (vs. 44) Indi<rate3 that our Lord prayed
at least more than once.—If Thou be willing ei
Poi\u, equivalent to, " If it can consist with Thy

counsel." Grotiua : " Si tua deerela fenmt, id ali

modo tua glorice atque homirmm salidi ceque am
mlatur." napeneytatv not infinitive for iniperativ^

(Bengel), but an aposiopesis, by which is admirabl;

expressed that the prayer is, as it were, alread;

taken back before it is entirely uttered, 'ifoie thi

distinction between el lioiXei and to Ae\7}fii aov

respecting the sense and the purj)ose of the prayer, »«

below.

Vs. 43. And there appeared unto Him ai

angel.—There are many questions to be asked here

1. Itespecting the genuineness of this statement
As is known, the words (vss. 43, 44) are wanting ir

A., B., Sahid, and other authorities.* Some have indi

Gated their doubts by asterisks and obelisks. Lach-

maim has bracketed the words. The most of moderr
critics and exegetes, however, declare themselves in

favor of their genuineness. It is assumed that thev
were, in all probability, omitted by the Orthodox,
who found in this account something dishonoring tc

Jesus. See Epiph., Ancor. 31, and besides. Wet-
stein, ad loo. On the other hand, no tenable ground
can be assigned why any one should have interpolated
these verses into the text if they did not originally
stand in the Gospel of Luke. 2. Respecting the
manner and purpose of this strengthening through
an angel, there have been at all times the most ex-
ceedingly diverse opinions. Here also Dogmatics
has evidently controlled Exegesis. Without reason
has Olshausen here assumed a merely internal ap-
pearance, and spoken of the afflux of spiritual ener-
gies which were bestowed upon the Redeemer wres-
tling in the extremity of abandonment, although,
on the other side, it is not to be denied that the
possibility of perceiving the angelic manifestation at
this moment was conditioned "by the suffering and
praying Redeemer's state of inward agitation

; the
text says also ei(pS,-n aura, not Htb^i] avroh. To
make the strengthening a merely bodily strengthen-
ing (Hoffmann), is certainly quite as arbitrary as
(De 'ffette) to understand a strengthening to prayer.
We know not what unreasonableness there could be
in the conception that here the holy \jivxri of our
Lord, which was now seized by the iutensest feeling
of suffering, was strengthened by the brightening
prospect of future joy, which was symbohzed to Him
by the friendly angelic appearance. With Bengel,
however, we are disposed to believe that the strength-
ening mentioned took place no7i per cohortaiionem.
3. As respects the inquiry as to the time in which
this appearance occurred, we can hardly beUeve that
it (Hettinger) took place between the second and the
third prayei- of our Lord. If we attentively com-
pare the evangelical accounts, we then see that the
strengthening through the angel came in hnmediately
after the first prayer—the most fervent and agoniz-
ing one—so that in consequence of it the anguish of
soul had already at the second prayer in some mea-
sure subsided. It is true, Luke appears, considered
entirely by himself, to lead us to another conception,
but he has here also not wished so much to de-
scribe the course of the event in its different stages
as to give a general view of the whole. The words,
vs. 44, and being in an agony He prayed
more earnestly, are not meant to denote what
followed after the angelic manifestation, but that
by which this manifestation was called forth and
made necessary. With Meyer we take kclI in the
sense of "namely," and find not the conseqnenod
but the motive of the manifestation thereby inti

* CTtoy are foujid in Cod. Sin.—C 0. S.'
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mated. 4. Finally, as respects the credibility of this

nccount, this is not lessened by the silence of the

other Evangelists, and the very brevity, mysterious-

neas, and apparently unsatisfactory character of the

representation of Luke speaks for its credibility.

Whoever upon dogmatic grounds denies the possi-

bility of angelophanies, cannot possibly accept this

one either, but whoever acknowledges our Lord as

that which His believing church have at all times

held Him to be, will soon feel that the light of an
angeUc manifestation can make scarcely anywhere
a more beneficent impression than in the night of

these sufferings.

More earnestly, iKTeveirrepov.—No wonder

;

He is in a veritable death-struggle (a.y(aiiiia), and
summons up, therefore, all His energies to an un-

remitting struggle of prayer. Comp. Hosea xii. 4, 5.

The moat striking commentary on this expression is

given undoubtedly by the Epistle to the Hebrews,
which also bears a thoroughly Paaline coloring (oh.

V. 7-9), where strong crying and tears are spoken of

with which our Lord offered up His prayers and sup-

plications to Him who was able to save Him from
death. Ii is noteworthy that this last passage is

brought up as proof, as well for the view that our
Lord would deprecate the whole suffering of death,

as also for the opinion that He would deprecate only

this momentary anguish of soul. For the former
view appeal is made especially to the irphs rhf Sui/a-

fx^i/ov (T<i^eiy avrAv iK d a J' a T o u ; for the other to

the ehaKovcr^els air h ttjs euAajQei'as. [The for-

mer interpretation -is better, as the prevailing usage
of the conjugates of eiAa^eia in the New Testament
decidedly favors the translation :

" heard on account
of His reverent fear," which, moreover, according to

Robuison, is supported by all the Greek commenta-
tors—C. C. S.]

And His sweat The reading axrei deserves

the preference above i>s, and expresses, even as ch.

iii. 23, a relative similarity. The question, answered
sometimes negatively, sometimes positively, whether
our Lord in Gethsemane really sweat blood, is pri-

marily connected with another, namely, whether the

weight of the comparison must be laid upon Srp6n0oi

or upon a'iuaTO!. The latter is unquestionably more
probable, since otherwise it is hard to conceive why
Luke speaks of aXua at all if it is not meant to refer

to the nature of the sweat. To understand actual

drops of blood is, it is true, forbidden by oxrei, but,

at all events, we must conceive them as heavy thick

drops, which, mingled and colored for the most part

with portions of blood, looked altogether like drops

of blood. Comp. hereupon, the passages adduced by
Ebrabd, Evang. Kritik., ad loc, as well as also what
Hug, Chutachten, ad loc, remarks on historical

grounds upon this distinction between a thin and
thick sweat, which latter appears also to show itself

in the case of those in the agonies of death. If we
add to these now the medically certified cases of

actual blood-sweat, and if we keep in mind the com-
plete peculiarity of the condition in which the suffer-

ing Saviour is here found, we shall account it as

unnecessary to understand here poetical embellish-

ment (Scheiermacher) as mythical invention (Strauss

and others).

Vs. 45. Sleeping for sorrow.—Not an excuse

of the disciples, but an explanation of their seem-

ingly strange condition, nor is there any ground to

reject this explanation as unsatisfactory. Sorrow, it

is true, makes men sleepless sometimes, but when it

ii Teiy great it may so weary down the whole outer

and inner man that one, as it were, sinks into a con
dition of stupor ; nor do the Evangelists tell us tha
it was a common sound sleep. There may, mor&
over, unknown to the disciples, an influence on th«
side of the might of darkness have been exerted,
which, while it in Gethsemane assaulted the Shep-
herd, is certainly not to be supposed to have left th«
sheep unassailed.

Vs. 46. Why sleep ye?— The more exaci
statement of the words of our Lord to the sleepers
we find in Matthew and Mark. The account of Luke
is too brief for us to have been able to get from it

alone a satisfactory explanation of the case. Wa
must conceive that our Lord after the tliird prayer
so entirely recovered His composure that the sight
of the still sleeping disciples now no longer distressed
and disquieted Him. He granted them, on the other
hand, this refreshment, which on this whole terrible

night was not again to fall to their lot, and Himself
for some moments guards their last transient rest

(Matt. xxvi. 45a). Only when Judas approachei
with the band does He bid them rise', knowing well
that now not a instant more is to be lost, and ad-
monishes them not only to expect the enemy in c
waking condition, but also to go courageously for-

ward to meet them. Only the spirit, not the form,
of this last utterance is commuu'cated by Luke, vs.

46, who here repeats the main s-bstance of vs. 40.
" We put this, therefore, in Luke to the account of

the inexactness of the more remote observer." Stiei

DOCTEINAL AUD ETHICAI.

1. Arrived at the sanctum sanctorum of the his-

tory of the Passion, a similar feeling seizes us to that

which seized Moses (Exod. iii. 5), or Elijah (1 Kings
xix. 13). Only a few intimations have the Evange-
lists communicated to us respecting the nature of this

Passion. Not imjustly has it been at all times desig-

nated a suffering of the soul, because the conflict

was carried on in the sphere of the iivxh' Formerly

Jesus had been troubled eV tw Tn/etVari (John xiii.

21); but now His ^ivxti was as never before shaken

and agitated. This soul is troubled by the terrific

image of approaching death, although the spirit was

pervaded by the clear consciousness that this death

was the way to glory. In the so called High-priestly

prayer—[What we call more commonly the Interces-

sory Prayer.—C. C. S.]—(John xvii.), the spirit cele-

brates its triumph ; in the first part of the prayer in

Gethsemane the soul utters its lamentations. The
suffering springing from the soul overmasters also

the body of our Lord, and brings Him into a con-

flict that may most strictly be called a mortal conflict.

Unexpectedly does the anguish of soul overwhehu

Him ; like the billows of the sea, it rises and it falls,

and even lifts itself so high that the Lord of angels

can be refreshed by the strengthening of His heavenly

servant. Like fragments of clotted blood {SrpSixSoi)

His sweat flows in streams to the earth, and like a

worm must the Lamb of God writhe, before He con-

quers as a lion. Certainly there is here a mystery,

of whose complete solution we must almost despair,

on which account, therefore, it does not disturb us

that the most diverse explanations of this enigma

have been sought in the course of the ages. See on

the parallel passage in Matt. p. 481. We also cannot

refrain from making an attempt to find a satisfactory

answer to the question: Whence now so unexampled

an anguish ?
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2. We cannot be surprised that often the anguish

of our Lord in Gethsemane has been conceived as

something entirely peculiar, and, therefore, it baa

been asserted that He by the Tvorriptov, for the pass-

ing away of which He prayed, meant not the whole
suffering of death, but especially this anguish, which,

if it had not subsided, would have hindered Him
from bearing the suffering of death worthily and
courageously, (See Lange on Matthew and Mark

;

among the Dutch theologians, Heringa, Bouman,
Vinke). On the other side, however, it cannot be
denied that the former interpretation of the prayer
finds a very powerful support in the grammatical
exegesis, and it therefore cannot surprise us to see it

already defended by Calvin. By the cup [iroTvpiov)

and the hour (^ S>f>o.) our Lord designates commonly
not a part, but the whole of His impending suffering.

It is true, He here speaks definitely of -rh irorifpiou

TO VT 0, but so had He also, John iii. 27, prayed for
deliverance ix tt)s Upas tout?)?, which, however,
certainly refers- to nothing less than to the whole
mortal passion. According to Mark xiv. 35, He
prays in an entirely general way that ^ iipa might
pass over, by which we can hardly suppose anything
else to be meant than the same ilipa as in xiv. 41
comp. Matt. xxvi. 48 ; John ii. 4 ; vii. SO ; viii. 20

'

xiii. 1 ; xviii. 11, not to speak of Matt. xx. 22, 23 •

Mark x. 38. On the basis of all these passages we
can do nothing else than, while submitting ourselves
to better judgment, to subscribe to Bengel's expres-
sion : ubi solus calix memoraiur, passio intelligitur
universa. We need not, however, forget that the
key to the complete solution of the enigma cannot
be sought in the sphere of grammar, and that in a
certam sense, the whole distinction between the mo-
mentary and entire suffering of Jesus helps us little.
For in that moment the terrifying image of His col-
lective suffermg already presented itself before the
soul of our Lord, and this, therefore, already really
begins in His consciousness ; it fares with Hum as at
the first bitter draught of vinegar on the Cross, Matt,
xxvii. 34. The question as to the possibihty of such
a condition, can only be answered by looking at the
nature of the suffering, as well as, on the other hand
at the theiinthropic personality of our Lord.

'

8. The suffering impending over our Lord was, on
the one hand, the most terrible revelation of the
might of sin, on the other hand, the great means to
the atonement for sm. Jews and heathen, friends
and foes, Judas and Peter, the whole might of the
world with its prince unite against Him, and in this
whole might He is at the same time to feel the whole
curse of sin

: as Representative of sinful mankind
He is to place Himself before the judgment of God •

He IS to be made sin that yet knew no sin. Must not
this prospect fill the holy soul of our Lord with an
mconceivable horror? He was the Word that was
with God and was God, but this Word had become
flesh hke to His brethren in all things, except sin
on which account also one would seek in vain to form
a correct conception of that which for such a thean-
thropic personality the approach of such suffering
and dymg must have been I If even for the purely
Luman sense, the thought of death has something
fearful, for Him who had life in Himself, dying was in
addition somethmg entirely preternatural. If for us
deathis only the end of a life which may with right be
cal ed a daily dying

; on the other hand, for the linless
%mi immaculate Saviour, the destruction of the bodily
organism was as entirely \r antagonism with His
being as for us, for mstance the annihilation of our

immortality would be. His delicately sensitive 1

manity shrinks from death ; His holy humanity fri

the might of darkness ; His loving humanity fn

the hatred that now is about to reach its most fe

ful culmination. Nay, if His liumauity was of a fin

nature. He might, standing over against the burden
the sin of millions, conceive, as we believe, even 1

possibility of sinking under His fearful burden ; c(

tainly even His utterance : t) bi aap^ aadfvhs, was tl

fruit of His own agonizing experience ; sin and dea-

show themselves now to His eye in an entirely diffe

ent light from before His Incarnation, when deal

stood already, it is true, before Him, without ho\
ever having dared to essay any direct assault upo
Himself. Now is the God-man to become the victii

of powers which the Logos in His preexjstence ha
seen before Him as powerless rebels. Indeed w
comprehend and subscribe to the remark : "We, fo

our part, speaking as fools, could at least, if psycholc
gical and Christological ideas formed on the plane oi

our conceptions are here of any value, easier doub
the elevation of consciousness which the Intercessor
Prayer exhibits to us than the depression of the sami
in Gethsemane." Stier. Of a change of essentia
purpose respecting His suffering we find here nc
trace ; but we do seem to find trace of an alternatioi
of moods, in which the feeling of anguish first ob-
tains the upper hand, and the thought rises in Him
for a moment whether it might not be even possible
for Him that the cup should pass by. Here also
Luther has hit the right view when he in his sermon
on this Passion-text says : " We men, conceived
and born in sin, have an impure hard flesh, that is
not quick to feel. The fresher, the sounder the man,
the more he feels what is contrary to him. Because
now, Christ's body was pure and without sin, and our
body impure, therefore we scarcely feel the terrors
of death in two degrees where Christ felt them in ten,
since He is to be the greatest martyr and to feel
the utmost terror of death." Comp. Ullmann,
S&ndlosigkeit /esM, 5th ed. p. 164. In this we arc not
to forget how to our Lord His certain and exact knowl-
edge of all that which should come upon Him must
have so much the more heightened His suffering,
John xviii. 4. But that He was in Gethsemane itself
abandoned by His Father, and that such a specia
mysterious suffering, even besides the suffering of
death, was necessary for atonement for sins, is no-
where taught us in the New Testament. Nothing,
however, hinders us from assuming that an indescrib-
able feeling of abandonment here seized upon Him,
which upon Calvary reached its culmination, as, in-
deed, the first rushing of this stonn of sorrow of the
soul had already previously been perceived, Luke xii.

49-51
; John xii. 21, 28. Nor are we by any meana

to forget that the kingdom of darkness now "least of
all remained inactive (John xiv. 30); although no
one will be able to decide how far this hostile might
acted directly upon the body and upon the soul of
our Lord.

4. Gethsemane, therefore, leads us spontaneously
back to the wilderness of the Temptation ; as th^ie,
so also here is our Lord tempted, yet this time also
without sin. UnbeUef, it is true, has here too, a«
It were, out of the dust of the garden raked up
stones against Him

; "He"—thus scoffed Vanini,
when the sentence of death was executed upon him—

" in the agony of death, sweat : I die without the
least fear." But if it would have been sin to pray aa
He did, then it was already sin that He was a tru«

holy Man. Such an one cannot do otheivria*
and
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than shrink from such a death-agony. God's Incarnate

Son might have a wish—the word wilt is ahuost too
strong for a prayer which was uttered with so great

a restriction—which, according to the Father's eter-

nal purpose, could not be fulfilled ; but difference is

not of itself at all a strife, and in reality He also wills

nothing else than the Father, although He naturally

for Himself might wish that the Father's counsel

could be fulfilled in another way. Moreover, His
obedience and His holiness are as little obscured by
this prayer as His love and His foreknowledge. There
is no more incongruous comparison than with the
courage of martyrs in death, who had ouly by behold-

ing Him obtained the strength to endure a suffering

of a wholly different kind. "No martyr has ever

beeu in. His position, least of all, Socrates." As well

in His prayer to His Father as iu His discourse with

His disciples, our Lord shows Himself hi ador-

able greatness, even in the midst of the deepest

humiliation.

5. The momentousness of the suffering of Jesus

in Gethsemane, can hardly be estimated high enough.

As well over the Person as over the Work of our

liOrd, there is diffused from this pohit a satisfying

light. He Himself stands here before us not only as

the true and deeply-feeling Man, who through suffer-

ing must leani obedience and be perfected (Heb. ii.

10 ; v. ^-9), but also in His unspotted holiness and
untroubled unity with the Father, which is raised above

all doubt. At the same time it is here shown that

the Monophysite, as well as the Monothehtic error

has been condemned with reason by the Christian

church, as also that it is possible to ascribe to the

God-man a limited humanly susceptible nature, with-

out in the least throwing His sinlessness into the

shade. As respects the severity of His suffering, we
can nowhere gain a juster conception of it than here

;

Gethsemane opens to us the understanding of Calvary

;

for we now know that the elevated nature of His

person, instead of making the burden of His suffer-

ing less oppressive for Him, on the contrary increases

this in terrible wise. The necessity of His Siicrifice

Decomes clear to us if we give heed to this : that the

Father, even after such a prayer, does not let the cup

pass by for His beloved Son. The completeness of

the redemption brought in by Him is convincingly

established for us when we see to how high a degree

His obedience and His love raised Him ; and the

crown which this combatant there gained in the strife

is to us so dear, for the reason that we know that He
through this suffering has become the merciful High-

priest, who can have compassion on our weakness.

Heb. ii. 16-18; iv. 15.

6. It is known that the olive garden has also borne

its fruits for the extension of the kingdom of God.

The first Greenlander who was converted, Kajarnak,

owed his conversion to the preaching upon our Lord's

Passion in Gethsemane. See Keanz, Oeschichte von

Grimland, p. 490. The representations of " Christ in

Gethsemane," by Retoct and Aet Soheffee, deserve

attention.

HOMTLETICAI. AlTD PEACTICAl.

In a garden the disobedience of the first, m a gar-

den, again, the obedience of the second Adam was

manifested.—Comparison of the course of Jesus_ to

Gethsemane with the course of Abraham to Moriah

(Gen. xxii. 5), and with David's passage over the

btook Cedron (2 Saml. xv. 23). -Our Lord also had

His fixed customary place of prayer.—^Prayer is for
Jesus' disciples the best weapon against temptation.—Our Lord's prayer that the cup might pass away
1. Heartrending; '2. intelligible; 3. unforgettable foi

all who confess Hun.—To will what God wills, tht

essence of true religion.—The strengthening through
the angel in Gethsemane; 1. What it reveals, a. tht
depth of the suffering, b. the greatness of our Lord,
c. the love of the Father ; 2. to what it awakeus, a.

to humble faith iu the suffering Lord, b. to an un-
shaken trust when we ourselves are suffering, e. tc

the strengthening of other sufferers, to whom we ap
pear as angels of consolation.—What it must have
been for the angel during such a Passion to perform
such a ministry.—The hotter the combat bums, the
intenser must the prayer become.—The bloody sweat
of the second Adam over against the sweat of labor

of the first Adam and his posterity (Gen. iii. 19).—
£!o terra benediclionem accepit. Bengel.—The touch-

ing contrast between the waking Lord and the sleep-

ing disciples.—Whoever is richly strengthened of

God, can at last do without the comforting of men.
—Compassion on weak friends is brought home to

us by the example of our Lord.—Gethsemane, the

school of the prayer well-pleasing to God.—Our Lord,

by His example, teaches us to pray : 1. In solitude

with fervent importunity ; 2. with submission and uu
shaken perseverance, and with more fervent ardency

the more our suffering augments ; 3. with the fixed

hope of being heard, which the angel of consolation

instilled into His heart.—Gethsemane the sanctuary

of the sorrow of Jesus' soul : 1. The Priest who
kneels in the sanctuary ; 2. the sacrifice that bums
in the sanctuary ; 3. the ray of light that falls into

the sanctuary ; 4. the awakening voice that issues

from the sanctuary.—Gethsemane, the battle-field of

supreme obedience : 1. The Combatant; 2. the Victory;

3. the Crown.—The one cup of our Lord, and the

three cups which daily pass around among His people:

1. The foaming cup of temptation ; 2. the bitter cup

of trial ; 3. the final cup of death.—Heb. v. 7-9.

How our Lord : 1. Offers prayers and suppUcationa

with strong crying and tears ; 2. learns obedience

;

3. was also heard ; 4. has thus become for all Hi»

people the Author of eternal salvation.

Starke :—He that will talk with God does well

to repair to solitude.

—

Brentitjs :—Let us learn to

pray the third prayer aright (Matt. vi. 10).

—

Cra-

mer :—So soon as man surrenders himself to God, he

will find strength and refreshment therein.—-Qoes-

NEL :—God knows how at the right time to send un

angel for our strengthening, should it be only an

humble brother or sister.—J. Hall :—Even the com-

fort that comes from an humble hand we must not

contemn.—Litany

:

—By Thine agony and bloody

sweat, Good Lord, deUver us !

—

No/oa BiU. Tub. :—
Let no one jest concerning death and devil ; they

have hunted from the Son of God bloody sweat.—
Alas that we sleep, where we should watch !

—

Heu»
nek:—A wonder it is how an angel—a creature,

could strengthen the God-man ; but it is a great con-

solation for us.—Near us also are there angels.—God

will also strengthen us the more the heavier the temp-

tations are.—Of certain formulas of prayer the saint

never becomes weary.—His prayer hindered Jesus

not from the exhibition of love, as it mdeed should

nowhere disturb a duty.

—

Arndt :— Jesus' confiici

in Gethsemane : 1. His anguish ; 2. His prayer ; S.

His strengthening.

—

Krommacher :—Christ's conflict

and victory m Gethsemane.—Sigiiificance and fruit

of the suffering on the Mount of OUves.

—

(fin vs. 44)

;
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—The blood of tje Lamb.—{Sabb. Gl. 1862) :—1. Its

nature and its significance ; 2. its might and wonder-
worliiDg.

—

Staudt :—The threefold way of our Lord
in Gefchsemane : 1. What it brought upon our Lord

;

2, what it brings upon us.

—

Tholuck :—The heart

af our Lord in Gethsemane.—-We hear here: 1. A
Human Nay ; 2. a Divine Yea ; 3. a Divine decision.
—Lange:—The suffering of Jesus' soul in Geth-
semane [iMngenberger Sainndmtg., 1852) : 1. The
UKture of this suffering of soul ; 2. our suffering of

eoul in the light of it.—J. J. L. TiK Kate :—Jesua
Passion in Gethsemane : 1. The nature of this suffer

ing ; a. an unspenkable, b. a holy, c. an incompai*
able suffering ; 2. the causes : I point you a. to *,he

b«'ooding treason, b. the impending suffering, c. the

present temptation ; 3. the value of the sutfering

;

Gethsemane remains for us a. a joyful token of accon>
pliahed redemption, b. a holy school of Christiat

suffering and conflict, c. a consoling pledge of God'i
fatherly compassion.

b. THE AEEEST (Vss. 47-53).

(Parallel with Matt. xxri. 47-56 j Mark xiv. 43-52 ; John xviii. 3-11.)

<7 And [om., And] while he yet spake, behold a multitude [or, throng], and he that
was called Judas, one of the twelve, went before them, and drew near unto Jesus to

48 kiss him. But Jesus said mito him, Judas, betrayest thou [deliverest thou up] the Sod
49 of man with a kiss? "When they which were about him saw what would follow, they
50 said unto him [om., unto him'], Lord, shall we smite with the sword? And one of
61 them smote the servant of the high priest, and cut ofp his right ear. And Jesus an-
62 swered and said. Suffer ye thus far.= And he touched his ear, and healed him. Then

Jesus said unto the chief priests, and captains of the temple, and the elders, which were
couie to him, Be [Are] ye come out [Ye are come out, V. 0.], as against a thief [rob-

.»3 berj, with swords and staves? When I was daily with you in ti:e temple, ye stretched
[not] forth no [your] hands against me : but this is your hour, and the power of dark-

EXEGBTICAL AifD CEITICAIi.

Vs. 47. One of the Twelve With this name
as with a branding-iron Judas is designated even
unto the end. In painter's style Luke also brings
forward the unexpectedness and rapidity of the
coming forward of the enemy, although he only
speaks in general of the iix'^'s, which is more
speciahzed by Matthew and Mark. The question
whether the treacherous kiss of Judas, which all
the Synoptics mention, had preceded or followed the
falling to the earth of the band, John xviii. 8-9 we
believe (with Hess, Liicke, Olshausen, Tholuck.'Eb-
rard, and others) that we must answer in the former
sense. According to all the Synoptics, Judas presses
forward while Jesus is yet speakmg with His dis-
ciples, and gives the concerted sign too early, on
which account the band, in advance of which he had
hurried on, do not remark it, and therefore do not
recf-^nize our Lord. We should without ground
magnify the guilt of the unhappy man if we assume
that he had seen the falling of the band upon the
•arth, perhaps had been himself struck down, and
syen yet, as if nothing had come to pass, had himself
given the token, which, moreover, had now become
superfluous. The words, moreover, which D., E.
H., X., &c., read after vs. 47, to5to 7^p ^,,^6701' Sfoi-
jej, K.T.A.,_ are certainly borrowed from Mark.
To kisB Him.—If we consult Luke alone it

' Vs. 49.—iZcc. ; a.\nif. Critically doubtful. [Cm., B., Cod. Sin., L , X —C C S 1
^''

7'^'AV^^'^'i
Oosterzee translates this : Lasstt mich so longel "Let ine alone so lonK," i e till Ho conH hsnl tbtervaut. Others take it to mean :

" Suffer them (the soldiers) to go as far as thev are doiS " A Vnr,^'^.,?^? r •J
tor either interpretation, but, as Bleek remarks, i,ro«pi9ek . . . iTreC^appeSs to Lsimate fu^ i:^StS,?^'^ ^'^

.^"f
Peter's, which would establish the second interpretation as the riRM on^ef ?he we1"M of autt^^fv LTe^t, ^U^^Pf'^

*°

this, though Be Wette and Alford support the &rm«r, and the mildness of the wS, if <»Sdered asSuke ?^ Hi. JlSciples, are, ao De Wette remarks, greater than we should expect.—C. C. S.]
consiaered as a rebuke to His dis-

might appear to us as if Judas had indeed the inten-
tion of pressing the kiss of betrayal upon the lips of
innocence, but had been hindered in the carryin"
out of his purpose by our Lord's address. From
Matthew and Mark, however, it appears that the
kiss was actually given. The accounts, however,
make the impression that the answer of our Lord
followed this shameful act as immediately as upon
the burumg lightning the stunning thunder-peal fol-
lows.

Vs. 48. With a kiHS, cpix^fian, the hallowed
token of friendship. This in Luke stands emphati-
cally first. Mark omits this utterance of our Lord •

Matthew, on the other hand, has: "Friend, where^
fore art thou come?" (Matt. xxvi. flO.) If Judas
had, perhaps, approached in the thought of being
ab e wholly to escape rebuke while he did what could
only be the work of a moment, he now at once ex-
penences that even this last wretched consolation ia
torn from him. Brief as bis last tarrying in the pres-
ence of the Saviour was, it appears, nevertheless, at
once, that he is seen through, vanquished, and con-
demned. If we assume that the iraTp^, ,c.t.a., of
Matthew was uttered when Judas was fii-st hurryin<r toHim the moment before the kiss, the <>iA,',i.aT, k t a
immediately after it, everything agrees admirably.'

u-\'S
''^.°"'" ^'"''^ ^°"'''. '° the last word with

which He gives Judas over to his self-chosen destruo
tion, with every syUable yet thrust a sword throuet
his soul. *iAr,MaT, - rhv vib. &,.dp<6«« — ,ro^e
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tiSws ; the emphasis may be laid on every word, and
yet even then we have only imperfectly rendered the

force of this crashing question, which loses by every
paraphrase. But alas, our Lord could therewith

only reveal His own forbearance, holiness, and ma-
jesty, but could not win the wretched man for

heaven who was already consecrated to hell. Cold

as his kiss, remained the heart of the betrayer ; from
DOW on, we see Judas no longer standing with the

iisciples, but with the enemies, John xviii. 5. Even
the Mohammedans have marked the place at which
this abomination has been conjectured to have been
committed, with a heap of stones. See Sepp, I. c,

iii. p. 460.

Vs. 49. When they 'which were about Him.—^Unconscious but strong contrast between the un-

faithful disciple and the faithful ones. They see rh

iaSfi-evoi/ : what is now on the point of taking place.

By the approach of the band and the insult of Judas,

they are at once persuaded that they themselves are

no longer a step distant from the dreaded hour.

They believed themselves hitherto to have dreamed,
and appear now all at once to awake. Whether
they shall strike in with the sword, is the question

which they, looking upon the weapons brought with

them out of the pasclial hall, addressed to the Mas-
ter, and before He could answer approvingly or dis-

approvingly, already one of them has followed the

ill-considered question with a hasty act. No one of

the Synoptics has here mentioned the name of Peter

;

the occurrence did not redound to the Apostle's

honor; the repeated narration of this occurrence
with the statement of his name might have had the

effect of bringing the Apostle into trouble ; but for

John, who did not write his gospel until after Peter's

death, such a ground of silence no longer existed.

If, on the other hand, John, with Matthew and Mark,
leaves the healing of Malchus' ear unmentioned, this

was not done because this miracle—the last mira-

culous benefit which Jesus bestows—was in itself

compared with other miracles less remarkable, but

Decause it was, of course, understood that the Master

immediately made good the harm which the incon-

siderate zeal of His disciple had occasioned. Luke,

the physician, can not, however, omit to add : koI

ia^iafjifvos, k.t.A. It is alike arbitrary to declare the

ear to have been only wounded (Von Ammon),
and to deny the whole reaUty of this miracle, as

Neander, Theile, De Wette, Strauss, and others

do.

Vs. 61. Suffer ye thus far.—Instead of the

more detailed address to Peter, Matt. xxvi. 62-54,

Luke has only a brief but most remarkable utterance

of our Lord to His enemies, eSre %ais tovtov. For

that our Lord here speaks to the disciples (Grotius,

Bengel, Meyer, and others), in the sense of; "Leave
them, the ix^os, alone," nolite progredi, is proved

by nothing, not even by i.iroicpiS>w. Much more
probable is it that the interrupted sentence is more
particularly explained by the immediately subsequent

actofheahng. Our Lord, namely sees how the band

are just addressing themselves to take Him prisoner,

with the greater bitterness, perchance, because blood

had already flowed, and He Himself is not minded to

counterwork their designs. He only desires that they

would leave His hands yet a moment free, that He
might bestow yet one more benefit. " Leave Me," He
says in ether words, " still free for the moment that I

need in order to be akAn. to perform <Ais." He does

not even say, but only indicates by a sign, what He
means, Wliile He thus speaks. He attaches again the

wounded member, and heals with one act tw o men, the
one of a wound in the body, the other of a sickness in
the soul.

_
With this last friendly beam of light, th«

sun of His majestic works of wonder goes down in

the mists of Gethsemane. [This interpretation of
'ESte etos Toi'jTou, although opposed to the usual view,
is accepted by AJford, and appears to me more nat.
ural and simple than any explanation of the word*
as addressed to the disciples.—C. C. S.]

Vs. 52. Then Jesus said.—Probably we can
understand these words as spoken during the seizure
and binding, or even after this. From the fact that
our Lord's words in Gethsemane are comparatively
many, we may in some measure conclude as to the
great tension of His spirit and the great composure
of soul in which He inwardly passes through the
beginning of His suffering, of which particularly the
character of what He says may most strongly con-

vince us.

To the chief priests.—If we place ourselves

fairly in the intense excitement of the moment, we
shall not be able to find it at all incredible that, as

appears from Luke in this passage, some chief priests

were personally in Gethsemane, in order to convince

themselves of the fact of the arrest, and, in case of

need, to encourage their servants by their presence.

The servants had been sent out, but their masters

had come of their own accord, and, perhaps, had
only just now entered the garden (Ebrard, Lange).

Why might they not, in their impatience, have rushed

after their dependents, when these, on account of

the delay in Gethsemane, did not return so quickly

as had probably been expected? It is worthy of

note that they are mentioned only at the end but

not at the beginning of the arrest. The words which

our Lord addressed to them and the captains of the

temple, with the elders, were well fitted to shame

them, provided they had been yet capable of shame.

Without doubt, we find in this address of our Lord a

resemblance to the words which He, John xviii. 20,

addresses to the high-priest. However, the distinc-

tion is still considerable enough to refute the conjec-

ture (Strauss) of our having here no independent

part of the history of the Passion, but only two vari-

ations upon one and the same theme. Better than to

concede this is it to direct attention to the manner in

which by this Synoptical sentence, the truth %of the

Johanneau statement, John vii. 30, 44 ; viii. 20, 59, is

confirmed, without the comparison with which the

words of our Lord in the text cannot be even under-

stood.

As against a robber.—Our Lord deeply feels

in this moment as well the ignominy as the injustice

that is inflicted upon Him, and therefore expresses

his resentment that they should have come to

take Him as they would a robber and murderer.

Then first does He direct their view back to the

memorable past: I was daily with you, &o

This utterance must remind them of many a fruitless

plot which they had meditated, and many a word of

rebuke which they had heard, although our Lord,

who is not minded to eulogize Himself, is entirely

silent as to the miracles which He has performed

before their eyes, and as to the triumphs which He

by word or deed has won over their perplexity and

weakness. Fmally, after He has upbraided them

with their month-long cowardice, to which wretched

presumption has now succeeded. He takes from them

even the fancy of having really taken Him againsl

His will and to His harm, by speaking (Matthew) of

the Scriptures which are fulfilled in precisely thia
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way, and at the aame time (Luke) by saying to tliem

that they are not serTing the Idngdom of light but

that of darkness.

Vs. 68. This is your hour, and the power
of darkness.—Our Lord alludes therewith to the

just fallen hour of night, and gives the reason why

they have taken Him now and not in open day, in

the' temple, when He there walked and taught, Kad'

fifi.4pai>. Your hour, not the favorable hour suited

for you (De Wette), but the hour destined acconliug

to the Divine decree for you to the carrying out of

your work (Meyer) ; kuI aiirrj (so may we supply)

ri f(,ovala. Toii afcirovs, that is, the might which now
reveals itself aud works through you, is that which

God, according to His own eternal purpose, had left

to the kingdom of darkness. Without doubt, our

Lord makes use of this figurative language in view

of the nocturnal darkness which had been chosen for

the carrying out of the wicked deed, and His words

thereby become only the more striking; rh (tk6to!,

however, of which He here speaks, can be nothing

else than the kingdom of darkness, whose faithful

accomplices in this moment Judas and the whole

throng are. This whole address affords, at the same
time, a proof of the clearness of mind with which

our Lord, in the midst of the darkness surrounding

Him, looked through the past, the present, and the

future. Luke, who alone relates to us this last word

of the Lord in Gethsemane, on the other hand, passes

over the flight of the disciples and that of the naked
young man, Mark xiv. 48-52.

DOCTBINAX AND ETHICAL.

1. If we yet needed a proof of the completeness

of the strengthening which our Lord had gained

from His prayer in Gethsemane, it would be afforded

by the composed and yet so dignified demeanor in

which He went forward to meet the traitor and the

officers. Here there is, indeed, no word too much or

too little ; even now He yet speaks and acts alto-

gether as the Mighty One, although He gives plainly

to be observed that He will not avail Himself of His
might for His own dehverance. The position which
our Lord in Gethsemane occupies, between dismayed
friends on the one hand and implacable enemies on
the other, has, at the same time, a typical and sym-
bolical character.

2. The manner in which our Lord deals with the
traitor, is an act of the sublimest self-revelation in

the midst of the deepest humihation. Whoever
could so speak aud act, had also full freedom to

speak even in prayer concerning the son of perdition,

as our Lord had done, John xvii. 12. The whole
scene, in which heaven and hell, as it were, looked in

each other's eyes, endured not much longer than a
moment; but now our Lord occupies Himself no
longer with this adder, who has wound himself hiss-

ing through the garden, and whom He flings from
Him with a single gesture, but He goes out towards
the band come to arrest Him. Yet was His last

word to Judas tremendous enough to thunder through
his ears even to all eternity.

3. The wound which Peter inflicted with his
sword on Malchus, is the first of innumerable wounds
which perverted carnal zeal has inflicted on the cause
of the Lord. The weapons of our warfare are not
carnal but spiritual, 2 Cor. x. 4. Where this is for-

gotten, and men think themselves able to serve the
truth not by dying but by kilUiig (nan moriendo, sed

interficiendo), there it is no wonder if the Lord vt

the Church often utters in the ears of the combat

ants in very palpable wise, " non tali auxilio."
_
It

this respect, therefore, there is perpetually an im-

mense significance in the manifold misfortunes of

the Crusaders, the defeat of the Reformed in the

battle-field of Kappel, &c. What would have be-

come of the kingdom of God if our Lord had not, as

here, every time advanced anew into the midst, in

order by His wisdom and might to make good again

the consequences of human rashness? "Even as

Peter here hews off the servant's ear, so have those

who vaunt themselves to be his successors takes

from the church the hearing and understanding of

the word of God. But Christ touched the church

and healed her." J. Gerhard.

4. How entirely different is the situation of out

Lord in which He leaves Gethsemane, from that in

which He had entered the garden ! And yet now.

when He is led away as prisoner, tlie crown is much
nearer to Him than before, when He could as yet ia

perfect freedom speak to His disciples and to tho

Father.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The sanctuary of prayer turned into a battle-

ground of wickedness.—Judas, which was guide to

them that took Jesus, Acts i. 1 6.—Our Lord betweeij

perplexed friends on the one hand and implacable

enemies on the other.—Gethsemane in the hour of

the arrest : 1. Scene, and ; 2. school of a great altera-

tion.—The kiss of betrayal, how it was: 1. Once
given and answered ; 2. is even yet continually given

and answered.—The traitor over against the Lord

:

1. His iniquity before ; 2. his falsehood in; 3. hia

disappointment after his crime.— The Lord over

against the traitor : 1. His still presence of mind

;

2. His forbearing love ; 3. His judicial severity.—In

Gethsemane we may learn how tho combat against

the kingdom of darkness must not be carried on, and
how it must be carried on : the one in Peter, tha

other in Jesus.—How oft we are doing our own will

although we appear to be consulting the Lord's will

!

—Inconsiderate zeal in the service of the Lord:

1. What it does; 2. what it destroys.—Peter is zeal-

ous with a Jehu zeal, 2 Kings x. 15, 16.—Peter's

sword : 1. Rashly drawn ; 2. peremptorily commanded
back into the scabbard.—The disciple may forget

himself, but the Lord forgets him and Himself not

an instant.—The last movement of the unfettered

hand of our Lord used for the accomplishment of a
benefit.—The great-hearted love of our Lord for His

enemies : 1. Warmly attested ; 2. coldly requited.

—

How His enemies disgrace themselves by the way in

which they seek to overmaster the Nazarene.—Jesua

in bonds free. His enemies in their seeming freedom

bound.—The cowardice of the armed ones, the cour-

age of the Prisoner.—The hour of darkness : 1. How
threateningly it fell ; 2. how brief its duration ; 3.

what glorious light followed it.—Even darkness has
its hour, yet its might is of just as short duration as

its hour.—The might of darkness: 1. Permitted of

God ; 2. used by God ; 3. vanquished by God.—God
is there working most where He seems to be wholly
inactive.—The Lamb bound in order to be led to

the slaughter, Ps. xxii. 16.

Starke:— Beentios:— Government should not

be against, but for Christ.—Hot-tempered people
have special need to go to Christ to school.

—

Nova
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Sibl. Tub.

;

—Even zeal for Christ ia sinful when it is

displayed unintelUgently, Rom. x. 2.—Where power
prevails over justice, there to be still and patient is

the best counsel.—When the world acts against
Christ, it has no scruple to give up its convenience
and dignity for a while.

—

Rambaoh :— When one
regards the hours as his own, he is thereby misled
into many sins.

—

Jfova Bibl. Tub:—The bonds of
Jesus our deliverance.— Arndt : — The arrest: 1.

'esua' orevalence over His enemies; 2. His provi-

35S

dence for His friends ; S. His sparing love towards
Judas.—Krummachek -.—Passions-buch

:

—The Judas
kiss

:
1. The separation

; 2. the farewell.—Simon s
sword and Jesus' cup.—The Saviour, how He gives
Himself as Gift and then as Sacrifice.—Bractnig:—
The treason committed against the person and caus*
of Christ

: 1. How we are to think of such treason,
2. how we are to combat such treason.—" Grati-
sit vinculia iuis, bone Jesu, quae nostra tarn potenlt
diruperunt," Bernard.

2. Caiaphag.

a. PETEE'S DENIAl (Vbs. 51-62).

(Parallel with Matt. xxvi. 69-75 ; Mark xiv. 68-72 ; John iviii. 15-18 ; and 26-37.)

54 Then took they him, and led Mm, and brought him into the high priest's nousa
65 And Peter followed afar off. And when they had kindled a fire in the midst of the
56 hall, and were set down together, Peter sat down among them. But [And] a certain

maid beheld him as he sat by the fire, and earnestly looked upon him, and said, This
51 man was also with him. And he denied him, saying, Woman,' I know him not.
58 And after a little while another saw him, and said, Thou art also of them. And Peter
59 said, Man, I am not. And about the space of one hour after another confidently
60 affirmed, saying, Of a truth this felhw also was with him; for he is a Galilean. And

Peter said, Man, I know not wliat thou sayest. And immediately, while he yet spake,
61 the cock crew. And the Lord turned, and looked upon Peter. And Peter remem

bered the word of the Lord, how he had said unto him, Before the cock crow [to-day
*J,

62 thou shalt deny me thrice. And Peter went out, and wept bitterly.

1 Vs. 57.—rvi-ai must, according to TLschendorf, [Tregelles, Alford,] to placed last, mstcad of first.
> Vs. 61.—S^M"""'. which Tisohendorf has received into the text, [also Meyer, Xregelles, Alford,] is supported bv B .

[Cod. Sin., K.,J M., L,., X., and some Cursives. •" '

these in the following manner : 1. The Leading Away
first to Annas, then to Caiaphas. Inquiry in the
house of this latter respecting Jesus' disciples and
doctrine, John xviii. 12-U and 19-24. 2. The begin-
ning of Peter's Denial, Matt. xxvi. 69, YO ; Mark xiv.

66-68; Lukexxii. 56, 61; John xviii. 15-18. 3.

The False Witnesses, the Adjuration, the Preliminary
Condemnation of our Lord by the night session, Matt,
xxvi. 59-66 ; Mark xiv. 55-64. 4. Adjournment of
this precipitate session, Mocking of our Lord by the
servants, Matt. xxvi. 67, 68 ; Mark xiv. 65 ; Luke xxii.

63-66. During and partially before all this, 5. The
second and third Denials of Peter take place. In the
very moment when this third denial is made, at the
second cock-crowing, our Lord is led across the inner
court again to the hall of the high-priest, where the
decisive final session is to be held, and finds thereby
opportunity in passing to behold the fallen disciple

with a look by which, 6. The repentance of Peter ia

effected. Finally follows, 1. The Morning Session,

which Matthew and Mark only briefly touch on, but
which Luke describes more at length, Matt, xxvii. 1

Mark xv. 1 ; Luke xxii. 66-71 ; xxiii. 1, comp. John
xviii. 28, immediately on which follows the Leading
Away to Pilate. Luke now passes over all which Hia
enemies in this night in the high-priestly palaca
undertake against the Saviour, and directs almost ex
clusively our attention to Peter. Here also, in th6

way in which he describes his fall, his awakening
and repentance, the penetrating view of the paychoC
ogist is not to be mistaken.

And Feter followed afar off.—It is scarcel|

EXEGETICAl AND CEITICAI,.

Vs. 54. Into the high-priest's house.—As to

the question which high-priest is here meant, we can
give no other answer than " Caiaphas." We must,

therefore, regard his palace as the theatre of Peter's

denial. If our Lord, according to John xviii. 13,

after His arrest appears to have spent a moment also

in the house of Annas, it seems only to have been in

order that this old man, who, although no longer active

high-priest, yet still as ever possessed considerable

influence, might enjoy the sight of the fettered Naz-

arene. That, according to Luke, the unnamed high-

priest, this chief person in the history of the Passion,

was no other than Aimas himself (Meyer), we con-

sider as incapable of proof. In Luke iii. 2 ; Acts iv.

6, he is undoubtedly placed first as apx'epevs, but this

may be explained from his former rank, his more
advanced years, his continuing influence,—even if

not perchance also from his enjoying the supreme

dignity alternately with Caiaphas. A disturbing ele-

ment is without ground brought into the harmony of

the narrative of the Passion when it is asserted that

Luke here, entirely against the united Synoptical

tradition, understood any other than Caiaphas. Be-

sides, it at once appears that Luke passes over as well

the particulars of the clerical trial, which Matthew
and Mark give, as those also which John comrauni-

pates ; so that here also we can only learn the his-

torical sequence of the facts by the comparison of

tlie different accounts. We believe we may arrange
I

23
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possible to form a distinct image of tlie mood in

which the imoemous disciple, impelled by curiosity,

disquiet, and affection, Tenturea to enter the high-

niiestly palace. From John xviii, 15 seq., we see

how he finds entrance into it. In explaining and

pronouncing upon his thrice-repeated denial, Berigel's

hint is to be borne in mind :
" Abnegatio ad plurex

plurium intcrrogationes, facta tmo paroxysmo, pro una

numeratur," that we may not with Strauss and Paulus

von Heidelberg, fall into the absurdity of assuming

even eight denials.

Vs. 56. And when they had kindled a fire.

—It is well iinown that the nights in Palestine,

especially in the early year, are often very cold.

[Particularly at Jerusalem, from its great elevation

above the sea.—C. G. S.] We cannot, therefore, be

surprised that the servants are warming themselves

in the open court, while Peter, assuming as well as

he can the appearance of an indifferent observer,

takes his place in the midst of them, in order to be

able to be eye and ear witness in the immediate

vicinity. The expression of Luke : irepiaij/a^'Twi'

(Tisohendorf, following B. L.), gives us the very sight

of the circle which is formed around the fire. Ac-

cording to the Synoptics, Peter sits ; according to

John alone, ch. xviii. 18, he stands by it. Without
doubt, the account of the former is here the more
exact, although at the same time we must bear in

mind the restlessness and disquiet of Peter, which

must have spontaneously impelled him not to sit still

in one place, but now and then involuntarily to

stand up. John xviii. 18, moreover, does not even

speak of that which took place during, but what
took place after, the first denial. This very disquiet

of Peter's demeanor may have helped to direct atten-

tion yet more \ipon him.

Vs. 56. This man was also with Him.—Ac-
cording to Luke, tlie maid says this about Peter to

others. According to Matthew and Mark, she speaks

directly to him ; according to John, slie speaks in

the form of a question, not positively affirming ;

—

" Apparently with maliciously mocking caprice, ig-

norant of tlie facts, yet hostilely disposed." Lange.
According to Luke, she directs her look fixedly upon
Peter, areuiiiatTa auTfjS (favorite word of our Evange-
list), the more sharply because she, as ^vpufios, John
xviii. 16, 17, well knows that he is a stranger, whom
she has just admitted. The very unexpectedness of
the assault demands an instantaneous repulse ; and
already Peter rejoices that he can preserve the guise

ot an external composure, and his answer is quick,

cold, indefinite : Woman, I know Him not !

—

See
the more original form of his words in Matthew and
Mark.

Vs. 58. Another The first cock-erowing, which
Mark^ vs. 68, alone mentions, immediately after the
first denial, is not even noticed by Peter. He ap-

pears, meanwhile, to have succeeded in assuming so
indifferent a demeanor that he at first is not further
disturbed. The disquiet of his conscience, how-
ever, now impels him towards the door (Matt. xxvi.

71); unluckily he finds this shut. He does not
trenture to seek to have it opened, that he may not
chcit any unfavorable conjectures, and is therefore
obhged to return to his former place. This very
disquiet again excites suspicion ; according to Luke,
it is another servant, according to Mark, the same,
according to Matthew, another maid who now puts
the question. The last-named difiisrence may, per-

haps, be thus reconciled ; that the door-keeper of the
wpoauMovy into which Peter had entered, is meant.

The maid begins, the iTspas follows, nay, several

others (John) join in and make merry with his terror,

while they ask : " Artnot thou one of His disciples f
"

" Man, I am not," says Peter, m the tone of a man
who seeks as suddenly as possible to free himself of

a troublesome questioner, and adds (Matthew) even

an oath thereto. If we consider now that these

accounts must have had Peter himself for their first

source,—a man, that is, who, by his very bewilder-

ment, was not in condition to relate the event with

diplomatic faithfulness, and in a stereotyped form;

if we consider further, that in a circle of servants

one word very easily calls forth another, and that

when many place themselves over against a single

one, several may have spoken at the same time,—

•

we shall then find in the minor diversities of the

different accounts respecting matters of subordinate

importance, rather an argument for than against the

credibility of the Gospels.

Vs. 59. And about the space of cne hour
after.—So long, therefore, they now left the unheppy

man in quiet. Attention had been diverted from the

disciple and directed to the Master, whose process

meanwhile had gone forward with terrific rapidity.

The first denial should seem to have taken place

almost at the same time at which Jesus appealed to

the testimony of His disciples, John xvjii. 19-23

;

the second while He was keeping silence before the

false witnesses. Much of this may have been seen

and heard by Peter, since from the court there was

an unobstructed view into the open judgment-hall,

separated only by a colonnade from the vestibule, but

now he sees also how the Lord is adjured, how He is

condemned. He sees Him at the conclusion of the

sitting fall into the hands of the servants, who throng

around Him, and begin the first united maltreatment.

From afar Peter is eye-witness thereof, and sees that

the Master takes all without opposition, and if now it

fares thus with Him, what a fate will then come upon
His disciples ! This solitary hour has, therefore, yet

more disheartened and bewildered Peter, instead of

his having been able during it to come more to himself.

Now they begin the third time to interrogate him,

but find him less than ever prepared therefor. Ac-

cording to all the Synoptics, it is now Peter's Galilean

dialect that excites suspicion against him. Respect-

ing the peculiarities of this dialect, and the misunder-

standings often arising from it, see Friedlieb, § 25,

and BuxTORE, in his Lexicon C'hald. ei Talmud, p.

435 seq. The discomfiture of the apostle becomes
at the same moment complete through the attack of

one of the relatives of Malchus, John xviii. 26, and

Peter now denies the third time, hurling out, accord-

ing to Matthew and Mark, terrible curses and self-

imprecations.

Vs. 60. The cook crew.—As respects the pos-

sibility of a cock-crowing in the capital, audible to

Peter, it is plainly evident that it could not have been
demanded of the Romans to avoid the keeping of

animaJs which the Mosaic law had declared unclean.

According to the Talmud, Jews of later times also

had the custom at wedding celebrations of offering a

cock and a hen for a present, as a symbol of the

matrimonial blessing. As to the exact hour in wliicb

ordinarily in the Orient the gallicinium is heard, wa
find in Sepp, iii. p. 477, interesting accounts. Inter-

pretations of the cock-crowing, in a figurative sense,

which have been attempted in different ways, we ma)
with confidence regard as exegetical curiosities.

Vs. 61. And the Lord turned and looked
upon Peter.—According to De Wette and Meyer
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this touching feature is on local grounds hardly

probable, but if our representation before given is

•pplicable, this objection falls away. However, De
Wette allows it as possible that our Lord cast this

look upon Peter while He was led to the hearing, vs.

66. If we now succeed in demonstrating that Luke,

7SS. 66-71, actually relates another hearing than Matt.

xxvi. 59-66, then there is no longer anything to

object to the internal probability of a feature of the

narrative which is one of the sublimest of the

whole history of the Passion.

And Peter remembered.—According to Luke,
therefore, Peter's repentance is the result of the con-

currence of two different influences—the cock-crow-

ing, and the look of Jesus. The TriKpa^ of Matthew
and Luke explains, moreover, in some measure, the

tViySuAwi' of Mark, where we consider it as the simplest

way to supply IfiiTiov (Fritzsche). Por other explan-

ations see Lange on Mark xiv. 72.—In his bitter

Borrow Peter cannot bear the view of man. Veiled

in the mantle cast around him, he suddenly precipi-

tates himself out of doors and opens hiiviself a way
through the crowd, which no longer detains him.

A testimony for the depth of his repentance and of

his longing for solitude is found in the fact, that after

this in the whole history of the Passion, we no longer

discover the sUghtest trace of him.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The exactness and vividness with which all

the Evangelists relate the deep fall and the heartfelt

repentance of Peter, deserves to be named one of the

most indubitable proofs of the credibility of the

whole Evangelical history.

2. We cannot possibly be surprised at Peter's de-

nial, if we direct our view to his individuality, and

to the pressure of the circumstances and the unex-

pectedness of the attack, and consider that after tlie

first momentous step it was almost impossible to

refrain from the second. Quite as unreasonable is it,

however, to excuse Peter, as has been essayed on the

rationalistic side by Paulus von HcidelberE, and on

the Koman Catholic side by Sepp, iii. p. 481. Even
if we take into account the might of darkness (01s-

hausen), in order therefrom to explain his deep fall,

yet the denial remains as ever a moral guilt, which,

as well in and of itself as by its repetition, by the

warning that had preceded it, and the perjury that

attended it, was terrible and deep. Showing as it

does a union of unthankfulness, cowardice, and false-

hood, the sin is stiU increased by the circumstances

in which our Lord at that very time found Himself,

and, therefore, undoubtedly contributed not a little

to the augmentation of His inexpressible sorrow.

Whoever is too eager to vindicate Peter, makes his

repentance an exaggerated melancholy, and thereby

actually declares that our Lord dealt with him after-

wards almost too severely ; on the other side we may
nndoubtedly, in mitigation of his guilt, point to the

fact that he denied the Lord only with his mouth,

but not with his heart, and sought to make good the

error of a single night by a whole hfe of unwearied

faithfulness.

3. The fall and repentance of Peter was one of

the moat powerful means by which he was trained

into one of the most eminent of the apostles. A
character like his would never have mounted so high

if it had not fallen so low. Thus does the Lord

make even tho sins of His people contribute to their

higher tramlng, and (as continually appears a poet*
riori, without anything thereby of the guilt and
moral responsibility of the sinner being taken away)
not only the hardest blows of fate which strike us'

but also the evil deeds which we can least excuse,
but have sincerely wept over and repented of, musl
afterwards subserve our best good. Rom. viii. 28-
30.

4. When Dogmatics describes the nature of a
sincere conversion, it can least of all neglect to cast

a look into the heart and life of Peter—the David
of the New Covenant. While he thus deeply humbles
himself, Peter becomes great ; while afterwards one
of the others oi duKovvres arvKot elfai, who was the
greatest of the apostles, becomes in his own eyes so
little, that he calls himself the least of the brethren,

yea, absolutely nothing. 1 Cor. xv. 9 ; 2 Cor. xU.
11.

HOMILETICAl AND PEACHCAL.

The union of courage and fear, energy and weak-
ness, love and selfishness, in a Peter's variable charac-

ter.—The heart is deceitful above all things, Jer.

xvii. 9, 10.—The experience of Peter in this night a

proof of the truth of the two parables, Luke xiv.

28-33.—Beware of the first step.—How dangerous a

hostile female influence can be for the disciple of the

Lord.—A ship without anchor or rudder is given a

prey to the storms and waves.—How much he ventures

who throws himself with an unguarded heart iutc

the midst of the enemies of the Lord.—The precipi-

tous path of sin the longer the worse.—The Christian

also is betrayed by his speech.—The word of our

Lord is literally fulfilled.—True repentance impels us

to seek solitude.—Blessed are they that mourn. Matt.

V. 4.

Peter's denial : 1. Remarkable in the Evangelical

history ; 2. in the history of the human heart ; 3. in

the history of the suffering and death of our Lord.

—

How have we to judge of Peter's conduct ?—Let ua

consider his transgression : 1. In the light of his vo-

cation, and his guilt is unquestionable ; 2. in the light

of his character, and his conduct is intelligible ; 3. in

the light of the circumstances, and his transgression

is mitigated ; 4. in the light of conscience, and the

sentence dies upon our guilty lips,—Whoever thinks

he stands, may well take heed that be does not fall,

1 Cor. X. 12. Comp. Rom. xi. 20,—The history of

the Denial a part of the history of the Passion : 1.

Peter's denial an aggravation ; 2. Peter's repentance

a mitigation of the suffering of our Lord.—The

preaching of the unfaithful disciple.—Peter and

Judas compared with one another in their repentance.

Peter: 1. Sorrowful: 2. sorrowful with a godly sor-

row ; 3, sorroivful to salvation with repentance not

to be repented of, 2 Cor. vii. 10 ; in Judas, the sor-

row of the world, which worketh death.—The history

of Peter's fall a revelation of the weakness of

man ; how weakness : 1. Brings man into danger ; 2

hinders him from escaping from danger : 3. in the

danger brings him to a fall.—It is a precious thing to

have the heart established, which is done through

Christ.—The look of our Lord, the expression: 1.

Of an unforgettable reminder—What have I said tc

thee ? 2. of a heartfelt sorrow—Is this thy compas-

sion for thy friend ? 3. of a blessed consolation—

1

have prayed for thee ; 4. of a timely intimation—To

go at once from hence.—The Lord turned and lookec"

upon Peter. Hour of oreparation for the Holy Com
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munion in Passion Week.—Peter's tears : 1. Honor-

able for Jesus ; 2. refreshing for Peter ; 3. important

for us.—Thie bitter tears of Peter render not less

honor to tlie Saviour than the rejected silver pieces

of Judas.—Peter our forerunner in the way of genu-

ine penitence.—The history in the text shows us : 1.

A sleeper who quickly awakens ; 2. a sinner who is

graciously regarded ; 3. a sorrower who is divinely

afflicted : 4. a fallen one who is enabled again to rise.'

—

The noble harvest from the sowing of Peter's tears:

1. For hunself ; 2. for the church ; 3. for heaven.

—

Striking expressions from Peter's Epistles confirmed

bv the history of his fall and of his repentance, e. g.,

I'Peter i. 18; ii. 1, 11 ; iii. 12, 15; v. 5, 8, ei alibi.

Starke ;

—

Nova Bibl. Tub. .•—Forgetfulness ofthe

word of God, insincerity, bad company, presumption,

bring grief of heart..

—

Quesnel :—The stronger trust

one puts in himself and others, the more God's
strength removes from him.—The least opportunity,

a weak instrument may precipitate even a rock, if

he without God will rest in security upon himself.—

Brentius :—The cock-crowing should be for us a

daily summons to repentance.—J. Hall :—Where
sin abounded, there, nevertheless, grace much mora
abounds, Kom. v. 20.—Learn rightly to apply an

.

preserve the gracious regards of God.—No sin 6«

great but may be blotted out.

—

Arndt :—The denia.

of Christ : 1. Its sin ; 2. the repenting of it.—F. W.
Kromwacher :— Peter's fall : 1 . As to its inner causes
2. as to its outward course.—Peter's tears.

—

Couard
—Simon Peter, the Apostle of our Lord. A look:

1. Upon the fallen ; 2. upon the penitent Peter.

—

TnoLucK :—Passion Week brings to view in Petei
how great the wavering may be, even in a human
heart that has already confessed itself to have found
the words of eternal life with Jesus. Comp. John vi.

67-69.—J. Saurin :

—

Nouv. SermOTis, i. p. 121;
Sur rabnegation de St. Pierre.—An admirable repre
sentation of Peter's denial, by the Dutch painter

Govert Schalken.

b. THE MOCKING AT THE LORD, AND HIS CONDEMNATION (Vbs. 63-70.

(Parallel with Matt. xxvi. 67, 68 ; xxril. la ; Mark xiv. 65 ; xv. 1.)

63, 64 And the men that held Jesus mocked him, and smote Mm. And when they had
bhndfolded him, they struck him on the face,' and asked him, saying. Prophesy, who is

65 it that smote thee ? And many other things blasphemously [or, contumeliously] spake
66 they against him. And as soon as it was day, the elders [lit., the eldership, Trpeo-ySurt-

pwv\ of the people and the chief priests and the scribes came together, and led him into
67 their council, saying. Art thou [or, If thou art] the Christ? tell us. And he said unto
68 them. If I tell you, ye will not believe: And if I also [om., also'] ask you,^ ye will not
69 answer me, nor let me go.* 'Hereafter [From henceforth] shall the Son of man sit [be
70 seated] on tlie riglit hand of the power of God. Then said they all. Art thou then the

Son of God ? And he said unto them. Ye say that I am [or. Ye say it, for [otl) I am'].
71 And they said, What need we any further witness [testimony] ? for we ourselves have

heard of his own mouth.

1 Vs. 64.-What the^ecepia has here, e-niirrov avroC t!> 7rpi<ra)TOv, itai, appears to he a gloesematio adaition, which hasgradually got the upper hand See Tischetoohf and Meyer, ad locum. [As Alford clcariy explains itr«VToi ToTpo"^
ir '"^^^ t"*'='i./»i- a-Tor from the par.allel m Mark, then united with tL test, .Tv,rTo^ being then inserted to a^Xtforn-iii(ro5 below. The variations eonfirm this explanation.—0. C. S.]

oi,i n.^ tu i«A,uiim

Bin.,"]
?

Curlivcl
'"'^°" ^p.oT-i™ omitted by Lachmann, Tischendorf, [Meyer, Tregelles, Alford,] according to B., [Cod.

andlL'^ke! t^'w^S^nSt^S him'-C.'c^st' "' *'* """' '""""^^ ^"^ "^™ "'"^"'^ ^^ *°"^^ ^"^^ "^ ^'^ '^''^'-

« Vs. 68 --Moi ^ iiri>W<77)T6. These words also awaken at least the suspicion, that they are a somewhat inconsruousexpansion of the text. See Tischendorf .ind Meyer. [They are omitted by B., Cod. Sin., L., Coptic vSnOvX^™!hers are for them, weight of testimony and internal evidence against them.—d SI
•> ^"PiK- veision, <.,ym. jNiun-

' Vs. 69.—After iTTOToC xOi- insert Se on the authority of A., B., D rCod Sin 1 L X oti,! r>i.,T,„ „*l,m o„*i,„..;«„.
[« Vs. 70. -Van Oosterzep, agreeing with Luther, T>1 Wette, MeyeV and o hei, te^S^laTos o^X^" For

'^^
t »-pears to he used in John xvin 37. The sentence then moans : " I ootnowledgc the title, for I amiSn of God^ "T^Bay," the well known idiom of assent to another's statement or question.-C. C. S.J

'

Matt. xxvi. 67. That the act can in no way be ex
cused, does not even need mention. Among ah
civilized nations the condemned, so long as he yet
lives, stands under the protection of the law. Nay,
he finds in the pitiable fate that awaits him a secu.
rity against new injuries. But here they cannot even
wait till the injured law has its course, and so th«
council of blood is changed into i theatre of insult
and cruelty. The servants who guard the Prisonei
have noticed the hatred of their lords against Him,
and although hitherto, perhaps, withheld by soma
fear of the might of the Prisoner, yet now when 11

becomes evident that He will make no use of this,
their terror passes over into unrestrained insolenc*

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

General Remarks.—The maltreatment of which
Luke now gives account appears to have taken place
imniediately after the sentence had been uttered in
the night-session, even before its legal confirmation
in a morning-session. Meanwhile, part of the San-
hedrists left the hall, so that the Prisoner remained
behind in the hands of the servants. Without
ground, Sepp, I. c. iii. p. 480, supposes that Christ
was in prison ; it appears rather that He remained
in the same hall in which He had stood before the
council. Eespecting this whole act of scoffing, comp.
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It is as if they would inderrnify themselves for the
discomfiture which they had suffered in Gethsemane.
They mock Him especially in His prophetical and
kingly character. First, He must with covered coun-
tenance make out which of them gave Him the hard
blows of the fist, then He is mocked and spit upon,
in token that He is much too contemptible for a
king even of these meanest servants. But that even
more than one maltreatment of the kind took place
in the house of Caiaphas (Ebrard), we regard as a
siiperfluous concession, in view of the comparatively
lit;le diversity of the different Synoptical accounts
respecting this. Still less can we agree with Schleier-

macher and Strauss in regarding it as in itself im-
probable that even counsellors took part in this mal-
treatment, when we consider how in Matt. xxvi. 67,
those who maltreat the Lord are not definitely dis-

tinguished from those who condemn Him, xxvi. 66

;

and how according to Mark xiv. 65, the men who
spit upon Jesus are especially distinguished from the
servants, who, according to Mark as well as accord-
ing to Lnke, strike our Lord in the face. We are
then rather led to the belief that their masters, in

their lielliah joy at the triumph achieved by them,
made common cause with the servants, and them-
selves lent their hands to draw down their Victim
into the mire of the deepest ignominy. If we unite
the different features of the narrative which the indi-

vidual Synoptics have preserved for us, with one an-

other, we then obtain an image of outraged majesty
which inspires us with terror, but at the same time
also reminds us vividly of the prophecy, Isaiah 1. 4-8.

Vs. 66. And as soon as it was day.—The
view that the Jewish council was only assembled
once for the condemnation of our Lord (Meyer and
Von Hengel) has, superficially considered, much, it is

true, to commend it, but comes, nevertheless, care-

fully considered, into too direct conflict with the

contents of all the Synoptical gospels to make it

.
possible to accept it. Even in and of itself it is

rather arbitrary to wish to determine the sequence
of the events according to Luke, who goes to work
with so much less chronological strictnfss in the

history of the Passion than Matthew and Mark,

amalgamates similar events, and even by the ac-

count of the maltreatment, vss. 63-65, tacitly pre-

supposes that this must have been preceded by a

condemnation, without wiiich such an outrage could

not possibly have 'taken place. The answer which
our Lord, according to Luke, vss. 67, 68, gives to

the question of the Sanhedrim, would have been in-

congruous if He had now addressed His enemies for

the first time, and if nothing at all had preceded which

could justify so strong a tone. The narrative of

Matthew, ch. xxvii. 1, and Mark, ch. xv. 1, would

have been wholly purposeless, if the Saphedrim had

been only assembled once on this occasion, and

although the account of Luke agrees in many points

with the nigM session in Matthew and Mark, it has,

however, on the other hand, its pecuUar coloring,

which sufficiently characterizes precisely this second

official and decisive session of the council. It is

this partial agreement itself that is the cause why
Matthew and Mark speak only of the first, Luke

only of the second sitting. The assembly which

htters the first sentence of death bears aU the marks

of precipitation, incompleteness, and incompetence

;

the high-priest assists at it only in his common attire,

as it was not permitted him to rend his magnificefit

official apparel. The bitterest enemies of our Lord

have in the night quickly run together in order with-

out delay to introduce the case ; but now in order no(
to violate, at least, the form of law, thej come to-

gether the second time, early in the morning at a
legally permitted hour and in fuller numbers, not in
order to deliberate further, but in order to ratify, s»
far as requisite, a resolution already taken. Withou.
doubt, ihe chief managtrs in the night session hava
already instructed the other counsellors sufficiently

upon the state of the ease as already reached, before
the Prisoner is again brought in. The transaction
of Caiaphas receives the approbation of the others,
so that the thread is simply taken up again where
his hand has let it fall. If we can from ch. xxiii. 51,

conclude that Joseph of Arimathaea also was present
at this morning session, his voice then, it should
seem, in connection with a few others, only hindered
the unanimity, which indeed, according to all ap-
pearance, was not really obtained.

Vs. 67. Art thou the Christ?—Now we sec
no more of the perplexity which even a few hours
before betrayed itself in every word. They have
now found a fixed point of departure in the declara-

tion which the Prisoner under oath had deposed con-

cerning Himself, and only desire yet to hear the repe-

tition of the same, in order to press upon the already

uttered condemnation the formal seal. For these

judges are not come together in order to investigate,

but in order to pronounce sentence. Therefore, they
desire an affirmative answer, which our Lord now
also gives them, in the presupposition that His pre-

vious answer is known to them; "If thou art the

Christ, tell us," so ask they aU, because they all

wish to hear it from His own mouth, comp. vs. 71,

and therefore at the beginning, with prudent craft,

do not place first the religious but the political side

of the question. " They would have been only too

glad to have extorted more from Him, but only suc-

ceed in hearing the same."

If I tell you.—That this answer " does not suit

well " (De Wette) would only be true if we identified

both sessions, and forgot all that had already pre-

ceded this. Our Lord says nothing directly, but only

presupposes what, according to the experience He
had already had, would take place if He thought

good to speak. The highest purpose of such a testi-

mony, namely, to produce faith, would here not have

been at all accomplished, and if He now began to do

as they had done to Him, and that which He was
well conscious of having a right to do, namely, to

propose to His antagonists some questions, they

would yet never have been able to answer these satis-

factorily to Him, and would, therefore, bring their

perplexity only so much the more to light. Of the

possibihty of being released, which is mentioned ac-

cording to th e critically suspicious reading -^ i iro\K(r7(Tf

,

He now no longer thinks. It is ti'ue, " questioning

belongs only to the examining judge, not to the de-

fendant" (De Wette); but here is a Defendant of a

very special character, and He who had already

spoken so many incomparable words hors de lign^ to

His judges, might also have well allowed Himself

this freedom in speaking, without modern criticism

needing to shake its head thereat.

Vs. 69. From henceforth. — Our Lord wili

therewith simply say that the word previously uttered

remains good, and places the future with all its glory

over against the present with all its ignominy. Even

the last time that He calls Hunself the Son of Man
He exhibits Himself in all the still magnificence of

His majesty.

Vs. 70. Art Thou then the Son of God?—

H
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iB known that the Jew3 also expected the Messiah as

th« Son of God, in the theocratical sense of the word.

But that they now utter this name with a special

emphasis is not because they would denote thereby

anything essentially diiferent from vs. 67, but be-

cause they can scarcely trust their ears that He, the

one so deeply humiliated and already condemned to

death, attributes to Himself the dignity that is su-

preme above all. They now take cognizance of the

religious side of the case, and express themselves as

strongly as possible, in order so to be the better able

to give a reason for the sentence of blasphemy. To
their question Jesus answers with a simple affirma-

tive, while fi'om vss. 68, 69, it suiEciently appears

why He does not add even a word more. Herewith

the session has now reached its end, with a similar

result to the former one. If Caiaphas bad formerly,

in view of two false witnesses, exclaimed :
" What

need we any further witness ? " now, in answer

thereto, his adherents, who find his statement

sufficiently confirmed by Jesus' own word, declare

that they need no further testimony, since they have

now heard it from Jesus' own mouth. Now there is

not even an express sentence of death uttered ; the

one formerly passed simply continues in force, since

the crime is now satisfactorily established. But
thereby they testify at the same time against them-
selves, and rob themselves thus of the last excuse for

their sin.

DOOTEINAi Al^D ETHICAL.

1. In the midst of the rudest maltreatment, as

shortly before over against the false witnesses, we
see our Lord observe an unmoved silence. Four
times in the history of the Passion we have the

mention of such a silence ; before Caiaphas (Matt,

xxvi. 63), before Herod (Luke xxiii. 9), and twice

before Pilate (Matt, xxvii. 12; John xix. 9). It is

one of the most admirable problems to interpret this

silence in its full force, and not a little will it contrib-

ute to the augmentation of the knowledge of our
Lord, if we consider when He has spoken and when
He has kept silence.

2. As the Lord there keeps silence when He
might have spoken, so does He also speak before
the Jewish council when He might have kept silence.

With the traces of the outrages received on His
countenance, He might have counted them unworthy
of any furtlier answer, but with an indescribable dig-
nity He once again deposes testimony ; with Diviue
condescension which places itself in the position of
His enemies. He unites infinite long-suffering ; while
He shows that He completely sees through His
enemies. He yet, even to the last instant, leaves
nothing unessayed which can serve for setting them
right and convincing them. He spares where He
could punish. He only warns where He could dash in
pieces, and His very last word to the Jewish council
justifies the eulogies of the officers, John vii. 46.

3. With His own hand, as it were, our Lord here
even before His resurrection, as subsequently, ch!
xxiv 26, after it, points to the mseparable connec-
tion be:ween His sufFeriug and His glory. '"ATri
ToS i/Ci/, ab hoc pimctj, qiium dimiitere non vuliis.

ffoa iptum erat iter ad ghriam." Bengel.

4. That in the condemnation of Jesus by tlw

Sanhedrim shameful injnstice was committed, and

not even the form of law was respected, appears at

once to any one who only takes the trouble to follow

somewhat particularly the course of the process.

The legal vahdity of the sentence, which especially

Salvador defends, has been from a juridicial point of

view controverted with the best success by Dupin,

L'aine^ Jesus devant Cdwhe et J-'ilate, Paria,

1829.

5. It is remarkable how once, almost with the

same words, sentence was uttered upon the refonnei

Farel, when, in October, 1532, raging priests ir

Geneva exclaimed upon him :
" He has blasphemed

God ; we need no more witnesses ; he is worthy of

death," so that Farel, exasperated, raised his voice

with ;
" Speak the words of God, and not those of

Caiaphas." (Leben Farcls und VmU, by Dr. E.

Schmidt, Elberfeld, 1860).

HOMILETICAIi AND PEACTICAL.

The Holy One of God the football of unholy sin-

ners.—Wickedness, in appearance, humiliates the

Lord, but in truth only itself.—The Saviour with
covered face : 1. How much He sees ; 2. how sub-

limely He keeps silence ; 3. how powerfully He
preaches.—Who is it that smote Thee ? I, I and my
sins.—Who when He was reviled, reviled not again,

1 Peter ii. 22, 23.—The morning of the mortal day
of Jesus illumined by the glory of His majesty ; 1.

He keeps silence where He could have spoken ; 2.

He speaks where He could have kept silence ; 3. He
spares where He could have punished.—Jesus' con-
demnation by the Sanhedrim preaches to us : 1. The
might of sin ; 2. the greater might of grace ; 3. the
greatest might of the Divine Providence.—'The San-
hedrim that rejects Jesus is itself smitten by the
judgment: 1. Of blindness; 2. of hardening; 3. of
reprobacy.—The deep humiliation of the Lord over
against His future glory.—The depths of Satan looked
through by the Searcher of hearts.—Even against

the scribes of His day our Lord is unqualifiedly right,

because He even to the end remains upon the stand-

ing-point of the Scripture. Dan. vii. 12-14.—The
Christian also, after the unequivocal declaration of
Jesus, needs, in reference to His heavenly dignity,

no further witness.

Staeke :—Be not angry when thou art injured in

thy good name, for even the highest majesty Ias
been blasphemed.

—

Nova Bibl. Tub.:—Jesus was
brought before an unjust tribunal, that we might oe
able to stand before the righteous tribunal of God.—We must use modesty towards our rulers, how un-
just soever they may be, Rom. xiii. Y.—The last

degree of the humiliation of Christ is the one next
to His exaltation, 2 Tim. ii. 11, 12.—Bkentius:—
Sincerity is agreeable to God.—Quesnel :—0, how
different are Christ's auditors ! Some rejoice at Hia
words as words of life, but others grow fierce therei>,t

and make thereof words of death.

—

Aendt:—Jesus
before Caiaphas: 1. The confession; 2. the condeir-
nalion; 3. the maltreatment.

—

Keummachek, Pn

-

sions-buch, p. 336 seg.

:

—Prophesy to us, Chi!a* •

C. Palmer :—How the world seeks to rid itaelf of »
ti'uth.
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3. Pilate and Herod.

a. XESUS LED TO tlLATB, INTEB.HO&ATED BY HIM, AND FOUND INNOCENT (Ch. XXIH. 1-4).

1, 2 An! the whole multitude of them arose, and led him unto Pilate. And they begai;

to accuse him, saying, "We found this felloio perverting the' nation, and forbidding tfl

3 give tribute to Cesar, saying that he himself is Christ a king. And Pilate asked him
saying, Art thou the King of the Jews? And he answered him and said, Thou sayest

4 it. Then said Pilate to the chief priests and to the people [crowds, oxAous], I find no
fault in this man.

' Vs. 2.—With liachmaim, TisohenSorf, (Meyer, Tregelles,] we read on the nuthority of B., D., [Cod. Sin., H.,] K., X,.,

M., [Il.,l Cursives, &c., eOvos ^juwi'. [Alford omits it, regarding it as a probable reminiscence of ch. vii. 5.—C. C. S.]

EXEGETICAI, AND CRITIOAl.

Vs. 1. And led Him The solemn leading

away of our Lord to Pilate, and His delivery to him,

is one of the particulars of the history of the Passion

which all the Evangelists visibly emphasize. No won-
der, for the process herewith enters upon an entirely

new stadium, and passes now from the spiritual to the

secular sphere. As to the time and manner of the

leading away, as to the sequence of events and the

character of the judge, sec Lange on Matt, xxvii. 1. As
respects this whole trial, compare, moreover, besides

the writers whom inter alios, Hase, Leben Jexu, § 3,

gives, the Dissertatio, by the Dutch divine, P. J. J. Mou-
NiEB, De Pilaii in causa servatoris agendi raiione, L.

B. 1825. As respects the source from which we draw

our knowledge of what here took place, the gospel

of Nicodemus, it is true, contains some traits, which,

on internal grounds, appear credible, but, on the

whole, it has only this value, that we know from it

how, in the fifth and sixth century, they represented

to themselves this process. In the Acts, and in the

epistles also, there are not wanting descriptive allu-

sions to that which took place under the Roman Pro-

curator (Acts iii, 13, 14 ; iv. 27 ; 1 Tim. vi. 13). But

here, also, the four gospels remain the chief source,

belying here in no way their respective peculiarities.

While the Synoptics, namely, delineate to us espe-

cially the public side of the trial, John alone makes

known to us what passed between our Lord and the

Procurator in private. Matthew, who more than the

others, even in the beginning of his gospel, speaks

of dreams and visions, is the only one who gives ac-

count of the remarkable dream of Pilate's wife, as

well, too, as of the genuinely Israelitish ceremony of

the washing of Pilate's hands. Mark describes, in

his way, briefly, vigorously, rapidly, how the Lion

of the tribe of Judah hurries over the field of conflict

to His complete triumph. Luke has enriched the

delineation of this trial with a new particular, with

the appearance before Herod, but at the same time

condenses the occurrences more closely, takes more

account of arranging the facts than of the sequence

of time, and even passes over in almost entire silence

the scourging and mocking by the Roman soldiers.

The actual commencement of the trial John alone

describes, oh. xviii. 28-32. On the other hand, we

owe to Luke, vs. 2, the very precise statement of the

actual ground of accusation with which the chief

priests open the series of their charges.

Unto Pilate.—The question whether we, by the

rpaiT^piov, have to understand the well-known tower

Antonia, or the palace of Herod, we believe that we

must answer in the former sense ; for it was in the

tower Antonia that the Roman garrison lay, and th«

Procurator, therefore, during his temporary abode in

the capital, might best lodge there. Tradition does
not permit us to identify the places named, and it is

entirely arbitrary to consider the palace of Herod as

the estabUshed and ordinary residence of the Pro-

curators in their visits to Jerusalem. Josepeds, De
Bell. Jud. ii. 14, 8 ; Philo, De Legatione Judworum,
p. 1034, to whom appeal is commonly made in favor

of Herod's palace, leave it entirely undecided whe-

ther this palace was always, and also at the time of

Jesus, the residence of the governor. The above

tower Antonia we are to look for on the northeast

side of the temple mountain, while the place " Gab-

batha," according to Josephus, also lay between the

tower Antonia and the western corner of the tem-

ple, immediately before the judgment-hall.

V^s. 2. And they began—It is not easy for

them so to introduce the case as to make from the

very beginning a favorable impression upon Pilate.

The substance as well as the tone of their address

betrays plainly enough that they intend this. ToCroy,

first, SfMTLKois, without statement of name, with visi-

ble contempt : cSponev, with affected gravity, with

which the subsequent declaration of Pilate that he

had found no fault in Him, he, as Uttle as Herod, vs.

14, singularly contrasts: rh iStvos riinSiv, with the full

warmth of genuine friends of the people, who cannot

endure that their true interests should be set at

stake. Comp. John vii. 49. The accusation itself

is threefold. First, He perverts the people, Smtrrpf-

(t>ovTa. Properly, He " gives them a false direction,"

He brings them from the good way on which they

themselves and the Romans with them would be so

glad to see them walk. Moreover, He forbids to

give tribute to the Emperor, since He—and this is

the ground as well of the one as of the other offence

—finally declares concerning Himself that He is

Christ a King. Not without ground do they as yet

intentionally avoid speaking of a king of the Jews,

although it at once appears that Pilate interprets

their indefinite expression in no less significance.

With noticeable tact they place first not the religious

but the pohtical side of their imputations, and then,

before making the attempt to prove, at least in soma

measure, their false accusation, they wait until Pi-

late himself shall inquire for the grounds of their

assertion. He, however, already knows the Jews

well enough, and therefore appeals as quickly as pos-

sible from the accusers to the Accused.

Vs. 3. Art thou the King of the Jews?—
Pilate, not unacquainted with the prevaihng Mes-

sianic hope, formulates his question very precisely,

and seeks to find out whether Jesus is really the

promised and long-sighed-for King of Israel Tt
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this question our Lord amnot possibly answer other-

wise than, without delay and without the least equivo-

calness, with Yes. By denial or silence He would
have come into contradiction with Himself. And if it

is alleged that our Lord would have had to define more
particularly the sense in which He called Himself so,

since otherwise a misunderstanding on the part of

the heathen ruler would have been possible, we may
confidently assume that the tone as well as the man-
ner in which He uttered His answer was fully cal-

culated to excite the Procurator to a more particular

Investigation. And indeed He attains this purpose,
inasmuch as Pilate takes Him apart with himself,

that He may now more particularly explain and give

the reason for His aflirmative answer.

Vs. 4. I find no fault in this man.—Accord-
ing to Meyer, Pilate finds in the confession itself the
token of innocence.— " It is, in his view, the expres-
sion of the fixed idea of an enthusiast." Possible,

certainly, although for this opuaion not a single proof
uan be given, biit the question would still remain
whether such an instantaneous and merely subjective
impression would have entitled the Procurator, with-
out further investigation, to declare the Accused at
once innocent, and, secondly, if his declaration had
been accepted, to relieve him immediately of any fur-

ther prosecution. We are much more disposed to
assume that Pilate, after the first public audience,
which all the Synoptics give, ordered then the pri-
vate hearing, which John alone has preserved, and
only in consequence of this uttered the declaration
of mnocence which Luke, vs. 4 ; John xviii. 38, re-

late. In the private interview of Pilate with Jesus,
the charge preferred Luke xxiii. 2, it is manifest, is

tacitly presupposed. Here, also, Luke remains really
nnintelligible if he is not complemented from John.

DOCTEINAl AND ETHICAL.

1 . The leading away of Jesus is one of the most
remarkable turning points in the history of the Pas-
Bjon. It serves not only to fulfil our Lord's declara-
tion that He should be delivered over to the Gentiles,
ch. xviii. 32, but it also brings the Passion of our
Lord into direct connection with the history of the
world, the reins of wliich, at that time, God had, as
it were, placed in the hands of the Romans. It'be-
comos the means of bringing to Him, again according
to His own declaration, the death on the cross, but
previously prepares, through the declaration of Pilate
which it ehcits, the revelation of His innocence and
majesty. The Jews' rejection of the Messiah is here
already, in principle, decided, and with it, at the
same time, also, the destruction of the City and of
the Temple. Wliile the Sanhedrim, therefore, is
leading Him away, it declares therewith that it will
not have this Messiah, and gives the promised salva-
tion out of its own hands into the impure hands of
heathens. From this hour Israel's Passover becomes
an empty echo, and Israel itself, hke an impure
leaven, is purged out of the house of God, the church
of Chnst. But thus do they, at the same time, help
to fulfil God's everlasting counsel, that all things
»t;uldbe comprehended under one head in Christ,
Ephea. i. 1 0. From the moment when the Great
Buflerer tnd the threshold of the heathen dwellmo-,
tne wall of partition which was between is broken
down, Ephes. ii. 14-16, and the heathen world in-
vited m to a nobler feast of freedom than Israel was
Ible to celebrate in the paschal night. As the night,

Acts xvi. 9, 10, was for the spiritual weal of Europ«.

a decisive one, so was this morning for the salvation

of the whole heathen world.

2. It is one of the most adorable ways of the proi

vidence of God, that at the very time at which Christ

must die, a man stood at the head of the governmen'
in Judea, who in every respect was most peculiarlj

fitted to be, in his ignorance, a minister of the coun-

sel of God for the salvation of the world,—on the
one hand, receptive enough to recognize the truth

courageous enough to declare it and to confess seve
ral times the innocence of our Lord, conscientious

enough to omit no effort to deliver Him ; but, on the

other hand, morgover, so weak that he loved honor
among men rather than honor from God, and so self-

ish that his own honor lay more at heart with him
than the cause of the innocent.—-We feel that just
such a man must the secular judge have been, under
whom the Deliverer of the world should suffer death.

8. By the dehvery of our Lord to Pilate, the
heathen world now becomes partaker with the Jew-
ish world in the greatest wickedness that has ever
been committed. In this it appears that the true

light is hated as well by those who are under the law
as by those who are without the law, and the judg-
ment Rom. iii. 19, 20, appears as a perfectly right-

eous one. But, at the same time, there is also re-

vealed therein the grace of God, as having appeared
to all who beheve, without respect of persons, Rom.
iii. 21-31.

4. The very manner in which the chief priests
here introduce the secular process reveals from the
very beginning the part which they are now resolved to
play. No means, even slander, is too base for them

;

for we can only call it thoroughly conscious slander
when they, after what had taken place three days
before, ch. xx. 20-25, yet venture with bold brow
to assert that our Lord had forbidden the payment
of taxes. Sometimes they come creeping, sometimes
they spitefully erect themselves, and prove therewith
that they do homage to the principle : the end sanc-
tifies the means. And scarcely have they failed in

one attempt when they proceed immediately with
desperate stubbornness to another. So much more
gloriously beams over against this night of wicked-
ness the glory of the immaculate innocence of the
Lord, to which Pilate must repeatedly bear witness.
In union with other voices which were audible m
honor of the moral purity of Jesus In the last hours
of His life, from different sides, the testimony of Pi-
late also serves to strengthen us in our most holy
faith, that the Lamb of God is indeed an a/ivhs ifnw
/ios Kal aaTn\os. The Connection in which this sin-
lessness of our Lord stands with the atoning virtue
of His death, is something which it is the business
of Dogmatics to brmg to view.

HOMILETICAL AND PBACTICAL.

The early morning hour of the most remarkabie
day of the world's history.—The most terrible injus-
tice practised under the forms of law.—The King of
the Jews delivered into the hands of the Gentiles.—
Christ the centre of the union of the Jewish and the
heathen world

: 1. The sins of fcjth He, a. reveals,
b. bears, c. covers ; 2. both He reconciles in one
body, a. with God, b. with one another, c. with
heaven. Col. i. 19, 20.—SLander against our Lord and
His people

: 1. Inexhaustible in its weapons ; 3 im
potent for victory.—Jesus the Faithful Witness aev
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1.8.—" Thou sayestit": 1. The truth; 2. the dig-

nity ; 3. the requirement, of this utterance.—The
fii3t favorable impression which the Accused makes
upon His yet impartial judge.—The immaculate in-

nocence of the Suffering One ; 1. Slandered ; 2. vindi-

cated ; 3. crowned.—The praiseworthy manner in

which Pilate opens the trial of Jesus, in contrast

with the lamentable way in which he ends it.—Pilate

the image of the natural man in his relation to Christ.

Stakke :—They who would otherwise have no
communion with one another easily become one

when one must help the other to carry out his evil

schemes.

—

Quesnel :—There is no course of life so

righteous and innocent that it cannot be accused and
persecuted.

—

Brentius;— Judge not at once, but

hear also the other side.

—

Nova Bibl. Tub.:—One
finds often even more uprightness in a heathen than

in a Christian judge.

—

Osiander:—Christ has Buf
fered not for His sin but for oui-s, 2 Cor. v. 21.—
Heubner :—The preacher of obedience is charged
with insurrection.—Jesus, it is true, has caused the

greatest imaginable commotions.

—

Aendt :—The first

hearing of Jesus before the Procurator ; how PilaM
has to do : 1. With the Jews ; 2. with our Lord.—
Krujimaoheb :—Christ before Pilate : 1. The lead-

ing away of Jesus to Pilate ; 2. His entry into the

judgment-hall ; 3. the beginning of the judicial pro-

ceeding.— The accusations.— Christ a King.—The
Lamb of God.

—

Tholuck :—The history of the Pas-

sion makes evident in Pilate to what degree the

human heart is capable of becoming shallow and
frivolous.—J. B. Habebroeok, Preacher in Amster-
dam:—Pilate: 1. As man: 2. as judge; 3. as witnes'

to us.

b. JESUS BEFORE HEEOD (Vsfl. 5-12).

5 And they were the more fierce [insisted, cttiVxhov], saying, He stirreth up the peo-

ple, teaching throughout all Jewry [Judea], beginning from Galilee to this place.

6 [And] When Pilate heard of Galilee, he asked whether the man were a Galilean.

7 And as soon as he knew that he belonged unto Herod's jurisdiction [or, was from

Herod's jurisdiction], he sent him to Herod, who himself also was at Jerusalem at that

8 time [in these days]. And when Herod saw Jesus, he was exceeding glad: for he

was desirous to see him of a long season [had been long desirous], because he had heard

9 many things' of him; and he hoped to have seen some miracle done by him. Then lie

10 questioned with him in [him with] many words; but he answered him nothing. And

11 the chief priests and scribes stood {byl and vehemently accused him. And Herod with

his men of war [or, guards; lit., armies] set him at nought [handled him ignominiously],

and mocked him, and arrayed him in a gorgeous robe, and sent him again to Pilate.

12 And the same day Pilate and Herod were made friends together [became friends with

each other] ;
for before they were at enmity between themselves.

1 vs 8 —On the authority of B., D., [Cod. Sin.,] K., L., M., the iroXAi of the Smpta is omitted by Griesbach and

othei-s [licyer, I'rogelles, Alford.] The conjecture that it has been interpolated a ssrim-e manu to strengthen the text, la

sufficiently plausible.

EXEGETICAL AND CEITICAl.

Vs. 5. And they insiated, iirirrxvov, in an in-

transitive sense= K:<iTicrxi">'', invalesccbant, Vulgate.

The declaration of Pilate has not corresponded to

their expectation. Since now they see that their last

charge of the assumption of royal dignity finds no

acceptance with the judge, they now come with .so

much the stronger emphasis back to the first

—

namely, that He is perverting the people. That the

Procurator may still take note that there is nothing

less at question here than the peace of the state, they

again accuse Jesus of being incessantly occupied in

string up the people (amaeiei, in the Present). The

starting point of His tumultuary efforts, they say, is

Galilee, ip^ififvo^, Acts i. 22, but He has already

made His way even hither to the centre of the land.

According to Matt, xxvii. 12-14 ; Mark xv. 8-4, they

»dd yet many other accusations, so insignificant, how-

ever, that the Evangelists do not even cite them, and

our Lord answers them only with silence. Pilate, how-

ever, sinks deeper and deeper into perplexity, and so

Boon, therefore, as he hears the name of Galilee, he

seizes on this as a welcome way out of the difficulty.

Not without hostile intentions have the Jews named

Qalilee, since the hatred of the Procurator against

the Galileans and against Herod was well known to

them ; they hope therewith to engage him the more

against our Saviour, as a Galilean. But in this

respect, at least, their wish is not fulfilled ; Pilate

hears Galilee spoken of without noticeable bitter-

-iBss, and since Herod, the Tctrareh of this land, is,

by reason of the Passover, just now at Jerusalem,

he resolves, so soon as he has learned that Jesus

(according to the superficial view of the people, who

know nothing of His birth at Bethlehem), is of

Galilean origin, to send Him immediately to the

Vs. 7. He sent Him to Herod.—The question

is : To what end ? According to the common view,

in order to reheve himself of the case. Accordmg

to Meyer, "he seeks by the reference to the judgment

of Herod, who could possibly have Him transported

to Galilee, to draw himself out of the affair, and to

get rid of the case." Unquestionably such a refer

enoe from the forum apprehensionis to the forun

domicilii was in' and of itself permitted, and also, ac-

cording to the usages of the Romans, not unusual

,

comp. Acts xxvi. 3, 4. Friedlieb, ad loc. It is,

however, a question, whether this mtention now

rt illy existed hi the Procurator's mind. Pilate gives

no iign of wishing to remove the case entirely from

him ; so troublesome and burdensome it was not yel
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even in this instant to him that he would have wished

at any price to be relieved of it. Much more prob-

able is the view (Ewald), that he hopes if possible to

obtain a favorable opinion of Herod for the accused

;

or yet more probable, that he hopes to receive from

Herod a farther explanation in reference to a person

and a case that becomes to him with every moment

more obscure, and yet more interesting. Therewith

•le at the same time, out of policy, shows Herod a

curtesy, while he, in case he had committed to Herod

he decision of so important a matter without reser-

vation, would thereby have conceded to him a right

over himself. The former but not the latter agreed

with the disposition of the Procurator, who, indeed,

previously had not sent the Galileans, whose blood

he had mingled with their sacrifices, Luke xiii. 1, to

Herod for execution, but had had them hewn down

by his own soldiers. Thus is also explained why

our Lord could be silent before Herod, because He
recognized in him no legal judge. Thus do we com-

prehend, moreover, why Pilate, after the return of

Jesus from Herod, shows himself in no way disap-

pointed in his expectations, but simply, vss. 13-16,

communicates the impression which both he and the

Tetrarch had received of the Accused, and thus finally

does it become clear why only one Evangelist has

considered it as necessary to speak of this occurrence,

which, doubtless, even on account of its political con-

sequences, had become generally known. We have

here, not a decisive turning-point in the process be-

fore us, as was, for example, the case at the arrest,

or at the leading away of our Lord to Pilate ; but it

is a simple endeavor of the Procurator to obtain

clearer light about the mysterious element in the

case before him, by a measure which was as prudently

chosen as perfectly admissible. It was not, however,

at aU in his design to prepare for the Accused in this

way new scorn and sorrow, although it is true the

result showed that this, nevertheless, had befallen

Him at the hands of Herod.

Vs. 8. And when Herod saw Jesus, he
was exceeding glad.—Once, when the report of

Jesus' miracles came to his ears he had trembled,

but even this sting is now blunted : he can now only

laugh and scoff. It is the wish of the frivolous Te-

trarch now for once to see something right piquant,

and to have his court take part in this pastime. For
some time already he has had the wish to be able for

once to see Jesus (^eA-ojv), corap. ch. ix. 7-9, since he

has continually heard much about Him, and hoped
accordingly to be able to induce Him to the perform-

ance of some miracle or other. The possibility that

his wish may remain unfulfilled he does not even fore-

bode. Of what sort his questions, vs. 8, were, may
be very well conjectured on the one hand from his

well knoivn character, and on the other hand from
the unshaken sileuce of the Lord. As a thaumaturge,

for whom, without doubt, he took our IiOrd, he could

at most meet Him with childish curiosity, but could

not possibly treat Him with even a trace of respect.
" Jesus was to entertain him as a mighty magician,

divert him, or perhaps foretell luck to his egoistic

superstition ; anything else he sought not of Him.
It is an awful sign to see what a caricature this

prince's conceptions were of this First among his

subjects, although Jesus had moved his whole land
with His spirit. And for so common a character

would he take Him, notwithstanding that the Baptist

bad lived near him and r .ade on him an impression
of the spirit of the pi'opl.ets." Lange.

Vs. 10. And the chief priests.—From vs. 13,

we learn that Pilate had commanded them also to

appear before Herod, and how could they indeed have

neglected this, leaving the prisoner to escape from

their hands even for a moment ? They see very wel!

that their interest requires them to paint Him tc

Herod in colors as black as was any way possible,

and accuse Him, therefore, with visible emphasis,

comp. Acts xviii. 28, as if they feared that even

Herod himself, perchance, might be too equitabi*

towards their victim. It was, however, not so much
in consequence of their imputations as rather on ac-

count of his own disappointed expectations that

Herod does not send back our Lord without first

overwhelming Him with new ignominy.

Vs. 11. Mocked Him.—The priests accuse the

Saviour, the courtiers mock Him. With the first it

is hatred, with the others contempt that strikes tha

key. Scoffing is here the vengeance of insulted

pride, and reveals itself in a peculiar form. They

hang round the shoulders of our Lord a brilliant

vesture, eV^TJra Atz.uTrpaj', not exactly of purple, co<>

cineam vestem, which is not implied in the word, but

brilliantly white, in order to designate Him in the

Roman manner as a candidate for some post of honor

(Kuinoel, Lange, and others), or in order to charac-

terize Him as King, by arraying Him in a similar

garment to that in which generals went into battle

(FriedUeb, De Wette, Meyer). In the latter case

there was implied in this at the same time an unmis-

takable intimation for Pilate that such a pretended

king did not deserve condemnation, but at the most,

contempt.

Vs. 12. Pilate and Herod became firiends.

^The cause of the enmity is unknown. Perhaps it

was the massacre of the Galileans, ch. xiii. 1. This

result, however, appears at any rate remarkable

enough to the delicate psychologist, Luke, not to be

passed by unmentioned. In view of the general pub-

licity of this unexpected reconciliation, tliis remark

affords at the same time an indirect but yet a very

strong proof of the truth of the event related. That

John knew nothing of this intervening scene is in-

deed assorted by De Wette, but not proved ; even if

this were the case, however, it would not of itself by

any means shake the truth of the fact, since such a

thing might very well happen without having come
to the knowledge of John, or without being retained

in his memory at the writing of his Gospel. In view

of the eclecticism of all the Evangelists, even in the

history of the Passion, it is dangerous to lay too great

weight on an argument e sileniio. On the other hand,

this narrative, in wliich Herod is depicted to us even

as he is known from other accounts, bears altogether

the internal character of truth, and may very fittingly

be inserted immediately after John xviii. 38. Strauss'

conjecture that this whole account has arisen " from an

endeavor to bring Jesus before all the judgment-seata

that could possibly be brought together at Jerusalem,"

is without any trace whatever of proof, and if Luke
had been induced by an anti-Jewish interest to inVent

this narrative, in order, namely, to get as many wit-

nesses as possible for the inndoence of the Saviour,

something of which Baur speaks (Kanon, Eoang. p.

489), he would without doubt have put a more direct

declaration of this innocence in Herod's moutli.

Over against these unreasonable doubts it deservel

note that as far back as Acts iv. 27, the names of

Herod and Pontius Pilate are mentioned togethei

in the prayers of the first believers, and that abc
Justin Martyr, D al. cum Tryph. oh. 103, is aoq'iainteC

with this event.
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OOCTBINAl AND ETHICAL.

1. At the court of Herod there returns for

the Lord once more that temptation, in its deep-

est ground Satanic, which He, ch. iv. 9-12, had
triumphantly repelled. Once again before He is to

be elevated on the Cross He sees the opportunity

. opened to win In the easiest way the i'avor of

the mighty Tetrarch. The scornful courtiers on
the one, the blaspheming priests on the other

hand—could a more admirable opportunity well

have oiiered itself in order to elicit on the one
side astonishment, on the other confusion? But
neither of the two the Saviour does ; He remains

faithful to His fundamental principle, and performs

no miracle of display for His own advantage ; He ex-

plains with His silence His sense of the precept of

the Sermon on the Mount, Matt. vii. 6. The shade

of John could have observed no more inviolable

silence, if it had really appeared to his murderers.

2. If there was during the whole duration of the

trial before Pilate an hour which for our Lord de-

serves to be named an hour of the most unparalleled

anguish of soul, it was certainly that of His presen-

tation before Herod. What the view into the depths

of Herod's soul must have been for the holy Searcher

of hearts, and how much it must have cost Him to

see the hand defiled with the blood of the Baptist

stretched out caressingly towards Himself, of this we
Cfm have only a faint conception. But in the midst

of this deep humiliation, in which He is, as it were,

tossed like a football from the one impure hand to

the other, there shines forth so much the more
gloriously the majesty of His eloquent silence. Even

the silent Jesus before Herod, doing no miracle, is

Himself a siga that is spoken against, but that also

awakens wonder. Comp. Luke xi. 29, 30.

3. The silent Jesus over against the laughing

court, expiates the sins of the tongue, of vanity and

of scoffing contempt, and the white garment of His

humiliation is, although Herod presages it not, the

prophecy of the shining garments of His glory. Rev.

i. 13; xLx. 16.

4. The coalition between Herod and Pilate over

against the suffering Lord is the prototype of many
a shameful covenant which equally implacable enemies

in former and later times have concluded, in order

together to oppose the sect that is everywhere spoken

against* Acts xxviii. 22.—Unbelief and Superstition,

Pharisaism and Sadduceeism, churchly Hierarchy and

political Liberalism, Romanism and Republicanism,

[Republicanism, in the meaning of this Continental

divine, is doubtless synonymous with red Repubhcaa-

ism. Indeed, this is certain, as Dr. Van Oosterzee is a

warm friend of our country.—C. C. S.] are by nature

just such antipodes as Pilate and Herod, and yet, out

of egoism, just as disposed to a temporary coalition,

when the effort for self-preservation and the irrecon-

cilable hatred towards living Christianity leads the

way. In this respect also, the primitive history of

the Passion remains a very fresh one, and the past

^e mirror of the present. [Seeing that, as far as there

^as any coalition at aU between Pilate and Herod,

ts result was rather favorable to Jesus than the re-

[* The flourishing condition of living Christianity in oui

Jonntry, renders it difficult for us to apprehend the literal-

Bess with which this ancient designation of Christ's people

can he used even now hy one writing, like the author, in

tli^ miilst of a Mngdom deluged with Bationalism, in which

those who are animatedhy a living feith are little more than

k da^iaed and disji^iaged eccletiola in «^ie^'a.—()• Q. S. J

verse, and certainly was not, im Pilate's part, mtend
ed against Him, I can hardly see the exegetical justici
of these remarks, although we know that they ari
sustained by a common proverb. Of the truth of th«
remarks concerning later coalitions against Ohiis*
there is, of course, no doubt—C. C. S.]

HOMILETICAl AND PEAOTIOAL.

The false accusation against Jesus an involuntarj
eulogy upon Him.—The suffering of our Lord befora
Herod mentioned in the prayer of His first disciples,

Acts iv. 27, 28.—The loading away of our Lord to
Herod with its attendant circumstances a revelation

of the adorable leading of God in reference to the suf-

fering Saviour. In the beginning we see here : 1.

Gloomy night, but soon ; 2. a happy dawn, finally

;

S. the breaking morning light.—The desire of Herod
to see Jesus in contrast with the desire of other

kings, eh. x. 23, 24 ; John viii. 56 ; xii. 21.—The
Saviour in the palace of Herod : 1. Deeply humiliated

;

2. severely tempted ; 3. found entirely spotless.

—

The unbridled lust of wonders not nourished but re-

pelled by our Lord.—The frivolity of the court in

contrast with the solemnity of the Passion.—How
Herod stands over against our Lord, and how our

Lord stands over against Herod.—-The many unprof-

itable questions with which even now our Lord and
His gospel are besieged by so many who neglect the

one question that is needful, Acts xvi. 80.—There

comes a time in which our Lord at last gives no more
answer at all to His adversaries.—There is a time to

speak and a time to keep silence, Eccl. iii. "7.—The
silence before Herod : 1. A wise ; 2. a dignified ; 3.

an eloquent silence.—Jesus often keeps silence long,

but—in order to speak yet once again.—"Answer not

a fool according to his folly," Prov. xxvi. 4.^Spirit-

ual pride is filled with yet deeper enmity towards our

Lord than worldly frivolousness.—The High-priest

of the New Covenant also in the white garment, even

like the High-priest of the Old Testament on each

recurring great day of atonement—Now as ever,

false politics knows how to draw much advantage

from the name and the cause of our Lord.—[As, for

instance, in the pretensions of the European despots

to be in a peculiar sense protectors of Christianity,

doing it thereby infinitely more damage than if they

treated it with all the contempt of Herod.—C. C. S.]

The Lord brings the counsel of the heathen to

nought. He maketh the devices of the people of

none effect, Ps. xxxiii. 10, 11.—He that overcom-

eth, the same shall be clothed m white raunent, ReT.

iii. 5.

Starke :—Qcesnel :—The high ones in the world

always want to be having a new spectacle and a new

sensation to feed their eyes and mind.

—

Jfova BibL

T^jj. ;—.When people who have no religion want to

inquire, talk, and dispute much about rehgion, it is

best not to answer them, but to shame them with a

humble silence.—To enter mto talk with courtiers

does more harm than good.—Ungodly teachers are

Christ's most implacable foes.—Envy is intensely

zealous, but without understanding.—The children

of the world take Christ for a puppet And amuse

themselves therewith.-Great people's friendship is

like April weather,—no one can reckon upon it---

Hedbnek :—The history of Christ repeats itself in

different periods of His church.—How many honest

witnesses are charged with making uproars.—Th«

great world often regard religious preaching as enter
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tainment, as diversion.—Not a few clergymen at court

have been even merrymakers.—Never use thy gifts,

intellect, wit, skill, to make laughter.—The friend of

God should, in company, and even in the power of

scoffers, maintain his dignity (like Haller before Vol-

taire).— Luther:— Every true Christian, if he

preaches Christ aright, has his Herod und Pilate.—

Rieger:—"Where the people have no ears to hear,

there Jesus has no mouth to speak."

—

Aendt :

—

Herod's behavior towards Jesus : 1. His false ex-

pectation ; 2. his great disappointment ; 3. his inef-

fectual vengeance.

—

Krummachee :—Christ before

Herod. This Passion Gospel shows us : 1. A mirror

of the world ; 2. a glowing saorilieial flame ; 3. a

glorifying of Jesus against the will of those that render

it.

—

Bessee :—A miracle had Herod expected to see

of our Lord ; he really saw one, but he comprehend-

ed it not. For a miracle of the love which traTereei

all the depths of shame for us, which suffers itself

to be arrayed in a white robe, that we might appeal

before the throne of Gad in white garments ol

honor, a miracle of this love is it indeed that oui

Lord withholds the curse which otherwise might have

fallen upon His mockers, as upon the mocking chil-

dren at Bethel, 2 Kings ii. 'li.—A. des Amorie van

der Hoeven. Remonstrant, Professor at Amsterdam,

j 1855.—Jesus before Herod the object: I. Of in

difference ; 2. of idle curiosity ; 3. of slander ; 4. of

scoffiDg ; 5. of the policy of men.

—

Sauein :

—

Nouv

Serm. i. p. 239 seq.

:

—He perverteth the people.—

yifoL¥ :—Worldly wisdom as judge in Jesus' ease

Palmee :—Three main forms of sin : 1 . Ignomin

ions serviUty in Pilate ; 2. contemptible frivolity in

Herod ; 3. lying malice in the chief priests.

c. FEUITLESS EKDEAYOES OF PILATE TO LIBERATE JESUS fVsa. 13-25).

(Parallel with Matt, xxvii. 15-26 ; Mark xv. 6-15 ; John xviii. 39, 40.)

13 And Pilate, wlien he had called together the chief priests and the rulers and the

14 people, Said unto them, Ye have brought this man unto me, as one that perverteth

[turneth away] the people [i. e., from Cesar] ; and, behold, I, having examined him

before you, have found no fault in this man touching those things whoreof ye accuse

15 him: No, nor yet [even'] Herod: for I sent you to him; and, lo, nothing worthy of

16 death is [has been] done unto [by] him. I will therefore chastise him, and release

17, 18 him. (For of necessity he must release one unto them at the feast.^) And they

cried out all at once [TravTrk-qOu], saying, Away^ with this man, and release unto us

19 Barabbas: (Who'' for a certain sedition made in the city, and for murder, was [had

20 been] cast into prison.) Pilate therelbre, willing [wishing] to release Jesus, spake

21 again to them. B\it they cried [against it, iTrccftuivovv], saying. Crucify him, crucify

22 him. And he said unto them the third time. Why, what evil hath he done? I have

23 found no cause of death in him: I will therefore chastise him. and let him go. And
they were instant [urgent, tTrcKeivro] with loud voices, requiring [demanding] that he

24 might be crucified : and the voices of them and of the chief priests prevailed. And
Pilate gave sentence that it should be as they required [their demand should go into

25 effect]. And he released unto them [om., unto them'] him [the one] that for sedition

and murder was [had been] cast into prison, whom they had desired ; but he delivered

Jesus to their will.

[^ Ys. 15.—The aKK' ov54 implies tliat if even Herod, thougli well acquainted witli the Jewish law, and, as the sovereign

of the accused, especially solicitous that he might not he allowed to stir up the people against the Uomans, Herod's patrons,

If even he could find no matter of complaint, the caj^e might be looked upon as decided. Herod, it is true, does not a_ppea»

to have instituted any tbi-mal inquiry, but Pilate is willing so to represent it, to support his intended release of the prisoner

by Herod's authority.—C. 0. S.)

2 Vs. 17.—BespectLQg the grounds on which the s:enuineness of this verse is doubtful, see Exegeiical and Cntical re-

marks. [Omitted by A., B., K., L. ; retained by Cod. Sin. Omitted by Tischendorf, Meyer, IVegelles ; bracketed by
Laohmann; api^roved by Bleek ; retained by Alford.—C. C. S.]

['Vs. 16.—Aipe. " Make away with," " E medio tolle."—G. C. S.)

[* Vs. 19.—"0(7719 ?iv, K.T.A., qmppe qui, as Meyer remarks, not equivalent to the simple qui, but, as StrTt? always de-

notes category, '* a man of such a sort as to have been," &c. ; the form of the relative reflecting unconsciously the indigna-
tion of the Evangelist at so hideous a preference.—C. C. 8.]

^ Ys. 25.—The avTots, which Griesbach adds to the airMvtre, is from Matthew and Mark.

EXBGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Vs. 18. And Pilate, when he had called to-

gether . . . the people.— It is not enough for

Pilate to communicate his peculiar views merely to

the Saiihedrists. He calls also the people together,

the nmnber of whom has considerably increased

during the sending of our Lord back and forth, and
BflO take a lively interest in the matter. He assem-

bles them in order to communicate to them also his

mind and will, which he wished to be regarded as

definitive. He introduces his communication now by
a more or less official address, in which the motive!

of the sentence to be uttered are stated. The judge

sums up the acta before he declares them concluded.

He comes back to the first charge (vs. 2), that this

man perverts the people (ws aTraurpe^ovra). On this

charge he had heard Him in their presence. See vs. I?
j

oomp. Matt, xxvii 12-14, Mark xv. 3-6, which is ill
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jn conflict with John xviii. SS seq. (De Wette, Meyer),
if only we distinguish between the private interview
and the public audience, of which latter Pi]<i,te here
speaks. They see, therefore, that he has taken up
the matter in earnest, but in direct opposition to
their eSpo/xei', vs. 2, he is obliged to declare himself,
for his part, to have found nothing which could be
maintained before the secular judge, as legal ground
of au accusation. Respecting the pecuUar construc-
tion of this passage, see Meyer. Nay, not even
Herod, who, as Tetrarch of Galilee, would yet un-
doubtedly have known if there had existed ground
for a serious accusation, not even he has been able
to discover anything tenable in their charge. On
the contrary, they are both convinced that, whatever
reports may have been circulated abroad, this man
has, in fact, neither committed anything (•7re?rpa7»iE>'oi')

nor brought about anything that could be called
criminal. After this introduction, there appears to
be scarcely any other final judgment possible than a
simple release, but

—

" Mc ctepit nimium concedere
IHlatus." Bengel.

Vs. 16. Chastise Him and release Him.

—

"Chastise." Although the word "scourge" is not
yet uttered, Pilate can scarcely have had any other
chastisement in mind. He makes this proposition
that he may not, on the one hand, too heavily load
his own conscience, on the other hand, because he
must not let the Jews go whoUy unsatisfied. A light

punishment of the kind, at all events, the enthusiast
probably deserves in his eyes, who, harmless as He
is for the Eoman authority, has yet given Himself
out for a King. The alleged confusion with John
xix. 1-4 (De Wette) is by no means real, but Luke
in his summary notices, relates only a plan of the
scourging, the execution of which the three other
Evangelists relate. It is remarkable, moreover, how
in the connection of the two words : Chastise and
Eelease, Pilate begins already evidently to show
either that he is disposed to do too much or too little.

Hitherto he has done three good things : he began a

careful investigation, he has made a solemn declara-

tion of Jesus' innocence, he has taken an admissible
way to gain more particular information. The word
" release " would set the crown on all this, if it were
not that the illegal chastisement announced simul-

taneously with this prepared the way for three oppo-
site measures, by whicli Ma weakness passes over
into crime. A dishonoring comparison, a painful

scourging, a mournful spectacle (Matt, xxvii. 24) are

the steps wliich make way for that most unrighteous
judgment. Luke has oidy described the first.

Vs. 17. For of necessity he must release
one.—Although it is unquestionably possible that

this verse was omitted quite early, because it ap-

peared to be placed with more or less incorrectness,

and interrupted the course of the narrative (De
Wette), it is, however, more probable that it is not

genuine. It is wanting in A., B., K., L., [retained

by Cod. Sin., see notes on the text.—C. C. S.] Copt.,

Sahid., Vers., and is placed after vs. 19, by D., JEth.,

Cant., while, besides this, many variations appear in

the details. It appears, therefore, after having

seemed suspicious to Griesbach and Lachmann, to

have been omitted with reason by Tisehendorf, al-

though the clause must be tolerably old, sijice it has

found its way into by far the greatest number of

manuscripts and versions. But, however this may
be, the fact itself, namely, that the governor at the

Passover was under obligation to release a prisoner,

OBonot be donbted, although the origin of this usage

is veiled in obscurity. To us everything appears t»
favor the opinion that this had grown up rather on
Jewish than on heathen soil Even the expression
of Pilate, ecTTi Se awii&em lifiiv, John xviii. 39, ap
pears to point to the former ; the connection of this
custom with the Passover was far more likely to ba
a Jewish than a heathen idea. The coincidence with
the Roman Lectistemia and [the Greek] Thesmo-
phoria, which are referred to, is exceedingly slight,

and it was much more in the spirit of the Roman
poUcy to leave the inhabitants of a province in pos-
session of a national privilege than to press on them
a foreign benefit, especially when they had such ai
a.version to foreign manners as the Jews. They coulci

the more easily assume to themselves the jus gladii
if they still, at least one day of the year, did not
bestow, but left yet with the nation, a seemingly
free disposal over life and death. And although
the Scripture, no more than the Talmud, brings this

usage into connection with the signification of the
Passover, yet with a people who, like the Jewish,
were accustomed to symbohcal actions, this connec-
tion struck the eye at once. In this manner it ia,

at the same time, intelUgible why the people attached
so great a value to this their prerogative, Mark xv.

6-8, that it was from them first that the demand pro-
ceeded, which gave Pilate occasion to the moat dread-
ful comparison. Finally, this voice of the people fur-
nishes one convincing proof the more, that to-day was
really already the first day of the Passover, since the

prayer would have come very much out of season if
the feast had nx>t yet had a beginning.

Vs. 18. Away iirith tliia man.—Here, also, we
first gain a clear conception of the fact, when we
complement Luke from the other gospels. The wild

cry alpe presupposes that our Lord already stands

before the eyes of the multitude, together with the

hideous Barabbas. But how matters had gone so far

is described especially by Mark, while l&tthew, by
the narrative of the dream of Pilate's wife, solves for

the reader the difficulty how it had been possible

that the people in so short a time could have been
filled with so fanatical a fury. The short absence

of the Procurator is used by the priests most ener-

getically to work the people over to their mind, and
very soon does the clue to this labyrinth slip out of

Pilate's hands.

Vs. 19. Who for a certain sedition.— Re-

specting the character of Barabbas, see Lanqe on
the parallel in Matthew. In all the gospels, but

especially in Luke, vsa. 19, 25, there ia expressed

the deepest displeasure at the blindness and hardened

temper of the Jews, who could make such a choice.

An echo of this tone of righteous resentment we
still hear in the declaration of Peter, Acts iii. 14.

Vs. 20. Spake again to them, 7rpofr€(f.<iiT)(re,

which is used, Acts xxi. 40, of a longer address, here,

however, probably consisted only of a few words, and

those not essentially different from the ones which

are communicated to us a little before and a little

later. In all this the good intention of Pilate cannol

possibly be entirely lost sight of. His proposal had

sprung from a laudable principle, had a laudable end

in view, and appeared, at the same time, to offer for

its accomplishment an exceedingly fitting means. In

the persuasion that peraonal hatred impelled the chief

priests, he seeks to win the voice of the people m
favor of Jesus, and heMeves that he may expect no
thing else than that the result will fully correspon J

to his wishes. But still his conduct remains worthy

of reprobation, not only before the judgment-seat n*
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strict righteousness, but even before that of wise

considerateaess. All the words with which he now,

after this, seeks to conjure down the rising storm,

signify little or nothing, because he does not yet

come to tne one act which he has already indicated

as his purpose— airoKvo-cu !

Vs. 21. Crucify Him, Crucify Him.—For the

first time the terrible cry is here heard, which, as

the secret wish and thought of the chief priests, is

now by these placed upon the people's Ups, and with

iaiiatical rage raised by these. According to John,

ch. xviii. 40, they cry again, TrdXiv: "Not this man
but Barabbas " must be released, although the Evan-

gelist has not mentioned a previous cry,—anew proof

how admissible and necessary it is to complement
the statements of the fourth Evangelist from the nar-

ratives of the Synoptics, which were familiar to him.

This cry was the direct answer to the question which
Matt, xxvii. 22, and Mark xv. 12, communicate.

Vs. 22. The third time To Luke alone we
owe the remarkable, and of itself probable, account,

that the governor at this point of the trial raises for

the third time his voice in favor of our Lord. No
wonder, he feels that if he here gives way, the death

of Jesus is as good as decided, and that all further

endeavors which he might, perhaps, yet make for

the discharge of his official duty, would, alter this

great concession, be fruitless. He repeats, therefore,

essentially what he Ijas already said, vss. 14, 16, and
assumes outwardly a demeanor so much the firmer

the more he is inwardly begimiing to waver.

Vs. 23. And they.—It is as if the one word,
"Release," which he has once more ventured to

utter, filled them with all the more furious rage.

Now the chief priests also join in the impetuous cry
of the raging people for blood. " Etiam decori im-
memores cum plebe clamabmiV Bengel. These
voices obtain the upper hand, Kariirxvov. The same
word which. Matt. xvi. 18, is used of the gates of
hell over against the church.

Vs. 24. And Pilate gave sentence, iiriKpivev,

2 Mace. iv. 47. In contrast with the provisional

judgment which the Sanhedrim had already passed,
the final judgment is here spoken of, without our,

however, being required by Luke to understand a
formally uttered sentence. On the contrary, the
distinction in the demeanor of Pilate in reference to

Barabbas and Jesus is not to be mistaken. The
former—Luke, in righteous displeasure, does not
even mention his name, but only discloses to us a
view into the disgraceful history of Barabbas—he ex-

pressly releases : apparently the murderer is unfet-
tered before his eyes, so that he after a few moments
hastens free through the streets of Jerusalem. The
other he delivers up, Kapitiixef, not by a solemn
ibis ad crucem, but by simply lettmg go the weak
hand with which ho had hitherto vainly sought to
protect the victim of priestly hate. Not to the will

of the judge or the requirement of the law, but to
the judgment of the people, t<Z ^ef^rjuan aiirwi', is

the Prisoner surrendered. On this account, also, it

is not even necessary to inquire into the genuineness
of the old record of the sentence : Jesum Nazarenwm,
mbversorem gentis, &c., which Adrichomids, T/ieatr.

lerrce sanctm, Colon. 1598, p. 163, has, it is said,
token from old annals, and which Feiedlieb, ad he,
communicates in a note entire.

Since we here have to do, not with the historv
9f the Passion in general, but with the narrative
which Luke has given us of the same, we also pass
over the particulars which he does not communicate

expressly. As respects, however, the sequence of

the diiferent scenes in the trial before Pilate, we bei

Ueve that a correct harmony requires the following

arrangement: 1. The Leading Away to Pilate, which

Luke relates with its particulars ; 2. The First Public

(Synoptics), and immediately after that the First

Private (John), Esamination of our Lord by the

Procurator ; 3. More Vehement Accusation by tha

Jews after Pilate's first declaration of innocence, fol

lowed then by the sending to Herod ; 4. First Deci-

sion of Pilate, in which his wavering first become?

visible (Luke xxiii. 13-16); 6. His proposal to select

Barabbas or Jesus (all the Evangelists) ; 6. Delay by
the communication of the dream of Pilate's wifa

(Matthew), during which the people are persuaded

over; 1. Decision of the question, "Barabbas or

Jesus," in favor of the former (all the Evangelists);

8. The Scourging, as the customary, yet not indispen-

sably necessary, preliminary of crucifixion, which,

however, according to Luke, is used as a measure of

compromise, as well as in order, by presentation

of the pitiably maltreated Prisoner, to dispose the

people to compassion (John); 9. In consequence
of this, the Crucifixion decidedly refused, and a new
accusation brought up by the disappointed priests

(John xix. 6,7); 10. Further, but fruitless, endea-

vors even yet to deliver Jesus (John xix. 6-12) ; 11.

The Washing of Pilate's hands (Matt, xxvii. 24, 25),

which Matthew, in view of his objective representa-

tion of the Scourging as the preparation for Cruci-

fixion (which it, considered a posteriori, in fact be-

came), places before tliis maltreatment, but which,

as evidently appears, has only sense and significance

if we conceive it as a concluding act ; finally, 1 2. The
scene described in John xix. 13-16, for which we
may with more right assume a place after than be-

fore the washing of the hands (as is proposed by
Sturm). Immediately after this, the Leading Away
to Calvary, which Luke communicates most in detail.

—It appears, therefore, that Luke xxiii. 24, 25 can-
not be attached immediately to the choice of Bar-
abbas, but is to be regarded as the concluding act

of the trial before Pilate, some intervening scenes of
which Luke has passed over. As to the actual point

of time of our Lord's Delivery to Crucifixion, which
Luke also leaves unmentioned, comp. also Lange on
Matt., ad loc, and on Mark xv. 25. It is noticeable

that Luke, with the exception of vs. 44, refrains in

his account of the Passion from almost any attempt
to give any particular notes of time.

noCTEINAl AND ETHICAL.

1. By the unequivocal declaration of Pilate after

our Lord's return from Herod, not only did His in-

nocence appear in the most brilliant manner, but it

thereby, at the same time, became evident also how
unreasonable the opinion of Christians and theolo-

gians was, who, like the older Deists and Rationalists,

ventured to invent for our Lord pohtical views. Pi-

late and Herod do not yet know anything of that

which in the last century was hatched out by the
WolfenbiittelFragmentist concerning this. Even the
Jews are not able to destroy Him by political chaiges.
They must immediately, John xix. 7, proceed further
to an accusation founded on religious grounds.

2. The sad observation how Pilate with every
moment sinks deeper and deeper, gives us a powerful
contribution to Anthropology and P imartology ; but,
at the same time, there is implied therein, not lesa
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ftan iu the direct testimoniea borne to the innocence
of our Lord, a striking argument for the immaculate
purity of Jesus. Soon, also, does it appear that
weakness, as well as hatred, may mislead man to the
most terrible crime. Pilate, who first only be-

comes Herod's friend, will at last also remain Tibe-
rius' friend, and becomes therewith a confederate of
the chief priests and of the people, nay, the accom-
plice of Caiaphas. Then how is the truth of the
Baying here proved: "He that is not with Me is

gainst Me."
3. In the transaction respecting the choice be-

tween Jesus and Barabbas, it appears very plainly

how dangerous it is to let the popular voice decide
upon the highest questions of life, upon truth and
right. The history of the Passion raises a terrible

protest against the familiar maxim : Vox populi, vox
Dei ; while, on the other hand, it poweifuUy confirms
the truth of the poet's sentence :

—

Was isi JliehrJteii F Mehrheii ist tin ZTVisinn,

TersLand isi sleU bet Wen'gen nur gewesen ;

Der Staat muss untergehtif fruh Oder spdt^

Wo Mehrheii siegt und Unverstand entscheidet,

fWhat is majority ? Majority is absurdity. Under-
standing has ever been with few only ; the state must
perish early or late, where majority prevails and folly

decides.] In church history, also, we see how often

ecclesiastical and political democracy have led to

genuine Barabbas-choiees. Compare the admirable

dissertation by Ullmann, Die Geltung der Majori-

taten in der Kirche, Hamburg, 1850.*

4. For the typical significance of that which here

took place with Barabbas, the Mosaic law. Lev. xvi.

5-10, must, in particular, be compared. The impor-

tance of this part of the history of tlie Passion is

only comprehended perfectly when we find repre-

sented to the very sight therein, in historical symbols,

the idea of representation, and behold in the re-

leased Barabbas the image of the sinner, who, in

consequence of the death of this immaculately Holy

One iirip abToiJ, is acquitted of the guilt and punish-

ment of sin. [The release of a murderer, without

the slightest sign that he was changed for the better,

is a rather equivocal type of the justification of the

tinner.—C. C. S.] In this way, moreover, we learn

also to understand the significance of the unshaken

silence which our Lord in these awful moments of

decision, during which He remauis so entirely pas-

sive, maintains. It is here, in the full sense of the

word, the silence of the Lamb of God, on whom the

sins of the world were laid, Isaiah liii. 6.

5. The choice between Jesus and Barabbas is

the striking type of the choice which, through all

l.he centuries, is proposed to mankind, the choice,

uamely, between life and death, between blessing and

cursing, Gem ii. 16, 17; Dent. xxx. 18, 19; Josh.

xxiv. 15, &c. The motives which here misled the

people to so perverted a choice are the same as those

which now, as ever, induce most of men to choose

the appearance instead of the reality, and the curse

instead of the blessing.

• [A crime wbioh was forced on a popiilaoe that, left to

Bseli; would not have committed it, ty a corrupt and impla-

Mble aristocracy, is a curious text for this diatribe agamst

populs.r government. However, this, like all smiilar oxprea-

Dons of our author, must be judged in view of the tolike

which he has to a democracy so deeply infected wi.h infidell-

te as the European democracy, even though that mfidelity

is in no small measure owing to the tyrannies and frauds of

priests and Most Christiau kings. Dr. Van Oosterziie,

However, has expressed his most unqualified sympathy with

tor national cause.—C. C. S.]

6. The moment of the popular chi)ice between
Jesus and Barabbas is the decisive moment, not onlj
in the history of the Passion, but also in the historj
of Israel and the world, Rom. ix. 30-33.

7. " It is something yet other and worse to reject
the Lord after He was there rejected, and first be-
came the foundation of our salvation. These Jew«
had, at all events, at that time not yet rejected Him
who in infinite love had ascended the cross for our
redemption. Woe to the betrayers of the Crucified !

"

HOMILETICAIi AlTD PBACTICAL.

In tlie mouth of two or three witnesses every word
shall be established, 2 Cor. xiii. 1, even where our
Lord's innocence is declared.—Whoever complains
that Christ and the gospel pervert the world in a
poUtical respect, stands in principle even below Pilata

and Herod.—Pilate the man who wishes to serve two
masters.—The false lust of compromise condemned
in the person of Pilate.—The mournful triumph of
persistent wickedness over hesitating weakness.—Je-

sus over against Barabbas a picture of universal his-

tory.—The fatal choice of the Jews a primitive and yet

eternally new history.—Whoever prefers sin to Christ,

he chooses like them ; 1. A robber instead of the

wealthiest Distributor of grace ; 2. a rebel instead of

the King of peace ; 3. a murderer instead of the

Prince of life.—The choice of the service of the world

instead of the service of Christ, how it : 1. Bears the

same character ; 2. betrays the same origin ; 3. de-

serves the same judgment ; 4. needs the same atone-

ment, as the fatal choice of the Jews.—The fatal

choice even yet, as then, a fruit : I. Of heedlessness

;

2. of misleading influence ; 3. of weakness ; 4. of the

enmity of the flesh.—The inconstancy of popular

favor and of human honor [There is no certainty

that the masses who hung on Jesus' Ups as He taught

were the same that here demanded His blood. There

were surely men enough in Jerusalem to furnish

crowds for this purpose, without of necessity involv-

ing one of those who had so recently heard Him with

delight.—C. C. S.].—The cry of Crucify Him ! over

against the Hosannas of the throngs.—The first cry for

murder considered in reference : 1. To the judge who
elicits it ; 2. to the people that utter it ; 3. to the

Saviour who hears it ; 4. to the Father who accepts

it ; 5. to the world which yet in all manner of forma

repeats it.
—" 0, My people, what have I done unto

thee ? and wherein have I wearied thee ? " Micah vi

3.—The highest activity of the love of Christ in the

midst of seemingly complete passivity.—-The murder

of Messiah the suicide of Israel.—Whither conces-

sions and compromises may at last lead.—The blind

policy of Paate, who will : 1. DeUver our Lord by

evil means ; 2. give up our Lord to save himself.

—

Jesus: 1. Reckoned with the transgressors, Isaiah

liii. 12; 2. humbled among the transgressors; 3.

by that very means given up for transgressors,

2 Cor. V. 21.^Jesus most deeply humiliated : 1. By
comparison with a malefactor ; 2. with a malefactor

like Barabbas ; 3, with a malefactor that, moreover

is preferred to Him.—The diverse departure of th

Prince of life and of the murderer from Gabbatha.—

The fearful defeat of wickedness even in a seeming

victory.-^For every man there appears, as once for .

Pilate, an hour when he must decide for or against

Christ.

Starke :

—

Brentjtjs :—Christ had to pass froiB

one unrighteous judge to another ; be content, my
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brotheT, ifwithout cause the like of this befalleth thee,

1 Peter ii. 21.

—

Ckamer :—The gospel of Christ must

bo true, for the heathen, His enemies, testify of His

innocence. — Christ's innocence has given to the

whole Passion the just weight before the judgment

of God, Heb. Tii. 26.

—

Noiia Bibl. Tub.

:

—Innocence

at last breaks through all imputations.— Sinful and

evU usages must not be furthered by the magistrate,

but disregarded, especially when they take place on

Sundays and feast days.—A malefactor who, accord-

mg to God's law, has deserved death, must be

allowed right and judgment.—Unrighteous judgment

of the world : the murderer shall live, the Prince of

life die.-

—

Cakstkin :—The world loveth her own, it

is a den of murderers.—Human wisdom goes with the

tide and is partial.

—

Nova Bibl. Tub.

:

—Hatred and

envy is something utterly devilish.'—Of evil things,

too, there are wont to be three, vs. 2i [an allusion

to the German proverb, Aller guten dinge sind drei,

"All good things go in threes."—C. C. S.]
—"I will,

I will," is indeed the speech of godless people too,

but woe to them if they rest satisfied therewith.

—

Where the people have more power than the govern-

ment, there is a dish spoiled and a most unhappy
Btate.—The world judges not according to right, but

according to favor.—Osiandep. ;—It is nature's view

of the world for the vicious to escape punishment
and the innocent to be punished, Ps. Ixxiii. 12.

—

Brentius:—The issue demonstrates ever how tat

human wisdom reaches, and what we can promis«

ourselves therefrom.

—

Arndt :—The choice between

Jesus and Barabbas ; 1. What determines Pilate to

this choice ; 2. on what rock it spUts ; 3. how it turns

out for the salvation of the world.—KRnM.ifACHEK :—
Pilate our advocate, who frees us from the threefold

imputation of seditious tendencies, of senseless teach-

ings, and exaggerated consolations.—Jesus and Bar-

ibbas, the great picture.—The release of Barabbas

:

1. How this was effected ; 2. how the joyful tidings

was received on the part of Barabbas.^The conclu-

sion of the process.

—

Tholtick:—The dreadful illu-

sion which unbelieving Israel is under, inasmuch as

it, instead of Jesus the Son of God chooses Jesua

Barabbas ; 2. which the unbelieving world is under,

inasmuch as it, instead of Jesus the Son of God and

man, chooses Jesus the child of man {Predigten,

i. p. 121 seq., together with an appendix very well

worth reading, p. 156). [Calmet has this statement:
" Origen says that in many copies Barabbas is called

Jesus likewise. The Armenian has the same read-

ing :
' Whom . . . will ye that I deliver unto you

:

Jesus Barabbas, or Jesus who is called Christ?'

This gives additional spirit to the history, and well

deserves notice."-—C. C. S.]—In Barabbas Pilate re-

leased the murderer of his soul ; in the Lord Jeeog

he rejected the deliverer of his soul.

4. Calvary (Vss. 26-43).

a. THE LEADING AWAY TO THE CROSS (Tss. 26-31).

(Pamllel with Matt, xxvii. 31, 32 ; Mark xv. 20-22
; John xix. 16, 17.)

26 And as they led iiim away, they laid hold upon one Simon, a Cyrenian, coming out

27 of the country, and on him they laid the cross, that he might bear it after Jesus. And
there followed him a great company of people, and of women, which also bewailed and

28 lamented Ihm. But Jesus turning unto them said, Daughters of Jerusalem, weep not

29 for me, but weep for yourselves, and for your children. For, behold, the days are com-
ing [there come days], in the which they shall say. Blessed are tlie barren, and the

wombs that never bare, and the paps [breasts] which never gave suck [nourishment^].

30 Then shall they begin to say to the moimtains, Fall on us ; and to the hills, Cover ua.

31 For if they do these things in a [on, or to, the] green tree [or, wood], what shall be
done in [happen to] the dry ?

1 Vs. 29.—iiJec. : efiijAao-a.-. apparently an interprefamenhim of the original eQpe^av, which Lachmann and Tischendorf,
(Meyer, Trcgellos, Alford] re id, on the ground of B., rOod. Sin.,] C and =, D., L., [C.^, D. having i^iBp.'ii Cursives,
[Versions. It is almost ncentess to say that e0)}A. might very easily be substituted for ISpei//., but i6pe'p. we may be sure
was never substituted for edriflaaav.—C. 0. S.]

"Salve Mater" from His mouth, where Veronica
handed Him the handkerchief, upon which immedi-
ately, in a miraculous way, the features of His coun-

j

tenaiice impressed themselves, &c., can hardly need
any further mention, although, for instance, even
Chateaubi'iand has defended their identity. Even
Sepp, ill. 636, no longer ventures to take these trar

ditions under his protection, and Lamartine also

allowed th at he had found here stone-heaps of far later

date. In reference to specialities of this sort, tha

admirable expression of Von Schubert holds good,
iJme durch das Morgenland, ii. p. 505 : " Although
it may be that here the childlike devotion of the
natives, when it describes to us the individual fea-

I
tures of the great picture, sometimes appears si nilai

EXEGETICAL AND CBITICAL.

Vs. 26. And as they led Him away As
respects the identity of the present via dolorosa (Ha-
radell-Alahm) with the way of our Lord to the Cross,

this is at least doubtful. It is about a league in

length, starting from the prwioriuvi, inside the walls
of the city, in a northwesterly direction as far aa

Mount Calvary. The actual way to the Cross was
hardly so long, and appears also to have tended more
southerly. The spuriousness at least of the so-called

Stations, as, for instance, of the place from whence
the train set out, where Simon of Cyrene met the
Lord, where Mary sank down speechless, and heard a
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to a countryman whose cottage stands in the neigh-
borhood of a battle-field, when he, not with the words
of an experienced soldier, still less with the certainty
of an eve-witness, relates to us what here and there
took place upon the greatly-altered spots : still the
relation will ever move us to deepest sympathy ; for
it is at all events an echo of that which his ancestors
here really saw and experieuced. There is now pass-
ing the sixteenth century since Constantine and
Helena's times, of those that have edified and spiritu-

ally refreshed themselves from the monuments of
these mighty recollections." Respecting, however,
the identity of Calvary and the Holy Sepulchre, aee

Lange, Matthew, p. 520, and the there cited authors,
with whose results we on the whole can agree.

They laid hold of.—A more exact expression,
ayyapeieiv, is found in Matthew and Mark, a word
which, with the exception of Matt. v. 41, is only
found in this passage of the New Testament. That
the idea of a miUtary constraint is implied in it is

certainly beyond question, wherein, it is true, in re-

spect to the person of the one thus impressed, the

form in which the impressment took place, and the
occasion wuy precisely he was chosen in preference
to all others, a wide field remains open to the fancy
of exegetes for all manner of conjectures. The
most important we find in Matthew, ad loc. Unless
we assert that the notice of Mark, " father to Alex-
ander and Rufus," was written down without any pur-

pose, then the conjecture is obvious that this meeting
with our Lord became for Simon and his house an
event of great importance, and the occasion of his

afterwards bearing the Cross after Christ in a yet

higher sense. In this case then, the King of the

kingdom of God has, even on His way to the Cross,

won a subject, and the well-known fiction of the

Basilidians (of whom Epiphanius, Hceres. 24, 3,

makes mention), that Simon died on the Cross instead

of our Lord, acquires then a beautiful symbolical

sense. Not in the place of our Lord, but hi His fel-

lowship, was, thus, not indeed his body, but his old

sinful nature naUed with Jesus to the tree. Comp.
Rom. vi. and Matt. xvi. 24.

Coming out of the country.—" Belongs to

the Synoptical traces of a working day." Meyer.

To this, however, the fact is opposed that we do not

learn how distant this field [air' hypov] was from the

city, and as little whether he had been working in

tie country, in which case it must not at the same
time be left out of sight that a feast day with the

Jevrs was by no means observed more strictly than

the Sabbath ; but, on the contrary, less strictly.

Very justly, therefore, does Wieseler remark :
"We

Christians [He means, of course :
" We OontinerUal

Christians."—C. C. S.] easily mistake the true rela-

tion, by comparing the Jewish Sabbath with our Sun-

day, and then remembering that the feast days to us

are hoUer, celebrated with more Sabbath rest than our

eommou Sundays." The name of the greatest Sab-

hath, Levit. xvi. 31, [Shabbathon,] is among all the

feast and memorial days only given to the great day

of atonement ; but on the remaining feasts this

Strict abstinence from all labor is not required as on

every seventh day (comp. Lev. xxiii. 31 with vss. 7,

21, 25, 35, where there is a careful distinction made
between labor and servile labor). Even among the

present Jews the greater holiness which the weekly

Sabbath and the great day of atonement have above

all other feasts is among other circumstances visible

from tliis fact, that during the two first-named days,

but not during the latter, mourning for the dead is

24

suspended
;
that on the former they bury no corpses,

but they do so on the latter, &c. We do not, accord-
ingly, even hold it necessary for an explanation of
the compulsory service imposed upon Simon of Cv-
rene to assume (Lange) that they were disposed ther'o-

with, regardmg him as somewhat of a Sabbath-
breaker, to let him smart a little for it.

On him they laid the cross, tirsSniKai' .. .(pi-

petv uTTia^ev tou 'Itjo-oC.—The general expression of
Matthew and Mark, 'Iva apri rhv armpov must be ex
plained according to this more precise one of Luke.
It is no (pepem tnrip tou 'IrjiroC, but oTriaSnv, SO that
our Lord obtains, it is true, some hghtening, but not
a freeing from bearing the cross. The cross waa
bound with cords upon the shoulders, and it is hardly
probable that they would have lost much time in

unbinding it from our Saviour and laying it in Hia
stead upon the back of Simon ; it is, therefore, not
an entire transfer of the cross that is spoken of, but
only a bearing of it with Him, and particularly the
hinder part ; and if one should even assert that our
Lord found His burden hereby much rather aggrava-

ted than reUeved, since then the fore-part must have
pressed so much the more heavily upon Him, it

would only follow from this, as often, that the tender

mercies of the wicked were cruel. As to the rest, we
do not read in any of the Evangelists that our Sa-

viour was about to sink under the load if just at the

right time Simon had not supported Him. Here also

the Saviour bears the heaviest part of the burden,

while the (comparatively) lightest part rests on tha

shoulders of him who follows after Jesus.

Vs. 27. Women, which also bewailed A
beautiful trait of genuine humanity, which in the

third Gospel is exactly in its place. As customary at

public executions, so here also, a great crowd have
streamed together, among whom there are also women
from Jerusalem. Luke, in whose Gospel the most of

the women who stood in connection with Jesus are de-

scribed, relates to us also how their compassion

strewed yet one last flower for our Lord upon His path

of thorns. This phenomenon was the more remark-

able because it, at least according to a later Jewish

tradition, was considered as entirely unlawful to be-

stow on a malefactor who was led to the place of

punishment any proof whatever of compassion. These

women have, however, been placed too high when
they have been put on a level with the Galilean

friends of our Lord, and again too low when it is as-

serted that they only showed traces of an entirely

superficial sympathy, such as is brought up so easily

at the view of any pitiable object. In the last case

our Lord would assuredly never have deemed these

women worthy of a particular address, and what,

moreover, could there be against supposing that at

least some were found among them who personally

knew Jesus, who had been affected by His preaching,

or who, by report, or by their own experience of

His benefits, had become engaged in His favor ? We
do not need, therefore (Sepp), to understand high-

minded matrons who had come to a work of love,

and bore in their hands a wine drugged with myrrh

(which was to be a composing draught for the Sa-

viour). They have no myrrh wine, but tear-water,

wherewith they moisten the way to the Cross ; but

the sincerity of their sympathy becomes for our Lord

upon this sorrowful course a refreshment, and Ha
who before a frivolous Herod has kept silence, give»

now these sorrowing women tc bea,r His powerful

admonitions. It is the last connected discourse of

our Lord of any length that is uttered on this ociia-
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Bion ; afterwards we shall hear only single interrupted

words before His death. Perhaps He uses thereto

the moment of delay which the impressment of Simon

had occasioned ; in this case the difficulty at once

disappears, " that at this moment we are hardly to

presume a witness as present who could have caught

up and related any words uttered by Jesus." (Weisse).

What our Lord had uttered with composed dignity

and intelligibly enough, may very well have been

related by a sufficient number of witnesses, and par-

ticularly by the women themselves to His disciples.

Vs. 28. Daughters of Jerusalem.—Our Lord
undoubtedly does not overlook the fact that the com-
passion of these women had not the three condemned
in equal measure, but Himself personally as its ob-

ject. Therefore, al 30, He does not say :
" Weep not

for us"—-the terrible equalizing of Him with two
murderers is only to be made some minutes later by
the hands of His executioners,—but " Weep not for

Me," and He directs their look from Himself to their

own future by the touching words :
" Weep for your-

selves and your children." The latter certainly not

without direct allusion to the imprecation of the Jews,

Matt, xxvii. 25, whose fulfilment should come upon
the children of these women also. Not to elicit

new fruitless emotion. He now adds, not a Woe upon
those with ciiild, but a somewhat softer " Blessed "

upon the unfruitful, not without a still retrospect,

perhaps, to the " Blessed " which once a Galilean

woman had uttered upon His mother, Luke xi. 27 ;

yet this prophecy of evil is not, therefore, the less

terrible. He foretells days in which the highest

blessing of marriage should be regarded as a curse,

and on the other hand a sudden, even though a ter-

rible death, as a benefit. Comp. Hosea ix. 14 ; x. 8
;

Rev. vi. 16. The moment of the outbreak of this

desperate condition of things (&fj^ovTai), which is

here drawn entirely after life, can be no other than
the point of time at the destruction of Jerusalem,
when all hope of deliverance is cut off. It is worthy
of note that our Lord now, after His condemnation,
no longer warns against this catastrophe, but foretells

it as unavoidably unpending, without adding even
the faintest intimation of any way whatever in which
it could be escaped. The day of visitation for Jeru-
salem is now already passed ; nor will our Lord, so
near His end, at all assume the guise of being any
longer concerned to dcUver Himself or the people so
as in any way in this moment to excite them even
yet to beUeve on Him as the promised Messiah. The
preaching of repentance becomes by this very fact

60 much the more tremendous.

Vs. 31. For if they do these things to the
green wood.—So long as the enemy at his incur-
sion into a land spares the green wood, he will,

perhaps, even refrain from destroymg the dry ; but
if he does not even spare the fruitful, ho« should
he not deny compassion to the unfrnitful ? The im-
age, sufficiently intelligible of itself, is (jrobably
taken from Ezekiel xx. 4V, and places the fate of
the innocent Saviour as a prophecy of evil over against
that of the guilty Israel. We have here not the con-
trast between young and old (Beugel), and as little

the continuation of the exclamation of the despair-
ing women themselves, vs. 30 (Baumgarten-Crusius),
who, he supposes, from the fate which comes upon
themselves as guiltless, now make inference as to
the lot of the guilty

; but, on the other hand, a pa-
thetic allusion of our Lord Himself to that which
even now is coming upon Him, in which this is given
to the women as the standard according to which

they were to measure the fate impending over them-

selves. Comp. Jer. xUx. 12; Prov. xi. 31 ; 1 Petei

iv. 17, 18. EiTaCra iToiauaif, He does not even Bay

what, in order not to agitate the souls of the women

yet more deeply ; they were themselves to see it in th«

moments next succeeding ; iroioDcrii', Impersonally

;

it designates neither the Jews nor the Romans alone,

but is an indefinite expression of what is here to b
accomphshed by human hands.

DOOTEINAIi A:ND ETHICAL.

1. The meeting of Simon the Cyreniau with the

suffeiing Saviour is again one of the most striking

proofs of -i-providentia specialiesima, in which the his-

tory of His hfe and suffering is so incomparably rich.

It was not merely for Simon himself, but also for our

Lord of importance, since it prepares for Him a rer

lief, even though a brief one, on the way to the cross,

Simon Peter is not at hand, although he had prom-

ised to follow his Master even to death. But from
the distant Cyrene must there another Simon appear

to lighten the burdened course of the Lamb of God,

on the way to the slaughter. The willingness with

which Simon takes the burden forced upon him,

renders for his character, perhaps for his awakening
courage of faith, a favorable tesiimony. In the

women also there is manifested a feelmg for our Lord,

which we, after all that hitherto had come to pass,

should expect least of all in this hour. " Now al-

ready the first breezes of another temper begin to

breathe ; the harbingers of the couriige of the cross

are coming into view." Lange.

2. The address of our Lord to the weeping
women causes the light of His heavenly greatness to

beam afar through the mists of the way to the cross

in surprising wise. In an hour in which all presses

in upon Him, and He might have had all occasion to

think only of His own suffering. He wholly forgets

this in order to occupy Himself only with the salva-

tion of persons who yet really oidy exhibited for Him
an inconsiderable sympathy. While the present with
its whole weight rests upon Him, the futiu'e stands

bright and clear before His unclouded spirit, and His
eye already beholds the day that shall extort quite

other tears. The feeling of His own innocence and
dignity leaves Him not a moment. He knows and
designates Himself as the green wood, in the same
hour which He is about to end, nailed on the dry
wood of shame. No word of bitterness against Hia
murderers is mingled with the tones of love and com-
passion ; even the fate of the children goes to Hia
heart, upon whom their parents have recklessly called

down the curse, and as if His own conflict were al-

ready endured. He will only have tears shsd for Je-
rusalem's fate. Thus does His prophetic character
reveal itself in the same hour in which He goes to

perform His High-priestly work, and He yet, as the
Good Shepherd, seeks that which is lost, while He is

already on the way to give His life for the sheep.

3. The difference between this leading away of our
Lord and the entry which had only taken place five

days before. The place which Calvary occupies as a
link in the chaii of those mountain-tops which are
remarkable in the life of our Lord. An admirable
representation of the Cross-bearing Christ, by Ary
Scheffer. Another, the Moment Before the Crucifix-
ion, by Steuber.

4. " God's wrath is harder to bear than. Christll
Cross." Bieger.
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HOMH^TICAIi AHT) PRACTICAL.

Compare here and in the following divisions the

homiletical hints on the parallels in Matthew and
Uark.

The leading away to Calvary : 1. The Victim

Bf wickedness led by the hands of men; 2. the

atoning sacrifice of the world led by the hand of

the Father to the slaughter.—The Via Dolorosa:

1. How far the Saviour alone treads it ; 2. how
far His disciples must continually tread the same
in the following of Him.—The way of the cross

:

1. Strown with the thorns of malice ; 2. moistened

with the tears of compassion; 3. illuminated by

the light of the greatness of Jesus; 4. ended by
the hUl of death.—The Christian's cross-bearing

in following Jesus, like that of Simon, a work
which is performed : 1. Seldom voluntarily ; 2. best

with resignation ; 3. never without reward.—How
our Lord now, with His cross-bearing disciples, has

taken upon Himself the work of Simon the Cyrenian.

—Not a single woman in the whole Evangelical his-

tory is hostilely disposed towards our Lord.—The great

dontrast between superficial feeling for, and living

faith in, the Saviour.—" Weep not for Me."—How
much value is to be laid upon emotions such as are

not seldom awakened in the hearers by a sermon on

the Passion.—The view of the cross-bearing Christ

calls us to weep for ourselves : 1. Such a suffering

have human hands prepared for the most innocent and

the hoUest One ; 2. such a sacrifice was requisite for

the atonement of our sins also ; 3. such a grace is

even yet vainly proclaimed to many—and should we
not weep over all this ?—The fearful punishment of

the rejection of Christ: 1. Foreseen with infallible

certainty ; 2. fulfilled with terrible severity ; 3. held

up for an example for all Christian nations who do

not honor God's Anointed.—Faith or despair ; no

Other choice.—How shall we escape if we neglect bo

great salvation ! Heb. ii. 23.

Stakke :—God knows the cross-bearers most per-

fectly.—The greatest and most splendid cities have

often the fewest to bear the Lord Jesus' cross after i

Him ; small places are before them in it.

—

Cak»
TEiN :—It is to be reckoned among the hidden bene-
fits when God, through others, against our own will

causes the cross to be imposed on us which we de
not like to bear, and which, yet, is so good for us.

—

Rather help thy neighbor to bear his burden than
make it heavier, Gal. vi. 2.—AU true Christians are

cross-bearers.—At the Passion of Jesus the disciples,

though men, become women, and the women becoma
men.

—

Cramer:—The right way to consider Christ's

Passion begins thus: that we, with our children,

bewail ourselves and our sins.

—

Wova Bill. Tub. "

—

We commonly lament most what we should lament
least, and least what we should lament most, Joel ii.

12 ; Ps. cxix. 36.—To have no children is in many
circumstances happier than to have children.—The
wrath of God, when it breaks out, is unendurable,

Heb. X. 31.—The righteousness of God must be satis-

fied ; if He did not spare His own innocent Son, how
much less will He spare an impenitent sinner.

—

Heubner :—Such lamentation, vs. 27, is itself a ful-

filment of the prophecy, Zech. xii. 10-14.—Christ

restraining the weeping ones proved His own high

dignity.—The Passion of Christ is the most solemn
warning for the impenitent.—Paternal aud maternal

love—the thought of the future fate of their children

should move parents to repentance.—For every

blinded sinner there will come a day when he shall

curse his Ufe.—-Vs. 31 by no means in conflict with

the Evangelical doetrine of Atonement.

—

Arndt :

—Jesus' death-journey to Calvary.—F. W. Krum-
macher :—Simon the Cyrenian : 1. The Lord Jesus

with the cross of the sinner ; 2. the sinner with the

cross of the Lord Jesus.—The daughters of Jerusalem.—Bessek :—And He bore His cross. The two thieves

also bore their crosses, for such was the manner

;

but He has borne a heavier one than they, outwardly

and inwardly.—W. Hofaoker :—The solemn death-

journey of Christ to Calvary: 1. As a mirror of

wholesome doctrines ; 2. as a mine of peaceful con-

solation ; 3. as a ground of obligation to willing fol-

lowing ; 4. as a warning picture against guUt and

its account.

—

Hasenbach :—What temper of mind
the celebration of the death of Jesus should awaken

b. JESXJ8 ON THE CE088 (TsB. 32-38).

(Parallel with Matt, xxvii. 33-41 ; Mark xv. 22-32 ; Tohn xix. 18-24.)

32 And there were also two others, malefactors, led with him to bt put to deatL

33 And when they were come to the place, which is called Calvary [A skull], there they

crucified him, and the malefactors, one on the right hand, and the other on the left.

34 Then said Jesus, Father, forgive them ; for they know not what they do.' And they

35 parted his raiment [clothing], and cast lots. And the people stood beholdmg. And

the rulers also with them [om., with them=] derided [e^c/xu/cr^piV] him, saymg, He

38 aaved others; let him save himself, if he [if this] be Christ, the chosen of Goa._ And

37 the soldiers also mocked him, coming to him, and offering him vinegar, And saying. If

38 thou be the King of the Jews, save thyself. And a superscription also was written

over him [And there was also a superscription over him'] in letters of Greek, and Latin^

and Hebrew [cm., in . . . Hebrew, V. 0.^], THIS IS THE K!.,G OF THE
JEWS.

Vs. 34.—/See EceSTrfica! and CWiica! remarks.
. _ r, t, ,n„A ai,, i T o T Sfo . .^d is fheietorc riehtlv
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If the rulers alor.e had mocked, Binoe, according to the parallels, the people mocked also. [Laohmann brackets the words

Mever, Trecelles, Alford omit them.—0. C. S.] „ ^ « rr ^ »« ^^
s Vs. 38.—The Ttypa^/ieyyi of '"le Hecepla is in all prohability spurious, as well as superfluous. See Tischendoep, at

'T<vi 38—Var'bosTVr2;e?'in omittiiig the clause, "in letters of Greek, and Latin and Hebrew," follows Tisohendorf

with whom Meyer, Tregelles also agree. Lachmann, followed by Alford, brackets it. The omission rests upon the aulhoi.

itT of B C ' L. some Versions. Cod. Sin. has it with the rest of the uncials, and apparently all the Cursives, l^schen.

dorf and Meyer resard it as a very ancient interpolation fi-om John xix. 19, 20. But Alford pertinently asks why it should

not have been eoually interpolated into Matthew and Mark, and why the interpolation should vary so much m limguagf

from its source. There are some variations in the copies of Luke, but only such as can be naturally accounted for.-

C. 0. S.]

sublimity, it seems that the omission of them must

be explained from an exaggerated craving to estab-

lish the harmony of tlie Synoptics at any cost. As
respects the sense of the words, it is undoubtedly t

question whom the Lord meant by the fi<^es auroly,

and in reply to tliis question, it is certainly not ad-

missible to say (Gerlach) :
" This intercession Jesus

made not for the soldiers who fastened Him to ths

cross," but yet more arbitrary is it to limit the refer

ence of this prayer exclusively to the four men who
carried out the sentence of death (Euthymius, Paulus,

Kuinoel, and others), since our Lord may indeed

primarily, but can by no means exclusively, have

had these in mind. Without doubt He comprehends

here both the executioners and the authors of Hie

death, the heathen, with their Procurator, the Jews

with their High-priest, in one prayer together. Of
all these, even of the most implacable among them,

it could in a certain sense be said, as indeed the first

witnesses of Jesus afterwards said (Acts iii. 17 ; 1 Cor,

ii. 8), that with their wickedness there was united a

high degree of bhndness, but this bhndness, which a

strict righteousness might have been able to reckon

to them as their own guilt, since it had by no means
arisen without their concurrence (John xv. 22-25),

the inventiveness of love makes the very ground of

the intercession for grace to the guilty. Nay, inas-

much as our Lord, in the Jews who caused His death,

beheld merely the representatives of the whole of

sinful mankind, we may say that He with these

words, by implication, commended this race of men
itself, which was the author of His Passion on the

cross, to the Father's compassion. To-day He does

what He in His intercessory prayer had not expressly

done, John x\i\. 9. How such a prayer, which was
probably uttered during the terrible act of the affixing

to the cross (ti Troio5<Tii'), is most peculiarly in the

spirit of the third, the Pauline, gospel scarcely needu

remark.

And cast lots.—The partition of the garments
Luke mentions only with a single word, as he also

passes over, as well as Mark, the remarkable citation

from Ps. xxii. which Matthew and John have added
to their account. It is as though he, instead of this,

wished to bring into view a feature which is also in

the same Psalm so powerfully set forth (Ps. xxii. 17),

namely, the unfeeling staring upon the incomparable
Sufferer by an indifferent and hostile crowd.

—

And
the people stood beholding.—A contrast to the

just uttered prayer of the Lord, which is so great

and terrible that it could only appear in the unexam-
pled reality of the Passion ; Luke therewith does not
deny that the people scoffed (Meyer), but he only

passes over this in order to direct attention to the

scoffing of the rulers, who appear somewhat later,

but in connection with the people. It appears that

the standing and beholding must be limited to ths

moment of the affixing to the cross and the one im-

mediately subsequent. It lies, however, in the na-

ture of the case that such a status quo in so great a
throng at such a moment could not possibly hays
lasted long. Perhaps it was the &pxoi/Tis, whom

EXESBTICAT/ AND CEITICAX.

Calvary, Kpaviov, Greek translation of the He-

brew Golgotha. Respecting the probable ground of

this appellation, as well as respecting the whole lo-

cahty, see Langk, Matthem, p. 520, where, moreover,

respecting the Crucifixion itself, the necessary infor-

mation is found. As respects the question about the

Bailing of the feet, there is, without doubt, not a lit-

tle to be brought forward for it as well as against it

that is worthy of serious consideration
;

yet the

grounds for it appear to us to be by far the stronger.

The first rank here is taken by the testimony of

Jdstin Martve, c. Tryph., ch. 97, and Terttjllian,

Adv. Marc. iii. 19. As to the latter, especially, we
can scarcely conceive how he, after the interpreta-

tion of the words, Ps. xxii. 16, as applying to our

Lord's death on the cross, should have written : guai

propria atrocitas crucis^ if he had not found the

neculiar cruelty of this capital punishment in this

very particular, that both the hands and the feet

were pierced. The well-known drama, Xpio-rij?

irdaxap, also, which is ascribed to Gregory of Nazi-

anzen, represents it so, and retains its value as proof,

even if its spuriousness were demonstrated, In the

common Martyrologies, the nailing of the feet as

well as the hands is always either presupposed or

described, and is at the same time strongly supported

by the testimony of Cyprian, Hilary, Eusebius, Atha-
nasius, and others. That the familiar passage in

Plactus, Mostellaria, ii. 1, 13, concerning one con-

demned to crucifixion: hh affigantur pedes., his

brachia^ indicates an unusual cruelty, has been in-

deed said, but not yet proved. That, moreover, the

conception of feet nailed through lies at the basis of

Luke xxiv. 39 can hardly be disputed. But espe-

cially the declaration of Thomas must also be brought
into consideration, John xx. 25, " Except I shall

see the print of the nails and put my finger into the

print of the nails," &o. Unless wi^ will assume that

Thomas wished a double certainty in respect to the

same marks of the nails, so that he wished first to

see them, and then, besides that, to touch them, we
shall, it seems, be obliged to explain his words thus

;

that he first wishes to see in the hands of our Lord
the marks of the nails, and after that, bending him-
self to the earth, wishes to lay his finger in the nail-

piints of the feet, and, finally, lay his whole hand in

the side ; so vanishes at the same time every appear-

ance of a tautology and of an incorrigible unbelief,

and it then appears that Thomas also may be reck-

oned among the witnesses for the nailing of the feet.

Vs. 34. Father, forgive them The first of
the seven words on the cross, of which Luke alone

has preserved three for us. The genuineness of this

prayer is, it is true, not beyond all controversy,

but yet it is above every reasonable doubt. It is

lacking in B., D.', 38, Sahid., It., &c. [found in Cod.
Bin.], while other manuscripts also have individual

Tariations. Since, however, the words themselves

bear an indelible stamp of genuineness and inward
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Luke specially mentions, that led on the crowd with

evil example. Our gospel, however, here also takes

less strict account of the sequence of the different

stages than Matthew and Mark.
Vs. 35. And the mlers also.—^If xai is genuine

(see Meyer, ad loc), then there is indirectly implied

\a this itself, that the rulers in this respect were by
ttO means alone.— Divided.—Comp. ch. xvi. 14.

In Luke also they speak of our Lord in the third

person, while the passers-by (Matthew and Mark),

calling out to Him with their mocking speeches, ad-

dress Him directly in the second person. Here also

ihey involuntarily proclaim the Saviour's eulogy, inas-

much as they acknowledge, " He saved others" ; but,

at the same time, tempt our Lord therewith, inas-

much as they will seduce Him to leave the ignomin-

ious tree. Might it be possible that even yet a trace

of earthly-minded expectation expresses itself in their

words ? Could it be possible that even yet some one
might have conceived the possibility that the Cruci-

fied One might even yet reveal His miraculous might
for His own deliverance ? After He is now gone so

far, and has silently endured all, we can scarcely

suppose that they wished and expected the realiza^

tion of a condition, upon the fulfilment of which they

pretend that even now they are willing to believe in

Him. As little does it admit of proof that they here

designedly took the words of the 22d Psalm into

their mouths. That which awakens astonishment in

this cue great spectacle is precisely this, that they

themselves, without wishing or willing it, must attest

the greatness of Him whom they are most deeply

outraging. The insolence of one sharpens the biting

wit of others, and there arises a contest which of

them can utter the most outrageous words of blas-

phemy. Luke is the only one who communicates to

us the fact that the soldiers also took part in the

mocking, which the example of the chief priests had

excited. They leave their previous composed de-

. meaner, drink to Him in soldier's style, and while

they appropriate to themselves the words of the chief

priests quite as eagerly and willingly as they had

previously done the garments of the Condemned,

they exclaim, not without bitterness towards despised

Judaism : If thou, &c. This psychologically prob-

able account could be called a misunderstanding of

Matt, xxvii. 48 (De Wette) only if we read that they

at the same time had refreshed our Lord, and, there-

fore, more or less mitigated His suffering. But of a

reed, by means of which the draught would have been

really brought to the lips of Jesus, the narrative says

nothing, but we have rather to conceive the case thus

:

that they, holding forth to Him the vinegar at a cer-

tain distance {Kpos<f>ipovTes), jestingly drink to Him,

and, therefore, even by the exhibition of the scanty

refreshment, increase His bodily suffering.

Vs. 38. A superscription.—That Luke reckons

this also among the mockeries (De Wette) we could

hardly assert. We are rather disposed to conjecture

that this superscription, as to which he, perhaps,

would otherwise have kept silence, is here given by

him subsequently, in order therewith to give the rea^

sou for which the soldiers also, and that in such a

way, took part in the scoffings. The superscription

itself gave them occasion to throw now with ignominy

before the feet of our Lord the royal name which

'.hey so pompously displayed above His head. Be-

specting the custom itself of putting such a super-

scription over crosses, see Wetstein and Lanse on

Matt, xxvii. 3*?., The diversity in the statements of

the superscription is suflSciently explained from the

fact that in the original languages it had a foraewhat
diiferent form. In the Latin, for instance. Rex Judx-
orurii, which Mark renders literally for his readers ir

Rome. In Greek, OTTOS E2TIN O BA2IA. Tati
lOTAAinN, which is reported almost without alter*

tion by Matthew and Luke. In John, finally, th«

literal translation of the original Hebrew superscrip-

tion appears to be comnmnicated to us. According

to all, it contains no accusation, but simply a title,

the purpose of which is not so much to insult the

Crucified Himself, as in particular the Jewish nation,

as is clear at the first glance.

DOCTEINAIi AND ETHICAL.

1. The sublime simplicity with which all the

Evangelists delineate the unexampled fact of the

crucifixion of Jesus, without in any way mingling

with it their subjective experiences and feeUngs, is

one of the most striking proofs of the credibility of

this part, also, of the sacred history ; the farther we
press into the sanctuary the more impossible does it

become to us to utter the word "Invention" or

" Myth " even in thought. From the very beginning

of the statement of the coming to Calvary, everything

is avoided that could have even the least appearance

of the romantic or tragic. Much genius has been

shown in endeavoring to fill up this seemuig hiatus

with legends of Veronica, of the Wandering Jew, &c.

2. The crucifixion of our Lord is the realization of

that obscure presentiment of heathenism which Plato

had already uttered, De Republica, ii., when he makes

Glaucus say to Socrates that the perfectly righteous

man, if he appeared among men, would certainly be

beaten, scourged, tortured, and when he should have

endured all this, would be crucified (aLv^ax^nSuKiv&ri-

o-fTui). Also the end and the crown of the Typics

of the Old Covenant, and of the prophecy of the

Messianic Passion, Is. hii. ; Ps. xxii., which last is no

direct prophecy of that which went into fulfilment

upon Calvary, but a typical symbohcal picture, m
which David describes his own sufferings, yet, under

the guidance of the Holy Spirit, in exactly such forms

and colors as, although to him entirely unconsciously,

yet, a posteriori, became a perfectly exact description

of that one whole unique and unexampled event,

which took place upon and around Calvary.

3. Not without reason have the words of our

Lord on the. cross been reckoned among His most

precious legacies. The first, preserved to us by

Luke exclusively, is, at the same time, the most

generally loved. In itself indescribably striking, h

is so yet more through the chcumstanees of the time

at which it was uttered, and through the contrast

with the demeanor of the people who stood there

beholding. It is, at the same time, the best com

mentary on the sublimest precept of the EvangeUca.

ethics, and an unequivocal proof of the majesty of

our Lord in the midst of His deepest humiliation

:

the worth-, conclusion of His earthly, and the strik

ing symbol of His heavenly, life [" There for sinners

Thou art pleading," &c.] Even before Hun there

was no lack of saints who prayed for the wicked, nay

for their enemies (Abraham, Jeremiah, and others),

and after Hun His example has not seldom been fol-

lowed in the most surprising degree (Stephen, James

the Just, Huss, H. V. Ziitphen, and others). Of His

predecessors, however, no one has reached the idea]

height to which His love has here raised itself, and

it is only through His might that His foUcwers haw
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learned so to pray and forgiTe. The enforcing of

this prayer by reference to the ignorance of His

enemies would only hare arisen in Ilis loving heart.

But more strongly yet than through this pathetic

"They know not what they do," was the prayer,

without doubt, supported in the Father's view by

he blood which in the utterance of this prayei' was

Jrunk by the earth on Calvary, a blood that spoke

better things than the Ijlood of Abel. And it was,

moreover, heard, as is plainly attested by the renewed

preaching of the gospel to the Jews at Jerusalem,

the conversion of so many thousands, and the con-

tinuous work of grace on Israel. For us who read

it, it is a new proof of His love and greatness, a

proof of such kind as does not occur agam, even m
our Lord's own history, and, at the same time, a

reminder of that feature of the prophetic portraiture

of the Passion which we read. Is. liii. 12 : "He made
intercession for the transgressors." Compare, re-

Bpecting this and the following words on the cross.

Dr. G. J. ViNKE, Smeri. Tlieol. de Christi e cruce

pendeniis vocihus, Traj. ad Rhen. 1846.

4. From a doctrinal point of view, the first word

on the cross is peculiarly important, because it points

us to the natural connection that exists between the

pardonableness of a sin and the ignorance of the

sinner. It is here plainly expressed that if one

knows perfectly what he does, all hope of forgiveness

falls away, since the capability of receiving it, re-

morse and repentance, is lacking. On the other

hand, we are not to forget that in ahnost every sin

there is a minimum of ignorance present, which may
be accounted as a lessening of the guilt, nay, that

the blindness, however self-caused, becomes the

greater in the degree in which the bondage of sin

increases in duration and obstinacy. However, here,

before all, it must not be forgotten that all which
must be weighed and brought up for the diminution

of the guilt of others cannot, on that account, serve

as a mantle with which we can cover and excuse our

own sins. With entire justice, therefore, does J. Mol-
LEE, Lehre von der Suride, i. p. 239, say, in reference

to the sin of the first rejectors of our Lord ;
" If their

not knowing removed their guilt, they did not need
forgiveness ; if it did not diminish their guilt, the

prayer for forgiveness could not have used it as a

motive for forgiveness."

5. The mocking on the cross by four different

classes of men was not only a dreadful revelation of

the m'ght of darkness, but for our Lord, at the same
time, the last return of the Temptation in the Wil-

derness, ch. iv. 9-11.

6. In the midst of the deepest humiliation, God
provides that the royal dignity of His Son shall be
proclaimed by the superscription over the cross.

Notwithstanding the urgent entreaties of the Jews,
tot a jot nor a tittle may be altered therein ; in three

different languages—in the language of the empire,
of culture, of nationality—there stands there on the
cross for thousands to i-ead, the shame of Israel and
the glory of Jesus. In view of such a concurrence
of circumstances, it is easy to comprehend that some
fathers of the church were of the view that Pilate

had ordered and maintained this superscription di-

vinitus inspiratus, in order in this way to help fulfil

the prophetic word, Ps. ii. 6. To us, at all events,

this little tr.iit of the history of the Passion remains
\ palpable proof of the truth of the other prophetic
word. Is. xlvi. 10.

7. The sacred narrative in the account of the
Partition of the Garments might well have deserved a

better fate than to have given occasion for the mo*
wretched superstition and priestcraft of later ages.

The legends about the giirments, especially about the

seamless coat, of our Lord, cannot be here aU given,

but only be rejected with a word. Compare the

writings" of Dr. J. Gildemeister and H. V. Seibeu,

" The holy coat of Treves and the twenty other hfl;

seamless coats," Diisseldorf, 1844; and "The advo

cates of the coat of Treves brought to silence,"

1845.

8. We can also indicate with only a word what

the poetry and painting of the church have done for

the glorifying of this bloody scene of the Passion.

Compare the beautiful hymn : Veodlla regis prodeunt;

the Stabat Mater [Exquisite in poetry, but so unhap-

pily and deeply defiled by Mariolatry.—C. C. S.], the

Impropera, the Miserere of AUegri, the famous

paintings of Poussin, Gue, and innumerable others

Comp. Staddknmeteh, I. c. p. 440 seq.

HOMHiETICAL AM) PBACTIOAL.

Jesus has, as the true Sin-offering, suffered with-

out the gate, Heb. xiii. 11, 12.— Jesus reckoned

among the transgressors; this word considered in the

light of the history of the Crucifixion of our Lord,

points us: 1. To Israel's shame ; 2. to Jesus' glory

;

3. to the Father's counsel ; 4. to the Christian's boast

;

6. to the world's hope.
—

'To whom do we in our own
eyes belong—to the transgressor who deserved what

He suffered, or to those justified through His blood

and reconciled with God ?—The Lord of glory upon
the summit of shame, the Prince of hfe among the

murderers.—The high value of our Lord's words on
the cross for His dearly-purchased church.—How
each single word of the first utterauce on the cross

is a new pearl in the shining crown of our Lord : 1.

He prays in the hour of crucifixion ; 2. He prays to

God as to His Father ; 3. He prays in this hour foi

others ; 4. for enemies ; 5. with most urgent impor-

tunity ; 6. with the richest result.—Not the murder
of the Messiah in itself, but the continued and ob-

stinate rejection of the apostolical preaching, the

ultimate cause why Israel has obtained not pardon

but punishment.—Here is more than Elijah, 2 Kings

i. 10.— Oravit misericordia,ut oraret mieeria, Augus-
tine.—The first prayer of our Lord on the cross an

entirely unique prayer: 1. Unique in its sublimity,

a. For whom prays He f b. When ? c. What ? 2.

unique in its significance ; this prayer is, a. the crown
of His earthly life, b. the consecration of His cross,

c. the image of His heavenly activity ; 3. unique in

its power, it serves, a. to our humiliation, b. to our

consolation, c. to our sanotifieation.—Jesus on the

cross the Intercessor for His enemies and the exam-
ple for His friends.—The glorified Jesus the object:

1. Of frivolous covetousness (the lot-ca-^ting soldiers);

2. of cold uadifference (the beholding people) ; 3. of

cowardly mocking (the insulting rulers).—The mock-
ing upon Calvary the crucifixion of the heart of

Jesus.—How with the mocking at the cross every-

thing reaches the highest culmination: 1. The sin;

2. the suffering; 3. the grace of God who suiTen-

ders His Son into the extreme of misery.—Jesus'

foes, even when they curse, are involuntarily coi^

strained to bless. — God's way in the sanctuary,

Hab. ii. 20. We see upon Calvary a God: 1. Who
keeps silence ; 2. who rules ; 3. who thug reconciles

the world unto Himself.—Jesus on the cross tempted
once again, yet without sin, Heb. iv. 15.—The Chri*
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Ban crucified with Christ must also often yet hear
this tempting voice and repel it.

—" The world loves

to blacken that which shines " [& liebt die Welt, das
fUrahlende m schwdreeri],—The different degrees of

riokedness in those who mock alike.—The super-

scription on the cross a speaking proof of the ador-

able providence of God. It proclaims : 1. The inno-

cence ; 2. the dignity ; 3. the destiny of the crucified

Christ. — This superscription: 1. Written in three

languages ; 2. read by the Jews ; 3. unchanged and
unchangeable.—What does the superscription on the

cross testify : 1. Concerning God ; 2. concerning

man; 3. concerning Christ ; 4. concerning the way
of redemption ; 5. concerning the hope of the future.

—This superscription : 1. Was read by all ; thou
surely wilt not go unheeding by ? 2. it was offensive

to many ; thou surely wouldst for all that not alter

anything therein ? 3. one man has stubbornly raiiin-

tained it (Pilate) ; thou surely wilt not let it be taken

from thee ?

Stakke :— Osiander:—Christ has been wilhng

to be reckoned among the transgressors, that we
might come into the number of the children of God.

—This is, so to speak, the supreme masterpiece of

the Mediator, that He knows how to make an inter-

cession out of that of which others would have made
an accusation.—The best we can entreat for ourselves

and others is forgiveness ofsins.—It is equitable to have

more compassion on those that sin ignorantly than on

those that sin maliciously.

—

Wova Bibl. Tub.

:

—The
crucified Jesus to the Jews a stumbling-block, to the

Greeks foolishness, but to us, &c., 1 Cor. i. 23, 24.

—

It is a terrible sin to give occasion for the name of God
and Jesus to be blasphemed among the heathen.

Bom. ii. 24.—^All languages and tongues have a share

in Jesus the King.

—

Heubnee :—Christ prays for all

the authors of aU His sufferings.—The most glorious

hearing of the prayer of Jesus is yet reserved in the

future conversion of Israel.—If Jesus then prayed

for His enemies. He will now continue to pray also

for penitents and believers.

—

Arndt:—The super-

scription over the cross.—The partition of the gar-
ments:

—

Keummacher:— The Crucifixion: 1. Jesus'
arrival at His death-mount ; 2. the act of crucifixion

:

3. the erected cross. The Partition : 1. The Testator

;

2. His bequest; 3. the heirs. The Superscription:
Jesus on the cross a King: 1. His majesty: 2. Hii
victory; 3. the founding of His kingdom; 4. His
judgments; 6. His government.—"Father, forgive";
1. Contents of the prayer; 2. grounds justifying it;

3. limits within which it finds acceptance.

—

Vam
OosTEBZEE :—The crucifixion a union without com-
pare : 1. Of triumph and baseness ; 2. of ignommj
and majesty : 3. of caprice and providence ; 4. of

condemnation and acquittal ; 5. of earth and heaven.
In conclusion, the double question : Belongest thou
to those who crucify Christ afresh, or to those who in

truth are crucified with Christ ?—-Tinet :

—

Les com,
plices de hi crucificaiion du Seigneur.—J. Saurin :

—

Nouv. Disc. i. p. 365, sur la priere de JSsns Christ

pour ses hcfurreaux.—W. Hofacker, /. c. p. 311 :

—

The magnificent sunset of the life of Jesus Christ

on Calvary.— The world-atouing death of Christ

in its mighty working.—The words on the cross:

Septem folia semper viventia^ qius vUis nostra^ cwm
in crucem elevata frit, emisit. Bernard. The
first : res miranda, Judcei clamant : crudfige, Ckristut

clamat : igTWSce, Magnxt illorum iniquitas, sea

major tua, o Domine, pietas. Idem.— Schleier-
MACHER, Pred. ii. p. 436 seq.

:

—The mystery of re-

demption in connection with sin and ignorance : 1.

The redeeming suffering of Jesus was a work of

ignorance; 2. but the redemption which proceeds
from Him, the farther it goes, aboUshes so much
more the excuse :

" They know not what they do."—Thoiuck:—The intercession : 1. The thought of

the Eedeemer at this word ; 2. the thoughts which it

must call forth in us.

—

Nitzsoh ;—The execution of

Jesus in its connection with other works of the

world and of the temper of the world.

—

Palmer :—

Christ between the malefactors.—For further ciU

tions, see Lange on the parallels.

0. THE PENITENT THIEF (Tss. 39^3).

39 And one of the malefactors which were hanged railed on him, saying, If thou be

40 Christ [Art not thou the Christ?'], save thyself and us. But the other answering re

buked him, saying. Dost not [even''] thou fear God, seeing thou art in the same con

41 demnation? And we indeed justly ; for we receive [are receiving^] the due reward of

42 our deeds : but this man hath done nothing amiss. And he said unto Jesus, Lord, [he

said Jesus, remember, V. 0.*] remember me when thou comest into [in] thy kingdom.

43 And Jesus said unto him, Verily I say unto thee, To-day shalt thou be with me m

paradise.

' Yb. 39--Acoordmg to tlie reading of Tischendorf, [Meyer, Tregelles, Alford] : o«X' "i ^h after B., [Cod. Sin.,) 0.',

^' ];XTo\-?hatT'''^n%'oreTn fte'-n>ookers axound, who at least have not a fellow-suflenng to restrain theo

fomimpiouBCinelty towards a dying man."—C.C.S.] ^ r a i

^7ti]-'^r:!^Jt?Z l*o';^^/S^^?l^ BTcT§:,%^-4sin,^ cursives, &o. •I,.oD Is supported by th,

».thority of B., C.i, L., [Cod. Sin.,] 6rigen, and the Coptic and Sahidio Versions.

EXEGETICAIi AND CEITIOAL.

Vs. 39. And one of the malefactors which

were hanged.—According to Matt, xxvii. 44, and

-Hark XV. 32 our Lord is mocked by both robbers ;

accordmg to Luke, only by one. The d:ffert,nt hat-

monistic attempts to remove here all appearance of

contradiction are familiar. See Lanoe, Matthew, p.

525. The view of Lange, that we must make i lis-

tinotion between wfiSifeiy and ^kaaipriixi'iv in the fol-

lowing manner, namely, that the latter could be said
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jnly of the impenitent, the former also, on the other

I and, of the better-minded robber, who had begun
\ t well as his fellow to urge our Lord to leave the cross,

but had soon given up this earthly-minded expecta-

tion—this view diminishes the difficulty without doubt,

but yet does not whoUy remove it. For even in this

way the psychological objection cannot be refuted

as to how so sudden a conversion could all at once have
arisen in the soul of the penitent thief, and as to

whether it is not in contradiction to the nature of an
unfeigned conversion, when the penitent begins his

conversion with rebuking a fellow-sinner on account of

an act which he himself had only a few moments be-

fore been committing. We rather assume (Ebrard),

that Matthew and Mark express themselves indefi-

nitely ; that they meant only to give the genus, but
not the number of the last class of the scoffers, and
that it was reserved for Luke to instruct us more
fully about a particular which, in the Pauline Gospel
of justification by free grace, is so very peculiarly in

its place.

Vs. 40. Dost not even thou fear God?

—

It is not, therefore, the blaspheming of Jesus hi itself

which gives occasion for this outspoken rebuke,

but the frivolous forgetfuliiess of God, the lack of
the fear of God which manifests itself in the words
of a man who is now suffering the same punishment
with Jesus, whom he blasphemes, and who, therefore,

now at least ought to have exhibited a more serious

temper. But now the powerful antithesis with this

word ; ec t^ avrca Kplfxari, comes before his awaken-
ing consciousness of faith, and he expresses, as
etrongly as possible, the heaven-wide distinction

which exists between the Saviour and the companions
of His fate.

Vs. 41. And we indeed justly, sc. ^v t^ Kpl-

fiarl fV/jsr.—He knows himself to be before God a
man as guilty as the companion of his fate, although
he censures his blasphemy.

This man hath done nothing cimiss, ohSev
&ToTo.t.—Nothmg censurable, evil. Oomp. 2 Thess.
iii. 2. " The mild expression denotes innocence the
more strongly." (Meyer). Even had the robber s:iid

nothing more than this, yet he would awaken our
deepest astonishment, that God—in a moment wherein
literally all voices are raised against Jesus, and not a
friendly word is heard in His favor—causes a witness
for the spotless innocence of the Saviour to appear
on one of the crosses beside Him. This murderer is

the last man who before Jesus' death deposes a tes-
timony in honor of Him. But now he soon shows a
yet clearer and firmer faith, while he directs his look
upon the middle cross, and now begins to speak no
longer of, but to, Hun Himself.

Vs. 42. Jesus, remember me,—He desires no
instantaneous hberation from the cross, on which he
on the contrary is convinced that he must die, but
he desires solely and singly that our Lord in grace
may remember him, and receive him into His king-
dom. Undoubtedly he is not wholly free from earthly
Messianic expectations, and here is thinking not of
the heaven in which our Lord after His death would
be, but he represents to himself the moment when
the Messiah comes in His kingly glory to erect His
kingdom upon earth, and desires that he then, awak-
Oied from the grave, may enter in with Him into the
joy of his Lord. Comp. Matt. xvi. 28. But even
OU this interpretation his prayer is assuredly one of
the boldest and most surprising that has ever been
ottered. A crucified malefactor, the first that has
fiilij understood the deep sense of the superscription

over the cross, and becomes the herald of the roya

dignity of our Lord, in the same instant in wliich th«

Messianic hope of the apostles themselves was mosl
vehemently shaken—of a truth this phenomenon
may be called one of the brightest points of light in

the history of the last hours in the hfe of our Lord !

And even if we assume that he had previously heard
and seen our Lord ; that he, although a murderer, could
not yet have been a hardened felon ; that he attentively

observes Jesus in the last hours, and that the approach
of death had fiiled him with the deepest seriousness,

yet all this clears up for us only a part of the riddle,

which finds singly and solely its full solution in the
faith of God's free grace, which has m this very mo-
ment in fullest abundance glorified itself in the rob-
ber, while it had, we may believe, even previously
prepared him by all the circumstances of his life for

this cour:igeous faith and this sincere conversion,
which comes to light here in him in so surprising wise.
An examination of the history of the psychologica!
development of his inner life, which commends itself

by great originality, see in Lange, Leben Jem, ii. p.
1568. Only in this way does it become explicable
how he in clearness of knowledge, in strength of
faith, as well as in courageousness of confession,
could be so far prominent above all others, and be-
hold now a source of hfe and a royal throne in the
cross, that even for the most advanced disciples was
a stone of stumbling and a rock of offence. [Trench's
conjecture appears to be a reasonable one, that this

robber may have been a companion of Barabbas, and
that both these ATjo-rai may have belonged to that
class of turbulent zealots for freedom who had already
begun to appear in the Jewish land, and who, like
the Greek Klephts in Turkish times, united audacious
wickedness with a perverted but ardent feehng of
devotion to their country. The fact that Barabbaa
had just about this time " made a sedition," which
implies accompUces, who were not like himself re-

leased, but doubtless punished, lends weight both to
the conjecture that some vague Messianic longings
may have been mixed up with his crime, and that
this man may have been a participant of it. A nature
led through the very strength of noble impulses into
crhne, might well be more receptive of Divine grace
in the hour of utter disenchantment and of mor-
tal agony, than that of a common ruffian. Of course,
this must remain only a conjecture, but I think we
may be free to say, a not improbable conjecture.

—

C. 0. S.J

Vs. 43. And Jesus said unto him : To-day.—We can but faintly guess what, for the suffering
Saviour, a word like this must have been. Over
against all the voices of blasphemy He has observed
steadfast silence ; but such a petitioner He permits
not to wait a moment for an answer. He promises
to him something much higher than he had desired
—the highest that he could pray or conceive—Para-
dise, and that even to-day, and in fellowship with
Him. Senseless is the combination To-day with
\iyu <Toi, of which Theophylact already speaks, and
which is vindicated in particular by Roman Catholic
exegetes, in order as much as possible to weaken the
proof which has always been derived from this word
on the cross agauist the doctrine of Purgatory. It
IS seh'-evident that our Lord spoke to-day, not yester-
day; never has He so pleonastically expressed Him-
self; moreover, on this interpretation the so tho^
oughly definite promise would lose all precision. Bui
now there is implied nothing less in it than first the
assurance that the murderer should die even to-d»y
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uid that with tiie Saviour, while He had perhaps
feared that he should have to languish slowly away,
hanging yet one or several days upon the cross [as

we know was frequently the case in crucifixion, be-

fore death ensued.—C. C. S.] ; a promise which was
I'ulfiUed a few hours later by the crurifragium. But
»1 the same time our Lord promises him Paradise, a
word whose whole sweetness in such a mouth, for

such ears, could only be experienced if one had him-
lelf hung there with the Saviour upon the cross.

We have, however, by this Paradise to understand
lot the heavenly Paradise, 2 Cor. xii. 4; Rev. ii.

', but that part of Sheol which is opposed to Gehenna,
iwd which was also named Paradise, and moreover,
apparently, " Abraham's bosom." Nothiug else could

i»he forgiven one understand, who unquestionably

had grown up entirely within the sphere of the Is-

laelitish popular expectations; nothing else could

the Saviour have had in view, since He undoubtedly
from His death-hour to the resurrection morning,
must abide in the condition of separation. " Dubium.
nort est, gain Christus ita locutus sit, quomodo sciebat,

a lairone intelligi." Grotius. In the assurance of a

bring with the Lord in this Paradise, there is at the

same time included for the Penitent Thief the prom-
ise of the resurrection of the just, and of further

participation in the blessings of the Messianic king-

dom. Respecting the Jewish popular conception of

the future state, comp. Sepp, iii. p. 557 seq.

DOCTRINAIi AND ETHICAI.

1. The history of the Penitent Thief may in the

fullest sense of the word be called an HJvangelium in

Evangelio. The inner truth and beauty of this ac-

count of Luke strikes the eye with special clearness,

when we compare it with that which the Apocryphal

Gospels have to relate about this man, whom tradi-

tion has named varyingly, Titus, Demas, Vicinus,

and Hatha. According to the Arabic Evangelium

Infantice, ch. 23, see, Thu.0, Cod. Apocr. I. p. 93,

the man had already protected the child Jesus on the

flight to Egypt, against the wickedness of the second

robber, and our Lord then for a reward therefor, fore-

tells to His mother with childish lips, what thirty

years afterwards should take place on Calvary with

these two. The Gospel of Nicodemus, ch. 26, even

proceeds to teU us about the meeting of this man
with Enoch and Elijah in Hades. Does there now
exist between these narratives and the account of

Luke no other distinction than between secondary

and primary myth-formations ?

2. The beatitude uttered upon the Penitent Thief

appears to have preceded the commendation of

Mary to the disciple John (John xix. 25-27), so that

we have here beibre us in Luke, not the third, but

the second word on the cross.—According to the

course of the Synoptical representation, the mockery

follows so quickly upon the crucifixion, and the scene

between our Lord and the Penitent Thief so quickly

upon the mockery, that it appears forced to insert

the Johannean account between the one and the

other event. On internal grounds, moreover, we con-

gider it as much more probable that our Lord pro-

wided for His mother only after He had previously

mved this sinner, than the reverse ; the spiritual at

every time with Him preceded the natural. The

first word oh the cross was for His enemies, the

iecond for a penitent sinner, only the third for

His sorrowing mother, while then finally the fourth

reveals to us His own anguish of soui ; thus does th«
circle draw ever closer together.

3. Brii-f as the utterance of the Penitent Thief
was, yet there is nothing lacking to it that belong!
to the unalterable requirements of a genuine con-

version,—sense of guilt, confession of sin, sinjple

faith, active love, supplicating hope,—all these fruits

of the tree of the new hfe we see here ripen during a

few moments. The address of our Lord, on the

other hand, comprehends, as it were, in a short sum-
mary, the whole riches and the glory of redemption.
The first word on the cross gives us a view into Hia
High-prii^stly heart. His kingly character reveals

itself in the second. Grace and majesty suddenly
diSiise their bright beams through the night of the

deepest humiliation. We wonder not that history

gives us no account of an answer of the forgiven

robber to the promise of the Saviour. On a cross

there is not long or much speaking, and how, more-
over, could he have found words for his thanks

!

But without doubt the consolation of this promise

illumined his last hours, and he stands forth before

our eyes as the first fruits of the millions of subjects

whom the King of the kingdom of God has won
even on His cross, and througli the same.

4. The possibility of a conversion even in the last

moments is undoubtedly established by the example

of the Penitent Thief ; the impenitent companion of

his fate, however, proclaims quite as powerfully by
his terrible end, how dangerous it is to postpone

conversion so long.

5. The second word of our Lord on the cross

contains a very significant intimation in respect to

His Dexcensus ad Inferos, with which the yet further

developed teaching of 1 Peter iii. 18 ; iv. 6, &c., ia

in no way in contradiction ; but at the same time it

renders not less than PhiUp. i. 23 ; Rev. xiv. 13, auJ

many other passages of the New Testament, a power-

ful testimony against the Roman Catholic doctiine

of Purgatory.

6. The two robbers on the cross, the representa-

tives of the whole human race in its diverse behavior

towards Jesus. The crucified Jesus also the fall and

the rising of many, Luke ii. 34. The beatitude pro-

nounced upon the Peiutent Thief a type of the great

judgment day.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAjl..

The three crosses.—The hill of death a place of

triumph.—Calvary shows us : 1. The triumph of

stubborn wickedness; 2. the triumph of penitent

faith ; 3. the triumph of redeeming love.^Tlie view

of death cannot of itself break the froward heart.

—

The rebuke of the sin of our neighbor a difficult but

holy duty.—The different ways in which two sinners

proceed towards the terrors of eternity.—The despe-

rate cry for help and the beUeving petition for re-

demption.—How the penitent looks upon the Sa-

viour, how the Saviour looks upon the penitent; 1.

The sincere penitent is a. humble in the acknowkdr-

ment of guilt, 6. eager for salvation in coming ta

Christ, c. courageous in the confession of the Sa-

viour • 2. the Saviour, a. accepts the confession of

guilt, b. hears the humble prayer, c. crowns the cour-

ageous hope.—The theatre of judgment changed

into a working place of grace.—How penitent faith

may expect after the hour of death : 1. The joy of

Paradise ; 2. the joy of Paradise with Jesus
; 3. th«

joy of Paradise immediately after death.—As ths
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Father so also the Son does exceedingly, abundantly,

aboTO all that we can ask or think, Eph. iii. 20.

—

Conversion in the hour of death: 1. Possible, cer-

tainly; 2. but yet rare; and 3. only to be expected
when one does not stubbornly and presumptuously
strive against the drawings of the prevenient grace

of God.—Wonderful guidance of God, which at the

boundary of life : 1. Gives the sinner yet to find his

deliverer ; 2. gives the King of the kingdom of God
even yet to find one of His subjects.—For God's
grace no sinner too vile.—Salvation and damnation
in a certain sense already decided before the hour of
death.

Starke ;—Men are not of one kind, as not in life,

eo not in death.

—

Beentius : It is an infallible token
of a sound and true repentance when one acknowl-
edges God's judgment upon himself as righteous, and
publicly praises the same.—The Christian is under
obligation to deliver the innocence of the innocent.—How profitable it is to talk with the suffering

Jesus.—The eye of hope must look farther than
upon the visible things of this world, 1 Cor. xv. 19.

—It is not the " with Me," that comes first, but the
" through Me."— God's acceptance of a fervent
prayer is not delayed.

—

Beentids :—Christ has again
opened the closed Paradise.—Man will after death be
either with Christ or with the devil.—Whoever re-

mains in his Buffering steadfastly united with Jesua.

wiU also remain united with Him in His glory.

—

Heobner :—The suddenness of this conversion should
excite no doubt, for : 1. It is bound to no conditiouj

of time ; 2. there was found in the thief everything
that precedes conversion ; 3. undoubtedly there was
here a miracle of grace in order to reveal the powei
of the death of Christ, even to coming generations
—This is what every poor sinner shovdd daily pray
Lord, remember me.

Compare the well-known inscription on the grave
of Copernicus :

*' Non jparem Paulo veniam requiro^

graiiam Petri negue posco, sed quam in crucis ligrui

d^derit latroni, sedulua oro,''^—The sermon of Chry-
sostom, De latrone, and that of Melanchthon in Bret-
schneider. Corpus Reform, ii. pp. 478-48'?.—The Pas-
sion Week's sermons of Riegek, p. 641-643.

—

Sau-
RiN :

—

8ur les deux brigands, p. 403.—T. Theremin :—The Cross of Christ, the third sermon.—F. Aeens,
Preacher in Osnaburg :—The value of the grace on
Calvary set forth in one of the crucified thieves.

—

Thomasius :—Our own death-hour in the light of this

history.—Dr. J. J. Kambach : 1. The prayer of the
malefactor ; 2. the answer of the Saviour.

—

Palmer:
—Christ between the robbers.

—

Krdmmaoher :—The
robber : 1. A look into the heart of both robbers

;

2. into the great kingly word of ImmanueL

B. The End of the Conflict. Ch. XXm. 44-66.

1. The Repose of Death (Vss. 44-46).

(Parallel with Matt, xxvii. 45-50 ; Mark xv. 33-37 ; John xix. 28-30.)

44 And it was [now'] about the sixth hour, and tliere was [came, lyiveTo] a darkness
45 over all the earth [land] until the ninth hour. And the sun was darkened, and the
46 vail of the temple was rent in the midst. And when Jesus had cried with a loud voice,

he said, Father, into thy hands I commend [commit] my spirit : and having said thus,
he gave up the ghost [expired, l^i-nTivuiv].

' Vs. 44.—'HSti may here be confidently received into the text. [Foimd in B., C, L. Cod. Sin. omrts it. TreEelle?

Sr^S I-a^mann, Tisohendorf, Meyer, Alford adopt it. Has dropped out of th^ MSS. from its resembiancX tlw

-C C S^r
'" ™ °''

'' *" '^^®- '•"" ''™'* ''*''• '^*'=*^ "* "" 1- O'' '"''' ""'^'^^ *''°'"= '^"'>= tl"it read ,«,

EXEGETICAL AST) CEITICAl.

Synoptical Rema.rka.—The more the history of the
Passion hastens towards its end, the more evidently
does it appear that Luke sums up his narrative in few
words.

^
The commendation of Mary to John, the la-

mentation of our Lord upon the cross, the last refresh-
ment of the Dying One, he passes over. On the other
hand, he gives account of the rending of the veil in
the temple immediately before our Saviour's death, al-
though from Matthew it appeai-s that this took place
simultaneously, or, indeed, even a moment later. In
view of the rapid succession of events, it is, however
almost impossible to speak here of former and
laltei: We also owe to Luke alone the'communica-
tion of the last, the seventh word on the cross, and
the statement of the miracles during the dying of our
Lord. He attaches himself, although he ?s very
brief, more to Mark than to Matthew, and while he,
like the other Synoptics, passes over in silence the
oreakmg of the legs of the robbers and the piercing

of our Saviour's side, he coincides again, in the rathei
detailed description of His burial, with the othei
Evangelists.

Vs. 44. A darkness— Respecting the cause,
the character, and the historical certainty of this

darkness, comp. Lange on Matt, xxvii. 46. Entirely
without ground do the Jews, in the Gospel of Nico-
demus, tell Pilate (ch. xi.) that an ordinary eclipse
took place. See Tnno, p. 592. The well-known
testimony of Phlegon, to be sure, we also should not
venture to use to prove therewith the credibility of
this Evangelical account, since he speaks rather of a
natural, although more than ordinarily deep darken-
ing of the sun, as to which, moreover, it is still doubt-
ful in which year of the 202d Olympiad it took place.
Yet whoever holds our Lord for Him for whom He
declared Himself, will, in this moui-ning of nature at
the death of Jesus, be as far from finding anything
incredible as anything insignificant. Unquestionably,
there are mythical accounts of similar natural mani-
festations even at the death of Romulu.'j, of Otesar,
and others; but what in the sphere of profane riston
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lirinTention, may none the less in the sacred history

ba ti'ue. And if, iu certain Rabbinical writings, the

death of famous men is compared to the darkening
of the mid-day sun, these expressions are, at all

events, later than our Evangelical narratives, and
may indeed, moreover, have very well originated

from the analogy of the here-related fact. In

a word, the idea so strikingly expressed in the

ainiliar

Sol tibi signa dabitf solem quis dicere falsum
audeaif &c.

has become reality. As respects, particularly, the

account of Luke itself, it might, on a literal inter-

pretation, seem as if he meant that the sun until the

ninth hour, although there was already a deep dark-

ness, yet had remained all the time visible, but that

then, in the moment of Jesus' death, the sun itself

also became invisible. But, even supposing that the

genuineness of the words koX iaKOTiirSn] /> t)\. were

above all doubt (De Wette disputes this, and Gries-

bach is also for omitting them), there would yet be

no essential difficulty in connecting the thought thus,

that (vs. 45) with ical the proper cause of ctkStos

K.T.K. is stated. It often occurs that two phenomena
are coordinated or arranged together, of which the

second constitutes the natural ground of the first.

Precisely the same interpretation appears, moreover,

to lie at the basis of the reading which appears in

B., C, L., cursives, Origen [Cod. Sin. has tov rjAlov

€«AiTr^i/TOS.—C. C. S.], TOV rjKiou eKAeiTroi'TfJS. The
participial clause indicates a causal connection, and

on internal grounds it is not probable that Luke
meant to give an account of a great darkness, during

which the sun for three hours yet remained con-

tinually visible.

Vs. 45. And the veil of the temple.—At-

tempts have been made to explain these phenomena
also naturally, as a mere result of the earthquake,

of which Luke has given no particular account.

But can we represent to ourselves an earthquake by

which—^not from below up but from above down

—

a curtain should be rent which was one finger thick,

thirty ells long, woven of purple and scarlet, and,

according to the testimony of Jewish scholars, re-

newed from time to time ? How could anything of

the kind take place without other buildings in the

capital, and especially the temple, having suffered

serious harm, and, indeed, without their having

been converted by the convul'^ion into a heap of

rains? Quite as arbitrary is the conjecture that the

curtain was old and worn out (Kuinoel), as well as

the assumption that it wa«, perhaps, too tensely

stretched and too tightly fastened both at the bottom

and on the two sides (Paulus). Even in the last

case, a rending through an earthquake would have

been impossible without a simultaneous rending of

the walls or roof of the temple. As to the rest,

Luke is entirely silent as to the sleeping saints whose

resurrection Matthew relates ; but that John passes

over all these miracles appears to be best explained

from the character of his whole gospel, which has

less reference to the outer revelation of the glory of

the Ijogos than to the spiritual character of His

whole manifestation and activity. Of Luke's account

the same holds good, although in a lesser measure,

which Lange has remarked in respect to that of Mat-

thew: "The Evangelist has gathered the reminis-

cences of these traits, and comprehended them in

words which, in effect, have the resonance of a hymn,

without thereby losing their historical character, for

here the history itself took on the character of
hymn."

Vs. 46. Father, into Thy hands It is in^

volved in the nature of the case that this utteranc*
must be placed after the TcTfAeo-Tm of John, siuca

he also states the substance of it with a TTapiSumm "-h

TK. According to Matthew and Mark also, the dy-

ing Christ cries out with a loud voice, but what Ht
exclaims Luke alone relates to us. Here, too, wt
hear from His lips an utterance from the Psalma,
Ps. xxxi. 5. (The reading of Tischeudorf, irapari-

3e;uai, deserves the preference above the Recepta,

Trapa^TJo-o/iai, which appears to be borrowed from the
Septuagint, Ps. xxxi. 5.) UapaTiSnaStM is to be
understood here not in the weak sense of " com-
mend," but in its proper sense of " commit," tradere.

Into the Father's mighty hand our Lord now com-
mits, as a precious deposit, the spirit which is ready
to depart from the body, and departs, therefore, with

composure and hope, to the condition of separation

(Paradise, vs. 43), preceding the Penitent Thief and
all his fellow-redeemed.

Expired, ^leirj/euo-ex.—So also Mark, stronger

still Matthew, a<t>fiKef rh Tn/fS^n, emisit spiritum.

Even then, when He, according to the nature of the

case, finds Himself in deepest dependence, He yet

exhibits and uses His true freedom (John x. 18), and
does what now is commanded by the course of na?

ture so entirely with free choice, that the dying he-

comes not only His present lot, but also the supreme

act of love and obedience.

DOOTSINAL AND ETHICAIi.

1. Comp. Lange on the parallels, and, respecting

the significance and the purpose of the death of our

Lord itself. Christian Dogmatics.

2. The last word of our Lord on the cross im-

presses on all the rest, as also on His whole life, the

seal. With composed, clear spirit. He proceeds, the

immaculately Pure, into eternity. With childlike

trust He gives His spirit into the Father's guardian

hand ; with joyful hope He looks towards the rest

and joy of death. Only after He, in the sixth word

on the cross, has rendered account of His completed

work, does He give us, finally, in addition, knowledge

of His personal expectation. A word of Scripture is

the torch which Ughts Him down into the valley of

the shadow of death ; He dies with the Scriptures on

His lips, in which He has ever Uved. Therefore,

also, it is not necessary to ascribe to the 31st Psalm a

direct Messianic signification ; our Lord simply takes

a word of Scripture on His Ups as an expression of

His own inward state, while He, doubtless not

casually, passes over in silence that which the poet

immediately adds :
" Thou hast redeemed me, Lord

God of truth." What David in a certain sense ut-

ters as his motto of life, that He uses as His dying

device.

3. The darkening of the sun m the moment of

the dying of Jesus, pomts us to a deep hidden con-

nection between the realm of nature and that of

grace, which has yet been but little investifrated by

theologians. Not only as "sorrowmg, as it were,

with her greatest Son" (Ease), does nature veil hei^

self in a mourning garment, but where the Incarnate

Lord, through Whom all things were made, grows

pale m death, there does convulsed nature deposa

concerning His greatness an unequivocal testhnony

And as respects the rending of the curtain, the Epifltl«
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to the Hebrews (ch. ix. 8) refers ug clearly enough
to the symbolical significance of this fact. Appa-
rently their terror at the occurrence occasions the

first involuntary information on the side of the Jews,

since otherwise they would have been glad to keep it

hidien. Various Jewish traditions respecting the

miracles which at this very time, about forty years be-

fore the destruction of Jerusalem, came to pass in the

sanctuary, we find collected in Sepp, I. c. iii., p. 58b
;

they permit the faint traces of the truth of a fact to

be recognized, whose actual occurrence stands more
exactly detailed in the gospels. As respects, finally,

the objection that in the Holy Scriptures, besides

here, there exist no further actual allusions to the

miracles here mentioned at the death of our Lord,

we can in part very well acknowledge this without

deriving therefrom any unfavorable inference in re-

ference to the Evangelical narratives, but must also

refer to Kev. xi., where it speaks of the wakening
of the two witnesses, a revelation connected tliere-

with, the opening of the heavenly temple (=the rend-

ing of the veil), and other miracles, which involun-
tarily remind ub of what is here related.

4. The dying of Stephen, Huss, Luther, and
others, even in their last words, an echo of the last

words of our Lord.

5. The last word on the cross an unequivocal
argument for the personality of God, as well as for

the personahty of the human spirit and its individual

immortahty. "Whoever could think that Jesus,
with these words, breathed out His hfe forever into

the empty air, such an one certaiidy knows nothing
of the true, living spirit, and, consequently, nothijig

of the living God, and of the living power of the
Crucified One." UUmann,

HOMILETICAl AND PRACTICAl.

" When even the creation is stirred, be not thou
slumbering, my heart."—Light and darkness in the
dying hour of our Lord united upon Calvary : 1.

Gloomy night m nature, and therein the light of Pro-
vidence

;
2. gloomy night of suffering, and therem the

light of Jesus' greatness ; 3. gloomy night of death, and
therein the hght of a living hope.—The rent veil ; of
what it gives testimony : 1. That, a. a new economy
is begun, b. a perfect atonement effected, c. a blessed
fellowship founded ; 2. to what it incites: a. to be-
lieving beholding, b. to courageous approach (Heb.
X. 19), c. to holy self-surrender.—Jesus' death: 1.

The lowest depth of His humiUation : 2. the begin-
ning of His (ixaltation.—" Let us go with Him, that

we may die with Him," John xi. 16.—A pilgrimagv

to Calvary on the mortal day of our Lord : 1. What
seest thou there ? 2. what feelest thou there ? 3. what
confessest thou there? 4. what promisest thou there?

—The ninth hour ; the high significance of tliis mo
ment: 1. For our Lord; 2. for His friends and foes

3. for the world ; 4. for the Father.— " Ye do shoit

forth the Lord's death," 1 Cor. xi. 26.—Calvary a
school for Christiaa life, suffering, and dying.—Cliriat

has: 1. Died ; 2. died for us; 3. died for us that we
also might die with Him.

Starke :—Darkness is finally punished with dark,
ness

; consider this, ye children of darkness.—Since
Christ has died, we need no expiatory sacrifice more.—Christ from the deepest abandonment passing over
into the highest composure.—No longer in the hands
of His enemies, but in those of the Father.—The
saint prays not only in the begiiming and the con-
tinuance, but also at the end of his suffering.

—

Can-
stein :—Jesus dies, like a true com of wheat, to
bring forth much fruit, John xii, 24.—Die willingly
where God wills, for Jesus died not in a sumptuous
canopied bed, but poor and naked on the cross.—

.

Brentius :—The souls of the righteous are in God'a
hands, and no torment touches them. What would
we more?

—

Heubner:—As Jesus did all that He
did for us, so also for us was this prayer ; He has
committed our souls also with His own to the Fa-
ther.

—

Steinmever :— The last word on the cross
proclaims : 1. The glory of a blessed death ; 2. the
glory of the dying Son of God ; 3. the glory of His
liigh-priestly sacrificial death.

—

Draseke :—The death
of Jesus as culmination and completion of His life.

He shows: 1. A supreme composure of soul; 2. su-
preme love to man; 3. supreme Mediatorial power;
4. supreme Filial glory.

—

Tholuck :—How the Lord
dies : 1. With inner freedom ; 2. with clear con-
sciousness

; 3. with perfect trust.

—

Arndt :—Vs. 46
as cap-stone of the last words. Taken together: 1.

The first two, words of compassion ; 2. the two fol-

lowing, words of comfort for those outwardly and
inwardly forsaken ; 3. the last three, words of strength-
ening for those wrestling with death.

—

Krummaciieh:—Father, into Thy hands. The How and Why
of the death of Jesus.

—

Harms:—The word "for
you " to be weighed : 1. The faith which the word
demands

; 2. the repentance which it etfects ; 3. the
consolation which it brings with it.

—

Sohjudt:—How
holy and awful the dying of the Saviour is.

—

Van der
Palm :— 1. Jesus' deatli the fulfilment of all God's
promises

; 2. Jesus' death the mam substance of the
ApostoUc preachiiig; 3. Jesus' death the completion
of His teaching and the crown of His life; 4. Jesus'
death oar life.

2. The Mourning of Nature and of Mankind (Vss. 47-49).

(Parallel with Matt, xxvli. 51-56 ; Mark xv. 38-41.)

V-t Now when the centurion saw what was done [took place], he glorified God sayina
ii Certanily this was a righteous man. And all the people [throngs, SvXoi] that caiM

together to that sight [tins spectacle], beholding [liaving beheld] the things which were
49 done, smote their breasts, and returned. And all his acquaintance, and the women thai

followed bin from Galilee, stood afar off, beholding these things.
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EXEGETICAIi AHD CEITICAl.

Vs. il. Now when.—The mourning of nature
Luke has already mentioned, vss. 44, 46, with a
word. Matthew and Mark connect thia yet more
closely than he with the signs of a great change,
which at the moment of death began to reveal itself

in the human world. The leader in the array of
witnesses for the glory of the death of Jesus, is the
heathen centurion who saw rh yevdiievov. Without
our having thereby particularly to exclude the events
of the previous hours, this, however, appears to point
particularly to the moment of the death of Jesus, in

connection with the wonderful phenomena of nature
occurring at the same time. Tb yevoiifvov, vs. 48
goes, it is true, somewhat farther back, and compre-
hends all that from the moment of the affixin" to
the cross had taken place upon and around Calvary.

The centurion.—Comp. Lange on Matthew
and Mark. The impression which what took place
produced upon a noble soldier's soul like his, is

psychologically very explicable. Such a death the
proud Roman, who had beheld death and its victims
in its most diverse forms, has never yet seen. In
the midst of the gloom of the three hours' darkness,
the day begins to break before the eye of his soul

:

the mighty voice with which the last word on the
cross is uttered resounds in his ears Uke the voice of
a God, and with Jesus' death-hour there strikes also

for l.im the birth-hour of a higher life. He has,

doubtless, heard that this Jesus has been condemned
as a blasphemer of God, but he cannot possibly be-

lieve it. He remembers the testimony of Pilate, and
concurs fiiUy with that which the Penitent Tliief but
a short time before had said in Jesus' honor. The
substance of his confession Luke communicates when
he makes liim call our Lord a Sixaios. But the ori-

ginal form of this, Matthew and Mark appear to have
preserved to us, ^though the possibility undoubtedly
must be allowed that both the one and the other ex-

pression may be genuine. As to the supposed sense

of his words, see Lange. It must, above all, not be
overlooked that they are less the expression of an
exactly defined conception of tlie understanding than

the outgush of a deeply-moved sensibility, and that

it is as unreas mable to deny the echo of superstition

as the voice oi sincere faith in his manly words.

Vs. 48. And all the people.—Scarcely can we
conceive the number of the witnesses of Jesus' death

and of the events connected therewith as great enough.

At the time of the Passover there were from two to

three millions of Jews, gathered from all lands of the

earth, in the capital, a multitude almost as great as

that which had once come out of Egypt, and of

these it may be presupposed that there was no
stranger among them that had not heard of Jesus of

Nazareth (Luke xxiv. 18). So far as the hills and
plains around Calvary give room for it, all are co-

vered with beholders, who now, however, are found

in a wholly different mood from that which is de-

scribed vs. .35. As the centurion, in fact, glorifies

God by his confession (a doxological trait entirely in

the spirit of the third gospel, ch. xiii. 17 ;
xviii. 15),

80 do these beholders accuse themselves as sharers

in the guilt of the death of Jesus, and as objects of

the holy displeasure of God. Even in itself such a

Jransition in the mood of a mixed throng is not at

all uncommon, and the objection (Strauss) that here

is related to us, not so much what the Jews felt

and did, as rather what they, according to the

Christian view, should have felt and done, pioceedi
from an unpsychological and, for that very reason,
an exceedingly uncritical mistrust. The murder of
the Messiah had been a deed of national intoxication
and bewilderment, upon which an hour of awakening
must follow. The extraordinary phenomena of na,
ture spoke, therefore, so much the more loudly to
their conscience, and the remembrance of everythoM
great and good which our Lord had done bestow^
on Him in their eyes a so much greater dignity aftfii

they had rejected Him by their own guilt. Th3 ter
ror of death upon so many countenances is also ax.

involuntary homage which is brought to the deac'
Christ, and the mournfully earnest Passover mooj
of so many contrite hearts becomes the preparatioq
for the earnest Pentecostal inquiry : Men and brethren
what shall we do ?

Vs. 49. All His acquaintance.—Luke men-
tions these in addition to the people and the women,
of whom he also, as well as Matthew and Mark,
speaks. " Only Luke has this notice, which is so
mere a summary, that it does not even by the a?r4

/j.aKp6<&^y^ contradict the account of John (ch. xix.

25)." Meyer. We may understand particularly the
acquaintance in the wider sense of the word, at Jeru-
salem and of the region round about, to whom, for

instance, the owner of the colt at Bethphage and the

owner of the Passover-hall at Jerusalem belong. In
respect to the women, comp. ch. viii. 2 and the pa
rallels. In what mood they now stood there, after

they were now no longer hindered by the sooffings

of the people from coming near, may be better felt

than described. With the deepest sorrow over thia

irrevocable loss, which was not yet softened bv the
joyful hope of the resurrection, there is united

melancholy joy that now at last the agonizing con-

flict is ended, and the heartfelt longing to render
now the last honors to the inanimate corpse. In in-

finite diversity of moods, according to the measure
of their spiritual development, receptivity, and theii

peculiar relations to our Lord, they stand there in

the neighborhood of the place which had heard His
last sighs, while we even now do not yet read re-

specting the disciples that they were with the women.
John has led Mary home. Peter wanders lonesomely

about. The other scattered sheep have vanished,

without leaving a trace, when the Shepherd waa
smitten. Only the faithfulness of female love holda

its ground when aU seems lost.

DOOTEINAL AND ETHICAI,.

1. The death of our Lord was glorified, and at

the same time confirmed, as never a death after it

Even though we only rightly understand and inter-

pret the signs at His death in nature and the human
world, we shall be conducted to a higher Christology

than to the Kazareo-Ebionitic one of ancient and

modern Rationalism.

2. The heathen centurion the first fruits of tha

believing heathen world which shall yet one day bow
the knee before Jesus. Hisjoining in the confessior

of the robber in honor of our Lord the first union

of Jews and Gentiles, who hitherto had been sepa-

rated from one another by the middle wall of parti-

tion, and the presage of the communion of saints,

Ephes. ii. 14-16. If we may assume that he stood

at the head of the Ze</io Germaniea, which the Ro-

mans, as is known, had in service at this time in

Palestine, then the Germanic Christendom of Earope
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may consider him in a yet closer sense of the word

a? their representative and Prodromus.

3. The awakening remorse of the people a pre-

cursory fulfilment of Jesus' own word, John viii. 28,

and, at the same time, a prophecy of the hour in

which Israel as a nation shall aclinowledge what it

did when it rejected the Son of David, Zecli. xii.

10-1 2 ; Rev. i. 1. Here also, however, wickedness

remains consistent with itself even to the end. Only

the people, and not the Pharisees and Scribes, return

from Calvary smiting their breasts. With reason,

however, may we regard these first penitents of Israel

as a first fruits of the hearing of the prayer, ch.

xxiii. 34.

4. Never has the might of love been more speak-

ingly revealed than on the death-day of our Lord.

It yet keeps its ground even there where faith has

Bufifered shipwreck and hope is utterly frustrated.

With right, might Paul extol it as the chief among
the Three, 1 Cor. xiii. 13.

HOMILETICAL AND PKACTICAL.

The dead Jesus glorified : 1. By God ; 2. by man.
—What the miracles in the realm of nature declare

to the honor of the dead Saviour: 1. Jesus the imma-
culate, innocent Sufferer; 2. Jesus the perfect Atoner
of sin; 3. Jesus the Resurrection and the Life.—The
new covenant considered in the light of these mira-

cles : 1. A ministration of the Spirit, where that of

the letter is done away ; 2. a ministration of right-

eousness, which replaces that of condemnation ; 8. a
ministration that abides, in contrast with that which
ceases, 2 Cor. iii. 6-11.—The centurion under the cross

a presage of the calling of the Gentiles at the rejection

of the Jews.—The impression which the view of tlie

dying Jesus produces in the truth-loving soul.—The
triumph of the enemies of Jesus ending in a com-
plete defeat.—The impression of the death of Jesus
on the female heart.—How the view of the dead Sa-
viour calls us: 1. To a fuller confession than that of
the heathen centurion ; 2. to a deeper humility than
that of the remorseful people; 8. to firmer faith than
that of the Galilean women.—Heaven and earth

united in doing homage to the dead Christ.—Th«

first witness concerning the death of Jesus : 1

Wherein we must follow him ; 2. wherein we must b«

distinguished from him ; 3. wherein we must exca

him.

Starke :—Confess Jesus even when He is on th«

cross, and when it seems to fare worst witli His church,

—The first fruits of the power of the death of

Christ are so remarkable, what gieat things shall not

the full harvest bring?

—

Brentius :—Miracles, as

well in nature as in grace, have no other design than

the conversion of men.—He must certainly have a

hard heart whum the Passion of Christ cannot move
to repentance.

—

Cramer :—God can be mighty even in

the weak ( 2 Cor. xii. 1 0).—There are witnesses enough
of the cross of Christ ; he that will uot believe cannot

be helped.

—

Schultz:—Concerning the miracles at

the death of Christ, they show us: 1. Wherein the

benefit consists which He has purchased for ns by
His death; 2. what the dispositions arc to which the

benefit must excite us.

—

Gerok :—The holy evening
stillness upon Calvary : 1. The still rest of the per-

fected Sufferer ; 2. the still repentance of the shaJsen

world ; 3. the still labor of the loving friends ; 4. the

still rest of the holy grave.

—

Ahlfeld :—What seest

thou on the cross of Christ ? 1 . The love that sues for

us; 2. the love that dies for us: 3, the love that

never dies.

—

Thtm:—The cross on Calvary: 1. A
sign of grace for us ; 2. a sign of judgment against

us.

—

Rautenberg :—Christ's death, my sin's death
(John xix. 1-30).—My Jesus dies, why should I

live ?—(On Vs. 47) Bobe :—How do believing Chris-

tians stand under the cross of the dying Redeemer ?—Ackerman :—The death of the Redeemer of the

world in its composing influence on our death.—
Alt:—The death of Christ a strong incitemimt to

conversion from sin.

—

Schmid :—The preaching of
the Crucified : 1. A preaching of repentance for sin-

ners ; 2. a preaching ofjoy for believers ; 3. a preach,
ing of glory for our Lord.

—

Arndt :—The signs at

Jesus' death : 1. The signs of God's almightiness in

nature; 2. of the grace of God in the hearts of
men.

—

Krummacher :—The funeral : 1. How it \i

rung in from heaven: 2. how it is attended on
earth.

3. The Sabbath of the Grave (Vss. 60-66).

(Parallel with Matt, xxrii. 57-66 ; Mark xv. 42-47 ; John xix. 38-42.)

50 And, behold, there was a man named Joseph, a counsellor ; and he was a good man
51 and a just: (The same had not consented to the counsel and deed of them :) he was of

Arima.thea, a city of the Jews; who also himself waited for the kingdom of God'
52, 53 This man went unto Pilate, and begged the body of Jesus. And he took it down

and wrapped it in linen, and laid it in a sepulchre that was hewn in stone, whereili
54 neyer man before was laid [there was no one yet lying]. And that day was the prepa-
55 ration [And it was the day of preparation'], and the sabbath drew on. And the wom-

en also [om., also], which came with him from Galilee, followed after, and beheld the
66 sepulchre, and hoxv his body was laid. And they returned, and prepared spices and

omtments; and rested the sabbath day [indeed*] according to the commandmeiit.

M^J 7\' *J."~^^
™''*' ""; • \ 'J"-^

",""''' should be omitted from tho Fecepta. and we should with Lac hmann, TiBohen-
RSlK ' }°7"''"^'j restored them,] rnad simply 65 rrpoieSip^ero [with Meyer, Trefrelles, Allbrd also. The MSS. whiol

^ges irMatthewand uIa.-Tc'!
5]"''^'°''' ^ ''"'"'^ *''™ "' *° "'"'" " ''"''*^' *'''" ""^ '"''^^ ^""^ ""^ P"^"""'

t» Vs. 54.—B., Cod. Bin., C.i, L., have irapao-iceiii)! instead of the wapacr/tcu^ of the Secepta. The Genlti o is adopter
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^SS^'a^SriaS'^IltU^X,^^lVt r^lof&V^iy^.:f=X'"',7'if • ^<>-™. l™-«s ,ei., opposed
tfvo, omit the following «a., while thSse which read Z GeniUve retZ ii th„r„ «^I *^^H"T''J'Jl"'l''^'"^

*'^^ Nomina.
Bupposing the fiial 5 to have been dropped from ^V«<«™^"ii™ nseo^e^^^^

'"•"' "'''?* *'''**
^S''"' '' '^^^*' ™

remained, protected the Genitive endiic.-c. C. g
j'""^'""'" ™ conaequenoe of the followmg o-ajS^aror, irhile kol, where i*

they rested . . . but on the first of the week . . . they came."-C. cfs )

. . . iixeov. "And the sabbath day, indeed.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vs. 50. Joseph—Comp. Lange on Matt, xxvii.
5T. In a peculiar way Luke portrays his character
as that of a good and righteous man. The latter, of
course, not in the juridical, but in the theooratical
Benseof the word. Bengel: " Omnis homo ayaios
est etiam Sixaios, non contra. Lucas totum laudat
ante partem." Whether he was the only one who in
the Jewish council had raised his voice against the
sentence of death upon our Lord, cannot be with cer-
tainty stated. So much, however, is clear, that he
by this account is indirectly distinguished from Nico-
demus, who is named indeed S/^x""", but not ^iiv\-

evrri!, and who, therefore, appears to have had no
voice in this case. As respects Arimathsea, this city

19 by no means identical with Rama, iu Benjamin
which appears also Matt. il. 18, as Friedlieb, ad loc.

asserts without stating his grounds. In all proba-
bility we must understand by it Ramathaim, in Eph-
raim, where Samuel was born, and which lay not far
from Lydda or Diospolis. See Wieseler in Herzog's
Real-Encycl. ad vocem. The additional trait, finally,

that he wailedfor the kingdom of God, gives Joseph
a claim to an honorable place in the spiritual family
circle of those who are named in Luke ii. 38.

Vs. 52. Went unto Pilate.—^For the more par-
ticular oiroumstauoes, see Mark. According to Cicero,
In Verrein, v. 45-51, the Roman Procurators some-
times conferred such a favor for money. Moreover,
the Roman laws also provided : corpora eorum, qui
capite damnaniur, cogtiatia ipsorum deneganda non
sunt. See Ulpian, IHgest. 47, t. 24. That Pilate

demanded no money of the rich Joseph, who did

not belong to the relations of our Lord, may have
had its ground in a secret joy at the speedy death
of our Lord (Lauge), or perhaps also in the wish to

give at once a mark of his complacency to that mem-
ber of the supreme council who displayed respect

for Jesus, and thereby also in this way indirectly to

mortify the priests, who had violently extorted the

sentence of death. In this matter also, Pilate, even
as in the refusal to alter the superscription over the

cross, shows himself great in little things, while he,

it is true, in the great matter had been, alas, only too

little.

Vs. 63. In linen,—To be understood of fine

sindon, a cotton stuff which was cut into strips, and
is elsewhere called cUan linen, because the priests

were commonly clothed with this stuff. The head was
wrapped separately in a aovSapicv of the same stuff,

John XX. 1. The preliminary costly embalming Luke
passes over, probably because soon, in place of it, the

anointing by the, women was to come. To speak of
" enormous consumption of spices " (Strauss), would
enly be reasonable, if we did not know what a lavish

expenditure in this respect often prevailed in the

Orient, so that according to Josephus, Ant. Jwd.

rvii. 8. 3, at the funeral of Herod the Great, not

less than five hundred servants were required to

Sttrry the spices.

A sepulchre that was hewn in stone.—If

we must iu general acknowledge the identity of the

Drcsent and of the original Calvary, then the Holy

Sepulchre is at all events to be sought in the imme-
diate neighborhood of the place that even yet if
shown as such, in the church of this name. Compi
hereupon the admirable words of Von Schubert, i
c. iii. p. 509.

Vs. 54. It was the day of preparation, irw
paa-Keuri, preparation for the Sabbath, and particulariy
that part of the Friday which was regarded as the
introduction to the Sabbath {wpoadepaTov, Mark xv.
42). When Meyer says ad loc. " Here also there be-
trays itself the absence of a festal character in the
day of Jesus' death," it may be inquired whether, ot;
the other side, the Jewish council on this whole day,
and even at evening, would have exhibited such
a restless activity if on this evening the Paschal
Lamb had yet to be bought, slaughtered, and
eaten. In all probability we have to understand tha
late Friday afternoon, between five and six o'clock.
'Eweipaiane signifies here the dawning, not of the na.
tural, but of the legal Saturday.

Vs. 55. And the women . . . followed after.

—

KaraKoKoub'fiaa(r.H. The strengthened expression ap-
pears in this connection to intimate a following down,
Kura, even into the grave. See Lange, Z. J. iii. p.
521. They accompany the funeral of our Lord as
far as possible

; that they, according to the common
view, were also present at the taking down from the
cross, and active in it, is not related to us by the his-

tory. According to all the Synoptics, they joined tha
Uttle funeral train only after the corpse had' been taken
down and suitably wrapt around. In this work Joseph
and Nicodemus had apparently the assistance of ser-

vants or friends, but not directly of the women. It is,

therefore, very possible that they did not know pre-

cisely the quantity of the spices brought by Nicode-
mus, and even if this had been the case, love does not
inquire how little will suffice, but how much it can
perform. Even the view of the abundance of the

manifestations of love on the part of these two men
must also have disposed them to like 2eal, and made
the thought unendurable to them that they who yet
had served the living Master with their possessions

should now render no further service to the dead.

The observation also that all was accomplished sump-
tuously, it is true, but with comparatively gieat haste,

must have spontaneously brought up the thought to

them, whether there might not be here something

still to be cared for. Therefore, after the men had
returned home, they remain alone, and still regard

the grave for a while (vs. 65), going home then with

the resolution as soon as possible to buy spices and
ointment, but resting the Sabbath day, according to

the commandment. According to the more exact

statement of .Mark, the spices were first bought and
prepared after the Sabbath was already passed (ch,

xvi. 1), that is, according to our reckoning, on Satur-

day evening, after six o'clock. This is also internally

probable, since the Sabbath, we may suppose, had

already begun when they had returned to Jerusalem

from viewing the grave (vs. 55). That the purchase

took place directly after their return, Luke does not

at all say, although he does not deny it (uirocrTpt'i^airai

5e TiToifj.aaai') ; he only intimates that they did not

permit themselves to be kept back from their work

of love by the strict observance of the Sabbath law
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Vs. 56 of his account is immediately connected with

ch. xsiv. 1, and the antithesis between ^4v and Se

would properly indicate that at the end of ch. xxiii.

only a comma ought to hare been placed. Sense

:

After they had viewed the grave, they bought (not

stated when ?) spices, and rested indeed on the Sab-

bath day, according to the law, but when this was
over they went with the (just-purchased) spices as

quickly as possible to the grave.

DOOTEINAl AND ETHICAL.

1. If it has ever plainly appeared that decisive

events in the kingdom of God must serve to bring its

hidden friends to light, and that a great sorrow is

capable of uniting men of diverse rank, condition,

and age, this then took place at the burial of our

Lord. For the Eleven we here look round in vain
;

BO scattered are the sheep that even the care for the

corpse of the Shepherd is not capable of uniting

them ; but love to the Lord has turned women to hero-

ines, and if even to this moment there has not yet a

single voice from the Jewish council been lifted

against the atrocity committed, yet it now appears

that not all the members are animated by the spirit

of Annas and Caiaphas.

2. The certainty of the death of Jesus before

His burial is raised above every rational doubt, and
partially attested even by the manner of His burial.

Ouly the modern romance of unbelief, which in late

years has sought in a magnificent manner to deceive

a credulous pubUc by the publishing of quasi-ancient

manuscripts out of which the coimection of Jesus

with Bssenism was to appear as clear as the sun, un-

dertakes to assure us that Joseph of Arimatha;a

still discovered signs of life, and, tlierefore, .attended

the supposed corpse with the utmost care. See^ e. g.^

Jenus der Essaer odei' die Religion der Zukunft^
Leipzig, 1849 ; the Buck Jesu, Kassel, 1850. "The
important discoveries about Jesus' manner of death,"

and the like, which a few years ago were circulated

by thousands, now are in part already forgotten

again, but in part serve even yet as weapons in

the hands of the most stupid unbehef 2 Thess. ii.

11.

3. The burial of our Lord constitutes the pre-

cise transition from the condition of His humilia-

tion to that of His exaltation, and is therefore

sometimes reckoned with the one, sometimes with

the other. It is, with all that took place hitherto,

the fulfilment of the prophetic word (Is. liii. 9 ; 1

Cor. XV. 3, 4), and in the more particular circum-

stances, remarkable in the extreme. A new grave

receives our Lord, even as before an ass's colt

bore Him, on which never yet a man had sat.

A gr-ave in the rock, so strong that only angels'

power could open it; with only one entrance, so that

the local cii'oumstances themselves forbid the suppo-

sition that the corpse had been stolen ; in a garden,

so that thus, in a place like that in which sin was
boru, it is also borne to the grave. Thus does all

concur to procure for our Lord an undisturbed re-

pose, and to prepare for Him a glorious resurrection

morning.

4. As respects the condition of our Lord during
the interval which His corpse passed in the grave,

we venture boldly to apply to it the word of John,
that " that Sabbath day was a great day." Ch. xix.

81. It was, without doubt, a condition of full con-

tdfiusness, of refreshing ret, of the beginning of joy

in company with the Penitent Thief, and of blessed

hope of the approaching resurrection morning. How
far we can now begin to speak of an activity of out

Lord in the condition of separation, is oonnect*d

with the question when the preaching to the spirits

in prison (1 Peter iii. 19-21) took place. We be-'Jeva

that the apostle places it between our Lord's resur-

rection and His ascension.

5. The Sabbath which our Lord paases in the

grave is the last Sabbath of the OM Covenant

Therefore, also. His friends spend it in the sadness

of those who do not yet know that the day of the

New Covenant has dawned, wherein life and immor-

taUty were brought to Ught. His enemies embitter

to themselves this their Sabbath rest with the endea-

vors which they use to guard the corpse of our

Lord, as related by Matthew alone. It is a poetical

justice that they who have so often accused the Sa-

viour of Sabbath-breaking, now themselves finally

desecrate this day. Scarcely has the day after the

Friday dawned (tlie legal Sabbath day, that is, which

began on Friday evening after six o'clock), when
they already coiue to Pilate and make their proposi-

tion to him. Matt, xxvii. 62. Not a single night will

they leave tlie corpse unwatched, and do not rest

until the guard is posted in the garden of Joseph.

But by this very means they concur in the revelation

of their shame, in the revelation of the resurrection

of our Lord, and of the glory of God.

C. An admirable representation of the Taking
Down from the Cross, by Rubens ; of the viewing

of the grave by the two women, by E. Veith ; beau-

tiful gi-ave hymn :
" Nun scldummerst die, tnein*

Huh," &c.

HOMILETICAI, AlO) PRACTICAIi.

See on the parallels in Lange.—Joseph of Aii
mathaea the representative of an honorable minority

—Just when all appears to be lost, does the heroi*

courage of faith awake.—The dead Saviour the centra

of union between His male and female friends.—Love
stronger than death, Sol. Song, viii. 6,—" They be-

held the sepulchre " (admiral)le text for Good Friday
evening) : 1. How far our beholding of the sepulctre
may be distinguished from that of the first female
friends ; 2. how far, however, it must agree with tlieirs.

—Jesus' sepulchre viewed in the hght of faith : 1. The
monument of the wickedness of His enemies ; 2. the
goal of the Passion of our Lord ; 3. the working-place
of the providence of God : 4. the grave of the sin

of the world
; 5. the pledge of the Christian's rest

in the grave.—The great Sabbath : 1. A feast of de-
lusive rest for Israel ; 2. a day of refreshing rest for
Jesus ; 3. a time of active rest for the Father ; 4. a
pledge of restored rest for the sinner: 6. an image
of the present rest of the Christian, Heb. iv. 9.

—

The great Sabbath : 1. The history ; 2. the signifi-

cance ; 3. the admonitions of this very memorable
day.—The Sabbath rest: 1. Of Christ; 2. of the
Christian.

Starke :—Say not, " If everything is thus cor-
rupt, how can I alone live so devoutly ? "—He that
is inwardly concerned for right, must also make it

known in seasonable time.—There is no fear in love,
but, &c.—Before our rulers we must have befitting
respect, Rom. xiii. 7.—Believers' best and dearest
treasure is Jesus.—One may and should, even yet,

clothe Jesus in His naked members.

—

Hedingkr:—
Even to the dead must we show love. «'id Cbristianlj
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commit them to the earth.—To lose one's money
for Chrbt's sake is a great gain.—Through a blessed
death there is a passage to the true rest, beauteous
Sabbath I—J. Hall :—The true CSiristian is not cou-
tent with having others show love towards their
neighbor, but he does it also himself.—i\7bi,a Bibl.

Tub.

:

—This is the way of pior.s soula, that they are
God-fearing, loving, active.

—

Arndt:—The burial
of our Lord : 1. Its possibility ; 2. its glory ; 3. ii»

importance
; 4. its oUigaiion.—J. C. Stken :—The

confession of the Christian at the sfrave of the Sa-
viour.

SECOND SECTION.
THE PERFECT TRIUMPH.

Ohaptbe XXIV. 1-48.

A. Ovej tJie Might of Sin and Death. Ch. XXIV. 1-12.

1 Now [But] upon the first day of the week, very early in the morning, they camo
unto the sepulchre, bringing the spices which they had prepared [end verse with " pre-

2 pared'"], and certain others with them. And they found the stone rolled away from
3 the sepulchre. And they entered in, and [having entered in they] found not the body
4 of the Lord Jesus.^ And it came to pass, as they were much perplexed thereabout,
5 behold, two men stood by them in shining [glittering] garments: And as they were

afraid, and bowed down their faces to the earth, they said unto them, Why seek ve the
6 living among the dead? He is not here, but is risen: remember how he spake unto
1 you when he was yet in Gahlee, Saying, The Son of man must be delivered into the

8 hands of sinful men, and be crucified, and the third day rise again. And they remem-
9 bered [or, called to mind] his words, And returned from the sepulchre, and told [re-

10 ported*] all these things unto the eleven, and to all the rest. It was Mary Magdalene,
and Joanna, and Mary the mother of James, and other women that were with them,

11 which told these things unto the apostles. And their words seemed to them as idle

12 tales, and they believed them not. Then arose Peter, and ran unto the sepulchre ; and
stooping down, he beheld the linen clothes laid by themselves, and departed, wondering
in himself at that which was come to pass.^

* "Vs. 1.—The clause which follows ia the Recepta, koX rtres <rvv auTats, is probably, as Kuinoel already conjectured, an
interpolation from vs. 10. The words are wanting in B., C, [Cod. Sin.,] L., 33, Vulgate, Itala, and others, and are re-
jected by Lachmann, Tischendorf, [Meyer, Tregelles, Alford.]

[3 Vs. 3.—The words of the JRecepla, tov Kvpiov 'Iijo-oiJ, are omitted in D. but appear in all the other uncials, and though
rejected by Tischendorf and marked as doubtful by Van Oosterzee, are retaiT\ed by Lachmann, Meyer, Alford. Tregellea
omits TOV Kupi'ou, following one Cursive, and some Versions. The great weight of authority, therefore, is for the words m
question. A concordance of the Acts will show that "The Lord Jesus "is a favorite appellation witli Luke, as Alford
remarks. But the concurrence of both appellations would, as he also remarks, be quite sure to provoke the erasure some-
times of one and sometimes of the other, thus leading to a doubt of the genuineness and the consequent omission of both.

—C. C. S.l
[3 Va 9. -Revised Version of the American Bible Union.—C. C. S.]

* Vb. 12.—Although vs. 12 is wanting in Cod. D. and moreover in the Syriac, Itala, Jerome, &c., yet it appears to be
original and genuine, and only to have been omitted, because it appeared to conflict with vs. 24. An interpolator would,

in the interest of harmony with John xx. 1-10, not have neglected to mention also the oAAos jaa%r^s. The very incom-
pleteness and fragmentariness of the report is an argument for its genuineness.

EXEGETICAI, AND CBITICAL.

General Remarks.—In the history of the Resur-

rection and Ascension also, Luke preserves the same

character which we have already more than once

remarked in him. In that which he communicates

in common with the two other Synoptics, he is less

detailed and exact thj,n they, so that he must rather

be complemented from them, than they, on the con-

trary, from him. But, on the other hand, he fur-

nishes us new contributions to the knowledge of the

Risen and Glorified Lord, the contents and tendency

of which are m the most beautiful agreement with

the broad humanistic character of his gospel, as wiU

25

appear from the expositions of the individual ac-

counts. The appearance on the evening of the first

resurrection day .he relates, vs. 36 seq., much mjra
at length than John, and that our historical faith in

a visible Ascension rests almost exclusively on hia

testimony, as well at the end of the gospel as at the

beginning of the Acts, scarcely needs mention. Re
specting the history of the Resurrection and its Enan
tiophanies in general, comp. Lange on Matt., ch.

xxviii. After that wliich is there so admirably re-

marked, we are at liberty to occupy ourselves exilu-

sively with the account of Luke. " In remrrectioru

ei vita, quam. ostendit quadraginta diebus, refidmut

el delectabHihim pascimur argumentis." Bernard ot

Clairvaux.
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Vs. 1. Very early in the morning, opSrpou

SaS^f'os, or, according to the reading of A., C, D.,

[Cod. Sin.] with an unusual ancient genitive ^adt'mr,

see TiscHENDOSF, ad he. The account is immediately

connected with ch. xxiii. B6, and the women of whom
Luke here makes mention can be no othsrs than
those of whom he has said, vs. 53, that they had
come with Jesus from Galilee. Altogether arbitrary,

therefore, is Bengel's remark : aliwy qucenon veiierant e

Oalil(sa. Since Luke, vs. 10, mentions three of these
women by name, and then adds, at Aourcti am ai/raij,

the company, according to his account, consisted at

least of five. Mary Magdalene all the Evangelists
mention. Matthew and Mark speak of the other
Mary, the mother of James. Mark mentions as third

only the name of Salome, while Luke, in her stead,

places Joanna as third. It may be that this differ-

ence may be explained from their having gone in

two divisions to the grave (Lange) ; although it is,

on the other hand, a question whether a going
out in company at so early a morning hour is not
psychologically more probable. It is difScult to
establish anything certain here, but at all events,
unreasonable, where the account of the one Evan-
gelist complements very well that of the other, but
does not exclude it, to consider difference and op^jo-

eition., without further inquiry, as words of like sig-

l\ificatioD.

Vs. 2. The stone rolled away, rhv Kib.—By
whom it had been rolled away appears from Mat-
thew

; with what uimecessary propositions and anx-
ieties the women on the way to the grave had occu-
pied themselves is related to us by Mark. After
Mary Magdalene had viewed the stone that was
rolled away, she hurries back to the city to bring
this intelligence to Peter and John (John xx. 2 seq.)

;

this Luke ia silent about, but, on the other hand, he
describes to us the terror and joy of the other wo-
men in a vivid manner.

Vs. 4. Two men—" The angels are designated
accordiiig to that fonn of manifestation which they
had m the view of the women." Meyer. As re-
spects the well-known controversy as to the number
of the angels, we are satisfied, instead of occupying
ourselves with all the harmonistic schemes that have
been in earlier or modern times thought out, to remind
the reader rather of the well-known word of Lessing in
his Duplik, where he, with a hberality strange to most
of the modern critics, wrote :

" Cold discrepancy-
mousera, do ye not then see that the Evangelists do not
count the angels ? The whole grave, the whole region
round about the grave, was invisibly swaiming with
angels. There were not only two angels, like a pair
of grenadiers who are left behind in front of the
quarters of the departed general ; there were millions
of them; they appeared not always one and the
same, not always the same two ; sometimes this one
appeared, sometimes that; sometimes on this place,
sometimes on that ; sometimes alone, sometimes in
company

; somethnes they said this, sometimes thev
said that.

Vs. 6. Why seek ye—In the redaction of the
angels' discourse in Luke, it is especially the ground-
lessness of the seeking of Hhn in the mansions of
the dead who already is actually living, which espe-
cially comes into the foreground. The difference in
the account of the angels' address is an internal
argument for its truth, sinee the women, in the agi-
tation of the moment, could not possibly have stated
correctly, and with diplomatic exactness, the intelli-
gence heard. Enough that aU the Evangelists concur

in the main matter. " Thus is the fact of the firsj

announcement of the resurrection of Christ repre-

sented to us, not in the form of its abstractly ob-
jective course, but taken together with its living

working in the living image of the first Easter har
monies which it called forth. But these harmoniea
now do not present themselves in the measured
mood of a unisonous choral, but in the form of a
four-voiced very agitated /wyue." Lange.

Vs. 6. When He was yet in Galilee.—Th
reminder of that which the Lord had uttered parti

cularly in Galilee takes in Luke the place of the
direction to go into Galilee, as the place where the
Risen One should be seen again, as he, moreover,
communicates afterwards no Galilean appearance
whatever. The prophecies of the Passion, which
the women had forgotten, were known to the angels.

Why it is psvchologically impossible that the women
should now first remember again the predictions of
our Lord's resurrection if He had really so definitely

uttered tliem (Meyer), we do not comprehend.
Vs. 9. Told all these things.—Obediently to

the express command of the angel, which Mat-
thew and Mark state. The mood in which they re-

turn from the grave is also, in particular, not stated
to us more particularly by Luke ; on the other hand,
we owe to him the account that they proclaimed the
joyful message in a yet wider circle than merely to
the Twelve, as we soon after shall learn, vss. 22-24,
yet more particularly from the joumeyers to Em-
maus. Respecting the here-named women them-
selves, see on ch. viii. 2, 3.

Vs. 11. As idle tales, icre! ASpir, nonsense
and superstitious gossip, crazy talk. Dutch : ydel ge-
hlap. That they also brought the intelligence with
the same result to the aof\(poh of the Lord (Acts i.

14) is undoubtedly possible (De Wette), but by no
means proved. The individual experience of the Mag-
dalene, who is connected in vs. 10 also with the other
women, and, according to John xx. 18, gives her
individual account, is, for brevity's sake, passed over
by Luke. It appears, however, from hrs condensed
account, that she too found no better reception than
the other messengers of the Resurrection.

Vs. 12. Then arose Peter Comp. John xx.
2-10. John is here unmentioned, but from vs. 24 it

appears, at all events, that several of the disciples on
this morning had gone to the grave. Had Luke, as
Baur supposes, wished to place in the background
the appearance vouchsafed to Peter by the narrative
of the appearance which the journeyers to Emmaus
experienced, then he might just as well have left this
whole narrative of the apostles' visit to the grave
entirely unmentioned. As to the rest, in view of the
brevity of Luke's account, it cannot be a matter of
surprise that he speaks of ixova, but does not men-
tion the aoubapiov (John xx. 1).

DOCTEISTAIi AKB ETHICAL.

1. See Lange on the parallels in Matthew and
Mark.

2. "The re-awakening of the dead Christ has,
humanly apprehended, something so sublimely
touching and beautiful, that if it were a fable, as ii
is not, the tiuth of history would be wished for it."
Herder. To have comprehended the great miracu-
lous fact on its purely human side especially, and ta
have described it, and thus to have brought it yet
nearer to us on this side than was done by°MattheW
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md Mark, this belongs to the incontrOTertible merits
of Luke.

8. The announcement of the Resurrection by an-
gels, like that of the NatiTity, was in the highest
degree worthy of God, and the receptivity of the
women for the objectively present angelophany was
conditioned by their subjective frame of mind. No
inventor would have contented himself with one
ar two heavenly messengers, when in the Christmas
night a whole throng of the heavenly host had come
down to earth. A Resurrection without such extra-
ordinary circumstances would have been a spring
without flowers, a sun without raya, a triumph with-
out triumphal crown.

4. A remarkable agreement exists between the
awakening of the first and of the second life of our
Lord upon earth. In both beginnings we see doubt-
ers and anxious ones quieted by a heavenly messen-
ger. In both the attendant circumstances are related

at length, but over the commencing point itself of
the life and of the Resurrection of our Lord there

remains a mysterious veil. He is awakened by the
power of the Most High, as He by the same power
had been conceived (Luke i. 35; Rom. vi. i). By
His Resurrection He becomes manifest as God's Son
(Rom. i. 4), as He had been named even before His
birth (Luke i. 32).

5. The Resurrection of our Lord is, first, the

Restoration of the life which appeared to be quite

ended, while the broken bond between soul and body
is again knit together ; secondly, a Oordinuance of

the previous life, wherewith the consciousness of its

identity again awakes (Luke xxiv. 39), the memory:
returns, and the objective fact acquires also subjec-

tive truth for the Risen One Himself; finally, the

Glorification of the former existence, whose burdens

now all fall away, so that the Risen One shows Him-
Belf entirely different from before, without being on
that account another.

6.. The Scripture testifies that Christ rose with a

truly human body, from an actual sleep of death, in
' the literal sense of the word, out of the grave. Con-

demned, therefore, is the Docetic representation, by
which either the reality or the identity of His body is

^ doubted, or the manner of His resurrection so repre-

sented that it becomes entirely impossible to conceive

a true corporeality {see, for instance, the essay of F.

KtTHN : Me ging Jesus durch des Grabes Thiir ? Bonn,

1838). But not less is the coarser or more refined

rationalistic interpretation, according to which the

revivification of the Lord becomes only the awak-

ening out of a seeming death, against the Scrip-

ture and the Christian consciousness. How would

it be possible that the double expression of the

self-consoiousness of the Lord (Rev. i. 18), "I

was dead, and behold I am alive again," should con-

tain in its second part objective, in the first only sub-

jective, truth? Finally, we reject the one-sided

symbolical interpretation, according to which the

Resurrection history is regarded only as an unessen-

tial involucrum of religious ideas, not as a fact in

itself (Spinoza, Kant, Hegel, Strauss).

v. The possibility of the Resurrection of the

Lord from the dead is a priori controverted by those

who, in Pantheistic or Rationalistic wise, ignore

every essential distinction between spirit and matter.

Over against this we have simply to bring to mind

that the justice of the fundamental anthropological

views of unbelief is yet in no wise proved. To ex-

plain the possibility of the Resurrection so perfectly

that me dearly sees that it, according to natural

laws, not only can take place, but also must taks
place, is a preposterous requirement, since the fact

precisely by such an explanation would lose th«

character of a miracle, and sink out of the class of

,
the Miracula down into that (;f the Mirahilia,

Enough that the possibility is grounded m the per^

sonality of the Lord, for whom death, not less than
sin, as we have already previously reminded the
reader, may be called something entirely and utterly

preternatural. It is a folly to dispute about thi

possibility with such as deny the miraculous deeds
of the earlier period of His history. Only when these
latter are proved or allowed can we go farther, and
find it also assumable and rational that He, although
bodily in the grave, could not see corruption. Whe-
ther we have to conceive His Resurrection as the
fruit of a quiet but regularly proceeding developmen
in the grave, very much as in the Ab&ipupa the
arising life of the butterfly is, as in a closed labora-

tory, developed, or whether we have rather to as-

sume a magnificent transition, in consequence of
which the hitherto entirely senseless corpse in an
instant was, as it were, streamed through with Di-

vine life—this is a question to the decisive answer
of which all fixed histoiical data are wanting to us.

Enough that we have to conceive of the Lord's Re-
surrection as being both the proper work of the Son
(John X. 18), and as also a miraculous act of the

Father (Acts ii. 24). Whoever takes our Lord for

that which He, according to His own word and ac-

cording to that of His apostles, is, accounts the raising

again of the God-man, wonderful as it is, as being in

the highest sense of the word perfectly natural, sinca

the presupposition becomes Christologically imrea-

sonable that He should have remained in death. As
to the conception of the miracle itself, there deserve

here to be compared the weighty remarks of Schen-
kel, in Gezler's Protestant. MonatsUcdt, 1833, and
by Rothe in his Aihandlung zur Dogmatik in the

Tlieol. Stud. u.Krit., 1858, i.

8. For the Lord Himself the hour of the Resur-

rection was, without doubt, an hour of blessed joy

and glorious triumph, and then also an hour of hope-

ful preparation for the different revelations which
He on the very first day bestowed on different friends

in different places. We stand here at the entrance of

one of the most remarkable transition periods of His

outer and inner Hfe, of a character almost like the

transitions in His twelfth or thirteenth year. From
henceforth He enters into an entirely different rela-

tion to His foes and to His friends, to the world of

spirits, to the kingdom of darkness, to death and the

grave, yea, in a certain measure, even to the Father.

Hitherto we have learned to know Him as the Son
who must yet become perfect and learn obedience by
that which He suffered (Heb. ii. 10 ; v. 8) ; now we
find Him entirely perfected and purified, as it were,

at the foot of His throne.* An hour like this He
had on earth never yet seen, and not less than at the

Baptism (Luke iii. 21), may we suppose Him now also

to have consecrated the new life in prayer to the Fa-

ther. Nay, as His whole first life may be named a

preparation for His suffering and death, so now did

His second life become a preparation for the hour

of ascension. Perverted as it is essentially to iden-

tify Resurrection and Ascension (Kinkel, Weisst:, iM

* [The author, of course, by the word " purified " bat
anything in mind hut a puiification of the Sinless One froit

sin. But He is now pm-iiied even from the sinless infirmi-

ties which appertain to humanity as yet unglorified.—

C. C. S.)
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little may we forget that the two are most intimately

anited. With every day which remored our Lord

farther from the empty grave He drew nearer and

nearer to His waiting crown, and the blessed cele-

bration of His victory coalesced with the still pre-

paration for His coronation in an admirable unity,

BO that He, even on the first day, might speals; of an

entry into His glorv, vs. 26. Yet scarcely do we
renture to enter more deeply into this sanctuary.

If we cannot even express what a glory and blessing

is reflected in the Lord's Eesurrection, what must

then the experience have been ? In the appearances

of the Risen One has His glory become most clearly

visible for the finite eye, and to them we have, there-

fore, above all thuags, to give heed if we will learn

to know Christ and the power of His Resurrection,

Phil. iii. 10. The fulness of detail with which Luke
communicates to us the fourth appearauce compen-

iiates in rich measure his silence respecting the first

and the second, while the third, vs. 34, is only inti-

mated by him. Respecting the number and sequence

of these appearances, see Lange, MattJiew, p. 540

eeq.

9. In view of the supreme moment of this mira-

culous fact, we cannot be at all surprised that it has

been in manifold ways glorified by Christian art.

Painting owes to it masterpieces of Raphael, Tin-

toretto, Paul Veronese, Caracci, Rubens, and others.

In the most of these pictures Christ appears sur

rounded with heavenly glory, as He breaks the bandii

of death and swings the banner of victory, while the

watchers of the grave are trembling and fleeing.

Yet, in view of the diSiculties of representing the

moment of the Resurrection itself, perhaps the efforts

to paint what immediately preceded or followed it

deserve the higher esteem. The journey of the holy

women to the grave, and the second appearance to

Mary Magdalene, both by Ary Scheffer, belong to

his most admirable masterpieces. Hymnology has

been enriched by the Resurrection with the exqiiisite

lays of a Gregory the Gieat, Ambrose, Gellert, Kiop-

Btock, Claudius, Manzoni, and others, [and our own
Hastings, whose " How calm and beautiful the morn,"

is scarcely equalled.—C. C. S.] The scene of the

Easter bells in Faust has bestowed on Goethe a part

of Ilia own earthly immortality.

HOSIILBTICAL AND PEACTICAL.

General Points of view:—The Resurrection of

the Lord—I. In relation to the history of the world.

The vanquishing of the might of sin and death, which

bad revealed itself in all manner of forms, as well

among Israelites as among the heathen nations ; the

implanting of a new principle of life in man and in

mankind. The empty grave the boundary between
the old and the new economy, 2 Cor. v. 17. The
triumph of the might of light over the might of

darkness in the course of the history of the world,

typically expressed in th( triumph of the second Adam
over all the powers of darkness and death. II. In

"elation to Israel. The sublimest expectations of the

Old Testament are fulfilled, Ps. xvi. 9, el alibi, and
what there was typified in Joseph, David, Israel,

that, namely, the way of humiliation led to the

highest glory, was realized in unexampled mea-
8u 'e. The triumph of the King of Israel, the be-

ginning of the timporary overthrow, rejection, hard-

ening of Israel, and yet also the pledge of its final

te-establishment. The empty grave the dumb and

yet eloquent accuser of the Messiah's murderers

in. In relation to the Apostles and first friends of

our Jjord. His Resurrection the foundation of theii

renewal to a life of faith, hope, and love, after thai

all with His death had appeared lost. TheEastei

morning the commencement of a new period for

every one among them and for their whole body.

The certainty that their Master lives, bestows on tlieii

spirit new life, on their heart new joy, on their fe«l

new strength, on their future, new hope. Even un-

belief has seen itself forced to the acknowledgment

that a transformation such as becomes manifest in

the circle of the disciples between Good Friday and

Whitsunday, can only be explained by their having

believed in the great fact which the Easter morning

proclahns. But how this subjective certainty could

have arisen, unless from the objectively present fact,

no apostle of unbelief has been able to explain to ua

in a way which, psychologically, and, much less, hiS'

torically, has even any degree of probability. IV.

In relation to Jesns Himself. The Eesurrection is

;

a. the satisfactory solution of the otherwise entirely

inexphcable events of His life, whereby the other-

wise disturbed harmony of His life is again restored

;

b. the crown of His miraculous deeds, especially of

His raisings from the dead ; c. the seal of His declar

rations in respect to His own person and to His con-

dition after His deatli ; d. the decisive step on the

way to His glorification, after the status exinanitionii

now lay forever behind Him. V. In relation to the

foundation of the Kingdom of (fod in general, the

Lord's Resurrection is the indispensably necessary

condition, without which the commg forward of the

apostles, the conversion of thousands of Jews, and

the union of niiiny thousand heathen with them in

one spiritual body, must have remained something

entirely inexplicable. VI. Nay, for the whole Boo-

trine of Salvation, Jesus' Resurrection is the conditio

sine gua non of the personal redemption, renovation,

and resurrection of all His people. The certainty

of reconciliation is not perfectly assured so long as it

has not become manifest that the sacrifice of the

Son has been accepted by the Father ; on this ac-

count, also, Paul lays yet more weight upon the

Lord's Resurrection than even upon His death (Rom.

V. 10 ; viii. 34). a. The type, b. the ground, c. the

power, of our Lord, we find oflfered only in faith on

the Christ who has personally arisen from the dead,

and it is by this great fact of the Easter morning

that, a. the possibility, b. the certainty, c. the glory

of our own resurrection, so far as we believe on Him,

is triumphantly confirmed. All this offers to tlwl

Christian homilete on the highest feast of the churcl.

a so infinite wealth of points of view and considera-

tions, that we can scarcely conceive how any one

who has experienced in himself, at least incipiently,

the truth of the apostle's word. Gal. ii. 20, could

ever be able on this feast to complain that he had

entirely pi'eached himself out.

On the Section.—The first Easter morning ; the

realm of nature a symbol of the realm of grace, a,

the gloomy night, b. the much-promising dawn, c.

the breaking day.—The first pilgrims to the Holy
Sepulchre : a. how mournful they go thither, b. how
joyful they return.—The experience of the first fe-

male friends of our Lord on the day of His Reeui>

rection a proof of the truth of the declaration, Pa
XXX. 5. Weeping may endure for a night, but joy

Cometh in the morning.—The stone rolled away.^
How on Easter morning it began to be bright : 1. In

the garden ; 2, in the human hearts ; 3. over the
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cross : 4. for the world ; 5. in the realm of the dead.

—The first Easter gospel: 1. The hearers; 2. the

preacher ; 3. the message ; 4. the fruit of the ser-

mon.—How unbelief mourns precisely for that which
was to give it the firat ground of hope.—The empty
grave viewed not joyfully, but doubtfully.—The Eas-

ter mom a festal day for the angels of heaven also.

-The fruitless seeking of the living among the dead

:

i. Of the living Christ in the grave ; 2. of the living

Christian in the dust of the earth.
—" He is not

here," for the first and only time the absence of

Christ a source of inexpressible joy.—The coinci-

dence and the diversity between the first Christmas
night announcement and the first Easter morning
announcement.—Jesus' Resurrection the confirma-

tion of His earlier and the pledge for the fulfilment

of His later words.—Of how many words of the Mas-
ter does the Cliristian become mindful at the view
of the empty grave !—No command was on the Re-
surrection morning so often given and carried out, as

that to proclaim the joyful message to others also.

—

The distinction between the unbelief of the firat

apostles and friends of Jesus in His Resurrection,

and that of modern criticism.—Only the Risen Sa-

viour Himself was able to put an end to the doubt
and sorrow of His first friends.—They doubted, that

we might not need to doubt.—The empty grave
viewed by a fallen apostle ; he : 1. Longingly en-

tered it ; 2. carefully examined it : 3. found it empty

;

4. left it thoughtful.—The lovely harmony of the

Easter evening arising from the manifold sharp dis-

sonances of the Easter morning.

Stakke :—QcESNEL :—What one will do for love

to Christ he must accomplish very soon and care-

fully.

—

Nova Bibl. Tub.

:

—No stone is so great but

the mighty Providence of (iod can Uft it.— BeHevers

often find Jesus not as they seek Him.

—

Oanstein :

—

The angels have ten times served the Son of God
from His manifestation in the flesh to His Ascension.

—God has many means and ways to comfort the

terrified ; if He does it not through the holy angels,

yet it comes to pass through the angels of the

chmah.—Bihl. Wirt :—With God there is no re-

spect of persons ; to Him a woman is as good as »

man, &c., Gal. iii. 28.—The holy angels abide by the
word of Christ.

—

Canstein :—To forget Christ's word
brings trouble.—Sometimes weak women must be
evangelists to men, that ought to be so strong.^
Nova Bibl. Tub.

:

—The secret of the Resurrection
passes all men's reason and thoughts.—Jesus, the

Supreme Good, is worthy that we leave not off till

we find Him.

—

Osiandek :—Faith and unbelief wres-
tle sometimes in a man.

Arndt :—The first rays of the glory of Christ in

the dawn of the Easter morning : 1. The stone rolled

away ; 2. the glittering angels ; 3. the hastening wom-
en.

—

Krummaohee :—In the miracle of the Resur-
rection we behold : a. the glory of the Father, b. the

glory of the Son, c. the glory of the elect.

—

Nitzsch :

—The happiness of the disciples of Jesus to be re-

vivified by the resurrection of their Head.

—

Flatt :—^The morning of the Resurrection of Jesus : 1. How
it diffuses the brightest morning twihght over the

earth, and in its light the morning of eternity beams
kindly upon us.—W. Hofacker ;—The open grave

of the Risen One: 1. An arch of His triumph; 2.

a bow of peace denoting heavenly favor and grace

;

3. a door of life for the resurrection of our spirit

and our body.

—

Rieger :—How God wills not that

we should seek and anoint a dead Jesus in the

grave.

—

Ahlfelp :—The celebration of the first Eas-

ter.—SoucHON :—The Easter preaching of the angel.—Stier :—The Resurrection of Christ the true com-
fort of all believers ; 1. In tribulation ; 2. in sin ; 8. in

death.

—

Ractenbeeg :—Easter among the gr? ves

:

1. The stone of the curse is rolled away therefrom

;

2. there dwell angels therein ; 3. the dead are gone

out therefrom.—The great Easter consolation: 1.

For sorrowing love ; 2. for the troubled conscience.

—SoHMiD:—Easter the most glorious feast: 1. Of
the most glorious joy ; 2. of the most glorious vic-

tory ; 3. of the most glorious faith ; 4. of the most

glorious hope.

—

Jaspis:— How we may celebrate

Easter in the right spirit.

B. Over the Despondency of UnieUef. Ch. XXTV". 13-46.

1. The Appearmg to the Disciples of Emirius (Vss. 13-35).

13 And, behold, two of them went [were journeying] that same day to a village calleo

14 Bmmaus, which was from Jerusalem about threescore furlongs [stadiaj. And they

15 talked together of all these things which had happened. And it came to pass, that,

while they communed [were conversing] together and reasoned [or, were discussing],

16 Jesus himself drew near, and went [journeyed] with them. But their eyes were holden

17 that they should not know him. And he said unto them. What manner of communica-

tions are these that ye have [are interchanging] one to [with] another, as ye walk,

18 and' are {why are ye] sad? And the [om., the] one of them, whose name was Cleo

pas, answering said unto him, Art thou only a stranger in Jerusalem, and [the only

stranger in Jerusalem who] hast not known the things which aie come to pass there in

19 these days? And he said unto them. What things? And they said unto him, Cou-

cerning Jesus of Nazareth, which was a prophet mighty in deed and word before God

20 and aU the people : And how the chief priests and our rulers delivered him to be con-

21 demned to death, and have crucified him. But we [for our part^'\ trusted that it had

been he which should [was to] have redeemed Israel : and beside all this [or, yet even
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22 with all this*], to day is the third day since tliese things were done. Yea, and [Bui

also, oiXXa Kai'] certain women also of our company made us astonished, which were

23 early at the sepulchre; And when they found not his body, they came, saying, that

24 they had also seen a vision of angels, which said that he was alive. And certain ot

them which were with us went to the sepulchre, and found it even so as the women

had said: but him they saw not. Then he said unto them, fools [ye without under-

standing, avir,Toi\ and slow of heart to beheve all that the prophets have spoken:

Ought not Christ to have suffered [Was it not needful that the Christ should suffer
J

these things, and [so] to [om., to] enter into his glory? And beginning at [from]

Moses and [from] all the propliets, he expounded unto them in all the Scriptures tha

things [written] concerning himself [him']. And they drew nigh unto the village,

whither tliey went : and he made as though he would have gone further. But they

constrained him, saying. Abide with us; for it is toward evening, and the day [now*]

30 is far spent. And he went in to tarry [stop] with them. And it came to pass, as he

sat at meat [reclined at table] with them, he took [the] bread, and ble_s«ed it, and

31 brake, and gave to them. And their eyes were opened, and they knew him; and he

32 vanished out of their sight [ac^avTo? iylvero air avTuiv]. And they said one to another,

Did not our heart burn [Was not our heart burning] within us, while he talked with

33 us by the way, and [cm., and'] while lie opened to us the Scriptures? And they rose

up the same hour, and returned to Jerusalem, and found the eleven gathered together,

34 and them that were with them. Saying, The Lord is risen indeed, and hath appeared to

25

26

27

28

29

35 Simon. And they told what things were done [took place in the way, and how he was

known of [recognized by] them in [the] breaking of [the] bread

[1 Vs. 17.—Cod. Sin. has here a sing-ular variation ; instead of eore a-KvOptuirol, it has ea-Ta^<ray (rKvBpunToi. If this be

genuine, it would depict the displeased silence in which the disciples stood lor a moment on being interrupted, as they

supposed, by an unsympathizing stranger, broken at last by tt.e reiily of Cleojpas.—C. C. S.]

[2 Vs. 21.—Expressed by the 17 jul e 1 5 rjKirL^oijiev instead of the simple ^ATrt^ojaei'.—C. C. S.l

[3 Vs. 21.—That is, as Block explains it, " notwithstanding these hopes which His prophetic works and words justified,

it is already the third day after His crucifixion.*'—C. C. S.]

* Vs. 21.—Kai after iKKi ye is irith good reason receiyed into the text by Lachmann and Tisohendorf, [Meyer, Tre-

gelles, Alford,] accordiup: to B., D., [Cod. Sin.,] L.
[6 Vs. 22.—The 6.\^d in vs. 21 and this in vs. 22 appear to iudicate how the mind of the speaker was repelled from ojie

conjecture to another, findinq; none tenable—C. 0. S.]

[° Vs. 26.—"Ilaffeii' Kal €i<;e\. := TTadofTa eitreA. It was not the entering inlo His gl^yn/t but the suffering^ about
which they wanted persuading." Alford.—0. C. S.]

V Vs. 27.— AuToi), not auroD.-C. C. S.]
s Vs. 29.—'H6t). Reading of B., [Cod. Sin.,1 T.., Cursives, Yulgate, Coptic, Slavonic, &c. Bracketed by Lachmann,

[Omitted by Tischendorf ; accepted by Meyer, Tregelles, Alford.—C. C. S.]
" Vs. ^2.—The Ka.i of the Rempta appears to Lave been interpolated to connect the clauses. B., D., [Cod. Sin.,] L., 33,

Cant., Origen do not have it. See Lachmann, Tischendorf, [Meyer, Tregelles, Alford,]

EXEGETICAL AMD CEITICAL.

Vs. 13. Two of them.—Not of the Eleven,

from whom, vs. 33, they are definitely distinguished
;

nor even necessarily of the Seventy, who must not

be conceived as a definitely established college ; but

of the wider circle of disciples who were now together

at Jerusalem. Cleo]:as, vs. 18, accidentally named,
because he appears speaking, is not the same with

Clopas, John xix. 25, but= Cleopatrus. In respect

to the other, the conjectures are legion ; some have
understood Nathanael (Epiphanius), Simon (Origen),

Luke (Theophyl. Lange), Peter, on the ground of

vs. 34, and many others. The last conjecture rests

upon a misunderstanding,—the next to the las.t has
Bomething for it, on account of the fulness of detail

and the visible predilection with which this whole oc-

currence is delineated by Luke. Perfect certainty

herein is, however, impossible, and also unnecessary.

Smmaus.—Mentioned also by Josephus, Dt
Bell. Jwl. 1. 6, 6. Comp. 4. 1, 8. Not to be con-

founded with the city Emmaus, in the plain of Ju-

dsBa, which lay 176 stadia from Jerusalem, was called

In the third century Nioopolis, and by a misunder-

ftanding of some ancient expositors was taken for

the bffth-place of Cleopas. The fathers Eusebius

and Jerome already confounded the last-named city

with our place, whose situation has been long nu>

certain. It appears that we have to seek the here-

mentioned Emmaus nowhere else than in the present

Kulonieh, which lies two full leagues from Jerusalem.

Comp. among others, Skpp, I. c. iii. p. 653 ; and
Robinson, Bih. JRef.— Sixty stadia = 1^ German
miles, 7i- Italian miles, [= 6J English miles]. It lay

west from the capital, and the way, therefore, went
past the graves of the Judges, by the old Mizpah,
the dwelling place of Samuel, through a beautiful,

ch'irming district. But if it was ever manifest that,

nature alone cannot possibly satisfy the heart that has

lost its Christ, it was on this da.y the case Even
into the sanctuary of creation do these wanderers

take the recollection of the scenes of blood and mur-
der, whose witnesses they had been in the last days.

What they are conversing on together, we hear them
themselves (vs. 18 seg.) make known more in detail.

Apparently wemay conceive that our Lord, in the form
ot a common traveller, came behkid them and soon
overtook them.

Vs. 16. But their eyes According to Mark
xvi. 12, the Lord appeared to them £» erepoi jnopcpj,
and this, too, would of itself have sufficiently ex-
plamed why they did not know Him at once. In no
other form did He stand so ineffaceably deep before
their souls as precisely iu the form of His Passion""" """" They are, moreover, not thinking of Hil
and death.
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resurrection, and least of all of His being immediately

near, and how could they in this quiet, vigorous, dig-

nified traveller, be able to recognize the Crucified

One, languid in death. It is, however, not to be

doubted that, with this natural, a supernatural cause

must have concurred, or rather that our Lord used

this cTcpa juof <(>'i as a means to manifest Himself so

to them that they should not at once recognize Him.
The expression dKpardvvro toD, points to a definite

design of His love ; He will remain yet some moments
coi\cealed before He at once makes their joy perfect.

Coup. vs. 31. Had He wished at once to be recog-

nized, He could at once have so revealed Himself

that no doubt would have been possible.

Ts. 17. And why are ye sad?—If we ex-

punge with Tischendorf, on the authority of D., Syr.,

Cant. (B., L. have variations), the words Ka.i eVrf, we
then get instead of a double only a ."iimple question

:

What manner of discourses are they which ye, walk-

ing along mournfully, interchange with one another ?

At all events it appears clearly that He who inter-

rupts, their conversation wishes to induce them to

grant Him a participation in their sadness. What
He already knows He wishes to hear from their own
mouth, and begins, therefore, with a question of the

kind with wiiich shortly before He had already intro-

duced His revelation of Himself to Mary ; while He
then for a while is significantly silent, until Cleopas,

sometimes speaking alone, sometimes reUeved by his

companion, haii told everything which Ues so heavily

upon the heart of both. Without doubt, He not only

became silently displeased at their uubeUef, but also

rejoiced over their love, although Cleopas, in the

beginning of his reply, makes sufficiently manifest

his dissatisfaction at being suddenly disturbed by a

roublesome third party.

Vs. 18. Art thou the only stranger in Jeru-

salem.—He takes the questioner for a TrapotKciv,

not exactly on account of the somewhat peculiar dia-

lect (De Wette), but because he in a settled inhabi-

tant of the capital would not have been able at all to

conceive such an ignorance, and perhaps, also, be-

cause this traveller now, Hke themselves, after the

Passover lamb had been eaten, seemed to be about to

leave the capital. That, moreover, as a rule, every

stranger must also have heard what now fills the

whole capital and their own hearts, that they suppose

L? anything but doubtful.

Vs. 19. Concerning Jesus of Nazareth.—
Now the stream of their lamentations over their

disappointed expectations breaks loose. From ui Si

Aitov it appears that both spoke, without its being

possible precisely to distinguish their words, as some

(Paulus, Kuinoel,) have attempted to do.
_
Their

anguish of heart is especially remarkable, since it

showed what the Lord was in their eyes and remained,

even in the moment when they had seen their dearest

hope vanish. The official name Christ, they do not

aow take upon their lips, but respecting the name

Jesus of Nazareth, they presuppose that it is suffi-

ciently famihar to every one, in and out of Jerusalem.

That He, although He had been reckoned among the

transgressors, was a prophet and extraordinary mes-

senger of God, such as, with the exception of John,

had not appeared in Israel for centuries before, this

admitted of no doubt. As such He had attested Him-

self by word and deed, not only in the eyes of the

peopie, but also before the face of GoA—((vavTiov),

and even after His death, it is impossible for them to

mention the name of this i-viio otherwise than with

Teverence and love. They ar^ not afraid to declare

that in respect to Him an irreconcilable difference of

opinion exists between them and the chiefs of thi

people. While these 'atter had deUvercd Him ovei

to the punishment of death, they on the other sid»

hoped that it had been He that should have redeemed
Israel {fi\Tri(o/j.eii, in the Imperf.) Of what nature theii

hope and the redemption expected through Him was,

they do not more particularly make known. Bui
enough, whether their expectation had had a morf
political or more religious direction, the grave wai
the rock on which it had suffered shipwreck. Per-

haps after a short pause they continue almost rather

to think aloud than to instruct the stranger, to whom
their discourse, supposing that He was entirely a

stranger, must have been almost unintelligible :
" But

it is true (iAXa 76, although we had cherished such

hope, even hitherto had not wholly given up hope)

it is also," &c. This comes besides all this to make
their feehng of disappointment yet greater. The
first and second day, therefore, they had still had a

weak hope, but now that also the third day is already

half elapsed without the enigma having been solved,

they do not venture longer to surrender themselves to

this hope.

Vs. 22. But also.—Thus they begin in the same
moment when they are complaining over lost hope
yet still to speak of that which to-day had somewhat
fanned up again the already almost extinguished

spark, in order finally to end with the acknowledg-

ment of utter uncertainty and discouragement. Some
women of the company of the friends of the Naza^

rene (e| Tinaif ) had astounded them, d^eaTTiaaii (comp.

Acts ii. 12), so that they had entirely lost possession

of themselves, and no longer knew what they had to

think about the whole matter. Early in the morn-

ing, they said, these had gone to the grave, and had m
all haste come back with the account that they had

seen an appearance of angels, which had said to

them that He was alive. (Kai 6irr., besides that they

had not found there what they sought, they had,

moreover, seen what they did not seek, and had heard

what they could not believe.) It is worthy of note,

how the Emmaus disciples in an artless manner con-

firm the narrative of the visit to the grave, and the

experience of the Galilean women. At the same time

it appears from the immediately following : nal

aTriAS)6v Tives rav uxiv Tifui; that according to Luke

also, not Peter alone (vs. 12), went to the grave, but

also others, so that by this plural the visit to the

grave among others by John (ch. xx. 2-10), is tacitly

confirmed. According to Stier, we should not by

Twh i^ rifiiii/ even understand apostles at all but

members of the more extended circle of disciples, to

which these two also belong, who on the other hand

had also instituted the requisite investigation, sc

that on this day there had been thorough confusion

and distraction. Possible undoubtedly. But, however

this may be, this investigation had led to no happy

result. It is true, they had found it, se. rh ixvnixewv,

as the women had said, that is k^vov, and so far, they

could make no objection to the credibility of then:

account. But further than this the deputed disciples

had been as far from discovering anything about the

angels as about the Lord, and if He had really risen,

could it be then that no one had seen Him Himself?

—But Him they saw not.—The last word is a

sufficient excuse for their beUeving themselves obhged

to bid farewell to all hope.

Vs. 25. Then He said imto them.—In th«

demeanor of the supposed stranger there must have

been something that hresistibly knpellod them tc
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speak continually more confidentially to him, as he

on his side suffered them without disturbance to pour

out their hearts. Nothing would have been easier

than just as with Mary, to turn their sorrow into joy

hy the utterance of a single word ; but the Lord de-

signs to bestow on them something higher than a

transient, overwhelming impression. Now His turn

came to speali, and when they think He will now
begin deeply to commiserate them, He begins, on

the other hand, in all severity to rebuke them. He
assumes the tone of an experienced Rabbi, and gives

them to understand that the cause of their whole in-

ward suffering lies entirely within themselves. He
calls them ai/o-nroi, unreceptive on the intellectual

side, Ka\ ^SpaSeTs T^ KapSi'a, rod TruTTeueLV eiri Tratnr,

K.T.A. ; upon this "last here the emphasis visibly

falls. That they had believed sometliing He does not

dispute, but their faith had been one-sided, and had,

therefore, been able to kindle no light in the dark

night of tlieir soul. Here also, want of understanding

and sluggishness, discouragement of heart and will,

stand simply alongside of one another, but so that

we have to understand the second as the deepest

ground of the first. It was so dark before their

eyes for the reason that they had been so slow of

heart to the behef of the whole truth. Not so much
from the head to the heart, as rather from the heart

to the head, does divine truth find its way, and no one

can here understand what he has not inwardly felt

and experienced.

Vs. 26. Was it not needful ?—The Lord speaks

of a necessity that was grounded in this truth

—

namely, that all these things had been foretold. That
which had been a matter of offence to them had been

for this very reason, according to a higher order of

things, inevitable, and they could not possibly have

been so driven hither and thither if they had given

such heed as they ought to the prophetic annuncia-

tions respecting the suffering Messiah.—And (thusj

enter into Hia glory -What had seemed to them
incompatible with the glory of the Messiah was pre-

cisely the appointed way thereto. The Lord does

not mean that He is already entered into His glory

(Kinkel, a. o.), but speaks as one who has now come so

near to His glory as that He sees the suffering already

behind Him. (Supply 5ei, Meyer) ; eiVeA.aeli', desig-

nation of the glory as a heaveiily state.

Vs. 27. And beginning, ap^d/^ipos.—Emphatic in-

dication of the consecutive character of His discourse,

so that He began with Moses, and afterwards went on
to all the prophets, in order to demonstrate to them
there.'rom what in these related to His person or His

work. Xt is true, " it is much to be wished that we
knew what prophecies of Jesus' death and glory are

here meant," (De Wette), but when the critic con-

tinues ;
" There are not many to be found which ad-

mit of application to this," then above all things the

inquiry would be authorized, whether his Herme-
neutics stand in full accord with those of the Lord
Jesus, and if not, whether the former might not sub-

mit to a revision according to the principles of the

latter. Whoever consuUs the manifold expressions

of Jesus und the apostles in reference to the pro-

phecies of the Messiah, needs not to grope around

here in entire uncertainty, if only he does not for-

get that our Lord here probably directed the atten-

tion of Hi.-* disciples less to isolated passages of

Bctipture than to the great whole of the Old Testa-

ment in its typical and symbolical character. Truly

kn hour spent in the school of this Master is better

than a thousand elsewhere.

Vs. 28. He made as though, irpoaewon'iTo—imi
Kiyonivov in the New Testament (except in the

clause John viii. 6). On a dissimulation which would

make a more or less set defence of our Lord's sm-

cerity requisite, we have here, of course, no right tc

think. He could not act otherwise if He would still

retain the character hitherto assumed ; He vnll not

act otherwise, because He will not only enlighten

their understanding, but also make trial of their

heart ; He would actually have gone farther had they

not held Him back with all the might of love.

Apparently He now shows Himself ready to Bay fare-

well to them with the usual formula of benediction,

but already they feel themselves united to Him by

such holy bonds that the thought of separation is en-

tirely unendurable. Entreating with the utmost ur-

gency, they invite Him in {-Kapi^iiaavTo, comp. Luke

xiv. 23 ; Acts xvi. 16), and point Him to the sun

hurrying to its settmg, in the living feeling that their

spiritual light also will set if He should leave their

company. They wish to remind Him that He cannot

possibly continue His journey in the night (comp.

Gen. xix. 2, 3 ; Judges xix. 9), and desire that He
should therefore turn in with them ; since probably

one of them possessed a dwelling at Emmaus, where

a simple supper was awaiting them.

Vs. 80. He took the bread.—It will scarcely

need any intimation that here it is only a conunon

^(lirvov, not the Holy Communion that is spoken of,

and still less a commimio sub una specie, which

Romish expositors undertake to prove, e.g., Sepp, iii.

p. 656, with an appeal to this passage. On the other

hand, we might find a proof here that the xKams
rov apTov (vs. 35), in the New Testament, is not as a

rule the same thing as the Lord's Supper. The
guest simply assumes, on the ground of a tacitly ac-

knowledged superiority, the place of the father of

the house, and utters the usual thanksgiving, to which,

according to the Jewish rite, three who eat together

are expicssly obliged. See Berac. f. 46, 1. But
whether He has anything peculiar in the manner of

breaking the bread and uttering the blessing tha;

reminds them of their association with the Master in

earlier days, or whether they now discover in Hia

opened hands the marks of the wounds, or whether
He Himself refers them back to a word uttered be-

fore His death,—enough : their eyes are now opened,

AiTjyotX'^Tjtrai/, according to the antithesis with vs.

16, intimation of a sudden opening of their eyes,

effected by the Lord Himself, and for which He has
used as a means, vs. 35, the breaking of bread. In
consequence of this they now recognize Him, who
up to this moment had been whoUy unknown, so that

they are not only fully persuaded of the identity of
this person with O'esus of Nazareth, but at the same
time also inwardly know Him in His full dignity and
greatness.—And He vanished out of their sight,
&.<pa.vros iyevsTo, ex ipsorwn oculis evanuit.— Not
in and of itself, perhaps (see Meyee, ad loc), but in

connection with all that which we learn further re-

specting the bodily nature of the Risen Redeemer,
the expression appears undoubtedly to give us to un
derstand a sudden vanishing of the Lord, a becom-
ing invisible in an extraordmary way, not aiiTors, but
iir' auToiv (Beza), in which, of course, we need not
exclude the thought that the Lord used therefor the
confusion and joy of the first moment after the dis-

covery. See below, in the Doctrinal and Ethical re-

marks.

Vs. 32. Was not our heart burning within
us, ftaio/neV-ji.—^Expression of extraordinary emotico
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af «ouL Ps. xxxix. 8 ; Jer. xx. 9. If one could
nave aaked the diaciples of Emmaus whether they
had meant an affectm gaudii, upei, desideni or
amoris, upon which the expositors dispute, they
would hare failed, perhaps, to give a satisfactory

answer. Enough—they will express an indefinable

overpowering feeling on the way during the Lord's
instruction (loquehatur nobis^ idplus est quam nobis-

eum, Bcagel), and even by that ought to have recog-
nized the Lord, so that to them it is now even iu-

eoiiiprehensible that their eyes were not earlier

opened. It is a good sign for their inner growth that
at this moment it is not the breaking of bread, but
the opening of the Scripture which now stands be-

fore the eye of their memory.
Ts. 83. The same hour.—The day has indeed

yet further declined than in vs. 29, but if it were
even already midnight, they must now hastily return

to Jerusalem, in order to announce the joyful mes-
sage. What the women do at the express command
of the angel, and Magdalene, at the command of the

Lord, this the two disciples carry out at the impulse
of their heart. The meal, also, they leave apparently

untouched (comp. John iv. 31-34), and know no
higher need than together to make the event known.
As commonly, so here also the labor of love is re-

warded with new blessings ; since they come to give,

they receive for their faith an unexpected and longed-

for strengthening. Here we have indeed one of the

few oases in which it might in good earnest have

been questioned, whether it was more blessed to give

or to receive.

The Eleven gathered together.—As appears

from John XX. 19, with closed doors, v/hioh, however,

were soon opened to the brethren who even as late as

this, desired admission. Then are they for a greeting

received with a jubilant choral : "The Lord is risen

indeed, and hath appeared unto Simon ! " " One of

the most glorious moments in the Easter history, an

antiphony which God has made." Lange. They
Bnswer then, on their side, with the narrative of that

which happened to them in the way (vs. 35), and
how the Lord had been recognized by them in the

(^j'), not exactly at the brealdng of bread (which

would not suit so well to the miraculous representa-

tion, vs. 31). Thus do they spend an hour of blessed

3elebration, which, without their knowing it, becomes

again the preparation for an evening appearance.

Vs. 34. Hath appeared unto Simon.—There

is no ground for understanding this /i'pA-ri of a merely

transient, momentary seeing, as Stier, ad loc. will have

it. Without doubt we must here understand an ap-

pearance, which not less than that, e. g., bestowed on

the women deserves this name. He was, therefore,

the first of all the [male] disciples on whom the

privilege was bestowed, according to Chrysostom : eV

avdpdai tovtcii irpc^Taiy ri^ fid\tfTra alrrhv TTo^ovyrL iSeit/,

or |Uct\i(7Ta xP'jC'"''''''
Unquestionably this appearance

was that which had preceded that to the Emmaus
disciples, after Peter had already heard the friendly

Kai T^ nerpo) (Mark xvi. 1). Chased hither and

thither by fear and hope, he had probably wandered

around the city in solitude. Perhaps he had just

come back from the visit to the grave, which Luke

has described, vs. 12, (John xx. 2—10), and is asking

himself whether, even if the Master is again in life,

there is also hope that he shall see Him ; when this

supreme privilege becomes his portion. What there

took place between him and the Master has remained

A holy secret between both, which even his fellow-

«posties have not sought to inquire into, but have

rather respected. However, even by this, the latei

appearance by the sea of Tiberias and the reinstate
meut in his apostolic function did not become super'
fluous for Peter, and we must, therefore, so far regarQ
the comfort and the refreshment which was given
him in this hour as a preliminary, although already
a rich and blessed one.

DOOTRINAL AUD ETHICAL.

1. The appearances of the Risen Lord were fot

His first disciples of altogether inestimable value.
Their understanding was thereby healed, partly of
doubt, partly of injurious prejudices ; their heart waa
thereby comforted when it was burdened by sadness,

the sense of guilt and anxiety for the future ; their

life was thereby sanctified to a fife of spiritual com-
munion with Him, of united love among themselves,

of vigorous activity, and immovable hope. The
period of forty days after the Resurrection of tha

Lord was at the same time the second period in the
history of the training and developing of His apostles,

one which was noticeably diverse from the first.

2. The appearances of the Risen One present on
the one hand a remarkable coincidence, on the other

hand a remarkable diversity. All agree in this, that

they fall within the sphere of the senses, beginning

or ending in a more or less mysterious manner, and
for the purpose of showing that the Lord was really

alive, and that He was for His friends ever the same
as before His death. They may, therefore, all be
named in the fullest sense of the word revelaiions of

His glory, sometimes of His love, sometimes of Hia
wisdom, then again of His knowledge and of Hia
faithfulness

;
yet, at the same time, each appear-

ance has something which characterizes it above
others, even as the colors of the rainbow are diifei>

ent from one another and yet melt into one another.

Before Magdalene the Risen One uses no food;

she recognized Him at a single word. The in-

struction respecting the Scriptures which was be-

stowed upon the Emmaus disciples, Thomas does not

also receive. His unbelief sprang from another

source, and was revealed in another way than theirs.

Only one appearance (John xxi. 1-14) is accompanied

by a miracle. In the others the First Fruits from

the dead stands Himself as the Miracle of miracles

before us. At one time He instructs the erring ones

before, at another time after, the hour of meeting

again ; here His appearance flashes by like a light-

ning stroke, there it is hke the soft, lovely shim'ag

of the morning sun. Before Mary we see Him ap-

pear especially in His High-priestly, before the Em
maus disciples in His prophetic character, while Ha
reveals Himself in the evening appearance as the

King of the kingdom of God, who legitimates and

despatches His ambassadors. The form also in which

He comes to His disciples is different (Mark xvi. 12),

even so the way in which He persuades them that

He is alive. All are prepared for His appearance in

different ways, but each one again finds in the meet-

ing an individual necessity satisfied. Witli the Em
maus disciples He proceeds a way sixty stadia lon^
Past the women He slowly hovers as an appearanea

from the higher world. The appearance before Mary
and the women bears on the side of the Lord the

tenderest, that before the disciples, without and with

Thomas, the most composed, that before James, be»

fore Peter, at the sea of Tiberias, the most mysterious

that on the mountain in Gahlee, that before the fiv*
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hundred brethren (1 Cor. xv. 6) the most subBme,

that before the Emmaus disciples the most hunian,

character. No wonder that John comprehends the

appearances of the Lord under the general conception

of His mjiMela (John xx. 30), and that the history of

all these different revelations has been at every age

considered as one of the mightiest supports of our

faith in the histoi'ical reality of the Resurrection.

3. The appearance bei'ore the Emmaus disciples

bears ia the whole narrative an inner stamp of truth

which can be better felt than described. It is un-

reasonable to wish to correct, word by word, the

brief notice (Mark xvi. 12, 13), by the detailed ac-

count of Luke ; but this is evident enough, that both

relate the same thing, and as respects the discrepancy

between Lulte xxiv. 34, and Mark xvi. 13, one must
be utterly out of his place in the psychological sphere

ifhe csjuld not see how in a circle lil\e this in a few mo-
ments faith and unbelief might dispute the mastery

with one another. If we assume either (Bengel) that

they at the beginning (Luke) believed and afterwards

(Mark) doubted, or the reverse (Calvin), there will in

neither case be anything hard to understand in the

representation that the Eleven and those with them
at the beginning received the jourueyers to Emmaus
with believing joy, but yet so long as they had them-

selves not seen the Master, were agitated by so many
difficulties and doubts that the Lord, in a certain

sense, might reproach them with their aiTLaria^

Mark xvi. 14. Whoever barely strains words, without

trying the spirits, mil never understand the deep har-

monies of the Easter history. If we take pains to do
the latter, we find in the fulness of detail with which
Cleopas speaks of his hopes and fears, and the only

half-intelligible mention of the third day, in the out-

spoken condemnation of their chief priests and lead-

ers before an utter stranger, in the word about the
burning heart, such a truth, freshness, and nat-

uralness that we can scarcely refrain from writing

the apostle's words, 2 Peter i. 16, upon this leaf

of the Resurrection history also. The same may
be said of the appearance to Peter ; there is, alas,

wanting to us a more particular account in refer-

ence to this entirely unique scene, worthy of the

pencil of a Raphael, but some compensation for this

lack is offered us by the recollection that the frugal-

ity of the Evangelists on this very point, the embel-
lishment of which must have been for the inventor

an irresistible temptation, affords a new proof for its

faithfulness and credibility. The same inner charac-

ter is displayed by every appearance in greater or

less measure, if closely considered ; and so far from
the force of this proof admitting of weakening by
the oft-repeated objection : Why did not the Lord
show Himself to His enemies ? (.see as far back as

Origen, Contra Gelxum, ii. ch. Ixiii., and elsewhere)

this very thing is a new proof of His holiness, wis-

dom, and love. His hohuess could not do otherwise
than account those who had resisted the Light of the

world, even to death, unworthy of this honor. His
wisdom forbade IKm by an outward appearance to

constrain them to a faith which at best would have
filled them with new earthly expectations, while He
besides this foresaw plainly enough that no appear-
ance before Caiaphas, before the chief priests, or be-

fore the leaders, would acoompUsh the desired pur-
pose. Comp. Luke xvi. 31 ; John xii. 10 ; Matt.
xxviii. 11-15. Nay, His love reveals itself in this

also, that He veils the full glory of the Resurrection
from hostile eyes. That the Son of God had not
been accepted in His servant's form might yet be

forgiven, but if He had been viewed in the glory of

His new life, and even yet stubbornly rejected, thil

would have admitted no other retribution than an

irrevocable judgment. Our Lord would thus, if _H«

had appeared without success before His enemies,

have made the preaching of the Gospel among them

entirely impossible, for how could He have yet sen

His ambassadors without prejudice to His dignity

with the hope of any fruit, to those who, after matac

consideration, had again despised Him and thrusi

Hirn from them ? Would not rather an appearance

to them have been in direct conflict with the peculiar

nature and the special purpose of His new life ?

Would the testimony ofthe Sanhedrim have really been

then more likely to have been acceptable to any on*

than that of His disciples, whose persevering unbelief

in the fact of His Resurrection was only overcome

after much difficulty, and therefore, at all events, for-

bids us to consider tliem in this point as superstitious ?

If we take all this together, there is indeed not a

single ground why in the Church of the Lord the

jubilant tone of " The Lord is risen indeed," should

resound in the least more weakly than on the first

Easter evening.

4. The appearance before the Emmaus disciples

is one of the strongest proofs of the high value which
the Lord places upon the prophetic Scriptures, and
upon the predictions of His suffering and of Hia

glory. Whoever denies either the existence or the

importance of these Vaiicinia, finds himself not only

in decided conflict with the beUeving church of all

centuries, but also with the Lord Himself.

6. The whole conversation of our Lord with

these disciples has a strong symbolical character,

which Christian AseetiE and Homdetes have ever

brought to light with visible predilection. (See be-

low.)

6. "When Jesus in temptation holds our eyes,

so that the soul neither can nor may recognize, tliat

is good, for soon will joy, light, and comfort follow

;

but when the sinner holds his own eyes, and will not
recognize Jesus, that is evil, for he incurs danger of
eternal blindness and darkness." (Starke.)

HOMILETICAL AST! PBACTICAL.

Behold how good and pleasant it is for brethren
to dwell together in unity. Ps. cxxxiii. 1 .—The way
from Jerusalem to Emmaus a devious way, where-
upon the Great Shepherd of the sheep who is risen
from the dead (Ueb. xiii. 20), seeks the wanderers.
About what do disciples love best to speak when
they are intimately togetlier V—The living Christ the
Third in every Christian friendship.—Jesus is already
near to us, even when we believe Uim yet distant.
The invisible Witness of our hidden communings with
our friends.—" Why are ye so sad V " this is the
question with which the Risen One, on the feast of
His Resurrection, comes to all the weary and heavy-
laden.—The publicity of our Lord's history a pal-
pable proof of its truth.—Our Lord demands the
full confidence of His disciples, not for His sake, but
for their sake.—Jesus' prophetic mission carried out
by His words not less than by His deeds.—The com-
plaint of disappointed hope : 1. How sorrowful it

sounds when the Lord abides in death; 2. how
quickly it is silenced when it becomes plain that Ha
is risen indeed.—Love to the Lord stronger than
shaken faith and frustrated hope.—Him they saw
not

: 1. The deepest sorrow of the Easter morittng
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8. the source of the highest Easter joy.—How good
it IS, with our unbelieving difficulties and complaints

not to go away from Jesus, but directly to Him.

—

The rebukings of the risen Lord not less sweet than
His most pleasant visitations.—Want of understand-

ing in the spiritunl sphere born of sluggishness of

heart.—Onc-sidedness in faith.—The Scripture can-

not be broken, John x. 34.—The connection between
suffering and glory for Christ and the Christian : 1

.

Saffering prepares the way for glory; 2. suffering

is transformed into glory ; 2. suffering endured
heightens the enjoyment and the worth of glory.

—

Word and spirit : 1. One must already know the

Scripture if the Lord is to explain it to us ; 2. the

Lord must explain it to us, if one is to understand

the Scripture well.—The heaviest trials of faith often

immediately precede the most glorious visitation of

grace.
—" When only No appears, only Yea is meant."

yWenn lauier Nein erscheinet^ vit tauter Ja gemeitiet.'\

—WoLTERSDORF ;
—" Abide with us," &c., admirable

test for New Year's Eve, at the last communion of

the year, and when not? What this prayer: 1.

Presupposes ; 2. desires ; 3. obtains.—The prayer in

the evening hours : 1. Of the day ; 2. of the king-

dom of God; 3. of life.—The Lord allows Himself

not to be called on in vain.—Even yet must our eyes

be open if we are to become rightly acquainted

with the Prince of Ufe.—Even yet the Lord re-

veals Himself to His people in surprising, unmis-

takable manner, but even yet for only brief fleeting

moments.—How our Lord yet reveals Himself to His

disciples in the breaking of bread (Communion at

Easter). In this we may show how the risen Lord

at the Communion : 1. Still seelis like disciples ; 2.

still satisfies like necessities; 3. still requires like

dispositions; 4. still prepares a like surprise, as at

and after His appearance to the disciples at Emmaus.

The burning heart of the genuine disciple of the

Lord.—The communion of saints : 1. Most ardently

sought ; 2. blessedly enjoyed ; 3. richly rewarded.

—

The appearance to Peter : 1. A proof of the love of

Jesus, a. Jesus appears to the fallen Peter, b. to

Peter first, c. to Peter alone ; 2. an inestimable bene-

fit for Peter ; it bestowed on him, a. light instead of

darkness, b. grace instead of the feeling of guilt, c.

hope instead of fear; 8. a welcome message of joy for

the disciples of Emmaus ; it served, a. to strengthen

their faith, b. to determine the demeanor of all in

reference to Peter, c. to prepare them for new revela-

tions at hand ; 4. a school for us, a. of faith, b. of

love, c. of hope.—Christ our life: 1. What life would

be without Christ, vss. 13-24 ; 2. what it may be-

come through Christ, vss. 25-31 : 3. what it must be

for Christ, vss. 32-35.—The living Christ the best

guide ; come and see how He : 1. Kindly seeks out

His own; 2. lovingly listens to them ; 3. graciously

instructs and rebukes them; 4. wisely proves

them ; 4. ineffably surprises and rejoices them.—The

manner in which our Lord reveals Himself to the

disciples at Emmaus a prophecy of the surprise

which He reserves in heaven for His people.—The

returning Emmaus disciples teach us: 1. To look

'jack thankfully; 2. to look around lovingly ; 3. to

ook upward and forward hopefully.

Staekk:—-ZVora Bibl. 3^6..-—When one speaks

sf Jeans and remembers His death, yea. His Resur-

rection, then does he live.—Cansteis :—Out of the

Bbundance of the heart the mouth speaketh. — In

Badness and temptation Christ appears not to be

present, but He is there, only we know Him not.—

With melancholy people we must always go to the

bottom if we will heal and make them sound.—Oh
that Christ among bo many Christians were not 8

stranger ! John i. 26.—An intimate conversation of

teachers and hearers remains not without blessing.—

If great people will not have evil said of them, nei

ther must they do evil.-

—

Brestius :—Faith and un
belief have, especially in the hour of temptation, t

hard battle.—The soul will have Jesus Himself.

—

Comfort belongs not to the erring until they hav#

come to thorough knowledge of their faults.

—

Nova Bihl. Tub.

:

—Nothing is harder than faith.—

The grounds of our faith are the prophetic Scriptures,

2 Peter i. 11).

—

Hedinger:—The sun is briglit, iit

deed, but not to a blind man.—Christ is the best

Expositor of the Holy Scriptures.—Let the course

of this life be burdensome as it wiU, we come yet at

last to the goal.—Langii Opera •— how rare are

examples of those who receive a rebuke so that the;

for that love a teacher better.—Prayer is a firm cord

which holds the Almighty, who also is glad to be

held.—Opened eyes of the understanding distinguish

spiritual men from natural.— Where Jesus hidec

Himself, there it is time to rise and neither to hope

for rest nor joy till we have found Him again.—Even
unbelievers may yet become believers,—despise not

tliat which is weak.—Every Christian for whom God
has done great things is bound to relate the same.

—

Luther :—Only see how God with special providence

guides His people.

Heubner ;—Love to the Eisen One is a true bond

of friendship.—Jesus is often not among us because

we speak not of Him.—Oft is God long hidden to us

and His ways a riddle.—Jesus knows very well what

oppresses thee.—Jesus wins from His disciples the

confession of their faith.—Who only Uves in earthly

hopes, cheats himself.— The hearts of men hope

where there is nothing at all to be hoped for, and

despond where hope shows itself near by.— The
glory of the Eisen One is the prize of His suffering.

—The saints are never more zealous, never keep

faster hold of God, than when they fear to lose Him.

—Christ the best comfort in the evenmg of life, bet-

ter than Cicero de Senectute.—The more unbelief

spreads itself abroad, the more should we pray that

the Lord may abide with us.—Every enjoyment is

sanctified through Christ.—At last there comes after

trials and gloom the blessed hour of revelation.

—

There comes a time when Jesus never vanishes

again.—Jesus' words inflame the heart; the words

of Christless men are cold and powerless.—The jour-

ney of the disciples to Emmaus an image of our jour-

ney of life.—The new Ufe of the disciples of Jesus

after His Eesurreetion as a presage of the future

blessed life.— The progress from weak to strong

faith.

On the Pericope.—Arndt :—The twofold Easter

celebration: 1. Of those whose eyes are holden; 2. of

those whose eyes are opened.

—

Eudelbach :—The
soul-winning art of Jesus.

—

Chr. Palmer :—By what

do we know the nature of the living Saviour, although

we do not see Him ?

—

Brastberger :—The bles»eJ

condition of a soul that knows and believes : The

Lord Jesus is risen indeed.— Fresenius: — True

Christians as spiritual pilgrims who are sometimes

weak, sometimes become strong.

—

Ahlfeld:—Th«

pilgrims of Easter evening.

—

Palmer :—The leadings

of Providence which the Risen Saviour causes Hia

disciples to experience.— Souchon:— Jesus scares

away sadness.

—

Stier :—When must and oughtest

thou to beUeve that the Eisen Saviour is peculiarly

near to thee?—Dr. W. Hoffmann (vs. 26):—Th(
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Divine Must.

—

Kiegee :—Tl>e Risen SaTiour a com-

panion in journeying wiio certainly is glad to com-

pany with us, and in what way He companies with

us.

—

D:etz :—The gradual rising of the Easter light

in the soul of man : 1. flow mournful life is without

Easter light ; 2. What bars the way to our hearts

against the Easter light; 3. how in the soul of man
the Easter begins to dawn ; 4. how the fuU Easter

light rises in his soul.—Bobe :—The intercourse of

the Riser One with the disciples of Emmaus as an

intimation where we are to seek and find the Lord.

—BuEK :—The wished-for abiding of the Lord with

His people.—The holy employment of the living

Jesus.—Vo.N Earless:—The way to faith on the

Risen One.— RAnxENBERG ; — Easter in our waj

through the world ; it here becomes Easter wher

the Risen One: 1. Shows Himself to us; 2. in-

structs us ; 3. gives us strength to return home.—
Shall we also constrain the Risen One to abide witb

us? >

2. The Appearing at Evening (Vss. 36-45).

(Parallel with Mark xvi. lt-18 ; John xx. 19-23.)

36 And as they thus spake, Jesus [he*] himself stood in the midst of them, and saith

37 unto them, Peace le unto you." But they were terrified and affrighted, and supposed

38 that they had seen a spirit. And he said unto them. Why are ye troubled ? and why
39 do thoughts arise in your hearts [heart']? Behold my hands and my feet, that it is I

myself: handle me, and see ; for a spirit hath not flesh and bones, as ye see me have.

40, 41 And when he had thus spoken, he shewed them his hands and his feet.^ And
while they yet beheved not for joy, and wondered, he said unto them. Have ye here

42 any meat [anything to eat, /3pa)o-i/ioi/] ? And they gave him a piece of a broiled fish,

43, 44 and of a honeycomb. And he took it, and did eat before them. And lie said unto

them. These are the [my"] words which I spake unto you, while I was yet with you,

that all tilings must be fulfilled, which were written in the law of Moses, and in the

45 prophets, and in the psalms, concerning me. Then opened he their understanding,

that they might understand the Scriptures.

1 Vs. 36.—The 'Iijcjoy? of the Recepta, accepted even by Scholz, is omitted by some authorities, by others placed after
fffTTj. An explicative addition, occasioned by the beginning of a lesson.

2 Vs. 36.—There is no ftround for regarding this Easter greeting of the Lord, with Tischendorf, as not genuine. "What
Lachmann, however, has bracketed, eytu elfii, jitTj ^o^elade, a reading of G., P., &c., appears to have been taken from John
Ti. 20.

^ Vs. 38.
—

'El' ttJ KapSia. Internally more probable reading of Lachmann and Tischendorf, [^leyer, TregeUes, Alford,]
after B., D., Itala. ' [Cod. fern, agrees with the Ee,cepta.—C. C. S.l

[• Vs. 40.—Tischendorf omits this verso, on the authority of T). and some Versions. Tregelles brackets it. Meyer
suspects it of being, as well as k. A. a. Elp. vfx. in vs. 36, an interpolation from John xx. 19, 20. Alford retains it, remark-
ing with force, that if it were interpolated from John we should certainly have in some MSS. Tr\cvpav instead of rroSa^,
either here only or in vs. 39 also.—0. C. S.]

* Vs. 44.—Oi A(5yoi /lov. Tischendorf, according to A., D., K., L., U., [X.,] 33, Coptic, Cant., &c.

come the unbelief of His first witnesses, as here.
For their whole inner life, yea, for the founding of
the Idngdom of God upon the empty sepulchre as its

foundation and corner-stone, was this evening of the
highest significance and greatest worth. Nor can we
wonder, then, that not less than three Evaugolista
give testimony to what here took place, each in His
peculiar way. Mark, who visibly hurries rapidly to
the end, does this only briefly in vs. 14, and pro-
ceeds, vs. 15 seq., to the general concluding account.
John places before our eyes what here took place, OE
its most inward spiritual side, and relates, moreover,
that Thomas to-day was not in the company. Luke,
on the other hand, maintains his cliaracter as His^
toriographer, by communicating the external coursa
of what here took place, and with special detail, as
physician, gives the visible and sensible proofs of
the new hfe and corporeality of the Lord. Without
making any further distinction between hours and
days, he lets this evening appearance, with wliich
for the true and inner life of the apostles everything
was decided, coalesce with the last commands of
the departure of the Lord as He blessed them
Modem criticism which would prove that our Lord,
according to Luke, went to heaven aa the v ny daj

EXEGETICAL AlfD CRITICAL.

Vs. 36. He Himself stood.—As appears from

John XX. 19, though the doors were closed. Sud-

denly He stands there, without any one knowing
how He has come in, eV ^f'trw, id slffnificajUiHit quam.

in medium^ Bengel. They hear the voice which they

would have known again from thousands, and which

repeats the wonted salutation of peace, which, how-

ever, from these lips and in this moment had an

infinitely higher significance, which involuntarily re-

minds the disciples of the farewell benediction, John
xiv. 27. With this word begins the evening appear-

ance, which we unhesitatingly venture to name the

crown of all His appearances on the Resurrection

day. Till now He has satisfied individual needs,

but now He comes into the united circle, into the

first church of His own. No appearance had been
10 long and so carefully prepared for as precisely

tiis; all that had been seen or heard besides on
this day, were so many single beams which were to

be concentrated into this focus. In no appearance,

moreover, did our Lord reveal Himself with so many
in&Uible signs (Acts i. 6), and so victoriously over-
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of His Eesurrection, and that, according to Mark,
from a closed chamber, had here, therefore, in view
of the fragmentary character of these last lines of
the Evangelical history, an exceedingly easy work,
hut has miequivooally shown its lack of good will to
connect these fragments into a well-ordered whole.
We beUeve ourselves fully in the right when we con-
sider Luke's account respecting the evening appear-
ance as ended in vs. 43, and see in vs. 44 the begin-
ning of the last promised precepts which the Lord,
according to all the Synoptics, imparted to His dis-

ciples shortly before His departure from the earth.
Vs. 37. Terrified and affrighted From John

XX. 20, also, it appears that the disciples only be-
came joyful after the Lord had shown them His
hands and side, and that they, therefore, even a mo-
ment before, were terrified and affrighted. Even the
manner of His entrance must have contributed to
this, and however much they had begun to be pre-
pared by all the events of the day for this meeting,
yet this surprise must have come upon them the
more strongly as the message of the angels had di-

rected them to Galilee, and they, therefore, could by
no means reckon on an appearance of the Master
in the midst of them this very evening at Jerusalem.
In their heart now prevails, as at evening in nature,
a mixture of light and darkness. There is no longer
the hopelessness of spirit, the bewilderment and un-
easiness of early morning. The need of speaking toge-

ther about the many enigmatical, nay, self-contradic-

tory experiences of this day, has united them. In
the hearts of some a spark of faith has arisen at

Simon's account; it is these who with joy greet the
Emmaus disciples (vs. 34). With others, however,
even after the account given by these latter, the
understanding yet reluctates to yield adherence to

that which the heart above everything desires. To
these doubts is now added fear of the Jews, anxious
care for the future

;
grounds enough for the Lord in

His appearance to rebuke them in His peculiar way
(Mark xvi.).

Ts. 38. Why are ye troubled With this

question begins- the rebuke of unbelief. They be-

lieve that they see a departed spirit which has re-

turned from Hades, fdvTaa/ia, an umbra veiled in

the semblance of a body, and, therefore, in a certain

sense, a dead man; He will show them that it is He
Himself who stands living before them, and this not

hi a seeming but in a real body, although one in the

commencement of its glorification. We must repre-

sent to ourselves the immeasurable contrast between
the mood of our Lord, who has peace and gives

peace, and over against that the feelings of those

who, as it were, will with trembling hands, scare

back the supposed spectre into the spiritual world,

and through their unbeUef disturb our Lord's enjoy-

ment of the noblest evening of His life—this must
we do in order to comprehend the whole value of the

condescending goodness with which He in this ad-

dress stoops to those of little faith. He asks them
why thoughts, that is, scruples of a discouraging na-

ture, doubting and gainsaying thoughts, arise in their

hearts, since they without such wretched misgivings

ought at once to have recognized Him as their living

Master, and now He even encourages them to do

what He had not even permitted to Mary. In order

to convince them not only of the reality but also of

the identity of His appearance. He will have them

feel His hands and feet, nay. Himself, His body,

and, moreover, especially the exposed places which

bear the traces of the wounds of the cro.s.s. "But

not merely as the signs of His crucifixion for the
identification of His body did the Saviour show Hii
wounds, but manifestly as signs of victory, proofs of
His triumph over death. Moreover, therefore—and
this is properly the deepest sense of His entering
salutation—as the sigra of peace, the peace of ths
sacrificial death, of the completed atonement.''
Stier.

Vs. 40. He showed them.—To the word He
added, therefore, the deed of His love. Apparently
they now actually touched with reverence the places
indicated. Therefore John could afterwards justly
speak of that which their hands had handled (1 John
i. 3), and it becomes doubly explicable why Thomas
so decidedly demanded just this sign. He will in no
respect be inferior to the others.

Vs. 41. While they yet believed not foi
joy.—A profoundly psychological expression, which
betrays the hand of the Evangelist-physician, and
makes palpable to us the overwhelminguess of the
joy which John (vs. 20), not without indirect retro-

spect to the promise of the Lord (ch. xvi. 22), so
strikingly describes. First, the fact in their eyes
was too terrible for them to be willing to believe.

Now, it is too glorious for them to be able to believe.

The anxiety as to yet possible illusion is the last dam
which yet checks the stream of joy. In a similar

temper of mind Jacob, perhaps, was. Gen. xlv. 26.

—

But now that matters have come so far, our Lord
rests not until He has completely accomplished His
work on His disciples.

Vs. 42. Broiled fish . . . honey-comb, a-nh

^LeKicra:—Honey of bees, such as in Palestine is fre-

quently found in clefts of the rock and in hollow
trees, so that it may literally be said of the land :

" a
land flowing with milk and honey ; " to be distin-

guished from the honey of grapes and dates, which
even at the present time is everywhere there pre-

pared and exported in various forms, and which ap-

pears to be spoken of in Gen. xliii. 11. The here-

named viands constituted, perhaps, the remains of
the already ended supper of the disciples, who, per-

haps, during the last days had, in the upper chamber
of the unknown house in which our Lord celebrated

His last Passover and elsewhere in the capital, a de-

finite place of meeting. The objection that in the

Old Testament angels also had eaten without possess-

ing a true human body, could now no longer arise in

the hearts of the disciples, since they had previously

touched Him. Without further delay our Lord takes

the food and eats it before their eyes, and they

—

drank with full draughts from the cup of the moat
blessed delight.

In this word and in this sign consisted, according

to our opinion, the rebuke of the unbelief which
Mark, in his summary statement (vs. 14), designates

as the characteristic feature of this particular appear-

ance. We account this, at least, as much more
probable, than that our Lord, even after and besides

that related by Luke, should have embittered the

joy of this evening to His disciples by the holding

of a severe preaching of repentamee after they had
recognized and believed Him. Then we should also

have to assume that they had brought up something

in their own excuse, as indeed, according to Jkeome,

Advers. Pelagium ii. in guibusdam exemplaribtis d
maxime in O-rcecin codieibus, they did, where we read re-

specting the apostles \^' Mt illi satisfaciebant, dicenfes

scemlum iatud iniguitatis et incredulitatia subsiantit

est, quce Tion sinitper immundos spiriiTis veram Da
amorehendi virtutem, idcireo. jam mime revela jusii
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tiam tuam." The internal iraprobabihiy of this ad-

dition, ho\YeTer, strilies the eye at oiiOs, but it de-

BeiTea note liow precisely that part of the evening

appearance, which John exclusively relates, reveals

again entirely the spirit of this apostle, visibly alludes

back to a part of :iie farewell discourse, and is re-

lated also with tht contents of the Synoptical gos-

pels, comp. John rs. 21 with Matt. x. 40 ; vs. 22

with Matt. X. 2i, }-2; and vs. 33 with Matt, xxviii.

18. The seoonS greeting of peace which he men-

tions, vs. 21, we are to place after all related by

Luke, and to regard as the beginning of the farewell

which our Lord actually takes, with His command
and His promise, vss. 21-23. Peace is, therefore,

here in the fullest sense of the word the first, and

peace the last tone of the harmonious Resuriection-

bell.

Vs. 44. And He said unto them.—So far to

be parallehzed with Mark xvi. 16-18 as this, that

Luke, on his part also, adds immediately to the

evening appearance some commands and promises

of our Lord, which He uttered shortly before His

departure, although it is undoubtedly possible that

vss. 44, 45, still belong to the history of the evening.

Yet it is, in view of the intimate connection of the

different elements of discourse, vss. 44-49, more
probable that Luke here also already relates by anti-

cipation what took place immediately before the

farewell, comp. Acts i. 4-8. Not that the whole di-

dactic activity of the Risen One is, therefore, here

described in general (Ebrard), but out of the rich

treasure of the bequest of his Lord's word, the third

Evangelist also, on his part, communicates various

things, without its Ijeing possible, in vss. 44-49, to

show the place where a mention of the forty days,

Acts i. 3, had to be inserted. Whether Luke, how-

ever, in the Acts, followed another tradition than the

gospel in respect to the conclusion of the history of

Jesus' hfe, we believe that we must doubt. At least

we find in the two narratives of the Ascension not a

single feature contradictory to other features. For
the Evangelist certainly gives by no means assurance

at the end of his first book that our Saviour went on
the very day of His Resurrection to Heaven. Ho
here leaves the time entirely unrnentioned, while he
in the second work gives more particular explanations

thereupon.

These are My words.—A somewhat abrupt

beginning, which, however, does not by any means
allude back to what immediately precedes. Our
Lord, on the other hand, holds hero, before He parts

from His disciples, a grand retrospective review of

His now almost accomplished earthly career. Even
m the last meeting He holds up before their eyes the

mirror of the Scriptures, to which He had so often

directed them, and speaks of the days when He tiias

yet with them, as of a period forever closed, which

should now no more be continued through bodily

manifestations.

In the law of Moses, and in the prophets,
and in the Psalms.—As our Lord previously also

had not satisfied Himself with bringing up several

times, out of different parts of the Scripture, partic-

ular' prophecies, and even before His death had given

testimony to the Old Testament as a whole, Matt.

txiii. 35, so does He hero also bring up the three

chief portions of the canon, in order to indicate

therewith that He points to the Scripture in its unity.

The Psalms are here named as the beginning of the

Hagiographa, and, at the same time, as the portion

which in thi.s contains the directeet Messianic ele-

ments, even as the prophets do, and these two ar«

therefore joined together as one by the omission of

an article between.

Vs. 45. Then opened He.—As elsewhere in th«

Scriptures, so also in Luke, it is emphatically placed

first, that not only the Scripture must be opened

for the understanding, but also the understanding

and the heart for the Scripture, in order to under-

stand the truth aright. See vs. 32 ; Acts xvi. 14

and comp. Ephes. i. 18. Whether the Evangelist

means the mediate or immediate opening of the un-

derstanding cannot, in view of the brevity of the

expression, possibly be decided ; but, unquestionably,

it was such an one as was brought into effect directly

by the Risen One Himself. How necessary this was
even to the apostles of the Lord had been suflSciently

shown by their scandal at His death, and their un-

belief as to His Resurrection. What fruits it bore is

to be seen on the first Whit-sunday, and afterwards

in their epistles. Had it been indubitably certain

that Luke was relating something that belongs to

the first evening, we should then, perhaps, be able

to suppose that he has in mind the same symbolical

act of our Lord which is described John xx. 22. In

view of the brevity and the fragmentariness of the

sacred narrative, it is, however, difSoult to state here

anything trustworthy.

DOCTEINAli AND ETHICAL.

1. See on the parallels in Mark and in John.
2. The evening appearance gives us weighty in-

formation as to the corporeality of the Risen Re-
deemer. As is known, there has sometimes been as-

cribed to the Risen One a common human body, and
everything which the sacred narratives contain that

is mysterious surrounding His coming and going has
been placed to the subjectivity of the Evangelists,

and sometimes it has been asserted that He only
showed Himself in a seeming body to His people
(Kuhn, Marheinecke, Zeibig, and others). In oppo-
sition to both, this appearance especially gives us
ground to assume that He bore a true but not com-
mon, a glorified, but not a merely seeming human
investment ; in a word, the same body, but with en-
tirely different properties. In order to become ac-

quainted with the nature of this His body, we are not,

as so often is done, to apply our own conceptions of
sucli a veAicuhim as the standard of judging the evan-
gelical narratives, but directly the reverse, to form our
conception of a matter to us empirically entirely un-
known, from and according to the evangelical nar-
ratives. The whole polemics of unbelief (c.(/., Strauss,
ii. p. 674) proceeds from the unprovable proposition
that what holds good of a man not yet dead must
also hold good of one risen. Precisely because here
every analogy is wanting, it is also entirely inadmis-
sible to borrow from our daily experience an argu-
ment against an account of an entirely unique con
dition. With greater right may we from the seeming
contradictions of their sbrtements, which we may well
believe did not remain concealed from the Evangel-
ists, thus derive an indirect argur ent for its strict ob
jectivity. If we inquire, theref',,e, what conceptioi
we, according to their histori' /allv credible account,
have to form of a glorified bodi

,
and especially of that

of the Lord, we obtain about the following answer

;

It is palpable, not only as a wjiole, but also in its dif.

ferent parts ; raised above St^fce, po that it can ic
much shorter time than we trwispo"-! itself from ini
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looility to another; gifted with the capability, in
Butjection to a mightier will, of being sometimes
visible, sometimes invisible. It bears the unmistak-
able traces of its former condition, but is at the same
time raised above the confining limitations of this.

It is, in a word, a spiritual body, no longer sub-
ject to the flesh, but filled, guided, borne by the
spirit, and yet none the less a body. It can eat, but
it no longer needs to eat (" Aliter absorbet terra
aquam sUiens, aliter aolis radiis candens," Augustine,
Ep. 49. " Oibo minime utehatur ad necessitatem, sed
ut veritatem humance sum natures suis comprobaret ; "

ZwiNGLi, in Hist. Dom. Hesurr. p. 60) ; it can reveal
itself in one place, but is not bound to this one
place ; it can show itself within the sphere of this

world, but is not limited to this sphere. Thus does
the Resurrection of the body appear before us
adorned with a threefold character of true freedom
and beauty, and we are not surprised that with all

the attractiveness of our Lord's appearance to His
people, yet, nevertheless, something mysterious re-

specting His personality hovered before their eyes,

of which they were scarcely able to give an account
to themselves, see, for instance, John xxi. 12.

8. Even so does the evening appearance deserve

to be named a brilliant revelation of the inner life

of the Risen One. There is a reflection of heavenly
peace diffused over His whole being, and the com-
parison between the forty days of His second life

and those of His temptation in the wilderness fur-

nishes matter for a continuous antithesis. His whole
previous life lies as a completed whole before His
eyes, and the marks of tlie nails which He bears

have become the honorable insignia of His love, and
yet it is plainly shown that His word, "It is I My-
self," is, in the most extended sense of the word,

true, and that death has indeed changed His condi-

tion, but not His heart. As the appearance at the

Sea of Tiberias, John xxi. 1-14, shows a noticeable

coincidence with the miraculous draft of fishes, Luke
V. 1-11, so also does this evening appearance with

the walking of our Lord at night upon the water of

the sea, John vi. 15-21. There also He finds His dis-

ciples terrified, but rejoices and composes them by
lovingly assuring them of His nearness, and stills

with a single word the storm which had risen in their

heart. Just such appearances as this could after-

wards give His witnesses the right to utter them-

selves in so decided a tone as Peter, e. g., Acts x.

40-42.

4. Christian Anthropology has to thank this ap-

pearance of the Lord for declarations which confirm

the specific distinction between spirit and body, de-

fine the conception of spirit, and raise above all

doubt not only the objective, but also the subjective,

identity of the man before and after his death.

5. In the Lord we behold the image of that

perfection prepared beyond the grave for all His

people, a peace subject to no disturbance, a glorified

body that no longer checks the spirit, but serves it

;

a clear, yet no longer painful, recollection of the pre-

vious life, with its now aecomphshed conflict; a

blessed fellowship and reunion with all who are here

connected with us by bonds of the Spirit ; an unim-

peded continuation, for the glory of God, of the ac-

tivity interrupted by death. This, and yet far more,

irbicli no eye hath seen and no cur hath heard, wUl
1

the life of the Resurrection be for the subject and
for the King of the Divine kingdom.

HOMILETIOAL AND PEACTICAl.

And at evening time it shall be light, Zech. xir
7.—The King of peace in the midst of unquiet sub-

jects.—The Easter feast a feast of Peace.—How
faith on the Risen One bestows peace: 1. In the
doubting understanding ; 2. in the disquiet of con-

science ; 3. in the sorrows of life ; 4. in the fear of
the future ; 5. in the view of death.—Unbelief em-
bitters to itself even the most exquisite hours of life.

—How the Lord gradually Ufts His people to the

participation of His peace.—"It is I Myself;" 1.

The Lord feels that He is the same ; 2. He shows
that He is the same ; 3. He wUl as the same be re-

cognized and honored by His own.—When the dis-

ciple of the Lord is doubtful, the Risen One still

shows him His hands and His feet, nailed through
for His everlasting salvation.—^Not all unbelief ia

equally guilty.—" When I was yet with you," the
looking back out of the future into the present

life.—The prophetic Scripture the best key : 1. To
the enigma of the manifestation of Christ ; 2. to the

enigma of the life of the Christian.—As a wholk
will the Scripture be regarded and esteemed.—Not
to isolate, but to combine, the way to the knowledge
of the truth.—Our Lord : 1. Kindles the light for the

eye ; 2. opens the eye to the fight.

Heubner :— Jesus Himself seeks out His dis-

ciples to strengthen them.— In reference to the

realm of spirits, unbelief, superstition, and faith are to

be carefully distinguished.—The Christian should be
unterrified even amid the presentiments of a higher

world.—The Lord will hereafter be yet recognizable

even as Man.—The marks of Jesus' wounds are fearful

to His enemies, precious to His friends.—The difficulty

of faith in Christ exalts its value and its power.

—

Christ's love is not altered by His exaltation.—He
received from them bodily food, and they receive

spiritual food.—The Resurrection of Christ impresses

on His words the seal of truth.—The understanding

of Scripture is indispensable to religion.

On ilie Pericope.—Heubner :—The first evening

which the Risen One spent in the midst of His dis-

ciples.—The blessed consequences of the Resurrec-

tion of Jesus to His disciples.—The certainty of the

testunony of the disciples for the Resurrection of

Jesus.

—

Arnbt :— The Easter evening, what did it

bring to the apostles ? what did it bring to us all ? 1.

Full certainty; 2. deep peace; 3. apostolic power.

—

Palmer:—Our Lord's: 1. Greeting; 2. commission;

3. promise (John xx. 19-23).

—

Dietz:—What is the

way in which one arrives at Easter peace?

—

Al-

breoht:— What the glorious gift of Christ has

brought us with His Resurrection: 1. Peace before

us ; 2. within us ; 3. among us ; 4. around us.

—

Kraus-

SOLD :—Where do we find the peace of God which

the world cannot give ?

—

Ahlfeld :—What the Lord

has brought to His people from the grave : 1. Him-

self; 2. His peace; 3. the last seal of His Resurrec-

tion (comp. John xx. 22).—Couard :—The blessed

activity of the Risen One in the circle of His di^

ciples.—BoBE :—Whereby do we attain to a hW' '

faith f—iSe« further on John xx. 19-23,
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C. Over the Opposition of Israel and the Heathen World. (Intimated Ch. XXFV. 46-48.)

46 And [-He] said unto them, Thus it is written, and thus it behooved Christ to suffer,

and to [written that the Christ should suffer and should'] rise from the dead the third

47 day : And that repentance and remission of sins should be preached in his name among
48 [or, for] all nations, beginning at [from] Jerusalem. And [om., And] ye are witnesses

of these things.

* Vs. 46.—According to the rea^iing of Tisottendorf, ovtw? yeypairTai n-a^eti', k t.X., [Meyer, Tregelles, Alford. I>a£h'
mann brackets the suspected words.—C. C. S.] The addition of the RecepUi: kol ovtm^ efiet, appears to have been inter
polated for the sate of perspicuity, and is wanting in B., C.i, D., [Cod. Sin.,] L., Coptic, .Ethiopian, Itala, &c.

EXEGETICAL AND CEITICAl.

Vs. 46. And He laid unto them.—In the or-

ganic articulation of this last -chapter of Luke there

is found a noteworthy climax. After he, in the nar-

rative of the first Easter Message, has pointed us to

the -victory which the Risen One had accomplished

over the might of sin and death, he has in a triad of

appearances delineated the triiunpli which He cele-

brated over the doubt and unbelief of His first dis-

ciples. But the nearer the Lord comes to the final

goal of His earthly manifestation, so much the more
strongly does it come into view that the conquering
Lion of the tribe of Judah is continually pressing

forward ad altiora. It is true. His words only testify

by intimations as to the victoiious hope with which
He casts a parting look upon the whole Jewish and
heathen world before He bids Hip disciples the last

farewell. Here also He begins with the mention of
the word, in order then with a promise of the Spirit

to conclude His meeting with His own and His in-

structions to them.
Thus it is \7iitten.—Yet once again a yiypa-r-

rai, as at the beginning of His first life. We might
assume (Meyer) that Sti was meant to indicate the
cause why He had opened their understanding (ve.

46), if here the thread joining the different elements
were not so slack that it perhaps appears better not
to undertake the stating of any connection. The
mention of the Eesurrection on the third day is per-
haps an indirect proof that at least these words of
our Lord were not uttered on the day of His Resur-
rection. Here also, as to the rest, as in vs. 26, and
throughout the ApostoMc writings, suifeiing and glory
are inseparably joined together.

Vs. 41. And that . . . should be preached,
KTipvxStTJvai also depends upon ye-ypa-r-rai and sets
forth to us the preaching of the Gospel among the
Gentiles and Jews, as the fruit of the Divine prede-
termination and of the fulfilment of the prophecies.
According to Matthew and Mark also, the Lord, upon
His departure from the earth, gives a commission for
a general preaching of the Gospel, but in Luke again
it bears a peculiar character. It is, first of all, a
Kvpiiyixa €V' ofSnari 'l7)(r., that is, a preaching which
takes place on the basis of this name, and therefore
borrows the significance and authority from Him in
whose name and in whose commission it takes place.
Withal it must proceed from Jerusalem, and from
there spread itself over all the nations. Comp. Acts
i. 8. A proof of our Lord's great love of sinners on
the one hand, and of the world-vanquishing destiny
of the Gospel on the other hand, and which in the

mention of the Gospel in general, here in particular

fjnTOivoia and ittpecrts Tcijv anapr. are spoken of. Even
as was the case with John the Baptist, and after-

wards with the apostles, see Acts ii. 38; iii. 19;
xxvi. 18.

Vs. 48. Witnesses of these things.—Meyer,
who here perhaps binds himself almost too strictly

to the letter, insists on referring this ToiVtor not only
to our Lord's death and Resurrection, but also to the
just-mentioned commission for the proclamation of
the Gospel. But precisely because they were to carry
out this latter they could not at the same time be
witnesses thereof, and, strictly speaking, the Ascensioi
of the Lord, which at this moment had not yettakei
place, would have had then to remain excluded from
their testimony. Nowhere are the apostles repre-
sented as witnesses of that which they themselves
accomplished, but everywhere as witnesses of that
which the Lord had done. Therefore, we think it is

better to refer TotVtov to all the here-named facts of
the life of the Lord, which was concluded by His
departure to the Father, the great centre of which
was, however, the Resurrection, comp. Acts i. 8,
and 22.

DOCTEINAl AND ETHICAL.

1. The preaching of the Gospel proceeding from
Jerusalem directed to all nations, the fulfilment of
the prophetic word, Ps. ex. 2 ; Is. ii. 2-4

; Mieah
iv. 2-4.

2. The preaching of Repentance and Forgiveness
most intimately connected together. The fierdvoia
is an alteration of the inward disposition, which pre-
cedes iriiTTij, upon which latter the S(pe<Tis tw;' aitapr.
follows. The faith, however, in this latter, wliich is

granted and received freely, must of itself lead to
ay[(i<T)iifs, the continuiition of ixeTapoia..

3. Christian missions here appear before our eyes
as an institution of the Lord Himself, and as a holy
vocation of the church. The apostles have not to
remain at Jerusalem until the last Jew shall receive
their testimony, but, on the other hand, after having
there made the beginning, they must then as soon as
possible extend as widely as possible the circle of
their activity, and found the kingdom of God by
means of their testimony. All which in the activitj
of supposed or real successors to the apostolic com-
mission does not coincide with the actual witnessing
function is here indirectly, but plainly enough ex-
cluded. Precisely, then, when the messengers of the
Gospel are nothing more and nothing less than wit.

. , nesses, do they walk in the footsteps of Him who
broad Paulme Gospel of Luke stands surely in its Himself has been The Faithful Witness upon eaitb,
just place. Finally, while elsewhere there is only | John xx. 22 ; 1 Tim. vi. 13 ; Rev. 1. 5.
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HOMILETICAL AND PEACTICAl.

The institution of the preaching of the Gospel the
last and noblest command of our Lord.—The com-
anand to begin the preaching of the Gospel at Jeru-
salem : 1. Surprising to the enemies ; 2. beneficent
for the friends of the Lord ; 3. honorable for Himself.—This command a proof of : 1. The historical truth

;

2. the heaveuly origin ; 3. the blessed goal of the
Gospel.—^As the Gospel proceeded from Jerusalem so
will it return to Jerusalem.—Even yet the inner
renewal must begin nowhere else than from the sinful

Jerusalem in the heart.—The Commission for the
preaching of the Gospel : 1. What must be preached ?

S. in what name? 3. from whence? 4. how far

abroad ?—W hat the world owes to the last command
ment of the Lord.—The preaching of the Lord 8

testimony : 1. Of Whom ? 2. through Whom ? 3. foi
Whom ?

Stjeke : — Christ directs His disciples to the
Scripture not Tess than His enemies.

—

Ifova BibU
Tub. :—Repentance, forgiveness kc, the blessed
fruits of Christ's Resurrection.—^Without repentanc*
no forgiveness.

—

Osiander:—The apostles' writirgs
concerning Jesus are a genuine testimony, for they
have testified to what they saw and heard, and, more-
over, have received from heaven. Who, then, would
not beUeve them ?—Heubner :—The main substance
of the Christian preaching is Repentance, and Forgivo-
ness of sins.—The Risen One is Lord of the earth—Whoever gainsays the apostles gainsays Jesus,

THIRD SECTION".

THE GLEAMING CROWN.

Chaptek XXIV. 49-53.

7^ Proplieiic Promise ; the Priestly Beiwdiction ; the Kingly Glory.

(Parallel with Mark xvi. 19 ; Acts i. 3-9.)

49 And, behold, 1 send the promise of mj Faclier upon you : but tarry ye in the cit»

50 of Jerusalem [om., of Jerusalem'], until ye be endued with power from on high. An-i
he led them out as far as to Bethany, and he lifted up his hands, ana blessed theiu.

51 And it came to pass, while he blessed them, he was parted from them, and carried iid

52 into heaven.'' And they worshipped him,' and returned to Jerusalem with great joy-

53 A.nd were continually in the temple, praising and blessing God.* Amen.

* Vs. 49.—The 'lepovo-oA^/i of the Recepta is decidedly spurious. lOmitted by B., C.^ D., Cod. Sin., L., Itala, Viu-
gate, &o.—0. C. 8.]

3 and ^ Vss. 51, 52.—The words : ave^ipiro eis tov ovpawoif and TrpotrKvp^crayTC? avrdp are, remarkably enough, omitted
by the same authorities—D., several copies of the Itala, &c., sfic Tischendorl'. Apparently the eye of the copyist slippe(t

from Kat aCfe<#»epeTo) to koa. aCuToi), and he overlooked Trpti<7Kvtn)aavT€^, while he confounded aurot with avrov. We thus
comprehend bettci' (a^.dnst De Wettc), how this was omitted, than how it should have been interpolated if not originai.

[Cod. Sin, omits the words ; a much more important fact than their omission in D.—C. C, S.)

* Vs, 53 In some MSS. an'oucre? Kot, in others leai euAoyoui'Tes are wanting. Perhaps errors of a wearied hand at the

end of the Gospel. At all events, the number and the weight of the authorities, [B., C, Cod. Sin,, L. omit a. «,, D. omitH

K. «.,J is not so great as to make it needful with Griesbach to suspect the former or with Tischendori' to ojnit the latter.

EXEGETICAL AND CBITICAX.

Vs. 49. I send the promise of My Father.

—Here the Lord speaks of the Holy Ghost, com p.

Acts i, 4-8, whom He had often before His death

repeatedly promised, and He calls Him an iirayjiKia

irarpis, not quia sibi prom.issum (Grotius), nor merely

inasmuch as God has promised the bestowment of

the gifts of the Spirit by prophetic oracles (Meyer),

out with retrospective reference to utterances like

John xlv. 16, et alibi, and to the symbolical act,

John XX. 22, That this first actual, but yet preli.Tji-

nary and prophetical, communication of the Spirit

did not, therefore, exclude a later but abundant com-

munication on the day of Pentecost lies in the nature

of the case. The meaning of our Lord is given

more fuUy by Luke when he. Acts i. 4, makes Him
peak of the promise of the Father, Sji/ TiKoiaari

fl9V,

Ko&iirarc.—The command which Luke gives to

26

remain in the Capital is in conflict with Matthew (De
Wette) only if we consider the silence of the former

respecting the Galilean appearance as a denial, and

forget that this last command was only given after this

and immediately before the Ascension of the Lord.

The remaining at Jerusalem was to be not only a

/le'i/Eii/, but a retired, although temporary and not

long continued i-tbi^eLr, because they must there wait

till the promise of the Spirit was fulfilled, and they

were not to wait in vain, but to be clothed with

Svva/jii! i( Bif'ous, in consequence of the fulfilment of

the promise of the Father. It is noticeable how
Luke, at the end, as also at the beg'nniti,^ of hig

gospel, ch, i, 35, unites most intimately the concep-

tions of Spirit and power, without, however, eutirely

identifying them. As to the rest, we must compare

Acts i. with this whole concluding address and with

the account of the Ascension, and in the treatmenl

of this first chapter of Acts there will be occasion to

discuss both more at length.

Vs. 50. He led them ont—Out of JeruEa]«m,
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whsre Fe was, together with His disciples, on the for-

tieth, aa well as on the iirst day.

—

As far as Beth-
any (e'ojt 615, as far as to the neighborhood of Beth-

any. The reading of Lachmann, who has npo; B.,

doea not appear to us worthy of acceptance.) The
Btatemcnt of the Acts that the disciples returned

from the Mount of Olives is only apparently in con-

flict witli this, if we consider that it was over ihis

mountain that the way to the beloved Bethany
passed, which lay on its eastern declivity; then the

proceeding to this mountain, from whose summit our

Lord appears to have ascended, may be called a

leading out to the neighborhood of Bethany, although
our Lord no longer entered into the last-named place.

Perhaps, also, the name Bethany was given, not only

to the particular village, but also to the whole region

round about, to which also the Mount of Olives be-

longs. Thus, also, is the tradition justified which
designates as the actual place of the Ascension, not

the plain, but the middle of the three summits of the

Mount of Olives, while, according to it, the angelic

appearance shortly after the Ascension took place

upon the highest summit. See Schobert, I. c. ii. p.

519.

He lifted up His hands.—Comp. Lev. ix. 22.

After the prophetical promise, there follows the

high-priestly benediction, as it were from the thresh-

old of the heavenly sanctuary into which He is

about to enter. " Jam non impontdt ma?i2tsy The
Epistle to the Hebrews, with its Pauline coloring con-

tains the more particular elaboration of this beautiful

image, in which the nature and destiny of the whole
earthly and heavenly life of the Lord are, as it were,

completely symbolized. In the midst of (eV), not
after (nerd), thn=! blessing is He parted from them.
AiecTTTj dir' avTwv, He goes back a few steps from
them, and immediately :ifter that He is taken up.

The passive ii/eipffi. does not require us to under-
stand angels or other means by which He was lifted

up from the earth, but it leaves room, at all events,

for the cloud of v/hich Luke, in His more particular

account, Acts i. 9, spealis.

Vs. 52. With great joy Even in such httle

additions the fresh Pauline character of Luke does
not belie itself. That they could now rejoice, in

spite of the separation, nay, even over the departure
of the Lord, because He was thereby exalted unto
glory, and they should now soon receive the promise
of the Father, is a speakiug proof of the great prog-
ress which tliey in this forty days had made in this

school of the best of Masters.

Va. 53. In the temple.—More particularly de-

fined " in the upper chamber," which probably be-

longed to the buildings of the temple, Acts i. 12;
ii. 1. In the Doxologiual conclusion of his gospel
also, Luke shows himself a genuine Pauliuist, comp.
Roui. xi. 36

DOCTEINAIi AND ETHICAL.

!. Although the account of the Ascension at the
mid of the Gospel oi Luke, considered entirely by
itself, and from a strictly historical point of view,

does not perfectly satisfy us, yet the coiu-se of his

representation offers us an advantage not to be re-

jected, that we from it learn so much the better tc

Huderstand the near couueetioii of the Resurrectior '

and the Ascension. Over against the historical arbi I

trariness which all \ost identifies the Resurrection and
til" Ascension, as though the forty days had pro- .

duced no essential alteration in the condition of oni

Lord, stands the shallow external inteiTDretatioii, ai

though He after His Re.surrection had continued to

live yet forty days on earth in a wider or nearer cir

cle, indeed, in separation from other men, and now,

on the fortieth, is to be supposed to have exchanged

converse with men for the society of angels. The
one opinion, as little as the other, does full justice to

the miracle of the Ascension. Without doubt, it

must be apprehended as a special, and that as lh«

last, stage in the history of the earthly manifestation

of our Lord, but, at the same time, as a necessary

consequence and as the most excellent crown of His

Resurrection. " The Ascension of the Lord was the

completion of the Resurrection and the perfect ex-

pression of the exaltation." Martensen. Or to use

Tholuck's language {Stund. Christl. Aiidacht, p. 524)

:

" His Resurrection is a Glorification, yet not a full

Glorification." From this position it causes com-
paratively Uttle difiBculty that Luke does not so

sharply distinguish the appearance at the end of
which the Ascension took place, from the other,

Had the last appearance of our Lord not ended with

the Ascension, then we should have had decidedly

to assume that the one before the last had ended
with such a miracle, whether with a visible or invisi-

ble one. "The opponents of the history of the Re-
surrection could, therefore, not have got the least

advantage, even if they had succeeded in setting

aside the actual history of the Ascension. The
whole history of the Resurrection has an Ascensional
character ; the whole history of the Resurrection ig

to be regarded as a giant tree of His Ascension in

the wider sense, as the crown of which the actual
Ascension stands forth. Our opponents, therefore,

with the setting aside of it, would only have cracked
the summit, of the tree, or rather, only have broken
off a branch of the same. For the apostles, the As-
cension was self-evidently understood from the Re-
surrection." Langf, L. J., ii. p. 1766.

2. By this, however, it is by no means meant
that the actual fact of a bodily visible Ascension of
our Lord on the fortieth day is doubtful, or of sub-
ordinate importance. It has been asserted, among
others, by Meyer, that quite early a twofold tradition
grew up in this respect. According to the former,
our Lord ascended to heaven on the very evening of
the Resurrection (Mark, Gospel of Luke), according
to the other, not till the fortieth day (Acts). But
the indefinite statement in Mark, ch. xvi. 19: ^57^
rb \a\ficTat auTois, Surely does not constrain us to
assume that our Lord, according to this gospel, 'as-

cended immediately after the preceding utterances

;

just as well might it be deduced from vs. 2ii that
the disciples, ou the very same night or the followini'
morning, had begun to preach and to do miracles!
And, as it respects Luke, is it conceivable that he in
his gospel should represent our Lord as leaving the
earth in the night-time, when He had already at even-
ing revealed Himself at Emmans, and had appeared at
least three hours after to the Eleven ? In truth Un-
less we will invent absurdities for the Evangelist it

seems that we are constrained to assume that he, bv
the statement of a more exact chronology m the Acts
has not contradicted his gospel, but decidedly com-
plemented it; how, moreover, assuming that hia
earher account contained an actual incorrectness,
could he have omitted to recall this, at least, with a
brief word ? Were his more detailed narrative to be
put to the account of a later more or less mythical
tradii ia, the pious invention would certainly not
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haTe contented itseW with a final a^'-t of our Lord's
life so little pompous and brilliant, and if Luke, at
the conclusion of his first work, had already the de-
sign of writing afterwards the history of the apostles
alao, he might, even in the interest of his historical
])ragmatism, consider it as desirable to touch here
on our Lord's Ascension only with a brief mention,
iud at the beginning of the history of the kingdom
of God to come back more particularly to it. In no
case can the course of the event itself offer convin-
cing ground for doubt and contradiction. It may be
called laughable, when some, in reference to the
body of our Lord in the beginning of its glorified con-
dition, will be talking about the laws of gravitation and
the force of attraction. Heaven, it is true, is every-
where where God reveals His glory, but nothing hin-
ders us, on the position of the Scripture, from sup-
posing a locality of the creation where God permits
flis glory to be seen more immediately than any-
where else, and to conceive our Lord as repairing
durectly thither. Though it has been said a thousand
times and repeated that we are not to understand
heaven as a place, but as a condition, and nmst not
here speak of a -rroC; but otdy of a Trtiis, yet we con-
fess that we can only conceive the enjoyment of this

condition as experienced in a locality where one is

separated from this visible world. An exaggerated
spiritualism might here easily mislead to Acosmism
and Pantheism. And finally, as respects the often

advanced objection, derived from the partial silence

of the sacred authors, this silence appears to us nei-

tlier so general nor so inexplicable as has been
already countless times asserted. Respecting that

of Matthew, see Lange on Matthew, p. 561. John
evidently knows a visible Ascension, ch. iii. 13 ; vi.

62 ; XX. 17, aud must have assumed it, unless we are

to suppose that he doubted of the fulfdment of such
words uttered by his Master Himself. With Peter

it is, 1 Peter iii. 22, also distinguislied as a separate

statement from His Resurrection, even as the de-

scent into hell. Even so with Paul, Ephei'. i. 19, 20

;

ii. 5, 6 ; iv. 8-10; Horn. viii. .S4; Col. iii. 1, and in

the Epistle to the Hebrews there is even almost more
weight laid upon the Ascension of our Lord than

upon His Resurrection. In short, in reference to

most of the epistles we must agree with the opinion

;

" Even though the outward fact is not here found,

yet so much the more is the dogmatically important

consequence of the thus effected exaltation, the sit-

ting at the right hand of God, found throughout the

whole New Testament, and that in expressions which

al=o indicate the event itself" (Sch.midt, Bibl Theol.

d. N. S. i. p. 189). And as respects the gospels, all

of them have set forth the Risen One in His glory,

although two of them are silent as to the moment in

which He has ascended this highest degree. Nay,

this Ascension itself, the final goal of the earthly

manifestation of the Lord, what is it itself in its

turn but a transition to a new, but by no means to a

last, period of His miraculous history ? Here, ac-

cording to our opinion, Ues the deepest ground
of the seemingly enigmatical phenomenon, that

the miracle on the Mount of Olives is not placed

more strongly in the foreground. No fi[ial point,

but a point of rest, is it. The Lord is indeed gone

away, but in order to return again, and the whole

heavenly life ij to which the Ascension introduced

Him is only a great interval, comprehending cen-

turies, between His first and His second appearance.

The angels themselves declare it : the history of the

Lord in relation to the earth is with the Ascension

not accomplished, but is only momentarily inte^
rupted, in order aftei wards to be continued. If a

John and a Matthew in this hope saw the Lord as-

cend, why should they then feel themselves peremp-
torily obliged to fix the last moment of their behig
with Him with such diplomatic conscientiousness, as

though thereby between the Master and the earth all

connection were now and forever done away ?

3. Respecting the idea of the Ascension in con-

nection with the corporeality of our Lord, and
respecting the distinction of thfl Lutheran and th«

Reformed conception. Dogmatics and the History of
Doctrines must speak. " Oh, thai tie might yet learn

to stop at the right place !
" R. Stier.

4. Our Lord's bodily and visible Ascension is

the worthy crown of the history of Fis earthly life.

Many a word that He uttered is then?.by most strik-

ingly confirmed (John vi. 62 ; xx. IT ; Matt, xxviii.

18, et alibi), and the harmony of the events of His
life becomes only through this miracle perfected.

A second death, even had it been ever so roft, would
have taken away the whole significance of His Re-

surrection, and the poetical expression (Hase) :
" Even

as Moses' grave, so Wiis His never seen," can only

eUoit an exclamation of astonishment and displea-

sure. "He a grave, He, who swallowed up death

eternally !
" (Olshausen). Whoever contents himself

with saying that He went to tlie Father, although

one does not know how, w/iere, or when, such a one
lets his history end with an unsatisfactory note of

interrogation, and unthankfully repels the satisfac-

tory solution which His first witnesses have given.

Now, His manifestation displays itself to our eye as a

ring whose ending is lost again in its beginning, while

both Bethlehem and the Mount of Olives bear the

stamp of ii still and hidden, but even thereby heav.

enly greatness. And as tlie Ascension of the Lord
thus first diffuses over His person a perfectly satisfy-

ing Hght (Jolm vi. 62 ; xvi. 28), so does this event

stand as well with the incipient perfection as with

the happy continuation oi' His work in direct connec-

tion. Never would the apostles without this miracle

have been freed from the last remains of their earthly-

minded expectations; now did they, on the other

hand, become by this very means capable of receiving

the Spirit of truth, of love, and of power. Never, so

long as the visible presence of the Lord on a spot of

earth h.td remained, could a kingdom have been
founded that embraced all nations, and as little

would, in this case, the Church have been able to

maintain herself without an incessant intervention of

continually increasing miracles. Now, raised above

ail finite limits, the Lord reigns everywhere where

His word is preached in the power of tlie Holy Spirit,

and, far from bringing any harm, it is His departure

which for His people has become a source of incal-

culable gain (John xvi. 7). This whole event reveals

the full glory of the kingdom of God, is surety for

the highest blessing of the kingdom of God (vs. 49),

and prophesies the final perfection of the kingdom

of God. No wonder that the Ascension also has

been painted and sung by the Christian art of al

ages. We have only to mention the names in th

first sphere, of Raphael, Peter Perugino, Titian, Pau
Veronese, Ricci, Raphael Mengs, and others, and in

the other the venerable Bede, Tersteegen, Lava-

ter, Knapp, Luis de Leon, not to mention man)
others.

6. Superficially considered, the homage which

the apostles bilng to the glorified Saviour appears to

be more or less on a level with the reverence whick
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often was rendered to the kings of the Orient, espe-

cially to the King of kings, the Messiah. See Matt.

ii. 2 ; XX. 20. But If ve consider that this homage
was now offered by the jiflciples of the Lord at the

moment when they see Him crowned with super-

human glory, and honor in Htm more than ever the

bearer of the Diriue nature and majesty, then we
(hall hardly be content with the assertion that our
Lord was here worshipped in His Messianic dignity,

but must, on the contrary, acknowledge that fie here,

aot only on account of His kingly rank, but also and
sbOTe all, for His UiTine nature, deserves the honor
of adoration. Thus do we find in Luke xxiv. 62 an
intimation how the command, John v. 23, must be
understood and followed.

6. The command of our Lord, before His depar-

ture, that His disciples should remain at Jerusalem,
testifies as well to His wisdom as the final promise
of the Holy Spirit gives witness of His love and
might. But, at the same time, there lies in the man-
ner in which His first friends fulfilled this command
(Acts i. 12-14), an apologetic element that must not
be overlooked. WUh one accord do the disciples

remain together; this is the first blessing of the ex-

altation of our Lord; now that their visible centre is

wanting, the yoimg church feels the necessity of an
inward union more intimate than ever. Undisturbed
and publicly are they ten days continually together

;

a proof that they had not stolen the coqjse, and that

the Jewish council itself does not believe its own
charge. Composed and quietly do they wait ; this is

what no excited enthusiasts do. Praying do they
expect the fulfilment of the promise of the Lord ; the

miracle of Pentecost was thereby a direct hearing of
prayer, of whose inestimable blessing the considera-

tion of the history of the apostles will now give fur-

ther testimony.

HOMILETICAIi AND PRACTICAL.

The friends of the Lord are brought unto the
school of waiting ; therewith is their iimer trainmg per-

fected ; so then ; so previously (Jacob, Moses, David,
&o.); so even yet.

—"I will send upon you the pro-

mi.=ie of My Father." Thus can only the Son of the
Father, none of the servants, speak ; how altogether
differently Elijah, 2 Kings ii. 10.—The Benediction
of the departmg Lord: 1. The crown of His earthly
manifestation ; 2. the symbol of His heavenly life ; 3.

the prophecy of His coming m glory.—The Lord de-

parts in order to remain.—The exalted King of the
kingdom of God, the worthy object of the most reve-

rential homage.—How can the disciples return with
great joy to Jerusalem? 1. Faith sees in tliis farewell

the liighest glorifying of Jesus ; 2. Love thinks of His
gain, not of its own loss ; 3. Hope waits unshaken
for the fulfilment of all His promises.—Jerusalem
the grave of the Old, the cradle of the New, Cove-
nant—The inward connection of the young Church
with the old IsraeUtish temple.—God's glory the last,

word of our narrative, at the same time the conclud-
ing word of our whole gospel, and the final accord
of the whole history of the w orld.

The Astansion of our Lord in its high signifi-

cance: 1. For Himsell, a. the confirmation of His
irords, h. the clearing up of the events of His Ufe, c.

the beginning of His most powerful and blessed ac-
tivity

; 2. for His apostles, a. the perfection of their
training, 6. the energy of their labor, c. the prophecy
of their future ; 3. for His people all, a. the Ascen-

sion the honor of mankind (J&eb. ii. 5-9), 6. the way
of the renewal of the sinner (the Holy Spirit), c. the

source of the joy, rest, and hope of Christians.—The
Ascension a hearing of the Lord's own prayer, John

xvii. 6.—The feast of the Ascension the feast of the

coronation of the Lord. This coronation : 1. The

end of the Saviour's strife ; 2. the beginning of the

highest honor ; 3. the source of the richest blessing;

4. the pledge of the most blessed hope.—What see?

the Christian when He on the Ascension mora di

rects his look believingly towards heaven? (oomp.

Acts vii. 56) : 1. A glorified Son of Man ; 2. an AJ

mighty King ; 3. an ever near Friend ; 4. an open

place of refuge ; 5. an approaching triumph. But to

see all this, we must (vs. 65), even as the first Chris-

tian martyr, be ; a. a disciple of the Lord, b. filled

with the Holy Spirit, and c. have our eyes directed

towards heaven.—Heaven and earth considered in

the light of the Ascension mom.—The Ascension

the last palpable revelation of our Lord on earth : 1.

His majesty ; 2. His wisdom, a. time, b. place, c, wit-

nesses, d. circumstances, e. consequences, of the As-

cension ; 3. His beneficent faithfulness to His own,

comp. Matt, xxviii. 20.

Starke :

—

Osianoer :—Whom God sends into th J

holy ministry, them does He also equip with the ne^

cessary gifts.—To the receiving of the Holy Spirit

there belongs a patient waiting in prayer and con-

sideration of the word.—Whom Jesus blesses, he ia

and remains blessed.—Beautiful and edifying is it

when parents depart from the world, for they even
thus bless their children.

—

Brentius :—Christ has at

His Ascension bequeathed us the blessing, why do
we longer fear the curse ?

—

Bibl. Wirt.:—Jesus de-

parted to prepare the place. — Hedtnger :— Thu
have we then a sure and open entrance to the sauo

tuary that is within the heavens, Heb. x. 1 9, 20.—J.

Hall :—Rejoice, oli thou holy soul, for thy last con-

flict also shall be crowned with triiunph.—The fel-

lowship of the Spirit makes a fellowship in the wor-
ship of God.—Servants of God labor, pray, suffer,

and praise God in fellowship.

—

Osiander :—Jesus ia

ours also, mth all His treasures, therefore let ua
praise and glorify Him with the Father and the Holy
Spirit.

Hecbser:—The place of the Passion of Christ

also the place of His glorification.—With blessing
did He come, with blessing did He part.—How dif-

ferent this blessed parting from that on the cross I

—

The apostles showed after the Resurrection far mors
reverence for Jesus ; thny had a sense of His God-
head, therelbi'e we read here for the first time : they
worshipped Him.—Worship befits Christ, else would
He not have received it.—The disciples return back,
in prayer unseparated from Christ, no longer alone.—Arnot :—The Ascension of Christ the perfection

:

1. Of His prophetical; 2. of His high-priestly; 3. of
His kingly, office.— Sohleiermaoher:— The pro-
mises of the departing Redeemer.

—

Palmer:—The
lovely position in which the departing Redeemer
hath left us behind in this world : a. above our heada
we have an opened heaven, b. above our eyes a
blessed home, and c. under our feet the way which
the feet of the Lord have smoothed and hallowed.

—

RoPERTi :—Why do we stand after the Saviour haa
ascended and look towards heaven?— Schmid:—
What the earth is to them who look after the Risen
Saviour towards heaven.—Why does the Saviour
point us at Ilia Ascension to the Holy Spirit ?

—

Ahl-
PELn:—The last will of our Lord Jesus Christ.

—

Steinmeyer:—The separation through the Ascension
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ia the source of true union.

—

Souchon :—The com-
fort which the Ascension of Jesus Christ assures to

us.

—

Tholuck :—The refreshing thoughts to which
the history of the Ascension leads us : 1. The place

of His suffering the place of His parting ; 2. Tciled is

His beginning, veiled is His exit ; 3. the conclusion

of His ways is blessing for His people ; 4. He has de-

parted from us and yet has remained to us ; 5. He
remains veiled from His people till He shall appear

in brightness.—W. Hofackee :—The significance of

the Ascension-day ; 1. As a day of the richest and
most glorious blessing ; 2. as a day of the grandest

homage ; 8. a£ a day of the most joyful encourage-

ment.

—

Haei.ess:—The way to the blessed uuder-

Itanding of the Ascension of Christ.

—

^Yon Eapff ;

—

The Ascension of Christ as : 1. The glorification of

Jesus ; 2. of our human nature ; 3. of our whole earth.

— ScHUUK :— Heart and soul towards heaven ! 1,

Here is darkness, there is light ; 2. here is strange-

ness, there is home ; 3. here Is combat, there is vic-

torious palm; 4. here is sorrow, there is bliss.—

Floret :—The Ascension of our Lord the crown of

His glory.

Compare further on this whole section the well-

digested essay of Dr. H. G. Hasse: Das Zeben det

verkldrten Erlosers im Himmel, nach den eigenen

Ausspruchen des Herrn, ein Bevtrag zur Bihl. Theol.

Leipsic, 1854, and Die Christl. CHauhenshhre, Tierau*'

gegeben von dem Calwer Verein, 2 Theil, 2 Abthlg.

pp. 266-286, Stuttgart, 1857.
















